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OF modern Civilization, the natural fruits are,—-contempt for others’ rights, fraud, oppression, a gambling spirit in trade,

reckless adventure, and commercial convulsions, all tending7 to impoverish the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Relief is [0 come, and can only come, from the new application of Christian principles, of Universal Justice and Universal

Love, to social institutions, to commerce, to business, to active life.—W1LLIAM ELLERY CHANNING.
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A MISCELLANY.

CONSUELO.‘

rnou THE reason or esonor: sum.

Translated for the Harbinger.

1X.

At the second relay, Consuelo had re

cognized in the domestic who accompa

nied them, and who, seated upon the box

of the carriage, paid the guides and scold

ed the postillions for their slowness, that

same heyduc who had announced count

Hoditz, the day on which he came to pro

pose to her the party.of pleasure at Ros

wald. That large and powerful young

man, who continually looked at her as if

by stealth, and who seemed divided be

tween the desire and the fear of speaking

to her, at last fixed her attention; and

one morning, when she was breakfasting

in a solitary inn at the foot of the moun

tains, Porpora having gone to take a walk

in pursuit of some musical theme, while

waiting for the horses to be baited, she

turned towards the valet, at the moment

when he handed her the coffee, and look

ed him in the face with a. rather severe

and irritated air. But he put on so pit

eous an expression that she could not re

strain a burst of laughter. The April

sun glittered upon the snow which still

crowned the mountains; and our young

traveller felt in good spirits.

“ Alas! ” said the mysterious heyduc

to her at last, “ your ladyship does not

then deign to recognize me! I should

always recognize you, were you disguised

as a Turk or a Prussian corpora]; and

and yet I saw you only for one instant,

but what an instant in my life! ”

Vt’hile speaking thus, he placed upon

the table the tray which he had brought;

and approaching Consuelo, he gravely

made a great sign of the cross, bent one

knee and kissed the ground before her.

“ Ah! ” cried Consuelo, "Karl the

descrter, is it not! "
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“ Yes, signora, replied Karl, kissing

the hand which she extended to him;

“at least so they tell me I must call you,

although I have never well understood if

you were a gentleman or a lady."

“ Truly! And whence comes your

uncertainty l "

“ The reason is, that I have seen you

as a boy, and that afterwards, though I

recognized you very well, you had be

come as like a young girl as you had be

fore been like a little boy. But that is

nothing: be what you will, you have ren

dered me services whichI shall never for

get ; and you mightcommand me to throw

myself from the top of the precipice up

there, if it would give you any pleasure,

and I should not refuse to do it for you.”

“I ask nothing of you, my brave Karl,

but to be happy and to enjoy your liberty ;

for now you are free, and I think you

love life now i "

“ Free, yes! ” said Karl, shaking his

head; “ but happy —I have lost my poor

wife.”

Consuelo‘s eyes filled, from a sympa

thetic feeling, on seeing the square

cheeks of poor Karl covered with a tor

rent of tears. -

" Ah! ” said he, shaking his red mus

tache, from which the tears dripped like

rain from athicket, “she had suffered too

much, poor soul ! Her sorrow at seeing

me carried 058. second time by the Prus

sians, her long journey on foot when she

was quite ill, then her joy at seeing me

again, all that caused a revolution in her

system; and she died a week after her

arrival at Vienna, where Iwas looking

for her, and where, thanks to a note from

you, she found me, by the help of Count

Hoditz. That generous lord sent her his

physician and assistance; but nothing

did her any good; she was tired of life,

you see, and has gone to repose in the

heaven of the great God."

“ And your daughterfl ” said Consuelo,

‘king of Prussia has killed her also for

me.” ‘

“ How killed! \tht do you say? "

“ \Vas it not the king of Prussia that

killed the mother by causing her so much

suffering! Well, the child followed

the mother. From the evening when,

having seen me made bloody by blows,

bound and carried off by the recruiters!

they both remained lying, almost dead,

across the road, the little one was constant

ly shaking with a heavy fever ; the fatigue

and suffering of the journey finished them.

\Vhen you met them upon a bridge,at the

entrance ofI know not what Austrian

town, they had eaten nothing for two

days. You gave them money, you told

them that I was saved, you did all you

could to console and cure them; they

told me all that: but it was too late.

They did nothing but grow worse from

the time we were united again, and at the

moment when we might have been hap

py, they went to the cemetery. The earth

was not yet settled over the body of my

wife, before we had to re-opcn the same

place to put my child in; and now, thanks

to the king of Prussia, Karl is alone in

the world ! ”

“ No, my poor Karl, you are not alone,

you are not abandoned; you have some

friends left who will always be interest

ed in your misfortunes and your good

heart."

“ I know it. Yes, there are some good

people, and you are one of them. But

what have I need of now when I have

neither wife, nor child, nor country! for I

could never be safe in mine; my moun

tain is too well known to those brigands

who have come there twice to get me.

As soon as I saw myself alone, I asked if

we were at war or would soon be. I had

but one idea: that was to serve against

Prussia, in order to kill as many Prussians

asI could. Ah! Saint chceslns, the

patron of Bohemia, would have directed

my arm; and lam very sure that not a

single ball from my musket would have

been lost; and I said to myself: ‘ Per

haps Providence will permit me to meet

lwho wished to suggest to him a consol

' Entered according to Act of Congress, in In, idea

the year 1845, by FnArvcrs G. Sir/tw,in the I g, ' I" _ _
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the king of Prussia in some defile; and

then—were he cuirasscd like the arch

angel Michael — were I obliged to follow

him as a dog follows the track ofa. wolf’

— but I learnt that peace was determined

for a long time; and then, feeling no iti

terest in anything, I went to find my lord

count Iloditz to thank him and to request

him not to present me to the empress, as

he had intended. I wished to kill my

self; but he has been so good to me, and

the princess of Culmbaclt, his daughter

in-law, to whom he had privately related

my whole history, has said so many beau

tiful things to me upon the duties of a

Christian, that l have consented to live

and to enter their service, where I am, in

truth, too well cared for and too well

treated for the little work I have to do.”

“ Now tell me, my dear Karl," said

Consuelo, wiping away her tears, “how

did you recognize me? ”

“ Did you not come, one evening, to

sing at the house of my new mistress,

madame the margravinel I saw you pass

dressed all in white, and I recognized you

immediately, though you had become a

young lady. The truth is, you see, i do

not remember much of the places through

which 1 have passed, our the names of the

persons whom I have met; but as to fa

ces, I never forget them. I began to cross

myself when I saw a young lad who fol

lowed you, and whom I recognized as Jo

seph; and instead of being your master,

as I had seen him at the moment of my

deliverance, (for he was better dressed

than you at that time,) he had become

your domestic, and he remained in the an

techambcr. He did not recognize me;

and as my lord count had forbidden me to

say a single word of what had happened

to any person whatsoever, (I have never

known or asked why,) I did not speak to

that good Joseph, though I had a strong

desire to throw myself upon his neck.

He Went almost immediately into another

apartment. I had been ordered not to

leave that in which I was; a good serv

ant knows only his countersign. But

when every body had gone, my lord‘s

valet-de-chambre, who has all his confi

dence, said to me: ‘ Karl, you did not

speak to Porpora's little lacquey, though

you recognized him, and you did well.

The count will be. pleased with you. As

to the young lady who sang this even-l

ing— ‘ O! I recognized her also,’ cried

I, ‘ and I said nothing.’ ‘ \Vell,’ added he

‘ you have done well in that also. The

count does not wish it to be known that

she travelled with him to Passaw.’ ‘ That

does not concern me,‘ I returned, ‘ but

can I ask you how she delivered me from

the hands of the Prussiansl ’ Then Hen

ry told me how the thing had happened,

(for he was there,) how you had run af

, had been ofour own family.’

 

ter the count‘s carriage, and how, when

 

you had nothing more to fear for yourself, I lers time to change their dresses, and had

you had absolutely wished him to come

and deliver me. You had said something

about this to my poor wife, and she had

told me also ; for she died recommending

you to the good God, and saying ; ‘ Those

are poor children, “he seemed almost as

unfortunate as we are ; and still they gave

me all they had, and they wept as if they

So when I

saw Mr. Joseph in your service, having

been told to carry to him some money

from my lord, at whose house he played

the violin on another evening, I put -'into

the paper some dueats, the first I had

earned in that house. He did not know

it, and did not recognize me; but, if we

return to Vienna,I will so manage that

he shall never be in want while I can

earn my living.”

“Joseph is no longer in my service,

good Karl, he is my friend. He is no

longer in want, he is a musician, and will

earn his living easily. So do not rob your

self for him."

“ As to yourself, signers,” said Karl,

“ I ennnot do much for you, since you are

a great actress, as I am told; but look

you, if you are ever in a situation to

need a servant and cannot pay him, call

upon Karl and rely on him. He will

serve you for nothing and will be very

happy to work for you.”

“I am sufficiently well paid by your

gratitude, my friend. I ask nothing from

your devotedness,"

“ There is master Porpora returning.

Remember, signora, that I have not the

honor to know you, otherwise than as a

servant placed at your command by my

master."

On the next day our travellers having

risen very early, arrived, not without

trouble, at the chateau of Roswald. It

was situated in an elevated region, on the

slope of one of the most beautiful moun

tains in Moravia, and so well protected

from cold winds, that the spring was

already felt there, while at half a league

round about, the winter still prevailed.

Although the season was prematurely

beautiful, the roads were hardly passable.

But Count Hoditz, who doubted of noth

ing, and for whom the impossible was a

joke, had already arrived, and had a bun

dred pioneers at work smoothing the road

over which the majestic equipage of his

noble spouse was to roll on the next day.

It would perhaps have been more conjn‘

gal and of more assistance to have jour

neyed with her; but it was not of so

much consequence to hinder her from

breaking her arms and legs on the road,

as to give her a fate; and, dead or alive,

she must needs have a splendid enter

tainment on taking possession of Ros

wald.

The Count hardly allowed our travel~

served up to them a very fine dinner in a

mossy and rocky grotto, which an enor

mous stove, skilfully masked by false

rocks, \varmed agreeably. At first sight,

this place seemed enchanting to Consu

elo. The view which opened from the

entrance of the grotto was really mag

nificent. Nature had done every thing

for Roswald. Precipitous and pictu

resque hills, forests of evergreens, abun

dant springs of water, admirable perspec

tives, immense prairies, it seemed that

with a comfortable habitation there was

enough to constitute a finished place of

pleasure. But Consuelo soon perceived

the strange effects by which the Count

had succeeded in spoiling this sublime na

ture. The grotto Would have been

charming without the windows, which

made of it an unseasonable dining room.

As the honey-suckles and climbers were

only beginning to bud, the frames of the

doors and the windows had been masked

with artificial leaves and flowers, which

there made a ridiculous pretence. The

shells and stalactites, somewhat damaged

by the winter, showed the plaster and

mastic which fastened them to the walls,

and the heat of the stove, melting the re

mains of frost concentrated in the vaulted

ceiling, brought upon the heads of the

guests a blackish and unhealthy rain,

which the Count was determined not to

notice. Porpora was quite vexed, and

two or three times put his hand to his hat,

still without daring to dash it on his

head, as he was dying to do. He feared

above all that Consuelo might take cold,

and he ate very fast, pretending a great

impatience to see the music h'e was to

have executed the next day.

“What are you uneasy about, dear

maestro?" said the count, who was a

great eater, and who liked to relate at

length the history of the acquisition, or

construction directed by himself of all

the rich and curious pieces of his table

service; “skilful and finished musicians

like yourself, need only a little time to

understand such matters. My music is

simple and natural. 1 am not one of

those pedantic composers who seek to as

tonish by learned and strange harmonic

combinations. In the country, we want

simple and pastoral music: as for me, I

love only pure and simple songs: that is

also the taste of tnadam the margravine.

You will see that all will go well. Be

sides, we are losing. no time. \Vhile we

are at breakfast here, my majordomo is

getting every thing ready according to

my orders, and we shall find the choirs

arranged at their different stations and all

the musicians at their posts."

\Vhile he said this, information was

given to my lord that two foreign officers,

 

travelling through the country. asked per
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mission to enter and salute the count, and i self at your ease and to do here as if in

to visit, if agreeable to him, the palace‘your own house. Iknow that you must

and gardens of Roswald.

The count was accustomed to this kind

of visit, and nothing gave him more plea

sure than to be himselfthe cicerone of the

curious through the delights of his resi

dence.

“ Let them enter, they are welcome,"

cried he; “ place covers for them and

bring them here.”

A few instants afterwards, the two of

;be accustomed to the austere regularity

‘of the great Frederick's armies; I con

sider that admirable in its place; but

here, you are in the country, and if one

lcannot be amused in the country, what

ldoes one go there for? Isee that you are

.well educated persons and of good man

i ners. You certainly could not. be ofiicers

inf the king of Prussia, without having

,‘given proofs of military science and de

 

ficers were introduced. They had on the i termined bravery. I consider you there

Prussiati uniform. He who walked the , fore as guests whose presence honors my

first, and behind whom his companion house; please to dispose of it freely and

seemed determined to efface himself com- ' to remain in it as long as may be agree

pletely, was small and had quite adisa

grceable face. His nose, long, heavy

and without nobleness, made appear more

shocking still the falling of his mouth

and the flight or rather absence of his

chin. His somewhat bowed form gave,

I know not exactly how, an elderly air to

his person cramped in the ungraceful

coat invented by Frederick. Still that

man was only forty at most; his hearing

was determined, and when he had taken

off his ugly hat, which cut his face even

to the commencement of his nose, he,

showed what he had fine in his head,—a

firm, intelligent and meditative forehead,

movable eyebrows and eyes of an ex

traordinary clearness and animation, His

glance transformed him like those rays of

the sun which suddenly color and embel

lish the most gloomy and least poetical

situations. He seemed to be a head tall

er when his eyes shone above his pallid,

mean and uneasy face.

Count Hoditz. received them with a

hospitality which was rather cordial than

ceremonious, and, without losing time in

long compliments, had two covers placed

for them and helped thetn from the best

dishes with a truly patriarchal good hu

mor ; for Hoditz was the best of men, and

his vanity, far from corrupting his heart,

assisted him to expand himself with COII-‘

fidence and generosity. Slavery still pre

vailed in his domains, and all the wonders

of Roswald had been constructed at small

expense by his people owing land and

husbandry service ; ' but he covered with

flowers and gormandizing the yoke of his

subjects. He made them forget the ne

cessary by lavishing the superfluous;

and convinced that pleasure is happiness,

he gave them so much amusement that

they did not think about being free.

The Prussian oflicer (for truly there

was but one, the other seemed only his

shadow) appeared at first a little aston

ished, perhaps even a little shocked at

this want of ceremony on the part of the

Count; and he affected a reserved politc~

ness, when the Count said to him :

“ Sir captain, I beg of you to put your

. Gent tailable at corveable.

 

able to you.”

The officer immediately took his part

like a man of sense; and, after having

thanked his host in the same tone, began

to gulp down the champagne, which still

did not cause him to lose a line of his

sang-froid, and to make inroads into an

excellent paté, respecting which he gave

utterance to some remarks and gastro

nomic questions which did not communi

cate a very favorable idea of him to‘the

abstemious Consuelo. Still she was

struck by the fire of his glance , but even

that fire astonished “ithout charming her.

She found in it a something, I know not

what, haughty, scrutinizing and distrust

ful, which did not reach her heart.

While eating, the officer informed the

Count that he was called the baron de

Krentz, that he was a native of Silesia,

whither he had just been sent to obtain a

supply of cavalry horses; that, being at

Ne'irse, he had not been able to resist the

desire of seeing the so celebrated palace

and gardens of Roswald; that in conse

quence, he had passed the frontier that

morning with his lieutenant, not without

profiting by the time and opportunity to

make sume purchases of horses on his

route. He even offered to the Count to

visit his stables, if he had any beast to

sell. He travelled on horseback and must

‘retorn that very evening.

“I shall not permit that,” said the

Count. “ I have no horses to sell to you

at present. I have not even enough for

the new improvementsI intend to efl'ect

v'iu my gardens. But I wish to do a bet

long as possible.”

“ But we learnt, on arriving here, that

you were expecting madam the countess

Hoditz from hour to hour; and not wish

ling to be in the way, we wrll retire as

lsoon as we hear of her arrival.”

“ I do not expect madam the countess

margravine until to-morrow," replied the

jCount; “ she will arrive here with her

 

ldaughter, madam the princess of Culm-I

' bach. For perhaps you are not ignorant,

gentlemen, that] have had the honor to

make a noble alliance —"

ter business by enjoying your society es

With the dowager margravine of Bare

ith," rather quickly retorted the baron de

Kreutz, who did not seem so much daz

zled by the title as the Count expected.

“ She is the aunt of the king of Prus

sia! ” resumed he with a little empha

sis.

“ Yes, yes, I know it,” replied the

Prussian ollicer, taking a huge pinch of

snuff.

“ And as she is an admirably gracious

and affable lady,” continued the Count,

“I doubt not she will have infinite pleas

ure in receiving and welcoming brave ser

ivants of her illustrious nephew.”

“ \Ve should be very sensible of so

great an honor," said the baron, smiling;

“ but we have not leisure to profit by it.

Our duties imperiously call us to our post,

and we must take leave of your excellen

cy this very evening. In the mean while

we shall be very happy to admire this

beautiful residence: the king our master

has not one that can compare with it."

This compliment restored all the kind

feelings of the Moravian lord towards the

Prussian. They rose from table; Porpo

ra, who cared less for the promenade than

for the rehearsal, wished to be excused.

“ Not so,” said the Count, “prome

nade and rehearsal will both go on at

once; you will see my master.”

He ofl'ered his arm to Consuelo, and

passing first : “ Your pardon, gentle

men,” said he, “ if I take possession of

the only lady who is here at this moment:

it is the lord‘s right. Have the goodness

to follow me; I will be your guide.”

“ Allow me to ask you, sir," said the

baron de Krcutz, addressing Porpora for

the first time, who that amiable lady

is? ”

“ Sir," replied Porpora, who was in a

bad humor, “I am an Italian; I under

stand Germau but little, and French still

less.”

The baron, who until then had always

talked French with the Count, according

to the custom of those times among peo

ple of the fashionable world, repeated

his question in Italian.

“ That amiable lady, who has not yet

said a word before you,” drily replied

Porpora, “ is neither margravine nor dow

ager, nor princess, nor baroness, nor

lcountess; she is an Italian cantatrice who

iis not devoid of a certain degree of tal

lent.” ~

“I am so Touch the more interested

in making her acquaintance and knowing

her name,“ returned the baron, smiling at

l Porpora‘s rudeness.

‘ “ She is the Porpot'iua, my pupil," re

plied Porpora.

“ She is a very skilful person, they

lsay," returned the other, “ and one who

‘is impatiently expected at Berlin. Since

 

lshe is your pupil, lsce that it is to the
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illustrious master Porpora that I have the

honor to speak."

" At your service,” said Porpora brief

ly, again placing upon his head the hat

he had just raised in answer to baron de

Kreutz’ profound bow. The latter, see

ing him so little communicative, let him

advance and kept in the rear with his

lieutenant. Porpora, who had eyes even

in the back of his head, saw that they

laughed together while looking at him

and speaking of him in their tongue.

He was so much the more ill-disposed to

wards them, and did not even glance at

them during the whole promenade.

 

X;

They descended quite a steep little

slope, at the bottom of which they found

a river in miniature which had been a

pretty, limpid and rough torrent; but as

it wasnecessary to make it navigable, its

bed had been smoothed, its fall diminished,

its banks graded regularly, and its beauti

ful waters muddled by recent labors.

The workmen were still busied in clear

ing away some rocks which the winter

had precipitated into it and which gave it

some remains of physiognomy;— it was

necessary to make this disappear quickly.

A gondola was there in waiting for the

prornenaders, a real gondola which the

Count had brought from Venice, and

which made Consuelo's heart beat with a

thousand pleasant and painful reminiscen

ces. The party embarked; the gondo

licrs were also real Venetians, speaking

their dialect ; they had been brought with

the bark, as, now-a-days, negroes with

the giraffe. Count lioditz, who had trav‘

elled a good deal, imagined that he could

speak all languages; but though he had

a great deal of confidence, and in a loud

voice and an accented tone gave his or

ders to the gondoliers, the latter would

have understood him with difficulty had

not Consuelo served him as interpreter.

They were directed to sing some verses

of Tasso; but those poor devils, chilled

by the ices of the north, expatriated and

bewildered in their recollections, gave the

Prussians a very poor specimen of their

,style. Consuelo was obliged to prompt

them at every stanza, and promised to

give them a rehearsal of the fragments

they were to sing before the margravine

the next day.

When they had rowed 'a quarter of an

hour in a space which might have been

passed in three minutes, but in which

the poor stream, thwarted in its course,

had been compelled to a thousand insidi

ous windings, they reached the open sea.

 

It was quite a large basin which opened

upon them through cltirnps of cypresses

they had no time to admire it. They

were obliged to embark on board of a

pocket mun-of-war, in which nothing was

wanting; in masts, sails, and cordage, it

was a finished model of a ship with all

her rigging, which the too great number

of sailors and passengers almost stink.

Porpora was quite cold, the carpets were

very damp, and I even believe that, in

spite of the particular examination which

the Count, who had arrived the day be

fore, had already made of every part, the

vessel leaked badly. No one was at ease

excepting the Count, who, thanks to his

part of entertainer, never cared for the

little discomforts connected with his

pleasures, and Consuelo, who began to be

much amused by the follies of her host.

A fleet proportioned to this atlmiral‘s ves

sel came to place itself under her orders,

and executed manoeuvres which the

Count himself, armed with a speaking

trumpet and erect upon the poop, gravely

directed, getting quite vexed when mat

ters did not go to his liking, and making

them recommenoe the rehearsal. After

wards they advanced in squadron to the

sound of abominany false music of brass

instruments, which completed Porpora‘s

exasperation. “ It is well enough to

freeze us and make us catch cold,” said

be between his teeth; “ but to scorch

our ears in this style, it is too much! ”

“ Make all sail for the Peloponnessus l”

and they sailed towards a bank crowned

with little buildings in imitation of Greek

temples and antique tombs. They steered

towards a little bay masked by rocks, and,

when ten paces distant, they were re

ceived by a discharge of musquetry.

Two men fell dead upon the deck, and a

very light ship-boy, who had his station

in the rigging, uttered aloud cry, deceud~

ed, or rather let himself slide down

adroitly, and rolled into the very midst of

the company, screaming that be was

wounded and holding on to his head,

which he said had been fractured by a

ball.

“ Here," said the Count to Consuelo,

“I have need of you for a little rehear.

sal which my crew must go through.

Have the goodness to represent for an in

stant the person of madam the margra

vine, and to command that dying boy and

those two dead men, who, by the way,

fell verv stupidly, to rise, to be cured on

the instant, to take to their arms, and to

defend her highness against the insolent

pirates concealed in that ambuscade."

Consuelo hastened to assume the charac

ter of the margravine, and played it with

much more dignity and natural grace than

madam Hoditz herself would have done.

The dead and dying raised themselves on

their knees and kissed her hand. There

-into the sea.

 

earnest with their vasssal mouths, but

to kiss their own hand when pretending

to approach hers with their lips. Then

dead and dying rushed to their arms,

making great demonstrations of enthusi

asm; the little rope-dancer, who played

the part of ship-boy, climbed his mast

like a cat and discharged a light carbine

towards the pirates bay. The fleet

closed around the modern Cleopatra, and '

the little cannons made a horrible uproar.

Consuelo, forewarned by the Count,

who did not wish to cause her a serious

fright, had not been the dupe of the rath

er strange opening of this comedy. But

the two Prussian officers, towards whom

it had not been thought necessary to

practice the same gallantry, seeing two

men fall at the first fire, had closed up to

each other and turned pale. He who had

said nothing appeared afraid for his cap

tain, and the trouble of the latter had not

escaped the tranquilly observing glance of

Consuelo. Still, it was not fear that was

depicted upon his features; but on the

contrary, a kind of indignation, of anger

even, as if the pleasantry oflended him

personally and seemed to him an insult to

his dignity as a Prussian and military

man. Hoditz did not notice it, and when

the battle was raging, the captain and his

lieutenant shouted with laughter and took

the jest in the best manner. They even

drew their swords and lunged in to the

air to have their share of the sport.

The pirates, in light boats, dressed as

Greeks and armed with blunderbusses and

pistols loaded with powder, had come out.

from their pretty little reefs, and fought

like lions. They were allowed to come

alongside, and were there defeated with

great slaughter, in order that the good

margravine might have the pleasure of

resuscitating them. The only cruelty

committed was making some of them fall

The water of the basin was

quite cold, and Consuelo was pitying

them, when she saw that they took plea

sure in it, and had some vanity in show

ing to the mountaineers, their compan

ions, that they were good swimmers.

\Vben the fleet of Cleopatra, (for the

ship on board of which the margravine

was to be, really bore this pompous title)

had been victorious, as of right, it towed

the pirate's flotilla as prisoners after it,

and sailed to the sound of trinmphal mu

sic, to explore the coast, of Greece.

They afterwards approached an unknown

island, on which they saw clay-built huts

and exotic trees, very well imitated; for

one never knew what to be sure of in

this respect, the false and the true being

confounded every where. At the margin

of the isle canoes were fastened. The

natives of the country threw themselves

and firs, and of which the unexpected upon it was enjoined them by the Count not , into them with very wild cries and came

coup d.ogil was really agreeable. But to touch the noble hand of her highnessiulto meet the fleet, bringing foreign flowers
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and fruits recently cut in the hot-houses

of the residence. These savages were

shaggy, tattoed and woolly, and more.

like devils than men. The costumesv

were not very well assorted. Some

were crowned with feathers, like Peru

vians, others bundled up in furs, like Es

quimaux; but these matters were not to

be examined too closely; provided they

were very ugly and in very great disor

der, they might be taken for anthropo—

phagi at least.

These good people made many grima

ces, and their chief, who was a kind of

giant, having a false beard reaching to

his waist, came to deliver a speech which

Count IIoditz himself had taken pains to

compose in the savage tongue. It was

an assemblage of high-sounding and

crackling syllables, arranged at random

to imitate a grotesque and barbarous pa

tois. The Count having made him re

cite his tirade without a mistake, took the

trouble to translate this fine harangue to

Consuelo, who still performed the part of

margravine for want of the real one.

“This discourse signifies, madam,” said

he, imitating the salutations of the sav

age king, “that this horde of cannibals

whose custom it is to devour all strangers

who land upon their island, suddenly

touched and tamed by the magic effect of

your charms, come to lay at your feet the

homage of their ferocity, and to offer to

you the royalty of these unknown realms.

Deign to land without fear, and though

they are sterile and uncultivated, the

wonders of civilization will bloom under

your feet.”

They landed upon the island amidst the

songs and the dances of the young sav

age girls. Strange and pretendedly fero

cious animals, stufled figures, which by

means of springs were made to kneel

suddenly, saluted Consuelo on the bank.

Then, by the help of ropes, the newly

planted trees and thickets fell, the paste

board rocks disappeared, and they saw

small houses ornamented with flowers and

foliage. Shepherdesses conducting real

flocks, (Hoditz did not lack these,) villa

gers dressed in the last style of the opera,

though rather dirty when seen near to, in

fine, even kids and tame deer came to

offer faith and homage to the new sover

eign. “It is here,” then said the Count

to Consuelo, “ that you will have to play

a part to-morrow before her highness.

You will be provided with the costume of

a. savage divinity, all covered with flowers

and ribbons, and will remain in that grot

to: the margravine will enter and you

will sing the cantata which I have in my

pocket, to yield to her your rights as a

divinity, seeing that there can be but one

goddess where she deigns to appear.”

“ Let me see the cantata,” said Consu

elo, receiving the manuscript of which

 

 
  

Hodita was the author. It did not cost

her much trouble to read and sing at first

sight that simple common-place song;

words and music, all were genlerl. The

only thing was' to learn it by heart. Two

violins, a harp and a flute hidden in the

depths of the cave accompanied her all

wrong. Porpora made them begin again.

In a quarter of an hour, all went well.

This was not the only part Consuelo had

to play in the féte, nor the only cantata

the Count had in his pocket: they were

short, happily; her highness must not be

wearied by too much music.

At the savage island they made sail

again and went to land upon a Chinese

shore: towers in imitation of porcelain,

kiosks, stunted gardens, little bridges,

hambnos, tea plantations. nothing was

wanting. The literati and the manda

rins, rather well dressed, came to make a

speech in Chinese to the margravine;

and Consuelo, who, in the crossing, was

to change her costume in the cabin of

one of the boats and wrap herself up as

a mandarin, was to attempt some couplets

in the Chinese language and music, still

in the style of Count Hoditz:

Ping, Pang, tiong,

Hi, han, bong.

Such was the burden, which was un

derstood to signify, thanks to the power

of abbreviation possessed by that wonder

ful language:

“ Beautiful margravinc, great princess,

idol of all hearts, reign forever over your

happy spouse and over your joyous em~

pire of Roswald in Moravia.”

On leaving China, they entered some

very rich palanqnins, and on the shoul

ders of the poor Chinese and savage

serfs, scaled a little mountain on the top

of which they found the city of Lilliput.

Houses, forests, lakes, mountains, all

reached to your knee or ancle, and it was

necessary to stoop in order to see, in the

interior of the dwellings, the furniture

and household utensils which were in re

lative proportion to all the rest. Puppets

danced upon the public square to the

sound of bells, cymbals and tambourines.

The persons who made them act and who

produced this Lilliputian music were hid

den under ground, in cellars made for the

purpose.

On redescending the mountain of the

Lilliputians, they found a desert of a bun

dred paces in diameter, all encumbered

with enormous rocks and vigorous trees

given up to their natural growth. It was

the only place which the Count had not

spoiled and mutilated. He had content

ed himself with leaving it as he found it.

“I was long embarrassed by the thought

of what I could do with this precipitous

defile,” said he to his guests. “I knew

not how to get rid of these masses of rock,

nor what turn to give to these superb but,

 

disorderly trees : suddenly the idea came

to me to baptise this spot the desert, the

chaos: and l have thought that the con

trast would not be disagreeable, especial

ly since on leaving these horrors of na

ture, we shall again enter admirably

arranged and cultivated gardens. To

complete the illusion, you shall see what

a happy invention I have placed in it.”

Speaking thus, the Count pushed aside

a huge rock which encumbered the path,

(for he had felt obilgcd to make a smooth

and sanded walk in the horrible desert,)

and Consuelo found herself at the en

trance of a hermitage Worked in the rock

and surmounted by a large wooden cross.

The anchorite of the Thebaide came out:

he was a good peasant, whose false beard,

long and white, contrasted strangely with

his fresh face adorned with the colors of

youth. He made a fine speech, the bar

barisms of which were corrected by his

master, and offered roots and milk to Con

suelo in a wooden bowl.

“I think the hermit is rather young,"

said the baron dc Kreutz; “you might

have put a real old man here.”

“That would not have pleased the

margravine,” replied Count Iloditz ingen

uonsly. “She says With reason, that

old age is not attractive, and that, in a.

tEte, we should see none but young

actors.”

I will spare the reader the rest of the

promenade. I should never finish if I

wished to describe to .him the different

countries, the druidical altars, the Indian

pagodas, the covered ways and canals,

the virgin forests, the subterranean pas

sages in which were seen the mysteries

of the passion cut in the rock, the arti

ficial mines with ball rooms, the Champs

Elysées, the tombs, finally the cascades,

the naiads, the serenades and the all

thousand fountains which Porpora after—

wards pretended to have been forced to

swallow. There were indeed a thousand

other fine conceits, of which the memoirs

of the time have transmitted to us the

details with admiration: a half-obscure

grotto into which you penetrated running,

and at the bottom of which a mirror,

casting back towards you your own image

in an uncertain light, most infallibly give

you a great fright; a convent in which

you were compelled, under pain of losing

your liberty forever, to pronounce vows

of which the formula was a homage of

eternal submission and adoration to the

margravine; a showering tree, which, by

means of a pump hidden in the branches,

inundated you with ink, blood or rose~

water, according as it was wished to

gratify or to mystify you; in fine a thou

sand charming, ingenious, incomprehensi

ble, and above all, expensive secrets,

which Porpora had the brutality to consi

der insupportabla, stupid and scandalous.
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Night alone put an end to this promenade

round the world, in which, now on horse

back, now in litters. on asses, in carriages

or boats, they had travelled quite as

much as three leagues.

Hardened against cold and fatigue, the

two Prussian ofi‘icers, while laughing at

whatever was too puerile in the amuse

ments and surprises at Roswald, had not

been so much struck as Consuelo with

the absurdities of this wonderful resi~

deuce. She was a child of nature, born

in the clear air, accustomed since her

eyes were opened, to look upon the

works of God without shade and without

spectacles: but the baron de Kreutz,

though he was not entirely the newest

comer in that aristocracy accustomed to

the draperies and prettinesses in fashion,

was a man of his society and his era.

He did not hate grottoes, hermitages and

symbols. On the whole, be amused him

self good-naturedly, showed much wit in

conversation, and said to his follower,

who, on entering the dining-room, was

respectfully pitying him for the ennui of

such an unprofitable excursion; “ Ennui?

ll not at all. Ihave taken excercise, l

have gained an appetite,I have seen a

thousand follies, I have reposed my mind

from serious matters ; I have neither lost

my time nor my trouble.”

They were surprised to find nothing in

the dining-room but a circle of chairs

around an empty space. The Count,

having requested his guests to be seated,

ordered his valets to serve the supper.

“ Alas! my lord," replied he who was

to give the answer,“ we had nothing

worthy to be offered to so honorable a

company, and we have not. even laid the

table.”

“ That is pleasant! ” cried the amphi

tryon in a pretended fury; and when this

play had lasted a few moments: “ Well!”

said he, “ since men refuse us a supper,

[summon Pluto to send me one that shall

be worthy of my guests." Speaking

thus, he struck the floor three times, and

the floor gliding immediatly into a wing,

they saw odoriferous flames burst forth ;

then, to the sound of a joyous and strange

music, a magnificently served table came

and placed itself under the elbows of the

guests.

“This is not bad," said the Count,

raising the cloth and speaking under the

table: only I am very much astonished,

since mcssire Pluto knows very well that

there is no water to drink in my house,

that he has not sent me a single goblet.”

“ Count Hoditz,” replied from the

depths of the abyss, a hoarse voice wor

thy of Tartarus ; “ wator is very scarce in

hell ; for most all our rivers are dry since

the eyes of her highness the margravine

have burned even to the entrails of the

earth; still, if you require it, we will

 

send a Dana'i'de to the banks of the Styx

to see if she can find some."

“ Let her be quick then,” replied the

Count, and above all, give her a cask

which has not been broached."

“ At the same instant, a beautiful cis

tern of jasper in the middle of the table,

threw up a crystal fountain, which during

the whole supper fell upon itself like a

sheaf of diamonds, from the reflection of

the numerous tapers. The crown-all

was a master-piece of richness and bad

taste, and the water of the Styx, the in

fernal supper, furnished the Count with

materials for a thousand plays upon

words, allusions and idle nonsense which

were no better, but for which the sim

plicity of his childishness made excuse.

The savory repast, served by young syl

vans and nymphs, more or less charming,

cheered the baron de Kreutz a good deal.

Still he paid only a slight attention to the

beautiful slaves of the amphitryon : these

poor peasant girls were at once the ser—

vants, the mistresses, the choristers and

the actresses of their lord. He was their

professor of the graces, of dancing, sing

ing and declamation. Consuelo had had

at Passaw a spccimen of his manner of

proceeding with them; and thinking of

the glorious lot which this lord ofi‘ered

to her then, she admired the respectful

sang froid with which he treated her now,

without appearing either surprised or

confused at her contempt. She knew

very well that the margravine‘s arrival

would change the aspect of things on the

morrow, that she would dine in her cham

ber with her master, and that she would

not have the honor of being admitted to

the table of her highness. That did not

trouble her in the least, though she was

ignorant of a circumstance which would

have greatly diverted her at this instant:

the fact that she was supping with a per

sonage infinitely more illustrious, who

would not for all the world sup on the

morrow with the margravino.

The baron de Kreutz, smiling therefore

with quite a cold air at the aspect of the

nymphs of the household, gave more at

tention to Consuelo, when, after having

provoked her to conversation, he led her

to talk about music. He was an enlight

ened and almost passionate amateur of

that divine art: at least he spoke of it

with a superior intelligence which, not

less than the repast, the good dishes and

the warmth of the apartment, softened

the crabbed humor of Porpora. “ It

would be desirable," said he at last to

the baron, who had a moment before del

icately praised his method without nam

ing him, “that the sovereign we are to

try to divert were as good a judge as

vou ! ”

“ They say," replied the baron, “ that

my sovereign is quite enlightened in this

 

matter, and that he really does love the

fine art."

“Are you very sure of that, sir bar

on? ” returned the maestro, who could

not converse without contradicting every

body on every point. “ As to me, 1 do

not at all flatter myself that it is so.

Kings are always first in every thing, if

you believe their subjects; but it often

happens that their subjects know much

more than they do.”

“ In matters of war, as in matters of

science and engineering, the king of Prus

sia knows much more than either of us,”

replied the lieutenant with zeal; and as

to music, it is very certain— ”

“ That you know nothing about, nor I

either," drin interrupted captain Kreutz;

“master Porpora must be referred to

himself alone in this respect.”

“ As to me,” returned the maestro,

“ royal dignity has never imposed upon

me in matters of music; and when I had

the honor to give lessons to the electoral

princess of Saxony,I did not pass over

her false notes any more than another’s."

“ What! ” said the baron, looking at

his companion with an ironical expression,

“ do crowned heads ever make false

notes? ”

“ Just like simple mortals, sir!” re

plied Porpora. “Still I must say that

the electoral princess did not long make

them with me, and that she had a rare

intelligence to second me."

“ So you would have the goodness to

forgive some false notes to our Fritz, if

he had the imperlinence to make any in

your presence 1 ”

“ On condition that he corrected them."

“ But‘you would not wash his head? ”

said Count Hoditz laughingly in his turn.

“I would do it, were he to cut off

mine! ” replied the old professor, whom

a little champagne made expansive and

boastful.

Consuelo had been well and duly

warned by the canon that Prussia was a

great prefecture of police, in which the

slightest word, spoken very low on the

frontier, arrived in a few moments, by a

succession of mysterious and faithful

echoes, at the cabinet of Frederick, and

that one must never say to a Prussian,

above all to a military man, to one hold

ing any otfice whatever, “ How do you

do?” without weighing each syllable,

and turning, as little children are told,

the tongue seven times in one’s mouth.

It was with uneasiness therefore that she

saw her master give himself up to his

sneering temper, and she endeavoured to

repair his imprudence by a little policy.

“ Even if the king of Prussia were not

the first musician of his age,” said she,

“ he may be allowed to disdain an art

which is certainly very futile in compari

son with all that he knows besides."
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But she was ignorant that Frederick

attached no less importance to being a

great flutist, than to being a great captain

and a great philosopher. The baron dc

Kreotz declared that if his majesty had

judged music an art worthy of being

studied, he had most probably consecrat

ed to it his attention and serious labor.

“ Bah !" replied Porpora, who became

more and more excited, “attention and

labor reveal nothing in the matter of art,

to those whom Heaven has not endowed

with innate talent. The genius of mu

sic is not within reach of all fortunes,

and it is easier to win battles and pen

sion men of letters than to draw the sa~

cred fire from the muses. The baron

Frederick de Trenck in fact told us that

his Prussian majesty, when he failed in

the measure, threw the blame upon his

courtiers; but that will not do with me.”

“ The baron Frederick de Trenck said

thatl" replied the baron de Kreutz,

whose eyes glowed with sudden and im

petuous anger. “\Vell!” replied he,

immediately calming himself by an effort

of will, and speaking in a tone of indif

ference, “the poor devil must have lost

his fancy for jesling; for he is shut up in

the citadel of Glatz for the rest of his

days.”

“Truly!” said Porpora, “and what

has he done then 1"

“That is a. state secret,” replied the

baron: “ but every thing gives reason to

believe that he has betrayed the confi

dence of his master.”

“Yes!” added the lieutenant; “by

selling to Austria. the plans of the fortifi

cations of Prussia, his country."

“ Oh! that is impossible !” said Con

suelo, who had become pale, and who,

more and more watchful over her counte

nance and words, could not restrain this

sorrowful exclamation.

“It is impossible, and it is false!"

cried Porpora indignant; “those who

have made the king of Prussia. believe

that have lied in their throats!”

“I presume that is not an indirect lie

which you mean to give to us! ” said the

lieutenant, becoming pale in his turn.

“ One must have a very uncomfortable

susceptibility to take it in that light," re

plied the baron de Krcutz, darting a se

vere and imperious glance at his compan

ion. “In what does it. concern us? and

what is it to us if the Porpora does feel

warm in his friendship for that young

man?"

“ Yes, I should feel so, even‘in the

presence of the king himself,” said Por

pora. “I would tell the king that he

has been deceived; that it was very

wrong in him to have believed it; that

_ Frederick de Trenck is a worthy, a noble

young man, and incapable of an infamous

action."

 
“ I believe, my master,” said Consuelo,

whom the captain's expression disquieted

more and more, “ that you would be fasting

when you had the honor to approach the

king of Prussia; and I know you too

well not to be certain that you will speak

to him of nothing except music.”

“ The young lady appears to me very

prudent," returned the boron. “ It is

nevertheless said that. she was quite inti

mate at Vienna with this young baron dc

Trenekl”

“l, sir?" replied Consuelo, with a

well acted indifference; “ I hardly knew

him."

“ But," resumed the baron with a pen

etrating look, “ if the king himself should

ask you, by I know not what unforeseen

chance, what you, think of the treachery

of this 'l‘renck 1"

“ Sir baron,” said Consuelo, meeting

his inquisitorial glance with much calm

ness and modesty, “I should answer him,

thatI do not believe in the treachery of

any one, for I do not understand what it

is to betray.“ '

“ That is a beautiful saying, signora,"

returned the baron, whose face suddenly

cleared, “ and you have said it with the

accent of a beautiful soul.”

He spoke of something else, and

chartan the company by the grace and

power of his wit. During all the rest of

the supper, he had, when addressing

Consuelo, an expression of kindness and

of confidence which she had not before

seen in him.

To be Continued.

PRlSON SONNETS.

BY In:an CLAPP, JR.

1.

A friend whose heart, with loving kindness

fraught,

Was moved to send into my cold retreat

Some Messengcr of Love, whose influence

sweet,

Should cause these bolts and bars to be for

get,

Chose a young Plant, whose virgin breath

and blood

Should brighten up this dark and gloomy cell,

And make it fragrant as the favored dell

\Vhere flowers delight to yield their rich

perfume.

But scarce three days had cast their prison

shade,

And three damp nights had shed their prison

chill

On this dear Plant, ere its sweet breath was

still,

its color gone, its soul forever fled!

l gathered up the faded leaves and flowers,

And thought them emblems tit of prison

hours !

rr.

0! 'how can man his equal brother chain

Within cold walls, while this warm-hearted

Spfing

Makes all the Earth and Heavens with joy

to ring ' a - ~

 
With song ofhird and trees nnd falling rain ?

Would he from sin his fellow man reclaim,

And guide his steps to Wisdom’s pleasant

ways,

‘ Where he may know and live his Maker’s

praise

And learn to sing the glory of his name ?

Then loose the shackle from his aching limb,

Take from his heart the prison's deathly chill,

And let him roam o’er smiling mead and hill

Where Nature’s voice,— her “ low perpet

ual hymn,”

Will banish from his soul each Hate impure

And make it glow with Loves that shall en

dure!

Salem Jail, alloy 2, l846.

 

LETTER 0N EDUCATION—NO. II.

MY DEAR FRIEND,—

l feel myselfqnite unequal to give that

complete analysis of the term “a large

home” which would show it to include

every thing required in a thorough sys

tem of education, but as the friends about

me more competent than myself to do the

subject justice, are not at this moment

prompted to it, 1 must trust to the inspi

ration of a full heart to aid me in my at

tempt to answer your letter worthily.

And first I Would assert that the wear

ing care of perpetual domestic vigilance,

which makes our American mothers

old before their time, is removed, in the

case of young children in Association, by

the exchange of menial attendance,

(which never can be relied on) for the pa

rental watchfuhtess of the most intelli

gent, refined, and gentle persons in the

large household, who are selected for an

office on account of these qualities, that

very few parents are themselves qualified

to fill. These attendants too are relieved

by one of their own number every two

hours, a term long enough to exhaust the

activity and patience of the most untiring

persons, and render them wholly unfit to

continue the care without great injury to

the child, who should always be met with

morning freshness of spirit, sunshine and

gentleness. But the vigilance of pa

rental care does not end with childhood.

School days begin, and the anxious heart

follows where the bodily eye cannot

reach— to the school room and the play

grounds, feeling both to be necessary

evils—only second to the injurious influ

ence of a narrow home education. But

how much are these evils mitigated when

all the teachers are the daily and hourly

companions, of both parents and children,

in relations which leave no chance of con

cealment on either side, and where a com

mon interest making every individual on

the domain responsible for the welfare

and good conduct of the child, each per

son engaged, singly or in groups, about

his daily work, is a committee of vigil

ance in himself, quite unintentionally and

indirectly, it is true, but on that very so
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count so much the more to be relied on.

By the every day arrangements of indus

try, persons are stationed or moving over

the whole place at every moment, and

guarding it at every point, so there can

be no possibility of concealment among

children. Though Association may have

suffered in reputation from scandals circu

lated against it, if they have ever had a

foundation in truth, the public are indebt

ed for facts to the openness of all associ

ative arrangements, which leaves no in

decorum hidden, and where one is com

mitted, and made public to persons con

cerned, in the homes of the Combined

Order, hundreds are practised (I speak

from positive knowledge on the subject.)

in common schools, in the most select

schools, and in the retirement ofthe most

carefully guarded household, which are

concealed for years, and if ever known,

only become so by the treachery of some

school companion or servant, unwarin

confided in.

It is often remarked to the teachers in

Association, by the inhabitants of the city

of Boston, for example—“ \Ve would

willingly confide our children to you, but

how could we endure to have them min

gle familiarly with all sorts of children? ”

We would answer—“ If your children

from five and six years of age are not en

tirely deprived of all childish qurts, dur

ing the many months of their annual res

idence in town—perhaps during many

years‘ residence there, where are they to

exercise themselves? Where are they

compelled to go to find space for their

bat and ball, coasting, skating,—all in

dispensable to the existence of children?

On the Common, where is assembled as

low and degraded a population as can be

found in the most polluted haunts of

European cities. \Vith this they are

thrown into most intimate familiarity, or

dangerous antagonism, with no restrain

ing power, unless the intercourse leads to

acts of flagrant offence punishable in the

police courts. If no man or woman can

cross the Common, on play days, without

a shudder at the scenes they witness, and

the language they hear, how can parents

allow their young children to come in

contact with every form of vice displayed

there, and then object to the associated

family on account ofits mixed society? ”

After infancy and early childhood, the

vigilance of the parent is not indispen

sable to the existence of the child, but I

know that none, would tell me that their

anxious cares decreased from that period.

\Vhen the evening meal is over what

mother would not feel a burden taken

from her spirit, if her home presented

sufficiently varied attractions to retain
. l

within its circle her sons and daughters? v

 

world ;—where are the sons? gladly painful occupation ofthe many, from which

would the parents answer, but they know

not. And the daughters! How rarely

can the mother without immense sacrifices

accompany them to their places of eve

ning resort. How rarely are the plea

sures of society wide and beautiful

enough to attract both. \Vhat can a true

hearted parent desire more earnestly than

a large home, where simple and graceful

amusements, charm every age, and are

entered into with interest for their own

sake, and where the young of both sexes

could not be induced to lose a happy eve

ning for any pleasure which surrounding

society can offer?

This state of things, visionary as it

may seem, has been already realized in

Association, where no amusements are

entered into by the young, which are not

shared by those older than themselves—

who are not present. as fixtures to watch

their children’s motions, and compare them

with their rivals, but who generally take

part in the gaiety, forget themselves and

become young in it.

The influence of women over the boys

and young men who are pupils in Associ

ation, is not one of the least important

features of education in the Combined

Order, where instead of the monastic in

stitutions of high schools and colleges,

teachers are provided indiscriminately

from both sexes—youth of both sexes

are educated together, and maternal

watchfulncss and companionship, where

minute care may not be needed, is pro

longed to the last state of pupillage.

A home should be the scene of use

ful and active work, as well as domestic

joy and elegant refinements; but “how

is this to be accomplished l ” ask many

parents. \Vith servants to every wish,

there is no stimulus of necessity to urge

labor, and then the process of education

commences very early and lasts through

the day, and must not. be interfered with,

by domestic occupations. But Associa

tion furnishes labor constantly for two or

three hours of the day to each pupil ; first

for their own sakes, that they may not,

as they make the transition from youth

to womanhood and manhood, have the

great gulf to pass, which separates the

luxurious inactivity of sixteen from the

bustling and wearing cares of six and

twenty; second, for the sake of the

Association, that its labor may be accom

plished, and all the members of the fam

ily to the very youngest feel that they

have something of the responsibility of the

actual work upon themselves. There is

no deception, no sham in this, their future

destiny is not kept out of sight till the

moment they reach it, but all along from

personal experience they learn the condi

But the pleasantest home is monotonous, tions of life, and learn too, cheerfully to

and the sons and daughters must see theI accept them. Labor is not to them the

 the favored few are exempt, but the plea

sant obligation laid upon all from which no

true soul would consent to free itself.

The associative family is the only spot in

the civilized world where labor is really

respected, where it is honored not by

condescending approbation and proud pat

ronage, but by the equal participation of

all persons in its daily round.

Ifany one has had the happiness in early

life to enjoy the conversation of intelligent

persons of all ages, he will not lightly es

teem the advantages which Association

ofiers in this respect. Though living in

comparative seclusion, the pupils have free

access to all the society of the family, and

to all its guests, who of course are nume

rous and include very intelligent and ac

complished persons of our own and other

countries. In its early stages, and amid

poverty and self~denial, Association can

offer opportunities for the cultivation of

taste, and acquisition of accomplishments,

far beyond what can be obtained even at

a great expense in the isolated household,

for it numbers in its ranks persons of

thorough culture who can draw around.

them much that is beautiful in art, and

attract into their circle for the benefit of

all, the choicest influences of the times.

Though poor, struggling and obscure—

Association is already opulent in what the

world values must, and all its treasures

are at the command of any who are capa

ble of receiving them.

REVIEW.

Henry Russell ; or {he Yr-ar of our Lord

Tlvo Thousand. A Novel. New York :

William H. Graham. 1846 pp. 115.

The design of this book is certainly a

bold one, but needed corresponding force

and freedom of execution to be success

ful, and then it could only have partially

succeeded, for where there is hardly any

guide to the imagination, even genius

cannot get a very deep hold of its public.

The author proposes to give us a

chapter out of the social life which will

prevail in this country some hundred

and fifty years hence, when, to use the

words of the old song, “ the King shall

enjoy his own again,”—when Man

shall have attained to Harmony, to happi

ness, to wisdom. Ho announces himself

as a pupil of Fourier and believes that

the Phalanstery of the great discoverer

will are that time have conquered this

northern continent. This faith is one

that removes mountains; we need not

say how deeply we sympathise with it.

On the book in an artistic point of

view, we regret not to be able to bestow

an unqualified commendation. It may be

that any imperfection that belongs to it

is to be charged to the difficulty of the
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subject. But at any rate we can discern ences. Its pictures of life are a pain- ; bad passions among men, (whatever para

 

no great difference between its characters. ful record of what exists in the history of. doxes may be held up about " conquer

and intelligent and romantic people, such l many a man and Woman.

as sometimes figure in novels whose

scenes are not so remote from the pres

ent time. We hope that a greater pro

gress will be achieved in the next century‘

and a half than the author has con

ceived of.

\Ve must say also that though our au

thor declares the theory of the Combined

Order taught by Fourier, to be the basis touches too negligent, still it is for the

of his sketches, he does not display a most part reality that is represented, a

very minute acquaintance with that theo

ry. The industrial arrangements which

he describes, we fear could hardly be

recognized by the teacher to whom they

are attributed. Some other defects of

this kind might also be noticed.

But compared with the romances gener

ally sent forth by the cheap press, “ Hen

ry Russell” is worth reading, notwith

standing onr criticism. Its moral tone

is good, and it is calculated to excite

only the amiable qualities of human na

ture. It contains too a good deal of pos

itive truth which cannot be listened to too

often. If it could only supply the place

of one of the thousand Worthless and

pernicious publications which infest the

market, it would be a blessing indeed.

Uncle John, 01', I! is too much trouble. By

hlARY Oniux. New York: Harper and

Brothers. 1846. pp. 179.

A book with a good aim this, of which

it does not altogether fail. It touches

with some power on many valuable

thoughts in a rather desultory way per

haps, but then it wearies your patience

with no long homilies. What is a rare

thing in a book whose purpose is didac

tic, it supposes that its readers are gifted

with the ordinary quantity of intellect,

and can follow out an idea for themselves.

This is to our minds a decided merit,

though indeed it does not allow of any

thing more than the mere introduction of

the author’s opinions. This introduction

is managed with skill, and is free from

the universal fault of such tales; the

characters do not seem to be created

for the sole purpose of saying the words

put into their mouths, but appear to have

an independent existence.

If we should find any fault with

“ Uncle John,” it would be that it is

rather too strongly tinged with a senti

mentalism, that does not exist in nature

so much as in “ a life drunk in from the

living words of Bulwer, and D’Ieraeli,

and James, Mrs. Gore, and Burns, and

Byron." It is not healthy, expansive,

vigorous, a fault of some magnitude. Its

style too is sometimes slightly afleeted,

and often careless, and so does not put

criticism to silence. But on the other

hand, it is written out of actual experi

 

.tardily behind the time.

It holds up aping peace;) " seeing too that all this

mirror in which our modern society might , war is only the ultimate cutaneous

catch features of its own that decorousieruption of strife continually raging in

appearances strive to conceal; it gives the . the veins of a competitive commercial so

diagnosis of diseases that prey on the i ciety, “hiclt dignifies its paper warfare by

very life of the world, and ought to call the name of “business; ” we confess to

every one of its readers to serious reflec- a certain pride in giving ourselves to what

tion. If its coloring is sometimes rather these self-styled serious people may deem

too high to satisfy a severe taste, and its “ lighter matters."

That these reflections mingle with our

memory of the concert, is owing partly

to the circumstance that on our way to

“Castle Garden” to attend it, we rode

by the Park, where at the same hour was

gathered a dense, black sea of heads, a

crowd of fifty thousand “patriotic” peo

ple, to respond to the war summons of

the President. The hoarse murmur of

their voices struck a strange chill to our

feelings; morally viewed, it was more

a gathering of fiends, shouting over the

opportunity now offered to unchain the

lower, fiercer passions, plotting to put the

world back in its age of promise, and

once more drown the voices of Love and

\Visdom which in the long repose of

half the earth from strife were beginning

to make themselves efl'eclually heard.

“far for the sake of war, for the sake of

. its mere animal excitement, for the sake
as some paper called it, comes somewhat“ . .

B.“ we do nuH'of gratifying a base lust for power, for

. . . . - the sake of the chance thus offered for all

write to gratify a newspaper curiosity;l . .

. _ . i baser elements of character to rise into an

we comfort ourselves wrth Keats s line: i . . . .

importance dented them in the quiet mor

al scale of things; and for the sake of no

and we most delight to chronicle those gin“ "user 0f "0 hith semimem 0" Prin'

things whose interest is not dependent on CiPlev 0'. [1° '99] gal" ‘0 any onev 0f n°

electro-tclegraphic despatchcs. Let war 890d “ling Whaleve'! “vital a relief to

and the black triumphs of little men made ' emerge from fills OPPI'E‘ESI‘Fe element.

mad by office, who style their diabolicifrom the mere sight and distant sound of

dealings with asister republic, “patriot- ll, imo lhe diele or “Eh! and beau'y

ism," shflm it, pangs to every sensnive where Beethoven and Mozart were to

part of the national conscience as swiftly hOId f°flhv 1"“ " demag‘h‘luesrn 01' lead

as it will along these iron nerves of com- 9" "I me People in a "'19 “'ayv ammi“!

munication; leg, society he speedily in. CBI'B'WOHI and conflicting minds {0 Hal'

formed of all its own crimes and follies m°"Y! The comm“, we believe, W"

and have its infernal glorification out as P'OVidenlialv at lea" so far as apprecia‘ _

soon as possible; let idle" greedin gape ting the full force of the Choral Sym

for the latest news of those events which ‘ Phony “’55 concerned: as Win appear

mark our lapsing backwards or hell-wards, anon

(snd of such news we have had plenty

lately;) but give us the privilege to

celebrate the things which make for peace

and progress without hurry or fear of

their growing old. A triumph of Art

in our land of money-makers is morally

entitled to be ranked among such things.

Hours spent with multitudes enjoying the

grand works of music, are hours of

which conscience never accuses us. See

ing that the serious occupations of our

nation are so damuable; that the so

called earnest business of politicians and

rulers is altogether worse than idle, since

it is neither more nor less than the busi

nms of establishing the supremacy of the

fact that is more than an apology for any

defects in the eXecution. We trust it

may be productive of all the good that

the authoress could desire.

II? The review ofDr. Kraitsir on “ The

Significance of the Alphabet,” which we

promised for this week, is, we regret to

say, unavoidably crowded out; it shall ap

pear in the next number.

MUSICAL REVIEW.

THE FESTIVAL CONCERT IN NEW"

YORK. -—BEETHUVEN ‘S CHORAL SYM

PHONY.

Our report of the “ monster concert,"

 
 

 

 

“ A thing of beauty is a joy forever,"

The spectacle, on entering, was pictu

resque and inspiring. Castle Garden is

the old walls of an almost circular fort,

roofed over with a good deal of architec

tural grace in the manner of a vast pa,

vilion. On its one flat side is a drop cur

tain with various scenic contrivances for

small dramatic performances, before which

a fountain plays beneath a dome support

ed on eight pillars. Within this octago

nal enclosure, a staging was erected for

the orchestra over the fountain, this time

to be supplanted by commingling jets of

harmony. The instruments numbered

about a hundred; the singers perhaps

twice that number, flanking the instru
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ments on both sides; and the white dress

es of the female choristers, with all the

other paraphernalia of music, gave the or

chestra the appearance, as the writer in

the Tribune well says, of a little isolated

Parnassus. An audience of about 2000

filled but a portion of the wide circles of

seats which sweep round the ground floor

and form a gallery above, which with the

area between them and the orchestra, dot

ted over with little white-topped tables

for ice-cream parties, might easily accom

modate some six or seven thousand peo

ple. Behind the gallery various outlets

open upon a platform which runs round the

fort, where you may promenade with the,

stars above you and the water beneath

you, surrounded by all the beauties of

the harbor. All this, on such a fine

clear night as was then vouchsafed to us,

formed a most agreeable environment for

a high feast of music. It helped the im

agination to a degree which almost com

pensated for the bad acoustic qualifica

tions of the hall, where only an angel

suspended in the dome could possibly

catch all the sounds. Indeed at the re

hearsal in the morning the effect was so

had, as almost to damp the spirit of the

performers; the voices could hardly be

heard in the galleries opposite; and the

reverberation of a full burst of all the in

struments often cut offthe first notes of a

pianissimo passage immediately following.

But the difficulty was in some measure

overcome in the evening.

What a bustling scene was that re

hearsal! One should be in all that to

bring himself to the true pitch for such a

performance. For a good hour or two,

musicians had turned carpenters and were

laboring and tugging at boards and bench

es to build up the ground-work of their

Parnassus; guests were arriving to lend

their aid in bringing out Beethoven, and

endless was the shaking of hands, and

talking and laughing and gesticulating in

little hearty groups all over the room.

At last the hubbub began to yield to the

director’s almost frantic summons to or

der, and the rehearsal commenced. It

was a wonder to see how these brave art

ists attacked and mastered music so thick

set with difficulties, at only the first or

second trial. The social bustle went on,

and the music went on as a matter of

business in the midst of it; it might give

one some conception of the preparations

of those great Festivals in Germany.

The effect was confusing enough, and

yet we found that it made all far more

clear to us in the evening. “ A rough

rehearsal makes a good concert" is the

musicians‘ proverb. To the hearer it is.

equally true; a mere familiarity with the

themes beforehand, however unintelligi

ble the thing as a whole, helps him won

next time. The following was the pro
 

derfully to comprehend a symphony the

  

gramme.

PART I.

Overture. Def Freysdmtz.. . . . . . . . . .W'EBER.

Aria. “ Per qrustafiamma.”.. ....DONIZETTI.

Miss JULIA L. NonrruLL.

Zauberflote,.. . . .. . . .. . . .Mozan'r.

Op. Faliero, " Tutto or

r‘llorle,"...... . . . . . . ..DONIZETTI.

Manure OT'ro.

Concerto in Gminor. . . . . . . . . .MENDELSSOHN.

Mr. H. C. Tint.

Grand Aria. “ 'on fin 805710,”... . . .Vsrwt.

SIGNORA Prco.

Jubilee...................\Vt-:stm.

PART II.

BEETHOVEN"! SYMPHONY in D Minor, No. 9,

Op. 1‘25, for Grand Orchestra, closing with 4

solo voices and grand chorus on Schillcr‘s

ode “ To Joy.” (Perfumed first time in

America.)

Overture.

Grand Aria.

Overture.

The overtures were performed admin-I

atoning to sacred marvellous traditions,bly. In “Der Freyscbt'itz” there was

no point of expression missed; its wild

ness and its sweetness were all brought

out, and the triumph of the good princi

ple over the evil, which it represents, was

like the banishing of that hoarse war

murmur in the Park by all this music.

The effect of the tremolo passages, rep

resenting the infernal element, was great

ly heightened by the fact that all the ex

tra force in the orchestra was added to the

stringed instruments, whereby a truer

proportion was felt in all the performances

of the evening. A single pair of horns,

of clarinets, of oboes, and of flutes, are

sufficiently pronounced and salient, to bal<

once an indefinite quantity of violins;

and this was now realized for the first

time, we suspect, in an orchestra in

America.

The Jubilee Overture exhibits the more

joyous genius of Weber, a joy which is

in the nature of all Germans. It was

composed for the coronation of the Eng

lish \Villiam IV, and ends with a magni

ficent transfiguration of “God save the

king,” given out in long colossal chords

by the wind instruments, while the

violins play round these stable col

umns with a flickering festoonery of

light. '

But the most perfect thing in point of

performance, as well as the perfection of

all overtures in itself, was Mozart’s “ Mag

ic Flute” (Zauberjbte). For the first

time did we seem to hear justice done to

it. Its summer warmth and fairy light

ness, its wealth of fancy, and perfect uni

ty in variety. its tender depth of love de

lighted as it timidly and yet resolute

ly steps within the borders of the marvel

lous and supernatural,—— and indeed the

whole spirit of Mozart were there. How

finely was the little theme of the fugued

passage multiplied and distributed about

among the instruments, without any

break or awkwardness, weaving acom

plex web, or melody of melodies, as easily

, feast.

 

 

as the notes are marshalled in a single

melody!

Mr. Timm’s performance of Mendels

sohn's Concerto on the piano, with or

chestral accompaniment, was most ex

quisitely graceful. What music more re

fined, more spiritually imaginative and

original than that of Mendelssohn! This

flowed as fully and as freely as soft sum

mer air; its rapid passages conveyed no

sense of hurry, but only of an unbroken

flow of life, wherein thought and senti

ment and sense are one. It marked a

rare and quite sublime serenity of exist

ence, in the midst of things enough

to trouble; no superficiality in this pen—

sive joy; it is the music of much expe

rience ; and it bad, though not so promi

nently as usual, something of that rever

ent childlike wonder of a fresh soul lis

which is so peculiar to a great deal of his

music. Perhaps no composer dwells so

in the minor mood ; and yet it is not sad,

but only feminine and gentle.

The three songs were like three beau

tiful persons, differing as widely as possi

ble. When Miss Northall commenced,

we feared it was a desperate case for the

singers in that hall; her voice was smoth

ered, and came up like a voice from un

der the water, and an apparent lack of

courage made the matter worse. Yet it

was very handsomely performed. But

Madame Otto rose above the difficulty of

the place at once, and executed a very

elaborate and (for Donizctti) very spirited

Aria, with a brilliancy of effect and suf

ficiency of expression for which the news

paper criticisms seem hardly to have giv

en her due credit. Pico gave but a mis~

erable little morccan of a song, by no

means worthy of her generous voice and

capacity for high passion.

Here was already mus'ic enough for one

But the great feature of the

evening was still to come: Beethoven's

last great Symphony, which has been

performed here and there once or twice

in Europe, but always approached with

acertain mingling of awe and doubt, as

if it either were too great for any body‘s

comprehension, or the work of genius in

its last fit of insanity, as well as physi

,cally deaf; but the general conviction

after all is that Beethoven knew well

what he meant when he composed it, and

that into it he has crowded more of him

self, and more nearly reached the aim of

all his striving in art, than in any work

before. Certainly it is not a work to be

comprehended and fathomed by a single

hearing; its strange and most elaborate

structure, the stupendous grandeur with

which it goes on building itself tip, like

a wild vast mountain region, its fright

ful difficulties for performers, and its

length, occupying almost an hour and a
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half, make it desirable to hear it many

times. But it is a rare thing to get ma

terials enough together to do it once;

and we are grateful for that once. “’0

envy not the unmannerly portion of the

audience who seemed so much more con

scious of their own “ early habits of re

tiring” than of the extraordinary op

portunity they had before them, and who

went out during the latter part of the

Symphony. To us this music was grand

and impressive beyond all description.

To interpret it, or analyze it with any

thoroughness, of course is out of the

question. But that impression haunts us,

and we may without presumption tell what

moods of mind it spoke to, and what

change it wrought in our own spirit.

\Ve have already, in a former num

ber, spoken of the. circumstances under

which this symphony was composed. lt

commences with a very long and diffi

cult allcgro, in 2-4 measure, opening

with a strange low rustling of barren

Fifths, which seems like mere primeval

emptiness and chaos. Suddenly a word of

power descends into this void, and a

struggling, shifting, calling and respond»

ing, earnest onward moving of the ele

ments begins; strife resolved and ever

more renewed; a gigantic, persevering

effort of all discordant forces and affec

tions as if to work themselves out into

the clear light of a great day of divine

peace and order. It was the saddest mu

sic which we ever heard from Beethoven;

yet with a mighty power in it, and an up

lifting hope; light conquering clouds

continually closing in again; full of dis

cords, full of the vision of a final Harmo

ny. All our most anxious and most

hopeful feelings about the destiny of our

race seemed met and answered in that

music. And therefore have we said that

coming right in from the war-murmur of

the Park was so fit a preparation for

it. we were weighed down with the

thought that possibly Humanity had got

to go through one more great spasmodic

struggle, one more age of barbarous con

flict and of blood, and were striving to re

concile it with our faith in man‘s true

destiny, and with all the moral victories

which the Christian principle of Love has

gained in so many ways in these last

times of peace. It seemed as if the mn

sic understood all that, and in its way was

solving the same problem, bearing up the

weight of a world-wide sympathetic sad

ness, on its waves of an indomitable wise

faith. It was the sympathy and consola

tion of an experienced, strong friend;

no weak condolence, nor idle passive

hoping, but a strong infusion of the es

sence of those two great powers call

ed Faith and Works. It all came

over us like a review of the whole

working-together of things throughout

 

the ages; a consideration of the destiny

of man as it has been thus far evolving

itself from the clouds of sin and ignor

ance and violence and deadncss that

beset its path and try to pull it down.

This struggle of the soul with outward

Fate is felt as a general characteristic of

Beethoven's music; especially in his C

minor symphony. But here it seemed no

longer the tragedy of individual destiny,

but the collective story of the race.

Of the singular Scherzo, and the pro

foundly beautiful and consoling Adagio,

with its two alternating movements, we

can offer no description. Indeed through

the whole work there is a perpetual rest

less change of theme; it is full of sur

prises: and yet the same sentiment pre

dominates all through. This Symphony

seems to contain the essence of all his

other symphonies, to resume and carry

forward to a higher pitch their thought;

for there is perfect unity in the life of such

a man.

Thus far all has been unspeakany sad.

It is as if the sufferings and patient hopes

of all Humanity sang themselves in those

strains. The second part of the Sym

phony commences with an impatient

burst, followed by short reminiscences of

all the themes which went before. Each

is restlessly taken up and tried and hasti

ly dismissed, as if the instruments were

 

vainly striving to find the key that should i

unlock and give true utterance to thei

deep thought with which they inwardlyi

labored. Then the violoncellos com-l

rnence a broken rccitative melody, as if,
they would sing; which is answeredv

in fragments by other instruments;

and finally resounded by the whole

orchestra. And thus the vocal parts are

strangely sketched out beforehand by

the instruments, in a. manner that raises

expectation to the highest pitch. Too

long have the inanimate instruments of

wood and metal striven to break forth

into human singing; voices are found

necessary, and inspired by a sudden

thought the composer introduces a Tenor

voice reciting the words: “ Friends, no

more of these mournful tones; rather'

sing together more joyous and more hap~

py strains," and Schiller's magnificent

Hymn to Joy is introduced and sung in

Solos, Duetts, Quartetts, and full cho

rus, accompanied by all the powers of

the orchestra. This is the chorus of Hu

manity; the fond embrace and kiss of the

millions, in a high festival in honor of the

Good Spirit. How it confirmed the

thought suggested by the opening move

ment, and resolved into full light and joy

and beauty the oppressive feeling with

which those sad strains so well harmoniz

ed! It is the music of the high hour of

Human Brotherhood ; the triumph of the

grand unitary sentiment, into-which all

i

 

the passions and interests of all human

hearts are destined finally to blend. No

words can describe the grandeur with

which all this is worked up, till it be

comes perfectly stupendous towards the

close. Nothing but the grandest thought

which yet has visited the human mind is

adequate to the eXplanation of such mu

sic. Nothing but the faith which sees the

long ages of discord and misery, Humani

ty's wintry transition-time, completed in

the joy of perfect Unity and Love;

nothing but that profound acquaintance

with the human heart which reads in

men‘s conflicting passions the elements of

a future glorious Harmony; nothing but

religious reverence for Attraction and for

Joy, the “ main-spring of Creation " (as

Schiller has it,) can enter into commun

ion with such music, or guess why any

man should be inspired to write such.

As this age begins to understand itself,

and appreciate its own tendencies, will

the music of Beethoven be enjoyed and

felt. For it is the music of this age, (not

of the superficial outside character of the

times,best reflected in the brilliant sensu

ous creations ofa Rossini, or of a Leopold

de Meyer, full as his music is of animal

excitement, war and conquest,) but of

the deeper soul of the age which is even

now being born. To the struggling im

patient Seventh note Beethoven bas been

more than once compared ; it cries out to

be resolved into the crowning octave, the

completion of the melodic circle. Just

so his boundless yearning and aspiring

tell of a glorious “ resolution ” such as

men have heard promised in that Gos

pel which they-revere, but hitherto have

heard only with their ears, and read only

with their eyes.

We Went away physically exhausted

by the excitement of listening to so great

a work, but unspeakany confirmed in all

our highest faith. The Symphony had

‘actually lifted the leuden cloud which

weighed upon us for days before, from too

much study of the war-fever that meets

one at every turn in that great city! \rVar

there must be; war of the spirit of Christ

and of Humanity with the universal in

sane sclfishness that now threatens to en

gulf the earth in a second abyss of

chaos, ere things can get right again.

The sins and follies of Humanity appar

ently are coming to a crisis; the battle

will be clearly fought out between the

powers of darkness and of Light: but

we trust our own hearts and God's word,

and the Symphony, that Light will prevail,

that Society will be saved, and, conforming

itself at length to the Laws ofthe Divine

Order, will become Society indeed, instead

of that more mockery of the word, that

poor confused assemblage of isolated and

antagonistic interests, which it is and has

been.
\
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POETRY.

For the Harbinger.

THE UNKNOWN FRIEND.

Luke xxiv.: 28—33.

“ Abide with us,— the day is spent,

And twilight o’er the landscape bent

But faintly cheers the traveller's way,

0 stranger, turn and with us stay.

 

“ Abide with us,-- thy words are good,

They stir new hope within our blood,

That he who came to ‘seek and save,’

May yet rise conquering from the grave.

“ Abide with us,—more dark and cold

Our loneliness will round us fold,

\Vhen thou art gone, and we again

Must sit and weep for Jesus slain.

“ Abide—and utter forth once more

The holy prophets' Wondrous store,

How he who now doth buried lie

Must needs to sufi'er and to die.

“ \Ve will believe whate’er thou sey’st,

Our hearts will listen while thou pray’st;

Come, bless our threshold and our door,

Come, enter and go forth no more! ”

He turns beneath their lowly roof,

No more to their fond urgings proof;

The bread he takes, he “ blessed and brake,”

And vanished even while he spoke.

In that familiar act betrayed—

The bretth on their white lips is stayed,

With gazing eyes andiburning heart

They know their Saviour but to part;

W’ith eager words then testify

How all about their souls did lie

The half belief, the yearning thought,

He was the one they sadly sought.

So clasping blessings unawares

We read no answer to our prayers,

In God’s events, that silent come,

Nor tell their names, nor show their doom.

Before each veiled Providence

Should we not watch with eye intense,

\Vaiting the moment that shall rend

The cloud that hides our Holiest Friend?
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of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others' rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit In trade, recklcls ndwnture, nml

commercial convulllons all tending to imp ~vr-rish

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

application oftlhristinn principles, of Universal jus

tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

DR. CHAKNIRU.

TO THE FRIENDS OF THE HARBINGER.

We enter to-day upon the third vol

ume of our paper. One year has now

elapsed since we commenced its publica

tion, and during that time the favor with

which it has been received by the friends

of the Associative movement, and in fact,

by the public in general, has far surpassed

our warmest hopes, and calls for new de

votion and energy on our part, to make it

worthy, in some degree, at least, of the

high and holy cause, to which it is devo

tod.

 

 

The cordial response, which has been

given to our published words, in different

parts of the country, by those who with

us cherish the hope of the realization of

Universal Unity on earth, has encouraged

us in our labors, and leads us to believe

that our efforts have not been altogether

without fruit, and that they will tend to

introduce the blessed era of harmony,

when the laws of God for the arrange

ment of social relations shall be under

stood and applied, and the terrific scourgcs

of the present state shall disappear un

der the influence of universal reverence

for God, and the exercise of justice and

charity towards man. We have spoken

freely, and with such strength as we

could command — though never we trust

intemperately—of the prevailing social

evils; we have pointed out a reform in

the relations of industry as the essential

condition of improvement; and have ap

pealed with the earnestness of most so

lemn conviction, for the examination and

reception of the truth which we are

persuaded is ordained by the Deity for

the welfare of the world. The progress

which has been made by this truth is by

no means slight; more extensive than is

apparent to the superficial observer, it

will show itself in the social revolution

which it is silently preparing.

We wish to devote “The Harbinger”

with more entire consecration than ever to

the promotion of this great work. We

would make it the organ of a social re

form, on the broadest scale, the true her

ald of a future which is to rise upon the

world, in glory and exceeding joy; and

to this end, would continue to express our

faith in the reality of a divine order of

society, to illustrate the principles of

Associative Unity on which it is founded,

and to direct the aspirations for truth and

good, unattained in the present state, to

the objects by which they can be gratified.

Hitherto, the success of our publica

tion has been as great, as under all cir

cumstances could reasonably be expected.

With no special efforts on our part, the

number of subscribers has been large

enough to give it a moderate support,

which for a paper devoted to reform, in

the first year of its existence, to say the

least, is somewhat above the average

condition. At the same time, we have

never received a sufficient patronage to

justify the expense of its publication, ex

cept in an Association, where we could

avail ourselves of the economies of the

combined life, and the variety of em

ployment which is possible in that con

dition and no where else. Much of the

 

labor, which has given such an unusual

amount of original matter in “ The Har-i

binger,” has been taken from the hours‘

have been able to impart greater variety to

our columns. W'ith the commencement

ofa new volume, our subscription list

will naturally be diminished, unless we

can depend on the zeal of our friends to

keep it good. And we are bound to ac

knowledge, that any material diminution

in the number of our subscribers would

so far embarrass our proceedings, as to

render the continuance of “ The Harbin

ger ” difficult, if not impossible.

We cannot believe that the friends of

Association will permit our labors in the

cause to be interrupted. We are sure

that they value the influence of “The

Harbinger ” too highly to allow it to lan

guish for want of support; Gladly would

we publish it from the general resources

of our Association, if this were possible.

But under the embarrassments consequent

upon our recent misfortunes, this is out

of the question.

We are therefore compelled to make

an urgent appeal to the friends of the

cause throughout the country to aid our

publication, and to give it that liberal

patronage which its importance demands.

\Ve call upon our present subscribers,

who are devoted to the movement, to

make a business of sending us each two

or three good names, which, in most

cases, they can do without difficulty.

We ask all who are interested in this

cause, or who desire to secure the invest

igation of its principles, to exert them

selves in behalf of our paper.

In some cases, friends have forward—

ed Ten Dollars or Five Dollars, with

directions to send “The Harbinger” to

that amount, as we saw fit. May we not

hope for repeated instances of this kind?

We are bold and urgent in this matter;

for we wish it tov be clearly understood,

that our paper cannot be sustained with

out the zealous coiiperation of our friends;

and we believe that they no less than

ourselves would regard its discontinuance

as a common calamity.

CELEBRATION OF FOURIER’S BIRTH

DAY IN PARIS.

The following extracts from the Demo

cratic Pacifique will show with what en

thusiasm Frenchmen meet, when the

bond of union is the cause of Universal

Unity, and how profoundly French Asso

ciationists respect the memory of Fou

rier. The ardor of this people even up

on slight occasions, is proverbial; but

enthusiasm cannot be a weakness in a

cause-like this. The grandeur of the

common thought and aim can justify and

steady far more cxaltation than the hearts

of the whole human race are capable of

at present. The splendors of the Phalan

stery rest upon a firm material basis; and

of sleep, after days spent in active indus-rbase and superstructure both repose on

trial employment; and in this way we the fixed foundations of eternal Laws, to
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have caught a sight of which, as Associ-|

ationists feel that they have done, imparts

an unwonted sobriety and earnestness to

the whole character. at the same titne‘

that it inspires a boundless ardor, and

emotions which demand a lyric utter

ance.

The “ Crisis" referred to below, was

the difliculty under which the Associa

tive Schonl in Paris had for some time la

bored in respect of funds, threatening ev

en tlte stoppage of their daily publication .

It was happily surmounted by the estab

lishmcnt of an annual rent, which amount

ed for the present year to ttearly 200,000

francs.

“ The anniversary of the birth of Fou

rier was celebrated this day (April 7th,

1846). for the nittth time, Will! more

splendor tltan in any of the preceding

years. Nearly eight hundred persons

thronged irtto the immense hall Valentino,

all attracted by a respectful sympathy for

the memory of the Revealer of Social

Dustiuies. But it was not the number

only which gave a new degree of solem

nity to the festival. The crisis through

which the cause has just passed, and

assed Victoriously, thanks to the energet

ic devotion of its friends, had drawn our

ranks more closely round its standard.

“ The emotions of the conflict were still

mingled with the joy of triumph, and al

though success was certain and already

known, all awaited, with mingled anxie

ty attd curiosity, the startling proclama

tion of the victory. We cannot des

cribe the enthusiasm with which the

news was received from the lips of M.

Considerant; all who were present at

this festival will hold it itt eternal rcincm

brance; and as to others, nothing in the

customs of this old society in its last ago

nies, which surrounds them, could give

them any idea of such an exaltation of

life and happiness,

" We could wish that they had witness

ed these heart-felt plaudits, these ardent

transports, these electric bravos; that the

contrast of a perfect order had presented

a truer picture of themselves to all those

who cannot believe that others can have

faith, because it is dead in themselves,

and to to those who still prostrate them

selves at the feet of the old world,

gnawed by egotism and by scepticism,

and to those who seek out sotne comfort

able fireside where their souls henttmbed

may get a little warmth, and to those

who dare not risk their hopes upon our

fortune! When an idea has conquered

so many noble hearts, so many high in

telligences, and conquered them by the

sole attraction of the Good and Beautiful,

it is master of the world.

“Twenty im ressions from the beau

tiful portrait of onrier, engraved by M.

Calamatta, after the picture of M. Jean

Gigoux, adorned the banquet-hall. The

disciples pressed around to contemplate

the noble head of the thinker. As usual,

the tables were covered with crown impe

riaIs—the flower which the neglected

sage declared to be the emblem of him

self.

“ An orchestra, composed of Sat-horns

filled the hall with its bold harmonies.”

During the feast a couple of Odes in

honor of Fourier were sang or recited,

| Victor Consirlerant.

and a lyrical discourse in the highest

strain of rhapsody, was pronounced by

The occasion per

haps justified this kind of eloquence, and

made it perfectly natural for the hour.

But translated into plain English. and

read by cool prosaic readers, it Would ex

hibit too manifest an excess of emotion,

of that peculiarly French sentiment call

ed “ Glory,” over the quantity of

thought contained, to pay us for the trou

ble of translating. Considerant however

is a man of thought; and no one ltas

written profounder, clearer and more con

vincing expositions and apologies for the

doctrine of Association. We quote a

number of the “ toasts;" it seems the

word has got naturalized in the French

language.

“ To Fourier! whose life, in imitation of that

of Christ, was all devotion!— To Fourier! who

as the reward for his pure and elevated love of

Humanity, has received onlv injuries and calum

ny.— To Fourier! whose doctrine will soon be

worthily avenged bv the moral grandeur and di

vine purity of the first Phalanstery ! ”

“ To the Abolition of War! To the trans

formation of destructive into industrial arm

ies!”

“ To Liberty! liberty! glorious attribute of

man, and pledge of his high destiny: liberty,

thus far pursued by the people at the price of

bloody revolutions.

Fourier, in desiring it for all and in its pleni

tude, has given us the conditions and the means

of its pacific and universal establishment."

“ To Order! order! the superior end and su

preme sanction of the theory of Fourier! Or

der, which the love of progress makes it our

duty to accept, even in its incomplete condi

tions! ”

“ To the Prolctan'ca! to the progress of Phal

anstcrian ideas among the working classes!

Day b day the people better corn rehend the

law 0 their own development an emancipa

tion. The light of genius will soon have dissi

pated the two infernal owers which have tor

tured their existence or so many ages: i no

rancc and misery ! —Once awakened from t icir

long sleep and freed from this double servitude,

the poo do will never again be in this apparent

inferiority which serves still as an excuse for

all oppressionl.—- With the tyranny of misery,

other tyrannies will end- they so lean upon

one another, that thcy will all vanish together

into the same nothingnoss!

To the rogrcss of Social Science among the

working c asses! "

“ To Proptr! .' Property has stimulated men

to productive In or. It has favored the activity

of arts, of sciences and of industry. Arbitrar

and despotic in its origin, the privilege ofa smafi

number during many ages. it must to-day, like

all the ancient powers, set free its slaves. By

Association, it becomes collective, without

ceasing to be individual. Thus transformed. it

distributes to all, the benefits of riches and of

independence."

“ To the xprrdt rmli'znlion of'thcfirsl Phalan

atcry! The lrut has gushed up, the world is

marching onward, the future is preparing.—

Soon we shall trace upon the soil the plan of

the first Associative commune, of the new ter

restrial Jerusalem.— Soon will dawn the mom

ing of a solemn combat. But in this pacific

struggle of the truth against error there will be

no victims, in the hearts of all will resound the

Te Dunn of deliverance, all will celebrate the

sublime revelation of the destinies of humanity!

To the first phalanstery ! "

“ To the Rclig'iotw Sentiment! To Um'lyt'srn!

Highest manifestation of the dignity of man,

and of his legitimate dominion over our globe !

To the religion of love and of light, which is

to unite ntitn with man, with God, and with the

{Universe ! "

 

 
“ To Agriculture! Domestic-Agricultural Al

sociation, the glorious, beneficent and ccmplete

cultivation of the soil, unites in its attractive la

bore the sexes and all a ea. lt alone develops

and makes fruitful all t.e forces of nature and

of man; it alone will make this sun-u, our

common mother, benutitul and happy, by poor

ing out for all mankind ltcr treasures of abund

ance and ofjoy ! "

“ To Industry! That werful rreator,which

can be at so many pro igics! The organiza

tion 0 labor, of which Fourier has stated the

law, must cause to disappear all the disorders

and all the miseries of an unbridled, unproduc

tive heartless competition.

To Commrrce! that bond ofnations'. More

justly ordered, may it soon unite all countries in

a league of common interests, and final! be

come the school of E uztlity; too long as it

been the school of false tood.

To the organization of Labor! ”

“ To the Arts! great ideas produce great

works! Faith engenders poets!

To the Phalansterian Architecture! May

the day come when poesy, music, painting,

sculpture, mingling their accords, shall raise,

beneath the full sun of Association, the hymn

of Universal Unity.

The chefs-d’teuvre of the past will grow pale

before the gigantic labors of the future ! "

“ To Tl"; Ferns! To the Downeost! To the

Oppreucd! To Infancy! From the forgotten

times of Eden, Infancy has alwa's suffered

under a regime of constraint whic smothers

all good gormsflnstead of fructifying them. But

10! the awn of better days. Let us hail the

Sallc d’An'le and the Creche.“ divine prosagel;

-—t.he first sketch of the I’ltalanstcrian educa

tion, where the cares of the maternal corpora

tion will surround all children from the cradle,

where the very sports of childhood will be

useful labors ; where all vocations and all char

acters will develop themselves in liberty and in

ltap tincss!
Tic Old Age! Society, as it now is, isolates

the aged and abandons thcm; chance disperses

the families whom interest divides. In Associ

ation the bonds of family are drawn closer and

purified; in Association Age is sacredly hon

cred!

To "’oman! Amongst almost all nations of

the earth, the women are yet slaves, and even

in our civilized societies, their existence is

recarious and mingled with afflictions. Fourier

lias repaired their gradual emancipation by the

met ads of order, of wisdom, and of honor.—

The time is not far off when, with povert ,

prostitution shall disappear, that. horrible pro a

nation of human dignitv, that monstrous evi

dence of the slavery of woman; the time is

not far off when the genius of Woman, escaping

from a shameful guardianship, shall assume the

free and glorious sphere of action to which God

has destined her!

To the law of Fourier which welcomes in

fancy with love, and surrounds old age with

respect! to the law of Fourier which realize!

the liberty of woman—the liberty of woman,

that guarantee of loyalty and purity of man

ners! "

“ To Poland! Bloody page in the martyr

ology of nations! Generous hearts, have hope!

The blood of martyrs is fruitful !

After three days’ sleep in the sepulchre of

sorrow, Poland is risen again, like Christ, to the

eyes of the admiring nations. Soon she will

take her place in the choir of free nations. To

the triumph of Poland! To the enfranchise

ment of the Slavonic race! To the deliverance

ofall the nations who are op ressed!

Germany, England. and rancc, for liberty

and for the peace of the world ! ”

“ To ourabsmt Friends! To all, who far

away from us, have also met to celebrate the

birth ofthe master, and who commune with us

in the same hum e and the same desire !

To all those evoted men who share our

sympathies and our hopes, and who associate

t eir efl'orts with ours to hasten the moment

when we shall be nble at last to realize the sub

lime conception of Fourier!

To those, nlas! already many, whom death

has surprizcd fighting in our ranks, and who

from the superior spherev whore thcv arc assem

bled, smile at this moment on the progress ofa

cause which is always theirs!

To our friends who have died in the service

of Humanity!”
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TO THE ASSOCIATIONISI‘S OF THE

UNITED STATES.

anrnnsu :

Your prompt and earnest cooperation

is requested, in fulfilling the design ofa

Society organized May 27, 1846, at Bos

ton, Mass. by aGcneral Convention ofthc‘

Friends of Association. This design may

be learned from the following copy of its

CONSTITUTION.

I. The name of this Society shall be the

AMERICAN UNION or Assocu'rrours'rs.

11. Its purpose shall be the establishment of

an order of Society based on a system of

Joint-Stock Property ;

(Io-operative Labor;

Association of Families ;

Equitable Distribution of Profits 5

Mutual Guarantees;

Honors according to Usefulness;

Integral Education;

UNITY or lurnnss'rs:

which system we believe to be in accordance

with the Laws of Divine Providence, and the

Destiny of Man.

III. Its Method of operation shall be the ap

pointment of agents, the sending out of lectur

ers, the issuing ofpublications. and the forma

tion ofa series of afliliated societies, which shall

be auxiliary to the parent Society, in holding

meetings, collecting funds, and in every way

difi'using the Principles of Association 3 and pre

paring for their practical application.

IV. Any person may become a member of

this soeict y signing its Constitution, or that

of any afli iated society.

V. An Anniversary meeting of this Society

shall be held at times and places duly appoint

ed, when otliccrs shall be chosen for the ensu

ear.m'i' . The Officer! shall be a President, five or

more Vice Presidents, two Corresponding Sec

retaries, one Domestic and one Foreign,—-a Re

cording Secretary, aTreasurer, and seven Di

rectors, who shall constitute the Executive

Committee of the Society, and shall be respon~

sible for its general management it shall also

be their duty to fill all occasion vacancies in

the offices of the Society.

VII. This Constitution can be amended at

any anniversary meeting, by a vote of two-thirds

of the members present. '

The omcers appointed to give an im

pulse to the operations of this Society,

and to take the general management of its

affairs for the first year, are

PRESIDENT.

HORACE GREELEY, New York.

vrcz PRESIDENTS.

PELEG CLARKE, Coventr , R. I.

FREDERIC GRAIN, New ork.

E. P. GRANT, Canton, 0.

JAMES KAY. JIL, Philadelphia.

CHARLES SEARS. N. Am. Phalanx.

BENJAMIN URNER. Cincinnati.

H. H. VAN AMRINGE, Pittsburg, Pa.

norms-rm connssrosnrso sscnsrsnv.

WILLIAM H. CHANNING, Brook Farm.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDING SECRETARY.

PARKE GODW'IN, New York.

RECORDING SECRETARY.

JAMES T. FISHER, Boston.

TREASURER

'FRANCIS GEO. snnw, “'cst Roxbury.

DIRECTORS

GEORGE RIPLEY Brook Farm.

CHARLES A. DA. A, Brook Farm.

ALBERT BRISBANE. New York.

OSBORNE MACDANIEL, New York.

EDMUND TWEEDY New York.

JOHN ALLEN, Brook Farm.

JOHN S. DWIGHT, Brook Farm.

The plan is a simple one, and its advan'

tages are obvious, We wish to secure

unity, concentration and energy in the

efl’orts of Associationists thronghout the

 

country. There are thousands of bclicv-f

ers in an Order of Society founded upon ‘

the Laws of Divine Wisdom, now scat-1

tered abroad, whosc zeal and infiucnce are

dissipated for want of concert of action.’

Henccforth let us be united. We have a

solemn and glorious work before us,—

1. To indoctrinate the whole People of

the United States, with the Principles of

Associative Unity;

2. To prepare for the time, when the

Nation like one man, shall reorganize its

townships upon the basis of perfect Jus

tice.

This work is an arduous one, and will

demand of us lives of devoted labor for

its accomplishment; prejudices are to be

removed,— changes wrought in the

habits of thinking of all classes, —a new

spirit of'I‘rust in Providence and‘of Bro

therhood awakened,— and a band of high

minded, judicious, and efficient persons

enlisted to give their talents and

means to the practical application of the

sublime truths of Universal Unity. W'e

have no time to lose, no strength toi

waste. Providence, the Age, and the

state of the Nation summon us; and with

concert of action, patience and firmness,

we cannot fail. ~ ~ ~

A noble: opportunity was certainly nev

er open to men, than that which here and

now welcomes Associationisls. To us

has been given the very Word,—which

this PEOPLE needs, as a. guide in its on

ward destiny. This is a finisher: Nalion ,

and Association shows, how human so

cieties may be so organized in devout

obedience to the Will of God, as to be

come true Brdtherhoods, where the com

mand of universal love may be fulfilled

indeed. Thus it meets the present wants

of Christians; who, sick of sectarian

feuds and theological controversies, shock

ed at the inconsistencies which disgrace

the religious world, —at the selfishness,

ostentation, and caste, which pervade even

our worshipping assemblies,-— at the in

difference of man to the claims of his fel

low man, throughout our communities in

country and city, —at the tolerance of

monstrous inhumanities by professed min

isters and disciples of Him, whose life

was love, —are longing for churches,

which may be really Houses of God, glo

rified with an indwelling spirit of buli

ncss and filled to overflowing with heav

enly charity. This is a Free Nation;

pledged by the laws transmitted from

our ancestors,—by the declaration of

independence, -— by the fundamental

principles of our constitutions and leg

islation,—to secure the Equal Rights

of every citizen ; and Association shows,

how from the first hour of life to the last,

every child, every man and Woman may

have the just claims of a. human being

practically ensured,—to Education, La.

 

bnr, Property, Protection, Social Posi

tion according to Worth, access to the

highest opportunities of Refinement and

Culture, Collective Friendship, and par

ticipation in the privileges of the Corn

mon-VVealth. Thus it meets the present

wants of Republicans, who, disgusted at

the bitterness and barrenness of party

conflicts,—at the manreuvres of dema

gogues and ambitious politicians, — at the

perpetual recurrence of the same unset

tled questions,—at the immense waste

of time, talents, conscience, character,

resources, in this weary circle of debate,

—scek for some Organization of Indus

try, which shall banish drones and spend

thrifts —sccure actual benefits to all genu

ine producers,— unite Capital and Labor

in mutually beneficial coiipcration,--sub

stituto for the aristocracy of wealth, hon

or and loyal devotedness, —and make fel

low-citizens truly members together of one

body politic. Finally this nation is all

astir with Humane Rr o-rms,—designed

to secure greater fidelity to our acknowl

edged religious and political principles,

and to eradicate forever the inhumanities

of Slavery, \Var, Legalized Murder, Cru

elty to Criminals, Intempcrance, Licen

tiousness, Poverty, Popular Ignorance,

Commercial Fraud, Universal Competi

tion, which practically give the lie to

our professions; and Association demon

strates, that all these philanthropic move~

ments are but parts of one Unitary Re

form, whosc end is perfect jusliw lo the

whole nature and destiny of Man. Thus

it Would link together by mutual respect,

all who are touched by the various wants

and sufferings of our fellow men, and or

ganize them into a mighty cooperative

fraternity, devoted not merely to the alle

viation of existing distress, but to the rc~

moval of the radical causes of human deg

radation.

Fellow Associationists! Is it not clear

from these obvious, familiar, yet impres

sive considerations, from this brief re

view of our position, that we have the

honor to be the pioneers in the grand

work of Construction, which Providence

designs as the special mission of our Age?

It is undeniable that we have the means

entrusted to our keeping, — by a.

faithful use of which this People may

surely become,-what God designed us

to be,—what our fathers prayed and la

bored to make us,-—- what our wonderful

system of Confederacies within Confede

racics has prepared the way for,—what

Christendom longs that we shall not fail

of, — what Humanity is waiting to wed

come,in this fulness of time, — a NATION

or UNITED First-Isles.

And not only does the Associative

Movement thus embody the very life of

our age and nation, and tend to the per—

fect fulfilment of the commands of God
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and the aspirations of Man in our landlthis wide-spread woe, the wealthy classes have always betrayed them, awed by the

and generation; but, yet nrore, it presents ' are more and more prompted to extravap superior qualifications of those who hold

the only peaceful mode of removing aigance, ostentation, capriciousfolly,enfee--and enjoy the privileges of life, crowded

principle ofevil, which even now is ris-i

ing in deadly struggle against the united

forces of Christianity, Liberty, and Hu

mane Reform,-and which threatens to

render the efforts of philanthropy futile

throughout the civilized world. This

principle is the power of Combined Capi

tal; and the end which it seeks, and will

inevitably attain, unless speedily checked,

is an INDUSTRIAL FEUDALISM.

All observant and thoughtful persons,

have been long aware,—and the fact has

now become apparent to popular intelli

gcnce,——that the dominion of kings and

nobles, the ancient influence of birth and

hereditary power, have given way in

these times to the mighty and fast grow

ing Aristocracy of Wealth. Unquestion

ably this tribute of respect to the symbol

of Productive Good, which Money is,

marks an advanced stage of society, and

is far more reasonable and just than the

previous grants of privilege to military

heroes and to politicians. This preva

lence of the Aristocracy of \Vealth, does

indeed show that men are waking up to

the dictates of common sense, and are

beginning to labor for that end of univer

sal cultivation, which Providence contem

plated, in appointing man to be the sove

reign of the earth. But the obvious

benefits attending this era of prodigious

material production must not blind our

judgments to the startling phenomena,

which are forcing themselves upon the

attention of statesmen every where. How

is it that amidst innumerable and inces

sant improvements in agriculture, inven

tions in mechanics, applications of newly

discovered forces of nature to the service

of man, intensely stimulated powers of

production, accumulating national wealth,

and such overflowing abundance that mar

kets sufficient to absorb the surplus are in

vain sought,-—poverty, destitution, crime,

popular degeneracy are yet increasing in

appalling ratio? How is it, that with ever

new means of binding nation to nation

in fraternal union the earth over, by facil

ities of locomotion, the transfer ofintelli

gence, freer and more rapid exchanges,—

fellow citizens in each nation are yet be

coming morc and more widely separated

by the impassable gulf of condition? How

is it, that, when scientific discoverieshave

put us in possession of all but omnipotent

energies for tltc multiplying and diffusing

of every means of outward enjoyment.

with only such an outlay of human

strength as would promote health, sym

metry and pleasure,— the working classes

are yet every where more and more bro

ken down by unrcmittcd toil, and prema

turely wasted away amidst squalor, want

'idly developing tendency without alarm.

bling luxury and disgraceful sloth! Noi

individual perverseness can explain a ten- .

dency, which thus sweeps into a social
thell, whole classes of all nations,—and

those the very nations most inspired by

Christian Picty and most governed by the

principles of Social Justice. An evil

thus universal must be traced up to a uni

versally operative cause. The radical

cause of these monstrous wrongs is An

tagonistic Interest-r, showing itself in an

endless variety of forms, among which

are isolated property-holding, free com

petition, commercial duplicity, gambling

speculations, monopolies, frctitious fluc

tuations in interest, 'and finally combina

tions of capital, in vast joint-stock opera

tions. It is the last of these which pecu

liarly characterizes our times; and no

observer of society can watch this rap

l’osscssed of the resources which the

past has accumulated, commanding the

irresistible and irresponsible power of ma

chinery, holding in its hand the threads

of the all embracing, all pervading agen

cy of money, tending by natural causes

to a compound ratio of increase, Capital,

by a necessity as universal as the force of

gravity, seeks alliance with Capital, in

a world-embracing selfish union, whose

claims are superior to loyalty, patriotism,

humanity, and religion. Already this pow

er of Combined Capital, governs conrts,i

guides armies and navies, makes war and ‘

peace, determines the policy of nations,l

dictates legislation, gives the tone to lite

rature, controls custom, sways the pulpit;

even now it is rapidly pressing on to uni

versal sovereignty, and the day is not dis

tant when in all civilized lands, and in

deed throughout the earth, wherever the

influence of civilization extends, its dynas

ty will be permanently established, un

less whi‘le there is yet time, the People of

all nations rise to reclaim their rights by

peaceful revolution.

...P£avrful Revalutian,—let us empha

size each word; because there is immi

nent danger, that one of these two events

will happen; either (1), that the Pro

ductive Classes,—feeling themselves on

tangled in an inextricablc web of injus

tice, conscious that their labor is the

source of the very riches, in which they

are denied participation, and which flow

by them in tantalizing streams, maddened

by the constant contrast of their own want,

care, toil, with their employer’s wealth,

leisure, ease,-will league together in

an outbreak of destructive radicalism,l

such as earth has never seen ; or (2), that, {

 

 

 

heart-broken, dispirited, and weak in bo-I'

dy, having no confidence in themselves,

upon by eager hosts of fellow sufferers,

and driven each day and hour by the

cutting lash of necessity, they will, with

dogged apathy, submit to their fate, and

in a voluntary servitude more degrading

and brutalizing than savage and barbarous

societies have ever witnessed, underbid

each other, and sell themselves and fami

lies for the poor chance of bread, shelter,

and rags. From this horrible destiny

which awaits the Working-Man, in his

hopeless contrast with Machinery moved

by Capital, we say there is no escape ex

cept by Peaceful Revolution.. Destruc

tive radicalism will but ensure a wider

wo ; and passive submission will but has

ten the fast coming era of the reign of

Money over Men.. .

Now Association presents the very

Vineans of this Peaceful Revolutions The

one encouraging tendency in existing so

ciety which seems to rise up providential

ly in opposition to the growing dominion

of Combined Capital, is that of MUTUAL

lssunnucs. This movement is certainly

full of promise; and it can scarcely stop

until it makes the circuit of all the great

interests of life, and invents a system of

perfect Mutual Guarantees. Still it is but

a step in the rigltt direction. In the first

place, it is yet to be seen, what this move

ment will result in, when it is clearly ad

mitted to be a safe and rapid money-making

enterprise, as must soon be the case, and

when the business is seized upon, as it then

surely will be, by Capital in the hands of

unscrupulous gamblers. And secondly,

no such system can be complete until it

ensures the two fundamental Rights,—

the Right to Labor, and the Right to

Property, which can never be done, so

long as land is held in individual proprie

torship. Yet we gladly welcome Mutual

Insurance as a hopeful sign of Social Re

generation, and as a transitional step to

wards the grand Constructive Reform of

Association; we take up and fulfil this

popular movement of the age; we pre

sent the very system of perfect Mutual

Guarantees, which is needed ; and in our

doctrine of townships based upon the

Principles of Joint-Stock Property and Co

operative [ndustry we hold out to the cap

italist and laborer— in contrast with the

infernal horrors of Industrial Feudalism

—- the Eden-like peace and prosperity of

Universal Unity.

Brethren! Can men, engaged in so

holy and humans a cause as this, — which

fulfils the Good and destroys the Evil in

existing society, throughout our age and

nation,-—which teaches unlimited trust

in Divine Love, and commands perfect

obedience to the laws of Divine Order

and misery; while in horrible mockery of'or one another, distrusting leaders whollamong Ill people,-—which heralds the
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near advent of the reign of Heaven on

Earth—be timid, indifferent, sluggish?

Abiding shame will rest upon us, if we

put not forth our highest energies in ful—

filment of the present command of Provi

dence. Let us be up and doing with all

our might.

The measures which you are now re

quested, at once and energetically to

carry out, are the three following:

I. Organize AFFILIATED SOCIETIES,

to act in concert with the American Union

q/‘Assuciationists; wherever it is possible

and as soon as possible, summon the

Friends of Association in your vicinity,

and adopt a Constitution harmonizing in

its main provisions with the Constitution

of the Parent Society; call it by the

natue of a place or a man, prefixed to the

words “ Union of Associationists; ” en

rol a large number of high minded, pure,

generous, men and Women, and keep

careful lists of all favorable to the cause;

prepare to hold regular meetings, weekly,

monthly, quarterly, annual, as may be

most expedient, and to discuss privately

and publicly the great principles of Asso‘

ciative Unity; correspond with the Pa

rent Society, and give records of progress;

and, finally, make arrangements to send a

delegation of persons wise in counsel and

decided in action, to the next Annual

Convention of the American Union.

ll. Circulate the Ilsnsruoen, and

other papers devoted to Association,—

procure for them subscribers,— and obtain

insertions of articles and extracts from

them in the most influential presses:

The Harbinger is especially commended

to your care. The expenses of this pa

per have been cheerfully borne by the

Brook Farm Phalanx,—— whose best

thoughts have been also given gratui

tously to its pages,-—-nntil their late loss

es. But now it has become impossible

for them to prolong its publication, un

less by an increase of its subscription list

its cost shall be fully covered. This

paper must not be discontinued. ts loss

would be a most disastrous hindrance to

the progress of our cause. More fully

than ever, will it present, by means of

translations and original articles, the most

mature views of Associationists in Eu

rope and this country. Let this year

witness its subscription-list at least dou

bled. Let each society take several

copies,--one to be bound as a nucleus

for a “ Union” Library,— others to be

placed, also bound, in Public, College,

and School Libraries. Obtain from liberal

friends contributions. By universal con

sent the Harbinger merits efficient encour

agement,and extensive circulation. See

to it, Friends! that its influence be in

creased and its permanent establishment

ensured. _

lII. Collect Funds, for the purpose of

 

defraying the expenses of Lectures and

Tracts. It is proposed in the autumn

and winter to send out lecturers, in bands

and singly, as widely as possible. In

proportion to the means, can be the ex

tent and duration of this effort. Hence

forth let a system of lecturing be steadily

pursued; in this way only can the people

be aroused to the importance ofthe Unitary

Reform, to which we are devoted.. It is

desirable to form a permanent fund, the

income (J which shall be consecrated for a

serirs of ycars to this ahjcct. Take meas

ures then straightway for raising an

immediate and a permanent fund; and

give the Parent Society the earliest infor

mation of the sum which you can appro

priate to the winter's campaign. It is

desirable, also to issue at once a series

of cheap popular Tracts on the Principles

and Practical details of Association. How

much can you this year and each year

contribute for this important end. Be in

earnest Friends. Let us work while it is

day.

Our \Vhitc Flag is given to the breeze.

Our three-fold motto,

Unity of Man with Man in true So

ciety :

Unity of MAN \V!_TH Goo in true Re~

ligion :

Unity of Man with Nature in creative

Art and Industry :

ls blazoned on its folds. Let hearts,

strong in the might of Faith and Hope

and Charity, rally to bear it on in tri

umph. \Ve are sure to conquer. God

will work with us; Humanity will wel

wclcome our word of Glad Tidings. The

Future is Ours. On! in the Name of

the Lord.

WILLIAM HENRY CHANNING,

Domestic- Corresponding Secretary of the

American Union of Associatianists.

BRooK Farm, West Roxbury,

June 6th, 1846.

It? Editors friendly to the Cause, are

requested to copy the above circular into

their papers.

[11? rI‘he operations of the “ American

Union,” will be commenced without delay.

Mr. Dana will shortly make a tour through

the State of New York as its agent. He

will lecture in the principal towns, and

take every means to diffuse a knowledge

of our principles. Our friends are re

quested to use their best exertions to pre

pare for his labors, and give efficiency to

them.

I]? If we are animated with enthusiasm

as we contemplate the sublime destiny of

Man, our feet still do not lose the solid

ground. It is in the clear and certain light

of science, that we announce the coming

changes of society. The truth has been

revealed to the world: the laws of human

progress are discovered. It is for us, for

 

the people of this age and especially of

this country, to say whether— by obedi

ence to them, we shall have peaceful im

provement, —- or, by neglect, — misery,

discord and violence.

 
 

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

The Directors of the School connected

with the Brook Farm Association have made

arrangements for enlarging the establish

ment, and are now prepared to receive an

additional number of pupils.

The course of study comprises instruction

itfthe various branches usually taught in the

High Schools and Academies of New Eng

land, with particular attention to the modern

Elli-upean languages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes

are received; a constant maternal care ex

ercised over the youngest; and the more ad'

vaneed subject to the friendly counsel and

assistance of the teachers, without the re

straints of arbitrary discipline. Young men

are fitted for College, or for commercial pur

suits, or carried through a course of instruc

tion, in the higher branches usually taught.

in the University.

Lessons are given in Music, Dancing,

Drawing, and Painting, without any extra

charge.

The School is under the immediate dircc~

tion of Mr. and Mrs. RIPLEY, Mr. DWIGHT,

and Mr. DANA, assisted by experienced

teachers in the diflerent departments; Ind

eve'ry pupil of tender age is entrusted to

the particular care of a lady of the establish

ment, who has charge of his wardrobe, per

sonal habits, and physical education.

For young children, who are deprived of

parental care, and for older pupils who wish

to pursue a thorough and exact course of

study, without the usual confinement of a

large seminary, it is believed that this

School affords advantages, that are rarely to

be met with.

TERMS.— Faun Donnsns a week for

board, washing, fuel, lights, and instruction

in all branches.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RlFLEY.

Brook Farm, West Rozbury, .Mau.

March 21, 1846.

THE HARBINGER

ls published simultaneously at New York

and Boston, by the Bnoox FARM PHALANX,

every Saturday morning. Oflice in New

York, Bottoms, STRINGER 8t Co., No. 222

Broadway; and in Boston, Rsnnuvt; 8t Co.,

No. 8 State Street.

Teams. Two Dollars in year, or One D’ol

lar for six months, payable invariably in ad

vance. Ten copies for Filleen Dollars.

[[j" Periodical A cots, Post Masters, As

sociation Clubs,an all persons wishing to

diffuse the principles defended in this paper,

by forwarding Flt-"TEEN DoLLARs, will be

supplied with TEN COPIES.

COMMUNICATIONS and REMtTTANcss

should be addressed to the publishers in New

York and Boston, or to the “ Editors of the

Harbinger,” Brook Farm, West Roxbury,

Mass.

[13" Single copies for sale at the Harbinger

Offices, No. 222 Broadway, New York, and

N0. 8 State Street, Boston, and by booksellers

and periodical agents throughout the U.States.

Price, 6 1-4 cents.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

New You, June 2141,1846.

As to the war, I think there can be no

doubt of the design being entertained by

the leaders and instigators of this infa

mous business, to extend the “area of

freedom " to the shores of California, by

robbing Mexico of another large mass of

her territory; and the people are pre

pared to eXecute it to the letter. In

many and most aspects in which this

plundering aggression is to be viewed it

is monstronsly iniquitous, but after all it

seems to be completing a more universal

design of Providence, of extending the

power and intelligence of advanced civil

ized nations over the whole face of the

earth, by penetrating into those regions

which seem fated to immobility and sav

agism or barbarism, and breaking down

the barriers to the future progress of

.knowledge,-of the sciences, and arts; and

arms seem to be the only means by which

this great subversive movement towards

unity among nations can be accomplished.

So we see the three great leading nations

of the world, England, France, and the

United States, all engaged, with a conti

nent each, in this work of subversive pro

gress, battering away at the dark masses

of ignorance and barbarism that still en

cumber the earth, and which must be

entered, to give the opportunity of im

provement, before the great scheme of

universal elevation can be carried out;

In this way Providence is operating on a

grand scale to accomplish its designs,

making use of instrumentalities ignorant

at its purposes, and incited to act by mo

tives the very antipodes of those which

the real end in view might be supposed

to be connected with, or grow out of.

Taking this broad view we' may well

withhold an opinion upon the general

course of events, although we cannot

help condemning the knavery which at

 

 
in this vast three-fold movement for the

subjugation of Barbarism by Civilization,

and we may fairly leave the end to His

wisdom. The wars of England, then,

with China, and the rest of besotted

Asia, of France with Africa, and of the

United States with Mexico and a degen

erate race who make the fairest portions

of the earth a wilderness, assume some

qualifying features, that cannot be over

looked; very different iudecd are they

from the wars which these three great

powers might wage among themselves,

which Would be destructive of the vital

energies of Humanity, and, as it were,

suicidal in the race.

CLEVELAND, Ohio, June 4th, 1846.

Dean FRIENDS: I have postponed writ

ing to you until this late period, in hopes

of having the necessary funds to renew

our subscription for “The Harbinger,"

and if possible to increase our list.

But the spirit of war seems to have par

alyzed every effort at social reformation

among the people for the present. En

closed you will find what is necessary for

you to continue to send the same number

of papers you now send, and to the same

address. I think that within a short time

we shall be able to send you more money.

The money market here is very hard at

the present time, and laboring men (as

we all are,) find it extremely difficult to

get cash enough to supply our daily

wants, but “ The Harbinger ” we cannot,

we will not discontinue, even if it is at the

expense of a portion of the comforts or

necessaries of life.

The doctrines of Association are gradu

ally gaining ground in this vicinity. We

have reprinted the article entitled " LA BOR

FOR \Vacas” which lately appeared in

“ The Harbinger,” and have gratuitously

circulated two thousand copies, and shall

do the same with the article on war in the

25th number, or last we have received.

The social movement is not, however

permitted to progress without opposition,

tends them. Providence. if it has any-yand that too, from those who are es

thing to do with the destiny of this world, teemed Orthodox Clergymen, both in

must surely have a controlling direction i this city and the surrounding country.

Our little band of Associationists in

this city are somewhat scattered; some

have united with the \Visconsin Phalanx,

some with the Clermont Phalanx in the

south part of this State, others have gone

to Cincini ati.

We who remain, feel it onr duty to aid

what we can, in the promotion of the

cause, and for this purpose, hold public

meetings, either in the city or in some of

the adjacent neighborhoods, as often as

once a week.

The common people hear us gladly,

and we hope soon to communicate to you

more fully upon this subject.

Newauavron-r, June 6th,1846

DEAR Sin: The enclosed two dollars

I send for “ The Harbinger” another year.

Your paper has now been my welcome

visitor for a year. Its arrival has formed

one bright spot in my weekly routine of

care and toil. To say nothing of the

high tone of criticism which has been

maintained in “ The Harbinger,” or of its

captivating story, Consuelo, I think it is

no small thing for the great cause of As

sociated Labor that its advocacy has fallen

into the hands of those who can meet

men of culture on the opposite side in so

fair and strong a manner.

I feel that the present movement for

associated labor is only the working out

on the economic side of the great impulse

of the age for unity,-—unity in the dc

partments of knowledge and of action.

This new arrangement of industry it

seems to rue, must soon become a part

of the creed of every enlightened and re

ligious mind.

With my feelings and convictions on this

subject, I need not say, that the news of

your recent disaster by fire came on me

like a personal bereavement. I took my

pen in hand to say so to you at the time,

butl had nothing but words to send, and

better ones than mine I was sure would

be sent by others. I thought however,

ithat if you could hold on through this, it

{would place your Association on a better

lfooting in the minds of the community
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around you than it had ever stood on be

fore, and I have been made glad indeed

by the intimations you have given, that

your Association would not be broken up,

nor its unity marred by the loss you have

met with. Such a result would I am

sure be a serious loss to a great cause.

Ifeel that if you suffer much in sustain

ing your present position, you can give a

reason for it to coming ages.

Imake no apology to you for forget

ting in this way that we are strangers to

each other ; my feelings wax strong while

I write.

“'A'rrmnunv, Vt., June 7th, l3l6.

MY DEAR FRIEND: Enclosed is my sub

scription for “ The Harbinger” for 1846-7,

Long life to it and to the cause it espous

es. I do all I can in lending my numbers

and talking up the doctrine, but it will

take a little more effort to get up suffi

cient interest to induce these well-0H

country farmers to aid in the work.

I am glad to learn of the new move

ment made by the Convention in May. I

shall certainly endeavor to catch the

spirit of a true Associationist, and contri

bute to the work which the organization

proposes. I have already learned that

the humblest advocate of our cause can

do something—yes much: mere speak

ing to a neighbor, a word even, is some

times sufiicient to elicit thought, and to‘

awaken such a train of reflection as will

carry your listener to your own belief.

And what Associationist does not feel

that his doctrine was ordained of God,

and is destined to be accepted and be-,

lieved by all men? Our poor old Earth,

desert as it is, choked with briars and

thorns, is still capable of germinating

every seed of truth, however feeble it

may be, and however carelessly dropped

upon it. Let every advocate of our

cause think of this : let them “ cry aloud

and spare not,” rememberingthat God's

truth though uttered by the least of its

disciples must accomplish the purpose

\vhereunto it is sent.

June 8th. li‘rlG.

DEAR Sin : Please continue to send me

“ The Harbinger.” I can not very well

do without its weekly visits, for it is the

only kindred in the Faith and Spirit that

I now have communion with. I cannot

but approve its pure and noble tone and

its earnest and sober words of truth in

behalf of the great brotherhood of Hu

manity. Let it continue to be faithful (as

I doubt not it will) to the great truths

that must ultimately develop man in the

nobleness of his true nature and it shall

yet be appreciated according to its worth

by multitudes who are seeking and knock

ing at the door of Truth— it shall yet be

ranked nominally, as it is really, moun

 

tain high above the nutnberless stupidl

 

and inconsistent frivolities that are gene

rated by present society.

Iloping you will abundantly prosper in

your worthy efforts in the good cause, I

subscribe myself, although a stranger.

Yours, in Fraternal Bonds.

June 8, 1846.

I have been looking round to get sub

scribers for “ The Harbinger," and send

you the enclosed list of names. Some of

my friends and some of your old sub

scribers to whom I have applied, have

refused; the principal objections to the

paper which I have heard, are the follow

ing: “too conscrvative;” “ too radi—

cal ; ” “too much light reading; ” “too

little ditto ; ” “not enough indepen

dence ; " “too decided in its position; "

“too much religion in it,” “not suffi

ciently evangelical.”

We “acknowledge the corn," in all these

cases. “'e have not expected to meet the

views of ultraists of any party, and are by no

means displeased to find that we have not. It

would hardly be possible to advocate universal, ,

positive, constructive principles, in a way that

could atisfy either those possessed by fixed

ideas, or those who are guiltless of any ideas at

all. We shall probably continue to be liable to

the very condemnations that our friend has

communicated.-Ens.

MISCELLANY.

CONSUELO.‘

FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.

Translated for the Harbinger.

XI.

At the end of the desert, a ghost, all

dressed in white and veiled, came to seek

the guests, saying to them: follow me!

Consuelo still condemned to the character

of the margravine for the rehearsal of

this new scene, rose first, and followed by

the other guests, ascended the great

staircase of the chateau, the door of

which opened at the extremity of the

hall. The ghost who conducted them

pushed open, at the top of the staircase,

another great door, and they found them

selves in an antique gallery, at the end of

which they could pcgceit'e only a faint

light. They were obliged-to direct their

steps thither to the sound of a slow,

solemn and mysterious music, which was

understood to be executed by the inhabi

tants of the invisible world. “ Ods’

buds! ” said Porpora ironically in a tone

of enthusiasm, his lordship the Count re~

fuses us nothing! \Ve have heard to-day

Turkish music, sea music, savage music,

Chinese music, Lilliputian music, and all

sorts of oxtraordinary music; but here is

one which surpasses them all, and one
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truly the music ofmay well say that it is

the other world.”

“And you are not at the end yet! "’

replied the Count, enchanted at this cold—

gium.

“ \Ve must expect every thing on the

part of your cxcellency,” said the baron

de Kreutz with the same irony as the

professor; “though after this, I know

not, in truth, what we can hope for su

perior.” -

At the end of the gallery, the ghost

struck upon a kind of tam-tam, which

gave forth a sullen sound, and a vast

curtain drawing aside, allowed to be seen

the body of the theatre decorated and il

luminated as it was to be on the next

day. I shall not give a description of it,

though this Would be to say: “There

was no end to the festoons, there was no

end to the chandeliers.” The stage

curtain rose; the scene represented

Olympus, neither more nor less. The

goddesses were there disputing the heart

of the shepherd Paris, and the competi

tion of the three principal divinities con

stituted the body of the piece. It was

written in Italian, which made Porpora.

say in a low voice, addressing himself to

Consuelo: “The savage, the Chinese

and the Lilliputian were nothing; here is

the Iroquois at last.” Verses and mu

isic, all were the Count’s manufacture.

"I‘he actors and actresses were quite

worthy of their parts. After half an

hour of metaphors and concctti upon the

absence of a divinity more charming and

more powerful than all the others, who

disdained to compete for the prize of

beauty, Paris having decided upon the

triumph of Venus, the latter took the

apple and descending from the stage by.

steps, came to lay it at the feet of the

margravine, declaring herself unworthy

to retain it, and making excuses for

having aspired to it before her. It was

Consuelo who was to perform this charac

ter of Venus, and as it was the most im

portant, having to sing at the end a cava

tina of great effect, Count Hoditz, not

willing to entrust it to any of his cory

phées, undertook to fill it himself, as

much to carry on the rehearsal, as to

make Consuelo feel the spirit, the inten

tions, the finesses and the beauties of the

part. He was so ridiculous in gravely

persoulifying Venus and in singing with

emphasis the insipidities pilfemd from all

the bad operas then in fashion and badly

stitched together, of which he pretended

to have composed a score, that no one

could keep a serious face. He was too

much excited by the task of scolding his

troop, and too much inflamed by the

divine eXpression which he gave to his

acting and singing, to perceive the gaiety

of the audience. They applauded him to

[the skies, and Porpura, who had placed
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himself at the head of the orchestra,

stopping his ears in secret from time to

time, declared that all was sublime, poem,

score, voices, instruments, and the tem

porary Venus above all.

It was agreed that Consuelo and he

should attentively read this master-piece

together, that very evening and the next

morning. It was neither very long nor

very difficult to learn, and they prom

ised that on the next evening they would

be on a par with the piece and the troop.

They afterwards visited the ball-room

which was not yet ready, because the

dances were not to take place till the day

after the next, the the having to last tWo

days and to offer an uninterrupted succes

sion of diversified entertainments.

It was now ten o'clock. The weather

was clear and the moon magnificent.

The two Prussian otiicers had insisted on

recrossing the frontier that very evening,

alleging a superior order which forbade

their passing the night in a foreign coun

try. The Count was therefore obliged to

yield, and having given orders to get

ready their horses, carried them to drink

the stirrup cup, that is to say, cofi‘ee and

excellent liqueurs in an elegant boudoir,

whither Consuelo thought best not to fol

low them. She therefore took leave of

them, and after having advised Porpora

in a low voice to be more on his guard

than he had been during supper, di‘

rected her steps towards her chamber,
which was in another wing ofithe chat

can.

But she soon lost her way in the wind

ings of that vast labyrinth, and found her

self in a kind of cloister where a current

of air extinguished her taper. Fearing

to lose her way more and more, and to

fall into one of those surprise traps with

which the mansion was filled, she tried to

return, feeling her way until she could

reach the lighted part of the building.

In the confusion of so many preparations

for foolish things, the comforts of that

rich dwelling were entirely neglected.

There were savages, ghosts, gods, her

rnits, nymths, laughter and plays, but not

a domestic to provide a torch, nor a, be

ing in his senses to guide you.

Still she heard coming towards her a

person who seemed to walk with precau

tion and to keep designedly in the dark,

which did not inspire her with confidence

to call and name herself, the more that it

was the heavy step and strong breathing

of a man. She advanced somewhat agi

tated and keeping close to the wall, when

she heard a door open not far front her,

and the light of the moon entering by

that opening, fell upon the tall figure and

brilliant costume of Karl.

She hastened to call him. “ Is that

you, signoral” said he in an agitated

voice. “ Ah! I have been trying to

 

 

speak with you an instant for some hours,

and now I am too late, perhaps!”

“ What have you to say to me, good

Karl, and whence comes the agitation in

which I see you! ”

“Let us go out of this corridor, sig

nora. I must speak to you in an entirely

isolated place where I hope nobody can

hear us.”

Consuelo followed Karl, and found

herself in the open air with him on the

terrace formed by the small tower which

flanked the edifice.

“ Signora," said the deserter speaking

with precaution, (arrived that morning

for the first time at Roswald, he knew

the inmates no better than did Consuelo,)

“ Fve you said any thing to-day which

on expose you to the dislike or mistrust

of the king of Prussia, and of which you

might repent at Berlin, were the king

exactly informed of it? ”

“No, Karl, I have said nothing of

such a nature. I know that every Prus

sian with whom you are not acquaian

is a dangerous person to converse with,

and for my own part, I have weighed all

my words.”

“ Ah! it does me real good to hear

you say so; Iwas very anxious! I ap

proached you two or three times in the

ship, when you were upon the water. I

was one of the pirates who pretended to

board; but I was disguised, you did not

recognize me. It was of no use to look

at you, to make signs to you; you no

ticed nothing, and I could not slipa single

word to you. That officer was always at

your side. All the time you were sailing

round the basin, he did not budge a step

from you. One would say that he di

viued you were his amulet, and that he

hid himself behind you, in case a ball

might have slipped into one of our inno

cent muskets.”

“ What do you mean to say Karl! I

cannot understand you. Who is this of

ftcer! I do not know him.”

“ There is no need of my telling you ;

you will know him soon, since you are

going to Berlin."

“ Why make asccret of it. now i "

“ Because it is a terrible secret, and I

must keep it for an hour longer.”

" You have a singularly agitated air,

Karl ; what is passing within you ! ”

“ 0! great things! IIell burns in my

heart! ”

“ Hell! one would say you had wick

ed designs."

“ Perhaps ! ” -

“In that case, I wish you to speak;

you have no right to have a secret from

me Karl. You have promised me ade

votedness, a submission proof against all .

trials."

“ Ah! signora, what words are thosel,v

 

for you did all that was possible to pre~

serve my wife and child for me ; but they

were condemned, they perished -- and

their death must be avenged.”

“Karl, in the name of your wife and

child who pray for you in heaven, I com

mand you to speak. You meditate I know

not what act of madness ; you wish to be

revenged '! The sight of those Prussians

has taken away your senses.”

“ It makes me crazy, it makes me furi

But no, I am mlm, I am a saint.

Look you signora, it is God and not hell

which impels me. Imust go! the hour

approaches. Farewell, signora ; it is

probable that I shall not see you again,

and I request you, since you will pass

through Prague, to pay for a mass for me

at the chapel of saint John of Népornuck,

one of the greatest patrons of Bohe

mia.”

“ Karl, you must speak, you must con

fess the criminal intentions which torment

you, or I will never pray for you, and I

will call down upon you, on the contrary,

the malediction of your wife and your

daughter who are angels in the bosom of

Jesus the Merciful. But how can you ex

pect to be forgiven in heaven, if you do

not forgive upon the earth! I see that

you have a carbine under your cloak,

Karl, and that from here you are watch

ing the Prussians on their passage.”

“ No, not here," said Karl, shaken

and trembling; “I do not wish to shed

blood in the house of my master, nor un

der your eyes, good sainted maiden ! but

below there, look you, there is a sunk

en path which I know very well already ;

for l was there this morning when they

passed through. But I was there by

chance, I was not armed, and besides I

did not recognize him at once, him!—

But directly he will pass there again, and

I shall be there, I can get there quickly

by the path through the park, and though

he is well mounted, I shall be in advance

of him. And, as you say, signora, I have

a carbine, a good carbine, and there is

in it a good ball for his heart. It is there

for some time ; for I was not joking when

I lay in wait, dressed like a false pirate.

I had a good opportunity and sighted him

more than ten times ; but you were there,

always thcre, and I did not fire— but di

rectly, you will not be there, and he can

not hide himselfbehind you like a cow

ard—for he is a coward I am sure. I

saw him blanch and turn his back on the

fight, one (lay when he was making us

advance with fury against my fellow

countrymen, against my brothers the Bo

hemians. Ah! what horror! for I am a

Bohemian, by the blood, by the heart,

and that never forgives. But if I am a

poor Bohemian peasant, who only learnt

in my forest how to handle a hatchet, he

OUS —.

It is true I owe you more than my life,th made a Prussian soldier of me, and
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thanks to his corporals, I know how to

take good aim with a musket.”

“ Karl, Karl, be silent, you are deliri

ous! you do not know this man I am

sure. He is called the baron de Kreutz;

you do not know his name and you take

him for another. He is not a recruiter,

he has never done you any injury.”

“ He is not the baron de Kreutz, no,

signora, and I do know him well. I have

seen him more than a hundred times on

parade; he is the great recruiter, he is

the great master of robbers, and of the

destroyers of families; he is the great

scourge of Bohemia, he is my enemy,

mine. He is the enemy of our church,

of our religion, of all our saints; it was

he who profaned, by his impious laugh

ter, the statue of saint John Népomuek,

upon the bridge of Prague. It was he

who stole in the chateau of Prague the

drum made with the skin of Jean Zislta,

who was a great warrior in his day, and

whose skin was the safeguard, the respect

and the honor of his country. 0! I am

not deceived, I know the man well ! Be

sides, saint \Venceslas appeared to me

just now, when I was saying my prayer

in the chapel; I saw him as plainly asI

now see you, siguora; and he said to me:

‘It is he, strike him to the heart.’ 1 have

sworn it to the Holy Virgin on the grave

of my wife, and I must keep my oath.

Ah! see, signora! there is his horse

coming to the porch ; that is what I wait

ed for, I go to my post ; pray for me; I

shall pay for this deed with my life soon

er or later; but I care little for that, pro

vided God saves my soul.”

“ Karl !” cried Consuelo, animated

with extraordinary strength, “I thought

you had a generous, sensible and pious

heart; but I see well that you are an im

pious and mean villain. Whoever be this

man whom you wish to assassinate, I for

bid you following him or doing him any

injury. It was the devil who took the

image ofa saint to deprive you of reason;

and God has permitted you to fall into

this snare for having made a sacrilegious

oath upon the grave of your wife. You

are mean and ungrateful,l tell you; for

you do not remember that your master,

count Hoditz, who has loaded you with

favors, will be accused of your crime and

will pay for it with his head; he so hon

est, so kind and so gentle towards you!

Go and hide yourself at the bottom of a

cave, Karl; for you do not deserve to see

the light. Do penance for having had

such a'thought. Hold! I see, at this in

stant, your wife who' weeps at your side,

and who tries to retain your good angel,

ready to abandon you to the spirit of

evil.”

“My wife! my wife!” cried Karl,‘

wondering and subdued; “I do not see

her. My wife, if you are there, speak

 

 

to me, let me see you once more and let

me die.”

“ You cannot see her; crime is in you

heart, and darkness upon your eyes.

Fall on your knees, Karl; you may yet

redeem yourself. Give me that gun

which stains your hands, and betake

yourself to prayer.”

Speaking thus, Consuelo took the car

bine, which was not refused her, and

hastened to remove it from before the

eyes of Karl, while he fell on his knees

and burst into tears. She hurriedly quit

ted the terrace to hide the weapon in

some other place. She was exhausted

by the effort she had made to seize upon

the imagination of the fanatic, by invok

ing the chimeras which governed him.

Time pressed; and it was not the Q0

ment to give him a course of more hu

mane and more enlightened philosophy.

She had said to him just what came into

her mind, inspired perhaps by something

sympathizing in the exaltation of that un

fortunate, whom she wished at every

cost to save from an act of madness, and

whom she overwhelmed with a pretended

indignation, even while pitying him for a

frenzy which he could not master.

She hurried to remove the fatal weap

on, in order to rejoin him afterwards, and

retain him upon the terrace until the

Prussians were far away, when, on open

ing the little door which led from the ter

race to the corridor, she found herself

face to face with the baron de Kreutz.

He had just been to his chamber for his

cloak and pistols. Consuelo had barely

time to let the carbine fall behind her, in

to the angle formed by the door, and to

throw herself into the corridor, closing

that door between herself and Karl.

She feared lest the fury of the latter

should be ret'iwakened by the sight of the

enemy if he perceived him.

The precipitation of this movement,

and the emotion which caused her to lean

against the door, as if afraid of fainting,

did not escape the eye of the clear-sight

ed baron de Kreutz. lIe carried a torch,

and stopped before her smiling. His face

was perfectly calm; yet Consuelo thought

she saw that his hand trembled and made

the flame of the torch oscillate very sensi~

bly. The lieutenant was behind him,

pale as death, with his sword drawn.

These circumstances, as well as the cer

tainty she acquired a little later that a

window of the apartment, in which the

baron had deposited and resumed his ef

fects, opened upon the terrace of the

tower, made Consuelo think afterwards

that the two Prussians had not lost a

word of her conversation with Karl.

Still the baron saluted her with a courte

ous and tranquil air; and as the agitation

of such a situation made her forget to re

turn his salutation, and took from her the

 
power of saying a single word, Kreutz,

after having examined her an instant with

eyes which expressed rather interest than

surprise, said to her in a gentle voice,

taking her hand: “ Come, my child, re

cover yourself. You seem very much

agitated. We must have frightened you

by passing suddenly before this door at

the moment you opened it; but we are

your servants and your friends. I hope

we shall see you again at Berlin, and

perhaps we can be of some service to

you.”

The baron drew Consuelo‘s hand tow

ards him a little, as if at the first impulse

he had thought of carrying it to his lips.

But he contented himself with pressing

it gently, saluted her anew, and with

drew, followed by his lieutenant," who

did not seem even to see Consuelo, so

much was he troubled and out of his

senses. His countenance confirmed the

young girl in the opinion that he was in

formed of the danger with which his

master had been threatened.

But who was this man, the responsi

bility of whose safety weighed so heavily

upon the head of another, and whose de

struction had seemed to Karl so complete

and so intoxicating a revenge? Consue

lo returned to the terrace to draw his se

cret from him, while she continued to

watch him; but she found that he had

fainted, and not able to assist that colos

sus to rise, she descended and called the

other domestics to go and succor him.

“Ah! it is nothing,” said they as they

went towards the place she pointed out:

“ he has drank a little tee much hydromel

this evening, and we will carry him to

his bed.” Consuelo could have wished

to ascend again with them; she feared

that Karl might betray his secret when

coming to himself; but she was prevent

ed by count IIoditz, who passed by and

who took her arm, congratulating himself

that she had not yet retired, and that he

could show her a. new spectacle. She

was obliged to follow him to the porch,

and thence she saw in the air upon one of

the hills of the park, precisely on the

side which Karl had pointed out to her as

the end of his expedition, a great arch of

light, on which she could confusediy dis

tinguish some characters in colored glass.

“That is a fine illumination,” said

she with an absent air.

“It is a delicate, a discreet and a re

spectful farewell to the guest who leaves

us," replied the count. “In a quarter of

an hour he will pass at the foot ofthat hill,

by a sunken path which we cannot see

from here, and there he will find that

arch of triumph raised, as by enchant

ment, above his head.”

 

" In those times they said low oflicer. “’e

have in our recital modernized a title Which

might cause some ambiguity.
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“Sir count,” said Consuelo, shaking

off her reverie, “ who then is that person

age who has just left us?”

“ You shall know by and by, my child.”

“ If I ought not to ask I will be silent,

sir count; still I have some suspicion

that he is not really called the baron de

Kreutz.”

“I was not the dupe of that a single

instant,” returned Hoditz, who boasted a

little in this assertion. “ Still I respected

his incognito religiously. I know that it

is his fancy, and that he is offended if

people don’t appear to take him for what

he gives himself to be. You saw that I,

treated him like a simple officer, and yet

—” The count was dying with a desire

to speak; but propriety forbade his artic

ulating a name apparently so sacred.

He took a middle term, and presenting

his opera glass to Consuelo, “ See,” said

he to her, “ how well that improvised;

arch has succeeded. It is almost half al

mile from here, and I bet that with my‘

glass, which is excellent. you can read

what is written on it. The letters are

twenty feet high, though they seem im

perceptible to you. Still, look care

fully.” v

Consuelo looked, and easily deciphercd

this inscription, which revealed to her the

secret of the comedy:

“ LONG LIVE FREDERICK 'rnr. GREAT."

“ Ah! sir count,” cried she earnestly,

“ there is danger to such a personage in

travelling thus, and there is still more

danger in receiving him,”

“I do not understand you, said the

count; “ we are at peace; no one would

now think of doing him any injury upon

the territory of the empire; nor can there

be any objection on the score of patriot

ism to entertaining honorably such a

guest as he.”

Consuelo was buried in her reveries.

Hoditz drew her from them by saying

that he had an humble sopplication to

make to her; that he feared to impose

upon her good nature, but that the mat

ter was so important he was forced to im

portuue her. After many circumlocu

tions, “ the request is,” said he with a

mysterious and grave air, “that you will

have the goodness to take upon yourself

the part. of the ghost."

“ What ghost!” asked Consuelo, who

was thinking only of Frederick and the

events of the evening.

“ The ghost that comes to seek madam

the margravine and her guests at the des

sert, to lead them through the gallery of

Tartarus, where I have placed the field

of the dead, and to cause them to enter

the body of the theatre, where Olympus

is to receive them. Venus does not ap

pear upon the scene at first, and you will

have time to put 08' in the wing the

,,

 

ghost’s shroud, under which you will1

have the brilliant costume of the mother

of loves all arranged, rose-colored satin

with bows of silver streaked with gold,

very small skirts, unpowdercd hair, with

pearls, plumes and roses; a very decent

toilet, and of an unparalleled attraction,

as you will see! Come,“ you consent to

be the ghost; for she must walk with

much dignity, and not one of my little

actresses would dare to say to her high

ness in a tone at once imperious and re

spectful, ‘ Fol/um me.’ It is a very diffi

cult word to say, and l have thought

that a person of genius might make a

great sensation with it. What do you

think of it?”

" The word is admirable, and I will be

the ghost with all my heart,” replied

Consuelo, laughing.

“ Ah! you are an angel, an angel in

truth,” cried the count, kissing her

hand.

But alas! that Him, that brilliant féte,

that dream which the count had cherished

for a whole winter, and which had led

him to make three journeys into Moravia

to prepare its realization; that day so

long expected was to vanish quite in

smoke, as much as the serious and gloomy

vengeance of Karl. On the morrow,

towards noon, all was ready. The peo

ple of Roswald were under arms; the

nymphs, the genii, the savages, the

dwarfs, the giants, the mandarins and the

ghosts waited, shivering at their posts,

for the moment to commence their evolu

tions; the steep road was cleared of its

snow and covered with moss and violets :

the numerous guests, attracted from the

neighboring Chateaux, and even from

quite distant towns, made a concourse re

spectable for the amphitryon; when, alas!

a stroke of lightning overthrew all. A

courier, arriving at full speed, announced

that the carriage of the margravine had

been overturned in a ditch; that her

highness had broken two ribs, and that

she was compelled to stop at Olmutz,

whether the count was requested to go

and join her. The crowd dispersed.

The count. followed by Kai-l, who had

recovered his reason, mounted the best of

his horses and hurriedly departed, after

having said a few words to his major

domo.

The pleasures, the brooks, the hours

and the rivers resumed their furred boots

and their Wollen caps, and returned to

their labors in the field, pell-mell with the

Chinese, the pirates, the Druids, and the

anthropophagi. The guests reéntered

their carriages, and the same berlin which

had brought Porpora and his pupil, was

again placed at their disposal. The ma

jor-domo, conformably to the orders he

had received, brought to them the sum

agreed upon, and compelled them to ac

cept it though they had only half earned

 

it. They took that same day the road to

Prague; the professor enchanted at being

freed from the cosmopolitan music and the

polyglot cantatas of his host; Consuelo

looking towards Silesia, and afllieted at

turning her back on the captive of Glatz,

without hope of rescuing him from his

unhappy fate.

That same day, the baron de Kreutz,

who had passed the night in a village not

far from the Moravian frontier, and who

had departed again at dawn, in a great

travelling coach, escorted by his pages on

horseback, and followed by a berlin,

which carried his secretary and his tick

Isr,‘ said to his lieutenant, or rather to

his aid-de-eamp, the baron of Budden

brock, as they approached the city of

Neisse, (and it must he noted that, disP

satisfied with his awkwardness the day

before, he spoke to him for the first time

since their departure from Roswald )7

“\Vhat was that illumination which I

perceived at a distance upon the hill we

should have passed, if we had skirted the

park ofthat Count Hoditz'! "

" Sire," replied Buddenbrock trem

bling, “ I saw no illumination.”

“ And you were wrong. A man who

accompanies me ought to see every

thing."

“ Your majesty should forgive the

frightful trouble into which the resolution

ofa wretch had thrown me —”

“ You don’t know what you are say

ing! That man was a fanatic, an unhap

py Catholic devotee, exasperated by the

sermons which the curates of Bohemia

preached against me during the war; he

was moreover driven to extremity by some

personal misfortune. He must be some

peasant carried off for my armies, one of

those deserters whom we sometimes re

capture spite of their fine precautions —”

" Your majesty may depend upon it

that tomorrow this one shall be retaken

and brought before you.”

“ You have given orders to have him

carried 08' from Count Hotlitz? "

“ Not yet, sire; but as soon as I ar

rive at Nei'sse, I will despatch four very

skilful and very determined men ”

“ Iforbid it : you will, on the contrary,

obtain information respecting that man;

and if his family have fallen victims to

the war, as he seemed to indicate in his

disjointed talk, you will see that there be

paid to him the sum of one thousand rix

dollars, and you will have him pointed

out to the recruiters of Silesia, that he be

left forever undisturbed. You understand

me! His name is Karl; he is very

large; he is a Bohemian, and in the ser

vice of Count Hoditz: that is enough to

make it easy to find him, and to get in

formation respecting his family and his

position.”
 

' His travelling treasury.
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“ You majesty shall be obeyed.”

“I hope so indeed! What do you

think of that professor of music? ”

" Master Porpora! He seemed to me

foolish, self-satisfied, and of a very ugly

temper.”

“ And Itell you that he is a man su

perior in his art, full of wit, and a very

diverting irony. \Vhen he arrives with

his pupil at the frontier of Prussia, you

will send a good carriage to him.”

“ Yes, sire."

“And he is to be made to enter it

alone; alone, you understand! with much

respect.”

“ Yes, sire,"

“ And then! "

“ Then your majesty means he shall

be carried to Berlin? ”

“ You have not common sense to-day.

Imean that he shall be carried back to

Dresden, and thence to Prague, if he de

sire it; and thence even to Vienna, if

such be his intention : all at my expense.

Since Ihave drawn so honorable a man

from his occupations, I ought to put him

back again without its costing him any

thing. But I do not wish him to put foot

in my kingdom. He has too much wit

for us.”

“\Vhat does your majesty command

respecting the cantatricel ”

“ That she be conducted under escort,

whether she will or no, to Sans Souci,

and that an apartment be given her in the

chateau.” ‘

“ In the chateau, sire '! ”

“\Vell! have you become deaf? the

apartment of the Barberini."

“ And the Barberini, sire, what shall

we do with her 1 ” -

“ The Barberini is no longer at Berlin.

She has departed. Did you not know

it “I ”

“ No, sire."

“\Vhat do you know then? And as

soon as that girl has arrived,I am to be

notified. at whatever hour of the day or

night. Have you understood me? These

are the first orders which you are to have

inscribed upon register number One of

the clerk of my tickler: the compensa

tion to Karl ; the sending back of Porpo

ra; the succession of the Porporina to

the honors and emoluments of the Bar

berini. Here we are at the gates of the

city. Resume your good humor, Bud

denbrock, and try and be a little less stu

pid the next time I take a fancy to travel

incognito with you.”

 

XII.

The cold was quite biting when Porpo

ra and Consuelo arrived at Prague, in the

first hour of the night. The moon illu

mined that old city, which had preserved

in its aspect the religious and warlike

 

character of its history. Our travellers

entered it by the gate called Rosthor, and

passing through that part which is on the

right bank of the Moldaw, they reached

the middle of the bridge without accident.

But there a heavy shock was given to the

carriage, which-stopped short. “Jesus

God I " cried the postilion, “my horse

has fallen before the statuel~that is a bad

omen! May Saint John Népomuck help

us! "

Consuelo seeing that the shaft-horse

was entangled in the traces, and that the

postilicn would require some time to get

him up and readjust the harness, of which

several buckles had been broken by the

fall, proposed to her master to alight, in

order to warm- themselves by a little mo

tion. The maestro having consented,

Consuelo approached the parapet in order

to examine the place in which she was.

From that spot the two distinct cities

which compose Prague, one called the

new, which was built by the emperor

Charles IV. in 1348, the other which as

cends to the remotest antiquity, both con

structed in the shape of amphitheatres,

looked like two black mountains of stones,

from which ascended here and there the

lofty spires of the antique edifices and the

sombre battlements of the fortifications.

The Moldaw, dark and rapid, was en

gulphed beneath this bridge of a very se

vere style, the theatre of so many tragi

cal events in the history of Bohemia ; and

the reflection of the moon, tracing upon

it pale streaks of light, whitened the head

of the revered statue. Consuelo looked

at that face of the holy doctor, which

seemed to contemplate the waves in a

melancholy mood. The legend of Saint

Népomuck is beautiful, and his name ven

erable to every one who cstecrns inde

pendence and loyalty. Confessor to the

empress Jane, he refused to betray the

secrets of her confession, and the drunk

ard VVenceslas who wished to know the

thoughts of his wife, unable to draw any

thing from the illustrious doctor, had him

drowned under the bridge of Prague.

The tradition relates that at the moment

when he disappeared beneath the waves,

five brilliant stars glittered upon the bare

ly closed gulf, as if the martyr had al

lowed his crown to float an instant on the

waters. In record of this miracle, five

stars of metal have been encrusted on the

stone of the balustrade, at the very spot

whence Népomuck was precipitated.

Rosmunda, who was very devout, had

preserved a tender remembrance of the le

gend of John Népomuck; and in the

enumeration of the saints whom every

evening she caused to be invoked by the

pure mouth of her child, she had never

forgotten that one, the special patron of

'travellers, of people in danger, and above

jall, the guardian of a good reputation.

l

 
As we see the poor dream of riches, so

the Zingara made for herself, in her older

years, an ideal of that treasure which she

had by no means cared to lay up in her

youth. In consequence of this reaction,

Consuelo had been educated in ideas of

an exquisite purity. Consuelo recalled

therefore at this instant the prayer which

she formerly addressed to the apostle of

purity, and struck by the sight of the

place that had witnessed his tragical end,

she knelt instinctively among the devotees

who, at that epoch, still paid, each hour

of the day and night, an assiduous court

to the image of the saint. They were

poor women, pilgrims, old beggars, per

haps also some Zingari, children of the

mandoline and proprietors of the high

way. Their piety did not absorb them so

much as to make them forget to hold out

the hand to her. She gave them large

alms, happy to recall the time when she

was neither better shod nor prouder than

they. Her generosity affected them so

much that they consulted together in a.

low voice, and charged one of their num

ber to tell her that they Were going to

sing one of the old hymns of the worship

of the blessed Népomuck, in order that

the saint might avert the bad omen in

consequence of which she was stopped

upon the bridge. According to them, the

music and the words were of the time

even of VVenccslas the drnnkard:

Snspice qu'ts dedimtrs, Johannes beats,

Tibi preccs supplices, noster advocate,

Fieri: dum vivimus, ne sinns infames,

Et nostros post obitum cmlis infer manes.

Porpora, who took a pleasure in listen

ing to them, judged that their hymn was

not more than a century old; but he heard

a second, which SCCIIIOd to him a male—

diction addressed to \Venceslas by his

cotcmporaries, and which began thus:

SEBVUS, piger imperator,

Mnlorum clarus patrator, 6m.

Although the crimes of \Venceslas

were not events of any consequence at

that day, it seemed that the poor Bohe

mians took an everlasting pleasure at

cursing, in the person of that tyrant, this

abhorrcd title of imperator, which had be

come to them synonymous with foreigner.

An Austrian sentinel guarded each of the

gates placed at the extremity of the

bridge. Their orders compelled them to

walk without ceasing from each gate to

the middle of the edifice ; there they met

before the statue, turned their backs on

each other, and resumed their intermina

blc promenade. They heard the canti

cles; but as they were not so well versed

in church Latin as were the Prague dev

otees, they doubtless imagined they were

listening to a song in honor of Francis of

Lorraine, Maria Theresa‘s husband.

On hearing those simple songs by

moon-light, in one of the most poetical

 

situations in the world, Consuelo felt her
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self affected by melancholy. Her jour

ney had been pleasant and cheerful until

then; and by a very natural reaction, she

fell suddenly into sadness. The postil—

ion, who replaced his harness with Ger

man slowness, did not cease repeating

with every exclamation of dissatisfaction :

“ That is a bad omen! ” so that Consue

lo‘s imagination was at last impressed by

it. Every painful emotion, every pro

longed reverie, recalled to her Albert’s

image. At that moment, she recollected

that Albert, hearing the canoness one

evening invoke aloud in her prayer, Saint

Népomuck, the guardian of good reputa

tion, had said to her: “ That is very

well in you, aunt, who have taken the

precaution to insure yours by an exem

plary life; but I have often seen souls

stained by vices, call to their aid the mir

acles of this saint, in order to be better

able to conceal from men their secret in~

iquities. It is thus that your devout

practices serve quite as often for a cloak

to gross hypocrisy as for a support to in

nocence.” At that instant, Consuelo

thought she heard Albert's voice at her

ear in the evening breeze and in the

gloomy waves ofthe Moldaw. She ask

ed what he would think of her, he who

perhaps believed her already perverted, if

he should see her prostrate before that

catholic image; and she was rising as if

terrified, when Porpora said to her:

“ Come, let us getinto the carriage again,

all is repaired."

Site followed him and was just entering

the carriage, when a cavalier, heavily

mounted on a horse more heavy still,

stopped short, alighted and approached to

gaze at her with a tranquil curiosity

which appeared to her very impertinent.

“ What are you doing there, sir? ” said

Porpora, pushing him back; " ladies are

not to be stored at so closely. It may be

the custom in Prague, butl am not in—

clined to submit to it."

The stout man drew his chin out ofthe

firs; and still holding his horse by the

bridle, replied to Porpora in Bohemian,

without perceiving that the latter did not

understand a word; but Consuelo, struck

by the voice of this person, and leaning

forward to look at his features in the

moonlight, cried, passing between him

and Porpora: “ Is it indeed you, sir baron

of Rudolatadt! ”

“ Yes, it. is I, signora ! ” replied baron

Frederick; “ it is I, the brother of Chris

tian, the uncle of Albert; oh! it is in

deed 1. And it is indeed you also!”

added he, uttering a deep sigh.

Consuelo was struck by his saddened

air and his cold greeting. He who had

always piqued himself on a chivalric gal

lantry towards her, he did not kiss her

hand, he did not even touch his furred

cap to salute her; he was contented toA

 

repeat, as‘hc looked at her with a dis

mayed, not to say a stupefied air: “It is

indeed you! truly, it is you ! ”

“ Give me the news from Riesenburg,”

said Consuelo with agitation.

“I will give them to you, signora!

long to give them to you.”

“ Well! sir baron, speak; tell me of

Count Christian, of madam the canoness,

and of-”

“ 0! yes, I will tell of them,” replied

Frederick, who was more and more stu

pefied and as it were besotted.

“ And Count Albert? " returned Con

suelo, terrified by his countenance and his

physiognomy.

“' Yes, yes! Albert, alas! yes! ” re

plied the baron, “ I wish to speak to you

of him.”

But he did not speak of him: and

through all the young girl's questions, he

remained almost as mute and motionless

as the statue of Népontuck.

Porpora began to get impatient: he

was cold; he was in a hurry to reach a

good lodging. Moreover this encounter,

which might make a great impression on

Consuelo, vexed him much. “Sir bar

on,” said he to him, “ we will have the

honor to come to-morrow and pay our re

spects to you; but sufi'er us now to go to

sup and warm ourselves— we have much

more need ofthat, than of compliments,”

added be between his teeth, leaping into

the carriage, into which he had just

pushed Consuelo, whether she would or

no.

“ But, my friend," said the latter with

anxiety, “let me inform myself.”

“ Let me alone,” replied he roughlv.

1 “ That man is an idiot, if he is not dead

drunk; and we might spend the whole

night on the bridge, without his bringing

forth a word of good sense.”

Consuelo was the victim of a horrible

ianxiety: “You are without pity,” said

she to him, while the carriage was cross.

ing the bridge and entering the old city.

“One instant more, and I should have

learnt what interests me the most in the

world.”

“ Hey-day ! are we still there'.l " said

the maestro with temper: “ Will that

Albert be eternally runningin your head 1

You would have had a pretty family

there, very cheerful and very polite, to

judge by that great lout, who has his cap

nailed to his head, apparently! for he

had not the civility to raise it on seeing

you.”

“ It is a family of which you formerly

thought so well, that you threw me into

it as into a port of safety, desiring me to

have all respect, all love for those who

compose it.”

“ As to the latter point, you have

obeyed me too well, from what I can

see.”

I

 

  

Consuelo was going to reply; but she

became calm on seeing the baron on

horseback, determined, in appearance, to

follow the carriage; and when she alight

‘ed from it, she found the old lord at the

lporch, offering her his hand, and doing

with politeness the honors of his house;

for it was there and not to the inn that

be had ordered the postilion to drive.

I’orpora in vain wished to refuse his hos

pitality; he insisted, and Consuelo, who

burned with a desire to dissipate her

gloomy apprehensions, hastened to ac

cept and to enter with him into the hall,

where a great fire and a good supper

were waiting for them. “ You see, sig

nora,” said the boron, drawing her atten

tion to three covers, “I expected you.”

“ That astonishes me very much,” re

plied Consuelo; “ we had not announced

our arrival here to any one, and even

expected, two days since, not to arrive

until the day after to-morrow.”

“ It cannot astonish you more than it

does me,” said the baron with a dejected

air.

“ But the baroness Amelia? ” asked

Consuelo, ashamed at not having before

thought of her old pupil.

A cloud darkened the brow of the bar

on of Rudolstadt: his rubieund compch

ion, heightened by the cold, became sud

denly so pallid that Consuelo was terri

fied, but he replied with a kind of calm

ness: “My daughter is in Saxony with

one of her relations. She will be very

sorry not to have seen you.”

“ And the other persons of your family,

sir baron," returned Consuelo, “ can I not

knew —”

“ Yes, you shall know all,” replied

'Frederick, “you shall know all. Eat,

signora, you must have need of it.”

“I cannot eat unless you relieve me

front my anxiety. Sir baron, in the

name of Heaven, have you to deplore the

loss of any your of relatives? ”

“ Nobody is dead,” replied the baron,

in a tone as melancholy as if he were an

nouncing the extinction of his whole fam

ily; and he began to carve the meats

with a slowness as solemn as he used to

practice at Riesenburg. Consuelo had

not the courage to question him further.

The supper appeared to her mortally long.

Porpora, who was less anxious than hun

gry, tried to converse with his host.

The latter attempted, on his side, to re

ply obligingly and even to interrogate

him respecting his otIairs and his pro

jects; but this freedom of mind was evi-~

dently beyond his strength. He never

replied understandingly, and repeated his

questions a moment after he had received

the answer. He still out large pieces for

himself, and had his plate and glass copi

ously filled; but this was the effect of

mere habit; be neither ate nor drank ; and
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letting his fork fall to the floor and his

looks to the table-cloth, he gave way to a

deplorable dejection. Consuelo examined

him and saw clearly that he was not drunk.

She asked herselfif this sudden decay was

the effect ofunhappiness, of illness, or of

old age. At last, after two hours of this

suffering, the baron, seeing that the re

past was concluded, made a sign to his

servants to retire; and after having for a

long time searched in his pockets with a

wandering air, took out an open letter,

which he presented to Consuelo. It was

from the canoness, and contained what

follows:—

“ We are lost ; there is no more hope,

my brother! Doctor Supperville has at

last arrived from Bareith, and after hav

ing flattered us for some days, has de

clared to me that we must arrange our

family concerns, because, in a week per

haps, Albert will no longer exist. Chris

tian, to whom I have not had the courage

to communicate this opinion,still hopes,

but faintly; his dejection terrifies me,

and I know not ifthe loss of my nephew

be, the only blow that threatens me.

Frederick, we are lost! Can we both

survive such disasters? For myself 1

know not. May the will of God be done!

That is all loan say; but I do not feel in

myself strength enough to prevent my

succumbing. Come to us, my brother,

and try to bring us some courage, if any

has remained to you after your own un

happiness, an unhappiness which is also

ours, and which gives the finishing blow

to the misfortunes of a family that may

be called cursed ! What crimes then can

we have committed to deserve such expi

ations‘.l May God preserve me from want

of faith and submission; but, in truth,

there are instants when 1 say to myself

that it is too much to bear.

“ Como. my brother; we expect you,

we have need of you; and yet do not

leave Prague before the eleventh. I have

to give you a strange commission; I feel

as if I were almost crazy in doing so;

but I no longer understand anything of

our life, and Iconform blindly to the

wishes of Albert. On the eleventh cur

rent, at seven in the evening, be on the

bridge of Prague, at the foot of the stat

us. The first carriage that passes, you

will stop; the first person you see in it,

you will carry to your house ; and if she

can leave for Riesenbnrg that very eve

ning, Albert will perhaps be saved. At

least, he says he will have a hold on eter

nal life; and I do not know what he

means by that. But the revelations he

has made the past week, of events the

most unforeseen by us, have been realized

in so incomprehensible a tnanner, that it

is no longer permitted me to doubt. He

has the gift of prophecy and the sense of

light of hidden things. He called me

 

this evening to his bed-side, and in that

extinct voice which he has now, and

which must be guessed more than it can

be heard, told me to transmit to you the

words which I have faithfully reported.

’At seven o’clock then, on the eleventh,

be at the foot of the statue, and whoever

may be the person there in a carriage,

bring her hither with all speed.”

On finishing this letter, Consuelo, who

had become as pale as the baron, rose

suddenly; then she fell back into her

chair and remained some instants with her

arms stiffened and her teeth locked. But

she soon recovered her strength, rose

again and said to the baron who had fall

en anew into his stupor: “ \Velll'sir

baron, is your carriage ready? I am;

let us go.”

The baron rose mechanically and went

out. He had had strength to think of

all in advance; the cariage was ready,

the horses were waiting in the court; but

he was now nothing more than an autom

aton obeying the pressure of a screw, and

without Consuelo he would not have

thought of departure.

Hardly had he left the chamber when

Porpora seized the letter and ran it over

rapidly. In his turn he became pale,

could not articulate a word, and walked

before the stove in a state of horrible dis

quiet. The maestro had to reproach him

self with what happened. He had not

foreseen it, but he said now that he ought

to have foreseen it; and suffering from

remorse, from horror, feeling his reason

confounded moreover by the singular

power of divination which had revealed

to the sick man the means of again seeing

Consuelo, he thought he was in a strange

and frightful dream.

Still, as no organization was more pos

itive in certain respects than his, and no

will more tenacious, he soon thought of

the possibilities and consequences of the

sudden resolution which Consuelo had

just taken. He moved about a great

deal, struck his forehead with his hands

and the floor with his heels, cracked all

his knuckles, counted upon his fingers,

calculated, reflected, summoned up his

courage, and, braving the explosion, said

to Consuelo, shaking her to reanimate

her:

“ You wishto go there, Iconsent; but

Igo with you. You wish to see Albert;

perhaps you will give him the coup-de

grace. But there is no way to refuse;

we will go. W's can dispose of two

days. \Ve meant to pass them at Dres—

den; we will not rest there. If we are

not at the Prussian frontier on the 18th

we fail in our engagements. The thea

tre opens on the 25th; if you are not

ready, I shall be obliged to pay a consid

erable forfeit. I have not half the sum

required, and in Prussia he who does not

 

pay goes to prison. Once in prison you

are forgotten; you are left there ten

years, twenty years; you may die of

sorrow or of old age, as you will. This

is the fate which awaits me if you for

get that we must leave Riesenburg on

the l4th, at five o‘clock in the morning at

latest."

“Be tranquil, my master," replied

Consuelo, with the energy of resolution ;

“I have already thought of that. Do

not make me suffer at Riesenhurg, that is

all Iask of you. We will leave on the

14th, at five in the morning."

“ You must swear it! "

“I swear it,” replied she, shrugging

her shoulders with impatience. “ When

your liberty and life are in question, I

do not imagine that you require an oath

on my part.”

The baron reéntered at this instant,

followed by a devoted and intelligent old

domestic, who wrapped him up like a

child in his furred pelisse and led him to

the carriage. They drove rapidly to Be

raum, and reached Pilsen by break of

day.

To be Continued.

REVIEW.

  
 

 

Significance ofthe Alphabet. By Cannes

KRAITSIR, M. D. Boston: E. P.

Peabody. 1946. pp. 58. l2mo.

We have looked over this little work‘

with an unusual degree of interest. Ev

ery attempt to develop the hidden analo

gies or correspondences of nature which

underlie all true science, is worthy of

the most profound attention; and in no

department are the labors of a genuine

discoverer more urgently needed than in

that of Philology. No one subject has

ever perhaps occupied so much of human

study, while, as yet, none is so destitute

of any general results, worthy the name

ofa science. All existing Works on gen

eral grammar, for example, regarded as

attempts at an exposition of the universal

laws of language, (as distinct from the

grammar of particular tongues,) are shso~

luter paltry. Nothing can well be im

agined more meagre and unsatisfactory.

The very ground-plan of the science of

language remains yet to be traced, or

rather, it should be said, of each of the

several sciences which will relate to lan

guage as their subject-matter. No one

can doubt that language has its absolute

laws of growth, based on and conformed

to the nature of the mind, of which it is

both the product and the image, while on

the other hand the raw material of lan

guage— the sounds of the human voice,

are, themselves, considered apart, real ob

jective existences, liable to their own ac

cidents and modifications. The distribu

tion and signficance of sounds relate to
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the mind, while their production is a ma- and French, it is true that signifiant ' vowel-sign generally for both a long or a

terial effect and hence subjected to materi

al laws. Language holds thus a middle

or transitional position between the met

aphysical and the physical, and must have

its own science lying in either department.

Again, the architect of the universe no

more intended that man should be desti

tute of the means of symbolizing his

words, than that he should not have the

means of uttering his thoughts by the aid

of them. There must be a true, and the

only true system of writing. If sounds—

mere noises—have a natural, inherent

relationship to the kingdom of thought

within, on the one hand, so must they

have to the kingdom of material forms

without, on the other. If vowels and con

sonants have their own metaphysics, so

must they have their own geometry ; and

the explorer of the hidden mysteries of

speech must, if he does his whole work,

develop it as.well. To settle the true

scope of the human voice, to fix the true

relations of sounds to each other, to dis

cover, in fine, the Alphabet of Nature,

seems to be the first want, and the pre

liminary task, so to speak, of the univer

sal philologist, and we hold it to be the op

probrium of learned linguists that they

have failed to do this for so long a time.

Doctor Kraitsir seems to us completely

to overlook this great desideratum as well

as several other departments of inquiry

which we have hinted at above. “We

do not complain that he should direct his

attention to asingle point, if he finds there

enopgh to engage his powers, though

we did hope from his profound learning

and great industry, Something more uni

versal; nor are we so unreasonable as to

expect the development of an entire sci

ence in a mere pamphlet, but we find in

it, to our disappointment, we confess,

what seems to us to be an abnegation of

important principles, a positive excision

of some of the chief members of the very

body of science which he is endeavoring

to create.

To descend more into particulars for

the information of the reader, the pith of

Doctor Kraitsir’s theory of language

seems tobe contained in the following ex

tracts I

“There are three classes of sounds in

consequence of the harmony between our

organs and the several categories into

which nature is divided in our conception.

On examining nature we find the general

fact that the causal, or what appears carr

sal is not expressed without gutturals,

what is living and moving, not without

labials and linguals, and what is dead or

dormant, not without denials. Guttural

ity, labiality, and dentality, floating in the

element of euphony, and corresponding

to the ideas that men have of things ma

terial and moral, make up language.”

“ In spite of all apparent objections

which may be made by those who have

never dived below the surface of English

1
 

words are not made up of insignificunl,‘

but of significant sounds; that there is,

such unity in man that the organic for-i

mation and the significance of elementaryi

sounds is one, and that on a deep consid-‘

eration of the development of human

thought and feeling, under various cir

cumstances, we shall see a reason for the

development of these sounds into all the

various languages spoken on the globe."

This view of language Doctor Kraitsir

has developed with great power and

learning, not only in the small work be

fore us, but also in public lectures, some

of which we have had the pleasure of

hearing. This theory we think, lies at least

in the direction of a great truth, and we

may at some future time exhibit wherein

we consider it rather defective than erro

neous. We have not space here to say

more than to express our conviction that

the Doctor has not yet reached the ulti

mate conclusions of his own theory. He

has doubtless discovered principles but he

falls short of a system. His learning may

be the dawn of new science, but it is not

quite the efi'ulgence of the perfect day.

He seems to us to be a successful laborer

in the great preliminary work of analysis,

but he is far short, if we mistake not, of

the true position from which to construct

a comprehensive synthesis of his subject.

He shows himself, indeed, specially de

ficient in accurate phoneticism. While

he deals with sounds as the basis of a

theory, he is confused and inaccurate to a

surprising degree, in all that relates to

sounds, whenever he descends to panic

ulars. Thus he asserts, for example, in

the broadest terms that “ Every German I

letter stands for one sound always and

every where, and to learn the alphabet of

the German language is to learn to read

all genuine German words.” (p. 17.)

What does the learned Doctor make of

the awkward contrivance for representing

the Umlaul in this model language, which

is nothing else than writing a vowel, and

then writing another ofa difiercnt sound

over it, for which diacritical dots are often

substituted to inform us how the first is to

be pronounced‘.l What does he say of

the diphthong combinations, ei, ie, which

represent single vowel sounds by a double

sign, one of which is, of course, diverted

from its alphabetical character; what of

etc, in which both vowels lose their own

value; what of 5:, fl", ck, 4c. for the

same sounds which are otherwise repre

sented by s, f, 1:, tie. alone ; what of th,

(as in theilen, agenuine German word,) for

I; what ofan It inserted merely to lengthen

a vowel; what of that beautiful model of

phonetic truth sch for a simple consonant;

what of the z which combines the repre

sentation of two consonant sounds under

one sign while 3 again represents the

two sounds of: surd and sonorous (Eng.

3 and z); what of the use of the some

 

short vowel with a variety of quality;

also, what of the g, which has two val

ues, and what of twenty other minor

irregularities which are only tolerable on

the ground that they are not so bad as

that sink of all abominations, the English

orthography'.l If, however, it were mere

ly meant by this broad assertion that it is

possible to ascertain by means of the al

phabet, aided by certain recondite laws

which may be learned, the true, or prox

imate pronunciation of German Words,

which is nearly the reverse of what is

said, then the same might be affirmed of

the French language with equal truth;

for there is hardly any language in which

it is possible by a sufficient amount of

study of particular rules, to be more sure

of the pronunciation of a word by simple

inspection ; notwithstanding the existence

of such a variety of symbolization that

no less than thirty-six different combina

tions of letters are used in one instance,

to denote asingle vowel sound. But that

this is not what is intended to be said is

obvious, from the fact that our author ranks

the French language among the most

anomalous and corrupt, and especially ex

cludes it from his favor, along with the

English; while he bestows a kind of phi

lological absolution upon all the other

languages of Europe and the World.

The fact is, that there is not an alpha

bet in the world by which any living lan

guage is ordinarily written, that is even

tolerably phonetic. Some are worse, it is

true, than others, but all are bad. As we

have already intimated, that which is de

manded upon the very threshold of philo

logical reform is a universal alphabet, not

the Deva nngari, nor the patch-work of

Cadmus,whateverbeantiestheenthnsiastic

antiquary may discover or fancy in them,

—- but a true comprehensive and scientif

ic phonography, framed with all the lights

of modern science and equally applicable

to all the languages of the earth. It is

not our purpose to afiirm here that such

a system has or has not been developed,

our to appear as the partisan or the oppo

nent of any, but merely to utter our inti

mate conviction that such a system must

be, as an essential condition of a rectifi

ed and systematized philology.

Our author after conceiving of the idea

of phonography in the low sense of a

mere contrivance to correct the French

and English orthography, rejects it alto

gether upon grounds which we deem friv

olous. His language is this :

“An adult person can learn to road

German in a day, if he can pronounce the

alphabet; children also learn to read at

once. The same may be said of all the

languages of Europe, nay, of the world,

except the French and English. The

very thought of inventing a new Phonog

raphy is in itself a phenomenon, which se
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verely criticises the corruption of ronun

ciation, into which the French and English

languages have fallen. But Phonogra

phy, if it should prevail would complete

the ruin of these heterogeneous langua

ges ; cutting them off, for ever, from their

natural basis and from the great family of

languages to which they belong, and up

on which they now hold to the scientific

eye only by means of the written charac

ters which designate what the words were

formerly when they were pronounced

fully and correctly. What is vulgarly

called bad spelling is an attempt at Pho'

nography. The French and English

are especially liable to this inelegancy."

“ A man must read in order to appreciate

the difference between know and no; in

order to see any angle in knee, any ken in

knowledge, any keenness in knife, any get

ting into things by gnawing. The En

glish viciously drop, from the spoken lan

guage, the gutturals which alike gave the

old Anglo Saxon and the old Latin Lan

guages their strength. But happily these

are in some measure retained in the ,writ

ten language. Hence arises the insuper

able objection to that destruction of En

glish orthography which the phonogra

phists propose. This criticism does not

mean to hinder the diffusion of phonogra

phy as a script short hand. It is the best

that has appeared,” &c.

The entire criticism just quoted is a

striking instance of scientific bigotry,

such as may characterize a mind other

wise replete with knowledge. It is such

asresults from an imperfect comprehen

sion of the whole of a subject. It con

sists of the fear of admitting one species

oftruth, lest thereby an other and much

cherished portion should be lost. It is not

sufliciently understood in the world that

truth may beget prejudice as well as er

ror. This is often so in the case of the

religious sectary and sectaries of all kinds,

by whom truth is but partially possessed.

It is specially liable to be so with those

whose modicum of truth is their own dis

covery, a sort of exclusive domain which

other men’s truth must not invade nor ap

proach. Thus by a single authoritative

dictum of our author,.we are prohibited for

ever the indulgence of a hope that the na

tions of men shall one day possess a unitary

system of symbolizing their language and

be enabled to dispense with that chaos of

alphabets which now serves to raise

higher the wall of partition between

them; and all this to aid our philologist

in embalming the dead corpses of a few

unlucky gutturals in one language, which

according to his view is so corrupt as

hardly to be Worth the effort to save it.

This is opposed to the reach after univer

sality—which every where characterises

the man of science in the highest sense of

that term. But it is no less opposed to

the true understanding of the Doctor's

own system. Ifthcsc gnttnrals have been

lost. out of the English, it is, according to

him, if we at all understand him, because

something which the gutturals represent

has been lost out of the character of those

 
who speak the English. It is because

they have fallen ofl'in the masculine pro

perties which characterized their forefath

ers and disposed them to talk with their

throats. Now if this be so let the truth

be told; let the worst come out; why hold

out a false light to posterity, why disguise

so important a fact by a falsehood address

ed to the eyel The following is our au

thor's own statement of doctrine.

“ As universal language, in the light

of ideas, is seen to be the image ofrnan,

particular languages become images of

the particular culture of the several na

tions. Of many nations their languages

are the only monuments that have come

down to us." Again, “ The history of a

nation which a profound analysis of a lan

guage discovers, is not merely, or chiefly,

the history of its origin and institutions ',

it is the history of its internal life, its pe

culiar passions, the peculiar external na

ture which cnvironed it, and the various

changes of its circumstances and feelings.

— in short languages betray all that those

who speak them are, for they are the very

expression of the speakers.”

But how is the special culture of

those who speak English and French to

be known by this medium if we disguise

the real state of those languages? How

is the important fact to be certified to pos

terity that the English and American na

tions of the nineteenth century were so

degenerate and effeminate that they es

chewed their gutturals or got them lodged

between their teeth 1 Ought we to insist

upon writing the biography ofadry-goods'

dealer of the present epoch, and describ

ing him as coated in mail and expert at

the long bow or the battle-axe, to conceal

the fact that he was much more familiar

with the counter and the yard stick than

with the tented field and forest sports of

his half barbarous ancestors? (p. 18.)

We may here remark that the same ef

fects which are charged on the English

language as vices, and which are, it seems

to us, the results of advancing civilization

and refinement, are so credited by our

author, or rather they are placed to the

account of a something higher which,

when they occur in the Greek, he char

acterizes as the creative reaction of genius

upon the raw material of language.

We cannot dismiss this subject, with~

out observing that the very examples ad

duced by Doctor Kraitsir, used. as they

are by him, are among the most strik

ing illustrations of the vicious effects of

a heterogeneous orthography; inasmuch

as he has been himself betrayed into

serious error by its false lights, and blind

ed to the reality of the most important

etymological relationships between the

very words in question. He summons,

for example, the two English words know

and no, as evidence of the loss of an im

portant etymological or original distinc

tion by the adoption of phonetic writing ;

unaware that there is no etymological or

 
original distinction in the case, but that on

the contrary, the two Words are etymolog

ically one and the same. They have both

dropped the initial guttural, in the spoken

language, in obedience to an important

law, and one has drapped it in the written

language, while the other has retained it.

in consequence of an ignorance which our

author seems to be laboring assiduously

to stereotype and transmit to posterity.

To know is the relative of ken, keen,

cut-ing, just as no is the relative of

kcin, keen, cullinv. A negation is the

culling Qfl'of a conclusion or proposition,

as night is the culling of of day or the

light of heaven. Night is the negation

of day. Hence negatives. words signify

ing knowledge, (the (It‘lllfl-HGSS or keen

ness of the mind,) and words signifying

to cut, kill, (out of) &c. are of the same

family and had the same origin. The

words king and knight, and words de

noting power, belong here also. The

king was the man of ken, or can, or cun

ning, and hence a Koenig, a contracted

k-nig-ht. Hence knight has the same

origin as night, and here again the truth

is disguised by orthography, as happens

in nineteen cases out of twenty where we

make a distinction to the eye that does

not exist for the ear. A very limited

table of cognates is all that can be given

here to illustrate what we will elsewhere

conclusively demonstrate and develop if

occasion serve.
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\Vhen a vowel follows ken, the word

becomes know or Imo, and in the same

manner a vowel placed after the German

lm'n (no) has at some period made it kno,

whence the German nein and English no.

The two words or rather the one word

with two related meanings, have followed,

in both cases, the same track of deviation,

which nothing but orthography prevents

us from observing.

Our author asserts that “ n is aroot
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letter for in and nose, and what pertains

to the nose in nearly all languages.”

 

We regret that our author seems to}

want faith,—faith in truth,—faith that.v

reality of things is so predominant a

quality, which does not so naturally seek

 

This too, we think an error, if it bc,each department of truth is always and its food amid the ideal Past of Rome

meant that the original initial consonant

of these words was 11 in most languages,

or indeed in any language. “"0 hope

we have led our readers to suspect the

existence of principles governing the

modifications of speech, the discovery

and eXposure of which will serve as a

more certain and uniform guide to ety

mologies, than any vain attempt to pre

serve a few dead branches of the living

and growing tree of language' at the

expense of sacrificing the most important

practical advantages.

The want of a scientific alphabet has

been severely felt and betrayed by every

writer on language, though the nature of

the want has not been clearly defined to

their own minds. This remark was never

more true than in the case of Doctor

Kraitsir himself. He says that “The

Roman Alphabet is so inadequate to the

Polish language that each character has

to be repeated, sometimes more than

once,” (a'beantiful contrivance for a

people claiming civilization !) “ with points

marking variations of sound.

find it inadequate to the French and En

glish languages, and supply its deficien

cies by combination, such as ch, fit, &c.

It is hardly possible by combinations of

Roman letters to represent the sounds of

the Sanscrit so as to be understood.

Nevertheless here is an attempt at this

with the arrangement a little altered.”

The table which follows fully sustains

such a preface; and to a person who has

at all the ideal of a perfect alphabet in

his mind, is little less than ludicrous,

though it is perhaps the best that can be

done with the wretchedly lame apparatus

at command. Doctor Kraitsir expresses

the wish indeed very inconsistcntly. with“

his opposition to the invention of a better '

alphabet, that all the Indo Germanic lan

guages had been written by characters fra

med and arranged according to the Sanscrit.

The Sanscrit alphabet is however, in fact,

nearly as inadequate to the representa

tion of the sounds, even of the English

language, as the Roman, but it has

great beauties, and is a wonderful pro

duction for the age in which it had its

origin. We cannot, however, but suspect

that had Doctor Kraitsir been the hiero

phant of Boodhism at that day, it would

have failed of adoption on the ground

that some guttural snags and spurs of the

olden times, known traditionally, would

be lost by the operation of the new pho~

netic system.

 

' Language exhibits the phenomenon of pro

ducing gutturals and other hard consonants with

the augmentation of energy on the part of a

people. Nature will be found quite competent

to take care of herself and leave us free to

mark with accuracy what she accomplishes.

\Ve also i

: every where reconcilable with every other \

Idepartment of truth; \te regret that he‘

undertakes to auathamatize, er (allied-m,

Iwhat he obviously does not thoroughly

‘ understand; we regret that he is too nur- t

irow and exclusive in the scope of hisi

Iphilological inquiries; we regret that he

‘is content with too little in the way of

i reform ; we regret that he generalizes so

little and so vaguely, his own discoveries,

and we would complain, had we space to

illustrate our meaning, that he sufferer

his powerful intellect and great learning

to be frittered away upon minute criti

cisms on the use and application of words,

which descend in some cases to a merci

etymological Spilzfindigkeit, unworthy of

any but a pcdant.

Having thus sutficiently exhibited our

propensity to fault-finding, in which we

think the Doctor can sympathize, though

we confess that it exhibits itself in the

work before us only in avery mild de

velopment, we turn with pleasure to

the other side of the picture. We say

decidedly that no linguist or grammarian i

should fail to have by him this little trea

tise ; it contains the germ of great thoughts

—some of the seeds of a revolution both

in the right understanding of languages,

and in the modes of acquiring them.

lts erudition is profound, and many of the

views expressed are wise and original.

The author's criticism on the current pro

nunciation of the Latin language, not

i only as it is in this country and England,

ibut even as it is in Germany and on the

[Continent generally, we fully endorse.

!A reform in this respect is loudly called

’for, and the indications of the true pro

nunciation gathered with great labor by

Doctor Kraitsir from Latin authors, and

his reasoniugs on the subject are of great

value to the cause of science. The same

I is true of the detailed tabular view of the

ilndo-European languages, which be for

lnishes us. We shall await with impa

tience the future productions of his pen.

 

 

Pictures/ram Italy. B CHARLES DICK

ENS. New York: \ iley and Putnam.

1846. pp. 184.

Under this title the “ Travelling Letters,

writlm on the Road,” of which a single

number was noticed in our paper some

time since, have now become a volume.

\Ve took occasion then to hazard an a pri

ort' judgment of Mr. Dickens's qualifica

tions for this sort of composition, based

partly on his earlier unfortunate attempt

to show up the Americans, and partly on

,the objectivity and sensuousness of his

lintellect, in which mere discursive obser

ivation of the outward shows and literal

 

 

and the artistic wealth of Florence, as

among the stirring actual scenes in the

streets and shops and homes (Oh dismal

irony!) of London and of Paris. Con

fessing, as all the world must, the deep

sincere humanity, the quick, truth-telling

glance, the honest hearty lmmor, and the

ever busy, happy fancy of this writer, we

could not conceal from ourselves that the

opening specimen of these letters was a

very sketchy, aftcr-dinuer sort of writing.

But we have found no ordinary amount of

amusement and instruction in the volume.

The “ pictures," in themselves most viv

id, call up worlds of serious reflections,

which would be too engrossing if we did

not look away from them per force. The

author's claims for them are very modest,

as appears from the earlier title, and from

the preface to the present volume, where

the fact that they were “ written on the

spot and sent home in private letters”

is mentioned, “ not as an excuse for

their defects,” but “as a guarantee to

the reader that they were at least penned

in the fulness of the subject, and with the

liveliest impressions of novelty and fresh~

ness.”

Who can associate the name of B07.

with Italy? is doubtless a natural ques

tion with many. But Rome has its Car

nival, as well as its 'remains of ancient

glory, and that sunny land of art can of

fer to the humane satirist and chronicler

of daily moral facts as beautiful a side of

this “ perfectible Civilization ” in its laz

zaroni, and lame beggars, and droves of

stupid, worldly monks and priests, as any

“ Five Points ” or “ Red Lion Square.”

Boz certainly is not a Goethe, and is not

drawn to Italy by pure congeniality of

spheres, as was that profoundly artistic

poet; and his “ pictures ” will have noth

ing of that inward and subdued and mel

low Tone which makes the Italienische

Rcise itself a masterpiece of art. After

the reverent footsteps, too, of our refined,

serene and delicately appreciating coun

tryman, Mr. Calvert, we wonder what

this matter-of-fact, bold, burly humorist

can be after here in this great solemn con

servatory of the proudest religious struc

tures, the most ideal creations of art, and

the most romantic historical associations

which past centuries have left behind

them—was it to overlook the interior

splendors of the sanctuary and only

watch the beggars, the priests, and the

poor puffed up and silly specimens of hu

manity whom Providence has appointed

to be its keepers!

All this however we consider an advan

tage. Though the true poets who write

of ltaly are only as one to ten thousand,

yet it must be confessed, we have had the
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poetic and ideal side of the matter to sa

tiety, till nothing new seems likely to be

added. The pictures and cathedrals are

eternal, inasmuch as they are inspired

forms of beauty. The historical associa

tions too will not wear out, inasmuch as

the history of the race, through all its

periods, is one. But these are not Italy,

only the treasure buried there. But this

is a world of progress, and we wish to

know the actual “ form and pressure ” of

to-day; we wish to note the present symp

toms; ugly as these may be, and uncon

genial to the poetic mood which muses

on the beauty of old ruitts, still we can

afford to look at them, -—for have we

not the beautiful solution of them in the

faith which points us to the Harmon

ic consummation into which all these

things are steadily tending to resolve

themselves, whether by mouldering decay

or by ascending growth? Gladly would

we send out a fresh, clear-sighted, inde

pendent messenger to tell us of the pres

ent facts of Italy, that cherished dream

laud of the world. And such a report

er is Charles Dickens. Depend upon it,

these things have a side for him too, of

which no man can report so well.

Accordingly he travels in his own char

acter, and sees things with his own eyes,

and tells you what he sees, not what he

expected or thought it would be necessary

or poetical to see. He gives you the lit

tle flitting scenes and conversations of the

road-side with the same quaint, familiar

Dutch painter's fidelity and broad humor,

which pervade all his writings. He car

ries with him talking eyes. He visits

monuments and churches not without sol

emn impressions; sees great pomp and

symmetry in St. Peters, but nothing of a

peculiarly religious character in its archi

tecture ; he explores the picture—galleries,

but, frankly confessing himself no con

noisseur, he is comparatively silent on

such subjects, except to bestow some sly

hits upon the conceited raptures and crit

icisms of his still more ignorant country

men whom he meets in the same places,

and now and then to record his simple

impression of some painting or statue, re

garded as a reflection of nature or ex

pression of the soul. The miserable con

dition of the people, the universal duplic

ity and fraud, the poor God-forsaken

mummery of the Romish worship and the

whole pontifieal estate, the armies of beg

gars, cripples and deformed human mon

strosities which lurk near every splendid

church and every pillar and portal of ev

ery palace as regularly as its own shadow,

-these, and the profane, gaudy ceremo

nial tinsel with which august forms of art

and beauty are tricked out for solemn

festivals, —reflect their image on his

page,—the image of actual Italy.

But what strikes us most of all, and

 

constitutes almost the pervading tone of

the book, in spite of his own sparkling

humor, is the feeling of universal decay,

which imparts an earthy, mouldering taste

to the very atmosphere of Italy. This

he iscontinually noticing. \Vitness espe

cially his picture of the silent, mossy des

olation of that city of palac'es, old Genoa.

\Ve know of few things more sublime in

its kind, than this discription. It is like

the old earth leaning on its elbow and

lapsing away into its last long sleep; it

is like the colossal image of the downcast

Saturn in the “ Hyperion " of Keats; it

is like the Finale in Retzsch's illustrations

of the Song of the Bell, or in Cole's se

ries of paintings called the“Course of

Empire.” And with these scenes how

aptly harmonizes the dreamy indolence,

the dolce far nienle of the population!

Surely there is meaning in all this. Does

it not look as if proud civilization were

dozing itself away; as if it had done its

utmost, and the cold torpor of death had

commenced in these parts, slowly and

surely to creep over the whole body?

Look at these facts on the one hand; on

the other see the foremost nation in the

world's progress, the giant young Repub

lic of the West, plunging itselfdeeper and

deeper into wicked counsels, kindling

anew the old destructive passions which

have so many times burnt over the sur

face of the earth, lending the whole

weight ofits institutions and summoning

forth its armies to lay broad the founda

tions of slavery and avarice; compare

these with the fatal certainty of that up

rising tide of poverty and popular despair,

which threatens to engulf the proudest

nations of the north of Europe in the very

acme of their greatest power and splen

dorz—and then try to believe that no

great revolution is at hand, that the old

social state is destined to survive without

essential change! Surely universal ruin

threatens! Which is easiest fora soul of

faith for one nurtured in a Christian trust

in Providence, to believe! that it will be

universal ruiu'.l or that it will be but the

final collapse of a subversive, selfish, and

discordant period, making way for anoth

er based on justice, love, and harmony,

the era of the true Divine Social Order,

whereunto all things have been so long

tending, and without which all the noblest

instincts of the human heart. and all the

cherished revelations ofthe Supreme one,

are but mockery and insult!

\Ve trust these pictures of ltaly as it is,

will be read. They are ttot a. repetition

merely of the old story. They are living

facts, rare comments on the history and

present condition of Humanity, and should

be pondered deeply.

Your brother is you, and when he is

oppressed are you not also oppressed!

 

POETRY.

For the Harbinger.

“HOLINESS UNTO THE LORD.”

Youth, who hast kept thy manly purity,

And though now struggling in the press oflife,

And seeing with clear view sin’s horrid strife,

Hast o'er thy lusts a perfect mastery 3

Thou who can’st look into thy Love’s pure eyes

\‘l’ith gaze as calm, as fearless as her own,

Nor dread to make thine inmost feelings known _

Lest in that virgin heart strange terror rise,

(That heart whose sofl experience never knew

How deep in sensual vileness lies the crowd)

Oh! to thy higher thought an utterance give,

Spurn and rebuke thy fellows' creed untrue !

Speak for a holicr life in accents loud,

And show this atheist world that truth and virtue

live '. 'r. w. n.

 

THE IDEAL.

BY Miss ANNE c. LYNCH.

“ La vie est rm sommeil, l‘ amour en est la reve."

A sad, sweet dream! It fell upon my soul

When song and thought first woke their

echoes there,

Swaying my spirit to its wild control;

And with the shadow of a fond despair,

Darkening the fountain of my young life’s

stream,

It haunts me still and yet I know ’tis but a

dream.

Whence art thou, shadowy presence, that

canst hide

From my charmed sight the glorious things

of earth ?

A mirage o’er life’s desert dost thou glide .7

Or with those glimmering: of a former

birth,

A “ trailing cloud of glory,” hnst thou come

From some bright world afar, our unremem

bered home 2

I know thou dwell’st not in this dull, cold

Real,

I know thy home is in some brighter

sphere, ,

I know I shall not meet thee, my Ideal,

In the dark wanderingsthatawnit me here;

Why comes thy gentle image then, to me,

Wasting my night of life in one long dream

of thee 3

The city’s peopled solitude, the glare

Of festal halls, moonlight, and music's tone,

All breathe the sad refrain—thou art not

there ;

And even with nature I am still alone;

With joy i see her summer bloom depart;

I love stern winter's reign—’tis winter in

' my heart. .

And if I sigh upon my brow to see

The 'deept’ning shadow of Time’s restless

thg,

’Tis for the youth I might not give to thee,

The vanished brightness of my first sweet

spring;

That I might give thee not the joyous form

Unworn by tears and cares, unblighted by

the storm.

And when the hearts I should be proud to

to win,

Breathe, in those tones that woman holds

so dear,

Words of impassioned homage unto mine,

Coldly and harsh they fall upon my car,

And as I listen to the fervent vow _

My weary heart replies, "Alas, it 1.! not

thou!
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And when the thoughts within my spirit glow

That would outpour themselves in words

of tire,

if some kind influence bade the music flow

Like that which woke the notes of Mem

non’s lyre,

Thou, sunlight of tny life, wak’st not the lay,

And song within my heart unuttered dies

away.

Depart, 0 shadow ! fatal dream, depart!

Go, I conjure thee, leava me this poor life,

And 1 will meet with firm, heroic heart,

Its threat’ning storms and its tumultuous

strife,

And with the poet-seer will see thee stand

To welcome my approach to thine own,

Spirit-~land.

 

THE IDEAL FOUND.

BY MISS ANNE C. LYNCH.

l’ve met thee, whom I dared not hope to meet

Save in th‘ enchanted land of my day

dreams ;

Yes, in this common world, this waking state,

Thy living presence on my vision beams,

Life's dream embodied in reality!

And in thine eyes i read indifference to me!

Yes, in those star-like eyes I read my fate,

My horoscope is written in their gaze :

My “ house of life " henceforth is desolate;

But the dark aspect my firm heart surveys,

Nor faints nor falters even for thy sake,—

’Tis calm and nerved and strong — no, no, it

cannot break.

For i am of that mood that will defy;

That does not cower before the gathering

storm ;

That face to face will meet its destiny,

And undismayed confront its darkest form.

Wild energies awaken in this strife,

This conflict of the soul with the grim phan

tom Life.

But ah ! if thou hadst loved me! had i been

All to thy dreams that to mine own thou

art,

Had those dark eyes beamed eloquent on

mine,

Pressed for one moment to that noble heart

In the full consciousness of faith unspoken,

Life could have given no more—then had

my proud heart broken!

The Alpine glacier from its height may mock

The clouds and iightnings of the winter

sky,

And from the tempest and the thunder's hock

Gather new strength to lift its summit high;

But ki=sed by sunbeam: of the summer day

It bows its icy crest and weeps itself away.

Thou know'st the fable of the Grecian maid

Wooed by the veiled immortal from the

skies,

How in his full perfections, once she prayed,

That he would stand before her longing

eyes,

And how that brightness,too intense to bless,

Consumed her o’er-wrought heart with its

divine excess.

To me there is a meaning in the tale.

l have not prayed to meet thee; i can

brook

That thou shouldst wear to me that icy veil

i can give back that cold and careless look ,i

Yet shrined within my heart still thott shalt l

scent,

What there thou ever wert— a beautiful,

bright dream.I
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Ot‘ modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others‘ rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless ndVenture, and

commercial convulsions all tending to impovertah

tho laborer and to n-ndnr eVery condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

applicntion oftfhristian principles, of Universal his-1

lice and Universal love, to social institutions, to‘

commerce, to business, to active life.

Da. Ct-utunno.

LETTER FROM A FACTORY LABORER.

We print below the testimony of actual

experience as to the results of modern

industry. The picture is one men are

apt to forget, but the clear, deep outlinesi

in which it is here presented will not, we

should think, pass at once from the mem

ory even of those who are hardened to

it by interest and habit. For ourselves,

it is too and ever to be lost even in the

glow of the wealth and comfort which a.

part of the world draw from the same

source. We do not look on the array of

a \Vashington Fair, where manufactures

of whose beauty and usefulness a nation

might seem justly to be proud, are piled

in almost exhaustless variety and abutt

dance, without calling to mind the fearful

wreck of Humanity which produced the

show. We see a background to it which

we fear does not meet the eyes of all the

spectators; we count a cost in the making

of those wares which is not included in

any bill of their prices, or reckoned in

any estimate of their value.

is that magnificent display a. proud

evidence of national advancement in in

dustry, skill, ingenuity, wealth? Not

less is it an evidence that poverty, igno

rance, degradation, moral and spiritual

death are more and more becoming the

companions and tyrantsof the human

beings whose labor was expended in its

creation. Those exquisite fabrics bear

the history of fearful wrongs done to

Man. Into their delicate texture is inter

woven a. tragedy whose catastrophe has

many victims. It is the vast tragedy of

competitive labor, whose stage is the

whole civilized world, whose action has

no pause, whose gloomy curtain never

fails to shut from the sight of God

the immolation of its ttnresisting of

ferings. We shudder at the horrors

of a battle field, where a day, an hour

has hurried thousands amidst groans

and shrieks and the rage of hellish fury,

into one bloody ruin; but afterward over

 

 

 

 

 

 

that field have sprung up flowers and

waving grass and grain, as the peaceful

hand of nature has effaced all marks of

the terrible havoc. But in the unnatural

warfare of civilized industry,— a struggle

in which no high principle is engaged,

but the mere force of Capital waging de

struction, which under a false system it

cannot avoid, against helpless masses of

God's children, whose only resource is to

yield themselves body and soul to their

fate,—there is no respite, no ameliora

tion; and as new generations throng up

into this breathing world there await

them only a more hopeless misery, a more

certain wretchedness. Each increase in

their number and each improvement in

the machinery that aids their toil, is not

a. blessing as it should be, but a. curse,

and but arms with a. new weapon the

power that tramples them beneath its

feet. The Sutlej, red with the blood of

the slain, will flow again to-morrow in its

crystal clearness, but at some Leeds, or

Manchester, or Spitalfields, (to mention

no American names,) to-morrow's sun

will rise on even asadder scene than it

has looked upon to-day, and so we know

it will be for year after year.

And what is this foe of Humanity that

thus riots on the face of the earth?

What demon has usurped the rule and

perverted the bounties of God into fatal

engines of destruction! Where is the

power that works such evils and in those

countries where there is most wealth,

where knowledge, Christian love and

justice most prevail, drags the race into a

calamity like this? It is no fiend, no

malignant despot, but something imper

sonal, intangible, whose steps men do not

watch and whose pernicious influence they

do not provide against. It is our Ciril

ization, with its unlimited competition,

its antagonism of interests, its universal

incoherence. It is the false system and

not the powers that act under it that

oppress and destroy the producing classes.

Let us labor to change this system. Let

us waste no effort in vain hostility against

the special forces that it has subordinated

to itself. Not with Capitalists or with

Capital ought the friends of the proletaries

to have any quarreL; it is the system that

does the wrong and not its instruments.

Against Civilization then let our efforts

be directed. Let us establish instead of

its competition, cooperation ; instead of its

social discord, unity of interests; instead

of its incoherence, combined action; and

let society guarantee to every human

being the fundamental Rights of Man,—

the Right to Integral Education, the Right

to Labor and the Right to the fruit of

Labor, —and this great Golgotha of in.

dustry will smile like the garden of the

Lord, and only voices of happiness and

gratitude will ascend to Heaven.
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\Ve subjoin the letter of our corres

pendent.

Trlorrrsoivviulz, CL, June 1, 16:16.

GENTLEMENZ lnclosed you have one

dollar for the third volume of the Harbin

ger. Ihope and trust that you will be,

able to continue the publication of youri

most valuable paper. I

Before long I intend to be a member

of some Association ifI have to travel

a thousand miles to reach one. The

future prospects of factory laborers, andl

especially of carpet weavers are very

gloomy. Power looms will take the

lead, and if we are allowed to work

at them at all, we shall have to Work,

at very low wages, probably at the

same rate as girls. You will very easily

excuse my inaccuracies when I tell you

that in 1804, the 10th of March, I was

seven years old, when I was put to work

in a large carpet factory in Leeds, Eng

land, and have been working at that busi

ness ever since; I have not had one day‘s

schooling in fifty years, but a great many

days a chance to starve. Driven by sternl

and thorny hunger to the dunghill to pick

up gooseberry skins, apple cores and par

ings, plumb and cherry stones that hadt

been thrown away by my more fortunate

neighbors, I have robbed hens, dogs and

pigs many a time to sustain life in my

young days. No wonder if I am sick of

the glories of Christian Civilization, but

for myself I do not care much. It 's the

children I am thinking about, future gen-t

erations. If we working men do not seei

and feel the necessity of beginning for

ourselves in Association, we very soon

shall or I am cheated.

'
_

' THE WORKING MEN’S MOVEMENT.

we wish to neglect no opportunity of

declaring our earnest sympathy with the

principles and objects of the Reform

movement by the Workingmen of New

England. It has always given us the

liveliest pleasure to co-operate with its

advocates, whenever it has been in our

power, and although we Were unable to

attend its recent meeting in Boston, we

rejoice in the spirit of utiion and deter

mined zeal which it exhibited, and would

fain express our hearty good wishes for

the accomplishment of the objects, which

it brought forward.

The m0vement among the \Vorlring

men is a proof among ten thousand others,

of the correctness of the views of social

progress set forth by the immortal Fou

rier. He shows, with the clearness, as

it were, of anatomical demonstration, the

wccessivc phases of society, the elements

contained in its progressive development,

and the different means by which an

escape can be made from the miseries of l

 

' for it the most\complete success.

the present order, called Civilization. [ PYOdUCillg 61118868 Of New Englmd,—m form l

Every thing he maintains is now tending'

to Commercial Feudalism, that is, the

dominion of moneyed, trading corpora

tions, over the industrial, productive

masses ; the present age, as he declared,

was to witness a struggle between these

two interests, unless prevented by the

speedy establishment of Domestic and

Agricultural Assneiation; and the first

symptoms of attempting a better order of

society would be found in the formation

ofa system of mutual guarantees, to take

the place of the competition and universal

antagonism of commercial relations.

The present movement of the W'ork

ingmen is a fulfilment of these predictions,

uttered nearly fifty years since, before the

first note of remonstrance had been sound

ed against the tyranny of capital, and at

a time when the horrors of war had shed

a disastrous eclipse oti every prospect of

social advancement. The Workingmen

are now demanding a system of practical

guarantees; they protest against the

usurpations of the moneyed influence:

they call upon each other for mutual pro

tection against the sovereignty of com

bined capital; and with a strong instinct,

if not a clear consciousness of the strength

of union, are forming systematic organi

zations, with a view to a tnorc efficient

and thorough maintenance of their unde

niable rights. This is the secret of the

movement in which they are now on

gaged. \Vc need not say that we wish

W's do

more. We are devotedly attached to the

movement ourselves. We would labor,

night and day, summer and winter, by

Word and by deed, for the. realization of

its objects. They are all good, all holy,

all adapted to win the support of every

true man. They are an important step

in the progress of Humanity towards its

destined goal. In the present state of

things, they are necessary to the attain

ment of still higher good. They are the

first bugle notes, summoning the army of

the faithful to take up their march, not to

a war of devastation, rapine, and blood

shed, but to the defence of the inborn

rights of man, the conquering for the

race of the fair heritage of material pros

perity, industrial attraction, leisure for

intellectual culture, and the consequent

social harmony which a beneficent Provi

dence has ordained as the certain destiny

of Humanity. '

In the last number of “The Voice of

Industry,” we find a full and very inte

resting account ef the meeting of the

“ New England Workingmen’s Associa

tion,” held in Boston, on the 27th of

May. Among the Resolutions adopted

at the meeting. were the following.

lst. Resolved, That the objects of this Asso

ciation are to secure a general union among the

 medium for the exchange of thought among

them, upon all of the great subjects of human

progress and elevation now before the people,

and hear and act upon uch plans and measures,

as the “'orking Men and \Vomen of New En

gland, shall deem important to present in their

individual or associative capacities from time to

time.

find. Resolved, That this Association deeply

dcprecate the unhallowed war now being waged

with such inhuman results between this country

and the Republic of Mexico, and now solemnly

enter their protest against having any part. or

lot in the matter, having no lives to lose, or

money to squander in such an unholy and im

prnfitable cause, to enhance the price of

“Texas Script," and plunder Mexican soil in:

United States officers, laveholders, and specu

lators to convert into a mart for traflic in human

blood and human rights.

3d. Resolved, That the present number of

hours, constituting a day's labor in our factories,

is detrimental to health, and is the cause of

consigning hundreds yearly, to an untimely

grave :

Therefore. Resolved. That it is the duty of

this Convention to devise means whereby, there

shall be, not only hundreds or thousands, but

tens of thousands of petitions to our next Leg

islature, praying that an act may be passed

limiting a day’s labor to ten hours.

4th. Resolved, That we extend our sympathy

and hardy hands, to our brother Labor Re

formers, in all sections of the country and the

world; and cheerfully ask them to make us

sharcrs in their trials and joys, by informing us

0ftheir success in the cause for which we are

all contending.

5th. Rnolnnl, That the success of“ National

Reform,” is cheering to the laborers of New En

gland; and that they look with a great degree

ofcertainty to the time when every man will

“sit under his own vine and fig tree,” and

when the monopoly of the Soil shall cease for

ever.

The Report of the “ Female Lahor

Reform Association of Manchester,” was

introduced by Miss Rumrill, a factory girl,

and being read to the meeting was warm

ly responded to by the Association. It is

as follows:

Report of the Female Labor Rgfom Associa

tion of Manchester, N. H.

“’0 are happy in being able to state that the

glorious cause of Labor Reform in Manchester.

is still progressing. Its march is onward. Al

though our Association is yet in its infancy, a

few months only having elapsed since its oruo n

ization, it is in a flourishing condition; and fnst

verging into maturity. And we cherish the

hope, that the day is not far distant, when We, a

down-trodden class, shall occupy that place in

society, which jush'ce demands.

The Association at present consists of nearly

three hundred members; and new names are

constantly added to our list. \Ye hold our

regular meetings, although they are not always

so fully attended as we could wish; yet there

is a deep, intense interest manifested by those

who do attend, that is truly encouraging.

\Ve still meet with some opposition ; but it is

only adding fuel to the flame of independence,

that has long since been kindled within us.

Some have had the audacity to express a disbe

lief in the existence of the evils, against which

we proclaim. But we know that these evils do
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exist. Daily experience plainly tells us, that"[‘hey will find that the man who talks l have read or dipped into the Harbinger for the

there are heaped "Po" “‘ “us—grievous “3" the loudest and the beautifullest about i

—that are wasting our energies, and unfitting

us for the various duties of life.

that by proclaiming the simple truth, in love,

we shall convince others of this fact, and no

change the voice of public opinion, that our

employers shall be constrained to give us more

just and reasonable hours of labor, and more

time for mental improvement. “re rely upon

no political party for aid, believing that no one

party, as a party, is more friendly to the laborer

than another. But we hail with joy, every indi

vidual who is willing to raise his voice in behalf

of7 down trodden Humanity, whether he be i

\Vhig or Democrat, or of any other party. We

feel that it is a high and holy cause, and Worthy ‘

the attcntion of every individual. And we hope i

the time will soon come when the clergyrnen,I

and all others high in authority shall become

one mighty phalanx against this slavish system,

and manifest a determination to aid us until;

every vestige of oppression is removed.

E. Krnnsn, Pru’t.

M. Jscrrsras', Sec‘y.

We are gratified with the spirit and

character of the meeting, as indicated by

the above extracts from the proceedings,

as well as by the sketch of the discussions]

which are given at length in the Voice of

Industry.

The elevation of the \Vorking Classes

is distinctly-set forth as the great object

of the movement; and the means of its

attainment, a more general diffusion of

intelligence, a closer union with each

other, and a guarantee of physical sup

port and prosperity. We rejoice in the!

spirit of self-reliance, which the proceed

ings exhibit, and the determination to

keep clear from the shackles of political

partisanship. \Ve regard this last feature‘

as of the utmost importance. Scarce a

political leader in this country cares a fig

for the objects aimed at by the \Vorlring

All that class of people look on

the great masses who do the work of the

world, as the tools of their narrow,

paltry, personal interests, good to fight

for them, vote for them, hurra for them

on training and town meeting days, and

there they stop. \Ve would give more

for one or two such men as we were glad

to see took a conspicuous part in the

meeting, than for the whole tribe of well

fed or hungry deniagogues who infest the

purlicus of the Capitol and \Vhite House

in Washington. But such men, we know

very well, and they know very well,

could not get ten votes for the office of

care-taker of stray cattle or distressed

swine, if it depended on those who are

bound to grind in the narrow mill of our

regular dealers in politics, and in not a few

instances, with their noses on the stone.

Let not the \Vorkingmen throw away

their votes. Let them always use the

arms which our Constitution provides for

them in the ballot box. But let them not

stick too close to the “ regular nomina

tions,“ or any of the tactics of party.

 

men.

And vve hopc|

 

‘ “the sublime progress of democratic. lib

erty,” or “the sacred duty of protecting

American industry," is on no account,

the man who is the most to be trusted

when any question comes up touching the

rights or interests of the masses. Let

them mark their own men, those who are

lwith them on principle, those who have

some trade besides politics; and in this

l independence of the existing party organ

izations, they will wield an influence that

will bye and bye lead our leaders to open

their eyes. Just consider, 0 friends, the

course of the great, oracular, Olympian

.Tove-lika political papers, as to your

movement. What one vouclisafes it a

passing notice, unless an election is at

hand, when your services are in request!

Of course we do not allude to those noble

prints,—rare as the ships in old Mr.

Somebody's fleet after a tempest,- which

never sacrifice their zeal for humanity to

the interests of a party,—-but to those

which are governed alone by the red~eyed

demon of political scctarianism, which,

as it has been well said, “gives the

mole's eye, the adder’s ear, and makes

the heart like the nether mill-stone.” It

is a caution, to see the ill-disguised indif

ference with which they speak of your

meetings; and if ever a word of cordial,

wliole-souled response to your principles

has come from a man among them, we

would thank you to point it out to us.

No. Put not your trust in these swelling

demagogues. Let your motto be, “Gov

ernment made Easy; or, Every Man his

own Politician.” Take your own work

into your own hands, and you will have

some chance of its being done, and done

well.

CONSUELQ

The translation of this greatest work

of modern fiction, which appeared origin

ally iii The Harbinger, has been recently

published by 'l'icknor and Co. in two ele

gant volumes. Our readers, who have

first learned to admire this consummate

specimen of artistic genius as it has been

presented in our columns, will be glad to

possess it in the more compact form in

which it is now given to the public. We

predict for it a cordial welcome from the

lovers of natural grace and beauty, by

whom its exquisite touchcs will be felt,

nor should we be altogether astonished

if it won its way to a wide and enduring

popularity. In this age of tinsel, how

ever, such pure gold may not be found

dazzling enough to charm the eye which

loves glare more than clear light. The

following notice by one whose own

originality and geniality give force to his

opinions, is from " The Uhronotype."

st year, must have been expecting it, thi',

oiisuelo. An awful idea some people have ol

George Sand, as if nothing good could come

from her, any more than from the man of Naza

, rr-tli. She has outraged convontionalities, per

liaps (lone worse, poor rebellious woman! and

how can society ever forgive her, or allow her

to repent and be forgiven '1 Society need not

do it. Society had better be askin forgiveness

, for itself. But poor, erring, be ied Geor 6

Sand, having found a man in Boston man y

enough to venture a translation of her great

work, Consuelo, will be suspected to have had

uncommon good cause to take her liberty out

ofsociety’s into her own keeping. But we are

not going into the life of this wonderful author

—l'or we may not put the ass on.

“ Here is a work of the imagination, in which

human life is well distinguished from animal

life, and in which, considering the world a stage,

vou are vcrv freely admitted behind the scenes.

llerc is a character not made to a ear on a flat

surface, but chiselled from marfie till it lives

and speaks, a character of high and glorious

excellence, such as no human artist could strike

out without first becoming the model. A judge

of human nature, reading Consuelo, Without

knowing anything of George Sand, would be

under the necessity of constructing an author

for it, not very unlike that singular, wayward,

but great-hearted being.

“Consuelo is a poor gipsey girl,with a natural

venius for the divine art of music, and works

er way under the creative hand of the author,

| to an excellence and dignity of character which

wins and elevates the hearts of all beholders.

The narative, is long, entering, always with the

freshness of actual life, into the minutest de

tails, but always making the material subsidiary

to the spritual. It is for all important purposes,

a work as much superior to one of the fictions

of Scott, as a man is more valuable than his

clothing. There is the highest of all moral

purposes to it, and one of the best of human

accomplishments.

“ The book forms two In e volumes gotu in

excellent taste. The trans ator, as the Eng ish

shows, has done his part in a masterly way, and

a little slip pasted into one of the volumes in

forms us that the translation of “ La Comtesse

de Rudolstatit” a sort of supplementary work

is to appear in the Harbinger. American litera

ture has great occasion to thank Mr. Shaw.”

We take pleasure also in copying the

subjoined article from the “Sandwich

Observer.”

" CONSUELO. -— Messrs. William D. Ticknor

and Co., Boston, have just published a beauti

ful novel with this title, in two handsome vol

umes of one thousand pages. The author of

the romance is George Sand, about whom we

know little; but. 'udging of him or her (for it

has been stated t at the name is assumed by a

woman,) by the story of Consuelo, we should

expect to find a erson of true nobleneis in the

author. Consue o is a character of rare bean

ty, and of extraordinary attainments. Of oh

scure if not of disreputable origin, she is en

dowed with a pure soul, and in every situation

she is seen to act from the highest princi

ples. She manifests the same sweet dig

nity and charming sim licity in her intercourse

with honest Jose ih lgaydn, the artful Corilla,

the good canon, ie generous and unfortunate

Baron 'I‘rerick, his Austrian namesake “ with the

burnt mouth," the irritable Porpors, and the

“ king" Maria Theresa. We never read a more

interesting story; and can cordially recommend

it to the perusal of all who love the best kind

of fiction. \Ve are certain that none can fail

to derive benefit from the pages of Consuelo.

" The translator is Francis G. Shaw, Esq., of

W'cst Roxbury. Those who know better than

we, say the work is admirably translated. “'e

have read it as it came out in the Harbinger, a

highly prized periodical which is devoted to the

dissemination of the principles of Association.

We understand that another work by the author

of Consuelo, and one equally interesting, will

soon be commenced in the Harbinger.”

 

 

 

 

SIGNS or Psocness. “'e see with a sat

isfaction which might repay the most ardu

ous labors, the great ideas to whose advo

ilcacy “euro dewtcd, app-urine from time

 

“ Well, here we have it at lull. v'l'hose who, to time in various quarters, in the Words of
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men whom the world does not suspect of

any adherence to the system which, as we

are able, we set forth. But we care not

on what platform the truth is uttered; no

matter in what field the divine germ

springs up ; though the good word is

spoken by one who has never called us

brethren, and who sees not to what conclu

sions his affirmations must lead, it is all

the same ; we recognize in his voice the

deeper voice of universal Humanity, we

welcome the aspiration that gushes from

his lips. and we lay it to heart as a new

evidence that we are not alone in our en

deavors. Alone!

peaceful Progress ever be without help

ers i

We cut from a Boston Newspaper the

following remarks of Mr. George S. Hil

lard at the recent convention of the Uni

tarian clergy in that city. They are

worthy of the accomplished gentleman by

whom they were uttered.

“ My thoughts are haunted with the

vision of a Christian Commoriwealth, in

which every man, whatever be his func

tion or office, shall feel himself to be an

anointed priest of the Lord, and infuse

into his daily life the spirit of purity and

devotion, in which the different sects of

the Christian world shall lay aside their

theological wrangling, and enter into a

noble strife to see who shall most resem

ble, in life and spirit, Him, after whose

name they are called, in which the rent

fragments of Christ's garment shall be

woven again into a web of wholeness and

beauty. Then the earth will become a

temple, and the roar and hum of daily

life will go up like a chorus of praise

and thanksgiving. Brethren, is this a

dream and no more! are the tares ever to

grow in the field of the Lord? are the

faint and bleeding hosts of truth never to

forego their wasting conflict, and are the

meek never to inherit the land that is

promised them? The end is afar, and

cannot be discerned. Some see it gilded

with hope, and some darkened with

gloom. But motives to etTort are to be

drawn from sources, over which the

changing moods of our own mind have no

power. The past we cannot recall; the

future we cannot command; the “fleet

angel” of the present, we can seize and

hold. The passing hour we can crowd

with heroic action, and generous sacrifice.

Brethren, the night cometh in which no

man can work; let us so live and work

while it is day, that we may lie down to

our repose with no unavailing regrets, —

no stings of self-reproach.”

“ A Christian Commonwealth! ” Those

are words of significance; the thought

they express is grand, comprehensive, of

the very broadest scope. It includes the

organization of the nation and descends

into the details of private men‘s daily

lives. It embraces the whole range of

human existence; it kindles the soul

with the promise of the universal unity

of Humanity and sheds a radiance on the

simplest duty that pertains to man.

What is a Christian Commonwealth?

Can the disciples of}

Social Unity, of Human Brotherhood, of.

 

It is a social order where wealth is distri

buted according to exact justice, where

all men help each other, where every

right is secured to every person, where

the most perfect education of the whole

being is as free as the common air, where

all the various interests of Society are

harmonized into one. God speed the

time when that which now haunts the

vision of so many noble hearts shall

stand in all its glory on the earth like a

city set upon a hill !

 

I}? At length the limit of social mis

eries, the limit of the political infancy of

the globe is attained ; we are approaching

ithe grand transformation which seems

I now to be announced by a universal com

motion. It is at this day indeed that the

present is in travail with the future, and

that the excess of sufferings must bring

on the crisis of delivery. \Vhen we look

at the succession of political shocks, it

would seem that nature is making an

_effort to throw ofl‘ a burden which up

presses her; wars, commotions, revolu

tions, perpetually enkindle with their

lurid fires every quarter of the globe;

tempests scarcely allayed spring up from

their ashes: the spirit of party gains new

virulence with no sign of conciliation:

the social body has become jealous, de

nunciatory, covered over with vices, fa—

miliar with every shape of monstrosity;

public wealth is no longer anything but.

a booty delivered to the vampires of

stock jabbing; industry by its monopolies

and its excesses, has become a punish

ment for the nations reduced to the tor

ments of Tantalns, famishing in the midst

of affluence. The mercantile spirit has

enlarged the sphere of crime; with every

war, it extends its ravages into both

hemispheres; our vessels encircle the

world only to initiate the Barbarians and

savages into our vices and excesses; the

earth presents nothing but a hideous

chaos of immorality ; and civilization be

comes more abominable as it approaches

its end.

[13' The “True American" quotes

from the Harbinger an article headed

“ Mortality of English Laborers” with

out giving credit.

 

II'j’We are happy to announce that

the translation of Fourier's great work,

the “ Theory of Universal Unity,” on

which Gzoacs RIFLEY has been engaged

for the last year, will shortly be publish

ed in numbers. The first number will

appear with as little delay as possible;

and then Mr. BRISBANE will commence a

tour through the United States, for the

purpose of lecturing on Association, and

bringing this most important Treatise ex

tensively to the notice of the public.

 
 

in this world all things are not as they

should be. The evils are too many and

too great. God has not willed it so to

be.

 
 

BROOKr FARM SCHOOL.

The Directors of the School connected

with the Brook Farm Association have made

arrangements for enlarging the establish

ment, and are now prepared to receive an

additional number of pupils.

The course of study comprises instruction

in the various branches usually taught in the

High Schools and Academies of New Eng

land, with particulur attention to the modern

European languages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes

are received; a constant maternal care cx

cruised over the youngest; and the more ad

vanced subject to the friendly counsel and

assistance of the teachers, without the re

straints of arbitrary discipline. Young men

are fitted for College, or for commercial pur

suits, or carried through a course of instruc

tion, in the higher branches usually taught

in the University.

Lessons are given in Music, Dancing,

Drawing, and Painting, without any extra

charge.

The School is under the immediate direc

tion of Mr. and Mrs. RIPLEY, Mr. Dwmn'r,

and Mr. DANA, assisted by experienced

teachers in the difierent departments; and

every pupil of tender age is entrusted to

the particular care of a lady of the establish

ment, who has charge of his wardrobe, per

sonal habits, and physical education.

For young children, who are deprived ol

parental care, and for older pupils who wish

to pursue a thorough and onto! course of

study, without the usual confinement of a

large seminary, it is believed that this

School affords advantages, that are rarely to

be met with.

TERMS—Form Banana :1 week for

board, washing, fuel, lights, and instruction

in all branches.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RlPLEY.

Brook Farm, W'eat Rozbury, Mass. }

March 21,1846.
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To the Editors ofthe Harbinger,

Gena-tennis: To day we have had our

Anniversary, it_being two years since the

first company landed, from the sea of iso

lation upon these pleasant shores.

Our object in addressing these lines to

you is two fold. First: that the breth

ren and friends of Association may judge

and know of the spirit which animates

us, of the fulncss of our confidence in the

principles of Association, and of the kind

lyrfeeling which reigns amongst us.

, Second: That our enemies may learn,

that Associationists are not of necessity

i'nfidels, that Associationism does not tend

to infidelity and that in Association it is

even now possible for a man to love his

neighbor as himself.

The order and exercises of the day

were briefly as follows—1st, Reading of

the Scriptures, Deut. xxviii. 1-25; 2d,

Prayer; 3d, Music, “ The song of Jubi

lee ; " 4th, an appropriate Oration, after

which the following sentiments were of

fered amongst others.

“ The Day we Celebrate! The commence

ment of our new life of Brotherhood and Har

mony.”

“ The Earth! The gift of God, to the Be

ing! that inhabit it, the exclusive right of none.”

“ The Scenery of our Domain! Let others

praise it, we love it too well.”

“ Association! In perfect accordance with

the Laws of the Bible, the Laws of Nature, and

the Laws of Mind.”

“ Our Brethren in Association! May the

blessings of Heaven reward their efforts to tune

liorate the condition of our Race."

“ Other Associations! Strangers,— Yet Bro

thers ! "

“ The New England Fourier Society! Its

deliberations this day.- May they lead to a clo

sl-r union among Associationists.’

“ Our Principles! Harmonyof interests—

Harmony of action, and Harmony of Feeling.”

 

“ Labor! It is honorable 3—in-‘compliance

with the commands of God, and invigorating to

blind and Body."

“ Labor and Capital! Twin sisters, design

ed to go hand in hand."

“ The Ladies of IViscomin Phalanx! Pie

 
neers in every enterprize, which has for its ob

kect Peace, Harmony, and the Elevation of

ilankind."

“ Fourier! His mighty genius unsealed the

Book of Nature, interpreted its Oraclcs, discov

ered the Lawa of Order and Harmony, and

pointed the way to human elevation, to true

appiness, to man’s final destiny."

“ ‘ Thou shalt love th neighbor as thyself“ .'

A sentence hitherto wit out a practical mean

ing. - May the time soon come when Associa

tion will demonstrate to the world that this

mysterious sentence can be understood and

practiced, and man live in harmony with his

rother man l”

The following sentiments were present

ed by a friend.

“ The Pioneers of H'chonn‘n Phalanx .' May

we and our children ever retain a grateful re

membrance ofthem as the friends and benefac

tors of Society ;—and may their self-denial and

persevering industry stimulate us to active and

untiring dili ence in the great and good cause

of social and moral reform!"

“ Social Harmony! Mav its seed be lanted

in the heart of every member of the P alanx,

may it take deep root and spring up, as beauti

fully and luxuriantly, as the Floral Tribes upon

our rairies,—and may its growth never be

chec ed by the chilling frosts of selfishness,

avarice, or oppression! ”

The exercises were closed by singing

a song adapted to an occasion of so much

happiness: the day will long dwell in our

memory.

CAMBRIDGE, May ‘29, 1846.

Iwas unable to attend your meeting,

for which I was sorry. Icall myselfvirtu

ally an Associationist now and am well

content to have come to the faith by pri

vate thought, with little direct intercourse

with its advocates or literature. 1 do not

feel myselfealled to labor directly for it,

but I have honor and gratitude for those

who do: and if it be the cause of Uni

versal Humanity, then every help given

to man in any way tends to its advance

ment.

On the Brook Farm Association I look

with special interest. \Verc it to expire

to-morrow, it has done much, raised many

hopes and strengthened many more: at

least I speak for myself. Each individu

al on earth should in his degree do what

Christ did in a greater—infuse a diviner

life into the race : but when men can do

this associatively it is a great step for

 

ward, and this you may do at Brook

Farm. I doubt not this is fully felt there ;

not otherwise could it have gone on thus

far. For one man to give a noble pattern

of an individual life is a grand thing: but

when ten men give a noble pattern of an

associated life then we have both the unit

and the union, and it is far grander. For

one man it may he a happy accident; but a

harmony of ten makes possible a harmony

often million.

Bos'ron, June 1st, 1846.

DEAR Sin : I write you for information

in relation to the practical working of the

principles of Association as applied at

Brook Farm. With its theory I am

somewhat acquainted. My knowledge

has been drawn from the writings and

translations of Mr. Brisbane, the works

of Eugene Sue, the New York Tribune,

the Harbinger and from an attendance up

on the various meetings of the friends of

Association both in this City and New

York. I approve of much that I have

heard and read, and am fully satisfied

that existing social evils can be removed

by no other means than by some system

of Association. Such being my views,

briefly stated, I am desirous of becoming

acquainted with the fundamental princi

ples of your Association, and to what ex

tent your efforts to produce a better state

of society have been successful; my ob

ject in making this inquiry will appear in

what follows.

Man’s life has often, and not inaptly,

been termed a voyage; generally it is a

rough voyage. The bark of the mari

ner is tossed less by the storms and the

waves of the Ocean, than man is by the

conflicting elements of which this world

of men is composed. Disorder and con

fusion produced by selfishness and antag

onism, are of universal prevalence. Cast

upon this stormy sea, my life has been

full of vicissitude, of ups and downs, of

prosperity and adversity, until I have at

length reached a point from which Imust

take a new departure. I will not enlarge

upon my personal history. Let it suffice
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for me to say, that the various causes

which operate to render mercantile pur

suits so precarious, have done their per

fect work on me, and now 1 have to com

mence life anew. How? \Vhere ? —-these

are the questions which now agitate my

mind and which it is important to have

answered. Many friends, actuated by

the spirit of this world, advise me again

to embark my little remaining means up

on the stormy sea from which I have just

escaped, butI cannot. That sea is full

of rocks and quicksands, it is covered all

over with pirates and buccaneers, it has

neither harbor nor safe anchorage ; I now

want rest from the din and strife of com

petilion. but not from toil. Four weeks

ago I left New York, with the full deter

mination to retire among the granite hills

of my native state (New Hampshire),

and there to engage in the quiet and

peaceful pursuits of agriculture. It is

true, my isolation would there be com

plete, but I should no longer be a prey to

sharpers, so that my gain would be great

er than my loss. But the truth that

man's mission cannot be accomplished in

the hermit's seclusion, was brought home

to me in full force by the various address

es at. the recent convention of the friends

of Association in this city. A desire

was awakened to learn something more

of the Associative movement before I

bury myself on the banks of the Pemige

wasset. Should the result of my inqui

ry be satisfactory, I am prepared to give

all that I am and all that I have to it.

Mr. Ripley remarked in one of his ad

dresses at the recent convention, that he

had been an Associationist for ten years,

-I claim to have been one for more than

eighteen years. In 1828 I was on the

point of joining the society of Shakers at

Canterbury, New Hampshire. This par

tial resolution was formed from the diffi

cultv of reconciling my ideas of justice

in distributing the rewards of industry,

with the great inequality in the pecuniary

condition of those around me. It seemed

mysterious to me that he who neither la

bored nor produced anything should pos

sess a superabundance, whilst the inces

sant toil of another brought only the bare

necessaries of life. My frequent visits to

the Shakers solved this mystery. Here

I did not see the broad acres of the rich

fertilized by the sweat of the toiling poor,

but a system of cooperative labor for mu

tual benefit, and all partaking alike of the

productions of their united labor. But

however favorable their system of econ

omies and united labor might be to the

accumulation of property, and to the re

moval of the evils of poverty and want,

and, so long as each member was sustain

by enthusiasm, to the production of hap

piness and contentment, the celibacy

which it enjoined, and its tendency to de

 
   

stroy individually, were not, in my view,

favorable to the full development of the

social and intellectual man. This, and

this, alone, deterred me from becoming a

Shaker Associationist or Communitisl,

full eighteen years ago. On abandoning

the idea of becoming a Shaker, I did not

abandon the idea of an association of in

dividuals and families. It seemed to me

that if an association could be formed for

eccnomizing and producing, in which in

dividual rights should be protected by an

equitable distribution of the products of

labor, and which should retain the rite of

matrimony and separate family relations,

where a proper cultivation of the social

propensities would develop their legiti

mate otfice, where the physical system

would be perfectly developed by attractive

labor, where no man should seek his own

but another's good, where love should do

its perfect work in drawing close the

bonds of brotherhood, there would then

be one peaceful and happy community on

earth, where man might reach his perfect

stature. This idea has haunted me all

through life; it has been to me a cher

ished vision ; is it to be made a reality by

any ofthe Associative families now being

formed! I have faith in human progress,

and I believe that that progress will de

velop a social organization which shall

remove all inequalities of external condi

tion, all want, all sin and sorrow. I

farther believe that Association will ac

complish all of that.

THE NEW INDUSTRIAL WORLD.

BY CHARLES FOUIHER.

Translated for the Harbiuler.

 

SECTION II.—NOTICE IV.

 

SPECULATIVE PART OF THE PREPARATIONS.

I should place here two chapters on

the dangers incident to a foundation on

the reduced scale, and on the mistakes of

direction to be avoided at the outset.

These two instructions, although very

important. for founders, are of the number

of those which I suppress in order to

abridge: I shall return to them in the

corollaries, if space permits.

 

CHAPTER XIII.

Bromine/ion of the Sr-rirs to be prrforred

in the Animal Kingdom.

.The experimental phalanx would com

mit a great mistake, if it should attempt

the formation of series in all the func

tions capable of that arrangement. There

must be a choice of functions; and I pro~

ceed to indicate the rules for such a

choice.

“At first many of the means 'of industry

Will be wanting, such as orchards and

forests under systematic culture, animals

harmonized by the combined education,

trenches for irrigation, &c. Still it will

be necessary to form a great number of

series; for the theory indicates :

 
Series.

For .1 halanx of full Harmony and trans

cen eut accordi,......"............ 405

=‘J-9

For an approximation to Harmony, ac

cording tc the feeble means of years

of first. beginnings,.... .............. I35

=3-9

For a minimum experiment upon the

lowest scale of approximation,....... 45

=I-9

Let us then speculate upon the assen

ment of series which may be chosen to

raise the experimental phalanx to the

maximum of approximate Harmony (ebau

cheo), and to organize at least 135 series of

good mechanism, or even 150 or 200.

The reference should be given :

l. o the animal kingdom rather than

to the vegetable, because the animal

kingdom contains series in permanent ex

ercise throughout the winter;

2. To the vegetable kingdom rather

than to mechanical and manufacturing

industry, because it is more attractive,

and nourishes accords directly (Chapter

VIL); -

3. To the kitchens, because they are a

permanent labor without any intermission,

the labor which takes the initiative step

in industrial attraction (See Section IV.),

the labor allied to production and con

sumption, the labor best fitted to keep

alive the cabalistic spirit ;

4. Finally, to attractive rather than to

lucrative operations, since the policy of

the founders should be to create a fine

equilibrium of the passions, and not to

speculate upon profits ill connected with

the Associative system. These profits

would be illusive, if they should not con

duct to the true end, which is promptly

to unfold the mechanism of industrial

attraction, to confound Civilization from

the first campaign, from the second month

of the full exercise, and to obtain, by a

brilliant success, the recompense and the

, profits of the foundation, the tribute of

the curious, 81.0.

These principles established, I pass to

a review of the functions most suitable to

an experimental phalanx, which is hin

dered by numerous gaps in the chain of

attraction, and by its solitude or solily.

Let us commence with the animal king

dom (out of the waters), in its domestic

and productive species.

This kingdom is one of the poorest in

useful species; the two evil creations

with which our globe is furnished, have

given us so few precious servants among

birds and quadrupeds, that France con

tains scarcely sixteen species of them,

some of which are too little subdivided

into varieties to occupy a series of groups;

these are :

The dog, The chicken,

The horse, The pheasant,

The ass, The pigeon,

The ox, The peacock,

The sheep, The duck,

The oat, The goose,

The log, The turkey,

The rabbit, The guinea hen.

These species, from which I abstract

the chicken, would not occupy fifteen in

dustrial series of three, four, and five

groups, taking care of so many varieties.

he ass, the goat, the rabbit, the peacock,

the guinea hen, will occupy scarcely

one or two groups to each species, unless

we form series of what may be called

aliliictitrlry_sca108, based upon varieties of

nourishment and modes of keeping, and

emulating one another in the excellence

of the different regimes applied to a sin
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gle species of animals. This

course which would be followed.

These series of regime are artificial,

for they are established not upon the

natural diversities of species, but upon

diversities of education and of feeding;

they are GRAFTED series, which intro

duce artificially the serial order at points

where nature has not furnished the means

of establishing it.

I rank the peacock among the produc

tive birds of the court-yard; the Roman

gastronomists made great account of it:

it is a singularity in us to despise it, as it
is in the IIIohernians to despise lobsters,

which they do not deign to eat, although

their rivers are full of them. The lob

ster notwithstanding is a prime luxury

with the Parisians, who are very superior

to the Bohemians in gastronomy.

The swan and the cat are not reputed

productive, although we make good use

of the down of the swan, and can con

trive to eat the cat, even without famine.

It is worth as much as the rabbit: in

besieged cities it is sought for.

The camel, the buffalo and the bison

are not indigenous in France and Eng

land; besides, the two first are not attrac

tive, and would not be an object of spec

ulation for the experimental phalanx: it

should not encumber itself with large

animals; the care of them employs too

many hands and too much time, and this

Would be an obstacle to the formation of

numerous series.

Other species, like the partridgcs, more

easily tamed than chickens. and suffering

themselves to be led in flocks by dogs,

are altogether neglected. It is probable

that the quail Would become tame of itself,

in the second or third generation, like the

wild duck, which cannot be tamed in the

first. The care of partridges and quails

will support series strong in attraction

and highly useful.

The two creations with which our

globe is furnished, exhibit a revolting

poverty in respect to productive insects;

the bee alone will occupy a series of

diversified regimes, the artificial grq/‘lm/

series above described. I do not count

the cochenille, which is an insect of a

warm climate. Iknow not whether this

insect and the Icermes, which supplies its

place, are of sufficient duration to support

a passional series, or only a temporary

roop. ,

The care of the silk worm will not suit

in any sense an experimental phalanx; it

is repugnant, and it would distract all the

youth at a time when the gardens, sta

bles and pigeon-houses are most attrac

tive, and when the intrigues growing out

of the fusion of the three classes of for

tune begin to grow involved : every thing

which could damp their ardor must be

avoided. Moreover, this labor would di

vert attention from the ovens for the

batching of eggs, which come at the

same time, a labor which unites itself

very well with the whole agricultural

system, and which will present the ad

vantage of supporting an infinitesimal

series. For definition see Chapter XIV.

The raising of large quadrupeds, horses

and oxen, is poorly adapted to the in

trigues of the eXperimental phalanx; it

would lose too much time in the attempt,

since it would have neither the dexterity

nor the knowledge of generations trained

in Harmony; besides it would not have

horses and cattle refined by the Harmo

nian education, of which it will be easier

is the

 

 

to direct a thousand, than it is a dozen of

ours. This care will be left then in great

part to the cohort of a hundred hired

laborers: these will be very necessary in

this industry, for the phalanx will have

more cattle and many more horses than

our villagers, especially dwarf horses to

mount the infantile cavalry. (Section III.)

In a word, then, domestic birds and

quadrupeds will support but few series;

recourse must be had to the mode which

I have named the series of regime or

grafted series; a mode which by differ

ence of methods in nourishment and

keeping, will call forth party spirit, dis

cords and rivalries between different

groups engaged in the care of the same

animal. This would be connecting a se

ries of methods with a labor which, in

itself, would lend no room to the rivalries

of a series.

In spite of these resources for increas

ing the number of industrial series in the

animal kingdom, I do not presume that it

can be raised to more than twenty; for

we must exucpt the chickens, which, ad

mitting of more subdivisions than any

other bird, will be adapted to a series of a

superior degree, namely, to the infinitesi

mal.

I count among the occupations of an

animal series, the care of dogs: their

education will keep up several groups

and parties, for to them will be confided

many functions which now occupy men

and couriers. Each phalanx will send

from hour to hour to its neighbors, dogs

hearing about their necks all sorts of

despatches, which are not very precious,

and ready to bring back others in return.

In the foreign service, pigeons will per

form the same functions which dogs will

‘ in the neighborhood.

The Combined Order will domesticate

many species now banished to the waters

and the forests by the brutality or preju

dices of the civilizces. The Association

will. have parks of tame hares, as we

have of rabbits. It is objected that this

animal is restive, and does not like to be

tamed; yes, in the first generation like

the wild duck; but the second generation

will get tamed by two means not known

to the civilizees ; namely :

Change of nature in the second and

third generation of domestic life ; and

Unitary arrangements and harmonic

methods.

It is by the concurrence of these means

that the Association will have its flocks

of birds, both of the water and of the

forest, as easily as we have flocks of

geese, although the goose in the savage

state is the most defiant and unapproach~

able of birds, the most destructive to the

hunter: yet it is the same with the do

mestic goose.

Of quadrupeds, it will raise herds of

zebras, quaggas, assets, as well marshalled

into squadrons as our horses; it will have

troops of vigognes, parks of beavers

building their aquatic edifice, and perhaps

also of tame binds and fallow dcers.

It will also have, in special ponds and

wells, many mongrel species of fishcs,

some twenty species of sea fishes, accli

mated by degrees in soft water, ponds of

whitings, mackercls, soles and turbots, in

countries where these fishes are not even

known. The differences between the

tame and natural regimes will establish

between savers the same variety as exists

between the wild boar and the hug, the

wild duck and the tame one.

 

 

As to present means, we must not

count upon the quadrupeds and birds

(omitting the chicken) for more than

twenty series, including the grafted or

artificial series. '

To these, ten others may be added,

namely:

Two for hunting, two for fishing,

Three for the aviaries,

Three for the fattening of fishes in reservoirs.

TOTAL. Thirty series in the industry pertain

ing to the animal kingdom.

The fish will soon furnish a greater

number of series, but only when there

shall be a concurrence of different regions

in this branch of education, which is as

foreign to all civilized operations as the

culture of forests. Meanwhile the fish,

though one of the most wholesnme and

most agreeable of eatables, is the least

expensive of all, because it feeds upon its

own superfluous increase; but we neither

know how to cultivate the fish, nor the

fruit of which our trees give only the

leaves or a quarter of a harvest. '

To be Continued.

MISCELLANY.

CONSUELO.‘

more THE FRENCH or enoncr: sane.

Translated for the Harbinger.

XIII.

Between Pilsen and Tauss, though

they travelled as fast as possible, they

were obliged to lose much time from the

horrible roads, through forests hardly

passable and very little frequented, the

passage of which was not “ithout danger

of more than one kind. At last, after

having made little more than a league an

hour, they arrived, towards midnight, at

Giant’s castle. Never had Consuelo

made a more fatiguing or more gloomy

journey. The baron of Rudolstadt seemed

ready to fall into paralysis, so indolent

and gouty had he become. Not a. year

had elapsed since Consuelo saw him 10

bust as an athlete; but that body of iron

had never been animated by a strong

will. He had never obeyed anght but

his instincts, and at the first stroke of

unexpected misfortune he was broken.

The pity with which he inspired Consu

elo increased her anxiety. “ Is it thus,

then, that I am to find all my hosts of

Ricseuburgl ” thought she.

The bridge was lowered, the gates

were open, the domestics waiting in the

court-yard with torches. Neither of the

three travellers thought to remark this:

neither of them felt the strength to ad

dress a single question to the domestics.

Porpora, seeing that the baron dragged

himself along with difficulty, took him by

the arm to assist him in walking, while

Consuelo rushed towards the porch and

rapidly ascended the steps.

She there found the canoness, who,

  

 

 

' Entered according to Act ofCongrcss. in

the year 1845, by Frurvcrs G. SrrAw. in the

Clerk’s office of the District Court of Massa

clruselts.
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without losing time in welcoming her,

seized her by the arm and said : “ Come,

time presses; Albert is impatient. He

has counted the hours and minutes exact

ly; he announced that you were about to

enter the court, and a moment afterwards

we heard the rolling of your carriage.

He did not doubt your coming, but he

said that if any accident retarded you, it

would be too late. Come, signora, and

in the name of Heaven resist none of

his wishes, oppose none of his desires.

Promise him'all he may ask; pretend to

love him. Lie, alas! if it be necessary.

Albert is sentenced; his last hour ap~

preaches. Try to soften his agony; that

is all we request of you.”

While speaking thus, \Venceslawa

drew Consuelo towards the great saloon.

“ Then he has risen? Does he not keep

his chamber?” asked Consuelo hurried

ly.

“ He rises no longer, for he lies down

no longer," replied the canoness. “ For

thirty days he has been seated in an arm

chair in the salonn, and he does not wish

us to trouble him by carrying him else

where. The docter declares that we

must not oppose his wishes in this re

spect, because he would die on being

moved. Signora, call up your courage,

for you are going to see a frightful spec

tacle."

The canoness opened the door of the

saloon adding, “Run to him; do not be

afraid of surprising him. He expects

you; he has seen you coming for more

than two leagues.”

Consuelo rushed towards her pale be

trothed, who was in fact seated in a

great arm-chair, beside the chimney.

He was no longer a man: he was a

spectre. His features, still beautiful in

spite of the ravages of his disease, had

contracted the immobility of a face of

marble. There was not a smile upon his

lips, not aray of joy in his eyes. The

physician, who held his arm and consult

ed his pulse, let it fall gently and looked

at the canoness with an air which signi

fied, “ It is too late.” Consuelo was on

her knees before Albert, who looked at

her fixedly and said nothing. At last he

succeeded in making with his finger a

sign to the canoness, who had learned to

divine all his intentions. She took his

arms, which he had no longer the strength

to raise, and laid them on Consuelo's

shoulders; then she bent forward the

head of the latter to Albert’s breast, and

as the voice of the dying man was entirely

extinct, he pronounced these few words

in her ear, “I am happy.” For two

minutes he held the head of his well~be

loved against his chest, and his lips glued

to her black hair. Then he looked at his

aunt, and by imperceptible motions made

 
his father to give the same kiss to his be

trothed.

“Oh! with all my heart!” said the

canoness, pressing her in her arms with

tenderness; then she raised her to lead

her to Count Christian, whom Consuelo

had not yet observed.

Seated in another arm-chair opposite

his son, at the other corner of the chim

ney, the old Count seemed almost as

much weakened and as much reduced.

He still rose, nevertheless, and made

some steps in the saloon; but he was

obliged to be carried every evening to his

bed, which had been placed in an adjoin

ing room. At that moment, he held his

brother's hand in one of his own, and

that of Porpora in another. He left

them to embrace Consuelo with fervor

several times. The almoner of the cha

teau came also, in his turn, to salute her,

in order to give pleasure to Albert. Hc

wasa spectre likewise, notwithstanding

his enbonpoint, which had only in

creased; but his paleness was livid.

The cfl‘eminacy of a nonchalant life had

so enervated him that he could not endure

the sorrow of others. The canoness re

tained energy for all. Her face was

marked with red spots, and her eyes

burned with a feverish brightness; Albert

alone appeared calm. He had the seren

ity of a beautiful death upon his brow;

his physical prostration had nothing re

sembling the stupefaction of the moral

faculties. He was grave and not deject

ed like his fathcr and uncle.

In the midst of all those organizations

ravaged by illness or sorrow, the calm

ness and health of the physician presented

a striking contrast. Supperville was a

Frenchman formerly attached to Freder

ick, when the latter was only prince

royal. Foresceing one of the first the

despotic and suspicious character which

he perceived smouldering in the prince,

he had established himself at Bareith, in

the service of the margravine Sophia

Wilhelruina of Prussia, Frederick’s sis

ter. Ambitious and jealous, Supperville

had all the qualities of a courtier: quite

an indifferent physician, notwithstanding

the reputation he had acquired at that

little court, he was a man of the world,

a penetrating observer, a very intelligent

judge of the moral causes of disease.

He had earnestly exhorted the canoness

to satisfy all her nephew's desires, and he

had hoped something from the return of

her for whom Albert was dying. But in

vain did he interrogate his features and

his pulse, since Consuelo‘s arrival; be

repeated to himself that it was too late,

and he thought of'departing, that he

might not witness scenes of despair which

he could not avert.

Still he resolved to employ himself

her understand that he desired her andiabout the affairs of the family, to satisfy

 either some self-interested anticipation or

his natural taste for intrigue ; and seeing

that no one among these dismayed rela

tives thought of profiting by the passing

moments, he drew Consuelo into the re~

cess of a window to speak to her quite

low, in French, as follows: “Young

lady, a physician is a confessor. I there

fore very quickly learnt here the secret of

that passion which is carrying this young

man to the grave. As a physician, ac

customed to probe all things and not easi

ly to believe in disturbances of the laws

of the physical world, I declare to you

that I can give no credence to the strange

visions and the ecstatic revelations of the

young Count. In what concerns you, at

least,I consider it very natural to attri—

bute them to secret communications

which he has had with you respecting

your journey from Prague and your

speedy arrival here.” And as Consuelo

made a gesture of denial, he continued:

“I do not interrogate you, mademoiselle,

and there is nothing in my suppositions

that ought to offend you. You should

rather grant me your confidence, and con

sider me as entirely devoted to your in

terest."

“ I do not understand you, sir,” replied

Consuelo, with a candor which did not

convince the court physician.

“You will comprehend me, young

lady,” returned he with sang-froid.

“The young Count's family have op

posed your marriage with him, with all

their power, up to this day. But at last

their resistance is at an end; Albert is

about to die, and his desire being to leave

you his fortune, they will not offer any

opposition to a religious ceremony which

will assure it to you."

“Eh! of what consequence is Albert's

fortune to me? ” said Consuelo stupefied;

“what has it to do with the state in

which I find him‘.I I have not come here

to think of business, sir; Icame to try

and save him. Can I not then retain any

hope? ”

“ None! this malady, entirely mental,

is one of those which baffle all our re

medies and resist all the efforts of science.

A month has passed since the young

Count, after a disappearance of a fort

night, which nobody here has been able

to eXplain to me, returned to his family,

attacked by a sudden and incurable mal

ady. All the functions of life were al

ready suspended. For thirty days he

has not been able to swallow any kind of

nourishment, and this is one of those

phenomena of which the exceptional or

ganization of the insane alone presents

some examples; to think of his having

been sustained until now, by some drops

of water by day, and some minutes of

sleep by night! You see him, all the

vital forces are expended in him. In two
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days, at the must, he will have ceased to

suffer. Arm yourself with courage,

therefore; do not lose your self-com

mand. I am here to second you and to

strike some decisive blow."

Consuelo was still looking at the doc

ter with astonishment, when the canon

ess, at a sign from the patient, came to

interrupt the latter and lead him to Al

bert’s side.

Albert, having made him approach,

spoke in his ear much longer than his

state of weakness would seem to permit.

Supperville blushed and became pale;

the canoness, who observed them, was

eager to know what desire Albert had ex

pressed to him.

“ Docter,” said Albert, “ all that you

have just said to that young girl, I have

heard.” Supperville, who had spoken

at the other and of the saloon, in as low

a voice as his patient employed at that in

stant, was confounded, and his positive

ideas respecting the impossibility of ec

static faculties were so overthrown, that

he thought he should become crazy.

" Docter,” continued the dying man,

“ you can understand nothing of that

soul, and you injure my design by alarm

ing her delicacy. She understands none

of your ideas about money. She has

never wished either my title or my for

tune; she had no love for me. She will

yield only to pity. Speak to her heart.

I am nearer my end than you think.

Lose no time. Icannot live happy again,

if I do not carry with me into the night

of repose the title of her husband.“

“ But what do you mean by those last

words!” said Supperville, occupied at

that moment in analyzing the madness of

his patient.

“ You cannot comprehend them,” re

turned Albert with effort, “but she will

comprehend them. Limit yourself to re

peating them faithfully to her.”

" Hold, sir count,” said Suppcrville

raising his voice a little, “I see that I

cannot be a lucid interpreter of your

thoughts; you have more strength to

talk now than you have had for a week,

and l conceive a favorable augury from

that. Speak yourself to the young lady;

one word from you will convince her bet

ter than all I could say. Here she is

near you; let her take my place and

listen to you.”

Supperville, no longer comprehending

any thing in fact of what he had believed

he did comprehend, and thinking besides

that he had said enough to Consuelo to

ensure her gratitude in case she had views

upon the fortune, retired after Albert had

again said to hinu “ Think of what you

have promised; the time has come;

speak to my relatives. Make them con

sent, and do not let them hesitate. I tell

you that time presses.” Albert was so

 

fatigued by the effort be had just made.

that he rested his forehead upon that of

Consuelo when she approached him, and

reposed there several instants as if ready

to expire. His pale lips became bluish,

and Porpora, terrified, thought he had

yielded up his last breath. During this

time, Supperville had assembled Count

Christian, the baron, the canoness and the

chaplain at the other side of the chimney,

and was speaking to them with earnest

ness. The chaplain alone made an ob

jection timid in appearance, but which

contained all the obstinacy of the priest.

“1 will give my ministration to this

marriage; but Count Albert not being in

estate of grace, it would first be neces

sary for him to make his peace with the

church, by confession and extreme unc

tion.”

“ The extreme unction! ” said the can

oness with a stifled groan, “have we

come to that, great God! ”

“ You have come to that, in fact,” re

plied Suppervillc, who, a man of the

World and Voltairian philosopher, detest

ed the face and the objections of the al

moner: “ Yes, we have come to that

without recourse, if sir chaplain insists

upon this point and is resolved to torment

the patient with the gloomy rites of the

last ceremony.”

“And do you believe,” said Count

Christian, divided between his devotion

and his paternal tenderness, “that the

rites of a more cheeful ceremony, more

comfortable to the wishes of his heart,

can restore him to life'! "

“I can answer for nothing, returned

Supperville, “ but I dare to say that I

hope much from it. Your lordship had

formerly consented to this marriage.”

“I have always consented to it, I have

never opposed it,” said the Count, raising

his voice designedly; “it was master

Porpora, the guardian of this young girl,

who wrote to me, on his part, that he

would not consent to it, and that she had

herself renounced it. Alas! that was

the death-blow to my son,” added he,

lowering his voice.

“You hear what my father says!”

murmured Albert in the ear of Consuelo;

“but feel no remorse. I did believe in

your abandonment, and allowed myself to

be stricken with despair; but for the past

week, I have recovered my reason, which

they call my madness; I have read dis

tant hearts as others read open letters.

I have seen at once the past, the present

and the future. I have known at last

that you had been faithful to your oath,

Consuelo that you had done the utmost

possible to love me; that you had really

loved me for some hours. But we were

both deceived. Forgive your master as I

forgive him! ”

Consuelo looked at Porpora,

7!

who

 

could not hear Albert’s words, but who,

at those, of Count Christian, had been

troubled, and was walking before the

chimney in a state of agitation. She

looked at him with an air of solemn re

proach, and the maestro understood her

so well that he struck his head with his

fist with mute vehemence. Albert made

a sign to Consuelo to draw him towards

him, and to aid himself to extend his

hand to him. Porpora raised that frozen

hand to his lips and bust into tears.

His conscience murmured to him the re

proach of homicide; but his repentance

absolved him for his imprudence.

Albert again made a sign that he wish

ed to hear what his relatives replied to

Supperville, and he heard it, though they

spoke so low that neither Porpora nor

Consuelo, who were kneeling beside him,

could catch a word.

The chaplain contended against the

bitter irony of the physician ; the canon

ess sought, by a mingling of superstition

and of tolerance, of christian charity and

maternal loVe, to reconcile irreconcilable

ideas in the catholic doctrine. The de

bate turned only on a question of form;

whether the chaplain believed he ought

to administer the sacrament of marriage

to a heretic, unless the latter at least

promised to make profession of the catho

lic faith immediately afterwards. Sup

perville did not hesitate to lie, and to af

firm that Count Albert had promised him

that he would believe and profess all they

could desire after the ceremony. The

chaplain was not to be duped in this man

ner. At last, Count Christian, recover

ing one ofthose moments of tranquil firm- ‘

ness and simple humane logic, with

which, after much irresolution and weak

ness, he had always cut short all domes

tic discussions, put an end to the dis

agreement.

“ Sir chaplain,“ said he, “ there is no

ecclesiastical law which expressly forbids

your marrying a catholic to s schismatic.

The church tolerates such meninges.

Consider then Consuelo as orthodox, and

my son as a heretic, and marry them im

mediately. The confession and betrothal

are only of precept, as you know, and in

certain cases of urgency may be dispensed

with: There may result from this mar

riage a favorable revolution in Albert’s

condition, and when he is cured we will

think of converting him.”

The chaplain had never resisted old

Christian’s will; it was for him, in cases

of conscience, an arbiter superior to the

pope. It only remained to convince Con

suelo. Albert alone thought of that, and

drawing her near him, he succeeded,

without the aid of any one in clasping

with his emaciated arms, become light as

reeds, the neck of his well-beloved.

“Consuelo,” said he to her, “I read
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your soul at this moment; you would

willingly give your life to restore mine:

that is no longer possible; but you can,

by a simple act of your will, save my

eternal life. I am about to leave you for

a little while, and I shall return to the

earth by the manifestation ofa new birth.

I shall return cursed and despairing, if

you abandon me now, at my last hour.

You know that the crimes of Jean Ziska

are not sufficiently cxpiated; and you

alone, you. my sister Wanda, can accom

plish the act of my purification in this

phase of my life. \Ve are brothers; to

become lovers, death must still pass once

more between us. But we must become

spouses by an oath, that I may be re

born calm, strong, and delivered like oth

er men from the memory of my past ex

istencies, which has caused my misery

and my punishment for so many ages.

Consent to pronounce that oath; it will

not bind you to me in this 'life, which 1

shall leave in an hour, but it will reunite

us in eternity. It will be a seal that will

assist us to rcognize each other, when the

shades of death shall have obscured the

clearness of our remembranccs. Con

sent! It is a catholic ceremony which is

to be performed, and which I accept be

cause it is the only one which, in the

eyes of men, can legitimatize the posses

sion we take of each other. I must needs

carry this sanction to the tomb. Mar

riage without consent of the family is not

a complete marriage in my eyes. The

form of the oath affects me little other

wise. Ours will be indissoluble in our

hearts, as it is sacred in our intentions.

Consent! ”

“ l consent! ” cried Consuelo, pressing

her lips to the wan and cold brow of her

spouse.

Those Words were heard by all.

“ \Vell! ” said Supperville, “ let us has

ten ! " and he resolutely pushed the chap

lain, who called the servants and hurried

to prepare every thing for the ceremony.

The Count, somewhat reanimatcd, came

and seated himself beside his son and

Consuelo. The good eanoness came and

thanked the latter for her condescension,

so far as to place herself on her knees be

fore her and to kiss her hands. Baron

Frederick wept silently, without appear

ing to comprehend what was passing.

In the twinkling of an eye, an altar was

arranged before the chimney of the great

saloon. The domestics were dismissed;

they thought that the preparations were

only for the extreme unction, and that

the condition of the patient required as

little noise and as few exhalations in the

apartment as possible. Porpora served

as witness with Supperville. Albert sud

denly recovered strength enough to pro

nounce the decisive yrs and all the formu

las of the engagement in a clear and so-,

 
norous voice. The family conceived

strong hopes of a cure. Hardly had the

chaplain recited the last prayer upon

the heads of the newly married couple,

than Albert rose, rushed into his father's

arms, embraced in the same manner with

an extraordinary precipitation and

strength, his aunt, his uncle, and Porpo

ra; then he reseated himself in his arm

chair; and pressed Consuelo against his

breast crying out: “ I am saved! ”

“ That is the last effort of life, the fi

nal convulsion,” said Suppcrvillc to Por

pora, having consulted the features and

the artery of the patient several times.

during the ceremony. In fact, Albert's

arms opened, extended themselves in

front, and fell upon his knees. Old Cyn

abre. who had never ceased to sleep at

his feet during his whole illness, raised

his head and thrice uttered a melancholy

howl. Albert’s look was fixed upon Con

suelo; his mouth remained half open as

if to speak to her; a slight color had

tinged his cheeks; then that peculiar

tint, that indefinable, indescribable shade,

which passes slowly from the forehead to

the lips, spread over him like a white

veil. For a minute, his face assumed

different expressions, always more seri

ous, of concentration and resignation, un

til it fixed itself in a definite expression

of august calmness and severe placidity.

The silence of terror which rested upon

the attentive family, was interrupted by

the voice of the physician, which pro

nounced in its funeral solemnity that sen

tence without appeal : “ This is death ! "

XIV.

Count Christian fell upon his arm-chair

as if struck by lightning; the canoncss,

with convulsive sobs, threw herself upon

Albert as if she could have hoped to re

animate him by her caresses; baron

Frederick pronounced some words with

out connection and without sense, which

had the character of a tranquil alienation.

Supperville approached Consuelo, whose

energetic immobility frightened him more

than the crises of the others: “Do not

think of me, sir,” said she to him, “ nor

you either, my friend,” answered she to

Porpora, who gave all his solicitudc to

her at the first moment. “ Lead away

those unhappy relatives. Take care of

them, think only of them. As for my

self, I will remain here. The dead re

quire only respect and prayers.”

The Count and the baron allowed

themselves to be led off without resist

ance. The canoness, stiff and cold as a

corpse, was carried to her apartment,

whither Supperville followed to attend her.

Porpora, no longer conscious where he

was himself, went out and walked in the

garden like a madman. He was suffocat

 

ing. His sensibility was, as it were, im

prisoncd beneath a cuirass of coldness,

more apparent than real, but of which he

had acquired the physical habit. Scenes

of mourning and terror excited his im

pressible imagination, and he ran along

while in the moonlight, pursued by omin

ous voices, which sang in his ears a

frightful Dies iree.

Consuelo therefore remained alone with

Albert, for hardly had the chaplain com

menced reciting the prayers of the ser

vice for the dead, than he fainted away,

and was obliged to be carried off in his

turn. The poor man had insisted on

watching Albert with the canoness during

the whole of his illness, and had ex

pended all his strength. The countess of

Rudolstadt, kneeling beside the body of

her husband, holding his frozen hands in

hers, and with her head resting against

that heart which no longer beat, fell into

a profound reverie. What Consuelo ex

perienced at that final instant was not pre

cisely sorrow. At least, it was not that

sorrow of regret and rending asunder

which accompanies the loss of beings ne

cessary to our every moment's happiness.

Her affection for Albert had not that char—

acter of intimacy, and his death did not

open an apparent void in her existence.

The despair of losing those we love often

relates to secret causes of self-love and of

cowardice in view of new duties which

their absence creates for us. A part of

this sorrow is legitimate, the rest is not

so, and ought to be combatted, although

it be natural also. Nothing of all that

could be mingled with the solemn sadness

of Consuelo. Albert's existence was for

eign to her own in every point, except

ing one alone, the need of admiration,

respect and sympathy, which he had sat~

isfied in her. She had accepted life with

out him, she had even renounced all tes~

timony of an affection, which, ttvo days

before she still thought she had lost.

There had only remained to her the ne

cessity and the desire of continuing faith

ful to a sacred recollection. Albert had

before been dead to her; he was not any

more so now, and perhaps he was less so

in certain respects; for in fine, Consuelo,

for a long time exalted by her communi

cation with that superior soul, had come

afterwards, in her dreamy meditations, to

adopt Albert's poetical belief respecting

the transmission of souls. That belief

had found a strong foundation in her in

stinctive hatred to the idea of God’s in~

fernal vengeance towards men after death,

and in her christian faith in the eternity

of the life of the soul. Albert living,

but prejudiced against her by appearan

ces, unfaithful to love or devoured by

suspicion, had appeared to her as if en

veloped by a veil and transported into a

new existence, incomplete compared with
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that which he had wished to consecrate

to sublime love and unshakable confi

dence. Albert, restored to that faith,

to that enthusiasm, and breathing forth

his last sigh upon her bosom, was he then

annihilated for her? Did he not live in

all the fulness oflife in passing under that

triumphsl arch of a beautiful death,

which leads either to a mysterious tempo

rary repose, or to an immediate awaken

ing in a more pure and propitious medi

um! To die, combatting one‘s own

weakness, and be born again endowed

with strength ; to die, forgivingthe wick

ed, and be born again under the influence

and the protection of generous hearts;

to die, torn by sincere remorse, and be

born again absolved and purified with the

innate strength of virtue, are not these

sufficiently divine recompenscs'! Consu

elo, initiated by the teachings of Albert

into those doctrines which had their

source in the Hussitism of old Bohemia

and in the mysterious sects of anterior

ages, (which were again derived from se

rious interpretations of the thought itself

of Christ and that of his forerunners);

Consuelo, sweetly, if not wisely con

vinced that the soul of her spouse had not

suddenly detached itself from her own, to

go and forget her in the inaccessible re

gions of a fanciful empyrean, mingled

with this new notion something of the

superstitious recollections of her youth.

She had believed in ghosts, as the chil~

dren of the people believe in them; she

had more than once seen in her dreams

the spirit of her mother approaching her

to protect and preserve her. That was

already a manner of beliefin the eternal

hymen of the souls of the dead with the

world of the living; for this superstition

of simple people seems to have remained

in all times, as a protest against the ab

solute departure of the human essence to

the heaven or the hell of legislating re

ligionists.

Consuelo, attached to the bosom of

that dead body, did not imagine then that

he was dead, and felt none of the horror

of that word, of that spectacle, of that

idea. It did not seem to her that the in

tellectual life could vanish so quickly, and

that this brain, this heart forever deprived

of the power of manifesting itself, was al

ready eompletely extinguished. “ No,”

thought she, “the divine spark perhaps

still hesitates to lose itself in the bosom

of God, who will resume it, to send it

forth again into universal life under a new

human form. There is still perhaps a

kind of mysterious, unknown life, in this

hardly cold bosom ; and besides, wherev

er Albert‘s soul may be, it sees, it under

stands, it knows what is passing about

this its mortal covering. It perhaps

seeks in my love an aliment for its new

activity, in my faith the strength of an

 

impulse to go and seek in God the spring

of resurrection.” And penetrated by

these vague thoughts, she continued to

love Albert, to open her soul to him, to

devote herselfto him, to renew to him the

oath of fidelity which she had just made

to him in the name of God and his family ;

in fine, to treat him in her ideas and in

her feelings, not like a dead person for

whom we weep because we are going to

be separated from him, but like a living

one whose repose we respect while wait

ing to smile upon him at his waking.

“'hen Porpora recovered his reason,

he remembered with ail'right the situation

in which he had left his ward, and hasten

ed to rejoin her. He was surprised to

find her as calm as if she had watched by

the bedside of a friend. He wished to

speak and exhort her to take some rest.

“ Say no useless words before this

sleeping angel," replied she to him. “ Go

and repose, my good master; as for me,

I remain here.”

“ You wish‘ then to kill yourself? ”

said Porpora in a kind of despair.

“ No, my friend, I will live," replied

Consuelo; “I shall fulfil all my duties

towards him and towards you ; but I shall

not leave him an instant this night.”

As nothing was done in the house with

out an order from the canoness, and a su

perstitious fear prevailed respecting Al

bert in the minds of all the servants, none

ofthem dared, during the night, to ap

proach the saloon in which Consuelo re

mained alone with Albert. Porpora and

the physician went and came from the

chamber of the count to that of the can

oness, and to that of the chaplain. From

time to time they entered to inform Con

suelo of the condition of those unfortu

nates, and to assure themselves of her

own. They could not comprehend so

much courage.

At last, towards morning all was qui

et. An overpowering sleep subdued all

the forces of suffering. The physician,

Worn out with fatigue, went to bed ; Por

pora slumbered in a chair, his head rest

ing upon the side of Count Christian’s

bed. Consuelo alone did not experience

the necessity of forgetting her situation.

Lost in her thoughts, by turns praying

with fervor or dreaming with enthusiasm,

she had only, for an assiduous companion

of her silent watch, the sad Cynabre, who,

from time to time, looked at his master,

licked his hand, swept with his tail the

cinders of the hearth, and accustomed no

longer to receive caresses from that de

bilitated hand, laid himself down again

with rcsignation, his head stretched out

upon his motionless paws.

When the sun, rising behind the trees

of the garden, threw a purple ray upon

Albert’s brow, Consuelo was drawn from

her meditations by the canoness. The

 

count could not leave his bed, but the ba

ron Frederick came mechanically to pray

with his sister and the chaplain at the al

tar; then they spoke of proceeding to the

enshrouding, and the canoness, recover

ing her strength for these material cares,

caused her women and old Hanz to be

called. It was then that the physician

and Porpora. insisted upon Consuelo’s go

ing to take some repose, and she resigned I

herself to it. after having passed by the

side of the bed of count Christian, who

looked at her without appearing to see

her. It could not be determined whether

he was awake or asleep; his eyes were

open, his breathing calm, his features

without expression.

\Vhen Consuelo awoke after some

hours, she descended to the saloon, and

her heart was grievonsly oppressed on

finding it deserted. Albert had been laid

on a litter of state and carried to the chap

el. His arm-chair was empty at the same

place in which Consuelo had seen him

the evening before. It was all that re

mained of him in this spot, which had

been the centre of the life of the family

for so many bitter days. His dog even

was no longer there; the spring-tide sun

enlivened those sad wainscottings, and

the black-birds whistled in the garden

with an insolent levity. ,

Consuelo passed softly into the adjoin

ing room, the door of which remained

half- open. Count Christian was still in

bed, still apparently insensible to the loss

he had sustained. His sister concentrat

ing upon him all the anxiety she had felt

for Albert, nursed him with vigilance.

The baron with a stupefied air was look

ing at the brands burning in the chimney:

only the tears, which fell silently down

his cheeks without his thinking to wipe

them away, showed that he had not had

the happiness to lose his memory.

Consuelo approached the canoness to

kiss her hand, but that hand was with

drawn from her with an unconquerable

aversion. Poor Wenceslawa saw in that

young girl the bane and the destruction of

her nephew. She had felt a horror to

wards the project of their marriage in the

beginning, and had opposed it with all her

power; and afterwards when she had

seen that in spite of absence it was im

possible to make Albert renounce it, that

his health, his reason and his life depend

ed upon it, she had wished for and has

tened it with as much ardor as she had

before felt fear and repugnanee. The

refusal of Porpora, the exclusive passion

for the stage he had not hesitated to at

tribute to Consuelo; in fine, all the chi

cious and fatal falsehoods with which he

had filled several letters to count Christ

ian, without ever making mention of those

which Consuelo had written and which

he had suppressed, had caused to the old
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man the deepest sorrow, to the canoness

the bitterest indignation. She had con

ceived a hatred, a contempt for Consuelo;

she might forgive her, she said, for hav

ing alienated Albert’s reason by that fa

tal love, but she could not absolve her for

having cruelly betrayed him. She did not

know that Porpora was Albert‘s real

murderer. Consuelo, who comprehended

her thoughts, could have justified herself;

but she preferred rather to take upon her

self all the reproaches, than to accuse her

master and make him lose the esteem and

affection of the family. Besides, she di

vined moreover, that if, the day before,

Wenceslawa had been able to abjure all

her prejudices and all her resenttnents by

an efl‘ort. of maternal love, she must ne

cessarily recover them, now that the sac

rifice had been uselessly accomplished.

Every look of that poor aunt seemed to

say to her: “ You have destroyed our

child; you have not been able to restore

him to life, and now there remains to us

only the shame of your alliance.”

This mute declaration of war hastened

the resolution she had already taken to

relieve the canoness as far as possible from

this last sorrow. “ May I implore your

ladyship,” said she submissively, “ to fix

for me the hour of a private conversation l

I must leave to-morrow before day-light,

and I cannot quit this place without ac

quaintiug you with my respectful inten

tions.”

“ Your intentions! I can guess them,

for the matter of that,” replied the can

oness, sharply. “ Be satisfied, young la

dy, all shall be according to rule, and the

rights which the law gives you shall be

scrupulously respected.”

“I see that, on the contrary, you do

not understand me at all, madam,” re

turned Consuelo; “I therefore ,desire

strongly — ”

“ \Vell, since I must also drink of this

cup,” said the canoness, rising, “let it

be as soon as possible, 'while I still feel

courage enough. Follow me, signora.

My elder brother appears to sleep for the

moment. M. Supperville, who has prom

ised me still another day of attendance

upon him, will have the goodness to sup

ply my place for half an hour.”

She rang, and sent to ask for the doc

tor; then turning towards the baron :

“My brother,” said she to him, “your

presence is useless, since Christian has

not yet the consciousness of his misfor

tune. Perhaps he never will have it;

happily for him, unhappily for us! Per

haps this inscnsibility is the forerunner of

death. 1 have only you now in the world,

my brother; be careful of your health,

which is only too much affected by the

gloomy inaction into which you have fall

en. You are accustomed to the open air

 

and to exercise; go and take a walk with

your gun ; the huntsman shall follow you

with his hounds. I know well that it will

not distract you from your grief; but at

least you will derive a physical benefit

from it, I am certain. Do it for my sake,

Frederick: it is the order ofthe physi

cian, it is your sister‘s prayer; do not

refuse me. It is the greatest consolation

you can give me at this moment,since the

last hope of my sad old age rests upon

you.”

The baron hesitated, and at last yield

ed. His domestics came, and he allowed

himself to be led out like a child. The

doctor examined count Christian, who

gave no signs of sensibility, though he

answered his questions and appeared to

recognize every body with an air of gen

tleness and of indifference. “ His fever

is not very strong," said Supperville in a

low voice to the canoness; “if it does

not increase this evening, it will perhaps

be nothing.”

\Venceslawa, somewhat reassured, con

fided to him the care of her brother, and

led Consuelo into a vast apartment, rich

ly ornamented in the ancient style, into

which the latter had never entered. There

was in it a great state bed, the curtains

of which had not been drawn for more

than twenty years. It was that in which

\Vanda of Prachalitz, count Albert's mo

ther, had given up her last breath; and

this chamber was hers.

“ It was here,” said the canoness with

a solemn air, after having closed the door,

"that we found Albert, thirty-two days

since, after a disappearance which had

lasted fifteen. From that moment he has

not again entered here: he has not. left

the arm-chair in which he died yesterday

evening.”

The dry words of this necrological bul

letin were articulated in a bitter tone,

which buried so many needles in poor

Consuelo‘s heart. The canoness then

took from her girdle her inseparable

bunch of keys, walked towards a large

cupboard of sculptured oak, and opened

both its doors. Consuelo saw therein a

mountain of jewels tarnished by age, ofa

strange shape, the larger portion antique,

and enriched by diamonds and precious

stones of considerable value. “ These,"

said the canoness to her, “ are the family

jewels which my sister-in-law, count

Christian’s wife, had before her marriage ;

here, in this place, are my grandmoth—

er's, of which my brothers and myself

made her a present; and here, lastly,

are those which her husband bought for

her. All these belonged to her son Al

bert, and henceforth belong to you, as his

widow. Take them, and do not fear that

any one here will dispute with you these

riches, to which we attach no importance,

and with which we have nothing more to

do. As to the deeds of ownership of my

 

 
 

nephew‘s maternal inheritance, they will

be placed in your hands within an hour.

All is in order, as I told you ; and as to

those of his paternal inheritance, you will

not, alas! have long to wait for them,

perhaps. Such were the last wishes of

Albert. My word appeared to him equal

to a will."

“Madam,” replied Consuelo, closing

the cupboard with a movement of disgust,

“ I should have torn the will, and I pray

you to take back your word. lhave no

more need than you of all these riches. It

seems to me that my life would be forev

er stained by the possession of them. If

Albert bequeathed them to me, it was

doubtless with the thought that, conform

ably with his feelings and habits, I would

distribute them to the poor. I should be

a bad dispenser of these noble charities;

I have neither the administrative faculty,

nor the knowledge necessary to make a

useful disposition of them. It is to you,

madam, who unite to those qualities a

christian soul as generous as that of Al

bert, that it belongs to employ this inher

itance in works of charity. I relinquish

to you my rights, if it be true that l have

any, of which I am ignorant and wish al

ways to remain so. l claim from your

goodness only one favor: that of never

insulting my pride by renewing such of

fers.”

The canoness changed countenance.

Forced to esteem, but unable to resolve

to admire, she tried to insist.

“ But what do you mean to do? ” said

she, looking fiXedly at Consuelo; “you

have no fortune l ”

“ Excuse me, madam, lam rich enough .

Ihave simple tastes and the love of la

hor.”

“ Then you intend to resume—what

you call your labor! ”

“I am compelled to madam, and for

reasons which prevent my hesitating,

spite of the dejection in which I am plung

ed.”

“ And you do not wish to support your

new rank otherwise in the world? ”

“ What rank madam? ”

“That which befits Albert's widow."

“ lshall never forget, madam, that I

am the widow of the noble Albert, and

my conduct will be worthy of the bus

band I have lost."

“ And yet the countess of Rudolstadt

goes again to tread the boards."

“ There is no other countess of Rudol

stadt than yourself, madam canoness, and

there never will be another after you, ex

cept the baroness Amelia, your niece.”

“ Is it from derision that you speak to

me of her, signoral ” cried the canoness,

upon whom the name of Amelia seemed

to produce the effect of a hot iron.

“ Why that question, madam? ” re

turned Consuelo with an astonishment,
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the candor of which could leave no doubt

in the mind of Wenceslawa; “in the

name of Heaven, tell me why I have not

seen the young baroness here ! Can she

be dead also, my God! ”

“ No,” said the canoness bitterly.

“ \Vuuld to Heaven she were! Let us

not speak of her. This does not refer to

her.”

“ I am nevertheless compelled, madam,

to recall to you what I had not before

thought of. It is, that she is the only and .

legitimate heiress of the property and ti

tles of your family. This must put your

conscience at rest respecting the deposit

which Albert has confided to you, since

the laws do not permit you to dispose of

it in my favor.”

“ Nothing can deprive you of a dowry

and title which Albert's last will has pla

ced at your disposal.”

“ Then nothing can prevent my re

nouncing them, and I do renounce them.

Albert knew well that I neither wished to

be rich nor countess."

“ But the world does not authorize you

to renounce them."

“The world, madam! well! that is

precisely what I wished to speak with you

about. The world would not understand

the affection of Albert, nor the conde

scension of his family towards a poor

girl like me. They would make of it a

reproach to his memory and a stain upon

your life. They would make of it a ridi~

cule and perhaps a shame for me; for, I

repeat it, the World would understand

nothing of what has passed here between

us. The world ought therefore always

to remain ignorant of it, madam, as your

domestics are ignorant; for my master

and the doctor, the only confidante, the

only stranger witnesses of that secret

marriage, have not yet divulged it and

will not divulge it. I answer to you for

the first; you can and you ought to as

sure 'yourself of the discretion of the

other. Live tranquil then, madam, on

this point. It will depend upon yourself

alone to carry this secret to the tomb, and

never, by my act, shall the baroness

Amelia suspect that I have the honor to

be her cousin. Forget, therefore, the

last hour of count Albert; it is for me to

remember it to bless him and be silent.

You have tears enough to shed without

my adding the vexation and the mortifica

tion of ever recalling to you my existence,

so far as I am the widow of your admira

ble child ”’

" Consuelo! my daughter!" cried the

canoness with sobs, “remain with us!

You have a great soul and a great heart!

Do not leave us again!”

“ That would be the wish of this heart

which is all devoted to you,” replied Con

suelo, receiving her caresses with emo

tion; “ but I could not do it without our

 

secret being betrayed or guessed, which

is the same, and I know that the honor of

your family is dearer to you than life.

Allow me, by tearing myself from your

arms without delay and without hesita

tion, to render you the only service in my

power.”

The tears which the canoness shed at

the termination of this scene, relieved her

from the horrible weight that oppressed

her. They were the first she had been

able to shed since the death of her

nephew. She accepted the sacrifice of

Consuelo, and the confidence she granted

to her resolutions proved that she at least

appreciated that noble character. She

left her to communicate them to the chap

lain, and to come to an understanding with

Supperville and Porpora upon the neces

sity of forever keeping silence.

CONCLUSION.

Consuelo, seeing herself free, passed

the day in wandering about the chateau,

the garden and the environs, in order to

revisit all the places that recalled to her

the love of Albert. She even allowed

herself to be carried by her pious fervor

as far as the Schreckeustein, and seated

herself upon the stone, in that horrid de

sert which Albert had so long filled with

his mortal grief. She soon retired, feel

ing her courage fail, her imagination

troubled, and believing that she heard a

hollow groan coming from the entrails of

the rock. She dared not say to herself

that she even heard it distinctly; Albert

and Zdenko were no more. This illusion

could not therefore be other than diseased

and hurtful. Consuelo hastened to with

draw herself from it.

On reiipproaching the chateau, at

night-fall, she saw the baron Frederick,

who, little by little, had strengthened

himself on his legs and become more ani

mated in exercising his dominant passion.

The huntsmen who accompanied him

caused the game to rise in order to excite

in him the desire of shooting it. He still

took good aim, and picked up his victims

with a sigh.

“ This one will live and be consoled,”

thought the young widow.

The canoness supped, or pretended to

sup, in her brother’s chamber. The

chaplain, who had risen to go and pray in,

the chapel beside the dead body, tried to

take his seat at the table. But he had a

fever, and at the first mouthful felt him

self sick. The doctor was somewhat

vexed at this. He was hungry, and com

pelled to let his soup get cold in order to

conduct the chaplain to his chamber, he

could not restrain this exclamation : “these

people have no strength or courage!

There are only two men here; those are

the canoness and the signora !”

 

He soon returned, resolved not to trou

ble himself much about the indisposition

of the poor priest, and gave, as did the

baron, quite a good reception to the sup

per. Porpora, deeply affected, though

he did not show it, could not unclose his

teeth either to speak or to eat. Consuelo

thought only of the last repast- she had

made at that table between Albert and

Anzoleto.

She afterwards arranged with her mas

ter the preparations for their departure.

The horses were ordered at four in the

morning. Porpora did not wish to go to

bed; but he yielded to the prayers and

remonstrances of his adopted daughter,

who feared to see him fall ill in his turn,

and who, to convince him, made him be

lieve that she would sleep also.

Before separating, they went to count

Christian's bedside. He slept peaceably,

and Supperville, who burned to leave that

sad abode, assured them that he no long

er had any fever.

“Is that very certain, sir?" asked of

him in private Consuelo, who was terri

fied at his precipitation. “I swear it to

you," replied he. f‘ He is saved for this

time; but I must warn you that it is not

for a long time. At that age, one does

not feel sorrow very strongly at the mo

ment of the crisis; but the ennui of iso

lation finishes you a little later; it is

drawing back to leap better. Therefore,

he on your guard; for it is not seriously,

I imagine, that you have renounced your

rights.”

“It is very seriously, I assure you,

sir,” said Consuelo; “ and I am astonish

ed that you cannot believe so simple a

thing."

“ You will permit me to doubt it, until

the death of your father-in-law, madam.

In the mean while, you have committed

a great mistake in not providing yourself

with the jewels and titles. No matter,

you have your reasons, which I do not

penetrate, and I suppose that so calm a

person as you are does not act lightly.

l have given my word of honor to keep

the secret of the family, and I shall wait

until you free me from it. My testimony

will be useful to you in time and place;

you may depend upon it. You will al

ways find me at Bareith, if God grant me

life; and in that hope I kiss your hands,

madam the countess." I

Supperville took leave of the canoness,

answered for the life of the patient,

wrote a last recipe, received a heavy sum

which seemed to him light compared with

what he had hoped to draw from Consue

lo for having served her interests, and

quitted the chateau at ten in the evening,

leaving the latter stupefied and indignant

at his materialism.

The baron went to bed much better

than the night before, and the canoness
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had a couch made up for herself at the

side of count Christian. Two women

watched in this chamber, two men in

that of the chaplain, and old Hanz with

the baron. “ Happily,” thought Consue

lo, “ poverty does not add privations and

isolation to their misfortune. But who

then watches Albert, during this gloomy

night which he passes under the vaulted

roof of the chapel! It will be myself,

since this is my second and last wedding

night.”

She waited until the chateau was si

lent and deserted; after which, when

midnight had struck, she lighted a little

lamp and went to the chapel.

At the end of the cloister which led

there, she found two servants of the

house, whom her appearance frightened

at first, and who afterwards confessed to

her why they were in that place. They

had been ordered to watch their quarter

of the night by the count‘s body, but fear

had prevented their remaining there, and

they had preferred to watch and pray at

the door.

“ What fear 1” asked Consuelo, grieved

to see that so generous a master no long

er inspired other feelings in his servants.

"‘ W'hat would you, signora'!” replied

one of these men, who were far from sce

ing in her the widow of count Albert;

“ our young lord had some strange prac

tices and acquaintances in the world of

spirits. He conversed with the dead,

he discovered hidden things; he never

went to church, he ate with the Zingari;

in fine, one does not know what might

happen to those who passed the night in

the chapel. It would be as much as our

lives are worth to remain there. Look at

Cynabre! he is not allowed to enter the

holy place, and he has passed the whole

day lying across the door, without eating,

without moving, without complaining.

He knows well that his master is there,

and that he is dead. So he has not call

ed him a single time. But since mid

night struck, he is agitated, he snulfs, he

scratches at the door and whines, as if he

knew his master were no longer alone

and tranquil within."

“ You are poor fools!” replied Con

suelo with indignation. “If you had

hearts a little warmer, you would not

have such weak minds.” And she en

tered the chapel to the great surprise and

the great consternation of these timid

guardians.

She had not wished to visit Albert

during the day. She knew that he was

surrounded by all the catholic ceremonies,

and she would have feared, by uniting

externally in these practices, which he

had always repelled, to irritate his soul

still living in her own. She had waited

lbr this moment; and prepared for the

gloomy aspect with which that worship;

 
had surrounded him, she approached hislyour immortal remembrance and the

catafalco and contemplated him without

terror. She would have thought she

insulted those dear and sacred remains by

a feeling which Would be so cruel to the

dead, did they perceive it. And who

can assure us that the spirit, detached

from the body, does not see it and does

not experience a bitter sorrow from it?

The fear of the dead is an abominable

weakness; it is the most common and the

most barbarous of profanations. Mothers

do not know it.

Albert was lying upon a couch of

brocade, escutcheoned at the four corners

with the family arms. His head rested

upon a cushion of black velvet embroid

ered with tears of silver, and a shroud of

the same was draped around him in the

form of curtains. A triple row of wax

tapers illumined his pale face, which had‘

remained so pure, so calm and so manly,

that you would have said he slept peace

fully. They had clothed the last of the

Rudolstadts in the antique costume of his

fathers, according to the usage in vogue

in that family. He had the Count’s

crown on his head, the sword at his side,

the shield under his feet and the crucifix

upon his breast. With his long hair and

his black beard, he was entirely like

those ancient heroes whose statues, ex

tended upon their tombs, lay around him.

The floor was strewn with flowers, and

perfumes burned slowly in little vessels

of silver-gilt at the four corners of his

mortuary couch.

During three hours Consuelo prayed

for her husband and contemplated him in

his sublime repose. Death, in spreading

a more saddened shade over his features,

had altered them so little, that often, in

admiring his beauty, she forgot that he

had ceased to live. She even imagined

that she heard the sound of his respira~

tion, and when she withdrew for an in

stant to refresh the perfume of the chafing

dishes and the flame of the tapers, it

seemed to her that she heard slight rust

lings and perceived trifling undulations

in the curtains and the draperies. She

reapproached him immediately, and inter

rogating his frozen mouth, his silent

heart, she renounced her fugitive, insen

sate hopes.

When the clock struck three, Consuelo

rose and deposited upon the lips of her

spouse, her first, last kiss of love.

“Farewell, Albert,” said she to him in

a loud voice, carried away by a reli

gious exultatiun; “ you read now with

out uncertainty in my heart. There are

no more clouds between us, and you

know how much I love you.

that if Iabandon your sacred remains to

the cares of a family who will come to

morrow to contemplate you without weak

ness, I do not on that account abandon

You know ‘

 

thought of your indestructible love. You

know that it is not a forgetful widow, but

a faithful wife who withdraws from your

abode, and that she carries you forever in

her soul. Farewell, Albert! you have

said it, death passes between us and

separates us in appearance, only to reu

nite us in eternity. Faithful to the creed

which you have taught me, certain that

you have deserved the love and the bless

ing of God, I do not weep for you, and

nothing will present you to my thought

under the false and impious image of

death. There is no death, Albert; you

were right; I feel it in my heart, since I

love you more than ever.”

As Consuelo finished these words, the

curtains which fell closed behind the

catafalco were perceptibly moved, and

opening suddenly, presented to her eyes

the pale features of Zdenko. She was

at first terrified, accustomed as she was,

to look upon him as her most mortal

enemy. But he had an expression of

gentleness in his eyes, and, stretching to

her across the bed of death, a rough

hand, which she did not hesitate to clasp

in hers; “ Let us make peace upon his

bed of rest, my poor gir ,” said he to her

with a smile. “ You are a good child of

God, and Albert is satisfied with you.

Go, he is happy at this moment, he sleeps

so well, the good Albert! I have for

given him, as you see! I came back to

see him as soon as I learnt that he slept;

and now I shall not leave him. To

morrow I will carry him to the grotto,

and we will talk again of Consuelo, Con

suelo de mi alma.’ Go and rest, my

daughter; Albert is not alone. Zdenko

is there, always there. He has no need

of anything. He is so well with his

friend! Misfortune is rebuked, evil is

destroyed; death is vanquished. The

thrice happy day has dawned. May he

who has been wronged be with thee."

Consuelo could no longer endure the

infantile joy of that poor innocent. She

bade him a tender farewell; and when

she reopened the chapel door, she al

lowed Cynabre to rush towards his

ancient friend, whom he had not ceased

to scent and to call. “ Poor Cynabre!

come; Iwill hide you under your mas

ter’s bed,” said Zdenko, caressing him

with as much tenderness as if he had

been a child. "Come, come, my Cy

nabrel here we are all three reunited,

and we will not leave each other again.”

Consuelo went to waken Porpora.

Then she entered the chamber of Count

Christian on tiptoe, and passed between

his bed and that of the canoness. “Is it

you“.l my daughter,” said the old man

without testifying any surprise: “I am

very happy to see you. Do not wake my

sister who sleeps soundly, thanks to God!
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go and do the same; I am entirely.

tranquil. My son is saved, and 1 shall

soon bc well."

Consuelo kissed his white hairs, his

wrinkled hands, and hid from him the

tears which would perhaps have destroyed

his illusion. She did not dare to kiss

the canoness, who rcposcd at last, the

first time for thirty nights. “God puts

bounds to grief," thought she; “they

are its very excess. May these unfortu

nates remain a long time under the salu

tary weight of fatigue!”

Half an hour afterwards, Consuelo,

whose heart was broken at leaving these

noble old friends, passed with Porpora

the drawbridge of Giant’s castle, without

remembering that this formidable manor

house, in which so many ditches and

grates enclosed so much riches and suf

fering, had become the property of the

countess of Rudolstadt.

Nora—Those of our readers who are too

much fatigued with following Consuelo through

so many perils and adventures, may now rest.

Those, less numerous doubtless, who still feel

some courage, will learn, in a forthcoming pub

lication, the continuation of her wanderings,

and what became of Count Albert alter his

death.

THE EXD

REVIEW.

Jilosses from an Old Manse. By NA

THANIEL Hawruonus. Two Parts.

New York: \Viley and Putnam.

1846. pp. 210 and 211.

\Ve remember to have seen in some

notices of Mr. Hawthorne’s earlier tales

the epithet “ gentle " applied to him.

Taken in the strict etymological sense of

human and humane, where the word

represents a character so liberal as to

comprehend with wide sympathy all inte

rests of fellow-men; or taken in its

secondary meaning, as descriptive of the

manners of one, who never intrudes pri

\‘ate cares or joys upon society, who has

delicate perceptions of the feelings and

rights of others, and who respects the

mates and bounds of all proprieties,—

doubtless this epithet applies to the wri

ter, for every page shows largeness and

courtesy. But in the popular signification

of the word, no epithet could be more

inapplicable. More than any American

writer, has Mr. Hawthorne been bap~

tized in the deep waters of Tragedy.

He is sombre. The light on his pages

is the dusky twilight, now of evening

deepening into night, now of morning

breaking through the fog,-—or if it is

ever the light of noon, it is where sun

beams pierce through heavy shadows of

the forest, or slant in with glaring

contrast upon some cavern mouth. Se

rene brightness seldom cheers us. The

woof of this author's tapestry is always

black; though goldcn lustre and rosy

 
 

 

 

bloom are blended in the warp. The

sadness is pervading, not occasional nor

transient. There are no got up scenes of

terrible crime, no forced sentiinentalities,

no opium dreams of lengthening horrors,

—but rather an abiding consciousness of‘

the volcanic fires which seethe beneath

the green crust of habitable earth. The

subterranean hell is forever revealed, now

in earthquakes which wave the solid

foundations of what seemed most stead

fast in man’s social or domestic or indi

vidual life, now in yawning gulfs which

suck in a scene of joy, and spread in

its place the lonely tarn.

Yet we are very far from thinking Mr.

Hawthorne morbid or extravagant. What.

is characteristic in him is, that he does

not willingly yield to the gloom, which

so besets him. He seeks manfully 101

master it, by humble thoughts of self, and

generous estimates of others, and patient,

pitying hope, and trust that Omnipotent

Good, will, in his own time and way,

redeem all evil. Yet more habitually, he

confides himself to the bosom of our fos

ter mother nature. And so, notwithstand

ing their profound grief, these writings ox

ert a healing power. They take the sick

man by the arm, and aid his trembling

feet to walk once more beneath the

boughs upon the green sward. They

bring to the parched fever-lips a cup of

crystal water from the trickling spring.

They meet the turbulence of passion with

a still gaze of such intense experience,

that common woe is hushed.

The gift of insight which can penetrate

appearances, and detect realities beneath

shams is an awful one, and brings with it

a host of peculiar tcmptations. The good

natured person, who is content with the

surfaces of events, objects, characters,

glides easily along. To him the world's

masquerade is a perpetual amusement.

But for the seer, who has no taste for

carnivals, and who through all disguises

is forced by fatally true vision to behold

the naked facts, actual life must at first

present the aspect of a bcdlam. No ex

perience in life is so dreadful, as suddenly

to wake up from early dreams of reve

rence and loyalty, and to learn the secret

never to be forgotten again, that respecta

bility is but whitewash, that apparent

goodness is but paint on the cheek and

padding in the garments, that “ all men

are liars.” Then comes the trial of true

manhood. The man of cold and superfi

cial heart, after such an Asmodean vision,

becomes straightway a cynical critic,

prides himself upon an easy shrewdness,

with sardonic cunning scratches the lack

er from the plated ware, which the

auctioneer bids oil“ for gold, rings tri

umphantly the false change on his count

er, and chuckles as he shows the devil’s

 

 

hoof beneath the judge's ermine robe,

and the bishop’s snrplice. The dreamy

and fanciful on the other hand, after such

an acquaintance with life’s falseness, be

comes fastidious and solitary, cherishes

an elegant misery, bemoans the and fate of

a refined spirit subjected to the contact of

rudeness and coarse vulgarity, and freezes

slowly into a selfish contempt of man.

But the truly brave and manly, though ut

terly shocked and disgusted with this sight

ofhuman weakness, lifts the mantle, which

in its drunken sleep society has cast aside,

and walking backwards vcils once more

and forever the frailties of mortality. Evil

once barely seen need never be regarded

more. Away with suspicion, where all

are so entangled in a mesh of pretence

and absurdity. Away with hatred, where

all are so helpless and infirm. Hence

forth let there be a power of hope, and no—

ble forgiveness, which shall convert back

into the stature of upright manhood, forms

the most brutalized by Circe’s enchant

ments. Now to this third class does Mr.

Hawthorne belong. He has been endow

cd with a truly awful power of insight.

No masks deceive him. And most plain

ly, the mockeries of life have cost him

sleepless nights and lonely days. His

feet have been blistered on the wide sand

deserts which human crime has swept

over the Eden of primeval innocence. He

has wandered long and far to find an Ad

am, an Eve. But he has been learning

all the while not to hate but to love, not

to despise but to revere, not to despair but

to confide, to look forward and not back.

W'ith more of plastic power, and of a

sustained glow, Mr. Hawthorne would

have been a tragic poet; with more of

chivalric energy, and willingness to work

with the common as a means to the high

est, he would have been an active reform

er; but he is what he is, a sagacious ob

server, a wise judge, a lover of his fel

lows, a child of nature, trusting in the

constant ministries of time, and too pro

foundly conscious ofan all providing God,

to take his name in vain.

We have occupied so much space with

general remarks, that we cannot, as we

ought, go now into particular criticisms.

The opening article of these volumes is a

most exquisite sketch of the author's res

idence in Concord; Lamb, or Irving nev

er gave us anything, we think, so beauti

ful. It is alone worth the cost of the two

volumes. The tales are reprints for the

most part from the Democratic Review.

There is one of a humorous character,

that is quite unworthy of companionship

with those among which it appears. And

there are others too horrible perhaps for

publication any where. But every

page, opens rich veins of suggestion;

and throughout, clcarness, force, and

finished beauty of style, throw a charm

over the simplest descriptions, and
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add new significance to the most obvious

and familiar thoughts. We trust often

to meet Mr. Hawthorne again,— notwith

standing his threat,—-as a Tale-Writer;

and yet oftener as an Historian. The

Romance of History, we presume to think,

is his most appropriate field. The har

vest is ripe, will he not put in his sickle

and reap '!

The Old Sanctuary; a Romance of the

Ashley; By J. A. REQUIER. Boston:

Bedding and Co. 1846, pp. 197.

The war has interfered with litera

ture. In the clang of arms the clat

ter of the printing press is less active.

People gape at newspapers but cease to

buy books, and so the works of authors

sleep unborn in manuscript instead of en

gaging in the slow immortality of book

sellers’ shelves. However, as the first

gloating excitement passes off with the

opening events of the campaign, our table

is occasionally visited by new publications

that venture to compete for public atten

tion with the latest news from Mexico,

and the private manifesth of major gen

erals. Some of these like Hawthorne’s

“ Mosses,” to which in another column

we have done such justice as we could,

come like glimpses of the sky amidst

the dull, foul vapors, spreading gloom

over the face of nature. But the book

now in our hands will not admit of

any such comparison. It is like a “ hasty

plate of soup,” and that of quite insipid

quality, rather than anything more substan

tial or beautiful. Its author informs us

that it is published at the instance of his

friends more than from any impulse of

his own. This is an amiable weakness

into which authors are but too ready to

be betrayed. In the present case it

would have been no loss to the public

had these friendly solicitations been less

pressing or had their object possessed a less

yielding temperament; we fear too it might

have saved some slight loss to the publish

ers. But the subject is not worth many

words. It is destined for that vast limbo

into which are crowded the countless

tribe of literary abortions; we dismiss

it with the hope that the day may yet ar

rive when the road to that region will be

less frequented, or when at least, the

travellers thitherward will pay better for

the trouble of hailing and examining

them.
 

Were we to count all the sufferings for

ages and ages endured on the face of the

globe by the people, not consequent upon

the laws of nature but upon the vices of

society, the number of those sufferings

would exceed that of the blades of grass

covering a world which they have satu~

rated with their tears.

The ways of God are ways of love.

Men receive from him not the evils that

afflict his poor creatures, but the blessings

which he showers upon them in profusion.

POETRT.
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For the Ilnrbingcr.

D E S T I N Y.

That dream was life, but waking came,

Dead silence after living speech,

Cold darkness after golden flame,

And now in vain I seek to reach

In thought that radiant delight

\Vhich girt me with a splendid night.

No art can bring again to me

Thy figure’s grace, lithe-limned by sleep,

No echo drank the melody

An nfler festival to keep

\Vith me, and memory from that place

Glides outward with averted face.

I loved thy beauty as a gleam

Ofa sweet soul by beauty nursed,

But the strange splendor of that dream

All other loves and hopes has cursed,

One ray of the serenest star

Is dearer than all diamonds are.

Yet would I give my love of thee,

If thus of thee I had not dreamed,

Nor known that in thine eyes might be

W'hat never on my waking gleamed,

For Night had then not swept away

The possibilities of Day.

For had my love of thee been less,

Still of my life thou hadst been queen,

And that imperial loveliness,

Hinted by thee I had not seen,

Yet proudly shall that love expire

The spark of dawn in morning’s fire.

How was it that we loved so well,

From love’s excess to such sweet wo,

Such bitter honey,—for will swell

Across my grief that visioned glow

\Vhich steals the soul of grief away

As sunlight soothes a wintry day.

And so we part, who are to each

The only one the earth can give,

How vainly words will strive to reach

Why we together may not live,

When barely thought can learn to know

The depth of this sublimest wo.

 

For the Hnrbinger.

HYMN 0F HUMANITY.

The Past is dark with sin and shame,

The Future dim with doubt and fear,

But, Father, yet we praise thy name.

Whose guardian love is always near!

For Man has striven ages long

With faltering steps to come to Thee,

And in each purpose high and strong

The influence of thy grace could see.

He could not breathe an earnest prayer

But Thou wert kinder than he dreamed,

As age by age brought hopes more fair,

And nearer still Thy kingdom seemed.

But never rose within his breast

A trust so calm and deep as now :

Shall not the weary find a rest '!

Father ! Prcserver ! answer Thou !

'Tis dark around, ’tis dark above,

But through the shadow streams the sun;

‘Ve cannot doubt Thy certain love,

And man’s great aim shall yet be won!

1‘. w. H.
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of modern civilization, the natural fruit! are,

contempt for others’ rights, frnud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to impoverish

the laborer and to render evcry condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

application ofChristian principles, of Universal jus

tice and Universal love, to social institutionl, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Dn. CHAINIIU.

THE ORGANIZATION OF LABOR.

The Organization of Labor, is the

great problem of this age. It is the

highest and most important practical

question that can be proposed to the hu

man mind, and should occupy the attention

of men of sound reason and judgement.

Upon the Organization of Labor,—

that is, the system and polity upon which

agriculture, manufactures and commerce,

are prosecuted,—depend the material

welfare of society, and to a very great

extent the moral and material condition of

the laboring classes. The present system

is defective and wretched in the extreme,

and if any portion of the social mechan

ism demands reform, it certainly is the

industrial department; but this is some

thing which our politicians and statesmen,

who should be the guides of social pro

gress, do not perceive, -— have in fact, no

idea of; a proof how little practical ge

nius is to be found among them.

Let us examine a few of the leading

characteristics of industry as now organ~

ized; we will then take up some one

branch, for example, manufactures, point

out its defects, and enquire where a rem

edy is to be found.

The characteristics of the present Or

ganization of Labor, are :

1. Separation and conflict of the two

primordial branches of industry, agricul

ture and manufactures, which should be

united, and prosecuted jointly. The pro

ducer in Ohio now sends his grain to

England, to pass on its way through the

hands of three or four merchants, each of

whom levies a profit; and receives back

in return, hard-ware or cloths, which

must also pass through as many interme

diate hands, greatly enhancing the price,

which might be avoided if the articles

could be manufactured in Ohio.

 

2. War of commerce upon productive

industry. We call it a war because

commerce is constantly upon the watch

to take advantage in every way of indus

try, to render it subservient to itself, and to

absorb a round half of the profits of pro

duction for the comparatively trifling

work of effecting exchanges of products.

3. Conflict ofCapital and Labor, and the

subjection of the latter to the former.

Labor, the only property of the poor

man, has during the last sixty years in

England, been reduced to about one third
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its value, by the action of free competi

tion, and the power of capital over ma

chinery; a similar etl'ect will take place

in this country during the next sixty

years to come, unless means are taken to

prevent it. The property of the people—

their labor—will in the end be entirely

wrested from them, and reduced to the

lowest value, if a change of system does

not take place.

4. Rigid discipline and industrial op

pression of the masses in large manufac

tories, in mines, on ship-board, &c.

5. Prolonged and monotonoustoil with

out change or variety, and without any

moral charms, like the company of agree

able companions.

6. Exclusive occupation at one single

branch or detail, which smothers all other

industrial faculties, and stupefies the in

tellect.

7. Arbitrary statutes and regulations,

laid down by capitalists and employers.

8. Labor forced upon the masses, from

the fear of want and starvation among

laborers for wages, as it is by the lash

among chattel slaves.

9. Painful and humiliating obedience

of the hireling to the employers, like the

brutalizing subjection of the slave to the

master.

10. Diseases produced by prolonged

and excessive Labor.

11. No guarantee of industrial rights,

among others of the right to Labor or to

regular employment, and to the enjoy

ment of the fruits of labor.

[2. Incongruous and unsuitable em

ployment of sexes and ages. Modern

industrialism is operating in direct oppo

sition to all justice and common sense in

this respect, for it is applying little chil

dren and women to the most prolonged

and often arduous duties,—-thus crushingl

humanity out of the feebler and fairer‘

portion of mankind.

l3. Reciprocal deception, fraud and

overreaching in all departments and rela

tions of industry and commerce.

14. Monstrous increase of parasitic and

non-productive agents in industry. There

are now ten times as many merchants as

are necessary; one tenth could efl"ect all

the exchanges of products required by

society, if commerce were rightly and

economically organised.

l5. Conflict of the individual with the

collective interest, and universal duplicity

of action.

16. Free competition or anarchical strife

and envious rivalry, which is the rule of

action in industry and commerce. The

laborer is in competition or at war with

the laborer, the manufacturer with the

. manufacturer, class with class, and nation

with nation. Production and consumption

are also in strife with each other, and

commerce with them both. “ \Var,"

 

 

says a distinguished Economist, “ which

seems fleeing from the battle field, has.

sought a last refuge in industry and found '

it there.” This is perfectly true, and

from the blind action, the confusion and

disorder, which grow out of this univer

sal state of conflict between all depart

ments of industry and trade, result reVul

sions, bankruptcy, unforseen ruin for the|

majority, and uncertainty as to the future

for all.

We could increase this list ten-fold if'

we entered into the details of the different

branches oflabor; for example; in Agri

culture, where we find :

Want of capital among the farming

classes.

\Vant of science and skill.

Contempt of agriculture from medioc

rity of profits. -

Profits of the same absorbed by com

merce.

Waste and bad management of small

farms.

Abandonment of agriculture for com

mercial speculation and stock-jobbing, and

other unproductive employments.

Faithlessness of hirclings.

The little we have said is sufficient to

convince any thinking mind that has

looked at all into this great question of

Labor, of the utter falseness of the pres

ent system or organization of industry,

and consequently of the necessity of an

industrial reform.

Let us now glance Somewhat more

particularly at the manufacturing system,

which has grown up in these latter days

and then inquire where a remedy is to be

found.

Some seventy or eighty years since,

\Vatt and Arkwright tnade two great in

ventions -— the steam engine and the

spinning jenny. This gave an immense

impetus to manufacturing, and mechan

ical power upon a gigantic scale was de

veloped. Capital came in and bought up

the machinery, and began organising

manufacturing industry upon an extended

plan : the result has been those vast man

ufactories, which have sprung up so rapidly

in most parts of Europe and this country.

This is constituting a new era in Labor;

nothing like it ever before took place.

“’0 might naturally suppose that this

new organization of one great branch of

industry, — mechanics— which has been

effected by the richest and best endowed

men in society, and in an age which

claims to be Christian and democratic,

and boasts of its political progress and

freedom, would be based upon principles

of justice, of philanthropy and of liberty.

So far from this being the ease, the

modern manufacturing system, is one of

the most oppressive and merciless that

has ever been invented. lt vies with

 

slavery itself, which took its rise in the

Worst and darkest period of human histo

ry, in the transition from the Savage state,

in which man enjoyed a rude liberty and

was not subjected to labor, to the Barba

rian order, in which the masses were

subjected to the tyranny of military lead

ers, and forced to toil by the lash. In

some respects it even exceeds slavery,

as in the abandonment of the sick, the

feeble, and the old, after they are broken

down in work, although in other aspects

it is less revolting.

A brief examination of a few of the

features of the modern manufacturing

system, will prove this fact, that the

present age has had neither justice, mer

cy, generosity, nor the sentiments of the

rights of Humanity, sufficiently strong to

lead it to organize labor upon a true

foundation. After this examination, we

will glance at the relation which Capital

and Commerce, the Church, Legisla

tion, and the Press, hold to to this modern

system of industrial extortion and oppres

sion.

The abuses of the factory system are :

l. Prolonged, excessive, and unhealthy

labor. Thirteen hours of labor per day,

and during six days in the week, forced

upon the working classes, and particular

ly upon young women in our manufac

tories, is an outrageous wrong; it is

unnatural, blighting to the mind, ex

hausting to the body, and should be de

nounced as a piece of slow assassination.

It requires a young woman of astrong

and robust constitution to hold out for one

year in our manufactories; they must

then go to the country to recruit for a

while. If the girls who go to Lowell

and other manufacturing towns, were

compelled to remain constantly in the

mills, and could not spend a part of the

year in the country, recruiting their health

at their homes, a generation would be

buried every few years. We said the

operatives work thirteen hours a day;

they enter the factories at five, have half

an hour for breakfast, the same for din

ner, except a couple of months in the

spring, when they have three quarters of

an hour, and go out at seven in the even~

ing. In the winter, they work from day

light to dark.

2. Stultifying and blighting efl‘ect

upon the mind by excessive and monoto

nous toil. We see this effect more fully

produced in Europe than in this country.

With us, the operatives remain as a gene

ral rule but a few years in the manufac

tories, with occasional alternations during

that time. The system tends to make

man the mere unthinking slave of a ma

chine, doing millions of times over the

same minute thing, executing one uni

form detail with a frightful monotony,

such as belongs only to dead, inert matter.

Man whose faculties are rich and~variedl
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enough to embrace art, science, industry they must. give a. third or a half of the'complete, and all practical measures for

and social life in all their modes, is.

brought down to be the servant of a shut

tle, to watch a wheel, to turn a crank.

O desecration of human nature !—the

more reprehensible, because it is the

work of this age, of an age which claims

to be Christian and liberal, and because

the system which produces it, has been

built up by the leading and influential

men in society, and sanctioned by its leg

islative bodies.

3. Strict discipline, and arbitrary rules

and regulations, forced upon the mass —

amounting in fact, to a complete system

of industrial tyranny. Helpless Labor

must succumb to powerful Capital, and

submit to the conditions which the latter

deems fit to lay down. If we had space

to enter here into an examination of the

subject, it could easily be shown that

there exists in this great department of

society, an industrial tyranny as dark and

repulsive as the political tyranny which

exists under a Turkish I’acha. So little

do our statesmen and the people under

stand the question of Labor and its organ

ization, that they have no idea that liberty

and right can exist in Labor. The working

classes are rung up at early dawn by a

bell as if they were animals; the num

ber of long and dreary hours which they

shall work are prescribed, and the num

ber of minutes which they may take for

their meals—about thirty, which is a

half or third the time allowed to our

 
fruit of their labor to those who concede it

to them. The Right to Labor is equiva

lent to the Right to Life; and the right to

the fruit of labor, is equivalent to the Right

to Property. A society that does not guar

antee to all its members these two rights,

violates two fundamental prohibitions of

the moral law: “ Thou shalt not kill.”

“ Thou shalt not steal.”

4. Smothering of the social sympathies

from constant absorption in material toil.

The unremitted attention and conse

quent isolation which our modern system

of factory labor requires, makes in the

end a mere machine of man, and deaden

the social affections, the moral nature with

in him. This melancholy result can only

be fully appreciated by those who have

examined carefully the system ; it is one

of its worst features.

5. Subserviency of man to machinery.

Those vast manufacturies, established by

an immense capital, become of such im

portance in the eyes of all interested,

that the poor and humble toilers, who

come to work in them, appear of but

little consequence in comparison. They

become mere adjuncts, the little human

machines, that attend upon' the gigantic

mechanical apparatus which capital has

put in operation, and they must go with

it, attend upon it like slaves, obey all its

movements, work while it works, and

cease only when it ceases. This entire

subserviency of man to machinery, of the

l . . - ~ - -

horses and our oxen, at midday rest, —-is 5hv1ng, intelligent worker to the inani

fixed; the places in which they shall

toil, no matter how uncomfortable, or un

healthy, are pointed out to them by a

master or employer, and no alternative is

left or objections listened to, -— these, and

similar arbitrary regulations existing in

Labor, which occupies the larger portion

of the days and years of the working

classes, are looked upon as natural,

as necessary, and as no violation of

human liberty, while in fact this system

of industrial oppression is the most repul

sive than can be forced upon man. 0n

the other hand, the working classes

are not guaranteed by society the Right

to Labor, that is, the free opportunity of

exercising their activity and their talents

to support themselves and to increase the

wealth of society; and they are not se

cured thefruit of their labor, and thus the

two great fundamental rights of man

without which political rights become

often worthless,—are not possessed. The

people do not now enjoy their industrial

rights: those who are engaged in labor

must beg the privilege of toiling from

those who own the implements of indus

try —the soil and the machinery—which

privilege they often do not obtain, and are

 

 

mate, material power, was left for the

present age to carry out,—-an age in

which an all-absorbing thirst for wealth is

allied with the keenest development of

intellect,—-an alliance which is destined

to produce what we will term an Indus

trial Feudalism, the new form of oppres

sion and universal monopoly, which is

to come over the modern world, if the

course ofits political policy is not changed.

As our remarks have occupied more

space than we expected, we will bring

them to a close for the present, and will

take up in another article an examination

of the measures which should be pro

posed to effect an Industrial Reform,—

the great practical problem of this Age.

MEETING OF THE “AMERICAN UNION

OF ASSOCIATION ISTS" IN BOSTON.

This society, so lately organized, held

special meetings in the Tremont Temple

on the evenings of the 17th and 18th in

stant. The call was too sudden to ap

pear in the Harbinger, and was but little

circulated in the public prints. The

meeting was found necessary in conse

quence of the hurried manner in which;

the society was obliged to do its work‘

reduced to want and abject pecuniary de- 1 during the week of anniversaries, leaving

pendence; and when they do obtain it,l

 

its first business of organization very in

carrying out its great purpose of promul

gation uncommenced. The friends how

ever gathered in considerable numbers,

and the meetings went off with great

spirit. Indeed in no associative meetings

held before, have our brothers and sisters

in the cause addressed themselves so

earnestly, so devotedly, and with such

wise consideration of means and measures

to the end.

In the absence of the president and

vice-presidents, GEORGE RIPLEY was

called to the chair, and Ions ORVIS was

appointed Secretary pro term. The pur

pose of the meeting was properly intro

duced by the reading of the Circular con

tained in the Harbinger for June 13th

by the Domestic Corresponding Secreta

ry, WILLIAM Hssnv CHANNXNG. Cop

ies of the Constitution were then circulat

ed among the assembly for signatures,

during which Mr. RiPst and Mr. Bars—

aasr: addressed the audience at length

and with great power, showing that the

times were ripe for an entire Social and In

dustrial reform, and that nothing short of

this, that nothing short of the Divine Or

der itself, the science of which, or at

least enough to constitute the key to such

a science is accepted and taught by Asso

ciationists, can save society from a mon

eyed feudalism, from that bottomless abyss

of unmitigated, universal selfishness into

which it is madly spurring itself by its

false maxim of free competition. The

speeches this time were somewhat gene

ral and preliminary to the practical busi

ness of the next evening. Mr. CHAN

NlNG closed in a speech of the lofticst and

purest eloquence, in which he declared

the great problem and movement of this

day to be that of realizing a Unita

ry Church; showed how utterly un

christian was every thing now calling it

self a Church, and how impossible the

solution of this problem, so long as in

dustry tends only to isolate those who

would be Christians, and to make them

selfish; and ended with announcing the

life-long pledge into which the believers

in Associative Unity in this country have

entered, that they will rest not and turn

not back until the mind of this whole na

tion is made to see and own the truth

which there is in their doctrines. The ef

fect upon all present was electric, and the

resolution to adjourn to the next evening

was a resolution to commence then in

earnest a great work.

The audience on Thursday evening

was much larger.v Joan ALLEN described

from personal observation the working of

the Factory system in LoWell. and drew

a melancholy picture, confirmed by the

testimony of physicians there, of the

manner in which each of the five senses

is violated, and the whole health under
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mined by the unnatural confinement of he could find, and poured them all into the

the operatives in the mills; also of the furnace; and whatever he couldlay hands

equal wrong thus done to the intellec

tual and social nature.

Mr. Oavrs spoke of the various reforms

of the day as all culminating and seeking

their complement in the more radical and out in complete majesty.

He.central reform which we propose.

was followed by Mr. BRISBANE, whose

words seemed more than ever from his

inmost soul, and who held up the true

conception of man’s unitary destiny in so

strong a light, that the contrast of the so

cial state in which we live became terrif

ic, and the selfishness, short-sightedncss,

and deadness of statesmen, merchants,

priests and scholars showed in ghastly col

ors that must have shocked themselves if

any such were listening. “Indeed,”

said he, “ the whole oflife about us seems

like one vast cemetery, in which the dead

have risen to grope about among their

graves.” There was such a reality in

this bold burst of eloquence, the speak

er‘s look and voice so unconsciously har

monized, that the very light of the room

seemed changed and a thrill ran through

each hearer.

Mr. Dwrou'r spoke of the relation

which this union of Associationists sus

tains to Foutusa, enlarging on the seventh

resolution which was adopted at the meet

ing in May. Mr. DANA continued on the

grandeur of our mission and the obliga

tion which the times impose on us of go

ing forward. But the evening was alrea

dy far advanced, so that the last speakers

could only graze the topics which they

were expected to unfold, it being under

stood that the whole should be brought to

a head, and the main and practical busi

ness of the meeting set forth by Mr. CHAN

man.

His appeal, alike to friends and to op

posers of the cause, will dwell like a

remembered inspiration in all our minds.

It spoke directly to the deepest relig~

ious sentiment in every one, and awak

ened in each a consciousness of a new

energy. All the poetic wealth and

imagery of the speaker’s mind seemed

melted over into the speech, as if he

would pour out all his life to carry con

viction into the hearts of others. He

seemed an illustration of the splendid fig

ure which he used, to show the present

crisis in this cause. It was nobly, pow

erfully begun in this country; but, said

he, there has been a pause in our move—

ment. \Vhen Benvenuto Cellini was cast

ing his great statue, wearied and exhaust

ed he fell asleep. He was roused by the

cries of the workmen: “ Master, come

quick, the fires have gone down, and the

metal has caked in the running.” He

hesitated not a moment, but rushed into

the palace, seized all the gold and sil

Ver vessels, money, ornaments, which

 

on that was combustiblc he took to re

new the tire. “ \Ve must begin anew,”

said he.

metal began to run, and the Jupiter came

Just so our

greater work has caked in the running.

We have been lukewarm ; we have slept.

But shall not we throw in all our gold

and silver, and throw in ourselves too,

since our work is to produce not a mere

statue, but a harmonious life of Man made

perfect in the image of God?

Who ever had such motive for action?

The crusaders, on their knees, and upon

the hilts of their swords which formed a

cross, daily dedicated their lives and their

all to the pious resolution of reconquer

ing the sepulchre in which the dead Lord

was laid.

conquer the sepulchre of the dead Lord,

but to conquer the world, and bring it in

subjection to truth, love and beauty, that

the living Christ may at length return

and enter upon his kingdom of Heaven

on the earth.

In addressing those as yet not pledg

ed to the cause, the iron logic of his rca- t

soning was only concealed by the roll

gious fervor and poetic beauty of his ut

terance. You object, he says, that the

state of society we aim at is impracti

cable. But on the contrary, this, this so

cial state in which we find ourselves, is

the impracticable one, for it is unsup

portable; on all hands it is confessed to

be a failure and a farce. The English

statesmen, we have seen, have just been

reduced to their last trump card, namely,

Free Trade. That card will fail them

like the rest; for there is no remedy

short of an Organization ofLabor, such as

we propose. You object that people are

not good enough to live together in Asso

ciation. Here again he turned the tables

upon the objectors: Not good enough

to live together so! not good enough to

live together in a state where each one

seeks the good of every other! And yet

good enough to live together in a state

like this, where each is confessedly the

rival and antagonist of others, and near

ly all are seeking evil!

He spoke then of the grandeur of the

cause ; and urged it home to the hearts and

consciences of all those who have means

and the reputation of a desire to promote

the interests of Humanity. He called

most earnestly upon all whose hearts

were touched, to join with us and pledge

themselves, by signing the Constitution,

to help on this work, at least to give the

system a fair trial.— Had the respectable

and christian merchant princes of the city

sat there at that hour, we see not

how the most conservative and unbeliev

ing of them could have held the folds of

And the flames roared, and the ‘

But ours is the calling, not to‘

 

their proud cloak of indifference about

them; a new idea must have shot its light

through them, revealing their own posi

tion to them as a poor one compared with

that which Love and Justice call on them

to take. But this class always keep

themselves away, when truth is likely to

be spoken.

Nevertheless the work shall go on. If

the few, however weak, are only faithful,

all will finally come in. If you will not

help us, said the speaker, then alone and

single-handed we will do it. For we

have solemnly vowed to preach this doc

trine through the length and breadth of

this land. If you will not give money to

enable our lecturers to go, then we will

go trillion! money; if we cannot have

shoes, then we will go bare-foot. It is not

the first time that God’ s word has been so

preached. And what a glorious triumph

will be ours! \Vhat a vision opens be

fore us! Foutusa, (who has been so

calumniated by pious editors of New

York Dailies, and by reverend DDs at

anniversaries of Bible Societies as an infi

del,) uttered this sublime conception:

\Vhen the redeemed earth shall blossom

like a garden under the attractive labors

of a united happy race, then at each

equinox, at the rising of the sun, shall

every human being stand in the same

posture, and a universal chorus of Praise

and Thanksgiving to the Creator encircle

the whole earth. Daniel \Vebster, in a

speech, alluding to the world-wide influ

ence of England, said that her morning

drum-beat circled the world in one un

broken sound of martial melodies. This

has been celebrated as a sublime sentiment,

and so it is for one still dwelling in the

dark past. But what comparison can it

bear in point of sublimity with the senti

ment of the infidel Fouatea‘!

We by no means intend this as a report

of Mr. Channing’s speech. To repro

duce it at all would be impossible. We

only tell such few things as we easily re

member. He closed with requesting all

who had signed the Constitution, or who

Were ready to cooperate with the “ Amer

ican Union,” to remain at a business

meeting.

The hour was late and the business

was made short. The plans of the Exec

utive Committee were stated and ap

proved. These were 1. to send out lec

turers; a beginning having been already

made in the appointment of Mr. C. A.

DANA as an agent of the society, to pro

ceed this summer upon a lecturing tour

through New York, \Vestern Pennsylva

nia and Ohio; 2. to support the Harbin

ger; and 3. to publish Tracts.

A large Committee were partly nomi

nated, and partly volunteered, to appeal to

the friends in and about Boston for funds

to carry out these objects.
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It was voted, on the suggestion of the

editors, to make the “Harbinger” the

organ of the American Union of Associ

ationists; also that five hundred copies of

the same shall be circulated at the ex

pense of the Society.

The “ Union ” then adjourned to meet

again at the time of the autumnal equi

nox in next September.

A C TI 0 N l l l

I]? Fellow Associationists, Brethren,

Sisters, each and all! You are hereby

once again earnestly entreated, in the name

of our cause of Universal Unity, at once

to cooperate energetically in carrying out

the proposed plans of the American

Union :

1. Form Socrs'rtr-zs.

2. Cracomi'rs 'rns Hanamorza.

3. Russ Forms.

We wish to find a hundred persons in

the United States, who will subscribe

$100 dollars a year for three years in

permanently establishing the work of

propagation; or two hundred persons

who will subscribe $50. Do you know

any persons in your neighborhood who

will for one year, three years, five years,

contribute for this end? He instant,

Friends, in season, and out of season,

in raising a Permanent Fund, and an im

mediate fund. This whole Nation must

hear our Gospel of Glad Tidings. \Vill

you not aid!

Contributions may be forwarded to F.

G. SHAW Esq. West Roxhury Mass.,

Treasurer; to GEORGE RIPLEY, Chairman

ofthe Executive Council, Brook Farm; or

to W. H. CHANNING, Corresponding Sec

retary, Brook Farm, West Roxbury.

Any number of the “ Address to As

sociationists,” can be had upon applica

tion. it has been struck off as a Tract,

for the end of securing the widest possi

ble circulation. Copies are sold at cost

price - two for a cent— two hundred for

one dollar. Send on your orders, post

paid, to

\VILLIAM H. CHANNING.

Dom. Cor. Sec. of the Am. Un. of

Amciationists.

BROOK FARM, West Roxbury, Mass.

THE MASSXLLON Gazer-rs published at

Massillon, Ohio, has passed under the

management of E. P. Grant Esq. The

new editor enter: upon his duties with

the following declaration.

“ Not only in politics, but in science,

in religion, in all things, the editor con

fesses himself to belong to “ the party of

the future.” It is not to the restoration

of any past institutions that he looks for

the improvement of humanity, but to the

farther development of those elements of

good, of which the past contained only

the germs, and the present exhibits but

an incomplete expansion. The novelty

of an idea is not, therefore, suflicient to

l

justify to his mind its repudiation—hut

on the contrary, he welcomes all new and

generous thoughts, however crude and

imperfect; persuaded that among such

will yet be found the highest truth. If,

then he shall invite the attention of the

readers of the Gazette to anything be

yond political and general intelligence,

and the ordinary routine of newspaper

items and discussions, it will be to inter

est them in those signs of progress,

which so conspicuously mark the present

age.”

Thus, one after another, the watch—word

of progress is taken up by new voices.

\Ve welcome the Massillon Gazette into

the ranks of the “ party of the future,"

and trust that we may long have the hap

piness of laboring at its side.

ANIMAL SUICIDES. It is related in the

travels of Monsieur Violet, the truth of

which is avouched by Captain Murryatt,

that he saw horses that had been tyran

ized over by other horses, and treated by

the whole herd as outcasts, commit sui

cide. \Vhen tired of their Paria life

they walk round and round some large

tree, as if to ascertain the degree of

hardness required, measure the distance,

and, darting with furious speed against

it, fracture their skulls, and thus get rid

of life and oppression both together.—

He says that squirrels sometimes perse

cute one among their number till he des

troys himself. “One day, while we

were watching this outcast of a squirrel,

we detected a young one slowly creeping

through the adjoining shrubs; he had in

his mouth a ripe fruit; at every moment

he would stop and look as if he were

watching, just as if he feared detection.—

At last he arrived near the Paria, or

outcast, and deposited before him his

offering to misery and old age. They

were, however, perceived by the other

squirrels. who sprang by dozens upon

them. The young one with two bounds

escaped ; the other submitted to his fate.

I rose—all the squirrels vanished except

the victim; but that time contrary to his

habits, he left the shrub, and slowly ad

vanced to the bank ofa river, and ascend

ed a tree. A minute afterwards we ob

served him at the very extremity of a

branch projecting over the rapid watersi

and we heard his plaintive shriek—it

was his farewell to life and misery,”

Boston. Daily Journal.

 

A FIGHTING lnrsnrurr. As the Asses

sors, in the discharge of their duties,

were yesterday afternoon visiting the in

habitants of Ward One, they called at the

house of a patriotic Irishman, who seem

ed rather alarmed at their entrance, not

knowing what could be the object of their

visit, but his anxiety was quieted, and in

deed he seemed quite delighted, when

told that they were only taking the names

of persons, with a view of raising [0188!

“ Taxes 1 ” said he, “did you say,

Taxus i —-you shall have my name, any

how, for Taxus and Mexico, both! “

As they were leaving the house, he fol

owed them, exclaiming,—

“ And tell me now, how many men you

are going to raise for Taxus,—and shure

I’m ready to fight against them Mexican

fellows at any time of the day. When

shall we be wanted?“

  

This mistake of the Irishman was a

natural one—and we much fear that he

is not the only one in this country, who

will find the words Tamas and Tums, to

be synonymous terms. They are alike in

sound and signification. —J0urnal.

 
 

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

The Directors oi the School connected

with the Brouk Farm Association have made

arrangements for enlarging the establish

ment, and are now prepared to receive an

additional number of pupils.

The course of study comprises instruction

in the various branches usually taught in the

High Schools and Academies of New Eng

land, with particular attention to the modern

European languages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes

are received; a constant maternal care ex

ercised over the youngest; and the more ad

vanced subject to the friendly counsel and

assistance of the tcnchcrs, without the re

straints of arbitrary discipline. Young _men

are fitted for College, or for commercial por

suits, or carried through a course of instruc

tion, in the higher branches usually taught

in the University.

Lessons are given in Music, Dancing,

Drawing, and Painting, without any extra

charge.

The School is under the immediate direc~

tion of Mr. and Mrs. RIFLEY, Mr. DWIGHT,

and Mr. DANA, assisted by experienced

teachers in the dificrcnt departments; and

every pupil of tender age is entrusted to

the parlicular care of a lady of the establish

ment, who has charge of his wardrobe, per

sonal habits, and physical education.

For young children, who are deprived oi

parental care, and for older pupils who wish

to pursue a thorough and exact course of

study, without the usual confinement of a

large seminary, it is believed that this

School affords advantages, that are rarely to

be met with.

TERMS,—Fovn DOLLARS a week for

board, washing, fuel, lights, and instruction

in all branches.

Application may he made by mail to

GEORGE RlPl.EY.

Brook Farm, West Roxbury, Man. }

March 21,1846.

THE HARBINGER

is published simultaneously at New York

and Boston, by the Bnoox FARM PHALANX,

every Saturday morning. Office in New

York, Boacsss, Srnuvcrzn St Co., No. 222

Broadway; and in Boston, REDDING 8!. Co.,

No. 8 State Street.

Teams. Two Dollars a year, or One Dol

lar for six months, payable invariably in ad

vance. Ten copies for Fifteen Dollars.

Hj’ Periodical Agents, Post Masters, As

sociation Clubs, and all persons wishing to

diffuse the principles defended in this paper,

by forwarding FH-‘TEEN Donnans, will be

supplied with Tr-zrv Corliss.

COMMUNICATION-q and REMITTANCES

should be addressed to the pirblishcrsin New

York and Boston, or to the " Editors of the

1[clarhingerf’ Brook Farm, West Roxbury,

ass.

II? Single copies for sale at the Harbinger

Offices, N0. 222 Broadway, New York, and

No. 8 State Street, Boston, and by booksellers

and periodical agents throughout the U.States.

Price, 6 1-4 cents.
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MISCELLANY.

THE COUNTESS or RUDOLSTADT,"

ssousturo

CONSUELO.

FROM THE FRENCH or osonos sum.

Translated for the Harbinger.

I.

The ball of the Italian opera at Berlin,

built during the first years of the reign of

Frederick the Great, was then one of the

finest in Europe. The entrance was

free, the expenses being paid by the king.

Still, tickets were required for admission,

all the boxes having their fixed destina

tion : here the princes and princesses ofthc

royal family; there the diplomatic corps;

then illustrious travellers, then the Acad

emy, the generals elsewhere ; in fine, ev

ery where the king’s family, the king’s

household, the king’s otlicers, the king’s

protegés; and all this without giving

ground for complaint, since it was the

king’s theatre, and the king's actors.

There remained, for the good inhabitants

of the good city of Berlin, a small por

tion of the pit; for the greater part was

filled by military men, each regiment

having the right to send a certain number

per company. Instead of a joyous, im

pressible and intelligent public, the ar

tists had therefore before their eyes a pit

of sirfoot heroes, as Voltaire called them,

covered with their high caps, and the

greater portion surmounted by their

wives, whom they took upon their shoul

ders; the whole a very brutal society,

smelling strongly of tobacco and brandy,

understanding nothing, with their eyes

staring open, permitted neither to applaud

nor to hiss, out of respect to their orders,

and making, nevertheless, a great noise

by their perpetual movement.

There were, necessarily, behind these

gentry, two rows of boxes, whence the

spectators could hear and see nothing;

but, for the sake of propriety, they were

 

 

" Entered according to Act ofCongress in the

year 1846, by FRANCIS G. Snaw,in the Clerk's

cflice of the District Court of Massachusetts.

 

obliged to be regularly present at the per

formances which his majesty was so mag

nificent as to pay for, for their benefit.

Ilis majesty himself never missed a per

formance. It. was a means of keeping

under his eye, in a military manner, the

numerous members of his family, and the

uneasy swarm of his courtiers. His fa

ther, Gros-Guillanme, (Fat William) had

set him this example, in a theatre of poorly

joined boards, where, in presence of bad

German actors, the royal family and the

court were sadly chilled the whole winter,

and endured the rain without winking,

while the king slept. Frederick had suf

fered from this domestic tyranny, he had

cursed it, he had undergone it, and he

had speedily put it again in force, as well

as many other customs much more des

potic and cruel, the excellence of which

he had recognized, as soon as he was the

only one in his kingdom who no longer

suffered by them.

Still no one dared to complain. The

building was a superb one, the properties

excellent, the artists remarkable, and the

king, almost always erect in the orches

tra near the foot lights, his glass directed

to the stage, set the example of indefati

gable dilettantism.

Our readers know all the praises which

Voltaire, during the first period of his

residence at Berlin, bestowed upon the

splendors of the court of the Solomon of

the North. Disdained by Louis XV.,

neglected by his protectress Madame dc

Pompadonr, persecuted by the body of

the Jesuits, hissed at the Theatre Fran

gais, he had come, inta moment'of spite,

to seek honors, appointments, :1. title of

chamberlain, a great ribbon, and the inti

macy of a philosopher king, which last

was more flattering in his eyes than all

the rest. Like a great baby, the great

Voltaire pouted at France, and thought to

make all his compatriots burst with spite.

He was therefore somewhat intoxicated

with his new glory when he wrote to his

friends that Berlin was quite worth Ver

sailles, that the opera of Phaeton was the

finest that could be seen, and that the

 

prima donna had the finest voice in Eu

rope.

Still, at the epoch when we resume our

recital, (and in order not to perplex our

readers, we will mention that almost a

year has passed since Consuelo’s last ad

ventures,) the winter being felt in all its

rigor-at Berlin, and the great king having

somewhat shown himself in his true light,

Voltaire began to be singularly disabuscd

rgspecting Prussia. He was there in his

box between d’Argens and La Mettrie, no

longer pretending to love music, which he

had never felt any more than he had true

poetry. He had the colic, and, in a me]

ancholy mood, recalled that ungrateful

public of the boisterous benches of Paris,

whose resistance had been so bitter to

him, whose applauscs h'rd ban so sweet.

Whose contact, in a word, lpd so terribly

affected him that he had sworn never

again to expose himself to it, though he

could not help thinking of it without

ceasing, and working for it without rest.

On that evening, nevertheless, the per

formance was excellent. It was carni

val; the whole royal famil'y, even the

margravines married in the depths of

Germany, were assembled at Berlin.

The Titus of Metastasio and Hasse was

performed, and the two first singers of

the Italian corps, the Porporino and the

Porporina, filled the first parts.

If our readers will please make a slight

effort of memory, they will recollect that

these two dramatic personages were not

husband and wife, as their surnames

would seem to indicate, but that the first

was the signora Uberti, an excellent con

tralto, and the second, the zingarella Con

suelo, an admirable cantatricc, both pu

pils of professor Porpora, who had per

mitted them, according to the Italian cus

tom of the time, to bear the glorious

name of their master.

It must he confessed that the signora.

Porporina did not sing in Prussia with so

much enthusiasm as she had felt herself

capable of in better days ; while the clear

contralto of her comrade resounded with

out faltering under the arched roof of the
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Berlin opera house, sustained by an as

sured support, a habit of undisputed suc

cess and the unvarying payment of fif

‘teen thousand francs income for two

months labor. The poor Zingarella,

more romantic perhaps, certainly more

disinterested, and less accustomed to the

icy coldness ofthe North, and to that of

an audience of Prussian corporals, did not

feel electrified, and sang with that con

sciencious and perfect method, which

gives no hold for criticism, but which

is not sufficient to excite enthusiasm.

The'erithnsiasm of the dramatic artists

and that of the audience cannot dispense

with each other. Now there was no en

thusiasm at Berlin under the glorious

reign of Frederick the Great. Regulari

ty, obedience, and what, in the eigh

teenth century, and particularly with

Frederick, was called reason, were the

only virtues which could expand in that

atmosphere, weighed and measured by

the hand of the king. In every assembly

where he presided, no one whispered or

breathed more than the king was pleased

to permit. There was in all that mass of

spectators but one spectator free to give

himself up to his impremions, and that otie

was the king. He alone was the whole

public, and though he was a good mu

sician, though he loved music, all his fac

ulties, all his tastes, were subjected to

so icy a logic, that the royal glass, fixed

upon all the gestures, and, one might

have said, upon all the modulations of the

eantatriee, instead of stimulating, entirely

paralyzed her.

It was well for her, moreover, that she

underwent this fascination. The least

inspiration, the least unexpected enthusi

asm, would probably have scandalized the

king and the court; while learned and

difiicult ornaments, executed with the

purity of an irreproachable mechanism,

delighted the king, the court and Vol

taire. Voltaire said, as every one knows:

“Italian music has much the advantage

over French music, because it has more

ornaments, and the diflimllly overcome is at

least something." This was the manner

in which Voltaire understood art. He

might have said, as did a certain joker of

our day, when asked if he loved music :

“ It does not exactly annoy me.”

Every thing was going on very well;

the opera was approaching without acci

dent to its termination ; the king was high

ly satisfied, and turned from time to time

towards his chapel-master, to express to

him his approbation by a nod; he was

even preparing to applaud the Porporina

at the end of her cavatina, as he had

the goodness to do in person and always

judiciously, when, by an inexplicable ca

price, Porporina. in the midst of a bril

liant ronlade, which she had never miss

ed, stopped short, fixed her haggard eyesl

 

upon a corner of the theatre, clasped her

hands, crying out: “ O my God,” faint

ed and fell her whole length upon the

shoe. Porporino hastened to raise her;

it was necessary to carry her to the wing,

and a buz of questions, reflections and re

marks arose among the audience. Dur

ing this agitation, the king apostrophized

the tenor, who had remained upon the

stage, and, under favor of the noise which

covered his voice :

“ Well! what is it? ” said he, in his

brief and imperious tone; “ what does

this mean! Go and see, Conciolini, be

: quick ! ”

Conciolini returned in a few seconds,

and leaning respectfully above the foot

lights, near which the king, standing, was

resting on his elbow:

“ Sire,” said he, “ the signora Porpo

rina is as if dead. It is feared she will

not be able to finish the opera.”

“ Come, come! ” said the king shrug

ging his shoulders; “let them give her

a glass of water, and make her smell

something, so as to put an end to this as

soon as possible.”

The sopranist, who had no desire to

make the king impatient and to receive a

broadside of ill humor in public, returned

to the wing, running like a rat, and the»

king began to talk briskly with the leader

of the orchestra and the musicians, while

the public, much more interested in the

king's temper than in the poor Porporino,

made unheard of, but useless efforts, to

catch the monarch's words.

The baron de Poelnitz, grand chamber

lain to the king and director of the thea

tre, soon came to give Frederick an ac

count of the state of things. WVith Fred

erick, there was none of that solemnity

which imposes upon an independent and

powerful people. The king was every

where at home, the theatre was his and

for him. No one was astonished to see

him become the principal actor in this on

expected interlude.

“ Well ! baron! ” said he, loud enough

to be heard by a part of the orchestra,

“is this soon to be over. It is ridicu

lous! Have you no physician in the

wing? You ought always to have a phy

sician upon the stage."

“Sire! the physician is there. He

does not dare to bleed the cantatrice, lest

he should weaken her and prevent her

from continuing her part. Still he will

be obliged to do so if she does not re

cover from her fainting fit.”

“ Then it is serious? It is not a sham,

at least! ”

“ Sire, it appears to me very serious.”

“In that case lower the curtain, and

let us go; or let 'Porporiuo come and

sing us something to indemnify us, so

that we may not end with a catastrophe."

 
 

admirably. The king clapped, the peo

ple imitated him, and the performance

ended. A minute afterwards, while the

court and city were going out, the king

was upon the stage and caused himself to

be conducted by Poelnitz to the prime

donna's dressing room.

The illness of an actress upon the

stage does not excite so much sympathy

in the public as it should; in general,

however much the idol may be adored,

there is so much selfishness in the enjoy

ment of the dilellante, that he is much

more vexed by losing a part of it in con

sequence of the stoppage of the perform

ance, than he is affected by the sufferings

and anguish of the victim. Some sensible

women, as they were called in those

days, lamented in these terms the catas

trophe of the evening:

“ Poor little one! she must have had a

frog in her throat at the moment of sing

ing her trill, and for fear of failing, she

preferred being ill.”

“I do not believe that there was any

deception,” said another lady, still more

sensible: “ she would not have fallen so

heavily if she were not really ill.”

"Ah! who knows, my dear!” re

turned the first; “ a great actress falls as

she chooses, and is not afraid of hurting

herself a little. That has a great efl'ect

with the public.”

“ What the devil was the matter with

the Porporina this evening that she made

such a fuss,” said La Mettrie to the mar

quis d’Argens, in another part of the

porch, where the fashionable World Were

crowded together as they went out. “ call

her lover have beaten her! ”

“Do not speak thus of a charming

and virtuous girl? ” replied the marquis;

“ she has no lover, and even if she had

one, he would not insult her, unless he

were the meanest of men.”

“ Ah ! pardon me, marquis! I forgot

that I was speaking to the true knight of

all ladies of the theatre, past, present,

and to come! Apropos, how is made

moiselle Cochoisl ”

“ My dear child,” at the same moment

said the princess Amelia of Prussia, the

sister of the king, abbcss of Quedlim

berg, to her usual confidant, the beautiful

countess de chist, as they returned in

her carriage to the palace, “ did you Ye‘

mark my brother‘s agitation during lbs

adventure of this evening! ”

“ No, madam,” replied madam d8

Maupertuis, the grand-governess of the

princess, a very excellent person, very

simple and very absent. “1 did "0‘

remark it.”

“ Eh! I do ri‘t speak to you," returned

the princess, with that quick and decided

tone, which made her sometimes 80 like

IFrederick: “ do you ever remark 3"?

Porporino obeyed and sang two pieceslthing? Here, look at the stars 110“; 1



 
 

have something to say to de Kleist, and

do not wish you to hear me.”

Madame de Maupcrtuis conscientiously

closed her ears, and the princess, leaning

towards madam de Kleist, who

seated opposite her, continued thus :

“You may say what you please, it

seems to me that for the first time for

fifteen or twenty years perhaps, since I'swer me?

have been old enough to observe and

understand, the liing is in love."

“ Your royal highness said the same
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she is learned, and speaks I know not

how many languages."

“ She is very virtuous and adores her

husband."

“And her husband adores her, the

more, that is a horrible misalliance, is it

not, de Kleistl Come, you will not an

I suspect, noble widow, that

you are meditating one with some poor

page, or sortie small bachelor of arts.”

“ And your highness would also wish

last year about mademoiselle Barberini, , to see a misalliance of' the heart estab

and yet his majesty never thought of‘lished between the king and some opera

her."

“ Never thought of her! you are mis‘

taken, my child. He thought of her so.

much, that when the young chancellor less appalling.

girl! ”

“ Ah! with the Porporina, the thing

would be more probable and the distance

I imagine that there is a

Coccci made her his wife, my brother, I hierarchy on the stage as at court, for that

for three days, was in the finest fit of prejudice is the fancy and the malady of

restrained fury he ever had in his life.” the human race. A singer must hold

“ Your highness very well knows that herself much higher than a dancer; and

his majesty cannot endure misalliances.” they say moreover, that this Porporina

u \‘es’

name they give them.

love marriages, that is the has even more wit, learning, grace, in

Misalliance! 0! fine, that she knows still more languages

the great vvord ! without meaning, as are I than the Barberini. To speak languages

all the words which govern the world and which he does not know, is a tnania with

tyranniw ovcr individuals.”

The princess sighed deeply, and pass- I

ing rapidly, as was her custom, to another| he knows nothing about it, you see! ~—

state of mind, she said, with irony and

impatience to her grand governess :

“ Manpertuis, you are listening to us!

You are not looking at the stars, as I

ordered you. It is well Worth while to bet

the wife of so great a savant, in order to

listen to the nonsense of two fools like

de chist and me. Yes, I tell you," rc'

sumcd she, addressing her favorite, the

king had an inclination for that Barberini.

I know, from good authority, that he

often went to take tea with Jordan and

Chazols, in her apartments, after the per

formance ; and that she, more than once,

was even at the suppers of Sans Souci,

which, before her, was without example

in the life of Potsdam. Do you want me

to tell you any more? She lived there,

she had an apartment there, for weeks

and perhaps ..whole months. You see

that I know what is going on, and that

my brother’s mysterious airs do not im

pose upon me."

“ Since your royal highness is so well

informed, you cannot be ignorant, that,

for reasons—of state, which it does not

become me to guess, the king wishes to

have people believe that he is not so aus

tere as was suppOsed, though in fact—”

“ Though in fact, my brothcr has never 1

loved any Woman, not even his own wife,

as they say, and as it would seem?

Well, I do not believe in that virtue, still

less in that coldness. Frederick has al

ways been a hypocrite, you see. But he

 

my brother. And then music, which he

also pretends to love a great deal, thoth

there is another point of contact with our

pritna donna. In fine, she also goes to

Potsdam in the summer, she has the

apartment which the Barberini occupied

at the new San Souci, she sings at the

king’s little concerts. —- Is not this enough

to show that my conjecture is true? ”

“ Your highness in vain flattcrs your

self that you can discover a weakness in

the life of our great prince. All this is

done too openly and too gravely for love

to have any part in it."

“ Love; No, Frederick does not know

what love is; but a certain attraction, a

little intrigue. Every body says so in a

low voice, that you cannot deny."

“ Nobody believes it, madam. They

do say, that the king, for the sake of

recreation, compels himself to be amused

by the chat and the pretty roulades of an

actress; but that after fifteen minutes of

words and ronlades, he says to her, as he

would say to one of his secretaries :

‘That is enough for to-day; if I wish to

hear you to-morrow, I will send for

you.' 1,

“ That is not gallant. If he made

court to madam (100001 in that style, I am

not astonished that she could not endure

him. Do they say that this Porporina is

as savage with him? "

“ They say that she is perfectly mod

est, proper, timid and sad.”

“ Well ! that is the best way of pleas

ing the king. Perhaps she is very clever!

will not persuade me that mademoisellc l if she were so, and one could trust to

Barberini lived in his palace only to make ‘ her.

believe'being his mistress. She is as

 
beseech you, not even madam do Mauper

tuis, who is sleeping so soundly at this

moment.”

“Let her snore. Awake or asleep,

she is always as stupid. No matter, de

Kleist, I should like to know this Porpo

rina, and see if I can get anything out of

her. I am 'very sorry that I was not

willing to receive her when the king pro

posed to bring her to me this morning to

make music: you know that I had a

prejudice against her — "

“ Without foundation, certainly.

was quite impossible --- ”

“ Oh! That may be as God wills; I

have been so troubled and terrified for a

year, that secondary cares are etlaced. I

have a desire to see that girl. Who

knows if she could not obtain from the

king what we implore in vain? Ihave

imagined so for several days, and as I

think of nothing but what you know,

when I saw Frederick agitated and anx

ious about her this evening, I was

strengthened in the idea that a. door of

salvatiomwas opened to me."

“I hope your royal highness will be

very cautious,— the danger is great.”

“ You always say that; I have more

mistrust and prudence than you. Well,

we must think of it. Wake my dear

governess, we are at home.”

It

For the Hnrbnger.

THE POLITICAL STATE OF THE WORLD

The subject of Politics appears to be

agitated more geperally now, than it was

in former times. With the spread of in-,

telligence in a community increases the

interest which it takes in the concerns of

the state; the science of government,

regarded of old as a secret confined whol

ly to rulers and their counsellors. is now

holding out its rich and alluring treasures

before the multitude. Political cvcnts of

importance in one part of the world

make impressions upon others ; the vibra

tions which they originate are felt through

all civilized communities and become the

subjects of zealous discussion. The fre

quent occurrence of foreign and domestic

questions tends to sharpen the understand

ings of the people; and men of learning,

artists, mechanics, and farmers, all in short

are becoming desirous to have a part in

debating and settling the political affairs of

every nation and clime. Our thousands

of newspapers are no less eager to catch

up political matters, than the public is in

discussing them.

The more this contest of political opin

ion increases in violence. the more sultry

and surchargcd becomes the atmosphere

about the combatants, until the storm

breaks loose, which cools ofl'the surround

ing air, and with it the etched opponents.

New questions however, call out snow the

“ Do not trust to any 'one, madam, I, energy of parties, and thus our political
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world is kept in constant life and motion.

Every where on this wide earth do we be

hold the same political ferment, the same

irresistible striving after a participation in

public affairs.

So fierce is the conflict of opinion, that

parties but too frequently lose sight of

each other: even their leaders are often

carried away by the rush of the multi~

tudc, and find themselves too late on the

side of their enemies, fighting against

their friends. In such a case surely there

is need of reconnoitering the whole field

from a higher point of view, if we wish

to discover and regain our proper posi

tion; a survey of the whole will enable

us to learn our own standing point, to

seize upon advantages as they may accrue

from sudden action, or patient waiting,

and to bring to bear the qualities of the

deliberate Roman with those of the rapid

Frenchman, both equally essential to the

success of a general.

There is also another necessity for a

closer scrutiny of the present politics of

the world. Science demands a reduction

of historical events to certain simple prin

ciples ; and as our present researches into

past history lay open and develop philoso

phical causes and results, it is equally de

sirable, that this same science should ex

amine and settle the grounds and princi

ples which govern the history of the day.

Unquestionably modern learning is busy

in framing by mathematical rules, if pos

sible, a science of every human pursuit;

politics form no exception; cabinets and

deliberative assemblies are subjected to

scientific calculations and inquiries; full

light is cast upon motives and counsels,

and the principal actors are portrayed up

on the picture of every day occurrences,

classed in their order and scientifically

grouped.

Schelling, the ingenious founder ofnat

ural philosophy has lent great strength to

the peculiar tendency of our new science;

his bold mind grasped at once the hidden

secret of nature, and discovered the sim

ple principle of all natural formations in

the polarity of present existences. By it

he fixed bounds to chance ; order rose out

of chaos, and a regular action made itself

perceptible throughout all the domains of

nature, from the highest to the lowest,

from the perfection of organization in man

to the apparently inorganic masses of

earth. Every thing received life and ac

tivity through his polar antithesis and was

raised and sustained in proportion to the

power with which- it entered upon this op

position, this conflict. If this system is

taken to include physical life only, the

bare mention of it will carry conviction;

but were we to apply it to the domain of

ideas, the arena and laboratory of the

mind, we should be in danger of cramp

ing L-Ilt-r'thC-S by useless mechanism and

 

 

 

materialism, which have no agreement

whatever with the intellectual nature. Na

ture as well as the mind obeys the same

unalterable laws, in its early process of

renovation and growth, but is never able

to transcend the limits of former produc

tions : the mind however, although it

manifests its activity according to the po

larity witlt nature, works as being con~

scions of its inward necessity to strive af

ter the absolute; though its life and ac

tion move within the sphere of the rela

tive, it still feels,'that the prize of victory

is and can be nothing short of the abso

lute. llcnce it never reaches the point

beyond which it may not deduce new re

sults, and its last productions are far more

perfect, than the preceding. So great is

the difference between nature and man,

between natural history and the history of

Humanity. While the former is forever

moving within the circle of fixed polar ac

tion, giving life and again dying away,

the latter holds fast and clings to its ac

quisitions, which, when once brought to

light cart no more die. The idea once

caught up, livcs onward from generation

to generation, growing in elearncss and

power. \Ve will illustrate this by an ex

ample. After a colony of beavers has

reached that degree of skill, which in the

order of nature it can reach, it comes to a

stand, and all its an and skill remain but

instinct ; even the succeeding generations

of beavers get no further. It is not so

with man. His triumphs in art as well

as in science multiply from age to age,-—~

there lies in him a progressive spirit, di~

recting its course towards the eternal, the

absolute, the .only true. In his striving

after it he may have need of the antithe

sis (polarity) ; but this antithesis, this do

ality docs not exclude the belicfin the one

ness, in the absolutely true. It is this

very consciousness of God and of His di

vine qualities, which creates in man the

capacity for what is beyond, the power

to struggle upwards and onwards;

whence a nation advances in true civ

ilization, as its ideas of God and His per

fections become more and more elevated.

However much therefore a religious

mind may at first feel disposed to except

to the principle of Schelling's natural

philosophy, it is apparent, how truthful

and harmless it is, when explained and

held up as above. With revealed reli

gion as such, this principle has nothing

to do; it has reference and bears applica

tion only in explaining and accounting for

the development of man’s life in so far as

it depends upon physical relations. The

saving power of God, manifested to man

in the revelation of his word, goes far be

yond the natural law, and assists the lat

ter only in speeding with the more cer

tainly to its prescribed destiny. This is

by no means the chief purport of Revela

 

tion; its aim is to prepare man for heav

en, for eternity in the true sense, while

the natural law stops with earth and time.

Having thus shown the utility and ne

edssity of a scientific exposition of the

political state of the world based upon

natural principles, we shall attempt in

what follows, to lay down some of its

main outlines, as they appear in the as

pect of the present constellation of nations.

The whole history of the world from its

very beginning can and must be treated

in this way before its claims upon science

can be satisfied.

But before proceeding further we must

first mention a ditTercnce in character,

resulting from communications and union

among nations. Some communities ex

hibit a great internal and external activ

ity, while others again want both, or show

but an internal activity, and that perhaps

in a material direction only. In this re

spect they resemble individuals, in whom

the same variety of character is percep

tible. The one cares little for the arts

and sciences, and works for a mere liv

ing, or to heap up useless treasures.

Such an one feels no inward impulse, no

emotion bidding him train up his mind,

and teach it to comprehend ideas and

make them real to hiin,-—his may be

termed a material life. The opposite of

this shows us the man, who, not forget

ful of his material existence, still obeys a

higher voice, and exerts an activity work

ing throughout towards a certain goal

ahead, the man, who, conscious of the

great purpose of life, seeks by deeds to

render that real, which his soul at first

conceived in an ideal form. This high

and noble tendency may possess a man

so powerfully as to make him indifl'erent

to his physical well being, perhaps even

an early victim to his own enthusiasm, as

was the case with the great Kepler, who

died of want, after he had mapped out

the orbits of the heavenly bodies; in his

longing after knowledge he neglected

earthly advantages ; the realization of his

ideas was of more weight with him, than

all the riches of the world. Whole na

tions at times hold forth a similar eleva

tion of soul and become ready sacrifices

in the maintenance of an idea, as did the

Numantians who preferred extinction to

servitude. As soon as a state is penetrat

ed by such a longing after the realization

of an idea, its influence begins to be felt

abroad, where its assistance will be court

ed, or its power feared.

Such nations alone are calculated to

lead; they stamp their own character up

on the time, in which they live. To

them we must look, to discover the laws,

which like threads of gold run through

and light up the whole orb of human

history.

Such a nation were the Romans, who
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clung with pertinacity to the idea. of uni

versal dominion, up to the time of their

first emperors ; the Greeks likewise, in the

most flourishing periods of their republic,

exerted an energy and activity almost mi

raculous, while the idea of liberty hovered

around their banners and led them on to

victory. All greatness, that has ever

come to light, has become possible only

by the power of an idea filling and an~

imating the whole sou] ; for not till

then can action and life give to the idea

a real existence and a form.

To understand the political state ofthe

present time correctly, it will be necessa

ry to go back to the origin from which it

sprung.

The Romans, after losing sight of the

ruling idea of universal dominion, under

their last emperors abandoned the sobrie

ty and free social virtues of their ances

tors, for the vices ofluxuriousness, and be

came a prey to the Barbarians. These

half savages, (for such were the German

is tribes of that period,) after multiplied

attacks distributed among themselves this

great inheritance, and began now to de

velop their own idea of universal power.

The introduction of the feudal system,

which shows a sounder acquaintance with

the science of government than ever the

Romans professed, enabled them to con

quer all the civilized world and to keep it

under their dominion.

The Roman empire in the East, or the

Greek empire, did indeed last to see the

fifteenth century; but its life was merely

vegetative, and served but to ward oftr on

that side the inroads of the Saracens.

For the Mahommedans and the Germanic

empires occupied the two opposite points

on our battery ; the great antithesis arose

from the difference in the religions of the

two nations. On the side of Christianity,

the pope, as head of matters spiritual, add

ed force and quickness to his polar rela

tion, and directed the fire of hostile ex

citement, assiduously kept up by himself,

almost without interruption during the

whole course of the middle ages, to break

forth at times in stupendous warlike en

terprizes against the infidels in the East.

Thus both the poles maintained them

selves in constant opposite action, the

Christian, or positive pole in the west,

the Mahommedan, or negative pole in the

east. This magnetic current of political

life ran from the east to the west, until

each being penetrated by the other, their

polar opposition, as such, had expended

its force and produced no further results.‘

A time, in which a revolution in

 

’ The Arabians in Spain, westward therefore

from the Christians, need not be included in the

polar antithesis, of the world at that time, as

their striving alter sole dominion was ver enli

ly broken up in theif defeat by Charles artel,

and their really great activity took another di

rection. Science was their pursuit, and their

 

the position of the political poles had to

come, was already prepared in the bosom

of the nations.

The Christian Germanic world consist

ed of many independent states, each of

which individually pursued its own inter

est, but in matters affecting the whole,

they looked upon the German emperor as

the first Christian prince. The German

emperor of Rome acted in this quality,

whenever the general welfare demanded

his attention ; but in this he found his an

tithesis in the Popedom, which from the

beginning of its foundation had felt the

expediency and necessity of uniting in it

self both spiritual and temporal suprema

cy. Here we see polarity in the Chris

tian body politic, the current of which ran

from North to South, in direct opposition

therefore, to the Mahommedan and Chris

tian polarity, existing at the same time.

This polar relation between pope and em

peror produced far-reaching and beneficent

results, and became the means, by which

the Christians obtained the predominance

in the world; for the position ofthe Chris

tian nations in this double relation of po

lar activity (one outward towards Mo

hammedanism, and one inward between

the emperor and pope) proved, that their

efforts to carry out their idea and render

it a reality, though no longer put forth or

called for, as regarded the world without

them, were still continued within their

own body. If such things were going on

within the Christian world, the same could

not be said of Mohammedanism, which

possessed, no such inward polar antith

esis, for the emperor of the lslamites is

at the same time their pope. Osmanism

therefore must necessarily lose its consc

qnence in the world as soon as its earlier

polar tendency was exhausted,—which

happened at its defeat ncar Vienna.

A more spiritual and stirring idea was

at the origin of the polar relation between

the pope and the emperor. The subject

of their mutual animosities was not the

occupation of lands; they strove for the

power, which lay in respect and authori

ty; thus the pope wanted the credit of

confirming the emperor in his throne,

while the latter desired to get the ac

knowledgements of the pope for his tia

ra. For centuries this contest engrossed

the parties; corrupted the clergy, and

blotted out pure Christianity, while the

empire was weakened by dismemberment,

and internal diseords. At this period the

mutual polar antithesis ceased to be ac

tive; the two poles of this passional bat

tery from North to South had neutralized

 

position in this respect was of very great impor

tance to the whole civilized world. Their po

litical nullity in the world proceeds from the

fact. that about the same time they were driven

off from the European soil, where the Turkish

members of the same family erected their em

pire by the taking of Constantinople. '

 

each other and become powerless; both

retired from the contest because they had

obtained their object; the emperor who

knew no more of religion, than to arro

gate to himself the right ofinvesture, be

ing partially satisfied by the pope, who

cared nothing for religion beyond controll

ing the outward power of the church.

This neutralization of the antithesis be

tween pope and emperor was greatly fur

thered by the circumstance, that a new

world had been laid open to their opera.

tions, which for a time engrossed their at

tention. A new continent was discover

ed, and had as yet no masters. The pope

gave away whole kingdoms in America,

while the emperor was pleased to accept

such titles as valid. But the truce closed

between these two powers in America,_in

their eagerness after gold and influence,

did not satisfy the emperor’s subjects at

home, who renewed the war against the

pope in their own way. Luther appear

ed. The antithesis between the Popedom

and the emperor was gone, — hereafter he

(the emperor,) was to figure merely as

the head of one of the political states and

not as the representative of the whole, in

which quality the Emperor Maximilian I.

had ruled for the last time.

The people took up the quarrel against

the pope by themselves, and fought with

arms the more powerful, as the interests

they had undertaken to defend were more

spiritual. The reformation broke out as

a punishment, brought upon the emperor

by his own people, because he had de

serted them in their battle against spiritu

al ascendency. We can thus account

for the frequency and effect with which

the reformers appealed to the national

feelings of the Germans; they incensed

the people against the emperor, because

he had ceased to be such to them. Hence

also the political character, which the re

formation assumed in its very beginning.

In this way a polar antithesis arose

within the church, drawing oil" the latter

from the contest on the fields of politics.

Catholicism and Protestantism were the

two newly formed polarities. They mark

the commencement of polar activity with

in thc proper domain of religion in mod

ern times, we should therefore leave any

further discussion on this subject to a His—

tory of Religion, were it not, that its im

portance will justify a few words upon the

reformation itself.

Considered as one of the forces work

ing tovi'ards a spiritual revolution, many

view the reformation in no higher light

than they do the discovery of printing

and of gunpowder; and ascribe to the

latter an equal share in the progress of

our times. But this cannot be so. They

may have contributed somewhat to call a

reform into being, but were not equally

efficient in the work. The reformation
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stands as high above the art of printing,

as the author is superior to the man who

prepares his writings for the press. Both

gunpowder and the art of printing were

known in China for centuries previous,

but still to this day she remains the same

childish, enslaved China. A reformation

must have its course there too, before

these mechanical forces can be of perma

nent advantage to her. We may well look

upon the reformation of the sixteenth

century, as the mother of our renewed

era, as the greatest and most happy event

that has taken place since the time of our

Saviour.

The absence of this antithesis, which

the pope had till then occasioned in the

political world, rendered necessary for the

latter to develop from within itself some

other antithesis, in the place of that which

had died away ; which was not difficult,

in view of the new ideas concerning man

and human rights put forth in that think

ing and heroic age. But the pope strug

gled for another whole century, against

acknowledging this new antagonistic pow

er within his domain, until the \Vestpha

lian peace forced him to it. This peace

put a formal end to the polar relation be

tWeen the pope and emperor, and the for

mer ceased to act any further on the field

of politics. From this time Catholicism

and Protestantism were outwardly united

and at peace, but their inward opposition

was the purer and more active. This

very struggle, which the pope had main

tained for a whole century, furnished the

ideas, which were to form the antithesis

in politics; and before the close of the

century they had put forth undeniable ev

idences of their existence.

To be Continued.

 

A Sovru SEA SAVAGE m FAVOR or

PEACE. \Ve wish to preserve in our col

umns the speech of a Polynesian chief

on his accession to the government of his

native island; we cut it from the “Tri

bone.”

marks, its sentiments are worthy of the

most cultivated nations; in the mouth

of an ignorant heathen, a cannibal by

birth, they are certainly surprising. The

following are his words:

“Listen to me, chiefs and warriors!

If any among you are discontented with

the present state of affairs, now is the

time to go to l'iapai; for no man shall re

main at Yavaoo with a mind discontented

and wandering to other places. I have

seen with sorrow the wide destruction oc

casioned by the unceasing war carried on

by the chief now lying in the malai.

we have, indeed, been doing a great

deal, but what is the result! The land

is dcpopulated; it is overgrown with

weeds, and there is nobody to cultivate it.

Had we remained peaceful it would have

been populous still.

and warriors are fallen, and we must be

class. WVhat madness! Is not life al-Isimple implements for various purposes.

As the writer in that paper re

Thc principal chiefs,

  

ready too short! is it not a noble char

acteristic in a man to remain happy and

peaceful in his station! \Vhatfolly then,

to seek for war, to shorten that which is

already too short! \Vho is there among

us who can say, “I wish to die—I am

weary of life!” Have we not been acting,

then, like those who have no understand

ing! Hrwe us not been mad/y seizing the

'L‘L'Tj/ thing w/tirh (lrprit'cs us of who! “‘6

really want? Not that we ought to ban

ish all thoughtstof fighting. if any

power approach us with the front of bat

ttle, and attempt to invade our rights, our

lbravery shall be more excited in propor

tion as we have PUSSt‘SSiOHS to defend!

Let us, then, confine ourselves to agricul

ture, for that is truly guarding our

country ! “'11)! should we be anxious for

an increase of our territory! Our land is

quite large enough to supply us with

food; we shall not ever be able to con~

some all its produce. But perhaps I am

not speaking to you wisely. The old

Mataboolcs (wise men or counsellors) are

present; I beg them to tell me ifI am

wrong. I am yet but a youth, and on

that account should be unfit to govern,

if my mind, like that of the deceased

chief, sought not the advice of others.

For your loyalty and fidelity towards him,

however, I return you my sincere thanks.

Finou Fccjcc, who is present, and the

Mataboolcs know well my frequent inqui

ries concerning the good of our govern

ment. Do not then, say, ‘Why do we

listen to the idle talk of a boy!’ Recol

lect, while I speak to you, my voice is

the echo of the sentiments of the Ornots,

and Oolooraloo, and Afoo, and Footoo,

and Ale, and all the high chiefs of Va

vaoo. Listen to me! I remind you, that

if there be any among you discontented

with this state of affairs, the present is

the only opportunity I will give you to

depart. Choose, therefore, your dwell

ing-places! There is Fiji, there is Ha

moa, there is Tonga, there is Hapai,

ihere is Footoona and Latooma! The

men who have unanimous sentiments, and

who love to dwell in constant peace—

they alone shall remain at Vavaoo and

its neighboring isles. Yet will I not sup

press the bravery of our warlike spirit.

Behold! the islands of Tonga and Fiji

are constantly at war! Let him there

display his courage. Arise, go to your

respective habitations; and recollect that

to-morrow the canoes depart for Hapai.”

“ The foregoing speech,” says the wri

ter in the ‘ Tribune,’ “ may be found in a

work entitled ‘An Account ofthe Natives

of the Tonga islands, in the South Pacific

Ocean. By John Martin.’ It is a work com

piled from the statements, communications

and accounts ofW'illiarn Mariner, who was

spared when a little boy, out of a ship's

crew who were barbarously murdered by

the Tongese. After the assembly broke

up, Finou seated them at a feast, when

he again advocated the advantages of

peace, and spoke of the benefits of agri

culture. It will readily be perceived by

every intelligent reader, that agriculture

is the only employment the Polynesians

could then follow, as their arts were con

fined to making war-clubs, spears, fish

 

contonted with the society of the lower hooks, canoes, tappa or native cloth, and

 

 

Said this discreet savage, after speaking

of the picasure of a man's cultivating his

own food, and of enjoying the fruits of

his own labor: ”

“You do not know how much pleasure

such men feel, when they view the work

of their own hands thriving daily; and

while eating, when they reflect that their

labor has been repaid by the increase of

their stores. ,Thercfore, let us apply our

selves to agriculture. —Fo]low my exam

ple , I will order a piece of ground to be

cleared, and during the next rain I will as

sist in planting it with hiabo.”

 

SABBATH BELLS. “ There's some

thing beautiful in the church hells, don‘t

you think so, Jem'! ” {isde Capstick in a

subdued tone. Beautiful and hopeful!

they talk to high and low, rich and poor,

in the same voice: there‘s a sound in

’em that would scare pride and envy, and

meanness of all sorts from the heart of

man; that should make him look upon

the world with kind, forgiving eyes; that

should make the earth itself seem to him,

at least fora time. a holy place. Yes,

Jem, there‘s a whole sermon in the very

sound of the church bells, if we only have

the ears rightly to understand it. There’s

a preacher in every belfry, Jem, that

cries, “ poor, weary, struggling, fighting

crcatures— poor human things! take

rest, be quiet. Forget your vanities,

your follies, your week day craft, your

heart burnings! And you, ye humble

vessels, gilt and painted, believe the

iron tongue that for all your gilding,

all your colors, ye are of the same

Adam’s earth with the beggar at.

your gat'cs. Come away, come, cries

the church bell, and learn to be humble,

learning that, however dauhcd and paint

ed, and stuck about with jewels, you are

but grave clay! Come, Dives, come and

be taught that all your glory, as you wear

it, is not half so beautiful in the eye G

heaven as the sures of the uncomplaining

Lazarus! And ye poor creatures livid

and faint, stintcd and crushed by the

pride and hardness of the world—come,

come, cries the hell, with the voice of an

angel, “come and learn what is laid up

for yo, and learning, take heart and walk

among the wickedness, the cruelties of

the world, calmly as Daniel walked

among the lions.” Here, Capstick,

flushed and excited, wrought beyond

himself, suddenly paused. .lem stared

astonished, but said not a word. And

then Capstick with calm manner said,

“Jem, is there a finer sight than a stream

of human creatures passing from a

(‘hristian church!”—-St. James and St.

Giles.
 

DESPOTISM. It is astonishing as it is

melancholy, to travel through a whole

country, as one may through many in Eu

rope, gasping under endless taxes, groan

ing under dragoons and poverty, and all to

make a. wanton and luxurious court, filled

for the most part, with the worst and vi

lcst of men. Good God ! what hard-heart

cdness and barbarity, to starve, perhaps a

province, to make a garden! And yet

sometimes, this gross wickedness is call

ed “ public spirit," because, forsooth, a

few workmen and laborers are maintained

out of the bread and blood of halfa mill

ion !— Gordon.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

New YORK, June 16th, 18-16.

Dun. Sta: {have no idea that I can

aid you in your counsels by any sugges

tions of mine, but if you will allow me, 1

will say a word or two about the forma

tion ofa Fund, which as the basis of op

erations. may be considered one of the

most important subjects for our present

consideration.

It appears to me advisable to have two

classes of subscriptions; one to a perma

nent, invested fund, and the other for im

mediate expenditure in propagation. The

object of an invested fund is two fold;

first, to give stability and regularity to a

system of propagation, and secondly, to

provide means for a practical trial ulti

mately. I do not suppose that subscrip

tions to any great amount can be immedi~

ately obtained to an invested fund, and

this I consider not so important as it is at

the outset to announce the design of build

ing up a model Phalanx, with ample

means for which alone the school and the

doctrine shall be held responsible, and

which shall form a central rallying point

for Associationists every where, inspiring

them with the hope and confidence that

we shall some day efficiently make the

practical trial of the Combined Order of

society, and preventing to a great extent,

the diversion of our friends to fragmenta

ry and unwise attempts. Let the invest~

ed fund be called the propagation and

realization fund, the interest of which

only shall be applied to propagation, and

the principal to realization when it shall

amount to a sum suflicicnt to warrant a

commencement; the claim of the sub

scribers always to remain good to the

original amount of subscriptions, and to

be satisfied by the stock of the Phalanx,

unless withdrawn or settled by a return

of the money after a. limited period, with

in which it shall be required that the prac

tical trial he made.

i think the idea of investment of the

money subscribed, instead of entire ex

penditure, will be agreeable to many.

Still I would have a provisional fund

formed by collections, sales of books, &e.

devoted exclusively to propagation.

Many, doubtless, will prefer a periodi

cal payment of their subscription, and

therefore the Rent principle, which offers

the most effective of all modes of raising

a fund, should be provided for, as well

occasional subscriptions.

I do not make these suggestions as

new, but as expressing my own views

and those of a few others here that I have

conferred with. And I do not consider it

necessary for me to go into details, know

ing that these will be fully comprehended

 

 

by others more competent than myself to

give them form and expression.

Regretting extremely my inability to

join you in your deliberations upon meas

ures for advancing the cause of Associa

tion at this important and interesting

juncture, but reposing unbounded confi

dence in the wisdom and devotion of our

friends, who are providentially called to

the labor of active apostlcship, and in the

everlasting divine goodness of the cause

itself, I have, my dear Sir, the honor to

be your earnest well-wisher and faithful

friend. 0. M.

New Yonlt, June ‘23d, 1&16.

Mussns. Entrous: As you had the

hardihood to put my last hasty scrawl in

to the columns of the Harbinger,I now

take the liberty of sending you a few

“jottings down” as Willis would say,

hoping they may not be unacceptable.

Before leaving Boston, through the po

liteness of friend K. I had the pleasure of

attending some of the meetings of the In

dustrial Congress, then in session at that

city, and was pleased to hear and see the

downright, sincere, and intelligent men

who composed it. The National Reform

movement was the principal topic for dis~

cussion, and the distorted and oppressive

features of society as it is, were feelingly

and vividly depicted by those who felt

them. I regretted that they did not take

our broad position, but they are in a fair

way for it.

The Workingmen's Union is getting

consolidated. They are now reaping con

siderable advantage from their slight

“ Association.” A number, at this time

amounting, I think, to some one hundred

and forty, have contributed three dollars

each, making a cash capital of about

$500, for the purpose of purchasing at

wholesale, and avoiding the expense of

supporting a very respectable merchant to

do the same thing for them. They buy

wholly for cash, and from their own state

ment, and my own observation, I tell you

that they save from twenty to twenty-five

per cent, making an economy of one to

three dollars each, to the members of the

union. They are open W'ednesday and

Saturday evening of each week, and

sometimes deal out a hundred dollars

worth ofa night; they pay no salaries to

their agents, and have a proper system of

“ checks and balances” to prevent hon

est men from being corrupted. I would

go more into detail as to their modus op

ermtdi had I room, but must defer it.

Friday morning, B. and P. with my

self left this city for the North American

Phalanx. At the foot of Fulton Market

we took the little steamboat Orus, and af

ter a fine ride of two hours and a half,

arrived at the Red-Bank landing, on the

Neversink river, whence we walked up to

 

the North American domain, a distance

of some five miles. We were prepared for

a cordial reception, and we thought to find

a band of heroic pioneers, suffering and

ready to suffer much for the cause; we

expected to see a beautiful domain, wild

and uncultivated, perhaps, but how we

were disappointed. We were received

just as heartily and earnestly as we ex

pected, but instead of traces of suffering,

and care, and hope deferred, there were

health, confidence, self reliance, and faith

beaming from every countenance, and im

printed on every frame. And no wonder,

to look abroad upon their domain, to see

their huge forests, their vast luxuriant

fields, teeming with vegetation, with corn

already waving in the breeze, and grass

now ready for the mower, their well-fed

herds, and more than all these, to see the

men and women, intelligent, well in

formed, manly and womanly, just as they

should be, no Wonder the denizens of this

beautiful place should see no reason to

cloud their brows or pale their faces;

steady and right onward, is, and will be

their course; write me down a liumbug,

if, in five years, the North American

Phalanx don‘t make its mark on this age,

a mark not to be obliterated.

For the benefit of your matter of fact

readers, who prefer facts and figures to

general assertions, I herewith give you a

statement of their present arrangements.

Their entire farm consists of six hundred

and seventy acres of some of the best land

in New Jersey, of which they have now

 

 

growing:

Acres ofForn , . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . .. 73

Potatoes, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... IO

Wheat,......................... 22

Rye,............. .......... IO

Mustard,--..............-....... 7

BroomCorn,..-.... . . . . . . . .. 2

Garden, 17

Total of acres' under cultivation, 148

They will cut this year eighty tons

of hay, and should they cut their coarsest

and all, they would cut one hundred and

fifty tons. They have some two thous

and young peach trees in fine order,

which will very 5000 be a large source of

income to them; they have also a large

number of other varieties of fruit trees;

the whole domain is uncommonly early

in its location, which is a decided ad

vantage.

The stock of the place consists of 5

Horses, 5 yoke of Oxen, 25 Cows, l3

young Cattle, and Swine and Poultry in

almost any quantity. They supply their

own table with dairy products most copi

ously; what they purchase for the table

is but a very slight percentage on what

they produce for the same.

They have a saw mill, a grist and

flouring mill, and a mustard manufactory,
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all driven by steam power; with the two

first they do their own business and that

of their neighbors. They take to market:

Mustard, Hominy,, and Flour, and find a

very ready sale.

They bought the domain some two and

a half years since, for some $ l4000.

$5000 was paid immediately, $4500 is

on mortgage in hands of Associationists,

$4500 comes due next January, which

will be paid. They have since erected a

large two story dwelling house, and made

very great improvements, particularly in

fertilizing the soil, by marling, the mate

rial for which they have in inexhaustible

quantities on the domain.

Although I consider them to be entire

ty independent and established ; their own

resources being sufficiently ample to en

sure their continuauce and progress, and

that without any serious inconvenience or

hardship to themselves; yet a few more

vigorous and intelligent associative far

mers would find a most excellent and

useful field of labor. I have used up my

paper and abused your patience, I fear.

Adieu for the present. J. o. n.

 

Easr BRIDGEWATER, June, 1846.

DEAR Sm: If I have a right view of

what is passing around me of late, the

course of the Associative movement is on

ward. Many people ean discover one ad

vantage in Association, that of their indi

vidual interests, and this prompts some to

associate ; they only need to be quite sure

that their pecuniary interests will be ad

vanced. The union of different Railroad

corporations for this purpose is now be

coming frequent. I would also mention

one or two instances of Association in a

small way. There are generally twelve

or thirteen men employed in one of the

shoe manufacturies in this little village

who have, for a number of years, associ

ated at times for the purchase of goods at

wholesale, for family use. A little more

than a year since, these men, with others,

numbering about twenty in all, signed a

call for a meeting to organize a Mechanic

Association, but only ten came forward to

take certificates as members. The fore

part of May, this little company mustered

courage to send to Boston and purchase

groceries at wholesale, such as molasses,

tea, coffee, sugar, &c. This enterprise

was soon imitated at a little village, about

a mile distant by the mechanics and labor

ers employed by the East Bridgewater

Cotton Gin Company. This much proves

that men see something attractive in As

sociation. But with regard to the true

principle of Association, most men are yet

in the dark, and some choose to remain'so.

Others are willing to do something if they

knew what, but fearful they will not move

right they keep on the old platform, lest

they make their situation worse. So others

  

are saying, when labor becomes plenty

and above the demand the laborers will

be oppressed and become miserably poor.

It is so in the old countries, it will be so

here ; we cannot help it ; and this is the

language of men of wealth, and the ene

mies of social reform. But, if the little

light which has been shed upon some of

the dark spots among us, continues thus

to shine for a little time longer, we shall

not have so much of this kind of lan

guage. Our enemies are alarmed at the

progress of the reformers among them.

One of my near neighbors, who lives on

the industry of others, is trying to make

us believe that he labors harder than any

of us.

I shall pass the Harbinger round

among such of my acquaintances as I

think will read it. The trashy reading

matter that has of late flooded the country

has so vitiated the taste of the reading

community that it is hard to turn their at

tention to what is good and substantial.

o. n.

BUFFALO, June 15, 1846.

I shall to-morrow send you a couple of

numbers of the Chartist organ in Eng

land. They are about worn out, and the

egotism of the editor is rather nauseating

than amusing, yet you will perhaps learn

more from them than you could from any

other source, of the rapid advance which

the people of England are making towards

Association. They are struggling almost

in the dark, however, ‘but very few of

them having any higher idea of union,

than uniting to resist the next class above

them; yet the means they are adopting

to effect their object are calculated to

excite the highest interest in their pro

gress; for it is quite evident that they

do advance, and that too in the right di<

rection. When I left England in 1833,

the party who support the paper which I

send you, placed all their hopes in Uni

versal Suffrage; with this they could re

duce taxation and abolish tithes, which

was about all that they believed to be

necessary. You will see that they now

regard the tyranny of capital as a far

greater evil than taxation ; and that they

are far more anxious about their right to

the soil, than a right to vote; while the

means which they are using to recover

that right, show that they are determined

to persevere. The Cooperative Land So—

ciety, have purchased an estate near Lon

don ; what they are going to do with it I

do not fully understand, neither do I

know upon what principles they are uni

ted, as my father does not send me the

paper regularly; but there can be no

doubt that they are unwittingly preparing

their minds to receive the doctrine of

Association, whenever it shall be preach

 

ed to them. R. A.

 
  

SALEM, June 17th, 1846.

GENTLEMENI Enclosed is one dollar,

for the third volume of the Harbin

ger. W'ill you also have the goodness

to add my name to the Constitution of the

American Union, as an Associationist.

The more thought I give to the doc

trine of Association, the stronger is my

conviction of its truth. Iam satisfied that

it will stand the test of investigation and

controversy. Any of its propositions, I

feel assured, may be submitted to cool

reason and deliberate judgment with the

certainty of a favorable reception. And I

am also sanguine in the belief that it is

practical. It is so adapted to the wants

of the times, the existence of which none

will deny, that I sometimes wonder that

it is so frequently put off with the objec

tion that it is so impracticable. W'hat

question of the times is there that it does

not answer! And how many queries in

Religion, Politics and Morals are waiting

a solution ! They are shaking society to

day, to its very foundation. And Asso-‘

ciation, and that alone, furnishes a com

plete answer to each and all of them.

Does it not appear, then, that this doc

trine, heralded as it is at so critical a pe

riod, when antagonistic forces in society

are seeking reconciliation, and doubt and

inquiry are asking assurance, is appointed

by the infinite spirit who guides the des

tiny of Nations? I cannot but believe

that it is so, and that its importance and

adaptation to present wants will yet be

required. I am therefore glad that meas

ures have been taken for union among the

Associationists. It has been long want

ed, to give directness, energy, and sta

bility to the movement. Ido not doubt

but that the new affiliation will produce

happy results, and bring the subject more

prominently and distinctly before the

American people.

 
N. 1. June 18,1846.

GENTLEMENC \Ve are glad to see the

efforts made to sustain the publication

of the Harbinger, and earnestly hope

they may be successful. \Vhat we know

of Association has been gained entirely

from the Association articles in the Tri

bune, and from occasional numbers of

the Harbinger obtained in New York.

We do not pretend to understand the sci

ence as laid down by Fourier, but we see

and feel the necessity of juster relations

in society than now prevail, and we are

prepared to welcome a plan that proposes

to do away with the antagonisms, and

frauds, and wretchedness of civilization,

and to introduce the reign of truth and

love in practical life, instead of leaving it

dead in church creeds.

We cannot promise that much can be

done here, but shall endeavor to make

good use of the Harbinger, and to procure
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additional subscribers. The doctrine must

encounter much opposition in this place,

as I suppose it does elsewhere. The

circulation of the Tribune here is less

than it would be but for its advocacy of

AssOciation. A respectable bank presi

dent, a Whig, and a member of one of

our churches, told me the other day that

he considered it the worst paper pub

lished, that it was calculated to break up

the bonds of society, and introduce infi

delity, licentionsness, anarchy and ruin.

I suppose he knows little or nothing

about the principles of Associative unity,

but has an indistinct feeling that a change

would not be likely to increase his divi

dends, and in the mean time rests per

fectly content with professing every sab

bath to love his neighbor as himself and

do as he would be done by, and then

living all the rest of the week in direct

violation of his professions.

P. S. I must add a. word to say how

much I was gratified with the address of

the Domestic Corresponding Secretary.

I am satisfied there is no human heart 80

bad as not to respond to the sentiments

of that address. Ihave already got one

of my Christian friends and opponents

engaged to read it at his fireside, and will

take care that others have the opportu

nity.

 

THE NEW INDUSTRIAL WORLD.

or causes rounisaf

Translated for the Harbinger.

 

' SECTION II.-NOTICE IV.

SPICULATIVE PART OF THE PREPARATIONS.

CHAPTER XIV.

Industrial Series in the Vegetabh: Kingdom,

employed in preservation and in general

direction.

It would take too long to examine one

by one the suitable series in the vegetable

kingdom; I will simply call attention to

the rule of Compactncss, Chapter VI. and

to the instruction about neglecting and

putting under eclipse every vegetable which

cannot furnish a compact series of finely

graduated shades.

The cultivation of vegetables, including

forests, meadows, conservatories warm

and cool, might occupy fifty series in the

summer season. In civilization only warm

conservatories are known. On this point,

as on so many others, all minds are wed

ded to SIMPLISM, or the simple mode,

which is the type of the genius of civili

sation. The composite conservatories, that

is, warm and cool, when carried on to

gether, will be, like the aviaries, a very

powerful branch of attraction for the three

sexes, and principally for the rich class.

Much care then must be given to the or

ganization of this sort of industry.

The culture of forests and of grass-lands,

methodically planted and intermixed, will

be an immense detail ; each patch of mea

dow or of wood will receive those species

suited to it. Series of rural parade will

 

also be formed, cultivating the altars and

borders offlowcrs and shrubs, around spots

appropriated to each species of vegetable.

This luxury is a very precious branch of

attraction and intrigue.

The attractive branches of mechanical

labor, even supposing a. foundation on a

grand scale, will not furnish more than

ten or twelve series. (For details see

Chapters XV and XVI.)

We have thus in all:

In the animal kingdom, 30 series,

In the vegetable do. .50 “

In manufactures,

g 100 Series.

20 “

To reach 135, there remain vstill nearly

forty to be formed ; let us pass in review

the domestic labors proper to furnish out

this number, deducting those of the kitch

en, which are to be reckoned by them-

selves.

l. 2. 3. The granm'ie's, for grain, veg

etables, fodder. —4. 5. 6. The collar and

the sub-cellar, for beer, cider, vinegar, li

quors &c, and the vault copiously stored for

visitors who pay.—— '7. 8. 9. The fruile

ries: enormous quantities of fruit will be

purchased for preserves: this care will

occupy at least three series—10. The

(Iegumier), place for preserving vege

tables green, under ground, or in vases,

with preparation. — 11. The ail-roam.

12. The general co-rn-storcs.-l3. The

dairy, without cheese.— 14. 15. 16. The

tolmlistes and cameristcs: service of the

tables and the chambers. — 17. The

furniture: care of all from the glass

es to the pots and kettles.—-18. 19. Ir

rigation, comprising the care of pumps

and water-pipes. —20. The goodies, who

preside over the seristery of infants. —

21. The nurses, one corps relieving ano

ther by turns. — 22. The Lonnins and bon

niner, who operate upon the age of two

or three years, in developing industrial vo

cations. — 23. The mentors of both sexes,

who operate upon the age of three to four

and a half years, in developing characters

and discriminating the different titles of

character and temperament. —5.24. Modi—

cinc, in all its practice, including the in

firmaries. — 25. 26. Instruction, much

more extensive than in the civilized state.

I include instruction in agriculture and

mechanics. —27. 28. The little hordes and

little hands, the princi al series in educa—

tion. (See Section 1 I.) -—29. 30. V0

cal and instrumental harmony, the series

ofchants, hymns, wind and stringed in

struments. —32. The theatre, furnishing

a series of graduated species. _—-33. The

opera, in all its species—34. 35. The

dance (choregraphie) and the gymnasium.

—36. The periodical corvee, all sorts of

disagreeable Work, as the night watch.

—- 3'7. 38. Finally two, and perhaps four,

ambiguous series, in the animal and veg

etable departments.

These 40 series form the complement

of the 100 named before; for the minim

um of approximate Harmony, (chauchee)

is 135 series. Isuppress with regret the

details annexed to each of these functions;

but I will extract a single fragment.

The corvee (series 40) comprises all

those functions in which there is isola

tion and absence of attraction, as the du

ties of the postilion and courier, of those

who fire the salutes and wave the ban

ners, who ring the chimes, who ofiiciate

as keepers in the phalanstery and in the

caravansery, as wakers up in the phalan‘

story and the stables, the night watch,

the care of fire and lights, &c. &c.

The series of corveists receives a con

siderable dividend, besides the exemption

tax from the rich who buy themselves oil“,

as we do, from such services. This tri

bute is allotted to the entire series and

not to individuals, for individual wages

would be dishonorable in Association.

Besides, they encourage the corveists

by various favors, such as seating them at

the tables of the second class (they are

commonly of the third); they wish the

corvée, which comes round nearly every

fortnight, to be a day of gaity for the

people.

These precautions will seem quite so

perfluous to the civilizees, who are accus

tomed to see a moral wisdom in all up

pression and privation; they will forget

at every page, that the question here is

how to create industrial attraction, to con

trive accords in the distribution of profits,

and the fusion of the three classes; we

must beware then how we bring disrepute

upon any function, or cause discontent in

any class; there must be some sure

means of spreading gaiety over repugnant

and despised labors. (See Little Hordes,

Sect. III.)

I here repeat the rule already given

about the labors ofthe animal series: not

to devote much strength to the care of the

larger species, as horses and cattle, or to

the larger plants, as forest trees, which

will cost too much time for a generation

so little practiced in these things as ours.

They should not be neglected as they are

now ; but the end is, to form a great num

ber of series well intrigued. Those of

little flowers and vegetables will be al

most as useful as those of oaks and fir

trees, the culture of which costs ten times

as much time.

Besides this mass of free series which

I have designated, a phalanx ought to

have, as the pivot of its mechanism, at

least four measured, and four infinitesimal

series; here there must necessarily be a

deficiency in the experimental phalanx,

which will be able to form only one mea

ured series, that of ages and the thirty

two choirs (chapt. VII), and at the most,

only two infinitesimal series, or such as

subdivide infinitel in the scale of sub-se

ries. The poultry yard will form one.

Its scale, instead of the eighth, may easi

1y Ireach the fillh degree. (See chapt.

VI .)

A second infinitesimal series may be

formed upon gastronomy, a pleasure not

proscribed by custom, but only by morali

ty so called.

Thus far we have estimated at only a

hundred and forty the number of series

which an experimental phalanx can form.

But I have announced a strong branch in

reserve, that of the kitchens, which will

increase the total number to two hundred ;

for the kitchens may create some sixty,

the more precious, as they will be for the

most part permanent in action all the

year.

There is no eatable, whether animal or

vegetable, which may not occupy and

give intrigues to a passional series, and

sometimes several, in the kitchen; the

chicken and the beg, the potato and the

cabbage, each will occupy several which

may be even dualized,‘ by allying the,

 

“ There should be a chapter on the different

kinds of series; I have indicated above the

dualized; we have seen before the grafted;

and I have spoken of the interlocked in treating

of the scale of lodgings; there are many other

series whose definition would require a chap

 

ter; but there would not be room for our ele

mentary details, if we stopped for_t.hese didac
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intrigues of the scale of preparation with

those of the scale of production.

Kotzebue says that the restorateurs of

Paris know how to furnish eggs in forty

two different manners: that was the only

thing he found in Paris. Eggs then may

support three dualized series in the kitch-,

en, each composed of twelve or fifteen'

groups.

But this great number of series can on

1y be reached by adopting the opposite

principle to that of our moralists, the ex

treme refinement of tastes and passions, a

means without which the varieties of lla

vor could not be appreciated, and the

series could not form their scale, either of

piroduction or of culinary preparation.

ow can you develop the intrigues of

twenty groups cultivating twenty varie

ties of a species, when the consumers

eat indifl'erently each of the twenty, with

out distinction of quality or dressing!

The kitchen, so despised by the philos

ophers, produces the same effect upon

agricultural emulation, which grafting

does upon fruits; it doubles the value.

The intrigues of cultivation, the care of

animals and poultry, become doubly in

tense by alliance with the intrigues of co

linary reparation. Thence spring the

dualize series, stimulating one another:

these are powerful springs in industrial

attraction.

In the actual state, agriculture is affect

ed by two vices the opposite of these

beautiful properties of the associative

'kitchen; one is repugnant labor, prompt

ed by necessity and love of gain ; the oth-.

er is the limitation of all good cheer to the

idle. The cultivator feels no emulation,

either from special attraction for his indus~

try, or from cabalistic enthusiasm for his

method, or from discussions concerning the

preparation of the product; for he is not

allowed to eat it, only the refuse parts of

it, and those he eats very badly dressed.

The phalanx on the contrary must raise

such a quantity of every product, animal

or vegetable, that the tables of the third

class may partake of it; otherwise there

will be no enthusiasm for this indus

try.

Our agricultural mechanism, therefore,

is vitiated in every sense by the absence

of intrigues and cabals applied to produc~

tion, and by the absence of sensual refine

ment, now limited to the idle with whom

it is altogether useless, for it serves only

to inspire them with contempt for the sad

condition of the people who toil to serve

their fancies.

This radical fault of the civilized me

chanism will become more sensible, when

one has read the theory of Association

through. By way of introduction, it is

well to remark that the methods employ

ed by moralism are always contrary to

the plans of nature. This is the princi

pal thesis to be demonstrated in a treatise

on passional attraction ; for moralism and

attraction are wholly antipathetic, the one

seeking the way to social accords by

stifling the passions, the other finding it

by the full development of the pas

sions.

 

tic minutiae. For example, there should he ran»

vied series which draw from all those of the

same genus; if it is in the granary, each series

others and stores its grains; but the series of

t e general granary draws from all the others to

form a complete assortment to be kept on sale.

The ramified series then is the common trunk

to all those of the same genus.

To be continued.

 

MUSICAL REVIEW.

“FATHER HEINRICH ” IN BOSTON

This eccentric, noble hearted man, now

quite advanced in years, whom it was the

fashion to call music-mad, until further

acquaintance with the great music of

Germany taught us to suspect our own

taste rather than his genius, is at last

reaping some reward for a life of disinter

ested, ill-appreciated devotion to Art and

to all kindly sentiments. The Compli

mentary Concert tendered to him by the

musicians of Boston, and his other nu

merous friends there, took place on the

13th. The audience numbered twelve or

thirteen hundred; the orchestra sixty and

the chorus forty. The enthusiasm of the

occasion, the warmth with which a nu

merous assembly greeted the re-appear

ance of “Father Heinrich” and the

manifest good will with which both or

chestra and managers and audience coo'p

erated to make all pass off pleasantly to

him, were in themselves a suflicient

source of interest. A certain character

istic Yankee pride evinced itself in the

manner of expressing this enthusiasm,

which reflected somewhat upon the con

cert got up for the same end in New

York. Instead of covering the good man

with garlands and bouquets, the Bosto

nians concentrated their ambition upon

the one point of producing solid silver for

his benefit. This was very well, but yet

one-sided and a little surly, inasmuch as

it was a suppression of a very natural

prompting. We should have prefer

red the silvcr and the wreaths.

The hour belonged to friendship; and

the man no doubt was pleased. But there

was also the Composer’s ambition to be

gratified. And there, we fear, the con

cert must be in the main pronounced

a failure, though it had good points. It

did not furnish (which was probably the

main hope with him, as well as with the

more musical portion of his audience) an

opportunity to test the value of his musi

cal genius.

not brought out. Parts were drown

ed by the unmitigated energy of those

who plied the drums, and cymbals and

triangles; parts were weakened or con

fused by the breaking down of some luck

less trumpet obligate; and parts, indeed

whole movements, through the lagging or

impatience of some instruments, went

distracted, (as did the vexed composer

and his audience too, from sympathy with

him far more than from any perception of

the right or wrong in a musical point of

view.) The whole was therefore but a

poor distorted image of what the compo

ser meant to place before us. His crea

tions still continue his own secret. Those

piles of folio scores, so elaborately

 

His Works were tried, but“

 

wrought out for full orchestras, and cop

ied in a beautiful hand, which he shows to

every one, but has never even heard him

self, must still abide their time. An ac—

complished orchestra must study them,

and become familiar with them by repeat

ed rehearsal and performance, before we

shall know what they are. America in

spired them, but his own Germany will

have to be the first to hear and understand

them. We say this reverently; for it

does not seem to us that so much labor,

prompted by so much pure enthusiasm,

the devotion of a life to its own strongest

calling, is to be lightly treated and dis

missed as so much incoherent dreaming,

until it has had a chance to speak for

what it is.

Meanwhile if we were called upon to

state the impression which we did get of

this music, after every allowance for the

representation, we should say, that it was

swarming with ideas as beautiful and

palpable as most modern music; that

there were passages of very grand and

impressive harmony; that there was noth

ing superficial, weak or false in the man

ner in which the themes were wrought

out; that it was thorough, artist-like and

learned composition; and so far entitled

to respect as a whole, while here and

there in passages, the effect upon the mind

was as of glimpses of something truly

great. But we did suspect a want of po

etic or dramatic unity in the largest

pieces. Beautiful details, sudden fancies,

shifting without end, would continually

fix attention; but it was not so obvious‘

whither they were leading; no unitary

design appeared to cover them. This

might have been the fault of performance

merely, and not intrinsic to the music.

And yet in one sense there was too

much design. Too much anxiety to make

his compositions clear to every one, has

doubtless helped to make them only more

eccentric, difficult and unintelligible. In

efforts to describe things, to paint pic

tures to the hearer’s imagination, music

leaves its natural channels, and forfeits

that true unity which would come from

the simple development of itself from

within as music. Beethoven had no pro

gramme to his symphonies, intended no

description, with the single exception of

the Pastorale; yet, how full of meaning

are they! Mr. Heinrich belongs to

the romantic class, who wish to attach a

story to every thing they do. Mere out

ward scenes and histories seem to have

occupied the mind of the composer too

much, and to have disturbed the pure

spontaneous inspiration of his melo

dies. \Ve are sorry to see such cir

cumstances dragged into music as the

“Indian War Council,” the “ Advance

of the Americans,” the “ Skirmish " and

“ Fall of Tecumseh.” Music, aiming at
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no subject,— music composed with no

consciousness of anything in the world

but music, is sure to tell of greater things

than these. It is true that every thing

about America and American history was

ideal to the warmhearted and liberty-lov

ing enthusiast when he came here. It

was to him a. new World; and in his log

cabin in the forest solitudcs of Kentucky,

there must have been as much to inspire

and people a musician's fancy, as in the

most fabulous, region of the world. The

“Genius of Freedom” which he celc

brates in his Overture to “the Pilgrims,”

was what he followed, what he fancied

everywhere. The vanishing hosts of the

Red Man, ministered to his passion for the

picturesque and marvellous. This was

so far well, and can be conceived to have

cooperated finely with his musical labors,

had he only composed from the sentiment

with which they filled him, instead of try

ing to compose tone-narratives and tab

leaux of them. Music is the breath of

sentiment, and utters states of mind, but

errs in undertaking the same ofliee with

her sister, speech, which is the voice of

the understanding and describes facts. But

this distinction we have often made

before; we need not repeat our conviction,

that imitation and description are not the

true end of music. A series of historical

events may have unity enough in them

selves to make a very good story ; but it

does not follow that just that series of

subjects, translated into so many musical

themes or passages, will still have unity

as music.

We except however from the above re

marks, the Songs of Mr. Heinrich which

were sung on that occasion. They were

truly beautiful in sentiment and style;

worthy of a place among the “ Gems of

German Song.” The Indian Love Song

was full of grace and tenderness, original

and deep. The song from the Oratorio

of the “ Pilgrims,” though rather lengthy

and unvaried for the idle car, was yet a

severe and lofty melody such as an earn

est soul is ever glad to hear. And the

Corn di Caccia, or “ Yager‘s Adieu," for

choir and orchestra, was full of rich

grand harmony, and most inspirinrr.

The orchestra made amends for any

want of familiarity with the Padre’s be

wildering scores, by the spirited and clear

style in which they gave forth the noble

Overture to “Der Freyscht'itz" at the

close. Then for sentiment, in lieu of gar

lands, the musicians craved leave to ex

press their feclings to their good friend

and father by a song, which all could un

derstand. The singers were drawn up

in close ranks on the front edge of the

stage; the orchestra behind commenced

with Auld Lang Syne; the voices joined

in, and the hearts of the whole audience

responded. How was it with the good

 
old man! His music may be wild and

complicated; but his simplicity of heart,

his childlike, fresh, and loving nature,

must have felt this as it was meant.

May the memory of it refresh his old

days, and may he yet find the publisherl

and the orchestra and the audience tov

do justice to his music, which is more

to him than himself!

 

POETRY. '

For the Harbinger.

A CRADLE SONG.

FROM THE GERMAN OF RUCKHR'I'.

 

Thrice with \Vintcr‘s purest snows

Has thy mother decked thy bed,

Thrice with Summer‘s lovliest glows,

“’atching round thy silent head;

Still art thou thy slumber keeping 7

Thou art still in cradle sleeping!

Thrice have ceased the cold March showers

“'here thy quiet form reposes,

Thrice have come the snow-drop flowers, '

Thrice the violets, thrice the roses;

Still art thou thy slumber keeping?

Thou art still in cradle sleeping!

Thrice three hundred nights and morrows

Moon and sun have watched thy dreaming;

Now they look with ceaseless sorrows,

O’er thee once with rapture beaming;

\Veary watch above thce keeping,—

Thou art still in cradle sleeping!

Thrice Spring Zephyro, in their going,

Soil have rocked thee to repose,

Thrice rude Boreas, milder blowing;

Every wind thy slumber knowa,

O’er thee watching, wailing, weeping,—

Thou art still in cradle sleeping!

H.T. W.

 

For the Harbinger.

HEBE.

The dew of morning’s first fresh hours

Is on her lips and in her eyes,

While on her pure cheek slumbering lies

The opening glow of May-(lay flowers;

Her step has learned of brooks and groves

The waving grace that spring time loves.

Her life flows hidden and serene,

As I have seen some river glide

\Vithout one ripple on its tide

Through forest depths of sunlit green,

Down which there floated in still rest

A white, wild bird with noiseless breast.

I do not know that Earth has room

For souls so fresh and lives so fair;

I do not know but she must share

Though varying fates the common doom;

1 do not know but brow and eye

Must sink in anguish, ere she die;

I cannot tell what proper sphere

Unto each violet bud is given,

Enough, to put calm trust in Heaven

And know that nought fade! fruitless here ;

All that is fair to all brings gain,

There blows no sweet spring flower in vain.

 

T. W. II.
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0f modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others‘ rights, frnud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to impoverish

the lnhorcr and to render every condition insecure.

Rolin is to come, and can only come from the new

application oft‘hristinn principles, of Universal jul

tire and Uliivcrsnl love, to social institution, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Du. Crummrw.
 

THE ORGANIZATION OF LABOR—NO II.

\Ve glanced in a. prececding article at

a few leading evils and abuses inherent

in our present false organization of indus

try, and in the manufacturing system in

particular.

Our first object is to bring clearly be

fore reflecting minds this fact; namely,

that the present Age, which boasts of its

Christianity, its philanthropy, its progres

sive tendencies and its democracy, has

had neither justice nor philanthropy

‘enough to organize a true system of In

dustry, although it has had the power or

wealth, and the intelligence or science to

do so; on the contrary it has built up a.

system in one great department of labor,—

the manufacturing,—which in many of

its features excels the worst systems of

the past, which is supremely selfish, fa

voring those only who have established

it, and thus is iniquitous and oppressive

in its spirit and aims.

The Age has failed, and failed entirely

in the most important problem that could

occupy it, for of what consequence are

our political and sectarian controversies,

our wars, our financial schemes, our com

mercial speculations, in comparison with

the mighty question of the Organization

of Labor upon a true basis, so as to feed,

clothe, and educate the whole people,

and elevate them out of the abyss of

poverty, ignorance and brutal toil into

which they are sunk in modern Civilized

nations?

The manufacturing system as now es

tablished, is the latest form of Labor: if

it had been organized in the Barbarian

periods, we might have excused it, be

cause we should have taken into account

the general state of those times ; but this

is not possible when we consider the

means of good which this age possesses.

\Ve may forgive the ignorant savage for

many deeds which he commits, but we

cannot pardon similar or worse actions to

a man, brought up in a more advanced so

ciety like ours, and possessing the advan

tages which it secures to him.

Let us notice briefly the three leading

systems of Labor, which have been ee

tahlished on the earth. and the times and

circumstances in and under which they

have been brought forth.

1. Slavery, or the servitude of man to

man.
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2. Serfdom, or the servitude of man to

the soil.

3. Hired labor or the wages system,

the servitude of man to capital.

This examination will enable us to

appreciate more clearly the action of this

Age, and how far it has done its duty to

mankind.

The slave system took its rise, as we

stated in our last article, in the darkest

period of human history. When popula

tion had so increased in the savage society

that hunting and fishing could no longer

supply man with the means of existence,

it became necessary to resort to labor in

order to live, to till the earth, to raise

flocks, and to manufacture clothing.

At that early period, labor was far

more burthensome and repugnant than

even now; first, because there were no

convenient implements or machinery to

facilitate its execution, and second, be

cause the masses, enjoying a rude liberty

and freedom from care in their hordes,

were not inured or disciplined to toil.

Under these circumstances, how was it

possible to induce the freemen of primi

tive societies, where all were upon a foot

ing of equality, to engage in labor'.l It

was impossible ; violent means had to be

resorted to, and the force of circum

stances and the suggestions of brutal

power and selfishness, suggested the fol

lowing plan.

War was universal among the early

savage and nomadic societies ; it is a uni

versal accompaniment of poverty, or rath

er of ignorance and seflism, which are

the offspring of poverty. The prisoners

taken in war, instead of being killed,

were preserved and made the property —

the slaves of the victors. Labor, as we

stated, was repugnant and burthensome

in the extreme; how under the circum

stances, was muu to be forced to it? The

simplest, and at the same time the most

brutal means were devised. The lash

was applied to the back, and the only

alternative was labor or death. The

means were eHectual,—slavery was es

tablished, and spread as fast as population

increased and nations arose.

Thus the institution of slavery took its

rise in periods of war, conquest, poverty,

ignorance, and selfishness. Human na~

ture was perverted and degraded by these

influences to the last degree, and we

may find an excuse for the establishment

of such a system in such times. The

moral state of the enslavers, and the bra

tality and degradation of the enslaved,

who appeared no doubt to the former as

fit only to be beasts of burthen, offers

some palliation for the devising of an in

stitution so false in its nature.

The philosophers and statesmen of

Greece and Rome should have had just

ice and philanthropy enough to abolish

 

slavery, which has been proved possible

by the example of modern Europe, and

establish a better system in its place.

The justice and philanthropy were want

ing among them, as they are still at the

present day among our legislators and

capitalists, who are building up the mod

ern manufacturing system, and laying the

foundation of an Industrial Feudalism,

which is destined to be as terrible in its

oppression of the laboring classes, as

slavery itself. Caesar, one of the bright

est representatives of the genius of anti

quity, could boast of having in his wars,

caused a million of barbarians to perish

by the sword, and a million more to be

brought to Rome and sold as slaves.

Thus were the laborers obtained in an

cient, semi-barbarous, and civilized na

tions.

After the downfall of the Roman Em

pire, and the establishment of Christian

ity, slavery was generally abolished in

Europe, and a mitigated system, called

Scrleom, Serfhood, or Feudal Bondage,
was established iniits place. The labor

ing masses were attached to the land on

which they lived, and belonged with it to

the feudal nobles or the military leaders,

who had conquered the country. The

serfs could not be separated from their

natal soil, hence not from their families;

they were no longer the individual prop

erty of a master; some rights were con

ceded to them, so that a certain compact

with reciprocal duties, existed between

them and their feudal lord, instead of

absolute ownership,.and the entire and

absolute subjection of the slave to the

master. Serfdom, no doubt, is a great

advance upon slavery, and yet the system

opens the way to so many abuses, that

under a tyrannical master the serf is but

little better off than the slave. The con

dition of serfs at the presenl time in some

parts of Poland, where they are let out

to Jews, is as bad as that of the more

unfortunately situated slaves in the south

ern part of our own country.

Serfdom during the last two or three

hundred years, has been gradually banish

ed from most parts of Europe, and in

the place of it has grown up the system

of labor for wages. The shackles of the

serfs were broken, and they were left to

go free, and find employment,-—find the

opportunity of producing and gaining a

livelihood where they could. No true

organization of labor had been prepared

to receive them; they were without cap

ital and the implements of industry,—

that is, without land, machinery, or

workshops. They of course became whol

ly dependant upon those who owned these

things, and were forced to buy of them

the privilege to tell; that is, the privilege

to sell their time and labor—which for

the time being, is the selling of them

 

selves,-—day by day and week by week,

to the owners of the implements of in

dustry. Thus has been established the

servitude of Man to Capital.

The laborer is no longer the chattel of

the master ; direct bondage is abolished ;

but under the new system, he becomes

wholly dependant upon capital, the slave

of it in fact, as he was previously of a

master. Want and starvation pursue him

now, as did the scourge before. A sys

tem of indirect servitude is established

under the form of hireling labor, and

has spread over christendom.

This system becomes the more terrible

in its effects, from the fact that free-com

petition, or an industrial war is neces

sarily established among the working

classes ; and as population increases, and

the labor-market is glutted, this competi

tion grows so intense, that wages are re

duced to the lowest point that will sustain

life, and labor is prolonged to the great

est degree that. the human frame can

bear: added to this, there is an entire

uncertainty of the future; no guarantee

of regular employment, and no provision

for old age, sickness, or accidents. In

this system, abuses of such magnitude

are concentrated, among others, prolong

ed and exhausting toil—low wages—dan

ger of being constantly thrown out 01

work, with famine in prospect— unforseen

reverses and ruin,— killing anxieties, and

so forth, that we may say with truth,

in a dense population, the actual con

dition of the hireling ——the prolatary—is

but little in advance of that of the slave.

The long and dreary ages which have

passed over mankind, seem only to have

fastened upon the laboring classes, servi

tude and misery under new forms.

To sum up : slavery took its rise at the

epoch of the passage of nations from the

Savage to the Barbarian order of society,

the most painful transition and gloomiest

stage in the history of mankind. Serf

dom was established under the military

and semi-patriarchal despotism of thcfeu

dal nobles; and the \Vages System in

this modern age of financial and commer

cial sway, of individualism and of nega

tive liberty or license.

We do not blame the modems for suf

fering the wages system, the tyranny of

capital, to grow up among them ; it was

the result of accident, of the freeing of

the serfs without substituting a proper

organization of labor; it was not the ef

fect of perversity and selfishness, like the

establishment of slavery. There was a

want of genius and philanthropy mani

fested in not devising a better system, but

no exercise of brutal cupidity and 0p

pression.

The same leniency however is not to

be observed in judging our manufacturing

system. A systematic effort has been
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made to take advantage of all the evils

and abuses connected with the wages

system, such as the power of Capital, the

weakness and helplessness of Labor, the

absence of all solidarity between the em

ployers and the employed, the non-guar

antec of rights, like the right to labor, to

the fruit of labor, and to aid and support,

in sickness and old age. we say the

plan has been to take advantage of these

abuses, and reduce them to a complete

system of extortion and oppression.

We pointed out a few of the evils of

the factory system in our last article ; let

us again state them briefly, so that the

reader may have before his mind a faint

sketch of this modern system of indus

trial oppression and outrage.

Abuses of the Manufacturing System.

Prolonged and eXcessive labor, wearing

and exhausting to the frame.

Exclusive and monotonous occupation

at a single detail.

Unhealthy and often deadly occupations

in chemical Works, the manufacture of

metals, in dyeing, &c. which could be

prevented by alternation, and short peri

ods of labor.

Gradual decrease of wages, by the irr

troduction of labor-saving machinery, and

by the action of_frce competition among.

the operatives.

Absence of industrial guarantees and

rights.

Profits absorbed by Capital and Com—

mcrcc.

Suhjection of the laborer to machine

ry.

Strict system of discipline, and arbitra

ry rules and regulations laid down for the

government of the operatives. In some

manrrfactories they are not permitted to

speak to each other ; in others, blinds are

put up at the windows to prevent the

workmen from looking out, and having

their attention drawn off. ,

In fine, the main endeavour of the di

rectors of Industry is to obtain the most

labor possible for the least money, and

make the largest profits out of the indus

trial classcs, without any regard to their

interests, or to their welfare, present or

future.

Such is our modern manufacturing sys

tem, under which the poor children of

toil, in industrial galleys or prisons, and

amidst poverty and anxiety, wear out their

lives to create wealth for a small minority

' of monied men, and speculators. The es—

tablishment of such a system, so devaid

of charity and justice, demonstrates that

this age is destitute of genuine love of

man ; and that the laboring classes must

seek for new guides, or become their own,

ifthcy wish to escape from the bondage

which is preparing for them, of which the

organization of manufacturing labor is the

beginning, and which is destined soon to,

 

 

be extended to agriculture, and made to‘power of society, and obeyed its behests

embrace all departments of industry.

Let us erraminc what part Commerce,

Legislation, the Press, and the Church,

which are the guides of public opinion,

and the principal powers in society, have

taken in this great industrial question,

and in the organization of this latest form

of servitude.

Commerce and capital have speculated

upon it as a mere means of accumulating

wealth. The thirst for gold, which has

been whettcd to such intensity in this

age, has laid hold of the gigantic powers

of mechanical production, and developed

and applied them with a cupidity, and at

the same time, a talent and efliciency that

are wonderful ; human bones and muscles,

human' life and intelligence have been

speculated upon as mere sources of pro

duction, and considered of inferior impor—

tance to every thing else—to the ex

pense even of building comfortable and

healthy manufacturics, and to the fear of

a somewhat diminished productiveness by

allowing just hours of labor.

The Press, which is the scrvile ally,

the tool, the serf almost of commerce.

from which it receives its advertisements,

—the main source of its support—and

most of its subscribers; the press cries up

this system of industrial oppression and

extortion, as it does all schemes of mod

crn peculation, finance and legalized

fraud. Public opinion is misled, and

the people themselves are bewildered by

the constantly reiterated praises, the de

ceitful representations, and the glorifica

tions which the press is lavishing upon

every plan of commercial and industrial

speculation. The press, which should be

the voice of Humanity, which should ad

vocate and support the new and generous

ideas and tendencies of the age, is the

more instrument of Commerce and lndus

trialism, the oracle of stock-jobbing and

speculation, ready to defend their acts

and spirit, and to sell the cause of the

people for their patronage,— for the pat

ronage of powers, which are hastening

to reduce the masses to a new vassalage,

as abject as any that has ever existed, —

the vassallage of the soulless money-bag.

The legislative Bodies of civilized na

tions, even those which claim to be demo

cratic like our own, have beheld the

growth of this modern system of industrial

feudalism without seeking for any prevent

ive, without endeavoring to devise a bet

ter system or without uttering a protest

against it. Politicians and statesmen,

preoccupied with schemes of personal am

bition and aggrandizement, and with par

ty intrigues, have not at all comprehend

ed the problem of the Organization of

Labor. Dependent moreover for. popular

ity upon the press, the tool of commerce,

they have naturally sided with that ruling

with entire docility. They have charter

ed companies, granted monopolies, creat

ed bauks, and made treaties with an ener

gy which shows how well they can serve

those who exercise the governing influ

ence in society, and make or unmake

popularities.

Let it not be supposed that we wage

any special war against banks or corpora

tions; he who sees the necessity ofa uni

versal reform, cannot be fanatical on one

point, and yet we would say that if our

legislators could create a thousand banks

to secure to Commerce the credit and

lcapital necessary for its operations, they

could have done something to develop

and encourage agriculture—which they

have not—and to introduce justice into

the Organization of the only branch

of Labor which has been undertaken, that

of manufactures, instead of leaving it to

the selfishness and cupidity of individu

als. In a word, our legislative bodies

have abandoned helpless and dependent

labor to the tender mercies of all power

ful capital, have surrendered the people to

minority of financiers, capitalists, traflick

ers, speculators, and other industrial vam

pires, whose only object is to accumulate

wealth out oftheir toil. Those bodies have,

by their acts, shown themselves to be igno

rant of the true wants and the great prac

tical question of the times, and faithless

to the cause of the laboring classes, who

compose the great majority of the people.

Commerce, capital, and stock‘jobbing are

the real sovereigns of the nations, and hold

the power before which the universal

selfishness and meanness of this age have

prostratcd themselves. They control the

Press, which depends on them for its sup

port; they govern the Lawyers to whom

they give their processes; and they di

rect Legislation, whose halls are filled for

the most part by their creatures. It is this

power which, if not arrested, is destined

within the coming century to organize a

vast scheme of industrial and commercial

monopoly, a new feudalism, which will

reduce the whole population to the con

dition in which the factory operatives now

are. If the people would escape it, they

must combat this power; they must se

cure a press devoted truly to the interests

of labor; they must have honest repre

sentatives of their interests in the legisla

tive halls, and effect by their collective

will and conscience an Organization of La

bor. which shall be based upon principles

of universal justice.

And what is the Church doing with this

spectacle of the upbuilding of a false

 

system of labor, and of a new form of

slavery before it? Nothing! it remains as

silent as the grave. If our brothers and

sisters in Humanity are immured from

twelve to sixteen hours a day in industrial
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prisons, and subjected to a rigid disci

pline, based upon physical necessities;

if this system is rapidly invading all

branches of mechanical industry, and

threatening to subject the mass of the

people to the most heartless tyranny, the I

Church has no voice to raise in their be

half. There are probably two reasons for

this. In the first place, the leading men in

the Church have so little practical educa

tion ; they know so little of Labor, its wants

and its wrongs, its influence upon the

people, that they pass it over as some

thing which does not belong to their

world. In the next place, those splendid

temples in our cities, and those comfort

able parsonages are built, and maintained

for the most part, by the gold of com

merce, and the wealthy and respectable

classes who fill the pews, belong to its

walks or to its sister pursuits, finance,

stock-jobbing, and speculation. How re

sist such influences, and suspect that the

spirit of all these is selfish and anti

christian, and that they are devising and

carrying out upon a vast scale, plans of

oppression and extorsion, like our mod

ern manufacturing system? It is scarce

ly to be expected that our clergyrnen

should see through the bewilderment of

the age, and the intricate questions of La

bor and its Organization, and stand forth

as the advocates of justice and Humanity.

This affords us one more proof that the

people must look to themselves for the

vindication of their rights. From the

ruling powers of society, from commerce

and capital, from the press, legislation

and the church, the laboring classes, the

people have nothing to expect, save vas

salage and exhortation to passive resigna

tion. Where then shall they look for

their social redemption! This is what

we will endeavor to answer in a future

article.

 

THE LA GRANGE PHALANX.

This Association is situated in La

Grange County, Indiana. It has been in

operation some two years and has acted

under an act of incorporation granted by

the legislature of that state since the 1st

of June 1845. It commenced on the sure

principle ofincurring no debts, which it has

adhered to, with the exception of some

fifteen hundred dollars yet due on its do—

main. We find in “ The True Tocsin,”

a statement of the operation of this Asso

ciation for the last fifteen months, and of

its present condition, by Mr. Anderson,

its secretary, from which we make the

following extracts:

“ Annual Statement of the condition of

the La Grange Phalanx, on the 1st day

oprril, 1846.

Total valuation of the real and per

sonal Estate of the Phalanx on the

above day, including Book accounts

duo from members and 0tlters.. . . . . 8191161131

Deduct capital Stock, ..3 14,61? 3‘]

h Debts, time 15,1721

Total product for 15 months provi

the above dntc....-............ $4,0tii-10

Being a nett increase of property on hand,

(since our settlement on the 1st ofJanua

ry, 1845,) of $1535,63, the balance of

the total product above, having been con—

snrned: namely, '253l,72, in the shape

of rent, tuition, fuel, food and clothing.

The above product forrns a dividend to la

bor of 61 cents 8 mills per day, often

hours, and to the capital stock 4 11-12

per cent per annum.

“Our domain at present consists of

1045 acres of good laud, watered by liv

ing springs, the land is about one half

Prairie, the balance openings, well tim

bercd. \Ve have four hundred and ninety

 

two acres improved, and UV" hundred and

fifty acres of meadow. The improvements

itr building are three barns, some out hous

les, blacksmith shop and a dwelling house

1 large enough to accommodate sixteen

I families, besides a school room twenty~six

lby thirty-six feet, and a dining room of

the same size. All our land is within

fences, and we consider our cpndition bids

fair towards the realization of at least, a

share of happiness, even upon the earth.

\Ve had almost forgot to say that we had

set out an orchard of nine hundred apple,

and four hundred peach trees, which are

doing well; in addition to these, we have

some sixty apple, and about one hundred

peach trees, which have been hearing for

five years past, and many of those last

set will be old enough to bear by the time

they acquire a firm foot hold in their new

location.

“ The most pleasing aspect of our div

idend is the just proportion of reward be

tween Labor and Capital. You will most

likely have remarked the dividends of oth

per cent. per annum, to capital and sev

enty-five cents-per day of ten hours, to

labor; this disparity arises from the fact

| that any efforts at Association in our conn

1 try have not adequate means to enable la

~bor to give one fourth ofits product for

the use of the scanty capital with which

they are blessed. No doubt the time will

come when one fourth may be set apart

to stock, but that time is not yet.

The rule by which this Association

makes dividends to capital is as follows:

“ When labor shall receive seventy-five

cents per day of ten hours at average, or

common farming labor, then capital shall

receive six per cent. per annum, and in

that ratio, be the dividend what it may, in

other words, an investment of one hun

dred dollars for one year will receive the

same amount which might be paid to eight

days average labor.

“ There are now ten families of us at

this place, busily engaged in agriculture.

We are rather destitute of mechanics, and

would be very much pleased to have a

good blacksmith, of good moral character

and steady habits, and withal an Associa

tionist join our number, or even to hire

such a person by the month, or year.

We can give the best of encouragement

to a good mechanic either of these ways,

although the former would be to us the

most preferable, and we might also say

the same with respect to shocntakiug, as

 

the trouble of traveling great distances for

small purposes, having no desire to leave

home unless in accordance with our \vish

 

er Associations, and discovered twelve,

we wish to economize our time by saving.

|es. Before closing We would remark'

lthat since our commencement in the fall

' of 1543, our school has been in active op
t . . .
eratton up to the present time, With the

lexccption of some few vacations. It is

,our most sincere desire to have the very

t best instruction in school, which our

|means will enable us to procure. We

l have never yet had to hire any teachers,

but this we would do if better could not

he done. But would more especially wish

i to have Associationists in school than any

,where else, provided they were otherwise

competent.—To any such persons who

might wiin to locate with us, we will give

good assurance of pecuniary reward.

The preamble to the constitution of this

little band of pioneers in the cause of Hu

man Elevation shows that their enter

prize is animated by the highest pur

poses.

“ The undersigned, members of the

La Grange Phalanx, deeply sensible of

the evils which afflict all classes of socie

ty, and despairing of deliverance through

the agency of our present Social and Po

litical systems, which we believe are at

variance with the precepts of Christiani

ty, and consequently the best interests of

men, and being desirous of securing for

ourselves, constant, and as far as possible

agreeable occupations, just dividends, and

the advantages of Economy, only to be

realized in Association, and to establish a.

complete system of Education, in all use

ful and elevating branches of Physical, In

tellectual and Moral Science, to provide

for the aged and alllictcd, and above all

to escape from the perpetual conflicts and

litigations which now render society little

else than Pandemonium, have agreed to

associate tor the purpose of affecting an

Unity of interests in all business transac

tions. To purchase a domain of from two

'to six thousand acres ol'land ; To prose

cute snch branches of physical and intel

lectual employment as shall promise ad

vantage: To divide the product of labor

among ourselves, in such a manner that

each shall as nearly as possible reap what

he may sow: To abolish the distinction

of master and servant: To preserve indi

viduality: To secure the rights of wo

man : To cherish and strengthen the ties

and relations growing out of the family

compact, and to enlarge the freedom of

the individual, by granting to all the se

lection of the particular branch of indus

try for which they may feel an attrac

tion.

We believe we shall thus be enabled

to put in practice the two divine precepts,

“ Love thy neighbor as thyself,” and

“ as ye would that men should do unto

you, do ye even so to them.”

We trust that they will not be disheart—

ened by any discouragements or obsta

cles. These must of necessity be many,

but it should be borne in mind that they

cannot be equal to the burdens which the

selfishness and antagonism of the existing

order of things lay upon every one who

toils through its routine. The poorest

Association affords a sphere of purer and

honester and heartier life than the best

society that we know of in the civilized

world. Let our friends persevere; they

are onthe right track and whatever mistakes

they may make we do not doubt that they
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will succeed in establishing for themselves

and their children a society of United In—

terests.

THE Sll'EDENBORG ASSOCIATION.

This Society, whose formation in Lon

don we noticed some time since, is pro

ceeding in the execution of its purposes

with commendable activity. We have

received a pamphlet containing its bye

laws, and a statement of its immediate

plans somewhat in detail. It has issued

a proposal to publish a volume containing

a number of Swedenborg's scientific

works for which it is now ready to re

ceive subscriptions. It makes also the

following announcement.

“ The Association will shortly engage

in Translations of the following : -—

“ The various small “'orks published by the

Author in the Swedish Language, on Arithme

tic, Currency, 6cm, dcc.

“ The Hieroglyphic Key.

“ The \Vorship and Love of God. (In thel

Translation of this “'ork, which has hitherto

been wrongly regarded as a. piece of imagina

tion,whereas it is the crown of the Author’s

Science, and remarkable for strict induction,

the Association will attempt to impart a more

adequate view than is afforded by the old

Translations, of the beauty and majesty of the

original.)

“ The following are some of the Mann

scripts which the Association purposes to

publish and translate when its means per

mtt.

“1. A Collection of original Documents and

Letters addressed by Swedenborg to Bishop

Eric Benzelius, and now preserved in the Gym

nasium Library at Linkoping in Sweden.

“2. A Treatise on the Brain. 1400 pages 4to.

(This Treatise is refered to throughout both the

Economy and Animal Kingdom, and the begin

ing of it, there is reason to suppose, is inserted

in the Economy, Part II., forming Chap. 1. II. of

that \Vork. Without doubt it will prove inesti

mable as affording a good view of the Theory

of the Brain.)

" 3. A Treatise on Generation. (This like

wise is refered to in both the above Works,

and is very necessary to supply its own place in

the Author’s theory.)

“ 4. Two Treatises on the Ear and the Sense

of Hearing. (The same remark applies here

also : there is nothing in the Author’s published

Works which supplies the theory of this organ

and sense.)

“ 5. A continuation of the Animal Kingdom,

fill pages folio; containing the Ports on the

Senses and an Epilogue on Sensation, and di

rectly taking up the subjects of the Animal

Kingdom. (The same remark applies to this

also.)

"6. Physiologica et Mctaphysica, fol. 127

(p. 5354), containing various psychological and

ethical Parts, and in general exhibiting the Au

thor's mental and moral philosophy, and his

method, previous to the year 1745; a most in

teresting MSB., supplementary to the whole of

of his Scientific Works.

“7. The Principles of Natural Things de

duced both a priori and a posteriori, 4to., pp.

569. (This Treatise is doubtless the Work of

which Swedenborg gave a specimen in his

Chemical Prodromus, and which is very impor

 
tant to complete his Theory of the Mineral

Kingdom.)

“ 8. On Common Salt, 4to. pp. 313. (This

Treatise is also important, particularly when

the position which the theory of salt occupies

in the Author’s views of nature, is taken into

consideration”)

We trust the fulfilment of promises so

rich, will not be delayed. Did the world

know the value of the treasures contained

in these writings, it would need no special ‘

association for their publication. Success

to labors of so much importance to the

cause of Truth and Humanity!

Tris W'oairixc Max In FRANCE. The

Paris correspondent of the Dculsrlie

Sdmellposl writes as follows: “ \Ve are

having difficulties among the laboring

classes in every corner and district. At

Elbeuf the conflict between the factory

laborers in blouses, and the factory own

ers in the uniform of the National Guard

was very serious; much blood was spilt.

The Foiirth Estate is rising with more

and .more energy, and if our statesmen

and legislators do not soon open their

eyes and go about the emancipation of the

laboring classes, we shall have to go

through with quite other conflicts. God

guard us for the immediate future!”

\Vill this age do its duty or will it wait

to be taught it in fire and blood and the

awful excesses of infuriated men? Does

the world need yet again the volcanic

eruption of oppressed and perverted Hu

manity, or can it listen to the voice of

Truth declaring the way to peace, to uni

versal elevation, to happy destinies! Do

the leaders of these Christian nations sup

pose that competitive industry can be al

lowed to do its perfect work on its millions

of slaves, without a day of fearful reck~

oning? Not so! There are only two

alternatives; to persist in the present sys

tem of selfishness and wrong, to plunge

Christendom into the abyss of industrial

feudalism until the degraded masses will

submit no longer and rise to wreak blind

and destructive vengeance on the whole

of society, or to choose the safe, peaceful

and bencficent. method of organizing la

bor according to justice, which will vast

ly increase its product, prevent all revolu

tions and lead to the establishment of the

Kingdom of God on Earth.

[11? Liberty without organization tends

to license, to abuse, to the oppression of

the feeble by the tyranny of the strong,

at the present day to the establishment of

industrial feudalism by the collective ser

vitude of the laboring classes under the

coalition of the masters. The same eflect

must be produced among nations. The

strongest, that is those which are richer

and more powerful in the domain of in

dustry, will conquer the others in the un

equal stuggle, and this will constitute a

 

feudal system of nations much more bane

ful than that of single companies, or ra

ther this feudal system will turn to the

profit of England alone. This is why

we wish to regulate labor by organizing

it. On this condition alone can human

brotherhood be established.

Tni: Voice or INDUSTRY. This paper

devoted to the \Vorkingmen’s movement,

we understand has a circulation, equal at

least to that of any other paper in the Ci

ty of Lowell. The Editorial care of it

has recently been assumed by Mr. Jenn

ALLEN, whose ability, zeal, and devotion

to the elevation of the laboring classes

eminently qualify him for the service;

and we feel assured that he will issue a

paper, that will be faithful to the great

interests it represents, while it will not

neglect the broadest and most universal

interests of Humanity. \Ve earnestly

hope that the \Vorkingmen will not fail

to sustain the “Voice of Industry.” It

can be made a powerful and efficient or

gan in the great cause which they have

at heart. EVery man who earns a dollar

a day by his labor, will find a dollar a

year given to this paper as good an in

vestment as he could make.

Tris: POLITICAL STATE or was WonLo.

Our readers will find the article under this

head, in another column, worthy of their

most careful attention. Without fully

agreeing with its philosophy, which seems

somewhat incomplete, or assenting to all

its statements, which might be thought in

a slight degree to mingle fancy with the

severity of scientific thought, we cannot

but admire the broad vision, and hearty

strength which it evinces throughout. And

whether the reader agree with the writer

or differ from him, rich veins ofreflection

are opened which cannot be pursued with

out profit. Another article will finish the

present subject, but we shall hope for

other favors hereafter from the same pen.

ALEXANDER \VEILL. This gentleman,

whose papers in La Phalange on the

Peasants’ war in Germany, are about to

be published in a book, was recently pres

ent at a party where a French Writer, who

knew nothing of the German language,

was making himself merry over it, and

saying in the words of Voltaire, that it

was a language for horses, “ That ” said

Weill, “is the reason that asses cannot

learn it.”

I}? “ \Vithout doubt ” says the Demo

cratic Pamfique, “ the German Railroads

which unite all the rivers of Germany,—

the Danube with the Rhine and the Main,

the Elbe, the Oder, the \Veser with the

Rhine, the Main and with two seas, will

not only increase the amount of commerce
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but perhaps give it a new mode of activi

ty and another direction. It is impossi

ble to predict to-day what will be done

in the next ten years. Ten years of our

times are equal to ten centuries of the

past. Since the commencement of this

century, Humanity has made greater pro

gress than from the epoch of Charlemagne

to Francis First, or from Francis First to

Louis Fourteenth.”

AFFILIATED SOCIETIES.

We trust that our friends, every where,

in the cities and in the country, are tak

ing the necessary steps, for organizing as

promptly as possible, AFFILIATED Soon:

TIES. '
For the I end of at once stimulating

their energy and aiding to give it a direc

tion, we suggest the following draft of a

Constitution.

CONSTITUTION.

I. The name of this Society shall be the

UNION or ASSOCIATIONISTS, auxiliary

to the AMERICAN UNION or ASSOCIATION

lsTs.

II. Its purpose shallbe the ctablishment of

an order of Society based on a system of

Joint-Stock Property 5

Co-operative Labor

Association of Fami ies ;

Equitable Distribution of Profits;

Mutual Guarantees;

Ilonors according to Usefulness;

Integral Education;

Unr'rv or Inrrznrzs'rs:

which system we believe to be in accordance

with the Laws of Divine Providence, and the

Destiny of Man.

III. Its Method of operation shall be to co

operate with the parent Society, in holding

mectings,collccting funds, and in every way dif

fusing the Principles ofAssociatiou and prepar

in for their practical ap lication.

TV. Any e'rson may recome a member of

this society signin its Constitution.

V. The Officers s all be a President, aVice

President, a Secretary, and a Treasurer, who

shall constitute the Executive Committee of

the Society, and shall be rcs onsible for its gen

eral management; it shall a so be their duty to

fill all occasional vacancies in the otlices of the

Society.

VI. This Constitution can be amended at

any regular meeting, by a vote of two-thirds of

the members present.

This Constitution, it will be seen, is

almost identical with that of the parent

society; and there is an obvious advan

tage in thus securing unity and concert of

action. But of course every society will

consult its own judgment and conveni

ence in adopting a bond of union.

Be active, friends, and hopeful and

resolute. Let us straightway cover the

whole country with these societies, to

become ganglions of one living body of

Love, Order, Coiiperation. Call a public

meeting,—gather your most efficient

speakers,-——read some stirring tract,—

show your neighbors that you have pledg

ed a life-long, faithful service to our sub

lime cause —— have a true RevivalafPrac

liml Goodness in your community,—en

list all the generous-hearted, pure, high

minded men and women you can in this

movement to establish the rule of Divine

 

‘ sing to whom song is given!’

 

Justice, and of Universal Humanity,--1

 

organize your society,-—lay out your

scheme for diffusion of the Associative

doctrine, —-put your hand to the plough,

and turn not back.

Send us news of your progress. Let

us have hundreds of societies earnestly

at work before the year is out. Who

shall lead the van?

JENNY Lle. A lady in Vienna, writes

of her as follows. “I saw her the first

evening in Norma, and the same even

ing in the Somnambula. Her noble fea

tures beaming with elevation, certainly

seem more suited for the character of a

priestess than of a simple peasant girl, but

beauty makes all conditions equal. After

her first appearance. two different parties

arose. On the one side, those who might

be called the good, genuine Germans

were carried away by her; the others,

not less genuine Germans, but yet wor

shippers hcfore the altars of foreign gods,

set herdown as inferior to the Italians.

For this latter party she was probably

not sufliciently extravagant, too much

from her own heart; she does not set

her game on a single card, that is, on

one great bravura air with flourishes and

catches after effect. She sang with sim

ple greatness as if the German poet had

written for her alone the words; ‘ Let him

Her ap

pearance is that of a Sylphidc and her

playing might serve as a model for our

greatest actresses; we have alas, no one

amongst us who could be compared with

her. Especially admirable is her dis

tinct enunciation of the text, as well as

her attention and trulh to the whole

piece which in our cantatrices is almost

never to be found. This richly en

dowed woman understands the art of lis

tening handsomely and appropriately, and

of co-operating in the general action,

while many of her colleagues regard

their parts as finished with the last echo

of their voices. Jenny Lind begins

where others cease."—Schnellposl.

 

A FIGHTING PREACHER. Some of our

Western exchanges speak of “ a noble

example that has just been set by Rev.

Richard A. Stewart.” It appears that

his pugnucious reverence — who is a

Methodist Parson—has arrived in New

Orleans at the head of one hundred vol

untecrs from East Baton Rouge and Iber

ville. A correspondent of the Fredricks

burg Recorder represents him as being

endowed with a great taste for fighting,

and says that it is a habit with him, when

he feels a call to thrash any one, to ask a

temporary dismissal from the Church,

and when he has finished the job he asks

to be readmitted. The writer adds, “ He

has obtained a dismissal for six months,

in order to lick the Mexicans.”

 
 

GRAHAM AND TEMPERANCE

HOUSE.

63 BARCLAY STREET, New Yosx.

New ARRANGEMENT. This house is situat

ed on a pleasant and airy street, extending from

Broadway to the Hudson river. At one end of

the street is the landing place of the Albany

Steamboats, at the other the Park Fountain.

The house is but one minute’s walk from either,

and only five from the Eastern Steamboat Land

In .
tgl‘wo separate Tables are provided, one suited

for the accommodation of the eaters of meat.

 
and the others carefully prepared for those who

wish to exclude flesh meats from their diet.

Ladies and Gentlemen from the country tar

rying a few or many days, can be accommodat

ed with quietness, lent , cleanliness, whole

some food, and free om mm the fumes of Al

cohol and Tobacco. ,

[1? FREE BATES. Cold, Douche, and

Shower Baths Free, and Warm Baths at a

small expense.

Terms One Dollar per day. Permanent board

ers received upon reasonable terms.

A. L. SMITH.

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

The Directors of the School connected

with the Brook Farm Association have made

arrangements for enlarging the establish

ment, and are now prepared to receive an

additional number of pupils.

The course of study comprises instruction

in the various branches usually lIU ht in the

High Schools and Academies of cw Eng

land, with particular attention to the modern

European languages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes

are received; a constant maternal care ex

ercised over the youngest; and the more ad

vanced subject [0 the friendly counsel and

assistance of the teachers, without the re

straints of arbitrary discipline. Young men

are fitted for College, or for commercial pur

suits, or carried through a course of instruc

tion, in the higher branches usually taught

in the University.

Lessons are given in Music, Dancing,

Drawing, and Painting, without any extra

charge.

The School is under the immediate direc

tion of Mr. and Mrs. RIPLEY, Mr. Dwan-r,

and Mr. DANA, assisted by experienced

teachers in the dificrcnt departments; and

every pupil of tender age is entrusted to

the particular care of a lady of the establish

ment, who has charge of his wardrobe, per

sonal habits, and physical education.

For young children, who are deprived of

parental care, and for older pupils who wish

to pursue a thorough and exact course of

study, without the usual confinement of a

large seminary, it is believed that this

School affords advantages, that are rarely to

be met with.

TERMS,- Form Donnnns a week for

board, washing, fuel, lights, and instruction

in all branches.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, VVesl Rozbury, Mass.
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MISCELLANY.

Tris COUNTESS or RUDOLSTADT,“

SEQUEL T0

C O N S U E L 0.

most THE reason or osoaos sasn.

Translated for the Harbinger.

' ll.

W'hile the young and beautiful abbessi

was making these comments, the King

entered the Porporina's dressing room

without knocking, at the moment when

she began to recover her senses.

“ Well! young lady,” said he to her in

a tone which was not very compassionate,

and even not very polite, “ how do you

do! Are you subject to such accidents?

In your profession that would be a serious

inconvenience. Was it some trouble you

experienced! Are you so ill that you

cannot answer! Do you reply, sir,” said

he, addressing the physician who was in

attendance upon the cantatrice, “is she

seriously indisposed l ”

“ Yes, sire,” replied the physician,

“ her pulse is barely perceptible. There

is some great disorder in the circulation,

and all the functions of life are, as it

were, suspended; her skin is icy.”

“ That is true ” said the king, taking

the cantatrice‘s hand in his ; “ her eye is

fixed, her mouth colorless; make her take

some Hoffman‘s drops; what the devil!

I thought it was some stage-trick: l was

wrong. This girl is very ill. She is nei

ther wicked nor capricious, is she Porpori

nol Has any one vexed her this evening!

Nobody has had reason to find fault with

her, have they? "

“ Sire, she is not an actress,

Porporino, “ she is an angel.”

 

H

replied

 

" Entered according to Act ofCongress in the

year 1846, by FRANCIS G. Suaw,in the lerk’s

office of the District Court of Massachusetts.

1 Frederick was accustomed to bestow abbeys,

canonicntes, and bishopricks upon his protestant

favorites, officers and relatives. The rincess

Amelia, having obstinately refused to mar

ried, was endowed by him with' the abbey of

Quedlimburg,a royal prebend, which brought in

a hundred thousand francs income and of which

she bore the title, as do the catholic canonesses.

 
“ Nothing more! are you in love with

her! ”

“ No, sire, I respect her infinitely; 1

look upon her as my sister."

“ Thanks to you two and to God, who

no longer damns actors, my theatre

will become a school of virtue! There,

now she comes to herselfa little. Porpo

rina, do you not know me 1 ”

“ No sir,” replied the Porporina,

looking with a frightened air at the

king, who was striking the palm of her

hand.

“Perhaps it is an affection of the

brain,” said the king; “ have you ever

remarked that she was epileptic? "

“ O sire! never. That would be horri

ble ! " replied the Porporino, wounded by

the brutal manner in which the king ex

pressed himself respecting so interesting

a person.

“ Ah! stop, don’t bleed her.” said the

king, pushing back the physician who

was approaching with his lancet; I don’t

like to look coolly upon the flow of in

nocent blood, except in battle; you are

not warriors, you are assassins. Let her

be quiet; give her air; Porporino, don't

let her be bled. Those gentlemen think

they know every thing. I confide her to

your charge. Carry her home in your

carriage, Poelnitz! In a word, you shall

answer for her. She is the greatest can

tatrice we have ever had, and we shall

not find another like her very easily.

Apropos, what are you going to sing to

me to-morrow, M. Conciolinil "

The king descended the staircase of

the theatre with the tenor, speaking of

something else, and went to sup with

Voltaire, La Mettrie, d’Argens, Algarot

ti, and the general Quintus lcilius.

Frederick was harsh, violent, and in

tensely selfish; with this, he was gene

rous and good, even tender and afl'ection

ate, sometimes. This is not a paradox.

 

Every body knows the character, at once

terrible and fascinating of this man of‘

many faces, of complicated organization,i

full of contrasts, as are all powerful na-i

lures, especially when invested with;

supreme dominion, when an agitated

life develops them in every sense.

While supping, laughing and jesting,

with bitterness and grace, with brutality

and wit, in the midst of those dear friends

whom he did not love, and of those ad

mirable beauaesprits whom he did not ad

mire, Frederick suddenly fell into :1 rev

ery, and rose after some minutes of re

flection, saying to his guests ;

“ Talk on, I hear you.”

Thereupon, he passes into the next

room, takes his hat and sword, signs to a.

page to follow him, and buries himself in

the dark galleries and mysterious stair

cases of his old palace, while his guests,

thinking him quite near, measure their

words, and dare to say nothing they

would not wish him to hear. Moreover,

they distrust each other so much, (and

with reason) that wherever they may be

upon the soil of Prussia, they feel the re

doubtable and malicious presence of

Frederick still hovering over their heads.

La Mettrie, the king‘s physician and

reader, (seldom consulted and hardly

listened to,) was the only one who knew

no fear, and inspired none in others.

He was looked upon as entirely inofi'cn

sive, and he had found a means of pre

venting any one from injuring him. it

was to display so much impertinence, fol

ly and stupidity before the king, that it

was impossible to imagine more; and no

enemy, no informer, could impute to him

a fault which he had not openly and boldly

ascribed to himself before the eyes of the

king. He pretended to take literally the

philosophic equality which the king affected

in his intimate life with five or six persons

whom be honored by his familiarity. At

this epoch, after about ten years of his

reign, the king had not entirely divested

himself of the popular al’fahility of the

prince royal, of the bold philosopher of

Remusburg. Those who knew him had

no faith in it. Voltaire, the most spoiled

of all, and the latest comer, began to be

uneasy, and to see the tyrant show him

self under the good prince, the Dionysiua

under the Marcus Aurelius. But La
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Mottrie, either from unheard of frankness,

deep calculation, 0r headstrong careless

ness, treated the king with as little cere

mony as the king had pretended to wish.

He took off his cravat, his wig, even his

shoes in the king's apartment, stretched

himself out upon the sofas, held a. famil

iar conversation with him, contradicted

him Openly, declaimed loudly upon the

trifling importance to be attached to the

honors of this world, to royalty as well

as to religion, and to all the other prry'u

dices which were bombarded by the rea

son of that day; in a word, he behaved

like a true cynic, and gave so many occa-l

sions for a disgrace or a dismissal, that it‘

was a wonder to see him remain in favor, 1
while so many others had been over-Vi

thrown and broken for trifling faults.=

The reason was, that an insidious wordl

reported by spies, an appearance of hy

pocrisy, a slight doubt, make more llll-L

pression upon gloomy and distrustful

characters such as Frederick‘s, thanl

do a thousand imprudences. Frederick

looked upon his La Mettrie as having lost

his wits, and often stood petrified with sur

prise before him, saying ;

“That is an animal of a really scan-

dalous impudence.”

Then he added aside:

“But he is sincere, and has not two

styles of speaking and thinking about me.

He cannot abuse me in secret more than

he does to my face, while all the others,

who are at my feet, what do they not say,

and whatdo they not think, when I turn

my back, and they rise? Therefore La

Mettrie is the most honest man I have, and

I must bear with him, the more unbear-j

l

 
 

  

able he is.”

The kink was therefore taken, La‘.

Mettrie could no longer displease the;

king, and he even succeeded in making‘.

him consider pleasant on his part, what

would have been revolting from any

other. \Vhile Voltaire, who had entered, sider the master of the house very impo

from the beginning, upon a system of ad

ulations impossible to be maintained, and

with which he himself was already tired

and strangely disgusted, the cynic, La

Mettrie went on his way, amused himself,

was as much at his ease with Frederick

as with any other, and felt no necessity

to curse and overthrow an idol, to which ‘

he had never sacrificed nor promised any

thing. It resulted from this state of his

mind, that Frederick, who began to bc

weary of Voltaire himself, was always

cordially amused with La Mettrie and

could not do without him, because on his

side, he was the only man who made no

pretence of being amused with him.

The marquis (l‘Argens, a chamberlain

with six thousand francs salary, (the first

chamberlain, Voltaire, had twenty thou

sand) was that trifling philosopher, that

ready and BUPGI'fiClEll writer, a true

;this mysterious union, and d’Argens took

 

Frenchman of his day, good, harehrained,

libertine, sentimental, at once brave and ef

feminate, witty, generous and sarcastic, a

man between two ages, romantic as a boy.

sceptical as an old man. Having passed

all his youth with actresses, by turns de

ceiver and deceived, always madly in love

with the last, he had ended by marrying

mademoiselle Cochois, first actress of the,

French comic theatre at Berlin, a very

plain person, but very intelligent, in

whose education he had taken much plea

sure. Frederick \\ as still ignorant of

care not to reveal it to those who might

betray him. Still Voltaire was in the se~

crct. D'Argens loved the king sincerely,

but was no more beloved by him than

were the others. Frederick had no faith

in the affections of any one, and poor

d'Argens was sometimes the accomplice,

sometimes the butt; ofhis most cruel jests.

It is known that the colonel, decorated

by Frederick with the pompous surname

of Quintus lcilius, was a Frenchman by

birth named Guichard, an energetic sol

dier and skilful tactician, a great plun

derer moreover, as are all of his species,

and acourtier in the full force ofthe term.

\Ve will say nothing of Algarotti, that

we may not weary the reader with a gal

lery of historical personages. It is

enough for us to indicate the position of

Frederick‘s guests during his alihi, and

we have already said that far from feeling

relieved of the secret constraint which

oppressed them, they were much less at

their ease, and could not say a word

without looking at that half open door by j

which the king had gone out, and behind

which he was perhaps engaged in watch

ing them.

La Mcttrie was the only exception,

and remarking that the service of the ta

, blc was much neglected in the king's ab

‘sence: “Zounds.” cried he, “I con

Ilite to let us want servants and cham

ipaigne, and I will go see if he is within

there, in order to complain to him.”

He rose, went into the king’s chamber

without fear of being indiscreet, and re

turned crying out: “ Nobody there,

Ithat's a good joke! He is capable of

having gone off on horseback and or

dered a manoeuvre by torchlight to pro

mote his digestion. Que-er fellow! "

“ You are aqueer fellow,” said Quintus

lcilius, who could not accustom himself

to La Mettrie's strange manners.

“So the king has gone out?” said

Voltaire, who began to breathe more

freely.

“Yes, the king has gone out," said

the baron de Poelnitz, entering. “ I have

just met him in a. back-court, with only a

 

page for escort. He had assumed his

 

ored coat; therefore I did not recognize

him in the least.”

We must say a word about this third

chamberlain who has just come in, other

wise the reader will not understand how

another than La Mcttrie dared express

himself so boldly respecting the master.

Poelnitz, whose age was as doubtful as

his salary and functions, was that Prus

sian baron, that roné of the regency, who

shone in his youth at the court of mad

am the Palatine, mother of the duke of

Orleans; that unbridled gambler, .whose

debts the king of Prussia would no long

er pay, a great adventurer, a cynical lib

ertine, very much of a spy, somewhat of

a swindler, a brazen faced courticr, fcd,

chained, despised, laughed at, and very

badly paid by his master, who, neverthe

less, could uot do without him, because

an absolute monarch must always have

under his hand some man ready to do the

worst things, and who finds in them a plea

sure, an indemnification for his humilia

tions, and the necessity of his existence.

Poelnitz was moreover, at this time,

the manager of his majesty's theatres, a

sort of supreme intendant of his revels.

He was already called old Poelnitz, and

was still called so, thirty years later.

He was an eternal courtier. He had

been a page of the last king. IIe united

to the refined vices of the regency, the

sneering brutality ofGros-Guillaume's tap

room, and the impertinent stiflhess of Fred

erick the Great‘s witty and military reign.

Ilis favor with the latter being only a

chronic state of disgrace, he cared little

about the loss of it; and besides, as he al

ways had the part of provocative agent, he

did not really fear that any one could injure

him with the master who employed him.

“Zounds! my dear baron," cried La.

Mettric, “ you ought to have followed the

king so as to tell us his adventure after

wards. We would have made him

swear on his return, by telling him how,

without leaving the table, we had seen all

his actions.”

“ Still better'!” said Poelnitz, laugh

ing, “ we Would not have told him till to

morrow, and would have attributed the

divination to the sorcerer.”

“ \Vhat sorcerer,“ asked Voltaire.

“ The famous count de Saint-Germain

who arrived this morning.”

“Indeed! lam very curious to know

if he is a cheat or afoul.”

“That is the difficulty,” said La Met

trio. “He hides his play so well, that.

nobody can tell."

“\Vell, that's not being much~ of a

fool!” said Algarotti.

“ Tell me of Frederick,” said La Met

trie, “I wish to excite his curiosity by

some fine story, in order that he may treat

us some day at supper to Saint-Germain,

great incognito, and put on his wall'col- and his adventures before the deluge.
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That will amuse me. Come! where can our

dear monarch be at this hour? Baron, you

know i you are too curious not to have fol

lowed him, or too sly notto haveguessed."

“ Do you want me to tell you! " said

Poelnitz.

“I hope, sir," said Quintus, becoming

quite violent with indignation, “that you

will not answer the strange questions of

M. La Mettrie. If his majesty — ”

“ O my dear," said La Mettrie,

“there is no majesty here, from ten in

the evening till two in the morning,

Frederick so decreed it once for all, and

I know only the law: ‘there is no king

at supper.’ Do you not see that this

poor king is wearied, and you will not

help him, bad servant and bad friend as

you are, to forget the burden of his great

ness during the sweet watches of the

night? Come Poelnitz, dear baron,

speak, where is the king now? ”

“I do not wish to know! ” said Quin

tus, rising and leaving the table.

“ As you will," said Poelnitz. “ Those

who don’t want to hear must stop their

ears.”

“ I open mine,“ said La Mettrie.

“ Faith, and I too," said Algarotti

laughing.

" Gentlemen,” said Poelnitz, " the

king is with the signora Porporina."

“ Tell that to the —! " cried La Met

trie ; and he added a word in Latin, which

I cannot translate, because I do not under

stand Latin.

Quintus lcilius ttp'ned pale and went

out. Algarotti recited an Italian sonnet,

which I do not understand much better;

and Voltaire improvised four lines, to

compare Frederick with Julius CHEM";

after which, these three wise men looked

smilingly at each other, and Poeluitz re

sumed with a serious sir. “I give you

my word of honor that the king is with

the Porporina."

“ Could not you give us something else? ”

said d'Argcns, whom this matter deeply

displeased, because he was not a man to

betray others in order to augment his cre

dit. Poelnitz replied without being vexed:

“ Thousand devils! sir marquis, when

the king tells us that you are with made~

moiselle Cochois, that does not scandalize

us, why should you be scandalized be

cause he is with mademoiselle Porporina?“

“It ought to edify you, on the con

trary," said Algarotti ; “ and if it be

true, I will tell it at Rome.”

“ And his holiness, who is somewhat

of a wafer, added Voltaire, “ will say

many pretty things thereon.”

“ At what will his holiness scofl'? ”

asked the king, appearing suddenly upon

the threshold of the supper-room.

“ At the loves of Frederick the Great

with the Porporina of Venice,”

La Mettrie saucily.

 

 

The king turned pale, and darted a terri

ble look at his guests, who all changed

countenance, more or less, excepting La

Mettrie.

“ \Vell ! what of it ! ” said the latter

quietly; “ M. de Saint-Germain predicted,

this evening at the opera, that at the hour

when Saturn should pass between Regu

lus and the Virgin, his majesty, followed

by a page —— ”

“ Really, what is this count de Saint

Germain! " said the king, seating him

self with the greatest calmness, and hold

ing his glass to La Mettrie, that he might

fill it with champaigne.

They talked of the count de Saint

Germain ; and the storm was thus averted

without an explosion. At the first shock,

the impertinence of Poelnitz, who had

betrayed him, and the audacity of La

Mettrie, who had dared to tell him of it,

had transported the king with anger ;

but, while La Mettrie was saying three

words, Frederick recollected that he had

desired Poelnitz to babble upon certain.

matters and to make the others talk, at

the first opportunity. He therefore re

covered himself with that readiness and

freedom of mind which he possessed in

the highest degree: and there was no

more said of his nocturnal walk titan if

no one had noticed it. La Mettrie indeed

would have returned to the charge had he

thought of it, but the frivolin of hisy

mind followed the new route which Fred

erick Opened to it; and it was thus that

Frederick often mastered La Mettrie him

self. He treated him like a child who is

about to break a glass, or jump Out of a

window, and to whom we show a play

thing in order to distract him and turn

him from his fancy. Each made his ob

servation upon the count de Saint-Ger

main; each related his anecdote. Poel

nitz pretended he had seen him in France

twenty years before.

“ And 1 have seen him again this

morning," added he, “no older than if I

had left him yesterday. Ire-collect that

one evening, in France, hearing the pas

sion of our Lord Jesus Christ spoken of,

he cried out in the most pleasant manner,

and with the most incredible seriousness :

‘I told him that things would go ill with

him among those rascally Jews. I even

predicted to him pretty nearly what did

in fact take place; but he Would not

listen to me; his zeal made him despise

all dangers. Thus his tragical end gave

me a pain for which I shall never be

consoled, and I cannot think of it without

shedding tears.’ On saying this, that

devil of a count wept in good earnest,

and almost made us weep too."

“ You are so good a Christian," said

the king, “ that I should not be astonished

replied ‘ had you done so.”

Poelnitz had changed his religion three

or four times from morning to evening, in

order to obtain benefices and places with

which the king had tempted him for the

sake of a joke.

“ Your anecdote is nothing new," said

d'Argens to the baron, “and is only a.

piece of wit. I have heard much better;

and what renders this count de Saint

Germain an interesting and remarkable

person in my eyes, is the quantity of

entirely novel and ingenious appreciations

by which he explains events which have

remained very obscure problems in histo

ry. Upon whatever subject, or whatever

epoch he is questioned, it is surprising,

they say, to see that he knows, or to hear

him invent a crowd of probable interesting

circumstances, which throw a new light

upon the most mysterious events."

“ If he says things which are proba

ble," observed Algarotti, “ he must be a

prodigionsly learned man, gifted with an

 

. extraordinary memory.”

“ More than that; ” said the king.

“ Learning is not suflicicnt to explain

I history. This man must have a powerful

innderstanding and a profound knowledge

‘ The question is, ifof the human heart.

that beautiful organization has been falsi

fied by the whim of wishing to play a

strange part, in attributing to himself an

eternal existence and the memory of

_events anterior to his human life, or if,

in consequence of long studies and pro

found meditations, the brain has become

deranged, stricken with monomania."

“ I can at least,” said Poelnitz, “ guar

antee to your majesty the good faith and

the modesty of this man. He is not

easily made to talk of the wonderful

things of which he believes himself to

have been a witness. He knows that he

has been treated as a dreamer and a

quack, and he appears much troubled by

it; for he now refuses any explanation

respecting his supernatural power.”

“ \Vell! sire, are you not dying with

desire to see and hear him?” said La

Mettrie. “ I am on tenter hooks.”

“How can you be curious on that

point?" returned the king. “ The spec

tacle of madness is any thing but pleas

ant."

" If it be madness, agreed; but if it

be not? ”

“ Do you hear, gentlemen? " resumed

Frederick; " this is the sceptic, the

atheist par excellence, who takes to the

marvellous, and who already believes in

the eternal existence of M. de Saint-Ger

main ! However, that must not astonish

us, when we know that La Mettrie is

afraid of death, lightning, and ghosts.”

“ As to ghosts, lconfess that to be a

weakness," said La Mettrie ; “ but as to

lightning and all that can kill, I maintain

that it is reason and wisdom. Of what

 

the devil should we be afraid, if not of
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that which attacks the safety of our ex-‘ now. He is an impostor and an impu-l "That good do Kleist is mad,” re

"istence! ” _ dent fellow whom I will have strictly turned Frederick, “she is the most in

“ Long life, Panurge ! ” said Voltaire.

“Ireturn to my Saint-Germain," re

sumed La Mettrie, “ [HOSEil‘e Pantagruel

ought to invite him to sup with us to

morrow.”

“I will take good care not to do it,”

said the king, “ you are sufficiently crazy

as it is, my poor friend, and it would be

enough for him to pot foot in my house,

to set all the superstitious imaginations,

of which there are enough about us,

dreaming on the instant a thousand ridi

culous stories, which would soon be over

all Europe. 0! Reason, my dear Vol

taire, may its kingdom come! that is the

prayer we ought to make every morning

and every evening.

“ Reason ! Reason ! ” said La Met

trie, “I consider it very proper and

agreeable when it serves me to excuse

and legitimatize my passions, my vices—

or my appetites,—- give them which name

you choose! but when it wearies me, I

ask to be free to put it. out of doors.

\Vhat the devil! I don’t want a reason

which forces me to play the brave when

I am afraid, the stoic when I am suffer

ing, the resigned when I am boiling with

anger. Plague on such a reason! it is

not mine, it is a monster, a chimera,

invented by those old dotards of antiquity

whom you all admire, I don’t know why.

May its kingdom never come! I do n't

like absolute power of any kind, and if

any one should attempt to force me to dis

believe in God, which I now do freely

and with_ my whole heart, I believe that,

from the spirit of contradiction,I should

go at once to the confessional.”

“ 0! you are capable of anything, as

we well know, even of believing in the

count de Saint-Germain‘s philosopher’s

stone."

“ And why not! It would be so pleas

ant, and I have so much need of it! ”

“ 0! As to that! ” cried Poelnitz

shaking his empty and silent pockets, and

looking at the king with an expressive

air; “ may its kingdom come as soon as

possible; that is the prayer which every

morning and every evening —”

“Indeed! ” interrupted Frederick,

who always turned a deaf ear to this kind

of insinuation; “ does this M. de Saint

Germain pretend also that he has the se

cret of making gold! You did not tell

me that.”

“ \Vell then ! let me invite him to stip

per to»morrow from you,” said La Met

tire, “ for I am sure that a little of his

secret would not be inconvenient to you

either, sire Gargantua! You have great

necessities and a gigantic stomach, as

king and as reformer.”

“ Be silent, Panurge," replied Fred

'flf‘it, “ your Saint-Germain is sentenced

watched, for we know that with this fine

secret tnore money is carried out of a coun

try than left in it. Eh! gentlemen, have

lyou forgotten that great necromancer,

‘Cagliostro, whom Idrove out of Berlin,

in good earnest, not more. than six months

ago! "

“ And who carried off a hundred

crowns of mine,” said La Mettrie, “ may

the devil take them from hint! "

“And who would have carried them

03' from Poelnitz too, if he had had

them,” said d’Argens.

“ You drove him away,” said La Met

tire to Frederick, “ but. he played you a

good trick nevertheless.”

“ What! ”

“ Ah! don't you know it!

will treat you to a story.”

“ The first merit of a story is brevity,”

observed the king.

“ Mine is only two words. The day on

which your Pantagruelic majesty ordered

the sublime Cagliostro to pack up his

alembics, his spectres and his demons, it

is a matter of public notoriety that at the

stroke of noon, he went out of all the

gates of Berlin at the same moment, in

person, in his carriage. O! that is at

tested by more than twenty thousand “it

nesscs. The keepers of all the gates saw

him, with the same hat, the same wig,

the same carriage, the same harness, the

same baggage, and you will never per

suade them that there were not, on that

day, as many as five or six Cagliostros

on the move.”

All thought the story a good one,

Frederick only did not laugh. He felt

seriously interested in the progress of his

dear reason; and superstition, which ex

cited so much wit and gaiety in Voltaire,

caused in him only indignation and disgust.

“ Such are the people! ” cried he,

shrugging his shoulders; “ ah! Voltaire,

such are the people! and this in an age

when you live and wave over the world

the bright light of your torch! You have

been persecuted, banished, opposed in ev

ery manner, and Cagliostro has only to

show himself to fascinate a whole popu

lace ! But little more is wanting for them

to carry him in triumph.”

“ Do you know,” said La Mettrie,

“ that your greatest ladies believe in Cag

liostro quite as much as the good market

women? It was from one of the hand

somest of your court that I heard this ad

venture.”

“I bet it was madam do Kleist! ”

said the king.

“It is thou who has! named her,” de

claimed La Mettrie.

“ There he is thouing the king

now! " growled Quintus Icilius, who had

reentered a few minutes before
A
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trepid visionary, the most greedy after

horoscopes and sorceries. She requires

a lesson, let her take care! She turns

the heads of all our ladies, and it is even

said she made her husband crazy, for he

sacrificed black he-gnats to Satan in or

der to discover the treasures buried in our

sands of Brandehourg.”

"But all this is on a better footing

with you, father Pantagruel,” said La

Mettrie. “I don't know why you wish

women to submit to your grim goddess

Reason. \Vomen come into the world to

amuse themselves and us. Zounds! the

day on which they are no longer crazy,

we shall be very stupid. Madam de

Kleist is charming, with all her stories of

sorcerers; she rcgales soror Amalia with

them —”

“ What does he mean with his soror

Amalia? ” said the king astonished.

“ Eh ! your noble and charming sister,

the abbcss of Quedlimberg, who believes

in magic with all her heart, as every body

knows — ”

“Hold your tongue, Panurge! ” ex

claimed the king in a voice of thunder,

striking the table with his snuff-box.

To be Continued.

THE POLITICAL STATE OF THE WORLD.

(Concluded.)

The dominion of the emperor of Rome

typifying the idea of the unity of all

Christians as the subjects of his conse

crated majesty, and the popedom repre

senting the unity of all subject as

Christians bound to the chair of his holi

ness— this single antithesis gives rise to

a double polarity. The authority of the

pope as legislator in religion, as well as

that of the emperor as possessive legisla

tive power in temporal matters is attack

ed. The states general of Holland had

already been organized; the republican

party had been victorious in England, and

Switzerland was secured in her liberties.

Now these things could not go on with

out some active polar opposition. The

north (positive) pole of the magnet in

politics pointed to the words: “ Legisla

tion rests in the majority of the people; ”

and the south (negative) pole showed the

words; “ Legislation rests with the one

crowned by the grace of God.” In reli

gion the antagonistic pole ran from North

to South, Catholicism in the latter and

Protestantism in the former. In politics

they came to extend from the west east

wardly— the positive pole or the pole of

progress advanced westward with civili~

zation, and made the forests of America

its extreme point, from whence it was to

act with its mighty current upon the east

ern (negative) pole, whose extreme
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point lay in the broad and extensive

steppes of Russia.

These two termini of the present poli

tical magnet have since become powerful

batteries; Russia on one side with absolut

ism for its leading idea and the United

States on the other having for its motto

unlimited democracy. Between these as

between the extreme colors of the rain

bow we behold various transitions and

nice shades running into each other.

The idea is given, the eye will easily de

tect the proper manner of grouping.

Next to the United States is England,

then comes France—all three pursuing

the idea of a constitutional government,

the most perfect form of which we see in

the United States, one less so in England

and one still less perfect in France; the

idea of constitutional liberty thus decreas

ing, as we proceed from the pole towards

the middle. Russia on the contrary is

succeeded by Austria and next comes

Prussia all three pursuing the idea of au

thority by the grace of God —the most

perfect form of this system is exhibited in

Russia; it is less perfect in Austria and

still less so in Prussia; the idea of royal

authority and legislation decreasing to

wards the middle.

The Rhine is the central point where

both these polar principles of the policy of

the present world meet as the colors in

the middle of the rainbow, the spot

where the mutual exchange of ideas is

most active and frequent; the Rhine,

whose upper half is French, the lower

Prussian, having its sources in free Switz

erland, and its mouths in monarchical

Holland;--is not this a stream full of

significance !

\Ve have here then a chain of nations

regularly disposed, each according to its

predominant advantages and capacities,

mighty in themselves, and yet checked by

their neighbors, upon whom they work and

by whom they are again influenced—such

a wonderful and effective battery of states,

as the world has never seen before. Ex

tending from north to south, comprising

the resources of a whole continent in its

immense domain, the United States cover

all the country between the Atlantic and

Pacific—their territory is open to all,

perSonal liberty in common to all before

the law; no passports are here, to annoy

the traveller, nor does a censorship shack

le the freedom of thought. The highest

personage in the state is but the executive

officer of the nation, and his cabinet is re

sponsible to the representatives of the peo

ple. A more perfect system of state

government has never been devised. Its

founders will outlive a thousand Carsars

or Napoleons.

Eastwardly by north lies the island of

Great Britain, far~rcaching in action and

 

thoughts, but not as free in its internal in-|

  

stitutions as the United States. Its cabi

net is still responsible to the people,

while the king yct keeps above parties;

censorship has not yet been established,

and passports are demanded in extraordi

nary cases only; but we already find the

crown hereditary, the ballot box monopo

lized by landed proprietors, the institution

of the nobility, and with it an anti-liberal

and ludicrous reliance upon ancient moul

dered parchments.

Southwardly by east from England, lies

a compact mass of an active and fiery

temperament,- the ever restless France.

Here we find already a more perceptible

diminution of the number of free institu

tions. The royal power is not as much

limited, although the ministers are still

responsible; a censorship abridges the

liberties of the citizen; the secret po

lice is on the watch, and the passport be

comes an indispensible protection; the

king also seeks to be the man of a

party.

Further towards the east, but north

wardly, Prussia, rich in energy and intelli

gence, stretches its arms from the North

Sea to the Baltic. Here we already per

ceive, that we have crossed the Rhine,

the boundary between Liberalism and

Absolutism. Though Prussia would fain

appear liberal, all the guaranties of the

necessary permanency of such a state are

wanting; its States General with no

more privileges in their own house, than

if they were aliens, are living evidences of

the immense difference between a constitu

tional form of government and an unlimi

ted monarchy; the censorship there is a

regular and perfect system, and the laws

affecting passports are more oppressive.

Less cheering still are the prospects of

liberty in Austria, whose power stretches

toward the south. All her ordinances by

the grace of God, are the offshoots of the

worst kind of absolntism, in comparison

with which Prussia may be termed a lib

eral state.

But the perfection of the absolute

principle is to be seen in Russia, where it

exists as unmitigated despotism. At pres

ent Russia forms the extreme link on that

side of the political chain, and is the most

easterly state, which has an influence in

adjusting the balance of modern politics.

Russia is the direct antithesis to the Uni

ted States, with which it has nothing in

common but an immense though less

densely peopled domain. Access is ren

dered difiicult to foreigners, surrounded

as it is with a barrier of passports and

custom house regulations; the word lib

erty has no meaning in its language.

But it is unnecessary to say more : for who

has not heard of Russia, or is ignorant of

its political tendencies?

These six states lie in a symmetrical

zigzag line from west to east, and the

l

 
current of political ideas rushes forward

and backwards toward the central point.

The other countries of Europe in nearly

equal divisions nestle round one or the

other of these leading political organs.

Spain and Portugal belong to France, and

share its ideas; so the peninsula of

Scandinavia resembles England more in

its institutions and tendencies; Italy is

governed by Austria, and the peninsula

of Greece by the authority of Russia.

Such is even now the position of things,

and yet the preponderance of liberal tcn~

dencies is already beginning to be felt in

Russia and especially in Greece, which is

rising anew, while Russia is busy ag

grandising herself with the spoils of

other acquisitions, and maintaining a most

obstinate war against the Circassians.

Turkey she has circumvented and strip

ped of her strength, and is watching

with Argus eyes the affairs of Persia and

of the east. There is an internal press

ure on the part of Russia, to enlarge the

scaleof her political doctrines eastward,

and to embrace other more eastern states

within the limits of her political circle.

Nothing short of a certain degree of

civilization can however effect this; in

consequence all first attempts at civilizing

these nations made by the Russians, or

even the English and French, have but

served to make the Asiatics at first, ene

mies to free institutions. For in the pre

sent order of things, the march of politi

cal reform is from the west ear tward, and

when once the present central point, the

Rhine, is thoroughly impregnated with

the political ideas ofthe western half, and

can no longer be called the middle point,

which may then perhaps advance as far

as the Elbe, Asia will remain to supply

any loss sustained on that side of the po

litical battery.

Even the most short-sighted survey of

daily events can hardly fail to convince

us of the enlargement of the western or

more liberal division. Already is the in

fluence of Austria in Italy kept in check

by the opposition of France, and Italy is

beginning to breathe more freely. When

Austria would smother her, France is

upon the march to occupy Ancona. In

Germany itself, the power of Prussia and

Austria is seriously affected from the

west by a line of small but active and

thriving states under constitutional gov

ernments, extending from north to south,

and before long the influences shed abroad

by them, if continued, will give to the

liberal party and to freedom a still firmer

foothold on the soil of Germany. Belgi

um, too, has been wrested from Holland,

and another constitutional state is added

to the former list; its position, its rail

road eonnections with Germany, and its

large commercial intercourse with the

Rhine countries, will do much towards
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disseminating the ideas of liberty. Ant~

Werp will soon be to Germany what

Hamburg formerly was, the great mart

of German products, the harbor for Ger

man exports. Antwerp and Hamburg—

what a wide dichr-ence between them!

the latter, an aristocratic city, proud ofits

citizens, dating its origin in the mid

dle ages, with some of the ancient feudal

clogs still hanging to it, where no liberal

idea tending towards constitutional gov

ernment can find admittance; and Ant

werp, youthful, fresh in strength, just“

emerged from the waves of the Shelde,

aboundiug in free institutions, not retard

ed by ancient forms, nor restrained in the

expression of thought. What an influ

ence must such a city have upon a Ger

man merchant, who visits it on business ;

surely he takes home with him other

ideas and views than he would have

brought from Hamburg—and the many

thousands of the German nation, who

must yearly frequent it as the mart of

business, will catch up some of the fire

that animates it, and scatter it among

their countrymen. This single circum

stance, that Antwerp is becoming the

seaport of Germany, must shortly secure

to the liberal party the preponderance in

Prussia, and should Belgium finally con

sent to become a member of the Zollve

rein, which the German constitutional

states ought to urge her to do, what

revolutions might we not expect through

out Germany. Prussia's overbearing ter

ritorial influence is already oppressiver

felt in the Zollverein, in which the acces

sion of Belgium would restore a balance

of power; for though unimportant in

point of extent of territory, it possesses

great manufacturing enterprise and must

forever exert a strong'influence by its

position. Prussia‘s omnipotence in the

Zollverein would cease, and instead of

looking to its own interests alone, it

would be forced to take into consideration

the interests of the whole union. In

such an event lies the possibility of a

successful reaction in Prussia and in the

western portions of Germany; for great

and lasting results would ensue from a

lively intercourse and exchange of ideas

between Belgium and Prussia. Belgium

is more nationally German than even

Holland is, and by joining the Zollverein

would give a visible preponderance in it

to the constitutional states. In case of a

collision, likewise, which must finally

come, the liberal party might safely rely

upon the support of Belgium ; the whole

of the western divisions of Germany

would gradually join the liberal states,

and the Elbe or the Vistula becotne the

boundary between the parties. This is

the course of changes, which the political

history of the next fifty years will bring

to light.

 
But these are not all the conquests

which liberalism has made in modern

times; Spain and Portugal are secure in

 
These are forces, which increase in a

geometrical ratio and will finally under

mine the influence of the merely material

their constitutional tendency against Rus- power of absopmsm For some time

stan interterence—m Greece, the foster; pas, and even at the present period the

child of Russian guardianship, constitu

tional liberty has raised her head, and is

maintaining her ground against chicanery ‘

and intrigue. Similar efforts are made in

Italy, to withdraw her from the domina

tion of Austrian influence; but. this can

hardly be done without bloodshed, and

Germany must be free before unfortunate

Italy will be allowed to join the liberal

party. Peninsular Scandinavia is looking

over to England for aid against the in

trigues of the Czar, and will hold fast to

the liberal principles which its inhabi

tants are daily imbibing. Poland has

perished; but this was inevitable. The

Czar did but pursue his policy, and ac

quired the sole dominion over Poland in

order to subject it to the power of his

ideas of absolutism. Again, the incorpo

ration of Poland with Russia was a step

leading the way to future triumphs of the

liberal party. Poland may perish; but

its ideas of liberty will thus be dissemi

nated over all Russia; they will in this

way, act more widely and efficiently as a

leaven than if imprisoned betwen three

absolute monarchies, where Polish influ

ence could not at any rate have led to any

happy results. American liberty would

not be what it is now, if it had been

placed in the situation of Poland in the

times of Kosciusko or in 1830; the pure

type of a republic as we now have it,

could not have sprung up ; the results of

an ideal state government would have

been a dwarfish figure, of no permanency

or enduring strength, Better that Po

land should die and divide its heritage of

life and progress among the three abso

lute states; and then if it is endowed

with the nature of the Phoenix, it will

rise again, when its time comes, with a

more living freshness.

These are some of the external advan

ces which the liberal party has of late

made upon its absolute antithesis. The

changes, which have taken place within

the absolute states themselves, are also

important; all of us know, what agents

are at work to disseminate liberal views

in spite of restrictions and bars, the cen

sorship or a secret police. Steam in its

varied modes of application on railroads,

in navigation and machinery every where

brings man in contact with man and heart

with heart; penetrating through dismal

distances it seeks out the patriot, inspires

him to labor and to wait for the realiza

tion of his yearnings for liberty, and pre

pares his bosom for the active contest

that lies before him. The whole body of

the secret police cannot prevent the circu

lation of printed and written works.

 

absolute principle has seemed to be in the

ascendent. The dictatorial authority of

Russia over Germany is but too visible;

but this cannot last long; for absolute

power must after all cor'iperate with the

liberal party as soon as commercial inter

course becomes general and institutions

for education are erected; the negative

principle is made to feel the presence of

the positive principle and the very efforts

it puts forth to maintain its ground are so

many means of securing the victory to

the positive principle; truth is all power

ful and ever active and advancing. Of

the three absolute states Russia alone is

in a position for external enlargement by

stretching its arms over the vast plains of

Asia, the natural soil for the develop

ment of its principle. This is another

encouraging indication ofthe truth of the

above maxim. Russia alone can extend

its territory, and when Russia and Aus

tria shall have adopted ideas ofliberalism,

Russia will find ready allies in the semi

barbaroos Asiatics, who evidently submit

themselves with more willingness to Rus

sian than to English authority. All pros

pects of external growth are cut of from

Prussia and Austria on every side, while

they cannot avoid being afl'ected by the

current of constitutional ideas coming

from the west. These two are so situat~

ed as to come in direct and opposite con

tact with the three liberal states and

must finally be draWn within their circle;

Russia on the other hand will have to ap

propriate Egypt on one side, on the other

Persia and China in the distant east.

Yet onward is the march of liberty; the

boundaries of civilization are being con

stantly pushed further east. lf Russia

is strengthening herself by accession in

the east, the three powers of the western

half are not inactive or indifferent to their

growth. England and France are con

tending to spread their influence and gain

weight by colonies and thus disseminate

liberal ideas all over the world.

The United States also, though young

in years, has already begun sending

her colonies to different parts of the

globe. 0f more importance still than

these, are the plans for an enlargement of

territory by the addition of Oregon and

Texas; and surely the progressive spirit

of her institutions would deduce therefrom

the most eventful results. No one will

fear a division with England about this

matter, unless he weigh the tendency of

modern politics by its former indications

and developments, and not by organic

principles as unfolded above. England

will not commence a war with the United
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States nor with France, for all three have

become close allies in these our times,

though there exists no formal league of

offence and defence between them; their

internal political tendency is their strong

est bond of union, and this relation will

continue until civilization play around the

eastern promontories of China and the

idea of constitutional liberty have posses

sion of all the thrones of the world.

This secret desire for enlarging her

territory proves the United States to have

awakened, as a nation, to a consciousness

of her own life; that her people are pre

pared and willing to take an active

part in the weal and we of the world.

The farewell address of Washington, in

which he warns us not to involve our

selves in the chaos of European politics,

was full of wisdom and applicable at a

time, when no eye could foresee, no un

derstanding even hope for a rightful

course of things to issue from the tumult

of European affairs, though he himself

was one of the men, who,by their mighty

works, introduced new order and new

light. He warned us, with justice,

against entanglement by foreign alliances,

but not against the natural development

of the liberty, which he had bequeathed

to us. Liberty demands new conqests

and spreads out her attractions to the

whole world, and men will embrace her

as they come under her influence. In so

far the anxiety for an extension of our

boundaries is natural, and so wonderful is

the internal structure of the government,

that the addition of one hundred other

states need not impede the free action,

or disturb the institutions of any present

member of the confederacy. Washing

ton wrote his address at a time when the

French republic had become the prey of

asingle despot; he knew that the French

revolution was partly called forth by the

revolution in America, and he feared that

similar misfortunes might fall upon our

young republic. Hence the warning.

But he looked upon Buonapartc with dif

ferent eyes frotn what we do, who have

lived to see his fall. He saw in him the

mere despot, the direct opponent of the

revolution ; but we know that he was on

ly the fulfilment of the same. His power

and authority are gone; his overthrow

and death reconciled many of his ene

mies, butnot liberty; and a second revolu

tion was needed in France, and many fu

ture ones will be needed in Germany and

Russia to establish liberty on a firm basis

in those lands.

Liberty would have gained an easier

and speedier victory but for Napoleon,

who seems to have studied more attcn<

tively the the history of Caesar, than that

of Louis XIV. The dreadful lesson of

the year 1793, was lost upon him, where

the grandson had to atone, by his death,'

 
for the vices and misgovernment of his an

cestor. If Napoleon had respected the

free institutions of the country. and used i

them prudently, his would still be thcl

reigning house in France. But he wnsi

not the character to rule with, and1

through his time; he wanted to rule above

and beyoan it. He exhibited to his age

so much of his own personality, that he

could not advance the principle whose

servant he was. Born out of the waves

of the revolution, towards the close of

which he rose up, the dashing storms

from within and without forced him to

catch a firm foothold, and finding both the

parties, the liberal and the absolute, en

gaged in a deadly contest with each oth

er, he exerted his strength to bring them

both under his yoke. In him glowed the

spirit of a second Caesar, and he strove

like that chieftain to harness the revolu

tion, when checked and well broken, to

the emperor‘s triumphal car, reeking with

the blood of nations, He was the genius

of death; he subdued the liberalism of

France; where liberty existed, she

shunned his imperious look; where she

did not exist, there he desired to have

her, that he might celebrate more splen

did triumphs. This contrariety of princi

ple in the man will explain the variety of

his actions, which are ever referable to the

coldest egotism as their centre. Carry

ing with him in his career these peculiar

principles, he shot through the world like a

meteor, smothering life in France, cheer

ing it in the United States by the sale of

Louisiana, (which gave new power to the

United States ;) purifying it in Germany,

loosening the bondage of Russia, stimu

lating the Scandinavians, to whom he

gave a king; he ruled over Italy, but

could not succeed in Spain. His misfor

tunes there and his inability to attack

England by land, finally caused his fall,

and he stink like a meteor in the southern

ocean. He advanced even into the East

as the prophet of future times, as the

morning star over the land of the Phara

os, and already is the morning red of civ

ilization shedding its dawning rays

through that far distant clime.

Herewith his destiny was fulfilled.

He had moderated by his iron will, the

overweeing fullness of Gallic liberty,

which had degenerated into shameless in

solence ; his task was done, and the free

dom of France was acting again in har

mony with its friends in America and

England. When this was accomplished,

his political views, which were not those

of the politics of the world, had attained

their object; with them sunk his power

and influence, and the polar activity of

the politics of the present times resumed

its regular course, as we have pointed

out above.

There is, however, nothing in this sys

 

tem of politics to cause American liberty

to take offence, nor can it be expected

that the position of the United States,

as free states, placed at the head of

constitutional governments, will allow

them to withdraw entirely from all par

ticipation and sympathy in the stirring

scenes of political life. The efforts and

actions of the United States should be

conformable to her destiny, the fulfilment

of which, demands a visible and deliber

ate advancement in the career of free

dom ; retreat is not admissible ; it is dan

gerous even to stand still, and only when

the Democracy of America is rushing

forward, unheeding and blindly, is it the

duty of conservatism to rear its head and

to check the reckless march, for there is

nothing to justify conservatism, as a par

ty,‘ except it be the guardian care with

which it watches over past acquisitions,

and its anxiety to hold fast to the old un

til it sees the newly created substitute

standing before it in full life and propor

tions.

These two large parties create the two

polarities in every constitutional state;

where they are absent, absolutism, the

reign of matter prevails, and the stronger

the fundamental principles of the two par

ties are marked and arrayed against each

other, provided it be without animosity,

the more energetic becomes constitutional

life, the freer is the state.

REVIEW.

SWEDENBORG'S SCIENTIFIC WRITINGS.

I. The Animal Kingdom, Considered Ana

tomically, Physically and Philosophicah

gy “Translated from the Latin by

AMES JOHN Gun-n WILKINSON. \Vith

Introductory Remarks by the Transla

tor. London:1943-4. Two Volumes.

Bvo. pp. 526, 658 and lxiv.

II. The Principia; or the First Principles

of Natural Things, being New Attempts

toward a I’hilosnphiral Efyllanalian of

the Elemmlal Vl'orld. Translated from

the Latin by the Rev. Aneus'rus Cus

sonn, M. A. Volume I. London:

1845. pp. 380. 8vo.

III. The Economy of the Animal King

rlom, (‘onsillered Analomiral/y, Physic

ally, and Philosophically. Translated

by the Rev. Aucusrt'sC-Lissoto M. A.

\Vith Introductory Remarks by the

Editor. London: 1845-6. Two Vol

umes. 8vo. pp. 574, 526 and xc.

Remarks on Stredmborg’s Economy 0 the

Animal Kingdom. By JAMES onn

Glutrn Wiurnvsort. London: 1846.

pp. 86.

\Ve do not notice Mr. Wilkinson's ele~

gant edition of these works of the revered

and illustrious Swedenborg with any de

sign of' criticising them. For that we

frankly confess ourselves not com

petent. Our acquaintance with them

is not yet sufficiently intimate to au

thorize us to take such 8 position.

At present we desire simply to advertise
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our readers that such books can be had,'ed to the “ Economy of the Animal

and to commend them to their most seri

ous attention. We say without hesita

tion, that, with the exception of the writ

ings of Fourier, no publications of the

last fifty years, are, in our opinion, to be

compared with them in importance. To

the student of philosophy, to the savan,

and to the votary of social science, they

are alike invaluable, almost indispensable.

Whether we are enquiring for truth in

the abstract, or looking beyond the aim

lessness and contradictions of modern

experimentalism in search of the guiding

light of universal principles, or giving our

constant thought to the Laws of Divine

Social Order, and the Reintegration of

the Collective Man, we can not spare the

aid of this loving and beloved sage. His

was a grand genius nobly disciplined.

In him, a devotion to Truth almost awful

was tempered by an equal love of Hu

manity and a supreme reverence for God.

To his mind, the Order of the Universe

and the play of its powers were never the

objects of idle curiosity or of cold specu

lation. He entered into the retreats of

Nature and the occult abode of the soul,

as the minister of Humanity and not as a

curious explorer, eager to add to his own

store of wonders or to exercise his facul

ties in those difficult regions. No man

had ever such sincerity, such absolute

freedom from intellectual selfishness as

he. But we will not prolong a train of

thought which Mr. \Vilkinson has devel

oped with great power and beauty, as we

hope presently to show. Before leaving

the Master for the Disciple, we will con

firm our words with a single jewel out of

his vast and varied treasures. It is a brief

passage from the second volume of the

“ Economy.”

“I confess however that while I am

lingering on this threshold that conducts

me almost beyond the bounds of nature,

or while i am daring to speak of the uni

tion of God with the souls of his crea

tures, I feel a certain holy tremble steal

ing over me, and warning me to pause;

for the mind thinks it sees what it does

not see, and sees where no intuition can

penetrate; nor can it tell whether what it

thinks enters in the a priori or a posterio

rt' direction; if by the latter, life appears

to be inherent; if by the former, it ap

pear to be not inherent, or not essentially

united to us. And what increases this

awe is, a love of the truth, which, that it,

may hold in my mind the supreme place,

is the end of my endeavors, and which,

whenever I deviate frotn it, converts itself

into a representation ofjustice and con

dign punishment, or into that fear which

an inferior being is wont to feel towards a

superior; so that I would rather resign

this subject into the hands of others more

competent than myself. This alone I per

ceive most clearly, that the order of na

ture exists for the sake of ends, which fiow .

through universal nature to return to the

first end ; and that the worshippers of na

ture are insane.”

The “ Introductory Remarks " attach

Kingdom,"——for a copy of which, in

|pamphlet form, we are indebted to the

1conrtesy of their author,—are in no way.

inferior to what we have previously seen

from the same accomplished pen. Mr.

Wilkinson is a worthy pupil of so great a

iteacher. For philosophic insight, acute

tness and breadth of mind, and clearness

and felicity of expression, it would not be

easy to find his superior among modern

gwriters in the English language. Evi

ldently his whole heart has been in the

‘study and publication of these writings,

as well it might be, and much labor, full

of profit to himself, he has expended upon

‘them. We have rejoiced from the first,

i and we are happy now to say so publicly,

that such a duty should fall into hands

' in every way so capable; not only because

every thing necessary to bring filly forth

from the obscurity of more than half a

century writings so necessary to the pres

ent epoch was thus ensured, but because

there might be found in the work the best

discipline for a mind destined hereafter

to render high service to Humanity.

\Ve are glad then, to see in these “ Re

marks” an earnest that greater things

are yet to be expected from their writer,

while at the same time, we acknowledge

the pleasure and instruction we have re

ceived from them.

undertakes to elucidate the character of

Swedenborg, as a man of science, with a

success which makes us regret that we

cannot quote the whole of his essay.

We trust, however, that it may be re

printed entire in this country; it should

be in the hands of every intellectual man.

He commences with a statement of the

relation of Swedenborg to science and

philosophy, and draws the parallel be

tween him and Bacon and Aristotle, from

which we will make the following ex

tracts:

“The compound relation to the two

fields of science and philosophy, is a re—

markable feature in these works; and the

more so, as Swedenborg is the only

writer in whose hands the matter of the

sciences, and the way of induction, legit

imately engender philosophical ideas.

Other writers have proposed the same re

sult, but he alone has attained it. Not~

withstanding which, he avoids the error of

deriving the higher from the lower, or

making the senses govern the mind: for

he uses the sciences but for steps to lead

to the upper rootns of the intellect, and

allows every faculty its distinct exercise

at the same time admitting all experience,

to whatever faculty it may appeal.—

While he gives a scientific foundation to

faith, it is by the energy of an enlighten

ed, and for the tnost part, a new faith dis

posing the sciences. He moves and

works according to the matter supplied

by general and universal experience, and

revelation is as much this matter in one

sphere, as the phenomena of the ntind in

another, and nature in a third. The

 

Mr. Wilkinson, in the present instance, '

 
soundest ideas of method are illustrated

in his writings; and according to that

shrewd saying of the reputed father of

induction, that “ the art of discovery will

increase with discoveries themselves,”

Swedenborg has taught us, by a legible

and grand example, the most perfect man

ner of eliminating the higher sciences.

Yet he differs from Bacon in what he has

done and proposed, and also in the~pro

portion that subsists between his inten

tions and executions. For he has sub

stantially connected the organic sciences

with philosophy and morality: so that

body and son] are no longer two, but one

in their harmonies.

“ Only a small part of his Works is de

voted to explaining his method, but its

successful application is seen every

where, and the results elicited shew

what it is, and how well it has been used.

He is therefore small in pretension, and

great in performance: his works not be

ing an organon for generating knowledge,

but natural knowledge itself in its own

organic form.

“The paramount success of Sweden

borg with his simple apparatus, should

tend to discourage exclusive attention to

the means of knowledge; though indeed

we may also gather the same lesson from

the history of failures. It is certain that

the Organon of Aristotle,—the frame

work of syllogistic logic,—- has distraught

the intellect from the nature of things,

rather than helped their comprehension;

for it is a gymnasium at the entrance to

which we are required to know less by

art than the mind itself knows at once by

experience, by virtue of its own construc

tion. The Organon of Bacon is liable to

the same reprouf: although it is of seem

ingly opposite tendency : for it is as inef

ficient in physics as that of Aristotle in

metaphysics, and is in fact but a new in

cumbrance to the mind.”

Mr. Wilkinson goes on to show that

Anatomy, like Cbemitry, is a science

distinct from medicine, and that it may be

made subservient to the highest philo

sophical and human uses.

“ As chemistry once dwelt with medi

cine, so does anatomy now. But chemis

try has long since flown over the whole

globe of the arts, and introduced herself

to each : and in process of time anatomy

will do the same; nor miniter only to

the arts, but to the deepest ideas and pur

poses of the mind; to the ordination of

civil life, to philosophy and theology ”

Next follows an admirable statement

of the position which Swedenborg holds

towards the special sciences of the pres

ent day, which, however, will hardly ad

mit of any partial quotation.

The nature of the human form is sub

seqently thus explained.

“For time and space are essentially

limited, but the human form in itself is

infinite: hence it is that which gives lim

its to nature, which contains it at either

end, in the bosom of which the universe

moves, breathes, and is. Thus creation

relatively to humanity is not less but

more than the world of nature. This is

the reason why philosophy consists in the

apprehension of human uses in all things,

and why everything suggests humanity to

the philosophical spirit. For when we

look upon science with this regard, we

extract its detertnined and real essence,
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and in recognizing that which is greatest

for us, we recognize that which is the

express and sole image of the absolutely

greatest.

“Strictly connected with the human

ends of philosophy, is the reason why

Swedcnborg chose the human body for

special examination, and regarded it as

“the animal kingdom,” disallowing that

title by implication to the lower subjects

of the animate world. For the human

body is the most exquisitely limited or de

terminats exhibition of the creative power,

where infinite uses are portrayed with

the greatest amount of" realization. It is

an atom or unit in which nature is seen

more easily than in the general universe,

or in any inferior organic subject; its

uses are plaiucr than any other, because

it is the ultimate use of creation. Al

though a. microcosm, yet it leads to no

partial views of the macrocosm, but to

total views, which however are suffi

ciently concentrated to be gathered up

within the book and volume of the brain.

Moreover it is the declared image of

God both in the sensible and rational

spheres.

“ Nor will the study of it land us in

anthropomorphism, as some scrupulous

persons dread, for it ends by regarding

man from his perfections alone, in which

philosophy can recognize no difference

between human and divine.

“ In the pcrsistency with which'Sweden

borg studied the human organization, there

isaradical distinction between his method

and that of those physiologists who at

tempt to compass the whole of nature,

and to present it in the form of a system—

atised theory, without having first mas

tered its cardinal object: who as it were

learn their architecture from the cottage

and hovel, and would build their cities

into equal “ homological ” streets accord

ing to that lowly pattern. For Sweden

borg works by leading instances; the

system makers by inferior facts. Tluy

diffuse the small amount of known truth

over a wilderness of phenomena: Swe

denborg seizes upon the central form

which that truth inhabits, and increases

our perceptions of it a hundred fold, and

in the same proportion sets up a light by

which inferior natures may be compre

hended. His course is more humble,

practical and fruitful than theirs. It also

displays more mind and energy.

why are we occupied with so large a sur

face of things! Why is space the great

presence in our accumulations, and time

the great requisite for mastering them?

Because we neglect representative facts,

and fly to insignificant ones, or allow lit

tle difference between the one and the

other; in short, because we are unable to

interpret the really oracular portions of

experience. The size of our dominions

is the measure of our weakness. Like

earth-born giants we have fallen fiat upon

the realms of nature, and “lie woltering

many a mod," occupying vast extensions

indeed compared with what is required

when man is in the erect position, and his

foot alone touches the ground. Our

“ eyes are in the ends of the earth,” gaz

ing into that infinity of which Seneca

says: “Ubi aliquid animus diu protulit,

et, magnitudinem ejus sequendo, lassatus

est, infiniturn ccepit vocari.” \Ve cannot

solve the human form, where the end of

creation is distinctly announced, and so

we hurry to other sha es, where the end

is but dimly visible. hus we are accu

For ‘

 
mulating the debt of theory which factslto give life and validity to the whole re

owe to truth, and leaving it for posterity - maindcr of knowledge.”

to pay. And if posterity also be of the

same mind, truth will for ever be cheated

of its rights in the countries of science.”

The order in which the sciences should

be studied, and the difference between the

method of Swedenborg in this regard,

and that generally pursued since the time

of Bacon, is discussed at sotne length.

“is select a few leading sentences. Ev

ery student of Fourier will recognize the

thoughts they express.

“ It is doubtful whether the moderns,

after Bacon, do not misapprehend the na

ture of the a parlcriori method, particu

larly as applied to the sciences of organi

zation -, and whether they have not come

to think, that the lower objects of these

sciences should be investigated before the

higher. At any rate they would develop

human after comparative physiology: if

for no better reason than that they cannot

penetrate the human frame, and are tired

of sitting down before it. Yet the a pos

terion' method does not thus regard the

order of facts among themselves, but the

order of facts relatively to causes : the re

lation of esperiencc to reasoning, or the

proper weight which the senses should

have in determining the mind. For in the

a posteriori method there is an image of the

method a priori, inasmuch as leading facts

are the first that can be used, and other

facts are considered afterwards. Princi

pal facts are the first materials of the a

posteriori method, as principles of facts

are, of the a priori. .

“ For the same reason that the ancients

were unacquaintcd with the systemic and

pulmonic circulations, the modems are ig

norant of the proper cardiac circulation.

They exhaust the uses of the heart in

propelling the blood through the body,

passing lightly over the question, how the

circulation of the heart itself is main

tained.

“But without pursuing this subject,

we are content to indicate that Sweden

borg's course is consistently opposite to

that just described. Thus he declares

that the cineritious substance is our point

of departure if we purpose to understand

the brain; that the spirituous fluid must

be explored, if we would explore aught

else in the body; that the doctrine of the

blood is the first to be stated, although

the last that cart be completed; that the

organs of generation are incomprehensi

ble, unless the soul, which is the princi

ple cause, whereof those organs are the

instrumental causes be revealed and re

cognized; that it is vain to toil in the ex

ploration of the solids b chemistry, un

less the elemental worl be known to us

from principles and a priori; that the

maze of nature is incxtricable, and offers

no escape, unless we can master its lead

ing intersections. The same idea, duly

carried out, will tend to show, that the

highest branch of natural knowledge, or

the doctrine of society, is the key to the

other sciences. On the above head Lord

Bacon remarks, that “ as no perfect view

of acountry can be taken upon a flat; so

it is impossible to discover the remote and

deep parts of any science, by standing

upon the level of the same science; or

without ascending to a higher.” From

which it would appear that the evolution

of the highest science is requisite a priori,

 

Swedenborg's mode of study is thus

spoken of.

“ His means ofinduction comprise sev

eral doctrines, which, ‘ with the most in

tense application and study,’ and the use

of whatever was previously known of

methods, be elaborated from the various

sciences, and they are ‘the doctrines of

forms, of order and degrees, of series and

society, of communication and influx, of

correspondence and representation, and of

modification.’ These are the mathemat

ics of the universal physics, correspond

ing to the vulgar mathematics, which are

those of the generals ofthe same."

In treating of the various sources from

which Swedenborg derived suggestions,

this interesting passage occurs:

“ \Ve will not aver that he interrogat

ed language as a means to truths; yet it

is remarkable how his results are borne

out by the common speech of mankind.

There is scarcely an important position in

these works but summons out of the ver

bal memory a number of willing corrobo

rations. Take. for example, the doctrine

ofthe spiral, which is the mainspring of'

nature, the very form of motion and evo

lution. \Vhen its physical import is seen,

how striking the analogy becomes between

spiral and spirilual, and how suggestive

the use of many derivatives from these

words, as rcspire, inspire, conspire, Iran

.vpire, with a host of others, which not

withstanding their plain relationship to

e spire, no lexicographer hitherto ven

tures to connect with it. But may we not

infer, that if the spiral form and force be

the highest in nature, it would almost ne

ceSsarily supply the analogical term for

that which is beyond nature : namely, for

spiritual existence. And further, that if

the principle of movement throughout the

universe, and specifically in its most mo

bile parts, the atmospheres, be spiral, the

functions of the air-organs would receive

their designation from that form, where~

by the words above mentioned might nat

urally be produced. And is not world it

self a vertical theory compressed into a

monosyllable'.l However, we do notseek

to establish that the framers of these terms

possessed either scientific knowledge or

rational philosophy: although they had

such analogies of both as their day requir

ed: much as the infant earth had none of

the present species of animals, and yet it

had answerable creatures suited to its ear

ly time.”

Here we have a statement of one

ground on which the advocates of the

Science of Society are accustomed to take

their stand.

“ But more than this, we find in Swe~

denborg nearly all the doctrines of the

schools; whether physical, mathematical,

metaphysical, moral, logical or scientific ;

as though he explored antiquity with an

unmeasured appreciation of its various

jewels. ‘ For one test of the truth,’ says

he, ‘ lies in the fact, that it enables manv

hypotheses to coincide, or to show a par

ticular mode of contact or approximation.’

And assuredly his doctrine is at amity

with widely different opinions, and recon

ciles the philosophers with each other,

and modern modes of thought with an

cient, and vice t‘ev'sa.”

Mr. Wilkinson afterward explains the
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peculiar sense in which Swedenborg uses

some ordinary terms, lays out the ground

plan of his scientific works, and then pro

ceeds to more general considerations. Here

again we are reminded of Fourier, not

withstanding the great difference between

them.

“ Swedenborg's doctrines are intimate

ly scientific as opposed to metaphysical,

and physical as distinguished from math

ematical ; he never wanders from the con

crete. This has occasioned the learned

to consider him a materialist. We, on

the other hand, claim him as a student of

existence; and are bold to say, under

whatever designation he may come, that

he steers clear at all events both of sensu

alism and idealism ; though not by an ef

fort, or negative process, but with child

like simplicity, as it were by inbred uni

son with the nature of things. ‘ Many,’

says he, ‘ stubbornly refuse to stir a sin

gle step beyond visible phenomena for the

sake of the truth; and others prefer to

drown their ideas in the occult at the

very outset. To these two classes our

demonstration may not be acceptable.

For, in regard to the former, it asserts

that the truth is to be sought far be

yond the range of the eye; and, in re

gard to the latter, that in all the nature of

things there is no such thing as an occult

quality; that there is nothing but is either

already the subject of demonstration, or

capable of becoming so.

“His doctrine is too robust, and too des

criptive of creation, to inculcate a fear of

matter, to which all things gravitate, an

into which they subside at last. For mat

ter is the ultimate term ofa graduated se

ries of forms : a necessity physical and phi

losophical ; aclosing fact, without which

creation would have no existence ; an ulti

mate passive, without which all the pas

sives and actives in the universe must per

ish.

“ Great confusion has undoubtedly been

introduced by regarding body as the same

with matter. For body is the necessary

ultimatum of each plane of creation, and

thus there is a spiritual body as well as a

natural body, and by parity of fact there is

a spiritual world as well as a natural

world : but matter is limited to the lowest

plane, where alone it is identical with

body. There is no matter in the spiritu

al world, but there is body notwithstand

ing, or an ultimate form which is less liv

ing than the interior forms.

“It is wrong therefore to attempt to

transcend the fact of embodiment; the

hope is mistaken that would lead us to

endeavor thus after pure spirituality. The

way to the pure spiritual is the moral, and

the moral delights to exhibit itself in ac

tions, and body is the theatre of actions,

and by consequence the tnirror and conti

nent of the spiritual: in which manner

we may understand that large saying of

Swedenborg, that ‘the real body is in

fact the universal soul.’

“And thus we perceive that the uni

verse is constructed for promoting the

ends of Divine Providence; so that the

bean fidc nocessities of man, spiri/ual and

natural, could they be ascertained, would be

an unfailing organon (f knowledge re

specting what nnlure can yield, and what

in due time she will yield.

“ We have said that Swedenborg was

a realist, but we do not mean that he be

longed to the metaphysical school of real

ism, but rather that he was a plain man,

' existence of man.

who might have existed, for aught that

appears to the contrary, before philosophy

was thought of; or before creation, exist

ence and perception had been either scep

tically aflirmed or denied. To the end of

his life he was as free frotn the obsession

of metaphysical questions as a delighted

child: too thankful for all things, and

too intelligent of them, toentertain one

thought ofinjuring them by the treacher

ous undermining of a baffled intellect.

The authors from whom he cites, are in

evidence that fact. was his quest; or if he

uses Aristotle, Locke, or Woltf, it is that

they confirm his induction, and not that

he allows them to generate it. He loved

to see the truth : to be in his senses at all

times: not for the purpose of degrading,

the mind, but of allowingit to descend (as

the soul descends) by degrees (per gra

dus) into matter, that matter might be

raised to the sphere of intelligence, and

there reconciled with spirit; so that from

these two, reason might be born.”

The distinction between imagination

and reason is very fine, and the defence of

Swedenborg against the charge of being

imaginative, most satisfactory, but we have

no space for it.

\Vith regard to the connection between

philosophy and theology, and between

ethics and physics, Mr. Wilkinson has?

the following, part of which, at least, is

not applicable to Swedenborg alone.

i

‘- It is then futile to assert that philos

ophy is not connected with theology;

~ince the contrary is demonstrated by

Swedenborg as fairly as any law of mat-l

ter is demonstrated by Newton. For

Swedenborg took facts representing inte

>gral nature, and investigated them, and

the order and mechanism of structure,

and the pervading use or function, was

found to be such as in every case to fur

nish truths relating to the moral or social

This was the issue of

a scientific process frotn which imagina

tion was rigorously excluded. What in

ference is possible but that the inner parts

of nature represent humanity; such rep

resentation being the consecutive law ofv

things! It was not Swedenborg that'

made the answerableness in the two co

ordinates ; he merely discovered what ex

isted already. Bacon’s hypothesis that

final causes have no place in the doctrine

of nature, was overthrown by this result;

for the mechanism of those causes was

explained, and the connexion between

spirit and nature stood intuitively demon

strated therein. Neither did the doctrine

of final causes turn out to be barren, as

Bacon imagined; for the end of creation

being no longer a bodiless figment, but

consisting of the noblest organic crea—

tures, it furnished the most powerful of

analytic organs for arming the mental

sight, and enabling it to discover the more

in the less, and the great in the small;

in short it authorized man to look upon

nature from definite principles, and thus

to become the image and vicegerent of

God in the scientific sphere. Those who

had a rule of impossibility were again

shown to be at fault here, as indeed they

have been from the beginning.

“And here we cannot but acknowl

edge the operation of Providence in pre

paring the way for that manifestation of

‘religious and philosophical truth which

  

was to be made through Swedenborg.

For as his doctrines rest upon the lead

ing facts of nature, so for some time pre

vious to his appearance, those facts came

to light one by one, and took their ap

ointed places in the firmament of science.

at for this, the mission of Swedenborg

could scarcely have been accomplished.

Thus the Copernican astronomy, which

proved the sun to be the centre of the

system, so changed the face of the heav

ens for man, that the revelation of the Di—

vine sun as the centre of the spiritual

world, of Divine Love as the centre of

creation. and of love, or the will as the

central power in the mind, became attest

ed by a physical truth, and rested upon

the widest basis of natural probability or

analogy: whereas otherwise man would

have had no welcome for it in his own

sphere, but on the contrary, a falsity dia

metrically opposed to it. So again the

Newtonian doctrine of gravitation or at

traction became the ground for a doctrine

of spiritual attraction, in which the omni

presence of the Divine Love, as in the

former case its centrality was manifest

ed ; or rather, in which, its diffused was

added to its concentrated centrality; and

correspondingly the same was exhibited

of love as a pervading essence in man,

and of man as the subject of his own love

or affections, and thereby gravitating to a

rest, as the planet seeks its orbit, or as

the stone falls to the earth, and there re

poses. Lastly, the Harveian, doctrine of

the circulation of the blood, was a pillar

in the natural mind to other spiritual

truths combining the former, and primari

ly regarding the circulation of ends, or

the orderly procession oflove in all things ;

for ‘ all things flow from an end, through

ends, to an end.’ ”

‘Mr. \Vilkinson, in concluding, pays an

eloquent tribute to the personal character

of his subject, as true as it is beautiful,

of which, though against our will, we are

compelled to omit the greater part.

“ ‘ His life,’ says Sande], ‘ was one of

the happiest that ever fell to the lot of

man ; ’ and a prolonged observation of his

writings enables us thoroughly to believe

it. Because he esteemed opinion and

fame at only their proper value, and truth

as an object for more real, so when the

need came, he gladly renounced his great

possessions as a man of learning, and nev

er once looking back, yielded himself to

the service of the new cause to which his

remaining life was to be devoted. It is

therefore not unaccountable, though cer

tainly without parallel, that one who had

solved the problems ofceuturies and push

ed the knowledge of causes into regions

whose existence no other philosopher sus

pected, should at length abandon the field

of science, without afterwards alluding so

much as once to the mighty task he had

surmounted. This was in accordance

with his ruind even in his scientific days:

the presence of truth was what pleased

him; its absence was what pained him;

and he always joyfully exchanged his

light for a greater and purer, even though

cherished thoughts had to die daily, as

the condition of passing into the higher

illumination.”

And now we will take leave of Mr.

Wilkinson, though we trust for no long

period. \Ne are too largely his debtor

not to desire a renewal of such profitable

intercourse. \Ve hope too that our

words may induce a careful and general
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study of the books we have spoken 0

Such a study, if carried on in the spir

of true freedom, with a resolute abnega

tion of all prejudices,—without which

it can be of little value—must lead to a

faith in a New Social Order. Ought not

the supreme laws of Universal Harmony,

which the wholeof Swedenborg's science]

is an endeavor to unfold, to prevail in the

organism of the Social Man, as well as

in that of the individual?

A Sermon of lVar, Preached at the Melo

deon, on Sunday, June 7, 1846. By

THEODORE PARKER. Published by Re

quest. Boston; Little and Brown.

1846. pp. 43.

This sermon occasioned some excite—

ment when first delivered in Boston; it

has since been repeated before a large an

dience, and is now printed in order that

it may reach the whole public. lt con

tains many things which onght to do so

and never again be forgotten; things re—

lating to war, and particularly to that by

which this nation is now disgraced.

Mr. Parker considers war in many as

pects beginning with the pecuniary, reck

oning that most intelligible to a city

whose most popular idol is Mammon,

whose God is Gold, and whose Trinity is

the Trinity of Coin. Here are some start

ling facts in that connection.

“ Your fleets, forts, dock-yards, arse

nals, cannons, muskets, swords, and the

like, are provided at great cost, and yet

are unprofitable. They don't pay. They

weave no cloth; they bake no bread;

they produce nothing. Yet from 1791 to

1832, in 42 years, we expended in these

things. $303,242,576, namely, for the

navy, &c., $ 112,703,933, for the army,

&c., $ 190,538,643. For the same time,

all other expenses of the nation came to

but $37,158,047. More than eight-ninths

of the whole revenue of the nation was

spent for the purposes of war. In four

years, from 1812 to 1815, we paid in this

way, $92,350,519'37. In six years, from

1835 to 1840, we paid annually on the av

erage $21,328,903, in all $127, 73,418.

Our Congress has just voted $ 17,000,000

as a special grant for the army alone.

The 175,118 muskets at Springfield are

valued at 3,000,000. \Ve pay annually

$200,000 to support that arsenal. The

navy yard at Charlestown, with its stores,

&c., has cost, $4,741,000. Now for all

profitable returns, this money might as

well be sunk in the bottom of the sea.

“If the President gets his fifty thou

sand volunteers,—a thing likely to hap

pen, for though lrish lumpers and hod

men want a dollar and a dollar and a half

a day, your free American of Boston will

’list for twenty-seven cents, only having

his livery, his feathers, and his ‘glory’

thrown in—then at $8 a month, their

wages amount to $400,000. Suppose the

present government shall actually make

advantageous contracts, and the subsist

ence of the soldier cost no more than in

England, or $ 17 a month, this amounts

to $850,000. Here are $1,250,000 to

begin with. Then if each man would be

worth a dollar a day at any productive

work, and there are 20 work days in the

month, here at $ 1,300,000 more to be

i
 

“ In the Florida war we spent between

S 30,000,000 and $ 40,000,000, as an em

iueut statesman once said, in fighting five

hundred invisible Indians! It is estimated

that the fortifications of the city of Paris,

when completely furnished, will cost more

‘thau the whole taxable property of Mas

sachusetts, with her 800,000 souls. \Vhy,

this year our own grant for the army is

$ 17,000,000. The estimate for the na

vy is $6,000,000 more; in all $23,000,

000. Suppose, which is most unlikely,

sum alone would support public schools,

as good and as costly as those of Massa

chusetts, all over the United States, of

fering each boy and girl—bond or free

—as good a culture as they get here in

Boston, and then leave a balance of $ 3,

000,000 in our hands! We pay more for

ignorance than we need for education !

“ For several years we spent directly

more than 3 21,000,000 for war purposes,

though in time of peace. If a railroad

cost $ 30,000 a mile, then we might build

700 miles a year for that sum, and in five

years could build a railroad therewith

from Boston to the farther side of Oregon.

For the war money we paid in 42 years,

we could have had more than 10,000

miles of railroad, and with dividends at

4 per cent. —a yearly income of $21,

210,000. For military and naval affairs,

in eight years, from 1835 to 1843, we

paid $163,330,717. This alone would

have made 5,444 miles of railroad, and

would produce at 7 per cent. an annual

income of 3 11,433,578-19.

“ The navy yard at Charlestown, with

its ordnance, stores, &c., cost $4,741,

000. The cost of the 78 churches in

Boston is $3,246,350; the whole proper

ty of Harvard University is $703,175;

the 155 school‘houses of Boston are

worth $703,208; in all $4,652,883.

Thus the navy yard at Charlestown has

cost $99,117 more than the 78 churches

and the 155 school-houses of Boston,

with Harvard College, its halls, libraries,

and all its wealth thrown irl. Yet what

does it teach!

“ Now all these sums are to be paid by

our republican demagogucs love so

well, and for whom they spend their

lives, rising early, toiling late, those self

the republic, eating the bread of careful

ness for them alone! But how are they

to be paid! By a direct tax levied on

all the property of the nation, so that the

poor man pays according to his little, and

the rich man in proportion to his much,

each knowing when he pays and what he

pays furl No such thing; nothing like

it. The people must pay and not know

it, must be deceived a little or they

would not pay after this fashion! You

pay for it in every pound of sugar, cop

the counsel of some lovers of the people

be followed, you will soon pay for it in

each pound of coflee and tea. In this

way the rich man always pays relatively

less than the poor; often aposilively small

er sum. Even here I think that three

fonrths of all the property is owned by

one-fourth of the people, yet that one

fourth by no means paysa third of the

national revenue. The tax is laid on

things men cannot do \vithout,—sugar,

cloth, and the like.

 

the people, ‘the dear people,’ whom.

denying heroes, those saluted martyrs of

per, coal, in every yard of cloth; and if

The consumption of,

fiadded, making $2,550,000 a month forlthese articles is not in proportion to

i, the new army of occupation. wealth but persons. Now the poor man,

as a general rule, has more children than

the rich, and the tax being more in pro

portion to persons than property, the

‘ poor man pays more than the rich. So a

1 tax is really laid on the poor man‘s chil

‘ dren to pay for the war which makes him

poor and keeps him poor. I think your

captains and colonels, those sons of thun

der and heirs of glory, will not tell you

so. They tell you so! they know it!

Poor brothers, how could they? I think

, your party newspapers— penny or pound

 

i

that we should pay no more,-—-why thati—Will nut 18" you 80; 1101' the dema

gogues, all covered with glory and all

forlorn, who tell the people when to hur

lrah and for what! But if you cypher

,lhe matter out for yourself you will find

.it so, and not otherwise. Tell the dema

lgogues— Whig or democratic —- that. It

was an old Roman maxim, ‘ The people

wish to be deceived; let them.‘ Now it

is only practiced on; not repeated—in

public.”

Mr. Parker proceeds to dwell upon the

moral evils of war in a manner hardly

less forcible than these indisputable fig

ures, and then to speak of the war with

Mexico, in such terms as the following.

“We are waging a most iniquitous

.war—so it seems to me. I know 1 may

be wrong. But I am no partizan, and if

I err, it. is not wilfully, not rashly.

I know the Mexicans are a wretched

people—wretched ill their origin, histo

,ry and character. I know but two good

things of them as a people—they abol

ished negro slavery not long ago; they

do not covct the lands of their neighbors.

True, they have not paid all their debts,

but it is scarcely decent in a nation with

any repudiating States, to throw the first

stone at her for that!

“I know the Mexicans cannot stand

before this terrible Anglo-Saxon race, the

most formidable and powerful the world

ever saw ; a race which has never turned

back; which, though it number less than

forty millions, yet holds the Indies, al

most the whole of North America;

which rules the commerce of the world ;

clutches at New Holland, China, New

Zealand, Borneo, and seizes island after

'island in the farthest seas;—the race

which invented steam as its awful type.

The poor, wretched Mexicans can never

stand before us. How they perished in

battle! They must melt away as the ln

dians before the white man. Considering

how we acquired Lousiana, Florida, Ore—

gen, 1 cannot forbcar thinking that this

people will possess the whole of this con

tinent before many years; perhaps before

the century ends. But this may be had

fairly; with no injustice to any one; by

the steady advance of a superior race,

with superior ideas and a better civiliza

tion ; by commerce, trade, arts, by being

better than Mexico, wiser, humaner,

more free and manly. Is it not better to

acquire it by the school-master than the

cannon ; by peddling cloth, tin, anything

rather than bullets! It may not all be

long to this Government—and yet to

this race. It would be a gain to mankind

if we could spread over that country the

Ideas of America— that all men are born

free and equal in rights, and establish

there political, social, and individual free

dom. But to do that we must first make

real these ideas at home.”

But to pass from tllis war to a thought
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in this last sentence of Mr. Parker's.

How are the ideas of political, social and

individual freedom to become real here

or elsewhere? Has any considerable ap

proach to that been made even in the

most enlightened and Christian commu

nity! And yet these are questions of

some importance, or rather of most press

ing and inevitable importance. Those

are noble words surely; they stir the

hearts of those who hear them and of

those who speak ; they ought to be made

true, but How! Can Mr. Parker or any

man who knows that social and individ

ual freedom are things to which God has

entitled every human being, answer that

question.‘.l Nay, are there not many men

who believe in those ideas, who speak of

them with zeal and sincerity but who nev

er so much as think of the path which

leads from the conception to the fact, who

have never enquired “ What is this free

dom whereof we talk, and what are its

conditions? ” “ Social and individual

freedom! ” Has such freedom any practi

cal meaning to the drudges in the kitchens

of our democratic, republican, Christian

Americans? Let the reason and con

science of each honest man press that ques

tion home; we will not enlarge upon it.

And war too; that is an infernal evil as

Mr. Parker has shown, but will those

who condemn war overlook the war

which never ceases to go on in their own

streets, to which they themselves may be

parties, and of which their own neighbors

are the victims? Shall we cry out with

indignation at a war with Mexico but

hold our peace over the warfare of Com

petitive Labor! Alas! Hardly any elo

quent clergyman has wakened the hearts

of men to that; hardly any either has

seen the fact that the war with Mexico

is only one branch of an all-embracing

system of wrong, and that the principles

that condemn one evil condemn the

whole, and, much more than all, the sys

tem from which they spring. Logic has

one sure road, but it cuts off many

places, many comfortable abodes, and

needs strong eyes and unflinching steps to

follow it. “ The energies of the mass of

mankind " says a modern writer, “ are

expended in examining the interior rela~

tions of the systems within which they

are born and in perfecting their parts.”

But this cannot long be the reproach of

philanthropists and reformers in these

times; at least we trust so.

With another word we leave the sub

ject for the present. What is the first,

the indispensable condition of social and

individual freedom! W'e answer “ Attrac

tive Industry ; ” without this there is no

freedom. Have our friends ever thought

of that'.l If they have not we commend

it to their reflection. It is an idea not

easy to be exhausted.

  MUSICAL REVIEW? P

NEW PUBLICATIONS

Oliver Ditson, 115 \Vashington St.

Boston, has published :

l. Tarantelle, for the Piano Forte, by F.

CHOPIN. p . 9.
Beauties ojPRossini's Opera “ Samara

mide.” arranged for the Piano Forte,

by \Vimunm H. CALLCOTT. Numbers

I, ll, Ill. pp. 45.

One Hundred and One Preparatory

Lessons cfc. 4'0. for the Piano. By

Cruan CZERNY. To be completed in

Three Books. No. 1. pp. 17.

4. Le Pianiste Moderne. The' Tempera

ments, or Seven Characteristic Pieces

for the Piano Forte, by FELIX MENDELS

sorrN BARTHOLDY. pp. 21.

The Dralh of Osceola, a Song by J.

PHILIP Knrcrr'r. pp. 5.

Son Vergin Vezzosa, (“ Arrayed for

the Bridal,”) Polacca from I Puritani,

by BELLINI. pp. 9.

Many times may you turn over the

fresh piles of attractive looking sheets

upon a music-seller's counter, before

singling out so much solid metal as we

find here. For the most part these “ new

issues" are like spurious coin; they

shine well to the eye, but do not ring

well to the car. As engravings they are

very well; as music they are certainly

popular with boarding-school misses and

young gentlemen whose souls are in an

engine company or a military parade.

Both classes, we suppose, must be sup

ported, especially if the dealer would

make money.

“ Non ragionam di lor, ma guarda e passa."

Let them alone, we say, for “ here is

more attractive metal.” Here is a good

ly list of names; two among the greatest,

Mendelssohn and Chopin; and then “Ros

siui, who shall always have his due from

us, if his sphere be not so lofty, nor the

sources of his melody so deep; gentle

Bellini, in a song of modest virgin play

fulness; laborious Czerny with another

hundred exercises for the thousands and

tens of thousands, and myriads of

fingers, whereof he has so long been

lgeneralissimo; and J. P. Knight, not

wholly lost to fame, so long as a rare

musical organization can give back what

his over-generous propensities are report

ed to have stolen from society. Alas!

the moral dangers of genius placed in a

false position by a selfish, utilitarian soci

ety,-— unless that genius be something

more than a thing of temperament, some

thing akiu to the godlike in great patient

strength and balance! But to our re

view.

1. The first is by Chopin, the most

delicate and finely organized of the new

pianists; who shuns great companies

and craves selectest audience to make a

lsphere still and deep enough for his most

1 spiritual communings with his instrument;

Ifeeble and small in frame, and tremulous

 

2.

5.

 

  

as a leaf to every influence, and therefore

greater as a composer and true priest to

nature; Chopin, the generous and in

spired young Pole, the worshipper of

freedom. as well as of the law of beauty;

the friend of Madame George Sand;

whose music floats around you and sub

dues your senses like clouds of incense,

a mingling of most exquisite aromas. Of

course there are parties on the question of

his merit, as there are about every one

who is uniformly peculiar. With many,

(and his great brother artist, Liszt, is

among the number), he enjoys a truly

aristocratic fame; he is only called forth

when something rare and absolutely gen

uine is demanded. Others object to the

sameness of his style. We should as

soon charge the odor of the heliotrope or

mignonctte, or wild grape's blossom with

The amount of it is, he is al

ways himself and “ nothing else,” as the

saying is. He has, no doubt, his special

sameness.

tsphere assigned him ; but within that his

range is limitless. For our own part, we

never weary of the dreamy, ever-shifting

reveries into which he can so easily put

us; although their spirit, their individu

ality is one, yet there is no tame repeti

tion, no lifeless manufacture of mere

forms of beauty, no ringing of changes

on a theme worn out, no want of life and

quick suggestion ever. His innumerable

Mazourkas and Notturnes are, as Liszt

well says, like sonnets, each expressing

the very inmost essence and pure aroma

of some emotion worth embalming. Mu

sic of such dainty delicacy, which knows

only the heart's most precious times,

which is all compounded of the ripest

juices of the fruit, the finest fragrance of

the flower, the most perfected bloom upon

the check of beauty, and which seems

of all things to love retirement, and pre

fer sad moonlight and deep bowers to the

broad light of day,—such music is in

danger, it is true, ofbeeoming sickly by

its very refinement. Some already note

this in Chopin; but to us his gentleness

seems no weakness, his sadness is most

sweet to the soul. A feminine spirit his

is and pleasant as a woman‘s spiritual

smile.

The Tarantelle is a sort'of musical con

ceit, quite common with the new compo

sers, suggested by the delirious dance of

persons bitten by the Tarantula. It must

be most exquisite and enviable agony,

judging from the music without the bite.

It is a rapid movement in 6-8 measure, as

we believe most or all the compositions

of this name are. Key A flat, but mod

ulating perpetually by almost insensible

chromatic changes, as is the way with

Chopin always, who seems groping after

the intervals of a more finely graduated

scale. Wild, delirious, intense as it is,

continually starting off with a new access
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of fever, and growing louder and more

rapid, yet there is Something sweet and

gentle in its mood; delicious torture, of

thoughts most beautiful in themselves,

but unescapable and uncontrollable. The

nervous impatience of this state is better

represented by the violin, as we had op

portunity to witness in Ole Bull‘s treat»

ment of the same subject. For the rest,

the piece is not extremely difficult of exe

cution when one is once familiar with its

passages, and begins to feel the spirit of

it; though it is no plaything for begin

ears.

2. Here is something more like recrea

tion. Brilliant, beautiful, and even deep,

for Rossini, are many of these melodies.

Indeed the Semiramis is a master-piece of

opera. It belongs to Rossini’s later style,

when his genius had become impregnated

somewhat with the atmosphere of Ger

many. Here, in these three numbers, are

the principal themes, faithfully arranged

for the young pianist, and affording a ve

ry graceful recreation to any one, howev

er versed in Symphony or Fugue. Ros

sini‘s is the music of the senses; the

sparkle on the top of life; healthy,

vigorous, and forever bright. He is de

cidedly the master spirit of all who be

long to the school of eficct, the least over

strained, most purely natural, and most

inexhaustible in resources, of those who

conquer applause by their brilliancy. His

music is the main stay of all the virtuosos.

These pieces will be popular.

3. Of Czerny’s exercises nothing need

be said, except to state that this particu

lar set is designed for pupils in a very

early stage of piano forte playing, and

besides being carefully fingered, is ac

companied by minute rules of finger

ing certain kinds of passages.

4. Here is no trifling, but the strong

hand-grasp of a true priest of art, offered

to those who seek to pass beyond the

threshold of that sacred temple. Men

delssohn stands preéminently the Master

now. What he writes is not for mere

effect, not to bestow an idle moment’s

gratification. Neither are his works the

dry result of science. Study and science

in him have only served to exalt the

throne of true feeling and poesy. What

is there in all modern music more expres

sive than his “ Songs without Words,"

for the piano? What more religiously

grand than his oratorio of “ St. Paul? ”

But in him, feeling and imagination are

tempered and refined by the profoundest

study of the principles of his art, and of

the noblest forms of composition. Espe

cially does he delight in the Fugue.

More or less of this runs through these

Seven Studies called the “ Tempera

ments." They are not exceedingly difli

cult; but their style is well worth years

of study; practice them. and, however

Idull at first, the beauty will grow upon

you, like that of an old picture, never to

be exhausted. Four only of the seven

are given in this set; we trust the rest

will follow: and that they will do, doubt

less, if these first ones sell.

5. This is in the usual style of Mr.

Knight’s songs, which we think is con

siderably better than that of Russell or

Dempster. There is a good deal of ori

ginality and variety in the several move

ments of this song, which are all in good

keeping with the subject, the first re

minding us somewhat of Kalliweda’s

“ Grave-digger.”

6. Son vergin vezzosa requires a flexible

iand brilliant voice, with a freshness and

i purity of feeling, too, which is even more

1rare. But its popularity will make many

. try it. Both Italian and English words are

given; only in the original it is the vergin

vezzosa herself who sings her emotions

as she stands there arrayed for the bri

dal; while in the English it is a descrip

tion of her by another person. The

sentiment, we apprehend, must be difler

ent in the We cases; as different as the

flutter ofa maiden heart, all love, all joy,

just passing into womanhood, from aspec—

tator's admiration of that maiden’s beau

ty; and these two sentiments would

prompt two different melodies. The song

iis quaint and arch and innocent and lov

iing, with more of brightness than is

common with Bellini. Those who heard

Caradori sing it, during her visit to this

country, must love it also for her sake.
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0f modern civilization, the natural mm are,

contempt for others’ rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to iinpoverish

the laborer and to render eVery condition insecure.

Relief is to come,and can only come from the new

application ot'Christisn principles, of Universal jus

tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Dn. Crunma'u.

OBJECTIONS T0 ASSOCIATION—N0. I

The Oberlin Review for November,

1845, has just been sent to us, with a

request that we should reply to its state

ment of objections to the Svsrsm or

ASSOCIATION. This we will cheerfully

do, although the article has been so long

in reaching us, that it must, we fear,

have lost its freshness in its reader's

minds. And we take this occasion to

repeat, that we shall be most happy to

receive all notices of Association, wheth

er from opponents or from friends, and

shall treat with like respect candid criti

cism and hearty approval. \Ve welcome

criticism indeed, and of the strictest kind;

for the sublime doctrine, of which we

have the honor and privilege to be the

advocates, is of such immediate interest

 

 

and solemn import to existing society,

that we rejoice in every opportunity of

attracting the attention of the wise and

worthy to its claims. If it. is false, in

God’s name, in the name of Humanity,

let its delusive promises be exposed; if

errors are intermingled with its truths,

let the tares be weeded from the wheat;

but if the cause of Universal Unity is as

we believe, Providential, Divine and full

of hope for Humanity, then let its glad

tidings be broadly proclaimed. To friends

and opponents alike we say, “Take heed

how ye hear;" and again we say, be

not —in relation'to so monstrous a here

sy, or so holy a reform, as this of Asso

ciation—lukewarm. Indifi'erence in re

gard to it is intolerable; but the most

searching scrutiny of its principles and

tendencies is right.

In relation to the article now under

consideration, — while we cordially admit

that the writer manifests a desire to be

candid,— we cannot but express regret,

that he had not made himself more

thoroughly acquainted with his subject;

for with all courtesy it must be said, that

his treatment of it is quite too superficial.

A system like Association,—so com

prehensive and profound, so precise in its

central principles, so exact in its minute

applications, originating from perfect faith

in Divine Laws of Order, and proposing

as its end the Universal Reform of all hu

man relations and interests,—deserves a

criticism most keen in its analysis, and

far-reaching in its scope. But the Ober

lin article contains no suggestions, which

can claim to be of a higher character

than the pre-judgments of individual sa

gacity. Still. these objections are wor

thy 0t respectful consideration. They

are thus briefly summed up.

“ If the views presented are in general

correct we shall have in association a

vast amount of unproductive labor, be

cause in every complicated laboring estab

lishment there must be many managers

and superintendents. The productive la

bor will be comparatively inefficient, be

cause it will be secured by day wages,

without the incentives of individual inter

est and responsibility. Labor will be

converted into drudgery ; for in the effort

to render it attractive, the only real at

tractions are removed.

Family relations will be endangered, if

not annihilated ; for members of the same

family will be little more intimately asso

ciated than members of diflerent families;

and to believe that the social feelings can

be so generalized that three hundred fami

lies shall be blended into one in sympathy

and affection and mutual influence, re

quires Fourier’s faith in humanity—a

faith of which ignorance is the mother.

“The situation will be unfavorable to

the development of individual mind, be

cause personal responsibility will be re

m0ved, and a rigid despotism which ex

tends to all the interests of life will take

the place of freedom.”

“ The interests of religion will be sus

 

tained with difficulty for want of union;
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or if union exist it will oftener be a union

in error than in truth ; and an association

built upon error will perpetuate error

while it exists.”

“ The prospect of general union and

all that is agreeable in social life is dark

amid the conflicting interests of selfish

ness and conscientiousness, of pay-days

and labor days, of extravagance and re

trenchment, of expenditure and invest

ment, and the ten thousand notions and

feelings that exist among the best eigh

teen hundred that the world can furnish."

These objections, it will be seen, ar

range themselves under the five heads of

Labor, Family Relations, Government,

Religion, Union, which we will consider

in order.

I. Labor.

1. The objector thinks, that there will

be “a vast amount of unproductive

labor” in Association, because so many

persons will be occupied for so long a

time, in determining what is to be done

and in giving orders. In small, frag

mentary, ill'arranged attempts at combi

nation, undoubtedly such an evil might

exist. Incoherence and empty discussion

always and every where fritter away the

energies and hours of injudicious and

undecided persons. Most obviously, how

ever, this is no more true of Association,

than it is of all modes of cooperation.

All badly arranged schemes necessarily

distract the minds of those engaged in

them. But we say further, that it is

not nearly so true of even hasty at

tempts at Association, as it is of most

social enterprises, because idle debate isI

at once seen to be too expensive a luxury

for those united in an undertaking whose

whole spirit and aim are practical. Order

or Ruin is their alternative ; and the mo

ment order is produced, the waste of time

and thought is ended.

Does the objector see how far his sug

gestion reaches? If founded in truth, it

would tend to destroy all united efforts,

and to throw man back upon the individ

ualism of the savage state. But it is

not founded in truth. Universal experi

ence is every where proving, on-the con

trary, that just in proportion to the com

pleteness of social enterprises, is the

economy of time, thought, feeling, ener

gy. Take the post~cflice, the broker's

exchange, the newspaper establishment,

the factory, the railroad, as obvious illus~

tratious. More and more, the soundest

business judgment of the age is turning

into this direction of concentrated effort.

Now Association is a universal applica

tion of this principle of Order,—in its

most strict and perfect form, — to every

branch of productive industry. And one

of the most conclusive arguments, in favor

of the system is the economy of head

work and will-work insured by its sys

tematic arrangements. Association tole

rates no confusion, loose ends, perplexity,

 

but demands the promptness, precision,

exact order of an army; while at the

same time, it substitutes for the stern

ncss of military discipline, the joyous

freedom of harmony. This objection

then is utterly out of place. Association

must produce the most beautiful economy

in just the particulars, in which the writer

foresees waste. Some brawling caucus,

some noisy club was in his fancy, and not

an organized Association, with all depart

ments duly arranged, and coordinate

groups of industry discharging their sev

eral functions, like members of a living

body.

But though we have thus completely

answered the objection, by showing, that

Association provides for the exactest

method and most efficient action in all

branches of industry, and ensures a ra

pidity, ease, and completeness in all so

cial operations as much superior to exist

ing isolated modes of employment, as

the machinery of a factory is to a distaff.

and handloom, or as a railroad is to a‘

wheelbarrow,—-we have yet purposely

held in reserve the chief arguments in

favor of the superior economies of‘

Associated Labor. “ Unproductive la-I

bor! ” Indeed! Is our critic indulging

a. facetious humor and speaking ironical

ly! Does he not know, that the charge

of unproductiveness which Association

ists bring against existing society is

confessedly unanswerablei The most

hasty observation shows, that as affairs,

are at present conducted in all civilizedt

countries, the productive classes pay an

enormous and perpetually renewed tax

for the support of hosts of idlers, spend

thrifts, destroyers. To such a degree is

this the case indeed, that it seems won

derful, how with so many unproductives

as civilization tolerates and breeds, the

world has been saved from sinking into

universal pauperism. Standing armies,

smugglers, robbers, prostitutes, beggars,

dramsellers, gamblers, constables, jailers,

almshouse keepers, juries, lawyers,—

custom house officers, weighers, guagers,

uselesst numerous,—financiers, bank

ers, large holders of land and real estate,

wholesale and retail dealers, with their

clerks, runners, porters, at least ten times

as many as there should be,—politicians,

demagogues, sophists, sectarists, parti

zans of many grades,—and finally, whole

classes of rich and fashionable drones,

now live» upon the profits of the laborers

in all communities. And yet Association

is to multiply these non-producers! Let

us see how.

Association will disband armies, close

up the sinks of vice, leave prisons tenant

less, disperse policemen and litigants,

contrabandists and trade protectors, re

duce in tenfold ratio the number of inter

mediates between producers and consu—

 

 

mers, who now by all manner of shifts

wring out from both classes maintenance

and riches, banish office seekers, sinecur

ists, quacks, and loafers of all varieties,

make idleness disgraceful, and in a word,

set free, and prompt all these now useless

or noxious persons to increase the com

mon wealth by actual productive labor.

In Association, honors will be given only

in just recompense for substantial bene

fits; the great men there will be those

who are most the ministers to their fel

lows; and unproductiVe persons will be

no more tolerated than rust, moths, wea

vil and vermin.

Many other considerations at once crit

ical and positive, might be also offered to

show yet further, that Association must.

ensure immense economies of time, talent

and energy, two only of which can now

be briefly mentioned. First, it will di

minish incalculably the number of those

actually needed in really useful employ~

ments, such as domestic labors, transpor

tation, storage, and so forth, by introduc

ing concentration and large operations

in place of scattered and petty ones.

Secondly, it will substitute convergence

for divergence of interests, and coopera

tion for conflict. In the present state of

business competition, one half the world,

class by class, and person by person, is

occupied in thwarting, misleading, cheat~

ing, injuring the other half; and thus

human energies are not only rendered

unproductive but absolutely mischievous.

But in room of these perversions, Asso

ciation will introduce universally, the de

sire, opportunity and habit of mutual

assistance. Such obvious and conclusive

arguments need only to be hinted. And

we cannot but think that even our objec

tor will by this time be ready to exile his

charge of “unproductive labor in Asso

ciation ” to the limbo of forgotten preju

dices.

2. But the Oberlin reviewer thinks,

that even such productive labor as there

is in Association, will be “ comparatively

inefficient, because the incentives to it

will be weakened.” This deserves con

sideration. The question is, then, will

motives to usefulness be increased or di

minished, lessened or multiplied in As

sociationl

The reviewer's notion is,-—that as a.

minimum of support is secured for all,—

no one will be goaded to constant exer

tion, as now, by amier for himself and

for his dependants; and again, that as

the personal sense of loss or gain by

changes in the condition of general af

fairs will be slight, all will become care

less and negligent. We state his view

briefly, but in its full strength we believe.

Now it is quite evident, that the writ

er, in making this objection, must have

been thinking of a Community, where
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property is held in common, rather than

of an Association, where each member is'

a property holder: and it would be easy

also to show, that he has fallen into very

stating his opinions; but we prefer to

glaring contradictions in his mode of}

,in Association, because the whole system

is exactly calculated to refine the tastes,

and thus increase the wants of all. A

,poor, laboring man in present society,

who is forced to shelter himself and fam

ily in a garret, to wear the coarsest

 

leave all minute criticism, and to come I clothes, ragged and patched, and to feed on

directly to the central question, as to the soni- brcad, stale vegetables, and half pu

munber and qualin of motives to labor trid meat, is stimulated in the most awful

in Association.

Our objector sees that the dread of

want is one omnipresent incentive to ex

degree by necessity; but the torpor of

despair, growing inscnsibility, hard usage

i gradually deteriorate his and his children’s

ertion now, and thence infers, that if this ‘ tastes, until,—if pauperism is prolonged

is removed indolence will ensue. So the in an intense form,-- they become more

slaveholder reasons, in saying, the lash is i brutalized than the riidest Esquimaux or

the right impulse to the negro, and if Huttentot. Vir'ouldthat this wasadream,

you give up overseers, the cotton fieldland not a vision of reality. But this

will not be hocd, nor the sugar cane horrible fate is not an uncommon one

pressed in due season. Doubtlcss, it is even now, throughout Christendom; alas!

to a limited extent true, that men, Who it. will become the common one for whole

have been accustomed to one system ofl classes within a generation, unless a rad

lahor, always and every where need time i ical reform reorganizes, root and branch, .

and right influences to change their hab—iour pre'sent order of society. Now, in

ila, when they pass under another sys-ieontrast with this hideous perversion of

tem; and therefore we will grant, that'humanity which exists and is increasing

an operative who has been dogged by thei all around us, what will be the result of‘

frown and stern command of the drivingl,the system of Association? \Vith do

“Boss,” may somewhat relax his efforts mains, unitary dwellings, tables, baths,

when he is first thrown upon his own halls, libraries, gardens, &c.,all beauti

responsibility; and further, that the man ‘ fnl, rich and bright with means of refin-l

who has been whipped up to his dailyiing enjoyment, thrown open to all, is it[

treadmill of exhausting toil by Fear, mayi not perfectly apparent that the inevitable

be inelilled 10 SP0" like a boy, 01' to-tendency must be to unfold a universal

stretch himself in ease, when Hope has taste for elegance, which will present

opened his prison door and set him free. ever fresh motives to unflagging exertion!

But after having thus made the most There is actually no conceivable limit to

extreme admission which candor de- the growing power of such motives; for,

Intendsv we turn t0 0“! Objeflor and 85k success and indulgence will only give

 

 

interwoven with the whole process of its

acquisition and expenditure, and so by

reaction becomes an overflowing source

of strife, malice and jcalousy,- in truly

organized society on the contrary, this

same passion will produce a constant

expansion of affection and judgment,

by the pervading power of the gen

erous and magnanimous emotions with

which its exercise will be accompanied.

But this will more clearly appear, as we

pass in review the oiher incentives to

labor afforded by Association.

We are prepared now, to consider the

statement of the objector, that “ the great

inducement to labor in Association must

be the day wages, and when we consider

that the interest in properly will he almost

entirely wanting, we are not far from the

conclusion, that labor will be far less effi

cient than it is at present.” “Day wa

ges” and “ hitters! in properly 1” what

does our critic tnean by these phrases?

what latent signification was in his mind!

Do men even now in existing society,

value “ wages,” that is, the wealth they

earn, for no other end than the selfish

gratification of their own and their fami

lies’ most common desires? D0 minds,

the most cramped under the pressure of

the mercenary motives now every where

ruling, take “ interest in property ” only

because it supplies the means of their own

and their families‘ ostcntation and world

ly pride? The most bitter cynic could not

seriously make such a sweeping charge. '

Generous hopes and noble purposes in

termingle amid the ambitious dreams of

him, first, whether he does not see that

more animal necessity is only one and

that the lowest of incentives which prompt

men to work in existing society; and

secondly, whether all history does not

prove, that this form of necessity alone

has never been a sufficient motive to raise

man above the condition of the brute'.l

\Vhy does the savage remain a savage'.l

Because he is content with the bare satis

faction of his lowest animal desires. lIis

chance supplies provide for his chance

needs; and men, actuated merely by a

regard for their common and coarse appe

tites, always tend downward to the sav~

age state. It is by inventions and dis

coveries, which produce abundance, refine

tastes, and thus create new and higher

wants, that man ascends in the scale of

being. The luxuries of one age become

the necessities of the next; and a per

son's motives to labor are just in propor

tion to the elevation, delicacy, elegance

of his habits. Does our objector foresee

then our answer to his statement, that

“incentives to labor are weakened in

Association;” can he evade its force?

This answer is, that even the incentive of

the lowest kind, which he refers to, is

indefinitely augmented and not lessened

them intensity. Even now we see that‘the most hardened worshippers of Mam

the love of using wealth becomes an men even now,—-thoughts of dignities

insatiable passion in the few. “(bar will

it in all the members of society !

\Ve should not be surprised now, if

the objector should turn entirely about,

and in place of his notion of the feeble

ness of the incentive of necessity, should‘

charge Association with producing an

extravagant thirst for wealth. We can

didly think, he would be wise in thus

changing his position. This is a much

more common, and for that matter a

much better grounded complaint against

the system of United Interests, than the

one we have been considering, which we

must regard as utterly futile. In truth,

there would be really danger from the

eager energies and luxurious tastes en

gendered by Association, if this lowest

incentive were not so beautifully balanced,

purified and exalted by the numerous

other motives which are also brought into

play. And here in passing, we may see

one of the great advantages of Associa

tion, that,~—whereas, the passion for

wealth in existing society tends to de

grade and narrow the heart and mind by

the selfish cares, emotions and anxieties

 

 

and privileges bountifully used, of hospi

it be, when general gratification develops talitics freely exercised, of high toned,

cultivated, intelligent assemblages gath

ered to share- and heighten their pleas

ures, of libraries and galleries of art

and musical concerts quickening and

sweetening not only their spirits, but

those of wide circles of friends,—and

yet more, thoughts of hidden private

charities, of delicate kindnesses to the

humble and unassuming, of surprises by

gifts to the less privileged, of aid to the

aspiring, of encouragement lent to virtue

and talent—and finally, thoughts of pub

lic munificence, of liberal endowments,

and works of permanent worth to society

at large and to future times. Is not this

so, even in our present communities,

based as they are on the principle of self

interest? And now will our objector tell

us what one of these considerations, which

already give value to wealth, will not gain

new strength in Association? Remove

the yoke of iron care, which keeps man’s

heart as prone to the narrow road of his

own drudging duties, as the eyes of

draught cattle are to the dust of the

highway, and with what buoyant afl'ec
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the interests of each being within the ho

rizon of Humanity, and the debt of grati

tude to all embracing Heaven.

It may require an effort of mind to

conceive adequately of the manly, hope

ful, benignant, courteous, gentle spirit,

which will form the common atmosphere

of Societies organized in Unity of Inte

rests; but still it must be evident, that

just in the degree in which the Law of

Love is the pervading principle of atown

ship, a nation, the race, —and the end of

Association is to make this law univer

sally and perfectly Sovereign,—will mean

ness, apathy, sloth, indifference vanish,

like night before the sun or frosts beneathspring breezes. “Interest in property! ”

\Vhy, we cannot, in the very nature of

things, even begin to feel the true inte

rest in ample means,—owned by our

selves, and trusted to our responsibil

bility,—till we become members of a

society, whose principle and practice

are mutual benefaction. God rcjoiccs‘

 

that the universe is his own, and his i full ofan earnest faith, and an enthusiasm'

“ interest in his property ” is infinite ;,

but the whole series of his creations arev

ever new and inexhaustible gifts,—hisl

whole action is endless distribution of hisl

own joy,— and the very bounty of all his

bonnties is the bestowment of his essen

tial spirit of Perfect Love.

NOTE. \Ve had intended to finish this first‘

head Labor, in the present article, but time

and space forbid. \Ve shnll resume the subject

in our next number, and continue on until each

class of objection is removed. ‘

 

THE CAMPAIGN BEGUN!

LECTURES IN LOWELL AND WORCESTER. ,

On Sunday evening, June 29th, Mr DANA ‘, bury. Our address is Brook Farm “'1'st

addressed the citizens of Lowell by re. Roxbury. Our friends will oblige us by!

quest, on the subject of a New Social

Order. The fundamental principles of

Association were taken up and discussed '

in order, and contrasted with the corres

ponding features of society as it is now

organized or rather conglomerated. The

tenure of property, the organization of

labor, the distribution of wealth, the ar

rangements of the household, the true

ground of social honors, the principle of

Mutual Insurance, the Right to Educa

tion, were all explained to an intelligent

and interested audience. After Mr. DANA

had concluded, Mr. BRISBANE who was

present, took the stand and spoke in an

eloquent and impressive manner, on the

necessity of an Organization of Labor by

the People for the benefit of the People,

instead of leaving it to be done by capi

talists and speculators for their own bene

fit, oppressing and wronging the opera

tives, and heaping up wealth out of the

fruit of their toil. Mr. Bnissas'n’s re

marks were received by the audience with

applause. No unprejudiccd man who

 

 

' heard them could resist the conviction that

the Idea of America, the Idea of Liberty,

must now be carried into Industry; that

as our forefathers threw off the old polit

ical establishment and achieved Political

Freedom, it is for Americans at this day,

to carry the same work into another

sphere, and to achieve Industrial Freedom

for themselves and their posterity.

At \Vorcester Messrs. Cnxnmso,

BRISBANE and DANA held meetings on

Wednesday and Thursday evening of last

week. They were attended by many of

the first citizens of that thriving town,

who listened with profound interest to the

exposition of the evils inherent in the

structure of society, of the absolute need

of basing all human relations upon Univer

sal Justice, thus rendering the Christian

Law of Love the ruling law of society,

and of the Destiny which God has pro

vided here on earth for this Race of His

children. Vl’e have not space to'attempt

any minute report of the speeches of these

gentlemen. Enough to say, they were

in the Cause of Humanity of which hard

ly a bearer but carried away its glow in

his soul. The great work of Apostleship

could not have had a more auspicious be

ginning. The Sowers are in the field;

the Heavens bless their labors; the Truth

will have its increase, and rejoicing mul

titudes will bear home the harvest.

\Ve must not forget to add that “ Affil

iated Societies " will be immediately

formed in Lowell and \Vorcester.

 

It? To own EXCHANGES. We suffer

some inconvenience occasionally from our

exchange papers being directed to Ror

attending to this matter.

ANTwsnP on January 1st, l846, con

tained 82,512 inhabitants; thirty years

ago it contained but 55,000.

How much do you possess! So much.

Take your seat at the social banquet:

the table is spread for you. Thou who

hast nothing, retire. Is there home or

country for the poorl
 

GRAHAM AND TEMPERANCE

HOUSE.

63 BARCLAY STREET, New YORK.

New ARRANGEMENT. This house is situat'

ed on a pleasant and airy street, extending from

Broadway to the Hudson river. At one end of

the street is the landing place of the Albany

Steamboats, at the other the Park Fountain.

The house is but one minute’s walk from either,

and only five from the Eastern Steamboat Land

in .

hwo separate Tables are provided, one suited

for the accommodation of the enters of meat,

and the others carefully prepared for those who

wish to exclude flesh meats from their diet.

.Ladies and Gentlemen from the country tar

rying a few or many days, can be accommodat

led with quietness, plenty, cleanliness, whole

 

' some food, and freedom from the fumes of AI

, cohcl and Tobacco.

[F FREE BATHS. Cold, Douche, and

Shower Baths Free, and “farm Baths at a

slnall expense.

Terms One Dollar per day. ‘ Permanent board

ers received upon reasonable terms.

A. L. SMITH.

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

The Directors of the School connected

with the Brook Farm Association have made

arrangements for enlarging the establish

ment, and are now prepared to receive an

additional number of pupils.

The course of study comprises instruction

in the various branches usually taught in the

High Schools and Academies of New Eng

land, with particular attention to the modern

European languages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes

are received; a constant maternal care ex

ercised over the youngest; and the more ad

vanced subject to the friendly counsel and

assistance of the teachers, without the re

‘straints of arbitrary discipline. Young men

are fitted for College, or for commercial pur

suits, or carried through a course of instruc

tion, in the higher branches usually taught

in the University.

Lessons are given in Music, Dancing,

Drawing, and Painting, without any extra

charge.

The School is under the immediate direc

tion of Mr. and Mrs. RIFLEY, Mr. Dwxcri'r,

and Mr. DANA, assisted by experienced

teachers in the diflcrcnt departments; and

every pupil of tender age is entrusted to

the particular care of a lady of the establish

ment, who has charge of his wardrobe, per

sonal habits, and physical education.

For young children, who are deprived of

parental care, and for older pupils who wish

yto pursue a thorough and exact course of

study, without the usual confinement of a

large seminary, it is believed that this

School affords advantages, that are rarely to

be met with.

TERMS,—Fova DOLLARs a week for

board, washing, fuel, lights, and instruction

in all branches.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, West Rozbttry, Mass.
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MISCELLANY.

THE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,’

SEQUEL To

C O N S U E L O .

FROM 'rns reason or GEORGE SAND

Translated for the Harbinger.

Ill.

There was a moment’s silence, during

which the midnight hour slowly struck.f

Usually, Voltaire had the art of changing

the topic of conversation when a cloud

passed over the brow of his dear Trajan,

and of efi‘acing the uneasy expression

which displayed itself upon the faces of

the other guests. But that evening, Vol

taire, sntl and suffering, experienced the

dull attu=~ks of that Prussian spleen,

which quickly seized upon all those hap

py mortals who had been called to con

template Frederick in his glory. It was

on this very morning that La Mettrie had

repeated to him that fatal saying of Fred

erick‘s, which caused a real aversion to

succeed the feigned friendship of those

two great men,I so that he did not say a

word. " Faith,” thought he, “ he may

throw away the peel of La Mettric when

he pleases; let him be angry, let him suf

fer, so that this supper come to an end.

I have the colic, and all his compliments

will not prevent my feeling it.”

Frederick was therefore obliged to exert

himself, and resume his philosophical

serenity without assistance.

"Since we are upon the chapter of

Cagliostro,” said he, “ and the hour for

ghost stories has just struck, Iwill tell

you mine, and you shall judge how much

is to be believed of the science of these

sorcerers. My story is a true one, and I

 

 

' Entered according to Act ofCongrcss, in tho.

year [846 by FRANCIS G. SHAW,in the Clerk’s

office of the District Court of Massachusetts.

9 The opera began and ended earlier than in

our days. Frederick sat down to supper at ten

o'clock.

t“l keep him because I have need of him.

In a year I shall not want him any longer, and

will get rid 0f him; I squeeze the orange, and

then throw away the peel." It is well known

that this sentence was a bitter pill to Voltaire's

pride.

 

had it from the person to whom the ad

venture happened last summer. The in

cident which occurred this evening at the

theatre brings it to my recollection, and

is perhaps connected with what I am

about to relate.”

“ Will the story be one to terrify us'.l ”

asked La Mettrie.

“ Perhaps,” replied the king.

“In that case,” resumed he, “I will

shut the door behind me, I can’t bear an

open door when anything is said of ghosts

and prodigies."

La Mettric closed the door, and the

king spoke thus; “Cagliostro, as you

know, had the art of showing to the

CI’BIIUIOUS, pictures, or rather magic

mirrors, upon “hich he made absent per

sons appear. IIt, paetczilt'd to display

them at the very moment, and thus to re

veal the occupations and most secret ac

tions of their lives. Jealous women went

to him to discover the infidelities of their

husbands or their lovers; there were even

some lovers and husbands who received

strange revelations respecting the conduct

of certain ladies; and the magic mirror

disclosed, they say, several mysteries of

iniquity. However this may be, the Ital

ian singers of the opera united one even

ing and offered him a pretty supper,

with good music, on condition that he

would show them some tricks of his art.

He accepted and named a day to Porpori

no, when he would exhibit to them para

dise 'at their option. The Barberini

family were also of the party. Made

moiselle Jeanne Barberini asked to see

the late doge of Venice; and as M. Cag

liostro very readily resuscitath the dead,

she saw him, was greatly terrified, and

rushed quite dismayed out of the black

cabinet in which the sorcerer had placed

her face to face with the ghost. I very

much suspect the Burberini, who is some—

what of a scofi'er, as Voltaire says, of hav

ing pretended terror, in order to laugh at

our Italian actors, who, as a. rule, are not

brave, and who immediately refused to

submit to the same trial. Mademoiselle

Porporina, with that quiet air which you

 

 

know she has, told M. Cngliostro that

she would believe in his science, if he

would show her a person of whom she

was then thinking at that moment, and

that there was no need of her naming

him, since he, Cagliostro, was a sorcerer,

and ought to be able to read in her mind

as in a book. ‘ What you ask is a seri

ous matter,’ replied Cagliostro, ‘ and yet I

think lcan satisfy you, if you swear to me

by all that is most solemn and most terri

ble, not to address a. word to the person I

shall show to you, and not to make the

smallest movement, the least gesture, dur

ing the apparition.’ The Porporina bound

herself by an oath, and entered the black

cabinet with great resolution. It is need

less to remind you gentlemen, that this

young person is one of the riflllCSt and

most correct that can be imagined : she is

learned, reasons justly upon all things,

and I have reasons for believing that she

is not accessible to any false or narrow

idea. Sho remained in the apparition

chamber long enough to astonish her

comrades and to make them anxious.

Still everything passed in the most pro

found silence. W'hen she came out, she

was very pale, and tears were flowing,

they say, from her eyes. But she im- ‘

mediately said to her comrades: ‘My

friends, if M. Cagliostro is a sorcerer, he

is a lying one, do not believe anything he

may show you.’ She would not explain

herself any further. But Conciolini, at

one of my concerts a few days after

wards, having told me of this wonderful

evening, I determined to question the

Porporina, which 1 did not fail to do the

first time she came to sing at Sans-Souci.

I had some difiiculty in making her speak.

This is what she finally related to me:

“ ‘ M. Cagliostro doubtless possesses ex

traordinary means of producing appari

tions so like the reality, that it is impos

sible for the calmest minds not to be

moved. Still he is no sorcerer, and his

pretence of reading my thought, had no

other foundation than the knowledge he

must assuredly have of some particulars

in my life: it is only an incomplete
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knowledge, and Iwuuld not advise you

sit'e,‘ (it is always the Porporina who

speaks" observed the king,) “‘ to take

him for your minister of police, for he

would make serious mistakes. Thus,

when I asked him to show me the absent

person whom I desired to see, I thought

of master Porpora, my music master,

who is now at Vienna; and in place of

him, I saw appear in the magic cham

her a very dear friend whom I lost last

year.‘ ”

“Zounds! ” said d‘Argens, “that. is

being much more of a sorcerer than to

make her see a living man ! ”

“ \Vait, gentlemen. Cagliostro, badly

informed, did not imagine that the person

he showed her was dead; for when the

phantom had disappeared, he asked made

moiselle Porporina if she was satisfied

with what she had learned. ‘ln the

first place, sir,’ replied she, ‘I should

wish to understand it. Please explain it

to me.’ ‘ That surpasses my power,’ re

plied he; ‘let it be enough for you to

know that your friend is tranquil and

usefully employed.’ On which the sig

nora resumed: ‘ Alas! sir, you have

done me a great harm without knowing

it! you have shown me a person whom I

thought never to see again, and you now

show him to me as living, when I my

self closed his eyes six months ago.”

See, gentlemen,” continued Frederick,

“ how these sorcerers deceive themselves

in wishing to deceive others, and how

their plots are baffled by the absence of

some link in their secret police: They

penetrate into the mysteries of families

and those of private afi'ections, up to a

certain point. As the histories of all

personsin this world resemble each other

more or less, and people inclined to the

marvellous do not examine very closely,

they hit the mark twenty times in thirty;

but ten times in thirty they miss, and no

attention is paid to these, while a great

noise is made about these trials which

have succeeded. It is just the same as in

horoscopes, in which they foretell to you

a stupid series of events which must ne

cessarily happen to every body, such as

journies, illness, the loss of a friend or a

relation, an inheritance, a meeting, an in

teresting letter, and other common-places

of human life. But see now to what

catastrophes and what domestic troubles

the false revelations of a Cagliostro ex

pose weak aud passionate organizations.

A husband trusts to them and kills his in

nocent wife, a mother becomes crazed

with sorrow at seeing her absent son ex

pire; and a thousand other disasters

which have been occasioned by the pre

tended divining science of the magicians!

This is infamous, and you must allow that

l was right in driving from my dominions

this M. Cagliostro, who guesses so truly,

 

and gives such good news of persons that

are dead and buried.”

“ All this is very fine and good," said

La Mettrie, “ but it does not explain to

me how your majcsly’s Purporina saw that

dead man alive. For, in fine, if she is

gifted with firmness and reason, as your

majesty aflii'ms, that is against your ma

jesly‘s argument. The sorcerer was mis

taken, it is true, in drawing from his store

a dead man instead ot'the live one he was

asked for, but it is none the less certain

that he disposes of death and of life, and,

in that respect, he knows more than your

majesty, who, if it please your majesly,

has had many killed in battle, and has

never been able to resuscitate a single

one.”

“So we will believe in the devil, my

dear subjec ," said the king, laughing at

the comic glances which La Mettrie cast

at Quintus Icilius, every time he pro

nounced the title of majesty with empha

sis.

“ \Vhy should we not believe in that

poor gossip Satan, who is so much ca

lumniated, and has so much wit! ” re

torted La Mettrie.

“ To the stake with the Manichean ! ”

said Voltaire, bringing a candle close to

the young physician's wig.

“ In fine, sublime Fritz,” resumed the

latter, “ I have presented an embarrassing

argument ; either the charming Porporina

is foolish and credulous, and saw her de

funct; or she is a philosopher, and saw

nothing. Still she was terrified, as she

allows.”

“ She was not terrified," said the king,

“she was grieved, as you would be at

the sight of a portrait which exactly re

called to your memory a beloved person

whom you are very sure you will never

see again. But if I must tell you all; I

rather think she was terrified afterwards,

and that her moral power did not issue

from this trial in as healthy a state as

when she entered upon it. Since that

time she has been subject to attacks of

deep melancholy, which are always a

proof of weakness or of disorder in our

faculties. I am sure that her mind was

affected, though she denies it. No one

can play with falsehood with impunity.

The kind of attack she had this even

ing, is, in my opinion, a consequence

of all that; and I would bet that there

is, in her troubled brain, some fear of the

magic power attributed to M. de Saint

Germain. I have been told that she has

done nothing but weep since she return

ed to her apartments.”

“ Ah! that you will permit me not to

believe, dear majesty,” said La Mettrie.

“You have been to see her, therefore

she weeps no longer.”

“ You are very curious, Panurge, to

  

know the object of my visit! And you

also, d’Argens, who say nothing about it,

and appear to think as little'.l And you

also, perhaps, dear Voltaire, who also say

not a ward, and think of it none the less

certainly l”

“ How should we not be curious about

every thing that Frederick the Great sees

fit to do," replied Voltaire, who made an

attempt at complaisance on seeing the

king prepared to speak ; “ perhaps some

men have no right to hide any thing,

when the least of their words is a pre

cept, and the smallest of their actions an

example.”

“ My dear friend, you wish to make

me proud,— who would not be so at be

ing praised by Voltaire 1 That is no sign

you did not laugh at me during the

quarter of an hour I was absent. \Vell!

during that quarter of an hour, still, you

cannot imagine that I had time to go as

far as the opera house, in which the Por

porina dwells, recite a long madrigal to

her, and come back on foot, for I was on

foot."

“ Bah! sire, the opera house is quite

near,” said Voltaire, “and you do not

require more time than that to gain a. bat

tle.”

“ You are mistaken, a great deal more

time is required," replied the king quite

coldly ; “ ask Quintus Icilius. As to the

marquis who is so well acquainted with

the virtue of opera girls, he will tell you

that. it requires more that] a quarter of an

hour to subdue them.”

“ Ah ha! sire, that depends.”

“Yes, that depends: but I hope for

your sake, that mademoiselle Cochois

gave you more trouble. The fact is,

gentlemen, that I have not seen made

moiselle Porporina this night, and that I

have only been to speak to her servant,

and ask how she was.”

“ You, sire ? ” cried La Mettrie.

“ I wished to carry to her with my own

hands a flask of medicine, from which I

suddenly rccollected thatI had experienc

ed very salutary effects, when I was sub

ject to spasms of the stomach which

sometimes took away my senses. \Vell,

you say nothing. You are all astound

ed! You feel inclined to praise my pa

ternal and royal goodness and dare not,

because at the bottom of your hearts, you

consider me perfectly ridiculous? "

“ By my faith, sire, if you are in love

like a simple mortal, I do not consider it

ridiculous,” said La Mettrie, “ and do not

find in it occasion either for praise or for

laughter."

“ Well, my good Panurge, I am not

the least in love, since I must speak

clearly. I am a simple mortal it is true,

butI have not the honor to be king of

France, and the gallant manners which

are appropriate in a great monarch like

Louis XV, would be sadly out of place in
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a little marquis of Brandeburg like me. I

have other fish to fry, and have not time

to rest in Cytherean bowers."

“ In that case, I cannot understand

your solicitude for this little opera sing

er,” said La Mettrie, “and unless it be

the consequence of some musical mania,

I will give up guessing.”

“ That being so, know, my friends, that

I am not the Porporina’s lover, nor am I

in love with her, but that I am much at

tached to her, because, under circumstan

ces too long to tell you now, she saved

my life without knowing me. The ad

venture was a strange one, and some oth

er time I will relate it to you. This even

ing it is too late, and M. de Voltaire is

going to sleep. It is enough for you to

know that ifI am here, and not in hell,

whither the devotees Would send me, I

owe it to this girl. You can now under

stand, that knowing her to be dangerous

ly indisposed, I could go and see if she

were not dead, and carry hera flask of

Stahl’s, without, on that account, wishing

to pass in your eyes for a Richelieu or a

Lauzun. Now, gentlemen, I wish you

good evening. It is now ten hours that I

have not taken off my boots, and I must

put them on again in six. I pray God

that he will keep you in his holy and Wor

thy care, as at the bottom of a letter." . .

At the moment when midnight struck

from the great palace clock, the young

and worldly abbess of Quedlimburg had

betaken herself to her bed of rose colored

satin, when her first lady of the bed-cham

ber, as she placed her slippers upon the

ermine carpet, started and uttered a cry.

Some one had knocked at the dour of the

princess s sleeping chamber.

“ \Vell, are you crazy," said the bean

tiful Amelia, opening her curtain : “ why

do you start and sigh in that manner! ”

“ Did not your royal highucss hear a

knock? ”

“Has some one knocked!

and see who it is.”

Then go

“ Ah ! madam? what living being

would dare to knock at your highness’s

door, when it is known that you are in

bed."

“ No living person would dare, say

you'.l In that case, it is a dead one. At

any rate, go and open. There, they

knock again; go at once, you make me

lose my patience."

The lady of the bed-chamber, more

dead than alive, dragged herself to the

deor, and asked : “ Who is there? ” in a

trembling voice.

“ his I, madam de Kleist,” replied a

welhknown voice ; “ if the princess is not

yet asleep, tell her that I have something

important to communicate.”

“ Quick! quick! let her in,” cried the

princess from her bed, “ leave us.”

As soon as the abbess and her favorite

 

were alone, the latter seated herself upon

the foot of her mistress‘ bed, and spoke

thus:

“Your royal highness was not mista

ken. The king is madly in love with the

Pnrporina, but he is not yet her lover,

which certainly gives the girl, for the

moment, an unlimited power over him."

“ And how have you learnt that in

the last hour!”

“ Because when undressing to go to

hed,l made my chambermaid talk; she

told me she had a sister in the service of

this Porporina. Thereupon I questioned

her, and by degrees, wormed out of her,

that my said maid had just come from her

sister's, and that at the same moment,

the king left the Porporina.”

“ Are you quite sure of that? ”

“ My maid saw the king as I see you.

He even spoke to her, taking her for her

sister, who was busy in another chamber,

waiting upon her mistress, who was ill,

or pretended to be so. The king asked

respecting the Porporina's health with

extraordinary anxiety ; he stamped his

foot with much vexation, on learning

that she did not cease weeping; he did

not ask to see her, for fear of troubling

her, he said; he left for her a very pre

cious flask; at last he retired, desiring

that the invalid should be told, the next

day, of his visit at eleven o‘clock.”

“ This is an adventure, indeed ! " cri

ed the princess, “and I can hardly be

lieve my ears. Does your maid know

the king’s features?

“ Who does not know the face of a

king always on horseback! Besides, a

page was sent five minutes in advance as

a scout, in order to see that no one was

with the fair lady. During that time, the

king, mufiled and wrapt up, waited be

low in the street, in full incognito, as is

his custom.”

“ So, there is mystery, anxiety, and

above all, respect: that shows love, or I

know nothing about it, de Kleist. And

you came, spite of the cold and darkness,

to tell me this very quickly! Ah ! my

poor child, how good you are ! ”

“Say also: spite of the apparitions.

Do you know there is a fresh panic in the

chateau for some nights past, and that my

chasseur trembled like a great coward on

traversing the corridors to accompany

me i "

“ What.

again 1 ”

“ Yes, the sweeper.”

“ This time it is not we who play that

game, my poor de Kleist ! our phantoms

are far away, and would to Heaven those

apparitions might appear! ”

" I thought at first it was the king who

was amusing himself by appearing, since

he now has a motive to drive curious val

ets from his path. But, what has great

is it! The white woman

 

ly astonished me is, that the sabbat does

not take place near his apartments, or on

his road to the Porporina's. It is around

your highness that the spirits walk, and

lconfe5s, that now I have nothing to do

with it, it frightens me a little.”

“ \Vhat do you say, child! How can

you believe in spectres, you who know

them so well? ”

“ That is the very his! It is said that

they are angry when you imitate them,

and that they follow you in earnest to

punish you.”

“In that case they are rather tardy

with us; for they have left us quiet. for

more than a year. Come, don't be trou

bled by such nousense. “'6 know what

is to be believed about these souls in pur

gatory. It is certainly some page or some

lieutenant who comes in the night to re

quest the prayers of the prettiest of my

waiting maids. So the old one, of whom

nothing is requested, was horribly fright

ened. There was a moment when she

did not wish to open for you. But what

are we talking about! dc Kleist, we

have the king’s secret, and must profit

by it. How shall we manage? "

“ \Ve must secure this Porporina, and

be quick, before her favor renders her

vain and distrustful."

“ Doubtless, we must spare neither

presents nor promises, nor flattery. You

shall go to her to-morrow; you shall re

quest of her for nae—some music, some

of Porpora's autographs; she must have

many unpublished pieces of the Italian

masters. You shall promise her some of

Sebastian Bach's munuscripts in return.

I have several. lVe will begin by ex

changes. Aud then I will ask her to

come and show me the movements, and

as soon as I have her with me, I will on

dertake to secure and overpower her.”

“I will go to-ruorrow morning, mad

am."

“ Good night, de Kleist. Here, come

and kiss me. You are my only friend;

now, go to your bed, and if you meet

the sweeper in the galleries, look sharp

and see if she has not spurs under her

gown.‘ ‘

To be Continued.

 

JENNY LIND. A Vienna correspondent

of the Allgenwine Zeilung, speaks of this

artist in these terms : “ The voice of Tad

olini is softer and more flexible. Flour

ishes, runs, trills, succeed better with the

Italians although the Lind also executes

them with great skill, but these are the

work of fine talents and cultivation. while

Mademoiselle Lind exhibits the sparks of

a higher genius. She is not like Milder,

colossal in voice and figure and unyield

ing in both; nor is shellike Schrr'ider-De

vrient full of that passionate movement

which overwhelms the spectator and cat.

ries him blindly away. If Schrb'der rep
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resents the masculine wife of Severus,

we behold in the Lind the ‘Seeress’

whose magic works more silently and

stirringly, but much deeper. Her voice

is of the purest quality, a high soprano

like a silver bell, echoing and dying away.

Her intonation is the most faultless that

can be heard. Power, culture, method,

all are in her, and yet all these do not

make the character of her individuality.

There is a maidenliness in her appearance,

in her voice and mode of singing, such as

l have never known in any singer. She

unites the complete art of the Italian

school with all the simplicity and warmth

of northern feeling. She has the deepest

tragic intuitions, motives, sentiments; if

her motions are sometimes angular she yet

never seems ungraceful but always full of

nobility. In short she would perhaps be

not a very successful performer at con

certs, but as a dramatic singer she can

hardly be equalled.” — Schnellpost.

For the Harbinger.

FOURTH OF JULY AT DEDHAM.

—July 5th,

MY DEAR Fun-:sn: Yesterday was a

bright day, but its brightness was some

what clouded by your unexpected ab

sence from the Dedham festival, and as I

know how much you are interested in

such occasions, I will try to give you some

slight sketch of what was said and done

there. Our little band of Associationists

were early at the grove, all I believe

entering with sympathy into the occasion,

for none more than ourselves, not even

the slave, have reason greatly to love and

reverence the abolitionists. They have

done all that the times prompted men to

do, perhaps all that the times justified

them in doing for freedom and right, un

moved by calurnny, undaunted by danger,

renouncing reputation, comfort, friend

ship, and even life for their sacred cause.

They are the brave and patient advanced

guard, clearing away the rubbish and

making the rough places plain, for those

who have been kept waiting by a power

which sometimes restrains from, and

sometimes stimulates to action, until the

moment came to commence the construc

tive work of the reorganization of so

ciety. Their tears have watered, their

prayers have consecrated the soil where

we, amid drudgery and toil, and bafiled

expectation, and hope deferred, retarded

by outward obstacles, and inward weak

ness and sinfulness, are to lay the corner

stone of the temple of the Combined Or

der. \Ve must not forget too that some

of our choicest, bravest, noblest persons,

have received their best training in the

stern and manly anti—slavery school. It

should be a bond of union between us

and the abolitionists, that such have united

with us. If all of this sacred legion arc

 

 

not yet ready to join with us in our tary despotism, rapidly preparing, an

constructive efforts, we must be willing

patiently to wait and see, if after all they

are not in the right, if after all we may

not need a wider space of territory

cleared by their hand for action, and more

co-workers trained in their ranks, for

the great service of universal unity.

The day was soft and brilliant, a thought

more of heat or cold would have

spoiled its harmony. The tranquillity it

brought to the spirit, seemed to make

clear and living to one, those statements

of our master in the social science, which

sometimes seem exaggerated, of the al

most omnipotent power of material har

mony, over the ruggedness of our dis

cordant natures. The spot selected for

the festival is too well known to you to

need dcscription.—You will hear from

other sources, of the graceful oriental

tent—the pyramidal bank of flowers

breathing fragrance all around, and pro

tected by a green canopy of the prettiest

rustic architecture, adorned at equal in

tervals with tasteful pendant nosegays;

of the troops of pretty children, simply

and gracefully arrayed in their garlands

of flowers or leaves, as free and happy

as the birds, and as unobtrusive too; of

the music, the dance, the swelling notes

of united multitudes sending up their

hymns of earnest supplication or praise,

and more than all of the gentle courtesy

of those presiding spirits of the day — our

elder sisters in reform, who by their sim

ple cordial hospitality in what we may call

their home—made us feel at home also.

But all these external decorations were of

slight importance except as an expression

not wholly unworthy of the deep toned

spirit beneath their fair veil of beauty,

which was soon roused into glowing ex

pression, and without pause or flagging,

poured itself out in varied and burning

eloquence, thoughout this long, but seem

ingly short day. After a short introduc

tion, appropriate and easy, by the father

of the anti-slavery cause—W. L. Garri

son,-—arose the high-priest of our Asso

ciative cause, if this name be holy

enough to express the sacredness of his

mission—our friend W. H. Channing.

He began I think by stating, in a strain

of earnest eloquence, the sad, to him al

most hopeless condition of our country.

He then alluded to the position he had ta

ken with bis abolition friends at their last

assembly, of entire withdrawal from all al

legiance to the constitution, asa document

not adequately expressing the spirit of the

times in which it was drawn up, wholly

insufficient to give form to the life of our

people at present, and rendered worthless

by the daily and incessant violation of its

fundamental principles in our high places,

at the time of our nation’s most trying

crises. He spoke eloquently of the mili

 threatening to overrule us, and after thi be

reverted to the tone of condemnation of

men as well as measures which prevailed

at their last meeting. Too wise for any

expression of remorse, (for no man bet

ter than he knows that in our present de—

graded manhood, the highest truth is

never uttered clear of ever-to-be-regrettcd

error,) be yet with manly humility called

upon his bretheren to ascend with him to

a higher and holier platform, where cen

sure of individuals should be drowned in

the utterance of sacred aspirations. He

beautifully alluded to the pagan prophecy

of christian expiation, in the tradition of

the yearly lustration of Apollo, after the

slaughter of the serpent Python, then en

tering the field of universal reform, be

said, “ we have together been too destruc

tive of evil, we must reconstruct the

evil,” or in language borrowed from his

dream, “ we must change the serpent to a

lovely and beautiful infant. W’e abolition

ists must sometimes turn from the work of

destruction, and see to it that we are pre

pared for the higher work to which we

are called, to which we shall soon have a.

louder call, of doing absolute justice in

every relation of life.”

Mr. Chanuing was followed by James F.

Clarke, one of the-few men who, at all

times and seasons can afford to be them

selves. “Fith perfect manliness, yet with

a healthy and cheerfully hopeful tone,

he spoke of the crying sins of our nation,

and the guilt of its present position. He

read and commented upon some portions

of the declaration of independence, and

with good natured but keen satire in vari

ous forms put the question, “ are we not

in the same position at present with re

gard to the south, that our Fathers were

with regard to the mother country at the

time of our revolution?” yet in all this

was he generously arguing against him

self, for his large human heart shrunk

from at present coming to the conclusion

that all hope was over, that all ties were

broken, and suggested to him a scheme of

peaceful revolution. I need not say to

you how small at that time seemed all ex

pedients, except the grand and thorough

one of combining humanity in one asso

ciative whole, or how impracticable they

all seemed to my calmer reason.

After two or three speeches by per

sons whom Idid not hear, we adjourn

ed for an hour to a remote part of the

grove to take our pic-nic dinner, where

we found other little encampments of

wanderers, seated around their baskets en

joying their unceremonious meal. On our

way back and forth, we were greeted by

troops of friends. It really seemed as if

in this brilliant and noble company could

be found all of those whom each one lov

ed and honored the most. On our return
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to the neighborhood of the platform, Mr.

Garrison rose to speak. I had never heard

him, and believe I listened to him with

quite an impartial mind. His carnest~

ness, clearness, and fluency were charm

ing, and no one can doubt his sincerity.

He was very entertaining.

was full of cutting sarcasm, sometimes

coarse, yet never ill natured, and his es

tablished relations with his antislavery

audience were of the most genial and real

kind. His devotion to the blacks in bon

dage has closed his eyes to the bondage

of the whites, or he would feel that he

had no more reason to satirize our public

men at the north for their degeneracy and

cowardice, the result of the corrupt insti

tutions under which they are nurtured,

than the slave at the south for his degen

eraey. Both demand from a just man the

same compassion, and the same efforts

for redemption. During Mr. Garrison’s

speech, I felt very deeply that in the an

tislavery movement, (and Isuppose it to

be the same with all reforms) the sacrifice

a man makes of property, reputation,

friends, and even life itself, is small com

pared to the unconscious sacrifice he

may make of his higher sense of uni

versal justice, and aspirations after uni

versal unity. Refurmers have ever been

in this respect victims, and should be hon

oured as such, victims to the imperfec

tion of our race, which has hitherto made

all earnest men, engaged in earnest ac

tion, one sided men, losing in their war

fare against evil, all delicate perception

of the good that is ingrained in it, and at

every moment sacrificing the universal to

the special.

Still they have accepted the main con

dition of human life, union in brotherhood

with some of their race, and their warm

hearts are beating, close-pressed to the

hearts of those who are acting with them

for the right, and in each throh, they have

their reward, and their own life blood

flows more warmly and strongly. Most

firmly do I believe that in the present

state of the world, friendship in its tru

est, deepest sense, is only allowed to

those unitedly engaged in some common

cause of reform, and that without such

friendship man is never in possession of

himself.

After Mr. Garrison arose Ralph \Valdo

Emerson, the tenacious and unflinching

advocate of the individual man. He st00d

sublime in his loneliness, and sublimely

uttered those truths which in the world’s

wild rush into associated action, he alone,

from the necessity of his 'nature repre

sents. He too is the victim of our one

sidedness, and, if we may say it of one

whom we reverence so much,as years pass

on and carry him into deeper and still deep

er solitude, we are troubled with a pro

found melancholy at the sweet accents of

His address '

 

his voice and the sad music of his be

nignant presence. By the sacrifice oftbe

uuiversal to the special, man confines

himself within a limited circle; it is a cir

cle oflife, however, there is warmth there;

but in sacrificing the special to the univer

sal, and trying to till it with his extended

individuality, he must feel its dreariness,

and vast solitude, and often need the sup

port of a brother's nearer presence, or a

brother‘s clinging love. And sometimes

we feel, or fancy that Mr. Emerson has

needs of the heart, like our own, and that

he longingly looks at those who are doub

ling their own love and wisdom, by mak

ing their home in the love and wisdom of

their kind. As a mere spectacle, Mr.

Emerson addressing an .abolition assem

bly, preceded by Garrison and followed

by Phillips, was extraordinary and im

pressive. Mr. Phillips, by a generous

early culture, and a larger intercourse

with the world, has kept for himself a

wider sphere than many others of his

party, and his polished, courteous man

ner renders hard things palateable, but

still he is among the victims. Gentler in

his nature than Garrison, he is not so ef

fective, and could not be the first pioneer in

such a cause as antislavery. He deliber

ately announced the present government

and constitution of this country to be a

failure, an experiment fairly tried and un

successful,—- and the calmness with which

he seemed to have come to this conclu

sion, could not but win respectful atten

tion to his words. The present war has

evidently given scope to the antislavery

movement, with definiteness and new vig

or, of which persons of such energy as its

advocates must in their hearts deeply

feel the need, after so many years of mo

notonous, though untiring action.

For the Harbinger.

REFLECTIONS

On Bus/on Common July 4th, 1846.

The march of mind is onward, but

mine does not march to day, it is carried ;

backward by that old elm, and this grey

head of three score years and ten, for

ward by this floral procession ; back to the

“Declaration,” forward to the days to

come, to the harvest time of this united

body of blooming youth, this three fold

blossom of Unity, bearing even to-day,

in love, order and harmony, every variety

ofnature’s flowers, shedding an incense

of praise to God.

\Vhat a moving scene is this at nine

o’clock, however dull it may be at four.

Processions in every direction, that pro

phetic one passing through Tremont and

Park streets, music agitating the whole

air, and all far and near, as if led by a

single impulse, turning their backs upon

their castles of selfishness and presenting

themselves together under the dome of

 

God‘s greattemple. Here they are standing

and moving, and all gaze with astonish

ment at the rest. They knew not that they

had so many brothers; tens of thousands

by tens of thousands. It is exciting to

see so many people on any occasion, but

when it is in honor of that heaven-born

instrument, and in remembrance of those

who were found worthy to receive its

truths, and spend themselves in their par~

tial realization, it becomes sublime.

Contrast the troubled times of '76,

with all that now is, —-the hundred thou

sands here to-day, and many millions

abroad observing this anniversary, — this

proud Boston, body of granite, arms of

iron, breath of steam, its people every

where,— this mighty nation. How would

a vision of all this have inspired our fath~

ers with courage and devotion. The half

of it is more than they could have believ

ed possible. Brother associationists, turn

now to ourfulure. Believe that the re

ality will be more than the vision. This

country is to pass through another provi—

dential crisis. We have a work before

us, not a work our own, but one laid up

on us by Providence. Shall we accept

and accomplish it as our fathers did theirs?

We know that “ the future is ours,” but

not in our day if we do not our Work.

Let us then unitedly cast our purse, band,

head, soul,on the altar of Humanity! so

shall our vision ofthe future he a reality,

to us at once, and to the world in due

season. “Inasmuch as ye have done it

unto one of these ye have done it onto

rue.” “ \Vhoso loseth his life for my

sake shall find it.” s.

THE‘lldRBINEEB,

CORRESPONDENCE.
, CAYUGA Co. New YORK,

June 21,1846.

MY Dean FRIEND: I have for a long

time contemplated writing to you again,

but it has been deferred until now, and I

find I am in a hurry even now, and there

is reason enough for it. The whole

world is in a continual foam; each indi~

vidual striving to overreach his neighbor;

even those who would take things more

calmly are compelled to be on the alert

for “breakers ahead ” to ensure their

own safety. If that safety could be at

tained the thing would be bearable, but

how can it result otherwise, this energet

ic antagonism, than in the fall of many,

of the many? But “ no matter! ” let us

say,-— mankind could have arrived at the

Holy Jerusalem in no other way than by

thus wandering in the wilderness forty

years. Let us thank God then, and take

courage, especially since our lot has fall

en upon auspicious times; ’tis ours to

mark the roseate tints of the coming

morn, the auroral beams of Universal

Unity. ‘ '
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Never did I crave an iron constitution

asI do now, that I might thereby be able

to render assistance to suffering Human

ity in assisting the believers in the doc

trines of Cruan FOURIER to lay some

thing on which the Holy City may rest.

As to heart I feel equal to the task. I

am with you in spirit.

Ifthe calamity which has befallen you

shall prove too much for the continuance

of the movement at Brook Farm, (which

I hope will not be the case) I trust you

will not be disheartened. The cause will

go on conquering and to conquer; the

time has arrived,—- “ All things, at the

present day, stand provided and prepared

and await the Light.” Associationists

must concentrate their efforts on fewer

fields if need be. The West, the fertile

West has some fine germs already—a

few more years must bring about some

thing worth seeing. Let us not think ex

clusively of ourselves—indeed how can

believers in the sublime doctrine of Uni

versal Unity do so? Let us at least sow,

thatfothers may reap who come after us,

but in the very act of sowing we reap.

I commenced by complaining of be

ing in a hurry, but I meant merely to

complain of the kind of hurry. In order

to procure the comforts of life, or even to

keep what one has got, it is necessary to

be vigilanl, in the present Ishmaelitish or

der of doing business. If one could have

the privilege of working a reasonable

time each day, let it be in a hurry even,

with no fear but that he should get a just

recompense for his labor, and then a suf

ficient length of time for study, he could

be happy in hurrying; he could do things

then with his might; he could act him

self~out then. But now the organization

of society compels us, as the Harbinger

well says, to be, to act worse than we

desire to ; the individual has got ahead of

society.

I shall be from home some ten days

longer, after which I shall try to call the

Associationists of this vicinity together to

form a society to act with the “ Union,”

of which I have learned from the Harbin

ger, for there are several in this neighbor

hood who believe in the doctrines.

I have just finished reading for the sec

ond time, “ The Divine Providence.”

My belief in the New Church Doctrines

is strengthened by every line, almost,

from Swedenborg. Ihope you continue

to think of those writings now and then.

In Swedenborg I behold the soul that an

imates and gives life to what I see in

Fourier. The New Church, the Spirit——

Association, the Body. Mr. Godwin will

tell you that conception has taken place,

and that the Child,—Association, will

in due time be born, -— the period of ges

tation we know not.

There is something said in the Har

 

binger about its discontinuance, whichI

hope will not he the case; for I am sure

that many would feel that they had met

with a great loss; so far as I am con

cerned, I should feel that the visits of an

Angel had ceased.

Ihave lately attended a Trinitarian

Church, and have heard elaborate argu

ments in proof of the existence ofthree

Gods, or rather in explaining the Atone

ment, three were proved to exist. For

how can the atonement as generally un

derst00d, be believed in without three

persons of different wills. Now the

word Atonement occurs but once in the

New Testament, I believe, and there it

is a mistranslation. In all other cases

the same word is rendered Reconcilia

tion,— and the Lord came into the world

to reconcile man to himself, and not him

self to the world, or to Man ; but, accord

ing to the Orthodox notion, He came in

to the world and suffered death to recon

cile the Father to Man. Thus every

thing is reversed ; the Sun is darkened—

which was to take place before the de

scent of the New Jerusalem. I am hap

py in believing that Humanity, by means

of Swedenborg, has been shown the true

Spiritual Sun,—that the end of the

world, or the consummation of the Age, or

the end of the Old Church, which has

separated Faith from Charity,— which is

the meaning. of what Father Miller has

frightened so many from their propriety

by,—has commenced; and that the le

gitimate effect of the presence of the

true Sun will be, the creation from it of

a new Heaven and a new Earth, and

that the former (the present) Old Church,

Atonement and all, with its three

Gods, yet but one—and this prevailing

Social Order, the soul of which is “Com

petition,"— shall no more be brought in

to mind or remembered. Then shall be

consummated the‘Unity of Man with Na

ture, the Unity of Man with Man, and

the Unity of Man with God.

Pr-r'rsnuno, June 17, I816.

DEAR Sm: Yours of the 9th instant

was received a few days since. Be

pleased to present my acknowledgements

to The American Union of Associationisls,

for the honor they have conferred upon

me. With pleasure will I contribute my

exertions, for the promotion of the object

of the institution.

The pioneers in a moral and social re

form like that now agitated, must fertil

ize the seeds of truth by many self-sacri

fices; and probably, the harvest will not

be gathered until another generation shall

have entered into our labors. But, not

withstanding, the seed-time is indispensa

ble, and the sower and the reaper shall

rejoice together.

I have, for months, been engaged

 

weekly, and oftentimes more frequently,

in lecturing in this city, on National Re

form, Association and Christian Union.

Ibelieve the must efi‘ectual plan for the

dissemination of our principles, is, as the

Union proposes, to send_forth agents and

lecturers. In cities much good is done

by lecturing in market places. Books

and pamphlets cannot supply the place of

lecturing. Persons before they will buy

and read a book or pamphlet, must be

somewhat inclined to the doctrine.

There is a wide spread feeling awak

ened here in favor of social reform, but

the favorers of the system are not yet

prepared to act with the requisite energy.

We have many good wishers; but gener

ally they are unable or unwilling to con

tribute or hazard anything in aid of the

cause. The few whose hearts are truly

and actually engaged in this work, have

already made considerable sacrifices, and

I cannot now say what success I may

have in calling attention to the propriety

of aiding the operations of the Society.

All that has been done in this place and

vicinity, has. so far as my knowledge ex

tends, been done by individuals in the

spirit of self-sacrifice, and I do not see

that any better plan can at prescnt be

adopted. Those who would be the Sa

viors of the World, must follow in the

footsteps of Christ and his Apostles,—

they must take up their cross, and if

needfnl, must be willing to bear it even

to Calvary.

But there is a new Reform recently

sprung up among us, which is spreading

more rapidly than any subject which has

heretofore come before the public,—I

mean the doctrine of a free soil, as held

by the National Reformers. Some young

men, the Colvins and the Stevensons of

this city, have been chiefly instrumental

in bringing it forward, and most heartily

have I adopted their views. I find that

the three doctrines,—National Reform,

Association and Christian Union, are

sisters, they go hand in hand, and the

person who places himself upon all three,

occupies the whole ground of universal

liberty and happiness.

Those who become converts to the free

soil doctrine, much more readily after

wards receive that of Association, and I

therefore have a hope that the active

friends of Association in this region will

increase. To-morrow I set out for Browns

ville on a lecturing tour, by invitation

from National Reformers of that town,

and shall be absent about ten days or two

weeks. On my return, I will write to

you again. Brownsville is in Fayette

Countyof this State.

Present my respects and best wishes to

my co-laborors in the work, and believe

me, Truly yours.

H. H. VAN AMRINGE.
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p Pi'r'rssuno, June 30, 1846.

Dun Sin: Last Friday evening Ire

‘tnrned from my lecturing tour in the

country. I lectured only at Bridgeport,

(adjoining Brownsville,) Fayette County.

Suitable rooms could not be had in the

other places where I was.

At Bridgeport, there are many Nation

al Reformers and it was upon their invi

tation that I made my excursion. Five

lectures were delivered during Thursday,

Friday, Saturday and Sunday,—- three

upon National Reform, one upon Chris

tian Union, and the fifth upon Associa

tion, on principles of Christian love and

brotherhood.

The false religious feeling that is

brought to bear against us, is a great

hindrance in our way. In some instances

it precludes us from obtaining rooms. In

cities we can speak in Market houses, af

ter business and working hours, and so

attract audiences from passcrs by; but in

country towns and villages this cannot be

done, for the Market places there (if any)

are not so convenient as the open

streets, and it is very doubtful whether

it would be advisable for a stranger,

with the backing of only two or three

uninfiuential residents in a village or

town, to lecture on a subject odious

to many who call themselves Chris

tians.

The meetings at Bridgeport were well

attended, (by men and women) especially

the last two, which were on Sunday.

There are many noble hearted Reformers

in that town and the vicinity. Associa

tion was not entirely a new subject to

them; but they had not heard much of

it; their minds, I think, are favorably

disposed to the principle, and as they

shall obtain a fuller knowledge of the

system, their approbation will increase.

Icannot say anything of consequence,

at present, concerning pecuniary contribu—

tions in aid of the American Union of

Associationists. The expenses of agita—

tion in the cause of Association, have, in

this city, fallen upon one or two individ

uals; and they are now required by ne

cessity, to consult economy. The Na

tional Reformers and the Christian Un

ionists,-—especially the former,—are

multiplying in great numbers, and those

people all turn a more ready ear to Asso

ciation. Association has, for a consider

able period, had many speculative and

very few practical friends in Pittsburg.

I hope the time is near when our city

will evince a more firm and active spirit

in the great work of Social Unity; the

present indications promise it. I am full

of hope, but cannot speak yet with cer

tainty.

Truly, your friend and brother work

man.

H. II. VAN AMRINGE.

THE NEW INDUSTRIAL WORLD.

BY CHARLES FOURIER.

Translated for the Harbinger.

SECTION II.—NOTICE IV.

CHAPTER XV.

Choice of manufacture: for exportation

and for dain use.

This selection is one of the most deli

cate operations. The thing is, to estab

lish, between manufactures and agricul~

ture, such a reciprocity of benefits that

these two classes of industry may contri

bute to one another‘s success. They will

be sure to clash unless we observe the

rule of favoring the exercise of industrial

attraction, rather than of having an eye to

pecuniary profit: this is the error into

which every civilized pilot Would fall.

According to this rule we ought, in se—

lecting the branches of manulacture for a

phalanx, to be careful that each one be

in affinity with agriculture in adonble

sense, viz:

1n affinity of cabalistic passion,

And in atfinity of local interest.

Let us remark the prejudices contrary

to these tWo methods :

Manufactures, so much landed in the

political system of the modems, which

puts them on a level with agriculture,

will figure in Association only as accesso

rice and complements of the agricultural

system, functions subordinate to its con

veniences.

I do not say that they will be held in

no esteem in the new order; for every

phalanx will be a manufacturing phalanx,

and every individual, rich or poor, who

shall have been educated from infancy in

Harmony, will passionately co-operate in

some dozen branches of manufacture.

But they will only hold the second rank

in industry, and they will be abandoned,

be they ever so profitable, just so soon as

they cease to nourish the cabalistic in

trigues connected with the agriculture of

a township.

Whoever should propose to establish a

would commit a fatal error; for this pha

lanx, which I suppose to be founded in

France, Germany or England, would not

cultivate the cotton plant; nor world its

neighbors cultivate it: so that it would be

adopting a manufacture which has no

bond of union with its cultures and its

local passions.

This kind of manufacture will be very

admissible when the phalanxes shall be

fortified by the practice of some years, by

leagues and rivalries with the neighboring

phalanxes, by a true system of com

merce, &c. Then it will be proper to

have in every phalanx a manufactory op

erating upon exotic products; it Will be

one way of forming ties with distant re

gions.

But the experimental phalanx, feeble

in its mechanism througn the want of

neighbors, and through so many other

breaks in the chain of attraction, will not

be able to admit any manufactures not

connected with the local agriculture; the

child in the cradle requires a different

treatment from the full grown man; it

will have to confine itself, then, as to

manufactures, within the circle of its own

local productions, or those of its neigh

 

Iborhood, and manufacture only objects.

cotton factory in an experimental phalanx, ,

 
connected with its agricultural intrigues.

Let us distinguish the manufactures to

be adopted into two orders, the usual and

the spun/alive.

I call usual every fabric which is of

daily use, like those of the necessaries

which we meet with every where, as

carpenters, shoe-makers, tailors, &c.

Speculative manufactures are those

whose products may be an object of ex

ternal commerce, and on the choice of

which we shall have to decide. Let us

first lay down three principles concerning

them.

The first is, to establish attraction in

proportional amounts for the three sexes;

all manufactures may not equally suit the

three sexes; we most well observe this

graduation, to select one for the taste of

children, another for the taste of women,

and another for the taste of men, in such

a manner that the whole sum of specula

tive manufactures may secure proportion—

al quantities of attraction to each of the

three sexes.

The second rule is, to reserve to the

women one half of the lucrative employ

ments; avoid banishing them as we do,

among ungrateful functions, servile parts

assigned them by philosophy, which pre

tends that a woman was only made to

skim the pot and botch old pantaloons.

The women in association will soon re

sume the part which nature assigned

them, the part of rivals and not subjects

to the male sex. Care must be taken to

have this realized at once in the experi

mental phalanx; otherwise you will see

its mechanism waver at several points.

The third rule is to organize each

manufacture in a series of rivalrit s, in the

triple and quadruple method; it will be

necessary therefore to engage a triple

number of master workmen as teachers

on three different systems.

Since these workmen are enrolled to

educate the phalanx, to form rival

pupils, it is important that there be more

than a single master in each kind; there

should be three or four for each branch of

industry; for, where there was one

alone he might be found to be of a bad

school, as “GSCB amongst the Parisian

barbers, most of whom do not know how

to shave, have no principles about the

numerous accessories of their art. Not

one of them knows how to keep the lath

er at the right degree of heat; they com

mit twenty mistakes equally ridiculous,

and when you reproach them for it,

when you show them what they have to

do, they are surprised, and say: “ we

never heard of that.”

It will be necessary then in every func

tion, as far as possible, to enrol workmen

who are controvtrsialists about their arl,

masters with pretensions, fit to form a

school, to create rivalries and emulous

competition. In the experimental plia

lanx this rule cannot be strictly observed;

it would require too many enrolments of

workmen, for the good ones are very

rare; and as frequently they neither

kIIO“ how to teach nor how to analyze their

processes, it would be necessary to enrol

both men of theory and men of practice,

which would be too great an expense ; it

will only be possible to approximate to the

end.

Having thus stated the principles to be

followed in the selection of speculative

manufactures, I proceed to point out a

series of such as have seemed to me pre

ferable for an experimental phalanx; I
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only name them in the want of better in~

formation.

Parmsnr Srncnurrvn Mssunc'rnnzs.

1. For men and male

children.

2. For women and fe

male children.

3. For men, women and

children.

Sscosnsnv Do. FOR THE THREE Sexes.

gCABlNET-IlfAKlNG, A.

gPr-znrvmsnv. B.

€CONFECT10RARL C.

4-. The making of cheese, D.

5. Preparation of meats. E.

6. Artificial preserves. F.

'7. Saving of flower Seeds. G.

Manor-morons or It'IUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS.

Ambigous K. CARE or sums.

Pivotal >< . é

I include here only permanent manu

factures, and not those of short duration,

like the hatching of eggs.

Let us examine whether this choice

agrees with the collective attractions, and

whether it satisfies the rule laid down

above, of creating the two bonds, of

passion and of interest, between the

manufactures and the local agriculture.

1. A.—CAamsr-M_\Kme: working in

wood pleases men of every age and es

pecially children, to whom it is asupreme

delight to handle little saws, little hatch

ets, little planes, the turning-lathe, the

chisel, 81.0.; the carpenter’s shop attracts

them almost as much as the confection

er‘s.

This trade will establish a bondqf pas

sion between the two classes of the male

sex, the fathers and the children, besides

a bond of local interest, or adaptation to

the productions of the country; for they

will use, for the surface of the furniture

they manufacture, the wood of the coun

try, — in France the walnut, the cherry,

the elm, the ash, the maple,—together

with foreign wood; also the oak and

other kinds for the inside of the furni

ture.

The phalanx, learning the various de

fects of wood by this use of it in cabinet

making, will be more careful to avoid

these defects in the culture of the forests

and in the seasoning of the Wood when

cut; thus there will be established the

two bonds of passion and of local i-nleresl

with the manufactured article which it

will wish to have celebrated in a double

capacity, as a product of its own cultiva

tion and of its own manufacture.

2. B.—Psarnm:nv: pleases women

of every age, adults or children; it is

closely allied to the cultivation of fields

of flowers, which is in the Associative or

der a feminine attribute. This workshop

will present the additional advantage of

interesting the women in rural labors, by

accustoming them to cultivate on a large

scale, and in the open field, under a mov

able tent, the flowers which now they

only tend in pots, without any idea of

cabalistio rivalry or of enthusiasm for

their country and its fame.

Perfumery and the cultures which be

long to it are naturally allied with the

tastes of the weaker sex, as the working

in wood is with the tastes of the stronger

sex. However, the two manufactures

will suit various alliances of the sexes,

each offering functions applicable to the

other sex, as well as to children.

3. C.-—CONFECTIONARYZ it furnishes

labors adapted to the tastes of the three

sexes and of all ages.

The management of the ovens and the

tending of the pans is a labor requiring

the strength of men.

 

The women will occupy themselves

with the preparation of fruits and other

materials, with potting, &c.

The children find here a quantity of

light functions, such as sorting, grind

ing, &c.

This manufacture operating upon su

gar, flowers, fruits, vegetables, perfumes,

liquors, has the means of satisfying all

the tastes of the different ages and sexes;

it is very well allied with the local indus

try, employing the indigenous together

with exutic products.

Besides, the experimental phalanx will

have asure consumption on the spot for

its confectionery, in supplying the opulent

visitors, who come from curiosity to spend

three or four days there: it would be very

foolish to appropriate a hundred thousand

francs to the purchase of confectionery,

when it would not cost half as much to

make it, and would moreover greatly fa

vor industrial attraction.

Such, allowing for some errors, is the

choice of speculative manufactures, best

adapted to the first wants of an experi

mental phalanx; it ought. to engage in

these three branches at least a dozen ac

complished teachers, four for each.

But these manufactures, although emi

nently suitable, could never excite any

attraction, if the workshops of the pha

lanx should be as disgustingly unclean as

ours are, which by their contracted size

contribute nothing to agreeableness, to

luxury, and to the springs of enthusiasm.

Luxury is the first end of attraction, and

its first necessity , it would be difficult forit

to spring up directly in an industry from

which luxury is banished. This is the

fault of all our civilized workshops.

But if the seristery for confectionary is

constructed for a mass of five or six hun

dred persons, men, women, and. children,

with beautiful dresses and instruments of

labor; then it will be quite possible to im

part elegance even to the ovens, which

are the part the least adapted to that

end : there might be a gradation of ovens

adorned with different kinds of marble;

the walls might be frequently re-painted

in grey or brown, and the borders fre

quently renewed. The other parts not

smoked, admit of every ornament, and the

whole aspect of the seristery will be as

seductive as the sugar chapels of our eon

fectioners, at the beginning of the year.

These three primary manufactures are

made to cmploy large series, well in

trigued, throughout the winter, and to

supply the deficiencies in agricultural at

traction.

lpass to the secondary manufactures,

which are labors pertaining to agricul

ture, but separable from it so as to form

special functions.

4. D. —The making of buffer and

cheese. The experimental phalanx might

sell its milk to the neighboring city; it

will be better however to make it into

cheeses, which will necessarily acquire a

superiority by the continued care which

the phalanx will bestow upon pasturage

and the good keeping of its cattle.

The labor of the dairy pleases women,

it is their prerogative; it also pleases

children. The care of cheeses furnishes

various functions for the men.

This manufacture is well allied to the

raising of herds. It is well calculated to

excite rivalries upon the different systems

of nutrition and of management; these

will be judged by the flavor of the cheeses,

drawn from three divisions of the same

 

variety of cattle differently treated. If

the milk were sold, they could not know

what efiect it produces when employed in

making cheese or butter. The more clear

ly this efl'ect is established, the more ~pas

sionately will the groups devote them

selves to their respective methods. This

then is a manufacture which satisfies the

double condition of cabalistic passion and

of local interest.

5. E.—The preparation of meals and

maceration is also a labor well allied to

the agricultural mechanism, and attractive

even for females ; The men will volunta

rily undertake the work of the general

salting down. For the rest in the repul‘

sive part, the aid of the cohort of one hun

dred hired men will be called in.

This manufacture should be counted

among the attractive ones: it connects

cabalistically with the care of swine which

will be very numerous in the phalanx, to

consume the enormous leavings of the ta

bles and the kitchens. Several systems

of fattening will be formed, and the series

of preparers of meals will operate upon dif

ferent qualities of animals, to which vari

ous modes of feeding will have given

various flavors.

In this branch of industry will figure

maceration, which gives fine roducts,

such as the smoked beef of amburg.

6. F.—Artificial preserves of fruits

and vegetables, a very extensive branch

of industry, attractive and yet much neg

lected in France, where they do not even

know how to preserve the green kidney

bean, as in Germany, the green pea, the

cabbage in the shape of saucr-kraul, plums

for cake, and so many other vegetables

and fruits with which the Harmonians

will adorn their tables all the year, even

those of the lower classes, or the third de

gree.

France knows only the preservation of

fruits in brandy, and some vile inventions,

like poires tapees. The experimental pha

lanx must combine all the branches of

artificial preserves, and make them the

principal labor of its first detachments

of members, who will be installed before

the entrance into whatI have called the

period of semi—exercise: it will employ

the methods of Appert and others,to give

the greatest extension to this series,

which will be very precious, as well for the

good cheer of paying visitors, as for that

of the people themselves, who, in this

phalanx, will eat choice fruits and vege

tables, at times when the great capitals

will have none.

7. G. -—The Saving Qf Flower and

Vegetable Seeds. The art of gathering,

preparing, classing. and preserving seeds

is but very little known in civilization.

The peasant has neither light nor means

on this point. The labor of seed saving

is entrusted to some mercantile sharpers,

who are as deceitful as the nursery-men.

In the first phalanx, this labor will 0c

copy a distinct series, and every agricul

tural grou and series will be in relations

with it. ii is a ramificd series, drawing

from all the scrics of the order, from all

the series ofthe vegetable kingdom. Its

stores destined for sale, will be independ

ent of the seeds which each group will

keep for its own special use.

>4"... The reader will be astonished that

I designate for the principal manufacture

that of wow AND srnmcso INSTRUMENTS:

the objection will be raised that it but

poorly satisfies the two conditions re

quired.
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This is a mistake: it connects very

well with agriculture by the use of wood,

like cabinet-making; it is well adapted to

the faculties of Women and children by its

inlaid work, its little carvings in wood,

ivory, mother of pearl, &c. I am sup

posing that only ornaments in wood and

mother of pearl will be used, and not

those in copper.

The passional tie will be formed in this

sort of labor by the fact, that in the pha

lanx every one will become a musician

at the end of six months, except among

the nations who are disgraced in respect'

to musical ear, like the French; but in

Italy, in Germany,every one will become

a musician three months after Associa

tion is organized; every one will have

to do with instruments and will take a

lively interest in their manufacture; it

will call out a passionate devotion in the.

three sexes, and will promote musical pro

gress, which is of high importance in the

harmonic education.

As to pecuniary interest, I may observe

that nothing will be more precious in the

beginning of Association than musical in

struments. For three years it will be im

possible to obtain a sufficient supply, and

to have at once -

A million of organ pipes,

Twenty millions of violins and altos,

Six millions of bosses and contra-basses,

and all the other instruments of the or

chestra and of the noisier kind for flour

ishes and parades, in the same propor

tion.

Consequently the manufacture of in

struments will be well worthy of selec

tion, and very profitable both as to in

dustrial attraction and as to pecuniary

profit.

K.-, Tm: cans or amns. The raising

of beautiful birds, both large and small,

is another labor which fulfils the condi

tions very well, and its products will be

infinitely precious, for every phalanx will

have need of aviaries of various kinds.

It is a very powerful branch of attrac

tion and a means of accustonting the

children to dexterity in the care of

dove cotes. This industry is des

pised in civilization, because the birds

beome insipid when we see them in the

dirty and fetid shops of the bird sellers in

Paris, where birds that scream and birds

that sing, are shut up pell-mell all in nar

row cages, crowding and infecting one

another.

The scristery of the bird-trade will be

a vast dove-cote with several chambers

distinguishing the species: there they

will all be kept in the greatestluxury and

convenience, with plenty of space, with

shades and shrubs planted within the ca

ges in summer, with streams, and turf

and tents. The troublesome ones, like

the parrots, will be placed so far ofl‘ as

not to incommode the peaceable and bar

monious species.

The bird-trade is a branch of industry

which never could be carried on upon a

great scale among the civilizees: it will

be one of the curiosities of the experimen

tal phalanx.

These speculative manufactures will

suffice to establish a commerce of manu

factured products between the first pha

lanx and the others which will rise up

round it. As to the civilizees, it will be

a matter of indifference whether it have

any commerce with them in its commence

ment, for the true system of business can

only exist between phalanxes, and all

 

commerce with false beings, like the civ

ilizees, can in no case excite the intrigues

which are favorable to industrial attraction.

Some founders will be inclined to choose

manufactures more distinguished than D

and B, such as embroidery and lace

work, so attractive to the female sex. But

these two labors are very unprofitable pe

cuniarily; besides they can only furnish

one ofthe two ties required, that of ailin

ity of passion, but not that of affinity with

the local product.

These two fabrics then would not nour

ish the intrigues of rivalry in the labors

of the animal and vegetable kingdom;

while the two alluded to, although not

elegant, are nevertheless adapted to the

tastes of women, and are connected with

the labors of the animal and vegetable

kingdom, by rivalries in the systems of

nutrition, and in the various qualities of

milk and meat.

Embroidery and lace-work present the

advantage of being adapted to the weal

thy and the middle classes in the winter;

but this adaptation rests only upon the

absence ofintrigues of which both these

classes have great lack in their domestic

existence. This spiritual void will not be

found in Association. But for those obs

jections, these two fabrics, and others

which there is no time to examine, might

be admitted.

I do not profess to say that the nine,

marked A B C, D E F G, K, K, are ex

clusively adapted to the experimental

phalanx. I repeat that the choice of

speculative manufactures fit to call out

industrial intrigues in a series of groups,

must be proportioned to the local means

which I cannot foresee: I only wished to

teach the application of the rule which

must serve as the compass in such a.

choice, which is: to establish the two

fold tie of cabalistio intrigue and of local

interest between the associates and their

cultures.
  

 

POETRY.

For the Harbinger.

THE MUSIC-WORLD.

at! c. r. cnsncrr.

0 Element of low/e, oflife, ofbliss !

0 Flame divine, around whose cheeringlight,

Whole troops of joys touch their bright wing!

and kiss ;

Balm of all sorrow, in the lonely night

Touching sweet spheres, O lovelier far than this!

Sweetest, subtlest Inspiration,

E'er uplifted ardent soul ,

Deeper heart-improvisation

Than in words did ever roll :

Beauty so strangely sWeet, we cannot know

How thy mysterious visits come and go :

The heart lies dreaming in a magic bark,

Floating on sunny waves away, away,

“'here never falls the tyrannizing Dark

Ofearthly fate over its infinite day.

As the soft maternal air

Folds the earth unto its breast,

So thy beauty every where

Bathes the soul in happy rest.

 

How of! to moods too deep for words

My soul has been attuned by thee,

When lost amid the heaving chords

I rose and sank as on a sea :

I have no speech for themes like this,

I cannot tell what‘s told to me :—

I only feel a spirit-kiss—

Some brooding spell of harmony,

 
Some t'ar ofl'day's half glimmering,

Half memory and halfa dream,

The gleams of fantasy that fling

Strange light on a familiar stream,

The dim unnoted things that dart

In sleep before the entranced mind,

And throng through the unguarded heart

Like scattered leaves upon the wind.

I feel the breath of love upbear

My heart unto the Perfect One,

And seek to give no purer prayer

Than rises up in Music’s tone.

More vast. more homcfelt, and more bright

Seems then that supernatural sphere

That robes all being in its light,

And makes all Ileauty doubly dear.

Nearer I draw to kindred minds,

I feel the founts of nature flow,

The icy Form no longer binds,

The heart melts all before its glow.

In lottier words 1 long to frame

A truer speech to him who hears;

The \Vondcrful crowds out the Tame—

Moments condense the life of years,

And on the marge of fairy land,

I feel that all the poet sings

ls briefly told us by the hand

Of him who wakes these soul-filled strings.

 

For the Harbinger.

S 0 N N E T

on THE MEXICAN WAR.

Is not the Earth too void of truth and good

Already, heartless Tyrants, but yo must

Fan to insanity the hot young blood

To lift against the weak an arm unjust,

Grasping a neighbor’s land only to give

Its virgin soil to prostitution foul —

Planting the weed of Slavery to thrive

Blood-watered, till the fierce and angry scowl

OfJudgment come upon yef Recreant,

False, shameless rulers these, 0 countrymen !

Trampled and turn the nation’s covenant;

United we can never be again

Since this great consummating act has torn

Out by the bleeding roots that Heart with which

’twas born. c. r. c.

THE HARBINGER.

SATURDAY, JULY 18, l846.

  
 

 

 

of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others‘ rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to impoverish

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Relicfis to come, and can only come from the new

application ofChristinn principles, of Universal jus

lice and Universal love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Drt. Cruna'rrru.

OBJECTIONS T0 ASSOCIATION—N0. II.

(Continued from p. 80.)

We have demonstrated, that “ individ

ual interest ” in property will be made

more intense, as well as expanded and

elevated in Association; but now comes

the question will not the sense of “indi

vidual responsibility” be lessened, and

will not the property of the association

thereby sufi'er'! According to the review

er, (p. 227) the laborer “if he lose an

hour, suffers but an infinitesimal of the

damage, for the loss is divided among mem

bers of the association. If injury is done

by his negligence, he suffers but a minute
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fraction of the harm.” Thence, he in

fers, will result inefficiency, carelessness,

thriftlcssness, waste.

Now, with all proper respect, we can

not but call our ohjector's attention, for a

moment, to the influence which the per

vading atmosphere of selfishness in pres

ent society has plainly had upon his own

mind. He takes it for granted, without

any form of qualification, that just in so

far as “individual interest is confounded

with the common interest, so far labor

becotnes inefficient.” Supposing this to

be true, what a hideous distortion does it

show of human nature, as the result of

the oppressive anxieties and temptations

of a wholly selfish world; and what ef

forts should it prompt every good man to

put forth in freeing his brethren and him

self from such debasement, by completely

reforming all selfish customs and institu

tions. But it is not true. Such a sense

of universal selfishness, as the remark

we have quoted indicates, is but a mor

bid affection of the judgment and con

science. Men are far too exclusively oc—

copied in their own affairs, indeed, and

thus their hearts are cramped and chilled,

as a prisoner is in a damp stone cell.

But even now, in the most barbarous

communities, the mass of inhabitants

show susceptibility to the superior claims

of the collective interest over individual

interest. This is manifested in the histo

ry of all wars, where even ordinary vir

tue leads to general sacrifice of wealth

and life for the Nation. It is manifested

in all seasons of public calamity, by fire,

flood, pestilence, where citizens vie with

one another in alacrity to bestow their

private stores and personal aid. But not

to mention the extreme cases, which thus

call out the latent generosity of all hearts

——every town in our land presents exam

ples of habitual, constant action of this

sentiment of Collective Responsibility. Are

not roads, springs, public buildings,

grounds, statues, libraries, cemeteries,

water-works, regarded as sacred as pri

vate property! It is only the most vul

gar persons who can think even of violat

ing them, and universal indignation ex

pressed against an act of outrage upon

public property, shows how deep and

quick the noble instinct is, which leads

all,—except the self-abandoned, and the

few who are made reckless and mischiev

ous by social neglects and hard usage,—

to identify public interests and private in

terests. If even now, this magnanimous

consciousness of public responsibility acts

so strongly, though selfish habits of mind

and heart choke it, as weeds overgrow

flowers, what 'will it not accomplish,

when the whole principle and plan of life

are cooperative? We tell our reviewer,

that universal experience in all lands and

ages gives evidence, that in societies or

 
ganized in Unity of Interests, Public

Spirit will be universal. ln antagonistic,

competitive societies, :1 man of earnest

devotedness to the interests of his town

state or nation, may be an croeption,

though there are many noble instances of

such men even now : in Association, faith

ful regard for the Social well-being is

the rule. That this must be the case, we

proceed to show.

In the first place, Association by its

system of Joint-Stock Property, connects

by living ties the interests of the weakest

individual with the interests of the com

munity, as the nerve which moves or

gives sensibility to the minutest fibre is

connected with the spine or brain. Ev

ery member is benefitted by the common

weal, and suffers in the common vvoe;

and thus the great problem of the Christ

ian Church and of the Republic is solved,

by realizing in deeds the heavenly maxim

—“ Each for All and All for Each.” ln

existing society, though God's grand

Law of Brotherhood still in a measure

overrules arbitrary legislation and absurd

customs of industrial conflict—each la

borer and each class of laborers do yet

seek to benefit themselves at the expense

of their fellows, and of the state. The

Political Economist may prove till he is

tired, that the interests of the Producer,

Manufacturer, Merchant and Consumer

ought to be one , but a subtle, pervading

delusion makes each man, each class so

short sighted, as to prefer their own im

mediate, petty gain, to lasting, growlng,

universal benefits. Even so called re

spectable men now adulterate articles of

food, weave flimsy fabrics, cheat the Rev

enue by dexterous evasion, and manage

by “ log rolling ” to enact laws for their

own special advantage, suffer who else

may. But in Association each workman

cannot but be interested in the success of

every other, because he sees at once how

necessary his peculiar function is to all

others, and knows that the dividends

influenced by the common profit. In

place of present indifference or hostility

then, comes in the constant stimulant of

desire for universal success. It needs

but little reflection, to become convinced,

that the general habit of mind, which

must thus be formed, will be that of a

constant, Collective Responsibility. The

mechanic will feel interest in securing

large crops from the domain; the farmer

in turning out promptly the best finished

articles from the work-shop; all, being at

once consumers and stock-holders togeth

er, will concentrate their judgments upon

securing the wisest investments of capi

tal and the most economical expenditure

of income. A hired laborer on the soil,

an apprentice or journeyman at the bench,

a drudge in the kitchen may now, as they

 

too often do, let their employer’s property

go to ruin, and then lie or steal to hide

the loss; but in Association all are at

once Servants and Masters, and oversight

is quickened and enlarged by the abid

ing sense of mutual ownership. Aliment

bers of an association become overseers;

and as in the living body every pore of

the skin gives warning of danger or as

surance of health, by the sensation ofjoy

or pain which it communicates, so in or

ganized society will the youngest child

and the oldest sage, by their hourly expe

rience, give evidence of the condition and

working of the Associative Body.

Secondly, Association will develop re

sponsibility, by its substitution of labor in

groups for labor in isolation. The influ

ence ofsuch an arrangement can he readi

ly perceived by a slight allusion to well

known facts. Is it not notorious that our

western pioneers become careless in dress,

furniture, equipage, personal habits?

Why? Because they live apart from the

impelling and regulating power of estab

lished society, and feel but slight respon

sibility. To take at once the extreme il

lustration: a hermit must be a person

of great force of will, and native love of

order not to become squalid and rude in

all habits, for he is responsible to none.

On the other hand as communities gain in

numbers and concentration the obliga

tions of decency and courtesy are found

to be proportionately binding. What is

thus notoriously true of manners, is

equally so of industry. The laborers on

the outskirts of a country, and in thinly

peopled regions, are invariably backward

in their improvements,—their tools, im

plements and modes all betokening care

lessness; while in the vicinity of cities,

farms, gardens, workshops manifest the

presence of quick sighted, quick handed

enterprise, eager for the most perfect ac

complishment of each branch of work.

The chief cause of the difference is to

,be found in the various degrees of stim

in any simple branch of industry will be ulus given to brain and heart, by the

example, suggestion, encouragement, crit

icism of the respective neighborhoods, by

the degree, that is to say, of social re

sponsibility. Now Association avails

itself fully of this contagious communi

cation of power by congregated labor, as

it every where substitutes industry in

groups for isolated industry, and so

brings each workman directly under the

eye of his fellows. Every one‘s capaci

ty is thus guaged, his exact usefulness

measured; and a perpetual judgment is

passed, by which all rise or sink in the

scale of public estimation according to

their activity or sloth, their shiftlessness

or efficiency. The criticism in Associa

tion must be painfully intense, indeed,

unless justice is tempered by friend

ship; and the constraining power of Col
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lective Conscience would be oppressive, more vivid than they can now be. Lct;vvhich was in those old times felt for pla

if the arrangements of industry were not , us take such illustration as history in the ‘ ces sanctified by the worship of genera

past presents, to introduce a more clearitions. Was not the feeling of responsi

couception of this love for Collective bility for the collective property of the

such as to secure freedom, by encourag

ing every one to select the sphere of la

bor for which he has peculiar taste and

fitness. These remarks are sufficient to

show conclusively that Association will

immensely increase the consciousness of

responsibility. And it may emphatically

be said, that if a mode of discipline could

be conceived exactly adapted to keep ev

ery sense keenly awake, every muscle

strung up to its fullest activity, and every.

sentiment of self-respect, and honor on

the watch,—like scntrics at their posts,

-— it is certainly that of labor in groups.

The beneficial influence of this Collect

ive Responsibility, will be yet further

shown, when we come to speak of At

tractive Industry. \Ve close this head

therefore by saying, that splendid instan

ces of skill, thrift, and large gains in

present society, blind the sight of common

observers to the waste of energy, which

is now all but universal,—for tameness of

enterprise, imitation of transmitted hab

its, and contentment in most paltry success

are now the rule. Tens of thousands are

shiftless and stupid, mechanical and slow,

under the present separate modes of la

bor, who Would at once become bright,

eager, hopeful, strong, amidst the well

ordered bands of an industrial army.

Association is the only mode ever yet

proposed, or which can be conceived, fit

ted to rouse every member of society to

the full, steady, harmonious exercise of

all his powers.

In the third place, Association will

develop responsibility by awakening a

wholly new idea of Cottacrrvr: Pnorrzn-rv.

This we have all along and in various

forms alluded to; but; we wish now to

bring it out in the distinct relief which

its importance merits. \Ve have shown

that Association augments and purifies

the love of personal wealth and so retains

all good incentives to labor which we

find in existing society; and again, we

have shown, that by interweaving private

interests with public interests, and by

subjecting every one to constant over

sight, it ensures the safety and increase

of the Common Wealth. But now in

addition we say, it develops a passion for

this very Common Vl’eallh. That man

has an instinctive tendency to love the

COLLECTIVE Pnorsnrv is proved, by the

remarks we have before made in relation

to such public spiritedncss as we already

witness. But the present fragmentary

workings of this feeling of Social Unity,

give but faint indications of the beautiful

results which its unimpeded action will

produce. The idea and passion of col

lective property will be far clearer and

stronger than those of private property in

 

Association, though these latter will be

Property. The attachment of the lndian

to the hunting~ground and the burial 1

Order unspeakany more dignified and

supreme, more pervading and efficient,

places of his ancestors has been immor- than regard for one's private interests

talized in verse and prose, as one of the

truly noble manifestations of human char
1
t

can possibly become! These are slight

illustrations of what we mean by the

actor. All perceive, that the impelltngipassion for collective property. And how

motive of his tenacious etl'ectiou is not

self-interest, but a tender, devoted, mag

oanimous thought of his clan, and a long

ing to guard intact their ancient home.

Another illustration of this instinctive ten

dency of the human heart is found in

the love of Family mansions and estates,

developed throughout Europe by the hab

its of Feudal tenures, associations Wtih

which have colored all modern literature.

The child born heir to a noble family,

now playing under the shade of stately

oaks, the acorn seeds of which were

planted centuries before by the hands of

peaceful ancestors,——now running through

long galleries hung with the armor suits,

the swords and spears of warriors, whose

blood flows in his veins, and whose glori

ous name

hushed in awe before the dark portraits of

gallant knights and courteous dames, who

once made the silent walls around him

echo to their voices and footsteps—now

gazing from the tower-window over mea

dow and forest, over hamlet and castle,

over accumulated wealth handed down to

his preserving care through generations

—grows up with a feeling of loyal de

votedness to his family, of responsibility

for faithful guardianship of their estates,

which is far more comprehensive and on

ergetic- than any thought of mere private

possession. The fact,—that the tempta

tions incident to aristocratic exclusiveness

too often vitiate this sentiment, — should

not blind our minds to the perception, that

a love of wealth, thus consecrated by as

sociations which embrace the past and fu

ture, becomes truly grand. Pride, osten

tation, luxury, are but accidental accom

paniments of this love for collective pro

perty ; the feeling in itself transcends

immeasurably all emotions connected

with personal ownership. A still more

striking instance of the working of this

sentiment is found in the case ofthe Reli

gious Brotherhoods. Make such allow

ance as is right for evils inseparable from

monasticism, clearly discriminate all that

was superstitious, set aside whatever was

foolish or bad from the estimate,-—-and

then let any one deny, if he can. that the

attachment, which the fraternities and

sisterhoods of the middle ages cherished

for their abbeys and convents was sublime.

His imagination is slow and his affec

tions dull indeed, who cannot enter into

and sympathize with the holy enthusiasm,

he hears — now standing ‘

 
powerful have such motives undeniably

been found. \Vhat solidity of structure,

what thoroughness of cultivation, what

magnificence of adornment, what richness

in all conditions of life, have invariably

resulted from a responsibility thus trans

mitted to Families and to Orders from age

to age! Is it not plain that such respon

sibility is cumulative, increasing with

every addition to the common wealth'.l

Take in contrast, to make this matter

clearer, the effects of existing modes of

property holding, in this land and age of

extremest individualism. Is it not noto—

rius, and a universal subject of complaint

and lamentation, that under the present

system. the country is deteriorating, that

forests are wasted, streams dried up, once

rich farms “ run out,” enclosures neglect

ed, orchards exhausted! Is it not visible

to the most careless eye, that buildings,

furniture, conveniences of all kinds are

becoming slighterl In a word, is it not

evidently the habit, for every one to think

more and more of the means by which he

can secure the most for his own transient

use in the hurried scramble of life, and to

become less and less careful for the rights

of posterity and the welfare of the race!

“individualism ” here tends to the most

shameful irresponsibility, and we confi

dently assert, that there is but one mode

of arresting this growing evil, and that is

Association; for Association will develop

a passion for Collective Property, and a

corresponding responsibility, in compari

son with which the iove of Family man

sions and estates, and of the domains and

edifices of the Religious Orders was

tame and weak.

We have time only to touch the out

lines of the picture; but we see before

us a. splendor and majesty in all modes of

life, as resulting from Association, which

will concentrate the good without the

evil of the most royal and noble courts,

throw freely open to all classes greater

refinements than the most privileged few

have ever enjoyed, and produce an entire

ly novel kind of loyalty, disinteresteduess

and care. When two or three genera

tions shall have grown up and lived in

Association ; when phalansteries and tem

ples, beautiful and symbolic in their ar

chitecture, shall crown the hills,— with

in whose walls, libraries, and galleries of

art, statues and portraits of men and

women of heroic usefulness, airy, spa
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cious, well-ordered work-shops, memori

als of past successes arranged in archives,

with digested plans for future improve

ment, and finally, altars and sacred em

blems shall present constant incentives

to honorable effort; when around the cen

tral structures shall spread far reachingr

domains, with all varieties of soil and

surface wisely turned to advantage by

veteran judgment, with pasture grounds.

tilled fields, gardens, orchards, inviting

all to varied industry, and sweeping

round the whole, shall tower the care

fully cherished woodlands; when finally,

amidst this accumulated wealth, loving,

coo'perativc laborers shall go forth to per

fect, establish, and beautify what the sac

rifices of their ancestors have won, and

their providence has transmitted; then

will be born an all but divine passion for

Collective Property. Then the thought

of selfish good will be merged in the

sense of general good; private wealth

will be valued chiefly as the means of

public service; pride will be transmuted

into paternal,guardianship over the inte

rests of posterity; and, as hand in hand

the children of a Unitary Family over

look their home of peace, and,— instead

of that exclusive, harsh word “ mine,”—

say with wide embracing spirit, all this is

Ouns, ostentation will be swallowed up

in gratitude and benignant hope. Then

will the now unmeaning titles ——Re-public,

and Common-Wealth—become eloquent

with appeals to most chivalric patriotism.

Then will united hearts fiow together in

a sublime consciousness, that the true

mode of glorifying God, is to make all

work worship,—by daily devotedness to

live, not for Self but for Man,-—and in

exquisite material beauty to symbolize

the spiritual harmonies of Perfect So

ciety.

INTEREST 0N CAPITAL.

A recent number of the True Tocsin

contains a second article on the above

question; it quotes some remarks of

the Harbinger and proceeds to comment

upon them and state its views on the

subject. The stand which the Tocsin

takes is that Capital should not receive

Interest. We consider the position to be

wrong, and contrary to the laws which

should govern property in a true Order of

Society.

But first let us say that the discussion

of this question is premature and to a

certain degree useless. If the principle

assumed by the Tocsin were true, we

believe that it would be useless to discuss

it at present, as it would be bewildering

to the great majority of persons, who

would mingle with it the prejudices and

false judgments which grow out of the

influence of pecuniary considerations in

present society.

 

 

The question moreover is a negative

one; the true and positive question is the

increase of production -— and an immense

increase, say six or eight fold. It is use

less to say to an Age, in which all are

positively or relatively poor, and all hate

labor, that the interest on Capital, and as

a consequence, Capital itselfin its most

important feature, shall be abolished. If

the principle be true, it can only be put

in practice in a society in which Industry

is rendered Attractive and wealth is so

vastly increased that selfishness will be

absorbed by universal abundance. The

discussion of these questions is out of

place in the commencement of the propa

gation of Association. As well might

you discuss the marriage of a child

two years old, or the religious faith it

shall embrace before it has cut its

teeth.

If the Tocsin declares that truth should

be discussed at all times, and that the

whole truth should be brought up at

once, we can merely say that we could

state a score of questions, which will

have ultimately to be solved, but which

are not mooted at present. One of these

is a Natural Equilibrium of population—

a gigantic problem, far transcending in

importance that of Interest on Capital, or

any other financial or industrial principle

of a secondary order. We believe that

these points of theory, which are not of

the first importance, may be delayed for a

while, and that the elementary principles

of social science, those, a knowledge of

which is indispensable, should be instilled

first into the public mind.

It is necessary of course that a theory

of social organization which claims to bei

complete, should have a solution for all

these questions, but it is not necessary to

press those of a secondary character,

which may give rise to controversy and

excite prejudice. However, let us make

a few remarks on this subject and explain

some of the reasons why interest should

be paid on capital.

Labor is the source of all wealth, the

sole creative power, and according to the

law of mathematical justice, it should

receive the product which it creates.

Labor is one of the principal elements in

the social organization ; it is not however

a simple element, but a. compound one;

or rather an elementary organism, which

may be divided like every other Uni

ty or \Vhole, into a Series of three

terms—a central and two extreme terms.

Labor then divided into its primary, con

stituent parts, is composed of the three

following elements.

1. Passive Labor, commonly called

Capital, which is the accumulated pro

duct of past labor, and is inactive and

unproductive without the application of

 

active labor.

 

2. Active Labor; the physical or man

ual Labor of man.

3. Directing and regulating Labor, 01'

Talent and Skill; which controls and

regulates the other two branches of

Labor.

Passive labor is the first term of the

Series; Active labor the centre, and Tal

ent the third term.

Each of these three terms may be sub

divided and each will be found to contain

a sub-series within itself. This sub-divis

ion should take place, and a careful

analysis be made of the nature of the

component parts of each term, in order

to determine the scientific law of the divi

sion of profits.

Active labor for example, may be

divided and classed in the three categories

of Attractiveness, Usefulness, and Ne

cessity.

Passive labor or Capital, which is

represented by the capital stock of the

Association, may be divided into shares

of three degrees or classes, receiving

three rates of interest.

Talent and Skill, which is the directing

and regulating principle, may in like

manner be classed in three categories;

inventive Genius; natural Instinct or Tal

ent; and~Skill acquired by exercise and

experience.

These three orders, or nine classes of

human activity, are the creative powers

in industry. In them all ages and both

sexes participate; the men, the women

and the children; the old, the middle

aged, and the young, and each individual

of these three categories, chooses a part

according to sex and age, power and ca

pacity, in some one or more of these

sources of production.

This division is in harmony with that

of every other integral Organism or Unity

in the universe,—the best guaraptee of its

justness. \Ve every where find this divis

ion into three principles, the Active, the

Passive, and the Regulating or Arbitral.

The universe itself is such a Trinity in

Unity.

The active, creative principle, or Mind.

The passive principle, or Matter.

The regulating principle, or Law.

Descending from this supreme Unity to

man, we find in him a repetition of this

trinity of principles; the material, the

spiritual, and the intellectual. The five

sensitive passions, which place man in

relation with the material world, corres

pond to the material principle; the four

affective passions to the active principle ;

and the three directing or regulating fac

ulties, which form the intelligence or

reason, to the third or arbitral principle.

If we take an Association—the whole

body of the members composing it ~—

and view them with regard to ages and

the capacity which age gives for produc
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tion, we shall again find this trinity of

principles. The young and extremely

aged form the passive principle ; the youth

and middle-aged form the active; and the

advanced who tend to old age, form

mainly the third principle. It is among

the latter that we find for the most part

the talent and skill, derived from long ex

perience, which are necessary to direct la

bor successfully.

The law of unity teaches us that we

must establish in all departments of life,

and in the whole material organization of

society the same divisions that nature has

established in man, so that there may be

a perfect adaptation between the two,—

between man and the external Order of

things in which he lives. If it were

otherwise, conflict would exist, and that

part of man's nature which found no ex

ternal organization adapted to it, would

be crushed, and forced either to sink into

inaction or rebel. If for example, the

passive element in production did not

exist, the passive Age would be dispos

sessed of property and without influence

in several important spheres of life and

action. The old generally will have ac

cumulated Capital; they will possess

passive labor, or the accumulated product

of past labor, while the younger and the

mature will possess Labor and Skill, the

two other elements of production.

The possession of capital or wealth in

the Combined Order will he a powerful

guarantee of influence to the old, and a

means of union and sympathy between

them and numerous groups and corpora

tions, as well as persons of other ages.

It will be deemed of the highest impor

tance to give to old age all the guarantees

of influence possible, for it loses most of

its sources of influence, by the loss of

beauty and the activity of the faculties

and passions.

A good share of the capital of the

aged will be distributed among those of

the other passive age, the young, whose

productive powers are but slightly devel

oped. An old man in the Combined

Order, who has lived to see the fifth gen

eration of his descendants, as will be

commonly the case, will distribute but a

small part of his property among his chil

dren and grand children, who are already

quite advanced in life and well off, but

among his descendants of the fourth and

fifth generations. Thus will the two ex

treme ages, which do not possess the

active element of production, be provided

with the passive element. The old, who

are fewer in number, will possess a larger

share, and the young, who are more nu

merous, will obtain enough to secure

them independence, and enable them to

exercise those faculties, and perform these

acts of devotion which are dependent

upon the possession of riches. If we

 

destroy Capital, we lessen to a considera

ble extent the influence and liberty of

the two extreme ages, which in civili

zation are sacrificed without a thought.

The material principle is not to be con

sidered separately, by itself alone, and

mere material laws ofjustice applied to it.

We should not, for example, regard a din

ner as a means simply of satisfying the

appetite and securing the support of the

body; and then calculate the exact num

ber of minutes it will take to masticate

the quantity of food requisite to fulfil

those two ends. \Ve must look upon the

table, first as a centre for the development

and action of the social sympathies; we

all know how friendship, for example, is

heightened around the festive board ; and

second, as an incentive to agricultural

industry, to the growth and refinement of

the animal and vegetable kingdoms. Con

siderations of a nature which apparently

are quite foreign to the table will be con

nected with it in a true order of society,

and the regulations governing it, will be

drawn from spiritual as well as material

motives— or ends to be attained.

The same law applies to property. It

is not to be considered in that dry matter

of fact manner in which it is viewed by

many classes of reformers, and in fact by

all those who have not analysed the con~

nection of wealth with the development

and action of the spiritual passions. This

question is so deep that it can only be

fully understood by understanding the

the whole mechanism of society, and the

part which matter plays in embodying

spirit, and in connecting one spiritual ele

ment with another.

Let us however glance at the question

in a more practical point of view, and see

whether simple material justice, or the

law of material equilibrium does not re

quire that Interest should be paid upon

Capital, or in other words,that past Labor

should receive a share of the product of

prcsent Labor, where it enables the latter

to create that product.

We will suppose that five men have

spent as many years in constructing a

machine for the economical production of

some article, say cloth. During these

five years they have received no product

from their labor. When the machine is

completed, a value is placed upon it, and

it becomes what is called Capital.

Let us state here that Capital consists

in edifices, manufactories, machinery,

cleared lands, railroads, canals, ships,

teams, implements, and any other im

provements made by human labor. Mon

ey, whether gold or silver, is the mere

representative of these real values. When

we speak of a capitalist, we designate a

man who owns houses, manufactories,

cleared lands, railroad stock, or other

similar property, - that is, the past labor

of men, which labor has been accumula

ted and invested in these improvements.

\Ve also speak of a man who owns wild

lands or bank stock as a capitalist, al

though no labor has been expended on

the first, and none in creating the latter.

This grows out of the fact that the pres

ent false system of society allows certain

kinds of property to be monopolized

which should not be, and artificial capital,

like bank paper, to be created for the use

of a few individuals exclusively, which is

a gross error. As a general rule how

ever, Capital is merely the accumulated

product of labor, or more briefly, it is

past labor, and nothing more.

Capital, in present society is, as a gen

eral rule, unjustly obtained, and this

casts an odium upon it. It is not the

Laboring Classes, who have created the

Capital of the world, that own it, but a

small minority engaged in finance, com

merce,.stock-jobbing, the law, and other

non-producing, and parasitic functions.

In a true Social Order the producers will

be the Capitalists, and not a minority of

shrewd and voracious speculators, opera

tors, gamblers and industrial leeches.

Let us return to our example of the

machine. Vl’e will suppose that when

completed five other persons work the

machine, and with its aid, produce a

large quantity of cloth, far more than they

could have done had they worked with a

hand loom. \Ve now ask whether it is

not strictly just that the new comers

should give to those who have made the

machine, apart of the product of their

labor as a compensation for the past la

bor which has been performed. In fact,

the makers of the machine reap no fruit

from their labor until they receive a por

tion ofthe product of the actual laborers;

and if we admit the justice of renumera

ting past Labor, we then admit the jus

tice of paying interest upon Capital; for

the portion of the product paid to the

original makers of the machine, for its

use, is neither more nor less than paying

interest on capital.

Capital must keep the improvements in

order,— that is, past labor must. renew

itself. Now alarge portion of improve

ments or Capital, such as machinery, im

plements, fruit-orchards, flocks, railroads,

and so forth, must be renewed eve

ry twelve years, or in other words,

they wear out in that time and must be

replaced. Thus past Labor will be going

constantly through a series of uses and

disappearing; and present Labor will

have continually the opportunity of re

placing it, and becoming capital; or in

other terms, the producers will have, at

all times, the means and opportunity of

becoming capitalists.

There is a third element, or producing

 

power, which enters into the creation of
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wealth, and which must receive its share

of the product. It is talent, skill, ac

quired knowledge, inventive genius.

If talent or skill so directs present la~

bor as to render it far more productive

than it would be if prosecuted in iguo~

ranee, then talent or skill should receive

a share of the product. If a man has

spent years in acquiring a knowledge of

the raising of fruit trees, or breeding of

cattle, and if he directs a group of work

rnen engaged in this branch of industry,

he should receive tnore for his labor than

an inexperienced laborer who is destitute

of skill: or if he should merely direct,

without engaging actively in the work,

then he should be paid for his skill alone.

This principle is so evidently just, that it

has been accepted by the common sense

of mankind, and is in force in present So

ciety, although imperfectly, and often

very erroneously applied.

To sum up;

Past Labor, which has made the im

provement, and prepared the way for

present labor to produce, is the first ele

ment of production, or the first source of

wealth; and as such, is entitled to a

share of the product. This share of the

product, which is paid to past labor, is,

equivalent to interest on Capital.

Present Labor, which makes use of the

improvements, and creates the product, is

the second element of production, or sec

ond source of wealth. It is the most im

portant element and should receive the

largest share of the profits.

Talent or Skill, which directs present

Labor wisely and efficiently, and increases

its productiveness, and which in addition,

preserves Capital by a judicious supervis—

ion, is the third element of production.

It is between these three producing

powers that the wealth of society should

be divided. This division is no doubt one

ofthe most intricate questions in political

economy, and in its solution, considera

tions, which would at first seem foreign

to the subject, will have a strong influ

ence. We will merely say here that a

few years of practical experience under a

true Organization of Industry will lead

inevitably to strict justice in this matter.

Let it not be supposed, however, that

the profits of Industry will be awarded to

the three elements of production in a ra

tio, which would appear on the surface,

to be in exact keeping with the amount cre

ated by each. If now, with the aid of

improved machinery, one man can spin as

much thread as did twenty-three thousand

men, sixty years ago by hand, it must not

be supposed that one twenty-three thous

andth part will go to active Labor, and

the balance to capital and to the talent

that invented the machinery. This is a

simplistic calculation, and an error into

 

The importance of the three elements of

wealth must be estimated upon an entirely

different basis.

As a guide for those who are investi

gating the great question of production

and its distribution, let us lay down the

two following rules.

First. Industry, the Arts and Sciences

must be so organized that persons of both

sexes and all ages, and of every variety

of physical and intellectual capacity, will

find pursuits suited to them, and thus ev

ery being be placed in a position, in

which he will become a useful producer.

Second. Such a distribution of profits

and honors should be established, that

every variety of Labor, Capacity and Ge

nius of the different ages and both sexes,

will be guaranteed the means of obtaining

a share of them, and thus rendered

peeuuiarily independent.

If Society does not fulfil these condi

tions, it virtually declares that a portion

of its members are incapable of perform

ing useful works, and are unworthy of‘

honors. This would be a libel upon na

ture, who has created no useless powers

or talents, no unworthy beings. Every

character and every shade of capacity has

its function and its value; and asphere

must be found for it in a true Social ,Or

dcr. (\Ve do not speak of young chil

dren, or the sick or the maimed; the for

mer are a transition, and the latter an

exception; thus they are out of the rule

of action ofthe general law.)

In civilization, the division of profits

corresponds to shrewdness, cunning, self

ishness, and dishonesty. According to

the plan which the Tocsin suggests, it

would correspond mainly to rugged phys

ical labor.

The writer in the Tocsin appears to

overlook the fundamental idea of Atract

ive Industry. We say to hint at once,

that if Industry cannot be rendered truly

Attractive, so that what is called “idle

ease " in civilization would be worse to a

man in the Combined Order, than impris

onment in present society, then Social

Harmony is impossible. Attractive ln

dustry, (which is the result of a harmoni

ous arrangement of the whole of external

nature, as music is ofa harmonious arrange

ment of sounds,) is as necessary to social

concord and unity, as a well organized

and healthy body is to the true action of

the mind. If the outward world, or the

animal and the vegetable kingdoms, be

organized according to the Law of the

Series, and harmony be established

throughout the domain of Nature, man

will be as much attracted to her material

beauties, which affect all his senses, as

he now is to music, which gratifies the

sense of hearing. This attraction in In

dustry will be heightened incalculably by

which the writer in the Tocsin falls.lthe fact that the social sympathies will

 be called out and gratified in the groups

and series, which will be a spiritual

pleasure added to the material charm.

The writer in the Tocsin, to illustrate

the position he takes, supposes that two

men, A and II, on an island, have made

improvements or accumulated Capital, so

that they can live very comfortably by

working five hours a day. But B, in a

game of chance, loses his property.

“ This enables A, by loaning Capital to B

at 5 per cent, to live at ease through all

future time. B," continues the writer,

“ will now be under the necessity of labor

ing ten hours a day ; he and his descend

ants through the long and hopeless array

ofcoming ages, unless he can turn the

tables on A, which the latter will use ev

ery effort to prevent."

“While things are in this state, A,

who of course has now plenty of leisure,

determines to travel. (Industry is to re

main repulsive as it now is, we infer

from this remark.) He visits an island

where people live together in Associa

tion, but receive no dividend upon Capi

tal.”

After a conversation with the members

ofthe Association, the following eflect is

produced upon him.

“ A had a long struggle with con

science but finally determined to go home,

and go to work, and earn his living like

an honorable man, and play the gentle

man no longer upon the earnings of his

companion.”

From these remarks. it is evident that

our friend of the Torain is not impressed

with the idea of Attractive Industry, and

leaves it entirely out of the account.

We would say to him that he might as

well leave, at once, Association out of

the account, for it cannot exist without

its material foundation, which is Attract

ive Industry.

\Ve will state the reason why the wri

ter believes interest should not be paid on

Capital. It is summed up in the follow

ing paragraph.

“ But replies A, does not capital assist

labor in the production of wealth? And

is it not entitled to that portion which it

produces? Most certainly it does said C.

But you forget that my money was itself

the production of capital, as well as In

bor, and therefore by assisting future la

bor, it only pays a debt it owes."

There are friends of Association in dif

ferent parts of the country who are falling

into radical and exaggerated notions, and

who undertake to solve these vast prob

lems of social science in a hasty manner,

from an extremely incomplete view of

human destiny, and the nature of man.

\Ve would caution them against it, as

they may injure the great cause of Uni~

versal Unity by their partial and mistaken

statements. Some of our ultra radical

reformers have exercised a strong influ

,ence in this way. Shocked and out
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raged by the monstrous injustice of

present society, they have gone to the

‘Gallantry, exaggerated

'trifling success, and fulsome flattery for

  

admiration for

other extreme, something like the atheist‘even a small show of judgment and

who denies God, because he dislikes the _ power are rather insults than signs of re

idea of the Divinity, which is maintained

by the people among whom he lives.

We hope soon to have Fourier's great

work on Universal Unity translated and

published; it will offer to those, who are

now speculating somewhat at random, a

sure: basis to stand upon than they now

possess.

WOMAN'S

 

FUNCTION IN THE ASSOCIA

TIVE MOVEMENT.

As a new impulse has just been given

to our cause, and a new era of universal

dissemination of our views is opening, we

take the occasion to state our opinion in

regard to the Function of \Voman in the

Associative movement; our opinion we

say, because it is of course an established

principle among us, that \Voman must

finally determine upon her own sphere of

duties, and limit and arrange her own

modes of influence.

The “ Address to Associationists” was

made to “Brethren;” and the ofiicers

chosen to conduct the affairs of the

American Union were exclusively men,

because and only because, no women

have as yet so publicly advocated the

Associative Doctrines as to authorize

their appointment to responsible positions,

in a movement so much opposed and ca

lumniated as ours has been and will be.

Yet in the second appeal from the secreta

ry, the aid of women was especially dc

manded, and this aid must be earnest~

ly sought, and we trust, will be speedily

found; we mean found in the sense ofpublic

associated qflbrt, for we rejoice to acknowl

edge with the profoundest gratitude and

respect, the earnest and steady encourage

ment which has been rendered to the

Associative cause by women acting in the

sphere of private friendship.

Yet, while thus requesting women,

who are ready and disposed, to give us

their public aid, we desire to do full jus

tice to the motives, which have thus far

held many of our sisters back. The ad

vocacy of Association is but a transitional

movement from present false social rela

tions to astate of true justice, and we

both comprehend and admire the delicacy

which leads women to hold their influence

in reserve. They feel, that in their pre

sent position of dependance they do not

address men as equals even in private, ex

cept where afl'ection exalts them to their

true dignity; and it needs nothing less

than a spirit of martyrdom for a refined

woman to expose herself to the rude curi

osity of public assemblies. But a finer

feeling, than this keeps woman silent

now, — even the sense that she is

patronized by man’s mode of protection.

 

spect; because they betoken how little

men expect of women. Consequently ma

ny a brave hearted, far-seeing, energetic

woman “bides her time” in quietness,

not condescending to accept as a favor,y

what she knows to be her right, namely,

full and free co-operalion will: man in ad

vancing the inlerests of Humanity.

That something like this is the state of

mind with many women who are Associa

tionists, is proved by the fact, that in prac

tical associations, where their Rights to

Labor, to Property, to Self-Government

and Equality are actually admitted, they

take a most energetic part at once in

counsel and in execution. How noble are

the relations which thus arise, and how

beautiful is the harmony which is thus se

cured, living experience alone can ade

quately testify. They give the foretaste

of True Society.

But the object which we now have in

view, is to ask our Sisters in the Cause of

Universal Unity, whether they have not

a special ministry not only in practical

association, but in the transitional stage

of advocating and disseminating our doc

trines? \Vho can more justly claim So

cial Re~organization than women! \Vith

the consciousness in themselves of desti

ny thwarted, powers undeveloped, afl'cc

tions hemmed in, energies paralyzed, use

fulness limited, privileges denied, honors

forfeited, influence impaired : and with the

awful facts of female degradation under

our present systems of industry and life

crying out to them from the alleys and

dens ofour cities, from our crowded manu

facmries' and fmm workShupsi ga'relSisome considerable quantity of apples and

and cellars all over the land, can they

hold themselves exempt from the peace

ful war against transmitted evils? \Ve

ask them then, if they feel free to aid us, ~—

to write tracts on the Rights, Duties and

Condition of \Vomen ——to form Societies

of their own, or to take an active part in

our Societies —to circulate our papers—

and to obtain contributions for our funds.

Above all, do we need that W'oman Col

lectively, as a Ruling Power, conjoint

with Man should make her influence felt.

The age seems to be preparing for the era

of Woman's Restoration to her original

co-soverignty; in all philanthropic re

forms women are bearing a noble part.

Let \Vomen, who are Associationists even

take the lead, and set a full example

to their sex, by putting forth all their

energies in the cause of Unitary Re

form.

\

Why lthus painfully dost thou crawl

along this earth, given as the heritage of

all men indiscriminately, and over which

all should proudly walk as rulers?

 
 

 

 

LA GRANGE PHALANX. From this As

sociation, an account of whose condition

we lately published, we have received

a communication from which we extract

the following:

SPRINGFIELD, June 14,1846.

We hope our humble effort here to es

tablish a Phalanx, will in due time be

crowned with success. We last winter

a year ago, obtained an act of Incorpora

tion from the Legislature of our state,

which, by its own terms, came into

effect this month, a year since, and our

] prospects of success since then have been

very cheering, notwithstanding the many

difficulties attendant upon so weak an

attempt to form a nucleus, around which

we expect to see Truth and Happiness

assembled in perpetual union, and that

too at no very distant period.

Our numbers have lately been increased

by some members from the Alphadelphia

Association, whose faith has outlived that

of others in the attempt to establish an

Association at that place.

Agriculture has been our main and al

most only employment since we came to

gether. We have 1045 acres of excellent

grain and meadow land, 492 acres of

which are improved, besides 250 acres of

meadow. We are preparing this fall to sow

300 acres of wheat. Our domain is as yet

destitute of water power except on a very

limited scale. Ourlocation in other respects

is all that could be wished for. We have a

very fine orchard of peach and apple trees,

set out mostly a year ago last spring, and

many of the trees will soun bear, they

having been moved from orchards which

were set out for the use of families on

different points of what we now call “our

domain." We shall have this season

peaches from old trees which have not

been moved. The wheat crop promises

to be very abundant in this part of the

country. Oats and corn are rather back

ward on account of the late dry weather.

We have at present on the ground, HO

acres of wheat, 52 acres of oats, 38 acres

of corn, besides buckwheat, potatoes,

beans, squashes, pumpkins, melons, and

what not. Yours truly,

WILLIAM Aanasoiv, Scc'y.

 

Portion-ion or run GERMAN CITY or

BERLIN. The population of the city of

Berlin is 352,000, 182,000 males, and

170,000 females. Among the latter there

are 10,000 prostitutes, 12,000 criminals,

and 6,000 persons receiving public charity

to the amount of 144,000 rix dollars. It

contains 5,000 weavers, having on an

average, four children each, and being all

paupers, are unable to procure bread for

their families. This makes an aditional

number of 30,000 poor, besides 2,000

pauper children, and 2,000 orphans sup

ported by government. The oflicial sta

[tistics give the following recapitulation:
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— 10,000 prostitutes; 10,000 sick in con

sequence of Vice ; 10,000 female servants;

2,000 natural children (foundlings;) 12,

000 criminals ; 1,000 living in alms

houses; 200 prisoners of the police; 6,

000 receivers of public alms; 20,000

weavers and children ; 2,000 charity chil

dren; 1,500 orphans; 6,000 poor sick in

the hospitals; 4,000 beggars: 2,000 con‘

victs of state prisons and houses of cor

rection. One hundred and six thousand

and seven hundred poor, sick, criminal and

debauched people in the most literary and

educated city of Germanyl—Merchants’

Magazine.

Berlin is by no means an exception; oth

er cities dilier from it only in degree ; here

in America the case is hardly better, and

our commercial metropolis, New York, is

we suppose, not less abundant in misery

and corruption. Pauperism and prostitu

tion are necessary parts of the present

social order, and we defy any man to point

out an effectual way of removing them

except by a complete reform in the con

stitution of society. Let humane hearts

dwell upon this !

U? The “ JEgis ” published at \Vor

cester, Mass. has an article on Associa

tion occasioned by the recent lectures of

Messrs. Cnssxmc, Brussaaa, and DANA

at that place. Fair or even decent criti

cism we are always ready to reply to, but

the tone and manner of the “ [Egis ”

preclude all argument.

[EThe New York Express of July 9,

has an article on “ Fourierism,” which

in all the qualities in general so abun

dantly displayed in its writings on that

subject, somewhat exceeds the less prac

tised “ Algis ;” what these qualities are,

no one who has ever seen the Express,

will need to be informed.

[1? A company in London offers to

insure against loss by failure of harvests.

What next l— ll'oru-slcr Transcript.

Why the next thing is to apply the

principle of Mutual Insurance to the

whole of society, and to convert every

community into an Association for that

purpose. A principle found to be so

beneficial ought to have a more extended

operation. Let “Mutual Guarantees”

be instituted in all the relations of men ;

that is “ what next.”

 
 

DOMESTIC HELP. The following ques

tion has become a great subject for dis

cussion at the present day viz. What is

the cause of so much difficulty in obtain

ing females as nurses, and to do house

work.

Now Ido not think this a “ vexed ques

tion,” neither do I deem it necessary for

a person to be skilled in logic, or philos

ophy, in order to be able to answer this

question. —-It onl needs a small share of

common sense. I think the simple re

lation of an anecdote will throw light

enough upon this subject to clear away

all the mist that hangs over it.

 

A short mne ago I visited your city, some food.and freedom from the fumes of Al

and during my stay Ivisited an aged

man, who for many years did a. largeis

commercial business in the city, but now

has retired to his country seat "in an ad

joining town to spend the remainder of

his days upon the fruits of his past labor.

During my visit he invited me to ride with

him. \Ve called upon a friend of his,

and afterthe usual salutation, the lady of

the house began to tell her troubles. She

was destitute of help. The girls were so

unsteady now-a-days, that she could get

none that would stay more than a fort~

night. The old gentleman listened with

all the gravity of a judge, until she got

through, and then he said, “ I am glad of

it. I hope you will never get one until

you learn how to treat your help." (The

old gentleman never carries butter in his

mouth to grease his words with.)

The lady exclaimed, “ why Mr.—

do you mean to say that I don’t treat my

help well 1 "

“ Yes! " replied the old man.

“ Why not? ” said the lady.

“ Do you let your girls sit at the table

with you i ” asked the old man.

“No indeed! do you suppose I would

have kitchen girls atmy table? ”

“ Do you have them sit down with you

in the parlor! ”

“ No! "

,,Do you treat them as equals or inferi

ors'.l ”

“ As inferiors, of course! ”

“Then ” replied the old man, “ out of

thine own mouth will I condemn thee.

Now," said he, “ if you will listen, I will

tell you my experience. I have no trouble

about female help. I have one woman that

has been with me thirty-three years and an

other eight years. I have employed female

help fifty years, and never had one leave

me except they got married. Now I

will tell you how to manage. I always

treat them as equals. I have them sit at

my table, and in my parlor when their

duties do not call them to the kitchen, or

some other place. They sit with me in

church, they come around the same fam—

ily altar, and Itrust they will spend an

eternity in the same heaven with me. I

treat them with as much respect as I

would you, andl require it of my chil

dren. If they are below me in any par

ticular, I strive to elevate them to me;

and if they are above me Istrive to ele

vate myself to them. Now if you will

pursue this course, I will warrant you

will have no trouble about help.”

He who gives wise counsel, prudent

warning, or useful instruction, at the pro

per time, gives that which is more valua

ble than gold.

  
 

GRAHAM AND TEMPERANCE

HOUSE.

63 BARCLAY STREET, New Yoiur.

New AnnAsonnsn-r. This house is situat

ed on a pleasant and airy street, extending from

Broadway to the Hudson river. At one end of

the street is the landing place of the Albany

Steamboats, at the other the Park Fountain.

The house is but one minute’s walk from either,

and only five from the Eastern Steamboat Land

in .

8l'wo separate Tables are provided, one suited

for the accommodation of the eaters of meat,

and the others carefully prepared for those who

wish to exclude flesh meats from their diet.

Ladies and Gentlemen from the country tar

rying a few or many days, can be accommodat

cd with quietness, plenty, cleanliness, whole

 

cohol and Tobacco.

[ITFREE BATHS. Cold, Douche, and

hower Baths Free, and W'arm Baths ut rt

small expense.

Terms One Dollar per day. Permanent board

ers received upon reasonable terms.

A. L. SMITH.

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

The Directors of the School connected

with the Brook Farm Association have made

arrangements for enlarging the establish

ment, and are now prepared to receive an

additional number of pupils.

The course of study comprises instruction

in the various branches usually taught in the

High Schools and Academies of New Eng

land, with pnrticular attention to the modern

European languages and literature.

Pupils of ditfeient ages and of both sexes

are received; a constant maternal care ex

ercised over the youngest; and the more ad

vanced subject [0 the friendly counsel and

assistance of the teachers, without the re

slrainls of arbitrary discipline. Young men

are titted for College, or for commercial pur

suits, or carried through a course of instruc

tion, in the higher branches usually taught

in the University.

Lessons are given in Music, Dancing,

Drawing, and Painting, without any extra

charge.

The School is under the immediate direc

tion of Mr. and Mrs. Rrrnrzv, Mr. Dwxon-r,

and Mr. DANA, assisted by experienced

teachers in the diflerent departments; and

every pupil of tender age is entrusted to

the particular care of a lady of the establish

ment, who has charge of his wardrobe, per

sonal habits, and physical education.

For young children, who are deprived of

parental care, and for older pupils who wish

to pursue a thorough and exact course of

study, without the usual confinement of a

large seminary, it is believed that this

School affords advantages, that are rarely to

be met with.

TERMS,-— Form DOLLARS a week for

board, washing, fuel, lights, and instruction

in all branches.

Application may be made by mail to _

GEORGE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, H'est Rorbury, .Mtus.

THE HARBINGER
Is published simultaneously at New Yorlt

and Boston, by the Bnoox FARM PHALAN x,

every Saturday morning. Oflice in New

York, BURGESS, S'rauvcsn 81. Co., No. 222

Broadway; and in Boston, Rennnvc 8t Co.,

No. 8 State Street.

Teams. Two Dollars a year, or One Dol~

lar for six months, payable invariably in ad

vance. Ten copies for Fifteen Dollars.

[11? Periodical Agents, Post Masters, As

sociation Clubs, and all persons wishing to'

diffuse the principles defended in this paper,

by iorwarding FIFTEEN DOLLARS, will be

supplied with Tim Comes.

COMMUNICATIONS and nnMi'r'r-Aivcrzs

should be addressed to the publishers in New

York and Boston, or to the “ Editors of the

Harbinger,” Brook Farm, West Roxbury,

Mass.

[1? Single copies for sale at the Harbinger

Offices, No. 222 Broadway, New York, and

No. 8 State Street, Boston, and by booksellers

and periodical agents throughout the U.Stales.

Price, 6 1-4 cents.
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MISCELLANY. ‘

rim COUNTESS or RUDOLSTADT,“

SEQUELTO

CONSUELO.

‘ FROM THE FRENCH 0F GEORGE SAND.

 

Translated for the Harbinger.

lV.

On the morrow, the Porporina, awak

ing quite exhausted from a painful

sleep, found upon her bed two articles

which her maid had just placed there.

First, a flask of rock-crystal with a cap

of gold upon which was engraved an F.

surmounted by a royal crown, and then a

scaled note. The servant, on being in

terrogated, related how the king had

come in person the evening before, to

bring that flask ; and, on learning the cir

cumstances of so respectful and so deli

cately simple a visit, the Porporina was

affected. “ Strange man l ” thought she,

“ How can so much goodness in private

life be reconciled with so much harshness

and despotism in public? ” She fell into

a revery, 'and little by little, forgetting

the king and thinking of herself, she

confusedly retraced the events of the day

before, and again began to weep.

“ What ! mademoiselle,” said her maid

who was a good creature, passably talka

tive, “ are you going to sub again, as you

did yesterday when you fell asleep'.l

That was enough to break one's heart,

and the king who heard you through the

door, shook his head several times like a

man who is alllieted. Yet, mademoiselle,

your lot would make many envious.

The king does not pay court to every

body; it is even said that he does so to

no one, and it is very certain that he is in

love with you.”

“ In love! what do you say, unfortun

ate? ” cried the Porporina, shuddering ;

“ never repeat so improper, so absurd an

observation. The king in love with me,

great God ! ”

 

" Entered according to .\et ofCongrc-ss, in the

year 1846, by FRANCIS G. SnAan the ('lcrk‘s

office of the District Court of Massachusetts.

 

“ Well! mademoiscllc, suppose it were

so H .

“ Heaven preserve me from it P But it

is not and never will be so. \Vhat is

this roll, Catherine? ” '

“A domestic brought it early this

morning.”

“ \Vhose domestic '! ”

“ A valet do place, who at first would

not tell me from whom he came, but con—

fessed at last that he was employed by

the people of a certain count chSaint

Germain, who arrived here only ester

day.” ,

“ And why did you question the man? ”

“ In order to know, mademoisolle.”

“ That is frank ! Leave me.”

As soon as the Porporina was alone,

she opened the roll, and found a parch

ment covered with strange and nude

cipherable characters. She had heard a

good deal said of the count dc Saint~

Germain, but she did not know him.

She turned the manuscript on every side;

and unable to understand anything of it,

not conceiving why that personage, with

whom she had never had any acquaint

ance, should send her an enigma to un

rave], she concluded, with many others,

that he was crazy; still, on further ex

amining the missivc, she read upon a

detached leaf:

“ The princess Amelia of Prussia is

much interested in the science of divina

tion, and in horoscopes. Give her this

parchment, and you will secure her pro

tection and good will.”

These lines were not signed. The

hand-writing was unknown to her, and

the roll had no address. She was aston

ished that the count do Saint-Germain, in

order to reach the princess Amelia, should

have recourse to her, who had never ap

proached her; and thinking that the ser

vant had made a mistake in bringing her

the package, she prepared to roll it up,

and send it back. But on taking up the

coarse white paper which enveloped the

whole, she remarked that the inside was

printed music. A remembrance was

 

corner of the sheet for a certain signa

ture, to recognize it as having been

strongly made in pencil by herself eigh

teen months before, to ascertain that the

sheet of music belonged to the whole

piece whiqh she had given as a mark of

gratitude ail.-~tl'iis was the work of an

instant ; tand the emotion she experienced

on receiving this memorial of an absent

and unhappy friend made her forget her

own sorrows. Then she inquired what

she was to do with the scrawl, and with

what intention she had been desired to

transmit it to the princess of Prussia.

Was it, in fact, to assure her the favor

and protection of that lady? The Por

porina felt neither desire not need of this.

Was it to establish between the princess

and the prisoner a correspondence useful

for the safety or the solace of the latter?

The young girl hesitated; she recalled

the proverb: “ When in doubt, refrain.”

But she remembered that there are good

and bad proverbs; some for the use of a

prudent selfishness, others for that of a

courageous devotedness. She rose, say

ing :

“ Vl'lwn in doubt, acl, if you compro

mise only yourself, and can be useful to

your friend, to your fellow-man."

She had hardly finished her toilet,

which she did rather slowly, for she was

much weakened and broken by the crisis

of the evening before, and while tying

her beautiful black hair, she thought of

the means by which she could most quick

ly and safely send the parchment to the

princess, when a great liveried lacqu'ey

came to enquire if she were alone, and if

she could receive a lady who did not give

her name, and who desired to speak with

her. The young artist had often cursed

the subjection in which artists of that

age lived with respect to the great; she

was tempted, in order to send off the in

trusive lady, to give for answer that the

gentlemen singers of the theatre were

with her; but she thought that if this

would be u method of frightening away the

prndcry of ccrlain ladies, it was the most

awakened within her. To seek in theisure one of attracting certain others.
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She therefore resigned herself to receive

the visit, and madam de Kleist was soon

before her.

The great lady, accustomed to society,

had determined to be charming with the

cantatrice, and to make her forget all the

distances of rank; but she was rather

constrained, because, on the one hand,

she had been told that this young girl

was very proud, and on the other, being

very'curious on her own account, madam

de Kleist could have wished to make her

talk and thus topenetrate to the bottom of

her thoughts. Although handsome and

inoffensive, that beautiful lady had there

fore at this moment, something false and

forced in her whole countenance, which

did not escape the Porporina. Curiosity

is so closely allied to perfidy, that it can

make the finest face look ugly.

rI‘he Porporina knew madam do Kleist's

face very well, and her first impulse, on

seeing before her the person who showed

herself every evening in the princess

Amelia’s box, was to request of her,

under pretence of necromancy, of which

she knew her to be very fond, an inter

view with her mistress. But not daring

to confide in a person who had the repu

tation of being somewhat extravagant

and rather intriguing to boot, she resolved

to let her make the advance, and on her

side, began to examine her with that

tranquil penetration of the defensive, so

superior to the attacks of uneasy curi

osity. .

At last, the ice being broken, and the

lady having presented the musical re

quest of the princess, the cantatrice, con

cealing the satisfaction she felt at this

fortunate concurrence of circumstances,

ran to seek for several unpublished pieces.

Then, feeling suddenly inspired: “ Ah!

madam,” cried she, “I will lay all my

little treasures with joy at the feet of her

highness, and I should be very happy if

she would do me the favor to receive

them from myself, in person.”

“ Really, my beautiful child!” said

madam dc Kleist, “do you desire to

speak with her royal highness? ”

“ Yes, madam,” replied the Porporina;

“ I would throw myself at her feet and

ask of her a favor which I am certain she

would not refuse me ; for they tell me she

is a great musician, and she must protect

artists. They say moreover that she is

as good as she is handsome. I therefore

hope that, if she would deign to hear me,

she would aid me in obtaining the recall

of my master, who, having been invited

to Berlin, with the consent of the king,

was driven away, and as it were, ban

ished, on crossing the frontier, under pre

text of some informality in his passport,

without my being afterwards able, spite

of the assurances and promises of his

majesty, to obtain the conclusion of this

 
interminable affair. I dare no longerl

trouble the king with a request which’

interests him only partially, and which

he has already forgotten, I am sure; but

if the princess would deign to say a

word to the officers whose business it is

to arrange those matters,I should have

the happiness of being again united to

my adopted father, my only protector in

this world.”

“ I am greatly astonished at what you

say! ” cried madam de Kleist. “ What!

the beautiful Porporina, whom I thought

l.‘ .

all-powerful over the mind of the mon

arch, is obliged to have recourse to the

protection of another, in order to obtain a

thing which appears so simple! Permit

me, in that case, to believe that his majes

ty fears, in your adopted father, as you

call him, too severe a guardian, or a

counsellor who would have too much in

fluence against himself."

“I try in vain, madam, to understand

what you do me the honor to say to me,”

replied the Porporina, with a gravity

which disconcerted madam de Kleist.:

“ I have been apparently deceived then

by the extreme benevolence and the

boundless admiration which the king pro

fesses for the greatest cantatrice in the

world.”

“It is not becoming to the dignity of

madam de Kleist,” returned the Porpo

rina, “to laugh at a poor, iuofl'ensive,

and unpretending artist.”

“ Laugh at you! who could think of

laughing at an angel like you? You are

ignorant of your merit, mademoiselle,

and your candor fills me with surprise

and admiration. Now I am sure you

will make a conquest of the princess:

she is a person of impulse. It is only

necessary for her to see you closely, in

order to be passionately fond of your per

son, as she already passionately admires

your talent.”

“I have been told, on the contrary,

madam, that her royal highness has

always been very severe towards me,

that my poor face had the misfortune to

displease her, and that she loudly disap

proved my style of singing.”

“ \Vho can have told you such lies? ”

“It is the king who lied, in that

case'.l ” replied the young girl, with a

little malice.

“ It was a snare, a trial of your mod

esty and gentleness,“ returned madam de

Kleist; “ but as I mean to prove to you

thatI, a‘simple mortal, have not the right

to lie, like a very \vaggish king, I wish

to carry you this very moment in my

carriage, and present you with your mu

sic to the princess.”

“And you think, madam, that she will

receive me well? ”
‘V‘ Are you willing to trust to me? ”

 

“ And yet if you should be deceived,

madam, upon whom would the humilia

tion fall I ”

“ Upon myself alone; I will authorize

you to say every where that l boast of

the friendship of the princess, and that

she has neither esteem nor consideration

for me.”

“ I follow you, madam,” said the Por

porina, ringing for her muff and cloak.

“ My toilet is very simple, but you take

e unexpectedly.”

“ You are charrrting thus, and you will

fin ur dear princess in an even more

simp e negligé. Come! ”

The Porporina put the mysterious roll

into her pocket, loaded madam de Kleist’s

carriage with music, and followed her

resolutely, saying: “ For a man who

has exposed his life for me,l can well

expose myself to dance attendance for

nothing in the antechamber of a little

princess."

Introduced into a boudoir, she remained

there five minutes, during which the ab

hess and her confidant exchanged these

few words in the next chamber:

“Madam, I bring her to you; she is

there."

“ Already? O admirable cmbassadress!

How must I receive her! what sort of

a person is she? ”

“ Reserved, prudent or foolish, a pro

found dissembler, or wonderfully stupid.”

“ O! we will see!” cried the prin

cess, whose eyes sparkled with the fire

of a mind accustomed to penetration and

mistrust. “ Let her enter! "

During this short detention in the ban

doir, the Porporina remarked with sur

prise the strangest furniture that had ever

decorated the dressing room of a princess:

spheres, compasses, astrolabes, astrologi

cal charts, bottles filled with nameless

mixtures, skulls, in fine all the apparatus

of sorcery. “My friend was not de

ceived,” thought she, “ and the public is

well informed respecting the secrets of

the king's sister. It seems to me that

she does not even make a mystery of

them, since I am allowed to see these

strange objects. \Vell! let me take cour

age.”

The abbcss of Quedlimberg was then

about twenty-eight or thirty years old.

She had been beautiful as an angel ; she

was still so in the evening by candle-light

and at a distance; but on seeing her

closely, in broad day, Consuelo was

astonished to find her wan and spotted.

Her blue eyes, which had been the most

beautiful in the world, now edged with

red, like those of a person who has just

been weeping, had a diseased brightness,

and a. deep transparency which did not

inspire confidence. She had been adored

by her family and the whole court; and

foralong while, she had been the most

atlable, the most cheerful, the most be»
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nevolcnt and most gracious king‘s-daugh

ter, whose portrait has ever been depict

ed in the romances of the great person

ages of old patrician literature. But, for

some years, her character had changed,

as had her beauty. She had attacks of

ill humor and even of violence, which

made her resemble Frederick in his worst

points. Without endeavoring to model

herself by him, and even while criticising

him a great deal in secret, she was, as it

were, invinciny drawn to assume all the

faults that she blamed in him, mil to be

come an imperious and absolute mistress,

a sceptical and bitter wit, a narrow and

disdainnt reasoner. And yet, under

these frightful contradictions, which en

croached every day more fatally, could be

seen a native goodness, an upright inten

tion, a courageous soul, a passionate

heart. What then was passing in the

mind of that unhappy princess? A terri

ble sorrow devoured her, which she was

obliged to stifle in her bosom, and which

she bore stoically and with a cheerful air,

before a curious, malevolent or insensible

world. Thus, by means of dissembling

and constraint, she had succeeded in de

veloping within herself two very distinct

beings: one which she dared reveal to

hardly any body; the other, which she

displayed with a kind of hatred and des

pair. It was remarked that she became

more quick and brilliant in conversation ;

but this uneasy and forced gaicty was

painful to witness, and no one could ex

plain its freezing And almost frightful ef

fect. By turns sensitive almost to child

ishness, and harsh even to cruelty, she

astonished others, and was astonished

herself. Torrents of tears extinguished

the fires of her anger, and then suddenly,

a savage irony, an imperious disdain, tore

her from those salutary emotions which

she was not permitted to encourage or to

exhibit.

The first remark which the Porporina

made on conversing with her, was that of

this species of duality in her being. The

princess had two aspects, two faces: one

caressing, the other menacing; two

voices: one sweet and harmonious,

which seemed to have been given her by

Heaven that she might sing like an angel;

the other, rough and harsh, which seemed

to issue from a burning bosom, animated

by a diabolical breath. Our heroine,

struck with surprise before so strange a

being, divided between fear and sympa

thy, asked herself if she was about to be

attacked and overpowered by a good or

by an evil genius.

On her side, the princess found the

Porporina much more formidable than she

had imagined. She had hoped that,

without her theatrical costumes and that

rouge which renders women extreme

ly ugly, whatever may be said about it,

 

she would justify what madam de Kleist

had said to her to reassure her, that she

was rather ugly than handsome. But

that clear brown complexion, so even and

so pure, those black eyes, so powerful

and so gentle, that mouth so frank, that

form so supple, with such natural and

simple motions, all that exterior of an

honest person, good, and filled with calm

ness, or at least with that internal

strength which is given by uprightness

and true wisdom, imposed upon the

unquiet Amelia a sort of respect and

even of shame, as if she had a presenti

mcnt of a soul impregnable in its loyal

ty.

The efforts she made to conceal her

feelings of uneasiness were remarked by

the young girl, who was astonished, as

may well be believed, at seeing so high a

princess intimidated before her. She be

gan therefore, in order to give animation

to a conversatiou which failed of itself

every moment, to open one of her scores,

into which she had slipped the cabalistic

letter; and she so arranged it that this

coarse paper and those large characters

struck the eyes of the princess. As soon

as the effect was produced, she pretended

to wish to conceal the leaf, as if she were

surprised to find it there; but the ahbess

hurriedly seized hold of it, crying out.

“ What is that, madcnioisellel in the

name of Heaven, where did you get it! ”

“IfI must confess it to your high

ness,” replied the Porporina with a sig

nificant. air, “ it is an astrological Opera

tion which I proposed to present to you,

whenever you should be pleased to ques

tion me upon a subject respecting which I

am not entirely ignorant.”

The princess fixed her burning eyes

upon the cantatrice, glanced again at the

magic characters, ran to the embrasnre of

a. window, and having examined the

parchment for an instant, uttered a loud

cry, and fell as if suffocated in the arms

of madam de Kleist, who had rushed to

wards her on seeing her totter.

“ Go, mademoiselle," said the favorite

hurriedly to the l’orporina; “pass into

the cabinet, and say nothing; do not call

any one, not any one, do you under

stand} "

“ No, no, let her not go—" said the

princess in a smothered voice, “let her

come here—here, close to me. Ah!

my child,” cried she, as soon as the

young girl was at. her side, “ what a ser

vice you have rendered me ! ”

And seizing the Porporina in her thin

and white arms, animated by a convulsive

strength, the princess pressed her to her

heart, and covered her cheeks with sharp

and abrupt kisses by which the poor child

felt her face bruised and her soul terri

fled.

“ Certainly, this country makes people

 

crazy,” thought she; “ l have several

times believed I was becoming so, and

see that the greatest personages are even

more so than I am. There must be mad

ness in the air.”

The princess at last unwound her arms

from Consuelo‘s neck, to throw them

around that of madam de Kleist, crying

out and weeping, and repeating in her

strangest voice.

“ Saved ! saved ! he is saved! my

friends, my good friends! Trenck has

escaped from the fortress of Glatz; he is

saved, he flies, he still flies ! — ”

And the poor princess fell into a spasm

of convulsive laughter, interrupted by

sobs, which it was painful to see and to

bear.

“ Ah ! madam, for the love of Heaven,

restrain your joy ! ” said madam dc

Kleist, “ take care that no one hears

you 3 ”

And taking up the pretended eabalistic

writing, which was no other than a letter

in cyphers from the baron de Trenck, she

assisted the princess to continue the read

ing, which the latter interrupted a thou~

sand times, by bursts of feverish and al

most eraacd delight.

V.

“To gain over, thanks to the means

furnished me by my iiicomparable friend,

the lower officers of the garrison, to ar

range with another prisoner as desirous of

liberty as myself, to give a great blow of

my fist to one sentinel, a great blow of

my foot to another, a great blow of my

sword to a third, to make a prodigious

leap to the bottom of the rampart, precip

itating before me my friend, who could

not decide quickly enough, and who dislo

cated his foot in falling, to take him up,

place him upon my shoulders, to run thus

for a quarter of an hour, to cross the

Neiss with the water up to my waist, in

a fog which would not permit me to see

the tip of my nose, to run again on the

other bank, to walk the whole night, a

horrible night !- to get lost, to wander

in the snow around a mountain without

knowing where I was, and to hear four

in the morning strike from the clock of

Glatz! that is, to have lost my time and

my trouble in order to find myself under

the walls of the city at break of day—

to recover my courage, enter the hat

of a peasant and with my pistol at his

head, to take from him two horses, to fly

at full speed and at every hazard ; to ob

tain my liberty through a thousand arti

fices. a thousand terrors, a thousand suf

ferings, a thOusand dangers; and to find

myself at. last without money, without

clothes, almost without bread, in this

severe season in a foreign country; but

to feel myself free after having been con

demned to a horrible, an eternal captivity;
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to think upon an adorablefriend, to say

that this news wbuld fill her with joy,

to make a thousand rash and delight

ful projects for again approaching her,

this is being more happy than Frederick

of Prussia, this is being the most happy

of men, this is being the elect of Provi

dence.”

Such was, in sum, the letter of the

young Frederick de Trenck to the prin

cess Amelia; and the facility with which

madam de Kleist read it to her, proved

to the Porporino, surprised and affected,

that this correspondence in ciphers was

very familiar to them : there was a post

scriplum in these words:

“ The person who will remit this letter

to you is as trusty as the others were

unfaithful. You can at last confide in

her without reserve and. transmit to her

all your (lespatclies for me. The count

dc Saint-Germain will furnish her with

means to make tlrem reach me ; but it is

necessary that the said count, whom I

do not wish to trust in every respect,

should never hear your name mentioned,

and should believe me in love with the

signora Porporina, although it is not so,

and I have never felt other than a pure

and peaceful friendship for her. Let no

cloud obscure then the beautiful brow of

the divinin whom Iadore. It is for her

alone that I breathe, and I would rather

die than deceive her.”

While madam de Kleist deciphered

this postscript in a loud voice, emphasiz

ing each word, the princess Amelia at

tentively examined the features of the

Porporina, to endeavor to discover there

an expression of sorrow, of humiliation,

or of vexation. The angelic serenity of

that worthy being entirely reassured her,

and she again began to cover her with

caresses, crying out :

“And I suspected you, poor child!

You know not how jealous I have been

of you, how much I have hated and

cursed you! I tried to find you ugly and

a bad actress, exactly because I feared to

find you too handsome and too good.

That was because my brother, fearing

lest I should form an acquaintance with

you, even while he pretended to wish to

bring you to my concerts, had taken

pains to make me believe that you had

been Trenck's mistress, his idol, at Vien

na. He knew very well that was the

means of keeping me always estranged

from you. And I believed him, while

you devote yourself to the greatest dan

gers in order to bring me this welcome

news! Then you do not love the king!

Ah! you are right, he is the most per—

verse and the most cruel of men."

“0! madam, madam!” said madam

dc chist, frightened by the want of re

servc and the delirious volnbility with‘

which the princess talked before the;

o

 

Porporina, “ to what dangers you would

expose yourself at this moment, if made

moisclle were not an angel of courage

and devotedness ! "

“It is true I am in such a state! —I

verily believe I have lost my wits. Shut

the doors tight, de Kleist, and first see if

there is any one in the antechambcrs

who could have heard me. As to her,”

added the princess, pointing at the Por

porina, “ look at her' and tell me if it is

possible for any one to doubt a face like

her’s. No, no! I am not so imprudent

as I seem, dear Porporina, do not believe

that I speak to you with open heart

from hecdlossness, nor that I shall repent

it when I become calm. I have an infal

lible instinct, you must know, my child.

I have an insight which has never de

ceived me. It is in the family, and my

brother the king, who prides himself

upon it, is not my equal in that respect.

No, you will not betray me, I see it, I

know itl—you would not betray a we

man who is consumed by an unhappy

love, and who has undergone sufferings

of which no one has an idea! ”

“ O! madam, never! " said the Por

porina, kneeling beside her, as if to take

God to witness of her oath, “neither

you, nor M. de Trenck who saved my

life, nor any one else in the world, more

over ! ”

“ He saved your life! Ah! I am cer

tain he has saved many others! he is so

brave, so good, so handsome! He is

very handsome, is he not! But you can

not havc looked at him much ; otherwise

you would have fallen in love with him,

and you did not, is it not true! You

shall tell me how you knew him, and

how he saved your life; but not now. I

could not listen to you. I must talk, my

heart overflows. It is so long that it has

been dry in my breast. I must talk, still

talk; let me alone, de Kleist. I must

breathe out my joy or I shall burst.

Only close the doors, watch, guard me,

take care of me. Have pity upon me,

my poor friends, for Iarnvery happy.”

And the princess burst into tears.

“ You must know," resumed she after

some moments, and in a voice interrupted

by sobs, but with an agitation which

nothing could calm, “that be pleased me

the first day I saw him. He was eigh

teen, as beautiful as an angel, and so

learned, so frank, so brave! They wish

ed to marry me to the king of Sweden.

0 yes! and my sister Ulrica wept tears

of vcxation that I should become a queen

and she remain unmarried! ‘ My good

sister,’ said I, ‘ there is a way by which

we can both be satisfied. The nobles

who govern Sweden, want a catholic

quovn; Iwill not abjure. They want a

good little queen, very indolent, very

quiet, without any inclination for political

 

action; if I were queen, I should wish to

reign. I will pronounce myself clearly

on these points before the ambassadors,

and you will see that to-morrow they will

write to their prince that you are much

better fitted for Sweden than I am.’ I

did as Isaid, and my sister is queen of

Sweden. And I have played a part ever

since that day, all the days of my life.

Ah! Porporina, you think that you are

an actress! No, you do not know what

it is to be acting all one's life, morning,

noon, evening, and often night. For

every one who lives about us, is busied

only with spying, guessing and betraying

us. I was obliged to pretend a great

deal of sorrowand vexation, when by

my own act, my sister robbed me of the

crown of Sweden. I was obliged to

pretend to detest Trenck, to consider him

ridiculous, to laugh at him, and whatnot!

And that at the very time when I adored

him, when I was his mistress, when I

was suffocating with transport and happi

ness as I am to day! —Ah! more than

to-day, alas! But Trenck had not my

strength and my prudence. He was not

born a prince, and he did not know how

to deceive and lie, like me. The king

discovered all, and according to the cus

tom of kings, he lied, he pretended to

see nothing, but he persecuted Trenck,

and that handsome page, his favorite, be

came the object of his hatred and his

fury. Ho overwhelmed him with humil

iations and severities. He placed him un

der arrest seven days in eight. But the

eighth, Trenck was in my arms; for

nothing frightens him, nothing repels

him. How could I help adoring so much

courage! W'ell! the king thought of

entrusting him with a mission to a foreign

court. And when he had fulfilled it with

as much abilin as promptncss, my broth

er was so infamons as to accuse him of

having betrayed the plans of our for

tresses and the secrets of the, war, to his

cousin Trenck the pandour, who is in the

service of Maria Theresa. That was a

means, not only of separating him from

me, by an eternal captivity, but of dis

honoring him, of making him perish with

vexation, despair and rage in the horrors

of a dungeon. See if I can esteem and

bless my brother ! My brother is a great

man, they say. I tell you he is :1 mon

ster. Ah! take care that you do not

love him, young girl; for he will break

you like a branch! But you must pre

tend to do so, do you see! always pre-l

tend! In the atmosphere in which we

live, we must breathe in secret. I pretend

to adore my brother. I am his well

beloved sister, as all know or think they

know—He is full of attentions towards

me. He himself gathers cherries from

the cspaliers at San Souci, and deprives

himself of them, he who loves nothing
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else upon the earth, in order to send

them to me; and before he gives the

basket to the page who brings them, he

counts them that he may be certain the

page does not eat any on the way. What

a delicate attention! what simplicity

worthy of Henry IV. or king René!

But he makes my lover perish in a dun

geon under ground, and tries to dishonor

him in my eyes, in order to punish me for

having loved him! What a. great heart

and what a. good brother! How we

do love each other! — ” 4

Even while speaking, the princess be

came pale, her voice weakened by de

grees, and became extinct; her eyes

appeared fixed and as if starting from

their sockets; she remained motionless,

mute and livid. She had lost all con

sciousness. The Porporina, terrified, as

sisted madam de Kleist to unlace her and

carry her to her bed, where she recovered

a little, and continued to murmur unintel

ligible words.

“ The attack will soon pass away,

thank Heaven!” said madam de Kleist

to the cantatrice; “when she has recov~

ered power over her will, 1 will call her

women. As to yourself, my dear child,

it is absolutely necessary that you should

go into the music-room, and sing to the

walls, or rather to the ears of the ante

chamber. For the king will infallibly

know that you have come here, and it

must not appear that you have had any

other business with the princess than

music. The princess will be ill, that

will serve to conceal her joy. She must

not appear to have any idea of Trenck’s

escape, nor must you either. The king

knows it at this moment, that is certain.

He will be angry, he will have horrible

suspicion, and about every body. Take

care of yourself. You are lost as well

as I, if he discovers that you have given

that letter to tile princess; and women

are sent tothe fortress as well as men in

this country. They are forgotten there

intentionally, as well as men. You are

warned; adieu, sing, and depart without

noise as without mystery. We must be

at least a week without seeing you, in

order to avoid suspicion. Depend upon

the gratitude of the princess. She is

magnificent, and knows how to recom

pense devotedness.”

“Alas! madam,” said the Porporina

sadly, “then you consider threats and

promises necessary with me? I pity you

for having such an idea ! ”

Overcome with fatigue after the vio

lent emotions she had shared, and still

sufl'ering from her own emotion of the

evening before, the Porporina, neverthe

less, seated herself at the harpsichord,

and was beginning to sing, when a door

opened behind her so softly, that she did

not perceive it; and suddenly she saw in

 

the mirror, against which the the instru

ment was placed, the figure of the king

depicted beside her. She shuddcrcd,

and wished to rise ; but the king, placing

the tips of his dry fingers upon her shoul

der, compelled her to remain seated, and

to continue. She obeyed with much rc

pugnanco and discomfort. Never had

she felt less inclined to sing, and never

had Frederick‘s presence seemed to her

more freezing and more adverse to musi

cal inspiration.

“ That was sung with perfection,”

said the king, as she had finished her

piece, during which she had remarked

with terror that he went on tiptoe to

listen behind the half opened door of his

sister‘s bed-chamber. “ But I remark

with sorrow,” added he, “that your

beautiful voice is somewhat impaired this

morning. You ought to have reposed

yourself, instead of yielding to the strange

caprice of the princess Amelia, who

makes you come in order not to listen to

you.”

“ Her royal highness found herself

suddenly indisposod,” replied the young

girl, terrified at the king‘s dark and

moody looks, “ and I was ordered to con

tinue to sing in order to divert her."

“ I assure you it is labor lost, and that

she does not listen to you at all," replied

the king drily. “ She is chatting within

there with madam de chist, as if nothing

was the matter; and since it is so, we

can chat together here, without caring

for them. Her illness does not appear

very serious. I believe your sex passes

very quickly from one extreme to the other,

in such matters. People thought you

dead last evening; who would have im

agined that you would have come this

morning to amuse and divert my sister?

Will you have the goodness to tell me

by what chance you presented yourself

here so abruptly? ”

The Porporina, confused by this ques

tion, asked Heaven to inspire her.

“ Sire," replied she, striving to recov

er assurance, —“ I do not know very well

myself, I was asked this morning for the

score which you see, I thought it was my

duty to bring it myself. I expected to

leave my books in the antechamber and to

return immediately. Madam dc Kleist

saw me. She named me to herhighness,

who apparently had a curiosity to see me

closely: I was compelled to enter. Her

highness deigned to question me respect

ing the style of several pieces of music;

then, feeling ill, she ordered me to let her

hear this one while she laid down upon

her bed. And now, 1 think I may be

permitted to go to the rehearsal—”

“ It is not time yet,” said the king;

“Ido not know why you are in such a

hurry to get away when I wish to talk

with you.”

 
“ Because, I fear to be always out of

place with your majesty)”

“ You want common sense, my dear.”

“ So much the more reason, sire."

“ You will remain,” returned be, com

pelling her to seat herself again in front

of the piano, and placing himself erea

before her ; and he added, examining her

with a half fatherly, half inquisitorial air ;

“ Is what you have just been telling me

true i ”

The Porporina overcame the horror she

had of falsehood; she had often said to

herself that she would be sincere with

this terrible man, so far as regarded her

self, but that she would know how to lie

whenever the safety of his victims was at

stake. She now found herself unexpect

edly at the critical moment when the

good-will of the master might be changed

into fury. She would willingly have

made the sacrifice rather than descend to

dissimulation ; but the fate of Trenck

and of the princess depended upon her

ability and presence of mind. She called

the art of the actress to her assistance,

and bore with a smile the malicious eagle

glance of the king; it was rather that of

a vulture at the moment.

“ Well,” said the king, “‘ why don’t

you answer'.l ”

“ Why does your majesty wish ‘to

frighten me by pretending to doubt what

I have just said! ”

“ You have not by any means a fright

encd look, on the contrary, I think you

have a very bold air this morning.”

“ Sire, we fear only those we hate,

why do you wish me to fear you? ”

Frederick bristled up his crocodile

armor, in order not to be moved by this

reply, the most coqnettish he had yet ob

tained from the Porporina. He immedi

ately changed the conversation, according

to his custom, which is a great art, more

difficult than people think.

“ Why did you faint away on the stage,

last evening? ”

“ Sire, that cannot be of the least im

portance to your majesty, and it is my se

cret.”

“ What did you eat at breakfast to

make you so free in your language with

me this morning.”

“ I smelt of a certain flask which filled

ms with confidence in the justice and

goodness of him who had brought it to

me“?! '

“ Ah l you took that for a declaration,

did you? ” said Frederick in a freezing

tone and with a cynical sneer.

“ No! thank God I ” replied the

young girl with a feeling of very sincere

terror.

“ \Vhy do you say Ilmnk God? "

“Because I know that your majesty

makes only declarations of war, even to

women.” '
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“ You are neither the czarina nor Ma

ria Theresa: what war can I have with

you i "

“ That which the lion may have with

the gnat.”

“And what whim have you now, to

quote such a fable? The gnat killed the

lion by teazing him.”

“ It was doubtless a. poor lion, fractions

and consequently weak. I could there

fore have no thought of that apologue.”

“ But the gnat was sharp and biting.

Perhaps the apologue fits you ! "

“Does your majesty think so? ”

“ Yes.”

“ Sire, that is a falsehood!”

Frederick seized the young girl‘s hand

and almost crushed it in his convulsive

grasp. There was both love and anger

in that strange action. The Porporina

did not change countenance, and the king

added, looking at her red and swollen

hand :

“ You are brave.”

“ No, sire, but I do not pretend to want

courage as do all those who surround

you."

“ What do you mean i ”

“That people often pretend death in

order not to be killed. In your place, I

should not like to be thought so terrible.”

“ With whom are you in love!” said

the king, again changing the subject of

of conversation.

" With no one, sire.”

“ In that case why do you have nervous

attacks! ”

“ That is of no consoqence to the fate

of Prussia, and consequently the king

cannot care to know.”

“ Do you think then that it is the king

who is talking with you? "

“ I cannot forget it.”

“ Still you must determine upon doing

so. The king will never talk with you,

it was not the king's life you saved,

mademoiselle.”

“ But I did not find captain Kreutz

here.”

“ Is that a reproach'.l It would be un

just. The king did not go yesterday to

enquire about your health, captain Kreutz

did.”

“ The distinction is too subtle for me,

sir captain.”

“ \Vell, try to learn it. Here, when 1

put my hat upon my head, thus, a little to

the left, I will be the captain, and when I

put it on the right, thus, 1 will be the

king; and according asI am, you shall

be Consuelo, or mademoiselle Porporina.”

“ I understand, sire. Well, that will be

impossible for me. Your majesty is free

to be two, to be three, to be a hundred;

I can be but one."

" That is not true! you would not

speak to me on the stage, before your

comrades, as you do here."

 
“ Sire, do not be too sure of that! ”

“ Ah! you have the devil in you to

day l ”

“ Your majestyls hat is neither to the

right. or the left, and I do not know to

whom I am speaking.”

The king overcome by the attraction he

felt towards the l’orporina, especially at

this moment, raised his hand to his hat

with an air of cheerful good~nature, and

placed it over his left ear with so much

exaggeration, that his terrible face became

comical. Ile wished to be a. simple mor

tal, and a king in vacation as much as pos

sible ; but suddenly, remembering that he

had come there, not to seek distraction

from his cares, but to discover the secrets

of the abbess of Quedlimbcrg. he took his

hat entirely oil' with a quick and vexed

motion; the smile died upon his lips, his

brow again became cloudy, and he rose,

saying to the young girl: “ Remain

hero, I will come for you ; " and he pass

ed into the chamber of the princess, who

waited for him with trembling. Madam

de Kleist, having seen him talking with

the Porporina, had not dared to stir from

the bedside of her mistress. She had

made vain attempts to hear their conver

sation; and, unable to catch a single

word, in consequence of the great size of

the apartments, she Was more dead than

alive.

On her side, the Porporina shuddercd

at the thought of what was about to take

place. Usually grave and respectfully

sincere with the king, she had done vio

lence to her feelings in order to distract

him, by her somewhat affectcdly frank

coquetries from the dangerous interroga

tory he began to subject her to. She had

hoped to deter him entirely from tor

menting his unhappy sister. But Fred

erick was not a man to be turned from

his purpose, and the attempts of the poor

girl failed before the obstinacy of the des

pot. She recommended the princess

Amelia to God; for she well understood

that the king compelled her to remain

there in order to compare her explana

tions with those which were prepared in

the next chamber. ' She could no longer

doubt it on seeing the care with which he

closed the door behind him as he entered.

She remained therefore a quarter of an

hour in a state of painful expectation,

agitated by a little fever, terrified by the

intrigue in which she saw herself in

volved, discontented with the partshe had

forced herself to play, retracing with af

fright those insinuations which began to

reach her from all sides as to the possi

bility of the king’s love for her, and the

kind of agitation which the king himself

had betrayed in that respect by his strange

conduct.

When the law kills, it inflicts not a

chastiscment, it commits a. murder.

 
For the Harbinger.

TllE CA'l‘llOLlCS AND ASSOCIATIONISTS.

We present below a translation of the

larger part of the answer of the Dane

cralie Pucifique to the Lyons Gazette.

It contains an excellent statement of the

accordance of the fundamental principles

of Christianity with the Associative theo

ry. That theory, if it fulfils its promise,

can best interpret every institution that

has preceded it, and its advocates must

regard with respect and sympathy the

Catholic church, as the most successful

attempt in the history of the world to

bring the race into unity, however mis

taken they may deem its measures. we

are happy to see that our associative

friends and co-workcrs in France ac

knowledge, though perhaps in too faint a

tone, the necessity of the combined action

of the principles of renunciation and sac

rifice in the present transitional state of

the world. Yet we would venture to ex

press in stronger accents our belief that

the full harmony of the Combined Order

can be established only by a renunciation

more entire than ever was dreamed of by

the most rigid anchorite. The renuncia

tion of the Associationist does not consist

in retirement, solitude, prayer and fasting,

or any thought of penance or individual

saintship and salvation attained thereby;

but requires a life, spent without one

thought of self, in close and constant

relations with his brethren of the human

race in their present degraded and imper

fect state, himself a degraded and imper

fect being; and his own privations must

be steadfastly-endured, for the sake of

those very sufferers, that through his

stripes they may be healed, cheered only

now and then by the presence of some

rare angelic spirit.

Doubtless if the rich Would share their

wealth with the believers in the science

of Universal Unity, this period of sufl'er—

ing might be spared the pioneers of the

cause. But the example of the ancho

rite and cenobite failed to attain its object

in the early days of the church, and the

work is yet to be done. It will be ac

complished only by those who have

drunk more deeply of the self—denying

spirit of their master than any of the

saints of old; so deeply that they do not

even know it to be renunciation that they

practice, but bear their cross lightly and

cheerfully, and feel not the piercing of

the crown of thorns. So celestial an

abode as the New Jerusalem of Fourier,

cannot be reached, we firmly believe, but

through tears, and toil. Let others paint

the glories of the golden age to come,

which we believe in as firmly as they.

We thank them for its bright vision. It

cheers us on our way—as we see it ris

ing some centuries‘ length before us;

but let them not delude themselves or us
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or their fellow men by the hope that we l plains the manner in which identical prin

rnay dwell in it. Its glories are only for

the redeemed; so then we must say to

our brethren, “ come and toil and be poor

with us, and when the last man of this

generation shall in this way have pur

chased his redemption, the corner stone

of the first phalanstery may be laid."

The Lyons Gazette, a journal de

voted to Catholicism, is in the highest

degree scandalized at an article published

by us under this title, “Jesus Christ

and Fourier.’

occasion from this article to charge us

with sacrilege and blasphemy, and to

attack the theory of Association with a

violence that might lead us to say with

the author of Lutrin: “ Does so much

venom enter into the soul of the devout?"

Of what impropriety have we been guil

tyl Have we denied the grandeur and the

divinity of the evangelical precepts! Have

we placed Fourier above or even on a

level with Jesus Christ! Not at all.

We have said that Fourier‘s greatness

consisted in having, better than any other

man, understond the gospel. These are

our words— Fourier is the greatest of the

’ The pious journal taltcs'

 

l

ciplcs have produced different consequen

ccs.

God has not created man for unhap

piness, even on this earth, where we find

so many scattered elements of a magnifi

cent harmony. If God is good, if he is

our father, as we all believe, he wills

that the greatest possible amount of hap

piness should be realized incessantly in

creation. Such, in fact, is the common

principle that unites Christianity and Fou

rier; to diminish suffering, to increase

happiness, in a word, to make the whole

creation realize the greatest possible sum

of enjoyment.

At the epoch when Christ appeared,

the sciences were in their infancy, indus

try was just commencing, small material

riches circulated through the nations

slavery was the law of the world. In

such a condition of things, how could the

power of suffering be limited! By as

sisting the poor through devotion, through

charity; by living poor in spirit, that is

to say, weaned from terrestrial riches.

The population of the globe could

then be rescued from the most frightful

misery, and a certain pittance of comfort

servants and disciples of Christ. browse he i be distributed to it, only by the renuncia

alone, of all those who take this title, has 1 tion, self-sacrifice, and almsgiving of the

discovered the means of rralizing the pre- , rich,

chls ofthe Messiah. \Ve should expect To give them an example, to carry to

sincere catholics to welcome with pleas- 1 its full extent the power of religious sen

ure such a declaration. and to' rejoice at'timent over all the inclinations, all the

finding 80 advanced and easy the remncil- claims of nature, the snchorite, the cone

iation betwen the Christian doctrine and a

recent school whose future power cannot

be disputed.

Lyons Gazette is indignant.

bite submitted their flesh to every priva~

tion, renounced even the enjoyments of

Insmad "f rejoicing, 1118 1 friendship and family, the luxuries ofart,

BBIWQCHIthe pleasures of intellect for death in

Christ and Fourier no possible harmony: dcstitution and solitude, their eye fixed

it is impious to unite these two names.

“ Jesus has promised to men, happiness

in virtue, in renunciation, in humility, in

the contempt of riches and material en

joyments, not otherwise —ltupp_t/ the poor,

happy those who sufi‘er. If any one

would be my disciple, let him take up

the cross and follow me. Blessed are ye

when because of me men shall revile you.

Rejoice and be exceeding glad, for great

will be your reward in Heaven.” These

and many other evangelical maxims ap

pear to the Lyons Gazette entirely in

compatible with the theory of this Fou~

rier, who preaches the emancipation of

the human passions.

We, on the other hand, affirm that

there is not the least contradiction be

tween the precepts of Christ and those of

social science. The Gospel and the The

ory of Universal Unin are both teachings

from on high, one divine, the other

scientific; they are the complement of

each other, and in absolute accord funda

mentally. The difl'erence of social me

diums through which these teachings

 

on the image ofthe sacrificed God.

We comprehend the grandeur and

the happy influence of these exceptional

types as salutary, at the epoch when they

occurred, as they would be out of place

at the present day. These models of re

nunciation and abstinence supported the

courage and energy of all christendom.

They taught the rich and powerful that

man is not by nature destined to be the

slave of passions which urge him on to

wards individual gratifications, and that

if his faith is living he can subordinate,

even sacrifice these secondary inclinations

to the religious sentiment, to brotherly

love, to that master passion which in

spires all devotion, and which we call

unityism.

Love of the neighbor, liberal alms

giving, rerercnce for the poor who are

members of Christ, resistance to tempta~

tion, that is to say, the attraction which

would lead us to_enjoy individually and

to mouopolizlfour brother's portion, con

tinual sacrifices for which the christian

will be rccompenscd in Heaven, these are

disciples. These are the consequences that

must. have flowed, at the time of Christ,

from this superior principle; to realize

ifor all creation the greatest possible amount

qfhappiness. These are the consequen

,ces which have necessarily flowed from

it while Humanity was deprived ofma

terial riches, and ignorant of whatever

appertains to social organization.

Now let us change the circumstan

ces; let as place ourselves eighteen

hundred years in advance; science has

made progress, industry has created a

thousand treasures, in system of social or—

ganization has been introduced, which

stimulates production and multiplies not

only material but intellectual riches in

definitely, so that every one can abun

dantly satisfy all his desires without cu

croaching upon the portion of others.

in addition, in the new social scheme, all

men are so closely connected that the

happiness of each individual is increased

or diminished in proportion to the col

lective happiness, to the prosperity of the

whole society. Certainly, Christ him

self, secing men so circumstanced, would

not counsel them to impose upon them

selves useless privations, suffering for

the sake of suffering; he would point out

to them a joy which should not be pro

cured at the carpensc of any one, and to

increase the general happiness, he would

change water into wine, as at the nup

tials of Cana.

Christ has not. descended on earth in

our day, to commence, in the midst of

men, a second life, but Fourier, whom

we persist in naming his greatest and

most faithful disciple, has given to the

earth the means of realizing a new social

order, in which individual happiness will

be in perfect accordance with the general

happiness, an order which rcalizas all the

conditions just indicated by us. Fou

rier was authorized to say that in this so

ciety the application of the principle,

to realize for all creation the greatest pos

sible amount qf happiness, would consist

in giving every man free scope for his

twelve cardinal passions, the enumeration

alone of which has so shocked the sensi

tiveness of the Lyons Gazette.

But, it will be said, the society of

Fourier is only ideal. \Ve believe, on

our side, that it is practicable and that it

will be put in practice; in the meantime,

so long as individual happiness is injuri~

ous to the individual or the mass, we ap

ply to it the rules laid down by Christ.

Rmunciation and sacrifice must be the

moral law of an epoch of ignorance, inm

hcrenre and misery. These principles

would become again the law of Harmony

ifit were possible to admit that the earth

being covered with phalansteries, by an

unexpected calamity the resources of the

 

have entered the world, perfectly ex- the obligations imposed by Christ on his globe should be sensibly diminiShEd and
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the members of the human race forced to

depend upon the devotion of their broth

ers. This axiom, sacred for Associa

tionists: it is necessary in every state to

realize for all creation the grealesl possible

amount of happiness, has for an indispen

sable consequence that the collective infer

csts must take [hr prcrrrrlvncc of [/10 flu/it‘ll]

ual interests, when both canth be real

ized, or to express the same truth in the

language of the school: All attractions

must be subordinate to unityism.

Whenever the Associationists shall

find themselves placed in the same cir

cumstances as the first disciples of Christ,

they must necessarily imitate these first

disciples, and truly men who have just

given such a noble example to all parties,

by imposing upon themselves privations,

to secure an annual income for the pro

pagation of their faith, can hardly be

represented with justice as apostles of

selfishness.

\Ve believe that we have proved

what we at first asserted, that the gos

pel and the theory of Fourier are two

manifestations of the same principle, two

phases of the same truth. Not only the

gospel has historical priority, but we also

recognize its priority in the hierarchical

order. Fourier is a man like ourselves,

who has discovered the practical means

of realizing universal happiness, by or

ganizing society on a better basis. This

discovery comes within the domain of

science and reason. It must needs be

that man should subdue the globe by in~

tellectual labor, in order that the globe,

elevated to harmony, should become tru

ly his domain, and that he should enjoy

his work with the consciousness of a

great mission fulfilled. Christ is the

ambassador from a higher sphere, who,

without freeing,r man from his painful and

glorious task, has come to preach to him

charity, teach him patience, and give

him good hope. Christ has reaniniated

the courage'of the laborer by bringing

him glad tidings, by announcing to him

that the will ofGod will be accomplished

on earth as in Heaven.

 

ANRCDOTl-Z or A Sourmrnx Muncnasr.

We find in one of our southern exchan

ges a. story told ofa shrewd and cunning

merchant, in order to illustrate a strik

ing trait in human nature, that where

money is readily made it is usually not

well taken care of, and to show how im

portant it is that every individual should

examine l/u- irrvna' chargcd in their bills.

A merchant of hlisssippi during a

day's business in which he had been

crowded with customers, sold a saddle to

the value of forty dollars, but had neg

lected to make the charge. Next day he

 

missed the saddle and recollectcd the,

fact of the sale, but not the individual;

who had bought it. After racking his‘

memory for some time to no purpose, be,

directed his clerk Jim to turn to his ledg- '

or alphabet and read olfthe \V‘s then the i

 

S‘s the B’s and Cs and other letters in

succession; all to no purpose.

Tired out with the mental exercise, and

as the readiest way of settling the ditiicul

ty, “ Jim, ” said he, “ charge a saddle to

every one of the customers.” This was

accordingly done. When the planters

had got their cotton in, and settling time

came round, the bills were presented, and

if occasionally one man more prudent than

his neighbors, went through the drudgery

ofexamining a long list ofsnndries got. by

different members of the family, he might

possibly discover a saddle which they

had not got, or one more than they had

got, and objecting to the item, it would

be struck out ofcoursc, alleging there was

some mistake. When all the accounts

had been settled up, “ Well, .lim,” said

the Storekeeper, “ how many customers

paid you for that saddle l” Jim examin

ed, and reported thirty-one. “ Little

enough,” exclaimed his employer, “ for

the trouble we have had to find out who

got it."

  
 

REVIEW.

Hints Immrdx the Development of a Unita

ry Science, or Science of Universal An

alogy. By Glzonot: CORSELIUS. Ann

Arbor, (Mich) : S. B. McCracken.

1846. pp. 22.

We have examined this little pamphlet

with uncommon satisfaction. Its few pa

ges contain a large amount of sound, im

portant, and most timely thought, present

ed with the modesty which befits the vast

ness of the subject.

The author commences by demonstrat

ing the unity of creation in all its spheres.

 

“This Universe in which we are, is not, as

some are willing to believe, a bundle of shreds

and patches, without order or connection of

parts. Neitheris there any thing arbitrary in its

adjustments. It is the perfect work of the Divine

\Visdom; by the “'ord of His Power are all

things upheld, and kept in their appointed order;

except :0 far as man, by the abuse of his free

dom, has brought in pcrversions ; but even these

have their limits and their laws. This Divine

Logos or Truth, from which the Universe has

its birth, is also the True Light which enlight

eneth every man that comcth into the world.

Hence the laws of the outward world are, in

their lower plane, the counterparts of the laws

of our own minds. However strangely this an

nouncement may strike the minds of some, We

do nevertheless, every one of us, every hour of

our lives, think and act upon the assumption that

it is true. The truth of every science rests up

on the fact ofa perfect correspondence between

the subjective and the objective; between the

world within us, and the world without us : and

if this correspondence does not exist, our whole

life is an illusion, n fantastic dream! This truth

may be illustrated by familiar facts.

“ “"hatsoever proceeds from the Divine “lis

dom must. proceed and exist according to law.

The popular notion of the first creation having

been a chaos, is a simple absurdity. There nev

er could or can be any such thing; for disorder

itself, moral evil, the kingdom of darkness has

its laws, ifs order, which is simply the inversion

oftrue order, and without law there can be no

existence. Now what is the oflice of law? ls

it not to distribute, to associate, to harmonize

 

 
  

stand in the order of their creation, by virtue of

that order, form a one, held together by iuefi'a

ble harmonies, by mutual uses, by sympathies

which often send their genial glow through the

heart of the humblet and least perfect of sin

cere workers in the cause of truth and good.

And all beings who have inverted this order in

themselves, do likewise form one kingdom, one

organic whole, antagonistic to the former, but

controlled and held in subjection by it.

" \\"e have spoken of the agreement and cor

respondence between the worlds of mind and 0f

nature ; but as the world of mind i! in the whole,

stlch it is in each of its individuals; for man, in

dividually, as Well as in the aggregate, is, in his

normal state, an image and likeness of the In

finite Spirit, in and by whom all things exist.

Each individual mind, then, must, of necessity,

contain within itself the elements of all things

which exist. without it; and on thi correspond

ence, as we have before observed, depends the

truth of all human science, and the very reality

ofour life itself."

He goes on to illustrate the law of uni

ty as it is manifested in Nature.

“ A principle of unity pervades each of the

classes into which the objects of natural history

are distributed : and there is no violent disrup»

tion of continuity in passing from one class to

another, but a gradual transition by intermedi

ates. As Coleridge observes,‘ the metal, in its

highest forms of being, is a mute prophecy of

the coming vegetation, into a mimic semblance

of which it crystolizes ;’ and it is at length

agreed that the transition from the vegetable to

the animal kingdom is so imperceptible, that it

is impossible to separate them by a distinct line ;

and the different classes and orders in each of

these kingdoms are, in like manner, connected

by ambiguous or intermediate natures.

“ Again, we shall find in each genus, both of

the animal and vegetable kingdoms, one promi

nent species, in which the distinctive attribute!

of the genus exist in their highest perfection.

Such is the Wheat plant among the cereal grass

es, the oak among quercine trees, the lion and

the eagle among rapacious beasts and birds.

Around this central or pivotal species are group

ed, in order, the other species of the genus, as

they gradually degenerate and depart from the

common type or pattern, until the distinctive at

tributes of the genus fade away in the ambigu

one species, which form the connecting links

with other genera.”

That most complete example, the hu

man body, is thus set forth :

“ If we analyze nn individual, for example the

human body, we find it made up of several dis

tinct systems or classes ofparts, having each its

distinct function, yet all ministering to the uni

tary life. “'e find a digestiVe organism, a san

guineous system, a nervous system, a respirato

ry system, &0. Each ofthese systems or parts

ofthe human organism has its distinct function,

yet all are interactive and mutually dependent.

The nervous system. the snnguincous, the ab

sorbent, have each their centres and expansions.

The nerves, the blood vessels, the absorbents

diffuse themselves from their centres to every

part of the body, and fill every the ntinutcst part

with their presence. They are distinct at their

centres and in their main branchel, but in their

minute ramifications they become blended and

assimilated, so that their differences can be no

longer traced. The arteries are lost in the ca

pillary veins and lymphatics, or blended with the

indefinite varieties into none 7 All things which , nerves in the muscular fibre,the glandular struc
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tures, and the cellular tissues. \Ve have here,

as every where, distinct groups with their cen

tres, their expansions, and their transitions into

each other: and all co-operating in their order,

all actuated by the central unitary life, the liv

ing soul, which through the brain and its deriva

tions, is omnipresent in its little world, giving

to the material body its form and shape, and har

monizing its immense complexity of parts to a

living whole. Man, the living soul, is a unit.

But by this living soul we do not mean the sim

ple, uncomponnded, ansubstantial somewhat,

that the psychologists dream of. The human

soul, though a unit, is not a simple thing without

distinction of parts and powers,but an infinitely

complex spiritual organism. It has not, accord

ing to the acute analyst, Dr. Brown, one or two

faculties ; or a dozen or so, according to others;

or thirty or forty, according to the older phreno

Iogists; but its faculties are as numberless as

the minute gland! in the cortical substance of

Ithe brain, or as the stars in the heavens, or as

the species of things in the world without us.

All the boundless variety of the outward world

has its colnterpart here. What is a faculty, but

the power to know or do some thing? and have

the things that we are made to know and do

ever been counted up 'I They never have been

and never will be. Yet in the midst ofthis end

less variety the most perfect unity reigns, wher

ever a human soul cxists in its unperverted,nor

ma] state. All the affections and faculties of

this mind belong to the two essential constitu

ents of the human being, the Will and the Un

derstanding; and these two grand faculties, in

their unpervcrtcd state, or when restored to

true order, not as a one; what the understand

ing sees as beautiful, and true, and right, the

will loves as just and good,and this the man

loves to do. There is no longer a separation of

what God hath joined together; there is no lon

ger any conflict or war, but peaceful activity;

peace, in its gentle might, in its majestic meek

ness, reigns supreme, and holds the powers of

darkness and evil in eternal subjection. And

this happy state of the individual is the image,

the exact type of a true society, of s church, a

commonwealth, of the universal brotherhood of

man, when the laws of Universal Unity shall be

understood and obeyed.

Before considering the analogies be

tween the natural and spiritual worlds the

writer makes the following just remark:

“ In the world of nature there are no causes ;

—-the phrase natural cause is a solecism, as

much so as cold heal, or dark light. In the world

of nature are facts, phenomena, arranged in or

derly series— nothing more. And so for Mr.

Hume and Dr. Brown are right~ But when they

assert that we have no other idea of cause than

that of uniformity of sequences, they assert

what is simply untrue. we have an idea of

cause, of power ;—it is a fundamental verity of

reason itself. But if we think sanely ofcauses,

we shall think of them as belonging to a higher

and more interior world than that of nature.

The rational mind cannot separate from the

idea of cause that ofintelligence, of will, of per

sonality. The denial of this position involves

all the absurdities of atheism or panthcism."

In the following paragraph is more true

philosophy than can often be found in so

narrow 3 space.

“ \Ve had occasion to remark at the outset,

that the end of all things i USI-I ; that every in

telligent being has an end in all his work; and

we will add that the perfection of every work is

 
in proportion to the skill with which all the parts

are made to minister to its end; or, in other

words, the perfection of every work is in pro

portion to its unity. Is it not so 1 It was mat

ter of dispute with the learned in the last centu

ry, whether final causes, or ends, were among

the proper objects of philosophical inquiry—a

conclusive proof how deeply the mind of that

age was immersed in sensualism ! Let us hope

that the present age is able to think more sanc

ly; for all the signs of the times indicate that

the age ofmatcrialism, of doubt, and denial, is

passing away; and that the age of philosophy

and faith is dawning. We may at length under

stand, thst if we do not see things from their

ends and causes, we can know next to nothing

about them. What progress would the wild man

make in acquiring a knowledge of our watch, if

the consideration of its end or use was exclud

ed from his inquiry T This is the very thing

that can enable him to understand what it is,

and why it is. Ifwe do not recognize an end, a

use, in every thing which exists, we are so far

atheists. In this end or use we have an image

of the Divine Love or Goodness; in the arrange

ments by which this end is secured, we have an

image of the Divine Wisdom. Even in those

things in which the order of creation has been

deranged by the abuse of man’s free agency, we

still see that which has reference to something

which exists in the Creator, though not as an

image, but as an opposite. For all evil consists

in the perversion of what is good; it has no in

dependent ground of existence."

With such an introduction Mr. Corseli

us arrives at the question of questions.

" But what is the end of the Divine Creator

in this Universe T It may be plainly seen by all

who are willing to see, that it is the indefinite

multiplication of beings made in His image and

alter His likeness, to whom, from the Infinite

Fulness of His Divine LOVe, He may communi

cate the felicities of eternal life. There can be

no higher created being than man. All below

the Creator can be only more or less perfect

images, in their finite degree, of the Infinite

Perfections of his own Divine Love and Wis

dom. Doubtless there are creatures of a high

er order of Humanity than we; beings more

perfectly human, truer images of the Divine

Perfections, more perfect recipients of that life

of good and truth which is the essence of un

perverted Humanity. But they are all parts of

the one Humanity, brethren and equals to the

humblest and weakest of sincere and true men

upon this earth.

“ Man then is the being for whose sake this

universe exists to satisfy the Divine Love of

God; or in other words,to receive from his Cre

ator the endowment of all human perfections

and happiness. ans can is rm: PRINCIPLE

or Harry in THE Uslvnnss. Seen from this

point, it bears, in every part, the image of the

Divine Unity ; because every part and particular

has a distinct reference to the end for which the

whole exists. This end was, of necessity, in

the Divine Mind, when the Universe, with its

infinity of objects, was produced, as surely as

the watchmaker had his end and purpose, when

he produced his time-piece. Every thing below

man, in the order of his creation, exists for the

sake ofman. The idea of man, then, in the Di

vine Mind, included the idea of every thing

below him; and ‘he is therefore the medium

through which, and from which, every thing be

low him was created. W'e do not, in making

this assertion, forget the fact, that the material

world, and numerous races of animals, were cre

 
ated in order of time, before man ; still man was

the end, the final cause of the creation, and this

end, in the Divine Illind, was the medium

through which and by which, the lower world

was first created. Could Creation have been

ell'ected without an and? could the Infinite

\Visdom act blindly 'I But the work of creation

is still going on. Preservation, we know, is per

petual creation. The Universe is re-created at

every moment; and the creative energy must,

of course, descend through the higher to the

lower links of the chain. Now that man exists,

all the lower tribes of living things must derive

their life through him. He, being nearest the

Creator, is the secondary cause, or medium,

through which the Universe is 'continually cre

ated : Hence all things below him have in him

their types or patterns; or they are all images

or counterparts of some. dispositions or qualities

in man. And this fact will enable us to explain

the existence of perverted creations ; the tribes

of noxious and destructive animals and poison

ous plants.

“ Can any man who thinks sanely, be

lieve that the tiger, the fox, the wolf, the

viper, the rattlesnake, came directly from

the hands of the Creator; or that they

could exist until man, by the abuse of his

freedom, had perverted his own nature,

which is the medium through which the

creative energy reaches the lower links of

the chain of being. There is nothing in

our adorable Creator to which these

things correspond, except as opposites.

He could not intend the creation of such

things as'a part of his plan, any more

than he could intend the creation of evil

men. But since man has introduced

moral evil into his life, since he has

changed the truth of God into a lie, and

changed the life itself he receives from

his Maker into selfishness and its long

train of malignant and destructive pas

siuns, it is right and useful that he should

see the images of his perverted disposi

tions in the perverted and hideous crea~

tions about him. Since the tiger princi

ple and the viper principle are in man, it

is necessary 'and right that there should

be tigers and vipers upon the earth.

Since man has introduced disorder into

his passions and his will, it is right that

the ethcrial media, the colorific, electric,

and galvanic energies, which are the con

necting media between spirit and matter,

should also be deranged, and through

them the climates of the earth, and the

equilibrium between heat and cold.

Should we not hesitate to believe that our

Creator designed so large a part of Afri

ca for a barren and burning desert, gener

ating poisonous airs destructive to life:

“Where nature breeds perverse,

All monstrous, all prodigious things 3"

Or so large a portion of North America

and Asia to be the seats of perpetual

cold? Do we not know that in the pri

meval time, the plains of Siberia doWn to

the Northern Ocean, were covered with a

rich tropical vegetation, and vast herds of

elephants and other harmless animals,

whose bones are yet mingled with the

soil! Doubtless the same thing was true

of the northern part of this continent.

And what has been may be again; nay,

must be. For if the prophecies of the

Divine \Vord, and the better instincts of

Humanity, are believed, we cannot but

conclude that the covenant shall be re

newed as of old, the slate of primeval

innocence and wisdom shall be restored

upon the earth, and endure forever.
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“ These views will appear to some as

an improper blending of natural science

with Divine Truth. 1 know it lies been

the chief employment of the learned for

a century or two past, to separate what

God hath joined together; to separate

faith from reason, and charity from faith,

and science from religion, and man from

man, and the Universe from God. The

work of disintegration has been going on

for ages, until every thing, science, socie

ty with its complex interests, the church,

and human nature itself, are broken into

fragments, and the human understanding,

belittled by the contemplation of minute

external differences has become almost in

capacitated for the reception of interior

and universal truths.

“The time is coming, and now is,

when all knowledge, all truth, must be

harmonized. Faith and science must no

longer be set at variance.

“ All Truth is from the Sempitcrnal Source

Of Light Divine,"

and it loses its rightful power when brok

en into hostile fragments. The disorder

which man has introduced into his nature

is reflected in all his systems of science

as well as of society—in the conflicts of

nations about disputed rights, and in the

strifes of political parties and religious

sects. But in the midst of all this war

fare, the spirit of harmony is still at work ;

order is gradually arising out of the mor

al chaos; a clearer perception of the true

endof society and of all things, is open

ing in the minds of men. The age of

Universal Unity is dawning, and streams

of heavenly light are beginning to pierce

the clouds that have gathered about the

mind for ages. With thinking men the

conviction is common, that we live in a

wonderful age—an age moved by unpre

cedented activities, and beginning to be

controlled by grand and new ideas — ideas

apparently new, but in reality as old as

the earliest revelations of Divine Truth.

Great Truths, which the evil of man’s

state had covered over with its black pall,

are emerging from their long eclipse, and

false institutions and perverse societies

are troubled by their light in which they

can see nought but threatening judgments

and a consuming fire. It is, to the bold

and the strong in faith, a time of rich

promise, but also a time of great present

disquiet and mourning to many of the

wise and good. The good man cannot

be happy without a Church and a State to

look up to. He has not that now. He

can reverence neither. Both the Church

and the State are arraigned before the

judgment-seat of a higher truth than their

own, and they have no good defence!”

From these fundamental principles our

author passes to their bearings upon the

State and the Church. \Ve regret that

we cannot extract the whole.

“ A State is an association of individu

als for mutual protection, the establish

ment of justice, the security of freedom,

and the promotion of the common welfare.

A true State or Commonwealth has res

pect to all the interests of man, material

and moral, and regards the former as ex

isting for the sake of the latter. lts life

is neighborly love, a regard for mutual

good, the principle of Christian Brother

hood. Every nation is bound, of course,

to govern itself by those laws of order

which shall promote the highest good of

all its members without distinction; re

strain nothing but disorder, and secure

 

able and innocent purposes, thoughts,

and actions. The law of Universal Unity

embraces within its order the law of uni

versal freedom; for no good is done by

man except in freedom. A true com-,

monwealth will know no other “ national

honor" than that which is found in deeds

of justice and good will, and in the virtue,

wisdom, and happiness of its people. its

members will feel themselves bound to

gether by a common life, each caring for

all and all for each. There will be little

dispute about “the rights of man,” for

these, being involved in the absolute duty 1

of all men to do rig/ll, will be regarded'

as unquestionable and Divine;—as the

plain teaching of this precept, “ All

things whatsoever ye would that men

should do to you, do ye even so to them.”

This is the great fundamental law of hu

man equality, the Divine expression of

the Unify qf llm Rare. And this unity

of the human race depends, not as some

imagine, upon descent from a common

ancestor; but on a common life from the

One Infinite Fountain of Love and Wis

dom. \Ve assert the unity of the race

not only on this earth, but in all worlds.

There is but one Humanity in the uni

verse; and from the life of this one Hu

manity is derived the life and the law of

all minor associations of mankind, as fam

ilies, tribes, and nations: and thus each

nation or society, by being true to the

laws of its own well being, is in the way

of promoting the highest good of the

race.

“in such a society, party spirit will

have a very limited range of action.

Differences of opinion among those who

have in view the common good, when

tolerated, fade away and are lost in the

superior light of a practical wisdom, that

knows how to harmonize all honest ditier

ences and make them minister to a more

perfect union.

“ Does this order of society suppose a

radical change in the nature of man? It

is the end of the Divine Providence, and i

of every dispensation of grace and truth,

to ctl'ect this radical change in man's

nature, and thus restore him to his normal

state; and whatsoever teaching or science

does not look to this end, is of no estima

tion. Do we see no aspiration towards

the state of order indicated above as that

of a true society, no development of the

laws of Unity, in the numerous reforms

attempted in all departments of life?

Some indications of this tendency we

have just noticed. We have observed

how the disorder which man has intro

duced into his nature is repeated in all

the institutions of society, and even in all

the kingdoms of nature; and it is a favor

ite theory of speculative men that these

external derangements are to be rectified

only by bringing the internal into order;

and they hence discourage what they call

external and superficial reforms, until the

internal man shall be set right, when ex

ternal order will follow of course. The

theory involves half of a truth, which is

commonly equivalent to a grave error.

It is true that the reformation of external

disorders must proceed from within, but

the reformation within first manifests itself

in attempts to correct the more glaring

erlcrnal evils. Creation ascends from the

lowest degree ‘to the highest; after the

light has revealed the dry ground and the

waters, appear the gram bearing seed

and the fruit tree bearing fruit, the sun

 

 

and stars their welcome light; the waters

become prolific, birds enliven the air, and

the earth brings forth its living creatures;

and at length when all things are pre

pared the III‘MAN is manifested, Mart

appears in the image of his Maker. This

is the unchangeable law of creation, and

in this order must all re-formation wheth

er of the individual or of society, take

place. And very striking have been the

changes in this direction since the middle

of the last century. Need we refer to

the astonishing development of the phys

ical sciences and their applications in the

industrial arts, and thc three-fold cfii

cicncy thereby given to the hand of labor

—to the changes favorable to freedom

and order, in political institutions—to

the warfare waged, not without success,

against the grosser and more destructive

vices and oppressions in society? True

it is, that seen from a merely natural

point of view, the issue of this great

conflict between light and darkness ap

pears doubtful. Crirne and misery appear

to be on the increase; and evil and selfish

passions too often mingle in the enter

prises of Humanity, and impair their

power, and blight their fruits. Yet from

all these phenomena of the morrmcnt, the

enlightened friends of progress gather

heart and hope. The inflowing light

reveals the thoughts of many hearts, and

where deep-seated and inveterate evils

exist, it bringeth not peace upon the

earth, but a sword.

“One of the external evils which has

excited deep and anxious attention, and

called forth strenuous efforts for its sup

pression, is the use of intoxicating drinks.

The more interior depravilies from which

this external vice flows, have been little

thought of; but the vice itself has been

combated almost on its own ground, from

motives of worldly interest, of honor, of

self-respect and natural affection :—it has

been so combatcd against, and with great

success, because the mass of mankind

were incapable of acting from any higher

principle. The warfare against evils must

begin on the ground where the natural

man stands, and from which he can see

clearly gross external vices and crimes.

When these are removed, he is elevated

to a higher ground, and evils of a more

interior and deadly kind, though less re

volting in their external aspect, are pre

sented to his view, as dcfiling his soul and

warring against his peace; and so on

through all the stages of his upward pro

gress, until he attains to his rest. And

as it is with an individual so is it with a

society. ‘ First is the natural man, and

afterwards the spiritual.’ It will be easy

to apply this principle of progress to eve

ry attempt to realize a better condition of

Humanity—to the efforts in behalf of

peace among nations —to the warfare

against slavery and every form of injus

tice, and of human debasement and misc

ry. The state of celestial Peace, with its

incfl'able harmonies, its ever jolyous activ

ity and freedom, must needs orcshadow

its coming ; must before its entrance into

the world, cast a feeble and obscure image

of its own heavenly form upon the institu

tions of society and other circumstances of

man‘s external condition. And is there

no Word of prophecy in the fact that a

large and growing band of hopeful men

are laboring to act-utilize a condition of

society in which all interests shall be har

monized; in which the precept ‘ Love
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thy neighbor as thyself,’ shall be a living for a recognition of which we now ap

fact; where labor shall be attractive and

suitably rewarded, and a congenial sphere

exist for all? In view of all these elforts

of amelioration, may we not ‘ now learn

a parable ofthe fig tree; when its branch

is yet tender and putteth l'orth leaves,

then know that the SUMMER is nigh.’

Yes, nigh already in its creative influ

ences, though centuries may pass away

before its confirmed reign shall bless the

world—before the Will of the Father

shall ‘be done on earth as it is in the

heavens.’

“ Unity is admitted to belong to the

very idea of a true church; but in what

this unit consists is not so well under

stood. it is too commonly confounded

with sameness in formulas of beliefs, or

forms of polity, or submission to the same

external legislative power. But in these

things, mainly, must be manifested that

boundless variety without which there can

be no true and living harmony.

“ The Unity of the Church must cott

sist in its recognition of acommon end,

and its sincere and diligent working out

of that end. This end is the establish

ment of the Lord’s Kingdom in the hearts

and minds of the human race—the put

ting away of evil and the doing of good.

This principle, under whatever variety of

forms of religion it exists, unites all

minds, in whom it reigns, into a one;

they have one Lord, one Life; they are

willing subjects of the one Supreme Law

of the Universe, ‘ brethren in the Lord,‘

and ‘members one of another.’ This

Union embraces all who are in possession

of am/ Divine Truth and religiously obey

it. he heathen who know but one prc

cept of the Decalogue, (and there are

none, perhaps, without at least this amount

of knowledge, else they could not be

men,) and observe and keep it as a pre

cept of religious obligation, are thereby

placed in communication with all truth,

and receive, in their degree, the life of

heaven: they are thus, in their humble

sphere, members of the Lord‘s body, and

should not be treated as strangers and

aliens. ‘A bruised reed and a dimly

burning taper,’ represent their fecble life,

but these shall be preserved until the Di

vine Truth gain its victory. ‘ All mem

bers have not the same ofiice,’ and the

perfect human form embraces the whole

endless variety of the Universe.

“It has been regarded as a question of

great difficulty in the church, how to

reconcile the existing variety with the

required unity. The difficulty lies in the

principle of selfishness, in ‘the lust of

dominion, and the pride of self-derived

intelligence.’ This union does not exist

simply because the end, on which it rle

ends, has not been honestly pursued.

he Christian spirit, or Charity, has been

wanting. Overlooking this Divine and

all-sufficient bond—‘this bond of per

fectness’—men have sought to frame

external and artificial ones to supply its

lace; as ingeniously constructed formu

as of belief, and systems of polity. But

all such attempts have failed, and ever

must.”

Mr. Corselius closes with these words,

“ Is not this true? ” \Ve thank God that

the number of those who will respond

with their whole souls to these lofty and

generous ideas is daily increasing, and that

the era is not distant when the truths, —

t

 

pool to men— shall shine as glorious and

undeniable realities all over the earth.

Christian Non-Resistaan in all ils Impor

tant Bivlrings, Illuslratt‘d and Belinda].

By ADIN il/ttLot'. Philadelphia: J.

Miller Mc Kim, No 31 North Fifth,

Street. 1816. pp. 2-10.

The doctrine of Non-Resistance has

been met by a degree of ridicule founded ,

upon the ignorance of its critics rather than

upon any appreciation of its grounds or the

character of its advocates. A principle

which gave lustre to the lives of George

Fox and \Villiam Penn, is deserving of

something more than the presumptuous

sneer of a flippant paragraph writer.

But the mode of treatment commonly ap

plied to it is probably in a good dcgrce a

result of the erroneous positions of some

of its ultra adherents, who in their zeal

against the false, have failed to perceive

the true, and in denouncing an imperfect

order of all things strike at all order

whatever. To this class of reasoners

Mr. Ballou does not belong, and from

such extravagant statements his eXposi‘

tion of his subject is wholly free. \Ve

can commend it as a calm, earnest and

judicious manual. Among the illustra

tions adduced in support of the principle

as a practical one, are many beautiful

and touching anecdotes appealing to the

heart and reason of the reader.

The disciples of a doctrine whose fun

damental idea is that Attraction is both

positively and negatively the only law

and instrument of the Divine Government

and the only true principle of order in
the universe, must recognize that ideav

here set forth in somewhat different lan

guage. \Ve do not think that Mr. Ballou

or any other writer on Non-Resistance,

has seen its whole extent or its grandest

aspects; indeed, our impression is that

they fall into mistakes, by dwelling on it

exclusively from the moral point of view,

or rather that their opinions would be

modified if not expanded, if they should

admit in all its force as a scientific for

mula, that sublime affirmation of Fourier,

“ Attractions are proportional to Desti

nies.”

There is one particular in which we

wish that Mr. Ballou were a little more

specific and urgent; we mean in the so

cial application of the doctrine he teaches.

Every precept of the gospel and every

truth of reason which he brings forward,

condemn as with the voice of supreme

justice, the institutions of present society,

and command that they be renewed. If

it be necessary to press the Law of Love

upon individuals, it is not less necessary,

and perhaps more so in this age, to press

it upon society ; if it should be manifest:

ed in private lives, much more should

 

 

it be organized in social relations which

are their perpetual conditions.

The following extract from the preface

explains the purpose with which the au

thor undertook the work.

“ It is a book for the FUTURE, rather

than the PRESENT, and will be better

appreciated by the uiblic half a century

hence than now. Iiut a better future is

even now dawning, and it is needed to

help develop the coming age of love and

peace. A great transition of the human

mind has commenced, and the reign of

military and penal violence must ultimate

ly give place to that of forbearance, for

giveness and mercy. Such a. work as

this will meet a deep-felt want of many

minds scattered up and down Christen

dom. So strongly was the author por—

suadcd of this fact by various indications,

that he felt impelled by asense of duty

to prepare this Manual as a supply for

that want. Providentially the worthy

friend. who assumes the pecuniary re

sponsibility of its publication, generously

came forward to facilitate the object, and

thus by a concurrence of effort, it has

made its appearance. It is now sent

forth on its mission of reconciliation.

The author feels a comfortable assurance

that the blessing of the Most High God

will accompany it wherever it goes, that

it will difl‘use light among many that sit

in darkness, and promote in some humble

degree that glorious regeneration of the

world for which the good men of all ages

have constantly prayed and hoped.”

The American Reriew: A Whig Journal

of Polilirs, Literalure, Art, and Science.

No. XIX. July, 1846. New York:

George H. Colton, 118 Nassau St.

pp. 104.

“There was a time ” when the month

ly visits of this magazine honored our

table and instructed our minds, but that

time is past. One day, ah day un

lucky! we criticised it, and have not seen

it since, until yesterday, when we got

sight of it at second hand. We have

read it with the avidity of an appetite

sharpened by long abstinence, from be

ginning to end ; its politics, its criticism,

its philosophy, its poetry, its history, ev

ery word, and now propose to do what

we feared we might never be permitted to

do again, to say a word as to its merits.

The present number opens with an ar

ticle of great ability on the Mexican

\Var, by Hon D. D. BARNARD. Had the

American Review many contributors wor

thy to be put in the same rank with Mr.

Barnard, it would be, to say the least,

far better than it is. In the present

instance, the writer does justice to the

subject and to his own reputation; he

states the case with eminent force and

fairness, and comes to his conclusions by

reasoning not easy to set aside. Nest

follow some verses by W. T. Bacon,

of which the less said the better. Leigh

Hunt is the theme of a made-up article,

a sort of thing for which our Review has

always displayed a penchant. (in the

heels of this comes an article of some
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seventeen pages, on American and'Eu

ropean Civilization which has many good

thoughts: if it has a fault, it is the want

of a clear knowledge of what Civilization

is ; but for a magazine it is not so neces

sar)r to understand a subject as to know

how to write “about it and about it.”

Miss ANNA BLACKWELL contributes a

poem called “ A Father‘s Reverie;”

Dr. W'ianzuicxi a “Chapter on the His

tory of Poland;” a nameless poet ad

dresses this Age with the information

that “It is the age of bubble;” the

Medical Eclectic narrates a. third “Pas

sagc;” the Rev. RALPH IIor'r, who is a

poet, has a piece under the title of

“ Rain ” in which many faults of man

ner are more than redeemed by a fine

play of sentiment and a real naturalness.

Beaumont and Fletcher are then criti

cised; the usual tribute is paid to Com

merce and Finance, and a summary of

foreign intelligence, and some notices of

recent books complete the number.

On the whole, the American Review

seems to us to have made some improve

ment, but in the gratification arising from

such an impression, it should not be for

gotten that the capacitics even of mag

azines are boundless, and that the Ideal

and Actual have as yet been combined in

only the smallest possible number of

American Monthlies.

POETRY.

For the Harbinger.

PEACE TO THE EARTH.

Lord, once our faith in Man no fear could move,

0 let it not despair '.

Now trial comes:-—Strengthen the might of

Love ;

Father !

Thou hearest,—and we hear above this din,

Thy solemn word rise clear;

“ l purge this land from Slavery and Sin;

The reign of heaven is near.”

  
 

 

Thou hearcst prayer.—

0 never falter—ye who strive to bring

To men the heavenly birth ! —

For still the angel hosts unfaltering sing—

“ Peace to the weary Earth ! ”

0 never falter— peace must come by pain;

Heaven is not found but won—

Press the dark angel till he moulds again

The peace he has undone.

\Ve know not, Lord, what storms and trials

strong

Must Work the world’s new birth ; —

But we will strive —with this for working song,

“ Peace to the weary Earth !

“ Peace to the weary, struggling, sirwick Earth !

Peace to the heart of man!

Storm shall bring calm - that high reward is

worth '

All we must bear— or can." 8. J.

 

Patience gradually softens the rudest

asperities.
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others’ rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to irnpovcrish

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

application oft‘liristian principles, of Universal jus

lice and Universal love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Dn. Cnnrvruxu.

 

Erma-rum. In our last number in the

article entitled “ Interest on Capital,”

(p. 93, 3d column) we stated that Capital

must keep the improvements in order, and

that a large portion must be renewed ecc

ry twelve years. It should read every

twelve to twenty years. This however, it

is to be understood, is but an average

calculation, and by no means a precise

one.

THE ORGANIZATION OF LitBOR.— N0. m.

We pointed out in our preceding arti

cles a few of the evils connected with

the present repulsive and degrading sys

tem of Labor, and showed with sufficient

clearness, we think, that nothing is to be

hoped in the way of reform in this great

departmentofhuman affairs from the four

leading powers, which control society,

namely: Capital and Commerce, Legis

lation, the Press, and the Church. The

Church is passive and seems to think it

out of its sphere to take part in the term

poral matters of this world. The Press

is the ally and servant of capital and

commerce; the political leaders of the

people unite uniformly with the stronger

interests and classes in society, with those

who control its influence, and direct the

current of popularity.

\Ve will attempt to state a few plain

and practical, but fundamental truths,

which are but little understood, and not

at all acted upon.

First; the condition ofthe People, both

physical and moral, is dqmtdenl primari

ly and essentially upon the system qf La

bor, its modes of prosecution, and the con

ditions connected with it.

Second; to secure to the people wealth,

real liberty and independence, and intel

lectual culture, a true Organization of La

bor must be devised and established.

Reformers in general and all those who

are talking about the elevation of the la

boring classcs, are looking in a hundred

erroneous directions for the means of

improving their condition ; they overlook

the primary means, the very foundation

of the whole problem.

So long as Labor is falsely organized,

so long as it is repulsive, poorly requited,

oppressive and degrading, as it now is,

so long will the laboring classes he sunk

in poverty, be pecuniarily dependent,

coarse and ignorant, and nothing can pre

 

vent it. You may establish a true sys

tem of government with perfect political

liberty; you may cover the land with

churches, and have morality preached by

a hundred thousand tongues, and you will

not extirpate these evils.

Industry—by which we understand all

the branches of human activity, which

create or preserve material wealth,—forms

one great sphere of society, as politics or

government forms another: Industry is

the body of Society; it is that which feeds

and clothes it, and supplies its physical

wants. We might as well undertake to

cure a. man of a fever, the rheumatism,

or other physical disease, without admin

istering to him any remedies of a material

character, or having any thing to do with

his body, as to cure poverty, coarseness

of the masses, pecuniary dependence, in

dustrial extortion, and oppression, and the

moral evils to which they give rise, with

out reforming the system of Industry.

It is the false Organization of Labor,

which lies at the foundation of slavery

and servitude under their various forms.

Being repulsive and degrading, a few

manage to escape, by fraud or violence,

from its burthens, and become masters

and employers, while the great majority

are made slaves and hirelings. The fun

damental cause of chattel slavery, of hire—

ling labor, and the pecuniary dependence

of woman, is repugnant industry.

\Ve must organize Labor rightly: we

must increase its productivcness by the

extensive application of science and ma

chinery: we must render its pursuits at~

tractivc, which is possible under a true

system, and establish a just division of

profits;-—we must fulfil these and some

other conditions to secure prosperity to

all, and with it the means and time for

education, which is the child ofabundance,

and to prevent coarseness and brutality

among the laboring classes.

Briefly then, to draw all mankind vol

untarily into the pursuits of industry,

to prevent the desire on the part of a mi

nority to have hirelings laboring for them ,

and to secure to every being pecuniary

independence, by guaranteeing the free

opportunity of labor as well as the fruits

thereof: — to elevate the laboring classes

to prosperity, intelligence, refinement,

morality, and happiness, we must effect an

INDUSTRIAL REFORM, devise and establish a

true ORGANIZATION or LA non, in the place

of the miserable modes that now exist.

Who is to take the lead in this great

work, and how is it to be done i '
 

" This question is one which should ar

ticularly interest the Abolitionists. If ey

free the slaves, they will not wish them to

become the hirelings of Capital, and emerge

from one state of oppression merely to enter

into another, which, although much less degrad

ing and oppressive, is yet immensely distant

from true liberty. They should strike for the

integral emancipation of the slave, and this can

only be done by a true Organization of Labor.
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There are two classes of men in socie

ty and one power that can do it; and

they can act separately or jointly.

l. The Associationists, who possess

a scientific theory of the Organization of

Labor.

2. The Laboring Classes, who can cs

tahlish some of the simpler forms of corn~

bincd Industry.

3. It can be done by the State, rep

resenting the Collective \Vill and Con

science of the people.

The primary object of the Associa

tionists is an Industrial Reform, and

the Organization of Labor upon the

basis of truth and justice. They have

the theory of this Organization, founded

upon scientific principles—upon the laws

of nature, discovered and developed after

forty years of investigation by one of the

most powerful intellects that the human

race has produced.

Their aim is to establish on Moon.

Assocm'rios, which will show the truth

in practice, and they feel confident that if

they can succeed in obtaining the capital

necessary to do this, they can set the ex

ample to the world, of the true and natu

ral system of Industry, destined for man

by Providence, but left to be discovered

by human genius, which will be imitated

rapidly and universally, like the steam

boat, rail-road, or any other great im

provement.

The Associationists possess a com

plete plan of industrial Organization which

if applied, will render Industry ATTRACT

IVE, dignify it, induce all classes, even the

most wealthy to engage voluntarily in its

pursuits, from the incentives connected

with its exercise; which will offer to the

different sexes and ages congenial and

suitable occupations and the free choice

of the same, and in fulfilling these condi

tions, will secure to every being the means

of wealth, honors, and pecuniary inde

pendence. If the Associationists can sue

ceed in obtaining the capital necessary to

found one model Association, they will

effect, we believe, a reform greater than

the past has ever seen, or dared hope for.

The present universally prevailing false

system of Industry, with its poverty,

fraud, oppression, and brutalization of

man, will disappear; war will give place

to the interests of peace and production;

the bonds of the slave will fall ; all who

are oppressed will be set free ; the spheres

of woman and the child will be elevated

to their true position in social life, and a

world of discord will be replaced by one

of universal harmony. We cannot over

estimate the gigantic results of a system

of attractive and dignified Industry; it is

the material foundation of all ulterior im

provement. Think for a moment of a re

form which will enable cva'y being in so

cioty to receive the best education that can

 

be given, to enjoy all the refining and ele

vating influences of the arts and sciences,

and be capable of appreciating by proper

intellectual culture the noblest sentiments

and aspirations of which Humanity otl'ers

examples. This, Allraclivc Industry will

do; indirectly because it will free man

kind from poverty, brutaliziug toil, and

the differences of castes and classes, which

are all based on repugnant labor; and di

rectly, because it will flood the world

with wealth, and secure to it the means

of universal education, and the leisure for

intellectual pursuits.

The Associationists form but asmall

band in society, and they may not for a.

long time to come obtain the capital

necessary to carry out an industrial re

form upon the plan which they propose.

Let us examine the second means, and

see what the producing classes themselves

can do in this great work

They would not operate in that com

plete and scientific manner which the

Associationists propose, because the bod

ies of producers who could be induced

to unite, would not combine the capital

and possess the science necessary for a

perfect organization. They would have

to take up some few branches of a true

system, and effect certain improvements,

which would lead the way gradually to

an integral reform.

Farmers and mechanics emigrating

from the Eastern to the Western States,

could establish a system of industrial

Association, but without household or do

mestic Association, which would be a

very important primary step. A number

of families, say a hundred or a hundred

and twenty, could form a plan of com

bined emigration and settlement; they

could take up a tract of five or six thous

and acres of land, and form what we will

call a united or associated township. To

save the expenses ofa hundred granarics,

stables, sheds, fences, and so forth, they

could concert among themselves and

build a few large granaries and stables,

where their produce could be stored and

their cattle taken care of collectively and

economically; teams could be connected

with these combined granarics and sta

bles, furnished to the farmers at a much

cheaper rate than they could keep sepa

rate teams of their own ; sixty or eighty

regularly employed would do the work of

two hundred under the present system.

These granaries, stables, teams, and all

collective improvements, should be made

joint-stock property, the shares owned by

those who furnished capital or labor to

wards them. The stockholders would

receive acertain rate of interest, which

might balance the charges made for the

use of teams or the storage of products,

while those who owned no stock might

aid in the care of the same, and thus pay

 

for their use. An economy of one half

or two thirds would result from such a

system of cooperation.

The families of the associated township

should have a public store, and avoid the

enormous profits, now paid to the country

merchant, which are ruinous particularly

in new settlements. A wholesale dealer

of New York remarked to us, a few days

since, that cotton goods which he had

sold out of his store for twelve cents a

yard, he saw retailed in Illinois for twen

ty-fonr cents. This was a profit of one

hundred per cent. upon an article of first

necessity: what must it be on an average

with articles of luxury and of foreign

production, like teal \Ve may almost

say that the farmers in new settlements

work, not for themselves, but for the

merchants and lawyers who follow them

to their new homes, and who, like swarms

of drones, settle down wherever produc~

tion has commenced, and in the end be

come possessors of a large part of the

property accumulated. The families

should combine to buy their goods at

wholesale and at the cheapest rates, and

also to dispose of their crops at the most

favorable season and prices; they would

thus avoid the enormous profits of those

intermediate agents, called traders. A

few of the best business men, who by

their probity, inspired perfect confi

dence, would attend at certain seasons to

the business of making purchases and

sales, and a smart woman or two, after

the goods were once purchased, could

take charge of the retailing department

in the Township.

Each family would have a separate

farm, which it would manage in its own

way, and also its separate house. The

families however should concentrate, and

build around a large square in the centre

of the township, say of fifty acres, so as

to be in the vicinity of each other, for

otherwise the industrial combination and

concert of action, which we propose,

could not so easily be carried out. A

portion of this central square might be

occupied as a model farm, where the

finest varieties of fruits, vegetables, and

grains would be cultivated for the purpose

of furnishing seed to the farmers. On

this form would be located the combined

granaries and stables. The other por

tion of the square would be occupied by

the public store and counting house, by a

church and schoolhouse, and some other

public buildings.

There are a few additional branches of

work, which could be united and jointly

prosccuted, as for example a dairy, which

is now done to great advantage in some

parts of Switzerland; a public bakery,

which would save a great deal of fuel

and labor; the families could send their

flour to it and have it returned in
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waslt-room, with a dash wheel, turned by

a horse, would do the heaviest part of the

washing, and save the women one of the

most laborious kinds of Work now done,

and one which most exposes them to

colds and other diseases. Industrial

groups composed of those persons, who

were less engaged in the special labors of

each family, could attend to these com

bined branches of Industry with profit

to themselves.

The economies which could be effected

in these and other ways, would be very

great, and with the spread of the spirit of

Cooperation, the principle of associated cf

fort could be extended to branches which

in the commencement would not be thought

of. A proper degree of system which

the common sense of the families would

direct them in applying, if they once he

gan rightly, would enable them to carry

bn successfully such a plan of industrial

combination.

A certain proportion of mechanics

should be associated with the farmers, so

as to combine as far as possible agricul

ture and manufactures, which should nev

er be separated. Instead of constructing

fifteen or twenty separate shops, let a

couple of large and comfortable edifices

be erected on the public square, in which

the mechanics could rent larger or small

er rooms answering to the wants of his

branch of business. The economy in

heating, to say nothing of the increased

safety; in power, particularly ifsteani were

used, and in other details Would here

again be very considerable. we leave

the reader to imagine the advantages

which would result from ajudicious com

bination in this respect.

\Ve see here a system of industrial

Association introduced into several dc

partmcnts of labor and business, but no

fondly or domestic Association. Each

family has its separate house and its sep

arate farm, which it cultivates according

to its best judgment. The products are

stored with those of a similar quality in

the public granaries. Sales are made

upon deliberation of all interested, and

the collective wisdom is consulted in

all cases. A kind of exchange might

be held once a week, for this purpose:

any farmer would be free to dissent from

the collective opinion, and dispose of his

produce at such a time as he deemed

most favorable. The families would pur

chase from the public store all articles that

they required, at cost price, with the ex—

ception of a small commission added, to

pay those who attended to the sales.

The farmers and mechanics would deposit

such of their products in the store as

there was a daily demand for. This in

terchange of articles should be encour

aged to the greatest extent possible, for it

 

would be a great advantage to the farmers ‘

to find a market for their lighter products

which they could not send to a distance,

and for the mechanics to obtain such arti

cles, of a good quality and at first hands,

saving a third or a half in the prices

which they pay in our cities: they would

in addition possess the advantage of sell

ing their own articles directly to the con

sumer, and not to an intermediate agent,

the merchant, who often refuses to pur

chase except at depreciated prices.

The advantages growing out of such a

system of industrial cciiperation, would

be very great. “"0 will again brictly

enumerate them.

1. It Would lead gradually to a true and

direct system of commerce, based upon

the principle of Consignment and Commis

sion, and would give to the Producer the[

entire profit of his labor, save a small

commission, while a third and often a

half of the whole now goes to the mer

chant.

2. It would obviate nine tenths of the

law-suits which now take place, and

diminish in the same proportion the num

ber of lawyers, for the greater part of

litigation grows out of the present system

of trade between individuals; this would

be avoided by means of the township

store and Counting House, which would

be the general agent for the inhabitants.

Any misunderstandings which should

arise, might be settled by a Council of

Arbiters, elected by the inhabitants,

which would hold regular meetings.

3. The prosperity of the families

would be greatly increased 'by the econo

mies in granaries, stables, teams, pur

chases and sales, on the one hand, and by

the opportunity offered to the women and

younger persons, on the other, to become

producers by taking part in groups, devot

ed to the combined branches of labor.

4. The cares and labor of the men

would be greatly abridged by not having

to attend to separate barns and teams,

and to make several thousands of sales

and purchases per annum in the neighbor

ing town or village. The cares of the

women would be greatly lessened by the

combined dairy, bakery, washing estab

lishments, and other associative arrange

ments.

5. The pecuniary independence of wo

men and children would be in part secur

ed in the groups, occupied with the as

sociated branches of labor and ultimately

it would be fully established. The en

franchiscment of woman from pecuniary

dependence, the opening to her of an hon

orable sphere of activity in industry, will

be one of the first great steps in social

progress.

6. The families in the Combined Town

ship will enjoy the advantach of variety

 

in social relations which are so restricted

at the present, because there are no indus

trial tics or association between them;

they will also possess good schools for

their children, and a place of worship, so

often wanting in new settlements.

'7. This new mode of life, in industry

and social relations, would beget a spirit

of general improvement and progress,

which would lead gradually to a higher

social condition, and ultimately to a com—

plete transformation of our present false

system of labor, and false and selfish so

cial life.

8. A new sentiment of brotherhood, of

collective friendship, of mutual support

and guarantees, and of social justice and

unity, would grow up under the influence

of this system of United Interests and as

sociated industry, and the way would be

prepared for the social and moral, asso

ciation, or Association of families, which

is the true form of human Society.

Such would be the immediate and ulti

mate results of a plan apparently so sim

ple, and operating only on the industrial

element of society.

A new organization of the Township,

as we have here briefly sketched it out,

might be very easily applied in forming

new settlements; it could also be intro

duced into the townships in the older

States, provided a few intelligent and

practical men in each locality devoted

themselves earnestly to it, and directed

the operation.

In another article, we will take up the

question ofthc Organization of Labor by

the State, or the collective \Vill and Con

science ofthe people, beginning with those

branches now monopolized by Capital.

EDUCATION.

In order to arrive at a true method of

Education and to know what influences

ought to be exerted upon the child, we

must resort to Nature rather than to the

arbitrary systems of men. These are

made with honesty doubtless, and with

the best abilities of their authors, but the

system of nature is made by God and is

infinitely better. If Society, as new con

stituted, bestows upon the child those

influences which Nature designs it to

have, and develops its powers according

to the order of nature, why, well and

good,—-we shall then have nothing to

say against it on this head ;-—but if it

turns out that nature demands for the

child a sort of training which it is impos

sible for present society to give, why

then, according to our view, the case

will be somewhat different. The first

demand of nature in behalf of the child

is, that its senses be completely and bar

moniously developed, and that the in

stincts which are to guide its physical ac

tivity be fully called out. The order of

Knature is this ; first, the senses and physi
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cal powers, then the heart, and then the ' ing is plainly not to be thought of in the

understanding. Now what sort of edu- existing order of society, to which all in

cation of the senses is possible in a soci- dustrial training of children, except that

ety of isolated households, even where‘of arbitrary compulsion without any re~

there is wealth?

that of accident.

tion that any single family should be

able to furnish the means of nicely train

ing the eye. the ear, or the taste of its

children. Perhaps this may seem to be

a small thing to many persons, but na

ture does not hold it at so low a rate;

she punishes our neglect of this first du

ty to our children, by making it impossi

ble for any subsequent education to make

up the deficiency, or to give symmetry

and completeness to the man. Children

can receive justice, we say justice be

cause we mean it, only by a perfect and

scientific method of cultivating their sen

ses during the earlier part of their life.

This, in an isolated household, is not pos

sible. The most unlimited private fortune

could hardly provide the apparatus and the

teachers for this indispensable part of ed

ucation, while in an Association they

will be a matter of course. In the next

branch of education, the development of

the industrial aptitudes of the child, our

admirable civilized society is equally at

fault. Here the justice of our strictures

may possibly, in some degree, he admit

ted. Tire mothers of troublesome boys,

who a dozen times a day turn the house

topsy turvy, and who are sent to school

oftencst, just to be got out of the way,

will, without doubt, assent to the asser

tion that they ought in some way to be

more profitably employed. And indeed,

' what a prodigal waste of energy and life

is that which children every where make.

Worse than waste, certainly; it is of a

more pesitive character ; it runs into mis

chief and destruction, as every body

knows. Now this is not the plan of na

ture; she did not make children to be

the scourges of gardens and orchards;

all this comes from some mistake of ours.

The development and refinement of the

senses is the first part of education; the

development and direction of the indus

trial instincts is the sccond. For the truth

is, that nature has implanted in every

child certain infallible instincts, which,

when developed and exercised according

to her designs, will make the child, who

is now the most mischievous and un

manageable of little imps, an ardent

enthusiast for usefulness and good

order. Every child has many apti

tudes which we do not bring out or grati

fy except in the rarest cases of strongly

marked characters, and the consequence

is, that what would be the most admira

ble qualities in the child if rightly un

folded, being left to grow wild and undis

ciplined, make him the dread and dislike

of the community. But any such unfold

 

None at all, except gard to their natural aptitudcs, most

It is out of the ques- seem an impossibility. But yet, such a

training is nothing more than justice, and

the neglect to discover the method of it

and to apply it, is an irreparable wrong,

which we have all of us to suffer for.

But there is another respect in which

the basis of our civilization, the isolated

furnin is even more repugnant to nature,

and that is in committing the discipline

of the child and the correction of its

faults to the parents only. Their iin

pulse is to love the child, and any chas

tiscment or punishment which their sense

of duty may make them inflict upon it, is

a cause of the greatest pain to them. it

violates the sentiment of parental affec

tion. The true critics of the child are

children. In a society organized accord

ing to the method of nature, they \vould

discharge this oiiice withjustice and kind—

ness, and render parental interference

unnecessary. Moreover, the existing

system gives no guarantee that children

will be well trained. And yet what is

more necessary than such a guarantee?

t is not a matter of individual concern

only, but of public interest. It is of great

moment to the community, that its future

men and Women should be well prepared

to discharge their duties as members of

society, in a word, that. they should be

educated in the most judicious manner.

A spoiled child is a public misfortune.

Now the fact is, that at least seven cighths

of parents are utterly unfit to educate

their children, or to exert any positive in

fluence upon them. Society ought in

some way to be protected against this

evil. But no protection can be devised

while the isolated household is retained as

the pivot of the whole social mechanism.

As to intellectual education, we appre

hend that our modern society, our civil

ized and cultivated society is not quite so

perfect as it is apt to fancy. However,

it has hero been compelled to adopt the

principle of common sense and to associ

ate, which is one thing in its favor. For

the education of the minds ofits children

it does what it has not been wise enough

to do for the development of their bodies or

the expansion of their hearts,--it com

bines its forces. Schools and Colleges

are not the affair of individuals or of fami

lies, but of the Community, of the State.

Accordingly the mental training to be

had now-a-days is superior to any other

part of the education provided for the

young. Still we do not think that even

that is any better than it should be. But

to say nothing more on this particular,

by what role does our Christian civiliza

tion distribute the advantages of intellect

 

ual culture which it posesses'l Does the

State by which they are controlled de

clarc that every child within its precincts

has an undeniable right to all its treasures

of learning as it has to the light and air!

Does it throw open the doors of its acad

emies, its universities, and say to all,

“ Enter freely! The knowledge, the

culture you long for is yours! ” By no

means. It does not obey the voice of

Divine Justice saying “ Give to every

child, of every class and condition the

best possible education that it is capable

of receiving, not as an act of charity but

as the debt you owe it! ” Nay it could

not do this if it would; it is not so or

ganized that it can. If it should declare

by a law that its high schools and tini

versitics were open to every one of its

children, to the poor as well as to the

rich, how could the children of the poor

avail themselves of the privilege? How

could they clothe and feed themselves

while engaged in study, when in our

“ well enough” social order they can

barely live by working almost every hour!

in order to educate its children society

must be so established that every child

and youth shall have not only the means

of education but the means of living at

the same time, or else justice to children

is out of the question. For this the first

condition is Association of Familes; the

thing is impossible without it.

“’0 have not attempted to treat this

subject with any completeness. We have

hinted at it rather than discussed it. On

some future occasion we shall speak of it

more fully. Meanwhile, unless we are

mistaken, we have suggested some prin

ciples which condemn the present social

order without appeal, and these we sub

mit to the reflection of our readers.

I}? \Ve live amidst an order of society

called human! In it men speak of reli

gion; they invoke a Christianity which

proclaims that all men are children of the

same father, and are brethren ! They pro

nounce the name of Jesus Christ who re

peated continually that supreme command

ment, “ Love each other like brothers! "

 

SIGNS or Pnoonsss. W'e cut the fol

lowing from the Daily Tribune of June

30. It was mislaid or we should have

copied it sooner.

“ The Unrvsnsr'rv CHAPEL was filled

last evening to hear the Oration and Po

em delivered before the Delta Phi Beta

of New York, and the delegate members

from its associate chapters. The Orator,

Mr. Howard Crosby, descantcd upon So

cial Organization. He spoke of how So

ciety used to exist, how it now existed,

and how it ought to exist. He com

mented strongly upon all aristocracy of

wealth, which would ultimately destroy

the bands of Society. He condemned the

hollow hoartlessness of society, in not at

tending more to the worth of intellect,
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and the cultivation of those qualities of

Humanity which serve to strengthen the

pure and uncontaminated affections of our

nature. He was listened to with great

attention, and his remarks elicited much

applause.”

It is not long since our College Orators

spoke of the Reorganization of Society

only with a sneer at the shallowness of

such an idea, or a jest at the fatuity of

its advocates. If we have not yet chang

ed all that, we see the change going on.

There is no evading it. Existing social

relations must be brought for trial before

the tribunal of Christianity and of com

mon sense, and with their condemnation

as inhuman and absurd, will arise an ir

resistible demand for institutions based

upon Universal Justice.

INDUSTRIAL Fnuoauszu. The world

is undergoing a transformation which

must continue; on all sides great estab

lishments are rising up, the preludes to

enterprises yet more gigantic. This move

ment, which from a merely industrial

point of view is worthy of admiration,

since it leads to a greater production of

wealth, will in a short time become the

very law of society. In the presence of

this new constitution of manufactures,

commerce and agriculture on an immense

scale, the question is forced upon us,

Which is more advantageous to the labor

er, the Wages System or Association?

Under the wages system the producer

remains a hired laborer, that is to say a

Paria in society with no other part in the

advantages of fortune, than a miserable

compensation not always adequate to his

daily necessities; his children inherit his

wretched condition and transmit it in their

turn. The words Patrimony, Leisure,

Abundance, Education, Influence, are not

known in his language. He knows no

other motive for action than need; he is

born, he lives and dies in poverty, while

before his eyes his employers and their

children, enriched by his labors, lead an

apparently happy life. But when the

employer, instead of being a man is a

company, the condition of the operative

becomes worse in the same ratio as the

power of capital is increased. As man

and man, the workman and the employer

can esteem and understand each other;

the instinctive sense of brotherhood forti

fied by religion and education, brings

them together; the master is accessible

to pit-y. to generosity, to all the noble

sentiments which are the glory of Man.

But a corporation has no heart, no human

sympathies; it has a rule to be rigidly

followed, a treasury to fill; it recognizes

no brotherhood; acts of friendship are

forbidden to it; it is not a part of Hu

manity, it is a machine for making money.

The operative, crushed by the sense of

weakness, yields to despair, or what is

 
worse, falls into brutality. Go through

the great manufacturing cities of France,

for example, or those of England and

Belgium, where the system is much near

er its final perfection than in this country,

and tell us if such is not the wretched lot

of the proletaries, that is, the hired labor

ers. And to this state American laborers

are approaching!

Suppose on the other hand, that in in~

dustry carried on upon a large scale, with

perfect accountability and a regular and

frequent publication of the state of the

business to all interested, the laborer

should be an associate, a partner in the

enterprise. Is it not evident that his

condition would be entirely changed, that

he would acquire a new self-respect, a

new zeal in labor, a greater confidence

for the future, a truer attachment to the

superintendants and to his establishment,

a new friendship and a new happiness!

And would he not produce more than he

does at prcsent'.l Without doubt. A re

form of industry is for the interest of

Capital as well as for that of Labor.

Tm: C.-\'rn01.1cs AND ASSOCIATIONXSTS.

In our miscellaneous columns to-day will

be found a translation, which a friend

has kindly furnished, of an excellent arti

cle from the Democrulic Pacifique under

this title. The translator takes the occa

sion to express her own peculiar views as

to the establishment of Association and

the necessary preliminaries to it.

11:? The Christian \Vatchman of Bos

ton, a Baptist newspaper, republishes the

article of the Worcester ZEgis, on Asso

ciation, which we noticed last week.

“OBJECTIONS 'ro AssocrA'rION,” No.

III. will appear next week.

[F It is well known at the present

day that the greater the profits of Capi

tal, the more Labor is degraded and re

duced to misery. Where does such a

tendency lead us?
 

 

GRAHAM AN-D TEMPERANCE

HOUSE

63 BARCLAY STREET, NEW Yonk.

New ARRANGEMENT. This house is situat

ed on a pleasant and airy street, extending from

Broadway to the Hudson river. At one end of

the street is the landing place of the Albany

Steamboats, at the other the Park Fountain.

The house is but one minute’s walk from either,

and only five from the Eastern Steamboat Land

ing.

Two separate Tables are provided, one suited

for the accommodation of the eaters of meat,

and the others carefully prepared for those who

wish to exclude flesh meats from their diet.

.Ladies and Gentlemen from the country tar

l'ylnglfl few or many days, can be accommodat

ed wrth quietness, lent , cleanliness, whole

some food, and free om tion: the fumes of Al.

cohol and Tobacco.

[L—r' FREE BATES. Cold, Douche, and

Shower Baths Free, and Warm Baths at a

small expense.

Terms One Dollar per day. Permanent hoard

c-rs received upon reasonable terms.

A. L. SMITH.

 

BROOK FARM SCHOO .

The Directors of the School connected

with the Brook Farm Association have made

arrangements for enlarging the establish

ment, and are now prepared to receive an

additional number of pupils.

The course of study comprises instruction

in the various branches usually taught in the

High Schools and Academies of New Eng

land, with particula'r attention to the modern

European languages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes

are received; a constant maternal care ex

ercised over the youngest; and the more ad

vanced subject to the friendly counsel and

assistance of the teachers, without the re—

straints of arbitrary discipline. Young men

are fitted for College, or for commercial pur

suits, or carried through a course of instruc

tion, in the higher branches usually taught

in the University.

Lessons are given in Music, Dancing,

Drawing, and Painting, without any extra

charge.

The School is under the immediate direc

tionof Mr. and Mrs. Rummy, Mr. Dwrcu'r,

and Mr. DANA, assisted by experienced

teachers in the diflcrent departments; and

every pupil of tender age is entrusted to

the particular care of a lady of the establish

ment, who has charge of his wardrobe, per

sonal habits, and physical education.

For young children, who are deprived of

parental care, and for older pupils who wish

to pursue a thorough and exact course of

study, without the usual confinement ofa

large seminary, it is believed that this

School affords advantages, that are rarely to

be met with.

TERMS,— Fons DOLLARS a week for

board, washing, fuel, lights, and instruction

in all branches.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, West Rozbury, .Mass.

\VEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS!

Leaves Brook Farm at7 1-2 A. M., and 2 1-2

P. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaica

Plains, and Roxbury. Returning, leaves

Doolittle‘s, City Tavern, Brattle Street, at

10 1-2 a.1u.,and 5 P. M. Sunday excepted.

N. R. GERRISH.
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VI.

But, mon Dieu! Could the skill of the

most terrible Dominican who has ever

performed the functions of grand inquisi

tor succeed against that of three women,

when love, fear and friendship inspired

each of them to the same end 1 Though

Frederick tried in every manner, by a

caressing amiability and a provoking

irony, by unforeseen questions, a pretend

ed indifference and indirect threats, no

thing availed him. The explanation re

specting Consuelo's presence in the

apartments of the princess conformed ex

actly, in the mouth of madam de chist

and in the affirmations of Amelia, with

that which the Porporina had so happily

improvised.—It was the most natural,

the most probable one. To trust every

thing to chance is the best way. Chance

does not speak and cannot give the lie.

Tired of the conflict, the king gave in

and changed his tactics; for he said sud

denly:

“ And the Porporina, whom I have for

gotten in the other room! Dear little sis

ter, since you are better, let her come in,

her talk will amuse us."

“I feel inclined to sleep,” replied the

princess, who feared some snare.

“ Well, say good-bye to her, and dis

miss her yourself.” Speaking thus, the

king, anticipating madam de Kleist, went

himself to open the door and called the

Porporina.

But, instead of dismissing her, he at

once introduced a dissertation upon Ger

man and Italian music; and when the

subject was exhausted, cried abruptly :

 

 

" Entered according to Act ofCongress, in the
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“Ah! signora Porporina, a piece of

news which I forgot to tell you, and

which will certainly give you pleasure!

Your friend, the baron de Trenck, is no

longer a prisoner.”

“\Vhich baron de Trenck, sir-e'.l ”

asked the young girl with a skilful can

dor: “I know two of them and both are

in prison."

“ O! Trenck the pandour will die at

Spielberg. It is Trenck the Prussian

that has escaped.”

“ Well! sire,” replied the Porporina,

“ for my part, I thank you. Your ma

jesty has performed a deed of justice and

generosity."

“ Much obliged for the compliment,

madcmoiselle. \Vhat do you think of it,

my dear sister 1 ”

“ What are you speaking of, then? ”

said the princess. “I did not listen to

you, brother. I was just falling asleep.”

“I am speaking of your protege, the

handsome Trenck, who has escaped from

Glatz over the walls.”

“Ah! he has done well,” replied

Amelia with great sang-froid.

“He has done ill,” replied the king

drily. “His affair was about to be ex

amined, and he might perhaps have

cleared himself from the charges which

hang over him. His flight is a confession

of his crimes."

“If it be so, I abandon him," said

Amelia still impassive.

“ Mademoiselle Porporina would persist

in defending him, I am certain,” returned

Frederick; “I see that in her eyes.”

“ That is because Icannot believe in

treachery,” said she.

“ Especially when the traitor is such a

handsome youth! Do you know, sister,

that mademoiselle Porporina is very inti

mate with the baron de Trenck? ”

“Much good may it do her! ” said

Amelia coldly. “If he is a dishonored

man, I would nevertheless advise her to

forget him. Now, I wish you good-day, |

mademoiselle, for I feel very much fa

tigued. I beg you will have the good

ness to return in a few days in order to

 

help me read this score; it appears to me

very beautiful.“

“ Then you have recovered your taste

for music! " said the king. “I thought

you had given it up entirely.”

“I wish to try to do so, and I hope,

brother, you will come and help me. I

am told that you have made great pro

gress, and now you must give me les

sons.”

“\Ve will take them together from

the signora. I will bring her to you.”

“That is right. You will give me

great pleasure.”

Madam de Kleist reconducted the Por

porina to the antechamber, and the lat

ter soon found herself alone in the long

corridors, not knowing how to direct her

steps in order to leave the palace, and not

remembering where she had passed to

reach the place in which she was.

The king’s household being arranged

on a footing ofthe strictest economy, to say

the least, there were no servants to be met

with in the interior of the chateau. The

Porporina did not see a single one of whom

she could enquire, and wandered at a ven

ture in that gloomy and vast manor house.

Engrossed by what had just occurred,

exhausted by fatigue, fasting since the

day before, the Porporina felt her head

quite weak; and, as sometimes happens

in such cases, an unhealthy excitement.

still sustained her physical strength, she

walked at random, more quickly than she

would have done in a state of health;

and pursued by an entircly personal idea,

which strangely worried her since the

day before, she completely forgot where

she was, lost herself, crossed galleries,

courts, returned upon her steps, descend

ed and rc-ascended staircases, met sever

al persons, did not think to ask the way,

and at last, as if awakening from a

dream, found herself at the entrance of a

vast hall filled with strange and confused

objects, upon the threshold of which a

grave and polite personage saluted her

with much courtesy and invited her to

enter.

The Porporina recognized the very
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learned academician Stoss, curator of the

museum of curiosties, and of the li

brary of the chateau. He had visited

her several times in order to have her try

some precious manuscripts of protestant

music of the earliest times of the reform

ation, calligraphic treasures with which

he had enriched the royal collection. On

learning that she was seeking an exit

from the palace, he immediately offered

to attend her home; but he requested her

so earnestly to cast a glance upon the

precious cabinet entrusted to his care, and

of which he was justly proud, that she

could not refuse to go the r0nnd, support~

ed by his arm. Cosily diverted, as are

all artistic organizations, she soon took

more interest in it than she had thought

herself inclined to do, and her attention

became entirely absorbed by an object

which the very worthy professor made

her particularly remark.

“ This drum, which seems by no

means peculiar at first sight," said he,

“ and which 1 even suspect to be apocry

phal, enjoys nevertheless a great celebri

ty. “'hat is certain, is that the resound

ing part of this warlike instrument is a

human skin, as you may yourself observe

by the trace of the swelling of the pec

torals. This trophy, taken by his majesty

from Prague, in the glorious war which

has just ended, is, they say, the skin of

Jt‘an Zish-a of the Chalice, the celebrated

chief of the great insurrection of the

Hussites in the fiftccnth century. It is

pretended that he bequcathed this sacred

skin to his companions in arms, promis

ing that wherever it was, (here should be

lhe victory. The Bohemians pretend that

the sound of this rcdoubtable drum put

their enemies to flight, that it invoked the

ghosts of their dead chiefs to fight for the

holy cause and a thousand other wonders.

— But, besides that in the brilliant age of

reason in which we have the happiness to

live, such superstitions deserve only con

tempt, M. Lenfnnt, preacher to her ma

jesty the queen-mother, and author of a

praiseworthy history of the Hussitcs, af

firms that Jean Ziska was buried with

his skin, and consequently—It seems to

me mademoiselle that you are growing

pale—Are you suffering? or does the

sight of this strange object give you a feel

ing of disgust? That Ziska was a great

villain and a very ferocious rebel — ”

“ It is possible, sir,” rcplied Porporina;

“ but I have lived in Bohemia, and have

there been told that he was a very great

man: his memory is still asliving there

as much as that of Louis XIV. can be in

France, and he is considered as the savior

of his country.”

“Alas! it is a country very badly

saved,” said M. Stoss smiling, “and I

might make the sonorous chest of its lib

erator resound, without even causing to

 

appear his ghost, shamefully captive in

the palace of the conqueror of his de

scendants.” While speaking thus in a

pedantic manner, the worthy M. Stoss

drew his fingers over the drum, which

gave out a dead and ominous sound, such

as is produced by those instruments when

veiled in mourning and beaten dully in

funereal marches. But the wise curator

was suddenly interrupted in this profane

sport by a piercing cry from the Porpo

rina, who threw herself into his arms,

and hid her face on his shoulder, like a

child terrified by some strange and fright

ful object.

The grave M. Stoss looked around

him to discover the cause of this sudden

terror, and saw, stopping at the door of

the hall, a person whose appearance

caused him a feeling of disdain. He was

about to make a sign to that person to

withdraw, but he had passed on,before

the Porporina, clinging to him, had given

him freedom to move.

“ Really, mademoisclle," said he to her,

as he led her to a chair, into which she

fell exhausted and trembling, “I cannot

understand what is the matter with you.

1 have seen nothing to occasion the emo

tion you feel.”

“ Did you see nothing? Did you see

no one i ” said the Porporina in a smoth

ered voice and with a wandering air.

“ There, at that door—did you not see

a man standing who looked at me with

frightful eyes! ”

“ I saw perfectly well a man who often

wanders through the chateau and who

would perhaps like to give himself fright

ful airs, as you very justly say; but I

confess to you that he intimidatcs me

very little and that I am not one of his

dupes."

“ You did see him! ah! sir, then he

was there, really? I was not dreaming?

My God! my God! What does this

mean? ”

"' It means that in consequence of the

special protection of an amiable and au

gust princess, who arnuscs herself, as I

believe, with his follies, more than she

gives credence to them, he has entered

the chateau and is going to the apart

ments of her royal higlrncss."

“ But who is he'.' what is his name? "‘

“Do you not know? why then are

you afraid of him? ”

“In the name of Heaven, sir, tell me

who is this man! ”

“Eh! why, it is Trismegistus, the

princess Amelia's sorcerer! one of those

clrarlatans whose trade it is to predict the

future and to reveal hidden treasures, to

make gold, and display a thousand other

social talents which were much in fashion

here before the glorious reign of Fred

erick the Great. You have certainly

heard it mentioned, signora, that madam

 

l

the abbess of Quedlimbcrg retains the

taste — ”

“ Yes, yes, sir,l know that she stu

dies cabalism, from curiosity doubt

less—”

“Oh! certainly; how can we for a.

moment srtppose that so enlightened, so

learned a princess would be seriously

interested in snclr extravagances'! "'

“ In fine, sir, you know this man! ”

“ O! a long time; it must be fully

four years that we have seen him appear

here at least once in_ every six or eight

months. As he is very peaceable and

does not mingle in any intrigues, his

majesty, who does not wish to deprive

his dour sister of any innocent diversion,

tolerates his presence in the city and even

his free entrance to the palace. He does

not abuse this liberty and while in this

country exercises his pretended science

for the princess alone. M. de Golowkin

protccts and is answerable for him. This

is all I can tell you; but, mademoiselle,

how can it interest you so deeply! "

“ It does not interest me in any man

ner, sir, I assure you ; and in order that

you may not think me crazy, I must tell

you that this man seemed to me, which

was doubtless an illusion, to have a strik

ing resemblance to a person who was

very dear to me, and who is so still; for

death does not break the bonds of afl'ec

tion, does it, sir? ”

“ That is a noble sentiment which you

express, and quite Worthy of a person of

your merit. But you have been very

much agitated, and I see that you can

hardly sustain yourself. Permit me to

attend you to your home."

On arriving at her apartments, the Por

porina went to bed -and remained there

several days tormented by a fever and an

extraordinary nervous agitation. At the

termination of this time, she received a.

billet from madam de Kleist, who re~

quested her to come and sing at her

house about eight in the evening. This

was only a pretext to conduct her secretly

to the palace. They penetrated, by pri

vate passages, to the apartments of the

princess, whom they found in a charming

dress, although her chamber was but

dimly lighted, and all the persons at

tached to her service had been dismissed

for the evening under pretext of indispu

sition. She received the cantatrice with

a thousand caresses; and familiarly pass

ing her arm under hers, she led her to a

pretty little circular apartment, lighted

by fifty tapers, in which a dainty supper

was served with luxury and good taste.

The French rocoro had not yet invaded

the court of Prussia. They pretended

there, moreover, at this period, a sove~

reign contempt for the court of France,

and undertook to imitate the traditions of

the age of Louis XIV, for which Fred.
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ericlr, secretly busied in aping the great

king, professed a boundless admiration.

Still the princess Amelia was dressed in

the latest fashion, and from the fact of

being more chaster arrayed than madam

Pompadour usually was, was none the less

brilliant. Madam de Kleist had also put

on her most attractive attire; and yet

there were but three covers and not a

single domestic.

“ You are astonished at ourlittle féte,”

said the princess laughing. “ Well, you

will be still more so, when you know

that we three are going to sup together,

helping ourselves; as we ourselves, that

is, madam do Kleist and I, have already

prepared every thing. We two have laid

the table and lighted the candles, and

never have I been so much amused. I

arranged my hair and dressed myself en

tirely alone for the first time in my life,

and l have never been better dressed, at

least so it seems to me. In fine, we are

going to divert ourselves incognito! The

king sleeps at Potsdam, the queen is at

Charlottembourg, my sisters are with the

queen-mother at Montbijou; my brothers,

I don‘t know where; we are alone in the

chateau. I am considered ill, and I profit

by this night of liberty to feel myself

live a little, and to celebrate with you

two, (the only persons in the world to

whom I can trust,) the escape of my dear

Trenck. So we will drink champaigne

to his health, and if one of us takes too

much, the others will keep her secret.

Ah! Frederick’s fine philosophical sup~

pers will be efl‘accd by the splendor and

gaiety of this! ”

They seated themselves at table, and

the princess showed herself in an entirely

new light to the Porporina. She was

good, sympathizing, natural, cheerful,

beautiful as an angel, adorable in a. word,

on that day, as she had been in the most

beautiful days of her earliest youth.

She seemed to swim in happiness, and it

wasapure, generous, disinterested happi

ness. Her lover had fled far from her, and

she did not know if she should ever see

him again; but he was free, he had

ceased to suffer, and this radiant lover

blessed her lot.

“ Ah! how well I feel between you

two! ” said she to her confidante, who

formed with her the most charming trio,

that a refined coquetry ever concealed

from the eyes of men: “I feel free as

Trenck is at this hour; I feel good as he

has always been, and as I thought I

could never be again! It seemed to me

that the fortress of Glatz weighed every

hour upon my soul : at night it was upon

my chest like a night-mare. I was cold

in my bed of cider-down, at the thought

that he whom I love was shivering on the

damp tiles of a gloomy dungeon. I no

longer lived, I no longer enjoyed any

 

thing. Ah ! dear Porporina, imagine

the horror I experienced when saying to

myself: He suffers all that for me! it is

my fatal love which precipitates him liv

ing to the tomb! This thought changed

all my food to gall, like the breath of the

harpies. Pour out for me some cham

paigne wine, Porporina .' I never liked it,

and for two years I have drank only

water. \Vell, it seems to me thatI am

drinking nectar. The light of the can

dles is cheerful, these flowers smell

pleasantly, these dainties are delicious,

and above all, de Kleist and you are as

beautiful as two angels. Oh! yes, I see,

I hear, I breathe; I have become a living

woman from a statue, a corpse that I

was. Here, drink with ‘me, first the

health of Trenck, then that of the friend

who fled with him; afterwards, we will'

drink that of the honest keepers who let

him escape, and then lastly, that of my

brother Frederick, who could not prevent

him. No, no bitter thought shall trouble

this festive day. Ihave no more hitter

ness against any one; it seems to me

that I love the king. Here! to the health

of the king, Porporina, long live the

king ! ”

What added to the delight which the,

joy of this poor princess communicatedl

to her two beautiful guests, was the

cheerfnlness of her manner, and the per—

fect equality she caused to prevail be

tween the three. She rose, changed the

plates when her turn came, carved,

and served her companions with a child

ish and affecting pleasure. “Ah! IfI

was not born for the life of equality, at

least love has made me comprehend it,"

said she, “and the misfortune of my

condition has revealed to me the nonsense

of the prejudices of rank and birth. My

sisters are not like me. My sister of

Anspach would lay her head on the

block, rather than make the first saluta

tion to a highness who does not reign.

My sister of Bareith, who plays the phil

osopher and free-thinker with M. Vol

taire, Would tear out the eyes of a duch

ess who wore a piece more of cloth in

her train than herself. They have never

loved, you see! They will pass their

lives in that pneumatic machine they call

the dignity of their rank. They will die

embalmed in their majesty like mummies;

they will not have known my bitter sor

rows, but also, they will not have known,

in all their lives of etiquette and display,

a quarter of an hour of Iaisser-aller, of

pleasure and confidence, such asI enjoy

at this moment! My dear friends, you

must make my fete complete, you must

be entirely familiar with me this evening.

I wish to be Amelia for you; no more;

highness, plain Amelia. Ah! you look

as if you would refuse me, do Kleist!

 

The court has spoiled you, my child;

spite of yourself you have inhaled the

malaria; but you, dear Porporina, who,

though an actress, seem a child of na

ture, you will yield to my innocent de

sire! ”

“ Yes, my dear Amelia, I will do it

with all my heart to oblige you,” replied

the Porporina, laughing.

“ Ah ! Heaven! ” cried the princess,

“if you knew what an effect it has upon

me to hear myself called Amelia .' Ame

lia! 0! how well he used to pronounce

my name! It seemed to me that it was

the most beautiful name on the earth, the

sweetest that woman ever bore, when he

uttered it.”

Little by little the princess felt the

transport of her soul to such a. degree

that she forgot herself to think only of

her friends; and in this attempt at equal

ity, she became so great, so happy and

so good, that she instinctively put offthat

sharp personality which had been devel

oped in her by passion and suffering.

She ceased to speak of herself exclusive

ly, she no longer thought to attribute a

little merit to herself for being so amiable

and so simple; she asked madam do

Kleist about her family, her position and

her feelings, which she had never done

since she was absorbed by her own trou

bles. She wished also to know the life

of an artist, the emotions of the stage,

the idea and affections of the Pnrporina.

She inspired confidence at the same time

that she felt it, and she experienced infi

nite pleasure at reading in the soul of

another, and at seeing, in fine, in these

beings different from herself hitherto, be

ings similar in their essence, as deserving

before God, as well endowed by nature,

as important upon the earth as she had

long persuaded herself she must be, in

preference to others.

It was the Porporino. especially, whose

ingennous replies and sympathizing ex

pansiveness struck her with respect min

gled with a sweet surprize.

“ You appear to me an angel,” said

she to her. “ You, a girl of the stage !

You speak and think more nobly than

any crowned headI am acquainted with.

I feel for you an esteem which almost

reaches infatuation. You must grant me

your's entirely, beautiful Porporino. You

must open your heart to me and relate to

me your life, your birth, your education,

your loves, your misfortunes, even your

faults, if you have committed any. They

can be only noble faults, like that which

I carry, not on my conscience, as they

say, but in my conscience, in the sanctu

ary of my heart. It is eleven o‘clock,

we have the whole night before us: our

little revel draws to its close, for we only

brag, and I see that the second bottle of

champaigne will not be well received.

Will you relate to me your history, such
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as 1 ask it of you? It seems to me that

the knowledge of your heart, and the

picture of a life in which all will be new

and unknown to me, will instruct me in

the real duties of this world more than

all my reflections have ever been able to

do. I feel myself capable of listening

to and following you asI have never

listened to anything which was foreign to

my passion. Are you willing to satisfy

me? ”

“I would do it with great pleasure,

madam— ” replied the Porporina.

“ \Vhat madam? where do you find

that madam here? ” interrupted the prin

cess gaily.

“I say, my dear Amelia,” resumed

the Porporina, “that I would do it with

pleasure, were there not, in my life, an

important, an almost formidable secret,

with which the whole is connected, and

which no need of ell'usion, no heart

felt attraction, can ever induce me to

reveal.”

“ Well, my dear child, I know your

secret! and if I did not speak to you of

it at the beginning of supper, it was from

a sentiment of discretion, above which I

now feel that my friendship for you can

place itself without scruple.”

“ You know my secret? ” cried the

Porporina, petrified with surprize. “ O!

madam, excuse me! that seems to me

impossible.”

“ Afar/ed .' you constantly treat me as

a. highness.”

“ Forgive me, Amelia, — but you can

not know my secret. unless you really

have an understanding with Cagliostro,

as people pretend.”

“I heard of your adventure with Cag

liostro at the time, and am dying to learn

the details; but it is not curiosity which

actuates me this evening, it is friendship,

as I have told you sincerely. So, to en

courage you,l will say that, since this

morning, I know very well that the sig

nora Consuelo Porporina could legitimate

ly, if she wished, take the title of count

ess de Rudolstadt.”

“ In the name of Heaven, madam,—

Amelia—who could have told you— ”

“ My dear Rudolstadt, do you not

know that my sister, the margrariue of

Bareith, is here? ”

“ I do know it.”

“ And with her, her physician Supper

ville! ”

“I understand, M. Supperville has

been false to his word, to his oath. He

has spoken! ” _

“ Be reassured. He has spoken only

to me, and under the seal of secrcsy. I

cannot see, moreover, why you so much

fear having a matter known which is so

honorable to your character, and which

can injure no one. The family of Ru

dolstadt is extinct, excepting an old can

 

oness, who must soon join her brothers in

the tomb. we have, it is true, in Sax

ony, some princes of Rudolstadt, who

are your near relations, cousins-german,

and who are very vain of their name;

but if my brother will uphold you, you

can bear that name without their daring

to complain—unless you persist in pre

ferring your name of Porporina, which is

quite as glorious, and much pleasanter to

the ear.”

“Such indeed is my intention, re

plied the Porporina, “in any event; but

I should like much to know on what

occasion M. Supperville gave you this

information— when I do know it, and my

conscience is freed from its oath, I prom

ise—to relate to you the details of that

sad and strange marriage."

“ These are the facts," said the prin

cess. “()ne of my women being ill, I

sent to request Supperville, who, I un

derstood, was in the chateau with my

sister, to come and see her. Supperville

is a man of wit, whoml knew when he

resided here, and who has never loved

my brother. That made me free in con

versing with him. Chance led our con

versation to music, to the opera. and con

sequently to you ; I spoke of you to him

with such praise, that either to give me

pleasure, or from conviction, he went

beyond me, and exalted you to the skies.

I took pleasure in hearing him, and re

marked a peculiar manner by which he

endeavored to make me imagine in you a

romantic life worthy of interest, and a

greatness of soul superior to all my good

surmises. I pressed him much, 1 con

fess, and he also allowed himself to he

entreated a. great while, I must say in his

justification. At. last, after having asked

my promise not to betray him, be related

to me your marriage at the death-bed of

the count de Rudolstadt, and your gene

rous renunciation of your rights and priv

ileges. You see, my child, that you can,

without scruple, tell me the remainder, if

nothing obliges you to conceal it."

“ That being so," said the Porporina,

after a. moment of silence and emotion,

“ although this recital must awaken in

me very painful recollections, especially

since my residence in Berlin, I will reply

by my confidence to the interest of your

highness—l mean of my good Amelia.”

To be Continued.

,9

Christianity and Republicanism, to a

certain extent, have the same Origin, and

Purpose, and Means, and End. They have

the same Origin ; for Truth and Freedom

were born together in the beginning,

at the Voice of God. They have the same

Object, to unite our Race in one great

Community, bound by the golden links of

Universal Brotherhood, acknowledging

one perfect law of Liberty and Righte

ousness and Love. They have the same

means—the moral influences of correct

 

principle difi‘used in the calmness and

thoughtfulness and quietude of Peace.

They shall have at last the same glorious

consummation. Then the sword shall be

beaten into the plow-share and the nations

shall learn \Var no more. Then the

kingdom of God shall come, and His will

he done on Earth as it is donein Heaven.

Then shall our united and redeemed IIu

manity stand perfect in the divine resem

blance, clothed in the white robe ofinno

cence, crowned with the diadem of love,

and extending in the stainless hand the

fadeless olives of Everlasting Peace.—Rev.

'1'. L. Harris.

THE LOST LEADER.

sr nouns-r snowman.

Just for a handful ofsilvcr he left us,

Just for a ribband to stick in his coat—

Got the one gin. of which fortune beret! us,

Lost all the others she lets us devote;

They, with the gold to give, doled him out silver,

So much was theirs who so little allowed 2

How all our copper had gone for his service !

Rags—were they purple his heart had been

proud !

\\’e that had loved him so, followed him, honor

ed him,

Lived in his mild and magnificent eye,

Learned his great language, caught his clear ac

cents,

Made him our pattern to live and to die!

Shakespeare was of us, Milton was for us;

Burns, Shelley, were with us -—they watch

from their graves!

IIe alone breaks from the van and the freemen,

IIe alone sinks to the rear and the slaves!

We shall march prospering,--not through his

presence ,

Songs may excite us,—not from his lyre ',

Deeds will be dono,—- while hc_boasts his qui

escence,

Still bidding crouch whom the rest badcaspire;

Blot out his name then,— record one lost soul

more,

One task unattcmpted, one footpath untrod,

One more devilsfitriumph and sorrow to angels,

One wrong more to man, one more insult to

God !

Life’s night begins; let him never come back

to us!

There would‘be doubt, hesitation and pain,

Forced praise on our part—the glimmer of twi

light,

Never glad, confident morning again !

Best fight on well, for we taught him.—Come

gullantly,

Strike our face hard, ere we shatter his own ;

Then let him get the new knowledge and wait us,

Pardoned in Heaven, the first by the throne !

CINCINNATI. A correspondent of the

Buli'alo Express, writing from this city,

thus speaks of it:

“I had heard of the rapid growth of

cities—of the extent of the business

of Cincinnati—that it had 80,000 inhabit

ants, but I had never realized its truth till

I landed in the town. I have now been

here several days, and my amazement

is in no degree abated. Every thing is on

a liberal scale ; streets, steamboats, public

and business buildings and private dwell

ings. Manifestly there is great wealth

and much refinement; and though busi

ness is the chief vocation of the people,
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education, religion, science, and in ‘espe-‘

cial manner the fine arts, have found a

congenial home in Cincinnati. The en

virons of Cincinnati are beautiful beyond

any cityI have ever visited. The hills

in the rear of the town rise in bold and

graceful sweeps to the height of 150 to

250 feet.—All these beautiful points

have been occupied by wealth and taste

as country residences. Sweet vallies and

held and lofty hills, adorned by nature and

art, look out and down upon a magni

ficent city. The view from these bills,

overlooking the whole city for miles to

the East and \Vest, and over the splen

did plains of Kentucky opposite, is beyond

example, striking. In the evening you

look down on a city of vast extent, with

long lines of brilliant gas lights illuminat—

ing the streets, and hear the busy hum of

industry, the jar of the iron-mill,—the

heavy movement of the omnibusses and

drays, add to this the artillery of the

high pressure steamboats answering to

each other like a dialogue of monsters,

and ‘the sounds of music on the night

air swelling.’ The eye and car are be

wildered and confounded. All this has

been accomplished by the hand of free

labor, and enlightened Northern, Eastern

and \Vcstern American business enter

prise.”
 

Almost every where the enjoyment of

the goods naturally destined for all, has

been the lot of a few. And the few,

holding the people in subjection, and for

getting the sentiment of fraternity, have

treated them like those animals they at

tach to the plough through the day, and

leave to the stable and a haudul of straw

lbrohgh the night.
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SECTION I 'OTICF. IV.I.

CHAPTER XVI.

Distinction between false Series and Se

ries cut down.

\Ve pass from .vpr-culnlire manufactures

(of articles for sale) to the domestic or

usual, which may furnish a. dozen series

in necessary functions, such as the laun~

dry, working in wood, or leather.

These series, which I proceed to indi

cate, will be for the most part defective,

and little compatible with two of the

three rules laid down in Chapter VI,

namely : those of flu: compact scale and of

the subdivision of labor. This defect is

unavoidable during the first fifteen or

twenty years of the Associative experi

ment.

The functions, which do not form a

compact scale, will probably amount to

some fifty genera and to a dozen series in

the experimental phalanx, which will not

wish to be the dupe of workmen from the

city every time it wants a. nail driven, for

this would be making a sad encumbrance

of the civilizees. To guarantee itself

against this, it will engage instructors in

every species of domestic labors, filling

four or five categories, such as working in

wood, in leather, in metals, in cloth, &c.

vof' its exchange and other minutiae print

 

Of these various genera the following

series may be composed :

A; In wood: carpenters.jniners.

B. Ditto : coopors, basket-makers.

C. In leather: shoe-makers, glow-rs. hosinrs.

D. Mixed: auddlcrs, harness-makers, box-ma

kers. - l

E. In iron: locksmiths, spur-makers, black-‘

smiths.

F. Mixed: coach-makers, whcclwrights, iron

mongers.

G. In ornaments: dress-makers, cmbroidercrs,

lace-makers.

H. In cloth : tailors, tniloresscs, botchcrs, ma

kers over of old garments, corset-makers.

J. In metals: brazicrs, tinkers, lamp-makers,

founders, puinp-tuukors.

L. Mixed: cutlcrs. toy-men, gnnsmiths.

M. Dilio: watch-makers, jr-wcllors. coldsmitlts.

N. In thread: seamstressos, weavers.

There remain several occupations diff

cult to class in series, considering how

slight a tie exrsts between them, such

as:

l. II'tttnrs, 8. Furriers,

El. Upholsterers. . fl. Printers,

3. \Vorkors in fctttltors, Ill. Umbrella-makers,

4. Bruiders of straw, ll. Packers.

5. “'igmnkcrs, 12. Glaziers,

fi, Soonrers of cloth, I3. Opticians.

7. Posteboard'makers,

 

A phalanx on the grand scale will have

need of all these employments. It would

be very inconvenient for it to go to work

men in the city to get the daily bulletin

ed; or a clock, a watch, a tobacco‘box, a

spoon, a knife, or a hat repaired ; the in~

structors enrolled in the second or third

detachments will have formed pupils in

all these branches. Without adopting

weaving-manufactories, it will take but

little, a single group or so, to awaken

this taste, and develop it in certain chil-,

dren to whom it is natural.

But the generation brought up in the

civilized state will but slowly acquire a

passion for these domestic manufactures,

which, for this reason, will not be able

during the first years to furnish regular

series in each of the species indicated

above, against the numerals 1 to 13, nor

even in the genera marked A to N.

Several of the twelve series from A to N

will want compactness between their

groups, and will be but poorly fitted to

call out industrial intrigues. (Chapter VI.)

Those will be series cut down, deficient in

the springs of harmony, in the equi

librium of the passions. We shall be

obliged, during the first generation, to

content ourselves with these defective

series, these that are cut down and not

compact.

The functions 1 to 13 will form only

detached groups: they have no mutual

tie; but each of them, at the end of thir

ty years, will furnish a. series, because

the children brought up in Association

will take part in a very great. number of

trades, in consequence of the minute sub

division of labor; so that in a function of

very limited extent, like that of the pack

er or the umbrella-maker, the phalanx

will easily have some thirty members,

forming a series.

The introduction of those out down and

badly graduated series is a mistake into

which inexperienced founders will often

fall; it is important to warn them on this

subject, already touched upon in Chapter

VII., under the title of false series.

There is but little difference between

the out down and the false. Icall that,

series false, which is badly assorted, badly '

graduated, but capable of correction, asl

we have scen in Chapter VII. l

 

The series cut down errs by the same

defect of inexact graduation, but without

any possibility of remedying it, because

it is composed of functions which cannot

be dispensed with, although they have not

sufficient affinity with one another to form

a compact and finely shaded scale. In

Chapter VII. I have given an example of

a false series; I add one, a very methodi

cal one, of a series cut down.

\Vonnino IN cosmos METAL3.

Ascending Transition: = Makers of Lamps.

Tin-men,

Brazier-s,

Gun-smiths.

Locksmiths,

Blacksmiths,

Spur-makers.

lron-mongers,

“'hcclwrights.

Carriage-makers,

I’ulnp-nmkuru,

Collin-makers.

Descending; T1'lnl‘;f.'i01l : = (.‘ntlcrs.

Here the functions are well graduated,

but remote from one another, forming a.

scale of species and not of varieties.

This fault is characteristic of the series cut

down: they want. compactness; their

scale is of a loose order, although regu

lar; and for this reason their groups are

not susceptible of rivalries and graduated

discords between contiguous groups.

These are series on a reduced scale, fiot

their component elements are species;

whereas a good scale can only be formed

of very minute shades of varieties, which

will be in jealous discord with one an

other ; here the twelve groups have func

tions too distinct to create discards, and it

is a series cut down, deprived of the play

of the Cuba/isle or passion of rivalry and

intrigue.

During the first generation, it will 'be a

matter of necessity to form, in all the

functions of usual or domestic manufac

tures and even in other branches of indus

try, these defective series, these accumu

lations of remote species: in fact, at its

commencement the Associative mechanism

altogether will be but Harmony cut down,

since it will be deprived of the true and

natural relations of love, which can only

be established in the second or third gen

eration, and also of the relations of the

Harmonic family which can only spring

up in the fourth and fifth generations of

Association. (See Section V, which

treats of the harmonics of family and of

inheritance.)

Fortunately, the agricultural series, in

the experimental phalanx, will not be

subject to this deficiency of compactness

which would paralyze every thing; they

may be Ibrmed into a scale of finely

shaded varieties, giving full sphere to the

three Mechanizing Passions.

The principles which I have just es

tablished about the choice and direction

of manufactures, both usual and specula

tive, are strongly opposed to those of the

so called science of political economy, in

whose eyes every industry is useful, pro

vided it creates legions of half-starved

wretches who sell themselves at a low

price to the conquerors and chiefs of in

dustry. Excessive competition always

reduces this populace to the lowest mini

mum of wages when business is brisk,

and to indigence in case of stagnation.

Assnciation sees in manufactures only

the complement of agriculture, the means

of effecting a diversion for the passional

calms which would occur during the lon

vacation of winter and of the equinoxi

Asciixmuo \ano. %

(“um-us.

DESCEN IHN (a “'1 No.2
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rains. Thus all the phalanxes of the!

globe will have manufactures. but they

will strive to raise their manufactured ar

ticles to the highest pitch of perfection,

so that the durability of the article may

reduce the time spent in its manufac

ture.

On this point let us state a principle

which has been overlooked by all the

economists, a principle closely allied to

what is said in chapter VIII of the varie

ties and quantities of attraction.

God has distributed only so much at

traction for manufacturing labors as will‘

occupy one quarter of the time which man

can give to labor in Association. The

other three quarters must be employed in

the care of animals and vegetables, in the

kitchens, the industrial armies, in short

in every labor except manufacturing, un

der which head I do not include the kitch

ens for daily consumption, for they belong

to the domestic service.

if a phalanx should seek to go beyond

this natural quantity of manufacturing at

traction, to push this kind of labor be

ond a quarter of the whole time disposi-'

ble for other than domestic labor, it

would soon see its manufacturing, and

consequently its agricultural attraction,

prove abortive; for the agricultural se

ries would lose a third part of their time

for exercise, and consequently a third

part of their members: their compact

ness and their activity would be diminish

ed in the same ratio.

Thus the whole mechanism of indus

trial attraction would be overturned if we

should proceed, as in civilization, confus

edly and without observing any propor

tion between the amounts of industry and

the amounts of special attractions which

nature distributes among men.

Moreover, this proportion would be false

in all the branches of manufacture, if they

should manufacture, as to-day, inferiur

qualities, which are ruinous to the social

body; for defective stuffs or colors, reduc

ing the durability of a. garment to a half

or third or quarter of what it ought to

he, would oblige them to augment so

much the mass of manufactures, and to

restrict proportionally the amount oftime

and strength which a limited population

could devote to agriculture.

Sophists will reply, that this would be

the very means of increasing population.

This is precisely the fault to be avoided

in Harmony; from the moment that the

globe shall have reached its grand comple

. ment of about five thousand millions, the

only care will be to secure the happiness

of its inhabitants, and not to increase

their number. Now this happiness \vould

decline, if the equilibrium of attraction

should be disturbed by taking time from

agriculture to give to manufactures more

than nature has assigned them; for she

wishes to reduce the labors of manufac

turing to the shortest possible duration.

by organizing the intrigues of the series

in such a manner as to raise every pro

duct to its perfection.

It is in obedience to this principle that

manufactures, instead of being concentrat

ed as they now are in cities swarming

with ant-hills of poor wretches, will be

spread over all the countries and phalanx

es of the globe, so that man in giving

himself up to manufacturing, may never

 

deviate from the paths of attraction,

which tends to employ manufactures onlyI

as an accessory by way of variety to ag-l

riculturc, and not as a principal function, i

either for a township or for any one of

its individuals.

In closing these elementary notions on

the formation of the series, let us reduce

all the rules to one general precept,

which is: To secure a full exercise to the

three Mechanizing Passions in every func

tion. Now if manufacturing industry

should be increased at the expense of ag

ricultural. which is more attractive, it

would lead to an absurd result, to the

slackening ofthese three Passions, whose

activity is the pledge of industrial attrac

tion and of all the benefits to be derived

therefrom.

 

EEVIEW.

Poverty: its Illegal Causes, and Legal

 

Cure. Part I. By Lvsarvosa Spoor:

ER. Boston: Bela Marsh. 1846. pp.

108.

This pamphlet is from the same author,

who, about a year since, published a work

entitled “ The Unconstitutionality of Sla

very," which we took occasion briefly to

notice; it struck us as a very singular

production, being made up of propositions

and arguments, which, while they betray

ed considerable ingenuity, so outraged all

practical good sense, as to be totally im

potent in producing conviction. Yet know

ing nothing of the author but that work,

we were disposed to regard his reasoning

faculties as temporarily perverted by his

sympathies, and therefore attributed his

elaborate sophistry to the intensity of his

benevolence.

The little book now before us, howev

er, leads us to suspect, that, in our sim

plicity, we were somewhat too charitable.

We are now strongly inclined to the opin

ion that Mr. Spooner delights in playing

the mountebank in logic — that is to say,

he is proud of what he conceives to be his

dexterity in proving paradoxcs, and show

ing absurdities to be reasonable. Like

the famous Herr Kline in another sphere,

he appears ambitious to win applause by

his feats of agility in the gymnastics of'

argument. But even in this aspect, we

think the pamphlet now under considera

tion a very clumsy performance, without

so much as the equivocal merit of logical

adroitness.

The author sets out, without formal

preface, by asserting, with much verbi

age, the proposition, that poverty would

be speedily removed and general wealth

increased, if the judiciary would adhere to

the principles of natural law in the con

struction of contracts. He then proceeds

to specify the various ways in which these

principles are violated, as by giving effect

to statutes against freedom in banking,

(which seems to us to have no connexion

with the construction of contracts,) — by

denying “the natural and constitutional

right” of the people to contract for and

to pay any rate of interest they think pro

per, —by extending the obligation of con

'I

 

tracts beyond their “ natural and legal "

limits, in this, that the debtor is compel

led to apply in payment of a debt his ac

quisitions after the debt becomes due, —

by allowing all debts to participate equal

ly in the debtor‘s property, instead of giv

ing the preference to the debt first con

tracted, 8.10. “ The natural law applica

ble to contracts," Mr. Spooner says “ for—

bids all such judicial decisions, and the

judiciary, in shameful ignorance of that

natural law, has wandered far astray, and

inflicted upon society most ofthe evils to

which it is now subject.” Recollect, our

author does not propose that the existing

law should be so modified as to conform

to his new doctrines—for he would cvi

dently disdain that position—but he avers,

in substance, that those doctrines are now,

in fact, the law of the land by which all

courts are bound, and that nothing but ig

norance relieves from the guilt of moral

perjury those judges who declare the law

to be otherwise! He would scorn to ap

peal to legislatures to divert from its ac

customed channel the current of judicial

decisions—judges are bound at once to

apply the remedy, after his exposition of

the natural law! Such, at least, is the

position he aspires to occupy, though we

pretend not to define it in his language.

He next proceeds to announce certain

propositions, which, for reasons not very

obvious, he calls economical propositions.

\Ve abridge them as follows, the first and

sixth only being expressed in the precise

words of the author, and the italics being

our own. 1. “ Every man—so far as

consistently with the principles of nalural

law he can accomplish it, should be allowed

to have the fruits, and all the fruits. of his

own labor.” 2. In order to which, it is,

in general, necessary that he should be his

own employer, instead of working for an

other for wages. 3. To become his own

employer, he must have materials or cap

ital, upon which to bestow his labor. 4.

If he be not the owner of the capital he

must. borrow it, and should be permitted

to do so a! such rate of interest as will in

duce the capitalist to lend it; and here the

author for several pages, argues against

the legality of usury laws. 5. The labor

er wants to obtain capital at the lowest

possible rate of interest, and in order that

he may do so, v‘ee banking should be al

lowed. 6. “ All credit should be based

upon what a man has, and not upon what

he has not," which being interpreted,

turns out to mean, much to our surprise,

that ifa debtor be unable to pay a debt

when due, he should pay what he can,

and such payment should end the transac

tion. And 7. Prior debts should have

prior liens, that is, the first creditor should

generally be paid in full before the second

receives any portion of his debt. “ These

principles,” says the author, “are the
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principles of natural law ” ! and if gener

ally adopted and adhered to by the judi

ciary, would be the means of removing

existing poverty, preventing future pover

ty. more equally distributing property,

and greatly increasing the aggregate

wealth of society!

Most desirable results, truly, and such

as we are laboring to produce, and are

willing vet to labor for, in any field u here

labor promises usefulness. But Mr. Spooner

must excuse us for our total want of faith

in the efficiency of his plan for preventing

poverty and creating abundance. The

means he proposes appear to us altogeth

er inadequate to the proposed ends. \Ve

do not believe in the doctrine. — nay, we

discard it as palpably absurd— that an

array of judges, jurors, sheritfs, and law

yers, which together constitute a civilized

court, can, by any thing they can detcr~

mine about law, whether common, natu

ral, or any other, do much to prevent pov

erty; and least of all should we look for

that result from such construction of law

as Mr. Spooner would give us. We have

not room for a full consideration of this

interesting subject, which is a vast and

copious one; but we snbjoin a few

thoughts suggested by a glance at our au

thor‘s singular positions.

The first of the foregoing propositions,

taken in connexion with the qualification

by which it is limited, strikes us as re

markably void of significance. Had our

author simply announced that every man

should have the fruits, even all the fruits

of his own labor, he would have proclaim

ed a principle which would have com

mended itself to every unperverted mind

as plainly consonant with justice, and

therefore unquestionable, — a principle,

which none would have presumed to de

ny in theory, however its operation might

be thwarted, in practice, by the selfish

ness of unorganized individualism. But

he seems to shun all simple and unequiv

ocal truths as unworthy of his genius. To

walk upon solid ground like other men

would be no exploit, and might perhaps

attract no attention; therefore to mount

on stilts, and hobblc even in the most un

wieldy fashion, seems more to our author’s

taste. \Ve cannot otherwise account for

his declaring a fundamental principle

of “ natural law ” to be, that every man

should have the fruits of his labor only so

far as the principles of Ilia! some “ natural

law ” will permit him. To say nothing of

the arbitrary character which a proposition

thus qualified, ascribes to “ natural law,”

the question arises, What right in the

fruits of their labor Mr. Spooner conceives

men to have, or whether any. \Ve are

left entirely in the dark on this point, in

asmuch as we are not apprized of the

number or extent of the obstacles which

the law of nature has interposed to ob

 

struct the obvious course of justice in re

warding human labor.

The other six propositions, which our

author enumerates as primary or funda

mental principles, are not, by his own

showing, properly principles at all, not

withstanding the epithet “economical”

is applied to them with so much apparent

gravity. They are rather pre-requisites

or conditions of the first proposition, which

alone he makes fundamental, and which

would be truly so, if he had not extract

ed all meaning from it by an absurd limit

ation. These latter propositions are man

ifestly only the means of giving practical

effect to the first, and do not deserve the

place assigned them of independent or

leading truths.

But let that pass—and let us presume

that our author believes, what no person

with an ordinary endowment of the sense

of justice can avoid believing, that every

man is entitled to the fruits, nay, all the

fruits of his own labor; that this is a right

to which the nalural law aflixes no limit,

though the relations of men to each other

in the actual condition of society may

greatly derange its operation. The ques

tion then presents itself, what reason have

we to suppose that his doctrines, being

adopted by the judiciary, would banish in

justice and prevent poverty more effectually

than those which now prevail? The agen

cies for effecting these important ends are

chiefly the following : 1. Free Banking.

9. Removing all restrictions upon the

rate ofintcrest. 3. Discharging a debtor

on payment by him of what he has the

means to pay when the debt falls due.

The other agencies, such as giving prior

debts the advantage of prior liens, even if

insisted on as important, are evidently

subordinate. Let us pardon, for the mo

ment, the eccentricity, or the conceit,

which leads our author to atlirm that these

are truly principles of the existing law,

disregarded by reason of the obtuse

ncss of judges who have heretofore stu

pidly mistaken what the law really is,

and let us treat them in the only way

they can properly be treated, that is, as

changes in our jurisprudence, seriously

proposed for consideration.

First, Frce Banking. rI‘he advantage

of this, our author says, is to enable the

laborer to obtain capital at the lowest pos

sible rate of interest; and it will make

the rate of interest low, because the bank

er loans credit, and credit costs nothing.

“If a man can afl'ord to loan money for

six per cent. interest, he can certainly af

ford to loan his credit for three.” For

the income, which is obtained by loaning

money, costs the sacrifice of the income

which might be obtained from the prop

erty which that money would purchase ,1

 

“ All banking profit is a net profit with

out cost.” (1b.)

Such is our author’s reasoning, and one

who can resort to such transparent soph

isms, must presume much upon the heed

lessness or stupidity of his readers, or

must be grossly blinded himself. The

credit here referred to as loaned, must be

to the borrower, and for all practical pur

poses, rqm't-alrnt to money, otherwise it

will not, in general, answer the ends of

the borrower at all. It must be a circu

lating medium, and must be such that it

will purchase as much property as mon

ey itself would do. Hence the loan of it

involves an equal sacrifice with the loan

of money—that is, the sacrifice of the

, income which might be obtained from the

property that it would purchase; and in

this aspect, credit is no cheaper than men

ey. “ But credit costs nothing," says

our author. Yet he must know, if he has

ever looked into the subject enough to an

thorize him to speak of it, that the bank

er is very successful who can sustain a

credit, for example of one hundred thou

sand dollars, in the form of a circulating

medium, with less than seventy or eighty

thousand dollars of actual capital, and that

immediately or very speedily available;

while the eXpense of thus swelling seven

or eight dollars to ten, is often fully equal

to the increase of income. Moreover, if

Free Banking is to multiply the number of

loan offices, as our author contemplates,

and as it must do, to effect. his objects,

then will it proportionally multiply the

number of unproductive agents who are

to be quartered upon productive industry,

and must aggravate, instead of mitigating

the burdens of the working classes.

Again, interest being always of the

same kind with the principal, if the one

is depreciated, the other will be depre

ciated in the same ratio; hence the rate

per cent. cannot be affected by the cheap

new; of the credit loaned, the interest

which is payable in the same credit, be

ing necessarily equally cheapened with

the principal.

Finally, It is not the credit of the bank

er that the laborer wants in order to be

come his own employer, but real capital.

The shoemaker wants leather and tools ;

the farmer, land and agricultural imple

ments; all want food, raiment, and shel

ter. The banker creates none of these

things. If his credit is worth anything to

the laborer, it is because it will procure

them. But if by banking, whether free

or restricted, the currency of a country is

expanded, the inevitable result will be

that prices will rise; and though money,

and the credit which circulates as money,

may be altogether more abundant, yet the

amount necessary to procure a given

but a loan of credit costs only the trouble ‘ amount of real capital being proportional

, and risk attendant upon the loan. (p. H.) Ily increased, the difficulty of obtaining an
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adequate supply is the same as before.

Free Banking might enable some persons

to procure capital who Would not other

wise have obtained it, but this must be ef

fected by wresting it from others who are

by the some means deprived of it. These

are all truths too palpable to need men

tioning to such as have ever turned their

thoughts in this direction.

Second, Removing all restrictions upon

the rate of interest. But does not every'

body know that usury laws, that is, laws

limiting the rate of interest, were not on

acted until the oppressions of the money

lender had become too grievous to be

borne? The necessity of such laws was

proclaimed by a multitude of Victims—

persons of small or moderate fortunes ru

ined by the exactions of the wealthy usu

rer. The cXperiment which our author

proposes respecting interest was thorough

ly tried long ago, with no very satisfacto

ry success.“ we do not indeed, believe

that exorbitant interest is the only means

by which capital oppresses labor, perhaps

it is scarcely the chief;— but being the

most obvious, it has been guarded against,

imperfectly enough, by legislation. \Vc

are not even certain, that a repeal of the

usury laws would add much to the means

of oppression which capital at the pres

ent day enjoys. But however that may

be, the idea that poor people can gen

erally borrow money, by being per

mitted to contract for eight, ten, twenty

or even fifty per cent., or any other rate

of interest, is too preposterous to be en

tertained, for a moment, by any one who

knows the world. \Vhat temptation

will a promise of a high rate of interest

hold out, in cases where there is a moral

certainty that neither interest or princi

pal will ever be paid? And such cases,

for want ofjudgment, or foresight, or by

reason of some other infirmity, are ex

tremely common among the poor. But

were it otherwise, the usurer would be

sure to exact enough to leave the poor

borrower but a pittance for his labor.

Third, Discharging a debtor on pay

ment by him of what the has the means to

pay when the debt falls due. Except in

cases of fraud or wilful neglect, Mr.

Spooner says that such discharge is re

quired by the natural law. \Ve will re

mark here, in passing, that the phrases

natural law, natural right, and others of

like import, are used ad nauseam by our

 

" in Ohio, as we are informed, under the de

cisions of the courts of that state, there Was no

restriction u on the rate of interest which might

be contract for and collected, until a few years

since, and there is none now which is effectual 5

yet we never heard any one retentl that the

poor laborer was the gainer by that state of

things. So, or a long period aficr the settle

ment of that state Banking vms free, and at.

length was very freel engaged in, not without

disastrous results! llad poverty been prevent

ed there, b those means, or materially dimin

ished, we trink a fact so important would not

have escaped attention!

 

be proved by his flippant asscverations as

to the principles of natural law. Thus,

We should suppose it to be a plain princi

ple of natural law to construe a contract

as the parties understood it when it was

made; and therefore if it be understood

by the lender and borrower of money as

it always is— that the acquisitions of the

latter for an indefinite period shall be lia

ble to pay the debt, we should think the

natural law would require of judicial tri

bunals to give the contract that efi'ect, as

far as possible. Not so Mr. Spuoner.

Surh natural law Would not be imposing

enough, not suflicieutly far-fetched and

artificial for him. According to his nat

ural law, parties have no right so to un

derstand each other. But more serious

ly—what is there now to prevent par

ties frum making their contracts in con

formity with Mr. Spooner's notions, if'

they choose! Nothing. There is no law

to make invalid a condition in a contract

of loan, that the lender shall have re

course only to such property as the bor

rower may have when the debt falls dtte.

Suppose however, that the law were as

Mr. Spooner insists it should be—or,

rather as he insists it is—wnuld he

prohibit the borrower of money from

pledging his acquisitions for any future

period for its rte-payment? If so, what

would become of “ the natural and consti

tutional right of parties to make their own

contracts,” so rigorously insisted on in

denouncing any legal restriction upon the

rate of interest? If not, what lender of

money would fail to exact and stipulate

for an indefinite liability, especially if

lending to a poor laborer? But we are

doing injustice to the good sense of our

readers, besides wasting their time and

ours. One of our author's eulugists said

of his former work, that “if the talent

laid out in it were laid out at the bar it

would make him distinguished and rich."

We do not pretend to know what kind of

talent may make a lawyer rich, but if such

exploits in dialectics as We have been re

viewing, will do it, it must be by gulling

weak clients, not by convincing astute

judges. And we seriously affirm, that, if

it Were 'worth the pains, we could show

that none of the author‘s reasoning is bet~

ter than that we have made the subject of

comment—that mttch of it is even worse.

What he says respecting the identity of

debt with baflment, insisting that the form

er isin the nature of a loan of goods to

be used and returned; as also respecting

certain principles of existing law, cited as

unquestionable, as that a promise is void,

if he who makes it, is unable to perform

it:—would, ifsaid in like manner in a

court of justice, raise a smile upon the

face ofthc gravest judge in Christendom.

author. There is nothing too absurd to

‘ enough to form a sect—probably not even 

less one. It will never make converts

enough to hold a meeting. Its sophis—

tries are mostly pointless and powerless.

It would not be safe to say that they will

mislead nobody, but it is quite safe to say

that they will mislead very few, and that

even the imperfect notice we have bestow

ed upon them might have been dispensed

with. For ourselves, we have not the

highest respect for the eitisting' system of

law -— whethet it amounts to what, in the

declaration of our independence, is called

a decent respect, we are not certain,—yet,

in its main features, that system is per

haps as good as the present state of socie

ty admits. At all- events, we are far

enough ti-om thinking that it would be

improved by engrafting upon it the doc

trines of this pamphlet, or any of them.

But let us not forget to say, that questions

like those which our author attempts to

discuss and elucidate, when society shall

be properly organized, will all become

obsolete. They pertain only to a state of

social antagonism and subversion —a state

which we are happy to believe, is tempo

rary, and must ere long pass away.

\Ve will not conclude without a single

remark respecting the peculiar modest of

the title which our author has chosen for

his work. The “ causes ” of poverty

are certain judicial decisions in regard to

contracts, and they are “illegal ” because

such decisions express the opinions of

judges concerning natural law, instead of

those of Mr. Spooner. The “ legal cure "

is found by reversing this process, that is,

by persuading judges hereafter to be gov~

erned by Mr. Spooncr‘s opinions instead

of their own. It is very simple.

Part I. only of this work is yet publish~

ed. A brief announcement apprizes us

that “it will probably be continued to the

fourth number.” We shall await the

appearance of thc remaining numbers

without the slightest impatience.

 

A First Latin Book. By THOMAS KER

cusvsn ARNOLD, M. A. Carefully re

used and corrected by Rev. J. A. SPEN~

can, A. M.. From the Fifth London

Edition. New York: D. Appleton

and Co. 1846. pp. 333.

This book, which we have lately met

with, ofl'ers such facilities for the teaching

of Latin, that we would introduce it to

the notice of those teachers who are still

looking for that heretofore unfound treas

ure, a good Latin book for beginners.

\Ve know not but we may claim for it

the merit, which the followers of Manesca's

French System, (which as we shall pres

ently show, was its first original,) claim

for his admirable course; that after hav

ing gone faithfully through with it the

pupil will thoroughly understand the lan

guage. At any rate, he will have a very

Happily, however, the work is a harm good capital of knowledge, with which to
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commence his Latin reading. The pecu

liarity of the system consists in its enab

ling the pupil to begin to write the lan

guage as soon as he has learned the four

regular conjugations of the verb. The

sentences are short and simple, and the

words familiar. It is at first perhaps a

little alarming to one who has always

viewed the Greek and Latin languages

with the reverence paid to sotne time

honored, moss-grown, antique work of

art, to approach them so nearly as we do

in these modern systems of teaching.

No words less solemn than those of the

announcement “Deus creavit cmlum et

terrain ” -—or perhaps the important

assertion of the great fundamental fact in

the Israelitish history “Jacobus habuit

duodecim filios," are sufficiently reverend

to serve as portals to the sacred structure;

but a short experience in teaching small

boys Latin, will soon show that, accord

ing to the old systems, there is greater

outrage done to these sacred passages

than is done to the language, by adminis

tering in hommopathic quantities familiar

sentences constructed of household words.

But our purpose in noticing this book,

is not so much to recommend it to the

public as to render justice to the author of

the system on which it is based, to Joan

Manes“, a man of great mind and most

noble heart, taken from this world too

early for the good of Humanity and for

his own fame.

The following is the first sentence in

the preface of the American Editor of the

book now in our hands. “The valuable

introductory work now presented to the

American public is the first of a series of

classical school books on the basis of 01'

lendorfl‘s much andjustly admircd system. ”

We have no objections to the bestowal

on Mr. Ollendorfl'of all just commendation

for his excellent manual of the German lan

guage, our knowledge of which enables

us to coincide with the public approval“

But. we must object to the appropriation'

which he has made of the credit of hav

ing invented the system, as one of the

most outrageous pieces of plagiarism that

.we have ever met with.

The facts in the case are these: The

late Mr. MANESCA of New York who, af—

ter thirty years study and experience as a

teacher, composed his “ Oral System of

teaching living Languages, illustrated by

a Practical Course of Lessons in the

French,"—-which we will say in passing,

is the only thorough and satisfactory

method that we are acquainted with, of

learning that language, — gave lessons to

an intimate friend of ours, who after

Wards employed Ollendorfi' in Paris as a

teacher of German. With great difficul

ty our friend prevailed on Ollendorif, who

wished to instruct him in the ordinary

 

mode, to adopt the method of Manesca,

which he explained to him at length.

After much opposition he submitted to the

wish of his pupil, and with a written

copy of Manesca's French exercises as

a guide, they went over the German, un

til our friend could speak it with sufficient

ease. Afterwards Mr. Ollendotfl‘ pub

lishcd his “ new method ” of learning the

German, without a word in acknowledge

ment of the source from which he had

drawn, and although he has met with

great success, having printed two or

three books on the German, and having

applied the “new method " to the French

and Italian, he has never, to our knowl

edge, had the conscience to admit that he

was not the author of it, or to refer to the

accident which put him on the road to for

tune. But it is time that his borrowed

plumes should be taken off, and the honor

rendered where it is due. The system

which so eminent a scholar as Dr. Arnold

has thought worthy to apply to the Latin,

is not the invention of Ollendorfl, but of

Joan MANESCA.

M'emoirs and Essays illustralit'e of Art,

Literature, and Social Morals. By Mrs.

JAMESON, Author of “The Character

istics of “’omen,” “Winter Studies

and Summer Rambles,” &c., &c.

New York: \Viley and Putnam. 1846.

pp._183.

A new book from Mrs. Jameson is an

infusion of so much fresh life into our

languid literature. “To go to it with a

certainty of conversing with a generous

and gifted mind—with a woman, of

large heart and independent thought,

who has a right to talk to us of Nature

and of Art, because she has been baptized

into both their spheres, and still more be

cause she never isolates herself from the

 

ty of the race. For nature refuses her

whole soul, and art keeps veiled her pur

est beauty, and philosophy withholds her

inmost secret even from the most finely

educated and most prophetic single soul;

and all the communion which they grant

to it, only wakes the yearning for that

harmonious oneness of all souls, in which

alone the joy can be complete.

In this volume we have half a dozen

essays, all relating to one of the two top

ics, Art and Woman. These two subjects

Mrs. Jamcscn has treated in connection

ever since she became an authoress. Her

first Work was to compare feminine ideals,

such as she found in the highest creative

art of Shakspeare. Then she gave us

“ Female Sovereigns,” instances of

Women lifted into unnatural and painful

prominence, cursed by position which af

forded every thing except the “ one thing

needful,” namely, true relations with col

lective womanhood. In her sketches of

German and Italian art, her “Diary of

an Ennuyéc,” &0. she proves herself a

native citizen and well qualified expositor

of the realm of the Beautiful, but still

forgets not that she is a Woman, still do

plores, not for herself alone, the false po

sition in which society holds woman, im

patiently yet hopefully criticising the great

wrong. In her American “Rambles,”

the boundless virgin forests, the everlast

ing youth of Niagara, the healthy unso

phisticated life of the Indian, make her

feel more strongly the falseness of this

civilization to nature and to the true fac

ulties of man. There is still more ofthe

reformer, yet no less of the artist, in the

present essays;——the first the roughest,

the latter the gentlest path e'er trod by

man or woman: so do extremes meet.

human while yielding to the attractions of: Who so fit to feel the evils of society as

these two kingdoms of the Beautiful. the artist, who holds a private key (to

Devoted to the ideal and aesthetic side of‘ which however cleaves the curse that he

life, she does not lose sight of the practi

cal. Arts and literature and nature's
l
i

cannot make it public) to regions so much

more native to the soul? The motto

influences she feels and studies not with— i which Mrs. Jameson translates from the

out reference to the destiny of her race.

She does not seek to wean herself from

the consciousness of the too sad facts of

human existence, by immersing her soul

in all this honey. Italy and the Alps,

the picture~gallerics and artists’ studios,

all alive to them as she is, she does not

try to enjoy without considering that

such enjoyment and such elevation are the

common right of all her sisters and of all

Humanity now excluded from all that,

from all that best part of themselves, by

the necessities of a false “position”

warring with their “ mission.” There is

no exclusive dilettantism about her; there

is a woman’s soul enough emancipated

from the chains of ignorance and petty

care to feel and understand these glorious

things, yet with a sense of loneliness in

the enjoyment which proves the solidari

 

 

German for one of her essays, is most

applicable to herself:

“ For the Pointer

Is not the Painter only, but the Man;

And to unfold the human into beauty,

That also is Art."

We will glance at the artistic essays

first.

There is one on \Vashington Allston,

which our readers may have seen before.

To a beautiful and clear sketch of his

life, are appended glowing reminiscences

of personal communings with himself

and with his pictures, and a number of

his valuable axioms. \Ve only regret

that one so competent has not given us

fuller analyses of some of his exquisite

creations. Yet her few brief notes are

always ignificant and to the point. No

modern writer, unless it has been Goethe,
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has so succeeded in conveying distinct

images of works of art to the mind

through words, as Mrs. Jameson.

There is one piece on the “ Xanthian

Marbles," interesting to those who would

know what former days have done in art.

In anothera noble tribute is paid to the

actress singer Adelaide Kemble. Here

again she celebrates the woman in the

artist. With just allusion to her vocal

and scientific qualifications as a musician,

more account is made of her dramatic at- ,

tributes, and of her power of impersonat-i

ing character. The circle of her operatic

roles is rehearsed with a good deal ofdis

crimination; and a very just conception

of the difference between the (fire/inc mn

sic of modern Italy and the QJPTL‘SSer

compositions of the great German mas

ters is evinced, by telling us how much

she made of Rossini's Semiramis, how

much she found and brought out in Mo

zart’s Donna Anna.

 

But by far the most delightful of these '

papers is “ The House of Titian.” NotI

Titian‘s self is fuller of the mellow light

and vivid colors of Venice and of the!

whole luxury of Venetian life, than her

glowing style is full of them both. \Ve

know of no transcript from nature so liv

ing and so exquisitely beautiful, except it

be Hawthorne‘s introduction to the “ Old

Manse," or Goethe's description of the

Lago Maggiore. She sums up Titian

thus:

“ He neither painted like a monk, nor like an

academician; nor like an angel, as it was said

of Michael Angelo: but he painted like a MAN !

like a man to whom God had given sense and

soul, a free mind, a healthy and a happy temp

erament; one whose ardent human sympathies

kept him on earth, and humanized all his pro

ductions; who was satisfied with the beauty his

mother Nature revealed to him, and reproduced

the objects he beheld in such a spirit of love as

made them lovely. Sorrow was to him an ac

cidental visitation which threw no shadow either

on his pirit or his canvass. But the pleasures

he so vividly enjoyed never seem to have eith

er enslaved or sullied his clear healthful mind.

He had never known sickness; his labor was

his delight; and from the day he had learned to

handle his pencil, he never passed a day without

using it. His life of a century, spent, with the

exception of a few occasional absences, in his

beloved Venice, was one of the happiest, the

most honored, the most productive, as it was

one of the longest on record."

Verily if Raphael was the Mozart, and

Michael Angelo the Handel, Titian was

the Haydn of colorists. That Mrs.

Jameson does not lose herself with any

sentimental blindness in this dream of the

past and city of art and moonlight, is ev

ident from the following healthy observa

tion:

 

“ And not to forget the great wonder of mod

ern times,—l hear people talking of the railroad

across the Lagune, as if it were to unpoetise

Venice; as if this new approach were a malig

nant invention to bring the syren of the Adriatic

 

\

 

into the 'dull catalogue of common things;’

and they call on me to join the outcry, to echo

sentimental denunciations, quoted out of Mur

ray’s Hand-book; but I cannot—I have no

sympathy with them. To me, that tremendous

bridge, spanning the sea, only adds to the won

derful one wonder more;—to great sources of

thought one yet greater. These persons, me

thinks, must be strangely prosaic cu fond who

can see poetry in a Gothic pinnacle, or a crumb

ling temple, or a gladiator’s circus, and in this

gigantic causeway and its seventy-five arches,

traversed with fiery speed by dragons, brazen

winged, to which neither Alp nor ocean can op~

pose a barrier—nothing but a common-place.

1 must say I pity them. I see a future

fraught with hopes for Venice ;—

 

“ Twining memories of old time

\Vith new virtues more sublime!

“I will join in any denunciations against the

devastators, white-washers, and so-callcd reno

vators; may they be rewarded! But in 

tthe midst of our regrets for the beauty that is

outworn or profaned, why should We despond,

as if the fountains of beauty were reserved in

heaven, and flowed no more to us on earth?

\Vhy should we be always looking back, till

our heads are well nigh twisted off our shoul

ders! Why all our reverence, all our faith for

the past, as if the night were already come ‘in

which no man can work‘!’—-as if there were

not along day before us for effort in the cause

of humanity— for progress in the knowledge of

good 7 "

And again, read this:

“ The real value, the real immortality, of the

beautiful productions of old art lies in their truth,

as embodying the spirit of a particular age

\Ve have not so much outliv'cd that spirit, as we

have comprehended it in a still larger sphere of

experience and existence. \\'e do not repudiate

it; we cannot, without repudiating a truth; but

we carry it with us into a wider, grander horizon.

[t is no longer the whole, but a part, as that

which is now the whole to us shall hereafter be

but a part; for thus the soul of humanity

spreads into a still-widening circle, embracing

the yet unknown, the yet unrcvcnled, unattained.

This age, through which we have lived—arc

living—in what form will it show itself to fu

turity, and be comprehended in it—by it i—

not, as I believe, in any form of the fine arts, in

machinery perhaps; in the perfecting of civil

and educational institutions. This is our prosaic

prcscnt which is the destined cradle of a poeti

cal future. Sure I am, that an age is opening

upon us which will seek and find its manifesta

tion in the highest art: all is preparing for such

an advent; but they who would resuscitate the

forms of art of the past ages, might as welll

think to make Attic Greek once more the lan

guage of our herb'women. Those tongues we

call and account as dead have ceased to be the

medium of communion between soul and soul;

yet they are really living, are immortal, through

the glorious thoughts they have served to em

body; and as it has been with the classical lan

guagcs, so it is with the arts of the middle

ages; they live and are immortal,—but for

all present purposes they are dead.

“Picty in art—poetry in art—Puseyism in

art,-—let us be careful how we confound

them."

So much for the artist. Now for the

reformer. But Mrs. Jameson is only ne

gatively a reformer; a protester, and

that most earnestly, against existing]

wrongs, while she suggests no remedy.

An essay on “ ‘ \Voman’s Mission ’ and

Woman’s Position,” and another on the

“ Relative social position of Mothers and

Governesses," close the volume. It is the

aim of the first to show that all our fine

talk about woman's heavenly mission in

this world, is idle mockery so long as her

social position contradicts it all. Two

commissions of inquiry it seems were in

stituted by the English Government into

the condition of the women in the manu

facturing towns and agricultural districts,

three or four years since. Their report

excited general horror; but the talk soon

died away, and there the movement end

ed. Mrs. Jameson insists that these facts

still are interesting; she would keep

them before the minds of the “ better

sort" who ntoralize about woman as the

presiding angel of Home, and who poet

ize about woman in many an ideal char

acter, but never in this to which society

condemns her, ofthe Laborer. \Voman is

driven from her home, in childhood, girl

hood and wifehood. The poor little fe

male children, to help out the parents’

wages, when they are five or even three

years old must toil in the factories seven

or eight hours a day. \Vhen they grow

up to girlhood, they prefer the factory

life to domestic service; and the liberty

they gain by it becomes the worst license,

lfor their only education is the society of

1 the rude and the depraved. Says the re

ort :

“ By constantly associating with the depraved

adults, they fall into their ways,--drink, swear,

fight, smoke, sing, and care for nobody.—The

girls of some of our manufacturing districts are

becoming similar to the female followers of an

army; wearing the garb of women, but actuated

by the worst passions of men."

 

And Mrs. Jameson adds: '

“From among such as these, the men, dc

based as themselves, take to them Wives; for

there has existed in the lower—that is, in

I the laboring classes—a necessity for marrying,

‘ such as the Malthusians have not dreamed of in

their philosophy. ‘Jim ‘.’ said a nobleman, in

my hearing, to a laborer who was ditching in his

grounds,—a poor, pale, half idiotic looking ob

‘ject,-—‘I hear you have got married since I

iwns down last; what could have put such a

thing into your head, you fool 'l—Are you not

ashamedl—tht can you expect, but that

you and your children will become a burthcn

to the parish l ’

" ‘ If you please, my lord,’ replied Jim, twirl

ing a ragged hat on his thumb, ‘I was, as one

may say, eaten up with varmint, and—I mar

ried a wife to keep me clean! ’ "

In the agricultural districts the case is

no better, except as air and green fields

are better than close lanes and factories.

, This state of things belongs to England,

i it is true. It has not yet reached us.

‘ But the significance of the picture is the

j same for civilization every where — where

;ever competition is the law of industry,

and capital can reduce the laborer to a
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servile dependence for the chance to la

bor. it has the same truth for us already,

which the portrait had in Mr. Haw

thorne's story—the portrait of two lov

ers; at first it bore no likeness to them

and displeased them; but it was hung up,

and as they lived together month after

month the likeness grew, or rather they

grew like the picture; for the painter

had painted deeper than the surface and

painted the essential fact of their two

characters.

To such things we are tending; and

what shall be done? Mrs. Jameson owns

that Education is an empty word; that it

is of no use to educate the daughters of

society for spheres which society will

never let them enter. She remarks the

the subject. She sees that the evil re

lmcnt for the moralists of these times, to

come to this conclusion, to own that so

cial position is greater than law, educa

!tion, morality, or religion, and that that

i must be righted first. We feel that Mrs.

Jameson must be thoroughly prepared

now to study the great question of a so

,cial reorganization. We see no hope for

i her but in that. And we hail her noble

iand heart-felt appealas a new confirmai

i tion of our reading of the facts of to-day ;

i as a new evidence that we have not over

iraterl the lies and contradictions of our

‘soeial state, the tendency of things to

Icommercial feudalism and to general ruin,

iand the necessity of a reform which shall

lhegin with industry. Mrs. Jameson feels

‘the wrong as it affects woman, and feels

ever state of societ '--thcn as she is
I

 

writer's opinions upon all things connect

ed or unconnected with the above great

branches of human authorship, which be

gins with the preface, pervades every page

and closes with the last word of the ap

pendix, we will simply say that it reminds

us of a grain of common sense triturated,

to use a term of homeopathy, in a

mountain of vanity and arrogance.

If Mr. Cooper could be persuaded to

leave his own personality out of view, to

confine his moral, political and other phi

losophy to settreatises, and to return to his

earlier style of writing he might, even with

the exhaustion of his materials, produce

books which his former readers might find a.

degree of pleasure in, and which Would be

‘lliable to no heavier condemnation than

fatality of impotence in all legislation on that woman’s condition is the index of that of mediocrity. But so long as his

novels serve mainly as vehicles for his

sides primarily and radically in the social true to her soul, she must soon think with - own introduction upon the stage, we fear

position of woman, and she cries out

earnestly in the name of Justice and Hu

manity and all our ideals of true woman

hood, that something should be done to

change this. As we have said, she hints

no remedy. Her conclusion is simply an

interrogation :

“ But returning once more to the especial pur

pose of this essay, let me ask one question of

these best able to solve it. Let me ask what is

the reason that, in lcgislating in behalf of wo

men (as in the Custody of Infants' Bill,) or in

originating any measures, private or public, of

which the employment or education of women

in the object, such strange, such insurmountable

obstacles occur as seem to daunt the most gen

erous and zealous of their public advocates, and

defeat all the aims of private benevolence, how

ever well and wisely considerch It seems to

argue something rotten at the very foundation of i

our social institutions, that this should be so in

variably the case.

“ The importance of the education of the wo

men, the'dreadful evils which spring out of their

neglected and perverted state, are pointed out

and acknowledged. But how will our legisla

tors, in framing a national system of education,

meet and dispose of the strange contradictions

which arise out of the social position of the wo

man i- a law of nature, which renders her ne

cessary to the home;-a law of opinion,—a

licenle of custom,—which renders the protec

tion of: home necessary to her,- and a state of

thing! which throws her into the midst of the

world, to struggle and toil for her daily bread 1"

“This, then, is what I mean when l speak of

the anomalous condition ofwomen in these days.

i would point out as a primary source of incal

culable mischief, the contradiction between her

assumed and her real position; between what is

called her proper sphere by the laws of God and

nature, and what has become her real sphere by

the law of necessity, and through the complex

relations of artificial exiltence. In the strong

language of Carlyle, I would say that ' here is a

Liz, standing up in the midst of society.’ I

would say, ‘ Down with it, even to the ground 5’

—for while this perplexed and barbarous anom

sly exists, fretting like an ulcer at the very heart

of society, all mere specifics and palliatives are.

in vain."

Certainly it is a great acknowledge

! us.

The Redskins: or Indian and Ingin; Be

ing the Conclusion of (he Lilllcpage

Mum/scripts. Bv J. FcNmonr: Court-m.

Two Volumes: New York: Burgess,

Stringer and Co. 1846. pp. 247, 230.

This publication concludes the author's

series of novels on the Anti-Rent question

i in particular and everything else in gener

al. Never was a book of a more multifa

,rious character than the present. First,

“ it professes to be a novel ; second, it is a

treatise on morals ; third, it teaches what

kind of manners are proper for a gentle

man; fourth, it is an essay on spelling

and pronunciation; and fifth, it is a more

or less violent eructation of Mr. Cooper's

sentiments, convictions and opinions on a

,grcat variety of subjects; and in all of

these aspects it is equally a bore.

As a novel it is stupid, except one or two

flashes of the old spirit; as a treatise on

morals its arguments are tolerable as far

 

presume was not as unpleasant to their

writer as it has been to us, (for on our

honor, we have waded through the

whole ; ) as a gospel of good behavior, it

speaks with the authority of one who in

that regard, is sans peur cl sans reproche;

it lays down what gentlemen may do, and

what they may not, with all the precision

and confidence which result from minute

and prolonged study of that order of

creation, and must strike all those who

1have not been “ abroad ” with amaze

ment at the extent of its researches and the

vast amount ofits information ; we suggest

that a selection be made from it under the

title of “ Manners for young gentlemen of

a standard. work at once; its doctrine of

spelling and pronunciation might also be

perused with advantage by the same

young gentlemen. Finally, as to the deci

isive and continuous expression of the

 

:as they go, but they are repeated over and

over again, with a pertinacity which we

res ectabie families "—it mi ht become.
P 7 g

 

that but little profit will be derived from

them in any quarter.

POETRY.

For the Harbinger.

THE ICE-RAVINE.

DY WILLIAM ELLERY CHANXIIO.

 
 

 

Never was the light I0 gay, —

Down the rapid water flows,

Deep the ravinc’s roundelay,

Stealing up the silent snows.

Like an organ’s carved wood-work,

Richly waxed, the ice-tubes stand,

Hidden in them stops do lurk,

And I see the master's hand.

Swift his fingers strike the keys

Glittering all with rings of light,

Bubbles break, and fancy’s ease

Sparkles instant, swift, and bright.

Then upon the rocks, the roar

Of the streamlet sounds the bass,

Deeply shaking through the floor

Of sparse snow and frosty grass.

Red as richest wine the hue

Of the running brook, that brings

Through the Ice-ravine their true

Music for the native kings.

Solemn stands the ash tree near,

Not a leaf upon his crown,

Still the barberry, still the clear

Landscape of the meadow’n down.

There they listen, all the day,

“’ind may roar, and rain may run,

Clear or dull the streamlet’s play,

Sounds that music, all in one.

For some unnnawering good thou vainly strivest,

He is the hero, who contented standl,

Grasping the Present by unswerving hands;

Thou only in the mocking Future livest.

Like fish within the net thou art a captive,

Rolling and darting at the spaces lmall,

Not calmly champing grain within thy stall,

To thy own bonds and harnesses adaptive.

w. r.. c.
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foul airs, dirt, squalor, noise, close con sense doubt of the propriety of rendering

' finement aiiiidst which it is performed, labor less repulsive! Can any man of

SATURDAY AUGUST l 1846 land by which health is exhausted, and common enterprise admit that we have
‘ ! ’ ' . - . i - - - .

gcvcry sense pained. Assnciation shows reached the limit of improvement in the

0" "Wk-Y" “l'lll’fimlfm- "'e “‘“"m‘ ""i"? “0’ ' that it is practicable to arrange all branch- conditions of labor! Is it easy or possi

contempt for others rights, fraud, oppression, a _ _ . , _ .

gambling spirit in lladt:,rerklt'<s nrlvr'iitiire, mites of industry in such a manner, as at ble to conceive of a point, beyond which

commercial convulsions nil tending to lll)|\li\'t'flt~'ll l . ' . . l . . .

mambo," "A m mum L-t-t-n— (‘lilitlllitili i,,,,.,,,,,._ . least \vill greatly relieve, and in many; no further elevating influences can be in

Beliefis to come and can only I‘OIIIl‘. from the III'\V ' , . ‘ ‘ ' _ l ' Y '
"mimic" Quantum“ prinflpmynr“MM,jugLeases “holly put a“ ay cXisting discom troduced among the circumstances which

lies and Universal love, In soviru institutions, tol funs_ now degrade laborl

commerce, to business, to active life. _ . . - .

DI. Cuntn'isu. Labor is now degrading from its ac- We shall assume then, that Associa

cornpanying servitude, the laborer being tion is fully justified in attempting to

compelled by necessity to give himself up, i make industry as it exists in actual soci

body and soul, as a tool to the masterlety, less unattractive;-—and that it is

who employs him. In Association, labor wise in the modes it proposes for effect

OBJECTIONS T0 ASSOCIATION—NO. III.

will be of equals among equals, freely ing this much needed reform. Even in

(Continued from p. 92!.)

exercising judgment and conscience. this negative view of the subject, there

 

 

 

 

The “incentives to labor,” which are

found to be most powerful in existing so

ciety,—“ individual interest in property ”
4

and “ individual responsibility,” will be, As affairs are now managed, also, labor

as we have seen, at once strengthened,‘ is unattractive, because chance more than

enlarged and purified by Association; and l taste or natural qualification, determines

therefore should we stop here, the argu-l men’s pursuits, making life, to a vast ma

ment is already iinanswerablc in favor of jority, a true hell of tantalizing situations.

the superior produdivmers and ([firicnry'

of Associated Labor. But as yet we are

but on the threshold of this important sub

ject. Association not only gives added'

intensity to well known motives to exer

tion ; but it opens a wholly new era ofthe

sovereignty of man over nature, by solv

ing the problem of Allraclit‘e Industry.

This brings us to consider

3. The objection of the Oberlin Review

er,— that in Association “labor will be I

converted into drudgery; for in the effort.

to render it attractive, the only real attrac- l

tions are removed.“ p. 242. In answer

ing this statement, we shall not attempt‘

critically to follow the objector, for his

reasonings are quite too loose, fragmenta

ry, and perplexed, to enable us thereby to

develop satisfactorily the great doctrine,

of ATTRACTIVE Inoirsrnv. We prefer

rather to present in the positive form a

few plain thoughts upon the same subject.

(1.) Why then is Industry now un-at

tractive 1 What had conditions cause la

bor to seem repulsive? Can these be

modified, or removed? Docs Association

tend to alleviate any or all of such evil in

fluenees'l

Labor is now repulsive in the first place,

because it is so prolonged, severe and ex

hausting. By increasing the number of

workmen, the toils of those engaged in

production would be proportionately di

minished. Association proposes that all

shall labor; and thus diminishes the pres

sure of present drudgery by converting

taskmasters into operatives, and prodigals

into producers.

Again, Labor is now irksome from its

monotony, mechanical repetition, ever

lasting sameness. Association provides

for variety of occupation, gives weary

muscles rest, while it rouses those before

unused to action, and thus perpetually

renews the exhilaration of conscious en

ergy.

Labor is now disagreeable, from thel

 

But Association shows it to be for the

universal good that each workman should

devote himself to the pursuit for which

he has most aptitude and fondness.

Labor is painful now from its loneli

ness, silence, want of social excitement.

Association substitutes for spiritless iso

lation the stimulus of companionship.

Again, the consciousness of all sur

rounding strife, of jealous competition, of

the enmity of fellow workmen, and the

dishonesty of dealers; the cheating and'

falsehood through which one must work

his way by force or cunning, make labor

loathsome now. Association substitutes

for those dehasing influences, honor,

truthfulness, mutual aid, generosity.

The smallness and uncertainty of re

muneration, and the eapriciousness, par

tiality, and grudging unkindness with

which justly earned wages are paid,

make labor now a source of perpetual

anxiety, irritation, embarrassment, morti

fication. Association, by its method of

dividing profits, exalts the self-respect

and gratifies the feelings of each laborer;

and quickens justice by making the emol

ument the measure of real service.

Lastly, labor is now odious, because it

still bears the brand and stigma of dis

grace afiixed to it under the systems of

slavery and serfdom. Brit Association

takes of the galling yoke, and puts on

instead the crown of honor, by showing

that dignity is proportioned to usefulness,

and that the only shameful state for a

human being so richly endowed with va

ried faculties, is sloth.

Now we confidently demand of our

objector, whether in the suggestions thus

far offered, he can find anything visionary,

cliimerical, impracticable".l \Vould not

the changes in the conditions of labor,

which we have described, diminish its

un-attractivenessl Does not Association

seem admirably adapted to ensure these

changes! Can any man of common

  

fore, a very strong case is made out in

favor of associated over isolated industry.

But now let us inquire,—

(2.) \Vhether there are any kinds of

industry which are at present attractive

to the persons engaged in them? If

there are any such, let us discover the

causes of this attractiveness. And when

we have determined these, let us‘ask

whether they can or cannot be made uni

versally operative.

Our first remark under this head is the

obvious, yet very important one, that man

is naturally, instinctively, every where,

and always,—-unless disease, had train

ing, or evil customs have crippled him,—

an active, an industrious being. The

very first impulse of the child, is to use

its muscles; the sorest trial of old age,

is the consciousness of impotency; the

heaviest curse which our present luxuri

ous and artificial societies engender, is

ennui; the most terrible penalty inflicted

upon the criminal, is deprivation of work.

Man has an inextinguishable desire for

constant, strenuous, efiicient employment.

He longs to produce effects, to mould,

fashion, arrange all things. He is restless

without objects upon which to expend his

force. He is cheerful just in the degree

that he is fully occupied. He is Man ac

cording to the measure in which he labors

for a useful purpose. To sum up this

plain statement of facts, which all expe

rience corroborates, in a word, our joy is

proportioned to the conscious putting

forth of energy for an end. \Ve are not

endowed with a single faculty of body,

mind, heart, which is not fitted and mani

festly designed to give pleasure in its

activity, and which does not become a

source of pain by its inaction. The very

art and skill of human life then is to se

cure the harmonious cxercise of all our

powers. And nature prompts us through

every pulse and nerve to seek a scheme

of perfectly ordered industry, as the very

means intended by our Maker for our

well-being and enjoyment. INDUSTRY,

in itself considered, that, is ATTRACTIVE.

In the second place we observe that the

reason why sports are so attractive, not
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withstanding the outlay of strength which ' a hasty analysis ofthe sources of delight, l ful from its monotony ; and why should

they demand is, that while they set be

fore the mind an end, they keep interest

alive by perpetual variety, give the stim

ulus of companionship and sympathy, and

which young and old find in those modest.

of putting forth eflort,-—nl\vays fatign-l

ing,often dangerous, and the more ern,l

hansting and adventurous generally the;

not life become so full of buoyant, earnest

activity, that drudgery Would be on

known? Indeed, it is astonishing, that

with such abundant and instructive facts

place the person engaged in them amidst better,—\vhich we call plays, games, [ before. thetn, all civilized societies have

the beautiful influences of the external,

world and of art. 'A profound analysis

sports. And now we ask, whether thercy

is any reason for doubting, if we could'

not long since, from the simple dictate of

common sense, attempted so to arrange

of the pleasure experienced by men of preserve similar elements,—an immedi- industry, as to give every one the chance

all times and lands in games, would teach

us much as to the conditions of attractivel

industry. A child is never so much grat

ified as by some toy, which has a sub

stantial use, and which gives to him in

miniature a conception of the activity

which he sees around him in the labors

of his elders. Children's amusements

are barren and empty now, because so

nnmeaning. Make their plays symbolic,‘

and at once interest is heightened. So in

the athletic games of Greece, a conscious

sense of healthy vigor on the part of the

candidates, and gratification in beholding

symmetric development of the human

frame on the part of the spectators, form

ed a chief source of pleasure. In hunt

ing and fishing, again, the worth of the

prey, of the trout, the salmon, the wood

cock, the deer, is one of the great sources

of exhilaration. A walk is more rich in

sources of enjoyment to him who carries

the case of the botanist, the hammer of

the mineralogist, the microscope of the

zoologist, the pencil of the sketcher, the

note—book of the poet, than it is to the

stroller without an object. So much in

illustration of the importance .of having

an end in sports. It needs scarcely a

word to show the effect of variety in

keeping up the flow of spirits in sports.

Nothing is more wearisome than prolong

ing one kind of amusement. To the

hunter, it is the continual change of

scene, and situation, and ever new adven~

ture, which nerve the weary limbs for

effort. Dramatic representations, boat

races, gymnastics, dances, pantomimes,

all trials of force, skill, chance, give illus

trations of this exhilarating effect of al

ternation. Then again, consciousness of

the on-looking eyes of spectators and

fellow players, hope for the admiration

which accompanies success, fear of the

shame which awaits failure, anticipations

of sympathy extended to manifestations

of power and accomplishment, assurance

of honor to be awarded for the courage,

promptness, fortitude, good temper, dis~

played,-—these and many similar feelings

keep the heart in a glow through the

game. Finally, sports derive a charm

from the beauty of the natural scenery, or

of the artistic decorations amidst which

they are pursued, and by which they are

accompanied. Every scene is thus thrill

ed with pleasure, the imagination quick

ened, and heart and mind kept lively by

fresh suggestions. “'e have thus given

 

ate end, variety,sympathy, and beauty,—'

in our modes of industry, that these latter‘

would become equally interesting. Why \

should not they be just so much more in-l

terestiug, indeed, as they are sure to be,

more manly, honorable, useful, \vnrthyl,v

It is not labor, but the unnecessary drudg-l

ery we have connected with it, which

makes it odious. Many games require

far more energy, steadfastness, decision,

skill, than ordinary toils, and are more

fatiguing ; yet they are passionately

pursued.

Passing from the admitted fact,-—that

man is naturally active, and intensely ac

tive,—and from the universal experience

of the delight which all healthy human

beings take in games, we in the third

place say, that most persons even now

find some kinds of industry which are

attractive to them. He must be a dolt

indeed, who can meet with no occupation

which is delightful. Most men even

amidst our present arrangements of in

dustry, have several such occupations,

either as regular pursuits, or for leisure

hours. The astronomer in his watch

tower, exposed for long nights to the

cold, and poring over tninute calculations,

—the chemist in his laboratory, amid

fumes that are nauseous and unhealthy,

acids which stain indelibly the skin, and

explosive powders which endanger eye

sight and even life,—the musician, the

painter, the sculptor, the architect,-—ar

tizans of inventive faculty and skill in all

hranchcs,-— the enterprising business-man

on the hot wharves and in the crowded

streets,—the horticulturist amidst his

gardens and nurseries,— the scientific ag

riculturist surrounded by the complicated

details and urgent responsibilities of his

estate,—the busy housewife in her well~

appointed establishment,— the teacher,—

the physician,——the surgeon,—thou

sands, too many to enumerate, all about

us, every day, devote themselves enthusi

astically to labors which would be utterly

disgusting and wearisome to their neigh

bors. And how simple the explanation

of this is. These fortunate individuals

have the opportunity of pursuing the

work, for which they have an instinctive

or habitual adaptation. Make natural

fitness the universal rule in assigning oc

cupations; take off the pressure of har

rassing anxieties; secure means of rest.

and alternation, without which the most

dearly loved employment grows distaste

 

to do those things and those only, for

which he has a native bias. What an

immense economy of power and talent

would be thus ensured! But when soci

cries shall attempt this obviously prudent

organization of industry, they will find

themselves necessarily and inevitably en

teriug into Association.

in the fourth place, we mention in

passing, the Well known scenes of festive

labor,— the barn-raising, huskiug frolics,

hop-picking, quilting parties, “bees,”

sewing circles, which are common all

over the country, remarking only, that

the element of pleasure which makes

these meetings attractive—agreeable so

ciety—might be, and ought to be inter

' mingled with all modes of industry.

In the fifth place, we ask, why are the

duties of fire-companies so attractive'.I

The labor is of the most exhausting qual

ity; the danger is often great; the re

ward is small. And yet there is never

any difficulty in finding persons who, year

in and year out, will faithfully undergo

the severe toils and risks involved in the

situation of u. fireman. Corporate pride,

the chance of honorable preferment, con

fidence in the power of an engine, grati

fication in the beauty of its finish and

equipments, the pleasures of society at

the club-room, in addition to the adven

ture and efibrt needed, are the elements

of attraction; and these or similar sources

might easily be blended with the exercise

of every handicraft.

We have room only in the sixth place,

to refer to the notorious fact, that the

most hideous, unnatural, degrading of

human occupations, we mean War, has

been rendered one of the most attractive

of all pursuits. How has this been done?

How has man’s instinctive horror of mur

der, his natural dislike of pain, hunger,

errposure, been overcome? How has he

been tempted to leave home, and to break

the dearest ties in this most horrible of all

modes of activity? The answer is sim

ple. The love of enterprise, of the de

sire for opportunity to exercise courage

and devotedness is the first incentive to

war; and it is surely possible to find

other spheres for these than the destruc

tion of fellow creatures, of earth’s boun

ties and of treasures of art,--spheres of

production, discovery, usefulness. Next

in the order of a soldier‘s motives comes

the hope of honor and distinction; can

this not be turned to humane as well as
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to devilish ends? The social exoitementsi

of the camp, friendship, generous alli

ances with courteous and polished men of

various character and experience, are also

inducements to the young man to join thei

army or navy. “'ould not like intimacy

of intercourse with similar classes in in

dustrial occupations, be yet more agreea

ble! Men follow the addresses to the

imagination and the senses, from the uni

forms, trappings, standards, music. Why

can not similar appeals be employed with

like results, to rouse men to useful labor?

But last and most powerful is the influ

ence of perfect ORGANIZATION. The

charm of the warrior‘s life, after all, is

to be found in the complete order of the

military system,—in the union of so

many individuals into one force, —-in the

co-working of the various battalions, reg

iments, companies, platoons,-—in the

transmission of authority from the Gen

eral through the series of oflicers to each

private,-—-in the exactness of the manceu

vres, the measured movements, the timely

step, the erect posture, the orderly are

rangemcnt of the arms. It is this beauty

and completeness of organization, again

we say, which enchants the soldiers.

And is it not a standing reproach, that

the only thoroughly organized mode of

human activity, is that of mnrder'.l Can

any man be so dull as not to see, that all

which now makes the military life attrac

tive might be introduced, with vastly

greater variety and efficiency, into indus

try? \Vhat is needed is, similar oppor

tunity for noble action, for gaining honor, ‘

for society, for gratification of the imagi

nation and the sense of beauty, and final

ly similar thoroughness of organization;

and it will at once appear that man in

stinctively prefers creation to destruction.

Now this is exactly what Association

proposes in its system of Attractive In

dustry.

(3.) \Ve come then to a more exact

account of what this system of Attractive

Industry is. Thus far we have purposely

confined ourselves to a popular mode of

statement. Now we must for a short

space he more philosophical. \Ve have

already described several of the elements

of Attractive Industry; we will now

classify them methodically. Our treat

ment of this great subject must be brief;

but we can still, we trust, make its lead

ing principles distinct.

We begin by reasserting what we have

before alluded to, that it was manifestly

our Creator‘s intention, to make the escr

cise of every power a source of pleasure.

Secure the harmonious exercise of all

human powers, then, in due measure, and

in right directions, and active life will

become, naturally and necessarily, a scene

of ever fresh enjoyment. Will any one

have the hardihood to deny so plain a

 

truth as this'.l No ! but its very obvious

ness prevents our recognizing its sublim

ity. What an insult to Divine benignity

it is to be so heedless, as we are, of the

rich provisions of his love. God fills the

human heart with desires for varied good,

each one of which was designed to be an

ever-flowing spring of delight, to the per

son impelled by them, and to all with

whom he should co-operate. God’s own

energy is blissful; his industry,-—if we

may make our meaning clear by so hold

a use ofthe word,—is attractive, that is,

he rejoices to act, loves the being he

acts with, and loves the objects he acts

upon; and as the “ Father worlteth," so

did he mean that all his children should

work—in joy. Therefore did he har

monize their nature—religiously, so that

they might love him in free service; in

tellectualh, so that they might perceive

and admire universal order; socially, so

that they might love each other in coope

rative labor: and materially, so that they

might find pleasure through every sense

frotn surrounding objects. The harmony

of man's nature. inwardly and outwardly,

religiously, intellectually, socially, phys

ically, was Eden, the garden which Adam

was to till; the garden which he shall

till again, and wherein he shall once

more meet God.

But here the objector would probably

say, “ You touch ‘now the very difficulty.

lam willing to grant that God at first

designed labor to be pleasant,-—that his

original plan was Attractive Industry;

but man has sinned and fallen, labor is

now under the curse, and until the curse

is taken off, labor will never be joyful,

industry will never be attractive.” To

answer this, we must make a brief di

gression. We admit all that is implied

in this objection ; nay! we assert it in its

fullest force. But now what is Sin? It

is a four-fold discord in man's nature,

namely, sensuality, selfishness, stupidity,

and separation from God.

Fall? It is a four-fold discord in man’s

relations, namely, want of concert with

the natural world, conflict with his fellow

man, ignorance of laws of divine order,

and loss of communion with God. What

is the Curse? It is the poverty, pain,

wretchedness, warfare, oppression, du

plicity, sophistry and prejudice, hope

lessness and fear, which man has groancd

under for these long centuries; and which

he will and must continue to groan under,

until he is renewed by the Holy Spirit,

and re-formed after the divine ideal of

man. Then where and how, lastly, will

the curse be removed? Now, and here,

and just in the degree in which man prac

tically obeys the Divine Will, comes into

true relations of love with his fellows,

learns the laws of heavenly justice, and

is reunited with God. "‘ Do you grant
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then,” may now ask the objector, “ that

we religionists are right in demanding

individual regeneration as the one thing

necdfull” By no means, friend and

brother. Your view of degeneracy and

regeneration is a simplistic and partial

one. Ours on the contrary is composite

and universal. \Ve demand prayer, sci

ence, charity, and obedient work, all to

gether and at once: we demand radical,

thorough-going, unsparing reformation.

We have no belief in the possibility of

separating the inward and the outward,

of being holy in heart while we are dis

ordered in mind, unkind in action, and

unhealthy in body. We demand par/ed

obedience; and with all sincerity, we

claim to be the only TRUE Psnrccrtos

XSTS, for we believe in the possibility,

we assert the necessity of a Perfect Life,

Religiously, Scientifically, Socially, Nat

urally. Our doctrine in a word, its—that

Christ introduced the KINGDOM or HEA

VEN upon Ear/ll, the reign of Gon's

SPmrr, which is Love; that what is now

needed is, that man should obey fully,

heartily, in principle and practice, the

“ New Commandment ; " and that when

Love becomes the Law of Society, in

every detail of life, Paradise will be re

gained, and God will “ make his taberna

cle with man,” as he has promised.

The doctrine ofA'r'rtutc'rtvE INDUSTRY

then, is the true Christian doctrine. We

say decidedly that it is the only doctrine

we know of, which does any justice in

faith and hope, to the glorious predictions

of Christ; and that it is the only attempt

we have ever heard of to fulfil in daily,

hourly conduct, the sublime prayer, “ Thy

Will be done on Earth, as it is in Hea

ven.”

The system of Attractive Industry is

an endeavor to do Perfect Justice to hu

. man nature in all the relations of produc

tive labor.

It teaches, that if the Laws cy' Divine

Order are perfectly obeyed in industry,

Continual Joy will be the result.

In our next number, we shall proceed

to show by an exact analysis of the mo

tive-powers,—the active springs of man,

how perfect justice is done in Association

to Human Nature, and how the conditions

of perfect activity are secured.

[If The annual product of France is

estimated at the present time at seven

thousand millions of francs, or something

less than fourteen hundred millions of

dollars; that of the United States at fif

teen hundred millions of dollars, and that

of Great Britain at eighteen hundred

millions. The population of these coun

tries is as follows: France, thirty-three

millions; the United States, seventeen

millions; Great Britain, twenty-six mil

lions. If the annual product of these
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nations were divided equally among alll

their inhabitants, it would give to eachl

person, man, woman, and child, in France,

eleven cents per day; in the United

States, twenty-four cents; and in Great

Britain, nineteen cents—fractions omit

ted.

This simple statement demonstrates

several important facts, among others the

two following.

1. if we distribute the present product

of Industry equally among all the people,

which is the dream of some reformers,

who wish an equal division of present

wealth, we shall reduce the whole world to

a state ofpoverty, or at least pinching me

diocrity. This would be no improvement.

2. To secure wealth or prosperity to

all —which is the primary desire and the

primary necessity of human nature - we

must greatly increase Production by a

good Organization of Industry, and we

must establish an equitable system for the

division of profits. “Increased produc

tion and just distribution ” are the only

remedies for individual and collective

poverty.

The division of the present small pro

duct of nations is most unjust, and if

statistical information were possessed so

that a clear statement could be made

upon the subject, the extent of modern

devices to obtain the fruits of the present

system of repugnant labor without under

going its drudgery, would strike us with

amazement. So large is the sum ab

sorbed by governments, by commerce and

stock-jabbing, which are the two greatest

modern bloudsuckcrs of productive indus

try, by the judiciary, the aristocracy,

where one exists, and other unproductive

functions, that in France, out of a popu

lation of thirty-three millions, twenty

three millions have on an average but six

cents per day, and this to defray all

expenses of food, lodging, clothing, edu

cation and pleasures. We have not the

same information with regard to the

United States and Great Britain, but we

will hazard the following estimate, which

will not be found for out of the way.

\Ve may calculate that in the United

States, out of every twelve hours of

Work performed by the laboring classes,

from five to six hours go to commerce,

the judiciary, the government, and other

non-productive agents. In France, from

six to seven, and in Great Britain, from

seven to eight, and even nine. Titus the

laboring man in modern civilized nations

gives from five to nine hours of labor out

of every twelve that he works, to support

the government, pay the profits of com

merce, the interest on national loans,

maintain the aristocracy and the church,

defray the expenses of the judiciary and

monopolies, and to meet other sources of

waste and absorption.

 

ASSOCIATION MEETING AT

HIN GHAll, MASS.

A meeting was held in this village on

Tuesday evening, July 22, in the Town

Hall, at which addresses were made by

Messrs. RIPLEY, BRISBANE, and CHAN—

NING, on the leading doctrines and pur

poses of the Associative School in this

country. A large and respectable audi

ence was collected, and from the interest

with which the speakers were listened to.

it may be inferred that a spirit. of inquiry

was awakened in regard to the doctrines

of Association, and the necessity of a

social reform. The present condition of

society was freely considered, the objec

tionable principles on which it is founded

were pointed out, its inconsistency with

the teachings of Christianity and the de

mands of human nature was exhibited

without disguise, and a description given

of a true order of society, adapted to the

elevation, union, and happiness of the

race.

This meeting was held on the invita

tion of a few female friends of the cause,

residing in the beautiful village of Hing

ham, and to their zeal and energy it was

principally owing that a large audience

was assembled on short notice, and every

preparation made that could contribute to

the success of the occasion.

 

CIVILIZATION Escoumoss THE FINE

ARTS. “Haydon, the Historical Painter,

has committed suicide, in consequence of

pecuniary embarrassments. He had previ

ously written to several eminent men for

assistance, but received little. Peel sent

him £50, and after his death sent £200

to his family and gave one son a place in

the customs."

Such is the fate of genius in our boast

ed Nineteenth Century! Nor is this a

solitary instance; there are others within

our own knowledge which, though not so

cxtremc and painful, are still enough, we

should think, to make any man of sense

or sensibility condetnn the social system

of which they are the effects. And yet

it is no new thing, rather it is a fact so

common that even sympathy in its des

pair to find a remedy has become almost

indifferent. “Such men must be poor,”

we are told; “ it is the fault of their

own imprudence; what a pity that they

cannot manage better! ” But it is not the

sufferers who are in fault. It is the false

order of society in which they are placed,

which gives them no protection, forces

them to do what they are not qualified for,

and leaves their heaven-born spirit to be

stifled by petty obstacles, perverted by

tincongenial surroundings and driven to

bitterest desperation by neglect and want.

Let us have a society which shall wel

come genius and guard it as the most sa

 

cred trust, which shall give free develop

ment to every gifted nature, which shalll

neither call on the Artist for the exercise

of those faculties which he has not, nor

defraud him by calling out only a part of

those he has, and which shall ensure him

absolute independence, and that without

charity or patronage, and then we shall

deserve to be visited by those whom God

has destined to that high oflice.

 

FEMALE Luzon. The fate of the fe

male operatives is too hard in this free

land of plenty. The majority of them

are toiling for a mere subsistence. But

the women of Paris are said to be even

worse remunerated, the seamstresses, for

instance, receiving one hundred and eighty

cents per week, for the labor of thirteen

hours a day, out of which sum they pro

vide themselves with food and clothing,

pay rent, &c. — Providence Herald.

Why is it. Mr. Herald, that “ the fate

of the female operatives is too hard in

this free land of plenty?" By what

rtptlblifan nccromancy is it, that while an

average of four hours labor would sup

port all in abundance, the workers are

made to toil from ten to sixteen! \Vhy

do not the rudncts of labor go to the

producers? igroving that the manufac

turers make large dividends will not an

swer these questions, but only increase

the difficulty. Why is it, republicans of

Rhode Island, that laborers in your State

do not Work for themselves and get their

own produt'e'.l — Young Arllt’l‘ftfl.

 

To THE Dauon'rsns or “ Runner-:0

GENTLEMEN." Again and again have we

called upon our readers to admire the be

nevolence and loving kindness of adver

tiscrs, as exhibiting themselves in the

newspapers. \Ve give a new case, from

the Times of a recent date: " \Vantcd,

with no salary, on A MERE TRIPLE; for

the sake of a comforted/e and respectable

home, where she would be treated with

the grcalt-sl kindness, and her morals alien—

(lrll lo, a young French Person, of the

Erlulilis/zrd (‘hurclt of England, who can

speak no English, or scarcely any. She

would be required to perform no menial

office, except dressing and attending

to the wardrobes of three little girls; the

rest of the time she would be occupied in

needlework. She must be able to read her

own language well, and have enough

knowledge of writing and arithmetic to

teach. children six or seven years old.

The object being chiefly for the children

to have practice in talking French, the

less English known the better. If a

young lady , she would qflen be admitted

into the parlor, and would have her meals

in the school room. Reference as to re

spectability required. To the (laughterqf

a reduced gentleman this would be a de

sirable home. Direct to C. B., Post Of

fice, Exmouth.” It is not very difficult

to imagine the sort of “ kindness ” to be

bestowed by this Samaritan, who, to the

daughter of a " reduced gentleman”

gives “ no salary, or a mere trifle,” leav

ing the unfortunate father to supply the

child with clothes and her mite of pocket

money. \Vo can almost understand the

sort of “morals” that must be practical

ly taught her; namely, to make the most,

by every sort of pinching and screwing,

of miserable dependents ;' and at the

same time to air an a pearance of religion

by lisping about the Established Church;
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to which 0. B. we presume, is attached

—like a whitlow to a bishop’s thumb.

And then the sweet leisure proffered to

the young French slave!

taught “the three little girls " their daily

French, she would spend “ the rest of her

time ” making the little petticoats of her‘

pupils. If, too, she were a real young

ady, she would be admitted now and

then, with the cat, into the parlor. But,

like the cat, she would “ have her meals ”

in another place. Oh, daughters of re

duced gentlemen! learn to trundle a mop

-—to clean knives—black stoves—pol

ish shoes— forget your books, forget all

that may have educated your taste, your

sensibility—be at once sturdy, healthy

housemaids, and flee from the “ comfort

Aftcr she had K

 

able and respectable home” with the.

“three little girls" proffered by the (I.

B.’s of Exmouth. And now, who is

this C. B. Can the Exmonth folks

guess at him or her? As Englishmen,

we would punish the advertiser for this,l

cold-blooded, deliberate insult, offered in

the bascst misery of spirit to the “re

duced gentlemen" ofa noble nation.

Were we clothed with powers of pater

nal despotism, we would send our benevo

lent Janissaries to Exmouth ; we would

have C. B. searched out; and when

found—for his or her insult to France

and to humanity—we would make him

or her wear wooden shoes for a twelve

month, and every market-day eat a dinner

of frogs in the open market-place. This

we would do “ as we live by bread.”

—Punc/t.

A REBL‘KE ADMINISTERICD. Very salu

tary impressions have frequently been

produced upon the minds of foreigners

by the ions example of the native con

verts. l)\vas on one occasion dining on

board an English ship of war with Queen I

Pomare, other members of the royal

family, and several chiefs.

was prepared on the quarter deck. All

being seated, the plates were soon abun

dantly supplied, but not one of the na

tives attempted to eat. The captain was

greatly surprised at this, and said to me,

“ Mr. Pritchard, I fear we have not pro

vided such food as the natives like; I

don’t see one of them begin to eat.” I

replied, “You could not have provided

anything that the natives would like bet

ter; the reason why they do not com

mence eating is simply this, they are ac

customed always to ask a blessing.”

Before I could say anything more, the

captain, evidently feeling a little confused,

said, “ I beg your pardon, Mr. Pritchard;

please to say grace.” l immediately

“ said grace," when the natives soon

gave proof that they liked the food which

had been provided. One of the officers

from the other end of the table looked

at the captain very significantly, and said,

“ We have got it to-day! ” And then

addressing himself to me, he said, “ Mr.

Pritchard, you see what a graceless set

we are.” All the gentlemen seemed to

feel the rebuke thus unintentionally given.

—— Pritchard’s Rm'ard.

I

A CONSCIENTIOL‘S Lawvsa. The late

Roger M. Sherman, one of the most

eminent lawyers that Connecticut has

ever seen, states his principles as to liti

gation in these words : —I have ever

considered it as one of the first moral du

ties of a lawyer, and have always adopted

in my own practice, never to encourage a

A large table -

 

 

,and clients all went to see it, and every

groundless suit or a groundless defence,

and to dissuade a client from attempting

either of them in compliance .with his

aniinosities, or with the honest preposscs

sion of his judgment; and I ever deemed

it a duty, in a doubtful case, to oint to

every difficulty, and so far as Toonld,

discourage unreasonable anticipations of

success.” \Vhen will the time come for

such to be the usual practice of lawyers?

A Ceararx LAWYER had his portrait

taken in his favorite attitude, standing

with one hand in his pocket. His friends

body said, “ 0, how like, it 's the very

picture of him." An old farmer only

dissented, “'taint like, no ’taint,” said

he drily, looking out of the corner of his

eye. “ "l'aint like?" exclaimed every

body, “just show us wherein ‘taint like.”

“ "l‘aint like, no ’taint,” responded the

old farmer; “ don't you see he has gotl

ris hand in his pocket; ’twould be asi

like agiu if he had it in somebody’s else‘

pocket."

 

Socrrzrv AMONG THE lllONKl-ZYS. The

monkeys in I'lxeter ’Change used to be

confined in a litre of narrow cages, each

of which had a pan in the centre of its

front for the tenant‘s food. Chancing to

be present one evening at supper time, we

observed that, when all the monkeys were

supplied with their mosses, scarcely any

one of them ate out of his own pan. Each

thrust his arm through the bars, and rob

bed his right or left hand neighbor. Half

what was so seized, was spilt and lost in

the conveyance, and while one monkey

was so unprofitably engaged in plunder

ing, his oun pan was exposed to similar

depredation. The mingled knavery and

absurdity was shockingly human. Had a

Monkey Reviewer, however, admonished

the tribe of the aggregate of loss to the .

simial stomach, and beseeched them to

commence the reform of honesty each on

himself, what monkey would have had

sufficient reliance on his neighbor’s virtue

to commence the virtue of forbearance?

Placing the cages more apart seemed the

more rational scheme of reform.—Lan~

don Examiner.

And now 0 people, tell me what has

become of thy right in this World ; tell me

what formerly was, what now is, thy la

borious and over~burthened life.

 
MGRAHAM. Aivn TEMPERANOE

HOUSE

63 BARCLAY STREET, New Your.

NEW ARRANGEMENT. This house is situat

ed on a pleasant and airy street, extending from

Broadway to the Hudson river. At one end of

 

lthe street is the landing place of the Albany

Steamboats, at the other the Park Fountain.

The house is but one minute‘s walk from either,

and only five from the Eastern Steamboat Land

mg.

Two separate Tables are provided, one suited

for the accommodation of the eaters of meat,

and the others carefully prepared for those who

wish to exclude flesh meats from their diet.

Ladies and Gentlemen from the country tar

rying a few or many days, can be accommodat

ed with quietness, lent , cleanliness, whole

some f'oOd, and free om mm the fumes of Al

cohol and Tobacco.

[11? FREE BATHS. Cold, Douche, and

Shower Baths Free, and “’arm Baths at a

small expense.

Terms One Dollar per day. Permanent board

crs received upon reasonable terms.

A. L. SMITH.

 

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

The Directors of the School connected

with the Brook Farm Association have made

arrangements for enlarging the establish

ment, and are now prepared to receive an

additional number of pupils.

The course of study comprises instruction

in the various branches usually taught in the

High Schools and Academies of New Eng

land, with particular attention to the modern

European languages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes

are received; a constant maternal care ex

ercised over the youngest; and the more ad

vanced subject to the friendly counsel and

assistance of the teachers, without the re

straints of arbitrary discipline. Young men

are fitted for College, or for commercial pur

suits, or carried through a course of instruc

tion, in the higher branches usually taught

in the University.

Lessons are given in Music, Dancing,

Drawing, and Painting, without any extra

charge.

The School is under the immediate direc

tion of Mr. and Mrs. RIPLEY, Mr. Dwrcn'r,

and Mr. DANA, assisted by experienced

teachers in the diflerent departments; and

every pupil of tender age is entrusted to

the particular care of a lady of the establish

ment, who has charge of his wardrobe, per

sonal habits, and physical education.

For young children, who are deprived of

parental care, and for older pupils who wish

to pursue a thorough and exact course of

study, without the usual confinement of a

large seminary, it is believed that this

School affords advantages, that are rarely to

be met with.
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Tnnslnted for the Harbinger.

VII. 1

“ I was born inI know not what corner

of Spain, I know not exactly in what

year; butI must be about twenty-three

or twenty-four years old. I am ignorant

of my father’s name; and as to that of

my mother, I believe that she was as un

certain about her parents as I am. She

was called at Venice the Zingara, and I,

the Zingarelln. My mother had given to

me as my patron Saint, Maria del Con

suelo, or, as you would say, our Lady of

Consolation. My earlier years were wan

dering and miserable. My mother and I

travelled over the world on foot, living by

our songs. I have a vague remembrance

that, in the forest of Bohemia, we re

ceived hospitality at a chateau, where a

handsome youth, the lord's son, named

Albert, loaded me with attentions and

kindness, and gave a guitar to my mother.

That chateau was Giant‘s castle, of

which] was one day to refuse to become

the chatelaine. That young lord was count

Albert de Rudolstadt, whose wife I was

to be.

“ At ten, I began to sing in the streets.

One day, when I was singing my little

song on the place Saint Mark, at Venice,

in front of a café, master Porpors, who

was there, struck by the justness of my

voice and the natural method which my

mother had transmitted to me, called me,

questioned me, followed me to my garret,

gave some assistance to my mother, and

promised her to get me into the scuola dei

 

 

" Entered according to Act ofCong-ress, in the

year "346 by anscrs G. Sruvvfln the Clerk’s

office of the District Court of Massachusetts.

t'I‘he adventures of Consuelo, already pub

lished, may have been forgotten by the reader.

The author has thought best to condense them i

as much as possible. Those persons who are so

fortunate in memory as to retain the whole of a

long history, will find this re etition wearisome;

 

they are requested to skip I Is chapter, in order

not to fatigue their attention. i

mendicanti, one of those free schools of

music, of which there are so many in

Italy, and whence come all the eminent

rtists of both sexes ; for they are direct

ed by the best masters. I there made ra

pid progress; and master Porpora con

ceived a friendship for me, which soon

exposed me to the jealousy and ill turns

of my comrades. Their unjust treatment

and the contempt they manifested for my

rags, early gave me the habit of patience,

of reserve and resignation.

“I cannot remember the day on which

Ifirst saw him, but it is certain that at

seven or eight years old, I already loved

a young titan, or rather a child, an or

phan, abandoned, studying music like my

self, by means ot protection and charity,

living like me upon the pavement. Our

friendship, our love, for it was the same

thing, was a chaste and delicious senti

ment. \Ve passed together, in an inno

cent vagabondism, those hours which

were not devoted to study. My mother,

after having uselesst opposed it, sanc

tioned our inclination by the promise she

exacted from us at her death-bed, to

be married to each other, as soon as our

labor should place us in a positition to

bring up a family.

“At the age of eighteen or nineteen,

I was quite advanced in singing. Count

Zustiniani, a noble Venetian, proprietor of

the St. Samuel theatre, heard me sing at

church, and engaged me as first canta

trice, to replace Corilla, a handsome and

powerful virtuoso, whose lover he had

been, and who was unfaithful to him.

This Zustiniani was in fact the protector

of my betrothed Anzoleto, who was enga

ged with me, to sing the first-man's parts.

Our débuts were announced under the

most brilliant auspices. He had a mag

nificent voice, an extraordinary natural

facility, an attractive person ; all the hand

some ladies patronized him. But he was

lazy ; he had not had so skilful or so zeal

ous a master as mine. His success was

less brilliant. He was grieved at first,

then vexed, and lastly jealous; and I thus

lost his love."

 

“Is it possible," said the princess

Amelia, “for such a cause? Then he

was very vile?

“ Alas! no, madam; but he was vain,

and an artist. He obtained the protec

tion of Corilla, the disgraced and furious

cantatrice, who stole his heart from me,

and quickly led him to offend and wound

mine. One evening, master Porpora,

who had always opposed our afl‘ection,

becauseghe pretends that a woman, in or

der to be a great artist, must remain free

from all passion, from all engagement of

the heart, discovered to me Anzoleto's

treachery The next evening, count

Zustiniani made to me a declaration of

love, which I was far from expecting,

and which deeply otfended me. Anza

leto pretended to be jealous, to believe

me corrupted—he wished to break with

me. I fled from my lodging in the night;

Iwent to my master, who is a man of

prompt inspiration, and who had accus

tomed me to be prompt in eXecution.

He gave me some letters, a small sum of

money, andadirection for my journey;

he placed me in a gondola, accompanied

me to the main land, and I departed

alone, at break of day, for Bohemia."

“ For Bohemia! ” said madam de

Kleist, who at the Porporina’s courage

and virtue opened her eyes very wide.

“ Yes madam,” resumed the young

girl. “In our language of adventurous

artists, we often say ‘ to tramp in Bohemia,’

to signify that we embark in the hazards of

a poor, laborious and often culpable life,

in the life of the Zingari, who are also

called Bohemians. As to myself, I de

parted not for that symbolical Bohemia,

to which my fate seemed to destine me

like so many others, but for the chivalric

country of the 'l‘chéques, for the father

land of Hues and of Ziska, for the Bach

mer-VVald, in fine for Giant's Castle,

where I was generously welcomed by

the family of the Rudolstadts."

“ And why did you go to that family ; "

asked the princess, who listened with

,‘great attention ; “ Did they recollect hav—

,lllg seen you when a child I "
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"-By no means. I did not recollect it believe I was the only person who ever

myself, and it was not till long afterwards, heard him at Riesenburg; for his family

and by chance, that count Albert remem- never knew that he possessed this incom

bored and helped me to remember tltat parable talent. His love had its origin

little adventure; but my master Porpora therefore in a transport of enthusiasm and

had been very intimate in Germany with musical sympathy. His cousin, the bar

the respectable Christian de Rudolstadt, oncss Amelia, who had been betrothed to

headof this family. Theyoung boronessi him two years and whom he did not love,

Amelia, niece of the latter, required a‘ felt vexed with rue-although she did not

governess, that is, a_lady-companion, who love him either. She declared this to me

should pretend to teach her music, and re- with more frankness than wickedness;

Iieve her from the monotony of the dull I for, in the midst of her caprices, she had

and austere life they led at Riescnburg, I a certain greatness of soul; she became

(Giant's Castle.) Her noble and goodltired 0f Albert‘s indifference, of the

family welcomed me as a friend, almostitlulttOSS of the chateau, and, one fine

as a relation. Itaught nothing, spite of morning, left us, carrying oil“, so to say,

my good will, to my pretty and capricious i her father, baron Frederick, count Chris

pupil, and — ”

"And count Albert fell in love with

you, as must needs be! ”

" Alas! madam, I cannot speak light

Py of so grave and painful a matter.

Count Athert, who passed for a crazy

man, and who united to a sublime soul,

to‘an enthusiastic genius, strange eccen~

tricities, an entirely inexplicable disease

of the imagination-”

“ Supperville told me of all that, with~

out believing it, and without making me

understand it. People attributed to the

young man supernatural qualities, thev

gift of prophecy, second sight, the power5

of making himself invisible. -—IIis family

related strange things on those points. —

But all that is impossible, and I hope that

you have no faith in it? ”

“ Spare me, madam, the suffering and

the embarrassment of deciding upon facts

which» are beyond the scope of my under

standing. I saw inconceivable things,

and, at certain times, count Albert ap

peared to me a being superior to human

nature. At others, I saw in him only an

unfortunate, deprived of the light of rea- ‘

son, from the very excess of his virtue,

but at no time did 1 see him like to com

mon men. In delirium as in calmness, in

enthusiasm as in depression, he was al

ways the best, the most just, the most

wisely enlightened, or the most poetical

ly exalted of men. In a word, I cannot

think of him or utter his name without a

thrill of respect, without a deep tender

ness, without a kind of horror, for lam

the involuntary, but not entirely innocent

cause of his death.”

“ Come, dear countess, dry your bean

tit'ul eyes, take courage and continue,

I listen to you without irony and without

profane levity, I swear it to you.”

“He loved me at first, without my

having a thought of it. He never spoke

to me, did not ever scem to see me. I,

 tian’s brother, an excellent and weak

man, indolent in mind and simple of

heart, slave of his (laughter and passion

ately fond of the chase."

“You say nothing of count Albert's

invisibilily, of those disappearances of fif

teen or twenty days, after which he sud

denly reappeared, believing or pretend

ing to believe that he had not left the

house, and not able or not willing to tell

what had become of him while they

were searching for him every where."

“ Since M. Supperville has related to

you this fact, apparently so marvellous, I

will give you the explanation; I alone

can do so, since this matter has always re

mained a secret between Albert and my

self. Near Giant’s Castle there

mountain called Schreckenstcin, (stone

of horror,) which conceals a grotto and

several mysterious chambers, ancient sub

terranean constructions of the time of the

IIussites. Albert, having gone through

a series ofvery bold philosphical opinions,

and religious enthusiasms carried even to

mysticism, had remained a Hussite, or,

more properly speaking a Taborite in his

heart. Descended by the mother‘s side,

from the king, George Podiebrad, he had

preserved and developed in himself the

sentiments of patriotic independence and

of evangelical equality, with which the

preaching of John Moss and the victo

ries of John Ziska have, so to speak, in

oculated the Bohemians.” _

“ How she talks of history and phil

osophy ! ” cried the princess, looking at

madam do Kleist; “who would have

told me that a girl of the theatre would

understand those things as well as I who

have passed my life studying them in

books? Itold you, do Kleist, that there

were, among those beings whom the opin

ion of courts consigns to the lowest

ranks of society, understandings equal, if

not superior, to those which are formed in

isa

believe that he first perceived my presence l the highest with so much care and ex

in the chateau, when he heard me sing. 1 pellse-”

I must tell you that he was a great musi “ Alas! madam," returned the Porpo

cian, and that he played the violin as no- l rina, “ I am very ignorant, and I had nev

body imagines it can be played. But Iier read anything before my residence at

 

Riesenburg. _But there I heard so much

of these things, and I was obliged to re

flect so much in order to understand what

passed in Albert's mind, that I was at

last enabled to form an idea of them.”

“ Yes, but you have become mystical

and somewhat crazy yourself, my child.

Admire the campaigns of John Ziska and

the republican spirit of Bohemia, if you

will, Iconsent to that, for I have on those

matters ideas quite as 'republican as your

own, perhaps; for to me also, love has

revealed a truth opposed to what my

school-masters taught me about the rights

of the people and the merit ofindividuals;

but I do not share your adtniration for the

Tahorite fanaticism, and their delirium

about Christian equality. That is absurd,

cannot be realized, and leads to ferocious

excesses. That thrones should be over

turned, I consent and — would myself la.

bor at the work, in case of need. That

republics should be established after the

manner of Sparta, of Athens, of Rome,

or of ancient Venice: that is what I can

admit. But your sanguinary and filthy

Taboritcs are no more to my liking than

the Vaudois of flaming memory, the odi

ous anabaplists of Munster and the Pi

cards of ancient Germany."

“I have heard count Albert say that

all those were not precisely the same

thing," replied Consuelo modestly; “but

I should not dare discuss with your high

ness upon subjects which you have stud

ied. You have here historians and

learned men who have attended to these

important matters, and you can judge,

better than I can, of their wisdom and

their justice. Still, even if I had the

happiness to have a whole academy to in

struct me, I do not think my sympathies

would change. But 1 resume my reci

tal.”

“ Yes, I interrupted you by pedantic

observations, and I ask your pardon.—

Continue. Count Albert, proud of the

exploits of his fathers, (that is very easi

ly understood and very pardonable), in

love with you moreover, which is more

natural and more legitimate still, would

not admit that you were not his equal be

fore God and before men! He was quite

right, but was that the reason for desert

ing his father’s house, and for leaving all

his family in aflliction'! ”

“ I was coming to that," resumed Con

suelo; “ he went to reflect and meditate

in the Hussite grotto at the Schrecken

stein, and he took the more delight in it,

because only he and a poor crazy peasant,

who followed him in his wanderings,

knew of those subterranean abodes. He

became accustomed to retire there every

time any domestic trouble or violent emo

tion caused him to lose his self command.

He could feel the approach of his attacks,

and to conceal his delirium from his ter
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rified family, he reached the Schreckem

stein by a subterranean passage he had

discovered, the entrance to which was a

cistern situated near his apartment, in a

flower garden. Once arrived in his cav

ern, he forgot hours, days, weeks.—

Nursed by Zdenko, that poetic and vision

ary peasant, whose exaltation was some

what similar to his own, he had no

thought of again seeing the light, or of

revisiting his family, until the fit began

to pass away; and unhappily these at

tacks became each titnc more intense and

took longer to dissipate. Once at least,

he remained so long absent, that they

thought him dead, and I undertook to dis

cover the place of his retreat. I sue

ceeded with much trouble and danger.

Idescended into the cistern, which was

in his garden, and by which 1 ,had one

night seen Zdenko secretly ascend. Not

knowing how to direct my course in those

abysses, I came near dosing my life. At

last I found Albert; I succeeded in dis

pelling the sorrowful torpor into which

he was plunged; I restored him to his

family, and made him swear never to re

turn without me to his fatal cavern. He

yielded, but he warned me that it was

condemning him to death; and his pre

diction was but too well realized.”

“How so‘.l That was restoring him

to life, on the contrary.”

"No, madam, not unless I succeeded

in loving him, and never being a cause of

regret to him.”

“ What! you did not love him? you

descended into a well, you risked your

life in that subterranean journey —”

“Where the simple Zdenko, not un

derstanding my design, and jealous, like

a faithful and stupid dog, of the safety of

his master, was near murdering me. A

torrent was near swallowing me up. Al

bert, not recognizing me at first, was near

making me share his madness, for terror

and emotion render hallucination conta

gious. Finally he was seized with an

other fit of delirium while accompanyiugi

me through the subterranean galleriesl

and almost abandoned me when closing,

the exit. I exposed myself to all this‘

without loving Albert.”

“ Then you had made a vow to Maria

del Consuelo to effect his deliverance 1"

“ Something of that kind, in fact,” re

plied the Porporina with a sad smile: “ a

feeling of tender pity for his family, of

deep sympathy for him, perhaps also a

romantic attraction, sincere friendship

certainly, but not a shade of love, at least

nothing similar to that blind, intoxicating

and delightful love I had experienced for

the ungrateful Anzoleto, and in which I

verily believe my heart had been prema

turely exhaustedE—What shall I tell'

you, madam? after this terrible cxpr.di-.

 

 

brink of death. Albert who is as great a i I do not say to that worldly reason which

physician as he is musician, saved my 1 is only fully and falsehood, but to that

life. My slow convalcscence and his as- i noble discernment, which is but the ap

sidnous cares placed on on a footing ofipreciation of the beautiful, the love of

fraternal intimacy. His reason was en~ t uth. You are a proof ofwhatladvance,

tirely restored. His father blessed me madam, and your example condemns me.

and treated me like a beloved daughter. | Born to occupy a throne, you have sacri

An old humpbacked aunt, the canoness I ficed false grandeur to true passion, to the

\Venceslawa, an angel of tenderness, but . possession ofa heart worthy of your own.

full of patrician prejudices, was herself I, burn to be queen also, (upon the stage,)

resigned to accept me. Albert imploredl

my love. Count Christian even became

his son's advocate. I was troubled, I

was terrified. I loved Albert as cool

loves virtue, truth, the bean ideal ; but I

was still afraid of him; I had a repug

nance against becoming a countess,

against contracting a marriage which

wuuld excite the nobility of the country,

against him and against his family, andi

which would cause me to be accused of

sordid views, of mean intrigues. And

then, must Iconfess it? it was my only

crime perhapsl—I regretted my profes

sion, my liberty, my old master, my art

ist's life, and that exciting arena of the

stage, on which I had appeared for an in

stant to shine and disappear like a meteor;

those burning boards on which my love

had been broken, my unhappiness cun

summated, which I thought I should al»

ways curse and despise, and where I

nevertheless dreamed every night thatI

was applauded or hissod. That must

seem to you very strange and miserable;

but when one has been educated for the

stage, when one has labored all one‘slife for

the purpose of engaging in those combats

and gaining those victories, when the

first battle has been won, the idea of nev

er returning there is as frightful as would

he to you, madam and dear Amelia, that

of being no longer a princess except up

on the hoards, as lam now twice every

week—”

“You are mistaken, you talk nonsense,

my friend! If from a princess I could be

come an artist, I would marry Trenck,

and I should be happy. You did not wish

from an artist to become a princess in or

der to marry Rudolstadt. I see well that

you did not love him! But that was not

your fault—we cannot love whom we

will! "

“ Madam, that is a proposition, of the

truth of which Ishould like much to be

convinced ; my conscience would be easy.

But I have passed my life in the endea~

vor to solve this problem, and have not

yet succeeded."

“ Let us see,” said the princess; “ this

is a grave matter, and as abbess, I must

attempt to decide in cases of conscience.

You doubt if we are free to love or not to

love? You think then that love can make

its choice and consult reason 1 ” .

“ It ought to be able to do so. A no-i

 

‘ mistress.

have not had the courage and generosity

to sacrifice joyoust the tinsel of that ly

ing glory to the calm life and sublime af

fection which were offered to me. I was

ready to do it from devotedness, but I did

not do it without sorrow and fear; and

Albert, who saw my anxiety, did not wish

to accept my faith as a sacrifice. He ask

ed from me enthusiasm, partaken joys, a

heart free from all regret. It was my

duty not to deceive him ; besides can one

deceive in such matters 1 I therefore re

quested time, and it was granted me. I

promised to do my best to attain that love

similar to his. I did so in good faith ; but

I felt with terror, that I could have wish

ed not to be compelled by my conscience

to make that formidable promise.”

“ Strange girl I You still loved the oth

er, I Would wagcrl ”

“ O my God! Ithought indeed that I

no longer loved him; but one morning,

when I was waiting on the mountain for

Albert, to walk with him, I heard a voice

in the ravine ; I recognized a song which

I had formerly studied with Anzoleto,

I recognized especially that penetrating

voice‘ which I have so loved, and that

Venetian accent so sweet to my remem

brance; I leaned forward, I saw pass a

cavalier; it was he, madam, it was An

zoleto l "

“ Eh ! indeed ! \Vhat was he doing in

Bohemia? ”

“I learned afterwards that he had bro

ken his contract, that he was flying from

Venice and the resentment 0f Zustiniani.

After having become very quickly weari

ed of the quarrelsome and despotic love of

Corilla, with whom he had successfully

reappeared at the Saint Samuel theatre,

he had obtained the favor of Cloriuda, the

second cantatricc, one of my old school

fellows, whom Zustiniani had made his

Like a man of the world, that

is, like a frivolous libertine, the count

avenged himself by taking back Corilla

without dismissing the other. In the,

midst of this double intrigue, Anzoleto,

bantered by his rival, became vexed, then

angry, and one fine summer’s night leapt

with his whole weight upon the gondo

la in which Zustiniani was taking the

air with Corilla. They escaped with an

upset and a warm bath. The waters of

Venice are not deep every where. But

Anzoleto, thinking with reason that this

tion, I had a brain fever, and was at the l ble heart ought to subject its inclinations, l joke would carry him to the Leads, took
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Prague, passed by Giant’s castle.

“ He passed on, and I joined Albert in

making a pilgrimage to the grotto of the.

Schreckenstein, which he desired to re-'

visit with me. I was sad and agitated. I

suffered, in that grotto, from the most

painful emotions. That gloomy place,

the Hussite bones, of which Albert had.

made an altar on the bank of the myste

rious fountain, the admirable and heart

rending tones of his violin, I know not

what terrors, the darkness, the supersti

tious ideas which recurred to him in that

place, and from which I no longer felt

strength to preserve him—"

“ Say all 1 lie thought himself John

Ziska. IIc pretended to have an eternal

existence, the memory of past ages; in

fine he had the madness of the count de

Saint-Germain I "

“ W'ell, madam, yes, since you know;

it, and his conviction in that respect made:

so vivid an impression upon me, that in-j

stead of curing him of it, I have come al-l

most to share it."

"Can your mind be Weak, spite of

your courageous lieart'.l ”

“I can have no pretension to be a

strong minded person. \Vhence could I

have derived that strength? The only

solid education Ievcr received, was giv

on me by Albert. How should I not have

yielded to his ascendancy and shared his

illusions! There were so many, and

such elevated truths in his mind that I

could not distinguish error from certain

ty. I felt in that grotto that my reason

was wandering. \Vhat terrified me most

was, that I did not find Zdenko there, as!

I had hoped. For several ,months Zden

ko had not made his appearance. As he

had persisted in his fury against me, A!

bert had sent him away, driven him from

his presence, after some violent discus

sion without doubt, for he appeared to

feel remorse. Perhaps he thought Zden

ko had committed suicide on leaving him :

at least he spoke of him in enigmatic

terms, and with mysterious reservations

which made me shudder. I imagined,

(may God pardon me that thought!)

that in an attack of delirium, Albert,

 

 

unable to make the unfortunate renounceI

the idea of taking my life, had takenhis.” l

“ And why did this Zdenko hate youl

so much! "

“ It was a consequence of his insanity. I

Ho pretended lo have dreamed that I had

killed his master and that I danced after

wards upon his tomb. O! madam, that

ominous prediction was accomplished ; my

love did kill Albert, and a week after

wards I made my début here in one of the l

gayest comic operas; I was compelled tol

do so, it is true, and I had death in nin

,carrying me away from the count.

 
 

bcrt was accomplished, conformably to

Zdenko‘s terrible prognostics.”

“ Really, your history is so diabolical

that I hardly know where I am, and I‘

seem to lose my wits in listening to you.

But continue. All this will be explained

without doubt ! ”

“ No, madam; that supernatural worldi

which existed in Albert’s and Zdenko's

mysterious minds has never been explain

ed to me, and you must, like myself, be

contented with understanding the results.”

“ “’cll! M. dc Rudolstadt had not

killed his poor fool, at least! ”

“ Zdenko was not a fool to him, but a

companion in misfortune, a friend, a de

voted servant. He wept for him; but,

thank Heaven, he never had the thought

of sacrificing him to his love for me.

Still, I, foolish and culpable, was per

suaded that this murder had been accom

plished. A freshly filled grave in the

grotto, which Albert confessed to me‘

contained what had been most dear to

him in the world before knowing me, at

the same time that be accused himself of

I know not what crime, caused me to be

covered with a cold sweat. I thought it

certain that Zdenko was buried in that

place, and I fled from the grotto, crying

like a crazy woman, and weeping like a

child.”

“ There was good reason for it,’ said

madam do Kleist, “and I should have

died of fear. A lover like your Albert

would not have suited me the least in the

world. My worthy M. dc Kleist believed

in the devil, and made sacrifices to him.

It was he who made me such a coward;

and I believe he would have made me ora

zy, ifI had not determined to divorce

him.”

“ You have strong marks of it notwith

standing," said the princess Amelia. “I

think you were divorced a little too late.

But don't interrupt our countess de Ru

dolstadt.”

“ On returning to the chateau with Al

bert, who accompanied me without think

ing to justify himself against my asper

sions, I found, guess whom, madam.”

“ Anzoleto? "

“ He had presented himself as my bro

ther, and was waiting for me. Iknow

not how he had learned, while continu

ing his journey, thatI was living there,

and was about to marry Albert ; for there

was such a report in the neighborhood

before anything was settled respecting!

that matter. I‘Iither from spite, or some

remains of love, or from love of evil, he

had retraced his steps, with the sudden

intention of preventing that marriage and

Ho

7

 

put every engine in motion to succeed,

prayers, tears, temptations, threats. I

was apparently immovable: hut in thci

and felt no longer mistress of myself. By

means of the lie which had served him as

an introduction, and which I dared not

unmask, though I had never spoken to

Albert ofthis brother whom I never had,

he remained the whole day at the chateau.

In the evening, the old count made us

sing some Venetian airs. Those songs of

my adopted country awakened in me all

the recollections of my childhood, of my

pure love, of my beautiful dreams, of my

past happiness. I felt that I still loved —

and not him‘whom I ought, whom I wish

ed, whom I had promised to love. An

zoleto besought me to receive him that

night in my chamber, and threatened that

he would come in spite of me, at his own

risk and peril, and especially at mine. I

had never been other than his sister;

thus be colored his project with the best

intentions. He would submit to my de—

cision, lte would depart at break of day;

but he wished to say farewell. I thought

that he wanted to make a noise in the

chateau, to create scandal; that there

would be some terrible scene with Albert,

and that my reputation Would be sullied.

I conceived a desperate resolution and ex

ecuted it. At midnight I made a little

bundle of the most necessary clothes,

wrote a note for Albert, took the little

money I had (and by the way, forgot half

of it), left my chamber, mounted the

hired horse which had brought Anzoleto,

paid his guide to assist my flight, passed

the draw-bridge, and reached the neigh

boring city. It was the first time in my

life I was ever on horseback. I rode four

leagues at a gallop; then I sent back the

guide, and pretending to go and wait for

Anzoleto on the road to Prague, I gave

the man false information as to the place

where my pretended brother was to find

me. I took the road to Vienna, and at

break of day found myself alone, on foot,

without resources, in an unknown coun

try, and walking as fast as possible in or

der to escape those two love-s, which ap

peared to me equally fatal. Still I must

say that, after some hours, the image of

the perfidious Anzuleto was eflaced from

my mind, never to return, while the pure

image of my noble Albert followed me,

like an argis and a promise of the future,

through the dangers and fatignes of my

journey.”

“ And why did you go to Vienna rath

er than to \r'cnice'.l ”

“My master Porpora had just arrived

there, brought by our ambassador, who

wished to enable him to retrieve his for

tune, which had been exhausted, and re

cover his ancient glory which had become

dim and discouraged, before the success of

more fortunate innovators. I luckily met

with an excellent youth, already a musi

cian full of promise, who, passing through

soul; but the melancholy destiny of Al- depths of my weak heart, I was agitatedjthe BuehuwI-Wuld had heard of mo, and
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thought of seeking me in order to ask my

influence in his favor with Porpora. We

returned together to Vienna, on foot, af

ter much fatigue, always cheerful, al

ways friends and brothers. I was the

more attached to him because he did not

think of paying court to me and because

I did not myself imagine that he could

have such a thought. I disguised myself

as a boy, and played my part so well as

to give occasion to all kinds of queer

mistakes; but there was one which was

almost fatal to both of us. I will pass

over the others in silence, in order not to

prolong this recital too much, and will

mention this one only because it will in

terest your highness, much more than all

the rest of my story.”

To be Continued.
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SECTION II.—-NO'I‘ICE IV.

COMPLEMENT OF THE FIRST PART.

Self-Deception of Opponents; T/ie Owen

isls. (1)

The reader will have already perceived

that my theory of Association does not

fall into the arbitrary methods of system

makers; it is founded in nature, adapted

to the human passions and to the theorems

of geometry; for the mechanism of the

passional Series is geometrical in everv

sense; this will be proved in the chapters

which treat of the division of profits,

Sect. V, and of analogy, Sect. VII.

\Ve may now examine the inconsisten

cies of the nineteenth century on this

head, which, in an affair on which the en'

tire change of the condition of the human

race depends, in the discovery of the

method of Association, reposcs confidence

in declaimers under the guise of philan

thropy, and prescribes no rule for them to

follow either in theory or in practice.

We see that there was a discovery to

be made, namely the passional Series; a

discovery which required profound re

searches into the arrangements and the

workings of a spring so foreign to the

civilized mechanism.

If men had been willing to set about it

with the slightest degree of method, they

would have demanded of pretenders, like

Robert Owen and others, a discovery, and

not arbitrary statutes, not such silly n0

tions as community of property, the ab

sence of divine worship, and the rash ab—

olition of marriage: these are the whim

sies of a break-neck politician, and no

new means at all; and yet it is in this

stufl‘that the nineteenth century has con

fided now for twenty years.

Observe that, from the first, Robert

Owen has pursued the contrary course to

association: ignorant that agriculture

should be the basis of the associative

mechanism, he assembled two thousand

weavers at New Lanarlr, without an acre

 

of ground to till. While committing this‘

great mistake, he boasted that he would

convert the world to his method; and

sought an audience with several sove

reigns as the presum live regcnerator of‘

the social world. is science was no

other than that of the sophists, T0 RISK

ALL, and rush headlong into innovations;

audaces forluna juvat; and especially to

trumpet his philanthropy abroad; men

are easily duped by this disguise.

How can our century, after so ma

ny experiences, after having seen every

ambitious man for nearly forty years

past muflle himself up in this title,— how

can it let itself be caught again by this

false coin of philanthropy? A true

philanthropist would have said: “ \rVe

must try Association; but' we ought at

the same time to exercise ourselves in

the investigation of the natural method

and awaken a competition for its discov

ery.”

A course so loyal never will be adopted

by men who want to play a part without

the real means : Mr. Owen has preferred

to give himself out as a discoverer; he

has built a system which is the counter

part of that of William Penn, the founder

of the Quakers. In another place I shall

give the parallel : let us only remark now

in the system of Owen, a headlong polit

ical infatuation, determined to risk all, to

attempt monstrosities without foreseeing

the results.

For example : as to liberty in love, (2)

he does not foresee the general licentious

ness which vvould prevail as soon as the

new sect should have become established:

he seems no more to have considered the

mechanism of free loves, titan he has the

effects of the absence of divine worship.

Before admitting even half-liberty in love,

counterpoises must be introduced such as

the Harmoniaus themselves cannot create

in less than fifteen or twenty years experi

ence of the life.

For the rest, as to any changes which

the love-relations may undergo, not one

of them can take place until it is demand

ed by the government, by the ministers of

religion, and by all the fathers and bus

bands (3) of society; when those four

classes, with one accord, shall vote an in

novation, we may be sure that it will be

useful and not dangerous.

Undoubtedly the conjugal system en

genders a host of vices; I have described

a goodly number of them in the 'Il'eatise

on Universal Unity. All these disorders

are no reason for suppressing marriage,

but only for reducing it to a methodical

scale, for establishing in marriages a reg

ular series, comprising seven degrees, be

side the ambigu and pivot.

To speak of the first and second de

grees only, is it not evident that a sterile

marriage is a somewhat weaker bond than

a marriage which gives one child ?

Here is a distinction between the first and

second degrees ; it remains to establish it

between the other seven. But I postpone

the details, only observing that, even if

we understood the nine degrees to be es

tablished in marriage, we should still have

to understand and organize the state of

things which will furnish counterpoisest

and guarantees against the abuse of liber

ty, an abuse which Mr. Owen has not

foreseen; he wants to emancipate all at

once, to give free reins to love, as if we

were on the isle of Otaheit, in the coun-‘,

try of Hamil, at Lancerot, at Java, in‘\

Lapland and other places where customs

 and prejudices have established counter

poises.

Let us pass by this discussion, since

mankind will have no occasion to occupy

themselves with it until after thirty years

of universal Harmony- During the first

associative generation, it will be necessary

to leave love in the state of hypocrisy

and universal deceit which characterises

civilization: love and paternity are the

last passions which men will be able to

reduce to a true regime; a difficulty

never dreamed of by those who wish,

like Mr. Owen, to make as rash an ex

periment iu the liberty of the passions as

the philosophers of 1791 did in the eman

cipation of the negroes.

It is the abundance of these sophists

which creates so much prejudice against

true discoverers, and makes our age the

age of detraction: this is the dominant

sin now more than ever. In fact it is the

endemic vice of the civilized character;

the most precious discoveries have been

proscribed at their first appearance: cof

fee and the potatoe were prohibited by

law and placed in the rank of poisons;

Fulton the inventor of the steam-engine,

and Lebon the inventor of gas-lights,

found nobody to listen to them in Paris.

From these recent blunders of the

Zdiluses [sour critics] we may judge

what confidence can be placed in their

decisions; they call themselves the

champions of light, the enemies of obscur

antism(4); they accuse this minister of

being a new Omar, and that society of be

ing an assembly of extinguishers; ah'.

what are they themselves, when they de

clare that there cannot be such a thing as a

discovery in the calculation of attraction;

and when they tell men not to road a book

which ofiers the complete theory, of which

Newton has given us only a fragment?

Thus the nineteenth century shows it

self the worthy successor of the fifteenth

and of the generation which persecuted

the Columbust and Galileos; then it

was superstition which proscribed the

new sciences; now they are proscribed by

those who call themselves the enemies of

superstition. Such is the secret of their

pretended zeal for the progress of intelli

gence; such their sublime career: they

attack superstition only that they may

practice oppression as much or more than

it. Strange inconsistency! They extol

to the clouds the man who has taken the

first step in the calculation of attraction,

Newton, who has learnedly treated only

its least useful branch, a matter of pure

curiosity; for of what use is it to us to

know the weight of every planet? It

remained to explore the two important

branches of Attraction :

THE USEFUL, or theory of Passions]

Attraction.

an-z AGREEABLE, or theory of Analogy

and of Causes.

The man who brings forward these two

sciences is a brute beast according to the

Z6iluscs, who nevertheless exalt Newton,

for having treated only of the useless

branch, that of natural effects in attrac

tion, while he is able to explain no cause;

if you ask the Newtonians why God has

given seven satellites to Saturn and only

four to Jupiter who is of twice the size;

or why a ring to Saturn and not to Ju

piter, they cannot answer.

Their science is none the less beautiful

for its mathematical exactness; but it is

only a germ limited to the exposition of

effects and not of causes; and now at
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this moment when the theory of causes is i dignities, without being under any Omar's

unveiled, it would be proper either to re-lrod. _

ject Newton, since he commenced thel To disabuse them ofthis self-deception,

study of attraction, or to protect his con~ ‘ of this mania for choosing the servile part

tinuator who is far more worthy of snp- ; and poveitv. must I crawl at their feet?

port, in that he hastreatcd the two branches ' The more I flattered them, the less Would

of the useful and the agreeable, one of they believe me. \Ve have lately seen,

which conducts to social happiness, a,at the time when universal systems were

matter of far more consequence than sci- ‘ the fashion, art eloquent sophist lavish in

euce. ceuse upon the sat-ans, praising them all

Let us add that the calculation of anal- by name, and yet not succeed in getting

ogy, although a branch of the agreeable, 1 his universal system accredited among

has still its useful side. for it is to this them: (in which, by the way, he had on—

new science that we shall owe the dis-,ly forgotten the analysis of man, or of

covery of all the natural antidotes, for‘the passions and attractions; that of the

the most part now unknown, such astthrce mechanisms, the civilized, the bar

those against gout, hydrophobia, epilepsy, barons and the savage, and of their char

and other maladies which baille all utiriacters, permanent, successive and inter

art. It should seem for the interest of] locked ; that too of the civilized hasencss

our century and especially of France, to es, such as false commerce, or inverse

make a truce of its ill will against discov- competition and inverse circulation ; he

erers, and to extend to the most precious ' had also forgotten the theory of destinies

of discoveries, if not a positive protee- future and past, the theory of causes in

tion, at least a hesitating reception, im- movement. &c. &c.)

polled by considerations which every iin- The savaus justly reproached him with

partial man will appreciate; such a recep- saying nothing new, with repeating iu

tion as this, for instance; other terms what a hundred others had

“ It is the first time that a regular thc- said before him. I should rank myself

ory has been presented to us on the prob- i in the category of these smart system

lem 0f Association, reputed iiiSiiliilile,lm'tkch, if I should iutitlle myself up in

and on the mechanism of the harmony of theiraeidemie forms, from which frequent

the passions, considered to this day an im- ly one. derives htit little fruit. The afore

penetrable enigma : if this theory is‘s'iid author only reaped the very ordinary

practicable, it will give us goods which all compliment of knowing that he made

ages have vainly dreamed of, the eiid ofi himself read by flattering the academic

pauperism eti'ccted by the grant of a powers.

minimum to the poorer class, the volunta-, The tone of adulation is not familiar to

ry abolition of slavery and the slave-trade, 1 discoverers; instead of oratorical supple

the reign of truth and justice, founded on i ness, they have that character of upright

the benefits to which they will lead iuluesa and firmness which Horace admires

the new order. It is the. part of prudence, ‘ in the just man : non ciirium ardor pram

therefore, to examine this theory, to jubcnli'um menle qualil solida. My sub

point otit its weak sides, to invite ihose‘joct does not suit the tone of adulation;

who are best qualified to rectify ii, jfllir'i/ ; the business is to remind men of their re

can, and failing this, to make a practical i fusal of faith in Providence, of their want

trial of it, which will be free from risk, ' of hope and activity in seeking the divine

since it turns entirely upon agricultural , code, their lack of charity, their indiffer

 

and domestic labors. evidently lucrative

under the system of combination and

economy which it introduces.”

To this the smart minds reply: “One

cnce towards a discovery which promises

speedily to put an end to slavery, to pov

lerty and to all the miseries of Humanity.

Here the only tone which would he

 

might, lend an ear m this, if {he "who, suitable is the or rather/m : we do not de

only knew how to clothe his thoughts in.mrtud of the Bossueis and the Bourda

customary forms and render homage to loues that they shall offer incense to aper

aagust modern philosophy,” Tim, 1,, the | verse age; we approve of them when

trick of all the sophisis; a discu,-cru,-:ihey' thunder against the false doctrines

would ins“). be suspected if he shuuld which lead us astray; and if] have not

adopt this hypocritical manner; people 'he" Elmi'l‘EM‘B, 1 "light "(it the less to

would have reason to think him no betteriadUI“ "'9" manneri It" ‘hSdam the “'lgal'

than the rest, only one charlatan the more, i supple'wss "f Sf’iellllfic ellarlalaflih and ‘0

seeking to bring himself upon the stage‘keep w _lhe ‘0"8 "f d‘)w_"rlght f'a'lk‘

er fas el nQ/‘us; thus-e scientific com“. ness, which alone befits a discoverer stip

liandists know how to assume the aeadcm- Porwd by Pronfs "millemallcal all‘l unde‘

 

ic tone, the passport of errors and of "mille

humbugs. My object here is to awaken

the fine minds to a consciousness of their

illusions and their sellidcception; to

prove that they are the first victims of

their credulity towards system-makers.

For tWenty years now association has

been talked of. If men had taken meas

ures to reach the end, or true association;

if they had not placed a blind confidence

in men like Ouven, they would have ob

tained the true theory; one experiment

would have decided the metamorpho

Ouo rock upon which the learned world

1 is sure to split, is jealousy ; they cannot

hear to see an intruder carry offthe finest

prey; and the first impulse of each one

‘is to deny, to suite the discovery which

{he cannot appropriate to himself, to ex

cuminunicate the profane discoverer who,

in spite of the monopoly of genius, seeks

to introduce himself into the privileged

ranks, to set at defiance the law:

“ Nul n’aura dc l'esprit que noon at nos male."

I know if the question were of any

 

l 

sis; the chaos of Civilization, llarha- mmlenne discovery, it “(mid be impru

riron and Savagism would have already dl‘m 1" Vifllille this lflW- A mfidfit‘n p0

diSippearerl, the savans and artists would i Cl! "0”" [c 0'16. has We“ said: u If

all be living in great opulence, and would i any new idea entries to you,

not be reduced to the necessity of declaiin- I “ S'tchcl in presenter avcc meuaccmcnt.

ing against (4) obscurantisrn (which they t Cumme 18‘" PYOP'U “lee fining“ “u'rl’mem'”

practice themselves towards tliseovcrers;) So by way of a passport to his discov

they would enjoy full liberty, fortune and cry, the author must say to the monopo

i lists of genius: “'It is to your vast lights

that I owe it, it is front your learned

writings that I derived its elements; you

had created all the materials of this new

fscicnce; I have applied them according

‘ to your sage methods; I only discharge a

debt in dedicating to you a discovery

which is yours much more than it is

mine; it is but a gem detached from your

crown, and which I am bound to re

place.”

To these words the philosophic world

would say: “Here is a work written

with wisdom, and with impartiality: the

author knows how to make himself read;

his tone is decent, his style is elegant,

sweet and marketable : Glra mole! Sosn's

-—dignus intra're in. noslro doclu car

are.”

IfI should present myself, censer in

hand, it would be deceiving the learned

world; it would be better for their inter

est, to tell them frankly what will be their

benefit and what mine in this affair, to

assign to each his lot.

| Theirs will be immense; to the pectin

|iary benefits above mentioned they will

ladd a no less immense harvest of glory.

,I give them virgin mines; my theory

‘opens the whole new scientific world to

them, gives them access to twenty scien

ces of which I cannot treat myself even

partially; Ireserve to myselfouly that of

passioual attraction, upon which much

will remain to be said after me. As to

the other sciences, I offer the key to them.

That of analogy will require more than

two hundred thousand very extended arti

cles; I can scarcely give two hundred of

them, because I am not versed 'in the

three branches of natural history ; lshould

have had to expend three years of exclu

sive study upon them: I have not been,

nor shall lbe able to do it.

The. savans then, may congratulate

themselves in this afi'air, that the prey

has fallen to a man who cannot devour it,

and \\ ho is obliged to leave to them the

greater part of it, only reserving to him

selfthe honor of the discovery. Fortune

has served them well in opening the sei

entific mine to me: a man better prepar

ed than I might have taken it all to him

self.

After this frank explanation, it remains

to caution them against their propensity

to detraction and to jealousy, of which

they would become the dupes in such a

case: but I shall let men more in credit

than thyself speak, who reproach them

with being blinded by pride and little

ucss. Condillac tells them: “ New scien

ces which should be treated with great pre

cision and exactness, would not be on a

level with the general comprehension;

those who had read nothing Would under

stand them bettcr than those who had

made great studies, and especially those

who had written much.”

So much for the pride and jealousy

which blind them to the point of pre

_tending that the science of passional at

traction, thGde with great precision and

erurlnrss, is not intelligible! I have seen

girls of fifteen years comprehend wonder

fully the meehauism of the passional se

rics, explained by the three Causes and

the three Effects (Chapters V. and VI.) ;

and practiced savans will pretend it is ob

scure ; it is because they do not. wish to

comprehend it. lfI were dead and there

were no obstacle to plagiarism, they

would find out too well how to compre

hend and travesty my theory ; they would
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try to appropriate it in part, for no one escape froth civilization, a brilliant carcer'ages, and he will see to what the practice

will think of trying to pillage it as a'of social progress; it has yielded loosely

whole. My rig/t! prom'sst'on is too well

established by the insults of toy contem

poraries, declaring that there ran/w! be

such a thing as a discovery in [he l/IHII‘y of

attraction: why have they not pronounc

ed this learned decision against Newton.l

\Vhy did they not excotnmunicate New

ton as they excommunicated Columbus,

whom the Court of Route hastened to ab

solve as soon as it becatne better inform

ed; so will the antagonists of the Asso

ciative theory do; they will not be slow

to disclaim their own acts of Vandalism.

Condillac, cited above, ltas signalized

the PH?!" Wl‘wh "fumes 'he'!‘ againsblhlc i its duties, such as the frank analysis ofciv

new selencesi “Homer Shall Slg'mllze "w", dilation and of its characteristics. (Sec

littleness; l transcribe his expressions

about the outrage done to an illustrious

man by the Zo'iluses of his time.

“ Bacon, whose philosophic genius

made him a contemporary of the 18th

century, Bacon, who has opened in his

writings an inexhaustible treasury of

truths, did himself the wrong of taking

too high a flight, and of hovering so far

.above the heads of the men and the ideas

of his time, that he exercised tio influence

over them.” (Jouy.)

The same thing is seen to-day: my

doctrine, like that of Bacon, is not too el

evated; btit our age, like tltat of Bacon,

is too little to attain to it, with the excep

tion of some few persons whom l may

chance to meet, pouci and boni. I only seek

such men who like Bacon and Condillae,

give their age the wise counsel to "form

the human understanding, loforgrt all dog

have ever learnrd of philosophical sciences .

men more afflicted with obscuratitism,

than the same class were when Jesus

Christ reproached them with it, saying:

“ Woe unto you, scribes and pharisces,

for ye have taken away the key of knowl

edge: ye entered not in yourselves, and

them that were entering in ye hinder

ed." (St. Luke. chap. iii.)

The scribes of our days are still what

they were at the time of Christ. New

ton has given them the key to the science

of attraction; they have seized it, and

not knowing how to enter in themselves,

how to advance farther than Newton, and

study the branches which this geometri—

eian had not treated, they wish to-day to

cover up the knowledge of it and defame

the discoverer who has given to the

world the sequel of the Newtonian calcu

lation, the theory of passional attraction

and of associative unity: a science with

out which all the others are but a re

proach to human reason; for of what

use to us are these scientific trophies, so

long as the multitude, deprived of the

necessaries of life, are below the condi

tion of wild animals, which live happy in

liberty and without care?

“ We grant that,” say the critics;

“ but you ought in your theory to have

kept on the right side of the sciences so

much revered, such as tender moralism,

the sweet and pure friend of commerce.”

Ah! it is by its alliance with commerce

and falsehood that it has become cott

temptible; it has apostatized in its last

moments; it was excusable in its errors

when it preached contempt of riches,

because of the impossibility of gaining

them by just means in Civilization; it

has forfeited its right to esteem by acting

with the mercantile spirit: if it had at

tacked it by a search after a true regime,

it Would have opened for itself a fine
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to the pleasant vice, it has embraced the

worship of the gob/tn rulf, — how can it

lay claim to consideration 1

I assert that so long as men were igno

rant of the tlteory of attraction, or the

harmonious development of the passions,

so long they were obliged to keep to the re

pressive method called moralistn. But

from this moment it becomes useless, and i

we do not even owe it honorable capttula

tion, because it has rejected the light, the

Associative theory which alone can gnar

antee a recompense to virtue , and be

cause it has at all times fallen short‘ol'

tion Yb), and the search after the true

mode of commerce. It has only speculat

ed upon the sale ofsystenis, of which each

year sees some forty hatched, for the

good of mercantile morality. “ “’0

have had this year only seventeen trea

tises upon morality,” said a journal of

1803, lamenting the very moderate har

vest. it was speaking of France alone :

add to this the other states which tnakc

a merchandise of morality, or which

manufacture it to order, (and the busi

ness is brisk in England, Germany, and

Italy.) and the treatises must amount to

at least forty in a year, even iii times of

dearth; and, as all these treatises are

contradictory, each overthrowing its pre

deceSsor, we must change our conduct

and our manners at least forty times a

year in order to be docile to the lessons

of sweet and pure morality; we ntust

have moreover a great deal of money to

buy these innumerable controversies, a

great deal of time and patience to read

them, and a great deal of intelligence to

comprehend tltetn. for their authors do not

comprehend them themselves. “'ill they

explain to us how a man can be at. the

same time the friend of commerce and

the enemy of pt-rfidions riches? These

are two of the dogmas of morality, as

judicious, as homogeneous as all the rest.

is there one of them which is not regard—

ed in pity by its authors themselves?

Seneca. while preaching up the renuncia

tion of riches, this very day, without tak

ing thought for the morrow, and telling

us to embrace philosophy without delay,

accumulated a fortune of a hundred mil

lions of francs. Thus moralism has never

been anything but empty rhetoric add a

mask for ambition. Every hypocrite who

meditates any fraud, niutlles himself up

carefully in tnoralisin.

It is said in rcply, that morality is none

the less cXcellent in itself, although it

does serve as a mantle to hypocrisy. No;

it is vicious, and for a double reason;

first, because it ruins him who tries to put

its doctrines faithfully in practice, while

it conducts to fortune him who takes it

for a mask and not for a guide ; and sec

ondly. because its dogmas are contradic

tory and for the most part impracticable,

like that which commands us to love and

speak the solemn truth : let a man enter

a parlor and speak the solemn truth there

of the persons assembled, unveil the em

bezzlement of such a financier who hap~

petts to be present, the gallantries of

such a lady, in short the secret conduct

of all who are in the room, and he will

be scouted by the general voice : let hitn

see fit to publish the truth and the whole

truth about the squandering of the public

revenues, and compromise high person

 

of the solemn truth leads. All the dog

mas of inoralism are equally impracti

cable.

is it not confessed on all hands that it

has constantly produced the opposite ef

fects to what it promised, and that. the

more a nation begets of treatises on mo

rality, the more it becomes engulphed in

depravation? Here then is a science

which deceives in practice, as well as in

its doctrines. all so contradictory. It has

made a bad end ; it has prostituted itself

in its old days, by entering into alliance

with the mercantile spirit, the source of

every vice: religion has not soiled itself

with this infamy.

But why this tirade against tender m0

ralityl Because hypocrites borrow its

support to calumniate the theory of at

traction. They are jealous at seeing

spring up a science which will really give

the goods so vainly promised by this as

ttite morality, which will establish the

kingdom of truth, of justice and good

morals, conduct to fortune those who

practice these virtues, and conduct to ruin

and dishonor those who endeavor to deal

falsely.

Some of these calomniators alsn want.

to cloak themselves with the religious

spirit, and pretend that the theory of

attraction is not in full harmony with

religion; it is not I, but the Gospel,

which shall answer these Tarluflcs: the

word of Jesus Christ shall confound

them. I will treat of this subject in a

special article.

For the very reason that my theory

goes hand in hand with religion in every

point, it must necessarily conflict with

these modern scribes and pharisees, these

insidious moralists, these rnountebanks (of

virtue whom (.‘ln-ist unmasked so well,

and whom he cursed as obscurants, as

sophistical vandals, “ho feign that they

vseek the light, but are in reality leagued

together to stifle it as soon as it appears.

They are still what they were at the time

of Christ; could they fail to defame the

master-piece of divine wisdom, the code

of associative unity and of the harmony

of the passions applied to industry?

if the moralists are of good faith, and

wish to appear so, why do they not

accept a challenge, and try an experi

ment, that experience may decide be

tween their science and mine? If they

augur well of their own method and ill

of mine, they should desire to see an

authentic experiment confound me; it

would be for them a signal triumph. My

object is the same which they profess, to

establish the kingdom of truth, justice,

and the real virtues. It would soon be

seen which of the two methods reaches

the end.

If mine is just, it ought to decide the

question in six weeks of full operation.

'l‘heirs has had out six weeks, but thirty

centuries of operation in_ numerous em

pires; the progress of evil has been the

only result. They have obtained sev

eral trials for the false associative

method of Robert Owen : by dint of con

stant praises in the journals they have

procured for its author subscriptions for

a great quantity of establishments, which

have proved abortive as we know, Since

no slave-holder has adopted it for his

negroes, and no savage horde has submit—

ted itself to it.

They have deceived themselves, their

in their systems of Association, as
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their systems of incoherent industry;

their means are evidently illusory. This

is a presumption in favor of a theory

opposed to theirs, and operating in some

weeks. If they do not accept the chal

lenge, it will be a signal proof of their

bad faith and their complete indifl‘erence

to true social progress.

Let us warn them of the false position

in which they place themselves. A sin

gle incident will reduce them all to a sud

den recantation : as soon as some notable

writer, anxious to play a great part, shall

declare himself dow/{fully for the exami

nation and the trial, then the Zo'iluses,

finding themselves compromised, will

think it best to retract in all haste, with

out waiting for a trial which would cover

them with ridicule. The critics of Co

lumbus were confounded, when the con

fessor of Isabel, more judicious than the

savans, advised a trial ; the calumniating

clique was instantly broken up.

Here the hesitating part would be much

the safest fur a, writer; for Columbus

ran two risks, shipwreck in unknown seas,

and the danger of a. false route and fruit

less search ; but in the experiment of in

dustrial attraction there will be, instead

of risk, the guarantee of enormous pro

fit in all cases. In proposing this trial, a

writer supported by the precept of Des~

ca'rtes, Dounr AND EXPERIENCE, will ob

tain the most brilliant success. He will

be in politics what Saint Augustine was

in religion: he will overthrow the false

gods of science, the tottering edifice of

phllosOphy; he will be the apostle of the

social metamorphosis. I shall allude

again to the high fortune which this part

Will realize to the orator.

(1.) The Owenisls.—\Ve should tran

scribe the excellent things of this chapter

with less pain had our author spoken of

that sincere and indefatigable philan

thropist, Robert Owen, in terms of kind

liness to him, however he might judge

his system, or his want of system. His

condemnation is sweeping and unsparing.

Yet we think it is not to be set down to

personal feeling, so much as to want of

patience with anything like social organ

ization without science, and attempts at

harmony withoutorder. Fonrier'sgenius

ran so much in that vein of tracing a serial

law in all things; it had become so much

the habit of his mind to observe the

mathematical conditions of variety in

unity, that nothing was so offensive to

him as mere sentiment without science,

or the mere blind instinct of liberty with

out order. To these things his soul was

even morbidly sensitive, as a nice ear is

to discords. Chaos and confusion were

the ofl'ence against which his whole

life and thought did battle. Ho saw

enough of them in the present arrange

ments of society, which he labored to

supplant by the true unitary temple of

Humanity, built according to the divine

order of architecture, whose laws he had

profoundly and successfully explored.

The discord, of course, became the more,

unendurablo, as it bordered the more

closely on his harmonies. Chaos and in~|'

coherence in civilization wore all in tho

  

natural course of things; but chaos and

want of any science or perception of di

vine order in a scheme to regenerate

society, was too much for him. And to

see this scheme popular; to see the confi

dence with which it was announced to

rulers and to people, and the eagerness

with which it was caught up, while he

could find no one to look with him at

those glorious tables of the Law from

which the Scout. SCIENCE and a perfect

vision of the future harmony of Man, in

characters of light, flashed in upon his

solitary studies—to mark this contrast

was irritating even to as great a mind as

his.

In justice to Mr. Owen it should be

said, that he finally abandoned New Lan

ark, for the very reason which Fourier

brings against it; namely, the impossi—

bility of obtaining more land in the

neighborhood; and that he constantly

disclaims any pretension to an illustration

of his system, either in New Lanark,

New Harmony, or any of the other

“ Communities” which have sprung up

during his lifetime.

Meanwhile how plainly does this weak

ness, if it be a weakness, of Fourier

prove the folly of the charge so often

brought against him, of being a disorgan

izer and of aiming at universal license.

His love of order is his “ weak point,”

as the saying is: it is there that he is

most sensitive, even to the degree of

sometimes forgetting his equanimity and

general kindliness of nature. The great

est eye-sore in the world to him, next to

hydra-headed civilized duplicity, which

he knew too well to attack one of its

heads at a time, was any random, head

long scheme of innovation, any desperate

plunge for liberty, which always reaps

the retribution of restraints ten times

more arbitrary than were known before.

(2.)—Liberly in Love. As transla

tors and commentators, our business is

not to defend or call in question Fourier’s

ideas; it is simply to place the author

and his system in a true light, to bring

them palpably before our readers: let

them judge. In translating him we do

not identify ourselves with him. We do

not feel called upon to compare our 'own

opinions with his, for the benefit of the

public, as we go along; nor is our silence

to be taken for assent. It does however

properly fall within the translator's prov

ince to try to make his author understood,

and to guard him from being misunder

stood. We are interested that justice

should be done to him, and justice in two

respects :

1. Justice to the special ideas under

consideration, that they pass for what

they are and nothing more.

2. Justice to the social doctrine as a

whole, that it be not prejudiced by the

questionableness of a part, which may be

separable from the main body. “He

says some strange things; here is a no

tion that is evidently wild : here is anoth~

er that is quite immoral, exceedingly

dangerous if it should be put in practice:

therefore I‘ll none of his philosophy;

lhow is it possible that he should know

anything'.l " Is that sound logic! If

applied to every writer, how many books

Would be read? none certainly, but those

which contain nothing, or which only

harp upon old truisms till they sound

worse than nothing. “ Were I ever so

sick I would not buy one of your drugs,

for there are some poisons on your

shelves.” Why not say this, as well as

reject truth, which is the medicine of

the mind, because its discoverer may be

also subject to imaginations and errors!

“He loves wine and women; and he

gambles : his politics therefore are false ;

he shall not be my oracle on the subject

of Corn Laws, Tarifl', or Sub—treasury; let

the nation perish before I listen to one of

his speeches.” What would become of

\Vhig or Tory, if they judged their

great statesmen by this principle 3 “ But

Solomon had many wives, and David’s

eye once wandered; how can there be

any truth in such a book! " Well, then,

shall we fling away the Bible! Did you

judge the Declaration of Independence

by Jefierson's religious orthodoxy? As

you answer these questions, so are you

bound to answerthis : Whether Fourier's

peculiar notions of the relations of the

sexes as they will be after a total reor

ganization of society, and after the expe

rience of several generations in a life of

harmony, integral activity and truth in all

relations —whether these notions, be they

right or wrong, are to be be brought in

evidence against his whole science of A t

tractive Industry and Social Unity'.I

The observation will not hold here that

Love and Marriage are the type and reg

ulator of society always, and that a

scheme, a science of society, which is

false or wanting on that subject, must be

worthless altogether. For Fourier pro

poses no change in our Marriage system.

He only aims to organize attractive in

dustry, of which he holds the science.

In this way he would peacefully supersede

old wrongs, and convert the duplicity and

strife of human interests and passions

into a state of harmony and truth, which

would be Heaven on earth. As to Love

and Marriage he only says, that after the

reign of perfect purity and truth and bar

mony and love and justice shall be estab

lished; after all the other relations of

mankind shall be set right; after business

and politics shall be made to conform

with the moral law written in the heart;

then the relations of the sexes will be

very difi'erent from what they now are;
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then there will be truth in love also: then

marriages will be real marriages; and

liberty, so far as it is necessary, will be

pure and safe. He occasionally indulges

himself in pictures of this state of things.

They may be fanciful, or they may be

rational predictions. But they are stated

not as things to be aimed at, but only as

consequences which he supposes will fol

low — what? an artificial arrangement of

his own suggestion! No ; but any state

of things which shall be a true state:

that is, any state of things in which truth

and justice and holiness and the highest

spiritual and moral elevation shall take the

place of the universal lies, oppression,

sensuality and degradation which are now

the rule.

The passage to which this note refers,

although so brief, is very apropos to the

newspaper controversy now raging on

this subject. Fourier’s statement here is

two-fold.

1. Here is a negative statement. He

denies the propriety of unlicensed liberty

in love. At the expense of some seeming

intolerance to Mr. Owen, he exclaims

against it with great indignation. He

says that man has no claim to the title of

discoverer or to the confidence of the

world, who advocates such absurdities as

“ community of property, absence of di

vine wurship, and rash abolilion of mar

riage." This is enough. Those who

charge him with a licentioua intent, can

never again do so with candor, after hav

ing read this statement. Whatever he

may advocate, it is not unbridled free

dom. Lawlessness, promiscuousness, con

founding of distinctions, headlong sim

plistic energy of any passion, without

proper counterpoises, is the one thing

most abhorrent to his very soul. It was

because he saw these hellish spirits all so

rife in what we call our civilization, here

in the shape of decent, secretly~consuming

lies, and there in open violence, turning

all Christendom into a frightful pandemo

nium, that he sought a remedy, and sought

so honestly that he found the very law

and science of the thing, which, inas

much as it is Law, must sooner or later

reign.

2. Here is a positive statement. His

remarks imply that that there should be

liberty, but organized, divinely governed

liberty. By liberty he means not license;

but he means the harmonious develop

ment of all the faculties and passions,

which make up individual or collective

man. For he, like Swedenborg, regards

society, the human race collectively, as

one complete Man; perfect only in the

perfect organization and subordination of

all its faculties and members.

He says there should be liberty, for

without it there can be no truth. He

calls the workings of the present system

 

of legalized restraints to witness. Hisi

criticism of civilized marriage, in the.

Trcalise on Universal Unin alluded to, isi

as irrefutable as it is appalling and dis-1

gusting in its expositions. But all this,l

he says, is “ not a reason for suppressing i

marriage ; ” it is only a reason for “ re~i

ducing it to a methodical scale, for estab

lishing in marriages a regular series com

prising seven degrees, &c.” And he

proceeds to hint of two degrees; whether

he has ever constructed the whole series

of seven, we are not aware. But in thial

observe the law of his mind, the method I

of his thinking upon every subject. HeE

traced the series in every thing ; through

out all of nature's creations, and cones-i

pondingly in the distribution of passions‘

and characters among men, and in the

organized relations of men, he never

found monotony the rule, but always

graduated variety, at least a seven-toned

scale or octave of beautiful harmonious

differences. Did he look at this law too

long, until it stamped itself on his brain,

like the impression of a bright object

steadily viewed in the sun, until its figure

stood between him and every thing he;

saw 1 And was it a mere sacrifice to the

rigid consistency of science, real or pre

sumed, which led him to conclude, that

in love human natures were formed for

all degrees of constancy, and not all for

one precise law? Let the reader judge

when he shall be better qualified than we

are. Enough to say, that if it be a law,

and not a fact too indiscrimately trans

ferred from one sphere or series into

another, then it must hold good in all

things; and that at all events it was not

a very wicked imagination, although it

might have been a hasty one, which rea

soned from the conversion of discordant

varieties into richest harmony by means

of the series or scale in music, to a simi

lar conversion in the spheres of all the

passions.

His system therefore has two poles:

liberty, or the nut stifling of whatsoever

has a right to live, and order, or

the not allowing it to clash with other

living agencies. These two poles he

seeks to coordinate; and in fact one pole

is inconceivable without two. It is the

want of order now which suffers nothing

to live, but reduces the creation of the

all-wise God to the practical absurdity of

giving existence to that which has no

liberty of existing. To remove this prac

tical absurdity and restore this order was

the one aim of Fourier’s studies. To

say, there must be order, that there may

he liberty in love, is the same thing as

to say there must be order, that there

may he love at all. How can there be

this order!

He does not proceed to organize Love

at once. On the contrary, he declares,l

 

 

that many other things, and in short all

other things, must be ordered first.

" Even if we understood the nine degrees

to be established in marriage, we should

still have to understand and organize a

state of things which would furnish coun‘

terpoisea and guarantees against the abuse

of liberty.” “ It will not be till after

thirty years’ experience of universal har

mony, that men will have occasion to

occupy themselves with the question.”

“ Love and Paternity are the last pas

sions which can be brought under the

regime of truth." Let his modifications

of marriage be what they will, this cer

tainly is postponing them to a very safe

distance in point of time, and it is making

them consequent upon conditions, which if

they could follow, they must. necessarily

be right and safe. We see then he is for

trying no experiments in this matter.

He is for knocking away no established

bulwarks against the pent up floods of

licentiousness, although he shows innu

merable points at which the imprisoned

stream is secretly rotting and leaking

through the soundest barriers which civi

lized morality can impose. He proposes

to do nothing about it. The reformation

will come just so soon as society ceases

to be a lie and becomes a truth; just so

scon as the law of selfishness and indi—

vidual antagonism is done away in indus

try and the business of life; so soon as

truth, justice and real liberty, which is

harmonious and healthy life in every fac

ulty of every being, shall have become

established; so soon as peace and love

and happiness shall reign, and universal

unity shall have drawn together the ele

ments of its glorious symphonic temple

out of the crying confusion of this great

chaos of false notes, false by position, by

perversion, not by nature. Here is a

work which will not be accomplished in

a day. And yet its day is near. To

conjecture or predict what sort of mar

riage or substitute for marriage will fol

low that great day, is a very different

thing from that with which Fourier and his

followers are charged, namely, with en

deavoring to alter the present customs of

society in that respect. There are reli

gious sects holding abstemiousness among

the chief of virtues, who interpret literal

ly the saying of Christ: “ In heaven

there will be neither marrying nor giving

in marriage.“ And if the kingdom of

heaven is ever to come on the earth, (and

heaven is harmony,) what change too

great to anticipate in every human rela

tion, and why, these religionists might

say, shall not the purity of man corres

pond to the purity of angels?

In conclusion, Fourier’s doctrine on this

subject, may be summed up in a word 2

1. No truth in love or marriage with

out liberty.
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9. No liberty without order, even God‘s ‘ thing remains to be discovered, “ that'light over its pages. Heaven protect no

order.

3. No order, liberty, or truth in love

without a divine order of society first,

which shall reconcile all human interests, '

do away with all the duplicities and con~

flicts of modern civilization, and make

the very industry and pleasures of dai

ly life an ever varied round of holy wor

ship.

Finally, let not Associationists, as

such, be held responsible for any ideas

which Fourier may have upon this sub

ject. The class of persons who are la

their science has perftdibr'lized all perfecti

‘ ble mourn/mer."

L.
 

REVIEW.
|

i Colombian Larly/‘s and Genllcman's Mag

I azure. Edited by Jenn INMAN' and

i

 

Rosem- A. Wesr. August, 1846.

Vol. \'I. Number 2. New York: ls

rael Post, “I Nassau Street. pp. 96.

l Patriotic and critical writers have in

itimes past lamented the want of an

“American ” literature. it is time for

we are informed, the sublime ideas of

Swedenborg respecting love, whether!

they be the opposite of Fourier's in prin- '

ciple or only in appearance,-—the most

religious view of love that ever was ex

pressed, which represents it as the meet

ing of two souls inwardly and from for

ever destined to be the complement of

each others being,—this is quite as

commonly the cherished and congenial

view among believers in the social unity

of man, as is the view of Fourier.

(3.) -— The fathers and husbands of so

cier 41:. In other places Fourier in

cludes the matrons in this catalogue, and '

universally he declares that in the true or

der Woman, in her collective capacity,

and by divine right, shall legislate in

all afl‘airs relating to the union of the

sexes.

(4.)— Obmlranlism. In the Theory

of Universal Unity Fourier divides the

philosophers who have imposed their

fruitless systems on the world into tWo

classes, the dupes and the pretenders.

“ For we cannot do less than consider as

dupes those who have believed that civili

zation was the true destiny of man, and

that it was necessary to perfect it. instead

of seeking the way out from it.” “ \Ve

shall name Sophists Erprrlmits all those

writers who have, since Socrates, invoked

a light which they confessed themselves

unable to find in their own science; and

we shall designate by the title of Soph

ists Obscurants all those characters who

boast their specific of perfectibility, al

though very well convinced of its impo

tence themselves.” The obscuranls are

those who declare that there is nothing

new under the sun, and pretend that no

 

side and inside, from beginning to end.

No paltry imitation this of the foreign ar

ticle. It is of home invention and man

ufacture, “ national,” and nothing else,

being totally unlike any other literature

that the world has now, ever had, or, we

hope, ever will have.

from such a. literature!

i The prospectus of the new volume of

|the Colombian, which adorns the inside

of its cover, is a fine example of the ma

dus opera/tdi which this class of humbngs

generally employ. We quotea few sen

tences.

“ “'ithout boasting, (for we have ever let!

that to our eotemporaries,) the work has obtain

ed an enviable celebrity.

For nu; LITERARY P.th OF THE WORK
1 we can say with truth, that we have led the way

in bostowmg the utmost solicitude and treasure

upon that department. There has been in this

,1 country an apparent race between publishers as

boring to establish Association according ‘ such complaints to c933,}, Le, our friends ‘ to which should cater most successfully in pro

to his ideas of industry made flllrflflive ‘ be consoled; let their grief turn to glad

by the serial 13W, have for the most P11"- ; ness and their fears to felicitations. Here

evinced little curiosity about his specula- we have the thing “ in praprio personio ."’

dons "Po" Love and Marriage; While Of American all over and all through, out

those who have read them, it is doubtful

if there be so much as one who is ready!

to accept them and endorse them all.

The wisest course perhaps, is not to

judge, but confessing the whole subject'

too vast and difficult for us, and too re-|

mote in its application, to hold it in sus

pense. As a matter of fact, so far as

| ducing the greatest number of illustrations.

, ‘~ Wt: CLAIM rm; HONOR of at all times

i counseling against such a course, and of having

l(l-'ll'('tl to spend the most money on the quality

of the embellishments and on the literary de

partment. This was seen and appreciated by

' the public, and soon discovered by our com

potitors, who felt themselves losing ground, and

they are now following our lead.

“ We are glad ofit. it will raise the standard

of our literature. Embellishments are desirable,

if given in the highest style of the art, so as to

t form the taste and inspire a love of the excel

lent, otherwise not. 1 hey are invaluable, if

i original, and representing persons and scenes in

our history and literature, in which our heart:

aro bound up, and to which memory ever recurs

Nor is the Columbia" ‘he sole chip] of with delight. One such engraving is worth a

this new literature; it has many children.

As far as numbers go it certainly cannot

be accused of sterility. Among the ani

mal tribes there are instances of remark

able fecundity, but not the most fruitful

can boast an offspring more numerous than

this family of magazines. What rank

among them is held by the Colombian we

profess not to know nor indeed does it

matter much. Enough that they are birds

ofa feather; the length of their tails and

the variety of their hues we leave to the

curious in those branches of knowledge.

To the making of a “ Lady’s and Gen

tleman's Magazine," there go a variety

of materials, the chief of which is puff

ing.

drums and trumpets, which on the stage

usher in some army of halfa dozen block

heads armed with tin-pointed spears,

the god-fathers and nurses ofthis youthful

literature make no stint of preliminary

noise. Modesty is a quality unknown to

them, truth something they never heard of.

The next material in the compound is an

Like the rolls and flourishes of

more of those that are thrown off in some mag

azines, as if the QUANTITY without reference to

QI'ALITY, could be successfully substituted in

place of original design and beauty, nationality,

and the most costly finish.

“ Wt: cum 'rru: HONOR or rrv'rnoovcrivo

rrrls CLASS or EMBELLISHIIENTS —and we

promise to continue them —and we feel a pride

in not having yet broken a romiue, whatever

others may have done Whi e we do this, we

lavish our money Mosr rnsrzu' u on our AU

THORS, who enable us to publis

lTllE VERY BEST LITERARY MAGAZXNE IN

lTHlS, AND PEHHAPS ANY OTHER COUNTRY.

 

 

“ Our authors like independence of'udgmcnt;

ithey understand and applaud it. Thanks to

| them, for it shows they Join us in our efforts to

raise the standard of our national literature.

‘ Each article published in this Magazine, is sub

ijected to two readings by different judges : and

|only when their judgments of its merits agree,

is it allowed to appear. This has given it the

enviable reputation it has obtained, of never

| containing an article devoid of interest and lite

rary merit."

l “IN THE NEXT VOLUME

will appear a series of engravings, the like of

which has not appeared in this country.

“THE STIRRING EVENTS OF THE WAR

have been seized upon b our artists, who have

, now in different stages 0 pmgress, splendid and

‘ graphic representations of the intro id achieve

t ments of our heroes in arms. hc mortally

l wounded and immortal

I “Muck RINGGOLD urn nrs Noun:

CHARGER,

 

l occnsmnal Mud? from the pen of some ' and the surrounding battle scene, will appear in

really clever writer, -— a story by Mrs. | August, in one of Sadd’s inimitable mezzotints,

‘ Cann or Miss Sencwrcrr, or a poem by

LONGFELLOW or LowrtLL. These serve

as capital to boast on, and as salt for the

mass of unmitigated trash, the fifth rate

sentimentality, and tenth rate moralizing,

which in prose and verse make out the

rest. The whole is done up in fancy

covers, things called engravings are stitch

ed in with pictures of fashions and per

haps a little music; the “judicious and

,impartial " critics of the daily press go

i into rnpturcs over it, and a large number

of silly girls and brainless youths swell

lits subscription lists and hang with de

 

‘drawn by Mattesnn.

“ We have not room here to foreshadow our

designs in this department. Suffice it to say,

that one of our engravings costs, and is worth

more than all that appear in some of the maga

zines."

Now then, let us spend a moment in

looking through “ the very best magazine

in this and perhaps any other country; ”

such a prodigy ought not to be passed

by without examination. The first engra

ving depicts the death of Major Ring

gold and the battle of Palo Alto ; it may

lbc a representation of that event; we

hope it is; it would be a pity that it

should have no merit of any kind. The
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next is called a “Legend of Chelsea oftheir trial! and achievements. While it

Hospital ;” Charles ll. and Nell Gwyn awards the highest praise to Parry,Frank

figure in it. The artist in this picture'lin, Richardson, James Ross, undiBack,

corrects an error which has crept into his- i it handles with merciless severity the pre

tory; we see that Nell Gwyn, who, as i tensions of'Sir John Ross, whose honors'

we have understood, was a person of are made out to be wholly undeserved.

"me hemlle “'33 in ram: Plaillel' if an)“ Perhaps the most interesting part of

‘hlng lha" 3 Dumb dairy woman' Welthe book is that \thich relates Party's

"P- glad m ha“? lhe mane? 59‘ Tight- attempt to reach the Pole over the ice to:

We have llellher 8Wlee "or time to the north of Spilzhcrgen. The partyl

 

twenty miles in twenty-four hours (on the sup

position of much sailing-ice to go through),

even in that case it would require but a month

to enable the explorer to put his foot on the

pivot or point of the axis on which the globe of

the earth turns; remain there a month, ifnecel

sary, to obtain the sought-for information, and

then, with a southerly current, a fortnight, pro

bably less, would bring him back to Spitzbergen.

“ 'I‘o such as may venture to raise their feeble

objections against this, and other during enter

  

go over the list of articles; the best

is by H. T. Tuckerman; Mrs. Sig

ourney, Miss Anna Blackwell, and Fan

. _ l prises if not attended with the prospect of pro
, “em 3'5 far “3 emhlll'lwo degrees foul" I bable profit, let them receive the answer given

five minutes. when they were compelled by that brave Old navigator, so Martin Fro

, to give up the enterprise, on account of" bisher, when attempts were made by his friends

ny Forrester each contribute poems, all

of which seem to us more true than origi

nal in sentiment, or perfect in form and

expression. The remainder consists of

the usual namby pamby.

The most disgusting feature of this sys

tem of mngnzimry is the assumption it

constantly puts forth, of being designed

for ladies, and of representing in some

way, the women of the country. This is

either the worst of insults or the mostdis

graceful of facts, and in either case we

wonder how women who have learned in

any degree to know the true dignity of

their sex,can be parties to it. The words

which in these. times \Voman should ad

dress to Woman, should be like the moun

tain air, clear and bracing, coming down

from the heights nearest Heaven. Away

with this mawkish vapidity, this puny

sentiment, and lot the \Voman of this age

speak, divine, original, aspiring, radiant

with a severe loveliness ! And at least let

not those who know what woman should

be, lend themselves, for the sake of tempo

rary satisfactions of any kind, to publica

tions whose chief tendency is to belittle

and weaken her.

Our remarks are not aimed at the Co

lombian especially, which is about as good

as any of its compeers. All of them

deal in the same wares and operate in the

same manner; all are alike a disgrace to

literature, and a hindrance to generous

culture. They stultify the taste of their

readers and propagate a sickly and sick

ening sentimentalism. They increase and

perpetuate the moral and intellectual in

anity from which they derive their sup

port. Pereant omnes !

‘the state of the ice, and the fact that the

sub-glacial current carried them back

,during their periods of rest farther than

they could advance when they were in

motion.

The following interesting fact is nar

rated by Parry.

“The circumstance of the Aphis borealis

having been found on floating floes ofice on the

Polar Son, at one hundred miles distance from

the nearest known land, and as far north as

eighty-two and three-quarters degrees, renders

it in amore than ordinary degree interesting.

As the one it resembles feeds on the silver fir,

so it is supposed that the floating trees of fir that

are to be found so abundantly on the shores and

to the northward of Spitzbergen might possibly

be the means by which this insect has been

transported to the northern regions."

“ Perhaps so," adds Sir John Barrow,

“ but it may he asked, By what possible

means were the firs thus transported? ”

Sir John suggests the following plan

for reaching the pole.

“ It would consist of two small ships similar

to those which, after three years' service in the

Antarctic Seas, are now engaged in the ice of

the North Polar Seas; they should be sent in

the early spring along the western coast of

Spitsbergen, where usually no impediment ex

ists, as far up as eighty degrees; take every

opportunity of proceeding directly to the north,

where, about eighty-two degrees, Parry has told

us, the large floes had disappeared, and the sea

there was found to be loaded only with loose,

disconnected, small masses of ice, through

which ships would find no difficulty in sailing

though totally unfit for boats dragging; and as

this loose ice was drifting to the southward, he

farther says, that before the middle of August a

ship might have sailed up to the latitude of

eighty-two degrees almost without touching a

piece of ice. It is not then, unreasonable to

expect, that beyond that parallel, even as far as

the Pole itself, the sea would be free of ice

during the six summer months of perpetual sun

through each of the twenty-four hours, which,

with the aid of the current, would in all proba

bility destroy and dissipate the Polar ice.

“ If, then, on the return of Sir John Frank

lin’s ships, the screw-propeller applied to each

should have been found to answer, a fair oppor

tunity would be afforded of deciding the ques

tion. The trial would soon be made, and, from

Voyages of Discovery and Research within

the Arctic Regions, from the year 1818

lo the Present Time. By Sir JOHN

Bannow, Bart. F. R. S. New York:

Harper and Brothers. 1846. pp. 359.

This is a summary of the various nar

ratives of English expeditions to the

Arctic Regions which for the last twenty

five years have excited the interest of

Christendom, and added so much to the I _

stores of natural science. It does justice I the “penance or parry’would be made wmwut

h ‘ v n! 08 and ski" or, danger of loss to ships or men, for it is probable

to t e courage’ Perw e ' i ' ‘ {they would not have any ice-bound shores to

the brave and adventurous men who were 1 cnnmnd with. The distance from Hakluyps

engaged in those Perilous undertakings! Headland to the Pole is six hundred geographi

snd preserves, in a brief form, the history , cal miles. Granting the ships to make only

 

 

 

to dissuade him from engaging in the discovery

of in northwest passage: “It is the only thing

in the world that is left yet undone whereby a

notable mind might be made famous and fortu

nate." “'e may still say, “ The North Pole is

the only thing in the world about which we

know nothing; and that want. of all knowledge

ought to operate as a spur to adopt the means

of wiping away that stain of ignorance from

this enlightened age.”

We confess that we watch every at

tempt like this with peculiar attention.

\Ve are among those who believe that no

region of the earth is destined to remain

forever uninhabitable. \Ve cannot con

ceive that the circumstances which shut

Man out of so large a part of his heri

tage are in their nature permanent. -

The ices of the poles, and the fatal bears

and miasmas of the tropics, are alike only

temporary perversions destined to disap

pear before the Unity of the Race. With

the integral cultivation ofthe globe, those

excesses of climate which make the

scourge of so large a part of its surface,

will cease, and the powers of nature come

into friendly accord with Man. Then

the ways of God will be justified, and

His Providence act unopposed in Nature

through its true medium and instrument,

a Divine Social Order in Humanity.

An Oration delivered btj'ore the Ant/tori

ties of Ilse City of Boslnn, in [he Tre—

mont Temple, July 4th.. 1846. By

FLETCHER Wsssrsn. Boston: 1846.

J. H. Eastburn, City Printer. pp. 33.

This might be thought a tolerably cred

itable production for a college sophmore,

but is not quite equal to the place or the

occasion on which it was delivered. In

all the qualities proper to such a perform

ance it is a sad falling off from its predo

ccssors, and sheds no very lustrous

honor on the body who have brought it

before the public. Amongst its weak

and sometimes laughable assertions and

reasonings there is, however, occasionally

a glimpse of good sense like the follow

ing. Mr. \Vebster has been speaking of

the beauty of the idea of universal peace

and the abolition of physical violence.

“ Could there be some means of reaching such

a condition pomted out to us, which we could

act upon, it would become us at once to make

the attempt. We approve the object heartily,

every body approves it, the whole world desires

it; our education and our religion teach us to



 

arrive.”

There is one way in which this condi

tion may be reached, a way plain, practi—

cable, demonstrated by science, beginning

at the right end and leading by sure steps

to the goal. That way is the organiza

tion of one township on the principles of

justice to man, of social harmony and in

dustrial attraction. To establish univer

sal peace among nations, and introduce

the Kingdom of Love upon the earth we

need not begin by the political transforma

tion of empires. Let us show the exam

ple of a single community without war

in any of its forms and it will conquer the

world. This is the way and the only

way in which war can be completely

abolished, as we hold ourselves ready to

demonstrate upon any ground what

ever. Does it not. then become all

sincere men earnestly to examine if this

be true, and if it be so “ at once to make

the attempt? ”

The Swedenborg Library, Nos. 23 and

24. New York: John Allen. Boston:

Otis Clapp. 1846. pp. 66.

The present is an extra number of this

series, containing an essay on the Last

Judgment, the name of whose author is

not given. It combats with conclu

sive arguments the ordinary idea that

there is to be a day of judgment, attend

ed by the destruction of the physical uni

verse, and maintains the doctrine that the ‘

last judgment is a spiritual crisis in the

church, falling not very far from the

present time.

It would be difficult to conceive a more

preposterous idea than that which has been

generally entertained with regard to the

end of the world. A planet, or a uni

verse is a natural growth as much as an

animal or a tree. Like all other things it

has its origin, its periods of vigor and of

decay, and its end, in regular and orderly

succession, and any theory which fails to

perceive this truth is at least exceedingly

defective. It is almost needless to say,

that the theology of Sweedenborg is free

from any such imperfection. We ad

vise those of our readers who are not

acquainted with his doctrine on this

point to read this pamphlet.

Recollections of Illezico. By WADDY

Tnomnsou. Fourth Edition. New

York; Wiley and Putnam. 1846.

pp. 304.

The fact that this is the fourth edition

of Mr. Thompson’s “ Recollections” with

in a few months is evidence at least of a

very general curiosity about Mexico.

We are happy however to say, that the

book has not succeeded through the force

 
  

England; with a Trrnlise on the Popu

lar Progress in English History. By

JOHN Fonsran, of the Inner Temple.

Edited by J. 0. Cnoquzs. New York:

Harper and Brothers. 1846. No. 1.

pp. 96. To be completed in Five

lumbers. .

\Ve are glad to see this truly valuable

work added to the catalogue of cheap

American publications. Without endors

ing or even discussing Mr. Forster's

opinions on topics of historical controver

sy, we would do ample justice to the

clearness and strength of his style, his

habits of patient and profound research,

his general candor and fairness, his ready

insight into character, and the felicitous

and discriminating manner of his sketches.

it is good to contemplate the history of

those sturdy, robust souls, which were

I nurtured in an atmosphere of noble ideas,

'before commercial selfishness had dwarfed

vand degraded the character to the con

temptible standard of the present mam

mon-worshipping age. Read of the striv

ings and doings of these heroic spir

its, 0 wretched idolaters of the Ex

change, and let the blush of conscious

ignominy burn your cheeks as with coals

of fire.

Philosophical Tlirories and Philosophical

Experience. By A PARIAH. From

the Second London Edition. Philadel

phia: Lea and Blanchard. 1846. pp.

69. -

i This little book is written with great

1vigor and originality of style, and may be

read with profit by all persons capable of

reflection. Though we do not think its

views by any means conclusive, they are

well stated. The deductions from them

with reference to the existing relations of

society are undeniable. The author

shows clearly that Christianity, philan

Ithropy and practical justice alike demand

|a wide-reaching reform. if the succeed

ing volumes of the series are equal to the

present we hope they will meet with a

wide circulation.

MUSICAL REVIEW.

George P. Reed, 17 Tremont Row,

Boston, has lately published :

1. Variations on the Marrh in Othello.

By Hr.th Hlnz. Op. 67. pp. 19.

2. Twenty-four Studies for the Left Hnml.

Composed for the Piano-forte by CH.

Czensv. Op. 718. In three numbers.

pp. 27.

3. Overture Io Alessandro Slrarlella. By

F. Vex FLorow. Arranged for the

Piano by A. L. DE RIBAS.

HERZ and Czsns'v! the two grand

masters in the mighty finger-drill which

rages all over Europe, in every metropo

  
 

 

And, y the way, that word admit

(French, a (lroil,) was not so bad; for the

left hand is so drilled as not to know

itself from the right. This is the era of

mechanical expansion. The human race

has turned its energies to making tools;

for what ends it will use them appears

not yet, unless to a prophetic few who

dare to believe that man has a destiny

upon this globe beyond the present hour.

\Ve are training our material faculties,

developing our material resources. In

stead of leading great lives, we are

1“ doing a great business;" instead of

l making characters and men, we are mak

‘ing machines, and even making machines

‘of men. And so it is in the Fine Arts.

The sentiment which first created them

for its own expression, seems to have

moulded, painted, builded, and sung itself

‘ out, for the present, and is now awaiting

i a new era, another stage in the develop

ment of Humanity, in preparation for

which of course the material basis must

be laid first. In the sphere of the

useful, man must multiply his natural

hands and fingers by inventing and con

structing every sort of machinery; in

the sphere of the Beautiful, expression,

poetry, sentiment give way for the time,

while the material of each Art is being

elaborated with astonishing devotion and

effect. Especially so in music. How to

get out all there is in an instrument, how

to make fingers and nerves perform the

utmost of their capability: these are the

two problems; and most heroically are

they being solved. Piano-fortes and fin

gers, grown so capable, so craving of

, fresh difficulties, actually employ a corps

lof talent of no mean order to compose

for them; and the published opera (opus

cula?) of Hera and Czerny count up to

seven or eight hundred, where Beetho

ven's only reached a hundred and thirty.

They are useful in their way: but their

music is to the real music of the soul,

only what rail-roads and steam-engines

and our so-callcd “improvements,” are

to the real impr0vement of man.

We do not speak to find fault or

condemn. On the contrary we shall

sincerely recommend the works above

named, as highly useful to those who will

consider what use should be made of

them.

 

No. 1, if we may judge by the frag

ments of symphony which are sketched in,

in smaller notes, between the Variations

and at the Introduction of the piece, was

intended as a Concerto for piano-forte and

orchestra; one of those labored brillian

eies which are got up to display an in

strument and a principal performer in a

concert-room, the noble orchestra con

 

of circumstances alone. It is one of the.]is and ambitious province of music‘s‘seuting to serve as feeble back-ground,

most readable volumes that we have

lately laid our hand on.

realm, and which even musters many

sdroit digits on this side of the ocean.

 

and noisy and unnoticed foil and interlude

lin the breathing-spells of the furiously
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toiling virtuoso. It is not so difficult as

many of them are, and yet it challenges

quick eye-sight, and light fingers, and

strong wrists.

As to the introduction, the orchestral

part is about as good as similar openings

to most of these show pieces, sufficiently

chromatic, sufficiently varied in its move

ment, to indicate that it ought to mean,

something. The pianist sets ed“ with a

gay sprinkling of shooting stars and all

sorts of fire-works, closing with an in

definite quantity of cadenza—all very,

pretty and very well. Then comes the;

March from “Othello,” a solid, stately,.

proper sort of March, —the best thing in I

the nineteen pages, of course, for it is,

Rossini’s; and the orchestral Thth' wind

it up with something original and strong. |

Now the Variations which are supposed ‘

to be more original yet, are three in num-,

ber; the first two full of motion, (piul

mosso; con velocita,) and the third full ofi

expression (can moll’ espressione), labelled

as a staid Andantino, though it flutters

perpetually as if to fly away and outstrip

the pin mosses; and finally its etheriality

can no longer contain itself and it bursts

into a. million sparkles like a rocket, glit

tering and twinkling and playing all

manner of gambols under license of

another indefinite cadenza. All three of

these form a very clever sort of musical

pyrotechnics; but why they are called

Variations, is as hard to answer as that

question nearly always is of things so

named. The two first are indeed varia

tions, in one sense, of the March; they

keep the general outline of its melodic

phrases, however frizzled and sophisti

cated; but the March is bold and grand

and solid, while the Variations are of the

very airiest species of whip-syllabub.

Now Variations did once have a meaning.

Variations appertain to whatsoever has

life, naturally flow out of every good

thing. If you have a good thought, what

is all your thinking but so much variation

of it, developing it, expanding it, and

 

drawing out its proper inferences, till it b

becomes complete and glorified in its own

surroundings? What is the growth of a

plant but variations from its germ? Just

so in music; ahappy theme haunts the

composer, and cleaves to him with such a

power that he cannot leave it. Still his

inventive activity goes on, and out of his

theme keeps evolving more and more, in

perfect unity with it, yet ever new and

varied; identical in sentiment, in spirit,

but wondroust transformed in outward

figure. Study Beethoven’s Sonata in A

flat, the one that contains the funeral

March, and learn what Variations are.

There are no mere mechanical nfacct'a

mentor of the theme, suggested by an idle

fancy ab mlm and not possessed, enkin

dled by the theme; each Variation is only

 

 
 

suburbs far,

could not exhaust itself in its first form, And me lamp m many ammeflead 'hmem hkc'

an earthly star. '

solid, solemn, and religious strain, which

and craved these changes, each as solemn

and religious as itself. True Variations O'er the hushed and sleeping city, in the cloud

are like the variations of the same human 11*" sky above,

face under the changing moods of some, Never~thding stars hang watching in eternal

one thought or passion; but those of| peace m'd love'

Herz and others, are childish attempts to

alter the expression of a marble bust by

decking it with filagree and ribbons.

\Ve trust, then, that no one will use,

this piece for the improvement of his orgThem a min), track of stardust whiten.

her musical taste, or for the nourishing
through the upper night,

and quickening of deep sentiments in the

 

Earth's night-cone of shadows stretches far

away in silent space,

| And the nearest stars are gleaming as across its

path they trace.

 

i\¥71cre a myriad systems travel through the

soul, the proper ministry of music. Butit' Pat-hie" infinite

may be very useful as an exercise, by which i

to acquire rapidity, versatility and ease in

performance. And it may be useful in

the way of pleasure, such as one can very

properly afford himself sometimes in going

to see fire-works. The pleasure to the

performer must be greater than to the

bearer, since he can renew the sense of

triumph over difficulties, and reproduce

the glow of the intense exercise of nerves

and muscles. But may none be so foolish

as to practice music of this stamp alone.

5. Czerny‘s exercises for the left hand

we shall not criticise as compositions;

for they are only exercises. And yet

they are very pleasing exercises, such as

one can repeat many times without weari

ncss, and feel the left hand gradually

overtaking the right in the power and

individuality of each of its fingers, and in

lightness, which depends so much on

power.

3. The Overture to Stradella gave very

general satisfaction to the audiences of

the Boston Academy of Music. There

is a good deal of meat in its opening and

more solid passages,—-the successive

themes are cleverly developed one from

another,—the harmonies rich, and the

modulations varied without confusion.

From their deep, unfathomcd distance where

the groping mind is lost,

Vague, mysterious greeting scnd they when by

earth’s night shadow crossed.

Ever night and day are present in our planet’s

whirling flight;

Chasing still the shade of evening, steals the

morning rim of light;

Evcr chasing, never reaching, like a wild impet

uous youth

\Vho pursues the dream of Beauty and the

ideal form of Truth.

Indian palms with shady blessing bask Within

the tropic day,

\Vhile the midnight’s swift auroras on the polar

icebergs play ;

So in changeful alternation ever more the heart

doth move,

And while half in sorrow lieth, half is sleeping

sunned by Love.

Life is never quite unclouded, nor its circle

wholly fair—

But the morning Hope still creepeth on the

shadow of Despair.

Years and centuries have vanished, change hath

come to bury change,

But the silent constellations in their measured

beauty range.

Great Orion’s starry girdle —Berenice’s golden

But the lighter movement towards the hm

. , I . . .end is rather common-place. Signor Ri- Arming" ego?“ of 'plendm—Cas'mpe" m

er c air;
has is doubtless qualified to arrange it.

Sirius, the never-moving—and the clustering
  

 

7' if if M*—M? Plciad train -

Aldcbmn’l mystic beauty, Pegasus and Charlu’

wain ;

v For the "amine" They are circling cairn an ever on their seen but

MIDNIGHT. hiddenpath,

B Y w ‘ w _ s T O R Y _ As when mystic watchers saw them with the

reverent eye of Faith.

Midnight in the sleeping city‘. Clanking ham~

men beat no more;

For a space the bum and tumult of the busy

day are o’er. -

So unto the soul benighted, lofly stars there

are that shine

Far above the mists of error with a changelcss

light divine.

Lofty souls of old beheld them burning in life‘s

shadowy night, _

And they still are undccaying mid a thousand

centurics’ flight.

Streets are lonely and deserted, where the

sickly lamp-lights glare,

And the step! of some late passer only break

thc silence there.

Round the grim and dusky houses gloomy shad

ows nestling cower,

Night hath stificd life‘s deep humming into

slumber for an hour.

Love and Truth, whose light and blessing every

reverent hcnrt may know,

Mercy, Justice, which are pillars that support

this life below ;
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These, in sorrow, and in darkness, in the inmost

soul we feel '

As the sure, undying impress of the Almighty's

burning seal.

Though unsolved the mighty secret, which

shall thread the perfect whole,

And unite the finite nature unto the eternal

soul,—

We shall one day clearly see it

a time shall come,

\Vhen enfrancbised and unburdcned, thought

shall be its only home ,—

— for the soul

And these fitful intimations, glancing on our

feeble sight,

Truth shall gather to the circle of its own

majestic light.

  

WilE‘HARBiNGEiT

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8, 1846.

 

 

Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others’ rights, fraud, opprvssion, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to inipi-vi-rish

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

application oft‘hristian principles, of Universal jus

tice and Universal love, to StN‘ittl institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Dn. CHANNINII.

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE PICTURE.

The progress which industry has made

in the last half century is certainly in

many respects a subject of congratulation.

The miraculous achievements of mechan

ical genius, the increase of national

wealth and the diffusion of the appliances

of comfort and elegance are an honor to

the ingenuity and energy of the age, as

well as an intimation of still greater tri

umphs in the future, and a foundation for

a higher order of human relations. In

this point of view, it is impossible to 1001;

upon the march of productive labor with

out admiration. The beauty, perfection

and cheapness of its creations, and the

gigantic scale on which it is prosecuted

alike transcend all previous conceptions of

the power of man. Nothing in the past

can be compared with the industry of the

present. The activity of nations former

ly perverted in war and destruction, or

wasted in the useless inaction of peace~

ful ignorance, is now occupied in the pro

duction of substantial good, with the for

ces of obedient nature cooperating in the

work._ In the roar of some large factory

is a prouder testimony to the supremacy

of man over the outer world, and 3 enter

evidence of the grandeur of his destiny

than history has any record of. We do

not listen to it without a thrill of pleas

ure as we think of the finite omnipotence

which Humanity is destined to exercise

upon the earth and the incalculable beauty

and delight which it will create and enjoy.

But there is another side to the picture,

which may well damp all our satisfaction.

Beside the exploits of genius and the in

 

lonly create alarm for the present audithc laborer of seven and a half per cent.

idoubt for the future, but appeal iinpera-ynn the amount of his wages, but accord~

iiively to the humane instincts of everyling to the evidence of Mr. Leonard Hor

Rlieart. \Ve see that national prosperity l ner, the Factory Commissioner, the

iis no guaranty against dcsiitution on tliepweckly wages was 11s. 7d. ; so that on

lpart of the majority of the people, andythe yearly earnings of £31, the reduc~

vthat the very laborer whose toils pro—ition would be £246., leaving him £28°

{duce the riches that are the prop andi 16s. No doubt the manufacturers said

boast of the state may starve while the ‘ they must protect their laborers from suf

means of almost unbounded luxury are fering any such reduction, but he would

passing through his hands. \Vc see that i ask what was the loss those manufactur

the richgrow richer andthe poor poorer, in ing operatives had sustained in conse

equal proportions, and that the sufferings i quence of competition? Why, according

of the masses are aggravated in the pre-‘to Mr. Horner, frotn the year 1828 to

cise ratio in which the means of satisfy- 1841, the fall of wages in consequence of

ing every desire become more plentiful!And with this increasing poverty of the'

producing classes, new burdens are ofi

course laid upon their backs. On them;

not even the mercy shown to animals is»

bestowed. The less their powers of en

durance the more they must endure, into

their most bitter cup is ever shed a

new bitterness, beneath the lowest depth

there is always a lower deep.

in the history of modern labor some of

the darkest chapters are to be found in

the reports of proceedings in the British

Parliament. From them we learn to|

what fearful issues Civilization has ar-i

rived among our elder brethren of the;

free Saxon blood, and indeed through the'

whole of Europe, and what we ourselvesi

have to expect from the sure operations

of the same causes unless we are warned

- in time. What we have to expect do we

say? The evil is not in the indefinite fu

ture ; it is close at our doors if not already ,

within them. The organization of labor

for the benefit of the few, the subjugation

of Man by Capital is an established fact

amongst us. An Industrial Feudalism is'

building up on our republican soil, and

converting free Americans into its cower

ing serfs. Shall it continue until it

usurps the whole domain of manual labor

and makes every laboring man its slave, or

shall we resort to a preventive which

will increase the amount of production,

establish freedom and justice among all

classes, and secure the rights not of one

party or of one interest, but of all?

But let us glance for a moment at the

statements made in the course of a recent

debate in Parliament on a bill to limit the

hours of labor in factories to ten.

Mr. Conqunous supported the bill,

which he maintained was for the interest,

of both employers and operatives. There ‘

was nothing to be feared by the manu

facturers from competition with France

and Austria, where the hours of work

were from scventy~eigltt to eighty-five, as

English laborers would produce more in

sixty. As to the diminution in wages.

which a rcduction would cause, it was,

 

 

 

 

competition, was not seven, or seven and

a half per cent., but was seventeen per

cent! And the lowest reduction known

was eleven per cent. In one mill in

Manchester alone wages fell between the

years 1828 and 1829, thirteen per cent!

Mr. Cowman also defended the measure

and among other things said that per

haps, after all, the most rational ground

of alarm was the prospect of that sad

moral, physical, and mental deterioration

to which considerable portions of his fel

low-countrymen might fall. It was in

deed a subject of serious alarm, that such

a number of young persons should be

daily launched into manhood and woman

hood, without any of that education which

was fitted to prepare them for the duties

of life, without having undergone social

training, but weakened in body and de

moralized in mind, without respect for

their superiors, without the love of good

ness, without that knowledge of and rev

erence for the divine law, which was the

surest guarantee" for the security of the

present social state, and which mainly

conduced to the prosperity of the empire.

Mr. Cnswronn supported the bill, on

the ground that the prolonged hours of

labor interfered with the education, mo

rality, and all the social relations of the

community. They were also producing

a physical deterioration in the race of

men who inhabited the manufacturing

districts, as was proved by the constant

complaints of the recruiting officers, who

formerly got the best soldiers from them,

and who now stated that the difficulty of

obtaining tall and able-bodied men there

was daily increasing.

In a subsequent debate on a bill regu

lating the labor of children in the lace

factories, Mr. DUNCOMBE said, that in

these factories children from six to eight

years of age were employed and kept at

labor all night! It might be said that

their labor was not great; but many of

them never saw their beds at all—they

were obliged to lie down on the floor of

their Work-rooms and sleep as they could,

—and those who lived in the immediate

crease of wealth, there are facts standing ' stated in respect of that, that a reduction neighborhood of the factories, and were

in gloomy and startling relief which not of one hour's labor would cause a loss to allowed to go home to their beds, were
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raised up every two or three hours to

wind up their bobbin machines! Mr.

Duncombe wished to have a restriction

put upon this night labor; srxrrzsx nouns

a day was he thought as long as the fac

tories should be allowed to run. The

life of the working man ought to be pro

tected.

Sir James GRAHAM opposed the bill on

various grounds, among others, because

he did not believe that the moral and

physical condition of the working classes

could be improved by any legislation

which should permanently diminish the

demand for their labor, and leave them in

a state of hopeless dcstitution, instead of

full employment. If Parliament inter

fered in the lace manufacture, it must also

in the ease of the pin-makers, the nail

makers, the fustian-cutters, and various

other trades; and if it did so, it could

not, in justice to the workmen, stop short

of the establishment of a minimum of

wages. The commencement of such a

career would be the downfall of the man

ufacturing prosperity of England, and its

termination would be the loss of her posi

tion among the nations of the earth.

Col. RoLLesTuN said that the present

system of non-interference with the lace

trade was most injurious to the morals ot'

the children engaged in it. As chairman

of the quarter sessions for the district of

Notts, he informed the house that a quar

ter sessions scarcely ever passed without

some of these children being brought to

the bar as criminals.

Sir Roasnr PEEL contended that such

an interference in the hours of labor

would be useless unless they were prepar

ed at once to establish a minimum of wa

ges, an assertion which hardly needs

proof. If the hours oflabor are limited,

there must be some limitation to the de

crease of wages, a thing most difl‘ieult if

not impossible to establish by any arbitrary

enactments. Civilized policy runs of ne

cessity in a vicious circle, and all attempts

at real improvement in the relations of

labor, must defeat themselves as long as

hostility of interests is the pervading law

of society. The oppressions and evils

under which the laboring classes suffer,

cannot be remedied by mere limitations of

hours or of wages, and if we trust in

them we shall be disappointed. Only a

peaceful and complete reform which shall

bring Labor and Capital into unity, can

reach the seat of the disease.

ch'rumzs on ASSOCIATION IN SALEM,

Mass, AND DOVER AND Ponrsnoern,

N. H. Messrs. CHANNlNG, BRISBANE,

and DANA, addressed the citizens of Salem

at the Lyceum Hall on Friday evening

July 24th, on the present state of society

and the necessity of a reform which shall

establish unity of interests and practical

 justice among men. They were listened to I

with interest and attention, and at the close

of their speeches, they distributed a large

quantity of tracts among the audience.

We were sorry that a larger number

were not present, but we do not doubt

that the good eil'ects of this meeting will:

appear on subsequent occasions. On thel

evening of Saturday following, Messrs

BRISEANE and DANA visited Dover, where

they were gladly received by the zealous,

friends of the cause, and on Sunday eve-i

ning they lectured in the Temple ati

Portsmouth to a large and intelligent au

dience, among whom were many firm be

lievers in the Combined Order. A strong

desire was here expressed as well as at

Dover and Salem, to hear more prolonged

and complete expositions of the theory.

\Ve trust that this wish may soon be

gratified and that many faithful and en

thusiastic adherents may be gained to the

cause.

 

ATTACKS ON THE DOCTRINE OF

ASSOCIATION.

Some Journals ofthe whig party among

which the N. Y. Courier and Enquirer,

Erpress, and Brgfi'nlo Advertiser are con

spicuous, prompted by a sincere hatred

for the Editor of the Tribune have recent

ly devoted a good deal of space to attacks

on the associative movement, of which

that gentleman is well known to be a

steady and earnest supporter. In this

warfare they have been aided by the New

York Observer, a religious paper of the

Calvinistic school, of large circulation and

great influence, actuated in_ the present

case as must be hoped by other motives

than those which envenom the columns of

its coadjutors. .

- These veracious journals, to which we

shall hereafter pay our respects more

fully, quote statements from the writings

of Fourier which are not accepted by a

single associationist to our knowledge,

either in this country or elsewhere, and

attempt to fasten them upon us! In re

spect to these writings we took our

ground years ago, and have never varied

from it. Nothing but the most vtilful ma

lignity could attempt in this way to falsify

the position which the Associative schoo

of this country, as well as of France,

have again and again explicitly defined.

The editor of the Tribune in his re

joinder to their attacks, makes a clear and

forcible statement of the true principles

and purposes of the Reform we advocate,

which we defy the most prejudiced and

bitter adherent of existing perversions to

impugn. He closes with the following

eloquent paragraphs.

“ Such is a rude sketch of the ideal of

Association. Do you say that Human

Nature is too depraved to permit its real

ization? Then let regenerated Christian t

 

nature teach it how. Do you object to

our mmns for effecting the desired reno

vation? Then devise better and com

mend thcm to general ado tion as early

and earnestly as possible. To not stand

quarreling with us about our way, but

propound your own better way and push

it forward. It must by this lime he evi

dent to all that new instrumentalities,

new ideas, are essential to the realization

of that Equal Right to Life, Liberty, and

Happiness proclaimed in our Declaration

of Independence and aspired to by the

benevolent. all over the world. Still the

dark dens of Ignorance and the foul

haunts of Sin cluster in the shadow of

our moss-covered Churches; still Crime

and Panperism are advancing in this fa

vored land of Light and Liberty; still

millions toil for the most meagre subsist

ence, constantly haunted by the fear that

the opportunity to toil will be withdrawn

and all means of earning a livelihood de

nied them; still we see that radical In

justice and strong temptations to Crime

are interwoven in the whole framework

of society. Men who say you love God

and your neighbor! stay not to ditTer

with us, but grapple with this mountain

of abuses resolving that it shall be de

stroyed.

“ Alas! appeals more m0ving though

not more earnest than ours have fallen

but on failhless and stony hearts! From

the spectacle of this Wounded, bleeding

body of Humanity, the Priest and the

Levite pass coldly by on the other side,

muttering that Man was born to suffer

and that wrong and woe must continue to

the end of the world. They leave to

despised Samaritans and sinners the task

of binding up these ghastly wounds and

striving in their best way to heal th'em.

Heaven grant that these may be found

worthy to endure obloquy and calumny,

loss of friends and of wealth, so that

theirs may be the true honor of having

done or suffered something to promote

the great cause of Man‘s universal well

being ! ”

READY-MADE LITERATURE. The fol

lowing announcement regularly orna

ments the columns of the Baltimore Satur

day Visitor. W'e have not the honor of

knowing who the gentleman may be who

thus protfers his genius to the use of the

world, but his advertisement is too amus

ing not to be copied. His terms are rea

sonable and we hope he drives a fair

business.

THE MILFORD BARD

\Vill write for any person in Baltimore,

or the United States, on any subject con

nected with literature. Lectures and ora

tions, on any subject, from $5 to $ 10,

according to length ; sentimental letters,

$3; inscriptions for tombs, from $3 to

$5; medical theses, $20; pieces for

declamation, $3; sentimental tales, from

$5 to $10; essays, $3 to $5; ad

dresses on presenting presents, $5; ad

vertisements, from $1 to $5; songs,

sentimental, patriotic, or comic, $3;

acrostics, $ 1 ; poetic addresses to ladies,

and poetry for albums, &e. &c. 5 cents

per line. Distant correspondents can ad

dress me at the \Vashington University,

Baltimore, (pus! paid and payment in ad

vance.) (Juizens can call at the Univer—

sity, or address me through the post
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oflice, (post paid and enclosing remunera

tion.) Gmfidcnlial in all cases.

MlLI-‘ORD BARB.

Washington University, Baltimore.

[1? Editors friendly to me, will please

give one or two insertions.

C ORRESPONDENCE.

-—0, July 12th, 1816.

Messrs. Eni'rons; When in Cincinnati

a short time since, on my way to the

South, I purchased three copies of Mr.

Brisbane‘s Book, and two of Mr. God

win’s. I gave one ofthe former to a Mr.

R. of New-Orleans, who promised to send

a subscription for the Harbinger. I also

gave one copy of Mr Godwin’s book to a

gentleman in Louisville, Ky., who prom

ised me to read it and if he liked it or not,

to hand it to others to read, —I used all

the means in my power to spread the doc

trines of Association, while on my tour.

To many the idea was new and difficult

of comprehension. They invariably con

founded it with Shakerism, Rappism,

&c.

man family, particularly the operatives,

should be so hard to convince of their own

interest. \Ve see men uniting in associa~

tions for almost every thing, short of their

genuine interest, that of protecting them

selves in their right to labor, with the

right to a fair remuneration for that labor.

It is not difficult to point out the evils un

der which society now is laboring, but the

difficulty seems more in convincing per

sons ofthe practicability of Association,

or the best way to remedy those evils.

I design to try to get the friends ofAs

sociation in this vicinity together; we must

hold meetings, and try to do something

that will ultimately tell.

new, and the inhabitants are not so far

removed from each other as they are in

places more densely populated. This

makes it more diflicult to convince them

of the necessity of reform. I design to

visit Trumbull Phalanx this fall. I have

some serious thoughts of joining them:

ifl can get my children to do the same; I

should consider it of but little use for me

to join, and leave my children out, who

now have families ; as one great in

ducement to join would he the schooling

of my grand-children. I shall also visit

the western parts of this state in a few

weeks, and try to obtain more subscribers

to the Harbinger.

that I shall do all in my power that is rea

sonable for an old man to do, to forward

the cause of suffering Humanity. I have

no idea of living to see a perfect Associa

tion, although it is my decided opinion

that that will be the next phase that Hu

manity must assume. A change, and

that shortly, must take place; Humanity,

especially in Europe, cannot remain long

in its present situation.

It is truly astonishing that the hu-l

Our country is I

You may rest assured, '

Tna Menu. Law. The law of uni

versal brotherhood, the essence of unper

verted Christianity, is impracticable under

the present system—if system that can

be called which is a mere chaos of con

flicting interests; born of chance and of

selfish instinct, over the surface of which

the spirit of reason, directing and arrang

ing each part for the production of the

greatest happiness, has never moved.

That society should be founded upon laws

by which all might live together in the

most happy manner possible, has yet to

:be acknowledged. The present constitu~

‘tion of society, on the other hand, has

‘been left to form itself; part has been

added to part, as time and circumstances,

ttlie increase of mankind, and the forma

ition of section after section, have called

for it—each portion fashioned after the

individual interests of class, without any ‘

reference to the good of the whole. It

Ihas been said, and truly, that “ our laws

and institutions are not the product of

wisdom and virtue, but of modern cor

ruption grafted upon ancient barbarism.”

Thus it is we find “ all mankind heaped

:and huddled together, with nothing but a

little carpentry or masonry between them;

icrammed in like salt fish in their barre];

or \veltering (shall I say?) like an Egyp

tian pitcher of tamed vipers, each striving

to get its head above the rest."—Bray.

  

“ ORGANIZATION or Luzon,” No. IV.,

will appear next week.

The rabble, as the common people are

contemptuoust called, individually en

ifranchised, have generally been the pro

“ perty of those who regulate the relations

‘ between the members of society, the ope

rations of industry, the conditions oflabor,

its price, and the division of its fruits.

What it has pleased them to ordain, they i

have named law; and the laws have been

'for the most part only measures of pri

vate interest, means of augmenting and

lperpetuating the domination of the few

over the many.—La Mennar's.

 

 
 

GRAHAM AND TEMPERANCE

HOUSE.

63 BARCLAY STREET, New Your.

NEW Annxnonrnrr. This house is situat

ed on a pleasant and airy street, extending from

' Broadway to the Hudson river. A! one end of,

the street is the landing place of the Albany'

Steamboats, at the other the Park Fountain.

The house is but one minute's walk from either,

and only five from the Eastern Steamboat Land

in .

8Two separate Tables are provided, one suited

for the accommodation ofthe eaters of meat,

and the others carefully prepared for those who

wish to exclude flesh meats from their diet.

Ladies and Gentlemen from the country tar

rying a few or many days, can be accommodat

ed with uietness, lent , cleanliness, whole

some foo ,and free om mm the fumes of Al

cohol and Tobacco.

[13’ FREE BATHS. Cold, Douche, and

Shower Baths Free, and Warm Baths at a

3‘ small expense.

; Terms One Dollar per day. Permanent board

ers received upon reasonable terms.

A. L. SMITH.

 

 

 

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

The Directors of the School connected

with the Brook Farm Association have made

arrangements for enlarging the establish

ment, and are now prepared to receive an

additional number of pupils.

The course of study comprises instruction

in the various branches usually taught in the

High Schools and Academies of New Eng

land, with particular attention to the modern

European languages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes

are received; a constant maternal care ex

ercised over the youngest; and the more ad

vanced subject to the friendly counsel and

assistance of the teachers, without the re

straints of arbitrary discipline. Young men

are fitted for College, or for commercial pur

suits, or carried through a course of instruc

tion, in the higher branches usually taught

in the University.

Lessons are given in Music, Dancing,

Drawing, and Painting, without any extra

charge.

The School is under the immediate direc

tionof Mr. and Mrs. RIFLEY, Mr. Dwrcrr'r,

and Mr. DANA, assisted by experienced

teachers in the difierent departments; and

every pupil of tender age is entrusted to

the particular care of a lady of the establish

ment, who has charge of his wardrobe, per

sonal habits, and physical education.

For young children, who are deprived of

parental care, and for older pupils who wish

to pursue a thorough and exact course of

study, without the usual confinement of a

large seminary, it is believed that this

School affords advantages, that are rarely to

be met with.

TERMS.—Foun Donnnns a week for

board, washing, fuel, lights, and instruction

in all branches.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, PVest Ros-bury, Man.

\VEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS!

Leaves Brook Farm at 7 1-2 A. M., and 2 1-2

1*. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaica

Plains, and Roxhury. Returning, leaves

Doolittle’s, City Tavern, Brattle Street, at

10 1-2 A.M.,8Dd 5 P. M. Sunday excepted.

N. R. GERRISH.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

TurrzRFoRn FAnl, REAR MARIETTA, 0.,

July 12th,1846.

To the Editors of the Harbinger.

DEAR Bno'rttntq: I have long wished

to address you, and I will not any longer

defer doing so; not because I have the

vanity of thinking that I can unfold any

new truth, or even suggest any new idea;

but because we (my family and myself,

five persons) are Associationists, and we

think it is our duty to report ourselves at

head quarters—to enlist, not against the

poor Mexicans, but against the hordes of

vicious, pernicious institutions, laws, cus

toms, and prejudices arrayed by antiquated

civilization against the onward progress

of the race.

\Vithont troubling you with a long ac

count of ourselves, I will just say that

we are at present plain Ohio farmers; not

wealthy, particularly in cash, and conse

quently have a very limited influence;

but that the whole of that is sincerely

and without reserve devoted to the holy

cause of Unityism, which is our religio.

My wife and myself are prepared, at

any time to sign the Constitution, and he

come members of the American Union of

- Associationists. We have long been

converts to the principles of Association,

and our children share our opinions on

that subject. I am prepared therefore to

declare that we,-— all we are and all we

own,-— are resolved to join some Phalanx

as soon as it can be done with any degree

of safety and expediency; that is, with

out too great a loss in disposing of our

property. In the mean time we wish to

do every thing that our limited means

will permit to help the cause.

There are several Associationists in

this part of the country ; but so dispersed

that it is extremely difficult to rally them.

We tried it last year and we had several

meetings. Our object was to form, at

first, a society of inquiry ; but we had to

give it up; our number was too small,

and we were too scattered. I have no

 

 

doubt however, that if a good lecturer,

Mr. Brisbane, Mr. Channing or any other

known apostle, on his way through this

great W'est, could make it convenient to

stop a few days in Marietta, that some

considerable effect might be produced,

although it is notorious that most of the

influential inhabitants of the place are of

the old, stand-still school. We must not

be faint hearted however; we must knock

at every door.

I said before that I had not ~the vanity

to think that I could develop for you any

new truth, yet as Iam persuaded that our

efficiency and success with the public

will, in a great measure, depend on our

numbers and on the compactness of our or

ganization, i hold it to be the duty of each

and every one of us to declare himself

or herself, and freely to communicate

whatever he or she may think might be

of utility to the cause. I will therefore,

at once and without apology, offer a few

suggestions which, if you think them

worthy of it, you may, on a proper op

portunity, lay before a meeting of the

Union that they may be disposed of ac

cording to their worth or practicability.

I had reflected a good deal on the ad

vantages that might resolt from organiz

ing all the scattered Associationists of the

United States in one society, and I felt

delighted when I learned, through the

Harbinger, that this idea had been acted

upon. I had also hastily sketched in my

mind a plan of a Constitution for such a

society, and I find with pleasure that the

one adopted by the Convention, as far as

it goes, is very similar to mine; but it

seems to me that it does not go quite far

enough. 1 would have the principle of

solidarity or guarantee, more extensively

applied and brought forward with more

relief. In the first place,I would pro

pose to insert after the sixth Article of the

Constitution of the American Union,

Art. 7th. This American Union shall

be to the Associationists of these United

States a pivotal centre towards which

they may converge, on which they may‘

lean, and from whence they may, on the 1 that the contributor may elect.

 

one hand, ascending, form an alliance, a

holy league of brotherly sympathy and

mutual support with the Associationists

of all other countries; and, on the other

hand, descending, guarantee to each

other at home a system of mutual pro

tection and assistance,-—a sort of mutual

insurance, — particularly to such as have

had the generous intrepidity to venture as

pioneers on the dangerous experiment of

testing, without adequate means, the

practicability of our principles.

Art. 8th. The American Union,

through their proper officers, will accord

ingly as soon as practicable, open a cor

respondence with all foreign organized

societies of Associationists and particu

larly that of France; will announce to

them our organization, our objects and

views; will profl'cr to them our brotherly

affection and sympathy, and claim a reci

procity from them.

Art. 9th. The American Union shall

also be considered as the Collector, the

Treasurer, and the Administrator, for spe

cific purposes, of all the funds that may

be contributed by the friends of Associa

tion. These purposes shall be let, the

diffusion of Associative principles; 2nd,

lending pecuniary assistance to such Pha

lanxes in the United States as may hap

pen urgently to need it; and 3dly, form

ing a permanent fund, destined, when large

enough, to found an experimental Phalanx

on a large and regular scale.

Art. 10th. No contribution shall be ac

cepted by the Union as a gift, unless the

contributor especially require it. Any

sum, small or large, whether presented

once for all, or as a periodical subscrip

tion or rent, may be accepted, but it shall

be considered as a loan, and in all cases a

receipt and credit on the books of the

Union shall be given for the same.

Art. 11th. These loans shall be consid

ered as advanced to the whole body of

Associationists of the United States, and

shall be reimbursable, or payable at any

time, with an interest of per cent.

per annum, in the stock of any Phalanx

N. B. To
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this arrangement the Phalanxes will not

be likely to object because they will more

than cover their risks by the benefits so

cured to them by the labors and adminis

tration of the Union.

Art. 12th. The Union shall in another

respect act the part of a parent towards

the Phalanxcs or associations which are or

may, at different times, be formed in these

United States. It is not by pecuniary

difficulties alone that the success and in

deed the existence of those meritorious

institutions is often menaced. They 'are

exposed to other difficulties chiefly of a

moral character; such as want of skill,

sometimes of integrity in the leaders; ig

norance and' the deleterious influence of

previous habits and prejudices in the

members; incongruity and want of bar

mony amongst all the elements, &c. &c.

Such difficulties could often be removed

by timely advice and mediation. Let it

be one of the duties of the Executive

Committee of the Union to appoint suita

ble agents to perform those offices of con

a-jiation, instruction or peace-making, by

which much good may be done and much

mischief avoided.

Iwould also propose that, on signing

the Constitution, a. pledge be taken by

such ofus at least as are willing to do so,

to something like. this effect :

“I, the undersigned, believing, First,

that Man who, as far as we can learn

from history, tradition and analogy, has

never, since he was first placed on this

globe, ceased progressing towards a bet

ter state destined for him on this earth by

his omnipotent and universally benevolent

Creator, has not yet reached that destiny;

Second; that the principal obstacles to

his attaining that higher state arise from

the incongruity and incoherence of all

his past and present social arrangements;

Third; that, although he can be check

ed, man cannot be stopped in his onward

progress; but that, on the contrary, he is

in the present age advancing with unprec

identcd rapidity; and that, as indicated

by numerous and ’indnbitable signs, the

time is either come, or near at hand when

a great step is to be made; and fourth;

that, amongst all the schemes and plans

which have», at various times, been pro

posed for the reform of Social and politi

cal abuses, the system advocated by the

school or body of men calling themselves

Associationists is the most practicable

and efficient because it is the most eon

formable to the laws of God as manifest

edin all- nalure, and particularly in the

physical and moral constitution of man :

“ I do pledge myselfto exert, with dis

cretion and propriety, all the means and

influence that I poses to help for

ward this work of God, this great cause

of Humanity. So help me God l”

I finally propose that we adopt a motto

‘who dared publicly, to call in question

 
 

therhoad in Unityism, or merely Unityism;

and the second a lyre with seven strings,

or the seven primitive colors with a white

baud.

Such, gentlemen, are the suggestions

which I wish to venture at present.

To some persons they may appear unne

cessary, perhaps even futile; but we know

with what effect such means have, before

now, been employed by partial associa

tions for warlike and other purposes; we

have to operate upon similar materials,

why not employ similar means of- success

if they are honorable? The above are

however, more suggestions for the con

sideration, and approval or rejection of

those in Whose judgment 1 have much

more confidence than in mine.

Your Brother in Unityism and the

Cause of Humanity.

GILES M. MARTIN.

P. S. It is with pleasure that I see by

 

the last number of the Harbinger, (July

4,) that, amongst your numerous corresw

pondents, some entertain ideas and make '

suggestions very analogous to mine. I

like the financial scheme of Brother O.l

M. of New York (page 55): the more

the better.

Cnvcrusa-rr, July 18,1816.

To the Editors of the Harbinger.

Benovco FRIENDS! Arriving here on

the 11th ultimo, I found our brethren ofthe

Associative movement unorganized, but

preparing to form themselves into an Af

filiated Society, as proposed in Mr. Chan

ning's Circular. This excited pleasant

hopes; but, being anxious for immediate

work, I induired whether there was any

organized body of Reformers in the city

the existing order of things; and, learn

ing that weekly free meetings were held

on Sunday afternoons at the Kcmble

street Chapel, in the northwest part of

the city, composed chiefly of Socialists

or Communitists. I resolved to be

among them; for I had not, during my

last eight months residence in Columbus,

met with any one looking for a better

state of society than is to be found in

Civilization. [accordingly, attended sev

eral of their meetings, and found them so

interesting, that this letter must be devot

ed to their description.

The meetings are as free as any unor

ganized body can be. There is no chair

man, moderator, or president. Any one is

permitted to speak, who has any thing to

say, whetherit relates directly, indirectly,

or not at all, to the matter under discussion.

Yet there is decorum observed by all, and

frequently a profound and intense interest

is awakened in the assembly, by the ut

terance of some powerful truths, in a

 

plain and forcible manner. Their object

is to investigate the causes of prevailing

moral and social evils, and to discover

and apply the proper remedy. Such an

object as this could attract only the sober

mindcd and thoughtful class of men and

women; and such require very little re

straint or admonition from a presiding

ofiicer. Their faith in the no-govern

ment principle leads them to dispense

with such a functionary, and, from all

that I could gather, they seem to be per

suaded of the possibility of establishing

a social state in which all external re

straint shall be abolished; and this with

out thc least definite conception of the

great Law of Attraction, or of the Com

bined Social Order, which is its highest

cXponent. This persuasion of theirs, is,

however, the necessary prelude to an en

lightened faith. Evcn now, in the midst

of this enthusiastic dream of Liberty

without Law, or Social Order without

Science, they tacitly confess the truth, in

the fact that leading minds are among

them, watching and giving direction to

their proceedings. Perhaps a better des

cription of these meetings could not be

given than in a sketch of the characters

of the leaders; an outline of these, I

shall now attempt.

The three leading minds are Hm“: S.

Gmuonc, Jens O. WA'r'ruas, and J. P.

CORNELL, all of them benevolent and in

telligent men. Mr. GrLzuoas is the projec.

tor of a self-sustaining Manual Labor

School, or Agricultural College, for the

purpose of educating and preparing char

acters suitable to enter upon the new So

cial order of Community. He is a man

of fortune, amply able to live in easy ele

gance, if he chose ; yet his every-day em

ployment is that of a teacher in a High

School for colored children, in this city,

of which he is the founder and the prin

cipal. The wealth at his command is

generously distributed to all benevolent

enterprises that meet his approval. These

noble traits of character give to his man

ners a mild, serene, and benignant aspect

which secure for him the respect and es

teem of all. He is deeply impressed

with a sense of the absolute necessity for

a new social order, but argues that man

kind are not yet prepared to enter into it,

and hence are his reasons for establishing

the College.

Jena 0. WATTLES, the well known ad

vocate of freedom for the slave, is a col

league of Mr. Gilmore, a fellow teacher

in the High School, Editor of the Herald

of Progression, (semi-monthly.) a warm

advocate of Communitism, and very near

ly, if not quite, a religious enthusiast.

Mr. CORNELL is a practicing lawyer,

of this city, who has made some remark

able discoveries concerning the existence

of a spiritual world, and the possibility

of communicating with the inhabitants
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thereof, by means of Human Magnetism.

He is decidedly skeptical on all theologi~

cal systems and creeds, and treats all

"opinions" on such subjects as on

worthy of attention, resting himself solely

on “ facts that can be demonstrated.”

The chief “ fact," on which he relies, is,

that communication being now open with

the spiritual world, access may thereby

be had to the source and fountain of

Truth itself. He teaches also, that from

clairvoyants may be learned the means by

which such communication may be given

to any one who desires it; and, more

over, that, as we can thus converse with

the inspired authors of the different books

of Scripture, we can ascertain from them,

in their own proper persons, precisely

what they meant to teach, and that thus

Divine Truth can be established beyond

the possibility of doubt or cavil, and bar

mony and universal unity be introduced

to mankind at large.

Now, if, with this brief outline of

three of the most prominent minds, you

can imagine the effect produced by the

reaction of their counsels upon the minds

of from one to two hundred others, pro

miscuoust assembled as above stated,

you may be able to form some conception

of the character (If these meetings, and

the latitude of their discussions. Consid

er, also, that not one of them doubts that

terrible evils are inherent in the present

social system, for they are felt by all, and

most keenly by not a few, and that they are,

therefore eagerly attentive to any proposi

tion that looks towards a remedy—and you

have a picture of an audience highly sus

ceptible of the marvellous and the won

derful. Wild and incoherent as are ma

ny of the notions to which they give at

terance, they are nevertheless the precur

sors of important truths now about to be

unfolded to the human mind. To turn

from them with contempt and disgust,

would be unwise and inhuman; for all

important developments in science have

been preceded by crudities and absurdi

ties, as all history proves.

Of course, I could not remain a silent

spectator among such a people, nor

could I refrain from raising the standard

of Universal Unity, and pointing to the

Combined Order of Associated Industry,

as our social Destiny. What the result

may be, I know not; but this I know,

that all who ask in sincerity and truth,

shall receive, and that abundantly.

Truly the earth is ripening for harvest,

and reaping time is at hand. The peo

ple are every where furnishing for lack of

spiritual nourishment—they ask for

bread, and receive stones.- Here, then,

is work for enlightened Associationists.

\vho else can answer correctly the weigh

ty questions that are continually arising in

the minds of men, or account for the

 

many wonderful phenomena of the revo

lutionary times in which we live? Let

us work manfully while it is day.

Your brother in Unity,

Joan W'l-u'r's.

Me CONNELSVILLE, Morronn COUNTY, 0.

July 12th, 1846.

Editors of the Harbinger,

GENTLEMENI Mr Eleazer Smith the

foreman in my foundry, authorizes me to

say to the friends of Association, that he

will subscribe and pay, one thousand dol

lars for purchasing a suitable domain, and

for erecting thereon such buildings as

will render it a desirable residence;—

provided one hundred others can be found

who will each subscribe and pay the

same amount. You are authorized to

make this public. I will vouch for Mr.

Smith‘s responsibility, and rather than

see tlie enterprise fail I think I would sub

scribe another thousand dollars.

Respectfully,

JAMES L. GAGE.

\Ve are particularly happy to receive

the above, as a similar plan has now for

some time been in process of elaboration.

A circular will shortly be addressed to the

friends of the cause upon the sub

jcct.—Eos.

  

‘* MISCELLANY.

THE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,“

sacrum. To

C O N S U E L O .

FROM THE FRENCH 0F GEORGE SAND.

Translated for the Harbinger.

V111.

“ I guess that you are going to speak

of him," said the princess, pushing aside

the candles to see the narrator better, and

resting both her elbows on the table.

“ As we descended the course of the

Moldaw, upon the Bavarian frontier,

Haydn and myself were carried off by

some recruiters in the service of the king

your brother, and flattered by the delightful

anticipation of becoming a fifer and drum

mer in the glorious armies of his ma

jesty."

“ You a drummer? ” cried’the princess

with a burst of laughter. " Ah! if dc

Kleist had seen you so, I bet you would

have turned her brain. My brother would

have taken you for his page, and God

knows what ravages you would have

committed in the hearts of our fine ladies!

But what is that you say of Haydn? I

know that name; I have lately received

some music by Haydn, as I remember, and

it is good music. He is not the child you

were speaking of? "

 

 

" Entered according to Act ofCongrcss. in the .

year 18M}, by FRANFIS G. Snaw,in the Clerk's

office of the District Court of Massachusetts.

 

 

“ Excuse me madam, he is a youth of

about twenty, who appears fifteen. He

was my travelling companion, he is my

sincere and faithful friend. At the en

trance of a small wood, where our kid

nappers stopped to breakfast, we took to

flight; we ran like hares, and had the

good fortune to reach a travelling carriage

which contained the noble and handsome

Frederick de Trenck, and a formerly not

ed conqueror, the count Hoditz of Ros

wald.”

“ The husband of my aunt the margra

vine of Culmbach ! ” cried the princess:

“ yet another love-match,de Kleist! and,

moreover, the only honest and wise thing

my fat aunt has done in her life. What

sort of a man is this count Hoditz'l "

Consuelo was obliged to make a mi

nute portrait of the chatelain of _Ros\vald ;

but before she had finished it, the prin

cess interrupted her to ask a thousand

questions about Trenck, about the dress

he wore on that day, about the most tri

fling details; and when Consuelo related

how Trenck had flown to her defence, how

he was almost struck by a bullet, how he

at last put the brigands to flight and deliv

ered an unfortunate descrter, whom they

were carrying hound hand and foot in

their cabriolet, she was obliged to recom

mence, explain the plainest circumstan

ces, and recite the most indifferent words.

The joy and emotion of the princess were

at their height when she learnt that

Trenck and Count IIoditz having admit

ted the two travellers into their carriage,

the baron had paid no attention to Con

suelo, that he had not ceased to game up

on a portrait hidden in his bosom; to sigh,

and to talk to the count about a mysteri

ous love for an exalted personage, who

caused the happiness and the despair of

his life.

When Consuelo was allowed to pro

ceed, she related that count Hoditz hav

ing guessed her sex at Passaw, had wish

ed to take too much advantage of the pro

tection he had granted her, and that she

5 had fled with Haydn to resume ber hum

ble and adventurous journey, in a boat

which descended the Danube.

Then she related in what manner, play

ing upon the pipe, while Ilaydn with his

violin made the peasants dance in order

to earn their dinner, she had arrived one

evening, at a pretty priory, still disguis

ed, and passing as the signer Bertoni, a.

wandering musician and singer by pro

fession. “ The host of that priory," said

she, “ was a passionate. lover of music,

and moreover a man of wit, and of an ex

cellent heart. He conceived a great

friendship for us, especially for me, and

even wished to adopt me, promising me a

pretty beneficc, if I would only take the

minor orders. The masculine sex began

to tire me; I had no more taste for the
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event made me somewhat prolong my

abode with that amiable host. A lady

travelling post, was seized with the painsI

of child-birth at the gate of the priory,f

and was delivered there of a little girl,

whom she abandoned the next day, and

whom I persuaded the good canon to

adopt instead of me. She was called An

gela, from the name of her father Anza

leto ; and madam Corilla, her mother,

went to Vienna, to solicit an engagement

at the court theatre. She obtained it, ex

cluding me. M. the prince de Kaunitz

presented her to the Empress Maria The

resa as a respectablc'widow ; I was reject

ed, because accused and vehemently sus

pected of being in love with Joseph Hay

dn, who was receiving lessons from Pot-i

pora, and who lived in the same house'

with us.”

Consuelo related her interview with the

great empress. The princess was very

curious to hear respecting that extraordi

nary woman, in whose virtue they did not

wish to believe at Berlin, and whose lov

ers prince de Kaunitz, doctor Von Swis

ten, and the poet Metastasio were report

ed to be.

Finally, Consuelo mentioned her recon

ciliation with Corilla by means of Ange

la, and her début in the first parts at the

imperial theatre, thanks to a remorse of

conscience and a generous impulse on the

part of that singular girl. Then she spoke

of the relations of noble and sweet friend

ship which she had with the baron de

Trenck, at the Venetian embassador‘s,

and related minutely that on receiving the

farewell of that amiable young man, she

had agreed with hitu on a means ofmn

tual understanding, in case the persecu

tion of the king of Prussia should render
itinecessary. She spoke of the roll of

music, the sheets of‘which were to serve

for envelope and signature to the letters

he was to transmit to her, in case of need,

for the object of his love, and she ex

plained how she had been recently en

lightened by means of one of those sheets

respecting the importance of the cabal

istic writing she had given to the prin

cess.

It will be understood that these explan

ations consumed more time than the rest

of her story. At last the Porporina hav

ing spoken of her‘ departure from Vien

na with Porpora, and of her meeting with

the King of Prussia in the dress ofa sim

ple officer and under the name of the bar

on de Kreutz, at the wonderful chateau

of Roswald in Moravia, she was obliged

to mention the important service she had

rendered to the monarch without know

ing him.

 

“ That is what I am curious to hear," }

said madam dc chist. “ M. de Poel

nitz, who bubbles willingly, has confided:

to me that recently at supper, his majes

ty declared to his guests that his friend-t

ship for the beautiful Porporina proceed

ed from a much more serious cause than

a simple fancy."

“ Still I did a very simple thing,” re

plied madam Rudolstadt, “ I made use of

the ascendancy I had over an unhappy

fanatic to prevent his assassinating the

king. Karl, that poor Bohemian giant

whom the boron de Trenck rescued from

the hands of the recruiters at the same

time with myself, had entered the service

of count Hoditz. He recognized the

king; he wished to avenge upon him the

death of his wife and child, who had been

killed by the misery and grief occasioned

by his being carried away a second time.

Fortunately this man had not forgotten

thatI also had contributed to his safety,

and given some assistance to his wife.

He allowed himself to be convinced, and

the gun to be taken from his hands. The

king, concealed in a neighboring cham

ber, heard all, as he afterward told me,

and for fear lest his intended assassin

should have a return of his fury, took, on

his departure, a different road from that

in which Karl proposed to lie in wait. for

him. The king travelled on horseback,

alone with M. de Buddcnbrock ; it is

therefore very probable that a skilful

marksman like Karl, whom I had that

morning seen hit a pigeon on a mast three

times, in the féte which count Hodilz had

given us, would not have missed his aim.”

“ God knows," said the princess with

a thoughtful air, “ what changes that

misfortune would have occasioned in Eu

ropean politics and the lot of individuals!

Now, my dear Rudolstadt, I think I am

well acquainted with the remainder of

your history up to the death ofcount Al

bert. At Prague, you met his uncle the

baron, who carried you to Giant’s castle,

where you saw him die of consumption,

after having married you at the moment

he breathed his last sigh. So you could

not decide upon loving him? ”

“ Alas! madam, I loved him too late,

and have been very cruelly punished for

my hesitation and my love for the stage.

Compelled by my master Porpora to make

my debut at Vienna, deceived by him re

specting the feelings of Albert, whose

last letters he had suppressed, and whom

I thought cured of his fatal love, I al

lowed myself to be carried away by the

fascination of my art, and while waiting

for my engagement at Berlin, had at last

played at Vienna with a kind of intoxica

tion.”

“ And with glory! " said the princess,

“ we know that.”

“ A miserable and fatal glory,” resum

ed Consuelo. “ What your highness does

not know, is, that Albert had secretly

come to Vienna, that he had seen me play ; I

 

 

  

that following my steps like a mysterious

shadow, he had heard me confess to Jo

seph Haydn, in the wing, that I could not

renounce my art without a horrible re

gret. Still I loved Albert! I swear be

fore God that I had discovered by my

feelings it was still more impossible to re

nounce him than my vocation, and I had

written to tell him so ; but Porpora, who

considered this love as nonsense and folly,

had discovered and burned my letter. I

found Albert dying of a rapid consump

tion, I pledged to him my faith and could

not restore him to life. I saw him upon

his bed of state, madam, dressed like a

lord of olden time, beautiful in the arm!

of death, with a brow as serene as that

of the angel of forgiveness, but I could

not accompany him to his last abode. I

left him surrounded by lighted tapers in

the chapel of Giant's castle under the

guard of Zdenko, that poor crazed proph

et, who extended his hand to me smiling,

and rejoicing at the quiet sleep of his

friend. He, at least, more pious, more

faithful than I, deposited him in the tomb

of his fathers, without understanding that

he would not again rise from that bed of

And I departed, dragged away by

Porpora, a devoted and savage friend, a

paternal but inflexible heart, who cried in

my ears even over the corpse of my hus

band: ‘You appear next Saturday in

the Virtuosi ridiculi.‘ ”

“ Strange vicissitudc, in fact, of an

artist's life!” said the princess, wiping

away a tear, for the Porporina subbed as

she finished her history ; “ but you do not

tell me, dear Consuelo, the most beauti

ful trait of your life, and it was that of

which Supperville informed me with ad

miration. In order not to afflict the old

canoness, and not to depart from your ro—

mantic disinterestedness, you renounced

your titles, your dower, your name; you .

required secrecy on the part of Supper

ville and Porpora, the only witnesses of

that hurried marriage, and you came here

poor as before, Zingarella as ever— ”

“ And artist forever ! ” replied Consue

lo ; “ that is to say, independent, virgin,

and dead to all feeling of love, such in

fine as Porpora incessantly represented

to me the ideal type of the priestess of

the muses. He has carried the day, my

terrible master! And I have now reach

ed the point he desired, but I do not believe

I am more happy, or of more avail. Since

I love no longer and feel myself no longer

capable of love, I feel no more the fire of

inspiration nor the emotions of the stageL

This freezing climate and this court at,

mosphere cast me into a gloomy dejec

tion. The absence of Porpora, the kind

of abandonment in which I am left, and

the wishes of the king, which prolong my

engagement against my will—I can con

fess it to you, can I not, madam! —,

rest!
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“ I ought to have guessed it! Poor

child, people think you proud of the kind

of deference with which the king honors

you; but you are his prisoner and his

slave, as I am, as are his whole family,

his favorites, his soldiers, his pages, his

little dogs. 0 magic of royalty, glory of

great princes! how mean you are in the

eyes of those whose lives are exhausted

in furnishing you with rays of light! But,

dear Consuelo, you have still many things

to tell me, and they are not those which

least interest me. I expect from your

sincerity that you will tell me positively

on what terms you are with my brother,

and I will incite you to it by my own

frankness. Believing you his mistress.

and flattering myself that you could obtain

from him a pardon for Trenck, I sought

you in order to place our cause in your

hands. Now that, thanks to heaven, we

have no need of you for that purpose, and

that I am happy to love you for your

own sake, I believe that you can tell me

every thing without compromising your

self, the more that my brother‘s affairs do

not seem very for advanced with you.”

“ The manner in which you express

yourself on that point, makes me shudder,

madam,” replied Consuelo, becoming

pale. “ It is only a week since I have

heard whispered about me in a serious

manner this pretended inclination of the

king our master for his sad, trembling sub

ject. Until then I had never imagined

anything possible between him and me

but a. cheerful conversation, benevolent on

his part, respectful on my own. He has

professed to me some friendship and a. too

great gratitude for my so natural conduct

at Roswald. But from that to love there

is an abyss, and I really hope he has not

passed it even in thought.”

“ I believe the contrary. He is rough,

teaaing, familiar with you, he speaks to

you as to a little boy, he passes his hand

over your head as over his greyhounds;

he affects before his friends, for some

days past, to be less in love with you than

with any one else. All this proves that

he is in the way to become so. I know

him well; I warn you that in a short

time you will be compelled to decide.

What part will you chaose‘! If you re

sist him, you are lost; if you yield you

are none the less so. What will you do,

in case that happens! ”

“ Neither one nor the other; mad

am; I will do as do his recruits, I will

desert.”

“That is not easy, and I do not wish

it, for I feel strangely attached to you,

and I believe I should put the recruiters

once more_upon your tracks, rather than

see you depart. Come, we will find a

means. The case is serious and requires

reflection. Tell me all that happened af

ter the death of count Albert.”

 

“ Some strange and inexplicable events

in the midst of a sad and monotonous ex

istence. I will relate them as they oc~

curred and perhaps your highncss will as

sist me to understand them.”

“ I will try, on condition that you will

call me Amelia as you did just now. It

is not midnight, and! do not wish to be a

highness until broad daylight to-mor

row.”

The Porporina resumed her narrative

in these terms: “I have already told

madam de Kleist, when she did me the

honor to visit me for the first time, that l

was separated from Porpora at the Prus

sian frontier, on arriving from Bohemia.

I know not even at this day. if my mas

ter‘s passport was irregular, or if the

king had anticipated our arrival by one of

those orders, the rapidity of which seems

marvellous, to forbid to Porpora an en

trance to his kingdom. This thought,

perhaps culpable, struck me at once ; for

I remembered the rough levity and the

grumbling sincerity with which Porpora

defended the honor of Trenck and blam

ed the severity of the king, when at sup

per with count IIoditz, in Moravia, the

king, passing as baron de Kreutz, him

self informed us of the pretended treache

ry of Trcnck, and his confinement at

Glatz—"

“ Indeed,” cried the princess, “ was it

about 'I‘renck that master Porpora dis

pleased the king? ”

“The king has never spoken to me

about it, madam, and I feared to recall it

to him. But it is certain, that, spite of

my prayers, and his majesty's promises,

Porpora has never been recalled.”

“ He never will be,” returned Amelia,

“ for the king forgets nothing, and never

forgives frankness when it wounds his

self-love. The Solomon of the North

hates and persecutes whomsoever doubts

the infallihility of his judgments; espe

cially when they are only a gross inven

tion, an odious pretext to rid himself of.

an enemy. So you may put on mourn

ing my child ; you will never see Porpo

ra at Berlin.”

“In spite of the sorrow [experience

at his absenco,I no longer wish to see

him here, madam; and shall make no

attempts to procure his pardon from the

king. I have this morning received a

letter from my master, informing me of

the reception of an opera of his at the

imperial theatre of Vienna. After a

thousand difficulties he has at last attained

his object, and the piece will be put in

study. I shall therefore rather think

henceforth of joining him than of bring

ing him here; but I fear to be no more

free to depart than I was free not to

come.”

“ What do you mean? ”

“ At the frontier, when I saw my mas

 

 

ter compelled to enter a carriage and to‘

retrace his steps, I wished to accompany

him and to give up my engagement at

Berlin. I was so indignant at the brutal

ity and apparent bad faith of such a re

ception, that I would have paid the for—

feit by working in the sweat of my brow,

rather than penetrate any further into a.

country so despotically governed. But

at the first evidence of my intention I

was ordered by the police officer to enter

another post-chaise which was brought

and got ready in a twinkling; and as I

saw myself surrounded by soldiers quite

determined to compel the to it, I em

braced my master with tears. and allowed

myself to be conducted to Berlin, where

larrived at midnight, overpowered with

fatigue and sorrow. I was deposited

quite near the palace, not far from the

opera, in a pretty house belonging to the

king, and so arranged that I was lodged

there absolutely alone. I found domes—

tics at my orders and a supper prepared.

1 have learned that M. de Poelnitz had

been commanded to have all ready for my

arrival. I was hardly installed, when a

message was sent me from the baron dc

Kreutz to know if I were visible. I has

tened to receive him, impatient to com

plain to him of the reception given to

Porpora and to ask of himareparation.

I therefore pretended not to know that

the baron dc Krentz was Frederick II.

I might be supposed ignorant of it. The

deserter Karl when confessing to me his

project of assassinating him as a high

Prussian officer, had not mentioned his

name, and I had only learned it from the

mouth of count Hoditz, after the king

had left Roswald. He entered with a

smiling and affable air which I had not

seen in him under his incognito. \Vith

his false name, in a foreign country, he

was a little awkward. At Berlin, he

seemed 'to me to have recovered all the

majesty of his part, that is to say, the

protecting bounty ahd generous sweet

ness with which he knows so well on

occasion to adorn his absolute power.

He came towards me with his hand ex

tended, and asked me ifI remembered

having seen him anywhere. ‘ Yes, sir

baron,’ I replied, ‘ and I remember that

you offered and promised me your good

services at Berlin, in case I should have

need of them.’ Then I related to him

with earnestness what had happened to

me at the frontier, and asked him ifI

could not demand of the king a repara

tion for this insult given to an illustrious

master and this constraint exercised upon

myself.

“ ‘ A reparation!’ replied the king,

smiling maliciously, ‘nothing more.—

\Vould M. de Porpora wish to call the

king of Prussia into the lists! and would

mademoiselle Porporina. require perhaps

0
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that he should bend his knee before

her? ’

“ This raillery increased my vexation.

‘ Your majesty may add irony to what I

have already suifered,’ replied I ; ‘ but I

should much prefer having to bless than

to fear you.’

‘ The king shook my arm rather rough

ly: ‘Ah! you play a cunning game,’

said he, fixing his penetrating eyes upon

mine 2 ‘ I thought you simple and full of

candor, and now I see that you knew me

perfectly well at Roswald.’

“‘No, sire,’ I replied, ‘I did not

know you, and would to Heaven I had

never known you ! ’

“‘I cannot say the same,’ replied he

with gentleness; ‘for without you I

should probably have remained in some

ditch of Roswald park. Success in bat

tle is no aegis against the ball of an assas

sin, and I shall never forget that if the

destiny of Prussia is still in my hands, it

is to a good little soul, an enemy of all

cowardly plots, that I owe it. So, my

dear Porporina, your ill-humor will not

make me ungrateful. Be calm, I be

seech you, and tell me exactly what you

complain of, for hitherto I do not under~

stand much about it.’

“ Whether the king only pretended to

know nothing of the matter, or whether

in fact. his police ollicers had thought

they discovered some defect of form in

my master's papers, he listened to my

recital with much attention, and then said

to me with the calm air of a judge who

does not wish to decide too hastily: ‘I

will examine into this and give you a

good account of it; I should be much

surprised if my people had, without reason

sought a quarrel with any traveller en

ordre. There must be some misun

derstanding. I shall know, be assured,

and if any one has exceeded his orders,

he shall be punished.’

“ ‘ Sire, it is not that which I ask. I

ask of you Porpora’s recall.’

“‘ And I promise it to you,’ replied

he. ‘ Now, lay aside that gloomy look,

and tell me how you discovered the secret

of my incognito.’

“Then I conversed freely with the

king, and I found him so good, so ami

able, so bcwitching in his words, that I

forgot all the prejudices I had against

him and only admired his wit at once

judicious and brilliant, his benevolently

easy manners, which lhad not found in

Maria. Theresa; in fine, the delicacy of

his sentiments upon all matters on which

he touched in conversation. ‘ Listen to

me,’ said he as he took his hat to go

away, ‘ I have a piece of friendly advice

to give you on your first arrival; it is, not

to speak to any one of the service

you rendered me, nor of the visit I

have paid you this evening. Although

 
there is nothing that is not very honora

ble for us both in my haste to thank you,

it might occasion a very false idea of the

free and friendly relations I wish to main

tain with you. You would be thought

desirous of what, in court phrase, is

called the favor of the master. You

would be an object of mistrust to some,

of jealousy to others. The smallest in

convenience would be the drawing about

you a crowd of petitioners who would

wish to make you the channel of their

stupid requests; and as you would, with

out doubt, have the good sense not to

wish to play that part, you would be

subjected to their pertinacity or their

enmity.’

“ ‘ I promise your majesty ’ replied I,

to act as you now command me.’

“ ‘ I do not command you, Consuelo,’

returned he; ‘ but I trust in your wisdom

and uprightness. I saw in you, at the

first glance, a beautiful soul and a just

mind : and it is because I wished to make

of you the fine pearl of my department

of the beaux-arts, that I sent, from the

depths of Silesia, the order to provide

you with a carriage at my expense to

bring you from the frontier, as soon as

you presented yourself. It is not my

fault if it was made a sort of travel

ling prison, and if you were separated

from your protector. VVhilo waiting for

his restoration to you,I wish to replace

him, if you consider me worthy of the

same confidence and the same attachment

that you feel for him.’

“ I confess, my dear Amelia, that I was

deeply touched by this paternal language

and this delicate friendship. There was

perhaps mingled with it a little pride;

and the tears came into my eyes, when

the king extended his hand on leaving

me. I had almost kissed it, as was

doubtless my duty; but since I am in a

train to confess,l must say that at the

moment of doing so, I felt seized with

terror and as if paralizcd by the chill of

mistrust. It seemed to me that the king

cajoled me and flattered my self-love, in

order to prevent my mentioning that

scene at Roswald, which might produce

in some minds, an impression contrary to

his policy. It seemed to me that he

feared to be ridiculed for having been

good and grateful towards me. And

then suddenly, in less than a second, I

remembered that terrible military regime

of Prussia, of which baron Trenck bad

minutely informed me; the ferocity of

the recruiters, the misfortunes of Karl,

the captivity of that noble Trenck, which

I attributed to the deliverance of the poor

deserter: the cries of a soldier whom I

had that morning seen beaten, asl passed

through a village; and all that despotic

system which makes the strength and the

glory of the great Frederick.‘ I could no

 
longer hate him personally ; but I already

again saw in him that absolute master,

that natural enemy of simple hearts who

do not understand the necessity of inhu

man laws, and who cannot penetrate the

arcana of empires.”

P A T l E N C E .

rnom THE DUBLIN NATION.

Be patient, 0 be patient! put your ear against

the earth:

Listen there how noiselesst the gem of the

seed has birth;

How noiselessly and gently it upheavea its little

way, '

Till it parts the scarcely broken ground, and the

blade stands up in the day!

Be patient, 0 be patient! the germs of mighty

thought

Must have their silent undergrOwth, must un

der-ground be wrought 3

But as sure as ever there’s a Power that makes

the grass appear,

Our land shall be green with Liberty, the blade

timc shall be here.

Be patient, 0 be patient! go and watch the

wheat ears grow !

So imperceptibly, that ye can mark nor change,

nor throe ;

Day after day, day after day, till the car is

fully grown;

And then, again, day after day, till the ripened

field is brown.

Be patient, 0 be patient! though yet our hopes

are green,

The harvest fields of Freedom shall be crown

ed with the sunny sheen:

Be ripening! be ripening! mature your silent

way,

Till the whole broad land is tongued with fire

on Freedom’s harvest clay.

AN UNPUBLISHED FRAGMENT

0F FOURIER.

Translated from La Democratic Puujique.

Each repast of the day has a special

character, a tone which prevails generally

at the three classes of tables. I will

confine myself to the description of the

Antianne, or first repast, which takes

place in the morning before leaving the

palace.

The Antimnc cannot be made perfectly

regular;— a. beautiful disorder will dis

tinguish it. As the hour of rising will

differ with different persons, the Amie-nae

will be divided into three acts;—there

will be the first Antierme for those groups

which commence their labors very early

in the morning; the grand Antimne for

the mass of the groups, who will appear

an hour later, and the post-Antienne for

those who rise last. The tables will be

renewed at each of the three acts; in

general, every repast will have more or

less this division into three acts.

The grand, central Antienne which

takes place at about five in the morning,

is very gay and very attractive in every

respect. The travellers of distinction
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who have passed the night at the out-post

will usually be presented at the central

Anlt'cnne. The bulletins of news which

have arrived during the night will be

published; there will be announced also

the spectacles prepared by neighboring

Phalanxes, the movements of caravans

approaching the region and the move

ments of industrial armies. Finally there

will be there the reports which have

arrived during the night, whether of the

Congress of Unity sitting on the Bospho

rus, or the inferior Congresses of the

Amazon, the Chesapeake, &c.

The Antiertne is also a second Ex

change : it affords the opportunity of re'c

tifying previous negotiations, as for in

stance, when any of the arrangements of

the previous evening are affected by the

news of the night or by other incidents

subsequent to the holding of the Ex

change. At the Antienne in such cases,

sudden measures are agreed upon.

The combination 0f\lllCSB agreeable

incidents renders the Anticnne a very ir

regular repast, a merry confusion, which

alone would serve to call up at five in the

morning those most inclined to late rising,

even if they were not moved by the desire

of assisting at the sessions of the groups

which commence at the close of the

Antienne and even before. Thus after

the central Antimme hardly an eighth of

the Phalanx are remaining in bed.

In fine weather, the central Antiennc

closes with the minor parade of the morn

ing. Here is a description of it. I sup

pose it takes place at five o’clock.

At a quarter before five a chime of

bells sounds the call for the parade

and the hymn of the dawn. In the

course of five minutes every preparation

for going down is made in the halls of

the Anticnne; on descending, the instru

ments of the musicians, the decorations

of the priests and the officers of the pa

rade are found under the porches. \Vhen

five is struck, the Athlete, Conrad, aged

fourteen, the major on duty, gives the

command to form the groups. I have

before said that the officers of the minor

parade are chosen from the choir of

Athletes; thus the aids of Conrad are

like him thirteen or fourteen years old;

the Athletes, Antenor and Amphion for

the groups of men, and Clorinda and

Galatea for the groups of women.

Amphion and Galatea go on one side

to form the bands of music ; Antenor and

Clorinda to arrange the procession. This

is formed in the following manner.

I suppose there are in all four hundred

persons, men, women, and children, who

make up twenty groups ready to go to

different parts of the domain. The twen

ty standard bearers take their places in

line at regular distances facing the peri

style with their banners before them.

 
  

The musicians] are formed in vocal

and instrumental divisions, with a priest

or priestess at the head of each group.

burning censer, with a child of the same

sex, carrying perfumes, and there is a

hieophant or high—priest between the col

umns of the two sexes. The drums and

trumpets are stationed on the two sides of

the peristyle; the animals and carriages

are drawn up on the sides of the court.

In the centre is the major Conrad, hav

ing beside him his aids, and before him

four children of the choir of Neophytes,

who carry signal flags to transmit the

orders to the telegraph, which repeats

them to the domes of the cltateaux, to

the groups already abroad on the domain,

and to the palaces of the neighboring

Phalanxes.

\‘Vhen all is ready, a roll of the drum

orders silence and the major announces

the salute to God. Then the drums,

trumpets, and all the instruments are

heard; the chimes from every dome sound

also, perfumes fill the air, the waving of

the banners is repeated from the spires

of the palace and of the chatenux; the

groups which have already gone forth

unite in the ceremony, travellers alight,

and caravans before quitting their stations

join in the salute.

The salute lasts but a few moments,

and then the high-priest gives the signal

for the hymn. The priests and priest

esses at the head of the vocal and instru

mental parties chant the prelude and then

the hymn is sung in chorus by all the

groups.

After the hymn is finished the little

Khan orders the roll to be beaten to the

banners, the musicians break their ranks,

lay aside their instruments, and g0 each

to take his place under the ensign of his

industrial group. The procession defiles

in free order and not in regular masses,

for being formed of persons of different

ages from young to old age, it would not

be easy for them to march in line with a

regular step as is done at the grand pa

rade. They arrange themselves in an

artificial disorder; each group takes its

carriages and leading them forward, they

defile before the grand peristyle where

are placed certain dignitaries, a paladin

of the sovereign bearing his escutcheou

if it is the minor parade, and if it is the

grand parade a paladin of the emperor of

unity hearing the cycloidal crescent.

Each group on its passage receives a

salute proportioned to its rank. The

groups of agriculture and masonry which

are first, are saluted with the grand flout-l

ish, equivalent to the drum-beat in the

fields. Thence each goes to its place of

labor.

The hymn to God traverses the globe

 

in different ways; on the day of the

Before the priest or priestess there is a,

 

equinox there is a grand parade at day

dawn, and the spherical hierachy presents

to the rising sun achaia of phalanxes of

two or three thousand leagues, whose

hymns, for twenty-four hours follow each

other around the globe in every longitude

that receives the light. At the two so}

stices, the hymns are chanted at the same

time over the whole globe by the entire

human race, at the instant corresponding

to noon at Constantinople.

 

For the Harbinger.

LETTER 0N. EDUCATION.—N0. Ill.

My Dear: FRIEND,—

In previous letters lhave sketched, in

a very superficial manner, the advantages

which an Association can offer, even in

its earliest stages, for the education of

young persons. The most important part

of the subject, the religious education of

the young, has been omitted entirely. It

is the most difficult and delicate point to

decide upon, and Association thus far has

thrown but little light upon it.

Yet we feel the need of clear convit>

tions upon the subject more even than

does civilization, since the latter has its

system of forms and observanccs in which

the young are drilled, till they have the

address to escape or the docility to accept

them ; but in Association no form is wil

lingly accepted, that has not been renew

ed or recreated by the renewed life

breathed into the sentiments which the

form is meant to clothe, Many who were

first engaged in the Associative move

ment, were persons of religious natures

who so deeply felt the heartlessncss and

coldness of sectarian worship, and the in

adequacy of the mere preaching of the

word to cause a renewal of life,that by

the sincerest action of the religious senti

ment within them, they rejected, if they

did not assail, the Church, the Clergy,

the Word, and the Sabbath, as they now

exist and are understood.

But the religious sentiment has infinite

life: in the new relations of persons in

Association this life expands and becomes

vigorous. It cannot be trained by exter

nal pressure, but if left to its unimpeded

natural action, it sooner or later demands

worship, it demands the sacred rest

and retirement of a holy day, a spiri

tual guide and teacher, and the word

from God to meet and support with its

authority and sanctity the movement of

the spirit within.

None more than those who have been

through such an experience, can appre~

ciate the delicacy and difficulty of appeal

ing by any esternal arrangement or direct

teaching to the religious sentiment in the

soul. The more religious their own na

ture, the deeper and more ardent their

attachment to the new-found forms that

give it expression, the more reluctant will
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they be to incline others to use them pre

maturely, or to hurry them out of a scep

ticism which is often the necessary pause

of the soul, its chrysalis state, the nearest

state to the highest.

Now children, though not conscious

sceptics, are not naturally religious.

Some 1 have known, in the course of a

long experience, perhaps I can more truly

say only one or two, who turned to the

Divine love as the flower turns to the

sun, and thirsted for it and drank it in as

the flower drinks the dew. Rare beings,

who never left the angels, but to come on

messages of love to us, to tell us of their

home: for them this life had not enough

of fragrance, joy and peace, and they

went away when they had finished their

errand of mercy. We could teach them

nothing. The utterance of our dear

bought, stern and colder wisdom, of our

half knowledge would only have imperti

nently interrupted the whispered teach

ings of the angels who gently led them

through the rough paths of their short

pilgrimage. But these are the excep

tions. Children generally, are lost in the

intense action of the senses, which seem

at first to be intended as their sole teach

ers: in their exercise, under favorable

circumstances, the love of beauty is called

out and a perception of external harmo

ny, at the same time that much positive

knowledge is gained of the material

world. They are too busy when healthy,

even to be affectionate: as they rush

along in the plenitude of new-found life,

they will sometimes take our over-flowing

love, but rarely stop to reciprocate it:

they are rich and can do without it ; and

as for a higher love than ours, how can

hearts that have not yet learned to feel

the incompleteness of earthly joys un

linked to those of Heaven, know the need

of that? In every lovely external crea

tion and in "every childish joy God pre

sents himself unseen to them ; and is not

what we term religious education, the

tearing away of the veil which conceals

the divine presence, before the Father is

ready to reveal himself! He also pre

sents himself unseen in the sentiment of

justice, so early awakened in the childish

breast. In tboughtlessness and bustle

these young beings often do injustice, but

they never suffer it to be done unreproved.

To what do these apparently desultory

remarks lead us? Clearly to this; that

we must meet this intense external life

religiously, guardedly, conservatively,

link it to those types of the religious sen

timent which man in his more expanded

state has been inspired to adopt, but

leave the little spark of divine life, which

our Father is feeding hour by hour from

secret sources which we know not of,

unfanned by our rough breath. If you

ask where are these symbols to be found, 5

 

I must answer, nowhere but in the imagi~

nation of the longing worshipper, who

while he is gazing on the New Jerusa

lem, surely to come— catches a glimpse

of a temple more sublime, an altar more

pure, a ritual more gorgeous, than earth

has ever dreamed of.

Meanwhile, what is to be done with

the child'.l Cultivate and refine his taste

for beauty, till he can find no adequate

expression of it, but in just such visions

as the New Jerusalem reveals. Quicken

his sense of justice, till his longings for

its perfect fulfilment can find rest and

content only at the throne of Him who is

prrfertlyjust. Love him till you have

called out the affections of his nature so

strongly that even your love is a poor and

faint and unworthy return for the yearn

ings of his heart. And if there be any

simple rite, any living spoken Word, any

holy guide, sacred enough to meet our

souls in their best state, let him share

their holy influence.

I have here given you, in truthfulness,

my friend, the results of the experience

of a few years’ life — not in Association,

for there is none, but in one of the few

spots where a rude attempt has been

made at a combined effort for a new

social order. Perhaps I have erred in

using the word Association at all, since in

its true sense that word includes all that

Humanity, in its highest state of perfec

tion on earth can give, and I would not

by lightly availing myself of its use, cor

rupt it from its higher sense. Believing

the few first steps in a right direction to

be great gain for those who have been

bruised by the roughnesses of the every

day paths of civilized life, I cherish the

hope that you, with your children, will

soon join our little band, assuring you

that for one devoted to the cause of Uni

versal Unity, a day even in these outer

courts is worth a thousand.

MUASlCAL REVIEW.

Cantus Ecclesirr, or the Sacred C/wrister:

being a collection of Psalm and Hymn

Tunes, Chants, Sentences and Anthems:

comprising a selection of the best stand

ard compositions, and a large number

from the works of Haydn,Handel, Mo

zart, Beethoven, Sarti, Sabbatini, Nau

mann, Graun, Rossini, Donizetli, 46.

together with many original composi

tions b American Authors; and a System o/Il Instruction in Vocal llfusic, by

L. MEIGNEN, Esq.. written expressly

for this work. By W. H. W. DARLEY

and J. C. B. STANDBRKDGE. Third

Edition. Philadelphia: Thomas Cow

perthwait and Co. 1845.

We regard this as a very superior col

lection of church music. Indeed, it may

safely be asserted that compositions of so

much character as the majority of these

show, have never before crept into an

American Psalm Book, if we make the

  
 

 

 

single exception of the “ Beethoven Col

lection” published in New York. And

the Cantu; Ecclesim has the advantage

over that, for practical uses, from the fact

that its arrangements are more simple

and do not task the ordinary voice so

painfully. It has already been in use

sufiiciently long to test its excellence;

and age is a greater recommendation than

novelty, when the article is good.

The first part consists of Psalm and

Hymn tunes, to the number of about two

hundred and fifty. These are well selec

ted : the fact that we are enabled to make

the following classification ofthem, proves

it.

1. There is a gondly number of the

best of the old familiar tunes, such as

Old Hundred, Nuremburg, Surry, Swan

wick, Wareham, Seasons, Hamburg, 82c.

No collection can be complete in itself,

supplying what all seek, who have any

associations of their childhood's sabbath

mingling with the new emotions of a

steadily improving musical taste, if it

omit the best, and best remembered, of

these tunes. They are too far engrained

into such musical organization as Ameri

cans may be said to have, to be entirely

laid upon the shelf; and that they are really

good is proved by their universality. The

present collection seems to have retained

of this class only such as show intrinsic

excellence, and not to have cherished any

Pusey-istic partiality for the vulgar, cant~

ing sort of strains which always formed

too great a part of New England Psalm

ody.

2. Upon this good homely basis are su

perinduced copious draughts from the true

well-heads of song, from the classic com

posers of Europe. Handel, Haydn, Mo

zart, Beethoven, furnish some half a dozen

pieces each. Naumann, Graun, Pleyel,

Hummel, Winter, also appear; Giardini,

Donizetti, &c, of the Italians. These

compositions evidently give the tone to

the collection; the influence of their

style is visible both in the selection: of old

psalmotly, and in the original composi

tions and arrangements of the whole.

This is as it should be; there is more re

ligion in the instrumental Quartettes and

Sonatas from which these classic Psalm

tunes are derived, than the so called Sa

cred music of any but the Catholic church

has ever manifested. Let us draw the

music of our worship from the deepest

fountains, from those who poured out

their inmost lives in music, and who did

not deal with it as a ceremony or as an

amusement merely.

3. The original compositions are not

too many, and not too unworthy of the

high company in which they present

themselves. They display, if not an

equal mastery, at least a reverent congeni

ality, a real disposition to resemble the
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nobler friends with whom they stand.

That is, there is a certain classic leaning

to be perceived in them. Among the

best we notice the compositions of the

late lamented Mr. Carr. The editors

do not intrude themselves so mttch as

modern editors of Psalmody are prone to

do; and what they do contribute is cer

tainly creditable. \Ve notice one name

recurring oftener perhaps than any other,

that of C. Hommanu. \thther he is to

be classed among the “ original compos

ers," the book gives no external evidence.

But judging from the internal evidence,

from the depth, originality and true artist

Iler of his contributions, he should be a

standard classic author, a true German

among Germans. They are decidedly

among the most interesting and expres

sive pieces in the book.

Here are the various elements of a

Psalm book for all tastes, yet with one

pervading tone, of a Psalm book suited to

the times, and bidding fair to last, ming

led in very just proportions. \Ve will

only add that the whole is arranged so as

to be easily read: the accompaniment for

Organ or Piano is written out in full, in

stead of merely a figured Bass; the

poetry, though not remarkable as poetry,

it must be confessed, is not crotvdedly

printed for the sake of giving a number

of verses to each' tune; and generally, the

style in which the Work is got up is gen

erous, beautiful and clear.

Part ll. consists of Chants, Anthems,

Sentences, &c. Here comes the distin

guishing feature of the book, and what

gives it a higher value than a homely

Psalm book even if carried to the perfec

tion of the thing , and that is, a collection

of pieces drawn from the sublime Mas

ses of Mozart, Naumann, Sarti, &0.

They are single movements from the

masses, just an Agnus Dei, or a Sanc

tus, or a Benedirzus, sometimes shortened,

and adapted to English words, mostly

easy enough of execution, and as much

more beautiful and more religious than

our so called Anthems, as are the

Madonnas of a Raphael in comparison

with the stiff family portraits, which so

kill every thought of nature in the house.

The prayer, too, from Rossini’s Moses in

Egypt is to be found here; and a vocal

adaptation of that beautiful solemn melo

dy'in the overture to anpa; also a pas

sage from Beethoven's lovely violin Quart

ette in D; with many other good things.

We only regret the occasional patching

out of one piece with another, as where

a funeral anthem is made by adding to

the few first measures of the stately

Kyrie in Mozart’s Twelfth Mass, a part

of the Agnus from another. With this

exception, we trust that music of this

stamp will become familiar in our church

es. Indeed we know not why our Pro

 

testantism should exclude the real vital

piety of the Catholic worship, the natu

ral religion of the heart which never;

clothed itself in such immortal warmth1

and beauty as in the music of the Mass.

Of the “System of Instruction ” by

Mr. Meigneu, we can only say that it,

seems clear and comprehensive, and Well i

thought out; a good guide for teachers,

who of course must fill in the necessary

amount of exercises at each step at their

own discretion. The exercises here giv

en are necessarily few; but there is one,

in the shape of a Fugue, which is not

absolutely difficult, and which combines

so many of the points of elementary

study in the art of reading music, that it

cannot be practiced too much. W'e are

glad to see something of this truest form

of cotnposition mingled with the musi

cal studentfs very first ideas and habits.

Mr. Meignen drops the American ab

surdity of changing the application of the

Sol‘Fa with every change of key. In his

explanation of the Minor Scale, however,

he gives only one of the several forms,

and that by no means the most philosophi

cal one. It makes pleasanter melody, no

doubt, to make both Sixth and Seventh

sharp ascending, and natural descending;

but the laws of Harmony evide.ntly justify

only the sharp Seventh in bpth cases, with

a long interval between it and the Sixth.
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others’ rights, "and, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless udvcnture, and

comrncrcirtl convulsions all tending to inrpovcrish

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

application ofChristlan principles, of Universal jus

tice and Unchrsttl love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

DL Clulvnrrm.
 

Statement

OF THE “AMERICAN UNION OF A'SSO

CIATIONISTS," WITH REFERENCE TO

RECENT ATTACKS.

Observing with regret, though- without

surprise, that misconceptions, errors, and

calumnies are widely circulated in rela

tion to the doctrines of Association,—

We, the undersigned, Orrrccas or THE

“ AMERICAN UNION or Assocr/t'rromsrs,”

feel bound once again to stale to our

countrymen the real objects which we

have in view.

\Ve are convinced, that the Associative

movement is a Providential one,- that it

 

fulfils the promises so long announced

through ages of conflict and sufi‘ering;

that it opens a new era of justice and

peace; that it practically embodies the

Christian Law of Love, establishes the[

liberties and rights of citizens which have

been sought in vain by legislators in an

cient and modern times, and successfully

 

 

i

completes the reforms which the philan

thropists of all Christian and civilized

lands are proclaiming. Therefore do we

summon all men to hearken to our criti

cisms of existing outrages and misc.

ries, to respond to our appeals for efficient

effort to remove these intolerable wrongs

against Man,—to accept the principles

of the Combined Order of Society, if

they can see them as we do, to be just

and wise, —-and practically to apply them

in hope and truth.

We have consecrated our lives, our

energies and all that we most hold

dear, to the advancement of this great

cause; and while we humbly assume

the responsibilities involved in its ad

vocacy, —- contentedly meet the hard

ships, sacrifices, and difficulties which

necessarily await the pioneers in every

movement of reform, and which are inev

itably proportioned to the magnitude of

the interests concerned, and of the abus

es to be removed; and cheerfully forgive

those, who from whatever motive oppose

and persecute us; we do yet earnestly de

sire that humane and hopeful souls should

not be diverted by ignorance or prejudice,

froma knowledge of the truths which it is

our privilege to announce, or from cot'ipe

ration in the effort, which Providence calls

upon the men of this age and land to

make.

To all who pray for the coming of the

kingdom of God; who long to do HIS will

on cart/r, as it is done in heaven; who

believe in the possibility of human broth

erhood in every relation of society ; who

admit that all men have inalienable rights

to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi

ness; we say, come and let us reason to

gether. If we are right, aid us; if we

are wrong, teach us; but let us all be up

and doing, to put away the abominable

inhumanities which every where disgrace

our professedly Christian communities.

I It is our conviction that the existing

system of society called civilization is

radically false and corrupt in several of

its prominent institutions, and that a re

form ofthis system is laid as a solemn du

ty upon every enlightened people. We

hold that the wrongs and evils, the mise—

ries and crimes which prevail in society,

are but the branches of one great trunk,

which is the social mechanism itself.

We attack not the branches alone, but

aim to lay the axe at the root and to re.

move the whole deadly growth together.

The institutions belonging as elements

to present society which we condemn as

false, corrupting, brutalizing or oppress

sive, and which can only be removed by

an integral reform, are briefly the fol

lowing :

War, or legal and honorable butcher-y,

carried on by nations; Slavery, or the

ownership of man by man ; the system of
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Labor for \Vages or the slavery of Capi

tal; the existing wasteful, complicated

and fraudulent system of Commerce;

free, anarchical Competition, with its ha~

treds, jealousies, frauds and lies; the

monopoly of the Soil, and of Machin

ery; Paupcrism; Prostitution, and all

approximations to it, such as mer

cenary marriages, and legalized impuri

ty; the present defective methods of Ed~

ucation, and unequal opportunities of the

same; the repugnant and degrading sys

tem of Labor, which lies at the founda

tion of slavery, idlenes, physical debili

ty and disease, and general poverty in

society; the universal CONFLICT or Irv

TERESTS and HOSTILITY or CLASSES.

in place of.all these we aim to estab

lish a new SOCIAL ORDER which shall

create abundant riches, and distribute

them according to the laws of Justice;

which shall banish poverty and pauper

ism, and the miseries to which they give

rise forever from the earth; which shall

associate the interests of all classes, and

destroy in their very source, the causes

of selfishness, antagonism, fraud, litiga

tion and crime; which shall secure to ev

ery child the benefits of a complete mor

al,intellectual and physical development;

which shall break the chains of the slave

and the fetters of want and starvation

that bind the hireling; which shall ban

ish idleness from society by so organiz

ing Industry as to dignify it and render

it ATTRACTIVE; which shall secure an

honorable and congenial sphere of activ

ity in industry, and the arts and sciences

to Woman, together with pecuniary inde

pendence and the enjoyment of equal

rights with man, which alone can remove

prostitution and venal marriages effectu

ally from the world; which shall render

the health ofthe body, and a true devel

opment and harmonious action of all the

faculties and passions of the soul, which

constitute happiness, the general rule

instead of the exception as they now

are; which shall establish an enlightened

and philanthropic public opinion that

will honestly examine and accept new

ideas, new discoveries and plans of

improvement; and which in short shall

base the presperity, liberty, and peace of

nations upon a true and sure foundation.

Thus we propose to reform society and

lay earnest and resolute, though patient

and conciliatory hands on the barbarian

institutions which civilized man has too

long tolerated and against which the con

science and judgment of Christendom cry

aloud.

But there are other institutions of mod

ern society which we leave untouched,—

whose beneficial influences we recognize,

and whose tendencies to a higher good

should be developed and perfected, while

at the same time we are assured that if

 

any radical changes are to take place in

them they will be accomplished by other

men than those of the present times; the

chief of these institutions are the Chris

tian Church, Marriage, and Representa

tive Government.

Thus in relation to the church, we be

lieve that the time is approaching when

the scattered and hostile sects into

which it is divided, will be brought into

the same fold, and one Universal

Church will be established on the earth.

But. we have, as a body, no idea whatev

er of undertaking the reform necessary to

effect this result; that work lies out of'our

sphere; we leave it to the future. But

still we do not hesitate to declare

that it cannot be brought about while

discord and selfishness are the fun

damental laws of society, and we call up

on Christians of every sect to be more

true to their professions. “ Ifa man love

not his brother whom he hath seen, how

can he love God whom he hath not

seen!”

And so with regard to Marriage; we

hold that it is the most sacred and im

portant of existing social ties, and thus

that it is the pivot on which the order of,

society depends. Accordingly our posi

tion is that the existing institution is to

be maintained in its greatest possible dig

nity and purity. We believe that with

the establishment of Tnu'ru and Jus'rrcs

in the practical affairs of society; with

the abolition of poverty, and with the

guarantee of pecuniary independence

to all persons, the most fatal temptations

to debase and profane this relation will

be removed, and that mercenary marriages

and other legalized prostitution, with the

loathsome dens and stews that are tole

rated in the midst of the most virtuous

and religious communities, and the de

grading and brutish habits which make

society a hell, will disappear. But to

purer and nobler generations, more up

right, honorable, and generous, we leave

all legislation on this subject. It is for us

to maintain the institution inviolable. Nev

ertheless we shall not refrain from the duty

of exposing in thc~strougest colors the

meanness, the shameless iniquity and cor

ruption on the one hand, and the bitter,

life-consuming sorrows on the other,

which prevail in this relation throughout

society. _

The system of Representative Govern

ment, it is hardly necessary to say, we

regard as the greatest step of modern

political improvement. WVe believe that

it embodies a part at least of the idea of

human liberty, and that it is one of the

chief instrumentalities by which Provi

dence is working out its purposes of good

in the present epoch.

So far from aiming at the destruction

of either of these institutions, we regard

v their preservation as an indispensable

condition of the reform to which we are

devoted. Our work consists in the Organ

ization of Industry upon true principles, so

as to bring about a great increase ofproduc

tion or real wealth, and to distribute it with

exact justice; in the establishment of an

economical and equitable system of com

merce; and in the guarantee to every

human being of the essential and inaliena

ble rights of Man, which are the right to

Integral Education, the right to Labor,

and the right to the fruit thereof. This

work we claim to be the completion of

the vital movement of the American

Revolution, and the application in practice

of the morality of the Saviour, “Do ye

unto others as ye would that they should

do unto you."

Thus we humbly conceive ourselves to

be engaged in the cause of Human Pro

gress, and laboring for an object sacred

in the eyes of God and good men, the

elevation of Humanity. To this cause

great and generous souls of all ages have

devoted themselves. For the good of the

Race they have given their lives in

faithful thought or heroic action; never

doubting that the day of deliverance would

come, they have passed serenely from

the stage, leaving for our instruction their

sufferings, their deeds and their words.

To all these noble spirits we acknowledge

our debt as members of the human family.

\Ve revere their memory and look in their

teachings for indications of necdful truth

and of present duty.

Preé'minent among these men in our

view, is CHARLES FOURIER, a genius

raised up in these modern times. Espe

cially do we look upon him with gratitude

and satisfaction, because, unlike many

other thinkers, he descended from univer

sal and abstract ideas into the sphere of

primary, practical necessities, the sphere

of Labor. He is the first man of science

who has conceived that the law of Order

which works the harmony of the material

universe and holds the planets balanced

in their orbits, was destined by the be

neficent Creator to prevail in the industry

of man. This law he calls the Series,

and he teaches that Labor should be or

ganized in accordance with it. The

Organization of Labor in the associated

township, according to the Series, is

briefly what we, as a body, accept from

his writings; and on the realization of

this measure we are assured that the

safety and progress of society now de

pend. As to Fourier’s theories of Mar

riage, of Cosmogony, and the Immortality

of the Soul, we do not accept them, and

this is the position which the Associative

School in this country and in Europe,

have always taken and never varied from.

As men laboring in behalf of a Social

Reform which we hold to be the cause of
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God and of Humanity, and the Mission

of the Nineteenth Century, we seek for

Truth wherever it is to be found, and by

whomsoever it is put forth. \Ve consider

Fourier as a servant of this cause, and

not as its master, and take from him such

parts of his system as he has demonstrated

to our understandings, and no others.

A word in regard to our mode of action.

All great reforms in the past have been

accomplished by revolutions, violence, or

destruction. Measures even of compara

tive unimportance, like reform in the

tarifi' or currency, are effected only by in

furiated party confiicts,and produce revul

sions in industry and commerce that cause

the ruin of thousands.

Every such procedure we condemn as

characteristic of complete ignorance as to

the science of society, and the true prin

ciples of social progress.

The plan we propose, while it is strict

ly scientific, is at the same time peaceful

and conservative. We wish to test our

doctrines in the organization of a single

township. \Vith a less number of per—

sons than may be found in an ordinary

township, we can make an experiment of

our views, in the establishment of a

Model Association. \Ve believe that we

can so arrange manual and other industry,

as to render it all honorable and attractive,

and abridge a multitude of repulsive, un

wholesome, and degrading labors; that

we can introduce a system of combined

architecture, and effect vast economies in

modes of living; that we can establish a

just division of profits; guarantee con

genial spheres of employment, and a true

social position to every person; extend

equal opportunities of education to all;

bring about unity of interests and general

co-operation, and place the social relations

of the people on a footing of truth, honor,

justice, equal rights, and active benevo

lence.

Thus in one local, practical experiment,

made scientifically on a small scale and

not affecting the general interests of soci

ety as much as a single election in some

of our cities, we propose a final proof of

our method of Association. If it succeeds

on this scale, as all larger political divi

sions are but the repetition of the town

ship, there will be no difiieulty in its

universal application, to the unspeakable

benefit of society and of every being in

it. If it fails, though we shall not give

up our faith in the Divine Providence, or

in the Better Future of Humanity, we

shall be the first to abandon this plan and

to seek for other and better modes.

Let it not be said that the failure of the

incomplete experiments which have been I

attempted, demonstrates the impractica

bility ofour method; they have not one of

them had the first requisites of a true

Association, and not one has in any mea

sure attempted the application ofthc Serial

Law to Industry, which, as we have said,

is the essential thing in the plan we ad

vocate.

We submit our principles, our purposes,

and our methods, to the calm and honest

judgment of our countrymen, with little.

fear but that they will do us justice.

And in the name of God and of Human

ity, we call upon those who presume to

attribute to us the worst of motives, not

to overlook the present condition and pros

pects ofsociety. With a moneyed Feudal

ism usurping the control of productive la

bor, and converting freemen into serfs; with

the growing frauds, virulence and debas

ing influences of political contests; with

pauperism, prostitution, and unntterable

abominations increasing over the earth,

as men, as Americans, as Christians, they

cannot be silent or inactive. Let them

discover a remedy for these evils, and

with earnestness apply it; let them find a

means of embodying the spirit of Chris

tianity in the relations of men; let them

put the doctrines of human brotherhood

which Christ taught, into the institutions

of society and the deeds ofdaily life, and

our humble gratitude will be added to the

joy in heaven and the benedictions of

mankind. But if they do it not, these

are the words of their condemnation: “I

was a hungered, and ye gave me no meat;

I was thirsty, and ye gave me no drink ;

I was a stranger, and ye took me not in;

naked, and ye clothed me not; sick, and

in prison, and ye visited me not.”
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" H. H. VAN AMRIINGE,

\V. H. CHANNING, Dom. C01. 8083/.

"‘ PARKE GODVVIN, For. Cor. Scc’y.

" JAMES T. FISHER, Rec. Sec’y.

FRANCIS GEO. SHAW, Treasurer.

GEORGE RIPLEY, Director.
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ALBERT BRISBANE,
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Nora. The gentlemen whose names are

lmarked with a ' have, of necessity, not been'

consulted in the preparation of the foregoing

statement, but as there is no doubt of their

assent to it, there has been no hesitation in aflix

ing their names.
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CINCINNATI AUXILIARY SOCIETY. It

 

gives us great pleasure to learn that our

friends in Cincinnati have promptly acted

on the suggestion lately made, to form

Societies Azuz'liary to the American Union

of Associationists; this is the true way to

 

 

strengthen our hands and lend efficient aid

to the cause of Association. \Ve trust

that the example of our Cincinnati friends

will be followed wherever a few persons

interested in Social Reform can be gath

ered together; their fellowship and inter

change of thoughts cannot fail to be bene

ficial, and by their united effort they can

accomplish much which must otherwise

remain unatternpted. Every society can

become a centre of propagation, at a tri~

fiing expense to its members, by estab

lishing a library of works on Association,

distributing papers and tracts, and arrang

ing for lectures to the people. Let our

friends every where feel this incumbent on

them; they can thus do a great deal for the

cause and speed the day of the final tri

umph of Associative principles.

The Society at Cincinnati will hold

weekly meetings for discussion. The

following gentlemen have been apppoint

ed otlicers :

CHRISTIAN DquLIIsoN, Prestdenl.

BENJAMIN URNER, Vice President.

\VILLIAI R. Flynn, Treasurer.

J. B. RUSSELL, Corresponding Secretary.

Emits LONGIJZY, Recording Secretary.

N. R ltlmnmr,

R. CLAssoN, Executive Committee.

J. Bus N,

THE NEW YORK OBSERVER 0N ASSO

CIATION.

\Ve have hitherto taken no part in the

controversy, in which a portion of the

New York Press is now engaged with

the Editor of the Tribune, on the subject

of Association. The discussion, as con

ducted in New York is, perhaps, of too

personal a character to require our atten

tion; and no one who reads the Tri

bone, and perceives the admirable

strength and calmness with which its Ed

itor meets assaults, that display less of

the wisdom of the serpent than the poison

of the asp, can suppose that he needs the

slightest support from friendship or sym

pathy. The Editors of the New York

prints who have thought to immolate Mr.

Greeley, under the pretence of attacking

the Social Reform, which is now arousing

the attention of this country, will find it

no white day, in which they commenced

the warfare. That gentleman is too well

known for his transparent purity of pur

pose, his generous devotion to the wel

fare of society, his disinterested zeal for

the cause of Humanity, and the energy,

courage, and fidelity with which he em

ploys transcendent intellectual endow

ments for the promotion of truth and jus

tice, to suffer, either in his reputation or his

repose, from the most envenomed shafts

that malignity and prejudice can direct

against his spotless fame. They will on

ly recoil against the breasts from which

they came, and which, if common report
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can be at all trusted, are by no means

cased in armor of impenetrable proof.

But we have no desire, for ourselves,

to consider this controversy in a personal

point of view; we will not dispute the

privilege of the Courier and Enquirer,

the Erpress, and the ()lrservcr,— the mys

tic triad of the latest Iloly Alliance,— to

air their vocabulary of insult and abuse,

in misrepresenting Association ; they may

pour forth the unclean vessels of their

wrath, in any way in which their own ex

quisite taste may dictate, without remon

strance or comment from us; but when

they presume to enter the sphere of prin

ciples, and to discuss the general position

and character of the great Associative

movement, which is to form the salient

point in the history of this nineteenth

century, we hold it our duty to meet

 

quent stage of the discussion, introduces

an extract from a work of Fourier him

self, as an evidence to support the truth

of its accusations.

The whole argument of the Observer

against Association is resolved into the

assertion, that the design which it charg

es upon it was an essential element in the

system of Fourier. With a little more

logic and a little less rhetoric, the Editor

antagonism, with its retinue of oppres

sions, frauds, carnage, poverty, and un

mitigated wretchedness, was in violation

of the divine spirit of Christianity, the

true intent of our Republican institu

tions, and the essential tendencies and de

mands of human nature. The only suffi

cient remedy for all these monstrous evils,

i as they were convinced, was to be found

in the establishment of true social rela
i

would have perceived that three tliingsitions, based on the principles of united

were essential to the validity of this argu- ‘ interests, instead of competition, seeking

ment. 1. That Fourier advocated the,wealth by combined, systematic industry

abolition of the marriage institution. 2. instead of rapacious, fraudulent specula

That this is an essential element in his tions, and enjoying the economies of do

system of industrial reform. 3. That it mestic arrangements on a large scale by

is accepted, as a part of their design by t combined families instead of the extrava

the Associationists in this country. Nei-lgance and waste of the isolated house

ther of these points has been made out by I hold.

, the Observer; and the third, the tnost im

them face to face. and by the repetition,— ' portant of them all to the success of his

if "66d be. for lhe thousandlh time, —0f argument, he has not touched upon at all;

fuel-5i WhiCh ought to be familiar to every I which omission vitiates whatever reason

one who undertakes to speak on this sub ing his articles may contain, and author

ject, to guard the cause, which is more izes us in set them aside as altogether

sacred to us than life, from mlStlnder-,\vnflhiess_

mnding and unjust reproach. We will now supply the omission and

We shall, at present, confine ourselves , stare '

to the statements of the Observer, and we, The relalion of the American Associa

trust no one will regard the temperate-'tioniu; 10 the Syslcm of Fourier. The

11853 Of our diSCUSSiOnf as 3- P")Gr 0" 0\ll"movcment in favor of a Social Reform

blindness to the vulgarity, impertinence, by an improved organization of Industry,

ahd smPidily 0f i's ammks- “76 use has been gradually preparing in this coun

these words merely as an intellectual try for the last ten or fifteen years, It

criticism on the character of its articles, ‘ grew out of the convictions of many de

without the slightest sense of outragedi‘vored and earnest minds,-lab01ing in

feelings; and to Show lhat 0“? PBYBBP-gdifl'erent spheres of action and thought,

tions of moral obliquity are not blunted'_mgarding society from different points

by the calm confidence in truth “'iih of viewy—in “105], instances, un

we mcct it! manifestation. If “'0 knnwn to each other’._ and without pug

abstain from such personalities, as abound vious union or concert, arriving almost si

in the ankles 0f the Observer, it is he- I multaneously at the same conclusions in

cause we feel that they are unworthy ofii-egard to the existing relations of labor,

but cause, and can cheerfully leave their the falseness or imperfection of most of

use to disputants who find them essential our present social institutions, and the

t0 thEil' success- need of a radical, uncompromising, uni

The sum total of the charge brought'vergal reform.

against Association, expressed in the‘ They perceived that the most oppress

shortest manner is, that it designs tojire evils, by which modern society is

l

 

abolish the institution of marriage, and ' burdened, proceeded from the present sys

introduce a. system of universal licentious

nesa in the intercourse of the SEXBS..1-angement3 of business, and the intense

“ The Asscciationists, under the pretence devotion to the acquisition of wealth as,

I tem of unrestricted competition in the ar-l

of a desire to promote order and morals,

design to overthrow the marriage institu

tion, and in the place of the divine law to

substitute the ‘passions’ as the proper

regulator of the intercourse of the sexes."

“ They are secretly and industriously

aiming to destroy the foundations of socie-I

ty, and to introduce a system in which

the most unrestrained indulgence of the

sensual passions is enjoyed and sanctified

by the name of virtue."

In proof of these assertions, the Observ

er quotes certain passages from the writ

ings of Albert Brisbane, as illustrative of

the doctrine of Fourier; and at a subse

‘its inevitable result. They saw every;

where the rights of labor crushed by the

tyranny of capital; the claims of private

gain made paramount to the promotion

of the common good; the accumulation

;of money deemed more important than the

elevation of man; and a foul and loath

some spirit of selfishness, with worship of

imammon, and lust of lucre, creeping ov

icr the heart of the nation, which called

ifor more cffectual measures to arrest its

ipt'ogress than indignant protest, moral

1 exhortation, or sentimental whinings.

i In their view, the present organization

lof society, founded on the principle of

 

i The idea of the two first attempts at

i Associated life in this country (independ

ent of those aiming at the establishment

iof a community of property, with which

we have no concern,) was the result of

these convictions, without reference to the

system of Fourier, and even without the

knowledge of its existence. At a subse

quent period of the movement, the atten

tion of the public was called to the dis

coveries of Fourier in the laws of social

organization, by the publication of Mr.

Brisbane‘s Exposition of his doctrines,

and it was natural and unavoidable that

many of those who for years had been

deeply interested in the question of a So

cial Reform, should welcome the brilliant

lights thus presented, as a guide in

the obscure and tangled paths, which

they had attempted to penetrate without

aid.

The announcement of Fourier’s discov

eries gave a new impulse to the move

ment. It aroused the minds of many

who had heretofore been indifferent to

the subject : and strengthened the convic

tions of others, who had long perceived

the necessity of a social reform. It tend

ed to concentrate the vague aspirations

which had been indulged, on a plan of

practical operation, and to give scientific

precision and symmetry to hopes, that

had rested only on instinct. With an in

creasing knowledge of Fourier’s princi

ples as to the organization of labor, and the

harmony of the passions, the vastness

land grandeur of his system were more

;thoroughly appreciated; the advocates of

isocial reform were more and more per

lsnaded that his doctrine of attractive in_

ldustry was the condition of all genuine
lprogress; the power and acuteness of his

criticisms on the present order of society

excited an irresistible influence; and his

lsystcm of social harmony, uniting the

‘lofticst conceptions with the minutest

details, and founded on strict scientific au

alyses, awakened a strong and enthusiast

E ic desire to submit his principles in regard
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to the arrangement of industry, to the he not admire the religious sublimity of

test ofa practical experiment. the Hebrew minstrel, without adopting

This is a brief and simple statement of the domestic relations of the Hebrew

the whole matter. The Associationists‘monarchl

of this country are laboring for a Social ; body of Associationists in our land the:

Reform on the principles of joint-stockl

property, attractive industry, unity of in

terests, and mutual guarantees.

revere Fourier as a great discoverer in

social science; they accept the results of

his investigation, so far as they accord

with their own sense of truth; but they

do not acknowledge his authority as their

master; they do not court a dominion ov

er their minds which he never claimed;

nor do they by any means hold them

selves responsible for any portion of his

system, which they have not publicly

avowed and defended. This ground is

the one which they have always taken,'

and to charge them with responsibility

for all the descriptions and doctrines that

may be found in the voluminous writings

of Fourier, is treating them with the

grossest injustice and betrays a complete

ignorance of the whole movement.

We defy the Observer to bring forward

the slightest proof that the views which

it has ascribed to Fourier on the aboli

tion of marriage, have ever been received

by the Associatiouists of this country.

We will not stop here to inquire how

far it has given a correct representation

They

 

If so, let him do the great

jnstice'to believe that the acceptance of

Fourier's principles of industrial reform

by no means involves the admiracy of his

doctrines on the marriage institution.

\Ve do not happen to have in hand the

protest referred to, which was published

in the Tribune, we think in 1812, but if

documentary evidence be wanting to con

firm our statements, we present the fol

lowing eirtracts from the proceedings of

the public meetings of Asociationists,

which are decisive in the matter.

The first is a. Resolution, adopted at a

General Convention of Associationists in

New York, 1844.

“ Resolved, 6th. That the NAME, which in

this first Annual Convention of the Friends of

Assoeiation, based upon the Truths of Social

Science discovered by Charles Fourier, we adopt

for ourselves, recommend to those who through

out the country would co-opcratc with us, and

by which we desire to be always designated,

is, THE Assocu'rrosrs'rs or 'nre Uivr-rr-zn

S'rn'rss or AMERICA. \Vc do not call our

selves Foun'erisis for the two following reasons '.

lst. Charles Fourier often and earnestly pro

tested in advance against giving the name of any

i individual man to the Social Science, which he

: humbly believed to be, and rcverently taught as a

discovery of the Elrrmrl Laws qur'vr'ne Justice,

or Fourier} ideas on ‘he sublem" Bu‘ i established and made known by the CREATOR.

we demand or it, by all the laws Of‘Qd, “'hilc we honor the magnanirnity,consum

conscience, honor, and morality, to which

it professes such a profound attachment,

either to substantiate its accusation or to

retract it. It well knows that the for

mer cannot be done or it would have

done it already. It well knows that the

passages it quotes from Mr. Brisbane, in

support of its charge, so far from lend

ing it the least aid, effectually refute it.

It knows, if it knows anything of the

matter, and if it does not, it ought to

hold its peace forever on the subject,

that the American Associationists, both

collectively and individually, have ex

pressly disclaimcd all responsibility for

Fourier’s theories, except so far as they

relate to the organization of attractive in

dustry, and that the very extract which

it parades, with an air of such trium

phant exultation, has been publicly pro

tested against, under their own names

many years since, by the leading Asso

ciationists in this country. The position

which they held at that time, they have

held from the beginning, they have held

it ever since, they hold it now; and the

attempt to drag them before the tribunal

of popular credulity and prejudice is a no

less infamous prooeduro than if one were

to assert that the Editor of the Observer

possesses seven wives, and concubines

at discretion, because he reveres the piety

and beauty of the Psalms of David. Can

mate ability, and dcvotedness of this good and

wise man, and gratefully acknowledge our belief

that he has been the melns, undcr Providence,

of giving to his fellow men a clue which may

lead us out front our actual Scientific and So

cial labyrinth, yet we do not receive all the

parts of his theories, which in the publications

of the Fourier school are denominated ‘ Conjec

tural’—bccause Fourier gives them as specu

lations —hecause we do not in all respects un

derstand his meaning—and because there are

parts which individually we REJECT; and we

hold ourselves not only free, but in duty bound,

to seek and obey Ttw'rn wherever rcvcolrd in

the word of God, the Reason of Humanin

and the Order a Nature.”

The second is a Resolution passed at

the first meeting of the American Union

of Associationists, held in Boston, in the

month of May last.

“ V1]. Resolved, That we hold it our duty, as

seekers of the practical unity of the race, to

accept every light afforded by the providential

men whom God has raised up, without com

mitting ourselves blindly to the guidance of any

am, or speaking or acting in the name of any

man ;— that we recognize the invaluable worth

of the discoveries of Charles Fourier in the

Science ofSociety, the harmony of that Science

with all the vital truths of Christianity, and the

promise it holds out of a material condition of

life wherein alone the spirit of Christ can dwell

in all its fulness;—but “Fourierish” we are

not, and cannot consent to be called, because

Fourier is only one among the great teachers of

mankind; because many of his assertions are

 

concerning spheres of thought which exceed

1

 

our present ability to test, and of_which it would

be prcsumption for us to affirm with confidence;

and because we regard this as a holy and

providential movement, independent of every

linerely individual influence or guidance, the

sure and gradual evolving of Man’s great unitary

destiny in the Ages."

We [told the Observer, accordingly, to

the responsibility of charging men with

opinions which they have formally and

expressly disclaimed,—-and this with a

view of exposing them to public obloquy,

as the advocates of a great and beneficent

reform. To use is own language, “ we

nail this base coin to his forehead,” and

let him stand as a convicted calumniator.

There is only one plea by which he can

escape the position in which we have

placed him, and that is, that Fourier's

views of the relations of the sexes are

inseparably connected with his system of

industrial reform.

\Ve shall examine this point at our

leisure.

THE ORGANIZATION OF LABOR-N0. IV.

Modern Civilization is tending rapidly

to a Commercial or Industrial Feudalism,

which will bring the world under the

control of a new Power, establish a new

tyranny, and lead the civilized order into

a feudal system, the counterpart of that

which prevailed at its commencement.

Of all the political catastrophies which

the people and honorable men among

their leaders should endeavor to avoid,

this is the greatest and most threatening.

As this subject is entirely new, let us

take it up with some regularity, but as

briefly as possible. .

Society, like a man, is subject to growth

and decline, and in this ascending and de

scending movement, goes through four

successive ages or phases, Infancy, Youth,

Manhood, and Old Age, each having differ

ent characteristics. In fact, this is a law,

applicable to all organized and living bod

ies; every thing that lives and grows, has

its ascending and descending movement,

with its different ages or phases, and

forms in one sense a circle, returning to a

state much resembling that from which it

started. Upon this law of movement is

based another law, that of the Contact of

Extremes, which is a very useful guide

in studying the important question of

social progress, and the tendency of an

order of society such as Civilization or

any other. The figures on the face of a

clock, afford us a familiar illustration of

this movement in a circle, and of the con

tact of extremes, the smallest figure, I,

being nearest the largest, 12.

All things move in a circle, but the

circle is progressive, like that formed by a

wheel rolling on a plane or, like a spiral.

Extreme old age, which at the close of

life, is familiarly called a second infancy,

and possesses many characteristics of its
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opposite extreme. Thus the life of man in their social infancy.

forms a circle, though progressing onward

towards a new destiny. Each day is a

circle, and twilight is a repetition of the

dawn. The gamut of sounds is a circle,

taking Do as the key note, at the seventh

note, St, a progress has been made which

brings its sound to hold very nearly the

relation to Do that Rs does, the first

above it, and the eighth note or octave, is

in perfect identity or unison with it, thus

making the circle complete, but with an

ascending or descending movement in

pitch. The gamut of colors forms a sim

ilar circle. Starting from violet, we as—

cend through indigo, azure, green, to

yellow, and descend by orange to crimson,

which is a neighboring tint, and much

nearer to it than green or yellow.

The same law applies to society, which

is a living, progressive organism. ‘It

forms an ascending movement, comprising

infancy and growth; and a descending

movement, comprising decline and old

age. There is a period of apogee, which

forms tlte centre or pivot of the progres

sive series. These two movements are

divided,as we stated, into four phases,

and according to~the law of contact of

extremes, the fourth phase resembles

the first, and reproduces in an inverse

form, its leading characteristics. The

termination of one society leads to the

next higher; the termination of Civiliza

tion leads to Guarantism, as Barbarism

leads to Civilization, and Patriarchalism

to Barbarism.

We must not make a partial or errone

ous application of analogy, and suppose

that the close of one society leads to so

cial death or extinction like the close of

life in man ; the life of man is to be com

pared to the whole career of the social

life of Mankind on earth, and the different

societies, like the Savage, Patriarchal,

Barbarian, Civilized, Guarantism, the

Combined Order, are but links in this

great whole. The closing of the career

of one is but the transition to the next

higher. The social career of mankind is

to come in a. future period to a close, like

the life of aman. Nothing in the uni

verse is exempted from this law; every

thing that lives is subject to birth, growth,

apogee, decline, death. Every thing is a

Series, moving in a progressive circle,

with abeginning and an end, which are

transitions from a past to a future exist

ence. Birth and death are the principle

of variety and change, of life and move

ment in the universe; without them, it

would become petrified, stagnant, dead.

The universe is an infinite circle of infi

nitely progressive series or lesser circles,

and the least is an image or emblem, al

though more or less abridged, of the

infinite one.

Mankind, taken collectively, are now

The most

advanced nations have passed through

three false or preliminary societies, the

Savage, Patriarchal, and Barbarian, and

the greater part of the fourth, called

Civilization. During the course of these

societies, Humanity has been in a state

of wI/cdive weakness and poverty, from

ithe want of a full development and true

organization of industry; and in a state

‘ of col/arrive ignorance, from the want of a

knowledge of the sciences and the law's

of nature.

We do not say individual weakness and

poverty, because men as individuals,

in these false societies, approximate in

strength to those of the true societies,

which are to follow. The Savage, for

example, is as strong or stronger than the

civilized tnan, but how much more power

ful is the latter by the devclopmcnt ofindus

try and the arts;—in travelling, for exam

ple, by the rail-road, by which the weakest

civilized man can go ten times as far in a

day as the strongest savage; in war by

the caution; in production, by the ma

chine which does the work of thousands.

la science, the school boy of the present

day, knows more of astronomy than did

Plato, although far inferior in individual

genius. Mankind are just now beginning

to enjoy the advantage of collective

knowledge, by their progress in the pos

itive sciences. The greatest of the sci

ences, that of society, is only wanting to

them to enable them to organize a true

Social Order and enter into a. state of

collective prosperity and happiness.

It is this collective weakness or want

of industry, and this collective ignorance

or want of knowledge, which are the

causes of the errors mankind have com

mitted, and which have entailed upon

them the calamities they cudure.‘

The most advanced nations or members

of the human family, those of Europe

and America, are in the fourth false soci

jcty, called Civilization, based upon inco

, herent individual action and isolated fam

ilies. The basis of the true societies

will be combined collective action, and

association .

The most advanced of the Civilized

nations, like France, England, the United

 

 

 

" They may be summed up under nine heads:

1. “"ar of all kinds, religious, political, and

industrial.

2. Poverltly, internal and external; individual

and nation .

3. Fraud and extortion of every variety—finan

cial, commercial, and so forth.

4. Oppression and ny—religious, polit

iml, domestic or familial, and industrial.

5. Neglect and ravage of the earth's surface,

and derangement of climate.

6. Diseases artificially produced, like the

plague, cholera, small pox and others.

7. Circle of error with slow and sufi'ering pro

gress, and without an opening for improvements

and inventions.

- Universal Selfislmess and Distrust.
PM“ 3 Duplicify of Social Action.

 

  

States, are at the close ofthe third phasis

of Civilization, and tending rapidly to the

fourth. This last phasis will be one of

great sufl'ering and degradation, and

should be avoided if possible.

A change can take place from a lower

to a higher society as soon as the former

has attained its apogee or maturity, which

is its central or pivotal epoch. Pivots

can serve for transitions as well as ex

tremes. Civilization had attained the

characteristics of its apogee, which are

the nautical art, and experimental chem

istry, in the middle of the eighteenth

century: since then it has rapidly declined

into the third phasis, and is now sinking

into the fourth, with a Commercial Feu

dalism as its leading feature.

If the statesmen of Civilization were

men of progress and large views, they

would make use of all the materials now

accumulating in society, which, in the

hands of the great capitalists, bankers,

and merchants, are destined to lead to

a Commercial Feudalism, in the organiza

tion of Industry upon principles ofjustice,

instead of its present basis—incoherent

individual action, monopolies de facto,

anarchic-11 competition, and the suprem

acy of capital over labor and talent.

The materials, which the present

phasis of Civilization is developing, are,

among others, labor-saving machinery,

banks, incorporated joint-stock companies,

trust companies, insurance companies,

national crodiP, and means of extended

communication, like rail-roads and canals.

Machinery and corporate companies are

leading to the establishment of vast in

dustrial gallies, such as large manufactu

ries, where the people in different coun

tries toil from twelve to sixteen hours a

day, (thirteen in New England,) in con

fined rooms, to enrich the owners of the

machinery. These powerful corporations

are fairly introducing the Industrial Feu—

dalism into manufactures, and have ren

dered the laboring classes who are desti

tute of the implements of production, as

completely dependant upon them as were

the serfs of old upon the great Barons.

The trust, and other companies for

loaning money on real estate, are accumu

lating mortgages upon the landed property

of the country, and are preparing the

way for the extension of the Feudalism

to Agriculture, when agricultural ma

chinery is discovered, or when manufac

tures are completely organized.

National credit is prostituted to ne—

farious purposes, to carry out the

schemes of political intriguers at the

head of governments, and to enrich the

vampires of finance, the great stock-job—

bers of Civilization, or the gamblers in

the public funds, who absorb in their

parasitic operations an enormous amount

of the product of useful and honorable
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Industry. Vl’ise statesmen would, to a

moderate extent at least, have made use

ofthis collective credit, to aid in organizing

Labor upon a true basis; that is, for the

advantage of the whole people, and not

of a few capitalists alone.

The ORGANIZATION or LABOR would -

form an entrance into a new Social Order,

to which we give the name of Guaranlism,

because in it will be established a general

system of guarantees,—guarantee to every

being of Labor adapted to his or her

age and capacity ; guarantee of the fruits

of labor, based on a just distribution of

profits ; guarantee of education, or moral

and intellectual culture, and of social aid

and encouragement for all. These form

the first of human rights, the industrial

rights of man, which have never occu

pied the attention of politicians.

A system of guarantees based upon a

true Organization of Industry and Com

merce, would elevate the people to a state

of general prosperity and comfort, and to

a comparative degree of happiness. It

would prevent the majority of the sufi'er

ings and tortures which Civilization in

flicts upon the masses, and would abolish

forever poverty, pauperism, drunkenness,

and prostitution, that brood of social

monsters which this society engenders

more universally and with more shame

lessness than either the Savage, Patri

archal, or Barbarian systems.

Let us now proceed to present an anal

ysis of Civilization, its division into its

four phases, with the four leading and

pivotal characteristics of each phasis.

We will take modern Civilization, estab

lished after the downfall of the Roman

Empire, and developed out of a mixture

of the German and Roman elements.

Antique Civilization, of which Greece

and Rome offer the leading examples,

varies somewhat in character, and never‘

advanced beyond the second phasis.

Let us once more state that Society is

a living body or organization, subject to

growth and decline, with its four princi

pal ages.

TABLE OF CIVILIZATION \VITH ITS

FOUR PHASES.

INFANCY, OR FIRST PKASIS.

Exclusive Marriage, which distinguishes it from

the Barbarian Period.

Aristocmtic or Military Feudalism.

Prvo-r. Civil Rights of the "172-.

Federation of the great Barons.

To". Illusions in Chivalry.

your“, 0R snconn rrusrs.

Enfranchisement of the Communes; privileges

of the Free Towns.

Cultivation of the Arts and Sciences.

Prvor. Erifrmichisemmt cf the Seifa, or In

dustrial Classes.

Representative System.

Tosz. Democratic Agitations.

APOGEE.

Nautical Art; Experimental Chemistry.

Destruction of Forests; National Debts.

 
MATUIHTY, I)“ THIRD FHA!!!

Commercial and Financial Spirit.

Joint~Stock Companies.

 

Prvor. .Ir'arilime Monopoly, (of England.) \

Anarcliical Commerce. '

Toss. Illusions in Economism.
l

DECLINE, on. FOURTH Prusrs.

Agricultural Banks and Loaning (‘oiiipzinit-s.

Large Commercial and Industrial Corporate ,

Companies. l

Pl \‘uT. Commercial Ftudah'am. t

Directors of the l-‘r-udnl Monopoly.

Illusions in Association.

 

Toma.

\Ve will make a few remarks upon

some of these characteristics as they may

not be readily understood by the tendon,

Exclusive marriage forms the transition

from the Barbarian period with its sc-y

raglios and the slavery of Woman. The

concession of civil rights to the wife con

stitutes fully the first phasis of Civiliza-i

tion, and distinguishes it clearly from the

Barbarian and Patriarchal societies. 1

The destruction of forests, particularly

on chains of hills and ridges, which has

taken place to such a lamentable extent

in Europe, drying up'the streams and

deranging the climate, is one of the

worst scourgcs of Civilization, worthy to

be coupled with national debts, which

cripple agriculture by withdrawing capital

from it, and concentrating it in the arenas

of stock-jobbing, giving rise to political

commotions and revolutions.

The maritime monopoly of England

is, with regard to Europe, complete; and I

this monopoly enables the English nation

to control trade almost universally, and

levy a commercial tribute upon nearly the

entire globe. The United States form a

partial counterpoise, but no efficient

check.

It is this monopoly of the ocean and

control of trade, which has drawn En

gland with such power into the great

commercial movement,—-the leading trait

of the third phasis of Civilization, and

has led to the vast development of her

manufacturing industry, the regular or

ganization of which under a system of

corporate monopoly, is the commence

ment of a Commercial Feudalism.

As the fourth phasis of Civilization is

not yet established, the reader will not be

surprised, if he does not understand the

characters laid down in it. To explain

the second, large commercial and indus

trial corporate companies, suflice it to

say, that the whole present system of

petty commerce and industry, carried on

in the most anarchical, wasteful, and dis

honest manner, will be swept away, and

powerful Companies, incorporated with

special privileges, will absorb or assume

the monopoly of it, and organize it with,

some degree of regularity, but selfishly,l

and oppressivcly for the mass.

The Directors of this new Feudalism

will be the great bankers and capitalists“

 

 

sorts of their day.

 

the merchant princes, who will be the

nobles of this gigantic monopoly, holding

the same relation to the laboring classes,

as did the lords and batons of old to the

It will perhaps be

avcrrcd that the intelligent population of

this modern age will not submit to the

state of industrial vassalage, which this

new Feudalism is preparing to establish,

and that it therefore will be broken up.

This is a vain hope and a great error.

The poor and dependant hirelings in the

manufiictorics of our country are already,

after but twenty years' operation of the

system, reduced to a state of obedience

and discipline, which would satisfy, we

should think, a Pacha of the Barbarian

pcriod, and which foreshadows the com

plete subscrviency and deplorable degra

dation of the laboring classes at no distant

period, when the feudal monopoly has

the two great productive elements of so

ciety, the soil and machinery, completely

in its power, and a thick population has

overstocked the labor market,and reduced

the masses to be the humblest of slaves,

self-made, voluntary slaves, from starva

tion.

To digress for a moment, let us say

that the political struggle in England for

the abolition of the corn laws, is merely

a contest between the Commercial Feu

dalism on one side, and the Landed Aris~

tocracy or Foudalism on the other. The

former on its side combines the bankers,

manufacturers, merchants, and all who

are interested in building up this new

power. Their victory will not help the

people, but lead to a coalition between

the Commercial Feudalism and the No

bility, and to the strengthening of the

whole oppressive structure of the English

Social Order.

Each phasis, as we see by the table,

has its Tone, its fashionable illusion ; that

of the third or present phasis, it is evi

dent, is treatises and controversies on

political economy, teaching the secret of

the wealth of nations, while all nations

are sinking deeper and deeper into debt,

with vain and delusive struggles on the

part of legislative bodies to economize in

a few expenses of the Administration,

while national usury, and modern contri

vances for squanderiug the public money,

are increasing the financial burthens im

posed upon the people.

The Tone of the fourth phasis will be

speculations and vagaries upon Associa

tion,—false and tyrannical Association.

The Press, dependant upon the Commer—

cial Feudalism, will endeavor to persuade

the people that this new system of coerced

industrial association, with its vast joint

stock, agricultural, and manufacturing es

‘tablishments, organized and governed by

powerful companies, with the laboring

classes dependant upon them for work
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and daily bread, is perfection, true liberty

and democracy. This will be believed,

as it is now believed that under our

Constitution the people possess true lib-'

erty, the highest that can exist, while inv

fact they have not even their first and

most important rights—the right to Labor

and the fruit of their Labor, without

which their political rights are almost

useless to them, and while slavery, hire

ling subserviency, poverty and pauperism,

reign throughout the land.

We can form some slight idea of what

the Commercial Feudalism will be, as

regards its industrial working—without

regard to its political efl'ects,-—by our

large joint-stock manufacturies in towns

like Lowell. Machinery, or the means

of production, are in the hands of a few

capitalists, who control labor, and, as a.

consequence, the laboring classes who

are dependent upon their labor for sup-I

port. The opportunity of producing and

making a living are, by this monopoly,

de facto usurped from the producing

classes, and placed in the hands of corpo

tious. The former consequently are eu

tirely dependent upon the latter ; and we

can easily imagine what this dependence

is, and what it will grow to be, when we

know that the aim of the governing party

isa perfectly selfish one,—tbe accumu

lation of wealth out of the toil of the

governed, and that their means of action

and control are want and destitution.

These terrible instruments of dominion

have replaced the sword and the lash,

which were the governing means in the

first Fendalism.

The operatives in our large manufacto

ries are subjected to long hours of ex

hausting toil, and to strict discipline;

they are entirely subservient to machinery,

in fact mere servants and tenders upon it,

and in the power consequently of those

who own it; their mode of living, in

many respects, is pointed out to them, at

least with the female operatives, and a

variety of regulations affecting their daily

life, are laid down for them to follow.

Any one who will examine the system

scientifically, will see in it the first dawn

ofa grand scheme of industrial monopoly

and tyranny, with its multitudes of hire

lings; with a people of industrial serfs,

and a few great companies, ruling them

by the power of wealth.

These large establishments are sweep

ing away the small mechanics and manu

facturers, and forcing them to enter as

operatives into the service of the compo-y

tries. This will continue as fast as the

different branches of manufactures are

monopolizcd, till at length our indepen

dent mechanics on a small scale, will dis

appear. The system will be extended

from one branch of industry to another,

until it is applied to agriculture; many

| Broadway to the Hudson river.

years cannot pass before a movement in

this direction will take place. Large

joint-stock farms or vast agricultural es

tablishments, analogous to our joint-stock

manufactories, will be established; a

strict and economical system of labor,

scientifically applied, and with extensive

machinery, will he introduced ; and com

bination or association in edifices and the

mode of living, will be established. Our

little farmers will then also disappear,

and he forced to seek admission as agri

cultural operatives in the large joint-stock

farms. Then will be effected the estab

lishment of a general system of false

Association, and Civilization will enter

into its fourth or last phasis.

IIuN'r‘s Marten/is'rs’ Macazuve. No.

LXXXVI. August. New York. 1846.

\Ve rarely find occasion to differ from

any statement or assertion to which the

editor of the Merehants’ Magazine gives

the authority of his name. In the last

number of his excellent journal, however,

Mr. Hunt expresses an idea which does

not display his usual acutencss. Com

menting on the assertion of one of his

correspondents, that "although we are

accustomed to regard Egypt as a country

sunk in harbarism, it possesses a navy

consisting of thirty-eight vessels of war,”

the Editor remarks, “ we do not think

that a navy is any any decisive indication

of true Christian Civilization.” But is

lnot our present civilization,—whether

‘“ truly Christian ” or not, we leave to

the theologians of the Courier and En~

quirer to decide,—entirely built on the

foundation of antagonistic interests! Are

not these interests always maintained by

the right of the strongest? Could soci

ety as it now is, be kept together by any

other principle than that of force? Do

not our most learned teachers tell us that

the gallows is the necessary prop of law

and order,— that there could be no piety

without the penitentiary,—that blood is

the only seal for the covenant of our

freedom! 0, Mr. Hunt, are you such a

blind fanatic as to trust to nature without

a navy,--to believe that men can love

each other well enough to dispense with

Paixhan guns,——or that sacred commerce

can prosper without red-hot shot'.l
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for the accommodation ofthe eaters of meat,
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BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

The Directors ol the School connected

with the Brook Farm Association have made

arrangements for enlarging the establish

ment, and are now prepared to receive an

additional number of pupils.

The course of study comprises instruction

in the various branches usually taught in the

High Schools and Academies of New Eng

land, with particular attention to the modern

European languages and literature.

Pupils of diti'erent ages and of both sexes

are received; a constant maternal care ex

ercised over the youngest; and the more ad

vanced subject to the friendly counsel and

assistance of the teachers, without the re

straints of arbitrary discipline. Young men
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suits, or carried through a course of instruc

tion, in the higher branches usually taught
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charge.

The School is under the immediate direc

tion of Mr. and Mrs. Rrrnmr, Mr. Dwrcu'r,

and Mr. DANA, assisted by experienced

teachers in the diflerent departments; and

every pupil of tender age is entrusted to
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ment, who has charge of his wardrobe, per

sonal habits, and physical education.

For young children, who are deprived of

parental care, and for older pupils who wish

to pursue a thorough and exact course of

study, without the usual confinement of a

large seminary, it is believed that this

School affords advantages, that are rarely to

be met with.

TERMS,—- Fova Donnans a week for

board, washing, fuel, lights, and instruction

in all branches.

Application may he made by mail to

GEORGE RIFLEY.

Brook Farm, lVest Rozbury, .Mau.
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MISCELLANY.

THE courmzss or R-UDOLSTADT,‘

SEQUELTO

CONSUELO.

rnox res rnsscn or GEORGE SAND.

Translated for the Harblnger.

IX.

“ Since that day,” continued the For.

porina, “I have not again seen the king

in my apartments; but he has sometimes

ordered me to Sans Souci, where I have

even passed several days in succession

with my comrades Porporino and Concio

lini; and here, to play upon the harpsi

chord in his little concerts and accompany

the violin of M.'Graus, or that of Ben

der, or the flats of M. Quantz. or finally

the king himself.”

“ Which is much less agreeable than to

accompany the others,” said the princess

of Prussia; “ for I know, by experience,

that my dear brother, when he makes

false notes or fails in the measure. blames

those who are playing with him and quar

rels with them.”

“It is true,” replied the Porporina;

“and his skilful master, M. Quanta him

self, is not always safe from his little in

justices. But his majesty, when he has

allowed himself to be carried away in this

manner, soon repairs his fault by acts of

deference and delicate praises which shed

balm upon wounded self-love. It is thus

that by an affectionate word, a single ad

miring exclamation, he succeeds in cans

ing his harshness and his bursts of pw

sion to be forgiven, even by artists, the

most susceptible people in the world."

“ But you, after all that you know of

him, and with your modest integrity,

could you permit yourself to be fascinated

by this royal basilisk! ”

"I will confess to you, madam, that I

have often experienced the charm of his

fascination without perceiving it; as such

little tricks have always been unknown to
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me, I am always their dupe, and it is only

on reflection that I afterwards guess them.

I have also seen the king often upon the

stage and even sometimes in my box after

the performance. He has always shown

a fatherly kindness towards me. But I

have been alone with him only two or

three times in the garden of Sans Souci,

and I must confess that it was after hav

ing watched for the hour of his promen

ade and placed myself in his way on pur

pose. He then called me or came cour

teously to meet me, and l seized the op

portunity to speak to him of Porpora and

to renew my request. I have always re‘

ceived the same promises, without ever

seeing any result. Recently, I have

changed my tactics, and asked permission

to return to Vienna; but the king has

heard my prayer sometimes with affection

ate reproaches, sometimes with afreezing

coldness, and more frequently with decid

ed ill-humor. This last attempt, in fine,

has not been more successful than the

others ; and even when the king has drily

replied to me, ‘ Go, mademoiselle, you

are free,’ I obtained neither a settlement

of my accounts, nor a passport, nor per

mission to travel. Matters have remained

in this position, and I see no other rem

edy but flight, if my situation here be

comes too difficult to bear. Alas! mad

am, I was often wounded by Maria Ther

esa’s want of taste for music; Idid not

then imagine that a music-mad king was

more to be feared than an empress with

out car.

“ I have given to you a sketch of my

relations with his majesty. I never had

occasion to fear or even to suspect that

oaprice of loving me which your highness

attributes to him, only I have sometimes

had the pride to think that, thanks to my

small musical talent and to the romantic

circumstances in which I had the honor to

save his life, the king felt a kind of

friendship for me. He has told me this

so often and with an air of such sincere

frankness; he has seemed to take such

a good natured pleasure in conversing

with me, that _I have become accustomed,

\ v

 

unwittingly perhaps, and certainly in

spite of myself, to love him also with a

species of friendship. The word is a

strange one, and doubtless misplaced in

my mouth, but the feeling of affectionate

respect and of timid confidence with

which I am inspired by the 'presence, the

look, the voice and the gentle words of

this royal basilisk, as you call him, is as

peculiar as it is sincere. We are here to

say every thing, and it is agreed that I shall

hesitate at nothing; well, Ideclare that

the king causes me fear, almost horror,

when 1 do not see him, and breathe the

rarefied air of his empire ; but that, when

I do see him, I am under the charm, and

ready to give him all the proofs of devot

edness which a timid but pious child can

give to a severe but good father."

“ You make me tremble,” cried the

princess; “if you should allow yourself

to be domineered over or cajoled so far as

to betray our cause? ”

“Oi as to that, madam, never! have

no fear. In whatever concerns my

friends, or even other persons, I defy the

king and even those more skilful, if

such there be, to entrap me.”

“I believe you. You exercise upon

me by your air of frankness, the same

fascination which you experience on the

part of Frederick. Come, do not be

troubled, I do not compare you with him.

Resume your story and tell me of Cagli

ostro. I have been told that at a magic

al exhibition he showed you a dead per

son, whom I suppose to have been count

Albert."

“ I am ready to satisfy you, noble

Amelia; but if I resolve upon relating to

you yet another painful adventure, which

I could wish to forget, I have the right to

address to you some questions, according

to the agreement we made! ”

“I am ready to answer you."

“ “Tell, madam, do you believe that the

dead can leave the tomb, or at least that

a. reflection of their form, animated by the

appearance of life, can be evoked at the

will of magicians and seize upon our

imaginations so far as to be reproduced
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before our eyes and to disturb our rea

son I ”

"The question is a very complicated

one, and all that I can answer is, that I

believe in nothing which is impossible. I

believe no more in the power of magic

than in the resurrection of the dead. As

to our poor foolish imagination, I believe

that capable of every thing.”

“ Your highness—forgive me, you do

not believe in magic and yet—but the

question is indiscreet, without doubt? ”

“ Finish : ‘ And yetl am addicted to ma

gie;’ that is well known. \Vell, my child,

allow me to explain to you this strange

inconsistency only at some more proper

time and place. From the parchment

sent by the sorcerer Saint-Germain,

which was in reality a letter from Trenck

for me, you can already have guessed that

this pretended necromancy may serve as a

pretext for many things. But to reveal

to you all that it conceals from the spies

of courts and from the tyranny of laws

would not be the Work of an instant. Be

patient, Ihave resolved to initiate you

into all my secrets. You deserve this

more than my dear de Kleist, who is a

timid and superstitious creature. Yes,

such as you see her, that angel of good

ness, that tender heart, absolutely wants

common sense. She believes in sor

cerers, in ghosts and fortune-tellers,

the same as though she had not ‘before

her eyes and in her hands the mysterious

moving strings of the great Work. She

is like the alchymists of past times, who

patiently and skilfully created monsters,

and were afterwards all'righted at their

own work, so far as to become slaves of

some familiar demon proceeding from

their alembic."

“Perhaps I should not be more cour

ageous than madam do Kleist,” returned

the Porpurina, “and I confess that l have »

before my eyes a specimen of the power,

if not of the infallibility of Cagliostro.

Imagine that, after having promised to

make me see the person of whom I was

thinking, and whose name he apparently

pretended to read in my eyes, he showed

me another; and still while showing him

to me alive, he appeared entirely ignorant

that he was dead. But spite of this

double error, he resuscitath before my

eyes the husband whom I have lost;

this will always be for me a sad and

terrible enigma.”

“ He showed you the reflection of some

one, and your imagination did the rest.”

“ I can assure you that my imagination

had nothing whatever to do with it. I

expected to see in a glass or behind a

gauze, a portrait of master Porpora;

for I had spoken of him several times at

supper, and, while loudly deploring his

absence, had noticed that M. dc Caglios

tro paid attention to my words. To ren

 

 

der his task more easy, I chose, in my

thought the figure of Porpora as the sub

ject of the apparition, and I expected it

firmly, not considering this trial as seri—

ous, until then. In fine, if there has

been a single moment in my life, for a

year, in which I did not think of M. de

Rudolstadt, it was precist that one. M.

Cagliostro asked, on entering his magical

laboratory with me, ifl would consent to be

blindfolded and to follow him holding his

hand. Asl knew him to be a man of

good reputation, I did not hesitate to ac

cept his ofl'er and only made it a condi

tion that he should not leave me for an

instant. ‘ I was about,’ said he, ,‘to be

seech you not to withdraw from me a

single step, and not to let go my hand.

whatever may happen, whatever emotion

you may eXperience.’ I promised this,

but a single affirmation was not sufficient.

He made me solemnly swear that I would

not make a gesture nor an exclamation,

in fine, that I would remain mute and im

passive during the apparition. Then he

put on his glove, and after having covered

my head with a hood of black velvet

which fell as low as my shoulders, he

made me walk about five minutes without

my hearing any door open or shut. The

hood prevented my perceiving any change

in the atmosphere; thus I could not:

know ifl had left the laboratory, so many

turnings and windings did he make me

take in order to deprive me of all knowl

edge of the direction we were pursuing.

At last he stopped, and with one hand took

off the bond so lightly that I did not per-I

ceive it. My breathing becoming more

free, alone informed me that I had the liber

ty of looking ; butl wasin such thick dark

ness that I was not much better informed.

Little bylittle, nevertheless,l saw a lu

minous star, at first vacillating and feeble

and soon clear and brilliant, displayed be

fore me. At first it seemed very far 011',

and when it reached its full brightness, it

appeared to me quite near. That was

the effect, I think, of a light more or less

intense behind a transparency. Caglios

tro made me approach this star, which

was a hole pierced in the wall, and on

the other side of that wall lsaw a strange

ly decorated chamber filled with tapers

placed in a symmetrical order. That

apartment had in its ornaments and ar

rangement, all the appearance of a place

intended for magical operations. But I

had no time to examine it much; my at

tention was engrossed by a person seated

before a table. He was alone and had

his face hidden in his hands asif plunged

in deep meditation. I could not see his

features; and his figure was disguised by

a dress which I had never before seen

worn by any one. As well as I could

distinguish, it was a. robe, or rather, a

mantle, of white satin, with purple, and

 

fastened upon the breast by hieroglyphic

jewels worked in gold, among which I

distinguished a rose, a cross, a death’s

head, and several rich cords of various

colors. All that I could imderstand was,

that this was not Porpora. But. after one

or two minutes, that mysterious person

age whom I began to take for a statue,

slowly moved his hands, and I distinctly

saw the face of count Albert, not such as

I had seen it the last time, but animated

in its paleness and full of soul in its se

renity, such in fine as I had admired him

in his most beautiful hours of calmness

and confidence. I was about to utter a

cry and to break, by an involuntary move

ment, the glass which separated me from

him. But a violent pressure of Caglios

tro’s hand recalled t'o me my path, and

excited in me I know not what vague ter

ror. Besides, at the same instant, a door

opened at the extremity of the apart

ment in which lsaw Albert, and sev

eral unknown personages, dressed al

most like him, cntered sword in hand.

After having made various singular ges

tures, as if they were playing a panto

mine, they addressed to him, each in his

turn and with a solemn tone, some incom

prehensible words. He rose, walked to

wards them, and answered them in words

equally obscure, which presented no

meaning to my mind, although I now

know the German as well as my mother

tongue. This dialogue resembled those

we hear in dreams; and the strangeness

of this scene, the marvellousness of this

apparition seemed like a dream, so much

so that I endeavored to move in order to

be sure that I was not asleep. But. Cag

liostro compelled me to remain motion~

less, and I recognized Albert‘s voice so

perfectly that it was impossible to doubt

the reality of what I saw. Finally, car

ried away by the desire of speaking to

him, I was about to forget my oath,

when the black hood again fell over my

head. I tore it 011' with violence, but the

crystal star was already efi'aced, and all

was again darkness. ‘If you make the

least movement,’ hollowly murmured

Cagliostro in my ear, with a trembling

voice, ‘ neither you nor 1 will ever see

the light again.’ I had strength enough

to follow him, and to walk some time

with him in zigzags through an unknown

void. At last, when he finally took otf

the hood, I found myself again in his

laboratory, dimly lighted, as it was at

the commencement of this adventure.

Cagliostro was very pale and still trem

bled ; for I had felt, while walking with

him, that his arm was agitated by a con

vulsive shiver, and that he made me walk

very fast, as if he were affected by great

fear. The first words he addressed to

me were bitter reproaches upon my want

(f goodfaith and upon the horrible cica
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gen to which I had exposed him by seek

ing to violate my promise. ‘I ought to

have recollected’ added he in a harsh

and angry tone, ‘that the word of honor

of women does not bind them, and that

one must be cautious in yielding to their

vain and rash curiosity.’

“ Until then I had not thought of shar

ing the terrors of my guide. I had been

so struck by the idea of finding Albert

alive, that I had not asked myself if this

was humanly possible. I had even for

gotten that death had forever removed

from me that friend so precious and so

dear. The agitation of the magician at

last reminded me that all this was mirac

ulous, and that I had seen a spectre.

Still my reason repelled the impossible,

and the sharpness of Cagliostro‘s re

proaches excited in me a diseased irrita

tion which saved me from weakness.

‘ You pretend to take your own lies in

earnest,’ said I to him sharply ; ‘ but you

play a very cruel joke. You play with

the most holy things, with death itself.’

“ ‘ Soul without faith and without

strength!’ replied he angrily but with

an imposing expression, ‘ you believe in

death as do the vulgar, and yet you have

had a great master, a master who has

said to you a hundred times: Man does

not die, not/ting dies, there is no such thing

a: death. You accuse me of lying, and

you seem to forget that the only lie there

is here is the very name of death in your

mouth.’ I confess to you that this strange

reply confused all my ideas, and for an

instant overcame all the resistance of my

troubled mind. How could this man

know so well my connection with Albert,

and even the secret of his doctrine? Did

he share his belief! or did he make of it

a weapon in order to acquire an ascend

ancy over my imagination I

“ I remained confused and cast down.

But I soon said to myself that this gross

manner of interpreting Albert's belief

could not be mine, and that it depended

upon God alone and not upon the impos

tor Cagliostro to evoke the dead or to

restore life. Convinced, in fine, that I

was the dupe of an inexplicable illusion,

but of which I should perhaps discover

the solution at some future day, I rose

praising the sorcerer for his skill, and

asking him, with a little irony, an ex

planation of the strange discourse held by

those shadows among themselves. There

upon, he answered me that it was impov

sible for him to satisfy me, and that I

ought to be contented with having seen

that person calm and usefully occupied.

‘ You will ask of me in vain,’ added he,

‘ what are his thoughts and his action in

life. I am ignorant even of his name.

When you thought of him in asking of

me to see him, there was formed between

 

cation which my povver has been able to

render effective so far as to bring him

before you. My science extends no fur~

ther.’

“‘Your science,’ said I, ‘does not

extend so far; for I thought of master

Porpora, and it was not master Porpora

whom your power invoked.’

“ ‘ I know nothing of that,’ replied he

with a frightful gravity; ‘1 wish to know

nothing. I saw nothing, either in your

thought or in the magic tablet. My rea~

son could not endure such a spectacle and

I must preserve all my clearness of mind

in order to exercise my power. But the

laWs of science are infallible, and you

must necessarily, though perhaps uncon

sciously, have thought of some other per

son besides master Porpora, since it is

not he whom you have seen.“ ”

“ Such are the fine words of all those

fools ! " said the princess, shrugging her

shoulders. “ Each of them has his pe

culiar style of proceeding; but all, by

means of a certain captious reasoning

which may be called the logic of mad

ness, manage never to be in the wrong

and with their great words to confuse the

senses of others.”

“ Mine were certainly confused,” return

ed Consuelo, “ andI no longer possess

ed the faculty of analysing. That appari

tion of Albert, whether real or false,

made me feel more sensibly the grief of

having forever lost him, and I burst into

tears.

“ ‘ Consuelo!’ said the magician in a

solemn tone, presenting his hand to con

duct me out, (and you may well imagine

that my real name, unknown to every one

here, caused me a fresh surprise, coming

from his lips,) you have great faults to

make amends for, and I hope that you

will neglect no means to recover the

peace of your conscience.’ I had not

strength enough to answer him. I at

 

tempted in vain to conceal my tears from

my comrades, who were impatiently wait-,

ing for me in the neighboring saloon. I i

was still more impatient to retire ; and as

soon as I found myself alone, after having‘

given free scope to my sorrow,l passed

the night lost in reflections and commen

taries upon the events of that fatal even

ing. The more I tried to comprehend

them, the more I was lost in a labyrinth

of uncertainties; and I must confess that

my suppositions were often more crazy

and more diseased than w0uld have been

a blind belief in the oracles of magic.

Fatigued by this fruitless labor, I re

solved to suspend my judgment until 1

received more light. But since that time

I have remained impressible, subject to

nervous attacks, sick at heart, and pro-I

foundly sad. I did not feel the loss ofl

my friend more vividly than before; but‘

 

had assuaged in me tormented me contin—

ually. Exercising without obstacles my

profession as an artist, the frivolous ex

citements of success soon cloyed me;

and moreover, in this country, where the

mind of man seems as gloomy as the

climate—”

“ And as despotism,” added the ab

bess.

“In this country where I feel myself

saddened and chilled, I soon discovered

that I could not make the progress of

which I had dreamed.”

“ And what progress do you then wish

to make! We have never heard any one

who approached you, and I do not believe

that a more perfect cantatrice exists in

the world. I say whatI think, and

this is not a compliment ft la Frederick.”

“ Even if your highncss be not mis

taken, of which I am by no means cer

tain,” added Consuelo, smiling, “(for

excepting the Romanina and the 'l‘esi,I

have never heard any other cantatrice

than myself,) I think there is always

much to attempt and something to be

attained beyond all that has been done.

Well, that ideal which I conceived in

myself, I might have approximated to in

a life of action, of struggle, of daring

enterprize, of partaken sympathies, of

enthusiasm, in one word! But the cold

regularity which prevails here, the sol

dier-like order established even in the

wings of the stage, the calm and contin

ued benevolence of an audience which

thinks of its own business while listening

to us, the high protection of the king

which guarantees to us a success already

decided on, the absence of rivalry or nov

elty in the persons of the artists and the

choice of works, and especially the idea

of an indefinite captivity; all this citi

zen‘s life, coldly industrious, sadly glori

ous and necessarily covetous, which we

lead in Prussia, has deprived me of all

hope and even of the desire of perfecting

myself. There are some days on which

I feel so deprived of energy and devoid

of that pleasing self-love which assists the

conscientiousness of an artist, that I

would pay for a hiss to rouse me. But

alas! whetherl fail in my opening, or am

exhausted before the end of my task, I

receive always the same applauses. They

give me no pleasure when I do not de

serve them: they grieve me when, by

chance,l do deserve them; for they are

then quite oflicially counted, quite a;

much measured by etiquette as usual, and

yet I feel that I have merited mmo spon

taneous ones! All this most seem child—

ish to you, noble Amelia; but you desire

to know the whole of an actress‘s soul,

and I conceal nothing from you.”

“ You explain it so naturally that I

conceive it as if I experienced it myself.

yourself and him' amysterious communi- the remorse which his generous pardonil are capable, to do you a service, of
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hissing you when I see you torpid, with

the intention of throwing to you a crown

of roses when I have roused you.”

“ Alas ! good princess, neither the one

nor the other would meet with the appro

bation of the king. The king does not

wish his actors to be offended, because

he knows that infatuation follows speedily

after the booting. My ennui is therefore

without remedy, spite of your generous

intention. To this languor is added.

each day more and more, the regret of

having preferred alife so false and void

of emotion to a life of love and of devot

edness. Since the adventure with Cagli

ostro especially, a black melancholy has

seized upon my soul. Not a night passes

but I dream of Albert, and I again see

him irritated against me, or indifferent

and absent, speaking an incomprehensible

language and engrossed by meditations

entirely foreign to our love, as I saw him

in the magic scene. I wake bathed in a

cold sweat, andI weep on thinking that

in the new existence into which death

has caused him to enter, his sorrowing

and dismayed soul perhaps feels my dis

dain and my ingratitude. ln fine, I did

kill him, that is certain; and it is not

possible for any man, had he made a

compact with all the powers of heaven

and hell, to reunite me to him. I can

therefore remedy nothing in this useless

and solitary life which I lead, and I have

no other desire than to see its end.”

To be Continued.

SOCIETY versus CRIME. A little boy,

only five years old, was found wandering

among the purlieus of Water and Cherry

streets, one night last week, and taken to

the 4th Ward District Station House.

The little fellow told a pitiful story, was

homeless and faint from hunger. His

mother was in the Penitentiary for intem

parance; his father had enlisted in the

lexicon campaign, leaving his little sis

ter and himself homeless and destitute.

Query—If these little innocent children

should come up depraved and dissolute,

as they most assuredly will—the one to

end his career inside of prison walls, the

other to finish hers among the haunts of

vice, at whose door should the wrong he

laid! Thousands who have hid them

selves in dens of shame, or are dragging

the felon’s chains, can answer it in an

guish of spirit— Society is accountableij

crime. — Young America.

CRIMINAL STATISTICS. The Commit

ments from the City Prison for the past

year have swelled to over 10,000, while

the Arrests have been upwards of 40,000

-and very many of them committed for

no crime but that of poverty. (For

proof of this examine the Registry of

Commitments.) The Commitments for

the present year will increase to 13,000.

which demonstrates clearly that our un

precedented prosperity is rapidly driving

the masses into pauperism and crime.

May there not be some radical deficiency

in our social organization! and will not

those over vigilant, watchful, untiring,l

 
self-denying philanthropists of the Ex

press and Courier, who are living in those

four story mansions in Union Square, an—

alyze the subject and explain the causes

of this growing evil. We had an idea

that it might be in a great measure attri

butable to men‘s being deprived of {heir

birthright lo the soil that they are com

pelled to pile up in cities until starvation

and griping landlords drive them to des

pair, and they are swept away into the

yawuing Vortex of pauperism and crime.

Can the two above named truth-telling

journals solve the matter differently?

Come, let us reason together.— Young

America.

 

THE CONDITION OF THE WORK

ING CLASSES.

It is very much the custom of political

economists to represent the condition of

the laboring classes as eminently prosper

ous, compared even with what it was in

the middle of the last century. “ The

laboring classes,” says Mr. M’Culloch,

“ have been the principal gainers (by the

improvements in the arts and sciences).

as well by the large numbers of them

who have succeeded in advancing them

selves to a superior station, as by the

extraordinary additional comforts that

now fall to the share even of the poorest

families.” That the improvements in

the arts and sciences, and in machinery,

have raised the condition of the middle,

and increased the comforts of the upper

classes—of all kinds of capitalists, there

can be no doubt. That they have raised

many to the middle that belonged to the

lower class, is equally certain. Neither

can it be denied that the poor can now

obtain many things that were considered

as luxuries even to the rich, two centu

ries ago. And yet that the body of them

is happier, and therefore better off, there

is much reason to doubt. They judge of.

the condition of their class, not by

what it was two hundred years ago,

but by the condition of those above

them. If they have more comforts, they

have more anxiety ; and such extra

comforts, which, by the advance of

the age, have become necessaries, are

earned only by more incessant labor.

We shall find also, on a close examina

tion, that much of the apparent improve

ment that is observable in the condition of

the poor, lies very near the surface.

“ Among the popular fallacies employ

ed to propagate the belief of the increas

ing prosperity of the laboring classes, are

the Savings‘ Banks. But we will ven

ture to say, that laborers who are house

holders, rearing families, are rarely in

deed contributors to these useful estab

lishments ; unless they have some extra

neous source of income. W'e have de

monstrated the utter impossibility of a

married workman, in the ordinary trades,

saving anything, unless he starve his fam

ily. A very large proportion of them are

female servants and children, who are di

rected by their mistresses and friends to

this means of placing their small savings.

lnstead of the wonted gown or cap, a

present from a sensible mistress to a

faithful servant, is now frequently a de

posit receipt for a pound or two—the

nest-egg of the future board. In exam

ining the classes and description of de

positors in a savings’ bank. in an En

glish oounty, we find the greatest num

ber to be female servants, who also hold

 

 

the greatest amount of funds. There

are also children, apprentices, schoolmas

ters and schoolmistresses, seamen, clergy

men, half-pay officers, revenue ofiicers and

pensioners, small farmers and females en

gaged in trade — probably single women

—guards and drivers of coaches, and

male domestic servants; but a small pro

portion of artificers, mechanics, and ban

dicraftsmen, or of the laborers of bus

bandmen, and that small number, it is

fair to conjecture, are single men, saving

that they may prudently marry, if ever a

working man can prudently marry.”

“ Another common fallacy in looking

to the condition of the laboring popula

tion, is the reduced price of all manufac

tured goods, and especially of clothing.

The flimsy texture of the spurious wares

which have deeply injured the character

of British goods in every market of the

world, and driven them from some, is

never considered. A laborer's wife may

now have four or five pretty'patterned

cotton gowns for 45. or 5s. each, where

her grand-mother’s would have cost 20.9. ;

but then it would have worn and washed

out six of the gay and modern flimsy

dresses; which, moreover, must cost four

times lining and furnishing; and either

the housewife's time, if she have the

necessary skill, or else her husband’s mon

ey to the mantuamaker. The same spu

rious economy holds of all articles of

female dress, and many of male dress,

used by the laboring class. How true it

is that what is low-priced is not often

cheap! But admitting that the pretty

cotton gown and shawl, and the Sunday

stockings of women and girls, are greatly

cheaper, though worthless and flimsy,

how does it stand with the more essential

articles of clothing in our climate! \Ve

shall take the women's flannel and stuff

petticoats and gowns; their warm long

wearing shawls and cloaks, stont shoes,

and Worsted stockings. These, if good,

and of lasting texture, are no cheaper—

cannot be cheaper than those which labor

er’s wives formerly manufactured for

themselves in their cottages, and now

often go without, because they cannot

afford to wear them, unless the lady of

the manor deals out garments at Christ

mas. Articles of prime necessity to the

comfortable condition of working men‘s

families. are meat, beer, substantial wool

en fabrics, and good shoes; and these

never have been cheap in wealthy, manu

facturing England; and never can be,

even in the best times, easily admissible

to the laboring class in anything like

reasonable plenty under the present sys

tem.” '

The operation of machinery upon the

condition of the working classes, notwith

standing the great decrease in price of

many of the necessaries of life consequent

upon its improvement, is clearly-indicated

in the following passage from Porter—

article, Pauperism : -—“ Owing to the

operations of the war and a succession of

deficient harvests, the prices of almost all

the articles required for the support of

life were, at the beginning of this centu

ry, driven up to a distressing height,

which state of things continued through

the remaining period of the war, and for

one or two years beyond its termination.

Since then, the fall that has occurred in

the prices of all the articles compris

ing the poor man's expenditure has been

 

" Tait's Magazine, 1839. p. 21.
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so great, that we may fairly estimate it to'

be fully equal to the simultaneous fall in l

the price of grain, so that the sum of 9.x.

9d. in 1831, would have purchased as

much as 17s. would have bought in 1801.

Applying this test we shall find that the

weight of pauper eXpenditure in propor

tion to the population at the two periods,

wasas7in 1831 to 4 in 1801.” Now,

although this may be in part accounted

for from the injurious operation of a bad

system of poor-laws, yet it is a sufficient

indication that the laboring population in

both town and country, were kept as near

the starving point as possible. The sum

expended for the relief of the poor in

1834 in England and \Vales, among a

population of 14,531,957, was £0,317,

255.

On the condition of the people, in both

town and country, a great mass of inform

tion has been collected, which may be

found in accounts published by the Statis

tical Society; in the Reports of the

House of Commons on the Education,

1838,) and on the Health, (1840,) of‘the

oorer Classes in large~Towus; in Dr.

Aliston’s Report on the Poor of Scotland,

and Mr. Aliston on the Principles of

Population; in Mr. Slancy's State of the

Poorer Classes in great Towns; in the

Reports of the Hand-Loom Inquiry, and

of the Poor Law Commissioners, &c.

We select the following from such state

ments :—

“In London, one-tenth of the whole

population are paupers, and 20,000 per

sons rise every morning without knowing

where they are to sleep at night; at

Glasgow, nearly 30,000 persons are every

Saturday night in a state of brutal intox

ication, and every twelfth house is devoted

to the sale of spirits; and in Dublin,

60,000 persons in one your passed through

the fever hospital.”-—- Alison on the Prin

ciples of Population, vol. 2, p. 80.

“The number of individuals charged

with serious offences is in England five

times greater than it was thirty years

ago; in Ireland six times; but in Scot

land twenty-seven times.” —-Ibid, vol. 2,

p. 98.

“ The cost of punishing and repressing

crime is calculated at above a million and

a half sterling in England and Wales."

“ The annual cost of vicious charac

ters, of both sexes, throughout the court

try, is estimated at ten millions per

annum; the cost of 4,700 vicious char

acters in Liverpool alone was reckoned at

£700,000 per annum.”

“ The outlay in drunkenness and the

use of spirituous liquors injurious to

health, (after every allowance for reason

able conviviality,) is above fifteen millions

per annum throughout the kingdom.”

“ The poor rates now amount annually

to upwards of four millions per annum.”

“ Here, then, we have an enormous

aggregate outlay, amounting to above,

thirty millions per annum, (equal to the

whole interest of the national debt,) the

cost of poverty and crime, to be gradually

and constantly lessened, as we turn our

exertions to the improvement of the poor

er classes.

“ The safest, wisest, cheapest way to

support any given number of persons,

from birth to death, is to teach the

young, to encourage and assist the mid

dle-aged, and to protect the old; to m

duce the people to exert themselues to

support themselves, and to be frugal, indus

=trious, provident for their own benefit.

 

But to do this they must have fair play ;

they must have reasonable encouragement,

leading, and assistance; they must be af

forded therrteans of gradually improving

lhezr condition, and not doomed to con

stant toil to increase the general wealth,

which they see fructifying and augment

ing, while they are depressed and dispirit

ed, confined to unhealthy habitatious,

amidst filth and wretchedness, and with

no relaxation or amusement but the occa

sional excitement of drunken excess.

Can any one deny that this is the case

with multitudes of the poorer class in

great towns? It is vain and idle to say

it is their own fault; that they are reck

less, improvident, dissolute. They are

the children of the circumstances in

which they are placed, and these circum

stances speak aloud, and in a tone not to

be mistaken, of the error or neglect of

those whose duty and interest it was to

have improved their condition.”—Mr.

Slancy‘s Reports of the House of Corn

mons on the Education and Health of

the Poorer Classes, &e., p. 11.

From the same source we quote also

the following : —“ In Liverpool there are

upwards of 7,800 inhabited cellars, occu

pied by upwards of 39,000 persons, being

one-fifth of all the laboring classes in that

great town ; and an account of undoubted

veracity states, ‘that the great propor

tion of these inhabited cellars were dark,

damp, confined, ill-ventilated, and dirty.

ln Manchester, also, nearly 15,000 per

sons, being almost 12 per cent. of the,

working population, live in cellars; and

in the adjacent town of Salford, 3,300.’

“The proportion of cases of fever oc

curring among the inhabitants of cellars is

about 35 per cent. more than it ought to

be, calculating the proportion of the in

habitants of cellars t0 the whole popula

tion; the mortality of Liverpool was last

year 1 in 33 1-2. ‘ That ofEngland, 1 in

51, and of Birmingham, 1 in 60.‘

“Mr. J. Robertson, an eminent sur

geon at Manchester, after remarking that,

when well fed, the families of working

people maintain their health in a surpris

ing manner, even in cellars and other

close dwellings, slates, ‘ That in 18334-5

and 6, ‘(years of prosperity,) the number

of fever cases admitted into the Manclies-,

ter House of Recovery, amounted to only

421_pcr annum; whilst in the two pinch

ing years, 1838-9, the number admitted

was 1,207 per anuum.’

“ 1n Leeds, with a population of above

80,000 persons, the state of the streets,

courts, and du'ellings inhabited by the

working classes, appears greatly neglect

ed; paving, sewerage, and cleaning, (as

applicable to the health of these work

men,) seem seldom thought of, and never

enforced; and the general conclusion

of the Town Council is, ‘ that the great~

est part of the town is in a most filthy

condition, which demands immediate

remedy.‘

“ Your Committee cannot help repeat~

ing their conviction, that, in addition to

the physical evils which this want of the

means of carrying 011‘ the refuse and im

purities from their dwellings entails upon

the poorer classes, it is impossible to

deny, from the evidence before them, that

their moral habits are affected by the

same causes. That a constant residence

in a tainted and polluted atmosphere,

whilst it predisposes them to disease, and

renders them less able to repel its attacks,

also produces a degradation of moral

character, an indifference to the common

decencies of life, and an utter reckless

ness of all those comforts which persons

in_their station, might be eXpected to

enjoy.

“ The effect of this utter prostration of

energy, and of all the better feelings of

the mind, has been to reduce multitudes,

who might otherwise have passed through

their humble spheres, to have recourse to

ardent spirits as a desperate alleviation

of their wretchedncss; and your Com

mittee need hardly point out how sumly

this irresistable temptation leads, step by

step, to habitual dissipation and debauch

ery.”—Bray‘s PlriIosoplry of Necessily.

To be Continued.

 

For ‘tbe Harbinger.

THE AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTUR-AL,

AND INDUSTRIAL COLONY 0F PETIT

QUEVILLY.

Translated from the Democratic Pacifiqua.

Towards the end of the sixteenth cen

tury, Henry III. caused to be constructed

at. Rouen a little chapel, as an asylum for

noble ladies infected with leprosy.

All around the edifice hideous figures,

carved beneath the cornice, showed the

passers by how horribly that malady dis

figures the human countenance.

. If the idle stroller who passes from

Paris to Rouen, and from Rouen to Havre;

if the tourist who goes ‘to Normandy to

 

,copy beautiful nature and the thatched

roofs beneath which he admires the poetry

of hungrr, should conceive the happy

idea of walking some fine summer's eve~

uing from Rouen to Petit-Quévilly, he

might chance “to perceive on the side of

( the hill, in the middle of a vast park, the

lantique chapel, soaring to the skies; in

istead of a belfry, the bushes which grow

(up through the disjointed ragged stones

| of its walls; and to hear the echoes repeat

is sacred chant, which the night-breeze

,‘ wafts across the valley.

And if he should step upon ‘the thresh

hold, he would see the newly restored in

terior of the chapel; he would see the

whitened nave, the inlaid floor, the gro

tesque capitals of the little columns mod

elled in plaster, and opposite the door two

ogive windows of stained glass; in the

middle of the choir an altar wholly new

and a hundred children chanting the

praises of God.

The service over, he would see them

go‘out, defiliug two by two, saluting ev

ery one they meet upon the way.

Then if, piqued by curiosity, vhe should

approach the person who appeared to be

directing the movement and inquire of

him what this establishment of young

people in the heart of the country might

be, he would be greatly astonished to

hear the person answer with a smile :

“ This, sir, is the colony of detention

‘ for juvenile offenders.”

“ Detention ! — but detention gives one
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the idea of a prison ;" and here the trav

eller introduces himself into the park by

a gate which he has found wide open, -—

no bars, no gaolers! and the buildings

which the children have just entered have

unbarrcd windows, and the people who

accompanied them appear to be so good,

so kind I -—

And now if our traveller wishes to com

prehend somewhat of the mystery which

he beholds, let him address the director

of the colony. M. Lecointe will be

obliging enough to do him the honors, as

he did to me.

And if he happens to be one of those

who smile when we persist in saying:

“ Render useful the passions of man!”

let him follow M. Lecointe, let him list

en to the extraordinary facts which he is

about to relate, let him visit and examine

in detail the whole establishment, and he

will smile no more when we shall say:

“No, man is not born wicked! place

him in the conditions proper to his pature,

and he will do good naturally.”

The agricultural, horticultural and in—

dustrial colony of Petit-Quévilly was

founded, ten years since, by M. Lecointe.

This man, of a rare merit and of great

devotion, had great difiicnlty in obtaining

the consent of the prefect of the de

partment to his philanthropic project; he

called it a Utopia!

Nevertheless, after many negotiations,

he obtained authority to lodge, support

and bring up nine children under deten

tion; he employed them in the kitchen

garden, the orchard, &c., and gave them

lessons in writing, reading and arithme

tic.

A short time after, a second offender

was sent to the colony. This one, hav

ing stolen from the prison of Bicétre, at

Rotten, a sum of 500 francs, had begged

the favor of admission at Quévilly, only

that he might find an opportunity to es

cape. He did it without difficulty. As

soon as M. Leeointe became aware of

the escape, he called the first nine and

asked them if they wanted to go in search

of the fugitive. They all set out, ex

plored the environs, and returned, all e]

them, to the colony, after a long excur

sion. lmbucd with the principles of hon

or which had been taught them, they

could not abuse the confidence reposed

in them, and considered themselves

as prisoners upon parole.

But this far?! proved a triumphant an

swer to those who cried out, Utopia; the

authorities opened their eyes, and the

number of the colonists was soon consid

erably increased. It is now 75, and will

soon be raised to 100.

These children wear on entering the

colony, a blouse of grey linen, and panta

icons with one leg grey, the other blue.

This custom prevents the new-comers

 

from escaping without being immediately i

recognized. As soon as their good con

and who to-morrow is to drag the wheel

barrow of which it forms a part, has he

duct warrants it, these pantaloons are ex- not the greatest interest in its being well

changed for others altogether grey. This

latter uniform, which all of them may

merit, does not attract upon them, when

they go out, the looks of those who des

pise detained offenders.

You may remark among them, never

theless, several who wear a collar of red

or blue, and some with one of yellow.

Those who wear no collar, having had

no bad marks during six months, are in

scribed upon the table of re-instatement;

they have the right of going to the city

and obtaining a position.

Those who wear a red collar have had

no bad marks during two months; they

are inscribed upon the table of recom

pense, and have, like the preceding, the

right to elect their chiefs and to form the

penal jury.

Those who wear the blue collar, are

those who have had less than five had

marks during the month, and who have

been set down on the table of reproof.

Finally, the yellow collar indicates that

they have had more than five bad marks

during the month, and that they have

been entered upon the table of punish

ment.

The punishments are by no means fre

quent and have almost always for their

cause some rogueries which would be ve

ry pardonable any where else but in a

house of detention.

All corporeal punishment is banished

from the discipline of the house. The

prisoners choose their chiefs, and the dis

cipline is administered by a jury com

posed of those among them who have

distinguished themselves by their good

conduct and their aptitude for labor.

Thus we see developed in these children

the sentiment of dignity, the idea of jus

tice, the respect for regulations which

they themselves are or may be called up

on to enforce, and consequently the re

spect for law in general.

Let us now visit the establishment.

In a little kitchen we see a kettle, in

which a single woman, assisted by two

young children, prepares the soup for 75

stout eaters.

The tables and benches of the refecto

ry, like all the other furniture of the

house, have been constructed by the crim

inals.

If we enter the carpenters’ or wheel

wrights’ shop, we see those who exercise

these trades alternately with agricultural

labors, making up weavers' shuttles for

Indian fabrics, as well as wheel-barrows

and other utensils. Be not astonished if

they execute with success whatever they

undertake, for they do it with a right

good will! And how should it be other

wise'.l He who is turning that wheel,

 poised? Perhaps too, ambition ruingles

itself in the matter somewhat. To gain

a rank at the coming elections, he must

show proofs of capacity to those who

compose the group of which he wishes

to be chief.

It is from these motives, also, that the

blacksmiths and locksmiths manufacture

such fine spades and picks.

The cider-mill, the grist-mill, and the

pump which draws water for the gardens,

may be put in motion by a mechanical

contrivance.

The stable, too, contains three or four

cows entrusted to the care of one of the

youngest and best subjects. It is this

same prisoner who is sent out to sell milk

and vegetables in the city, and who every

day brings back the horse and carriage,

and brings back precisely the money

which he has received.

Here I ought to recall the following

fact:

A few days since, one of the largest of

the young prisoners of Petit-Quévilly,

escaped from the colony. in spite of

active searches, they had found no trace

of him, when, on the 27th of last April,

this little milk-man descried the fugitive

in a street of Rotten. instantly leaving

his horse and carriage, he ran up to the

great boy, seized him by his clothes, and

summoned him to return with him to the

colony. The other, comparing, doubtless,

the ennui of his vagabond life with the

sweets of retirement at the colony, mount

ed the carriage without hesitation, and

an hour after had returned to the estab

lishmcnt.

In a pleasant school-room, of which

again the chair, the benches, and the

tables, are the work of the colonists, \i.

Lecointe and his son teach every day, to

those of them who know already how to

road and write, a course of geometry ap

plied to the arts and trades, and a regular

course in the art of pruning and forming

trees. On Thursday these pupils pursue,

also, a course in linear designing.

Lessons in music even are employed at

Quévilly as a means of amelioration.

On each side of the school-room is

found a dormitory of fifty iron bed-steads,

well swept, aired, and forming for these

young delinquents a singular contrast

with the smoky and infectious garrets,

where, in Normandy as elsewhere, the

children of the laborer come to lie down,

after thirteen hours of constant toll in the

fetid atmosphere of the workshop.

I have seen some thirty of the colonists

engaged in clearing a part of the forest:

this is a very painful kind of labor, and

certainly quite unatractive in itself. Still

there they were, with their whole heart
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and son]; you would have said that they I the young colonists are treated there like

were ready to offer up their lives, if ne- children of the house, and not like crimi

cessary ; and yet there was no task-master

to urge on the laborers with blows.

But it is so easy to labor where there

is plenty of company! And those who

cultivate these lands, are they not, so to

say, the farmers? Will they not reap

the fruits of their own toil?

Remark moreover, that they have be

fore them a ditch of the whole length of

the piece to be cleared, and that they are

to carry it forward, parallel itrith itself,

from one end of the field to the other.

The right wing of the laborers is

leagued against the left wing, and the

centre' against both 'wings; moreover

each one struggles against all; no one

can fall into the rear; he mnnot do it, it

would be disgraceful! There is a rank

to be obtained! it is a veritable steeple

chase !

Such is the result which comes from the

employment of enthusiasm, of the calm/2's!

passion, of ambition .' and the alternaling

passion, too, the papillonne, which here

finds itself at home in the midst of ver

dure, in the heart of the country, on the

hills of Normandy. l have seen it turned

to good account : thanks to it, that these

children, who work from ntorning till

night, are never fatigued, that the exclu

sive use of one or two members never

exhausts them and provokes disease, that

too long living within four walls never

makes their faces wan. No, thanks to

the variety .of their labors, now in the

fields, now in the school, now in the

shops, they are all in good health, fresh,

robust, and rest themselves from one toil

by another.

Nevertheless, these colonists who al

ready realize so many prodigies, are not

completely interested in production: they

must stay but a short time in the colony

and they will not be called to eat the

fruits of the orchard which they have

planted; when they wish to go out andI

labor, under the sole direction of a chief

elected from their number, whether it be

as gardeners, as terrace-makers, or as

house-carpenters, they gain one franc

per day: but half of this gain goes back

to the colony. And yet, in these condi

tions still imperfect, how much good can

be derived from these children, who

otherwise, would have cut out so much

Work for society !

I ought. to say in closing, that the col

ony of Petit-Quévilly is entitled the agri

cultural, Itorticullural, and industrial, and

not the penitentiary colony, like that at

Mettray; that Madame Lecointe has

  

nals; that they find there counsels, words

of encouragement, and a friendly hand to

draw them from the paths of vice into

which they had got fatally misled; that

compulsory labor is rendered almost at

tractive to them, and that they are there

brought up, reinstated, corrected without

being punished.

An institution like this _is certainly on

ithe true way, on the way of veritable

icharity; and yet there are persons who

cry out scandal, who reproach the man

who has so well comprehended his mis

‘ sion of patronage, with favoring the chil

dren who have fallen, in preference to the

children of the poor.

M. Lecointe answers them thus:

Of 60 children who are detained,

8 are natural,

12 are fatherless,

10 are motherless,

3 with neither father nor mother.

 

 

 

33

Seven are detained as accomplices in

theft with their parents.

These 60 children have together 170

brothers and sisters, of whom

7 are natural,

23 fatherless,

32 motherless,

5 without father or mother.

67 children bereft-of parents.

The other 103 are often confided, while

their parents are undergoing punishments

of a greater or less duration, to brothers

and sisters under fifteen years of ago.

While applauding the thought of found

ing colonies for children of the unfortu

nate class,.a thought which we have our-

selves suggested in a report read in 1836,

we have nevertheless believed that young

oflbmlers, who also form a part of the

poor class, claimed priority by the excess

of their misery, and still more by the

excess of evils with which society is

menaccd, if efforts are not made to turn

them from the precipice of vice and crime.

I have read in a journal that there are

in France 14,700,000 acres of uncultivated

lands. J. r. P.

TEUFELSDROECK is one of those who

consider Society, properly so called, to

be as good as extinct; and that only the

Gregariotts feelings, and old inherited

habitudes, at this juncture, hold us from

Dispersion, and universal, national, civil,

domestic and personal war! He says

expressly ' “ For the last three centuries,

above all, for the last three quarters of a

century, that same Peri-cardial Nervous

 

ed as defunct; for those spasmodic, gal

vanic sprawlings are not life; neither in

deed will they eudure, galvanise as you

will, beyond two days.”

“ Call ye that Society,” cries he again,

" where there is no longer any Social

ldea extant; not so much as the idea of

a common home, but only of a common,

over-crowded lodging-house? Where

each, isolated, regardless of his neighbor,

turned against his neighbor, clutches what

he can get, and cries ‘ Mine! ’ and calls

it peace, because in the ent-purse and

cut-throat scramble, no steel knives, but

only a far cunninger sort, can be employ

ed! Where friendship, communion, has

become an incredible tradition; and your

holiest sacramental supper is a smoking

tavern dinner, with cook for evangelist?

Where your priest has no tongue but for

plate-licking; and your high guides and

governors cannot guide ; but on all hands

hear it passionately proclaimed: Loissc:

fnirc; leave us alone of your guidance,

such ligli is darker than darkness; eat

your wages, and sleep! ” — Carlyle.

 

REiTIEW.

Nopolron and his Jlfnrs/iuls. By J. T.

IIEADLY. Two Volumes. Fourth Edi

tion. New York: Baker and Scrib

ner. 1816. pp. 331 and 316.

The appearance of the fourth edition of

Mr. Headly's popular work gives usttn

opportunity to ettpress our sense of its

merits.

“'0 think his admiration of the intellec

tual power, practical energy, and intense

enthusiasm of the subjects of his descrip

tions, has blunted his perceptions in re

gard to the true character of the dreadful

occupation to which they were devoted.

Judged by the lowest ideal standard of

morality, war, in every form, is an abom

ination,—the horrible and loathsome re

sult of a perverted order of society. No

ingenious sophistry, no vulgar common

place of the conventional moralist can re

concile it for a moment, with the spirit of

Christianity, or the better nature of man.

i It is, we admit, the unavoidable result of

ihuman imperfection, under a social sys

ttem founded on antagonism of interests,

i but it is none the less on that account, an

accursed spectacle, at the sight of which

an infernal spirit might almost blush.

The view, however, which Mr. Headly

presents of Napoleon and his Marshals,

we think is far more correct, than

the traditional opinions which, received

from English writers, and those who have

followed servilcly in their wake, have

prevailed to a considerable extent, among

scholars, law and order men, conserva

tive politicians, gentlemen of property

and standing, and indeed the“ better clas

ses” (Heaven save the mark!) generally

 

 

 

merited the praises lately addressed toiTissue (as we named it) of Religion, in this country. It has been the fashion

her by the prefect of the department,

for her devotion and the entirely disinter

ested cares which she never ceases tol

lwhere lies the Life-essence of Society,

‘ has been smote at and perforated, nccdful

lly and needlessly; till now it is quite

rent into shreds; and Society, long pin

to depict Napoleon as an unmitigated mon

ister, and if the time has passed for using

this name as a spell to frighten crying

bestow upon her adopted children; that ing, diabetic, consumptive, can be regard-[children with, he is still held up to pub
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lic odium as a man, who had sacrificed

every quality that becomes a man to a

reckless, unprincipled, and all-devouring

ambition. Mr. Hoadly shows clearly and

justly the fulseness of this view. He

maintains, and successfully, We cannot

help thinking, that compared with other

eminent warriors and statesmen of his

day, he was by no means inferior in mor

al qualities, while in brilliant-y of genius,

and vigor of action, he was immeasur

ably beyond them.

The principal defects, which would be

felt by a reader, in this book, necessarily

grow out of {the plan of it", which is not

so happy as might at first thought be sup

posed. It is a gallery of portraits of the

great actors in contemporary scenes, inti

mately and inseparably connected with

each other, in many cases personally en

gaged in the same stirring incidents, so

that the attempt to present an indepen

dent history of each of them in the same

work, is like copying the successive phases

of a landscape in difierent points of view,

—though there may be variety of expres

sion and of feature, the general materials

are the same, similar details must he often

introduced, and without uncommon skill

and power of execution, the effect at

length becomes monotonous. This is

somewhat the case with these volumes.

A single memoir, taken by itself, from

almost any portion of the work, 'will be

found to possess great dramatic spirit and

variety; the author’s power of pictur

esque description is very rarely surpassed;

he throws himself alive into the midst of

the scene which he portrays; he brings

his personages before you warm with

flesh and blood ; and after reading his ac

count of a great achievement in arms, you

feel as if you had taken part in it your

self, you hear the 'clarion tones of the hero

ringing in your ear, as they rise above

" the sound of crashing bones, like hail

stones against windows,” and stop to wipe

the dust and bIOod from your brow. in

these passages, Mr. Headly shows con

summate skill in giving picturesque relief

to apparently trivial circumstances. Thus

in describing Macdonald’s passage over

the Alps in winter, where terrific ava

lanches did the work of the cannon ball,

he speaks of the drummer who was

swept down into the dismal abyss u‘nhurt,

and “ crawling out from the mass of the

snow which had broken his fall, began to

beat his drum for relief. Deep dovvn,

amid the crushed forms of avalanches,

the poor fellow stood, and for a whole

hour beat the rapid strains whibh had so

often summoned his companions to arms.

The muffled sound came rin'gin'g up the

face of the precipice, the most touching

appeal that could be made to a soldier’s

heart. But no hand could reach him

there, and the rapid blows grew fainter

 
and fainter, till they ceased altogether,

and the poor drummer lay down to die.

He had beaten his last reveillé, and his

companions passed mournfully on, leav

ing the Alpine storm to sing his dirge.”

These few isolated touches present a

picture of desolation and misery, that

comes nearer the-heart than the descrip

tion of slain armies.

But, in reading all these memoirs to

gether, the very intensity of interest be

comes too great to last, and the unavoid

able repetition or at least near resem

blance of the scenes described produces a

feeling of tediousness, like that ek‘perienc

ed in being introduced to a variety of per

sons ‘on 'a public occasion, or wandering

through the alcoves of a large library.

\Ve should like to ace a continuous his

tory of Napoleon's campaigns from Mr.

Headly's pen. Tho acuteness of his

perceptive potver's, which enables him to

give such clear and sharp outlines to im

portant events, and his skill in the effec

tive grasping of characters and incidents,

would ensure a work of exciting interest,

if not of profound reflection.

We notice frequent instances of care

lessness and impropriety of style in these

volumes, which Would be more conspicu

ous in a less highly colored, less impas

sioned production. These are minor

blemishes in a work of genuine power.

We should be glad, however, if it contain

ed nothing to offend a correct, not to say a

fastidious taste. Mr. Headly has evident

ly n'o leaning towards England and the

English; but we trust that he Will keep

on good terms with the English language

and not insult it by the use of colloquial

and provincial expressions, which are out

of place in the writings of one who has

talents to make him an honor to the litera

ture of his country.

The E-Ipeditl'on to Borneo of H. M. S.

Dido for the Sup carton of Piracy:

with Noles from ti: Journal of James

Brooke, Esq. Bv_ Ca tain the Hon.

HENRY Karen's, New York:

Harper & Brothers. 1846, pp. 414.

This book contains a. large amount of

information as to the inhabitants, products

and capacity of the island of Borneo. In

this point of view it is valuable and in

teresting, though written in a very dry

style. The best“ of it is the extracts from

the Journal of Mr. Brooke, an English

gentleman of fortune, who has been led

by a humane desire of benefiting the

island and by personal necessity of find

ing some more generous and adventurous

mode of life than civilized society has to

offer, to take up his residence in Bor

neo and to become, by a singular course

of circumstances, 'the roja/t or governor

of one of its most important provinces.

On a Voyage from Calcutta up the Chi

na Sea for the recovery of his health Mr.

Brooke, we are told,

“Saw for the first time the islands of the

Asiatic Archipelago—islands 'of "vast import

ance and unparalleled beauty—lying neglected,

and almost unknown. He inquired and read,

and became convinced that Borneo and the

Eastern lsles afforded an open field for enter

prise and research. To carry to the Malay

races, so long the terror of the European mer

chant-vessels, the blessings of civilization, to

suppress piracy, and extirpate the slave-trade,

became his humane and generous objects; and

from that -hour the energies of his powerful

mind were devoted to this one pursuit. Often

foiled, often disappointed, but animated with a

perseverance and enthusiasm which defied all

obstacles, he was not until 1838 enabled to set

sail from England on his darling project.”

For carrying out his plan Mr. Brooke

procured a schooner of 142 tons, and pre

pared a crew for the purpose by previous

discipline under his own eye. His own

spirit and enthusiasm can best be appreci

ated by the following extract from the

announcement of his design published in

the year 1838.

“ The voyage I made to China opened an en

tirely new scene, and showed me what 1 had

never seen before, savage life and savage nature.

I inquired and I read, andl became more and

more assured that there was a large field of dis

covery and adventure open to any man daring

enough to enter upon it. Just take a map and

trace alinc over the Indian Archipelago, with

its thousand unknown islands and tribes. Cast

your eye over the vast island of New Guinea,

where the foot of European has scarcely, if

ever, trod. Look at the northern coast of Aus

trulia, with its mysterious Gulf of Carpentaria;

a survey of which, it is supposed, would solve

the great geographical question respecting the

rivers of the mimic continent. Place your fin

ger on Japan, with its exclusive and civilized

people; it lies an unknown lump on our earth,

and an undefined line on our charts! Think of

the northern coast of China, willing, as is re

ported, to open an intercourse and trade with

Europeans, spite of their arbitrary government.

Stretch your pencil over the Pacific Ocean,

which Cook himself declares a field of dilcov~

cry for ages to come! Proceed to the coast of

South America, from the region of gold-dust to

the region of furs—the land ravaged by the

cruel Spaniard and the no less cruel Buccaneer—

the scene of the adventures of Drake and the

descriptions of DAmpier. The places I have

enumerated are mere names, with no specific

ideas attached to them; lands and sees where

the boldest navigators gained a reputation, and

where hundreds may yet do so, if they have

the same courage and the same perseverance.

Imagination whispers to ambition that there are

yet lands unknown which might be discovered.

Tell me, would not a man’s life be well spent—

tell me, would it not be well sacrificed, in an

endeavor to explore these regions? When I

think on danger! and death, l think of them on

ly because they would remove me from such a

field for ambition, for "energy, and for knowl

edge."

Besides the noble ambition and courage

here manifested, Mr. Brtioke possesses a.

 

cool, sound and ready judgment, patience,
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great kindness and firmness, in short all

the qualities necessary to exercise a per

manent and commanding influence over

savage tribes. We have never met with a

man more completely adapted to the work ‘

he has undertaken, and cannot doubt, al—

though a postscript appended to the pres

ent work informs us that he was in a 'crit

ical situation a few months since, that he

will confer a lasting benefit on the people

and the country to which he has devoted

himself.

The inhabitants of that part at least of

Borneo in which Mr. Brooke’s establish

ment is situated, are not Malays, but a

distinct, original race, called Dyaks.

They seem to be naturally a mild, indus

trious people, and unusually susceptible

of improvement.

Among other peculiar customs they

have the following, which, rude as it is,

shows that they are by no means desti

tute of common sense.

“ The common habitation, as rude as it is 'en

ormous, measures 594- feet in length, and the

front room, or street, is the entire length of the

building, and ‘21 feet bread. The back part is di

vided by mat partitions into the private apart

ments of the various families, and of these

there are forty-five separate doors leading from

the public apartment. The widowers and

young unmarried men occupy the public room,

as only those with wives are entitled to the ad

vantage of separate rooms. The floor of this

edifice is raised twelve feet fromthe ground,

and the means of ascent is by the trunk of a

tree with notches cut in it—a most diflicult,

steep, and awkward ladder. In frorit is a ter

race fifly feet broad, running partially along the

front of the building, formed, like the floors, 'of

split bamboo. This platform, as well as the

front room, besides the regular inhabitants, is

the resort of pigs, dogs, birds, monkeys, and

fowls, and presents a glorious scene of confu

sion and bustle. Here the ordinary occupations

of domestic labor are carried on —padi ground,

mats made, 61c, 6w. There were 9.00 men,

women and children counted in the room and

in front while we were there in the middle of

the day; and, allowing for those abroad and

those in their own rooms, the whole community

cannot be reckoned at less than 400 souls. Ov

erhead, about seven feet high, is a second crazy

story, on which they stow their stores of food

and their implements of labor and war. Along

the large room are hung many cots, four feet

long, formed of the hollowed trunks of trees

cut in half, which answer the purpose of seats

by day and beds by night.”

We might easily prolong our extracts,

but will rather refer our readers to the

book itself. It is as we said written in a

dry style which does no justice to materi~

als that a skilful hand might have wrought

into a most fascinating narrative. Still for

those who seek for a knowledge of facts,

this will render it more valuable, as the

plain and sometimes clumsy relation ex

cites the utmost confidence in the truth of

every statement.

We regard with profound interest this

movement for opening the Malaysian is

 

lands more fully to European intercourse.

It will bring evils in its train undoubtedly ;

the natives Will have to deal with other

men than the admirable hero of the pres

ent volume; sacred commerce will do'its

perfect work upon them, and they will be

visited by the vices which belong to Civ

ilization. But this must be gone through

with, and is not the end. There is a

time coming when the untold riches of

those noble islands Will be fully develop

ed, when the lavish generosity with which

nature has exhausted her stores upon them

will be directed in true channels by the

industry of man, and When they will be no

cupied by happy and exalted human beings.

Ca lain O’Sullivan; or Adventures Civil,

ililary and Matrimonial o a Gentle

man on Half Pay. By . A. MAX

wsLL, Esq. New York: Harper and

Brothers. 1846. pp. 1-39.

This is a poor book, without consisten

cy or probability, —very much inferior to

the cheap re rints of the Messrs. Harpers

generally. QVith the. exception 'of one or

two good hits at character, and an occa

sional touch of dramatic power it has

nothing to recommend it. If our memo

ry serves as, the author has written books

worth reading, but in the present case he

has fallen short of that standard.

POETRY.

From the Newrin Examiner, (an Irish paper.)

THE THREE PREACHERS.

There are three preachers ever p'resching,

Each with eloquence and power;

One is old, with locks 0f white,

'Skinny as an anchorite';

And he preaches every hour

With a shrill fanatic voice,

And a bigot‘s fiery scorn :—

"‘ Backward, ye presumptuous nations:

Man to misery is born!

Born to drudge, and sweat, and suffer—

Born to labor, and to pray ;

Priests and Kings are God's Vicegerents,

Man must worship and obey.

Backward, ye presumptuous nations —

Back ! —be humble and obey!”

 
 

 

The second is a milder preacher ;

Soft he talks as if he sang;

Sleek and slothful is his look,

And his words, as from a book,

Issue glibly from the tongue.

With an air of self-content,

High he lifts his fair white hands :—

“ Stand ye still, ye restless nations;

And be happy, all ye lands!

Earth was made by One Almighty,

And to meddle is to mar;

Change is rash and ever was so;

We are happy as we are;

Stand ye still, ye restless nations,

And be happy as ye are.”

Mightier is the younger preacher;

Genius flashes from his eyes,

And the crowds who hear his voice,

Give him, while their souls rejoice,

Throbbing bosoms fbr replies.

 
Awed they listen, yet elated,

While his stirring accents fall :—

“ Forward! ye deluded nations,

Progress is the rule of all;—

Man was made for heartful effort;

Tyranny has crushed him long.

He shall march from good to better,

Nor be patient under wrong!

Forward! ye awakened nations,

And do battle with the wrong.

“ Standing still is childish folly,

Going backward is a crime;—

None shall patiently endure

Any ill that he can cure;

Onward! keep the march of time;

Onward, while a wrong remains

To be conquered by the right;

“'hile Oppression lifts a finger

To affront us by his might;

While an error clouds the reason;

While a sorrow gnaws the heart;

While a slave awaits his freedom,

_ Action is the wise man’s part :—

Forward! ye awakened nations!

Action is the People’s part.

“ Onward! there are ills to conquer,—

Ills that on yourselves you've brought ;

There is wisdom to discern,

There is temperance to learn,

_ And enfranchisement for thought.

Hopeless Poverty and Toil

May be conquered if you try ;

Vice and \Vretchedness and Famine,

Give Beneficence the lie.

Onward! onward! and subdue them!

Root them out; their day has passed;

Goodness is alone immortal;

Evil was not made to last,

Forward, ye awakened people,

And your sorrow shall not last.”

And the preaching of this preacher

Stirs the pulses of the world.

Tyranny has cui'bed its pride";

Errors that were deified,

Into darkness have been hurled ;

Slavery and Liberty,

And 'the \Vrong And Right have met,

To decide their ancient quarrel.

Onward! preacher; onward yet!

'There are pens to tell your progress,

There are eyes that pine to road,

There are hearts that burn to aid you,

There are arms in hour of need.

Onward, preacher! Onward, nations!

Wiu. must ripen into Dun.

SONNET. BUONAPARTE.

sr ALFRED rmvsrsos.

He thought to quell the stubborn hearts of oak,

Madman ! —to chain with chains and bind with

bands

That island green that sways the floods and

lands,

Prom Ind to Ind; but in fair daylight woke,

When from her wooden walls, lit by sure hands,

With thunders and with lightnings and with

smoke,

Peal after peal, the British battle broke,

Lulling‘the brine against the Coptic sands.

\Ve taught him lowlier moods, when Elsinore

Heard “the wt- moan along the distant sea,

Rocking with shattered spars, with sudden firm

Hased over ; at Trafalgar yct once more

\Ve taught him ; late he learned humility,

Perforce, like those whom Gideon wheeled

with briars.
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Ot‘ modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others' rights, fraud, oppression, in

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to impoveriah

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Reliefis to come, and can only come from the new

application ofChristian principles, of Universal jus

tice and Universal loVe, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Be. Crurmltm.

THE NEW YORK OBSERVER ON ASSO

CIATION.

This paper, professing a high religious

character, has recently joined the ribald

coterie of \Vebb, Brooks, and C0,, in

their malignant assaults on the Editor of

the Tribune, and in the prosecution of

this disgraceful warfare, has been guilty

of the same sophistry and misrepresenta

tion of the true question at issue, that

have characterized the effusions of its

lofty-minded predecessors.

If the assertions of the Observer have

any meaning at all, —if they are not the

merest bugbears intended to throw the

more credulous portion of the community

into a desperate panic, — they mean that

it is the design of the American Associa

tionists to attempt the abolition of the

 

marriage system, and the removal of all,

wholesome laws for the regulation of the

intercourse of the sexes. In fact, the

Observer brings this charge without re

serve or qualification. \Vhether this pro

coeds from wilful ignorance, intellectual

obtuseness, or an unprincipled indifference

to truth, we are not called upon to decide.

The candid reader will be able to make

up his mind on this point without great

difficulty. We will not stop to impugn‘

motives, but will confine ourselves to the

calmest exposition of the facts in the

case. At all events, it is seldom that a

more unfounded accusation is brought

forward against a personal enemy, in the

bitterest utterances of private malice. It

is seldom that a more conspicuous viola

tion of justice can be found in the blood

red annals of religious bigotry. Even

the ravings of political animosity, in its

own peculiar sphere can hardly furnish a

parallel to it. Not a line, not a letter, in

the writings of Associationists in this

country, can be made to justify the

charge, even by the ingenious tortures

which the Observer so well knows how to

apply to language. Not a word has been

uttered by them in public addresses or

private conversation, which can give even

a color of reason to the statements of the

Observer. On the contrary, they have

declared again and again the true object

of the movement in which they are en

gaged; they have been scrupulous in

their attempt to guard against misappre

hension; they have stated with the

utmost precision, fairness, and discrimina

 

 

tion, their relation to Charles Fourier;

they have shown what portions of his

system they accept and advocate, and

what portions they pass by; they have

always disclaimed his authority as a Inas

ter, and especially, have left his specula

tions as to the relation of the sexes, in

future ages, among the uncertain conjec—

tures of a bold theorizer, with which‘

they had no concern.

We pointed this out with sufficient

clearness in our last article on this sub

ject, and showed that the statements oft

the Observer must fall to the ground,

unless it could be demonstrated that the

advocacy of the industrial reform pro

posed by Fourier, involved the acceptance

and defence of his views in regard to the,

modification of marriage which he sup

posed would be introduced in a future

condition of society.

The distinction between these two por

tions of Fourier's system is so obvious

to every one, who has even a slight

acquaintance with the subject, that it

seems almost like a waste of words, to

attempt to set it in a clearer light. \Vev

will not, however, be impatient of “the

most familiar details, repeated as they

often have been, for the sake of those

who are candidly seeking information on

the subject; while we leave those who

are anxious only to make out their case,

and vilify their opponents, to the igno

rance and prejudice, which are their con

genial element.

It is well known by all who have paid

any attention to the writings of Associa

tionists, that the system of Fourier com

prises a clear, methodical, and thorough

plan for the organization of labor, for

economy in domestic arrangements, for

the union of property in joint-stock co

partnership, for the equitable distribution

of profits, and for the gu‘aranty of educa

tion, suitable employment, competent sup

port, and social position, to every member

of the associated townships, into w hich he

supposes the community in general is to

be divided. In connection with this plan

of combined industry, although logically

and practically distinct from it, Fourier

presents a vast body of speculations, in

quiries, assertions, and predictions, in

respect to the theory of the Universe, —

the doctrines of cosmogony, ontology,

and psychology,—the correspondences

and analogies between the spiritual and

material worlds,——the changes in gov

ernment, climate, and the physical rela

tions ofthe globe, which will be produced

under a unitary system of cultivation,—

and the modifications in the relations of

marriage and the intercourse of the sexes

which will result from the prevalence of‘

truth, justice, freedom, order, harmo

ny, and material abundance, in a social

ithe Orthodoxy of the Church'.l

man and the immutable laws of the Cre

ator.

The first portion of this system,—the

plan of Industrial Reform as the condition

of social virtue, union, and happiness, -—

is all that has been adopted or defended,

either by the Associationists of America,

or of France ; the practical realization of

this plan in a township arranged on the

associative method is the great object of

their movement; this is the work which

they feel themselves called on to perform;

the great idea which they would present

on every occasion to the attention of their

countrymen; the responsible mission,

which they would devote every energy

to accomplish. \Vith the other portions

of Fourier‘s theories they have no more

concern titan with the visions of Sweden

borg or the speculations of Plato; they

have never defended them, never sought to

introduce them, never regarded them as

presenting any claim on the attention of the

practical reformer or philanthropist, never

in fact, deemed them to come within the

sphere of argument or discussion, as they

are presented only as conjectures “ or

reveries,” “ as a description of the cus

toms and habits of Herschel or Saturn,”

'to use the language of Fourier himself

concerning them. Now on what grounds

of reason, or common sense, or common

honesty, can the Associationists be made

responsible for views which they do not

hold, which they have never brought for

ward, which they have uniformly dis

claimed, because they are found in a vast

ocean of speculation, by a theoretical

writer, whose principles on the organi

zation of industry they believe to be sup

ported by a rigid demonstration and the

plainest dictates of common sense! Can

we not believe the sublime doctrines of

charity, of universal love, which the

Bible sets forth, because, forsooth, it de

fends the custom of ferocious war in a

barba'rous state of society? Must we re

ject the principles of democratic freedom

contained in the Declaration of Independ

ance because Mr. Jefl'erson repudiated

Or, to

use a more practical illustration, should

we reject the “ organization ” of travel

‘by rail—road cars, if we found that in the

‘opinion of their inventor, their influence

would produce an entire revolution in the

customs of commerce and the rites of

religion? We should rather examine the

invention itself, calculate the effect of its

immediate practical application, consider

the evils it would remedy and the advan

tages it would produce; and leave the

speculative predictions of its author to be

decided by the experience of ages, and

the Providence of God.

This was the manner in vidtich Fourier

presented his system of attractive indus

 

condition founded on the nature of
try, as claiming the test of a fair and
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sufficient experiment. He does not con

tend for an absolute, indissoluble connec

tion between the two portions of his

system, which we have described. What

ever may be thought of my speculations,

— this is the uniform tenor of his reason

ings,—here is a plan for the organiza

tion of industry, which may be put in

practice without interfering with any ex

isting interest or custom of society. Call l

me a fool or a madman, if you please, on

account of what you deem my visionary

prophecies; but do not reject my practi

cal arrangements for labor, which may be

submitted at once to the test of experi

ment. He urged the importance of this

step, as an essential condition of redeem

ing the race from the abyss of social

corruption and misery, in which it is now

weltering. The effect of a true organi

zation of industry, in his opinion, would

be the immediate abolition of fraud, false

hood, oppression, antagonism, hatred, jeal

ousy, strife, violence, and wretchednoss

in the relations between man and man.

A new and divine order would be intro

duced with the special sanction of the

divine, beneficent, universal Providence.

This order would be the realization of

celestial harmony on earth, the fulfilment

of prophetic hopes, the practical embodi

ment of the Christian spirit in social insti

tutions. By the introduction of this

order, he expressly maintains, no change

in the marriage relation will be produced.

He condemns, in terms of the most un

sparing severity, those wild innovators,

who have wished to do away with this

institution; and always declares with the

utmost explicitness, that the true rela

tions of industry must be established,

without interfering with a sacred tie, that

is at the foundation of social order in the

world. The positive work then, to be

done, according to Fourier, is the estab

lishment of true industrial relations, on

the principles of cooperation and attrac

tion, in place of the present system of

anarchical competition, commercial fraud

and oppression, and the subordination of

labor to capital. This is the work in

which the Associative school are engaged ;

for this and for this alone, they are re

sponsible ; and whether in future ages of

the world, after the laws of universal

harmony are understood and applied, after

the reign of deception, tyranny, and vio

lence shall have passed away, and the

globe shall be inhabited by a nobler,

wiser, truer, and more religious race of

men, than have yet been seen on its sur

face, the union of order and liberty will

be possible in the intercourse of the

sexes, and the purified “ passions” of

our nature will take the place of conven

tional restrictions;—this they do not

undertake to decide, and leave the affirm~

ations of Fourier on the whole subject to

 

 

 

the development of future epochs of bar

mony and wisdom, which they believe

ordained by the all-embracing Providence

of the Deity. They, certainly, cherish

the faith, that whatever changes may

spring up in the progress of society, the

present system of open licentiousness,

shameless degradation, and heartless de

ception, which not even the influence of

the marriage tie is able to repress, will

give place to true and honorable relations,

which will preserve the dignity of woman

hood, and contribute to the highest eleva

tion and harmony of the social state.

The distinctions which we have point

ed out, between the Industrial Reform

proposed by Fourier, and the speculations

which have called down such a shower of

objurgation is always maintained by the

most enthusiastic advocates of his system

in France. They propose no change in

the marriage relations. They disclaim

all responsibility for Fourier‘s conjec

tures, anticipations, and predictions. They

Would deprecate as much as the most

austere descendant of the Puritans, any

approach to disorder or licentiousness, in

the new industrial arrangements which

they wish to establish. In view of these

undeniable facts, with what face can it be

stated in a professedly religious Journal,

that the Associationists of this country,—

a large proportion of whom have derived

their first knowledge on the subject from

the columns of the Tribune, —a body of

persons comprising men of the highest

education, devoted to ihquiry and thought,

with a host of plain, practical, business

like farmcrs and mechanics, in every part

of the United States,——with no small

number of women of the greatest intelli

gence, refinement, moral worth, and reli

gious principle that our country can boast

of, who are devoted to this cause as the

essential condition of human progress and

elevation, -— with what face, we ask, can

it be asserted that they are conspiring to

rob society of the guardian institution of

marriage, and remove those salutary re

straints, which with all their influence,

are inadequate to the preservation of pur

ity and order, in the present false, cor

rupt, and corrupting relations of social

life?

We ale no more than fair and exact

justice from friend and foe. But we

claim from our conntrymen,—what we

do not expect from our antagonists, — an

impartial hearing on our purposes and

principles, and a judgment on the merits

of our cause from the frank and unre

served representations of its advocates,

rather than from the gross caricatures of

its enemies.

Our publications are before the world. _

They show, with the clearness of sun

light, the ground which we take. No

man can read them, who is not blind and

 

l

drunk with prejudice, and not perceive

that we maintain the distinction between

the different portions of Fourier‘s writ

ings, which was laid down by their author

himself, and which has been constantly

recognized by his followers in France.

Here are the statements of Mr. Godwin,

one of the most intelligent advocates of

Association in this country, as the Ob

server remarks, although it is pleased to

express its surprise, that a man who had

enjoyed the discipline of the Princeton

Theological Seminary, and who even

once had a leaning towards the Presbyte

rian Pulpit, should have sunk into such a

gulf of perdition as the theory of Uni

versal Unity.

“ The School of Fourier. proposes but

one thing; Tut: ORGANIZATION or Lssoa

in “run Towxsr-rrr. It has no other ob

ject; no other faith as a School.” “ It

is true that some persons with a lightness

that verges on malignity or bad faith,

obstinately accuse that school of a design

to abolish property, the family relation,

and religion: but can they in the face of

the sketch we have just given, hope to

persuade the public of so barefaced a

falsehood! Is the family likely to be

injured in a condition of society which

will furnish new and strong guarantees

for its independence. peace, and happi

nessl where the interchange of family

affections will not be interrupted by the

influence of adverse interests! Is there

no longer meaning in words! Are the

most positive avowals of intentiqn and'

principles not to be believed l ” “ Who

ever, then, undertakes to criticise or

accuse this School must, to be honest,

do so on other grounds than these. He

must take up directly and only the project

they present, and prove that it is itself

worthless or impracticable. Random

charges against opinions which we reject

and plans which we do not propose, can

only eXpose the authors of them to the

contempt of all fair-minded people.”

Such has been our uniform, unvarying

declaration of principles and purposes.

With this evidence before him, the man

who presumes to charge the American

Associationists with the designs alleged

by the New York Observer, brands him

self as a convicted calumniator, and so

licits the contempt of every just and

honorable mind.

At the same time, we do not hope to

escape the fate of those who announce

new truths to an unbelieving world. We

have no wish to shun it, and if the blood

of the martyrs be the seed of the church,

we shall not shrink from the utmost sac

rifice in the discharge of our mission.

So deep, so intense, so irrepressible are

our convictions of the falseness and pol

lution of the present order of society,—

of the degradation of our most sacred
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and essential institutions, — of the debas

ing influence of the favorite pursuits of

men,—-of the presence of cunning hy

pocrisy in the Church, and of unbluslring

iniquity in Congresses and Conrts,-—of

the fonlest oppressions and deceptions

in the relations of business,-—and of

desolating abominations in private life.

-—that we can use no honeyed Words

in describing the atrocities, with which

“ Earth is sick and Heaven is weary.”

We speak out the burden of our souls,

with sternness, with severity, with ans

tcre denunciations of the wrong, though

with tears of agony at the outrages

on Humanity. For this sin, in a wick~

ed and adulterous generation, we do not

hope to be forgiven. We know what

is before us, and we have taken our

ground, not as we trust, without counting

the cost. We have no quarrel with our

revilers; if we speak in harsh terms, it

is for the sake of expressing our sense of

the true character of their assaults; but

we cannot be aroused to wrath, for alas!

they are as noble and as wise, as the

pestilent atmosphere of civilization, in

which they live, and move, and have

their being, will permit them to become.

If} it had been their privilege to be born

in those happier ages, when the law of

God written upon the heart shall take the

place of the legislation of man,—when

falseness, and antagonism, and social rot

tenness, now scarcely concealed by the

whited sepulcbres of conventional decen

cy, shall yield to the glorious harmonies of

-a true social order, —the most contempt

ible Levite among them all, who now

has neither eye nor heart for the wretch

edness of his race, might have been a

model of lofty manhood —the false, bloat

‘ed hypocrite, who now prates of morality

-in order to cover the deep infamy of his

'own character, might have been pure,

sincere, upright, sound to the heart’s core,

“with no need of mummery or mask.

Thus far we have been discussing gen

eral principles for the most part; here

after we may examine the false assertions

of the Observer more in detail, if we should

think it worth while to resume the subject.

'OBJEUTIONS T0 ASSOCIA'I'ION.—~N0. IV.

(Continued from p. 124-.)

In considering that part-of the criticism

of the Oberlin Reviewer which relates to

Associated Labor, we found ourselves

compelled in our last article to abandon

the attempt to follow him, and to state

negatively and positively, the doctrine of

Attractive Industry.

We will now, though at the risk of pro

tracting somewhat the discussion, exam

ine this subject in a more scientific man

ner, and show the real causes of the

repulsiveness and degradation at present

connected with Labor.

 

 
The analysis of the human Soulxhowa

us that it is :1 Unity or Whole, composed

of twelve springs of action, called Affec

tions, Passions, or Attractions, as the

twelve notes of Music constitute the

VVlroie of Sound, or the seven prismatic

Colors, the \Vhole of Color.

These twelve Attractions crave satis

faction ; crave joy and happiness as their

destiny;—or in other words, they de

mand a. harmonious action and develop

ment in an external system adapted to

them, and this is the case with every

being without exception. They who re

nounce happiness on earth,—which seems

to be a contradiction of the rule here laid

down,—do so to secure it in another

world, or to secure an end, which is the

object of some one attraction exclusively,

which leads them willingly to the sacri

fice that is made.

Thus happiness, which truly defined is

the harmonious development of the springs

of action in Man, is the unvarying de

mand of the human Soul, and proves, if

the law of “Destinies proportional to

Attractions ” be true, that happiness is to

be the lot of mankind on'earth.

To secure to the Attractions the satis

faction which they demand, we must pre

sent to them those external harmonics

which correspond to their nature. Musi

cal harmony, for example, is the external,

the outward “correspondence of the faculty

called hearing, as beautiful scenery, or

beautiful workso'f art are correspondences

of the faculty of sight.

External harmonies attract the passions

or faculties to which they correspond,

and excite them to action. Thus music,

or harmony of sound, attracts the sense

of hearing; pleasing scenery, with its

harmonies of form and color, attracts

the sense of sight; delicately prepared

viands, with their harmonics of flavor,

attract the sense of taste; groups of

friends attract the friendship of those who

are in sympathy with them; children

attract the parental sentiment in parents;

and thus with the entire scale of the

twelve motive powers in Man.

The twelve radical Attractions may

be classed under three heads, according

to the following table.

Fms'r' CLASS. Five Sensitive Attrac

tions, which tend to material elegance,

beauty, refinement, and harmony.

Secorvn Cuss. Four SocialAttractions,

which tend to the formation of social

sympathies and ties between beings, or to

social harmonies.

Trrmn Ctass. Three Intellectual or

regulating Allractions, which tend to uni

versal order and general unity,—to

mathematical harmonies.

Each of the twelve radical springs of

action has its special tendency, or its

centre of attraction.

 
rins'r CLASS: nu: r-‘rvr: serum“: on IA

TERIAL ATTRACTIONS.

l. Taste,--Att.raction to harmonics of flavor.

2. Smell,— Attraction to harmonies of perfume.

3. SigM,-#Attmction to harmonics of form and

color.

4. Hearing, —- Attraction to harmonics ofsound.

5. Touch,—Attraction to harmonics of contact

in the externals of things.”

srzcoru) CLASS: THE FOUR socrar. ATTRAC

Truss.

6. Friendship,-Attracti0n to groups ofour fel

low beingn from identity of character and

identity of function. It comprises the sen

timents of benevolence and philanthropy,

and leads to social equality and the brother

hood of the Race.

7. Love,'— Attraction to beings of the opposite

sex, from spiritual and material sympathy;

source of the deference of the stronger for

the ~weaker sex, and of general delicacy and

refinement in the social intercourse ofbeings.

8. Ambition,—Attraction to alliances with our

fellow men in groups of colleagues and par

tiznns, united for the attainment of the

same end.

9. Familiam, or the- family afi'ection,— Attrac‘

tion to groups of parents and children, from

the tie of consanguinity, and the tie of adop

tion; source of the deference of the older

to the younger age, and of a social provi

dence in society.

ramp cuss: 'rrrr: Tuner: RFGULATIIG, or;

msrrusv'rrvr: ar-rrucrross.

10. Emtdation,--Love of progressive classifi

cation, of graduated contrasts and inequali

ties, giving rise to differences of tastes and

opinions, and hence to rivalry.

ll. Altemtion,—Love of variety and change.

12: The Composite,—Love of accords of con

trasted and identical elements, of the com

bination of two or more functions or plea

sures; source of enthusiasm.

PIVOTAL, on CoLercrrvr: Ar'raac'rrorl,

Love of Universal Harmony and Unity.

Present to Man material harmonies,

groups of beings, and an organization

corresponding to these twelve Loves of

the Soul, and you will attract him to

them with irresistible power. Material

beauty and harmony will attract the five

 

" The senses are not simple elements, but

compound faculties, or rather elementary 0r

ganisms, which can be divided into elementary

perceptions. The sense ofhearing, for example,

comprises the perception of all the various shades

or modulations of tone. These perceptions

form the arts of a Unity or \Vhole, called the

sense of caring, as the twelve attractions form

the parts of the Soul,—the collective Unity.

Music com rises as many elementary parts, as

there are clgmentnry rceptionl in the sense ofhearing which createdxit and consequently is its

only external correspondence. These remarks

apply to all the other Attractions. Friendship,

for example, corn rises Friendship proper, or

direct sympathy or one or more beings. np

throu h various degrees of sympathy to univer

sal P rilanthropy, wherein is the complete or

universal development of this affection. Cor

diality, equality, charity, and mercy, are among

its attributes. Ambition, or Ilonomm, embraces

the sentiments of association, elevation, dignity,

justice, and what in phrenology is termed love

of approbation, self-esteem, 6m. “’e subdivide

the “who radical Attractions into thirty-two;

these into one hundred and thirty-four, and the

latter into four hundred and four, which is the

com lete division. Let us here remark that the

ten faculty comprises analysis, causality, com

parison, due. The twelfth, ideality, imagina

tion, constructivencss.
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senses; groups of kindred souls will at

tract the four social or cardinal affections,

and method, order, and harmonious dis

tribution, will attract the three intellectual

or distributive affections.

There is no department of society, or

sphere of life, in which it is so important

to open a field of action and development

for the human passions, as in Industry—.

(Agricultural, manufacturing, and domes

tic Labor.) Industry is for Man the

source of health and riches, which are his

two primary wants; it is the foundation

of his physical and moral development,

and of his power over the material world.

It is also the means by which he fulfils

the high trust confided to him of Over

seer of the earth, and of the kingdoms

upon it. Industry is at present so falsely

Organized, that it violates methodically

the twelve radical Attractions, outrages

them in every way, and entails upon

those who from want are forced to under

go its burthen, poverty, ignorance, and

other evils.

It is perfectly practicable to give to In

dustry an Organization which will be in

perfect correspondence with the Attrac

tions of the Soul, which will offer to

them in its pursuits the means of their

legitimate and harmonious action. If we

do this, Man will be drawn voluntarily to

Industry, he will engage in it from choice,

and with delight: it will become pleasing

and ATTRACTIVE to him.

We do not say that the mere material

Labor, considered as such, connected

with Industry, and abstracted from the

pleasures and advantages to which its

performance will give rise, will be ren

dered attractive, any more than we pre

tend that the mere act of laying colors on

the canvass, polishing the marble of the

statue, or striking the keys of an instru

ment, is, in itself, abstracted from all the'

efl'ects ,which follow, pleasing to the

painter, the sculptor, or the musician.

But this work is the means, the medium

by and through which beautiful and har

monious results, which please some of the

Attractions of the Soul, are produced,

and it is executed with delight by the

artist who loves his art. In like manner

the labors, efforts, and thought requisite

in the exercise of Industry, will become

the means and the medium for the satis

faction of the Attractions, and will there~

fore be performed voluntarily, or from

attraction.

Thus Industry can be rendered A'r

TRACTIVE, by being adapted to human

nature, and made the avenue to health,

fortune, rank, honors, and other satisfac

tions of the human heart.

W'e will now point out summarily how

Industry, as now organized and prose

cuted, violates methodically the twelve

Attractions of the Soul, and becomes, as

 

a consequence, hateful and repulsive to

Man. We will begin with the first class.

VIOLATION OF THE FIVE BENSES.

l. Violation of the Sense of Sight. Our

workshops and manufacturies are for the

most part dirty, gloomy, and ugly; the

same is the case with the tools and

dresses. Parsimony and neglect reign

eyery where. On our farms too, the

fields are monotonous and dreary. There

is no display or elegance either in agri

culture or manufactures; no visual har~

monies to attract the eye. Thus this

sense is violated. '

2. Violalion ofthe Senserf Taste. In

nearly all civilized countries, the pro

ducing classes can scarcely obtain with

their scanty wages, a sufficiency of the

coarsest food, and no where a varied and

delicate fare such as this sense demands.

The agricultural laborer does not con

some the products which he raises; his

fairest fruits and vegetables, his poultry

and other delicacies are sent to market to

be consumed by the rich, while he lives

upon the commonest articles. Thus the

Industry of Civilization guarantees no

satisfaction of the sense of Taste, and

hardly the means of nourishment, or its

simplest demands. This sense is violated

like the preceding Attraction.

3. Violation of the Sense of Smell. In

our crowded manufactories and workshops,

in mines, and other confined localities,

where Industry is prosecuted, there pre

vails the greatest neglect as regards

cleanliness, ventilation and purification of

the atmosphere. The laboring classes

toil amidst stenches, and often in an un

tvholesome and even deadly atmosphere,

as in our dye-houses, our steel and chem

ical manufactories. Thus the scnse of

Smell is outraged to the last degree, in

stead of being gratified as it could be in

nine—tenths of labors, and in the worst

case, purity of atmosphere at least could

be secured by-proper ventilation, and the

bad sheets of certain branches of work

prevented by short hours of labor.

4. Violation of lhe Sense of Hearing.

The din of noisy branches of Indus

try is increased to a frightful extent

in our workshops and manufactories,

where for economy’s sake five hundred

looms, a score or two of copper smith’s

benches or blacksmith's forges, are

crowded into one large room, or several

branches of work conducted in one local

ity, where each workman must bear the

noise of all the others. No pains are taken

to separate noisy occupations, and to di

minish the clatter of machinery. The

sense of Hearing is not only violated, but

tortured, and to such an extent that deaf

ness and other diseases result from it.

5. I'iolalion of the Sense 6] Touch.

Manufacturies, which are cold and damp

 

in winter, hot and confined in summer;

uncomfortable clothing, tools and imple

ments; exposure to a broiling sun in field

labor for the entire day;—these, and a

hundred other circumstances connected

with Labor, under its present miserable

organization, outrage the sense of Touch,
and inflict upon it altorture which would

alone be sufficient to drive Man from

half of the branches of Industry which

he exercises, even if the eleven other

passions were_not violated in them.

VIOLATION OF THE FOUR SOCIAL AFFEC

TIONS.

6. Violalion of Friendship. The la

borers in our fields and mauufactoiies are

not brought together voluntarily, from

sympathy of character and choice of 00

cupation, but by chance, by the will of

an employer, who hires and assigns them

their posts and their company. Persons

of incongruous characters, and incom

patible habits and manners, are thus forced

to herd and toil together like animals,

which gives rise to as many antipathies

and discords, as there should be sympa

thies and friendly ties. The exactions

and tyranny of employers, engender

also a spirit of hostility between them

and the employed, which completes the

circle of animosities, by extending them

to inferiors and superiors, hirelings and

capitalists, servants and masters. Thus

Friendship, under the present unnatural

Organization of Industry, is either entire

ly stifled, and a state of selfish apathy

takes its place; or it is positively out

raged, and antipathy and hatred are en

gendered, which add moral discords to

the material ones already existing.

7 and 9. Violation of Love and the

Family Affection. There is no proper

division of Labor and judicious classifica

tion of its details, so as to allow both

sexes and the different ages to take part

in, and enliven its pursuits by their pre

sence. Most branches of agriculture, and

the lighter branches of the mechanical

arts, if rightly organized, could be prose

cuted by women and children, as well as

by men; but under the present system,

the father works solitarily in some lonely

field, or with a mass of hirelings in a

manufactory; the mother is engaged in

the kitchen, and the children are idle or

at school. Thus parents and children,

friends and lovers, rarely meet in Indus

try, which is precisely the sphere in

which they should meet. The combina

tion of these classes in Industry, would

tend powerfully to make it Attractive,

which is the supreme practical end of a

true Social Order. Thus the two minor

cardinal Afl'ections, Love and the Family

sentiment, are left out of view, and one

tirely unsatisfied in the present Organiza

tion of Industry.
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8. Violation of Ambition. Labor as

now prosecuted, offers no avenue to

wealth. honor, and Consideration in soci

ety, which are leading desires of this

He who labors with his own

hands, never gets rich ; (a rare exception

only confirms the general rule ;) he re

mains a poor and dependent drudge, more

often despised than respected or tolerated.

All the aspirations of Ambition are de

nied to those who are regularly engaged

in Labor. As aconsequence, Man avoids

it as he would a scourge, and seeks a

career in politics, war, commerce, the

law, the sciences, the pulpit, where he

has a chance at least of arriving at wealth,

favor, and position.

This is the negative side, a glimpse

of advantages refused. The positive side,

the disadvantages incurred, are the fol

lowing. The laborer is a. hireling, de

pendent upon a master or employer, who

controls him, because he holds the capital

or implements of Industry to which he

must have access in order to labor, with

out which he starves. He must do the

employer's bidding : work the number of

hours which he fixes, at the function

which he points out, and in the company

he selects. There is no Liberty in Labor,

no,individual independence, no free choice

of occupation, no guarantee of regular

employment, no making of rules and

regulations by the employed, like the

fixing of the hours of labor or the divi

sion of profits, no choice of industrial

leaders, but on the contrary, arbitrary

sway, oppression, and degradation. The

masses obey without a will of their own

the dictates of him to whom circumstances

have given capital or credit. The tyranny

that reigns in Industry is on a par with

the tyranny that reigns in political rela~

tions under a. Turkish Pasha.

Thus the powerful Passion, Ambition,

which prompts Man to such persevering

and energetic efforts for the gratification

of its aspirations, finds no field of action,

no satisfaction in what should be the most

important of all spheres of activity,—

productive lndustry,-—but is degraded

and destroyed in it. Should we be sur

prised that Industry is repulsive and ab

horrent, when it thus violates and stifles

the Attractions of the Soul, those motive
powers to which an iappcal must be made

to rouse men to action!

Passion.

VIOLATION OF THE DISTRIBUTIVE

TIONS.

For a general description of the condi

tions which must be fulfilled to give scope

and satisfaction to the three Distributive

Attractions, we refer the reader to the

translation of the New Industrial World,

Harbinger, Vol. ii. No. 7, p. 99, and se

quel. We will here briefly examine at

few of these requisites.

10. Violation of Emulation.

AFFEC

There is

 
no noble emulation in the Labors of Civi

lization. Man toils either alone or at an

isolated branch of Industry, so that no

comparison in execution, talent and skill,

between closely allied branches, can be

established, and as a consequence, no

rivalry can exist. We see the opposite,

or the subversive effect of this Passion, in

the envious competition which reigns in

civilized Industry, and which engenders

as many hatreds as noble emulation would

produce sympathies. The powerful zest

of emulation between groups, is entirely

lost under the present system of Labor,

as this sentiment finds no action and de

velopment in it.

11. Violation ofthe Love of Allornation.

Prolonged and monotonous labors are a

leading feature of the present industrial

system. The same round of toil is con

tinued twelve and fifteen hours per day,

and day after day, and month after month,

which of itself is sufficient to render lu

dustry a hateful and intolerable burden.

If our favorite pleasures, the ball or

opera, tor instance, were subjected to this

system ofprolonged application, and they ,

were continued twelve or fourteen hours

without intermission, they would become

as repulsive as most branches of Labor

now are. How important then to intro

duce moderate hours of work and varied

occupations into the great field of pro

ductive Industry, the true source of health

and wealth to Humanity. Tire rich and

varied faculties implanted in the human

soul, which demand such varied spheres

of activity, are deadened by this monoto

ny and exclusive absorption, while the

body is falsely developed, and frequently

diseased. Thus the Attraction of Alter

nation, the love of variety, which leads

to integral development and universality,

and thereby to equilibrium, is violated

under the present system of Labor, and

one more outrage added to the list of

those inflicted upon human nature.

12. Violation of the Composite. There

is no union of the useful with the

beautiful, of the material with the

spiritual, of industry with art, or of

external beauty and harmony with the

social sympathies and afiections, in the

Labors of Civilization. There are no

accords and leagues of groups with iden

tity of tastes, as there is no emulation

between groups that have dissonant or

rival tastes. There is in short no combi

nation of display and splendor with the

practical realities of Industry, which en

thusiasm, imagination, the love of the

ideal, demand. Thus is the twelfth At

traction in Man violated in our Organiza

tion of Labor, which is a conflict of ma

terial and moral discords, of physical

and social antipathies, and of rnonoto-ie" are anged in their “vocations.

tny and deformity in every way.

The combination of these discards, de-l

 

formities, and false arrangements outrages

methodically the twelve Attractions of

the Soul, the Senses, the social Afl'ec

tions, and the love of Order, Justice,

and Liberty; repels Man from Industry,

and renders it REPUGNANT and Deonaomo.

In a succeeding article we will examine

the twelve loading conditions which must

be fulfilled to dignify Industry and render

it A'rrnncrrvn.

ASSOCIATION IN ALGIERS.

It is well known that the attempts of

France to plant colonies in Algiers have

been far from successful. According to

official reports the average expense to the

government of the villages whose founda

tion has been attempted, has been more

than two thousand francs for each fami

ly. The result, says the Democratic Plf

cifique, from which we translate the fol

lowing particulars, is that Algiers is occu

pied by a wretched population, dying of

hunger, and plunged in all kinds of vices.

In this state ofthings the French govern

ment has entertained with aprobation the

proposals of the “ Agricultural Union of

lAfrit-a” at the head of which is M. Gau

tier, a captain of artillery, and has grant

.cd to the ‘ Union ' the territory and the

l pecuniary assistance usually allotted f0

its Algerine colonies. These allowances

are the travelling expenses for the labor

ers of the colony, construction at the

public charge of the fortified enclosure,

of the church, the parsonage, the town

house, a hospital, school houses, creche,‘

wells, watering . places, wash houses,

streets, &c.

The colony of the ‘ Union ’ is formed on

the principle of Association. Its property

is represented by joint stock shares, and

its land, by the terms of the grant, is never

to be divided. All the associates, wheth~

er stock-holders or laborers, are to share in

the product of its operations in proportion

as they contribute to them, that is, the

former according to their capital invest

ed, the latter aocording to their labor and

skill. Each member of the society, man,

woman or child, will have an account

opened with the Directors. Each person

from the gardener to the superintendent,

will be engaged for a fixed salary and

function, with the right to a living of a.

certain minimum kind, corresponding to

the interest fixed as the minimum pay

able to the capital. The profits over and

above this minimum of support and inter

,est will be divided to each person, capi

l talist or laborer, in proportion to the sum

received by him in the first distribution as

salary or interest.

 

 

 

" The creche is an establishment lately intro

duced in France for the care ofinfants and

young children during the day while the. moth

For the

laboring classes whose necessities render them

unable to devote themselves to the care of

their children this is an excellent arrangemcng
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Hence it results that the active elements‘ happiest manner the unsettled question of

of the village are united in one body, and

have a direct, common interest in the

public prosperity. All are associated;

the individual interest is completely'unit- tion.

ed with the public interest; all lose or

gain, all rise or fall together, and still the

principle of individuality is respected, and ljustice will suffer to be left out of the ac

individual property has a free chance. count.

of accumulation; every one has his own, or their banishment into the desert are

his rights and his account with the

whole body; it is by the union of in

dividual posessions that the unitary social

property is formed. Such results are

obtained by applying the principle of

Association at Sigville, the name which

the “Agricultural Union" proposes to

bestowon its colony. It is situated on the

river Sig, on the road from Oran to Mas

cara, half way between the two places

and almost ten miles from the sea.

The part taken by the government in

the establishment of this colony we have

already spoken of. The Society on its

side makes the following engagements :

To collect in the space of five years

225 to 300 families, or about 1,400 per

sons for whom buildings of mason work

shall be providcd, and to give such an ex

tension to its operations that

1,680 acres of land shall be cultivated in grains

and planted with trees.

1,680 acres in grass natural or cultivated.

1,050 “ “ orchards and plants needing shade.

630 “ “ gardens. ‘

4‘20 “ “ vines.

5,400 acres, which is the amount of thcgrant.

The Society is also to construct a flour

mill, and several work shops ; it is bound

at the cm] of five years to have planted:

250,000 feet of land with mulbcry trees.

150,000 “ “ “ with olive trees.

100,000 “ with orange, lemon, and

different kinds of fruit trees.

100,000 feet of land with poplars.

1,200,000

It is also to erect stables and other

buildings for 300 horses and colts, 2,000

horned cattle, 4,000 to 5,000 sheep, 500

to 600 swine, and 8,0000 to 10,000

fowls.

The population of the township being

obliged to form a company of volunteer

soldiers, will be able to organize its defen

ces so as to be sufficient for every occa

sion. The first five years will be

devoted to the fulfilment ofthe above con

ditions, after which it will be able to en

large its operations considerably.

The inhabitants of the province of

Oran take a lively interest in this under

taking. The leading men of the prov

ince have appointed a committee to fur—

nish it with the aid of their capital and

their influence. Indeed, both the govern

ment and the country of Algiers have the

greatest concern in the success of the en

terprise. This success will solve in the

U I!

u u r;
“ vines.
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the colonization of the north of Africa.

The interest of the European colonists

is not the only one involved in this ques

Ilesides the Caucasian inhabitants

of the country there are the Arabs, whom

neither reason, nor philanthrophy, nor

The extermination of the Arabs

notions as absttrd in practice as they are

odious in theory. In this connection, a

fact proper to cdify minds rebellious

against the idea of Association, is, that

several Arab chiefs have. already become

subscribers to the stock of the “ Agricul

tural Union.”

This colony is by no means a. trial of

the phalanstery of Fourier. Its founders

adopt the Associative principle, as a basis,

and look for order, unity, cot‘iperation

from the convergence of interests which

that principle must produce, and from the

exercise of an intelligent authority on the

part of the directors of industry, who will

form at the same time the civil and mili

tary powers. But the plan is not enter

tained of testing the serial method which

is the leading feature of the phalanstery;

the only thing borrowed from Fourier is

his economical syslrm. ‘

Between the notion of agricultural

Association and the system of Fourier

there is such a distance that he had

formed the idea of the former long be

fore discovering the latter. He himself

declares that when he began to speculate

on the association of three hundred to

four hundred families of agriculturists

forming a combined township, he was so

far from his system and so much under

the influence of the prejudices in vogue,

and the chimera of impossibility, that In:

did not men believe that such an association

could be realized.

Thus while the doctrine of association

is not involved at Sigville, and will not be

compromised by the failure of the estab

lishment, it may gain from its success,

which will prove, not the serial method

indeed, but the excellence of association

considered as a social and economical

principle. If this principle realized by]

means of any organization whatever- pro

duces prosperity, unity, the accord of in

terests, a great step will be taken and a

powerful testimony given to the doctrine

of association. If the attempt fails, as

the organization proposed by Fourier is

not employed, his theory cannot suffer

from the failure. From these considera

tions we shall watch the progress of Sig

ville with profound interest.

 

[F It is said that 300.000 people are

engaged in cheating the English govern-1

ment—in other words, they are engaged;

in the smuggling trade.

 

Mr. Powens no C. Enwanns lit-:s'ren.

We have before taken occasion to admin

ister a little wholesome reproof to the

above named concucter of books, for the

free and easy irnpertinencc with which he

ventured into too close personal relations

with great men. We were not disposed

to quarrel very violently with his vanity

and self-conceit, they seemed so harmless

and so natural to him,-—and hoped in

good faith, that when he got rid of his

windy sufficiency, enough would be left to

make a somewhat entertaining and popu

lar writer. His recent aflair‘with Mr.

Powers, however, according to the docu

ments brought forward by that accom

plished scholar and gentleman, George

H. Calvert, places him in an unfortunate

position. It appears by them that he

made use of the name of Mr. Powers, in

order to produce a book that would sell,

in a manner that was entirely unauthor

izcd, and when called to account there

for, was guilty of subterfuges, to call

them by the mildest name, unworthy of

a scholar or man of truth. We thank

Mr. Calvert for his generous zeal in vindi

cating the fame of our eminent country

man, Mr. Powers, of whose character we

have too great reason to be proud, to al

low it to be victimised by literary cupidity

or personal vanity. The generation of

Boswells are barely tolerable at best, but

when they are governed by a mercenary

spirit, instead of an affectionate admira

tion, they become a nuisance. \Ve can

pardon a little man for clinging to the

coatstail of a. great one, in hopes to be

lifted up himself, but when it comes to

taking advantage of his position, and ex

posing the great man in an unbecoming

manner for the sake of money, we would

thank any one to put a stop to such

monkey tricks.

[13’ We cut the following paragraph

from the farewell address of “The

League.”

“ Our Association, like every other in

stitution, must perish when its destiny is

fulfilled; but it leaves to the world the

rich bequest of a bright example. Hence

forth let no laborers in the cause of en

lightened philanthropy despair of success.

The stripling with his stone and sling,

has proved adequate to the overthrow of

the mighty giant. Noble ends sought by

noble means, more than compensate for

any original disproportion of physical

strength and power.”

Associationists may take these words to

heart as well as the example of the move

ment whose last utterance they are. The

devotion, energy, and unflinching resolu~

tion of “The League” were expended

in behalf of a reform in custom-house

regulations, the abolition of a tariff, at

the highest, for the temporary and partial

relief of the laboring population of a
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Single country. Shall our efforts for a

universal reform, for the permanent free

dom, elevation and happiness of the

whole family of man be inferior to theirs?

In God‘s name, No l Let all that we are,

and all that we have, be laid upon the al

tar of this cause. \Vhatevcr temporary

difficulties may obstruct it there is triumph

in the Future, for it has on its side the

progress of Humanity, and the eternal

promises of God!

11:? We have observed with a good deal

of surprise in a late “ Anti-Slavery Stand

ard ” an allusion to Miss Fuller, on occa

sion of her retiring from the literary de

partment of the Tribune, which it seems

to us must have had its origin in some

private grief, rather than in any just or

gentlemanly feeling. \Vhatever may be

the defects of that lady, in style and man

ner, as a writer, her singular nobleness of

character, her disinterested advocacy of

unpopular truth, and her enlightened en

thusiasm in the cause of human freedom

and elevation, should be sufficient to

shield her from such an aggression, -—and

from a quarter so truly honorable, as we

believe that to be, from which it came.

The true reformer, it would seem, has too

great a Work to do, in contending with

the baseness, selfishness, and injustice of

the present age, to afford to throw away

his strength, in reproaching those, who

if not in the same path with himself, are

yet seeking the Highest, and doing what

a brave life and true speech can do to

realize it on Earth.

I]? As long as the laborer and the

employer are We persons and not one

and the same; as long as the land, ma

chinery, workshops, tools, are owned by

one party and the other is only a hire—

ling; as long as labor-saving machinery

works directly against the laborer and not

directly for him ; as long as there is un

limited competition between employers,

and between laborers, so long the work

ing classes will be the Parias of society,

so long labor will be a stigma, and so

long pauperism and crime will increase in

compound ratio with the growth of indus:

try and the increase of wealth. Good

men may preach truth more eloquently

than angels, and fill all hearts with reli

gion and philanthropy so that alms shall

be given as generously as Heaven sends

down rain, but the evil will only increase.

It is not gifts which will remedy pauper

ism, but Justice. Society is like a rail

road train run off the track, the more

steam you put on and the more you oil

the wheels, the more violently it rushes

to destruction.

[F O high-souled Democrat, whose

heart glows with the love of liberty and

 
whose tongue is agile with praise of Equal

Rights and the great spread of the same

now taking place, is there no drudge in

thy kitchen, or man in thy stable, endowed

with a soul like thine whom thou lookest

down upon as a menial! Faugh upon

thy Democracy! thou art a hypocrite and

a fool, unless it be thy endeavor to make

Equal Rights something more than a

legal fiction.

 

New Inven'rros. During the recent

hot weather, an invention has been intro

duced upon the rail-roads of Holland for

the prevention of the dust by which trav

ellers have been incommoded. It con

sists in putting immediately behind the

tender, a water-car, or a common low

freight car with large iron water casks.

To the casks are attached pipes leading

into an iron box about the size of a stove

pipe, which extends across the width of

the track. This box is perforated like a

sieve. While the train is in motion, the

pipes are opened and the road is sprinkled

as if by a fine shower. — Scltnel/posl.

FREILIGRATH. German papers bring

the intelligence that this poet is about

to emigrate from his poetic solitude

near Zurich, to a London counting

house, a piece of news which at first

they discredited. In this resolution,

Freiligrath is governed, as is well

known, by the noblest motives. He is

determined to be in the most complete

sense independent, and free from reliance,

even on the book-sellers, who are now so

much intimidated; he is resolved to be

hindered by nothing from living according

to his convictions.

We believe that he has chosen the bet

ter part, and that even this outward lim

itation will contribute to make his mind

more fruitful. A German paper adds to

the announcement of Freiligrath's en

trance into a respectable commercial

house in London, the following details.

The duties of his place will employ him

six or seven hours daily, and will leave

him time enough for poetry and study.

His salary is, at the commencement, two

hundred pounds sterling, with a prospect

of improvement. —— Schnellpost.

 
 

GRAHAM 4ND TEMPERANCE
HOUSE.v

63 BARCLAY S'rnss'r, New You.

New Annarrcmrsx'r. This house is situat

ed on a pleasant and airy street, extending from

Broadway to the Hudson riyer. At one end of

the street is the landing place of the Albany

Steamboats, at the other the Parlt Fountain.

The house is but one minute’s walk from either,

and only five from the Eastern Steamboat Land

rn .
sI‘wo separate Tables are provided, one suited

for the accommodation of the eaters of meat,

and the others carefully prepared for those who

wish to exclude flesh meats from their diet.

Ladies and Gentlemen from the country tar

rying a few or many days, can be accommodate

 

ed with uietness, (plenty, cleanliness, whole

some fo ,and Rec om mm the fumes of Al

cohol and Tobacco. '

[LT—'FREE BATHS. Cold, Douche, and

Shower Baths Free, and \Varm Baths at a

small expense.

Terms One Dollar per day. Permanent board

ers received upon reasonable terms.

A. L. SMITH.

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

The Dlrectors of the School connected

with the Brook Farm Association have made

arrangements for enlarging the establish

ment, and are now prepared to receive In

additional number of pupils.

The course of study comprises instruction

in the various branches usually taught in the

High Schools and Academies of New Eng

land, with particular attention to the modern

European languages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes

are received; a constant maternal care ex

ercised over the youngest; and the more ad

vanced subject to the friendly counsel and

assistance of the teachers, without the re

straints of arbitrary discipline. Young men

are fitted for College, or for commercial pur

suits, or carried through a course of instruc

tion, in the higher branches usually taught

in the University.

Lessons are given in Music, Dancing,

Drawing, and Painting, without any extra

ch'orge.

The School is under the immediate direc

tion of Mr. and Mrs. RIPLEY, Mr. Dwrcrrr,

and Mr. DANA, assisted by experienced

teachers in the diflerent departments; and

every pupil of tender age is entrusted to

the particular care of a lady of the establish

ment, who has charge of his wardrobe, per

sonal habits, and physical education.

For young children, who are deprived of

parental care, and for older pupils who wish

to pursue a thorough and exact course of

study, without the usual confinement of a

large seminary, it is believed that this

School affords advantages, that are rarely to

be met with.

TERMS.—Fovn DOLLARS a week for

board, washing, fuel, lights, and instruction

in all branches.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, PVcat Rnxbury, .Mass.

 

 

W'EST ROXBURY OMNlBUS!

Leaves Brook Farm at'1 1-2 A. um, and 2 1-2

P. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaica

Plain, and Roxbury. Returning, leaves

the City Hotel, Brattle Street, at 10 1-2

A. M., and 5 P. at. Sunday excepted.

N. R. GERRISH.
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MISCELLANY.

THE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,‘

snouan'ro

CONSUELO.

rnosr rue ratscn or GEORGE sans.

Translated for the Harbinger.

X.

“But have you not contracted some

new friendships here”? asked the prin

cess Amelia. “ Among so many witty

and gifted persons whom my brother

boasts of having drawn from all quarters

of the world, are there none worthy of es

teem? ”

“ There certainly are, madam; and ifI

did not feel myself inclined to retirement

and solitude, I might have found many

benevolent souls about me. Mademoi

selle Cochois— ”

“The marchioness

mean? " .

“ I do not know if she is so called."

“ You are discreet, and you are right.

Well, she is a distinguished person."

“Extremely so, and very good at

heart, though she may be a little rain of

the attentions and the lessons of the

marquis, and somewhat looks down upon

the artists her companions from the

height of her grandeur.”

“She would be much more humble

did she know who you are. The name

of Rudolstadt is one of the most illustri

ous of Saxony, while that of d’Argens

belongs only to the small gentility of

Provence or Languedoc. And madam de

Cocce'i, how is she, do you know her! ”

“ As, since her marriage, mademoiselle

Barberini no longer dances at the opera,

and lives most generally in the country,

Ihave few opportunities of seeing her.

Of all our actresses, she is the one with

whom I feel most sympathy, and I have

often been invited by her and her hus

band to visit them on their estate; but

the king has given me to understand that

 

d’Argens, you

 

" Entered according to Act ofCongress, in the
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this Would displease him greatly, and

I have been obliged to give up that plea

sure, without knowing why I should suf

fer such a privation.”

“I will inform you. The king paid

court to mademoiselle Barberini, who

preferred the son of the grand chancellor

to him; and the king fears the efl‘ect of

this evil example upon you. But among

the men, are you intimate with no one? ”

" I have much friendship for M. Fran

cis Benda, his majesty's first violinist.

There is a similiarity between his fate

and mine. He led the life of a zingaro

in his youth, as I did in my childhood ;

like myself, he cares very little for the

grandeurs of this world, and prefers lib

erty to riches. He has often told me how

he fled from the count of Saxony to

share the wandering, joyous and misera~

his lot of the artists of the highway.

The World does not know that there are

upon the roads and in the streets virtuosos

of great merit. An old blind Jew com

pleted, over hills and vallies, the educa

tion of Honda. He was called Label,

and Benda never speaks of him but with

admiration, although he died upon a heap

of straw or even in a ditch, perhaps.

Before applying himself to the violin, M.

Franz Benda had a magnificent voice and

made singing his profession. Grief and

ennui made him lose it at Dresden. In

the pure air and in vagabond liberty, he

acquired another talent, his genius took

new flight; and it is from that travelling

conservatory that has issued the magnifi

cent virtuoso whose assistance his majesty

does not disdain in his chamber concerts.

George Benda, his youngest brother, is

also an original full of genius, by turns

epicurean and misanthropic. His capri

cious mind is not always amiable, but he

always interests me. I think that this

one will not succeed in dressing as do his

other brothers, who now wear with resig

nation the gilded chain of royal dilettant

ism. But he, either because he is the

youngest, or because his natural charac

ter is unconquerable, always talks of tak

ing flight. He is so heartily ennuyed

 

here, that it is a pleasure for me to be en

nuyed with him."

“ And do you not hope that this partak

en ennui will lead to a more tender feel

ing? It. would not be the first time that

love was born of ennui.”

“I neither fear nor hepe it,” replied

Consuelo; ‘ffor I feel that it can never

be. Ihave told you, dear Amelia, that

something strange passes within me.

Since Albert is no more, I love him, I

think only of him, I can love only him.

I verily believe this is the first time, of a

certainty, that love has been born of

death, and yet this is what happens to me.

I cannot be consoled for not having granted

happiness to a being worthy of it, and this

tenacious regret has become a fixed idea,

a sort of passion, a madness perhaps.”

“It seems to me something like it,”

said the princess. “It is at least a dis

ease—And yet it is a malady which I

well conceive and which I also experience;

for I love an absent person whom perhaps

Ishall never see again: Is not that al

most like loving a dead onei—But tell

me, is not my brother prince Henry an

amiable cavalier? ”

“ Yes, certainly."

“ A great amateur of the beautiful, an

artist soul, a hero in war, a striking and

pleasant though not handsome face, a

proud and independent mind, the enemy

of despotism, the unsubdued and menac- .

ing slave of my brother the tyrant, in

fine the best of the family, certainly.

They say he is very much in love with

you ; has he not told you so! ”

“ I listened to it as a jest."

“ Have you no desire to take it serious

ly ! I7

“ No, madam."

“ You are very difficult, my dear;

what defect do you find in him? "

“ A great defect, or at least an invinci

ble obstacle to 10ve on my part: he is a

prince.”

“ Thanks for the compliment, you

rogue ! Then he had nothing to do with

your fainting fit on the stage the other

evening! It was said that the king, jeal
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ous of the manner in which he gazed at spite of herself, resumed her dry and bit

you, had sent him away under arrest. at ter tone; "I laughed at it like a crazy

the beginning of the opera, and that grief

made you quite ill."

“ I was entirely ignorant that the

prince had been arrested, and am very

sure that I was not the cause. That of

my accident was very different. Imag

ine, madam, that in the middle of the

piece I was singing, somewhat mechanic

ally, as happens to me too frequently

here, rriy eyes wandered at random over

the boxes of the first tier, near the stage;

and suddenly, in that of M. Golowkin, I

saw a pale face appear at the bottom and

lean insensibly forward as if to look at

me. That face, was Albert’s, madam.

I saw him, I recognized him; I know

not if it was an illusion, but it is impossi

ble that one could be more terrible or

more complete."

“ Poor child! you have visions, that is

certain."

“ O! that is not all. Last week, after

Ihad given you the letter from M. de

'I‘renck, I lost my way in the palace as I

was retiring, and at the entrance of the

cabinet of curiosities I met M. Stoss,

with whom I stopped to converse. Well,

I there saw that same face of Albert, and

I saw it threatening, as I had seen it in—

different the evening before at the theatre,

as I have incessantly seen it in my dreams

angry or disdainful."

“ An'l M. Stoss saw it likewise? ”

“ He saw it very well, and told me

that it was a certain Trismegistus whom

your highness is pleased to consult as a

necromaneer.”

“ Ah ! good Heaven 3 ” cried madam de

Kleist, becoming pale : “ I was very sure

he was a real sorcerer! I can never look at

that man without being afraid. Although

his features are handsome and he has an air

of uobleness, there is something diabolical

in his physiognomy and I am certain

that he assumes, like a Proteus, all the

appearances he wishes to frighten people.

With that, he is a grumbler and censurer

like all his kind. I recollect that once,

when drawing my horoscope, he reproach

ed me bitterly for having divorced M. de

Kleist because M. de Kleist was ruined.

He made a great crime of it. I wished

to defend myself, and as he was rather

haughty with me, I began to be vexed,

when he predicted to‘ me with vehemence

that I should be married again, and that

my second husband would perish by my

fault even more miserably than the

first, but that I should be well punished

for it by my remorse and the public odi

um. \Vhilc saying this, his face became

Bo terrible that I thought I saw M. de

Kleist rcsuscitated, and I fled to her high

ncss‘s apartment, uttering great cries."

_ “Yes, that was a funny scene,” said

‘the princess, who sometimes, as if in

 

woman.”

“ There was no reason ! ” said Consu

elo artlessly. “ But who is this Trisme

gistus in fine! And since your highness

does not believe in sorcerers— ”

“I have promised to tell you some day

what sorcery is. Do not be in such a

hurry. For the present, know that the

diviner Trismegistus is a man whom I

value highly, and who may be very use

ful to all three of us and to many oth

ers! —

“ I should much like to see him again,"

said Consuelo; “and though I tremble

at the thought, I should like to assure

myself in cold blood if he resembles M.

de Rudolstadt so much as I imagined.”

“If he resembles M. de Rudolstadt,

you say—well, you recall to me a cir

cumstance which I had forgotten, and

which will perhaps explain all this great

mystery in a very common place manner.

—Wait! let me think a moment—yes,

now I remember. Listen, my poor child,

and learn to mistrust all that may seem

supernatural. It was Tiismegistns whom

Cagliostro showed to you; for Trisme

gistus has relations with Cagliostro, and

was here last year at the same time with

him. It was Trismegistus whom you

saw at the theatre in count Golowkin‘s

box; for Trismegistus dwells in his

house, and they busy themselves togeth

er in chemistry and alchymy. In fine it

was Trismegistus whom you saw the

next day in the chateau ; for on that day

and shortly after having dismissed you, I

saw Trismegistus; and by the way, he

gave me full details respecting Trenck's

escape.”

" So far as to boast of having contribut

ed to it,” said madam de Kliest, “ and to

be reimbursed by your highness for money

which he certainly had not expended for

that purpose. Your highness may think

of him what you will; but I dare to tell

you, that man is a cheL-ah'er d‘inzluslrie.”

“ Which does not prevent his being a

great sorcerer, is it not so, de Kleist'.I

How do you reconcile so much respect for

his science with so much contempt for his

person i "

“ Eh! madam, they go together in the

best manner possible. We fear sorcer

ers, but we detest them. Exactly as we

do with the devil."

“ And yet we wish to see the devil,

and cannot do without sorcerers. This is

your logic, my beautiful dc Kleist.”

“ But madam,” said Consuelo, who

listened eagarly to this strange discussion,

“How do you know that this man re

sembles M. de Rudolstadt l ”

“ I forgot to tell you, and it was avery

simple chance that made me know it.

This morning, when Supperville was tell

 

ing'me your story and that of' count Al

bert, all that he said of that strange per

sonage made me curious to know if he

was handsome, and ifhis face correspond

ed to his extraordinary imagination.

Supperville reflected a few moments and

at last answered me: ‘\Vell, madam,

Ican give you a very exact idea of him ;

for you have among your playlliings an

original who would be horribly like that

poor Rudolstadt if he were more meagre,

more wan, and wore his hair differently.

That is your sorcerer Trismegistus.’

This is the point of the matter, my

charming widow; and it has no more

sorcery in it than Cagliostro, Trisme

gistus, Saint Germain and company."

“You remove a mountain from my

breast,” said the Porporina “ and a veil

from before my eyes. It seems to me

that I am born again into life, and that I

awake from a painful sleep! Thanks be

given to you for this explanation ! Then

Iam not deranged, then I do not have

visions, then I shall no longer be afraid of

myself!—And yet, see how the human

heart is formed ; ” added she after a mo

ment’s revery; ‘.‘I believe that I regret.

my fear and my weakness. In my ex—

travagance, I had almost persuaded my

self that Albert was not dead, and that at

some future day, after having made me

expiate by horrible apparitions the evil I

had caused him, he “'Ollld return to me

without clouds and without resentment.

New I am very sure that Albert sleeps in

the tomb of his fathers, that he will not

rise again, that death will not lose his

prey, and this is a deplorable certainty."

“Can you have doubted itl \Vell

there is ahappiness in being crazy; as

for myself, I had no hope that Trcnek

would ever escape from the dungeons of

Silesia, and yet that was possible, and it

did happen."

“ If I were to tell you, beautiful Ame

lia, all the suppositions to which my poor

imagination gave itself up, you would

see that, spite oftheir improbability, they

were not all impossible. For example,

a lethargy, — Albert was subject to them

—But Iwill not recall those senseless

conjectures; they pain me too much,

now that the face which I took for Al

bert's is that. of a chu‘olicr d’induslric.“

“ Trismegistus is not what people

think him.— But what is certain is that

he is not the count de Rudolstadt; for it

is several years since I have known him,

and since he has practised, in appearance

at least, the trade of a diviner. Besides

he is not so like the count de Rndolstadt

as you persuade yourself. Supperville,

who is too skilful a physician to have a.

man buried in a lethargy and who does

not believe in ghosts, has verified differen

ces which your trouble did not permit you

to remark."
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“Q! How I should like to see that

Trismegistus again ! ” said Consuelo with

an absent air.

“Perhaps you will not see him again

very soon,” replied the princess coldly.

“ He left for Warsaw the very day you

saw him in this palace. He never re

mains more than three days at Berlin.

But he will certainly return in a year.”

“And if it were Albert! ” resumed

Consuelo, absorbed in a profound revery.

The princess shrugged her shoulders.

“ Decidedly," said she, “ my fate con

demns me to have either fools or crazy wo—

men for friends. This one takes my sor

cerer for her late husband the canon de

Kleist, that one for her dead husband the

count de Rudolstadt; it is lucky for me

that I have a strong head, for perhaps I

should take him for Trenck and God

knows what would happen! Trisme

gistns is a poor sorcerer not to profit by

these mistakes! Come, Porporina, don't

look at me with such a wild and

horrified air, my beauty. Recover your

senses. How can you suppose that if

count Albert, instead of being dead, had

awakened from a lethargy, so interesting

an event would ltave made no noise in the

world? Have you retained no connec

tion, moreover, with his family, and

would they not have informed you 1 ”

“I have retained none,” replied Con

suelo. “ The canoness Vt’enceslawa

wrote to me twice in the course of a

year to announce to me two sad events:

the death of her elder brother, count

Christian, my husband's father, who fin

ished his long and sorrowful career, with

out recovering the memory of his misfor

tune; and the death of baron Frederick,

the brother of Christian and the canoness,

who was killed when hunting, by rolling

from the fatal mountain of the Schreck

enstein to the bottom of a ravine. I re

plied to the canoness as was my duty. I

dared not offer to carry to her my sad

consolations. Her mind appeared to me,

from her letters, divided between her

goodness and her pride. She called me

her durr child, her generous friend, but

did not seem in any way to desire the

assistance and the cares of my affection.”

“ So you suppose that Albert, resusci

tated, lives tranquil and unknown at Gi

ant‘s castle, without giving you notice,

and without any one’s imagining such a.

thing out of the enclosure of said castle? ”

“ No, madam, I do not suppose it; for

it would be entirely impossible, and I am

crazy to wish to think so,” replied Con

suelo hiding her face in her hands.

The princess seemed, as the night ad

vanced, to resume her bad character; the

mocking and inconsiderate tone in which

she spoke of things so dear to Consuelo's

heart, afl'ected the latter most. unpleas

antly.

 
 

“Come, don’t look so grieved," re

sumed Amelia roughly, “ This is a fine

party of pleasure indeed! You have

told us stories to bring the devil on earth; i

do chist has been so pale and trembling

all the time, I believe she will die of fear;

and I, who wished to be happy and gay,

I snfier at seeing you suffer, my poor

child!-—” The princess pronounced

these last words with the good diapason

of her voice, and Consuelo, raising her

head, saw that a tear of sympathy was,

flowing down her cheek, while the smile

of irony still contracted her lips. She

kissed the hand which the abbess extend-_

ed to her, and inwardly pitied her for notl

being able to remain good four successivel

hours.

“However mysterious your Giant's

Castle may be," added the princess

“ however savage the canoness, and how

ever discreet her servants, be sure that

nothing happens there more than else

where, which is sccured from a certain

degree of publicity. Though they took

great pains to conceal the eccentricities of

count Albert, the whole province soon

knew of it, and they had been long spok

cn of at the little court of Bareith, when

Supperville was called to attend your

poor husband. There is now in that fam

ily another mystery, concealed doubtless

with no less care, but which has been no

better kept from the public malice, that is

the flight of the young baroness Amelia,

who was carried off by a handsome ad

venturer shortly before the death of her

cousin."

“ And I, madam, was ignorant of this

for quite a long time. I can even inform

you that all is not discovered in this

world ; for hitherto no one has been able

to discover the name or condition of the

man who carried off the young baroness,

any more than the place of her retreat."

“That is what Supperville told me

indeed. Well, that old Bohemia is the

country of mysterious adventures: but

that is no reason why Count Albert

should be — ”

“In the name of Heaven, madam, let

us speak no more of that! I ask your

pardon for having \vcaried you with this

long story, and when your highncss shall

order are to retire —- "

“ Two in the morning cried madam

de Kleist, who shuddered at the dolcful

sound of the palace clock.

“ In that case we must separate, my

dear friends,” said the abbess, rising;

“ for my sister of Anspach will come to

wake me as early as seven in order to

entertain me with the mad pranks of her

dear margrave who lately returned from

Paris, madly in love with mademoiselle

Clairon. My beautiful Porporina, you

queens of the theatre are queens of the

 

l

 

your lot is the best. There is no crown

ed head you cannot carry ofl‘ from us if

you have such a fancy, and I should not

be astonished at some future day, to see

mademoiselle Hippolyte Clairon, who is a

girl of wit, become margt‘avine of An

spach, in competition with my sister, who

is a. fool. Come, give me a pelisse, de

Kleist,I wish to accompany you to the

end of the gallery.”

“ And your highnem will return

alone! ” said madam de Kleist, who ap

peared much troubled.

“ Quite alone,” replied Amelia, “ and

without any fear of the devil or of the

hobgoblins who held their court in the

chateau for some nights past, as I am told.

Come, come, Consuelo! we shall see

madam do Kleist's fine fear on crossing

the gallery.”

The princess took a taper and went

first, dragging after her madam de Kleist,

who appeared, in fact, far from confident.

Consuelo followed them, a little frighten

ed also, without knowing why.

“ I assure you, madam,” said madam

de Kleist, “ that this is the unlucky

hour, and that there is great rashness in

passing through this part of the chateau

at this moment. What objection can

you have to letting us stay half an hour

longer? At half past two there is nothing

to fear.”

“ No, no,” returned Amelia, “I should

not be sorry to meet her, and see what

she looks like.”

“\Vhat are you talking of!” asked

Consuelo, quickening her pace to address

madam de chist. '

“ Don’t you know? ” said the princess.

“The white Woman who sweeps the

stairs and corridors of the palace when

a member of the royal family is about to

die, has revisited us for some nights past.

It seems that she takes her diversion in

this direction. Therefore it is my life

that is threatened. That is why you see

me so easy. My sister-in-law, the queen

of Prussia, (the weakest head that ever

wore a crown Y) is kept awake by it, as I

am told, and goes to sleep every night at

Charlottembourg; but as she, as well as

the queen my mother, who is no more

reasonable than she, has an infinite re

spect for the sweeper, those ladies have

taken care to forbid that the phantom be

watched or in any way disconcerted in

her noble occupations. Thus the chateau

is swept very thoroughly and by anifer's

own hand, which does not prevent its

being very dirty, as you may perceive."

At this moment a largo cat, coming

from the dark extremity of the gallery,

passed, rustling and noisy, by the side of

madam rle Kleist, who uttered a piercing

cry, and wished to run towards the apart

ment of the princess, but the latter held

 

world by fact, as we are by right, and her by force and filled the echoing space
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with her sharp and hoarse laughter, more

dismal even than the north wind which

whistled in the depths of that vast build

ing. The cold made Consuelo shiver, and

so perhaps also did fear; for madam de

Kleist’s distorted features indicated a real

danger, while the boastful and forced

gaiety of the princess did not announce

any very great confidence.

“ I wonder at your highuess’s incredu

l'ity,” said madam de Kleist with a broken

voice and a little vexation ; “if you had

seen and heard, like myself, this white

woman, on the eve of the death of the

king, your august father — ”

“ Alas! ” replied Amelia in a satanic

tone, “ as I am very sure that she does

not now come to announce that of the

king, my august brother, I am well satis

fied she should come for me. The she

devil knows well, that one or the other

of those two deaths is necessary in order

to make me happy.”

“ Ah! madam, do not speak thus at

such a moment," said madam de Kleist,

whose teeth were so set, that she pro

nounced her words with difficulty.—

“There, in the name of Heaven, stop

and listen 1 does not that make you shud

der? ”

The princess stopped with a sneering

air, and the noise of her silk dress, thick

and rustling like paper, ceasing to cover

more distant sounds, our three heroines,

who had almost reached the great stair

case that opened at the extremity of the

gallery, distinctly heard the dry sound of

a broom which struck unequally upon the

stone stairs, and seemed to approach by

ascending from step to step, as a servant

in a hurry to finish his work would have

done.

The princess hesitated an instant and

then said resolutely : “ As there is noth

ing supernatural so far, I wish to see if it

is a sleep-walking lacquey, or an intrigu

ing page. Drop your veil, Porporina,

you must not be seen in my company.

As to you, do Kleist, you may be ill, if

you please. I give you notice that I

shall pay no attention to you. Come,

brave Rudolstadt, you who have engaged

in \vorse adventures, follow me if you

love me."

Amelia walked with a firm step to

wards the entrance of the staircase; Con

suelo followed her without being allowed

to take the light in her stead; and madam

de Kleist, as afraid to remain alone as to

go forward, dragged herself behind them

hanging to the Porporina's cloak.

The infernal broom was no longer

heard, and the princess reached the bal

nstrade over which she held her light

that she might see better at a distance.

But, whether she was less calm than she

wished to appear, or whether she per

ceived some terrible object, her band

failed and the enamelled candlestick with

its taper and collar of cut crystal, fell

t with a crash to the bottom ofthe resound

ing spiral. Then madam de Kleist, los

ing her wits, and caring no more for the

princess than for the actress, began to run

in the dark until she found the door of

her mistress's apartments, where she

sought refuge, while the latter, divided

between an insurmountable emotion and

the shame of confessing herself van

quished, returned in the same direction

with Consuelo, at first slowly, and then

little by little, quickening her steps ; for

other steps were heard behind her's, and

they were not those of the Porporina,

who walked on the same line with her

self, more resolutely perhaps, though she

made no boast. Those strange steps,

which from moment to moment, ap—

proached nearer and nearer, sounded in

the darkness like those of an old woman

with high heels, and clacked upon the

tiles, while the broom still did its duty

and struck the wall heavily, now to the

right, now to the left. This short pas

sage appeared very long to Consuelo.

If anything can overcome the courage of

truly firm and healthy minds, it is a dan

ger which can neither be foreseen nor

understood. She did not pride herself

upon a useless boldness, and did not turn

her head a single time. . The princess

afterwards pretended that she had done

so in vain, in the darkness; no one could

disprove or determine the fact. Consuelo

only remembered that she had not slack

cned her pace, that she had not said a

word to her during their forced retreat,

and that, on entering her apartment rather

precipitately, she almost slammed the

door in her face, so anxious was she to

close it. Still Amelia would not confess

her weakness, and soon recovered her

sang-froid to laugh at madam de Kleist,

who was almost in convulsions, and to

reproach her very bitterly for her coward

ice and want of consideration. The com

passionate goodness of Consuelo, who

sufl'ered at the favorite's distressed condi

tion, restored some pity to the heart of

the princess. She deigned to perceive

that madam de Kleist was incapable of

hearing her, that she was swooning upon

the sofa, with her face buried in the

cushions. The clock struck three before

this poor Woman had entirely recovered

her senses: her terror still manifested

itself by tears. Amelia was tired of not be

ing a princess, and did not like to undress

and wait upon herself, having moreover

her mind affected by some ominous pre

sentiment. She therefore resolved to keep

madam de Kleist until daylight.

“ Until then,” said she, “ we can read

ily find some pretence to color the matter

if my brother hears of it. As to you,

Porporina, your presence here could not

  

be explained so easily, and Iwould not

for anything in the world, have you seen

to leave my apartments. You must

therefore go alone and at once, for we

are very early risers in this rascally inn.

Come, de Kleist, be calm, I will keep

you, and if you can say a word of good

sense, tell us how you came and where

you left your rhasseur, that the Porporina

may use him to go home with.”

Fear makes us so deeply selfish, that

madam de Kleist, enchanted at not having

again to encounter the terrors of the gal

lery, and caring very little for the an

guish Consuelo might experience at being

obliged to make the passage alone, recov

ered all her presence of mind to explain

to her the road she had to take and the

signal she must give in order to join her

confidential servant at her exit from the

palace, in a well sheltered and unfre

quented spot, whither she had ordered

him to go and wait for her.

Provided with these instructions, and

very certain of not losing herself this

time in the palace, Consuelo took leave

of the princess, who was by no means

anxious to re-attend her through the gal

lery. The young girl therefore departed

alone, feeling her way, and reached the

formidable staircase without obstacle. A

hanging lantern, which burned below,

assisted her in the descent, which she

accomplished without any unpleasant en

counter and even without fear. This

time, she was armed with good-will; she

felt that she was performing a duty to

wards the unfortunate‘ Amelia, and, in

such cases, she was always courageous

and strong. At last, she succeeded in

leaving the palace by the mysterious

little door of which madam de Kleist had

given her the key, and which opened

upon the corner of a back court. \Vhen

she was entirely out of the enclosure, she

skirted the outside wall to seek the chas

seur: and as soon as she had given the

signal agreed upon, a shadow, detaching

itself from the wall, came straight to

meet her, and a man, enveloped in a large

cloak, inclined himself before her, and

silently ofl'ered her his arm in a respectful

attitude.

To be Continued.

VIA CRUCIS VIA LUCIS.

mom run GERMAI.

Through Night to Day!

And when the solemn fold

Of darkness wraps creation all ;

Trust on! Trust on '.

For sunrise bright and bold

Shall break and burst the midnight

Through Death to Life !

Aye. through this vnlc of tears

The thorny path of being hurled,

High, high above,

We reach Heaven's wedding feast,

The joy, the glndness of a better world!
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Through Storm to Calm !

And when through earth and sky

The wind-god drives his thund’ring wheel,

Trust on ! Trust on!

For sweet and gentle calm

Shall o’er the wildest tempest steal '.

Through Frost to Spring!

And when the northern blast

Shall freeze the very marrow of the earth,

Trust on! Trust on !

I-‘or through the ice-bound sod

Spring’s breezes give sweet flowers birth.

Through IVar to Peace !

And when ’mid bristling spears

A thousand deaths beset thce near,

Trust on! Trust on!

For close on slaughtcr’s din

Flow songs of peace and freedom’s cheer.

Through Sweat to Sleep!

And when the mid-day sun

Wears thee and wastes with sultry heat,

Trust on'. Trust on!

Soon blows the evening wind

To rock and smooth thy slumber sweet.

Through Cross to Cure!

And when the ills of life

Lflre demons haunt thy weary bed,

Trust on E Trust on !

Soon shall, ’mid direst griefs,

The peace of God be o’er thee spread.

Through \Voe to Joy!

\Vcep’st though at morning tide ’!

And still to tears is midnight giv'nl

Trust on! Trust on!

Trust to thy Father’s care,

“'ho keepeth constant watch in llcav’n!

New York American.

THE HARBINGER.

CORRESPONDENCE.

\‘l'A-rrzasuar, August 16th, 1816.

MY Dma FRIEND:

I have been so incessantly occupied in

professional duties since my residence in

this place as to find but little opportunity

for exercising my pen upon any other

subject. It would take too long to tell

you all that I am obliged to do, and the

manner in which my time is necessarily

occupied, but I snatch the present mo

ment to send a word or two in reference to

our grand and holy Cause.

The every day scenes that I witness,

and the prompt visits of the Harbinger re

mind me continually of our foul social

bane and its antidote. The abominable

evils of the former need no description

from me: their hideous obtrusiveness it

would seem is almost sufiicient to pene

trate any opacity but the money-getting

one, for that is impervious to all light

except the light of selfishness. A socie

ty whose tendency is to lock up in a few

garners all the material and physical

means of human existence, and to restrict

their distribution to such as can pay sil

ver and gold for them, and which bids

such as cannot,—-“ starve! ” a so

ciety which allows the possessurs of

hands strong and skilful for labor, and

 
 

 

 

 

souls willing to perform it, to wear away

their best energies in the almost vain at

tempt of finding it; labor, when found

and performed yields the merest scruple of

reward,-—often so inadequate to the low~

est demands of life as to drive thousands

to the aims house, prison and prostitution

shambles: —surely the leaders of such a

society, those whose slightest influence

might change these horrid features, must

in the sight of God and Humanity be con

sidered as guilty of their continuance if

in view of the truth that is now being

shed abroad, they stand aloof froin the

duty which rests upon them.

I know not what that heart is made of

which can be borne through modern civ

ilized society in sight of the woe, want,

and misery that has settled down like a

pail upon what are called the lower class—

es,—which pervades like a pestilence

the whole body with a moral palsy,—

without the keenest, nay, the most ago

nizing solicitudc for their improvement

and comfort. In our large cities, al

though the evil is by no means confined

there, are made the heaviest draughts

upon human sympathies. It is some

years since I was a resident in a city, and

now, when I occasionally visit one, I am

astonished at the ever increasing amount

of wretchcdness that is witnessed. I can

account for the apparent indifference that

is manifested by the wealthy classes to

wards their unfortunate brothers, only as

the result of constant familiarity with

such scenes and not from a want of hu

man feeling. Would to God that a few

of the wealthy men of your city would

manifest their sympathy\ with the cause

of Humanity, by lending their aid in

such an experiment as has been propos

ed by the Associationists. If at the

worst the experiment should fail, they

would only lose their money: but money

is oftener lost in experiments with less

sacred motives, and they who risk it

in such a cause may well feel assured of

not losing thereby the approbation of

Heaven.

The columns of the Harbinger bring to

my mind the most cheering evidence of

the determination of the advocates of our

Cause to carry it forward with spirit and

energy. The organization of the ‘ L'nion ’

will be found a powerful means for the

dissemination of our principles. It will

also collect into one body our various and

separated forces. The Associationists as

yet do not hardly know each other, so

widely are they scattered; yet by a

prompt enrolment under the consti

tution of the Union they will establish a

bond of sympathy that will conduce most

essentially to a better acquaintaince : they

will become more interested in the work

they have undertaken, when they possess

a true knowledge of their numbers and

 

strength: the timidity naturally consc

quent upon a feeling of isolation will

give way to an increasing seal and devo

tion as we become aware of the support

of others in the same caiisc. Every

Associationist should endeavor to organ

ize an affiliated society, and if he or she

find none ready to join with them, let the

individual send his name and residence to

the Parent society, that the publications of

the cause may be sent to all our friends,

and every where be distributed among

the people.

It seems to me that the time is 'come

when a more thorough attempt at a prac

tical realization of our doctrines, should

be undertaken, than has yet been made.

The Associationists are ~undoubtedly

strong enough in the requisite means,

both intellectual and material, for an ex

periment on a tolerably large scale. No

one would for an instant doubt their abil

ity to commence and carry forward an or

dinary settlement in the back woods, un~

der all the disadvantages of the present

methods of society, with precisely the

same chances of success which have

characterized the settlement and growth

of every modern town and village. Sure

ly, with the economies of Association,

with the energy and devotion which our

doctrines supply to all true believers in

them, with the knowledge and practical

experience already acquired by some of

our pioneers, we might marshal] our

forces and apply our means under a well

organized plan and go forward to certain

victory. There will not be wanting any

of the requisites needed for a new move

ment of this nature—spirit and true

courage will be felt on all hands enabling

us to hear every sacrifice with patience

and checrfulness: confidence in'our prin

ciples will contribute a willing determina

tion to meet and encounter all the fa

tigues incident to our labors: we shall be

of one heart and of one soul when thus

united under so glorious a task. Let us

then ascertain our real numbers and

strength, and in the name of Humanity

bend our shoulders to the car of progress

and propel it onwards to its triumph.

Let our wealthy Associationists speak out

like the noble example of our brother in

Ohio : a few examples like his will soon

elicit corresponding voices, and contribu

tions will flow in from all quarters to

wards the building up of our holy enter

prise.

There, my desr friend, I commenced

with the design of writing merely a

friendly letter to you. I hardly know

what I have said above, Ionly know that

the last number of the Harbinger inspired

me to say something in relation to the

new movement hinted at.

Yours, as ever,

In the cause of Humanity.
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THE NEW INDUSTRIAL WORLD.

BY CHARLES Footiicii.

Translated for thc Iinrbiitgcf.

SECTION THIRD.

EDUCATION IN HARMONY.

..H

NOTICE FIFTH.

EDUCATION or canny INFANCY.

CHAPTER XVII.

Civilized Education contrary to Nature and

_Good Sense.

In passing from principles to their ap

plication, I should repeat that the appar

ent difficulty in the Associative theory is,

to establish a satisfactory division of pro

fits, so that each one may share according

to the three elements of production,

namely, Carina, LABOR, and SKILL.

The civilized order only understands how

to make the distribution to capital, in pro

portion to investments; it is a problem of

arithmetic, and not of genius: the Gor

dian knot of the Associative mechanism

is the art of satisf ing each one on the

score of labor antf' talent. Here is the

obstacle which has frightened every age,

and prevented scientific research.

To dodge this double problem of dis

tribution, the Owenists resort to commu

nity of property, abandoning to the mass

the entire profit echpt the interest on in

vestments. This is confessing a fear of

looking the Associative problem in the face.

The only way of attaining to this

equilibrium in distribution, is by extending

to men. women, and children, (nu trois

342103,) the harmony of the passions. The

children, who pass for nothing in our

social mechanism, are the working pivot

of Associative harmony and of industrial

attraction. \Ve must first examine, then,

what springs attraction sets in play among

the neuter sex, or children below the age

of puberty, who, wanting the two pas

sions, love and paternity, have not so

many springs as the adult age for the for

mation of the passional series. The

method, studied once for children, will be

the more easily applied to adults of both

sexes, who present more means, more

passions. It is with education, then, that

we must commence, especially as it will

be the branch of mechanism which must

first be organized, because children, being

but slightly falsified by prejudices and

mistrust, will be more docile to attraction

than the parents; they will give them

selves conipletcly up to it after the first

week, and will almost immediately man

ifest the excellence of the regime of the

passional series.

The Assnciniivc education has for its

end the full development of all the facul

ties,_ material and intellectual, and the

application of them all, even of pleas

ures, to productive industrv.

Civilized education pursues the opposite

course; it compresses and denaturalizes

the faculties of the child ; the little exer

cise which it does allow them onlv tends

to keep the child aloof from industry, to

make him hate it, and to excite him to

destructiveness. It leads youth in a di

rection contrary to nature; for the first

end of nature or attraction is, Luxunv:

_(Chapt. 1.) and this can only spring from

industry, now altogether odious to the

chill, although industrial pioducts, such as

sweet-meats, dainties, toys, exert a lively

no

 attraction upon him. He is then in a

false development, at war against him

self. Oiir pretended observers of human

nature do not perceive these contradic

tions: let us analyze them, making a dis

tinction between internal and external lua

urp. (Chept. I.) _

NTERNAL Luxuitv, corporeal vigor and

refinement of the senses. The civilized

education is contrary to health ; the more

expensive it becomes, the more it enfce

bles the child. A hundred children of

ten years old, taken at random, from

among the opulent class who give them

guardians and physicians and delicate

food, will be less robust than a hundred

children in the country, who go half

naked, exposed to the inclemency of the

seasons, nourished upon black bread, and

who never see a physician. Thus the

civilized education separates man from

health or internal luxury, in proportion to

its efforts to conduct him towards it. it

removes him also from the refinement of

the senses, which, naturally gross with

the children of the peasantry, are made

so artificially and from theory, in the child

of opulence. The parents and teachers

check in him the propensity to ornament,

and especially to gastronomic refinement,

the principal spring of the natural or har

monic education. On tbe other hand, the

civilizees, even in the country, are less

robust than the savages who have no

system of philosophic education. (1 speak

of countries where the vicinity of civili

zees has not caused hordes to degenerate

by their petty oppressions. by their strong

drinks, their diseases, &c.)

Still, among civilizees, we often see

examples of longevity which attest that

man is capable of a very long career, if

only seconded by natural education and

attractive industry. He would commonly

attain to the term of the ultra-centeiina

ries, like the Rovin family, in Hungary,

the least robust of whom lived one hun

dred and forty-two years, and some of

them one hundred and seventy, a longev

ity extending to the females as well as

the males.

There recently died in France, (Octo

ber, 1825,) a surgeon b the name of

TIMAN, at Vaudemont in iorraine, at the

age of one hundred and forty, and in a

condition which promised one hundred

and eighty years. “ The day before his

death,” say the reports, “he had, with

great skill and firmness of hand, per

formed an o eration for cancer on an aged

woman. Ie had never been bled, nor

purged, nor physiclted, having never been

sick, although he had never passed a day

of his life without getting intoxicated at

supper, a repast which he never omitted.”

\Ve see that his premature death was the

efi'ect of some injury received during the

operation of the day before. Such is the

kind of health which will commonly re

sult from the Associative education.

Our education, which removes us from

health or internal luxury, operates in the

same contradictory way with regard to

external luxury or riches. I have just

remarked upon the destructive mania of

children, and their aversion to useful in

dustry. But of all proofs, the most

striking is that already given in the Pref

ace, the absoqflion of vocations. I have

cited on this subject the case of the

wagoiicr who became a skilful founder

by the effort of chance, by fortuitous initia

tion. This fact is the condemnation of

 

all the systems of civilized education;

they afford no means of discerning and

developing, from the earliest age, the iii

dustrial vocations which each child pos

sesses, to the number of twenty or thirty,

and not one alone; on the contrary, they

travesty all characters. Seneca and

‘ Bitrrhus formed a Nero, who would have

been a very beautiful character in Har

mony; Coiidillac, with his metaphysical

subtleties, only produced an imbecile;

J. J. Rousseau did not dare to bring up

his own children; Diderot, and many

others, have done no better in this line.

For the rest, Civilization feels very sensi

bly that it is altogether otit of the course

of nature in the matter of education; it

is almost the only point on which it is

modest enough to confess that much re.

mains to be discovered. '

l suppress several pages of very impor

tant details on this contradiction between

civilized education and NATl‘RE. It Would

still remain to examine its contradiction

to Goon Sense, by its confusion of me

thods and duplicity of action. Besides

the variations of system in public instruc

tion, there are also in use, whether at

home or in the world, a dozen heteroge

neous methods, giving the child so many

contradictory biases, which, at the age of

puberty, are absorbed by a new education,

called the spirit of the world; here again

a chapter must be omitted for the sake of

abridgement. I have described four of

these methods in the Universal Unity,

there are many more: 1 count as many

as sixteen, given by parents, teachers,

neighbors, relations, comrades, valets,

and so forth. At present I will cite but

one.

The WORLDLY, or education by absorp

tion, which borders upon all the others;

eliminating or modifying in them what

soever does not suit it. \Vhen achild,

at the age of sixteen, makes his entrance

into the world, he is taught to mock the

dogmas which intimidate and hold in

check the earlier age, to conform to the

manners of thc gallant class, to laugh as

they do at moral doctrines, the cnemies of

pleasure; and soon also to laugh at the

principles of probity, when he passes

from affairs of gallantry to those of ambi

tion. What an absurdity in our sciences,

to fashion children after a system of opin

ions and precepts which will be despised

and spit upon when they grow up! A

young man who should be too scrupulous

of opportunities, would become the by

word of the public, and even of the mor

alists themselves. The manner portion

of the world would ridicule still more the

financier who Would not einbezzle a shil

ling, when he might with all impunity.

With one voice he would be declared

“an imbecile, a visionary, who did not

know that when the horse is at the rack,

it is that he may cat." in what a false

position our sciences place themselves,

with these doctrines of perfectible Civili

zation, which are perfect only in their im

practicability or fully: such among the

sixteen divergent modes of education is

the hereditary principle, the tendency of

the father to inoculate upon his children

all his own defects. The attorney, the

merchant, give their children the most

crafty man for a model; a Jewish father

praises the most cringing; a drinker ad

inircs the man who has drunk well from

his childhood up; a gambler fashions

them to love gaming; and then morality

informs us that the natural teacher is the

father!
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Let us turn now to the natural or har

monic education, which is free from these

contradictions. I shall divide it into four

phases and one prelude, or process of

rough-hewing, applied to the youngest

age.

Prelude, the unformed age, or earliest infancy,

0 to 2 years.

First Phase, education anterior, in only child

hood, 2 to ~1- 1-2 years.

Second Phase, education citerior, in middle

childhood, 4- 1-2 to 9 years.

Third Phase, education ulterior, in higher child

hood, 9 to lb I-2 years.

Fourth Phase, education posterior, in mixed

childhood, 15 1-2 to 20.

 

CHAPTER XVIII.

Preparatory Education, Early Infancy.

Let us here recall the great problem

which the Associative education has to

resolve: it is to render the natural char

acteristics of :1 Nero, a Tiberius, a Louis

XL, as useful as those of a Titus, :1

Marcus Aurelius, or a Henry IV.

To attain this end, it is necessary to

develop honestly, from the cradle, the

natural capacities which our domestic

education tends to stifle and to caricature,

even in the infant in the cradle.

The civilized system bestows upon this

age, purely material cares alone; it is

not so with the Associative education,

which, from the age of six months, ope

rates very actively upon the intellectual

faculties, as well as upon the material,

which become false from the earliest ago

with us.

The model Phalanx, operating upon

children already vitiatcd by the civilized

education, will have difficulty in trying

the arrangements of harmony upon the

ages between nine and twenty; but we

may operate with success upon children

from two to nine, and still better upon

the unformed (brat), age from birth to

two years old.

(I must postpone several principles

which should be laid down here on the

unity and integrality of education : these

didactics would be irksome to the reader.)

' In the first place it should be observed

that the support of the two extreme ages,

the little infants under three, and the

patriarchs or the infirm, is considered in

Association as a work of charity and

common obli ation for the whole social

body; the halanx undertakes gratui

tously the whole charge of children under

three years; the entire township bears

the expense of the balls or seristcries of

the sucklings, (naurrisons,) and the two

classes (poupons e! lutirts) of the weaned.

I will not add here the children from

three to four and a half, (bambins,) who

already earn their support. As to the

series of women employed in tending and

amusing children, they are remunerated,

like all the others, by a dividend upon the

general product.

The compass to be followed in the de

tails of Associative education, is the same

as in the whole mechanism; the thing is,

to form series, whether of functions or of

functionaries; there must then be a series

of nursery attendants, a series of halls,

and a series of children, all three distin

guished into genera and species.

Early infancy comprises the two classes

of sucklings and the weaned. Each is

subdivided, without distinction of sex,

into a series of three terms, to wit :

The gentle, or good-natured,

The restless, or troublesome,

The turbulent, or intractable.

To lodge these two collections of in- ' nishing each day one-third of that number.
 

 
 

fants, it will require two scristeries, each

consisting of three halls at least, with

smaller rooms attached for sleeping cham

bers, separated from the noisy halls, with

rooms adapted to the functions of the

nurses and attendants, and also of they

physicians who visit the children every

day, without distinction of rich or poor.

On this point it should be remarked, that

in Harmony, the medical art, like every

other function, speculates in the opposite

direction from our calculations of civilized

egotism.’

In a great Phalanx, the functions of

the attendants of young children and their

assistants do not occupy more than a

twentieth or twenty-fourth part of the

immense number of women whom Civili-.

zation absorbs in this service; and yet

the oorest infant is there much better

care for than the child of a. monarch can

be in Civilization; let us explain this

mechanism.

The series of attendants and their

aids comprises nearly a fourth part of

the active women, and only occupies

them a sixth part of the time bestowed

upon the care of civilized children, which

reduces the service to a twenty-fourth

part of the actual time: let us examine.

There are employed each day, for the

six halls of the two seristcries of the

sucklings and the weaned,

18 attendants in six sessions, rc

lieved every two hours,

6 officers, for inspection and di

rectron.

Total, 24 attendants on duty each day,

with an equal number of assistants, who,

for the most part, are little girls from

seven to nine years old. You often find

them very zealous at this age for the care

of little infants. The whole force en

gaged in the care of children, then, is

about forty-eight women and young girls.

And as each one‘s turn comes round

but once in three days, the series of at

tendants with their aids should con

sist of one hundred and forty-four, fur

 

" In Civilization the physician is paid in pro

portion to the number of sick persons whom he

as treated- it is for his interest, then, that

sicknesles should be numerous and long, espe

cially in the rich class.

The contrary is the case in Harmon 3 there

the physicians are paid b a dividcn on the

general product of the Ph aux. This dividend

is conditionally rated: it is greater or smaller

in proportion to the collective and comparative

health of the entire Phalanx. The smaller the

number who have been sick or died in the

course of the year, the greater will be the divi

dend of the physicians. Their services will be

estimated by their results, and by comparison

with the health statistics of the neighboring

Phalanites which enjoy equal advantages of cli

mate.

The interest of the ph 'sicians in Harmony,

is the same with that of ife Insurance Com

panies; they are interested to prevent, and not

to treat disease; thus they watch ve actively

that nothing may compromise the hon th of any

class ; that the Phalanx may have fine old men,

and robust children, and that the mortality may

be reduced to the minimum.

The dentists speculate in the same way upon

sets of teeth; the less they operate, the more

they gain; thus they watch assiduously the

teeth of children as well as of the parents.

In short, it is the interest of these functiona

ries that every one should have a good ap etite,

a good stomach, and a good set ofteeth ; if they

should speculate upon individual cases as hy

sicians now do, there would be do licity 0 ac
tion in their industry, opposition otpthe individ

ual to the collective interest as in the civilized

mechanism, which is a universal war of the in

 

 

dividuals against the masses; and our political

sciences dare to talk of unity of action .

 

Add to this six superior officers, and here

will be a hundred and fifty women for the

series of attendants and assistants. This

is but a fourth part of the number em

ployed in the same way in Civilization;

for a village of eighteen hundred persons

eon'tains nine hundred females, of whom

six hundred take part in the care of in

fants.

The care of infants, then, is reduced to

a twenty-fourth part of the time and of

the hands devoted to it in Civilization;

here is a. reduction

0f one-fourth in the number,

Of one-third in the days of service,

Of one-half in the hours of actual labor.

These three numbers multiplied give

one twenty-fourth.

It may he replied that this calculation

is exaggerated, inasmuch as the Women

in the villages do not give sixteen hours

a day to the children; they go to the

fields, it is true; but they frequently give

to the child a. part of the night : both mo

ther and daughter watch over it when it is

indisposed, and its cries disturb moreover

the sleep of the father. This is a real

loss for a laborer who has need of repose.

But, in order to be on the safe side, let us

reduce the sum total of the three econo

mics to a twelfth instead of a twenty

fourth; it being my practice in all cases

to reduce the regular estimate one-half.

I pass now to a parallel of the two

methods.

An attendant is not bound to be on

hand in the seristery during the whole

twenty-four hours, like a soldier on guard,

or like the attendants of children in the

houses of the rich; she has only to be

present at the hours of active duty.

This service would grow irlisome if it

took place every day 1 an attendant need

not trouble herself at all about the chil

dren during her two days of vacation.

The care is constant notwithstanding the

changes of attendants, for their series is

divided into ernulous groups, each prac

tising its favorite- system, and admitting

none who are not adepts in the said sys

tem and passionately devoted to it.

An attendant may, from absence or any

other cause, get her place supplied by a

colleague. The service of the night does

not fatigue her, for there are in the cabi

nets of the seristery, beds for the attend

ants who may wish to sleep during a

portion of the night comprised between

their watches, as from midnight to four in

the morning. '

An attendant, in Civilization, is scolded

and found fault with by those who ay

her for this perpetual slavery; in 1 ar

mony, she will he complimented continu

ally by the mothers who come to the se

ristery to sucklc or to see their children,

and to admire the good keeping of the

mats and cradles.

The series of attendants and their aids

receive not only a large dividend, but also

great honors ; they are considered as the

common mothers, and they hold a distin

guished rank in the festivities. Their

function ofi'ers great opportunities for ad

vancement, for it requires many officers,

at least a third part out of the whole

number. It requires the combination of

all those incentives and facilities for excr

cisc, in order to form a series of suflicicut

emulation and passionate devotion, for a

labor so unattractive in itself.

These attendants are very precious to

the mothers, in Harmony, who cannot, as
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with us, find leisure for the care of theirisclf; the child, in that way, could not

infants. A mother, irt Association, fre

quents some forty industrial groups,

whose rivalries she warmly espouses;

she is ained to be kept away a single

month, y the period of child-birth, from

these exciting sessions; and consequent

ly, from the day of her first getting about,

she will be very eager to revisit all these

groups; she will have no anxiety about

her child, knowing that it receives the

very best care in the seristery of the

sucklings, where it is tended night and

day by expert nurses, naturally disposed

and qualified for this service.

I have said that the sucklings and the

weaned are distributed through six dis

tinct halls for the gentle, the restless, and

the turbulent; so that the uproarious ones

may neither incommode the quiet, nor the

restless who are tractable.

Of these six fields of duty, the attend

ants have their choice, and take that post

to which attraction calls them ; and they

are stimulated too, by rivalry with the

neighboring Phalanxes, which may differ

from them as to method. They have

also different systems among themselves,

which they apply to different groups of

infants; it is a subject of intrigue for the

fathers and mothers, each of whom is

partial to the method of some particular

group of attendants. Obliged to support

their reputation, they try the infants in a

preparatory hall before classing them and

admitting them to the halls furnished with

mats.

Civilization, always simplistic or simple

in its methods, knows nothing but the

cradle for an asylum for the infant. Har

mony, which operates in all things ac

cording to the composite order, gives him

two situations: it lets him alternate from

the cradle to the elastic mat or hammock.

These mats are suspended by their cor

ners, so that they form cavities in which

each child may nestle without crowding

his companions. Nets of cord or silk,

laced at regular distances, keep the child

in place without depriving him of the

power of moving and of looking around

him, or of approaching his next neighbor,

from whom he is separated by a net.

The hall is warmed to the right. degree

for keeping the child lightly clad, so as

to avoid the incumbrance of furs and

blankets. The cradles are moved by ma

chinery, which sets tvventy in vibration at

once. A single child may perform this

service, which with us would occupy

twenty women.

The nurses form a distinct series, and

should be classed according to tem

peraments, so far as to be adapted to the

children, especially in the case of a

change of milk. Indirect nursing is very

much practised in Harmony, because it is

very lucrative and not fatiguing, and be

cause the Harmoniaus, more judicious

than Rousseau, will think it the part of

prudence, when the mother is of a deli

cate complexion, to give the child a robust

nurse; this is like grafting a tree, rein

forcing its nature from another; nature

demands those crosses. Couple a feeble

infant with a feeble mother, and you ex

tenuate them both for the honor of a

moral reverie. For the rest, great pains

will be used to perfect the system of arti

ficial suckling, and to employ it in con
i

 receive a quarter part of the care which

it Would find in the seristery of the suck

lings; and all the expense imaginable

could not unite with this isolated method

the benefit of a corporation of intelligent

attendants,passionate/yfond of their Work,

relieving each other incessantly, in three

degrees of character adapted to three

corresponding characters in children. A

princess could not, by any possible ex

pense, have halls so neatly kept in order,

and elastic hammocks, with the imme

diate vicinity of other infants, mutually

serving to divert each other, and classed

by correspondence of characters. It is

principally in this education of early in

fancy that we perceive how much the

richest potentate of Civilization falls be

low the means which Harmony will lavish

upon the poorest parents and children.

In Civilization, on the contrary, every

thing is so arranged that the suckling

child becomes the torment of a house

which seems altogether organized for self

torture. The child, unconsciously, de

sires the arrangements which it would

find in a. seristery of Harmony; in the

want of which he drives parents, servants,

neighbors to distraction by his cries, at

the same time injuring his own health.

This leads me to speak of the germs of

intellectual education, which the richest

potentates can in no case secure to their

children of one or two years. They lay

out, to obtain this, an enormous sum,

without any fruit except to travesty the

natural character of their child, to falsify

his faculties and spoil his health.

To explain this self-deception, l appeal

to a principle which will not be contested,

which is “that the twu extreme ages,

the ages of transition, ought to be pre

served from lively passions and kept

calm; because their organs, their senses

have no longer, or have not yet, the force

to give themselves up to violent emotions

which would be injurious and often fatal

to themselves; but they can bear gentle

emotions; and such it will be well to

employ in the education ofchildren under

two years.”

Let us indicate this employment by an

example of the cultivation of the senses,

applied to the whole mass of infants.

At the age of six months, when we

never think of giving a child the slightest

instruction, numerous precautions will be

taken to form and refine their senses, to

fashion them to dexterity, to prevent the

exclusive use of one hand or one arm,

which condemns the other arm to perpet

ual awkwardness; to habitnate the child

from the cradle to an accuracy of musical

car, by causing Trios and Quartettes to

be sung in the halls of the sucklings, and

by promenading the infants of a year old

to the music of a little band with all the

parts. They will also have methods for

adding general refinement of the sense of

hearing to musical refinement, to give the

children the quick hearing of the rhino

ceros and of the Cossacks; and so with

all the other senses.

There are pertaining to the five senses

a number of perfections, to which the in

fant will be formed in Harmony. The

attendants will have various rival systems

of material culture. Hence the Associa

tive child will in three years be more in~

currence with the natural, or by itselfiiteiligent, more fitted for industry, than

In Association, a mother, however opu-lmany civilized children are at ten, who

lent she may he, will never think of have at this age nothing but antipathy for

bringing up her child isolatedly with her- ,‘ industry and for the arts.

 

Civilized education develops in the infant

from the cradle only anti-social manias:

every body is engaged in perverting his

senses, until he is of an age when they

may pervert his mind. If he happens to

be born in France, both parents and ser

vants sing to him airs which have neither

tune nor time; every where he is deprived

of the use of his toes, and it is the same

as if he had one false arm.

It is believed in Civilization that the

toes are useless; the Harmonious will

use them as much as the fingers of the

hand: for instance, the organ will have

keys for the toes; and the organist astride

of a seat will play with the fingers of his

feet almost as much as with those of his

hand. He will manage the pedals with

his heel, as we do with the foot.

The part of attendant therefore will

require numerous talents, and will not be

limited, as in France, to singing out of

tune and telling wolf stories. The at

tendants will exercise their wits especially

to prevent the children from crying;

calmness is necessary to them, and the

art of preserving it will be the point of

competition between rival systems. ‘

The uproar of little children, so dis

tracting now, will be reduced to a mere

trifle; they will be very much softened

in the seristeries, and the reason is, that

peevish characters are humanized by the

company of those like them: do we not

every day see bullies and cut-throats be

come very gentle and renounce the mas

saering humor, when they find themselves

in the company of their equals? It will

' be the same with the children brought up

in a seristery of Harmony and distributed

through several characteristic balls. I

calculate that those of the third class, the

turbulent and diabolical, will already be

less naughty, less outrageous, than the

gentle are to-day. And whence this mit

igating influence? Will they, according

to our moralistic method, have rltanged

the passions of the link: infants! Certain

ly not; they will only have developed

them without excess, by procuring them

the recreation of sympathetic society, the

distribution into triple series, into groups

of character, (the gentle, the mixed, and

the positively ugly,) during the tWo ages

of early infancy, comprising the sueklings

and the weaned.

What diversion will they ofi'er to these

young shoots of depravity? This will be

a thing for the attendants to invent : stim

ulated by the rivalry of methods, they

will, in less than a month, have divined

the means of quieting children and putting

an end to their infernal charivari. For

the present I only establish as a principle

the necessity of uniting them in bodies,

and distributing them by series of age

and character, as also the attendants by

series of characters and systems. The

Series is always the compass of all wis

dom in Associative harmony; it is the

torch which God presents us in the ray of

light. To wander from the Serial regime

is to court the darkness.

The point in which failure is most to

be feared, is in the keeping of little in

fants, because they can neither explain

their wants nor their instincts; every

thing has to be divined. How is this to

be done? In the same way by which

attractions are discovered in the pa.

rents themselves : always form Series, in

functions, in halls, in temperaments, in

characters, in ages, in methods, and in

every thing.
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In view of the necessity of a unitary

education, and of the fusion of classes

among children, I have recommended and

I now repeat the advice, to choose for the

experimental Phalanx polished families,

especially in the lower classes, since these

classes will necessarily mingle with the

rich in labor, and they should find in this

amalgamation a charm which will depend

much on the politeness of subaltcrns: on

this account, 'the people of the environs

of Paris, Blois, and Tours, would be very

suitable for the experiment, provided a

good selection should he made. \

It remains to verify the regularity of

the arrangements pointed out, and their

conformity with the three Mechanizing

, Passions, which should direct all, and of

which the combined play is the pledge of

equilibrium and of harmony. (Chap. V.

and VI.)

The Cal/alist, in the halls where the

sucklings and the weaned are brought up,

has for its nourishment the rival msthodsl

practised by the attendants, in their (Mn

and in the neighboring Phalanxes. These \

methods are a subject of discussion and

of party spirit among the parents; they

have their option of confiding their child

to such or such a class of attendants, pro

vided the latter consent; for they never

receive a child who might compromisei

their reputation. If, through any fault of

temperament or excess of malignity, he;

should not be admitted by any group of

attendants, they would place him in the

hall of the ambiguous, to be managed:

like the others. i

As to the child himself at this early

age. he is not yet susceptible of emula

tion, being deprived of speech, and know

ing in his intrigues no resource but tears,

by which he understands how to reduce

his arents to obedience.

he Composite is developed in the at

tendants by a double charm : l. Subdivi

sion of labor, whereby each devotes her

self to the function she prefers, without

being overburdened with other employ

ments, like the attendants in Civilization,

who perform the labor entire. The at

tendants and their aids in Harmony sub

divide the work; each in her hour exer

cises only that part which has been as

signed to her; there are always in the

seristery sixteen attendants, aids and offi

cers, which is more than are necessary to

divide the functions according to tastes.

2. The tribute of applause which they

receive from the parents who have es

poused their method, and also from the

neighboring townships, or from travellers

partial to this method.

In the children, the Composite springs

from the double charm procured them by

the system of elastic mats divided into

contiguous nestling places; there they

gain for the body, liberty and flexibility

of movement; for the mind, contact with

their fellows whom they love to see and

to approach, --a contact which would be

dangerous and ‘cause disasters without

the separation by a net of silk or linen.

The Alternating passion is satisfied in

the attendants by the intermittent nature

of their service, limited to one day out of

three, and to eight hours in four sessions,

in the intervals of which they are free

for other things, without falling into the

slavery of civilized mothers and attend

ants who have no respite.

It is satisfied in the child by the alter

nation from the cradle to the hammock,

 

 

by varieties in the pleasures of all the

senses, in food, concerts, spectacles, toys,

ridr-s in little carriages, &c.

So much for the education of early

infancy; here are fixed rules and not

systems which every one may vary after

his own caprice. I shall follow the same

method in the education of the other ages

of childhood, and in all the relations of

parents; always the combined develop

ment of the three Mechanizing Passions

whose nature it is to direct the other

nine, and consequently to direct the whole

Associative mechanism, distributed in

passional series, out of which all com

bined play of the three regulating pas

sions is impossible.

To make the proof complete, it would

be necessary to verify the calculation for

each one of these arrangements, and as

certain whether it favors the play of the

three Mcchanizing Passions; whatever

can obstruct that, must be false and ought

to be suppressed, replaced by a process

which will attain the end.

The rules here given for the education

of early infancy, are only the application

of the principles established in Chapters

V. and VI.; and as they will extend to

all ages and all relations, we see that the

Creator has provided for every thing by

very simple methods, whose observance

is a guarantee against mistake. Let us

then cease to listen to the alarmists who

would terrify us with the impenetrahility

of mysteries. The Gaspel has told them:

Seek, and ye shall find; but in education,

as in every thing else, they have preferred

to make a trade of arbitrary and repres

sive systems, rather than to seek the

system of nature, which, once understood,

takes leave unceremoniously of all these

civilized methods tending to suppress and

change the passions, whether of children

or of parents.

REVIEW.

The People. 2; M. Mtcnsts'r. Trans

lated by G. . SMITH, F. G. S. New

York: D. Appleton and Co. 1846. pp.

185.

It is now some months since this book

was reprinted in this country, but we have

not yet seen any evidence that it is under

stood or justly appreciated. In Franco

and in England it has excited attention,

but on this side of the water we are not

aware that its doctrines and merits have

received any graver examination than

those stereotyped notices, in which newspa

per editors announce thst such a book has

been printed, that the publishers have given

them a copy, and therefore the public can

not do better than buy the whole edition.

It is perhaps not surprising that the

present work should fail to call out so

strong an interest amongst us as its aim

would justify. Aside from its being pub

lished when our immortal and glorious

Mexican war left no room in their minds

for other things, it seems too exclusively

French in its tone and objects, to have

any great attractions for superficial and

hasty readers. Its author is a French

man, — a man of the nineteenth century

withsl,—devoted to his country, its his

tory, its people, its life, its destiny.

 
 

 

 

Full of the vigor and enthusiasm, of the

hope and faith so essential to the man of

the present epoch, he is an ardent patriot,

while he is a poet who sees in his own

country the hope of Humanity. In his

view France stands at the head of nations,

or rather of the world. In the progres

sive development of mankind in modern

times at least, she has been and is the

leader. Liberty, Equality, Brotherhood,

there are the ideas of France, or more

truly they are France itself. According

ly it is in no narrow and selfish sense

that all his thoughts- and affections turn‘

upon his country. If it is to France he

speaks, for hcr that he writes, for the ele

vation and glory of her people that he in

bors, it is a France with which all men

are connected, in whose welfare the good

of all is concerned. More than this, the

great social questions which he discusses

are questions that, with various modifica

tions, are now arising in every civilized

country, and to whose consideration

Americans as well as Europeans are im

perioust called. In this point of view at

least, M. Michelet may have something

to say for our present practical advan

tage; let us see.

Besides, to digress for a moment, is it

so certain that France does not fill the dis

tinguished post which her historian here

claims for her? We have no personal at

tachment to France, no private partiality

to her people or her character, or her lit

erature. Still it seems to us indisputable

that she is the teacher of the world.

Although certain classes amongst us, the

essence of whose wisdom is prejudice,

and whose benevolence is apt to take the

form of malignity, may imagine that she

is only an abyss of error, folly and wick

edness, and that the epithet “ French ” is

a conclusive argument against any idea

whatever, she does not any the less repre

sent the thoughtful intellect, or at least,

the clear, intelligible, instructive good

sense of these modern times. France is

the country of Science, and faithful to

that oifice, puts into positive formulas

what other nations get at by way of in

stinct, presentiment, imagination, study,

and even action. The fact, that her lan

guage is a universal medium of commu

nication is an indication of the part she

plays in the world, the part of interpreter,

of exponnder, of mediator. v

This however is not precisely the su

periority which M. Michelet assigns to

his country. He regards her as the

grand apostle of liberty; her mission in

his view is a political one. On this head

we will not contradict him; we have a

similar conviction, though his explanation

of the matter is perhaps not one that we

could accept.

We have called M. Michelet a poet;
this is to us they most striking phase of
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his character. He thinks in images :

ideas move over the stage of his mind like

living persons; sentiments rise before him

as actions, and mere abstract thoughts be

come dramatic as he gives them out.

Not seldom too his sentences, always

alive, always full of spirit, rise into a high

er strain. \Ve have met passages whose

originality, conciseness and beauty remin

ded us of those magical periods of Emer

son, of whose charm the mind never

grows weary.

The “ People ” who form the subject

of the book now before us, comprise not

the French nation but only the French

laboring classes. Before the Revolution

swept away the distinction, there were

three great classes in France, the Nobility,

the Bourgeoisie, and the People. Since

that time only the two latter have in real

ity existed,——the Wealthy and respectable

class, and the mass of uneducated and

necessitons working men, peasants, me

chanics, factory laborers, servants, in

short Ie Pet/ple.

It is on the fate- of this vast body, as

M. Michelet truly divines, that the fate of

society depends. As the world discharg

es or neglects its duty towards them it

pronounces the word of its own destiny.

 

The elevation of the Laboring Classes, is

the riddle which the age must read or

perish;— whether M. Michelet has giv

en any hints towards its solution we hope

presently to discover.

After an interesting account of his own

history and experience, from which we

learn— what we hear rather too frequently

through the book—that he comes himself

from the people and passed his youth at

the trade of aprinter, we come to the work ‘

itself. This is divided into three parts.

The first bears the title of “ Slavery and

Hate,” under which the author criticises

some of the leading features of French so

cial relations, many of which are not pecu

liar to that country alone. To the servi

tudes of the peasant the first chapter is de

voted. This is particularly valuable as an

exhibition of the division of landed proper

ty in France, and the constant tendency of

the land to pass from the hands of the

peasantry, who hold it in small parcels,

into those of the money-lenders, the usur

ers. M. Michclct of course does not

start from any principle in relation to the

right of man to the soil, indeed he does

not appear to have any principle on

that point. IIis sole aim is to show

the facts in the case, to do justice to

the essential ground of character in the

class he is describing and to depict the

wrongs that are wrought upon them by

social discord and antagonism. But of

this antagonism it must be confessed that

he manifests both here and elsewhere only

an imperfect notion. He appears to re

gard the principle of “ Hate,” as existing

in the individuals who make up society

rather than as a fundamental law of so

cy brought about by unfortunate circum

stances rather than as the legimate result

of radical vices in the constitution of so

cicty itself.

Next follows an account of the evils

connected with manufactures. The servi

tude of man to machinery, the vices which

follow as arcnction after prolonged and

exhausting toil, and the mental and physi

cal debascment which is the inevitable

result of the factory system are set

forth with much power and feeling. \Ve

quote a few paragraphs.

“ The number of this wretched portion of our

population enslaved to machines, amounts to

rather more than four thousand souls,—nbout a

fifteenth part of our working class. All who

can do nothing else, take to the tending of ma

chines; and, in proportion to their number,

their wages lower, and their wretchcdness in

creases. On the other hand, articles, thus

cheaply manufactured, are brought within the

reach of the poor; so that the misery of the

machine-workman lessens in some degree the

misery of the workmen and peasants, who are,

probably, about seventy times the more numer

. ous."

“By creating machines to have created crea

tors,—mighty workmen that invariably pursue

the work to which they have been once set,—

was a great temptation to human pride. But,

on the other hand, what a humiliation to see

man, by the side of the machine, sunk so low!

. . . One’s head turns and heart is chilled when,

 

 

for the first time taken over those fairy-houses,

I where the polished and dazzling engines of iron

j and copper seem to think, to will, and work of

ithemsclvcs, whilst man, pale and weak, is the

lowly servant of these iron giants. ‘Look,’

_ said a manufacturer to me, ‘look at this ingeni~

‘ one and powerful machine, which takes in filthy

rags, and compelling them to pass, without ever

committing a mistake, through the most compli

cated transformations, yields them up in tissues

as beautiful as the finest Veronesc silks.’ I

looked and admired,but with feelings of pain;

for I could not help seeing, at the same time,

the care-worn louks of the men, those faded

girls, those deformed children, the slaves of the
lmachine."

“ Physical weakness, moral impotence. The

sense of impotence is one of the greatest mise

ries of their condition. This man, so weak in

presence of the machine, and who follows its

every movement, is dependent on the mill own

er, and still more dependent on a thousand un

known causes, which may at any moment stop

his work and deprive him of bread. The un

cient weavers, who, however, were not like

those of the present day, the slaves of the ma

chine, humbly recognized this impotence._ It

was their creed. They took as their text, ‘ God

can do all, man nothing.’ The true name for

this class is that which Italy first gave them in

the middle age — Humiliali.”

From the factory laborer M. Michelet

passes to the mechanic. In his condi

tion he sees much that is favorable.

In view of some facts, we fear that he

has not recollected others with suffi

cient clearness. Indeed, in dwelling

 

 

cial relations in general, -— as a degenera- ;

 
upon the domestic relations which are

sometimes the lot of the French mechan

ic, the poetic and sentimental tendencies

of our author seem to make him forget

that there is slavery in this case also,

and that the life of the workman~ and his

family, as is but too well known, is one

of uncertainty and poverty. But we

will not refuse to look at the best side of

the picture; we hear gladly of any ad

vantages that any where relieve the

wretched condition of laboring men.

The writer proceeds to treat the ser

vitudes of the manufacturer, the shop

keeper, the merchant, the public func

tionary, and of the rich.

Here again he does not seem to grasp

the whole of his subject, or to perceive

the immediate source of the evils he

exhibits. The value of these chapters

and indeed of the whole work, lies in de

tached thoughts and sentiments, and in

the spirit of the whole, rather than in

its scientific truth and completeness. We

meet with little that is to be absolute

ly condemned; none of the heartless

calculations and sophisms of the econo

mists; no lifeless conservatism; no stupid

adherence to existing evils. There may

be much which seems like declamation,

much that actually is so; still, every

where we find a soul of truth, of faith,

resolution, and hope. Though he may

not give us the whole pathology of civil

ized slavery, or understand the whole law

of freedom, he is not the less aman of

sincere and generous aspirations, a man

whose heart beats for Humanity, and a

sure prophet of that Future which is even

now at our doors. With regard to the

details of social evils, it is not then neces

sary to controvert him, since as to what

is general, he is in the right. The man

who admits in earnest that society as it is

now organized, is in sc many respects a

system of slavery, is certainly not far

from the most thorough conclusions upon

the subject.

The second and third Parts of the

“ People” treat of “Enfranchisement

by Love.” Of this word, Love, we will

say in passing, that we wish some more

definite and less sentimental term stood

here in its place. It expresses the truth,

however. It is through Love that the

People are to be set free; and we will

go a little farther with our author, and

say it is through love of Nature and love

of the Nation. But here we must stop.

As in the discussion of slavery, he is

right in principle, but wrong in the de

tails. He commences by referring us to

nature, to instinct; it is in the instinct of

the people that the vital, recuperative

power resides. Here too, in a certain

sense he is right. But when he attempts

to find out what that instinct is, he blun

ders sadly. He sets out on a vague and
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pathlcss search without a guide, and only I PM“, exclusive, “nillflt- “or jlwlim ii 1191’ 9'1‘ ' country and ready to devote themselves to

mislakes in suppOsing ,ha, he arrives a, lidity. But if she .wishes to be just only, she

the goal- Will not even be Just. She must be holy and

. . . divine, founded by Him who alone can found.

In_sp€cml noslruma’ legal Find pollucal‘ “And she will be divine, if, instead of jeal

apphcauona' he has no ram" “ The . ously closing her gates, she. calls onto her all

diseases” he says, “ is the (“lldncssr the God's children, the lowest, the humble-st, (wo

paralysis of the heart, which produces to him who shall blush to own his brother!)

want of sociability; and this want of 50. Let all, without. distinction of class, without

ciabmty “riginates chiefly in the false classification, weak or strong, simple OI'FWiBe,

supposition mm we can isolate ourselves l bear hither theirwnsdom or their instinct. these

Wi‘h impunity mat we have no need ur|powerless, these incapable ones, mweralnles

1

 

marsmuz, who can do nothing for themselves,

one another.” True words these, M.

Michelet, springing from a sound human

heart!

position” originate, and how is it to

be remedied? That is a question which

we fear you are ready to answer with.

rhetoric alone.

As we said, the instinct of the people

is to be studied: abstractions of learned

heads, generalities,—life is not in them,

but in the original, simple heart of the

simple, the child, the man of genius. In

this connection, many brilliant things are

said, and many exceedingly true things.

The old dogma of total depravity is re

futed with all the feeling of a man, and

the essential goodness of the human pas

sions, and the benevolence of God are

maintained. But all that our author

comes to in referring us back to nature,

is that the cultivated and refined classes

must in some way return to the popular

instinct and so renew their life! A most

lame and impotent conclusion to draw

from a principle so potent as was laid

down at the outset. And yet, as the

ignisfaluus is still a light, so there is in

this conclusion a spark of truth, though it

needs we fear another interpreter than

M. Micliclet to bring it completely out.

But there are stirring words in his pages;

we will give a few of them.

“ Who would not ofi'er up vows for this grand

people, who, from humble and obscure regions,

aspire, scale upwards gropingly, without light to

mount, and not having a voice even to utter

their groans withall . . . But their silence

speaks. . . . It is reported osznsar, that, whilst

coasting along the shores of Atric, he had a

dream. He saw as if a great army, weeping

and extending their arms to him imploringly.

Vt"hen he awoke, he wrote on his tablets Corinth

and Carthage; and be rebuilt the two cities. I

am not Cesar, but how often have I not had

('msar's dream! I saw them weeping, I under

stood thosc tears :—‘ Urln-m orant.’ They

want their City; they pray her to receive and

protect them. . . . Poor solitary dreamer that 1

am, what could [give to this grand voiceless

people’! All I had, a voice. . . . May it be

their first entry into the City of Right, from

which they have been hitherto excluded. 1

have given a voice in this book to those who are

not in a capacity to know whether they have a

right in the world. All those who groan or

sufl'er in silence, all who are aspiring and strug

gling towards life, are my people. . . . They

are the People. May they all enter with me!

\Vhy cannot I aggrandize the City into solidity 7

She tottcrs, crumbles, as long as she is incom

But where does this “ false sup .

 
can do much for us. They have in them a

mystery of unknown power, a hidden fecundity,

living sources in the depths of their nature.

“'hen she summons them, the city summons

that: life which can alone renew her. Here,

then, after this long divorce, may pride in all its

various shapes be cast off; may the City of Pro

tection extend from heaven to the abyss, vast as

the bosom of God!

“ For my own part, I solemnly swear, that if

there remain but one behind, whom he shall

reject and not shelter with her right, I will not

enter, but remain on the threshold.”

Next to the love of nature, according to

M. Michelet, enfranchisemeut is to be

wrought by love of the nation, of the

Native Land. He believes in nationality,

in devotion to one's country; a profound

and most true faith. Let us pardon him,

it. is alloyed with exaggeration, if in

his mind the idea of his country, its great

ness, its mission, somewhat exceed the

reality. It is apt to he the fault of those

whose minds and hearts are opened in a

degree to take in the whole of Humanity,

to forget that the race is, or should be, a

body of many members, not a confused

mass but a perfect and orderly organization.

Thus it has grown to be the fashion in some

quarters to decry patriotism as a narrow

and even obsolete sentiment. On the

contrary we believe with M. Michelet,

that it is a most. generous and necessary

one. As Humanity advances, he well

argues, nations become more and more

marked in their individuality; the more

perfect the unity, the more distinct and dif

ferent its elements. The only salvation

for every nation which has arrived at suf

ficient maturity to know and decide, lies

in its faithfulness to its idea, in the fidel

ity with which it accepts and performs

its part in the universal drama. This the

nation whose members are not bound

together in the bonds of a true patriotism

cannot do; nay, such a nation is already

blotted from off the earth. In this point

of "view the sentiment of devotion to

the nation becomes indeed a sacred, :1 re

ligious feeling. It is devotion to Truth, to

Humanity, to God, and we find no extrav

gance in that glowing enthusiasm with

which our author declares that “ France

is a Religion.” Would to God that

there were more of that same enthusiasm

in the Wurltl, that not in France only,

but in America and every where, were

 

it with a resolution as stern and solemn,

though with a higher and more joyous

purpose than the Roman of old !

The fault of modern France according

to our author is, that she has not preserved

and realized the faith of the Revolution.

That faith was concentrated in the educa

tion ofthe People, and the work of France

at this hour is to revive it and put it in

practice. This should be not education of

the head alone, cramming the minds of the

young with dead facts, but living develop

ment, culture of the heart, and especially

the infusion of the love of France into

the soul of every child. Here again we

find that M. Michelet does not follow his

own principles quite to their results, prob

ably has no conception ofwhat those results

are. As before, he is vague and some

what dcclamatory even with his eloquence

and truth of feeling. But shall we there—

fore presume to condemn him! By no

means. Because he does not see through

the whole complex mechanism of society

or understand where is the true place for

amendment to begin,—because he does

not know, that the first thing, the only snfii

cicnt thing to be done for the people is the

Organization of the Labor by which they

live, — because he has not proclaimed

the great, fundamental, eternal Rights of

Man, and raised a perhaps useless voice

against the violations of Justice by which

he is surrounded, we feel no impulse to

treat his book with cold, unsympathetic

criticism. Instead of this we are glad to

recognize the Man in his words, to know

that there is a warm heart beating in his

bosom, and to catch the tones of hope and

faith from his lips. Besides it is by no

means certain that he has not uttered as

much truth as his countrymen are pre

pared for. They may receive his teach

ings when they would reject more thor

ough counsels.

Finally, then, we must look upon “ The

People,” as a sign of better things than

its pages contain. It is a book of glimpses,

ofisolated truths, and of aspirations. As

such it is the natural and peculiar product

of a period and country of transition.

It is written not for all times but for the

time now passing : it is prophetic not di

rectly but secondarily, and means more

than unskilled eyes may see in it. Its

value is thus to be sought in connection

with the present epoch, and in that con

nection there is that in it which might

cheer the most desponding heart. It is

not the least of these numberlcss voices

by which the advent of Justice, Harmony,

Wisdom, Beauty, in Humanity are now

foretold.

Before leaving the subject, we have an

act of justice to perform. In the third

Part of “ The People," M. Michclct has

many souls filled with the idea of theirla Chapter on Association. To a passage
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which speaks of the cheese-making asso- ter things. For this and alone we trust

ciations of Jura, he appends the following, that Mr. Hazen’s book may find an abun

note.

English edition.

“Often quoted by FOURIER. I am a man of;

history and tradition; therefore Ihave little to

say to one who boasts of proceeding by the

We give it in the words of the dance of buyers.

Of his grammatical theory we can only

say that it strikes us as rather compli

cated for the use of pupils in general,

correct as his analysis may be in point of

method of absolute eccentricity (ecart absolu.) [ fach Of this, however, we Shou|d not

Still I will seize this opportunity to utter my l like ,0 speak positively wilhout examim

admiration for his many ingenious, profound,

and often very practical views, my tenderest

regard for a much misunderstood genius whose

whole life was devoted to the happiness of man

kind. I shall one day speak of him as my heart

dictates. What a singular contrast does his

apparent materialism exhibit to his self-denying,

disinterested, and spiritual life! This contrast

has reappeared in his disciples to their great

glory. While the professed friends of virtue

and religion, their sworn defenders, are clan

destinely playing the safe game of skulks, the

disciples of Fourier, who talk of interest, money,

pleasure, have trodden selfishness in the dust,

and bravely smitten the Baal of the Exchange.

The Baal! No, the Moloch, the idol that is

devouring man."

This expression of feeling towards

Fourier and the French Associationists,

the Messrs. Appleton have presumed to

omit from their edition, a piece of con

temptible meanness which needs only to

be known to be understood.

Martin the Foundling ,' or, the .Mvmoirs of

A Valet de Chambre. By Euosns Sea.

New York: Harper and Brothers.

Here is the first part of a new romance

by Sue, which promises to have the ex

citing interest of his former productions.

We are not informed whether the Messrs.

Harpers reprint an English version, or

employ a. translator of their own, but in

either case the translation is wretched

enough to be classed with their edition of

the Mysteries of Paris, and first edition

of the Wandering Jew. It is disgraceful

for a house so well able to command the

best talent, to put forth such outrages on

the author and on the English lan

guage.

The Grumman's Reader. By EDWARD

Hazsn, A. M. Two Numbers. New

York: J. S. Redfield. pp. 47. 96.

These are externally the most beautiful

school books we ever saw, and we pre

sume the most beautiful that were ever

printed. Almost every page is illustrated

by one or more wood engravings of great

spirit and perfection. As mere specimens

of art they are excellent, and for piescnts

to young persons nothing could be more

pleasing.

We are happy to see an endeavor like

this to refine the taste of children. If

books like these could become popular

through the country there would be an

end of the wretched pictures which meet

the eye so frequently in village parlors,

and of the coarse taste we sometimes see i

 
ing his grammar, which exhibits the mat

ter more fully.
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others’ rights, frond, oppression, a

gambling spirit ln trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to inipoverish

the laborer and to render eVery condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

application ofChristian principles, of Universal jus

tics and Universal love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Dlt. Crumnsu.

OBJECTION‘S T0 ASSOCIATION—N0. V.

(Continued from p. I74.)

 

Having shown that all the ordinary in

centives to industry, (that is, all the good

ones,) will only be enhanced by Associa

tion ; that it will make each one's interest

in property stronger and at the same time

nobler, and the sense of individual rcspon-l

sibilily deeper;—and having unfolded

somewhat cursorin the great idea of At

tractive labor, alluding to the general fact

of man‘s perpetual attraction towards la

bor of some sort, and pointing out some

instances in which already the most dis

gusting and fatiguing kinds of toil, as

they would be under the mere spur of

necessity, are transfigured into soul-ab

sorbing delights by due combination of

circumstances, sympathies, motives ; —

we attempted in our last article to go

further and give a. scientific and exhaust

ive classification of all the attractions or.

natural promptings of man, and of the'

objects to which they urge him and relate

him, thus determining his destiny. This

was in fact an analysis of that primary

collective principle of attraction, which

we call the Soul, into some of its leading

branches, or more special and determinate

attractions. The soul is the summing up

of all desires and loves, which lie hid in

it like colors in the ray of light. lt

would overflow in all directions, it would

embrace and feel every thing, it would

rush to the very heart and centre of all

being; solitude and inactivity are death

and denial of its very nature; its nature

is to love and to find Goo, and it seeks

him in his manifestations, for which it

has its special attractions and faculties of

access. These Fourier calls the Pas

sions, dignifying an unfortunate and de

graded word. And first, the soul craves

all the forms and qualities of matter, and

in this way where we might expect bet-lseeks its way thereto, with exquisite dis

 

crimination, through five curious channels

called the Senses. This is the first deter

minate direction of the soul, the first

main branch of its attractions. But mat

ter, though its varieties are infinite and

all informed with beauty, which is the

ultimate of God, does not exhaust the

soul's attractions. It only excites the

demand for communion with intelligent

and conscious being, for the Human, for

intercourse with other souls. We crave

society. Let the intercourse be ever so

trivial and shallow, let it be even gross

and sensual, still the fact that there is If e

beneath this dallying, thatthe pleasure has

a soul in it, that it is a meeting of persons,

makes it something more than the mere

taste of a peach or smell ofa rose, which

though they may delight, are not society.

Hence the four social qfieclions, which

considered well, will be found to include

all others; namely, Friendship, Love,

Familism, and the Corporate sentiment.

Always one of these relations to his

fellow-beings give the key-note to man‘s

moods and thoughts. His hope, his

pride, his fear, his jealousy, his shame,

his admiration, and the whole troop of

feelings and emotions for which we have

names, always are about some one or

several of these four. It is either as a

friend, or as a lover, or as a parent or

kinsman, or as a member of some corpo

rate union, that man summons round him

any of these good or evil spirits. This

is the second main branch of attractions.

But neither of these classes could pro

cure to man a single satisfaction, without

the intervention of the third class before

named. Material impressions must not

come promiscuously, confusedly, and with

out measure. It is not all sights, and

sounds, and flavors, which delight, with

out selection and without order. There

are certain abstract laws of order, certain

principles of arrangement, certain mathe

matical conditions which the soul de

mands in all things, and without them

every thing is false. And the same

holds of society. Friendship, Love,

Ambition, have their laws. We require

harmony in our sensations, harmony in

social relations. Conditions asiabsolute

as those which convert confused sounds

into music, or shocking mixtures of in

congruous flavors into exquisite pleasures

of the palate, must also reign in the

spheres of friendship and of every social

relation. There must be rich accords

and correspondences, whence enthusiasm

flows; and there must be graduated difl'er

ences, whence emulation; and there must

be alternation, and contrast, and health

ful, timely transition from one sphere to

another. These are the three presiding

laws of distribution in the material and

the moral universe; these are the three

,Graces of life, and the three Fates of all
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our destiny; the three sides of the scien

tific prism which divides the unitary ray

of light into colors, whose variety is still

a unity, because a series. Our deinandl

for the fulfilment of these conditions is as

natural as our demand for material and

for social pleasures, and it is therefore a

branch of the soul's attractions, gather

ing into one what Fourier calls the three

Regulating or Distributive attractions.

But we cut this short, lest we tarry too

long in the metaphysical and abstract,

and we make the application immediately

to Labor. Labor, in its broadest sense, is

the activity of the human faculties; and

we have been analyzing the springs of

action; not the faculties, but the motive

impulses, not the instruments, but the

springs of the soul‘s energy. These

perpetually move man and perpetually

demand to be satisfied. The universe

and every creation of God's providence

ministers to that satisfaction, when once

the proper relation between man and

other men and nature is established.

These springs of action, or attractions, in

dicate what would be the true relations.

They are the key to man‘s true destiny.

These tivelvc conditions satisfied, and

nothing short of this, can bring him into

unity with himself, with nature, with his

fellow man, with God; while without

this he is notliiug but a contradiction;

without this there is no real life, no hap

piness, no true fulfilment of his mission,

and in fact no reason for his superfluous

and troublesome existence. Now if these

are the true destiny of man, then man is

not himself in any sphere, in any circum

stances where these are thwarted or sup

pressed. In whatever he engages he

should be able to “do it with all his

heart, and all his mind, and all his

strength; ” and this he can do nowhere

where his senses do not meet with beauty

which is the garment of God, not hiding

but illustrating the great spiritual facts;

where he cannot meet all that is within

him out of him, doubly realizing and en

joying it in others through his social

attractions; and where as a condition of

both the others, he cannot hail the pres

ence of those great distributive laws, by

which the passions in himself, as well as

the bones and nerves in his own body,

the objects of sense throughout all na

ture's kingdoms, and the characters of

men, are arranged in graduated series,

such that each by being truly and earn

estly itself is most in harmony with all

the rest. Labor, then, which occupies so

much of his time, should also occupy

and furnish sphere for all of these cease

less natural currents and determinations

of his life; and these in turn should all

attract to labor, should minister unfailing ,

motive and delight to it; its mill—wheels

 

should be planted where these streams

may turn them. And so man should be

most the worker when he is most sur

rounded with the luxuries of the senses,

when he is most given away to friends,

most happy in the silken chains of love,

most respecting and respected in the real

ranks of honor; and finally, when his

all-blending enlhusiasm, his all-criticising,

diflererrce-sceking and refitting emulation,

and between the two his wholesome love

of allcrnalion, are most effectually called

out in correspondence with those three

distributing laws, which sweep into some

system every mass of matter falling

through space, crystalize into beauty the

fluid details of nature, build up the won

drous symmetry of this temple called the

body out of random elements and atoms,

marshal] mere sounds into most signifi

cant music, and only wait the completion

of their work in so graduating and so

harmonizing the passions and the charac

ters of men, that their most irreconcilable

varieties shall only enrich the series by

which each becomes more necessary to

each, and diflerences go round till they

complete the circle of the ONE.

Labor must be made attractive, else

there is contradiction in the works of

God. For man is nothing but attraction;

he consists entirely, as a willing, moving

being, ofthese twelve attractions, leading

him towards his life, and pointing out his

destiny. His occupation, therefore, his

sphere of activity, his whole outward

existence must attract, must meet those

willing impulses in order that he may be

man. His material, social, and intellec

tual nature must all find growth and grat

ification in whatever he experiences or

does. There is an inward necessity in

his nature that he should labor and realize

himself in labor answering to his attrac

tions. And it is unjust to God, to speak

of any other necessity than this. Out

ward necessity deals with him as if he

were a machine, and had not these attrac

tions, drawing him towards material,

social, intellectual and divine harmonies.

Labor must be more than a stern condi

tion of our life; it must be otir life, be

the suggestion, the fulfilment, the expres

sion of the passions which constitute us

active beings. “Give us God's curse

rather than Fourier‘s blessing," do you

say’.l O reviewer, can you so calumniate

God's providence as to believe that he

can curse man with an outward necessity,

having endowed him with the inward ne

cessity of a blessing 1

Again. The purpose of labor is to

sustain life. All other organic natures

sustain life by living. ' The plant imbibes

and elaborates its sustenance by the very

act of becoming a plant. lts own attrac

tions do the work of supporting it, and

minister to its growth. It should be so

isays, do this because it is right.

 

with man. The very springs of impulse

in him which demand gratification, in

other words, his very nature, should be

what sets him to work. His labor should

he that nature feeding, clothing, and sus

taining itself by the very act of living

itself out.

It may he replied, however, that there

is a higher incentive to labor than any or

all of these attractions, namely, Duty.

But duty is the sense of obligation, which

Where

does this sense of obligation, this recog

nition of right begin, but in the idea of

harmony? Right is what harmonizes

with all things, with God’s law and God's

love. \Vrong is what violates this har

mony; this must not be, and here begins

the sense of Duty. Duty therefore is

only another name for the collective voice

of all mau’s attractions, whose blended

action tends to Universal Unity, and forms

one central passion, called in the technical

language of Fourier, UNi-rvisrt, or the

religious sentiment. When labor shall

be attractive, when it shall nourish the

physical, social and intellectual man,

labor will be religion, and its every act

an act of worship.

In the last article we showed how civi

lized labor violates the twelve conditions

of man‘s happiness, man’s true humanity.

We are now to consider the conditions of

rendering labor attractive. \Ve need not

enter into much detail and give the re

verse of the picture then drawn of the

violation done to each of the twelve pas

sions. It would be superfluous, so clearly

is that reverse implied in the whole state

ment. Nor can we do anything more

than very briefly hint at the solution of

this most important problem.

In general, then, we say that Labor, to

be made attractive, should be organized

in correspondence with the physical, so

cial and intellectual wants of man. Physi

cally, it should refine and elevate his

senses, and bring him into true commun

ion with outward nature. Sorr'ally, it

should bring him nearer to his fellow

man, in all the relations of Love, Friend

ship, Family, and Class. Inlelleclually,

it should satisfy that love of order, which

is a presentiment of the actual laws pre

siding in God’s whole creation, and with

out whoss regulating presence sensual

and social pleasures pall, and turn to

bitterness and discord. In other words,

the conditions of attractive industry are,

(1.) Luxury, or pleasant circumstances.

(2.) Society. (3.) Proper Organization.

These are the three ends of attraction.

I.

Summed up by Fourier in the two

terms: internalluxury, or Health: exter

nal luxury, or Wealth. In short it is

the gratification of the five senses. This

is no mean or illegitimate requirement.

LUXURY.
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That person is wisest, gentlest, most de-i

vout, whose senses are best developed

and refined. Mark how much the shut—

ting of one of these avenues tends to

unhumanize and to impair the finer graces

of character; how blindness, or deafness, '

makes man coarse and harsh, instead of

spiritualizing and refining him by the dc

nial of a sensual pleasure. The senses.

are what first stimulate to labor. Man

must produce in order to eat. And it is

not hunger, it is the sense of taste,

which first suggests the seeking of food.

It is not a mere necessity, it is the anti

cipation of a pleasure. Why did not

God design the act of eating to be wholly

unaccompanied with taste! Because this

pleasure was essential to the true destiny

of man: And so with all the other

senses. It is by them that we become

acquainted with the qualities of outward

objects, and enter into a certain sympathy

or communion with them, through pleas

ure. Outward objects, termed collective

ly nature, are one of the revelations of

God. It is by harmony with these, in

other words, by the pleasures of Sight,

Taste, Hearing, &c., that we become

receptive of this Revelation, the revela

tion of Beauty, or the Divine in the out

ermost of the three spheres of being.

The physical circumstances of labor

can be made agreeable. Effort is not.

necessarily pain ; application need not be

privation. This was sufficiently illustrat

ed in a former article, where we alluded

to the severe toil voluntarily undergone in

sports, in scientific experiments, or under

the stimulus of corporate enthusiasm.

The scenes of industry in Association

will tell as plainly of a presiding genius

of art and beauty, as the scenery of the

theatre does now, for industry will be the

true theatre of man. The fields will be

a garden to the eye. Tire shops will not

be without their architecture, their sym

bolic decorations, their triumphs of art,

which is one with nature, over the mere

artificial squares and angles of utility

which shut nature out, and limit and con

tract and chafe the soul. All will be

beauty. Nature will not be puritanically

shorn of her graceful ringlcts by a. nar

row, utilitarian, selfish, patchwork system

of agriculture. Nature and the sun's

all-glorifying light will be free to enter

wherever it is possible; and where it is

not, their presence will be echoed in the

still more wonderful creations of Fine

Art. The implements will look inviting ;

the dresses will be in harmony with the

work, and will add new charm to figures

symmetrical from varied exercise, and

glowing with intelligence and health.

And what a part might music play?

Would it not be as economical here, as in

the movements of destructive armies?

 

And then of fragrance; does not the

smell of mignouette, or new-mown hay,

transport one into new spiritual states?

and is it not a perfectly simple thing to

use these subtle ministers to haunt-the

very atmosphere of toil with beautiful

and pure suggestions, and keep out every

intimation of the vulgar and the loath-t

some? Then as to the sense of touch, it

is not necessary to soil, harden, and dis

tort that most delicate and exquisitely

beautiful master-piece of the divine artist,

next to the human face, the human hand.

it was never meant that its delicacy

should be destroyed, that it should lose

the finest of all senses, that of touch;

thatit should grow out of all proportion

with the rest of the body, and instead of'

being the next to the most cXpressivc

portion of a man, hang like a dead

pound weight of matter at his side. De

pend upon it, that with proper implements

and proper alternations this abuse shall

disappear.

But we have yet to mention the most

important thought under this head; and

we will illustrate it by the remaining one

of the five senses, that of Taste, although

it equally applies to all the others. Pro

ductive industry, it is every where said,

is the main-spring and mover of the

whole social system. To what is indus

try appliedl To the creating, shaping,

and perfecting of outward objects, and

rendering them available for use. And

how can it do this? By understanding

the qualities, capacities, and uses of all

outward things. And how can it get this

understanding? By using them itself.

By becoming a connoisseur and critic of

all forms, and sounds, and smells, and

flavors; by refinement of its senses, con

stantly going before the refinement of its.

The pivotal and principal lmanufactures.

sphere of labor, the foundation of all

others, is agriculture, and its great work

is to procure our food. To produce the

finest qualities and greatest varieties of

fruits and vegetables is the point of its

ambition. This implies the finest and

most delicate discrimination of flavors, a

familiarity with minute shades of differ

ence, and above all, a scale of differences

graduated according to the differences of

personal taste, so that the lovers of each

may be enthusiasts about its special culti

vation. Hence that phrase so shocking

to the ears of tender moralisrn, gastro

sopltic refinement, which Fourier so un

hesitatingly holds up as the great lever in

the most important part of the education

of children, namely, the development 'of

their industrial vocations. A mere con

sideration of the word grussness will set

us right in this matter; our senses make

Ilaws of beauty reign in every thing pre

isented to our senses. Refinement, epi

lcurism, is just what we need to unsen

Sualize our physical enjoyments, to make

the food of the body become also the food

of the mind, and to make matter every

where a revelation of God, for the recep

tion of which he has provided us with

these five magnetic channels of communi

cation. It is the luxury of man that

creates industry and arts, for more than

it is necessity. The latter may just keep

him alive; but by keeping him alive it

develops the new necessity of luxury,

and this in turn finds hands and tools, and

strikes out scientific lights, to do its bid

ding. But us must glance away from

this point to the next, having only indi

cated an inexhaustible vein which any

one may work out. The thought will

become clearer, however, as-it receives

its complement from the two branches

which are to follow.

II.

Man cannot forego society; wholly or

too much alone, he is not himself. Plea.

sures, as above, are nothing, except he

share them with beings like himself. He

l must meet himself in others, find himself

out of himself, else all that is not himself

becomes a non-conducting medium to him,

.a vacuum, in the centre of which he i

imprisoned and moored fast. In his so

cial attractions originates this phrase of

Groups. By these the individual attains

to fuller force and individuality by ceasing

to be merer individual, and contributing

himself to make up the collective Man,

wherein all are members one of another.

This is the distinctive thought of Associ

ation. Collective manhood must absorb

the petty and conflicting individualities,

before attraction can take the place of

constraint, the faculties of one cease to

interfere with those of another, and the

worship of Joy commence upon the earth.

There will be various orders of groups,

according to afiinitics. The simplest will

be those of

1. Friends/tip, the generous sentiment

of youth which overlooks distinctions.

Nothing seems to call this out, and

create congenial circles, so much as sim

ilarity of industrial vocations. In Asso

ciation every occupation will be freely

chosen ; those who meet in it therefore,

will meet because this occupation strikes

a. common chord in all their natures. It

will not he a bond of necessity. They

will not come together disgusted with

their function, and ill assorted to one

another; but because this function, or

Socrarv, on Gaoers.

 

 

{precise province of a function, naturally

us sensual, and outward contact degrades attracts them and proves them fit compan

us because we take nature in the grass; 5 ions, so far as it goes. Then the con

because we fail to analyze, and discrimi- stant change of occupations, the shifting

nate, and refine, and learn what spiritual A from group to group, gratifies each induss
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trial and social affinity in turn, makes the

individual many-sided, generous and en

pable of appreciating and enjoying many

forms of character. There will be no

check upon these free assimilations in

consequence ofany opposition ofinterests.

The interests of laborers and capitalist,

of rich and poor will be one. No one

will be imprisoned within the artificial

barriers of caste or fashion. His sympa

thies will flow to those who can best

meet them. The poor are not excluded

from the refined manners of the rich ; and

the rich are not imprisoned in their in

sane and foolish state, impervious to the

reinforcing currents of fresh strength and

genius in the poor. Business will not

make enemies of friends. Friendship,

therefore, which now shrinks from the

unsanetifying chill of business relations,

which reserves itself for the parlor and

the journey, and the ball-room, and for

cherished childhood, all of which are

privileges of the rich; friendship, which

has to shield itself in these exceptional

retreats, and shrink from the market and

the shop where interests conflict; will

then pour all its energies into the chan

nels of cheerful labor and production, and

be amighty stimulus to industry. Suspi

cion of others will cease to be the watch

word of success.

2. Love. New asource of all exclu

siveness and jealousy ; a. blind experiment

of passion which will not wait for true

affinities; a prostitution of the holy of

holies in the heart. By the free, social

intercourse of sexes in the round of alter

nating labors, by meeting in spheres

where attraction is the spell that draws all

in, and where character comes out with

out disguise, there will be opportunity of

knowing one another and of testing the

foundations for true union, which will cut

short this dismal tragedy of false and se

cretly repented marriage. The sphere of

Woman will be sacred, and extend its

sanctity over all the occupations of men.

Attractive industry will draw love forth

from its shame-facedness and selfish se

clusion, and give it a chance to know it~

self by the clear light of day and useful

works, no longer the pale victim of moon

shine and illusion. And thus purified

and strengthened, it will in its turn lend

all its attractiveness to the useful labors

of life. It will impart enthusiasm to the

groups. It will nerve the arm with its su

pernatural strength, and scale the rugged

heights of labor by its own unconscious

-magio. There are mighty motives among

men : but how out of place, how unavail

able! Association will bring them all to

bear. Love will withhold its favors from

the idle, and neither will it give in idleness.

Then woman will not merely be set up as

the doll queen of a tournament, and drop

her glove to the champion in the lists of

 
vanity‘s poor contest, but she will help

man win, and she will share with him full

many of his peaceful victories.

3. FUI)thfSIIL.

the wide range of influences, in Associa

tion or out of it,” says the Oberlin re

viewer, “ which tends to sweeten toil like

the necessity growing out of family de

pendence.” Here he deceivcs himself by

the carelessness of his own language. It

is not the necessity, it is the end, that

sweetens labor in this case. Now there

is nothing sweeter than spontaneous de

votion, with all its pains-taking sacrifices,

to those we love, and who look up to us.

But when it becomes an iron necessity,

devotion does not like such prompting and

loses something of its freedom, and the

sweetness of the thing is diminished in

proportion. In prosperous families there

may be much of this sweet stimulus to

labor. But remember, these are the ex

ceptional cases : how is it in the families

of the poor? There the sight of one an

other is a reminder of necessities, far more

(we fear) than it is of love. The bond

between them has had no opportunity to

prove itselfa free bond. A relentless Si

amese-twin ligament grapples them to

gether perforce, and there is little time to

ask what would we do for one another,

but what must we? and your Must is a

terrible uprooter of sympathies which do

not understand that way of growing. we

will only say that in Association there

will be no such cold wind to freeze up

the consanguineous current. Free and

genuine ties of sympathy will reign in the

family, as in all other circles, from the

fact. (I) that there will be no marriages of

interest, without love, and (2) that the chil

dren will be the common charge, sharers

of an integral common education, where

in they are trained to industry, to support

themselves, relieving the parent‘s anxie

ty and actually cooperating with him in

his own attractive labors. And, even in

the families of wealth, consider the dull

spell of over-familiarity, which has long

since benumbed all interesting communi

cation between its members ! How would

they like to mingle in new groups accord

ing to actual present affinities, and after

some time meet each other fresh again as

real living personalities, and not as mere

dull circumstances of each other’s monot

onous life!

4. Ambilion. In Association the labor

er will fcel himself respected. He will

not lose caste by what he does; he will

not be a mere tool and pair of hands to

some other. He will enjoy the dignity of

a man. He has his proper share in all

his earnings. He has his choice of spheres

wherein to labor. He is a member of

some twenty or thirty groups, and feels

their corporate enthusiarn, and meets in

these as equals, persons of transcendent

“ There is nothing in.

 

character and fame in other things. He

chooses his society. The overflowing of

sympathies from one to another never can

be indiscriminate. In the whole scale

or hierarchy of characters, he will know

where to find his own. By union with

those least unlike him, his antipathy to

those who are most unlike him becomes

mitigated, and he finds himself in one se

ries with them, making up one whole of

character, and Working to one end.

But this is a natural transition to the

law of order, to our third head, of Ott

GANlZATlON, or of Saunas. And we see

no way for it, but to postpone it to our

next number. It is the real nucleus of

the whole problem of attractive industry,

and may very well be treated separately.

Tue Lowsu. UNION or Assocurion

ISTS. Our friends in Lowell, Mass. have

organized for the purpose of carrying on

the good work. They enter upon it with

the right spirit, and will not fail to render

a good account of themselves. More

than fifty names are already attached to

their constitution,—a band larger than

many that have succeeded in revolutioniz

ing the world. Let them only feel what

they have to do, and lay their hands

heartily to it and it will be done; but to

this they need no exhortation. The offi

cers of their society are,

Jous ALLEN, President.

SARA" G. BAGLEY, Vice Prenidml

\YIIJJAM T. G. Planes, Secretary.

D. H. qunts, Treasurer.

They hold two meetings in the week;

one on Saturday evening for social inter

course and recreation, and one on Sunday

evening for lectures and discussions, — an

excellent arrangement. Let Association

ists unite socially, and learn to know each

other not only as laborers in a common

cause but as personal friends. In this

way they will become more firmly united,

and their efforts will be rendered more

thorough and efficient.

In relation to Tracts, we will say to the

society at Lowell, and to afiiliated bodies

elsewhere, that the Parent Society de

signs to prepare and publish a complete

series of tracts for popular distribution,

and that only the want of funds for the

purpose delays its execution. This is an

object which small contributions can at

tain. By forwarding a few dollars the

publication of a new tract can be ensured,

while at the same time the donors will be

entitled to the value of their remittance in

our publications.

 

Povrnrv ass irs Lesson. The Chris

tian ll‘orld argues that the poor exist in

this world in order to “ afford opportuni

ties for a generous and all-comprehensive

sympathy." Poverty is thus a divine

institution, and the authority of the Sa
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viour is brought in to show that it is a‘now he has only to give a cheap postage,

permanent. one! If poverty is of God’s

appointment, it is certainly strange that

the devout in general are so anxious to

escape from its blessings, and so unwillingl

to provide for their fellow Christians the

occasion of bringing their virtues into

exercise. “ Pm crty,” concludes the

World, “ has a great lesson to teach ; ” i

this is true, but the W’orld does not seem

to understand that the lesson of poverty

is that Society is upside down, and that it!

is the duty of Christians to institute such“

an organization of Labor as that every,

man shall do his share of the world‘s

work, and receive no more than his share

of the profits. kThis will put an end to

poverty, and leave no opportunity for that

blasphemy _which makes God the author

and Christ the apostle of pauperism.

 

 
 

TURKEY REVOLUTIONIZED. An intelli

gent correspondent of the Journal of

Commerce, writing from London, sketch

es the “ movement ” of the time in vari

ous parts of Europe, and that of Turkey

in particular he presents in the following

light. This is indeed a revolution,though

blomlless and tranquil ;

The Pope having entered the lists as a

reformer will not surprise you more than

to find that the Grand Turk has done the

same. For the first time in the annals of

his dynasty, the Sultan of Turkey has

paid a visit to his Asiatic dominions, and

on his return received the congratulations

of the ambassadors of the Ports. This

is the first instance on record of the corps

diplomalique having had an audience en

masse with the Imperial Sovereign of

Turkey; and by way of showing still

farther innovation, his Majesty received

their excellencies in the state room, to

which they were ushered. and remained

standing during the whole of their visit.

Education is to proceed in Turkey with

giant strides. 20,000 schools are to be

forthwith established throughout the

country, and a normal school for teachers

is to be instituted at Constantinople, un

der Emir Pacha. who was educated at

the English University of Cambridge,

where he took high degrees for mathe

matics and classics.

Another circumstance, without prece

dent in modern history, is the fact that

the Sultan, on his return from his tour,

went to the Sublime Ports and made a

report to the Vizier, as to the condition of

the provinces he had visited, issuing or

ders for their future better government.

Among other thing he declared that he

had abolished all custom duties at Adri

anople, Broussa, Konian, and Tokat, and

then went on in the following free trade

style:

As it has been acknowledged at all

times that duties on food. provisions and

cattle, are extremely prejudicial to agri

culture and commerce, we order, in con

sequence, after having collected all no

ceessary information on the subject, that

henceforth all duties of the kind, affecting

the city of Constantinople, shall be entire

ly abrogated, and that this act shall come

into effect from the date of the 1st day of

next March.

The Imperial Solyman, you will per

 

ceive, is becoming a good Cobdonite, and

to aid him in carrying out his reforms

and rendering them effective.

There is one point more in the charac

ter of this reforming MOslem which will

entitle him to and secure for him the

,n'ratitude of the whole Christian world.

You have already had some powerful de

tails in your columns of the persecutions

of the American Protestants, and all that

they have snliercd from the ex-communi

cation of their bishops. A Vizerial letter

to the Pacha of Erzoroum says that the

Protestant faith has spread in some de

gree among the Armenians— particular

ly at Constantinople. They had been

anathematized by the Patriarch, and

thereby injured in their trade and busi

ness, and obliged to close their shops.

The,Sultan had forbidden the primate

so to act at Constantinople, and the same

law must be enforced at Erzeroum. The

Armenian Primates are “ not to be suf

fered in any way to persecute or interfere

with the converts when engaged in their

trades and commerce.” His excellency

is finally ordered “ to protect and defend

them.”

The Morning Chronicle correspondent

at Constantinople, in his last dcspatch,

emphatically states that “ Protestantism

is now planted in the Ottoman empire,

and it is my belief that it will strike its

roots deep and spread them wide.”

GRAND CAIRO has a population of 300

000 or 400,000, and there is but one

book-store in the whole city. The Arabs

have a great aversion to printed books,

and prefer to give 8 100 for a manuscript

copy of the Koran, rather than use a

printed one which might be purchased for

$2. The bookseller was commanded by

government to keep his store open, but

regarded it rather as a losing concern.

v

LA BELLE Fraser. It is stated in La

Rtgforme, a French publication, that of

thirty-three millions of people in France,

twenty seven millions do not drink wine;

thirty-one millions never taste sugar;

twenty millions never wear shoes; twen~

ty-one millions never eat meat; eighteen

millions eat no Wheaten bread; and four

millions are clothed in rags.

Aid others to preserve and develop life,

liberty, and property.

   
 

GRAHAM AND TEMPERANCE

HOUSE.

63 BARCLAY STREET, New YORK.

New ARRANGEMENT. This house is situat

ed on a pleasant and airy street, extending from

Broadway to the Hudson river. At one end of

the street is the landing place of the Albany

Steamboats, at the other the Park Fountain.

The house is but one minute’s walk from either,

and only five from the Eastern Steamboat Land

in .
gl‘wo separate Tables are provided, one suited

for the accommodation ofthe eaters of meat,

and the others carefully prepared for those who

wish to exclude flesh meats from their diet.

Ladies and Genflemen from the country tar

rying a few or many days, can be accommodat

ed with quietness, lent , cleanliness, whole

some food, and free om rom the fumes of Al

cohol and Tobacco.

[F FREE BATHS. Cold, Douche, and

Shower Baths Free, and Warm Baths at a

small expense.

Terms One Dollar per day. Permanent board

ers received upon reasonable terms.

A. L. SMITH.

 

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

The Directors of the School connected

with the Brook Farm Association have made

arrangements for enlarging the establish

ment, and are now prepared to receive an

additional number of pupils.

The course of study comprises instruction

in the various branches usually taught in the

High Schools and Academies of New Eng

land, with particular attention to the modern

European languages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes

are received; a constant maternal care ex

ercised over the youngest; and the more ad

vanced subject to the friendly counsel and

assistance of the teachers, without the re

straints of arbitrary dlscipline. Young men

are fitted for College, or for commercial pur

suits, or carried through a course of instruc

tion, in the higher branches usually taught

in the University.

Lessons are given in Music, Dancing,

Drawing, and Painting, without any extra

charge.

The School is under the immediate direc

tion of Mr. and Mrs. RIPLEY, Mr. Dwrcu'r,

and Mr. DANA, assisted by experienced

teachers in the diflercnt departments; and

every pupil of tender age is entrusted to

the particular care of a lady of the establish

ment, who has charge of his wardrobe, per

sonal habits, and physical education.

For young children, who are deprived of

parental care, and for older pupils who wish

to pursue a thorough and exact course of

study, without the usual confinement of!

large seminary, it is believed that this

School affords advantages, that are rarely to

be met with.

TERMS,—Foun DOLLAns a week for

board, washing, fuel, lights, and instruction

in all branches.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RlPLEY.

Brook Farm, West Rozbury, Mass.

WEST ROXBURY OMNlBUS!

Leaves Brook Farm at7 1-2 A. M.,and 2 1-2

P. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaica

Plain, and Roxbury. Returning, leaves

the City Hotel, Braille Street, at 10 1-2

A. M., and 5 P. M. Suuduy excepted.

N. R. GERRlSl-l.
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MISCELLANY.

For the Harbinger.

THE CATHOLICS AND ASSOCIATIONISTS.

\Ve translateflom the Democratic Pa

cifique, a communicriliort from M. Arnaud,

a liberal member of 'the Catholic Church,

in answer to: an attack upon the festi

vals of the Associationists, by a Catholic,

published in the “ Religious Universe.”

As every man represents a class, more or

less extensive, this .communication may

be considered very important as it gives

‘ information, for the ,first time to many

Associationists in this country, of the

existence of an intelligent sympathy with

their movement in the bosom of the

Catholic Church.

 

 

Let us not despair of our country. If

a whole population of faithless politicians,

of avaricious speculators seem to expand

and seize as a leprosy upon the entire

social body ; thanks be to God, the foun

tain of generous instincts is not entirely

dried up. Thousands of devoted hearts,

of chosen souls are rising full of hope to

sustain manfully the struggle and to rouse

this nation sleeping in indolence. Does

not every one feel around him the agita

tion! From the depth of this gloomy

repose, at all points arise cries of alarm,

which soon are changed to cries of liberty

and fraternity.

1 know not what has passed ever our

heads. A vague shuddering‘announces

at the same time the imminence of the

danger and the hour of deliverance, and

from one end of France to another, men

of benevolence call and answer to each

other. A common interest unites them.

They close their ranks to advance with

more force and security to meet their new

destiny. Ask them whither they are

going, they do not know. What do they

expect from the future? Few can tell.

When Christianity first penetrated an

cient. Europe, innumerable hordes of bar

barians irresistibly impelled by the hand

of God precipitated themselves, like a

"rations ;

 

storm upon this superannuated society.

Blind instruments of the Divine Will,

their swords traced through the world

those furrows, in which the germs of

modern civilization were to fructify. At

the present time, the soldiers of liberty,

also urged on by an irresistible power,

are arming themselves for the struggle,

a new, a pacific. though ardent struggle,

where the sword ofthe word will take

the place of the sword of the barbarian,

and the enthusiasm of the propagandist,

that of the demon of destruction.

It can be proved by history that when

ever a serious evil manifests itself, God

reveals the remedy which will cure it;

now the malady of this age, the malady

which has already seized upon the masses,

is selfishness. Selfishness prevails every

where, in the high places of politics, and

in the relations of private life. Every

one is centered in an impenetrable in

dividualism. Alone with his own inte

rests man has no other care than to multi

ply and extend them, without pity for the

rights of others which are invaded and

sacrificed. The remedy is expansion,

the sentiment of fraternity among men.

Let us then announce it with joy,—the

courage of the defenders of this holy

cause will not fail; they have already

measured the extent of our sufferings; if

the danger is great, their devotion will be

greater yet. Look at them in their ope

divided in their doctrines, in

their opinions, in their habits of life, they

are found united in' a common religion,

the religion of devotedness.

How many experiments also, of every

kind, how many systems ask the control

of opinion and the trials of experience!

Formerly the genius of man employed

itself in constructing gigantic plans of

campaigns, in preparing the subjection of

various nations under one vast net of

conquests ; at the present time, the scru

tinizing eye of the philosopher is em

ployed in penetrating the secrets of the

organization of human societies. In their

train advance impatient spirits who hope

in the morning to see realized the dream

 
of the evening. 0! how much more

useful would be their labors, how much

more secure their success, if they en

tered the unknovVn regions of science

supported by the unalterable principles,

which the church holds in trust! How

much more efficient would be their chari

ty, if it were kindled at the altar of the

Catholic faith ! But whatever these brave

men may be, we will still cry to them,

“ Courage.” \Vhenever a seed of faith, -

a ray of hope manifests itself, whenever

a generous burst of feeling attests that

charity still lives, we will aid by our

wishes, we will be present by our sym

pathy. Honor then, to all these noble

characters; to them also, as to the sages

of antiquity, their faith will be imputed

for righteousness; the benedictions of

Heaven are abundant for brave men;

truth visits sooner or later hearts purified

by devotcdness. Let them advance then

with confidence. The future opens before

them full of mysterious premises, the fu

ture, an inexhaustible mine for those who,

armed with the patience of the strong,

can wait and laboriously separate the

pure gold from the alloy which debases

it: let them unite to stimulate their zeal

and communicate their hopes— illusions,

perhaps—but will they not learn, by ap

proaching each other, the language of

brotherhood : will they not separate more

devoted to consoling their brethren, bet

ter prepared for all earnest effort?

In the midst of the various manifesta

tions which recently have been made,

there is one worthy in the highest de

gree, of attracting the attention of all

minds preoccupied with the destiny of

their country; we mean the last Asso

ciative manifestation. The Associative

school has just celebrated again, by its

annual festival, the memory of its master.

Let us say it with sincerity, it was a

beautiful and touching spectacle. In the

heart of this city where every one seems

unremittingly devoted to the care of his

fortune, his ambition, his prosperity, his

personal greatness; in the midst of this

population frozen by the cold calculations
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of finance, the eye rests with refreshment

upon those assemblies, where hearts are

beating, where enthusiastic acclamations

welcome generous words, the inspiration

of poetry.

\Ve will leave the pretended philoso

phers of the day to smile and indifferently

pass before the threshold of this assem

bly. For ourselves, we point it out to

France as a happy prcsage, we indicate

it to Catholics as a salutary example and

as a warning that precious conquests are

preparing for truth, in the ranks of those

men who at least have the merit of seek

ing it.

That there is mingled, at the founda

tion of these new doctrines, healthy

thought and useful truth, with illusions

'Iagtd dangers,-we do not doubt; future

times will subject them to a serious ex—

amination, but at this day, in the warmth

of their demonstrations, We dare not crit

icise them. We can otfer only words of

sympathy with the memory of that bril

liant festival, where eight hundred men,

young and old, were assembled to ex

change fraternal sentiments.

Numerous toasts were pronounced, in

the midst of deep emotion; all noble

ideas, expressed with enthusiasm, ex

cited warm applause; every misery,

every tale of grief found an echo; noth

ing was forgotten: liberty, order, cleanli

ness, infancy, old age, the arts, industry,

agriculture—Poland 5 That sister, r'tvct

ted strongly (but for a day) to the chain

of slavery, could not but be hailed with

love in an assembly of Frenchmen united

for liberty. I would be permitted to

quote the very words. “ After three

days of sleep in the mournful sepulchre,

Poland awakens like Christ, to the eyes

of the admiring people; soon she will

resume her place in the band of free

nations. To the triumph of Poland! to

the freedom ofthe Sclavonio race ! to the

deliverance of all oppressed nations! ”

But in the midst of these ardent de

sires, theee wishes, these aspirations, the

watchpword is Unily— Unity! Catholi

cism has brought it to the earth. Col

lecting the elements dispersed by pagan

ism, it pursued slowly its work, new

mtions arose, the civilizing spirit of

Christianity extended by degrees its be

neficeut influence; the passions soon found

themselves out of place in the heart of

this unity, they attempted to interrupt it ;

man proclaimed his religious independ

ence, he wished to be sole master and

sole judge, but alas! he was in chains.

After wishing alone, without guide and

without restrain-t, to open a path to

Heaven for himself, he wished to move

alone with his interests, as he had re

mained alarm with his pride; follow him

a little time. you will not fail to meet

him alone with his selfishness.

‘ Is it astonishing that these repeated

attacks on Catholicism have produced

confusion and anarchy instead of harmo

nious unity! Let us transport ourselves,

in imagination, to the end of the last

century; the principle of dissolution had

made such ravages that the future was

despaired of. But if man was disturbed,

terrified already by the vanity of his pro

tended conquests, God did not cease to

watch over France. After the storms of

a cruel and bloody revolution, a. fruitful

idea appears, the idea of Association.

Timid at first, it elaborates itself in some

solitary minds; and then enthusiasts com

promise it by their parodies. In spite of

all obstacles, however, the idea enlarges,

spreads; the word is soon seriously

uttered, many voices repeat it, belief

adopts it, it moves statesmen, journalists,

economists; it is now understood that

the question of Association is one of the

greatest questions of modern times. The

same men who had broken the Catholic

unity and heaped it with ruins in the

name of human independence, are the

first to feel the need of reconstructing.

intrepid laborers, they are preparing, per

haps unconsciously, the realization of

Christian principles in the social rela

tions, and consequently the triumph of

catholic unity. “'onderful are the de

signs of Providence! To console and

build up its church, it avails itself of the

hand which was lifted up to shake it to

its foundations.

Yes, we say it with humility, the Cath

olics should not have the honor of the

commencement of this work. Too nearly

connected, for a long time, witht-the

grandeur and interests of this world, they

have forgotten to advance, to advance

‘always, while any progress could be

imade in the institutions or habits of soci

ety; to devote themselves always, while

there remained a wound to be healed, a

brother to be consoled. Interested in

preserving in the organization of their

country the portion that destiny had allot

;ted them, they attempted, governed by

ldeplorable illusions, to introduce into the

relative and progressive institutions of

human society, the necessary immutahil

ity of religious dogmas. No one is igno

rant to-day of the fatal consequences pro

duced by these prejudices. How many

men, Christians in the depths of their

souls, have withdrawn from Catholicism,

because the inactivity of their brethren

seemed to take root in the precepts of

their faith! Such is the origin of this

ever to be regretted schism, that it is

truly time should be repaired.

The moment has come when Catholics,

and liberals,_separated for a day, may;

unite to labor together for the common

cause. Let those return to us, with their

  

 

ence, who have claimed so many won

ders‘ from industry, and from nature so

many long unknown secrets; let them

come to us and draw the life which is

wanting to their works, from the source

of all truth and justice; let them come

to lay the foundation of their edifice, on

the rock which storms do not shake ; let

them come and place it under the shelter

of the church if they do not wish to see

crumbling in a day, the undertaking

which their laborious efforts have pain

fully prepared.

Let them not fear that their merits and

their glory will be forgotten. Humanity

will guard the memory of the great

names that have served it. Those men

who first, after the work of destruction of

the last century, have restored to the

world the idea of unity; have first com

prehended and announced, according to

the purpose of the church, that instead

of fragmentary individualism, every eco

nomic and social spitth'ce must have Asso

ciation for its basis; these men, whatever

may be‘ their errors, will haer a right to

the esteem and gratitude of the nations.

To connect the interests of the earth,

by the law of solidarity, 'as religion

unites hearts by a common fziith, this is

the problem for whose solution every

man is waiting: To'seek elsewhere the

laws of production and the distribution of

riches, is to entangle oneself in a chaos

of inextricable contradictions. Suppress

for a moment, in imagination, the benefi

cent results which Association promises,

and suddenly every step of progress,

every new advance of science and art,

becomes a subject of alarm. \Vhat pre

paration for the future would be made by

the gigantic development of the means

of locomotion, the employment of ma

chines in industry, the organized press

endeavoring at every hour to disseminate

life and light in the midst of our institu

tions! What would be the object of all

those new inventions, our iron roads, our

locomotives which have neither obstacles

nor limits, every element of nature cou

qnered by the genius of man and becom

ing under his hand a docile agent, and

that mysterious and mute language, which

soon with‘ the rapidity of lightning will

convey human thought from one extremi

ty of the world to the other! \Vhat pur

pose would all these serve, if the social

elements, impelled by an intense activity,

should perpetually engagein conflict: if

in this agitation and confusion, men,

strangers to each other, should approach

for a moment on this field of industry,

not to aid each other, but to conquer,

soon separating, more indiflerent, more

cold, laden with the spoils of their vic

time.

On such conditions the power of man

conquests, who have enlarged human sci-iwould be. a curse, a fatal gift from
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Heaven for the misfortune of mankind, a

fatal instrument in the hands ofa few, for

the ruin of the masses. Every new discov~

ery would deserve to bedrowncd by a con

cert of unanimous reprobatiou. Certainly

there is nothing exaggerated in our lan

guage. \‘Vhence comes at present the gen

eral distress when so great an impulse has

been given to our industry'.' Is it not

because the inconveniences this movement

has for the moment produced, are so

striking that a future is predicted full of

commotion! Then pusillanimous hearts,

instead of bravely undertaking their work,

depending upon Providence, who knows

how to proportion the means to the neces

sities of each epoch, exhaust themselves

in vain lamentations, and are disconso

late at not being able to carry back their

country many ages. Let them be as

sured, the word Association has been pro

nounced ; there is a. universal correspond

ence in human as well as divine science.

There is more than an accidental coinci

dence in the simultaneous appearance of

modern industrial genius and the idea of,

Association. This lesson of history will

not remain sterile, we are sure. \Vith

the principle of Association, every thing

that necessarily caused inquietude, be

comes a fruitful source of happiness for

the people. Honor then to all those who

engaging in this way, seek with perse—

verance, full of faith in the future. From

their united efforts will sooner or later

burst forth a bright light. Let us not

despair; every day true hearts will learn

to know each other better; we should

regard it as acrime not to encourage their

generous enthusiasm.

But it must be acknowledged, this

enthusiasm, this excitement, may intoxi

cate and lead to deplorable errors. Thus

it is necessary to seek in these new sys

tems whatever can be reconciled with the

indestructible principles of the Catholic

faith. This is the object of a work we

are preparing.

FREDERIC Aaruun.

 

THE CONDITION OF THE WORK

ING CLASSES.

(Continued from p. 165.)

\Ve would avoid giving an exaggerated

picture of the condition of the working

classes, and pass over, therefore, not as

untrue, but as partial, the great number

of heart-rending descriptions that are dai

ly presented to us of the state of the la

boring population in particular localities,

London, Manchester, Liverpool, Glas

gow, Huddersfield, and extensive agri

cultural districts. These accounts, how

ever, show that if the average annual in

come of the poor be £20 or £40, that

income is most unequally distributed so

far as regards particular districts. r

The following statements, descriptive of‘

the condition of the poor and of the effects

of the incessant toil to which they are re

both bodily and mental constitution, wcrc'limbs. a dry, harsh, loose, coarse skirt;

given by a physician of eminence, in a large joints, prominent eyes and jaws;—

course of lectures on Education, delivered these little creatures are cold and feeble

at the Philosophical Institution, Birming- and fretful, and utter plaintive cries like a

ham, in the spring of 1839, and their inter- suffering animal. Ask the medical ofli

est and value principally depend upon their core concerning these circumstances, and

being founded on personal experience, de- you will learn that the children are well

rived from long practice amongst the poor

in both town and country. The enlightened

and philanthropic lecturer defined the end

of Education to be the improving and per

fecting of every human being, in every

 

 

fed, well lodged, well clothed, and al

lowed proper exercise in the open air, and

the older children are instructed in a

school. Education, physical and moral,

is not neglected; but it‘ is working on

bodily and mental faculty; and his object materials too imperfect to be much im

in the following quotations was to show l proved. The organization is frail and in

the counteracting circumstances which icomplete: the stock of life is barely stif

make education in this sense quite unat

tainable by the mass of the people.

“ The large nianufactories of Lanca

shire, and some parts of Scotland. present

a combination of all the evils incidental to

the condition ofa working man, and on a

large scale.

“ Too early employment—too long

employment— too much fatigue— no

time for relaxation—no time for mental

improvement—no time for the care of

health — exhaustion -— intemperance —

indifierent food— sickness — premature

decay —a large mortality.

“ There is every reason to believe the

frame of body and mind of persons em

ployed in manufactories, where they are

on their feet all the day, in a heated at

mosphere, and living on a poor diet, be

comes so feeble and irritable, as to lead,

as a matter of course, to intcmperance

and disorderly passions, and to an actual

degeneration of the species; so that the

mortality becomes very great, and the

sickly and imperfect state ofa great pro

portion of the children who are reared, is

such that a greater and greater deteriora

tion in each generation is inevitable.

The visitor to the large manufacturies

sees little ofthe misery they entail. The

sick and feeble are at home; in miserable

houses or in cellars. Those who are

present are interested by the coming of

strangers, and their general appearance,

it is only fair to state, bespcaks animation

and pretty good health. The visitor sees

them for half an hour, but he cannot for

get that as he sees them — on their feet,

and in continual, although not perhaps,

laborious exertion, they remain during

the whole of every day except Sunday.

For the consequences he must go to their

homes; he must inspect their food;

their lodging, accommodations; he must

observe what are their relaxations, and,

if they can so be called, their pleasures,

Still more—he must examine their chil

dren, and particularly when all the caus

es acting upon them have brought them

into the public Charitable Institution;

and then he will see what neglect and

over-work can do for an industrious, and

even intelligent class of people.

“He will find these children, for the

most part, not deficient in intelligence;

but also for the most part, sick/u: The

 
ficient for a few years. If the children '

are attacked with acute illness, they can

neither bear the disease nor the remedies:

the loss of a little blood is fatal to them.

Curative processes cannot be set up.

The medicating power of Nature is not

active in their frames. The tissues of

their bodies are all unfinished pieces of

Nature's workmanship, and prone to di

sease; their hearts are feeble, and blood

is not vigorously circulated, nay, it is

not healthily elaborated in their bodies;

and the regulating nervous system is as

faulty as the rest of their economy.

IIerded together, without parental care,

and the thousand little ofiices comforting

to early childhood, their affections have a.

small range, and their countenances are

blank and melancholy. They are even

the victims of diseases never seen amongst

the comfortable classes of society. Ev

ery common disorder leaves consequences

not to be got rid of— measles and small

pox leaving opthalmia and blindness.

“ All this is distressing, but not won

derful. In many a region, misery and

exposure produce a marked physical de

generation, and even create diseases

scarcely known in other circumstances.

“ It might lead me away from my im

mediate subject, it' I were to state" how

often epidemics of all kinds prevail among

the poor alone. Yet you cannot be too

often reminded that as such diseases find

a reception in miserable courts and alleys,

and from thence spread over the more

happily circumstanced families, so also the

moral infirmities allowed to grow among

any part of a population, spread their in

fectious influence all around. There is,

however, another, and a very large por

tion of our community, “hose state, al

though often boasted of. is not, in my

opinion, more favorable to the preserva

tion of perfect life of body and mind than

that of the manufacturing poor. 1 mean

the laboring poor of agricultural districts.

What I say concerning these poor people

is the result of much observation of them,

andl consider it a duty to lift the veil

from a subject surrounded by many re

spectable prejudices. l know that they

are kindly visited and assisted by the

wealthier classes living in the country,

and charity waits upon them in every

shape, in sickness, or for the education

 

duced, in the deterioration of the race in

remarkable thing, indeed, if the. poorest ‘ and clothing of their children. indeed

children are looked at, in the workltttuses but for this charity—and often, but for

and asylums, (the children of parents re-lthe boundless charity of the clergyman

duced to indigence, or gone to an earlylalone—the people would be utterly lost.

grave, entirely Worn out,) — the remark- ‘ But their extreme poverty, and their con

able fact is, that there is an universal ap~lstant labor, so influence them, that the

pearance of sickliness among them; a.majority-—I am sure 1 spcak within

healthy face is an exception :—- the spec- ‘bounds— have never the enjoyment of

tator is surrounded with pale, blue, flab- - health after forty years of age. A thous

by faces, inflamed eyes, diseases of theiand times in the course of dispensary

scalp. Many little creatures sit over the ‘ practice, I have felt the mockery of pre

fire, with faces of old people; shrivelled, l scribing medicines for the various stomach

wasted, wretched objects, with slendericomplaints to which they are so liable,
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and which are the product of bad food— ing idiots,the children of idiotic mothers; words of a very able writer on Medical

insufficient clothing, wearing toil, and the

absence of all hope of anything better in 1

this world.”

“ The pcasant’s home is not the abode ,

No ‘ children‘

run to lisp their sire‘s return, or climb his,~

The i stances the upper dimensions of the head

of joy or even of comfort.

knees the envied kiss to share.’

but in the older children, with a few ex

ceptions so striking that one felt surprised

to see them there, the children presented

coarse features; their heads were singu

larly low and broad, as if they had a

broad shallow brain; and in several in

childrcn are felt to be a burden, ill-fed, i were so evidently defective, that no one

ill-clothed, and lying on beds worse than

the lower animals; they are ragged or

clothed by charity; nntaught or taught by

charity; if sick, cured by charity; if not

starved, fed by proud charity; of which

they bear the marks in the fantastic uni

formity of their dress, or in the prison

look imparted by the general order under

which they live, that their clustering hair

shall be cut close to their heads, lest they

should grow up fond of admiration. Ob

serve their luck of humility, of discontent,

their abject curtseys. In such a habita

tion, in the poorhouse. is it possible to

apply Physical and Mental Education?

Its very elements are repelled from such a

place. Dullncss of the mental faculties,

obtusencss of the- moral feelings, and

sickly bodies, can alone be formed.” . . .

"In agricultural districts, boys are very

early employed in the fields; and their

minds become utterly vacant. The

scenes in which they live have no charms

for thorn. They toil early and late in cer

tain services; nemr live well; are con

demned to poverty if they marry. For

them also physical and mental education

is quite out of the question.

“ The girls are no better off—many of

them work laboriously; and marry the

poor laborers we have spoken of. Others

become servants. Servants in under

ground or back kitchens—no out-of-door

exercisc‘, no friends, no followers, no vis

its to others, no mental or other variety,

yet every virtue expected from them, and

a. good humour which not even the in

consideration and injustice and caprice of

others can rufile.”

“ In the case of the manufacturing la

borer, the necessary poverty is, I pre

sume, by no means so pressing: their

wages are better; they buy provisions in

towns, at better advantage; but their ex

haustion from over work, and their living

surrounded by temptations to sensual

gratifications, and particularly to intem

perance, conspire to make them as desti

tute as the agricultural laborer. The lat

ter, excluded from many temptations,

never receives enough to support a fami

ly; his food is just sufficient to prevent

divorce of sonl and body for the best

years of his sad life; if sickness assail

him or his children he has no hope but

the poor-house; and after toiling until he

is old, the yawning poor-house still awaits

him. On the brink of that gulf he has

ever been, and he sinks into it at last.”

“ I lately accompanied a friend over a

large and well-conducted Union-Work

house in an agricultural district. The

persons whom I saw there were of two

kinds; aged and helpless men who had

toiled, as they do in most countries, with

the certain prospect of pauperism before

them all their lives long; and younger

men, who appeared to be deficient in in

tellect. Ofthe women, several also were

old and helpless; a few were young. and

more than half, were idiotic. There

were nurseries and schools for the boys

and the girls. In the numerical was

 

I _ I ; tinction than is commonly supposed.

of these, several, I am inclined to thinkl

could help observing it. Every physiolo

gist, nay, every ordinary observer, would

say of such a shaped head, that it was as

sociated with very small intellectual pow

er; and the figure of the head, taken with

the faculties and expression of the face,

was too manifestly such as every observ

er would say prophesied ill for the future

character of the individual. Great care

might possibly do much; but when you

consider these evils of birth, and the un

avoidable privation and neglect to which

these human beings must be exposed as

they grow up, the awful consideration

‘prcsems itself that they are predoomed,

from childhood, from birth, before birth,

to ignorance and helplessness, or to

crime; to the lowest toil, to want, to pre

mature death, or to pauperism in age.

“ As in the agricultural workhouse, we

find the human brain brought to a very

low state of development, and the facul

ties of the mind very limited, so in the

manufacturing workhouse we find the re

sults of causes of degeneracy acting on a

population whose faculties are kept in

greater activity, but whose bodies are de

teriorated, and whose offspring are prone

to every evil that belongs to an imperfect

structure of every tissue of the body, and

to the imperfect action of the organs

which circulate the blood, or which elab

orate the chyle, or which should renew

and repair the perpetual waste; so that,

even in them the brain cannot long con

tinue healthy and efficient. If the chil

dren in the agricultural Workhouse were

taken out and brought up ever so careful

ly, I believe that a very small proportion

ofthem would exhibit a ca acity of much

mental improvement. If t e children in

the manufacturing workhouse were sep

arated, and brought up in fainilies where

every article of diet and regimen was very

carefully attended to, many of them

would be found incapable of continued

life beyond a few years. They might es

cape some of the worst forms of disease

which now carry them off in infancy, but

a considerable portion Would eventually

perish of some form or other of tubercu

lous disease—consumption -— or disease

of the mesenteric glands. With these,

then, you see how limited must be the

effects of the best physical and moral ed

ucation that could be devised, even if it

could be at once and in every case applied.

And so long as these classes remain in

this state, disease and premature death,

and many moral evils which disfigure life,

must be perpetuated. Of both these

classes of the poor, a proportion will still

live to be thirty or forty, and become,

unhappily, the parents of children who

will inherit their infirmities of mind and

body, and their tendencies to disease;

until, by the gradual augmentation of the

evil, successive families are extinguished.

Less time is required for their total ex

Sir

A. Carlisle says, that where the father

and mother are both town-bred, the fami

ly ends with the third generation.

“ I am unwilling to accumulate painful

shocked with the spectacle of little laugh- 1 images; it may be enough to quote the

 

Statistics, which point at several instan

ces of human deterioration. ‘ Life and

death, then,’ says Dr. Bissett Hawkins,

‘ mainly depend on the prosperin of the

circumstances which surround us; physi

cal prosperity and moral happiness,

which often depend and re-aet upon each

other, present a safe-guard at every crisis

of existence, both to individuals and to

nations. \Ve may often judge with tol

erable accuracy of the mortality which is

likely to exist in any given country, town,

or hospital, from the degree in which pov

erty or wealth, knowledge or ignorance,

misfortune or success, are seen to prevail.

Wherever want or misery prevails, there

the mother is more likely to die in labor,

there still-birth will be more frequent,

there the deaths during infancy will be

more numerous, there epidemics will rage

with more violence, there the recoveries

from sickness will be more tedious, and

the fatal termination of it more probable;

and there, also, will death usually ap

proach at an earlier period of life than in

happier situations.’

“ My reason for dwelling on these

points is, that I would fain show the

mockery of expecting, by anything which

philanthropy can devise, the production of

mental power, or even of virtue, any more

than of healthy bodies, in the children of

a very considerable portion ofall the most

civilized communities of Europe, in their

present condition ; and that until this con

dition is so modified that the human econ

omy can be healthily exercised, no phys

ical education, no general instruction, no

scheme of benevolence, can train these

children into healthy adults. You cannot

engrafl virtue on physical misery. - To

hope to plant Temperance, Forethougbt,

Chastity, Content, in a soil where the

body and soul are corrupting, where the

materials of the body are advanced to

wards death, and incapable of the full ac

tions of vitality, is the dream of benevo

lence. You must. secure good food,

clothing, lodging, and cheerful mental

stimulus to all classes, before you can

raise them above that condition in which

they will be glad to forget their miser in

any sensual gratification that offers. n

til then, they must continue feeble and

sickly, discontented and fretful, and prone

to fly for consolation to stimulants; and,

becoming parents, their children will in

herit their imperfections, some dying ear

ly, and others living in such a state that

at length, perhaps, the intolerable magni

tude of the physical and moral evil ma

suggest a remedy, and the means of e -

fecting that first object of education, the

formation of a healthy and virtuous people.

“ It seems scarcely credible that in an

age which, compared with feudal days,

appears civilized, thousands of children

are every year born only to_be the prey

and victims of disease, of early death or

of public punishment; their parents are

not able to support the life they have

created; and the wretched progeny being

consigned, one may almost say, before

birth, to fill the hospitals and jails; to be

swept away by diseases from which all

the comfortable classes are comparatively

protected, or to linger out a wretched age

in the poorhouse. There is no physiolo

gist who, contemplating these things, can

complacently conclude, that it is not pos.

sible to do something better for the health

and life of every child that is born into the

world.
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“ I anxiously wish to avoid being he

trayed into exaggeration on these points;

and I would say, generally, that there are

not many occupations which would be in

themselves unwholesomc, ifit were not for

the number of hours in which it is requi

site for these to be employed who live bv

the labor of their hands, or even by the

exercise of their minds, in business.

The merchant's desk, the professional

man‘s study, the author’s library, the art

ist‘s studio, the mannfactory, the shop,

possess nothing deadly to mankind, if hu

man beings are not too long in them at

one time; or too laboriously exercised

whilst there, or not exposed to fatigue at

too early an age. It seems a sad result

for an honest andindustrious house-paint

er, that his hands and feet should become

paralyzed, and that he should be liable

to attacks of excruciating pain and de

lirium. It would seem cruel to consign a

youth to such a business, but with care

and cleanliness these results are, general

ly speaking, avoidable; and if time be

allowed in which good air may be breath

ed; the working clothes laid aside; they

may be altogether escaped. Scarcely

any of the evils arising from trades and

occupations are unavoidable in them

selves. The circumstance, therefore,

that constitutes the hardness of life of the

working classes, is not so much the na

ture of their work; for in this, and the

muscular or mental exertion required for

it, there is actual benefit to the health,

and pleasure to the sensations, and recre

ation to the mind ; but it is the absorption

ofltfc itself into labor, so that the body

and the mind are no longer educated, no

longer heeded, when life’s toil has fairly

begun, and the health of both must be

sacrificed, and men must die to lire."

“ It would occupy too much time to

take even the most passing view of the

poor of large cities not employed in man

ufactures. Dr. Bateman, who wrote so

much and so well on the diseases of Lon

don, tells us, what we may well believe,

that in hot weather their houses are so

heated and ill-ventilated, as to produce a

state of faintness, depression of spirits,

languor, pains in the back and limbs re

sembling those from fatigue, a fluttering

in the region of the stomach, vertigo,

tremors, cold perspirations, and various

symptoms of indigestion; with feeble

pulse. Impure air, fatigue and anxiety,

contribute, he says, to produce these ef

fects; which they chiefly do in woman.

How these must influence the temper,

afl'ections, and habits, and how interfere

with the proper care of their children's

bodies and minds, lam sure you will

readily imagine.

“ Visit the some poor people in winter;

you will find every cranny closed, and fe

ver carrying off its victims in great num

hers.

“Often, very often doubtless, moral

evils flow from hence to the better quar

ters of the town, and poison the peace of

happy families: often, very often, the in

fection of fevers there cherislted, floats

over the luxurious parts of the capital,

and awakens the great and wealthy to

the sense of the common lot of Humanity.

“ Nor can we from these evils ever be

free until all receive the benefits of physi

cal, and moral, and mental education,

which they cannot do so long as they are

steeped to the lips in poverty.

" You must give them —the poor citi

zen — the manufacturer -—the agricultur

 

ist—Ieisure for instruction, and comforts

which will prevent their being reckless;

and then, fear not that they will rrfusc to

be comfortable. Then they will become

provident, careful of their health, prudent

as to marriages, temperate, content, in

short, reflecting creatures, exercising that

now dormant brain, that capability and

god-like reason, which their good Creator

gave them, not to rust in them unused."

“ From the observations 1 have made,

you will gather thatl do not believe the

world to be so constituted that a large

portion of tnankind must, from the very

necessity of nature, be consigned to con

stant poverty, ignorance, suffering, di

sease, vice, and premature death.

“1 even confess that I not shocked

whenI hear the sacred writings quoted

with comfortable satisfaction over ‘good

men‘s feasts,’ as affording assurance that

there must ever be ‘ hewers of wood and

drawers of water ; ’ for without at all de

nying the necessity of these services, I

have never found any reason to believe

that hewers of wood and drawers of wa

ter must, as a matter of course, be starved,

and sickly and vicious, and limited in this

life to halfol' the allotted years of men.

I fear we dishonor the Great Unseen Fa

ther of all his creatures by suppositions of

this kind; and wrest the words of Scrip

tures to some purposes which He is far

from approving.

“ Valueless, indeed, in my opinion,

would all our own advantages be, if we

could still cherish the selfish belief that

for us and for our children alone such

gracious advantages were conferred.

“ There is nothing in the structure and

capacities of any portion of mankind to

sustain the notion that the same Deity

who endowed them with feelings, afl'cc

tions, appetites, sensations, and intellect:

the same Being who acorded to rich and

poor alike the gifts of light and air, has

still ordained, that to any one class, and

for ever, are to be denied the power to

enjoy, not more physical life alone, ex

empt from many miseries now incidental

to their share of it, but also those pleas

ures of contemplation and reflection, those

upliftings of the mind to Him, and all that

intellectual and spritual life, which alone

gives mere physical life any solid value

to us. Feeling, that for us the delights

of existence are increased a thousand-fold

by the possession of health and by op

portunities of instruction, whereby are de

veloped countless sources of pure and el

evated enjoyment, we must not, we can

not, ungratefully turn round and say that,

except for a small number, the blessings

of good air, good food and clothing, im

munity from epidemic diseases, leisure

and freedom of heart, healthy and peace

ful old age, and a disposition to seek after

immortal good, are forever and absolute~

ly denied.”

Such is the account presented to us of

the present condition of the majority of

the working class, by one of the leading

minds of the age ; and there is no reason

for supposing that their condition in other

countries is more prosperous.

“ It has been observed,” says Mr. Al

ison, “that the paupers of England are

better fed than the laboring poor of the

Continental States; it may be safely af

firmed that, in every gradation of rank

above the workhouse, the difference is

still more remarkable. Mr. Young ob

serves that ‘ the laboring classes in

 

 

France are '76 per cent. worse clothed,

fed, and lodged, than their brethren in

this country ; and it is a remarkable fact,

that, with the increase of agricultural

wealth in the former country since the

Revolution, a corresptmding chatrge in the

diet of the peasantry has taken place.

Notwithstanding this change, however, it

is calculated by the latest political writer

in the two countries, that the quantity of

butcher-meat, butter, and cheese, con

sumed in Britian is 50 per cent. greater

than in France. A comparison of the

food of the poorer classes in Poland,

where the peasantry live entirely on info

rior grain, while their splendid harvests

of wheat are transported untouched to the

London market, with that which is con

sumed by the some classes in Sweden or

Switzerland, where ages of comparative

freedom have diffused opulence through

the rural population; or of that daily in

use among the Irish poor, with that

which for ages has subsisted among the

opulent yeomanry of England, is sufficient

to demonstrate the truth of these observa

tions.’ ”

“ ‘Traversing the country south of

Moscow,’ says Clarke, ‘ it is as the gab

den of Eden, a fine soil, covered with

corn, and apparently smiling in plenty_

Enter the cottage of the laborer, and you

find him, though surrounded with these

riches, often in want of the necessaries of

life. Extensive pastures often furnish n0

milk to him; in autumn the harvest af

fords no bread to his children; every

road is covered with caravans bringing

the produce of the soil to the lords of Pe

tersburgh and Moscow, while the cultiva

tors who raised it are in want of the ne

cessaries of life.’ ”

“ In the rich and fertile plain of Lom

bardy, where three crops annually repay

the labor of the husbandman. and the

means of perpetual irrigation are afforded

by the streams that descend from the ad

joining mountains, want and indigence

generally prevail among the easantry.

lubabiting a country which a ouuds in

wine, it is seldom they drink anything

but water; their clothing is scanty and

wretched ; their dwellings destitute of all

the comforts oflife. On the public roads,

in the villages, in the cities, the traveller

is assailed by' multitudes of beggars,

whose squalid looks and urgent importa

nity attest but too strongly the abject die

trcss to which they are reduced. On the

mountains, as on the plains, he perceives

the traces of a numerous population, and

the benignity of the climate clothes the

wooded slopes with innumerable villages,

whose white walls and elegant spires

give a peculiar charm to Italian land

scape; bnt within their walls he finds the

well-known features of public misery, and

the voice of distress supplicating for re

lief, in scenes which, at a distance, ap

pear only to teem with human happi

ness.”

“ Provisions are incomparably cheaper

in Poland and in Russia than in this coun

try; but are the Polish or Russian peas

ants half as comfortably fed, lodged, or

clothed, as the corresponding classes in

this country? Every one knows that, so

far from being so, or obtaining any bene

fit whatever from the cheap price of pro

visions in their own country, they are in

truth the most miserable laborers in Eu

rope, and feed upon scanty meals of rye

bread, in the midst of the splendid wheat

crops, which they raise for the more opu

lent consumers in this country. In the
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southern provinces of Russia, wheat is

often only ten shillings a quarter, from

the total want of any market. But what

is the consequence! Why, that wages

are so low _that the Cossack horseman

gets only eight shillings and sixpcnce a

year of pay from government. Wheat

and provisions of all sorts are much

cheaper in Ireland than in Great Britian;

but nevertheless, tlte Irish laborers do not

enjoy one halfof the comforts or necessa

ries of life which fall to the lot of their

brethren on this side of the Channel."

“ The mere necessaries of life are sold

almost for nothing in Hindustan and

China, but so far from obtaining any ben

efit from that low rate of prices, the la

boring classes are so poor as to taste

hardly anything but rice and water ; and

wages are so low, seldom exceeding two

petice a day, that every sepoy, foot-sol

dier, and horseman, has two, and every

native, three attendants to wait upon his

person.” “

To the friend of Humanity it affords,

however, unspeakable consolation to re

flect, that ifthere is any truth in the prin

ciples advocated in the former parts of

this work, the evils we have been consid

ering are not a necessary part of human

nature, not irrcmediahle. That such is

the case may be inferred from the advance

alread made, from the improved physical

condition of the upper and middle, and in

some respects even of the lower, classes

ofsociety as compared with what it was

a century ago. The tables of mortality

show a great increase in the average term

of human life.

“ In 1700 the mortality in London was 1 in 25

1751 “ “ “ 1 in 21

1801 “ “ “ 1 in 35

1811 “ “ “ l in 38

1821 “ “ “ l in 40

1801 in England and Wales, 1 in M

1811 “ “ “ 1 in 50

189.1 “ “ “ l in 58

H U 1‘ 1 17*

Various epidemics and diseases have

entirely disappeared. \

“ There died of the plague in London,

In 1348 about 100,000 In 1625 about 3.5.00.0

1563 -‘ 20,000 loan “ 10,000

1592 “ tome 1065 “ 68,596

1603 " 36,000

“And this was the last—what the

Court never thought of, the Fire of Lon

don effected."

Life has been lengthened in proportion

as man‘s knowledge of the Physical and

Organic laws, and his obedience to them,

have increased, and we trust to show that

nothing more is necessary to remove the

numerous evils that now afflict society,

and the working classes in particular,

than a similar knowledge of, and obedi

ence to the Moral Law, which requires

that all our Institutions should be framed

in accordance with the happiness of the

greatest nttmber. In proportion as we

succeed in doing this, we shall find that

moral evil will disappear from the face of

the earth, like those physical calamities

which have given way before science and

increased knowledge of the laws of Na

ture. — Broy’s Philosophy of Necessity.

  

IF There are words that kill; watch

therefore over your tongue, and never

allow it to be soiled by calumny and evil

speaking.

THE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,‘

sequsa'ro

CONSUELO.

rnom an: FRENCH or cannot; sass.

Translated for the Harbinger.

XI.

Consuelo remembered that madam de

chist, the better to conceal her frequent

visits to the princess Amelia, often

came on foot in the evening to the cha

teau, her head enveloped in a thick

black hood, her form in a dark colored

cloak, and resting upon the arm of her

domestic. In this manner, she was not

remarked by the people of the chateau,

and might pass for one of those persons

in distress who disguise themselves in or

der to beg, and who thus receive some

assistance from the liberality of princes.

But, spite of all the precautions ot' the

confidant and her mistress, their secret

was somewhat like that of a comedy;

and if the king did not testify any vexa

tion at it, it was because there are some

little scandals which it is better to endure

than to noise abroad by opposing them.

He well knew that these two ladies con

versed together much more about Trenck

than about magic; and though he con

demned both subjects almost equally, he

shut his eyes and was inwardly pleased

with his sister because she affected a mys

tery which would relieve him from all

responsibility in the eyes of certain per

sons. He was perfectly willing to pre

tend to be deceived; he was not willing to

appear to approve the loves and follies of

his sister. It was therefore upon the un

fortunate Trenck that his severity had

fallen heavily, and he was even obliged to

accuse him of imaginary crimes in order

that the public might not guess the real

cause of his disgrace.

The Porporina, thinking that the ser

vant of madam de Kleist wished to assist

her incognito, by oflering his arm to her

in the same manner as to his mistress,

did not hesitate to accept his services and

to lean upon him in order to walk stead

ily upon the ice covered pavement. But

she had not made three steps thus when

this man said to her in an easy tone:

“ Well, my beautiful countess, in what

humor did you leave your capricious

Amelia? ”

Spite of the cold and the north wind,

Consuelo felt the blood mount to her

cheeks. Apparently this valet took her

for his mistress, and thus betrayed a re

volting intimacy with her. The Porpor

ina, seized with disgust, withdrew her

arm from his, saying to him coldly: “ You

are mistaken.” -

“ I am not accustomed to be mistaken,"
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replied the man in the cloak with the

same ease. “The public may be ignor

ant that the divine Porporina is countess

de Rudolstadt, butthe count de Saint Ger

main is better informed.”

“ \Vho are you then? ” said Consuelo,

overpowered by surprise. “ Do you not

belong to the household of madam the

countess de Kleist'l ”

“I belong only to myself, and I am the

servant only of truth," replied the un

known. “I have just given my name;

but I see that madam de Rudolstadt is

not acquainted with it."

“ Are you the count de Saint Germain

in person? "

“ And what other could give you a

name of which the public are ignorant!

Stop, madam countess, twice you have al

most fallen in two steps you have made

without my assistance. Have the good

ness to take my arm again. I know the

way to your dwelling very well, and con_

sider it a duty and an honor to reconduct

you thither safe and sound.“

“I thank you for your kindness, sir

count,” replied Consuelo, whose curiosz

was too muclt excited to permit her to re

fuse the ofi'er of this interesting and

strange man. “ \Vill you also have the

kindness to tell me why you address me

thus 1 "

“ Because I desire to obtain your confi

dence at once by showing you that I am

Worthy of it. I have known your mar

riage with Albert for a long time and

have kept it an inviolable secret for both

of you, as l will keep it so long as such

is your wish.”

“ I see that my wishes in that point are

very little respected by M. Supperville,"

said Consuelo, who hastened to attribute

to the latter M. de Saint Germain's no

tions respecting her position.

“ Do not accuse that poor Supperville,”

resumed the count. “ He has never

said anything, except to the princess

Amelia, to make his court to her. It is

not from hitn that I have the fact."

“And from whom then, in that case,

sir! "

“ I have it from count Albert de Ru

dolstadt himself—I well know that you

will tell me he died at the conclusion of

ithe religious ceremony of your marriage;

butI shall reply to you that there is no

death, that no one, no thing dies, and that

we can still converse with those whom

men call the departed, when we know

their language and the secrets of their

1 life."

l “Since you know so many things, sir,

jyou are not ignorant perhaps that such

l assertions cannot easily convince me, and

1 that they pain tne greatly, by incessantly

ybringing before me the idea of a misfor

tune which I know to be without remedy,

, in spite of the lying promises of magic.”
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“ You are right to be on your guard

against magicians and impostors. I know

that Cagliostro terrified you by an appari

tion that was at least unscasonahle. He

yielded to the glory of exhibiting his

power before you, without reflecting upon

the disposition of your soul and the sub

]imity of his mission. Still Cagliostro

was not an impostor, I must say thus

much! But he is a vain man, and on

that account has often deserved the re

proach of charlatanism.”

“ Sir count, the same reproach is ap

plied to you ; and as it is nevertheless ad

ded that you are a superior person, I feel

courage enough to tell you frankly the

prejudices which combat my esteem for

you."

“ That is speaking with the nobleness,

which belongs to Consuelo,” replied M.

de Saint Germain calmly, “ and 1 thank

you for this appeal to my loyalty. I will

be worthy of it and will speak to you

without mystery. But here we are at

your door, and the cold, as well as the

lateness of the hour, prevents my keeping

you here any longer. If you wish to

learn things of the highest importance,

and on which your future lot depends,

permit me to converse with you in

freedom.”

“If your lordship will come to see me

in the day time, I will expect you at any

hour you may name.”

“I must speak with you tomorrow;

and to-morrow you will receive a visit

from Frederick, whom I do not wish to

meet, because I do not respect him."

“ Which Frederick do you refer to, sir

count!"

“0'. not to our friend Frederick dc

Treuck whom we have succeeded in get

ting out of his hands. But to that wick

ed little king of Prussia who pays court

to you. Hold! there will he a grand ri

dotto at the opera. house to-morrow; be

there. \Vhatever disguise you may

choose, I will recognize you, and make

myself known to you. In the crush, We

will find solitude and security, other

wise, my connection with you will bring

great misfortunes upon sacred heads.

Till to-morrow then, madam countess."

Speaking thus, the count de Saint Ger

main bowed low to Consuelo and disap

peared, leaving her petrified with sur

prise upon the threshold of her dwelling.

“There is certainly, in this kingdom

of reason a permanent conspiracy against

reason,” said the cantatrice as she fell

asleep. “ Hardly have I escaped from

one of the perils which threaten mine,

when another presents itself. The prin

cess Amelia had given me an explanation ‘

of the last enigmas, and I thought my-j

self quite tranqail; but at the same mo-k

ment we meet or at least we hear the su

pernatural sweeper, who walks in that“

 

chateau of doubt, in that fortress of in-l

credulity, as quietly as she would have}

done two hundred years ago. I free my-l

self from the terror occasioned by Cagli-l

ostro and here is another magician who:

appears even better informed rcspcctingl

my affairs. That these diviners should

keep a registry of all that concerns the;

lives of kings and of powerful or illustriousl

personagcs, Ican conceive; but that l, a

poor, humble and retiring girl, cannot

conceal any fact of my life from their in

vestigations, this is what confounds and

disturbs me in spite of myself. Well!

Let me follow the princess' advice. Let

me expect that the future will explain

this prodigy also, and while expecting,

abstain from judging. \Vhat would be

most extraordinary in all this, would be if

the visit of the king, foretold by M. de

Saint Germain, should really take place

to-morrow. It would be the third time

only that the king has visited me. Can

this M. de Saint Germain he in his confi

rlencel They say we most especially

mistrust those who speak ill of the mas

ter. I will try not to forget it."

The next day, at one o'clock precisely,

a carriage without livery and without

arms entered the court of the house in

which the cantatrice lived, and the king,

who had sent to give her notice ttvo

hours before, to be alone and to expect

him, penetrated to her apartments with

his hat on the left ear, a smile on his lips,

and a little basket in his hand.

“ Captain Kreutz brings you some

pears from his garden," said he. “ Evil

intentioned persons pretend that they

come from the gardens of Saris-Souci,

and were destined for the king’s dessert.

But the king does not think of us, thank

God, and the little baron comes to pass

an hour or two with his little friend."

This pleasant opening, instead of put

ting Consuelo at her case, troubled her

strangely. Since she conspired against

his will, by receiving the confidence of;

the princess Amelia, she could no longer,‘

brave the royal inquisitor with an impas~

sible frankness. She would thenceforth

be obliged to manage him, to flatter him

perhaps, to turn aside his suspicious by|

skilful coquetries. Consuelo felt that

this part did not belong to her, that she

should play it badly, especially if it were

true that Frederick had a fancy for her, as

was said at the court, where the courtiers l

would have thought they disparaged the!

royal majesty by using the word love

with regard to an actress. Anxious and

troubled, Consuelo awkwardly thanked

the king for the excess of his goodness,

and at once the royal countenance changed

and became as morose as it had before

been radiant.

“ What’s the'matter'l " said be rough

ly, knitting his brows. “ Are you out

 

of temper? are you ill'! why do you call

me sire .7 does my visit interfere with

some love intrigue? "

“ No, sire,” replied the young girl,

recovering the serenity of frankness. “ I

have neither intrigue nor love."

“ \Vell and good! if it were so, after

all, what is that to me? but I should re

quire you to make the avowal of it to

me.”

“ The avowal ! Sir captain means the

confidence, doubtless? ”

“ Explain the distinction.”

“ Sir captain understands, neverthe

less.”

“ As you wilf; but to distinguish is

not to answer. If you were in love, I

should wish to know it."

“ I do not understand why."

“ You do not understand at all! Loo'k

me in the face. You have a very vague

glance to-day.”

“ Sir captain, it seems to me you wish

to ape the king. They say that when he

questions an accused person, he reads in

the white of his eyes. Believe me, such

manners are proper only for him; and

moreover, if he came to my house to sub—

ject me to them, I should request him to

go about his business."

“ That is, you would say: ‘ Be off,

sire.’ ”

“ Why not! The place of the king

is upon his horse or upon his throne, and

iflie chose to come to my house, I should

have the right not to suffer by his sullen

tress.”

“ You would be right ; hut in all this,

you do not answer. You do not wish to

take me for a confidant in your next

loveo'.l ”

“ There are no next loves for me, as I

have told you often, baron.”

“ Yes, laughingly, because I asked

you in the same manner; but if I speak

seriously now! ”

“ I answer in the same manner."

“ Do you kriow that you are a singular

person! ”

“ W'hy so? ”

“Because you are the only woman of

the theatre who has nothing to do with

passion or gallantry.”

“ You have a bad idea of the women

of the theatre, sir captain.”

" No! I have known some chaste: but

then they had an eye to rich marriages;

and you, nobody knows what you think

of.”

“ I think of singing this evening."

“ So you live from day to day! ”

“ Henceforth, I live no otherwise.”

“ Then it was not always sol ”

“ No, sir.”

“ You have loved! ”

“ Yes, sir.”

“ Seriously I ”

“ Yes, sir."
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“ And long! ”

“ Yes, sir."

“ And what has become of your
lover? " i

“ Dead."

“ But you have been consoled? ”

ll No.,7

“ Oh! you will be consoled? ”

“ I fear not.”

“ That is strange.

wish to marry? ”

“ Never.”

“ And you will never have love 1 ”

“ Never.”

“ Not even a friend! ”

“ Not even a friend as the fine ladies

understand it."

“ Bah! If you were to go to Paris,

and the king Louis XV., that gallant

knight — "’

Then you do not

“ I do not love kings, sir captain, and I ‘

detest gallant kings.”
I “ Ah! I understand, you like pages

better. A pretty cavalier, like Trenck,

for example ! ”

“ I have never thought of his face.”

“ And yet you have retained relations

with him! ”

“ If it were so, they would be of pure

and honest friendship.”

“ Then you allow that those relations

subsist! ”

“ I did not say so,” replied Consuelo,

who feared to compromise the princess

by this simple admission.

“ Then you deny it? ”

“ I should have no less reason to deny

it, if it were so; but why does captain

Kreutz question me in this manner? What

interest can he take in all this? ”

“The king apparently takes some,”

returned Frederick, taking off his hat and

replacing it roughly upon the head of a

Polymnia, in white marble, an antique

bust of which occupied the bracket.

“ If the king did me the honor to come

to my dwelling,” said Consuelo, over

~coming the terror which seized upon her,

“ I should think he wanted to hear some

music, and should place myself at my

harpsichord to sing to him the air of Ari

ana abandunala." ~

“The king does not like prevarica

tions; when he questions, he wishes to

be answered plainly and clearly. What

were you doing last night in the king's

palace? You see that the king has the

right to come to your house as a master,

since you go to his at improper hours

without his permission.”

Consuelo trembled from head to foot,

but in all kinds of dangers she happily

had a presence of mind which had always

saved her as by a miracle. She recollect

ed that Frederick often pleaded falsely to

obtain the truth, and that he was reputed

to obtain avowals more by surprise than

by any other method. She therefore kept

 

on her guard, and smiling through her

paleness, she replied : “ That is a singu

lar accusation and I know not what an

swer to give to such fanciful questions.”

“ You are no longer so laconic as you

were just now,” returned the king; “ how

clearly you betray yourself when you lie!

You were not at the palace last night?

Answer yes or no.”

“ Well, no ! ” replied Consuelo cour

ageously, preferring the shame of being

discovered in a falsehood to the meanness

of betraying another in order to exculpate

herself. -

“ You did not leave it at “three in the

morning entirely alone 1 ”

“ No,” replied Consuelo, who recover

ed her strength, on seeing an almost im

perceptible irresolution in the eyes of the

king, and already rose superior to his sur

prise.

“ You have dared to say no three

times ! ” cried the king with an angry

air and a glance of lightning.

“ I will dare to say it a fourth time, if

your majesty requires it," replied Consue

vlo, determined to face the storm to the

end.

“ O l I know very well that a woman

will maintain a falsehood under tortures,

as the early Christians maintained what

they thought to be the truth. \Vho would

flatter himself that he could draw a true

answer from any female! Listen, Made~

moisclle, I have had an esteem for you

hitherto, because I thought you alone

were an exception to the vices of your

sex. Idid not believe you either intrigu

ing, or pertidious, or shameless. I had

in your character a confidence which

reached even to friendship— "

“ And now, sire —l ”

“ Do not interrupt me. Now, I have

my opinion and you will feel its effects.

But listen to the carefully. If you should

have the misfortune to mingle in little in

trigues of the palace, to accept certain

misplaced confidences, to render certain

dangerous services, you would vainly flat

ter yourself that you could long deceive

me, and I would drive you hence with

as much disgrace as I have received you

with distinction and goodness.”

“ Sire,” replied Consuelo boldly, “as

the dearest and most constant of my wish

es is to leave Prussia, whatever may be

the occasion ofmy dismissal and the harsh~

ness of your language, Ishall receive with

gratitude the order for my departure.”

“ Ah! you take it thus," cried Freder

ick, transported with rage, “ and you dare

to speak to me in such a manner! ” At

the same time he raised his cane as if he

would strike Consuelo; but the air of

quiet contempt with which she awaited

this outrage made him recover his senses,

and he threw his cane away, saying in an

 
you have to the gratitude of captain

Kreutz and speak to the king with prop

er respect; for if you urge me too far, I

am capable of correcting you like a rebel~

lious child.”

“ Sire, I know that children are whipt

in your august family, and I have been

told that your majesty, to escape from

such usage, formerly attempted to take

flight. That means will be tnore easy to

a Zingara. like myself than it was to the

prince royal, Frederick. If your majesty

does not make me leave your kingdom in

twenty-four hours, I will myself reassure

you respecting my intrigues by quitting

Prussia without a passport, even were it

necessary to fly on foot and to leap over

ditches like the deserters and smug

glers."

“You are crazy!” cried the king

shrugging his shoulders and walking

across the chamber to conceal his vexa~

tion and repentance. “You shall go, I

ask no better, but without scandal and

without haste. I do not wish you to

leave me thus, dissatisfied with me and

with yourself. ,\Vhere do you get your

insolencel and what devil impels me to

the good-nature I display with you? ”

“ It doubtless comes from a scruple of

generosity which your majesty may dis

pense with. You think you are indebted

to me for a service which I would have

rendered to the least of your subjects

with the same zeal. Therefore consider

yourself acquitted towards me, a thous

and times, and let me depart as soon as

possible: my liberty will,be a sufficient

recompense and I ask no other."

“ Again'.l ” said the king, confounded

by the bold obstinacy of this young girl.

“ Always the same language? “fill you

not change it with mel Ah! this is not

courage! it is hatred! ”

“ And if it were so," replied Consuelo,

“ would your majesty care the least in the

world'.‘ ”

“ Just Heaven ! what do you say, poor

little girl? " said the king with an accent

of artless sorrow. “You do not know

what you say, unfortunate! only a per

verse soul can be insensible to the hatred

of his fellow-creatures."

“ Does Frederick the Great consider

the Porporin‘a a being ofthe same nature

with himself?

“Intelligence and virtue alone elevate

certain men above others. You have

genius in your art. Your conscience

must tell you if you have loyalty—But

it tells you the contrary at this moment,

for your soul is full of bitterness and re

sentment."

“ And if it were, would the conscience

of the great Frederick have nothing to

reproach itself with for having excited

those evil passions in a soul habitually

agitated voice : “ Come, forget the right i peaceful and generous? ”
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“ Come, you are angry?" said Fred

erick making a motion to take the young

girl‘s hand; but he stopped, restrained

by that awkwardness which an inward

contempt and aversion for women had

caused him to contract. Consuelo, who

had exaggerated her vexation in order to

drive back into the heart of the king a

feeling of tenderness ready‘to explode in

the midst of his anger, remarked his tim

idity, and lost all her fear on seeing that

he awaited her advances. It wasa sin

gular fact, that the only woman capable of

exercising upon Frederick a kind of spell

resembling love, was perhaps the only

one in his kingdom who would not have

wished to encourage this disposition at

any price. It is true that the pride and

repugnance of Consuelo were perhaps

her principal attraction in the eyes of the

king. That rebellious soul tempted the

despot like the conquest of a province;

and without his reflecting upon it, with

out his staking his glory upon this spe

cies of frivolous exploit, he felt an ad

miration and an instinctive sympathy for

a strongly tempered character which

seemed to him, in certain respects, to

have a kind of relationship with his own.

“ Now ” said he, abruptly thrusting into

his vest-pocket the hand he had extended

towards Consuelo, “ do not tell me again

that I do not care about being hated ; for

you would make me believe that late,

and the thought would be odious to

me ! ”

“ And yet you wish to be feared.”

“ No, I wish to be respected."

“ And it is by blows of the cane that

your corporals inspire your soldiers with

respect for your name? ”

“ What do you know of that! what

are you speaking of? What are you

meddling with! ”

“ I reply plainly and clearly to your

majesty 's interrogations.”

“ You wish me to ask your pardon for

a moment of anger provoked by your

folly! " -

“On the contrary: if you could break

over my head the cane sceptre which

governs Prussia, I would beseech your

majesty again to take up that jonc."

“ Bah! If lshould caress your shoul

ders a little with it, as it is a cane given

to me by Voltaire, perhaps you would

only be more witty and more malicious.

Well, I value this cane very much, but

you require a reparation, that I see very

well.” Saying this, the king again took

up his cane and attempted to break it.

But notwithstanding the assistance of his

knee, the jonc bedt and would not break.

“ See,” said the king, throwing it into

the fire, “ my cane is not, as you pretend,

the image of my sceptre. It is that of

faithful Prussia, which bends under my

will and will not be broken by it. Do the

 

same, Porporina, it will be better for

you.”

“ And what then is your majesty’s will

respecting me! This is a fine matter to

exercise the authority and disturb the sc

renity of a great character! ”

“My will is that you give up your

idea of leaving Berlin. Does that offend

you i ”

Frederick‘s piercing and almost pas

sionate glance sufficiently explained this

kind of reparation. Consuelo felt her

terrors revive, and pretending not to un

derstand: “To that," replied she, “I

will never he resigned. I see that I must

pay too dearly for the honor of sometimes

amusing your majesty with my ronlades.

Suspicion weighs upon every one here.

The lowest and most obscure beings are

not safe from an accusation, andI could

not live so.” '

“ You are dissatisfied with your emol

uments! ” said the king. “ Well! they

shall be increased.”

“No, sire. I am satisfied with my

emoluments, I am not covetous, that your

majesty knows.”

“ That is true, you do not love money,

I must do you thatjustice. I cannot tell

what you do love, however.”

“ Liberty, sire.” v

" And what restrains your liberty!

You want to quarrel with me, and you

have no good reason to bring forward.

You wish to depart, that is clear.”

“ Yes, sire.”

“ Yes'.‘ Is that very decided! ”

“ Yes, sire.”

“In that case, go to the devil! ” The

king took his hat, his cane which, rolling

upon the andirons, had not been burnt,

and turning his back, went towards the

door. But, at the moment of opening it,

he turned again towards Consuelo and

showed her a face so ingenuously, so pa

ternally afflicted, so different, in a word,

from his terrible regal brow or from his

bitter smile of a sceptical philosopher,

that the poor child was herself moved and

repentant. Accustomed as she was with

Porpora to these domestic storms, she

forgot that there was for her in the heart

of Frederick, something personal and

savage which had never entered into the

chastely and generously ardent soul of

her adopted father. She turned to hide

a secret tear, which escaped from her

eyelid; but the eye of the lynx is not

more quick than was that of the king.

He retraced his steps, and raising his

cane anew above Consuelo, but this time

with an air of tenderness with which he

would have played with the child of his

heart: “ Detestable creature!” said he

to her in an agitated and caressing voice;

“ you have not the slightest friendship

for me.”

“ You are much mistaken, sir baron,”

 

replied the good Consuelo, fascinated by

this half-comedy, which repaired so adroit

ly the real fit of brutal anger on the part

of Frederick. “I have as much friend

ship for Captain Krentz as Ihave aver

sion for the king of Prussia.”

“ That is because you do not under

stand, because you cannot understand the

king of Prussia,” returned Frederick.

“ Let us not speak of him. A day will

come, when you have inhabited this coun

try long enough to know its spirit and

its necessities, on which you will do more

justice to the man who tries to govern it

as it should be governed. In the mean

while, be a little more amiable with the

poor baron, who is so completely wearied

with the court and courticrs, and comes

here to find a little calmness and happi

ness by the side of a pure soul and a

candid mind. I had but an hour to profit

by, and you have done nothing but quarrel

with me. I will come again on condition

that you will receive me a little better.

I will bring Mopsale to amuse you, and

if you are very good, I will make you a

present of a beautiful little white grey

hound that is now suckling. Yon must

take good care of it.—Ah! 1 had for

gotten! I have brought some verses of

my composition, some stanzas upon mn

sic; you can arrange an air to them, and

my sister Amelia will amuse herself by

singing them."

The king went away quite gently, after

having turned back several times, talking

with a gracious familiarity and lavishing

frivolous flatteries upon the object of

his good-will. He knew how to say

nothings when he pleased, though in gen

eral his words were concise, energetic,

and full of sense. No man had more of

what is called fund in conversation, and

nothing was more rare at that period

than this serious and firm tone in familiar

intercourse. But with Consuelo, he could

have wished to be a good boy, and he

succeeded well enough in giving himself

the air so that sometimes she was artless

ly astonished. When he had gone, she

repented, as usual. that she had not suc

ceeded in disgusting him with her and

with the fancy of these dangerous visits.

On his side the king departed half-dissat

isfied with himself. He loved Consuelo

after his fashion, and could have wished

to inspire her in reality with that attach~

ment and admiration which his false

friends the wits pretended when beside

him. He would perhaps have given

much, he who by no means liked to give,

to know once in his life the pleasure of

being loved in good faith, and without

after-thought. But he well felt that this

was not easily reconciled with the author

ity he did not wish to yield, and like a

satisfied cat which plays with a mouse

ready to fly, he was not absolutely cer
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tain Whether he wished to tame or to stran

gle her. “ She goes too far and it will

end badly," said he to himself as he re

entered his carriage; “ if she continues

so obstinate, I shall be obliged to make

her commit some fault and to send

her to a fortress for some time, in order

that the discipline may bring down this

proud courage. Still I should prefer to

dazzle and govern her by the prestige 1

exercise over so many others. It is im

possible that I cannot succeed with a

little patience. It is a little labor which

irritates and amuses me at the same time.

We shall see! what is certain is, that

she must not go now and boast that she

has told me unpleasant truths with impu

nity. No, no! she shall not leave me

unless submissive or broken.” And then

the king who had many other matters on

his mind, as may well be believed, opened

a book in order not to lose five minutes in

useless reveries, and left his carriage

without much recollection of the ideas

with which he had entered it.

The Porporina, anxious and trembling,

was engrossed somewhat longer with the

dangers of her situation. She rcproached

herself greatly with not having insisted

upon her departure until the end, with

having allowed herself to be tacitly bound

to renounce it. But she was drawn from

her meditations by a parcel of money and

letters sent to her by madam de Kleist

for delivery to M. de Saint Germain.

All was intended for Trenck, and Consu

elo was to accept the responsibility ; she

was even to assume also'iu case of need

the character of the lover of the fugitive,

in order to conceal the princess Ainelia’s

secret. She therefore saw herself placed

in a disagreeable and dangerous position,

the more so that she did not feel very

sure of the loyalty of the mysterious

agents with whom she was brought in

connection, and who seemed to wish on

the other hand to interfere in her own

secret. She busied herself about her dis

guise for the ball at the opera-house, at

which she had accepted a rendezvous

with Saint Germain, even while saying

to herself with resigned terror that she

was on the brink of an abyss.

To be Continued.

The increase of crime in Boston is cer

tainly very great, according to the ac

count of the matter in the papers of that

city; so great, indeed, as to call for addi

tional accommodations in the House of

Correction. The number of prisoners

now in the House of Correction at South

Boston, is one hundred greater than it

was a year ago, and forty more than the

number of cells—a case that has not oc'

curred till this time since the institution

was established—N. Y. Courier and En

guirer.

 

Has any one offended you, forgive as

you would be forgiven.

REVIEW.

The People's Journal.

 

Edited by JOHN

SAUNDERS. Part l—Vll. Feb—Aug.

1846. London. Boston: Crosby and

Nichols.

We must not infer from the title of this

new periodical, that it is intended to ad

minister infinitesimal doses of instruction,

so diluted and brought down to the capa

city of the “ people,” as to have no more

strength than warm water. It does not

undertake to deal in any such sickish

potions, and of course will not be patron

ised by those who think that this is the

only form in which the people can safely

be supplied with either nourishment or

medicine.

The object of the work can be best stat

ed in the words of the Editor. “ We

propose, in the words of our title, to deal

in an earnest and business-like manner

with the Claims of Industry. One of the

profoundest thinkers of the present day

has announced as with a prophetic voice,

‘ All human interests, combined human

endeavors, and social growths, in this

world, have at certain stages of their

development required organizing; and

W'ork, the grandest of human interests,

does now require it.’ But how is this to

,bc attempted! The same lips have told

'us:—‘ The organization of labor must

be taken out of the hands of absurd,

windy persons, and put into the hands of

wise, laborious, modest, and valiant men;

to begin with it straightway; to proceed

with it, and succeed in it more and more ;

if Europe—at any rate, if England—

.is to continue habitable much longer.‘

Taking this lesson deeply to heart, may

we not all do something! Tar: Psorts's
JOURNAL will atileast do this, open freely

its pages to those who, in the spirit of

—How shall we cinancipate Labor'.l

an‘s JOURNAL a zealous, and,—ifit may

be, — an efficient helpmate to the Work

ing Man, by affording him full and timely

'information of what Philanthropists and

Philanthropic Societies, of his own and

every other class, have done, or are doing

in his bchalf;—by interesting itself in

his none, and in the all-important sub

jects involved in that word, as Suitable

Buildings, Domestic Management, Care

of Health, Household Education, the

Garden, and the Field Allotment;—by

putting a really useful Almanack and

Calendar ever ready at his hand, under

the head of the “ Coming Month ; ”—by

describing to him the New Book that he

would like to read, or the New Play,

New Actor, or New Exhibition that he

would probably like to see ; — by giving

 

Thomas Carlyle, will seek to aid in they

solution of the mightiest of all problems, ‘

“ \Vc also propose to make THE Pso-i

him, through the means of the engravings l

and accompanying letterpress of the Peo

ple‘s Portrait Gallery, an almost personal

knowledge of our great and good men and

women, especially those of our time ; —

by endeavoring, in short, to promote the

true business and duty of man's life—

the development of all the capacities of

his nature. For this, we require not

only the knowledge how to support life

by Industry and the Useful Arts, or how

to guide life by the Social, Moral, and

Religious Laws, but how to vivify, ele

vate, and spiritualize life, in a Word, to

make it happy, in the highest sense of

happiness, by the study and enjoyment of

Science, Art, Music, Poetry, and Litera

ture, with all their varying and endless

ramifications.” '

“’0 are gratified with the fidelity, with

which thus far the work fulfils the prom

viisc held forth at its commencement. It is

truly devoted to the best interests of the

laboring classes, discusses the wrongs

which they suffer under the present so

cial arrangements with independence and

fearlessness, recognizes their just claims

to a larger development, a more varied

and substantial prosperity than they have

yet enjoyed, and advocates the principle

of cooperative industry as the only solid

foundation for permanent relief. Con

nected with grave and earnest discussions

we find a variety of lighter matter, narra

tive, description, poetry— some of it ex

cellent,—which will make the Journal

very readable to all classes, and Secure

its popularity even among those who have

no faith in its principles.

Among the contributors, we find the

names of William and Mary Hewitt,

Harriet Martineau, W. J. Fox, Ebenezer

Elliott, Barry Cornwall, and others of

less celebrity. Mr. Fox furnishes an ab

stract of his popular lectures, “ addressed

chiefly to the working classes,” which

are marked by the same brilliancy and

originality of thought, powerful reason

ing, and masculine eloquence, which

characterize the well-known productions

-of his pen in other departments. \Vil

liam Howitt has a series of letters to the

laborers of England, which will repay a

careful perusal. We are pleased to see

the strong ground which he takes in favor

of combined industry, as the true method

of ensuring prosperity to the people; the

next step, if he has any logical consis

tency, will lead him to a system of com

plete guarantees, and that attained, Asso

ciation, in the strict sense of the term,

will follow as a matter of course. How

itt alludes to Fourier, although he is

evidently unacquaintcd with the extent

and magnitude of his discoveries relative

to the laws of social order ; we trust his

attention will be turned to them speedily ;

for to speculate on the organization of

labor without reference to the system
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industry, to mutual helpfulness, to thc*

exercise of the purest and most disinte- Concerning the state of Education in

rested social affections, that it cannot butl New York, she gives an extract from the

be pointed out by common sense, even to Report of the State Superintendant for

those who have no conception of theithe year 1844, from which we take the

Unity to which we believe the human following:

race is dammed“ “re find 2* apecml anl' “Of the school-houses visitcd, only one-third

cle on Fourier's system of Association, ofthe whole number were found in good repair;

written in a spirit of candid, catholic,ianothcrthirdinonlycomfortablecircumstances;

appreciation, and adapted to give a correct , While "me “outde “’1' MEdmmllm

idea or i, m ,he readers, who are solwere unfit for the reception of either man or

easily repelled by the technical formulas ‘ beast. Seven thousand we found destitute of

promptings of pure afl'ection. To marry for an

icstablishment, for a position, or for something

to do, is a deplorable wrong. But how many

[wornen, for want of a high and honorable pro

fession to engage their time, are led to this

i melancholy course.”

“There is another class of evils, endured by

a large class of well-educated, unmarried women

of the more wealthy classes, little understood

or apprcciated, but yet real and severe. It is

y the suffering that results from the inactivity of

l cultivated intellect and feeling.”

‘ From these extracts it is plain that

Miss Beecher has a perception of evils in

the present condition of her sex ofa very

serious character. Her whole exhibition

of this matter, particularly that part which

 

of the Associative School.

The work is embellished with wood

engravings,

itable, always excepting a hideous attempt

at a likeness of Miss Martineau. The

man who perpetrated this crime would be

guilty of any atrocity, and the Editor of

the Journal should be indicted as an ac-I

cessory after the fact.

We understand that Messrs. Crosby

and Nichols are agents for this Journal in

Boston, and will furnish it for the exceed

ingly low price of 32,50 per annum.f

The purchaser need not fear getting less

than his money's worth, and we hope to

see it obtaining a wide circulation in this

country. As an entertaining work for

what is called “family reading," we

hardly know its superior, while its phi

lanthropic spirit and devotion to the we]

fare of the masses, recommend it to the

attention of the advocate of social pro

gress.

 

The Eri/s sufl'ered by American l/Vomen

and American Children: the Causes and

the Remedy. Presented in an Address

by Miss (J. E. Baccnsn, to Meetings

of Ladies in Cincinnati, W'ashingtou,

Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York,

and other Cities. Also, An Address to

the Protestant Clergy of the United

States. New York: Harper & Broth

ers. pp. 36.

This pamphlet does honor toa name

already honorable. The Address contains

a powerful and startling statement of the

deficiency of public education in the new

States of the \Vest, and even in the State

of New York. Besides this, it discusses

with boldness and ability, some of the

evils in the prevailing condition of “To—

man in this country. But before entering

into any remarks, we will quote very

briefly from Miss Beecher's own words

on these points.

 

 

“ Look then at the census, and by its data we

shall find that now there are nearly a million

adults who cannot read and write, and more

any playground, nearly six thousand destitute of relates to Lowell and me women employ

convenient seats and desks, and nearly eight ed there! has a“ lhe eloquence Of a Flam

thousand destitute of any proper facilities for

of out-door facilities for securing modesty and

decency ! "

“And it is in these miscrable abodes of filth

and dirt, deprived of wholesome air, or exposed

to the assaults of the elements, with no facilities

for exercise or relaxation, with no conveniences

for prosecuting their studies, crowded on to

comfortless benches, and driven by dire neces

sity to violate the most common rules of de

cency and modesty, that upward of six hundred

thousand children of this State are compelled

to spend an average of eight months each year

of their pupilage ! "

Miss Beecher concludes her statement

of this part of her subject, as follows.

“Instead of spending time and money and

employing agents to save the children of our

country from ignorance and sin, the whole be

nevolent energies of the Christian world are

engaged to remedy the evils that spring from

this neglect. Children are left to the full influ

ence of ignorance and neglect, till moral health

and strength are ruined, and then the cure is

sought in temperance lectures, Bibles, tracts,

colporteun, and home missions. If all the labor

and money spent for those objects at the West,

for the last twenty years, had been employed in

securing, for the generation now on the stage,

six hours a day of good moral and intellectual

training by well qualified teachers, who will

aflirm that the result would not have been

better 'l ”

She then proceeds to consider the

causes which act unfavorably on \Voman;

in her mind the education of the young

and the elevation of \Voman to a better

position are united.

“The first cause that bears heavily on our

sex is, the fact that in our country, the principle

of caste, which is one of the strongest and most

inveterate in our nature, is strongly arrayed

against healthful and productive labor.”

'" The next cause which bears severely on the

welfare of our sex, is the excess offemale popu

lation in the older States from the dispropor

tionate emigration of the other sex.”

“Another cause of depression to our sex is

lstatement of the facts. We only wish

most of which are very crcrl- ' ventilation; while six thousand were destitute that the public at large may take it really

to heart, and open its eyes to the

wrongs which are established in the midst

iof the most respectable and professedly

‘ Christian communities.

Miss Beecher’s idea is that the true

oflice of Woman is the education of

children, and that this duty ought so to

, be arranged and established in society, as

to offer an exalted and attractive career.

In itself one of the noblest of employ

ments, she sees no reason why it should

not be endowed with all its essential dig

'nity in the public esteem; why it should

not offer to woman as wide a sphere for

the exercise of lofty faculties and aspira

tions, for enthusiasm and the acquisition

of respect, as War, which she uses as an

example, offers to man.

Miss Beecher’s plan is to establish a

corps of women as missionaries of educa

.tion in the destitute regions of the country.

lShe proposes to commence on a small

scale, sending out a. few who are amply

qualified for the work, and gradually to

enlarge the operations of the institution,

until every village of the West has its

quiet apostle of knowledge, good habits,

and religious truth. In this way she

thinks the surplus female population of

the East will be drawn to the “Test, and

freed from the oppressions of eastern

capitalists; endowed institutions will be

provided to prepare women for the work

of education, which will then attract suit

able persons of all stations. She goes on

in these terms. '

“ This will prove the true remedy for all those

wrongs of women which her mistaken cham

pions are seeking to cure by drawing her into

professions and pursuits which belong to the

other sex. \thn all the mothers, teachers,

nurses, and domestics are taken from our sex,

which the best interests of society demand, and

,whcn all these employmeuts are deemed re

  

 

found in the fact that there is no profession for! spectable, and are filled by well-educated women,
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there will be no aupernumerarics found to put 1 views and d

into shops and mills, or to draw into the arena

of public and political life.”

To carry out this plan, a “ Central

Committee for promoting National Edu

cation ” has been organized, and the

services of Governor Slade of Vermont

have been secured as agent, on which

ofice he will shortly enter at Cincinnati,

and Miss Beecher appeals to her country

women to form Associations, raise funds,

and otherwise support the enterprise.

,' With regard to the function of \Voman

in society, we must, with all respect,

dissent from the rather sweeping state

ment of our writer, though we are per

fectly ready to agree with the general

tenor of her views, and are more than

rejoiced to see them thus put forth. Still

the complete truth is that there should be

open to woman not one channel alone for

the action of a noble and true ambition, but

that every branch of industry, art, and

science, should offer her independence and

distinction. In the present order of things,

however, we welcome any movement

which promises to give a free field for

her sympathies and powers, and tends to

render her an independent entity, much

more one which, like the present, proposes

the united action of women for an object

of such unspeakable practical utility.

Miss Beecher has penetrated into some

of the causes which oppress her sex, but

we do not think that she has propounded

an adequate remedy for them. The first

of these causes in her list, the repugnance

to healthy and productive labor, can only

be removed by elevating all labor, in short

by rendering it attractive. The second,

the disproportion in the sexes at the East

and West, may perhaps be affected by

her plan, but, as a moment‘s reflection

rnustshew every one, such reliefcan be but

temporary. As to the third cause which

in her view acts against Woman, the want

of a profession which “ opens the way to

competence, influence, and honor, and

presents motives for exertion,” we do not.

see that her design, laudable as it is, les

sens the difiiculty to any extent, or that

it can be removed by anything short of a

reform of society which shall render

Woman in all respects, an independent

being, and not a mere appendage to man.

But we are far from any intention of

depreciating the enterprise she so well

advocates, or her own services in it. On

the contrary, we sincerely wish her, God

speed! Her labors are in behalf of Hu

manity, and every lover of his race must

invoke success upon her efi'orts.

The Address to the Protestant Clergy

which accompanies her Appeal to Wo

man, has the same humane character. It

discusses at some length the efi‘orts of the

Catholic Church in the \Vest, and is, in

this respect, a model of the spirit in which

esigns which are thoughtl

'hostile to the truth should be contro

verted.
 

Hocbrlaga, or England in the New

W'orld. Edited by ELIOT \Vancun

TON, Esq. In Two Parts. New

York, \Viley & Putnam. pp 174, 198.

The above unpronounceable title is an

Indian name of Canada, and here serves

to introduce to the public the experiences

and opinions of an English gentleman,‘

whose name is not communicated, in and 1

concerning British America and the Unit-l

ed States. The writer, as far as the l

hook is evidence, is a man of dry, genialhumor, acute, cultivated and honest

mind, shrewd good sense, and great kind- i

liness of nature. He is also a conservative ‘

through and through, has no idea of hu

man progress, regards that clausc of the

,Declaration of Independence which af

firms that all men are created free and

equal, as an absurdity, and cherishes a

conviction as pardonable as it is natural,

that English institutions are on the whole

far superior to any others. Add to this, =

that he is a man of too clear mind not to‘

perceive that there is a future before the

nations more vast in wealth and power

than all the past, and we have a tolerable

idea of the author of “ Hochelaga.”

The first part of the book is devoted

to Canada, between which and the United

States a running parallel is drawn, not al

ways to the advantage ofthe latter. The

second part treats ofthe United States, and

more good-humored or keener criticisms

of society and manners in this country

we have never met with. Our political

relations are also handled with a sturdy

judgment and perfect freedom, though of

course not without the biases of the writ

er‘s own mind. He expects to see three

distinct nations grow from the present

Union; at the South, an absolute mon

archy based on slavery; at the North, a

monarchy, with a commercial and milita

ry aristocracy, while at the West, democ

racy will make a last stand, and main

tain an existence for a longer or shorter

period. The chapter in which this view

is advanced, is perhaps the most interest

ing in the book; we make a brief quota

tion, which expresses an opinion certain

ly not altogether without grounds.

“In the North the conditions of the people

are approaching to those of Europe. The more

productions of the earth have ceased to be their

dependence; their trading or manufacturing

towns have grown into cities, their population is

becoming divided into rich and poor; the upper

classes are becoming more enlightened and

prosperous, the poor more ignorant and discon

tented. Increaacd civilization brings on its weal

and we, its powers and its necessities; as those

proceed, it will be soon evident that the present

state-of-nature Government is no longer suita

ble; the masses will become turbulent, property

will be assailed by those who want; and the

wealthy and their dependents will be ranged in

 

 

 

its defence. Perhaps foreign wars may add to

these difficulties, and to the temptations to

“ hero worship,” always so strong in the human

mind, but especially so in America. The result

will probably be a monarchy, supported by a

wealthy and powerful commercial and military

aristocracy,—and a certain separation from the

West.”

The author does not put forward his

speculations as to the future destiny of

this country as absolute prophecy, but as

sketches of what is probable. As to this,

we will remark that the formation of a

military aristocracy in the northern por

tion of the Union is improbable, but that

a commercial aristocracy is a thing as

certain as that the sun will rise to-mor

row, unless we adopt the only means

of preventing it, namely, THE ORGANIZA

TION 0F Lanott FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE

PEOPLE, and not for the benefit of the

Capitalists alone. At present the whole

tendency of Industry and Commerce is to

the establishment of such an aristocracy,

more odious than the old military feudal

ism because of a meaner character, and

because its means of oppression will be

more sure and subtle.

WVe shall not attempt to follow our au~

thor over the different regions he travers

es, though to do so might not be without

profit. We commend him to our readers

as an intelligent and penetrating observer.

Before laying his book aside we will ap

propriate the following touches of hu

mor.

“ On the poop were several rows of coups, a

sort of charitable institution for superannuated

geese and ducks, and, in the list of sea stock

furnished by the eminent outfitter in the west

eud, was the item, six dozen chickens. These

were represented by a grave assemblage of pa

triarchal cocks and venerable hens; among the

former I speedily recognized, by his voice, the

bird whose voice in the morning, like fire to a

train, had set going the din so fatal to my slum

bers. I promptly ordered his execution; be,

however, amply revengcd himself on those who

tried to eat him the next day.

fl ’6 i

“While I was thus entering on my official

duties, the crew were not neglectful of their

part of the business. The sails were shaken

out, the anchor weighed, and the voyage com

menced by running aboard of a merchant ship

moored a little ahead of us. On this occasion

I made a philological observation, which subse

quent experience has only tended to strengthen

-—that the language used by sailors, under difi

culties, is more worthy ofimitation for terseness

and vigor, than for its elegance and propriety."

a

U Q I

I U i I i

“There was no public reception during my

very short stay, but I had the honor of being

presented to the President. At eleven in the

forenoon we arrived at the White House, under

the shade of our umbrellas; from the intense

heat, a fire-king alone could have dispensed

with this protection. It is a handsome building,

of about the same size and pretensions as the

Lord Lieutanant’s residence in the Phcenix Park

in Dublin; but much as I had heard of the re

publican simplicity of the arrangemants. I was

not prepared to find it what it was. we entered
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without ringing at the door; my kind guide,’

leading the way, passed through the lower pre- i

mises and ascended the staircase, at the top ofi

which we saw a negro dressed very plainly, in

clothes of the same color as his face. Hei

grinned at us for a moment, and calculating from

the respectability of my companion that I did

not mean to steal anything, was walking ofl, till

he saw me with a simple confidence, which

seemed to him too amiable to be allowed to

suffer a betrayal, place my umbrella in a corner

before entering the gallery leading to the private

apartments: he immediately turned to correct

my error, informing me that if I had any further

occaion for its services, I had better not leave

it there, ‘for some one would be sure to walk

into it.’ I of course took his counsel and my

property, and proceeded till we arrived at the

door of the President’s room. My guide knock

ed, and the voice of the ruler of millions said,

‘ Come in.’ Before obeying this command, I of

course left my unfortunate umbrella outside;

this done, I walked into the presence and was i

introduced. At the same moment the watchful i

negro, the guardian spirit of my endangeredi

property,thrust it into my left hand with another i

and stronger admonition to my simplicity; but

this time his tone of compassion for my igno

rance had degenerated into that of almost con

tempt for my obstinate folly. In the meantime,

my right hand was kindly shaken by the Presi

dent, according to custom; he told me to be

seated, and conversed with much urbanity. l

of course trcspassed on his valuable time but

for a few minutes, and then departed."

. Q Q Q U I

 

“The usual family dinner hour at Boston is

from three to four. and, unless in a very large

party, this rule is not broken in upon; the hours '

of evening parties are also very early. Among ‘

people who are tolerably intimate, the greater

part of the visiting is carried on in the evening.

Dancing is not usual at small parties, and, in

deed, where society is so very agreeable, it

would be a waste of time. The ladies particu

larly struck me as being very well informed, and

much more efficient in conversation than—oer.

tainly the younger portion of, the men. Perhaps

they do not altogether conceal their knowledge

of this fact, and in some measure, but very

slightly indecd,tske rather a tone ofinstruction,

looking upon the initiative as their duty, as also

the explanation of any difficulties which may

arise. A very pretty young lady, one evening,

quoted three or four words of a well-known

Latin sentence while speaking to me, and, lest

I should feel puzzled, kindly translated it before

continuing her observations. This must have

been from habit, for as she had never seen or

heard of me five minutes before, she could not

have had time to discover any classical deficien

cies on my part.”

Statement of Reason: for Embracing the

Doctrines and Disrlosurcs (f Emanuel

Swellenborg. By Gsonos Busn. New

York: John Allen, Nassau St. Bos

ton: Olis Clapp, School St. 1846.

pp. 130. o

This pamphlet contains the argument

in favor of Swedenborg's theology, in a

plain and powerful form, and is worthy

the attention of all minds enquiring on

religious doctrines. In giving the rea

sons which induced him to lay aside the

Calvinistic dogmas for those of the New

Church, Professor Bush furnishes the

opportunity for a discussion of the relative

 

truth of the tvvo systems, which we trust

the scholars of the Church he has left,

will not pass unimproved. Such a. dis

cussion is certainly called for by the

present state of thought, and cannot be

otherwise than beneficial to the cause of

truth.

We quote the following assertion of a

philosophical principle the importance of

which cannot be exaggerated.

“I know of no more important principle ever

advanced to the world than the one above

mentioncd, to wit, that Thought in all beings is

a resultant of Love or Feeling—that a man

could not possibly have a thought if there were

not some latent love to prompt it. If this be

true, all systems of mental philosophy or the

ology which make Intellect the primary princi

ple of man’s being, and Feeling, Emotion, or

Passion, a certain form or quality of Intellect,

must be radically erroneous. The direct reverse

is the fact. And that such is in truth the gen

eral intuition of the human mind, when not

obscured by theories of psychology, may readily

be inferred from the universal acknowledgment,

that a man is as his HEART is, and his heart is

his love."

Lyrica Sacra; or War Songs and Ballads

from the Old Testament. By WILLIAM

PLUMER, Jr. Boston: Wm. Crosby

and H. P. Nichols. 1846. pp. 68.

This is an endeavor to convert some

of the grandest passages in the old Tes

tament into English rhyme. It would not

be easy to conceive of a paraphase which

could entirely despoil these inspired utter

ances of their sublimity and beauty, but

in the present case, the success of the

author in that direction is precisely what

might have been expected from the pre

sumption of the attempts

POETRY.

A WORD FOR POETS.

BY BARRY CORNWALL.

 
 

 

“ A post? Soh ! what do you here ?

\Vhat right have you on this rich earth ?

“'hat claim to live exempt from toil 1

Is 't wealthy lineage '.'— noble birth I

“ The limbs you wear are strong as mine.

Your hand -pah ! 'tis a baby’s palm :

By what stout weekly labor, pray,

D'you earn your leisure Sunday's calm I

“ “'here lies your mattock ‘l—whcre your spade 1

Your shuttle l— loom 1 — your axe 1—your

plane 'I ,

Strip, strip! and, for your father’s sake,

Show us you were not born in vain.

“ The very infants at my mill,

Through half the night, through all the day,

Run to and fro, and piece the threads,

And know not what it is to play.

“ Crippled, or sick, or weak, - they work.

But YOU ! --You doze out life and time;

\Vasting the nights in useless dream—

The days in yet more useless rhyme l"

 

Alas! the poet did not speak.

Apart, and half abashed he stood,

 
That he and his should be disdained,

And all be thus misunderstood.

“ What use 1” at last he sighed, “ what use

To teach the blind the way to sight I

The deaf to hear 1 The dumb to speak?

The poor man to assert his right I

“ Is all this—nothing? God above!

Do I not draw from out thy skies

The music of their many spheres,

And show wherein their beauty lies I

“ “'hat usel \Vhy were it not for me,

And such as me, blind man would tread

The violet in his ignorant scorn,

And dust be on the rose’s head.

“ But we train up the youthful heart

To injure nought, and nought abuse ;

And guide the willing mind from birth

Till death; and do ye ask—‘ what use 1’

“ My Brothers ! to whose country hearth!

Olt-times the Muses venture down,

And thou, sage Sister, who has left

The prim cap for the laurel crown,—

“ Come,—tell them all ye dream and do—

For noble acts by each are done—

And bid them count the men whose deeds

(In all that trade or science breeds)

Surpass ye, underneath the sun‘. "

People's Journal.

    This HARE—INGER.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 5, 1846.

 

 

0f modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others' rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all trading to impuverish

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

llvlivfis to come, and can only come from the new

application ofChrlstlan prlnciples, of Universal jus<

lice and Universal love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Dn. Cussnnvu.
 

Essa-rs. In Tsxsx'sos's Sonnet on

Bcoxarss'rs, in our paper of week before

last, on page 169, line third, for green,

read queen, and line twelfth, for Hazed,

read Blazcd.

OBJECTIONS T0 ASSOCIATION—NO. VI.

(Continued from p. 191.)

We will briefly conclude our examina

tion of the conditions of rendering indus

try attractive. To become so, it must

answer to the natural attractions of man.

Man, as we have seen, is constantly at

tracted and drawn into relations to three

spheres of being, which are correlative

with his owa sensitive, afl'ective and in

tellectual nature. His soul seeks harmo

ny with things, through the material

senses; with persons, through the social

afi'ections; and finally with [mos or prin

ciples of order, through what we have

called the distributive or regulating at

tractions. We have shown how labor,

under the present pressure of competition,

outrages every sense and crucifies the af

fections; and we have supposed the case

reversed in an Association, where there

shall be outward LUXURY to reconcile and

tempt each sense to labor, converting

what is now a painful necessity into a
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healthful, delightful and refining influence,

and rendering the whole man receptive of

God’s material revelation of beauty; and

where there shall be true SOCIETY, or

GROUPS, proceeding purely from industrial

and spiritual affinities, by which tneans

business and useful occupations shall

cease to be a suspension and a shutting

out of all considerations of Friendship,

Love, Paternity or Class, and shall afford

for these a series of rich and varied op

portunities. But tlte chief, the difficult

cortdition of rendering industry attractive,

the one which is the condition of both the

others, attd which alone can prevent ne

cessity or chance from crowding out at

traction, to the utter derangement and de

feat of all material or social harmony, is

Ill. ORGANIZATION av SERIES.

There must he series of objects, series

of functions, series of characters or func

tionaries. There must be a graduated

scale of varieties, as a foundation for any

accords. Here is the beginning of at

traction, in the fine discrimination of dif

ferences. Affinities are not absolute and

between wholes. This is very well un

derstood in the now familiar science of

chemical affinities; we should be equally

learned in the passional or social chemis

try. It is the A B C of music; without

the scale or series of tones there could

be neither melody nor harmony; how,

then, without a scale of characters, can

there be social music? how, without a

series of workers, working upon a series

of objects, can there be a music of pro

ductive industry, a harmonious coopera

tion of the countless bands which ply

their ceaseless trade of subjugating and

moulding matter to the purposes of mind,

and building up the material frame-work

of our life! This third condition of at

tractive labor, like the first two, grows

out of the soul's wants. LUXURY is the

end or focus of our material attractions;

Guours are the focus or converging point

of our social attractions. In like manner

SERIES are the focus and result of this

third class, which Fourier calls the dis

tributing, the mechanizing, the regulating

attractions or passions of the soul.

To proceed with clearness, we must

define these passions, we tnust appreciate

the precise claims, respectively and col

lectively, of these regulating Three.

And we mttst define also their objects,

catch at least a glimpse of the three

LAWS of whose presiding presence in the

universe they warn us, urging us to re~

cognition of the same in all our actions

and arrangements. This is the distinct

ive philosophy of Fourier; this is his dis

covery. “ The Series governs the harmo

nics.” Some abstraction here is unavoid

able; for the question is not of mere

knacks and special mechanisms, but of the

 

very principles of method. We shall:

only stumble in the practical, if we hurry;

by the abstract in a case like this. Or-‘

ganization, of every sort, presupposes

theory; and where the organization pro

posed is new, \vhere it is not an old

habit which can go on asleep, forgetting

its own reasons, the plainest and most

practical description of it is nothing with

out a statement of the \Vhy and VVhere

fore. Especially so here: because this

organization of industry assumes to be‘

the only true, the natural organization,

hitherto not soitght nor dreamed of; the

order claimed is the Divine Order, now

for the first time revealed; and the doc

trine presupposes that the demand for

such an order exists in the very nature of.

man, and for a key and indicator of its

principles consults the natural attractions

of the human soul. This then we must

do. This Fourier did, and his numerous

works present reiterated statements of the

principles with which he started, mingled

with a series of pictures of results in

their last application to the forms of so

cial life. But the intermediate steps, the

methods of his reasoning, and the real

metaphysics of his philosophy lte has:

been prevented, by a fear of being too

abstract for his readers, from fairly set~

ting forth; and the consequence is that

his classifications look arbitrary, his terms

are technical and strange, and the books

are very unsatisfactory to many readers,

to all in short who have not the insight to

divine the principle in the application.

This is peculiarly the case with these

three Mechanizing Passions, whose names

sound so uncouth, and which he has both

named and described with reference to

one sphere only of their application; and

even then, he does not hesitate to borrow

the name sometimes from that mis~appli~

cation in which these passions happen to

have been most familiar to tts, calling by

the name of Cabah'sm the passion for dis

criminating differences, and by the name

of Ambition that which properly is rever

ence for order and regard for true de

Let us now proceed.

The law of Series, we say, is found in

three strong tendencies or wants or at

tractions of the human soul;—tenden

cies which regard not matter and mate

rial pleasurcs merely, not persons and

sympathies merely, but certain mathemat

ical laws of succession and combination in

them both.

1. And first we have a tendency to

seek unity in all things, even while the

senses offer nothing but variety, and the

affections all point to individuals. \Ve

require our pleasures to be compound.

Nothing singly satisfies us; we must,

have it blended with a great deal morc.i

\Ve instinctively seek out the common:

feature in a multitude of particulars, andi

l

grees.

 

make them meet if possible. Their dif

ference distresses and distracts us, till

they converge towards one centre and

make up one whole. Succeeding in this

we enjoy a very proud delight; exalta

tion and enthusiasm talte possession of

us; we have conquered repulsive tenden

cies, we have reconciled diversities, we

have got a unity together, something that

looks a little complete, that glows and be

cotnes alive as we contemplate it; and our

feeling is as of being united with the

very ltcart and soul of things, as of get

ting home again and resting from endless

roamings amid the contradictory and

strange. This is what Fourier calls the

Composite, or the cxalting passion. It is

the love of agreement. In its fullest ex

ercise it cannot abide analysis or critical

dissection. It is fanatically averse to dis

tinctions and shuts its eyes against them.

It always wants to rake the coals together

and keep np‘a glowing heat. lts reason

ing is rather that of sentiment than

that of science. It is fonder of enjoying

than of criticising : it is tnore ready to ac

cept than it is to judge. It is all too

ready to CUTISt/Il,’ and'this in fact is what

constitutes any pleasure of any kind; a.

pleasant sound is the consent of so many

measured vibrations; a pleasant taste or

odor is the consent of so many titillating

nerves. These compounds when again

compounded yield a heightened pleasure,

and a. more composite, as in works of

art, a symphony, a picture, a cathedral,

or a feast; each of which is so much

realization to the soul of its desire for

unity. New truth bursting on the mind

awakens the same ecstacy ; it is so much

more of the doubtfttl, the contradictory,

and the promiscuous conquered and re

duced to unity. And these must not be

solitary enjoyments; the sweeter the mo

sic, the lovelier the picture, the more rav

ishing the feast, the clearer the vision

and the grander the conviction, the more

the need of imparting and of sharing.

Probably the highest experience of the

composite, is where a multitude of souls

are touched by some great sentiment;

where art and eloquence conspire with pa

triotism or religion, and a thousand hearts

beat as one, in the high harmony of soul

and sense. Then the barriers of distinc

tion, whether of character or caste, seem

suddenly let down between us, we forget

that we are strangers, we turn with equal

trust to every one, converse where before

we should not have saluted, and feel a

common nature and a common conscious

ness, in unity with one another attd as it

were with God. These are our highest

moments, in which we live most, most

forgetting our own lives. It is the Com

posite which creates festivities and public

worship.

Society is false, when it deprives us of
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this charm, when it no longer ministers

to our enthusiasm. Labor will be made

attractive, by the blending of many in

one feeling, by the corporate enthusiasm

of each group, and still more by the holi

er enthusiasm of the thought that all are

serving the same end, the great end of

Humanity. Tho queen—bee “feels her

tribe in her." The laborer in Associa

tion will feel his race in eye true effort

of his own, and will prod/“y smile upon

the small thing he does, as if he saw in it

the complement of the perfected beauty

of the globe. The Composite demands

that many, should be working to one end,
and that'tihey be constant to one another,

. that an esprQ u corps grow up between

them. For gistend the materials of

sympathy must multiplied; the func

tion must suit those engaging in it; the

more pleasures there are connected with

it, both material and spiritual, the more

there is to share, the mpre food for enthu—

siasm. ‘ a

2. But in the very bosom of agree

ment, difference and rivalry begin. A

criticising spirit naturally succeeds this

high enthusiasm. \Ve begin to compare

and note the differences between us.

\there we merged the individual in the

whole and only saw resemblances, we

now exaggerate the individual and draw

nice distinctions. Each seems anxious to

exceed the other, if only in some slight

degree. .All equality, all uniformity and

monotony become detestable. Hence a

wholesome emulation, by which each

stimulates each and. the various shades

of character and fmrction are distinctly

brought out and: perfected into elements

of richer harmony. Here, in this restless

tendency, is the first germ of improve

ment and of progress. Out of what

seemed uniform and simple, there now

develops itself a graduated scale of dif

ferences. The white ray splits and is

refracted into a scale of colors. The sin

gle tone begets a whole scale of melody.

The ideal pursuit which already unites

many, soon betrays a variety of aspects

which are espoused by each respectively

with a peculiar zeal. In our present

society we see this in its worst form, as

in the cabals and intrigues of political

parties, or of fashionable life. And hence

the ignoble title under which this passion

suffers, of Cabalixm.‘ Properly it is the

spirit of progressive refinement. lt nurses

each little shade and feature of difference,

till they all together form a graduated

series, shading off on both sides from a

principal and central type, and thus re

sult in unity again.

There is the cabalism of thought and

the cabalism of action. The same princi

ple which makes a man a skilful analyzer

and a critic intellectually, makes him so

cially a restless rival and intriguer, which

 

need not be in any bad sense.

sistible among the best of friends is the

tendency to cliques and coteries, to divide

in factions about the minutest shades of

the same faith and the same purpose, and!

more especially, of the same tastes. Sci

ence has long been exercising its cabal

ism in the numbering and classing of the

different varieties of every natural object;

in the mineral, vegetable, and animal

kingdiims,-~it-bas_ formed its series of

genera, species, varieties, &c. And the

further this discrimination of shades is

carried, the morelcfiwijlete our knowledge

and the more ev _ ent the essential unity

of all things. “ It is difficult to see any

unity or correspondence between two

wholes, as sound and color. But let sci

ence apply her prism to them, and in

stantly we have a series of tones and a

series of colors, corresponding each to

each; and thus we win from the two‘

wholes a confession of relationship.

This hint will suflice to show how es—

sential to any appreciation of harmony,

and consequently to the gratification of

any attraction, whether material or spirit

ual, is a fine perception of differences,

and a power the opposite of that which

blends all in a moment of enthusiasm.

And this is what we had in view in say

ing that neither the material nor the so

cial attractions of man could procure him

a single satisfaction without the interven

tion of this third class of attractions.,._of~

which as a class this refitting, emulative,

cabalistic passion is the characteristic one.

Thus to gratify our material attractions,

material things and qualities and functions

must be so arranged in series, that each

individual may find what corresponds

precisely to his own especial taste. Fifty

persons may love roses and find a plea

sure in their cultivation; here is an aflin

ity of tastes, a group. But the bond be

tween them, the ardor of their labor,

the passional attraction for each other

and for it, is comparatively weak as yet.

Let there be introduced a large variety of

roses, and there will be partizans for

each, laboring to perfect their favorite

rose, devoted to it with enthusiasm, eager

to establish its superiority above all oth

ers; and evidently the sum of attraction

in the whole group is considerably en

hanced. Carry it still farther and sup

pose the varieties developed into a com

plete series analagous to the series of

musical tones, so that there may be as

many sorts of leagues and rivalries and

counterpoises among these groups or par

ties, as there may bc discords and con

cords in music, and the result is now the

most intense attraction, and a harmony

that is complete; the discards between

two or three are neutralized and absorbed

by their relations to other members of the

series. Just so two colors contrast badly,

How irre- ‘itill the presence of more colors absorbs

'their difference into a richer harmony.

So too in the social sphere, in groups of

Friendship or Ambition. TWO persons

have a marked aversion for each other,

they mutually irritate or paralyze each

other, it is placing both of them in a

false position to bring them together

alone. But the presence of some third

one, if he be the proper person, operates

like a charm upon them both, and be

tween the three there is now freedom

and vivacity and harmony. And the

greater the variety of characters at hand,

the greater will be the chance of their

furnishing out a series amongst them, in.

which many will be harmonized, who

never could be separately. So in the

sphere of honor or ambition. Two who

hold nearly equal rank may live in bitter

mortifying rivalry; but the presence of a

third whom they both look up to, makes

them by their very strife converge more

swiftly to one end. . '

This will be enough to show the neces

sity of series and minute subdivision of

functions in all industry, before it can be

come attractive. iVe have no space to

enter into a minute description of a series,

to enumerate its terms and degrees, and

the mathematical relations between them,

to unfold all its accords and discards,

or, so to speak, its “Thorough-Bass."

And indeed it has not been our purpose to

.qunbio-thc sericsq-but only to point out

how much the direct and true- develop

ment of any of our attractions presup

poses and depends on such an order.

3. But this dilference~seeking, emulous,

refining tendency, while on the one hand

it disturbs and raises questions in the

proud feasts of the enthusiastic Compo

site; while it suffers not the happiest

concurrence of elements to remain long,

but will have progression; while it re

lentlessly breaks up all uniformity by the

stealthy insinuation of differences which

can only resolve themselves in some new

harmony:—it on the other hand holds

back the tendency to fly off into promis

cuous and capricious change. It mediates

between Unity and Variety, and creates

measured series of varieties, which still

point back and forward to the original

Unity. Of this third tendency, the Aller

nazing Passion, as it is called by Fourier,

we will now briefly speak.

\‘Ve weary of monotony. Change of

some sort is indispensable to health of

mind or body. The laborer must alter

nate in his employments; and hence a.

most important condition of attractive

labor is that of short sessions, which can

only be ensured to all by the associative

organization in series of groups. There

each person will be a member of some

twenty groups in various series, according

to the number of his original attractions
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and talents. He will alternate from one

to the other, thus enjoying not only fresh

occupation, but fresh society, from hour

to hour. It is by this means that the

various series interlock into each other,

and that the unity is kept up between

them all. Without this alternation, were

there a complete separation of different

occupations, and every person identified

with one and one only; a permanent

separation of interests would grow up,

and the harmony of the Phalanx as a

whole would be entirely lost. By means

of the short sessions, every individual has

a corporate interest in almost every party,

he is not constantly identified with some

one interest, and thus the equilibrium

must be preserved.

We trust this positive statement and

exposition of the doctrine of attractive la

bor, imperfect and hurried a it is, suffi

ciently answers the objections of the

I Oberlin reviewer on that head. We have

now concluded what we had to say upon

the first general head of objections, that

of Labor. Several other topics remain,

as those of Family, Government, Reli

gions Unity, and so forth. Of these we

shall endeavor briefly to dispose in a suc

ceeding article.

JOHN A. COLLINS.

A statement by Mr. Collins, acknowl

edging his abandonmertt of the s‘cltifittes

of philanthropy and social improvement,

in the prosecution of which he has been

so conspicuous for a few years back, is

going the rounds of the. neWspapers, ac

companied by almost every variety of

comment. It is due to truth and justice

to declare that whatever may have been

the merits or defects of Mr. Collins’s

plans, they were altogether independent

of the Associative movement in this

country,'nivith which they have some

times been confounded by our discriminat

ing and conscientious conductors of the

press.

For ourselves, we have looked with in

terest on Mr. Collins’s endeavors, as we

should on those of any one who was alive

to the evils of the present social state,

and who was striving, with earnestness

and power, to discover or apply a remedy.

At the same time, we have never been

blind to the radical evils of his system,

and the intrinsic difficulties of carrying it

into practice. The spirit in which he at

tempted to realize it, seemed to us far too

exclusive, too rash, too destructive, to

warrant any very sanguine hopes that his

efl'orts would be successful. His attacks

on religion, his repudiation of govern

ment, his failing to recognize the inequal

ities and gradations, which form the law

of the Universe, and his violent hostility,

—equalled only by that of the Ezpressl

and Observer, and in both cases with the

same ignorance of the subject,—to the

system of Fourier, always appeared to us

to cast “ominous conjecture” on his

whole enterprise.

Of course then we cannot be surprised

at the result to which he has arrived.

We wished for him a clear field to test

his ideas; we have contended for his

freedom, as we would for our own; and

now that he has satisfied himself that he

has been under a mistake, it is no wonder

to us that he swings back again to the

Conservatism from which he first started.

He had no fixed system to rest upon, no

principles that had fastened upon his

mind with the force of demonstration, no

religious belief that the social order

which he advocated was the destiny of

man as appointed by the Creator before

the foundation of the world. His expe

rience confirms us in the truth of the

ideas concerning social progress, which

are cherished by the Associative School.

All reform must grow out of a true per

ception of the essential tendencies and

demands of human nature; no element

must be added, no element omitted; the

material order must be satisfied by the

organization of attractive industry; and

the spiritual order, for which all things

were made, must receive a true develop

ment by the establishment of the highest

social relations,-—-the unity of man with

man, leading to the unity of man with

the Universe and with the Creator.

The career of Mr. Collins, we believe,

was prompted by a sentiment of genuine

benevolence; but sentiment alone, as the

event has shown, is not enough; haflied

and disappointed in his endeavors, he is

led by the desire for human happiness,

which no doubt dwells in his heart, from

a reckless, unmitigated radicalism, to the

decencies and respoctabilities of orthodox

Whiggery. He will find little there but

dry husks and bitter herbs; neither of

which will be much to his taste; we

think he will hardly tarry long in his

present position; but what his next re

move will be, we shall not venture to

predict.

 
 

GRAHAM AND TEMPERANCE

HOUSE.

63 BARCLAY STREET, NEW YORK.

an Annauonunn'r. This house is situat

ed on a pleasant and airy street, extending from

Broadway to the Hudson river. At one end of

the street is the landing place of the Albany

Steamboats, at the other the Park Fountain.

The house is but one minute’s walk from either,

and only tive from the Eastern Steamboat Land

in .
Gl‘wo separate Tables are provided, one suited

for the accommodation of the enter! of meat,

and the others carefully prepared for those who

wish to exclude flesh meats from their diet.

Ladies and Gentlemen from the country tar

rying a few or many days, can be accommodat

ed with quietness, lent , cleanliness, whole

lsome food, and free om mm the fume! of Al

‘ cohol and Tobacco.

I? FREE BATHS. Cold, Douche, and

  
Shower Baths Free, and Warm Baths at a

small expense.

Terms One Dollar per day. Permanent boud

ers received upon reasonable terms.

A. L. SMITH.

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

The Directors of the School connected

with the Brook Farm Association have made

arrangements for enlarging the establish

ment, and are now prepared to receive an

additional number of pupils.

The course of study comprises instruction

in the variou. brapches usually taught in the

High Schools and Academies of New Eng

land, with particular attention to the modern

European languages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes

are received; a constant maternal care ex

ercised over the youngest; and the more ad

vanced subject; [0 the friendly counsel and

assistance of the teachers, without the re

straints of arbitrary discipline. .Young men

are fitted for CollegeI or for commercial pur

suits, or carried through a course of instruc

tion, in the higher branches usually taught

in the University. ’

Lessons are given in Music, Dancing,

Drawing, and Painting, without any extra

charge.

The School is under the immediate direc

tion of Mr. and M ro..RrP1.r:Y, Mr. Dwrcn'r,

and Mr. DANA,- assisted by experienced

teachers in the difiefrent departments; and

every pupil of tender age is entrusted to

the particular care of a lady of the establish

ment, who has charge of his wardrobe, per

sonal habits, and physical education.

For young children, who are deprived of

parental care, and for older pupils who wish

to pursue a thorough and exact course of

study, without the usual confinement of a

large seminary, it is believed that this

School affords advantages, that are rarely to

be met with.

TERMS—Form DoLLAns a week for

board, washing, fuel, lights, and instruction

in all branches.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RlPLEY.'

Brook Farm, PVest Rozbury, Moss.

WEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS!

Leaves Brook Farm at‘l 1-2 A. M., and 21-2

P. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaicl

Plain, and Roxbury. Returning, leaves

the City Hotel, Brattle Street, at 10 1-2

A. LL, and 5 P. M. Sunday excepted.

N. R. GERRISH.
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MISCELLANY.

IE? We ask the careful attention of

our readers to the following article from

the New York Tribune. The facts which

it states-would be incredible if related of

any other state of society than the per

fectible civilization which even our demo

cratic and Christian America adheres to. -

SOCIAL EVILS AND THEIR REMEDIES.

“ Mamma,” lisped a fashionable young

lady the other day, "shall we have the

same servants in Heaven that we have

here'.I I should so like to have Polly to

dress me in the mornings." The spirit

here unconsciously evinced lies at the

bottom of the deadly hostility of our time

to the idea of a radical Reform of Soci

ety. Did the men and women about us

sincerely desire the universal prevalence

of Equality and Social Justice, all be ond

would be easy. But they do not. ear

I all at heart believe downright Manual

gabor degrading; they would avoid it if

ossible; or, if not, they would gladly

save their children in a condition to avoid

it. The hod-earrier and the washerwo

man share this feeling equally with the

banker and the fine lady — we think they

have more of it in the average. Let the

canal-digger or gardener’s journeyman

draw a prize in a lottery or hear of a for

tune left him by a dead relative, and he

promptly throws his spade from him and

swears he will never do another day’s

work so long as he lives. Such an oath

is easily kept; idleness, gluttony, and

drink generally finish him before long,

leaving the most of his property to ruin

his children. The banker may send his

sons to a farm-school to learn the trade of

gentleman-farming, but the newly inflated

hod-carrier will be sure to put his boys

through College (if money will do it) and

into the learned professions, though as

unfit for such a destiny as a horse for

leader at the opera. So the world goes,

every body striving to get on other peo

ple's shoulders. and so trampling down

hundreds in his reckless selfishness.

Not one in a hundred even recognizes the

primary truth that it is base, unmanly,

trnchristian, to sneak through life with

out an honest and steadfast purpose of

doing good in it, without creating (not by

proxy) at least as much wealth as you

consume. Many a good Christian (as he

 

understands it) thinks it perfectly right “8

to add hundred thousand after hundred

 

thousand dollars to his hoarded wealth, or

to spend tens of thousands per annum on

the food, clothing, lodging, &c. of his

family of six or eight persons, while

Ignorance, Want, \Vretchedness, stalk

hopeless and nnehcered all around him.

Alas! the Church itself often fails to re

mind him pointedly and frequently that

this is not according to Christ. It is

more likely to cry ‘ Infidel ! ’ at him who

does.

The Courier and Enquirer of yesterday

had a characteristic article in reply to the

last of Mr. Brisbane on Association.

This is not from the pen of the responsi

ble Editor of that paper, but from a col

league more adroit in his hostility to all

Social Reform—a hostility resting on

a profound conviction that the mass of

mankind were made for beasts of burthen,

and are not capable of being anything

else. The point he labors at is of course

Fourier’s alleged errors with regard to

Marriage. The solemn and repeated de

clarations of the American Associationists

that they do not teach and have never

taught any such doctrines as their one

mies ascribe to them are concealed from

the readers of the Courier, (as also from

those of the Express,) as is Fourier’s

OWn reprohation of the work which forms

the magazine of his enemies as “full of

errors,” and unfit to be reprinted; it is

enough that it answers the purpose of ex

citing odium against any Social Reform,

and drawing away attention from the real

question at issue. But we are not to be

drawn aside by such a feint. Admit that

Fourier was wrong on this point, and not

grossly misconstrued and misrepresented,

what of itl Did not Luther and Milton err

on the same question? Were not many

of the early Protestants, the Anabaptists

especially, still more mistaken upon it!

Did not the Catholic world believe for a

century that the impulse of the Reforma

tion was universal Licentiousness'! and

that its end would infallihly be that?

All this was proved, too, after the Cou

rier’s fashion. Time only could dissipate

the delusion. So in the present case.

But the Courier eondescends to tell us

how it would have the injustice and evil

of Society redressed — let us hearken:

“Our ‘plan of reform' is that of the Bible,

 

which was ‘ given to the world ' before Fourier’a

day, and which will probably survive some time 1

after it. Its leadi rineiple is, that each in- \

dividual should ":5 EL! own reform from every ,

thing that is not rl ht' and this is its lan for

reforming the worl . then all men becomel

' hteous, in their dealings with others. there.

Will be no fraud :—there will be an ‘ equitabledivision of profits,’ and all the beneficial results

which Mr. Brisbane extols. " " " " Our Ian is

the reverse of his in this respect. that it thI

with the individual, and through him affects the

mass," kc. dce.

The men who opposed Galileo and

Columbus were equally sure with the

Courier that the Bible upheld them, but

their successors of our day have aban

doned that mistake. The Bible now-a

days is not often made to justify anything

worse than Wine-drinking, \Var, and

Slavery, but in this instance we think it

is pressed into harder service. Never

mind ; it will vindicate itselft'rom all such

unwarranted liberties in due time. we

must have patience.

But to the Courier‘s plan of Social or

Universal Reform. We have not a word

of objection to the Courier’s reforming

itself radically andthoroughly, the sooner

the better. Give us all the individual

Reform you can; we will not oppose

your plans in any spirit of retaliation.

Yet our conviction is thorough that there

must be reform in the relations of man

kind to each other before a reform of each

individual can be reasonably hoped for.

It does seem to us that a St. Paul on ev

ery street corner preaching to the desti

tute and unemployed father of a family,

“ Do not drink with the first friend you

have seen today when he offers to treat

you ;” to the hopeless drunkard‘s wife,

“Do not partake of the poison which

alone can make you forget the utter

wretchedness of your condition ; ” to the

poor, fricndless, despairing seamstress

who can earn but a dollar a week by six

teen hours' killing daily toil, and must

pay half of this for the most squalid gar

ret, “ Do not cease to shudder at the af

fected kindness of the specious villian,

who proflers you boundless luxury and

life-long devotion : " to the shivering and

penniless newsboy, “Dosnot cry your

stale apers as Extras with important

news rom Mexico, thoughthus alone can

you procure a supper and a bed;" it

does seem to us, we say, that even St.

Paul’s preaching would not secure uni

versal reform and righteousness unh-ss he

were divinely assisted to feed the famish

ing as well as to te'aeh them.

We do not think the Editor of the Cou

rier reasons as he does above—we mean

the one who reasons at all— this one —

in regard to anything relating to practical

business matters. When 9, Canal or

Railroad is to be constructed, we do not

hear him say, “ Let every one build so

much as runs across his own land and it

will be finished,” nor with regard to le

gal penalties, “Let every man who de
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serves hanging, hang himself and justice

will be done universally.” If ten thous

and of us were to land this day on a be

fore uninhabited island, he would be the

first to scout the specious wiseacre who

should enunciate, “I propose that every

man shall govern himself exactly as he

should be governed, as that will he the

best and cheapest of all governments.”

His prejudices would not in that case run

counter to and overbear his judgment.

But “ when all men become righteous

in their dealings with others there will be

no fraud, there will be an ‘ equitable di

vision of prufits,"’ the. God help the

starving and the down-trodden! most

they wait for this? Have you no nearer

glimmer of hope for them? Perhaps Hu

man Nature loolts not quite so black to us

as to you, but we fear the day is very far

distant when “ all men ” will be thor

oughly righteous. \Vhen we see our

best and wisest eagerly adding hoard to

hoard, while hundreds of the dens of

squalid wretchedoess and sin lie unheed

ed all around them, we feel that Human

Sufi'eriug cannot wait for all men to be

come righteous. _

Do read and think of the following ex

tracts from the Monthly Report of the

Office and Register Department of the

Am. Female Moral -Reform Society in

this city, given in the “Advocate” of

the 15th instant:

“July. A our, very re ectable woman

whom we wel know, and w are husband has

been out qfwork ten months, called for advice

in certain matters. I expressed a wish to see

the work she had obtained, which she was re

luctant to show me: it was a jean coat, with

one pocket and four button holes, and ‘ must be

well done, or she would et no more.’ It was

long before I could prevar on her to tell me the

price she obtained for making it, sayin ‘ the

man would give her no more ifshe tol —hc

gave as tnuch as others—and was better than

others, as he was kind and good.’ She had

walked two miles to obtain it—must do the

same to return it—and was to receive five

cents only !— Who would dare to buy or wear a

garment so made 'l

“The same man had given ont,as she told

me. the week before, seem Int-mired shirts to

makeforfiue 0mm each, and than was obliged to

and away twenty poor, starving creatures with

out any. These customers speak highly of his

justice and endeavors to serve them. At No.

St. a Jew 'ves ten cents for making

fine shirts with ten p aits in the bosom, neatly

made, and four button holes. She made one,

oin for it and returning it the same distance;

Fmt ound she should starve at that, and declined

taking any more. She had to buy her own

thread, costing two cents, which he did not al

low, and two days were required to make the

shirt!"

Here follow several accounts of poor

Women seeking work, and suffering for

want of it, including one who had been

driven to insanity for want of a home,

who is again alluded to as follows:

 

“An applicant Ibr- a home, of some thirty

years of age, who is known to us, and whose

character for integrity and truthfhlness is unim

peachable, was resent and in tears at the inter

view of the After the girl had left, she

gave on an account of three others, who, from

similar circumstances, had heromc lunatic. One

of these instances occurred last winter. The.

poor girl could get no place. She had no home,

no friends in the country, who could help her.

\Yant approached, and reason fled. She was

taken to the lunatic asylum at Blackwell’s Is

l'rntl- and in five months, was so much better,

that her sister, at service in a neighboring conn

ty, came and took her too place, where she is

oin'z well.

" Two others, sisters, recently were taken

there, at one time, from a respectable boarding

house in Mulberry Street, who become delirious

from the some cmue. Their board-bill was ac

cumulating; they had no home, no place, and,

 

 
no money. ]t_so wrought u on the mind of one

that she became insane; an this gfief, in riddi

tion to their previous distress, unsettled the in:

tellect of the other, and both were taken at one

time to the island --onc of them so raving that

she was necessarily tied into the wagon.

“ 0f the six hundred whose names have been

added to our Register since the lat of June,

one-third at least are friendlcss girls under

twenty. In consternation at up caching want,

homeless, friendlesa iter o perk/ling with

hunger, and afraid ofthe dangers that beset them

from other quarters.

“ \tht wonder is it if they sicken and die —

become a lunatic best? A colony of paupers

swell the list of criminals in our prisons; or,

worse than either, add a few more hundreds to

the crowded dens of vice l Have we not reason

to fear that we ‘shall be visited for these

things ? ’ "

And it is of this awful Social chaos, in

which a notorious brothel—keeper dashes

about town in her glittering coach, and

draws rents from $ 300,000 worth of real

estate which she has accumulated by her

business, while poor men vainly look for

employment through ten months on a

stretch, sustained by their wives making

coats at five cents each, that the devout

Empress of yesterday says,

“ We think and feel that, Society as it is or

gam'zed is the will of God, and for the best

good man."

Who can marvel that infidels abound

when such as this passes for Christianity?

How long, 0 how long shall the wealthy

and the pious resist the conviction that

concerted, combined, comprehensive, far

reaching Reforms are needed to redress

such unbearable wrongs?

THE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT:

sequsr. 'ro

CONSUELOT

FROM rm: rnnncn or GEORGE SAND.

Translated for the Harbinger.

XII.

Immediately after the opera, the hall

was levelled, illuminated, decorated ac

cording to custom, and the grand masked

ball called at Berlin the ridolto, was

opened precisely at midnight. The com

pany present was passably mixed, since

the princes and perhaps the princesses of

royal blood were confounded with the

actors and actresses of all the theatres.

The Porporina glided in alone, dressed as

a nun, a costume which allowed her to

conceal her neck and shoulders under the

veil, and her form under a very ample

robe. She felt the necessity of making

herself unrecognizable in order to escape

the commentaries which her meeting with

M. de Saint Germain might occasion, and

she was not sorry to prove the perspicaci

ty of the latter who had boasted that he

would discover her, however disguised

she might be. She had therefore ar

ranged this simple and easy dress alone,

and without admitting her maid to her

confidence; and she had come closely en

veloped in a long pelisse which she did

not put ofi" until she was in the midst of

the crowd. But she had not made the

 

* Entered according to ActofCongross, in the

your 1841‘; by FRANCIS G. SHAW,in the Clerk‘s

ethos of the District Court of Massachusetts.

 

round of the hall before she remarked an

annoying circumstance. A mask of her

size and apparently of her sex, dressed in

a nun’s costume precisely similar to her

own, came and placed herself before her

several times, jeeting with her upon their

identity.

“ Dear sister ” said this nun to her, “ I

am very desirous of knowing which of us

is the shadow of the other; and as it

seems to me that you are lighter and more

transparent than myself, I ask to touch

your hand in order to be sure if you are

my twin sister or my spectre.”

Consuelo avoided these attacks and en

deavored to gain her dressing room in

order to change her costume, and to make

some modification which should prevent

a mistake. She feared that the count de

Saint Germain, in case he had obtained,

in spite of her precautions, some in

formation respecting her disguise, might

‘address himself to her Sosia and speak

of the secrets he had mentioned the

night before. But she had no opportun—

ity. A capuchin was already in pursuit

of her and soon seized her arm, whether

she would or no. “ You will not avoid

me, sister,” said he to her in a low

voice; “ I am your father confessor, and

will tell you your sins. You are the

princess Amelia.”

“ You are a novice, brother,’ replied

Consuelo, disguising her voice as is cus

tomary at masquerades. “ You are but

poorly acquainted with your peniteuts.”

“ 0! it is very useless to disguise your

voice, sister. I do not know if you wear

the costume of your order, but you are

the abbess of Quedlimburg, and you may

as well acknowledge it to me, who am

your brother Henry."

Consuelo did in fact recognize the

voice of the prince who had often spoken

with her and who had quite a remarkable

lisp. To be sure that her Sosia was in

deed the princess, she denied again and

the prince added : “ I saw your costume

at the tailor's, and as there is no secret

for princes, I discovered your's. Come,

let us lose no time in chatting. You

cannot pretend to pdzzle me, my dear

sister, and it is by no means with the in

tention of tormenting you that I attach

myself to your side. I have something

serious to say to you. Come a little

apart with me."

5

Consuelo allowed. herself to be. led

away by the prince, fully resolved to

show her face rather than take advantage

of his error in order to discover the farm

ily secrets. But, at the first word he ad

dressed to her when they had reached a

box, she became attentive in spite of her

self and thought she had a right to listen

to the end.

“Be careful that you do not go too

fast with the Porporina,” said the prince
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to his pretended sister. “It is not that

I doubt her discretion and the nobleness

of her heart. The most important per

sonages of the order guarantee these, and h

though you should again laugh at the na- .

ture of my feelings for her, I will say

moreover that I share your sympathy for

that amiable person. But neither those

personages nor myself are of opinion

that you should compromise yourself

with her before we are sure of the dispo

sition of her mind. An enterprise that

would at once seizs upon an ardent im

agination like your own ora justly irritat

ed mind like mine, may at first frighten a

timid girl, doubtless a stranger to all

politics and all philosophy. The reasons

which have operated on you are not such

as to make an impression upon a woman

placed in so different a sphere. Leave

therefore to Trismegistus or to Saint Ger

main the care of this initiation.”

“Bot has not Trismegistus gone!”

said Consuelo, who was too good an ac

tress not to be able to imitate the hoarse

and changing voice of the princess

Amelia.

“That you must know better than I,

since the man has no relations here with

any- one but you. As for myself, I do

not know him. But M. de Saint Ger

main appears to me the most skilful

workman, and the person must extraordi

narily well acquainted with the science

which interests us. \Ve must do our

best to attachthis beautiful cantatrice to

ourselves, and to save her from the dan

gers that threaten her.”

“ Is she then really in danger? ” asked

Consuelo.

“ She will be if she persists in repel

ling the sighs of M. the marquis.”

“ What marquis? ” asked Consuelo

astonished.

“ You are very absent, sister.

of Fritz or the grand lama.”

“ Yes, the marquis of Brandebourg! ”

returned the Porporina, understanding at

last that he referred to the king. “ But

are you very sure that he thinks of that

little girl? "

“ I will not say that he loves her, but

he is jealous of her. And then, sister,

you must acknowledge that you com

promise that poor girl by taking her for

your confidant— \Vell, I know nothing

of that, I wish to know nothing; but in

the name of Heaven, be prudent, and

don’t let ourfriemls suspect that you are

animated by any other sentiment than

that of political liberty. we have re

solved 'to adopt your countess of Rudol

stadt. When she is initiated and bound by

oaths, promises and threats, you will run

no risk with her. Until then, I conjure

you, refrain from seeing her and speaking

to her of your concerns and onr‘s. -- And

to begin, remain no longer at the ball,

I speak

where your presence is not proper and

where the grand lama will certainly

know that you have come. Give me

your arm to go out. I can accompany

you no further. I am considered under

arrest at Potsdam, and the palace walls

have eyes which would pierce a mask of

iron.”

At this moment some one knocked at

the door of the box, and as the prince did

not open, the person insisted. “ That is

a very impertinent fellow to wish to enter

a box where there is a lady! ” said the

prince showing his bearded mask at the

doobwindow. But a red domino, with

a livid face the aspect of which was

rather frightful, appeared and said to him

with a singular gesture: “It rains.”

This announcement appeared to make a

great impression on the prince. “ Must

Igo or remain! ” asked he of the red

domino.

“ You must seek,” replied the domino,

“ for a nun exactly like this one, who is

wandering about in the crowd. I will

take charge of madam,” added he, desig

nating Consuelo and entering the box

which the prince hurriedly opened for

him. They exchanged some words in a

low voice, and the prince went out with

out saying- another word to the Por

porina.

“ W'hy,” said the red domino, seating

himself at the bottom of the box and ad

dressing Cousuelo, “ did you take a dis

guise precisely similar to that of the

princess. It was errposing her as well as

yourself to fatal mistakes. I do not re

cognize therein either your prudence or

your devotedness.”

“ If my costume be similar to that of

any other person, Iam entirely ignorant

of the fact,” said Consuelo, who kept on

her guard with her new companion.

“ I thought it was a jest of the earni

val arranged between you two. Since it

is not so, madam countess, and chance

alone has occasioned it, let us speak

of yourself and abandon the princess to

her fate.”

“But if any one he in danger, sir, it

does not seem to me that the part of

those who talk of devotedness is to re

main with their arms folded.”

“The person whtrhas just left you

will watch over that august giddy-brain.

Doubtloss, you are not ignorant that the

matter interests him more than it does us,

for that person pays court to you also."

“ You are mistaken, sir, and I do not

know this person any more than 1 know

you. Besides, your language is neither

that of a friend nor of a jester. You

will therefore permit me to return to the

ball."

“ Permit me first to ask you for a pock

et book which has been entrusted to you

 

for me.”

“ Not so, I have not been entrusted

with anything for any body.”

“That is well; you should say so.

But with me, it is useless: I am the

count de Saint Germain.”

“I know nothing of that.”

“Even if I should take off my mask,

as you have only seen my features in a

dark night, you would not recognize me.

But here are my credentials.”

The red domino presented to Consuelo

a sheet of music accompanied by a sign

which she could not mistake. She gave

him the pocket book, not without tremb

ling, and taking care to add: “ Take no

tice of what I have said. I am not en

trusted with any message for you; it is

l, I alone, who send these letters and the

accompanying drafts to the person you

know of.”

“ So, it is you who are the baron de

Trenek’s mistress! ”

Consuelo, terrified at the frightful

falsehood required of her kept silence.

“ Reply, madam," resumed the red

domino; “ the baron does not conceal

from us that he receives consolation and

assistance from a person who loves him.

It is then indeed you who are the friend

of the baron? ”

“ It is I,” replied Consuelo firmly,

“ and I am as much surprised as

wounded by your questions. Can I not

be the baron's friend without being ex

posed to the brutal expressions and in

sulting questions you are pleased to make

use of towards me? ”

“ The affair is too serious a one for you

to stand upon words. Listen attentively:

you charge me with a commission which

compromises me and exposes me to per

sonal danger of more than one kind. There

may be therein some concealed political in

trigue and I do not wish to engage in it.

I have given my word to the friends of M.

de Trenck to serve him in a love affair.

Let us understand clearly: I have not

promised to serve frirndship. The word

is too vague and makes me anxious. I

know that you are incapable of lying. If

you tell me positively that 'I'renck is your

lover, and if Ican inform Albert de Ru

dolstadt — ”

“ .Iust Heaven ! sir, do not torment me

thus; Albert is no more! - ”

“ In the language of men, he is dead,

I know ; but for you as for me he is eter

nally living."

“If you mean it in a religious and

symbolical sense, it is the truth; but if in

a material sense— ”

“ Let us not discuss—A veil still cov

ers your mind, but that veil will be raised.

What is necessary for me to know at

present is your position with regard to

Trenck. If he is your lover I will take

charge of this remittance on which his life

perhaps depends; for he is deprived of all
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resources. If you refuse to declare

yourself, I refuse to be your messenger.”

“ Well,” said Consuelo with a painful

effort, “ he is my lover. Take the pock

et-book and let him have it as soon as

possible.”

“ It is enough,” said M. de Saint Ger

main, taking the pocket-book. “Now,

noble and courageous girl, let me say

that I admire and respect you. This is

only a trial to which I wished to subject

your devotedness and your self denial. I

know all ! I know that you lie from gen

erosity, and that you have been sacredly

faithful to your husband. I know that

the princess Amelia, even while making

use of me, does not deign to grant me

her confidence, and that she labors to free

herself from the tyranny of the grand

lama without ceasing to play the princess

andthe prude. She is true to her character,

and does not blush to expose you, you, a

poor girl without position (as the people

of the world say) to an eternal misfor

tune; yes, to the greatest of misfortunes!

that of preventing the brilliant resurrec

tion of your husband and of plunging his

present existence into the purgatory of

doubt and despair. But happily, between

the soul of Albert and your own, a chain

of invisible hands is constantly extended,

to place in communication her who labors

upon the earth in the light of the sun and

him who labors in an unknown world, far

from the eyes of vulgar men.”

This strange language agitated Con~

suelo, though she had resulved to mistrust

the captions declamations of pretended

prophets. “ Explain yourself, sir count,”

said she endeavoring to retain a calm and

cold air. “I know well that Albert‘s

part is not terminated upon the earth, and

that his soul has not been annihilated by

the breath of death. But the connection

which may exist between him and my

self is covered by a. veil which my own

death alone can raise, if it please God to

grant us a vague remembrance of our

preceding existences. This is a myste

rious matter, and it is not in the power of

any one to assist the celestial influence

which unites in a new life those who

have loved each other in a former one.

What then do you pretend to make me

believe by saying that certain sympathies

watch over me to effect that union? ”

“I might speak to you of myself

alone,” replied M. de Saint Germain,

“and say that having known Albert in

all time, as well when I served under his

orders in the war of the Hussites against

Sigismond, as later in the thirty years

war when he was— ”

“ I know, sir, that you pretend to re

member all your anterior existences, as

Albert himself was unhealthily and fatal

ly persuaded. I thank God I never sus

pected his good faith in this matter! but

 

that belief was so connected in him with

a state of delirious exaltation that I have

never accepted the reality of that excep

tional and perhaps inadmissible power.

Spare me then the embarrassment of lis

tening to your strange conversation upon

that subject. I know that many persons,

impelled by a frivolous curiosity, would

be pleased to be now in my situation, and

to receive will: a smile of encouragement

and pretended credulity, the Wonderful

histories which Iarn told you relate so

well. But I do not know how to act a

part except when obliged to do so, and I

could not be amused by what are called

your reveries. They would remind me

too forcibly of those which so terrified and

afilicted me in the count de Rudolstadt.

Deign, therefore, to reserve them for

those who wish to share them. For

nothing in the world would I wish to

deceive you by pretending to believe

them; and even if those reveries did not

awaken in me any sorrowful recollection,

I could not be willing to make sport of

you. Be pleased, therefore, to answer

my questions without endeavoring to mis~

lead my judgment by words of a vague

and two fold meaning To assist your

frankness I will say that 1 already know

you have peculiar and mysterious views

respecting me. You are to initiate me

into 1 know not what important confi

dence, and some persons of high rank

depend upon you to give me the first

notions ofI know not what occult sci

ence.”

“ Persons of high rank are some

times strangely mistaken, madatn count

ess,” said the count very calmly. “I

thank you for the loyalty you display

towards me, and will refrain from touch

ing upon things which you would not

understand, perhaps from want of will to

understand them. I will only say that

there is in fact an occult science upon

which I pride myself and in which I am

assisted by superior light. But that sci

ence has nothing supernatural about it,

since it is purely and simply that of the

human heart, or, if you prefer, a deep

knowledge of human life in its most in

ward springs and most secret actions.

And to prove to you thatI do not boast,

I will tell you exactly what passes in

your own heart since you are separated

from the count de Rudolstadt, always

with your permission.”

“I consent,” replied Consuelo, “ for

on this pointI know that you cannot im

pose upon rue.”

“ Well; you love for the first time in

your life, you love completely, truly: and

he whom you love thus, in the tears of

repentance, for you did not love him a

year ago, he whose absence is bitter to

 

your future, is not the baron de Trenck,

for whom you have only a grateful friend

ship and a quiet sympathy ; is not Joseph

Haydn, who is for you only a young

brother in Apollo ; is not king Frederick,

who terrifies and interests you at the

same time; is not even the handsome

AnZoleto, whom you can no longer es

teem; it is he whom you saw lying upon

his bed of death and clothed with the

ornaments which the pride of noble fam

ilies places even in the tomb, upon the

shroud of the dead, it is Albert de Ru

dolstadt.”

Consuelo was for an instant struck by

this revelation of her secret feelings from

the mouth of a man whom she did not

know. But on thinking that she had

related her whole life and laid bare her

own heart the proceeding evening before

the princess Amelia, and recalling all

that prince Henry had allowed'her to

guess of the relations of the princess

with a mysterious brotherhood in which

the count de Saint Germain bore one of

the principal parts, she ceased to be as

tonished, and ingenuously confessed to the

latter that she did not consider it a great

merit in him to know things which she

had recently confessed to a very indiscreet

friend.

“ You mean the abbess of Quedlim

burg,” said M. de Saint Germain. “ Well,

will you believe my word of honor! "

“I have no right to question it," re

plied the Porporina.

“Then I give you my word of honor,"

returned the count, “that the princess

has not said a word to me of you for the

reason that I have never had the advan

tage of exchanging a single word with

her, nor with her confidant, madam do

Kleist.”

“ Still, sir, you have a connection with

her, at least indirectly.”

“As to myself, all that connection

consists in transmitting to her Trenck's

letters and receiving hers for him through

a third person. You see that her confi

dence in me does not go very far, since

she persuades herself that Iam ignorant

of the interest she takes in our fugitive.

However, this princess is not perfidious;

she is only foolish, as all tyrannical na

tures become when oppressed. The ser

vants of truth have hoped much from her.

and have granted her their protection.

Heaven grant they may not be obliged to

repent it! ”

“You judge severely an interesting

and unhappy princess, sir count, and

perhaps are badly acquainted with her af

fairs. I myself am ignorant of them— ”

“ Do not tell a useless falsehood, Con

suelo. You supped with her last night

and I can tell you all the circumstances."

you, whose disappearance has discolored Here the count do Saint Germain related

your life and taken all enchantment from i the smallest details of the Supper of the
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night before, from the conversation of the

princess and madam de Kleist, even to

the dresses they Were, the bill of fare of

the entertainment, the meeting with the

sweeper, &c. He did not stop there, and

also mentioned the visit which the king

had made that morning to our heroine,

the words exchanged between them, the

cane raised upon Consuelo, the threats

and repentance of Frederick, all, even to

the smallest gestures and the expression

of their features, as if he had been pres

ent at the scene. He ended by saying:

“ And you were very wrong, artless and

generous child, to allow yourself to be

taken by the returns of friendship and good~

ness which the king knows how to assume

on occasion. You will repent ofit. The

royal tiger will make you feel his claws,

unless you accept a protection more elli

cacious and more honorable, a protection

truly paternal and all‘powerful, which

will not be bounded by the narrow limits

of the marquisate of Brandebourg, but

which will hover over you on the whole

surface of the earth, and would follow

you even to the deserts of the new

World."

“ I know only God," replied Consuelo,

“ who can exercise such a protection and

who will extend it even over a being so

insignificant as I am. If I incur any

danger here,_it is in him that I place my

hope. I should distrust all other care of

which I know neither the means. nor the

motives."

“ Distrust does not become great souls,”

returned the count; “ and it is because

madam de Rudolstadt is a great soul that

she has a right to the protection of the

true servants of God. This is the sole

motive of that which is offered you. As

to their means, they are immense, and

differ as much in their power and their

morality from those possessed by kings

and princes, as the cause of God differs

in its sublimity from that of the despots

and triumphant heroes of this world. If

you have love and confidence in divine

justice alone, you are compelled to recog

nize His action in the men of virtue and

intelligence who are here below the min

isters of his will and the executors of

his supreme law. To redress wrongs, to

protect the weak, to repress tyranny, to

encourage and recompense virtue, to

spread abroad the principles of morality,

to preserve the holy deposite of honor,

such has been in all time the mission of a

venerable and illustrious phalanx which,

under various names and differeiit forms,

has been perpetuated from the origin of

societies until our day. See the gross

and inhuman laws that govern nations,

see the prejudices and errors of men, see

every where the monstrous traces of bar

barism! How could you conceive that,

in a world'so' badly governed by the igno

 

rance of the masses and the perfidy of

the rulers, any virtues can be put forth

and any true doctrines made known? It

is so, nevertheless, and we see lilies

without spot, flowers without stain, souls

like your own, like Albert’s, grow and

shine upon the terrestrial mud. But do

you believe that they could preserve their

perfume, save themselves from the im

pure bites of reptiles and resist the

storm, if they were not sustained and

saved by succoring powers, by friendly

hands? Do you believe that Albert, that

sublime man, a stranger to all vulgar tur

pitudes, superior to humanity so far as to

appear mad in the eyes of the profane,

drew from himself alone all his great

ness, all his faith? Do you believe that

he was an isolated fact in the universe,

and that he never refreshed himself at a'

centre of sympathy and hope? And you

yourself, do you think you would be what

you are, had not the divine breath passed

from Albert‘s soul into your's'l But now

that you are separated from him, cast

into a sphere unworthy of you, exposed

to all dangers, to all temptations, agirl

of the theatre, confidant of the love of a

princess, and reputed mistress of a king

worn by debauchery and frozen by selfish

ness, can you hope to preserve the im

maculate purity of your original candor,

if the mysterious wings of the archangels

are not spread as a celestial mgis over

you! Beware, Consuelo; it is not in

yourself, in yourself alone at least, that

you can find the strength which you re

quire. Even the prudence on which you

pride yourself, will be easily baffled by

the spirit of malice that wanders in dark

ness around your virgin pillow. Learn

then to respect the holy militia, the invis

ible army of the faith which already

forms a rampart around you They ask

of you neither engagements nor services;

they order you only to be docile and con

fiding when you feel the unexpected ef

fects of their beneficial adoption. I have

said enough. It is for you to reflect

thoughtfully upon my words, and when

the time shall come, when you see mira

cles accomplished around you, recollect

that all is possible to those who believe

and labor in common, to those who are

equal and free; yes, to them nothing is

impossible for the recompense of merit;

and if your’s should be so exalted as to

obtain from them a sublime reward, know

that they could even resuscitate Albert

and restore him to you.”

Having spoken thus in a tone animated

by an enthusiastic conviction, the red

domino rose, and without awaiting Con

suelo's reply, bowed himself before her

and left the box, where she remained “for

some moments motionless and as if lost

in strange reveries.

To be Conjinued.

 

Events Sun sun was Uurrnown. It

has been the custom, says the Parisian

Journal des Debate, for the great novelist,

notwithstanding his reputation as a man

of fashion, to spend much of his time in

visiting the garrets of the city, relieving

the poor, and at the same moment gath

ering a deep knowledge of human nafure.

()n a dark and sleety night last Novem

ber, he was standing in one of the most

wretched holes in Paris, where a poor

widow and her two children were lying

in a state of shocking destitution. They

were without bread, or covering, or fire;

and the beauty of one of the orphan chil

dren, a girl of some fifteen, added interest

to the scene. Sue gave them somemoo

e , and left resolving to call next day.

Ii'e did call, and to his utter astonish

ment, found the widow and her children

surrounded with all the comforts of life

—fire on the hearth, baskets of bread,

Bologna sausages in profusion, and in

fact every thing necessary to make home

happy. In the midst ofthis scene of pro

fusion stood a slender young man, very

handsomely dressed. He was the cause

of this sudden relief; the widow and her

daughters blest him with tears in their

eyes. Eugene Sue was much struck

by this token of feeling in one so young,

brilliant and gay. \Vhen the young fash

ionahle left, he followed, determined to

ascertain his residence, and after much

trouble saw him enter a carriage near

the Place Vendome, and drive to the

Chasse d'Antin. Sue followed, saw the

stranger enter the Hotel of the Due do

He waited for an hour [or his

reappearance, and at last saw a beautiful

young lady of high rank come ouhofthe

hotel and enter the carriage. In that

lady, Sue recognised, not only “'the hand

some dandy, but the Princess d'Orleans,

one of the daughters-ofLonis Phillippe.

 

FLOGGING in Tris: BRITISH ARMY. It

is well known that the horrible and pro

tracted torture of the lash, is a frequent

punishment in the British army. It is

probably one of the most dreadful punish

ments which the ingenuity of man ever

devised, even in the days of the Inquisi

tion. Among the items of news by the

Hibernia, it was stated that a soldier had

been flogged so severe] at Hounslolv, as

to cause his death. ‘he following is a

portion of the evidence before the corn

ner’s jury, taken from papers by the

Great Western :

The man was fastened to a ladder

which was nailed on the wall of the rid

ing school. His hands were tied, and

his back was bare notihe loins, with his

shirt off and his trutsers on. The C010

nel and the adjutant were present, and al

so Dr. \Varrea. Critten gave '25 lashes,

and then Evans took the whip, and gave

the other 25. The fnrricr gives a flour

ish in the air with the cat, and raises

himself on his toes forward at every

stroke. The 25 stripes were given with

out cessation. They went .on till the first

100 lashes had been given, when they

changed by order of the adjutant.

The whips were then brought in,

wrapped up in a cloth. and were handed

out to the witness: each had nine thongs

of whip cord, each thong knotted half

way up, at intervals of a couple of inch—

es ; the handles about eighteen inches '

leogth, were about the thickness of a

man‘s thumb. The cords of two of the

five cats were stained, hardened and dis
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colored with blood. The doctor did not

approach any nearer to the deceased dur

ing the time he was under punishment.

He called fora drink of water, and he had

it out of a quart. He called for a drink

of water two or three times. He did not

appeal to the surgeon, nor did the sur

geon ask any questions. There was not

more than an interval of a minute's time

at the change of the cats. The blood

came before the first 25 was completed,

nearly between the shoulders. There

was a great deal of bl00d, and it ran down i

into the deceased’s trousers. He never

uttered a Word, but once, when the sec

ond cats were taken. At the expiration

of 100 lashes, he cried out, “lower, low

er.”

The above miserable wretch, a recruit,

who had recently joined the regiment,

was sentenced by a court-martial to re

ceive one hundred and fifty lashes, on his

bare back, for striking his sergeant with

apoker. So much for the progress of

civilization in Great Britain. —Bos!0n

Journal.

llfIISSlONARY Tes'rs or PIETY. A wri

ter in the “ Bangor Whig and Courier,”

gives the following report of the position

taken by the Rev. Dr. Anderson, the

main pillar of the American Board, at a

Missionary Convention in Bangor.

In regard to Polygamy, Dr. Anderson

remarked, “that after a full consideration

of the subject the missionaries came to

the conclusion, that the sinfulness of pol

amy was not so clearly taught in the

glow Testament as to make it a test of

exclusion. It was, however, regarded by

the missionaries as a bar to holding church

offices.” With reference to the question

of slavery, Dr. Anderson said, “ whether

or not, slavcholding, nnder the circum

stances of the case, was inconsistent with

piety, in the lndian communities, the

missionaries, who were excellent men,

were better judges than we could be.

The rule of the missionaries, which he

thought a wise one, was to admit mem

bers on the single ground of piety.”

And that " slaveholding is not necessa

rily inconsistent with receiving a man in

to the church, that it is not to be regard

ed as a disciplinable ofi'ence.”

In answer to inquiries, Dr. Anderson

farther stated that the committee would

TLL’UH a missionary who should receive

into the church, persons entertaining

Unitarian, Universalist, or Mormon

views, even though he should deem them

really pious persons.

The foregoing paragraph has excited

some attention and some surprise ; though

much less than we should have believed

would have been the case. It is a most

remarkable avowal, and completely illus

trative ol' the hollow and unsubstantial

condition, the inconsistent and contradic

tory opinions of the larger part of the

American religious community.

Where is the " New York Observer ”

and its echoes? Where are the religious

newspapers and the pulpits which have

exhibited such horror at the thought of

some of the speculations of Swedonborg

and some of the theories of Fourier upon

love and marriage? Have they exhaust

ed their distress, that they have tions left

for the morality of the Missionary Board?

Or do they prefer to strain at a gnat,

while they can swallow a camel?

\Ve would recommend the importation

 

of some foreign convert of a mission

church, with about four wives in his'

train, to defend and illustrate the posi

tion of their friends:l A nearer view

might tend to clear up the subject the

better. Meanwhile, in behalf ofthe poly

gamist church members, who are, it

seems, not allowed to hold church offices,

though admitted to be church members,

we protest against this unjust exclusion.

If the New Testament is not clear upon

the subject, this restriction is tyrannical.

and an improper invasion of private

rights, a “ meddlesome " assault upon a

“ patriarchal, domestic institution.”—

Cln'istian W'orld.

NEVER FEAR.

BY GOODN'IN BARMBY.

Though the clouds are black as night,

Never fear !

Though the lightning’s deadly bright,

. Never fear!

Though the thunderbolt is red,

Though the shaft of death is sped,

God is present overhead—

chcr fear '.

Though the tyrant’s axe is bright,

Never fear !

Though the black block is in sight,

Never fear !

Though a foeman is each knave,

Though a coward is each slave,

God is with the freeman brave—

Never fear!

Though the bigot's curses raise,’

N ever fear l

Though the martyr's fagots blaze,

Never fear!

Though they strive to cripple youth, -

Though they treat good deeds with ruth,

God is ever with the truth-—

Never fear!

Though the storm-god flaps his wings,

Never fear!

Though the tempest death-song sings,

Never fear!

In the clouds are blue specks fair,

Through the dark bonghs blows an air,

God is present every where—

cher fear!

THE ROTHSCHILD’S WEALTH.

THE FRUITS OF A BAD SYSTEM.

The Rothschilds have a fortune of one

hundred and fifty millions of dollars, and

Lord somebody, who lately died in Eng

lond, has left a fortune of fifty millions of

dollars. Though the Rothschilds operate

in Paris and London, yet Frankfort, Vi

enna, and other German cities, have been

and are the principal theatre oftheir bus

iness. And in what has this business

consisted? In buying and selling stocks;

in negotiating loans, or standing between

lender and borrower, and receiving pay

ment for transacting their mutual business.

We urge nothing against this business,

as we participate in no vulgar and

groundless prejudices against brokers.

‘hey hold the same position between

borrowers and lenders, or buyers and sell

ers of money and evidences of debt, with

merchants between producers and con

sulners. Like merchants, they are dis

tributors. But we do complain of the

system which reduces millions to extreme

poverty, and all its consequent miseries,

 in a single generation, one hundred and

fifty millions of dollars. Ten thousand

dollars, invested in a farm, a mechanical

trade, or in commerce, will afford an am

ple provision to a family of moderate

numbers, and is more than most farmers,

mechanics or merchants possess, even in

our country of general distribution. The

wealth of these Rothschilds, thus divided,

would supply fifteen thousand such fam

ilies. Divided in portions of five thous

and dollars, more than the majority of our

farmers and mechanics possess, it would

supply thirty thousand such families, and

at the rate of five persons to each family,

would afford, with reasonable labor, all

the comforts of life to one hundred and

fifty thousand persons. Hence one hun

dred and fifty thousand persons must he

reduced from comfort to absolute destitu

tion, to enable one family to own one

hundred and fifty millions of dollars!

Such a system is awful! The statistics

of Berlin, the capital of Prussia, with a

population of three hundred and fifty-two

thousand, show about seventy thousand

paupers and criminals, the latter being

driven to crime by poverty. And

whence this enormous poverty? It is

produced by bad government, producing

standing armies, royal luxury, govern

mental loans, paper money, stock mar

kets, monopolies of land and money,

landed barons and rag barons. And how

many paupers and criminals are found in

the British Isles? The question can be

answered by its bloated barons, landed

and ragged. And we are rapidly build

ing up the system. One individual in the

East can own five millions of acres in the

West, and thereby compel thirty-one

thousand, two hundred and fifty men to

remain landless paupers, instead of be

coming independent farmers. And a.

bank can lend seven hundred thousand

dollars to another " enterprising person ”

to speculate in stocks, while it will not

discount a responsible mechanic's note

for five hundred dollars. And so we go,

building up a system that builds up

ltothschilds and paupcrs! _And where

will it end? Just where it has ended in

England and Germany. And where will

that end'.l Just where it ended in France

in 1789! Like causes, operating upon

like subjects, always produce like effects.

So God has decreed, and :0 man can not

repeal. These Rothschilds, while accu

mulating one hundred and fifty millions of

dollars from the pockets of others have

not added a cent to the wealth of the

world. They have not raised a potato,

or manufactured a button, or distributed

an ounce of bread between farmer and

mechanic, or any others. \Ve say this

in reproach of the system, not of them.

The system is founded upon the very vic

es of the political and social constitution.

And thus through a system originating in

mischiefs which ought not to exist, and

which would not exist under a good gov

ernment, well administered, is one family

able to accumulate enormous wealth, and

thus to create multitudes of paupers and

criminals ! Retribution must follow, and

as it has followed, “ Vengeance is mine,

and I will repay, saith the Lord."

“And I will visit the iniquities of the

fathers upon the children to the third and

fourth generation, of them that hate me.”

—— Dollar vaspaper.

Life belongs only to God, and that is

and enables one man or family to amass, , why it is written, “ Thou shalt not kill."
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REVIEW.

Minstrelsy, Ancient and Modem; with an,

Historical Introduction and Nulea. By

WILLIAM MOTHEIIWELL. In Two Vol

umes. Boston: William D. Tickuor

& Co. 1846. pp. 279, 283.

We love to see our poets well clad,

and to read their thoughts out of beauti

ful volumes, so that the eye may have its

share of the feast. Let us commence

therefore with a word of acknowledge

ment to the publishers, who have so well

appreciated and promoted this natural

fitness of things. Their editions of some

of the more modern poets, as Tennyson,

Motherwell, \Vhittier, Milncs, &c., have

been worthy of their subjects, and such

as devout admirers of these authors feelt

it quite a triumph to get hold of. This‘

last outstrips its predecessors in beauty

and clearness of typography, and in its‘

uncommonly English and select appear

ance generally.

The collection of the Romantic and.

Historic ballads of Scotland, here reprint

ed, was made about nineteen years ago.

The author of “Jeanie Morrison,” was

certainly the man for such a work. lnl

justice to his own poetic feeling he could i

scarce escape it. The little volume of

poems, which have made Motherwell so

much lamented, are not more characteris

tic of him than this patriotic and some

what antiquarian work. His own poetry

seems to have be_en in a great measure

inspired by the popular ballads of his

language; his poetic sentiment seems to

have been a conscious part of the popular

 

 

vein of poetry flowing down from times,

lence, mingled with due critical sagacity.remote. There is a. certain sense of sol

idarity with the genius of his country

and of the past, visible in all his efforts

 

that way. He is the inheritor, together

with his countrymen, of a certain venem- 1 its dramatic character; discusses its prob

hle fund of poesy, which it is his natural

vocation to nurse as capital and to in-l

crease somewhat. He does not create!

from himself purely; but he unfolds outi

There is something very beauti- ‘of that.

ful and profound in such a feeling; poc

try to it is something more than a. person

al matter; it is the honeyed deposite of

ages, the concrete manifestation of a

spirit handed down, which, more than all

the externalitics of history and customs,

keeps up the identity of the race.

We say, therefore, that such a work

comes well from Motherwell, and is a

true expression of his own poetic charac

ter, of which a sort of poetic reverence,

considerably limited to country, forms so

marked a feature. It was congenial to

his whole nature to be gathering up these

floating fragments of old song. “ Min

strelsy” and poesy to him were one.

He would be a minstrel himself, so far as

 

the garish day-light of a nineteenth cen

tury could tolerate such a character, and

at all events he would arrest and transmit

to posterity such fleeting voices of min

strelsy in its best days as have not utterly

died away amongst the hills and by the

lowly firesides. Many of these ballads,

he informs us, are here for the first time

published. He took them down himself

from the lips of venerable crones,

“The spillstcrs and the knittcrs in the sun,

Who used to chaunt it,”

and who learned it of their grandames.

For the rest, he has given the most au

thentic versions (for he has a pious ab

horrence of the “improvements " which

such things receive from modern editors)

of the principal substance of the best

there is to be foundin “Percy‘s Reliques,” '

in the “Border Minstrelsy," and the

other approved collections. They are of

various degrees of antiquity; some of

them belonging to the very earliest re

corded productions in the English lan

guage. He takes the oral versions cur

rent among the peoplc, as the standard of

genuine text, in preference to any other.

His theories upon the subject are set

forth in a very diffuse. yet very valuable

Introduction, filling half of the first vol

ume.

This Introduction will repay a careful

reading. Undoubtedly, it is the net re

sult of all the learning thus far on the

subject; nothing could give the reader,

in so short a time, so clear a view of the

whole field thus far explored, showing

him precisely how much is known, and

how tnuch yet exists, of what is called

English Minstrelsy. In it he unfolds the

antiquities of the matter, with due rever

He makes a distinction between the R0

mantic and the Historic ballads; distin

guishing Ballad generally, from Song, by

able origin and transmission; enters into

an analysis of its subject matter and its

intrinsic merits as a body of poetry, char

acterising its spirit and its structure, and

especially its stereotyped identical treat

ment of similar scenes and circumstances,

with a depth of earnest appreciating

feeling, not so fanatical as to withhold

some good humored glances at things

amusingly simple, and with a wealth of

poetic imagery in his own sentences,

which make the treatise anything but pro

saic;—and finally he gives a complete

and critical list, a catalogue raisonnec, ofall

the collections which have ever been made

from Bishop Percy down to Allan Cun

ningham (on whose ruthless spirit of

“improvement” he is' terribly severe)

and to himself; enumerating every ballad

or fragment added to our printed stock by

each, and making the sum total, with his

own additions, one hundred and sixty

 

three. He dismisses the theme with a.

sigh for the “good old times,” and a

somewhat bitter protest against the

“ stream of innovation.” And yet, in the

following passage, we find this devout

lover of the past strangely coinciding

with our arch-reformer, Fourier, in his

condemnation of a certain class of influ

ential thinkers whom the latter distin

guishes by the significant title “obscur

ants.”

“The changes, which, within this half centu

ry, the manners and habits of our peasantry and

laboring classes, with whom this song has been

cherished, have undergone, are inimical to its

further preservation. They have departed from

ithe stern simplicity of their fathers, and have

ilearucd, with the paltry philosophers, political

\ quarks, and illmninolrd dreamers on Economic

mid .‘llural Science, to laugh at the prejudices,

lwlicfs, and superstitious of elder times. lf

they could separate, or if they whose follies

they ape could separate, the chaff from the

wheat, it were well; but in parting with the

antiquated notions of other days, they part also

with their wisdom and their virtues. The stream

of innovation is flooding far and wide, and an

cient landmarks are fast disappearing. All this

may be mighty well in the eyes of those who

have no thought but for the little day which

bounds their own existence; but the mind

whose sympathies embrace the past and grasp at

the future, cannot view these changes un

moved.”

Alas! we fear the criticism is too true,

so far as these Economists and Moralists

have any thing to offer. But there are

other reformers now abroad, who mean to

bind up the rich grain of the past, with

the essence of every good thing which a

poet can regret, into the fair sheaf of a

glorious Future; and then our poet, if

his spirit still looks back (as we would

trust) to this dear globe, shall see a more

than “portic” Justice realized. For is

not the poetry we cling to in the past, the

soul of the far better day just dawning!

Are not the poets of the past the states

men of to-day, the prophets and reform

ers of to-morrow! \Ve can respect the

weakness which flees to the romance of

history, finding but a scanty, bitter juice

for soul‘s sustenance in the cold Fact of

to-day. lts starting point and object are

identical with the most far-seeing reform.

It cannot abide the reign of unbelief and

selfishness; it is in itself a longing for

true life and unity; sometimes it takes

refuge desperately, in the bosom of the

old Catholic Church; ah! if it only

were catholic! and sometimes it tries to

creep under the warm coverlid of antique

poesy aml superstition and dream away

there like a good child; but it prohes a

shrunk and tattered coverlid at best,

scarcely enough for the few fortunate dil~

ettanti; and meanwhile there are the

poor weavers and delvers, there are the

millions—what shall cover them? It is

to a new Order that we look to save the

poetry of the past.

Mr. Motherwell has collected in these
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volumes sixty-seven pieces, of various de

grees of age and excellence, of course,

since the desire to rescue as much as pos

sible of a fast perishing thing from the

tooth of time, covers quite liberally with

its ban of protection much which has on

ly a generic and not a special title to ad

mission. To most ofthe pieces are prefix

ed instructive notes, historical and criti

cal, sometimes collating various “sets”

or readings. A few however present

themselves without any introduction, in

full modern dress,-— possibly some stray

seeds of what he was saving dropped into

the editor’s own brain and begat them.

They do no dishonor to their ancestors.

On the contrary, another appears here as

an antique, which stands in the American

volume of Motherwell’s poems as his

own: namely: the spirited Cavalier‘s

Song:

“A steed! a steed of matChlesse specdc‘.

A sword of metal kcene!

All else to noble heartcs is drosse,—

All also on earth is meanc." dtot

At the end are added the tunes to which

a number of the ballads are commonly

sung, which have been noted down with

great care from the singers’ lips, and add

much to the interest and living reality of

the collection.

And now what is the Worth of these

old ballads! Their historical worth, of

course, any one will see: but this is only

incidental. What are their intrinsic

claims as poetry? Criticism may make

what it will of them, and so may moral

ism: the fact that they have so won the

hearts of young and old, of wise and

simple, that they take such carly hold on

the imagination and retain it even through

our classical "and metaphysical days, and

that it is so refreshing to turn to them

from the too much thought of more elab

orate poems, is of itself enough to prove

them poetry. The popular imagination

is in love with them, say what you will;

tltcir affinity for that part of_us which

deals with poetry is certainly established.

We by no means yield to that fanatical

partiality, which sees poetry and pathos

and sublimit‘y in every rhyme, so it be

old, and spelt in quaint old English. It

must be confessed that much of it is very

empty prose in substance, and but a sorry

jingle in respect of sound. In all good

company there are some bores and noth

ings. On the other hand, we feel that

there is more of the true soul of beauty

in them than can be extinguished by any

new lights, moral or philosophical. Their

subject-matter, the ideas of a past. age,

the bloody creed which they illustrate,

the horrors of superstition and revenge

which they recite, shall not deter as from

admiring them and taking them to heart

as poetry. These are but the circum

 

stance, and not the essence, which in

spite of that preserves the poems. These

may all be set aside, and still the poetry

remains. They sing of war and selfish

ness, of cunning and revenge; but theirs

is the music of the deep loving heart.

The sun‘s light falls on every thing; so

does the light of poetry; that there was

some of its pure light gilding these black

scenes is one redeeming feature in the

bloodiest times. The spirit of the poetry

itself, the atmosphere in which it em

balms those fearful histories, is congenial

with our own times and with the far bet

ter times we dream of. This constitutes

the magic of all poetry; she is of all

times, yet above all and better than all;

she is the good genius of humanity, the

inmost secret soul of human life, of

which only the few are conscious; and,

even while celebrating the deeds and pas

sions of barbaric periods, she is essential

ly equal and coeval with the highest mor~

al and philosophic conception of this and

of all coming times. Hence it is that

whatever is steeped in her element, lives.

She binds the future with the past, and

proves those fierce barbaric ages to be

still human, and their characters, as

faulty as they are, to be progressive phas

es of this same soul, which, purified and

educated in better ages into the full stat

ure of the children of God, shall know

how to forgive and understand and own

themt Beautiful glimpses into the hu~

man heart, of the simple trust of child

hood, aud of the miraculously enduring

love of Woman, meet us in these sad old

rhymes. Stern, literal tales of we,

without apology or comment, they judge

not, but simply sit with our own souls in

silence looking at these wrongs, and

somehow they have touched our moral

sense as few sermons can. Blessed then

be poetry, whether in the rude ballad

chanted in the streets where it was born,

or whether Milton, Coleridge or Shelley

“ build the lofty rhyme." Site, with her

sister, Music, is still the truest utterance

of Man, and Man in the ages will abide

by her. '
  

Italy, Spain, and Portugal, with an Ea:

cwsion ~10 t/re Monaslerus Qf Alcobam

and BalaI/ta. By WILLIAM Bscxmno,

Author of “ Vathek.” In Two Parts.

New York: Wiley and Putnam, 161

Broadway. pp. 174, 276.

\Vhoever caters for the Messrs. 'Wiley

and Putnam's “ Library of Choice Read

ing," seems to know where all the best

old honey has been hived. No daintyv

nook in all the fields and groves of

literature escapes him. The selectest

reading of the few who may be most

truly said to have cultivated literary lei

sure, now finds its way into this multi

plying mill, and is distributed so that

scarcely any rarities in the shape of books

are left. Even so it should be; what is

 

best should belong to the most; if fa

miliarity with the mind's best productions

is what makes the few more liberal, more

many-sided, more unenslaved to preju

dices and conventions, more ideal and

more hopeful, God grant that these same

influences may speedily educate the mil

lions and set them to thinking on a level

with the best thinkers, 'and the World will

get reformed the faster. The speculating

selfishness of trade is doing a good work

in this way, in distributing its own anti- ‘

dine

Of " Beckford‘s Italy " we have had

pleasant recollections for these dozen

years, but we had hardly looked to meet

it so soon among popular American re

prints. The letters bear date all along

from 1780 to 1795, and ware published

first in England in 1834. The author

says of them :

“Most of these Letters were written in the

bloom and heyday of youthful spirits and youth

ful confidence, at a period when the old order

of things existed with all its picturesque pumps

and absurdities; when Venice enjoyed her pi

ombi and submarine dungeons; France her

hostile; the Peninsula her holy Inquisition. To

look back upon what is beginning to appear

almost a fabulous era in the eyes of the modem

children of light, is not unamusing or unin

sh'uctivc; for, still better to appreciate the

present, we should be led not uufrequcntly to

recall the intellectual muzziness of the past.

“But happily these pages are not crowded

with such records: they are chiefly filled with

delineations of landscape and those effects of

natural phenomena which it is not in the power

of revolution: or constitutions to alter or de

stroy.

“ A few moments snatched from the contem

plntion of political crimes, bloodshed, and

treachery, are a few moments gained to all

lovers of innocent illusion.”

“Innocent illusion,” things “not in

the power of revolutions to destroy; "—

here we hate the tone of the man and of

his book. A man of more thorough

culture and refinement probably has sel

dom travelled; a man more fitted to ex

pand and revel in all the feasts of beauty

furnished forth by history, by nature,

and by art, in the famous old places of

the south of Europe, (to all of which, by

the way, he held the unfailing “ open

sesame," being an Englishman of rank

and fortune,) has seldom written of those

countries. Entirely independent, with

vigorous health and appetite for pleasure,

with a profound love of nature and dis

gust at shams, yet not without a good

humored way of noticing them for our

entertainment, with a highly classic turn

of mind, given to roaming and to dream

ing, ye‘t perfectly self-possessed and ap

parently most kind-hearted, he goes to

Italy and to Spain, to breathe a classic

and romantic air, and to forget the com~

men-place world. This is about as much

objectas he appears to have had. Yet
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you cannot but like the man; his keen

good sense, his knowledge of character,

his appreciation of the beautiful, and his

complete abandonment of himself to his

subjects, both in the events themselves

and in his style of telling of them,—a

style moreover of distinguished purity,

transparency, and richness,—all charm

you as something very genuine, to say

the least.

On setting out through Belgium, his

quaint splenetic moodiness, with which

he turns away from vulgar sights around

him, and doggedly pursues his way to

wards ltaly, dreaming it all over in an

ticipation, tells you what you have to

expect from him,-—an account of what

he pleases to see and no more. When he

gets there he goes into no sentimental

rhapsodies, says but little of the pictures

and statues, except where some one un

expectedly impresses him; but evidently

flings himselfinto the arms of nature and

the other spirits there which vie with

nature, with the fullest gusto. And his

pictures are distinct and faithful. The

life was all open to him ; princes, cardi

nals, and noble ladies, all were hand and

glove with him. Especially so in Portu

gal and Spain; where the whole luxury

of the Catholic establishment was at his

service, and where the ways of priests

and prelates furnished him most exquisite

amusement. Life to him was all a spec

tacle; and a gorgeous one it was, with

so long a purse, such eager curiosity, and

such a talent for the beautiful and for ad

venture as he had. The account append

ed of the visit to the Monasteries of

Aleobaca and Batalha, with the prince

regent of Portugal, and several high

prelates with their train, is like a story

of enchantment. ‘“ Every thing that

could be thought of, or even dreamed of.

for our convenience or relaxation, was to

be carried in our train, and nothing left

behind but Care and Sorrow.” The peep

he gives you into the kitchen of the good

monks there in their retreat, exceeds the

most voluptuous imagination of good

living.

The “ innocen’t illusion ’” of the trav

eller are very instructive, although his

book and life apparently were without

moral aim.

Swedenborrrianism Reviewed. By Etrocn

Poxn, . 1)., Professor in the Theo

logical Semiaary, Bangor, Me. Port

land: Hyde, Lord, and Duren. 1846.

pp. 296.

Lecture; on Swedenbor ianism. Delivered

at the Theological eminary, Andover,

February, 1846. By Lnoxaan Wooos,

D. D., Professor of Theology. Bos

ton: Crocker and Brewster. 1846.

pp. 166.

The conversion of Professor Bush to

the doctrines of the New Church was a

 

most astounding event. We should as‘

soon have expected an epic poem in the

style of Ossian from the pen of Dr.

Woods. A man brought up at the feet

of our Calvinistic Gamaliels,--nay, a Cal

vinistic Gamaliel himself, — was the last 1

person of whom one would predict that'

he could by any possibility he made to

accept the sublime visions of the illustri

ous Swedish seer. The hard, dry, se

vere, prosaic tone of mind which the

study of the Calvinistic theology tends to

produce, is far enough removed from the

ideal, imaginative taste which naturally

delights in the bold and poetic revelationsI

of Swedenborg. The adhesion of such

a mind as that of Professor Bush to this

system we do not pretend to explain.

No one who has read his Writings can

for a moment doubt of his deep sincerity.

His earnestness, his calmness, his spirit

of independent inquiry, his strong reli

gious sense, his manly candor and frank

ness must command universal respect,

and predispose the minds of his readers

to sympathy with his conclusions.

\Ve- are not surprised that his disclos

 

 

ures should have made a stir in the camp.

of his old friends. These publicationsi

appear to have been called forth by his

Movement. They were prepared, inde

pendently of each other, by two of our

most eminent professors of theology in

Calvinistic seminaries. This fact shows

the importance attached to his writings.

Every friend of truth and progress must‘

be glad that the discussion has commenc

ed. Almost anything is better than the

dead, mill-horse routine traversed by the

popular theologies of the day; and to

call attention to the principles of Swe-j

ble, their tread subdued, and they strike

as if they feared the rebounding of their

blows. Calvinistic controversy hitherto,

has generally been more like verjuico

than honey, but here it is mild as milk.

Professor Pond has now and then an

exhibition of simplicity, of rich noiveté,

which almost reminds us of the Vicar of

Wakefield himself. For example, read

his description of the method which he

took to ascertain the “ spirituality” of

the members of the New Church, by

gathering up the opinions of their Ortho

dox neighbors on the subject. The re

sult on the whole,—thanks to the can

dor of the critics he rctains,—- was rather

favorable to our Swedenborgian friends,

though it was shrewdly suspected that

they were more “ amiable ” than “ reli

gious,” and certainly were not heard to

say their prayers as often as was proper.

Both writers make a great display

of Swedenborg’s heresies as to the re—

lations of the sexes. As might be ex

pected, they parade his statements in

regard to what he himself calls “the

delights of insanity,” as a remedy for

what he deems worse evils, and give no

hint of his principles concerning the puri

ty, constancy, and spiritual union which

' he describes and advocates as the essence

of conjugal love, and the highest and

holiest state of the human soul. They

quote his assertion that “ polygamy is no

sin, when sanctioned by the religion of

the country,” as a demonstration of the

libertine tendency of his system; but

how does this differ from the decision of

the Secretary of the American Board of

Missione,-—of which society both our

authors are prominent advocates and coun

denborg, which, whether true or false,‘Sellor's,—~that in the case of converts

are profound. living, electric, is certainly i from heathenism, polygamy is 110 bar to

doing a good service. Not that any man admission to the Christian Church. The

would gain the faintest idea of Sweden- course of the Board of Missions we know,

horg‘s style of thought from these workslcannot make wrong, right; but if the

Thelife, the glow, the piercing truth which stringent Views expressed by our Profes

 

his disciples value in his productions are ‘ 801'! be Comet, they are guilty off! "809'

as eiectually eliminated from the dissec

tions of our Professors, as are the beauty

and vitality of the human form from the

preparations of an anatomical museum.

Their reasonings remind us of the math

ematician trying to make out what is.

proved by the “ Paradise Lost.”

One thing strikes us very forcibly int

these little volumes,--and that is, thej

mitigated, almost timorous tone in which

the discussion is conducted. We happen ,

to be pretty familiar with the writings of,

these authors. \Ve have a profound and l‘

sincere respect for their intellectual abil

ity. They are theological gladiatorsl

whom no one would iike to meet un

armed. They have heretofore looked

round, like Ajax Telamon on the battlcl

 

ance. But here their demeanor is hum

field, scorning every foe with deadly defi

parent inconsistency; they strain at a

goat, though they have swallowed a

camel.

Professor Pond is occasionally guilty

of false reasoning, which his more adroit

friend of Andoverseldom falls into. Thus

he argues that Swedenborgianism is in

compatible with Christianity, because its

defenders maintain that it is incompatible

with the “Old Church." But this is the

very thing which makes it truly Chris

tian, in the opinion of its supporters, be

cause, as they believe, the “Old Church”

is not Christianity, but a perversion of

Christianity. Professor Pond is bound to

show that true Christianity is represented

by the Old Church, but this he does not

undertake ; and we fear it would prove a

more formidable task, than even the pe

rusal of the twenty or thirty volumes of
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Swedenborg's writings, beyond which acti

of fortitude he seems to think the “ force

of nature can no further go.”

Our worthy Professor inquires what has

Swedenborgianism done for the world?

This is a “terrible question;" for it

might be indiscreetly asked of the Old

Church itself as now constituted. Not

that it is decisive. “7e believe that both

the Old Church and the New have done

more good than their enemies give them

credit for. But when we consider the

spirit of Christianity—the nature of its

demands— the example of its author, —

and then look at the state of society in

the Christian world, the friends of the

Church should not be over fond of bring

ing it to the test of practical results.

Father Darcy. By the Author of Two

OLD Men’s TALES. New York : Harp

er and Brothers. 18-46. pp. 166.

The appearance of the “Two Old

Men's Tales ” was too striking an event

in modern English Literature to have

been forgotten. The deep tragic power

they displayed, their severity of outline

and bareness of all superfluous ornament,

the stern directness with which the narra

tive moved from its opening to its catas

trophe, and their intensity and energy of

passion here too much the stamp of ge

nius to allow us to look without interest

upon any subsequent production of the

same pen.

The present work, which is the last

that has reached us, (for in the mean

while the author has not been idle,) has

many of the same features. The scene

is laid in England, in the latter part of the

reign of Elizabeth, and the beginning of

that of James. The actors are those mem

orable men who were engaged in the gun

powder plot; the title of the book is the

name of the Jesuit Provincial of England

at the time, who is here represented as

having been an instigator of that design ;

this charge is, however, denied by the

Catholics, with what justice, students of

history can judge for themselves.

With such materials the tale is con

structed. Of course it is a tragedy, as

what else could it be? The circumstances

of that period so gloomy to the Catholics,

whose religion was proscribed, where

shortly before it had been triumphant, all

conspired to force those fierce, impatient,

fanatical men, to desperate deeds. In

these pages they are living and moving;

with their hearts laid bare, we see the

workings of their subtlest passions, and

see too, how great and glorious powers

may be perverted to serve the devil. Be

yond most modern writers, the author

seems to have an instinctive perception

of human impulses, and to know how the

lives which were created for joy, are

 

wrought into wo. \Ve are not acquaint

her to be one formed to learn the sharpest

lessons of that Sorrow which has ever

i

l

ed with her history exoept as it may be cret understanding with all good music,

gathered from her books, but they show ,i flowing, as they all do, out of the same

deep heart of things, revelations of the

only Artist. \Vith spirits clear and calm,

been the inmost companion of human 1 thoughts undistractcd, senses purified and

hearts. A sombre hue colors the surface , made more delicate by genial summer air,

of her creations and of none more thanfone sits down to the piano with a sonata

the present. Not that she has an eye for of Beethoven or Mozart, or a set of Cho

what is gloomy alone, or never paints i pin‘s Mazourkas, or something else as

beautiful scenes and characters; there are l good, and gives them the study which

many such delicate gleams of tenderness

and holy calm, —loviug and beloved per

sons there are, standing out with the

same distinctness and individuality as the

others, but they only heighten the melan

choly ofthe wreck.

As far as our recollection serves us,

“ Father Darcy ” is not equal to the book

we first spoke of. It has a greater monot

ony, an occasional abruptness, and is some

what burdened by too minute reference to

the historical facts with which its narra

tive is connected. Still it is always power

ful and often masterly; and in these times

when new novels are no greater rarity

than one‘s breakfast, ought by no means

to be confounded with the indiscriminate

mass which are forgotten on the shelves

of circulating libraries. A novel is even

yet a work of art, and if there be in it

any spark of genius, is not to be discuss

ed with the same carelessness as the

morning’s newspaper.

We cannot but wish that the rare gifts

of the present writer were accompanied

by that earnest yet joyous serenity which

belongs to an insight into the true end

and destiny for which Humanity exists.

Then even her darkest hours would not

be without the precursive radiance of the

a time for repose before the more resolute

and fruitful labors of the morrow. All

the wisdom which is the world's by right

is not concentrated in the experience of

the past; there is a higher and better in

the hope of the future.

MUSICAL REVIl'EW.

MENDELSSOHN’S “ SONGS WITH

OUT WORDS.” NO. 1.

Before the quiet summer is all gone,

and the bustle of the “musical season ”

is upon us, with concerts, oratorios and

operas of all sorts to claim our notice, we

willtry to pen some grateful recognition

of the musical spirits which have glad

dened our retirement. Gliding subtly

through whatever troops of cares and

sorrows have at any time beleaguered the

sick soul, these gentle spirits have gained

entrance even to its inmost recesses, and

made peace and sunshine there. There

is no music like that which We get alone ;

especially in the country, where all else

is still except what harmonizes, and

where each sight and influence has a se

 
 

 

 

they need, reads them thoughtfully, as if

it were a profound poem, repeats passage

after passage and lingers where he would

prolong the charm, until the composition

by degrees unfolds all its beauty and its

symmetry, and has passed into his mind

a living whole. This is worth a thou

sand concerts, though to them we owe

the social excitement, which we also

must have, and the education of the sense

without which the imagination would but

feebly aid us to comprehend the masters in

our private readings. The symphony or

overture which we have heard delighted

from a full orchestra, does not begin to

give out all its meaning till we refresh

our memory of it in this private way;

but with the piano forte arrangement be

fore you, rather trying it over, than ac

tually performing it, you hear ideal in

struments, a more perfect orchestra of the

mind; and instead of suffocating halls and

glaring lights and whispering, giggling,

unappreciating audiences, who have no

business with good music, yet cannot

keep away from the “fashionable con

cert,” you may have the green shades

and the blessed skies of morning, noon or

sunset for surroundings, and perchance a

, friend or two at your elbow whose souls

dawn, or her gloomiest night other than! are in it, and who can keep still without

ceremonious efi'ort.

But some of the purest poetry of mu

sic has been composed expressly for the

piano. Through the piano you can know

MENDELSSOHN. We thank our good

stars for this blessing. Each summer

pleasure has been doubly consecrated, and

nature has been made twice herself to us,

by the almost daily hearing or practice of

the “ Lieder ohne Worte.” Their most

delicious, delicate, aromal melodies have

entwined themselves in all our memo

ries of this gorgeous, tranquil season.

Toils, perplexed counsels, friendship's

festivals, and solitary hours, have felt their

sweet accompaniment. Could we but

describe such music as we feel it! we

should set every student of the piano to

practicing these “ Songs without Words.”

Refined and delicate as they are, deep

and intellectual and even mystical in"

tone, and utterly without the “taking ”

qualities of more popular and brilliant

things, they would not fail to grow upon

one‘s liking, and insensibly refine and

exalt his whole life, musical and moral.

Here they lie before us, six beautifully



 
 

printed sets, of six songs each, a Ger

man copy, printed at Bonn bei N. Sims

rock, a name which you will find at the

bottom of the title page of much fine mu

sic—a gift we would not willingly part

with! Reader, you can find it, if you

desire a. thing so good for your own

playing, or if you have some clever, deep

souled friend to play it to you, at Reed‘s

emporium in Boston, or at Scharfcnberg

and Luis’s in New York. If you re

pent procuring it, your’s will not be what

we should call a “ saving repentance.”

We have resolved in two or three

articles to record the impressions which

some of these voiceless, disembodied

songs have made upon us. We shall

turn them over one by one, as a mineral

og'ist does each stone, and where one

yields us anything that can be rendered

into speech, anything not we impondera

ble and that does not altogether elude the

scales of thought, we shall note down a

few features. But we have already ex

hausted the little space we had allotted to

ourselves for this number; and, (promis

ing to go more into the heart of the mat

ter next time,) we must leave room for

the conclusion of “A Poet's Dream of

the Soul,” just published, from the pen of

L. Maria Child. After a fanciful allego

ry, and yet a profoundly true one, in

which she supposes the soul to have in

habited successively each of the lower

forms of organization, existing first as a

mineral, then as a plant, then as a bird,

in each aspiring and yearning for the life

of the next higher, and from each old

limitation set loose by some destroying

accident, and then born again according

to its wish, until it reaches its consumma

tion in man, the man of genius,—the

story proceeds: (probably the “Concer

to” alluded to is the one in G minor, per

formed so exquisitely by Mr. Timm at the

Festival Concert in New York, last May a)

“In n happy German home, a young wife

leaned lovingly on the bosom of her chosen

mate. They were not aware that the spirit of a

nightingale was circling round them, and would

pass into the soul of their infant son, whom they

named Ficus Msivnstsona. The poet-musi

cian, as he grew to manhood, lost all recollection

of his own transmigrations. But often when his

human eyes gazod on lovely scenes for the first

time, Nature looked at him so kindly, and all

her voices spoke so familiarly, that it seemed as

if his soul must have been there before hiin_

The moon claimed kindred with him, and lulled

him into dreamy rcvery, as she had done when

the undulating waters cradled him as a lily. In

music, he asked the fair planet concerning all

this, and why she and the earth always looked

into each other’s eyes with such saddened love,

Poets listening to the Concerto, heard in it the

utterance of their souls also; and they will give

it again in painting, sculpture, and verse. Thus

are all forms intertwined by the pervading spirit

which flowa through them.

“ The sleeping flowers wakened vague remin

iscences of tiny radiant forms. Mendelssohn

troop came dancing on moon-beams into his

‘ Midsummer Night’s Dream.’

“The sight of temples and stames brought

shadowy dreams of Druids, and consecrated

groves, of choral hymns, and the rich vibrations

of Apollo’s harp. Serene in classic beauty,

these visions float through the music of ‘An

tigone.’

“ The booming of waves, and the scream of

gulls stirred halcyon recollections. He asked

in music whence they came, and Eutcrpc an

swered in the picturesque sea-wildness of his

‘ Fingal’s Cave.’

“ The song of the nightingale brought dim

memories of a pure brilliant atmosphere, of land

scapes tinted with prismatic splendor, of deep

blue lakes dimpled with sun-flecks; and grace

l fully glides the gondola, under the glowing sky l

of Italy, through the flowing melody of his‘

‘ Songs without \Vords.’

“ But music is to him as the violin was to the

nightingale. lt repeats, with puzzling vague

ness, all he has ever known,and troubles his

spirit with prophecies of the infinite unknown.

Imploringly he asks Euterpe to keep her pro

mise, and reVeal to him all the secrets of the

universe. Gracioust and confidingly she an

swers. But as it was with the nightingale, so

is it with him 5 the utterance belongs to powers

above the circle of his being, and he cannot

comprehend it now. Through the gate which

men call Death, he will pass into more perfect

life, where speech and tone dwell together for

ever in a golden marriage.”

 

MUSICAL CONVENTIONS.

The Teacliers’ Classes of Messrs. Webb

and Mason, also those of Messrs. Baker

and Woodbury, have been held during

the past month in Boston, with increased

zeal and attendance. The former fur~

nished a noble chorus of over four hun

dred voices at one of their evening con

certs; and the latter brought out Ilaydn's

“ Creation.” \Ve could not attend, but

rejoice to know of such things going on.

Messrs. Webb and Mason are about hold

ing similar conventions in the western

cities; and Messrs. Warner, Loder, Hill,

and others are doing the same thing in

New York. Verily, choristers and sing

ing masters have begun to swarm; the

months of August and September shall

be known by the mustering of their ar

mies, as well as by the hosts of grasshop

pers and crickets. The choirs and sing

ing circles of our country will no doubt

feel the benefit of such interchange of

models and ideas; and teachers will carry

home a new enthusiasm from these meet

ings.
 

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

\Ve have received from G. P. Reed,

17 Tremont Row, the two first numbers

of “ Musical Flowers,” intended to com

prise “ Six Rondos with Variations upon

favorite themes,” by C. T. BRUNNER, Op.

70. The subjects of these two are from

“Norma” and “Lucrczia Borgia.”—

 

 

They are of moderate length, easy of
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execution, being dedicated to “young

pupils,” and certainly form very graceful

and agreeable exercises; besides being

beautifully engraved.

Also, from the same publisher, a quite

original and pleasing Waltz, entitled “ La

Belle Lucie,” by \V. Mason. The last

strain has a style and an expression not

unlike those of the running passage in

Weber’s inimitable “Invitation to the

\Valtz.”

“ Songs of Sacred Praise,” or the

“ American Collection of Psalm and Hymn

Tunes,” by EDWARD HAMILTON, has been

received. This is not altogether new,

but waiting to be known. We shall

speak of it so soon as we can give it the

attention it deserves. '

\Ve are happy to announce that the

translation of Godfrey \Veber’s great

work on the Theory of Musical Composi

tion, on which Mr. J. F. Warner has been

so long engaged, is at length completed,

and will soon be issued from the press of

\Vilkins, Carter, and Co., and O. C. B.

Carter. No musical treatise of so much

importance has hitherto been published

in this country.

POETRY. .

For the Harbinger.

TIlE HANGING MOSS.

BY F. H. HEDGE.

 
 

 

I would I were you lock of moss

Upon the tressed pine,

Free in the buxom air to toss

And with the breeze to twine.

High over earth my pendant life,

From earth and passion free,

Should reek no more the creature’s strife

\Vith Time and Deity.

No thought should break my perfect peace

Born of the perfect “’hole ,—

From thought and will a long release —

A vegetable soul.

Thus would I live my bounded age,

Far in the forest lpne ;

Erased from human nature’s page,

Once more the Godhead’s 0Wn.

 

S 0 N N ET.

BY EBENEZER ELLIOTT.

How many men, who liv’d to bless mankind,

Have died unthank’d! Far-teaching, and self

taught,

They did what learning acorns to learn or teach ;

Their deeds are portion of the general thought;

Their thoughts have pass’d into the common

speech,

And labor’s wages; yet they let! behind

Nor name, nor record ! save the good that grew

Out of the sacrifice which gives and saVes!

God ! what a tree is rising from their graves,

To shelter ev'n on earth, the wise and true !

Then worship not fnm’d words, which, like the

winds,

Or Homer’s song, seem things that cannot die,

And ever-liv’d : they are but names of minds,

Whose good or evil speaks immortally.

Peopk’l Journal. _
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THE HOLY LAND. 1

(In imitation of the well-known German “ Fa- ‘

therland.”)

BY conwin BARMBY.

Where is the True, the Holy Land?

Is it on mounts of Palestine 7

Is it where Mecca’s minarets shine i

Is it where Ganges flows divine‘l

Not there, not there, that sacred strand;

Not there the True, the Holy Land!

Where, then, the True, the Holy Land?

Is it where Delphianllaurcls glowi

Is it where Rome’s fair myrtlcs blow?

Is it where Erin’s shamrocks grow 7

Not there alone, on any strand—

Not there alone the Holy Land!

Where, then, the True, the Holy Land 7

Where love is law—and freedom, right;

\Vhere truth is day—and error, night;

Where man is brave—and woman bright;

'Tis there, ’tis there, that sacred strand—

’Tis there the True, the Holy Land!

That is the True, the Holy Land,

Where Mary doth the better part—

Where Mary resteth in Christ's heart—

Where, Mary, thou with Jesus art;

Oh, there ! oh, there! on any strand —

Oh! there the True, the Holy Land !

Oh! there the True, the Holy Land,

Where man and woman, hand in hand—

As God the work divine hath planned—

Walk forth a free, a glorious hand!

Oh, there ! oh! there the sacred strand!

Oh! there the True, the Holy Land!

Yes ! there the True, the Holy Land,

\thrc sovereign reigns fraternity—

Where good is God and love is free-—

When s'ntors, brothers, all shall be:

There is the land, where’er the strand,

Which is the True, the Holy Land!

People's Joumal.
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0f modern civilization, the natural fruits areI

contempt for others’ rights, fraud, oppression, a

~gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and,

commercial convulsions all tending to 'rmpoverish

\thc laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

application ofUhrisllan principles, of Universal jus

Itice and Universal love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Du. Cnsnmnu.

DANIEL WEBSTER 0N LABOR.

This distinguished gentleman, in his

recent speech on the Tarifl‘, indulges in

the following effort of rhetoric, which we

have actually seen quoted as a gem of

thought and feeling.

“ Sir, I say it is employment that makes

the people happy. Sir, this great truth

ought never to be forgotten; it ought to

be placed upon the title page of every

buok on political economy intended for

America, and such countries as America.

it ought to be placed in every farmer's

almanac. It ought to head the columns

of every farmer‘s magazine, and me

chanic’s magazine. it should be pro

claimed every where, notwithstanding

what we hear of the usefulness—and i

admit the high usefulness—of cheap food

—-notwithslanding that, the great truth

 

 

should be proclaimed every where, should

be made into a proverb, ifit could—THAT

\vnsan THERE is worn ros 'rnr: HANDS

or MEN, 'rnnnn WILL as worn: ron TllEllt

'rsc'rn. \Vhere there is employment,

there will be bread.

“ And in a country like our own, above

all others, will this truth hold good—a

country like ours, where with a great

deal of spirit and activity among the

masses, if they can find employment,

there is always great willingness to labor,

they will have good houses, good cloth

ing, good food, and the means of educat

ing their families : and if they have good

houses and good clothing, and good food

and means of educating their children,

from labor, that labor will be cheerful,

and they will be contented, and a happy

people."

This is certainly making much out of

little; it is “trite and original,” to use

the phrase with which a good lady com

plimented her minister’s sermon. \Vith

out doubt if no corn is raised there will be

no meal, and if people have nothing to

do, they will do nothing. Q. E. D.

But if Mr. Webster knows anything

about Political Economy,—of which he

here makes a small display, —he knows

that the happiness of the people is a con

sideration with which it has no concern,

for the best of reasons. That admirable

science treats of the laws which regulate

production and prices, and regards the

industry of man and man himself only as

elements of these things. As for his

happiness, it ought never to mention it;

that is asubject from which for its own

sake it should keep as far aloof as possi

ble. Its professors and disciples cannot

consistemly attempt to set up as patrons of

popular felicity, for from necessity “ these

philosophers consider men in their exper

iments, no more than they do mice in an

air pump, or in a recipientofmcphitic gas."

Whether in the halls ofstate or oflearning,

they may preach [GlSSL'Zfaif€, but a regard

to logical consistency, if not a. sense of

shame should keep them from speaking

of the welfare of the human beings who

create the wealth which furnishes subject

mattcr for their speculations. At best,

when Political Economy speaks on that

point, it can only chronicle among its natu

ral and essential laws, these facts, namely,

that the price oflabor lends constantly lo [be

minimum on which life can be sustained, as

in the words of SAY, “ The wages ofcom

mon laborers can hardly rise or fall for

any long time above or below the amount

necessary to maintain such a number of

that class as is NEEDED,” and that while

the wages of labor thus universally tend to

this equilibrium} to this lowest possible

rate, the price of food, whether taxed or

not, just as surely tends to an opposite

equilibrium, that is, to to the highest pos

sible rate, and finally, that with the pro

 

" by force of privations the number

of laborers is reduced, and the equilibrium is

re-established.—chsnoo.

lgress of every country in the useful arts

land the development of agricultural and

manufacturing industry, the laboring

masses are inevitably reduced to this

equilibrium by causes against which nei

ther Tariffs nor Free Trade afford a more

certain protection than do an lndian con

juror's ineantations against the small pox.

Here is the sum total of Political Econo

my, with its chimeras of commercial

liberty, of free competition, of equilibri

um! lt has no end but in the confession

that prosperity for the nation is destruc

tion for the people, and that improvements

in industry are woes and not blessings

for the industrial classes. Is the shallow

sophism that they participate in these

improvements,—are better and cheaper

clothed, adduced in amelioration of this

conclusion? We will answer with an

authority; it is the historian HALLAM.

“ There is one very unpleasing remark

which every one who attends to the sub

ject of prices will be induced to make,

that the laboring classes, especially those

engaged in agriculture, were better pra

m'a'ul with the mums of subsistence in the

,reign of Edward III. or of Henry VI.,

! than they are at present.”

And again: “But after every allow—

ance, I should find it difficult to resist the

conclusion, that however the laborer has

derived benefit from the eheapness of

manufactured commodities and from many

inventions of common utility, he is much

inferior in ability to support a family, to

his ancestors three centuries ago."

Does Mr. Webster expect to avoid pre

cisely this result in America, or to secure

to the people for any number of genera

tions their “ good homes, good clothing,

good food, and means of education for

their children,” by any means which he

; or any other Doctor of Political Economy

!has ever proposed! If he does we will

only say that in so far he exhibits some

thing quite different from that profound

understanding which he is generally ad

mitted to possess.

Besides, it is not employment in itself,

that makes the people happy. This is a

thing of which they may have too much

as well as too little, for their happiness.

What does Mr. W'ebster think of the girls

at Lowell, for instance, who are on their

feet at work some lhirtren hours a day!

Is not that rather too much happiness,too

much of a good thing'.l We presume

most gentlemen would find it so.

But if without labor it is impossible

to create the means of living; if em

ployment be a condition (If happiness,

it is not the only nor the most important

condition, as Mr. Webster ought to know.

To state the whole matter in the briefest

way, there are three great rights inherent

in Man as Man, of which society is bound

to furnish complete and infrangible guar

l
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antics. These are the right to Education,

or preparation for labor, the right to

Labor, and the right to the Fruit of Labor.

But any bungling attempt to secure one

of them without the others, is useless.

What do 1 gain by my education unless I

am secured the chance of exercising the

faculties it has trained, or what good do I

get from “employment” if I atn not

guarantied the value that my industry has

created 1‘

The real problem is, not to exclude

foreign competition by means of Tariffs

or any other clumsy contrivances, but to

put an end to competition altogether; not

to secure for the people a chance to work

for wage, which means to be oppressed

and cheated, but to abolish the wages

system and introduce association of inte

rests and exact justice in distribution of

profits; not to theorize on the laws by

which prices fluctuate, but to produce a

fourfold increase of the actual wealth.

Here is the business of reason, of common

sense and of philanthropy; here is the

question in which the permanent happi

ness of the people is involved. On this

question a great mind may expend its en

ergies without wasting them, but all talk

about employmutt and happiness in the

midst of the anarchy, oppression, injustice,

and fatal tendencies which now prevail in

industry, is a ridiculous absurdity. You

might as well talk about employment and

happiness for a people pillaged by Turk

ish Pachas.

“WAR TO THE KNIFE.”

\Ve perceive from the Tribune that the

New York Coalition are still as ferocious

as pirates in carrying on their desperate

warfare against the advocates of Social

Reform. if we could get a sight now

and then of their newspapers, we should

be able to know more of their movements.

Our paper has been regularly sent to the

Observer for several weeks past, but its

noble-minded conductors do not vouchsafe

to favor us with the perusal of its immac

ulate columns. Let them do their own

work in their own way.

Meantime, we have had too much ex

perience in the advocacy of unpopular

truth, to fear the issue of any unjust and

brutal assaults which it may experience.

No doubt they create many bitter ene

mies, exasperate prejudice into virulence,

and call forth a flood of foul passions;

but they also awaken men to reflection,

give currency to the doctrines which they

first caricature and then malign, arouse

the dormant sense of justice which is sel

dom dead in the human heart, and win a

multitude of fair and honorable minds to

an interest in the movement which they

shamelessly calumniate.

As a specimen of the natural tendency

of such outrages, we copy the following

 
extract from an article on the subject by

the able editor of the New Hedford Mer~

t'ury,—-a man who has no sympathy

with the Associative movement as such,

but who shows a heart too large and

generous to permit the utterance of whole

sale slander in his presence without re

buke.

“ \Ve have read some of the recent

expositions of the New York Observer

.and the New York Tribune on the sub—

ject of Fourierism. The Observer is very

savage upon the new philosophy, and the

Tribune is not less savage upon the Oh

server. We are not believers in what is

called the doctrine of Association, but it

seems to us that the Observer treats the

subject very unfairly. Instead of exam

ining the question in a liberal and impar

tial spirit as it is expounded by its advo

cates in this country, it selects passages

from the works of Fourier which are

certainly objectionable, but in the hands

of the Observer receive a coloring which

appears to us false and exaggerated.

We allude to the speculations of Fourier

on the subject of marriage which he him

self applies to the far future, and which

his disciples say were abandoned by him.‘

At all events, the Tribune, which ought

to know, states explicitly that the Anteri

can Associationists do not maintain the

early opinions of Fourier on the subject

of marriage, and this disclaimer should

prevent the opponents of Association

from imputing those opinions to the Amer

ican school. But the mad-dog cry and

spirit of persecution, which always assail

a new Opinion, are employed by the Oh

server, and in the name of religion the

world is called upon to put down a set of

men who are chiefly firm believers in

Christianity. This species of warfare

was well enough fifty years ago, but is

behind the spirit of this age. Opinions

are not to be put down by anathemas but

by argument. Mischievous doctrines must

yield before the light of truth and rea

son — they will not yield to naked denun

ciation.

“ So far as we can learn, the Associa

tionists in this country, hold no immoral

or irreligious doctrines. On the contrary,

the purest motives seem to actuate them.

They seek not to make infidels and profii

gates, but simply to improve the condition

of mankind. This is a high, a holy, a

moral, a religious work, and we should

like to see every means attempted to

periéct it. Existing institutions do not

reach the great evils which grow out of

the inequalities of social life. Humanity

shudders at the misery and depravity

which prevail even in this land of liberty,

law, and plenty. If Christianity, which

is invoked against these reformers, were

employed as it is capable of being em

ployed, for the elevation of man—if it

were made to give comfort to the sinful

and bread to the hungry— it might be

come the champions of that blessed faith

to war in its name against all other re

forms. But while a. well fed and com

fortably clad Christian community suffer

 

“This is not strictly correct. Fourier cott

domned the “ Quatre Mmrvemem,” and endeav

ored to suppress it. This is the book quoted by

the Observer. He also essentially modified his

views of love and marriage though still, objec

tionable statements somewhat similar, may be

found in his later writings, but for no such s cc

ulatious is the Associative SchOol responsible.

—— Ens. HARE.

 
thousands to waste away their lives in

constant toil scarcely yielding the com

monest wants of nature, and pass by

multitudes who are starving for want of

work, and other multitudes who are sunk

in vice for the same reason, it seems

strange that men who do not reject the

Christian faith but profess to reduce its

precepts to practice. should not be allowed

by the defenders of the various Christian

sects to try the new means for the wel

fare of their race.”

One word to the Editor of the Mercury.

After stating some objections to the As

sociative system, — objections, by the

way, which he will find on further inves

tigation, not to be valid, since the system

provides a remedy for the evils he fears,

—he adds :

“ Yet we do not hold these opinions as

final. We are both willing and anxious

to be convinced that philosophy has at

length reached the great evils of life and

can make the millions happy and pros

perous. \Ve therefore, do not oppose

“Fonrierism” or any other scheme which

holds out a hope to Humanity, until ex

periment fairly tried has proved it imprac

ticable. Those who can get along on

their “ own hook " had better do so, and

rely upon their own exertions; but we do

not see why those who have no other

resources should not band together in

economical Associations and make a fair

trial of associated industry.”

Here our friendly critic is in an error.

This great experiment for the welfare of

Humanity is not to be tested in the way

he suggests. As well might a rail-road

to the Pacific Ocean be carried through

successfully, without funds, without prac

tical skill, without business talent, as an

experimental Phalanx be established by

the class of persons he alludes to. This

great idea is not to be realized by an

appeal to selfish interests. It does not

call upon those who can do nothing else,

to engage in this mighty movement of

the nineteenth century. All who cannot

get along on their own “ hook" in the

present state, had better not “ hook ” on

to this enterprise for the realization of the

highest truth in social arrangements.

The cause demands resources of a differ

ent order, from the banding together of

“those who have no other resources.”

It claims the loftiest self-sacrifice which

ever prompted the soul of man to noble

deeds. It calls upon the rich to devote

their wealth to a movement which will

spread prosperity and joy throughout the

world. it summons men of talent and

character, of the highest intellectual cul

ture, of the most indomitable energy of

purpose, of the most celestial purity of

principle, of the most enthusiastic devo~

tion, to the redemption of a race weltoriog

in an abyss of social wretchedness, to

take part in an enterprise, which aims to

realize the purpose of God in the earthly

destiny of man. It invokes the Christian

by all that is most precious in his faith,
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or sublime in his hope, to cousecrate‘

himself to the establishment of a true

human brotherhood on earth, in the spirit

of Him, who, “though in: was men, for

' our sakes BECAME noon, that we through

ms POVERTY might be MADE Rica.” Uri

til this holy cause shall command a devo

tion like this, it will not prosper. The

wealthy, the powerful, the gifted, the

“children of light" every where must

engage in this movement, with the earn

est conviction which an unconquerable

sense of truth and duty inspires, or it

cannot hope for success. Thank God,

witnesses and martyrs if need be, are not

wanting. Our devoted brothers in France

have won the admiration even of a selfish

and sensual age by their disinterested

sacrifices. In our own country, a noble

band have pledged their lives to this

cause,—far more numerous and more

powerful than is dreamed of by those who

judge by the few scattered individuals

who have found a public sphere in it,—

and, sooner or later, the promise in whose

light they Work, will be fulfilled.

NEW SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

On our last page will be found the ad

vertisement of a new medical school at;

Cincinnati. The Louisville

contains the following notice of it, which

we copy without endorsing its opinions

any farther than to express our satisfac

tion at seeing such a movement in this

department of science.

“ The second session of the Eclectic

Medical Institufr, of Cincinnati, commen

ces next November, in their new collegi

ate edifice, which is now in the progress

of erection. The circular of the Institute

may be found in our columns to-day.

This is an institution which we think

worthy of the public attention and of a

generous support. Its characteristic title

of “ Eclectic" indicates that it discards

the trammels of fashionable systems and

of medical orthodoxy, for the purpose of

selecting those principles, whether new or

old, which are of practical value, no mat

ter from what source they may be derived.

“ Among the numerous and contradic

tory medical systems of the present day,

there is no doubt a great mass of valuable

knowledge, which would guide a rational

practice if the useful information contrib

uted by each innovator could be separat

cd from the usaless theories and the prac

tice based entirely upon theory. In ev

ery system we find a certain narrowness,

the diversified resources of the healing

art are disregarded for the sake of using,

upon all occasions, certain favorite reme

dies. O I Q ‘ O

“ \Ve need more liberal views and a

system of practice which shall preserve

the vital powers and assist the curative

efforts of nature, instead of destroying the

constitution in the effort to destroy its di

seases. To accomplish this purpose, the

vast undeveloped resources of the materia

medica must be brought forth, and the

properties of an immense number of veg

etable substances must be tested by ex

periment before we can make any iinport- l

Democral

 ant progress in the treatment of disease.

The most enlightened men of the medical

profession regard this as necessary, and

are conscious that the present condition of

the profession is unsatisfactory, since the

results of the best medical treatment are

not a whit better than those of the systems

which they condemn as quackery. It

has been clearly proved, and admitted by

the editor of the British and Foreign

Medical Quarterly, that homeopathy has

been quite as successful in the treatment

of all varieties of disease as the orthodox

system, and although he does not admit

its superior success, there are many prac

titioners who have tried both systems and

who confidently assert its superiority.

“ If the old system, with all its resour

ces, cannot confessedly accomplish more

than a system which is considered entire

ly negative and void of efiect, it is sure

ly time that our medical colleges were

looking out for reform. As a pioneer in

this cause, we hail the new Cincinnati

school. In this Institution many im

provements of modern date, which are

disregarded in older institutions, will re

ceive proper attention. The milder sys

tem of ractice introduced by the cele

brated r. Beach, of New York, and

published in his large work on the Amer

ican practice of medicine, will be taught

by Dr. Beach himself, who holds a Chair

in the institute, and who, as a lecturer on

clinical medicine, has great facility in im

parting the knowledge which he has col

lected by many years of indefatigable la

bor in practice and authorship.

" Dr. Morrow, the professor of Pathol

ogy, Theory and Practice of medicine,

whose views coincide with those of Dr.

Beach, has long been kn0wn as a success

ful practitioner, and an instructive lec

turer in his department. Professors

Jones, Hill, and Baldridge, in the depart

ments of Materia Medica, Anatomy, and

Obstetrics, are said to be thoroughly prac

tical men, who have carefully cultivated

their respective departments, and who

impart their information in a clear and

satisfactory manner to their classes.

The chemical department is in the hands

of Dr. Oliver, who is esteemed an able

teacher, and the whole faculty are char

acterised by a zeal and fidelity which are

calculated to inspire confidence in their

success. Our fellow citizen, Dr. Bu

chanan, occupies the chair of Physiology

and Institutes of Medicine, for which po

sition he is peculiarly qualified by his in

vestigations of the human constitution.

He is the only physiologist who has ever

traced the physiological functions to their

source in the brain. \Vhen his great

discoveries concerning cerebral physiolo

gy, the nervous system, and the action

of medicines upon the constitution, have

been properly laid before the public, they

cannot fail in time to originate a new era

in the healing art. In this institution the

great practical results of his system of

Neurology will be properly developed.

The graduates of such an institution, if

lthey partake of the liberal spirit of its

professors, will never become intellectual

drones, or settle down in a mechanical

routine of practice, to the neglect of every

improvement made since their early pu

pilage. Such are the men we should like

to see in the profession of medicine, and

we have a strong presentiment that many

such will be found among the alumni of

the_ Eclectic Medical Institute of Cincin

natt.

HOW IT STRIKES A STRANGER.

The “ Tribune of the People,” a fiery

little German paper in New York, com

plains in this wise, of the tone of society

which prevails in our country. “ Here

in America every thing is so cold, so

lifeless—every body is looking after his

business, and even on Sunday, when the

force of habit carries him to church, he

thinks of nothing all the time but how he

can make money the rest of the week.

The people are all as sombre, as frosty

as if they cared for nothing in the world

but money, and money over again. If

they see any body enjoying himself, they

are as much shocked as if he broke one

of the ten commandments, as if pleasure

were an impropriety and a crime! This

is a cold, wearisome state of things!

But what will these people do in the end

with all their money, if they do not use

it to make a single happy day! ” Do

not despair, good German brother ! The

voice of mirth and song is not limited to

the banks of the Rhine, the Elbe, or the

Danube. Many a. strong, cheerful heart,

protests like your own against the debut;

ing worship of the idol, which cankers

and corrodes every generous; hopeful

feeling. Better days are coming. We

are born free, and please God, shall yet

live so. We are made to be one; and

when men wake up to the great idea of

Social Unity, the vile demon who now

pollutcs every source of joy, will be cast

out. MAN will no more be crushed by

Mounv-nacs. He will throw ofl‘ the foul

bag that now clings to his vitals, poison

ing him with the lust of gold. When he

ceases to be throttled, he will begin to sing.

Take courage, German friends. Your

true, genial, hearty, Teutonic spirit will

help us much. We welcome you to our

land, cold and solemn as you find it. Do

not fear but that it will thaw out. Amer

ican freedom will yet be something more

than a name; her beautiful rivers will

resound with the melody of happy human

voices; and the glorious motto which is

blazoned on our flag, “ \Ve are one,"

will be written on our hearts.

WHERE ARE WE?

“For more than eighteen hundred

years the world has had morality preach

ed to it,-morality, both heathen and

philosophical, Christian and natural !

And what has all this preaching brought

abouti Riches and Luxury to Churches

and Cloisters, to Priests and Princes;

Hunger and Poverty to the Pious and

Obedient; Apathy in regard to the Holi

est and Highest; Pride and Haughtiness

on the part of Scholars and Sages;

Doubt, Prejudice, and IMMORALITY on the

part of the Masses. Yea, verily, your

i preaching up of Morality has produced a

istate of immorality which can scarce be
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more horrible or of wider extent.” Sound

and pregnant words these, which We

find in tllc New York Vulll-s Tribun.’

Morality indeed! In an order of society

where it is admitted that the Christian

principles are set aside whenever dollars

and cents are in question,—where female y

virtue is sold in our cities for the price of,

a pair of shoes,-—where one “gentle

man" stabs another in broad daylight,

without losing his rank,—where duel

lists and debauchees are the guardians of

public morals,--whcre drunken men

stagger in our halls of legislation,—

where our honorable merchants despatch

vessels freighted with disease and death

'to distant shores, —and where the mufg

fled priest with the oath of God on his'

soul, connives at the iniquity which he

dares not rebuke, —— it is a beautiful thing

to talk of morality ! Morality, forsooth !

\Ve wonder that the Sun does not veil

his face as he looks down on a world so

stained and spotted with hideous sins. 0

man, is “ there no flesh in thy obdurate

heart,” that thou dost not quiver in con

sternation at the daily spectacle which

meets thy eye? \Vith what cup of devils

hast thou_been drugged, to look on this

scene of misery so unmoved ! Is there no

God in Heaven, no truth on earth, that

thy drowsy soul is lulled in these deceitful

dreams, as the Elysium of human des

tinyl—But thanks to the Almighty Prov

idence, these direful exhibition are but

the pangs and convulsions of the social

infancy of our race. we must needs go

through this stage of universal movement.

A crisis has now arrived. The time of

transition is at hand. Humanity is strug

gling with the mighty throes that pre

cede a higher manifestation of life.

Chaos will give place to order and

beauty. Free men and true will walk on

the regenerated earth, and the charms of

Eden will be restored with more than its

primeval glory.

AMERICAN LABOR.

It is often said, and many persons sup

pose, that the descriptions given of the

oppressions of the laborer in England.

can have no application in this country.

We tell you, friends, that the opportunity

only is wanting to grind the laborer here

to as low a state of degradation as is en

dured in the factories and mines of “ merry

England.” The laws of nature are the

same, whether they operate in the work

shops of the old country, or the factories

of the new. Corporations have no souls

in either ; money will accumulate money ;

power will tyrannize over workmen;

capital will rule labor with a rod of iron ;

the‘ operatives will perpetually have to

work more and receive less; and nothing

on earth can prevent this, so long as “ sa

cred competition ” is cried up as the dear

est of human rights, so long as antago~

nism of interests is the law of society.

The reduction of the tariff is taken advan

tage of by many of our great lords of

industry to cut down the wages of their

workmen, with no view under Heaven

but to increase their own profits which

are already swollen too large. This step

is not dictated by necessity, but by selfish

policy. It is a fine thing to work a man

for seventy-five cents a day instead of a

dollar: but to think of lowering the

profits of capital from thirty-seven (we

will not say sixty which we might justly

do in many cases) to twenty-five per cent,

exceeds the bounds of human patience.

“ Your wages have always been too

high," said one one of these gentry to a

good friend of ours, “ you ought to Work

as cheap as they do in England. \Ve

shall never do well until this is the case.”

“But,” replied our friend, “ we expect

here a greater share of the comforts of

life than falls to the lot of the poor En

glish operative.” “Comforts of life I "

rejoins our money baron, “comforts of

life! \Vliat more would you have! You

already have more than you should. You

dress too well, you make too much show,

you are too extravagant; why, only think

E of it, your daughters now dress almost as

well as my own. Bring down your liv

ing and then you can work as low as they

do in England.” Here the secret is out.

No doubt it is a flagrant iniquity for the

wife or daughter of a factory laborer, to

dress as well as those of the owners; it

‘will never do to permit that; for who

i knows, they might say, “ but our own sons

 

marry them; ” and what dreadful confu

sion would thus be produced. A moral

and religious people should never tolerate

such horrible promiscuity. Far better

that a whole city of factory girls should

be worked in the fashion of Manchester

and Lowell, than that a single bar should

be removed from the sacred enclosures of

our social despotism. Have we not need

of patience, when such sentiments are

expressed in broad daylight by hundreds

of our “ best men ” and secretly cherish

ed by hundreds and hundreds more, who

dare not express them? And yet we live

in a "great country; ’ we have been

born in a land redolent of piety; a Gos

pel of equal rights and universal love is

preached in our Churches; and sleek,

smooth tongued saints meet us at the

corners of the streets, solemnly deprecat

ing any attempt at the realization of so

cial justice, in the name of Him, who

said to the great religious celebrities of

his day “ Ye serpents! ye generation of

vipers! who strain at a gnat and swallow

a camel ! how can ye escape the damna

tion of hell!"

9

 

 

Pt'r'rssuso limos or Assocurtosrs'rs.

From the Corresponding Secretary of this

Society, Mr. James Nicholle, we learn of

its formation. Though not large in num~

bers, it has the more important requisite

of thorough faith in the doctrines to the

support and spread of which it is devoted.

It holds weekly meetings for the exchange

of thoughts on our principles.

 

The Tnvmsuu. Pruunx, as Mr. Nich

olls writes us, is located on Eagle Creek,

ten miles from \Varren, Trumbull Coun

ty, Ohio, and within five miles of the

canal that runs from Beaver, Pa., to

Cleaveland, Ohio. The Domain consists

of 1,024 acres; the soil is of the best

quality, level, easily tilled, and very pro

ductive. The situation is pleasant, and

climate healthy. A never-failing stream

of water runs through the Domain, on

which are erected two Saw Mills, one

Grist Mill, and a Carding Machine. The

Association has a Tannery, and manu

factures shoes. The institution is incor

porated by the Ohio Legislature. The

whole number of men, women, and chil

dren, is about 200; they are industrious,

economical, moral, intelligent, harmoni

ous, and happy. Fire thousand dollars

have been raised by the friends of the in

stitution in Pittsburg, with which it will

he placed on a' permanent foundation.

The farmers in the vicinity are all favor

able to the society, and some are disposed

to join them and put in their farms as

stock, but the Domain is large enough for

the present number of members.

[LT-’Rev. Mr. KIRK of Boston, in a

_ ;speech at the late anniversary of the

might fall in love With them, and wish to‘
Home Missionary Society in London, said

the following:

“ But one thing is lacking in Great

Britain, and that is the bringing of Brit

ain’s splendor and her misery side by side.

This is the thing to change the aspect of

society; this is the corrective for the evil ;

this is God’s appointed way; and happy

am I to stand here, with a stranger’s eye

and a brother's heart, to encourage you

in this work."

If Mr. Kirk thinks this what is lacking

he is mistaken. The splendor and misery

of Great Britain have been side by side

now for some length of time, and still

both are increasing in the same ratio !

God’s appointed way, is not to put the two

in closer contrast, but to make Justice the

the supreme law of Society instead of In

justice. -—But we are happy to believe

that a day of deliverance is to dawn on

the victims of civilized antagonism in

those noble islands. The voice of true phi

lanthropy is beginning to declare in their

borders the great social principle of Chris

tianity which this age is destined to realize,

— That is the principle of Mvrutt. Guam

ANTIES. It may be uttered now in com

paratively feeble tones, but we believe
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that it is destined to do a greater work in

England than any of the reforms which

British zeal and perseverance have yet

accomplished.

 

11:? We were guilty of unintentional

injustice to Messrs. Appleton & Co. of

New York, in relation to their edition of

Mrcnensr’s “ People.” It seems that

there are two English translations of the

book, one by Cocrrs prepared with the spe

cial approval of the author, which con

tains the note for the omission of which

we condemned the American publishers.

When we noticed the book, we were ig—

norant that the other translator, SMITH,

whose version Messrs. Appleton & Co.

republished, in the belief as they inform

us, that it was truer to the original, had

presumed to mutilate his author so out

rageously. We are happy to be assured

that so respectable a house is entirely

innocent in this matter, and most readily

say that we were mistaken. \Ne must

regret, however, that they republished

the translation of SMITH without subject

ing it to a more careful comparison with

the French. The whole affair is another

evidence of the necessity of a reform of

that literary anarchy which surrenders the

foreign author without defence into the

hands of the most unscrupulous pirates.

\Ve not only need a mutual copy-right

law with England, but a general interna

tional law which shall protect writers in

different languages against such men as

Mr. G. H. SMITH, F. G. S.

I]? \Ve are requested to announce that

Mr. James T. Fisher declines acting as

Recording Secretary of “ The American

Union of Associationists.”

GLucrr's Mosurrsrv'r. A small marble

tablet, broken and hardly legible, in the

churchyard at Matzleinsdorf near Vienna,

has this inscription : “ Here rests an up

right German man, a zealous Christian,

a true husband, Canrs'rornan, Rr'r'rsn

Gnucrr, the great master in the sublime

art of music. He died on November 15,

1787." Last year, two journals of Vien

na called for contributions to the erection

of a suitable monument to Gluck. The

piano forte virtuoso, Dreyschock, gave a

concert for the purpose. A sum was col

lected which made it possible on the fourth

of July, the one hundred and thirty

sacond birth day of Gluclr, to erect a

monument of polished granite ornamented

with an iron efligy of the master. The

performance of Mozart’s Requiem in the

parish church of the suburb of \Vieden

preceded the uncovering of the mono

ment. The orchestra of the Imperial

opera aided at this performance ; the solo

parts Were sung by Messrs. Standigl and

Eri, and Mesdames Hasselt, Barth, and

Bury. - Schnellpost.

 
Nrcnoms or RUSSIA has relays of

post-horses stationed on four different

routes standing in harness year out and

year in, and changed regularly every two

hours, in order to carry him away with

the swiftness of lightning whenever the

clamor of revolt shall sound again through

the imperial chambers of St. Petersburg.

No one in the palace knows either the

day or hour when the Czar intends to set

out upon a journey; at midnight perhaps,

the adjutaut on duty is awakened and

without taking leave of his family, he

mounts the coach to accompany to Odessa

or to Italy, the Emperor, whom mystery,

tearing speed, artificial invisibility are to

preserve from the fate of so many of his

ancestors. — Sclmcllpost.

 
 

THE AMERICAN UNION OF ASSO

CIATIONISTS.

The Adjourned Meeting of this Society, will

be held in BostonI on Monda Evening, Sep

tember 2i, at 7 1-2 o’clock, at IIall No. l, Marl

boro’ Chapel. Jomt S. Dwrmrr,

Sec. Ez. Committee.

September 8, 1846.

ECLECTIC MEDICAL INSTITUTE,

OF CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Trrz Fall and “'inter Course of Lectures

commences in this Institution on the 1 Mon

day in November next, and continues four

months, which is immediately followed by the

Spring and Summer session, which also contin

ues four months.

 

FACULTY.

B. L. HILL, M. D., Anatomy and Operative

Surgery. TicketHle.

L. E. JONES, M. 1)., Materia Medica, The

rnpeuticsktmd Botany, l0.

JAMES H. OLHE t, M. D., Chemistry and

Pharmacy, IthO. ‘

W. BEACH, M. D., Surgery and Clinical

Medicine, 810. -

A. H. BALDRIDGE, M. D., Obstetrics and

Diseases of \Vomen and Children, 810.

J. R. BUCHANAN, M. D., Physiology, Insti

tutes of Medicine, and Medical Jurisprudence,

510.

T. V. MORROVV, M. D., Pathology and The

or and Practice of Medicine, 1510.

atriculation Fee, $3. Payment for Tickets

in advance.

This Institution was chartered by the Legis

lature of Ohio, and is under the control of a

Board of Trustees. The course of instruction

will embrace every thing of value taught in both

the old regular colleges and the Reformed and

Botanical schools of medicine.

Candidates for graduation will be expected to

comply with the usual requisitions. Boarding

can e had at two dollars per week.

The new College Edificc, now in progress of

erection, will be in readiness for the use of the

Institute by the commencement of the session.

Persons wishing further information, will ad

dress s. letter, prostvpaid, to

. . MORRO‘V, M. D.,

Dean of the Faculty.

GRAHAM AND TEMPERANCE

HOUSE.

63 BARCLAY S-rnnsr, an Yonrr.

Two separate Tables are rovided, one suited

for the accommodation oft e eaters of meat,

and the others carefully prepared for those who

wish to exclude flesh meats from their diet.

Ladies and Gentlemen from the country tar

rymga few or many days, can be accommodat

ed With quietness, lent , cleanliness, whole

some food, and free om rom the fumes of Al

oohol and Tobacco.

F FREE BATIIS. Cold, Douche, and

Shower Baths Free, and Warm Baths at a

small expense.

Terms One Dollar per day. Permanent board

crs received upon reasonable terms.

A. L. SMITH.

Sept. 12.

 

 

BROOK FARM

The Directors ol the School connected

with the Brook Farm Association have made

arrangements for enlargifig the establish

ment, and are now prepared to receive an

additional number of pupils.

The course of study comprises instruction

in the various branches usually taught in the

High Schools and Academies of New Eng

land, with particular attention to the modern

European languages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes

are received; a constant maternal care ex

ercised over the youngest; and the more ad

vanced subject to the friendly counsel and

assistance of the teachers, without the re

straints of arbitrary discipline. Young men

are fitted for College, or for commercial pur

suits, or carried through a course of instruc

tion, in the higher branches usually taught

in the University.

Lessons are given in Music, Dancing,

Drawing, and Painting, without any extra

charge.

The School is under the immediate direc

tion of Mr. and M rs. Rrrnmr, Mr. Dwrcn'r,

and Mr. DANA, assisted by experienced

teachers in the diflerent departments; and

every pupil of tender age is entrusted to

the particular care of a lady of the establish

ment, who has charge of his wardrobe, per

sonal habits, and physical education.

For young children, who are deprived of

parental care, and for older pupils who wish

to pursue a thorough and exact course of

study, without the usual confinement of a

large seminary, it is believed that this

School affords advantages, that are rarely to

be met with.

TERMS—Form Donnans a week for

board, washing, fuel, lights, and instruction

in all branches.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, West Rozbury, Mass.

W'EST ROXBURY OMNIBUS!

Leaves Brook Farm at“! 1—2 A. m.,snd 2 1-2

P. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaica

Plain, and Roxbury. Returning, leaves

the City Hotel, Brattle Street, at 10 1-2

A. 11., and 5 r. M. Sunday excepted.

N. R. GERRISH.

M

 

July 16, 1846.

THE HARBINGER

ls published simultaneously at New York

and Boston, by the Bnoorr FJmu Paauuvx,

every Saturday morning. Ofl‘ice in New

York, Boncnss, S'rnrivcnn 81. Co.,No. 222
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MISCELLANY.

EDUCATION AND ASSOCIATION.

[\Ve take pleasure in laying the subjoined

letter before our readers. The general view

of the Associative movement which it presents

is interesting and worthy of attention.]

 

For the Harbinger.

THDMAS H. PALMER, Esq.

Dear Sir,—I comply willingly with

your request to give you in writing my

plan for an educational movement, but

must say in advance, that it will necessa

rily be a mere sketch, the condition of

my business forbidding me to devote the

thought and time necessary to a minute

and fully extended view of the matter.

I will endeavor, however, to touch all the

points; the filling up you will readily do

yourself.

If I retain correctly in my mind the

results of the different conversations we

have had upon the subject, we have come

to the conclusion that there is not upon

the face of this broad earth, a place where

man can be fully educated. And do I

say too much, when I say that we have

come to the conclusion too, that to labor

to win such a place from the powers that

hold the world in subjection, is the duty

of every philanthropist, of every well

wisher of the race I

A glance at history must convince us

that for society to retrace its steps, would

not remedy the evils of which we com

plain, for certainly the previous forms of

society did far less in the matter of edu

cation, than does civilization. And, as

we see, to stand still is useless. The only

hope then. is in a forward movement;

and in this onward movement I cannot

see that we are to invoke any new power,

but only to apply fully a power that soci

ety has already developed.

In Association, a power that society

has been slowly developing for ages, and

now very imperfectly comprehends, and

still less perfectly applies, 1 am confi

dent lies the remedy for the intellec

tual, moral and physical darkness, ig

 

norance and degradation, in which man is

every where found. I cannot now stop

to discuss the merits of Association: to

show its adaptation to all the wants of

man, would detain me too long. Nor

can I think this still necessary; for the

majority of thinkers whom I have known

to examine it, have told me they had no

doubt that Association would furnish the

means and the arrangement in such a

manner, that it would be possible to edu

cate man fully, if he could only be ele

vated sufficiently to reach the point of

full Association.

Here, no doubt, is the real difficulty of

the matter. But if we would elevate

IIumanity,we must place within its reach

all the necessary means with which to

accomplish this object. If in Association

only can the means for the full elevation

and development of man be found, then

Association is the object for which we

ought to labor. All difficulties must be

met and overcome. No means must be

left untried, save that of hurrying men

into it without sufficient preparation. All

who go into Association must be pre

pared; for there must be no clashing

there,—no expedients tried. The man

who takes his place in Association, must

be fashioned to fit it well. Like the stone

placed by the builders, it must fit exactly,

and be in; harmony with the rest. And in

the building of God's temple, the stones

must be shaped and hewn, if not polished,

in the quarries from whence they are

taken, for upon the building must not be

heard the sound of a hammer, of an axe,

or of any iron too].

To secure a more thorough and elevat

ing Education, and overcome the objec

tions to Association just pointed out, the

following plan is proposed.

To assemble those who have faith in

the principles of Association, or enthusi

asm on the subject of Education, in suffi

cient numbers to establish schools, and

form with them primary or partial Asso—

ciation. For this purpose from one hun

dred to one hundred and twenty-five

adults, and a proportionate number of

 

children would be required. Sufficient

land should be bought or rented, upon

which to maintain the colony, well.

There should be no attempt at household

Association. Each family should have

its separate house. These might be

built by the Association and rented to the

individuals, or they might be built by

those who were to occupy them. They,

should be small, and built as cheaply as

due regard to convenience and comfort

would admit. To obviate the necessity of

larger houses for each family, one or two

large parlors, sitting-rooms &c., could be

prepared and well furnished, where the

members of the colony could visit each

other, and where all company should be

received. Barns, granaries, suitable ed

ifices for schools and workshops, dad a

public store would complete thd buildings.

Through the store all sales and exchan

ges of produce from the farms and work

shops would be made, and the members

of the colony permitted to purchase the

necessaries of life at the very lowest

prices. No cost that could be borne by

the colony should be spared, to procure

suitable books, philosophical apparatus

&c., and no effort withheld to educate as

fully as practicable every one of its mem

bers, adults as well as children. All

work should be performed in Association,

and the proceeds divided annually, after

paying rents and interest upon capital

equitably among the members. Mem

bers however, will'not expect to accumu

late property; they have associated for

entirely another purpose, that of accumu

lating knowledge.

It will be found upon close examina

tion that economy of over one half would

result from such a system of association

as this. The greatest benefits however,

would result from its Educational advan

tages. Still, there are objections, one or

two of which may be examined.

A great objection is the loss that

would occur from building so many small

tenements. Undoubtedly there would be

quite aloss here; but tI-is the resulting

benefits would over-balance. To illus
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trate, I have in my mind's eye a man‘

who has a family of several sons. To
|

educate them is not only a duty, but un

less he is totally depraved in mind and

feeling it is his most anxious wish to do!

so. Where shall he procure the funds?

for he is a man of but moderate means. ‘

To give even one son the advantages of a

college would very much injuro his little.

property; for this would cost him from

eight to twelve hundred dollars. But in

a system of partial Association such as we

have given, an outlay of three hundred

dollars, the labor of himself and sons,

would support and give each one an edu

cation for superior to that which he.could

get by passing through a college or uni—

versity as now conducted.

Another objection is that it would re

quire too much capital. For, says the

objector, the rich, or those who have

abundant means will not be likely to try a

new measure like this; and it is entirely

beyond the ability of those who are

without means. I answer that to neither

of these classes does it look for support;

but to the men of small capital, the

more elevated of the laboring classes.

To prove that it would be within the

means of such, I proceed to show that

a very small outlay of capital would be

sufficient.

Land might be rented for a term of

years for a small per cent. upon the capi

tal invested. A few weeks since it be

came my duty, as one of the parties

interested, to attend to the appraisal

of the rents and profits of land belong

ing to an intestate estate. The apprais

ers, men in whose judgement both of us

have the utmost confidence, and who are

often called upon to perform like services,

appraised first the right of soil, and then

the rents at four per cent. upon this sum.

When some surprise was manifested that

the rent of land was worth no more than

four per cent upon the capital invested,

the appraisers offered to rent both tltcit

farms at that rate.

Upon farther inquiry I became satisfied

that lands any where in the valley of Ot

ter Creek, might be rented at four per

cent. upon the capital invested, and in

many instances at even lower rates. In

 

cheaper than if each family were to build knowledge of the sciences generally

for itself. It supposes too, that eachlcultivated, together with a knowledge of

family would bring their own household that most neglected of all sciences, the

furniture. Now divide this sum bythe science of society. This would prepare

number of adults for which the estimate them for another step. A thoroughly

is made (one hundred), and it is one bun- scientific Association could now be at

dred and forty-five dollars to each adult, , tempted.

or two hundred and ninety dollars to each 1 Books would now be opened, so as to

family ; and from one third to one half of give all an opportunity of subscribing to

this could be paid in labor. An outlay'its stock, and after all have studied the

of a very small sum indeed for the vast science of society, and become satisfied

benefits that are expected to accrue from i with regard to its laws, there can be

it. I little doubt that sufficient capital could be

To the question as to its practicability ,

perhaps I ought not to attempt an answer. i

‘Oue deeply anxious for the progress and ‘

success of any cause, will not surely

look too lightly upon opposing obstacles.

This mtrch I may say however, without

stopping to point them out; from present

indications I am confident that it is so.

Ibclicve that not far from us are the

means, and that around us are the men,

who, were the right efforts made, might

be aroused and sent into the field to la

bor willingly for the truth, the hope of

the race.

But one. other point upon which I wish

to fasten your attention, and I close. I

have said that Association is the object

for which we ought to labor. But the

vast amount of capital necessary, and the

thorough and systematic Education re

quired of its members forbid any attempt

at scientific Association. True, attempts

have been made and are now making;

sotne of them have failed entirely, others

are progressing with more or less evi

dence of success towards the point aimed

at. None of thetn however, have suffi

cient numbers, or sufficient means to en

tcr on scientific Association; and if they

had, and their members were taken. from

surrounding competitive society, their

success would be more than doubtful.

These. attempts are all valuable as pre

paratory schouls, and they are doing a

work for which they will receive the

thanks of future generations. There

can be no doubt then, some of them will

persevere, and gather around them the

thoughtful and the true, and continue to

educate each successive accession to

their numbers; and until they are sufii~

a situation of things not expected to be ‘ ciently educated, they will have sufficient

permanent, it would certainly be better to strength and sufficient capital with which

rent, if the rate per cent. would thus be'tq reach the point. But I ask, cannot

lower than the money could be procured that day be hastened? Let us see.

with which to purchase. This woule Suppose that in every county, or what

save the outlay of much capital. ' Would be better still, in every town of New

There remains to be considered the England, for we will take this area of

amount of capital absnlutely required. territory with which to illustrate this posi

After a somewhat careful estimate I state , tion, a primary Association ,such as we

it in round numbers at fourteen thousand‘ have indicated were just now ready to go

and five hundred dollars. This estimate into operation. In the course of four or‘,

is made upon the supposition that thcifive years another movement might be:

colony would p“ up all the buildings, as . made; for, in the courso of four or five!

in that case they could be built muchlyears' study, could be got a thorough
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got at, and the domain secured. There

still remains a vast work to be performed

before it is fit for the Association. A

unitary building and other edifices suffi

cient for the cotnfort and convenience of

a large body of people are yet to be

erected —or the home of the Association

is yet to be built. This could be done in

the following manner. Subscriptions to

the stock of the Association could be

taken, payable in labors of the members

of the different primary Associations, and

an industrial army thus organized and

sent irtto the field, not. to destroy, but to

build up; In the course of three years

the buildings would be completed, and a

new form of society furnished with a new

home. The members would of course be

taken from the primary Associations.

The nucleus thus formed, the procex of

crystalization would be commenced, and

in due time finished, and the world rid

for once of the competitive systems that

have filled it with forms of wretchcdness

and the wailings of despair.

I think that I am borne out in the con

clusion, that the object for which we

ought to labor might be brought much

nearer us, if we would but take the pro

per steps, than we have been led to sup

pose. Respectfully, &c.

James S. EWING.

Pittsfor-l, vL, August 21, 1am.

Fonnsrs AND STREAMS. That re

markable man, Humboldt, has reduced it

almost to a demonstration, that the

streams of a country fail in proportion to

the destruction of its timber. And of

course, if the streams fail, our seasons

will be worse; it must get drier and

drier in proportion. Every body knows,

who can number twenty years back, that

the water courses have failed considera

bly, and that the seasons have been get

ting drier every year. Humboldt, speak

ing of the Valley of Aragua in Venezu

ela, says that the lake receded as agricul

ture advanced, until beautiful plantations

of sugar-cane, banana and cotton-trees

were established on its banks, which

(banks) year after year were farther from

them. After the separation of that Prov

ince from Spain, and the decline of agri

culture amid the desolating wars which

swept over this beautiful region, the pro

cess of clearing was arrested,_ the. old

lands grew up in trees with that rapidity

common to the tropics, and in a few

years the inhabitants were alarmed by a
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rise of the waters and an inundation of

their choicest plantations—South Caro

Iinian.

 

THE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,"

SEQUEL To

C O N S U E L O .

mom was FRENCH or esosur: sass.

Translated for the Harbinger.

XIII.

Thinking only of retiring, Consuelo at

last descended, and met in the corridors

two masks who accosted her, and one of

whom said to her in a low voice:

“ Beware of the count de Saint Ger

main.”

She thought she recognized the voice

of Uberti-Porporino, her comrade and

seized him by the sleeve of his domino,

saying to him:

“ Who is the count de Saint Germain!

I do not know him.”

But the other mask, without endeavor

ing to disguise his voice, which Consuelo

immediately recognized as that of young

Benda, the melancholy violinist, took her

by the other hand, saying:

“ Beware of adventures and adventur

ers.”

And they passed forward quite hurried

ly as if they wished to avoid her ques

tions.

Consuelo was astonished at being so

readily recognized after having taken so

much pains to disguise herself; conse

quently, she hastened to go out. But

she soon saw that she was observed and

followed by a mask whom from his gait

and figure she supposed to be M. de

Poelnitz, the director of the royal thea

tres and king's chamberlain. She no

longer doubted it when he spoke to her,

whatever pains he tonk to disguise his

voice and pronunciation. He addressed

to her some frivolous conversation to

which she did not reply, for she saw that

he wished to make her talk. She suc

ceeded in freeing herself from him, and

crossed the hall in order to mislead him

if he still thought of following her.

There was a crowd, and she had much

difliculty in reaching the exit. At this

moment, she turned to be sure that she

was not remarked, and was quite sur

prised to see Poelnitz apparently convers

ing confidentially in a corner with the

red domino whom she supposed to be the

count de Saint Germain. She did not

know that Poelnitz had been acquainted

with him in France, and fearing some

treachery on the part of the adventurer,

she returned to her dwelling devoured by

anxiety, not so much for herself as for

the princess, whose secret she had just

 

" Entered according to Act ofCongress, in the
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betrayed, in spite of her caution, to a

very suspicious person.

On waking, the next day, she found at

crown of white roses suspended above

her head and fastened upon the crucifix

she had inherited from her mother,.which '

she had never parted with. She re-|

marked at the same time that the branch i

of cypress which, since a certain tri-1

umphant evening at Vienna, when it was1

thrown to her upon the stage by an un~i

known hand, had always adorned thei

crucifix, had disappeared. She searched‘

for it in vain on all sides. It seemed as

if that gloomy trophy had been designed

ly carried away when it was replaced by

this fresh and cheerful crown. Her ser

vant could not tell how or at what hour

the exchange had been effected. She

pretended that she had not left the house

the day before and that she had not ad

mitted any one. She had not remarked, a

when preparing her rnistress‘s bed, if the

crown was there or not. In a word, she

was so ingenuously surprised at the cir

cumstance that it was difficult to doubt

her good faith. This girl was very disin

terested; Consuelo had more than one

proof of it, and the only fault she knew

in her was a great desire to talk and to

make her mistress the confidant of all hcr

idle stories. She would not have missed

this opportunity to weary her with a long

story and the most fatiguing details, if

she could have told her anything. She

only indulged in extravagant comments

upon the mysterious gallantry of this

crown; and Consuelo was soon so tired

of them that she requested her not to

trouble herself any more and to leave her

in quiet. Remaining alouc,she examined

the crown with the greatest care. The

flowers were as fresh as if gathercd an

instant before, and as full of perfume as if

it were not mid-winter. Consuelo sighed

sadly at the thought that such beautiful

roses could certainly only be found at

this season in the hot-houses of royal‘

residences and that her maid might have

been correct in attributing this homage

to the king. “ Still he did not know how

much I valued my cypress," thought

she; “why should he have taken it

from me? no matter; whatever hand

may have comniired this profauation,

cursed be it! " But as the Porporina

was about to throw the crown from her

with vexation, she saw fall a little slip of

parchment which she took up, and on

which she read the following words in an

unknown hand :

“Every noble action deserves a re

 

 

 

 

compence, and the only recompence

worthy of great souls, is the hom

age of sympathizing souls. Let the cy

press disappear from your pillow, gener

ous sister, and let these flowers encircler

your brow, were it but for an instant. It ‘

is your diadem of betrothal, it is the sym

bol of your eternal marriage with virtue

and that of your admission to the com

munion of true believers.”

Consuelo, stupefied, examined for a

long time those characters, in which her

imagination in vain endeavored to seize

some vague resemblance to the \\ riting of

count Albert. In spite of the distrust in

spired by the species of initiation to which

they seemed to invite her, in spite of the

repugnance she experienced for the

promises of magic, then so much in

vogue in Germany and in all philosophi

cal Europe, lastly in spite of the warn

ings given by her friends to keep upon

her guard, the last words of the red

domino and the expressions of this anony

mous billet inflamed her imagination with

that delightful curiosity which may rath

er be called a poetic expectation. \Vith

out too well knowing why, she obeyed

the affectionate injunction of her unknown

friends. She placed the crown upon her

disarranged hair, and fixed her eyes upon

a mirror as if she expected to see a be:

loved shade appear behind her.

She was drawn from her reverie by a

sharp and quick ringing of the bell

which made her shudder, and was in

formed that M. de Buddenbrock had a

word to say to her immediately. That

word was uttered with all the arrogance

which the king's aid-de-camp introduced

into his manners and language when he

was no longer under the eye of his mas

ter.

“ Mademoiselle,” said he \\ hen she

came to him in the saloon, “you will

follow me at once to the king. Be

quick, the king does not wait.”

“I shall not go to the king in slippers

and a drcssing-gmvn,” replied the Por

porina.

“ I give you five minutes to dress your

self decently,” replied Buddeubrock tak

ing out his watch and making a sign for

her to return to her chamber.

Consuelo, terrified, but resolved to

assume upon her own head all the dan

gers that might threaten the princess and

the baron de Trenck, dressed in less time

than had been allowed her, and reappeared

before Buddenbrock with an apparent

tranquillity. The latter had seen the

king much irritated on giving the order to

bring the delinquent before him, and the

royal ire had passed into him, without his

knowing what the matter was. But on

finding Consuelo so calm, he remembered

that the king had a great weakness for

this girl: he said to himself that she

might easily rise victorious from the com

ing struggle, and retain a grudge against

him for his bad treatment. He therefore

thoughtit best again to become humble

before her, thinking that it would always

be time to oppress her when her disgrace
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should be consummated. He offered his

hand with a stiff and awkward courtesy

to assist her into the carriage he had

brought, and assuming an attentive and

polite manner: “ This, mademoiselle,”

said he, seating himself opposite to her,

hat in hand, “is a magnificent winter's

morning.”

“ Certainly, sir baron,” replied Con

suelo with an ironical smile, “ the weather

is magnificent for a drive outside the

walls.”

\Vhile saying this, Consuelo thought

with a stoical cheerfulness, that she

might indeed pass the rest of this mag

nificent day on the road to some fortress.

But Buddenbrock, who could not con

ceive the serenity of' a heroical resigna

tion, thought that she threatened to have

him disgraced and confined if she was

victorious in the stormy trial she was

about to undergo. He became pale, tried

to be agreeable, did not succeed, and re

mained anxious and out of countenance,

asking himself with anguish, in what he

could have displeased the Porporina.

Consuelo was introduced into a study,

where she had leisure to admire the rose

eolored furniture, faded, torn by the little

dogs who played there continually, sprin

kled with tobacco, in a word, very dirty.

The king was not yet there, but she

heard his voice in the next chamber and

it was a frightful voice when in anger.

“I tell you I will make an example of

these rascals and that I will clear Prussia

of this vermin which has so long tor

mented it! ” cried he, making his boots

creak as if he walked across the apart

ment in great agitation.

“ And your majesty will render a great

service to reason and to Prussia,” replied

his companion; “ but that is no reason

why a wornan— ”

“ Yes, it is a reason, my dear Vol

taire. Then you do not know that the

worst intrigues and the most infernal

machinations have their origin in those

little brains? ”

“ A woman, sire, a. woman—”

“ Well, suppose you repeat it again!

You love the women ! you have had the

misfortune to live under the empire of a

petticoat, and you do not know that

they must be treated like soldiers, like

slaves, when they interfere in important

affairs.”

“ But your majesty cannot believe that

there is anything important in all this

affair? You should employ anodynes

and douches with the manufacturers of

miracles and the adopts of the great

work.”

“ You do not know what you are talk

ing about, M. de Voltaire! \Vhat ifl

should tell you that poor La Mettrie was

poisoned? ”

 

“ As any one would be who ate more,

than his stomach could contain and di

gest. An indigestion is a poisoning."

“ I tell you that it was not his gluttony

alone that did it. They made him eat an

eagle's foot, telling him it was a pheas

ant‘s.’!

“ The Prussian eagle is very destruc

tive, I know; but it is with the thunder

bolt and not with poison that it strikes.”

“\Vell, Well! spare me your mela

phors. I Would bet a hundred to one he

was poisoned. La Mettrie had given in to

their extravagances and told every one that

was willing to listen, half seriously, half

ironically, that he had been made to see

spectresand demons. They had struck

with madness that mind so incredulous

and so trifling. But as he had abandoned

Trenck, after having been his friend,

they punished him in their manner. And

I will punish them in my turn, so that

they shall remember it. As to those

who wish, under the shelter of these

infamous tricks, to lay plots and evade

the vigilance of the laws - ” Here the

king closed the door which had remained

slightly Open, and Consuelo heard no

more. After a quarter of an hour of ex

pectation and anguish, she at last saw

appear the terrible Frederick, rendered

horribly old and ugly by anger. He

carefully closed all the doors without

looking at. or speaking to her ; and when

he returned towards her, he had some

thing so diabolical in her eyes, that for

an instant she thought he meant to stran

gle her. She knew that, in his fits of

fury, be displayed as if in spite of him

self, the savage instincts of his father

and that he even bruised the legs of his

public functionaries by kicks of his boots

when he was dissatisfied with their con

duct. La Mettrie laughed at these cow

ardly brutalities, and asserted that this

exercise was good for the gout with

which the king was prematurely attack

ed. But La Mettrie was no longer to

make the king laugh, nor to laugh at his

expense. Young, brisk, fat and rosy, he

had died two days before in consequence

of an excess at table; and I know not

what gloomy fancy suggested to the king

the suspicion which he cherished of at

tributing his death at one time to the

hatred of the Jesuits, at another to the

machinations of the sorcerers in vogue.

Frederick himself was, without confess

ing it, under the influence of that vague

and childish terror with which the occult

sciences inspired all Germany.

“ Listen to me attentively ! ” said he

to Consuelo, darting at her a glance of

lightning. “You are unmasked, you

are lost; you have but one means of

safety, that is to confess all on the instant

without subterfuge and without conceal

ment.” And as Consuelo prepared to

answer: “On your knees, unfortunate,
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on your knees! ” cried be, pointing to

the floor: “ it is not erect that you can

make such confessions. You ought al

ready to have your forehead in the dust.

On your knees, I say, orI will not listen

to you.”

“ As I have absolutely nothing to say

to you, you will not have to listen to

me." replied Consuelo in a freezing tone.

“ and as to placing myself on my knees.

it is what you never will obtain from

me.”

The king thought for a moment of

overthrowing and trampling upon that

audacious girl. Consuelo looked invol

untarily at Frederick‘s bands which were

convulsively extended towards her, and it

seemed to her that she saw the nail:

lengthen and issue from his fingers as do

those of a cat at the moment of leaping

upon her prey. But the royal claws

were immediately sheathed. Frederick,

in the midst of his meannesscs, had too

much greatness of soul not to admire

courage in others. He smiled, affecting

a contempt he was far from feeling.

“ Unhappy child!" said he with an

air of pity, “they have succeeded in

making a fanatic of you. But listen! the

moments are precious. You can yet re

deem your life; in five minutes it will be

too late. I give you those five minutes,

profit by them. Determine to reveal all

or prepare to die."

“I am quite prepared," replied Coo

suelo, indignant at a threat which she

thought could not be carried into effect

and was brought forward to frighten her.

“ Be silent and make your reflections,”

said the king, seating himself before his

desk and opening a book with an afl'ecta

tion of tranquility which did not entirely

conceal a deep and painful emotion.

Consuelo, while remembering that M.

de Buddenbroek had grotesquely aped

the king in also giving her, watch in

hand, five minutes to dress, resolved to

profit by the time, as she was ordered,

and to trace out a plan of conduct for

herself. She felt that what she must

most avoid, was the skilful and penetrat

ing iuterrogatory in which the king

would entangle her as in a net. How

could she flatter herself with misleading

such a criminal judge! She risked fall

ing into his snares and destroying the

princess while she thought to save her.

She therefore took the generous resolu

tion not to endeavor to justify herself, not

even to ask of what she was accused and

to irritate the judge by her audacity, un

til he had without information and with

out equity pronounced her sentence ab

irato. Ten minutes elapsed before the

king raised his eyes from his book. Per

haps he wished to give her time to alter

her mind; perhaps what he read had at

last engrossed him.
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“ Have you formed your resolution! ”

said he at last, laying aside his book and

crossing his legs, with his elbow on the

table.

" I have no resolution to form," re

plied Consuelo. “I am under tlte do

minion of injustice and violence. I can

do nothing but suffer the inconveni

ences.”

“ Is it I whom you charge with vio

lence and injustice! ”

“If it be not you, it is the absolute

power that you exercise which corrupts

your soul and misleads your judgment.”

“ Very well: you place yourself in

judgment upon my conduct, and you for

get that you have only a few moments to

redeem your life.”

“ You have no right to dispose of my

life; lam not your subject, and if you

violate the rights of mankind so much

the worse for you. As for myself, I

would rather die than live another day

under your laws.“

“ You hate me ingenuously! ” said

the king, who seemed to penetrate Cott

suelo‘s design and made it unavailing by

arming himself with a contemptuous

sang-froid. “I see that you have been

at a good school, and this character of

Spartan virgin, which you play so well,

accuses your accomplices and reveals

their conduct more than you imagine.

But you are poorly acquainted with the

rights of mankind and with human laws.

Every sovereign has the right to take the

lives of those who come into his states to

conspire against him.”

“ l, I conspire! " cried Consuelo, ex

cited by the consciousness of truth, and

too indignant to seek to exculpate herself,

she shrugged her shoulders and turned

her back as if to go, without too well

knowing what she did.

“ Where are you going? ” said the

king, struck by her air of irresistible

candor.

“ I am going to prison, to the scaffold,

wherever you please, provided I can be

excused from hearing so absurd an accu

sation.”

" You are very angry,” said the king

with a sardonic laugh, “ do you wish me

to tell you why? It is because you came

here with the resolution to act the Roman

before me and you see that your comedy

serves only as a diversion to me. Noth

ing is so mortifying, especially for an

actress, as not to produce elfect in a

part.”

Consuelo, disdaining to reply', folded

her arms and looked fixedly at the king

with an assurance which almost discou

certed him. To escape from the anger

which was reawakening in him, he was

compelled to break the silence and to

return to his annoying railleries, still

hoping that he would irritate the accused

 

 

and that to defend herself she would lose

her reserve and distrust. “ Yes,” said

he as if he replied to the mute language

of that haughty face, “ I well know that

you have been made to believe] was in

love with you and you think you can

brave me with impunity. All that would

be very comic if some persons whom I

value more than I do you were not impli

cated in the affair. Exalted by the vani

ty of playing a fine part, you ought still

to know that subaltern confidauts are

always sacrificed by those who employ

them. Thus it is not those whom] in

tend to punish : they are too near to me

for me to punish them otherwise than by

severely chastizing you before their eyes.

It is for you to determine if you will

undergo that misfortune for the sake of

persons who have betrayed your interests

and who have attributed all the evil to

your indiscrect and ambitious zeal.”

“ Sire,” replied Consuelo, “I know

not what you mean; but the manner in

which you speak of confidants and those

who employ them, makes me shudder

for you.”

“ That is to say i — ”

“ That is to say you would make me

think that in a time when you were the

first victim of tyranny, you would have

delivered major Katt to the paternal in

quisition."

The king became pale as death. Every

one knows that after an attempt to fly

into England in his youth, he had seen

his confidant beheaded by his father‘s

order. Confined in prison, he had been

carried and held by force before the win

dow in order that he might see his

friend's blood flow upon the scaffold.

This horrible scene,of which he was as

innocent as possible, had made a fearful

impression upon him. But it is the ties

tiny of princes to follow the example of

despotism, even when they have most

cruelly suffered by it. Frederick's mind

had been rendered gloomy by unhappi

ness and after a restrained and sad youth

he had ascended the throne full of the

principles and prejudices of absolute au

thority. No reproach could be more

grievous than that' which Consuelo pre

tended to address to him, in order to

recall to him his ancient misfortunes and

to make him feel his present injustice.

He was struck to the heart; but the

clfect of the wound was as little salutary

to his hardened soul as the punishment of

Major Katt had formerly been. He rose

and said with an agitated voice : “ That

is enough, you may retire.” He rang,

and during the few seconds which passed

before the arrival of his people, he

opened his book and pretended to be

again interested. But a nervous trem

bling shook his hand and made the leaf

rustle when he tried to turn it.

 
A valet entered, the king made a sign

and Consuelo was conducted to another

chamber. One of the king‘s little grey

hounds which had not ceased to look at

her, wagging its tail and gamboling about

to excite her caresses, started to follow

her; the king, who had paternal feelings

only for those little animals, was obliged

to recall Mopsule, at the moment when

she crossed the threshold after the con

demned. The king had a fancy, not

devoid of reason perhaps, of believing

his dogs endowed with a kind of instinc

tive divination of the sentiments of those

who approached him. He conceived mis

trust when he saw them obstinate in giv

ing a bad reception to certain people, and

on the contrary, thought he could depend

upon those persons whom his dogs vol

untarily caressed. Spite of his inward

agitation, Mopsule‘s strongly marked pre

ference fur the Porporina had not escaped

him, and when she returned towards him

hanging her head with an air of sadness

and regret, he struck upon the table, say

ing to himself and thinking of Consuelo;

“And yet she has no bad intentions

towards me 3 ” _

“ Did your majesty send for ‘me'! "

asked Buddenbrock, presenting himself

at another door.

“No! ” said the king, indignant at

the haste of the courtier to throw him

self upon his prey ; “ go out, I will ring

for you.”

\Vounded at being treated like a valet,

Buddenbrock went out and during some

instants which the king spent in medita

tion, Consuelo remained under guard in

the hall of the Gobelins. At last, the

bell was heard and the mortified aid-de

camp was none the less prompt in hurry

ing towards his master. The king

appeared softened and communicative.

“ Buddeubrock,” said he, “that girl is

an admirable character! At Rome, she

would have deserved the triunnih, the car

with eight horses and the oaken-crown !

Have a post-chaise got ready, accompany

her yourself outside the city and send her

under a good escort on the road to Span

daw, to be confined there and subjected

to the discipline of state-prisoners, not

the most gentle, you understand! ”

“ Yes, sire."

“ Wait a while. You will enter the

carriage with her to pass through the

city, and will frighten her a little by your

discourse. It will be well to make her

think she is to be delivered to the execu

tioner and whipped at all the corners of

the streets as was the custom in the time

of the king, my father. But, even while

telling these stories, you will remember

that you are not to displace a hair of her

head and you will put on your glove

when you offer your hand. Go, and

learn, while admiring her stoical devoted
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ness, how you should conduct yourself

towards those who honor you with their

confidence. That will do you no harm.”

To be Continued.

 

To communicate knowledge, to diffuse

science, is to sow seed for the nourish

ment of successive generations.

 

“MUSICAL REVIEW.”

NEW COLLECTIONS 0F PSALllODY.

1. Songs of Sacred Praise; or the Amer

ican Collection of Psalm and Hymn

Tunes, Anthems, Sentences, and

Chants; for thc use If Choirs, 41'. 40.

Arranged and composed by EDWARD

HAMILTON. Boston : Published by Phil

ips and Sampson. 1845.

2. The Modern Harp,- or Boston Sacred

Melodist. A collection of Church Music,

comprising, in addition to many of the

most popular tunes in common use, a

great variety of new and original Times,

Sentences, Chants, Motetls, and An

thems. By EDWARD L. VVHITE and

JOHN E. Court). Boston: Benjamin

B.Mussey. 1847.

Our unmusical soil yields every year a

larger crop of Psalm-tunes and Anthems

than even the land of Luther boasts of.

It is the natural result of multiplied con

certs, singing-schools, and musical con

ventions. Hearing creates a desire to

imitate, to execute; and this is followed

by the desire of creating, of executing

one's own. The surface has been loos

ened by these agencies, and now the la

tent seeds beneath begin to germinate.

The musical capacity of the American

people, whether of sense or soul, has

just begun to be brought out; and the

Americans are an enterprising people;

they like to do everything with their own

hands and out of their own heads; if they

learn to admire any thing, instantly they

want to do it; every capacity must be

available,—— that is the spirit of our times,

our country. The rcadicst and most nat

ural sphere in which to try one‘s hand is

Psalmody ; because it is easiest. and may

he tolerany got through with without ge

nius, and because it is the whole of our

national musical culture, the only form

of music which really has an audience

and for which there is a sure demand.

The books thus called forth are too

numerous to admit of thorough examina

tion and criticism. Much, undoubtedly,

is mechanical and shallow, and a mere.

afl‘air of trade, or weak ambition. But it

cannot be denied, also, that there is much

that gives great promise. The general

style and spirit of the compositions in

 

most of these new collections, evinces a'

remarkable progress in respect to taste

and knowledge. There is really much

talent shown, with occasionally something

like a deeper artistic feeling. We have

already noticed the “ Beethoven Collec

 
tion” and the “Cantos Ecclesiaz.”

These aim high; but these have not the

only claim to approbation. We cannot

but admit the good sense of much that is

said in a letter which we received, to

gether with the first of the collections

now before us, from its editor. Perhaps

we violate our duty to a private cones

pondent and a stranger, by giving public

ity to what he writes; butthe following

extract is so much to our purpose that we

must take the responsibility of quoting it.

“I Would venture to observe, that

while I agree with all that you have so

eloquently and beautifully said in regard

to the music comprised in the “ Beethoven

Collection,” and much of that in the

“ Cactus Ecclcsiae,” I cannot help think

ing that it is of little use to place before

the public in America Works in the high

est style of art, when it is perfectly no

torious that “Dandy Jim” has vastly

more popularity than the most elegant

composition of Mozart. and when there

are not five hundred in Massachusetts

cven, that know any difference between

Beethoven and I. B. \Voodbury. The

truth is the New Englanders will sing

psalms, and under the pretence of wor

ship and devotion will outrage the ears

and souls of all men who have musical

feeling enough to distinguish between

“ Dan Tucker ” and Beethoven’s Seventh

Symphony. Of course they must have

psalms to sing. Under such circum

stances while it is wrong altogether to

furnish them with superficial, unmcaning

trash, is it not wise, upon the whole, to at

tempt to supply them with a style of

psalm tunes which may gradually im

prove the public taste, without going to

such lengths above and beyond it, as to

transcend the capacity and understanding

of the people'.l Place the “ Beethoven

Collection ” in the hands of ninety-nine in

a hundred of our church choirs, and they

cannot sing one page of it. It is all

Greek or somewhat worse to them. If

they were to hear it correctly performed,

it would be an unknown tongue to most.

The consequence is, the hook is thrown

aside and condemned; and all this, not

because the Americans have not as

much natttral susceptibility as the people

of other countries, but because they have

not been brought, by a gradual course of

education, up to the point of appreciating

elegant and classical music. It is conced

ed that so far as respects public musical

entertainments, concerts and the like, the

very best style of music should be given.

But there you may secure the best talent.

Psalm tunes on the other hand are sung

by the people at large, asa general thing.

" Give the people however a fashion of

music somewhat more elevated than they a

have been accustomed to, and demanding;

 

a somewhat more zealous (25011 for its

performance, and they are stimulated to

master it, while taste is cultivated and

skill in execution acquired.

“ It has seemed to me that a book which

should accomplish this end was very much

needed in this country. I have thought

that the “ Beethoven Collection " was alto

gether too exalted in character to accom

plish much in the way of improvement,

though its clcgant and graceful melody

and learned and delicious harmonics will

feed the longiugs of some few hungry

souls. In truth it has been but little

used hitherto, though it has beep before

the public three years or more.

“It has appeared to me also that many

of the publications of the last ten or twelve

years in this branch of music, so far from

having any tendency to elevate the public

taste, have in style both of melody and

harmony fallen far below what they

should be. and have well nigh rooted out

of the people every sentiment of beauty

and grace, and left nothing in their

stead, but the driest and most unmeaning

dead forms of music without soul or vi

tality.

“ Having waited long, in vain, for some

publication answering the end which

seemed to me desirable, l have ventured,

though with much diti'ldence, to attempt

to furnish such a work myself. I am

fully sensible how far short it comes even

of my own idea of what was needed.

Nevertheless I am encouraged to hope

that it may answer to some extent the ob

ject proposed.

“ There has been such a monopoly en

joyed by certain authors of church music

books in Boston and New York, that it is

with the greatcst difficulty any new au

thor can obtain a hearing at the bar of

the public. 1 have therefore ventured to

indulge the hope, that you might be in

duced to examine my book, and express

your opinion of it in the “Harbinger.”

I must frankly confess that I should be

frightened at the idea of your expressing

ajudgment upon the work as to its obso

lule merits, or as compared with such

works as the “ Beethoven collection.” I

would respectfully ask you to judge of it

in comparison with the common works of

the day, and with reference to the actual

circumstances and needs of the choirs of

our country.”

The Collection of Mr. Hamilton con

tains about four hundred psalm and hymn

tunes. Of these, one hundred are stand

ard tunes, in common use, and indispensa

ble to every collection. The other three

hundred are new in this country; many

of them are selected, with evident taste

and judgment, from foreign authors, old

and new, or contributed by some of his

brethren in the art. But by for the ma
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jority are of his own creation. To these‘ Of the anthems, 8:0. much good might which are scattered along. Mr. Hamil‘

are added anthems, chants, &c, mostly be said, if we may trust a busy perusal. ‘ ton's treatment of the same thing is corn

his own also.

\Ve have had barely time to examine prayer, are peculiarly chaste and solemn. ‘ lusirations.

Some ofthe Benedictions, and the Lord's ‘V mcndahlc, though less provided “llll il

Both treatises retain the

. . . . l . . -

the original pieces, and we think they i In general we commend the book; and complicated practice of changing the

will bear comparison, generally, with

higher standards than the author seems

disposed to claim. There is in the first

place, a fine feeling in them; they are

 

although we are not very partial to this ‘ Solfcggio for every change of key. Mr.

form of music, though a few old Gregori- | Hamilton's “ remarks for the assistance

an or Lutheran chants, for suhliiiiity, and 1 of teachers," however, in his Chapter

for pathos some sweet quartettes from the I entitled “ The Singing School," are

not altogether mechanical, but they sat- works of Haydn or Mozart, (so long as we ; good enough to offset the lack of illus

isfy the heart better than they could do cannothavethe highest form ofchurch mu-ltrations. '

if they did not come from the heart.

They do not seem to be the cold elabora

tions of mere science, nor the cheap sur

prises of what we call knack.

cal facility, which belongs more to the

senses and the hands. These pieces,

though not evidence of genius, yet seem

steeped enough in a refined and genuine

sentiment, a more than superficial sense

of beauty. As to science, we see every

reason to be satisfied with the way in

which the harmonies are handled; cer

tainly here are richer and more varied

modulations than are common in New

England Psalmody; and the law of Unity

is well observed. Then, as to the third

point, that of practical knack, or power

to make one's sentiment and science

available, we think here is a goodly share

of it; the pieces have a finish and an ef

fect, which works of deepest genius

sometimes fail of. So far as they go,

they indicate a degree of musical culture

which Would have been deemed extraor

dinary here only a few years ago. And

we doubt not, choirs who will practice,

and congregations who will listen to this

music, will find the average taste among

them not a little raised ; and realize more

of the true influence of church music,

than commonly could be expected from

the most plain and barren, though with

us, most popular form of it. _

Ingenuity is puzzled to find names for

so numerous a progeny. The names of

saints, of great men, of notable old pla

ces, had long been exhausted, before

gazetteers and directories at large were

ransacked for every sort of uncouth name

of town or person, \vhcrcwith to christen

a new psalm-tune. into this book an al

together new, and lovelicr companv are

introduced : the graceful names of all the

flowers. There is some sentiment in this,

besides a review on botany. (l) We

dare say many a wild-flower has been

pressed ere now within the leaves of a

psalm-book, by some village maiden on

her way to church, and its aroma added

somewhat to the sweetness of her favor

ite tune. Here are Eglantine, Clematis,

Orchis, Convallaria, Anenione,and Aster,

and whole Linntmn families besides.

 

Acornpos- fact that this people wiil sing psalms,

er, indeed, needs all these three things; and that the demand increases with the

feeling, inspiration, genius, which is of practice.

the heart; science, or ordering wisdom, of them, and let it, as far as possible, be

which is of the head ; and a ready practi- good. He is a public benefactor who

 

sic, the Mass,) delight us more, however \Ve hear of no new Psalteries from the

much repeated, than indefinite supplies of modern fathers thereof, Lowell Mason, or

modern psalmody; yet we recognize the‘Mr. \Vebb, this season; the business

seems to harm passed into younger hands,

and in their pupils they are glorified.

Therefore let there he a plenty ———————

MEXDELSSOHN'S "SONGS WITHOUT

WORDS." N0. 11.

Without words, and without names

cven! It is music speaking for itself, or

irather speaking for the human heart, dis

daining any other interpreter. Each

melody, with its accompaniment, is like

a pure stream flowing through rich scen

cry. The stream is the soul’s con

sciousness, the scenery is the world of

mingled associations through which it

flows, time's shadow on its surface.

Sometimes however the accompaniment

suggests unearthly scenery, enchanted

regions, and the song is like the life of:

soul disembodied, or translated where it

knows no more the fretting bounds of

'time.

strives to make it so.

And now a word, and abrief one, for

the “Modern Harp.” Thcre is more

good music iii it than we dared expect,

knowing nothing of its editors. Bltti

there is also much that is common-place,

hacknied in style, even if it be new in

point of literal fact. Some pieces also

offend us by an ambition without mean

ing; as the piece called “ Aria," page

173, with its florid has. In “ Alton"

we recognize a trivial and taking melody

of Boildieu, which, trimmed as it is here

of some of its ornaments, has little left.

Another called “ Mozart,” takes strange

liberties with the immortal composer,

even to shortening the strains of one of S l r h . h b

his popular duets, by applying it to the elem 0 l ese pieces (never an

Procrusms, bed or a C‘ M_ hymn, and‘a title, indicating. merely their general

I . ’characier: there is one styled a ‘i-Peo

upping off the bars that overreached.) , g H ,

. ‘ . ple s Song; and there are three “lie

Still, we find a good S'Jlld body of the]
Let us take

' 7,

best old standard picces here, and among" "em" condom Slings", ,

. . . . . these latter to begin Vt'ltll. After being

the great variety of original contributions, _ _ _ ,
(for there is about the same proportion rocked by this music, till it haunts your

between old and new as in the first col- thoughw’ yuu feel that you know vemce’

lcclion) some certainly that are wonh 3" though you may never have been there.

praise. The editors state in their pre

face : “ “'e have devoted more space to

Anthems, Mutetts, Quartetts, &c., suit

able for public performances, also for So

ciety and Singing School purposes, tlian‘

 

 

 

“ My soul is an enchanted boat,

Which like a sleeping swan doth float

Upon the silver waves of thy sweet singing."

 

The atmosphere, the liinpid coolness of

the water, the rhythm of its motion, and

the soft, sad, yet voluptuous coloring of

all things; in short, the very volatile es

careful to present to the public new sence of all that life, is, as it were,caught

music adapted to the ever new and high- and perpetuated in these subtle, accom

ly devotional portions of scripture and inodating forms of melody. \Vhat is the

hymns, such as: ‘ The Lord is in his meaning of Venice in history, is a ques

tion which might perhaps be answered, if

me aclcanheart,’&c. &c.” Agreat va- we could only tell what influence this

riety of metres is also among its charac- music ministers to the mind. Hearing it.

teristics. Chanting occupies a large‘and losing yourself in it, you inhabit an

share; and the entire “Protestant Epis- ideal Venice, the soul, as it were, of the

cops] Church Service " is introduced. real one, without its sins and infirmitios,

We have been particularly pleasedtils horrible suicidal contrasts.

with the “Elements of vocal music” in The first of the three (Number Six of

this work, not only on account of the great the Sixth set) is 8- suslained Andante,

clearness with which they are stated, but'in six-eight measure- The accompani

more on account of the numerous and,mcnt, by a very simple figure, gives the

very pleasing exercises and‘illustrationsl rocky sensation ofa gondola, “hilt: “ lhe

is usual in most works of a similar char

acter; and, at the same time, have been

holy teiiiple,’ ‘I will arise,” ‘ Create in  
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oars keep time.” The gentle key, G mi

nor, indicates soft moonlight or star-light;

and presently the song floats off, in loving

thirds and sixths, full of tenderness and

musing sadness, which has more oflonging -

in it than of regret for actual suffering.

It rises higher and louder at times, but

never breaks through the gentle spell,

always sinks back into the dreaminess of

the'hour. The sentiment is so pure, that

one might dream himselfin heaven; only

the sadness makes it human. Far off in

the smooth stream, the boat for a time

seems fixed, suspended, and the voice

alone, amid its natural accompaniments,

informs the distance. Again the motion

is resumed, but fainter and more remote,

and as the sounds die away in the smooth

shining distance, how magical the effect

of those soft high octaves, ever and anon

twice struck, as if to assure us that be

yond it is as beautiful as here; and finally

all the harmonies converge into a single

note, just as broad spaces on the farthest

verge and boundary of sight, are repre

sented by a single fine litre. At the intro

duction, after the rocking accompaniment,

so soft and dreamy, has proceeded a few

measures, you seem suddenly to touch the

water and have a cold thrill of reality for

a moment, as the harmonies brighten in

to the major of the key. The predomi

nating eXpression 0f the Air, however,

is more that of tranquil, childlike harmo

ny and peace, than of any restless passion ;

an innocent delight just slightly tempered

with the “ still sad music of humanity."

The coolness of the buoyant element al

lays'all inward heat.

In the next one (Second Set, No. 6,)

which is a quicker movement, marked

Allegretto tranquillo, and in the key of F

sharp minor, there is a more stirring and

exquisite delight. it rises to a higher

pitch of enthusiasm, as if the heart in its

still joy overflowed. The beauty of na

ture scents almost too much for the soul,

the harmony of all things too complete.

Fancy's images rise thicker than before.

The hills, the clouds, the gleaming wa

ters, seem more living than before, and

the soul stretches out its arms to them.

Listen to that long high trill, which seems

to carry the thoughts up and afar, as if

they had left the body to play with the

fleecy, pearly clouds about the moon,

while the boat glides on in its sleep on

consciously below; and then the rapture'

of that bold delicious cadence, with

which the reverie is ended, as if the skies

came down with us to earth! The mem

ory of that aerial excursion haunts the

following melodies; the song floats in

the middle, between two accompaniments,

the waves below, and a faint prolonged

vibration of that same high note above,

like a thin streak of skyey color in a pic

ture.

 
The last one, which is No. 5 of the

Fifth Set, is perhaps the most beautiful

of the three. It is in A minor, Andante

con mole, and still the same rocking six

eight measure. There is even more of

the physical sensation of the water in

this. Ever and anon the stillness is

startled by a loud stroke of the key-note,

answered by the fifth below, and some

times in the lowest octave, which gives

one an awed feeling of the depth of the

dark element, as if a sounding line were.

dropped. And again the mingled gurg

ling and laughing of the water, as it runs

05' the boat's sides, seems literally imitat

ed in those strange chromatic appogiaturas

which now and then form a hurried intro

duction to the regular note. The whole

tone and coloring of the picture is deep

er than the others. It is a song of the

depth of the waters. The chords are

richer, and the modulations, climbing to

wards their climax, are more wild and

awe-inspiring. But by degrees the mo—

tion grows more gentle, and the sea more

smooth, and the strain melts away in a

free liquid cadence, in the major of the

key, like closing the eyes in full assur

ance of most perfect bliss.

You feel that no soul ever conversed

more intimately with nature than did Men

delssohn when he composed this music.

And music only could reveal what is here

revealed. If the above remarks shall

prove enough to satisfy the reader that

we have a feeling about this music, and

that it means more than words can ex~

press, they will have answered their end

as far as we dared to hope. For in

truth they are not in any sense a descrip

tion, and perhaps deserve the penalty of

a rash attempt to talk about what claims

the privilege to be “ without words.”

  

’ REViEw.

First Book of Englishfor Children, based

upon the “ Significance of the Alphabet.”

By CHARLES KRAITSIR, M. D. Bos

ton: E. P. Peabody. 1846. pp. 88.

 

Dr. Kraitsir here makes an application

of his theory of the alphabet, to the pri

mary instruction of children. The book

has various qualities on which we propose

to remark, but before doing so, we will

introduce the following communication

from an esteemed friend in Boston, who

has enjoyed the best advantages for be

coming perfectly acquainted with Dr.

Kraitsir‘s system, and is fully authorized

to speak in its behalf.

Bos'rort, Sept. 1816.

To the Editors of the Harbinger:

In an article on Dr. Kraitsir’s “ Signi

ficance of the Alphabet," you condemned

him as a “ bigoted conservative,” for un

dertaking to show that there was any

 
significance to the existing alphabet, in

which the English tongue is written, in

stead of proceeding to invent a new one!

“ One of his Pupils" sufficiently answer

ed that, I think, in the Daily Advertiser;

but if you will permit me, I should like

to give your especial readers another side

of the subject, by bringing to notice the

“ First Book of English," published in

Boston last week by the same distinguish

ed philologist. I am the more desirous

to do this, bee use Dr. Kraitsir himself

considers that his elementary books in the

language, as he shall from time to time

bring them out, will be the bést, and in—

deed the only practical method of answer

ing objections and charges of inconside

rate innovation on the one hand, and blind

conservatism on the other.

The “First Book of English” just

opens the subject, which is to be followed

up, it seems, by an elaborate treatise on

the English Language. It is a book for

the first nursery and primary school in

struction, prepared, as we understand,

with immediate reference to the school

Dr. Kraitsir is about to open in Boston.

For though this is a High School, he

finds it necessary to begin with a funda

mental analysis of English, the medium

of all our instruction, and which is taught

on all sides, in an entirely empirical man

ner.

Brit I will plunge in medias res, as my

object is a practical one. The lessons

are accompanied with remarks, all along,

upon the method of teaching: btit as this

may not be anticipated, and the book be

neglecied without examination, as some

thing very abstruse, I should like to show

that it contains the easiest method of

teaching any person to read.

In a first lesson, which may be divided

ittto any number of lessons, are some

sentences composed of words which bring

before the learner all the sounds of the

old Roman alphabet, and one or two

more, (to and j.) The analysis of these

words, which be proposes that they

should be taught to pronounce at once,

gives the true alphabet-sounds, and he

proves that these alphabet-sounds are

more appropriate, even to the English

language, than those we generally teach,

while they preclude the perplexing ne

cessity of learning new names to the

letters, when studying foreign languages.

Some Englishmen who have seen this

book, tell us, that in those parts of En

gland in which they were educated, the

vowels are always taught as Dr. Kraitsir

proposes in this book. It is obvious,

however, from his reasoning, that the

plan is right, whatever may be the cus

tom in England or America.

Then follows a vocabulary of 1,100

words, which are to be spelt exactly ac

cording to these alphabet-sounds, and, by
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means of more derivatives, the number

may still be enlarged. The Doctor re

commends that the children be taught to

spell (split) them into their component

sounds, (and even to write them,) before

going farther. A thorough idea of the

principles of the language, in their rela

tion to the ear on the one hand, and the

eye on the other, will thus be obtained,

before the young mind is perplexed with

exceptions of any kind. The importance

of this to the whole education is almost

immeasurable. Knowledge, in order,

cultivates the mind; but desultory, dis

ordered knowledge, confounds the facul

ties. To tell a child that the letter a

sounds in one way, and then to have him

find that two hundred times out of two

hundred and forty, it sounds another way,

(see proof on page 10,) destroys the in

stinct of order in the mind; and yet this

is done in all our schools, with a thousand

other similar things, every time achild

learns to read English. This is why the

baffled mind so often turns from the hook,

to that activity which we call play, but in

which there is often more cultivation for

the reason, because more freedom “to

set things in a row."

Those who have understood the treatise

on the “ Significance of the Alphabet,"

will see all the importance of the division

of the alphabet in this book, and of im

pressing il, from the beginning, on the

memory of children, as a fact. After the

first vocabulary has been learned, the

teacher had bcst recur to the alphabet~

scheme, and make it familiar, in its seve

ral divisions, by asking What sounds are

made purely by the voice? what mostly

with the lips, or throat, or tongue, or

teeth! which are consonants! which of

the consonants are liquids! which aspi

rates? which mutes, and so forth. When

Dr. Kraitsir shall publish his second

book, and enter into the principles of

symbolization, (which means something

more than re-presentation to the eye of

of what was presented to the ear,) all the

bearings of this method will become evi

dent to the teacher. They can also be

made intelligible to the learners, very

early; for nothing more effectually inte

rests children than symbolization; they

intuitively feel that THE worm is the me—

diator between the mind and nature.

Dr. Kraitsir then takes up such En

glish sounds as were not in the old Latin

language, that is, the modifications of the

vowels by the letter 1-,- the sh, lh, ch; the

ain pal, o in not, 14 in pun, which are

treated luminously; and here Dr. Kraitsir

suggests some simple and easy pointing

of the existing characters that are used

to denote these sounds, which he thinks

is all the concession to a new phonogra

phy consistent with “the organism, his

tory, and statistics of sounds and letters."

 

Rapid writing is good, but a deeply sig

nificant writing is better, even if it does

take more time.

I would suggest to teachers to make it

an exercise for pupils to use this suggest

ed pointing in their script, until they cease

to make mistakes in pronunciation.

The diphthongs are treated in such a

way as to preclude any such monster as

an improper diphthong, and to include

those two diphthongs which are written

respectively with one letter, namely, i in

pine, and u in cube. This must necessa

rily follow, if the word diphthong meansi

two sounds uttered by one impulse of the

voice.

 

On the fiftieth page commences a more

complicated matter. Here are arranged

in columns a great number of Words,“

showing that all the above sounds are

found in English, written in a variety of}

ways. This is a peculiarity almost of

the English language, and makes a diffi

culty in its correct pronunciation and or

thography almost insuperable. These

anomalies are grouped to be learned by

heart. In another edition, Dr. Kraitsir

would do well to separate these groups

fsom each other more distinctly. The

teacher, however, can do it, by making

each anomaly a separate lesson. In sev

eral instances, Dr. Kraitsir proposes to

make alterations in the prevailing custom,

where such alterations would not hide

anything essential in the history of the

significations; but he shows, in his “ Sig

nificance of the Alphabct,” why he gen

erally retains the written letters, even

where the pronunciation has become in

consistent with them. It is because the

highest use of an alphabet is, to preserve

the words in their organic form to the

eye, even after they have fallen away

from the ear; for words are symbols only

in their first form and pronunciation.

Take the word flail, for instance: if the

sound ai was written with e, (here I pro

nounce e as it should be, with the Italian

sound,) we should lose the indication of

the guttural which originally belonged to

the word, and is still retained in the

kindred words, flog, lagcllale, 83c. But

that guttural, (represented by i, see a]

phabet-scheme,) is precisely the most

important part of the symbol, implying

the connection between the two moving

parts of the instrument. This change of

the guttural into the highest vowel, which

is indicated in the alphabet-scheme, is a

prevailing law of the French language,

and there are many other instances of it

in the English, (as maid, from the Ger

man Magd, paid, which refers ultitnately

to the Latin pat-are, &c.) Effeminancy,

doubtless, produced the dropping of the

gutturals from pronunciation. Dr. Krait

sir has often remarked in his lectures the

tendency of civilization to the surface,

 

and its neglect of principles, as marked

in language. But while the vigorous

truth is recorded in the writing, the active

mind of any individual may recover it

self, notwithstanding the general corrup

tion. Amidst all the action and reaction

of minds and words, traces of the origi

nal relation between man and nature have

been preserved, if not always on the

subtle material of impalpable air, yet by

the strokes of the iron stylus and grey

goose quill.

This part of the subject cannot be

appreciated except by means of the sec

ond book, which Dr. Kraitsir promises,

in which the art and science of symbol

ization will be treated. Language is man

symbolized, and if civilization has corrupt

ed it, so that a scepticism has arisen as to

its ever having been otherwise than arbitra

ry, this is another proof of what Associ

atiouisls believe firmly, namely, that civ

ilization is not conducted on truly human

principles. We must then return on our

steps, and as man is restored socially and

individually to the divine order, will not

all that is lost, be found 1 True.

Our correspondent is somewhat in error

in saying that we condemned Dr. Kraitsir

as a “ bigoted conservative.” He is cer

tainly one of the last writers whom we

should charge with any ultra conserva

tism. \Ve said that the sentence he

passed upon Phonography exhibited a

merely partial knowledge of the subject

and a rejection of one species of truth

from the notion that it might not be re

concilable with another, after the example

of those theologians, who will not tolerate

the conclusions of geology, because they

do not agree with their sense of the first

part of Genesis. This we thought to be

scientific bigotry, and we called it so,

whether correctly or not is, as a personal

matter, of no consequence whatever.

The scientific principles involved in the

discussion are, however, of great imp0r~

tance, and this must be our apology for

dwelling for a moment longer on the

statements of our correspondent.

Dr. Kraitsir's object, we are told, was

to show that the existing alphabet in

which the English tongue is written was

significant. Now, if this means, as it

seems to mean, that the Roman letters

A, B, C, D, have any essential signifi

cance in themselves, we will only say

that it is a proposition requiring for its

establishment a sort of evidence with

which we have not yet become acquaint

ed. As far as we can judge, these an

cient characters have not so much mean

ing per :2, as so many quail-tracks. To

show that the sounds of the human voice

are significant is no very rash under

taking, though one which might em

ploy the most vigorous genius and most
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abundant learning, but to show any sense ! the great mass, who employ language

in the (lots, lines, and curves which con- | only for the immediate wants of life, it is

ventionally represent those sounds, or in , not soindispensablethattheir vi'urds should

any “ existing alphabet” in which tlie;be written after a fashion symbolical of

English or any other tongue, ancient or something to their ancestors a thousand

modern, is written, is, we opine, a difli- ‘ years ago, as that they should be written

cult business. The former is doubtless in such a way that nobody who can read

the object at which Dr. Kraitsir reallygcan make any mistake in them. When

aims; the signs of sounds, or letters of‘that is done, we shall have no more

the various alphabets, he must regard as vulgaritics and provincialisms in pronun

playing only a subsidiary part and as ofrciation, to say nothing of other things.

importance only in so far as they are A still more important practical point is

associated with the sounds themselves. the great gain to be derived in education

We are, however, surprised that so acute from the use of phonetic printing and writ

a verbal critic as he should give so inac- ing. We all know what an expense of

citrate a title to his book. time and labor it is tolearii to read and spell

The argument in favor of a phonetic asthelanguage isnow written,—a process

system of writing and printing, and the of which the book now inour hands prom

abolition of existing alphabets except as iscs little if any abridgment. But with a

they may serve the purpose of philologi- I true method, the whole would be achieved

cal antiquaries, (for which we suspect , as soon as the pupil had learned the vocal

they will are long be found not more'elements and the signs representing

valuable than for more ordinary uses,) them. On this head Mr. Boyle‘s experi

commends itself too directly to universal ment with the ncgroes of Providence is

good sense to be overthrown by the rather most satisfactory. By some seventy

theoreticalconsideration which our corres- hours instruction several adults who did

pondent brings against it. No sane per- not know a letter, and who Were much

son can deny in principle, that there less docile and ready-witted than ordinary

should not be just as many letters as there children, were taught to read with ea'se

are sounds and no more, and that every'in Phonotypy, a fact altogether conclu

sign should always stand for one sound sive in favor of phonetic printing and

and for no other. Dr. Kraitsir himself writing for the use of children, however

abounds in the most just and severe desirable it may be afterwards to initiate

condemnations of the falseness and ab

surdity of the ordinary mode of writing

English. He even goes so far as to pro

pound three or four alterations, although ‘

them into the mysteries and beauties of

cacography.

But let us look a little more closely at

our correspondent’s argument. Take

he sets aside so decisively any effort tol'the word paid for example; (to pay,

produce in the language a complete Fr. payer, Spampogar, Lat. pacnrc,) the

agreement between the written characters ‘ letter 1' represents to the sight the guttur

and the vocal elements, and to introduce , al g which has been lost in the spoken

perfect practical truth in the spelling of, word. If this letter is omitted in writing

words. In his view, under all the cir-Isays Dr. Kraitsir, the word no longer in

cumstances of the case, a very limited'any way represents so much of the

partial reform is all that is desirable; wefotiginal composite idea for which it

must still go on for some ages at least,lstands, as the g signifies. Our corres

making children learn by heart whole'pondent, speaking we presume the opin

vocabularies of anomalous words, stulti- ion of Dr. Kraitsir, goes the length of

fying their minds at the very outset ofll saying that words are symbolical only in

their intellectual culture by a systematic i their first form and pronunciation, which

infusion of the accumulated absurditicslwe will not stop to discuss. Now if a

of primitive ignorance and progressive rigorous application of phonetics to writ

corruption! And all for what! Why,

because there is a certain class of words

in the English language which in pro

nunciation have dropped letters whose

signification made a part of their original tained a guttural so that philology could

meaning, and if we drop those letters in not ascertain it, there might be some

printing and writing there is danger that force in the objection, though to our

the primitive sense of the word or some minds it would not weigh for an instant

part of it may be forgotten! [against the arguments on the other side.

Now in the first place, admitting that But phonotypy and phonography leave

Dr. Kraitsir’s argument is as powerful all the past untouched. For the purposes

as he thinks it, a knowledge of the orig- of science every guttural of which there

inal, occult significance of these letters,;is now any trace can still be got at.

must in the nature of the case, be con-:Not an antiquary shall be deprived of any

fined to the few, to philologists, philoso- i profit or satisfaction that can be found in

pliers, scientific and literary men. To}| a mode of spelling in which hardly a hun

isting monuments of the language, to

blot forever from this word paid all evi

dence that at some time or other it con

/

ing and prititing were to mutilate the e..\'-‘

dred words in the whole language are

pronounced as they are written, and

which has more than three hundred and

fifty different modes of representing forty

odd vocal elements. All this can be pre

served for any necessary ends. But do

not let us refrain from bringing such a

mass of confusion into order because

thereby the world at large may cease to

employ the tags and tatters of a few use

less symbols which they long ago ceased

to know the meaning of, and do not care

a straw about. Besides, to repeat an ar

gument we have used before,—What is

the use of any historical cheating in the

matter? If our language indicates ef

feminacy, \vhy let us write it down so.

There is not much fear but that if a man

lier race comes after us, as we trust

there will at some day, their speech will

do justice to theui without the need of

any preliminary disguise on the part of

their ancestors.

But to turn to more positive considera

tions. As there comes a period in the

progress of language in which some

mode of writing is found necessary, so

i there is a second period in which there is

'felt a necessity of reducing writing to

scientific principles. The early alpha

bets of all nations are of course defective,

not being based on an accurate analysis

of sounds, but it is just as much a matter

of course that these defects should at the

proper time be remedied, as it is that sci;

ence should correct modes of agriculture,

or change the arrangements of domestic

life. The point at which this demand

for reform arises, seems to be in language,

as it is society, the climax of abuses.

When chaos has become complete, then

appears the divine Law of Order and in

due time its work is performed.

Now at this period of corruption, the

movement of reform begins in the En

glish, said to be the most corrupt of

modern languages. Vi’hat are the princi

ples on which such a reform must pro

ceed! Why, first, it must provide signs

which shall exactly and unerringly rep

resent the sounds of words,-—-a thing

,the old alphabet obscurely attempted, but

,altogether failed to do, thereby opening

,the door for all the abominations which

Dr. Kraitsir justly anathematizes; and

second, it must take the language just as

it finds it spoken, or else it cannot act

upon it at all. Let the language once be

fixed and guarded against farther deterio

ration, and then, but not till then, it will

be possible to restore and preserve a more

significant pronunciation. Permanent im

provement is easy in a true order of

things, but in universal and complete.

anarchy, it has difiiculties.

Moreover, as we said in our former

article, the great want of philology, at

this day, is, a Universal Alphabet, by
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which all the Words of all the languages

can be truly written, that is, written as

 

English orthography and pronunciation,

and asabook to put into the hands of'

of the general ignorance on this subject

may well be suspected when we find a

they are pronounced. The greatest dilli- l those whose minds have not been called writer whose learning and power of analy

culty in the way of philology is the fact, 1 to the subject, is very valuable. lfit docs' sis and originality of mind are without

that each language has its own mode

and its own absurdities and corruptions of

representation, and all for the reason that

not one of them has a scientific system of

writing. This is much worse and more

ridiculous than if every nation had a dis

tinct scheme of musical notation for in

stance. Now what is needed, is an alpha

bet which can be applied without exception

to every language, and by which the cor

rect reading of foreign tongues will be

as easy as of one's own. Vl’ould Dr.

Kraitsir prohibit the invention of so use

ful an instrument? \Ve trust not.

But'it is perhaps time to bring this

part of our remarks to an end, though we

have not by any means got to the end of

them. It may be thought that we have

treated the matter in too utilitarian a

light, and have dwelt too lunch in mere

common sense views, if perchance our

correspondent will admit that they have

any sense at all. \Ve have done so be

cause they seem to us conclusive, and

because our space would not serve for

more. \Ve have chosen to rest on con

siderations which every body can under'

stand, rather than to bring forward the

more transcendental aspect of the princi

ples concerned. There is however, one

suggestion with which we will pass to the

“ First Book of English." This is that

Universal Unity contemplates unity of

language, and that the first step towards

it, is the adoption of a Unitary Al

phabet. Without such an alphabet, the

foundation for the one Universal Lan

guage, which is the Destiny of Man,

cannot be laid. This is a thought which

might brush away without occasion for

sorrow, all the gutturals that Saxon

throats ever uttered, did they stand in its

way, but as we have shown, they do not.

There is no opposition between a complete

reform in the writing and printing of any

and every language, and the preservation

for the purposes of history, philology,

and future corrections in pronunciation, of

every significant letter which the influ

ences of a false social order have removed,

—admitting that the changes from the

primitive forms of languages effected by

the progress of society are always for the

worse, — which is by the way capable of

being denied.

We are unable to give to the “ First

Book of English” that notice which we

wish. Of its merits we will say brief

ly that they are many and important.

That part of it intended for the use of

teachers, evinces the rich store of learn

ing and the sharp ingenuity for which

its author is distinguished. It abounds

in pointed and unanswerable criticisms of

not propose a thorough reform, we know

of no work which is more conclusive as

to the necessity of such a movement.

‘1 But with all these merits as a manual for

\the instruction of children, it has some

ifaults on which we shall speak very

briefly.

The pervading defect of the whole is

what we spoke of in our former article as

-a deficiency in accurate phoneticism.

[This is betrayed of course much more

,‘glaringly in a manual like the present,

than in a theoretical worklike the former.

Thus in the first lesson, (p. 13,) in which

we are told that all the words are written

lac-cording to the true. sounds of the alpha

bet, there are very many words containing

isuperfiuus, unprouonnced, or silent let

ters, such as kiss, smells, egg, and so

' forth. Besides there are many which

give other sounds to the vowels than

those set down as the true ones. For

instance, the-orthodox sound of a is as in

ah; but here. we find mama, papa, Julia,

‘Susan, the article a, distant, rural, in

which it has the sound represented by u in

huddle, and magnetic, Alexander, Alexis,

where it has the sound ofa in bat; the true

sound of i, we are told, is as in pin, and

of e as in pet, but in the same lesson we

have girls and finger, where these letters

have the sound of u in cur. This is how-l

ever probably accidental, as a subsequent

vocabulary gives a list of similar words.

-On another page, (l7,) is a vocabulary

 

 

peers in America thus in fault. But

as long as the vocal elements are distinct

entities, subject to precise laws of classi

fication, we must begin at the begin

ning and make them the objects of thor

ough study. We cannot give them a

partial attention, and hope to attain to a.

really scientific understanding of the

English or any other language, even

with the aid of Dr. Kraitsir‘s valuable

formula. The only basis on which a

philology, such as an enlightened scholar

must aim at, can be erected is the science

of Phonetics, a science which is only be

gun to be developed. There are results

hidden in the undiscovered laws which

regulate the elements of human speech,

the imagination of which will ere long

fire the soul of some Columbus who will

open for the world that new continent.

If in criticising Dr. Kraitsir we have

presumed to find his doctrine not so uni

versal as was to be desired, we have not

the less been rejoiced at the exemplifica

tion which it gives of the sublimest ten

dencies of the age. The recognition of

Order every where, of the operation of

Law in the midst of the greatest appar‘

ent confusion, the impulsetowards Unity,

the demand for a true science, have found

in these times few voices more clear and

strenuous than his. His philological

formula too, is a striking assertion of the

great principle of Analogy, which Swed

enborg and Fourier found so potent an in

containing eleven hundred words, in which ‘ Strumem- Collld be but add to this the

every letter is said to be pronounced as in the ("her law or these mighty thinkers,

the alphabet, with no more correctness Classification by progressive Series, with

than in the fur-mer case, So in the the vast amount ofmaterials at his dispos

“Fifrh Vocabulary" there is a list of‘al, and his unequaled power of analysis

words in which “0 i3 shun as in ML" he would confer even greater favors upon

Now the sound of a in no; is not, a short-' Philological science than those for which

ening of the true a, but is the soundlshe is already hi8 debtor

represented by a in was and 0 in nor, ln laying aside his present work, we

as a correct ear perceives in a moment idesire that it may “awaken attention to

In this catalogue of Words with o as inllhe necessity of a more scienlific "Bal

not, are kingdom, wisdom, second, and so i ""5"t 0f lhe language 0f Shflkspeare” a!

forth. A little farther on is a list of

words with “it short as in pun.” This

sound is not a shortening of the legiti

mate pronunciation of u, that is, as in

full, but is substantially the same as u in

our. Under 14 as in cube, we also find

perjure, picture, and so forth, where the

letter has either the sound of u in cur, or

else of you in yearn.

But we will not pursue this criticism,

which indeed we entered upon rather to

demonstrate the necessity of making a

careful instruction in the analysis of

sounds, the first part of all teaching of

language, than for the sake of catching a

great scholar like Dr. Kraitsir tripping

in these matters of detail. The depth

 

 

earnestly as its author can do. We trust

too, that the appearance of his promised

treatise on the “ Lexilology and Grammar

of English ” may not long be delayed.

77w Chaplet. A Colleclion of Poems.

By E. H. C. Edited by Rev. HENRY

D. Moons. Philadelphia: F. C. Wil

son. 1846. pp. 120.

Some of these pieces we have occa

sionally met with in the newspapers with

the name of their author, Edward H.

Coggins in full. They are simple and

unpretenrling, and often evince a good

deal of agreeable naturalness, with much

real human feeling. They are worth an

ocean of that romantic nebulosity and
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artificial jingle, which in the form of poo

try occupies the pages of fashionable

magazines. There are, however, some

faults in the poems of the “Chaplet”

which seem to come from an car not

sufficiently exact and a want of careful

study. These Mr. Coggins might advan

tageously labor to correct.

 

The atrialian Eramincr and Religious

Miscellany. No XXXVII. Septem~

ber, 1846. Boston: \Villiam Crosby.

It is grateful to witness the ability,

good learning, and excellent spirit with

whichthis Journal of the Unitarian de

nomination continues to be conducted.

Its present Editors are admirably quali

 

But we are by no means convinced

that its mission is yet discharged. We

do not believe that it is destined to stag

nate into a sluggish conservatism, and

then fall into decay, for want of vitality.

it embraces principles that are pregnant

with future blessings. They will unfold

themselves in life and beauty. Its clear

recognition of the intrinsic glory and

admirablencss of human nature must lead

to just and expansive views of human

destiny. Its devotion to moral and intel

lectual improvement, its appreciation of

what is noble and elevated and beautiful

in character, and its freedom from the

bondage of precedent and authority, will

compel it, if true to its instinctive ten

fied by their varied thBOIOgicfll a(liltliSi-'tlencies, to labor for the realization of

tions, their singular fairness 0f mind’|Christianity in social institutions. IIere

their freedom from 800131111" Prejudice- “ is the Work to which it is distinctly called

and cant, and their interest in whatever

concerns the progress of Humanity, for

the successful discharge of their impor

tant functions. Among the contributors

to its pages, we find the names of seve

ral of our ripest scholars and most eminent

divines, and although it is understood to

be the organ of the more conservative

portion of the Unitarian body, it betrays

no tincture of the bitterness of partizan

theology, and discusses the great ques

tions which now most stir the minds of

men, in a large and generous spirit.

As the exponent of the Unitarian

movement in this country, the Examiner

must always be regarded with interest,

by those who delight to appreciate justly

the various elements which have contrib

uted to the spirit of reform and progress,

which in different shapes has taken such

a deep hold of the public mind, especi

ally in New England. We here pro

nounce no opinion on the theological

character of that movement. We are

not anxious to defend or to controvert its

peculiar doctrines. The time is at hand,

in our opinion, when questions of this

kind will lose much of the importance

that is now attached to them, and the

religious life be made more dependent on

the facts of experience, than on speculative

dogmas. But we cannot but recognize

the influence of the Unitarians in bring—

ing religion more fully withinthe sphere

of the affections, in divesting it of the

gloom and mystery in which it had been

arrayed, in connecting it with the daily

interests and pursuits of men, and above

all, in redeeming it from the narrow and

degrading influence of sectarian bigotry.

Whatever complaint may be made of the

coldness and timidin of that denomina

tion, no lover of mental freedom can

withhold from it his gratitude and sym

pathy for the impulse it has given to

inquiry and progress. if it does no more

than this, he will always honor it for its

past triumphs.

 

by fidelity to principle. Here is a sphere

in which its bright and gifted minds can

work with a hearty zeal, free from the

sense of weariness and satiety which

devotion to mere intellectual abstractions

never fails to engender.

We rejoice in the numerous indications

of this tendency in the present number

of the Examiner. We do not take them

for more than they are worth. Butas

welcome proofs that the spirit of freedom

is bursting through the barren forms of

speculation, we recognize them with sat

isfaction. May it not prove that we are

under a delusion from friendship or hope!

We will quote one or two passages

which are certainly not without signifi

cance.

“I feel that there is somewhere a frightful

accountableness. \Ve arc immeasurably distant

from the Christian standard. Not prating at all

about degeneracy, nor raising the faintest idea

of perfection, we say there are positive viola

tions of the Christian law, open outrages upon

justice and humanity, enormitics as opposed to

Christ's precepts and temper as night to noon,

yet so incorporated with the very life of society,

so interwoven with the customs, laws, and insti

tutions of the land, that you are forbidden to

touch them lest you bring down the whole

fabric in ruins. Yet more, it is gravely said,

you need not touch them. The Gospel does

not ,rcquire it. You may declare the whole

counsel of God, but need not disturb the com

placency of one of these sins or sinners. And

so the ministry goes on, the ministry of recon

ciliation, the mighty array of apostles, evangel

ists, pastors, and teachers, employed in the sub

lime and safe work of splitting words, defending

doctrines, wrangling for forms, creating or op

posing organizations, denouncing a.nd devouring

one mother, and leaving unmoved, declaring

immovable, those moral evils, which make all

else seem a pretence and a mockery.”

But why, 0 brother, strive to preserve

a fabric which you see to be erected on

such a false, such a rotten foundation?

You cannot prop and shore it up with all

your devices. It must fall. Good and

true men must not only touch it with

their strong hands, but help to take it

down. Let it be done so wisely, so

gently, that, if possible, not an eye shall

be Wounded with its dust, not a hand

pierced with its ragged splinters; but.

fall it must, if God wills the happiness

and elevation of man on earth. “ Every

plant that the Heavenly Father has not

planted shall be plucked up.”

We will indulge in one more extract

from another article, which shows the

heart of the writer to be sound and true

to the core. As advocates of a Social

Reform, we could not describe the reli

gious aspect of our movement in more

appropriate words.

“Christianity is a practice, not a speculation.

Consequently, practical reform, the regenera

tion of society in the image of Christ, the put

ting away of sin and social evil from the world,

--this must be the centre and nucleus ofChris

tian union. “hat is the fundamental idea of

Christianity, that which all will allow to be so 1

Christ a manifestation of the Divine nature; a.

union of the human and the Divine; s Divine

humanity. This is an idea. around which all

who call themselves Christian, whoever will

call themselves Christian, can unite. And

closely connected with this, and a necessary

inference from it, is the call to us, to all the

followers of Christ, to aspire to a Divine hu

manity, to unite the Divine with the human in

their lives; in other words, to lead a Divine life,

to remove all the obstructions which lie in the

way of such a life, all social evils and abuse:—

war, slavery, oppression in all its forms,—-to

, break every yoke, to undo every burden, to put

I away all sin. In a word, reform, the regenera

| tion of society in the Christian image,— this is

practical Christianity."

 

‘The same writer thus gives utterance

to his true hope.

“There is a spirit at work in the affairs of

men, mightier than all ecclesiastical establish

ments and sectarian combinations. The old

lines are every where disappearing, old sects

are breaking up. The tide of humanity is

sweeping away these petty barriers, and bearing

us and our institutions on to a higher mark and

a better day. A time is coming, when the only

Christianity that shall pass current shall be the

practical Christianity, which believes in a hav

enly kingdom to be realized on earth, in the

sOcial. perfection of man, and which labors, in

the spirit of Christ, to promote it; and when

the only heresy that shall not be talented, shall

be the practical unbelief which opposes that

consummation. A time is coming, when there

shall be but one Church—the Catholic Proteu

tant Church of Christian Union and Christian

Progress; but one order of priesthood—the

hierarchy of the wise and good; but one stand

ard and luw—‘the law of the spirit of life in

Christ Jesus.’ "

Brave and large sayings these! 0

friends, do you feel their truth and

depth? Glory to God that they have

been spoken in your high places. May

the present age witness at least, the pre~

paration for their fulfilment.

 

Put forth your hand between the op

pressor and the oppressed.
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Lavefon Parsonage: A Tale. By the

author of " Gertrude? Edited by

Rev. W. SEWELL, B. D. New York :

D. Appleton & Co. (Boston, for sale

by Redding & Co.) 1846. pp. 227.

This story belongs to the same general

class as “ Gertrude,” which we noticed

some twelve months since. It is ofa reli

gious character, intended particularly for

children, and aims to instruct them in the

doctrines of the Church of England, as

well as to impress truthfulness and some

other virtues upon their minds. lt incul

cates the usual dogmas of the Church,

among them the vicarious punishment of

the Redeemer and eternal damnation,

with considerable ability. There are also

throughout it, good pictures of natural

feeling which can give it interest even

for those who disagree with its peculiar

religious views.

The heroines of the tale are two little

girls. One of them has a passion for

delicacies of the palate and another for

dress. Of course a large part of their

education consists in the suppression of

these fancies, though the natural deprav

ity of the children breaks out in the

shape of sundry clandestine gratifications

which lead them into a variety of troubles,

such as falsehood and punishment. \Ve

have not read this account of what is

only too common in the experience of all

classes of that most unfortunate and

abused part of the human family, the

children, without a slight feeling of in

dignation at the perversions systematical

ly and neccessarily forced upon them at an

age when they are unable to resist. Will

not the time come when these native im

pulses of the soul which we are so often

compelled to crush and amend, shall be

directed to the ends for which God crea

ted them, and when the education of

children shall be a harmonious develop

ment of what they are, and not a process

like that by which the Chinese make

dwarf trees, converting them into what

their parents and friends presumptuoust

imagine they ought to be!

The Athemtum of Literature and Science.

Boston : A. B. Child and Co.

This is the title of a new monthly

magazine, designed for popular reading,

of which the first number hasjust been

sent forth. Price, Two Dollars, per an

num.

This number is made up principally of

selected matter. In its one or two origi

nal articles we are pleased to see evi

dences of a humane and progressive

spirit. The wood engravings which ap

pear in this number are abominable.—

Such things ought to be treated as crimi

nal offences.

  

What more opposed to nature and her

laws than the name of strangerl -

 

POETRY.

For the Harbinger.

“OUR COUNTRY, RIGHT 0R WRONG."

BY 5. D. ROBBINS.

 

Our Country is the Right.-—no soil, no clime,

No spot on earth, no pcriod in time.

\thrc truth resides, with liberty and love,

There is our Father-land, below, above.

Disciples we of Christ,—of God the seed;

Ours he the. Right. in thought, in speech, in deed.

To Truth alone allegiance we pay;

Ours is the light, our walk be in the day !

Dear is the realm alone where good abides,

Where justice dwells, and equity presides;

There is our homestead, there our ultar place,

Our father, God! our brotherhood, the race!

He is the patriot, nohle only he

Whose heart and hearth-stone burn amid the

free;

“'hose soul is consccrate to manhood’s cause,

Lives in the truth, and promulgate: its laws.

Our Country right, not wrong, be this our boast;

That most our Country, which to man is most;

This be our aim of life, our theme of song,

Our Country shall be right, and right the wrong!
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of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for otllcrs’ rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

comlnvrrial convulsions nll lending to impoverish

the laborer and to fi‘llllL'l' every condition insecure.

Rl’llt'r is to rotnc, and run only come from lllt' new

application nft‘hristian principles, of Universal jun

tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to businull, to active life.

Du. CNANRIYHJ.
 

To Conarzsroivnaars. L. M.ofSodus Bay, is

informed that his manuscripts were unfortunate

ly mislnid. We do not return these communica

tions of our friends which are not published,

unless specially requested to do so.

(i. T.'s poem is received. It is hardly original

enough in idea or expression for publication.

HAS IT COME TO THIS?

These were brilliant days, the days of

the old feudalism. They come back to

our minds in all the splendor with which

poetry decks out a youthful and romantic

world. \Vhen we think of them we

think of ready-hearted and strong-handed

men, lavish and capacious natures, not

paled by too much profitless thinking or

exhausted and dwarfed in the tread-mill

of petty cares and mean anxieties; we

think of knightly honor, of truth unsul

lied, of chivalrous devotion to woman,

and of an enthusiastic spirit of adventure

which let nothing grow stale or lifeless.

Even over battle and plundering this glow

is cast; tyrants and robbers were not

without these golden threads which run

through the whole period, and give fasci

nation to its history in spite of all the

verdicts of reason. There is a reality

in those illusions; the heart always feels

that they are truer to itself than the un

 

itnaginative facts of civilized routine, al

ways knows that they are prophetic of a

freshness, an ideality, a romance if you

will, which shall yet give a perpetual

youth to life, and find no contradiction in

any sphere of society.

And those-features of the feudal system

for which a just judgement has no apol

ogy were still not without mitigating char

acteristics. If the masses were slaves,

serfs, the instruments of the lord's will,

he on the other hand was their father and

protector. They shared his dangers and

contributed to his fame, be disciplined

their youth and provided for their old age.

There was a real tie between them.

They were not hirelings to be flung

aside when the occasion for their aid was

over, but members of his family between

whose fathers and his there had been

long series of services and obligations.

Grant that there was little. thought of

Humanity, small sense of justice, every

where the dominion of the strong arm

tempered at the best by a rude idea of

honor, admit all the charges that can be

brought against those times, and still we

say that they are not utterly condemned.

And even the odious points of military

feudalism have the advantage when eon

trasted with the feudalism which civiliza

tion is now developing in all countries

where it has attained the requisite ma

turity, whether despotic or democratic,

in America as much as in Prussia. The

money power which takes theplace of

the brute force of old, is much more

selfish, and much more unscrupulous;

the cunning stratagems, and masterly

frauds of finance and commerce, are far

superior in cool villany, to the desperate

foray, the bold attack of reckless free

booting barons. The tone, too, which

our modern feudalism gives to the mind

and the society of man, is contemptible

compared with the past. For knightly

truth, we have the pure morals of trade,

and for the disinterested pursuit of honor,

the greedy chase of wealth. And in its

relation to the masses, to that unfortunate

majority, still doomed to be the drudges

of society, and to make their sad lives

the monuments of its injustice, the nine

teenth century cannot, in all its aspects,

bear a contrast with the fourteenth.

If we have abolished slavery and serf

dom, if the laborer ofto-day can fancy that

he is a free man because he has equal rights

before the law with other men, have

we not devoted him to the tender mercies

of free competition, flung him, without

defence, into the jaws of industrial anar

chy? Yes, we have made him an inde

pendent being, we have emancipated serfs

and freed slaves; we have given them

rights, we have preached to them politi

cal equality, but to what end? W'hy to

the end that the permanence in their con

dition, which relieved its darkness, might
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be destroyed, and that they might in fact

be slaves and serfs as before, without re

sponsibility on the part of the masters for

whom their strength is given, to care for

them when they have no longer strength

to give. The feudal retainer knew that

his lot was a permanent one; to him, the

prosperity of his lord was abundance;

when he was sick, was old, was defence

less, he was provided for. But modern

feudal lords owe no such obligations to‘

their retainers. There is no vital bond

between them. The prosperity of the

master brings no abundance to the board

of the laborer; for his sickness and his

old age, the master is bound to furnish no

assistance, no protection. The strength

and skill of men are now marketable cont

modities to he bought at the lowest price,

and when they are consumed, the men

may be flung away as useless instruments.

They are free indeed ! they are not com

pelled thus to sell themselves, but if they

do not they may starve! And, faithful

to this infernal perfection of selfishness,

our modern feudalism gives them for the

expenditure of this their all but just

enough to keep them from starvation, and

by an admirable system of equilibrium

preserves only so many of them in exist

ence as are needed to supply its wants!

Such is the difference between the mil

itary and the financial feudalism; which

seems the better in the comparison?

The manner in which this system has

sprung up and obtained a foothold is re

markable. It has been irresistible if not

unsuspected. It has forced its way in

the midst of political movements of all

kinds. Monarchical jealousy and repub

lican turbulence have been the same to

it; political tyranny and political freedom

have alike been made to serve its ends.

it has already obtained an immense influ

ence, if not an absolute supremacy, in

Europe; it would hardly be extravagant

to say, that the house of Rothschild has

more power there than any royal family.

in this country, its progress has been

checked by the democratic party, which,

with the blind but true instinct that is its

characteristic, has sought to prevent its

establishment, though by imperfect and

futile means which have only a temporary

effect, such as the destruction of the

United States Bank, and the abolition of

the Tariff. But this is in vain. The

germs are planted in every part of soci

ety; the principle of unlimited compe

tition, which the democratic party are

very far from any idea of rooting out,

nay, to whose apotheosis and establish

ment that party has mainly contributed,

leads directly to all the institutions and

relations, to all the real aristocracy

and slavery of a moneyed feudalism.

Such is the logical consistency of polit

ical parties!

 But when we began, we had no inten

tion of running into these rather abstract

remarks. In this matter of modern feu

dalism, a plain statement of the facts

is more impressive than any arguments,

and statistics are the truest reasoning.

The effects, which in England and

France, have attended that merely par

tial establishment of the new feudalism

which has already taken place, are uni

versally admitted. The record of those

inflictions which the modern system of

labor makes on the working classes in

Europe, ltas been set down by more

eloquent pens than ours. But here in

A merica, it is urged, these things are not

to occur, at least, not for an indefinite

term of time. Here is liberty, here is

education for the people, here is a wide;

expanse of virgin territory open to every

hand, and it will be centuries, we are

told, before that concentration of the

population which exists in Europe can be

found amongst us, or that poverty, sub

serviency, and oppression of the working

classes. This is nothing but empty spec

ulation; there are as shocking instances

of destitution and the wrongs that accom

pany it, in the city of New York, as in

London, and the facts we are about to

narrate, prove that the. tyranny of Money ,

over Man is as relentless and powerful

here as elsewhere ; no other country can

surpass them.

Not long since in a New England fac

tory town we fell in with ayoung man of

respectable and preposcssing appearance.

On conversing with him we found that

he was a laborer in one of the factories

of the place. The following statement

which we took down frotn his own lips,

was verified by an acquaintance who

was present. We put it down in our

own words, but the substance is our

informant’s.

“The factory bell” he told us“ ringsat

halfpast four in the morning. At five

the operatives must be there or the door will

be shut, and they cannot get in till after

breakfast, at seven, and must lose a quar

ter of a day. At where I have

worked a good deal, a man stands at the

gate to shut it as soon as the bell stops,

and those who are not in lose a quarter of

a day.

“I work in the dye room over boiling

dung-water. This is much more whole

some than some other parts of the work,

such as that over dye containing boiling

madder. I am at work twelve hours a

day; the room is very hot, and is full of

steam, and l have to wear a large thick

blanket apron which is very heavy and

oppressive, to keep ofi‘ the water. In

the winter the steam ascends to the roof,

where it condenses and drops down on the

heated operatives like a frozen shower,

making their work fright-ful. We are

exposed too to the injurious effects of the

cold of the outer air after having been at

work all day in the steaming atmosphere.

At six in the evening I have worked

twelve hours. If I leave one instant be

fore the machinery stops ] must lose a

quarter of a day. Often I get thpough

twenty minutes before, but I have to

stand in the mill till the minute.

“The stench arising from the boiling

dung and ntadder water is most disgust

ing. 1 am in it all day, and day after day.

For this I get seventy-fire cents a day, out

of which I must support myse/ , my wife

and child, and my place is considered bet

ter than that of the Workmen generally.

“ The owners of the mills have

sometimes looked into the room where I

work, but staid only two or three min

!utes, and left with haste, as though they

could not breathe the gases and fumes

that filled it; butI do not know that they

ever thought it might be difficult for men

to remain in it all day.”

When our informant,—a native of New

England, — understood that we intended

to publish his statement, he begged us to

be very cautious not to let the town in

which he worked be known, as in that.

case, he would hardly fail to lose his

place ; this he repeated two or three

l times, and on parting frotn him he said to

us, that on the whole, he would rather

not have us publish it at all ! Here was

republican freedom ! An American, 3

man of good habits and of ordinary intel

ligence and energy, to say the least, who

did not dare to tell the facts as to his

daily labor, for fear of losing the chance

to earn swenIy-five cents a day in the most

disgusting work, and of exposing himself

and his family to destitution! He might.

seek some other occupation, do you say?

Why, friends, this was his trade, he had

been bred in the mills.

It is in vain to gloss over the matter.

It has come to this, that the Moneyed

Feudalism, which in the old world grinds

out the very life of men, stupcfies their

souls, and ruins their bodies, so that their

families become calinct in three generations,

is laying its unrelaxing hand upon our own

brothers. Talk of free-trade and of pro

tection ! each has its advantages, each is,

in its time, an element of human progress,

but what shall we say of this monstrous

Feudalism, which thrives and grows with

equal vigor under both'! what shall we

say of Competition in Labor, of the uni~

versal Hostility of Interests, on which

this accursed system is based! Shall it

last forever, shall it have possession of

our country also, and of the whole world!

Shall every working man become a mere

dependant, a hireling retainer, with such

a pittance only for the hardest toil as will

barely save him and his from death by

starving? In Heaven’s name let us arrest
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the course of things before it comes to

. _ ,' r \

tlial; let us save ourselves from the com- medy ‘0 cmn’“ the e‘ll- ’

plete dominion of Money. There is one

way to do it, 'rur-z ORGANIZATION or LA

son BY THE PEOPLE on the principle of

Combined Interests and Mutual Guaran

tecs. It was the formation of the Free

Towns that destroyed the Old Feudalisni;

shall not the same thing in another form

put an end to the New!

THE LARGEST LIBERTY

ACCORDING TO THE BOSTON TRANS

CRIPT AND NOAH’S MESSENGER.

We cut the following rare specimen of

luminous wisdom from the Boston Trans

cript.

“Tur: Power: or HOUSEKEEPERS.—

‘ Help,‘ as English Trollopes say we

call all domestic servants in America, is a

sore source of trouble to housekeepers

throughout the free States. South of

‘ Mason and Dixon,’ they are of course,

provided for in their peculiar tvay. Ma

jor Noah, in his last ‘ Messenger,' has

one of his characteristic editorials on this

subject, which contains some matters that

address themselves to ‘the business and

bosom’ of almost, if not every family,

hereabouts. Says he:

“ ‘ We have found out the secret why

servants plague the mistress of the house

almost to death, and why a first rate

waiting girl in England makes a most in

different servant in America, namely:

the freedom of our institutions, which not

only apply to all callings and occupations,

but are assumed by all; and all become

infected with liberty and equalily the mo

ment they touch our soil. This ‘ largest

liberty ' was not understood by our revo

lutionary fathers to extend beyond politi

cal rights, and was not remotely expect

ed to break down the barriers of society.

In England, a man will hire a groom at a

smaller salary, if you give him a hand

some livery; in this country, you must

increase your wages, if you wish your

groom to wear a livery at all. This doc

trine was exemplified recently in a family

advertising for a woman who would

make herself generally useful ; and

among a number of applicants was an ex

ceedingly prepossessing looking girl,

neatly dressed, with a handsome open

countenance and a ruddy complexion —a

taking face, as we may call it.’ ”

After a satisfactory conversation, in

which the girl in question gave a detailed

account of the immense amount of labor

she had been required to do in England,

she was engaged.

“ ‘ At the end of a month, we asked

the lady after her ‘ maid of all work.’

“ ‘Oh, she went away in a fortnight -

said this was a free country, and she could

not Work herself to death.

“ ‘ This is the history of all servants,

they arrive here with every required

qualification — courteous, willing and val

uable, but they soon become corrupted by

example, and are taught rebellion by

their associates, and liberty and equality

by their colleagues of the kitchen andiely

pantry. There are but few families in

years; whereas in England, ten years is

no uncommon period for a. servant to re-‘,bcfore me.

correspondent in \Vaterbury, Vt., shows

 

_ _ , 's ‘ ~ - '1 Ithis country who keep a girl two or three 1 d1 semnmmn of our Prmmplcs

main in one place. we know of no re-‘nohle Greeley has circulated rather ex

ltcnsively in this vicinity, and such notices

Horrible sme of wings ,his7 in which of the doctrine as it contained, had arrest

menials have ,he right u, leave ,heh. em_|ed the attention of a few individuals

players and do better elsewhere! They whose minds were not utterly engrossed

will not wear livery too, will not put on by mere political and commercial interests.

,he garb of servitude! And the" they \ These persons are few and scattered, yet

are taught rebellion, they learn liliertyllha‘ie lhe be“ assumlwc mi"- we “"3"

and equalhyi And nehher the learned be able to organize an aflilinted Society

Judge Noah, nor the vivacious and enter- Ii '0 ‘he uni‘mi and mlmmeme “Ch 3 Plan

mining Transcript know of any remedy g of operations as will conduce to a much

That is most astounding of all. \Withilm0m rapid advance 0f 0‘" ldfas- 1" is

what dcspondcncy does the confession m” Plan ‘0 give several lemures d‘lring

come from ,hch. hhsi the coming season, and to endeavor to

And so 0,“. ancestors mean, to eslahhsh , obtain sufficient funds to enable us to ex

pefhaps. Bu, 1 tend an invitation to some of the lecturers

in your vicinity to ‘come over and help

us.‘

“You may depend upon it, my dear

friend, the recent attacks of the New

York Observer have done much good to

the cause. One of the most influential

gentlemen in this vicinity, a reader of

that paper, remarked in conversation with

me, that the articles seemed to him so

utterly devoid of a proper spirit, that he

could not bclicve them to be worthy even

of a perusal. He seemed to have sufi'i

wuches our shores. cient ground for condemning them as ar

And at bes,’ isohmd households are ‘ gnments in opposition to Association,—

wasteful, troublesome and “social, and | but lthinkif he had taken the trouble to go

have many other plagues worse than|‘h"°"51h “ml‘ them h_e wouldfave tree"

those our commpomries despair of cup 1 confirmed still fartherin his belief. Well,

ing. However, if they cannot find a. rc- ‘ Tru'h mus‘ [PM “peel w ml" the genera"

medy for the inconveniencies they lament i mm} of Scnbes and Phansees eninm'

in so melancholy a strain, we “in in_,Civilizatiou will continue to breed them

form them of one which shall be per- 351""3 as “'5 klngdom endures",

fectly efiicacious.

One side of the “ plagues of house- \Viu'r wr: Wisn. We wish to see

keeping" our editorial philosophers have every child enjoying the benefit of an

not thought worth mentioning; that is‘ education, adapted to his physical, social,

the “ inconveniences" which servantsiand spiritual nature, which shall secure

have constantly to undergo. They may i to him the possession of health, industrial

slave from morning till night, be the vic- I skill, intellectual development, and re

tims of the most exhaustless caprice and l finement and beauty of character.

meanness, live from hand to mouth, andl We wish to see him surrounded with

only political liberty'.l

whatever the fathers meant to do we can

assure these enlightened editors that their

sons have a pretty distinct intention of

making equality a social-as well as a po

litical thing, and of abolishing males, and

all other artificial distinctions among men.

\Vc mean to have no incnials and no

masters, and, as you see, the instinct for

such a state of things is so wide-spread

that even a foreigner, who has never

heard of such a thing before, becomes in

fected with it in a rude way as scan as he

 

,occnpy a degraded social position forever, influences which shall call forth the purest

and not a fashionable editor has a word to and kindest affections of his heart, relieve

say about it. But let some fine lady be him from anxiety for temporal welfare,

be compelled to help herself a little, toistirnulate him to productive labor, and

wash dishes or make beds, and it comes‘develop the highest energy of his mind

home to the humane sympathies of these i and body.

guides of the public mind, who straight- We wish to see families dwelling in

way indite “ characteristic editorials." salubrious and convenient edifices, enjoy

ing the beauty and magnificence of na

PROGRESS on THE Cause. The follow- ture in a highly cultivated country, uni

ing extract from a recent letter of our ted by the ties of friendship and common

i interest, gaining an ample subsistence by

‘rcgular, systematic labor, and freed by

general abundance from all temptation to

injure or defraud each other.

“lam happy to announce to you, that We wish for a prevalence of a pure

\Vaterbury is not without intelligent and l religion in the human heart, called forth

sincere advocates for a new order of soci- , by daily experience of the goodness of

I have done what I could for thelthe Divine Being.

l found,| \Ve wish for the prevalence of a pure

however, that the ground had been broken morality founded on the supremacy of the

The paper edited by our,Spiritual over the Material, and the sub

that the good seed has fallen on good

ground in that quarter.
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ordination of the Individual to the Collec~

tive Interests.

These are our aims in our labors for

the reorganization of society. Do you not

bid us God speed? Then you care more

for the welfare of your sect, your party,

or yourself, than for the redemption of

Humanity. \Vith such purposes, every

lover of Humanity must feel himself

bound to give us a free stage and full

opportunity, though he may not be con

vinced of the efficacy of our methods.

INFLUENCE or RAIL Roses ON THE

WEATHER. The Well known natural

philosopher, Dr. August, makes the fol~

lowing communication in 3 Berlin Journal

on the “ Influence of Rail Roads on the

Weather.” “\Vhen an extended por

tion of the earth‘s surface is brought by

a net of rail road tracks into connection

of electrical conductors, the accumulation

of electricity in the lower part of the

atmosphere is prevented, as the iron

tracks effect a. constant electrical equili

brium between remote regions. By this

means, a violent term is rendered unlike

ly and if one should arise, it will undergo

a continual if not a considerable diminu

tion. Doubtful as the theory of storms

may be, so much is certain, that their

origin is in the effort of nature to produce

an equilibrium of opposite electricities

and that they break out with the more

violence the greater the intensity of the

opposition, which is produced beforehand

by chemical processes that accompany

evaporation. If one of these opposites,

the electricity of the lower atmosphere

for instance, is conducted away to other

regions, the variation of the two is made

less and the violence with which the equi

librium is established is diminished. By

being thus conducted away, the influence

is lessened which the electricity of the

lower atmosphere has on the clouds, and

by which it attracts its opposite, thus ac

cumulating storm clouds on the electrical

point. For this reason, in alevel coun

try where there are nets of. rail reads a

storm cannot acquire that force of oppo

site electricity and produce that heaping

up of clouds which is possible where

these conductors are wanting. For some a

years past the writer believes that he has

observed a change in the storms of this

place, and asks the attention of students

of natural philosophy to the proof of his

hypothesis. It is a fact that since Ber

lin has become the focus of several rail

roads, there have been no violent storms

and all that have risen have bad a rapid

and gentle termination.” — Schncllposl.

 

11:? \Ve are all children of the same

Father, who is God; and the common

Father has not subjected brothers to

 

 

brothers; he has not said to one: Coin

mand! and to the other: Obey! To

each other they owe mutual aid and suc

cor, justice and charity, nothing more;

and society, which has been rendered so

burdensome to a large portionv of the

human race by insensate and disorderly

passions, is in its essence, and ought in

fact to be, nothing more than a union

of forces and wills for the more cer

tain attainment of the end of existence,

nothing more than the organization of

fraternity. -- Lamennais.

 
 

THE AMERICAN UNION OF ASSO

CIATIONISTS.

The Adjourned Meeting of this Society, will

be held in Boston, on Monday Evening, Sep

tember fill, at '7 l-" o’clock, at Hall No. l, Marl

boro’ Chapel. JUNE 5. vaimi'r,

Sec. E1. Committee.

 

Scptcmbcr 3, 18-15.

ECLEUTIC MEDICAL INSTITUTE,

OF CINCINNATI, OHIO.

THE Fall and “'intcr Course of Lectures

commences in this Institution on the first illon

day in November 1201'! and continues four

months, which is immediately followed by the

Spring and Summer session, which also contin

ues four months.

rncurxrv.

B. L. HILL, M. D., Anatomy and Operative

Surgery. Ticket, 310.

L. E. JONES, M. D., Materia Medica, The

rapeutics, and Botany, IO.

JAMES II. OLI\ E i, M. D., Chemistry and

Phariiiar-v, 310.

\V. BEACH, M. D., Surgery and Clinical

Medicine, 310.

A. H. BALDRIDGE, M. D., Obstetrics and

Diseases of Women and Children, 310.

J. R. BUCHANAN, M. D., Physiology, Insti

tutes of Medicine, and Medical Jurisprudence,

10

T. V. MORROW’, M. D., Pathology and The

or and Practice of Medicine, $10.

latriculation Fee, 83. Payment for Tickets

in advance.

This Institution was chartered by the Legis

lature of Ohio, and is under the control of a

Board of Trustecs. The course of instruction

will embrace every thing ofvalue taught in both

the old regular colleges and the Reformed and

Botanical schools of medicine.

Candidates for graduation will be expected to

corn ly with the usual requisitions. Boarding

can had at two dollars per week.

The new College Edifice, now in progress of

erection, will be in readiness for the use of the

Institute by the commencement of the session.

Persons wishing further information, will ad

dress a letter, ost‘yaid, to
IT. . MORROW, M. D.,

Sept. 12. Dean of the Faculty.

GRAHAM AND TEMPERANCE

HOUSE

 

 

63 BARCLAY STREET, New YORK.

New ARRANGEMENT. This house is situat

ed on a pleasant and airy street, extending from

Broadway to the Hudson river. At one end of

the street is the landing place of the Albany

Steamboats, at the other the Park Fountain.

The house is but one minute’s walk from either,

and only five from the Eastern Steamboat Land

n .
gl‘wo separate Tables are provided, one suited

for the accommodation ofthe eaters of meat,

and the others carefully prepared for those who

wish to exclude flesh meats from their diet.

Ladies and Gentlemen from the country tar

rying a few or many days, can be accommodat

ed with quietness, lenty, cleanliness, whole

some food, and free om from the fumes of Al

cohol and Tobacco.

II? FREE BATHS. Cold, Douche, and

Shower Baths Free, and Warm Baths at a

small expense.

Terms One Dollar per day. Permanent board

ers received upon reasonable terms.

A. L. SMITH.

 

BROOK FARM scn50L.

The Directors oi the School connected

with the Brook Farm Association have made

arrangements for enlarging the establish

ment, and are now prepared to receive an

additional number of pupils.

The course of study comprises instruction

in the various branches usually taught in the

High Schools and Academies of New Eng

land, with particular attention to the modern

European languages and literature.

Pupils of ditl'eient age and of both sexes

are received; a constant maternal care ex

ercised over the youngest; and the more ad

vanced subject to the friendly counsel and

assistance of the teachers, without the re

straints of ailiitrary discipline. Young mcn

are fitted for College, or for commercial pur

suits, or carried through a course of instruc

tion, in the higher branches usually taught

in the University. -

Lessons are given in Music, Dancing,

Drawing, and Painting, without any extra

charge.

The School is under the immediate direc

tion of Mr. and Mrs. RIPLEY, Mr. Dwrsn'r,

and Mr. DANA, assisted by experienced

teachers in the diflercnt departments; and

every pupil of tender age is entrusted to

the particular care of a lady of the establish

ment, who has charge of his wardrobe, per

sonal habits, and physical education.

For young children, who are deprived of

parental care, and for older pupils who wish

to pursue a thorough and exact course of

study, without the usual confinement of a

large seminary, it is believed that this

School affords advantages, that are rarely to

be met with.

TERMS,—FOUR DoLLARs a week for

board, washing, fuel, lights, and instruction

in all branches.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, West Rorbury, Mass.

\VEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS!

Leaves Brook Farm at71-2 A. an, and 21-2

P. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaica

Plain, and Roxbury. Returning, leaves

the City Hotel, Brattle Street, at 10 1-2

A. M., and 5 P. M. Sunday excepted.

N. R. GERRISH.
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THE HARBINGER

Is published simultaneoust at New York

and Boston, by the Bnoox FARM PHALARX,

every Saturday morning. Oflice in New

York, Buncsss, STRINGER 8: Co., No. 222

Broadway; and in Boston, REnniivG Br. Co.,
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VOLUME Ill.

MISCELLANY.

THE courrsss 0F RUDOLSTADT,“

SEQUELTO

CONSUELO.

FROM THE FRENCH 0F GEORGE SAND.

Translated for the Harbinger.

XIV.

Consuelo was carried back to her lodg

ings in the same carriage that had

brought her to the palace. Two guards

were placed before each door of her apart

ment in the interior of the house. and M.

de Buddenbrock, watch in band, accord

ing to his customary imitation of the rigid

punctuality of the master, gave her an

hour in which to make her preparations,

not without warning her that her packa

ges would be subjected to the examina

tion of the keepers of the fortress she

was about to inhabit. On returning to

her chamber she found every thing in the

most picturesque disorder. During her

conference with the king, some agents of

the secret police had come, by order, to

force the locks and seize all her papers.

Consuelo, who in matters of manuscript

possessed only music, experienced some

vexation at the thought that she should,

perhaps, never again see her precious and

dear authors, the only riches she had

amassed during her life. She regretted

much less some jewels which had been

presented to her by different great person

ages at Vienna and Berlin, as a recom

pense for evenings of singing. They had

been taken from her under the pretext that

they might contain poisoned rings or sedi

tious emblems. The king never knew any

thing of this, nor did Consuelo ever see

them again. Those persons who were

employed in the mean actions of the

great Frederick, gave themselves up

without shame to these honest specula

tions, being, moreover, poorly paid, and

knowing that the king preferred to shut
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his eyes to their pillaging rather than

increase their salaries.

Consuelo‘s first look was for her cruci

fix ; and seeing that they had not thought

of carrying it away, doubtless on account

of its little value, she very quickly took it

down and put it in her pocket. She saw

the crown of roses faded and lying on the

floor, then seizing it to examine it, she

remarked with affright that the slip of

parchment which contained the mysteri

ous encouragements, was no longer there.

This was the only proof that could be

brought against her of any connection

with a pretended conspiracy; but to how

many comments might not this slight in

dieation give rise! While anxiously

seeking for it, she carried her hand to

her pocket add there found it. She had

mechanically putit there at the moment

when Buddenbrock came for her an hour

before.

Reassured on this point, and well sat

isfied that nothing could be found

amongst her papers to compromise any

one, she hastened to get together the

articles necessary for an absence, the pos

sible duration of which she did not con

ceal from herself. She had no one to

assist her, for her servant had been ar

rested in order to be examined; and, in

the midst of her dresses torn from her

wardrobes and thrown in disorder upon

all the furniture, she had, besides the

trouble occasioned by her situation, some

trouble in knowing where she was. Sud

denly the noise of something heavy falling

in the middle of the chamber attracted

her attention; it was a large nail run

through a small note. \

The style was laconic: “ Do you wish

to escape? Show yourself at the win

dow. in three minutes you will be in

safety.”

Consuelo‘s first impulse was to run to

the window. But she stopped half-way;

for she thought that her flight, in case

she should effect. it, would be like an

acknowledgment of guilt, and such an

acknowledgment, under these circum

stances, always causes a supposition of

 

NUMBER 16.

accomplices. “ O princess Amelia,”

thought she, “ if it be true that you have

betrayed me, I will not betray you. Iwill

pay my debt to Trenck. He saved my

life; if necessary, I will lose mine for

him.”

Reanimated by this generous idea, she

completed her package with much pres

ence of mind, and was ready when Bud

denbrock came for her to depart. She

found him more hypocritical and more

wicked than usual. At once cringing

and proud, Buddenbrock was jealous of

the sympathies of his master, like those

old dogs which hits all the friends of the

house. He had been wounded by the

lesson the king had given him even while

charging him to make the victim suffer,

and he asked nothing more than to be re

venged on her. “I am much troubled,

mademoiselle," said he to her, “ at being

obliged to execute such severe orders.

It is a long while since such a thing has

been seen at Berlin. No, it has not been

seen since the time of Frederick-William,

the august father of his majesty now

reigning. It was a cruel exampleof the

severity of our laws, and of the terrible

power of our princes. I shall remember

it all my life.”

“ To what example do you refer, sir? ”

said Consuelo, who began to think her

life was threatened.

“To no one in particular,” replied

Buddenbrock ; “ I wished to speak of the

reign of Frederick-William, which was,

from beginning to end, an example of

firmness never to be forgotten. At that

time, neither age nor sex was respected,

when a serious offence had to be punish

ed. 1 recollect a very pretty, very well

born, and very amiable young lady, who,

for having sometimes received the visits of

an august personage contrary to the will

of the king, was handed over to the exe

cutioners and driven from the city after

having been scourged with rods.”

“I know that story, sir," replied Con

suelo, divided between terror and indigna

tion. “ The young lady was chaste and

pure. All her crime was having sung
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with his majesty now reigning, as you

say, and then prince royal. Has this

same Frederick been so little affected by

the catastrophes drawn by himself upon

the heads ofothers, that he can now wish

to terrify me by the threat of any similar

infanin ”

“I think not, signora. His majesty

does nothing that is not great and just;

and it is for you to know if your inno

cence protects you from his anger. I

wish to believe it; still Iltave just seen

the king irritated toa degree that has

perhaps never occurred before. He cried

out that he was wrong to wish to reign

indulgently, and that never, in the life

time of his father, would any woman have

displayed the audacity you had exhibited.

In. fine, some other words of his majesty

made rue fear some degrading punishment

for you, I know not what——I do not

wish to imagine. My part in all this is

very painful; and if, at the gate of the

city, it should appear that the king has

given orders contrary to those I have re

ceived to conduct you immediately to

Spandaw, I should hasten to withdraw,

the dignity of my office not permitting me

to he present— ”

M. do Buddenbrock, seeing that the

desired effect was produced, and that the

unhappy Consuelo was almost fainting,

stopped. At this moment she repented

of her devotedness, and could not help in

voking her unknown protectors, in the se

cret of her heart. But as she fixed her

haggard eyes upon Buddenbrock‘s fea

tures, she found in them the hesitation of

falsehood and began to be reassured.

Her heart still beat as if it would burst,

when a police—agent presented himself, at

the gate of Berlin, to exchange some

words with M. dc Buddenbrock. During

this time, one of the grenadiers who ac

companied the carriage on horseback, ap

proached the opposite door and said to

her rapidly and in a low voice: “ Be

tranquil, signora, much blood would be

shed before any harm should happen to

you.” In her trouble, Consuelo did not

recognize the features of this unknown

friend, who immediately withdrew. The

carriage took, at full speed, the road to

the fortress; and in an hour the Porpori

na was incarcerated in the chateau of

Spandaw with all the customary formali

ties, or rather, with those few formalities

which absolute power requires in its pro

ceedings.

This citadel, then considered impreg

nable, is built in the middle of a lake

formed by the confluence of the Have]

and the Spree.

dark and foggy; and Consuelo, having

accomplished her sacrifice, felt that apa

thetic exhaustion which follows deeds of

energy and enthusiasm. She therefore

entered the sad domicile which was as

The day had become‘

 

wery hard and very narrow, she there en

around. She felt exhausted : and though '

it was hardly mid-day, she threw herself,

all dressed, upon the bed, and fell into a

sound sleep. To the fatigue she experi

enced was united that kind of delicious

security of which a good conscience gath

ers the fruits; and though the bed was

joyed the best possible slumber.

After some time, she was only half

asleep when she heard midnight strike

from the clock of the citadel. The re

verberation of sound is so powerful in

musical cars, that she was completely

wakcd by it. As she raised herself upon

her bed, she comprehended that she was

in prison, and that she must pass the first

night in reflection, as she had slept the

whole day. The perspective of such a

wakefulness in inaction and darkness was

not very pleasing; she said that she must

resign herself, and endeavor at once to

become accustomed to it. She was as

tonished that she did not suffer from cold,

and congratulated herself that at least

she was not to undergo that physical dis

comfort which paralyzcs thought. The

wind howled without in a lamentable

manner, the rain beat against the glass,

and Consuelo could only see from her

narrow window the close grating pro

jected against the gloomy and veiled blue

ofa. starless night.

The poor captive passcd_the first hour

of this punishment, entirely new to her,

in a great clearness of mind, and in

thoughts full of logic, of reason and

philosophy. But little by little this ten

sion fatigued her brain, and the night he

gan to seem gloomy to her. Her posi

tive reflections changed into vague and

strange reveries. Fanciful images, pain

ful reminiscences, frightful apprehensions

assailed her, and she found herself in a

state which was neither waking nor sleep,

and in which all her ideas assumed a

form and seemed to float in the darkness

of her cell. At one time she thought

herself upon the stage, and she sang

mentally a whole part which wearied her,

and of which the recollection besieged

her, without her being able to get rid of

it; then she saw herself in the hands of

the executioner, her shoulders bare, be

fore a stupid and curious crowd, and torn

by rods, while the king looked at her

from a balcony with an angry air, and

Anzoleto laughed in a corner. At last,

she fell into a sort of stupor, and had be

fore her eyes only the spectre of Albert

lying upon his bed of death, and making

vain ellbrts to rise and come to her as

 

 

sistance. Then this image was effaccd,

and she thought herself sleeping on the:

ground in the grotto of the Schrecken-l

stein, whilcthe sublime and heart-reading:

sounds of Albert’s violin gave utterance

 

signed to her, without noticing anything to an eloquent and and prayer in the

depths of the cavern. Consuelo was in

fact half asleep, the tones of the instru

ment struck her ear and restored calmness

to her mind. The phrases were so con

nected, though weakened by distance,

and the modulations so distinct that she

was persuaded she really heard it without

thinking of being astonished. It seemed

to her that this dream music lasted an

hour, and that she at last lost it in the

air by insensible diminutions. Consuelo

had really fallen asleep, and the day had

begun to dawn when she again opened

her eyes.

Her first care was to examine her

chamber, which she had not even looked

at the day before, so entirely had the

moral life absorbed in her the feeling of

physical life. lt was a cell entirely bare

but clean, and warmed by a brick store

which was tended frotn outside and

threw no brightness into the apartment,

but maintained a very comfortable tem

perature. A single arched window ad

mitted light into the chamber which still

was not too dark, the walls being white

washed and not very high.

Three blows were struck on the door,

and the keeper cried through it with a

strong voice:

“ Prisoner number three, rise and dress

'yourself; your chamber will be entered

in a quarter of an hour.”

Consuelo hastened to obey and make

up her bed before the return of the keep

er, who brought her bread and water for

the day, with a very respectful air. He

had the formal look of an old major~domo

to a good family, and he placed this fru

gal prison-fare upon the table with as

much care and neatncss as he would

have displayed in serving up the most del

icate repast.

Consuelo examined this man, who was

ofan advanced age, and whose well cut

and gentle features had in them nothing

repulsive at first sight. He had been se

lected to wait upon the female prisoners

in consequence of his manners, his good

behavior, and his discretion, proof against

all trials. His name was Schwartz, and

he mentioned it to Consuelo.

“I live below," said he, “ and should

you be ill, you have only to call me from

your window."

“ Have not you a wife 1 ” asked Con~

suelo.

“ Doubtlcss,” replied he; “ and if you

absolutely require her, she will be at

your orders. But she is forbidden to

communicate with the lady prisoners, ex

cept in case of illness. The physician

determines that. Ihave also a son who

will share with me the honor of serving

you.”

“1 have no need of so many servants,

and if you will be pleased to allow me,
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Mr. Schwartz, 1 will have none but your

self and your wife."

“I know that my age and my court

tenance reassure the ladies. But my son

is ho more to be feared than I am; he is

an excellent child, full of piety, gentle

ness and firmness.”

The keeper pronounced this last word

with an expressive clearness which the

prisoner understood very well.

“Mr. Schwartz,” said she to him,

“But your ladyship probably knows

what was in your purse? ”

“ Pretty nearly.” While saying this,

Consuelo examined her pockets and did

not find an obolus. “Mr. Schwartz,"

said she with a courageous gaiety, “ they

have left me nothing, so far as I can see.

[must therefore be contented with pris

oner's fare. Do not deceive yourself in

that respect.”

"Well, madam,” replied Schwartz,

l

l
\

  

the means of inducing you to do so.

When my gold ducats are used up, 1 will

find a means of satisfying you. Begin

therefore by bringing me some chocolate;

at dinner you will give me a chicken and

vegetables; during the day you will pro

cure me some books, and in the evening

you will furnish me witlt a light.”

“ As to the chocolate, your ladyship

shall have it in five minutes; the dinner

will go as if it were on wheels; I will

  

 

“you will not need to make use of your'not without making a visible effort over add to it a good soup, some dainties

firmness with me. Ihave come here al-ihimsclf, “I will prove to you that my which ladies do not dislike, and coffee,

most voluntarily, and ltave no intention to, family is honest and that you have to do which is very salutary to counteract the

escape. So long as I am treated with

decency and propriety, as there now ap

pears a disposition to do, I shall bear,

without complaining, the discipline of the

prison, however rigorous it may be.” _

Speaking thus, Consuelo, who had

eaten nothing for twenty-four hours, and

who had suffered from hunger all night,

began to break the dry bread and to eat it

with appetite.

She then remarked tltat her resignation

made an impression upon the old keeper,

and that he was at once astonished and

vexed at it.

“Has your ladyship no repugnance

then for this coarse food!” asked he

with some embarrassment.

“ I will not conceal front you, that for

the sake of my health, in the long run, I

should desire something more substan

tial ; but if I am obliged to content my

self with this, it will not trouble me

much.”

“Still you are accustomed to live

well? You have a good table at home, I

suppose? ”

“ O! certainly, without doubt."

“ And their," returned Schwartz with

an insinuating air, “ why should you not

have proper food served to you here, at

your own expense‘.l ”

“ Is that permitted, then'.l ”

“ Assuredlyl ” cried Schwartz, whose

eyes glistened at the idea of exercising

his traffic, after having feared to find a

person too poor or too abstemious to en

sure him this profit. “ If your ladyship

has ltad the precaution to conceal some

money upon yourself when coming here.

I am not forbidden to supply you with the

food you prefer. My wife is a very good

with estimable people. Your purse is in

my pocket. Here it is.” And he made

the purse glitter before the eyes of Con

suelo, then quietly replaced it in his pock

8!.

“Much good may it do you!" said

Consuelo, astonished at his impudcnce.

“ \Vait a moment! ” said the grasping

and scrupulous Schwartz. “It was my

wife who searched you. She has orders

to leave no money to the prisoners, for

fear they should use it to corrupt the

keepers. But when the keepers are in

corruptible, the precaution is useless.

She has not therefore considered it a duty

to transmit your money to the governor.

letter of which we are obliged, in con

science, to conform, your purse cannot

return directly to your hands."

“Keep it, then!” said Consuelo,

“ since such is your good pleasure.”

“ Without any doubt,I shall keep it,

and you will thank me for it.

depositary of your money, and will use it

for your necessities as you shall desire.

I will bring you the dishes that are to

your liking; I will take good care of

your stove; I will even provide you with

a good bed and linen in any quantity. I

will settle my account every day and will

pay myselffrom your funds up to their full

amount.”

\ “ Well and good!” said Consuelo;

“ I see that there are compositions with

Heaven, and I appreciate Mr. Schwartz‘s

, honesty as I ought. But when this sum,

which is not large, is exhausted, you

will then furnish me with the means of

. procuring fresh funds? ”

“I beg your latlyship not to express

 

 

But as there is a precise order, to the‘

I am the

damp atmosphere of this residence. As

to the books and the light, it is impossi

ble. Ishoold be dismissed on the in

stant, and my conscience forbids my in

fringing my orders.”

“ But delicate food and daintics are al

so prohibitedl ”

“ No. We are permitted to treat the

ladies, and especially your ladyship, with

humanity, in all that relates to health and

comfort.”

“But ennui is equally prejudicial to

health.”

“ Your ladyship is mistaken. People

.always grow fat here, by good nourish

lmen'. and repose of mind. I could men

tion to you a certain lady who came in

as thin as you are, and who left, twenty

years after, weighing at least one hund

red aud eighty pounds.”

“Many thanks, Mr. Schwartz! Ido

not desire so formidable an embonpoint,

and I hope that you will not refuse me

the books and the light.”

“I humbly request your ladyship to

excuse me ; I shall not disregard my duty.

Besides, your ladysbip need not be an

noyed; you will have your harpsichord

and your music this very day.”

“ Truly! Is it to you thatI owe this

consolation, Mr. Schwartz! ”

“ No, signom, it is the will of his maj

esty, and lhave an order from the gov

iernor to permit those articles to pass, and

[to place them in your chamber.”

Consuelo, enchanted at the prospect of

being able to make music, did not think

of asking for more. She took her choco

.lat.e gaily, while Mr. Schwartz arranged

her furniture, consisting of a poor bed,

ttwo straw chairs. and a little ftr table.

 

 

cook, and we have some very fine silver yourselfin that manner; it would be fail- “ Your ladyship will require acommode,”

plate.”

“ That is very kind in you," said Con

suelo, who discovered the cupidity of Mr.

Schwartz with more disgust than satisfac

tion. “ But the question is to know ifI

have any money, in fact. I was searched

on entering here ; I know that my cruci

fix, which I value highly, was left me,

but I have not noticed if my purse was '

taken."

“ Your ladyship has not noticed it I ”

“ No, does that astonish you! ”

ing in my duty, audI shall never do it. said he with that caressing air assumed

But your ladyship will ttot suffer; you by persons disposed to overwhelm us

will point to me, either at Berlin or else- with attentions and kindnesses for the

where, the person who is the depositary sake of our money, “and then a better

of your funds, and I will send my bills to,bed, a carpet, a bureau, an armchair, a

i that person in order that they may be reg- toilet-table —-”

ularly settled. My orders do not prevent “ I accept the commode and the toilet

that." table,” replied Consuelo, who wished to

“ Very well. You have found the , husband her resources. “ As to the rest,

.means of correcting those orders which I 1 will excuse you. I am not delicate, and

are very inconsistent, since they permitlI request you to furnish me only with

you to treat us well, and yet deprive us of, what I shall ask for.“

i

o
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Mr. Schwartz tossed his head with an

air of astonishment and almost of con

tempt; but he did not reply, and when he

had rejoined his very worthy spouse :

“ She is not wicked,” said he to her,

speaking of the new prisoner, “ but she

is poor. \Ve shall not make great profits

out of her.”

“ How can you expect her to spend! ”

returned madam Schwartz, shrugging her

shoulders. “ She is not a lady, not she!

she is an actress, they say P "

“ An actress! ” cried Schwartz.

“ Well, I am delighted for the sake of

our son Gottlieb.”

“ Fye, then F” returned madam

Schwartz, knitting her brows. “ Do you

want to make a mountebank of him? ”

“ You do not understand me, wife.

He will be a preacher. Ishall not give

up that. idea. He has studied for that,

and he is the stuff of which they are

made. But as he must preach, and as he

has not displayed much eloquence hither

to, this actress can give him lessons in

declamation. ”

“ The idea is not a bad one. Provided

she does not want to deduct the price of

her lessons from our bills! ”

“ 0, you need not fear that! She is

not in the least sharp,” replied Schwartz,

chuckling and rubbing his hands.

 

XV.

The harpsichord arrived in the course

of the day. It was the same that Con

suelo hired in Berlin at her own expense.

She was well satisfied not to have to risk

with another instrument a new acquaint

ance less agreeable and less sure. On

his side, the king, who looked after the

smallest details in business matters, had

inquired, on giving orders to send the

harpsichord to the prison, if it belonged

to the prime-dunno ', and' on learning that

it was a locali, he had sent word to the

musical-instrument maker who owned it

that he would guarantee its restitution,

but that. the expense was to be paid by

the prisoner. Upon which, the man hav

ing permitted himself to remark that he

had no recourse against a person in pris

on, especially, if she should die there;

M. de Poelnitz, charged with this impor

tant negociation, replied laughing : “ My

dear sir, you would not wish to quibble

with the king about such a trifle, and

besides it would do no good. Your harp

sichord is under writ of arrest, to be

registered at Spandaw this very day.”

The Porporina’s manuscripts and scores

were likewise brought to her; and as

she was astonished at so much indul-I

gence in the discipline of the prison, the

commanding major of the place came to

pay her a visit in order to explain to her“

that she would continue to perform as first

 

female-singer at the theatre-royal.

“Such is the will of his majesty,”

said he to her. “ Every time that the

manager of the opera places you upon

the programme for a. performance, a car

riage will convey you under escort to the

theatre at the appointed hour, and will

bring you back to the fortress immediately

after the piece. Tl-cse removals will be

made with the greatest punctuality and

with the respect due to you. Ihopc,

mademoiselle, that you will not compel

us, by any attempt to escape, to increase

the rigor of your captivity. (Jonformably

to the king‘s orders, you have been placed

in a chamber that is warmed, and you

will be permitted to walk upon the ram~

part which you see, as often as may be

pleasant to you. In a word, we are

responsible, not only for your person, but

for your health and your voice. The

only vexation you will experience from

us, will be to be kept an secret and not

allowed to communicate with any one,

either within or without the walls. As

we have but few ladies here, and one

keeper is sufficient for the building they

occupy, you will not endure the discom

fort of being served by coarse persons.

The honest face and good manners of

Mr. Schwartz must satisfy you on that

point. A little ennui will therefore be

the only evil you will have to suffer, and

I can understand that at your age and

in the brilliant position in which you

were — ”

“ Fear not, sir major,” replied Con

suelo, with a little pride. “I am never

ennuyed when I can employ myself.

And I ask only one favor; it is to have

writing materials and a light so that I can

practice in the evening.”

“That is entirely impossible. I am

very sorry to refuse the only request of

so courageous a person. But I can, as

some compensation, authorize you to sing

at every hour of the day and night, as

may seem good to you. Your chamber

is the only inhabited one in this isolated

tower. The keeper's lodging is below,

to be sure; but Mr. Schwartz is too well

bred to complain at hearing so beautiful

a voice, and as to myself, I regret not

being within reach to enjoy it.”

This dialogue, at which Mr. Schwartz

was present, was terminated by low

bows: and the old officer retired, con

vinced by the tranquility of the cantatrice

that she was there for some infraction of

the rules of the theatre, and for some

weeks at most. Consuelo herself did

not know if she was there under the

suspicion of being an accomplice in a

political conspiracy, or for the sole crime

of having rendered service to Frederick

de Trenck, or finally, for simply having

been the discreet confidant of the princess

Amelia.

During two or three days, our captive

 experienced more discomfort, sadness,

and ennui than she was willing to

confess to herself. The length of the

nights, which were still fourteen hours at

r that season, was particularly disagreeable

to her, so long as she hoped she might

relieve herself by obtaining from Mr.

Schwartz light, ink and pens. But it did

not require a long time to convince her

that this obsequious man was endowed

with an inflexible obstinacy. Schwartz

was not wicked; he had not, like many

of his kind, the inclination to cause suf

fering. He was even pious and devout

after his manner, thinking that he served

God and ensured his own salvation, pro

vided he conformed to those engagements

of his profession which he could not

elude. It is true that these reserved

cases were few in number, and bore upon

those articles in which there were fewer

chances of profit from the prisoners than

chance of danger as regarded his place.

“ Is she so simple,” said he, speaking of

Consuelo to his wife, “ as to imagine that

I would expose myself to the risk of

losing my situation, for the sake of mak

ing a few groschen a day on a candle! "

“ Take good care," replied his wife,

who was the Egeria of his avaricious

inspirations, “not to advance a single

dinner to her when her purse is ex

hausted."

“ Don’t be troubled. She has saving-s.

She has told me so, and M. Porporino, a

singer at the theatre, is the depositary.”

“ A poor credit,” returned the wife.

“Look over the code of our Prussian

laws; you will find one relative to actors,

which frees every debtor from all claim

on their part. Take care, therefore, that

the depositary of the said demoiselle does

not invoke the law and keep the money,

when you present your bills."

“ But since her engagement with the

theatre is not broken, since she is to con

tinue her performances, I will make a

seizure upon the funds of the theatre."

“ And what assures you that she will

receive her salary? The king know the

law better than any one, and if it be his

good pleasure to invoke it -— ”

“You think of every thing, wife,”

said Mr. Schwartz. “I will be on my

guard. No money, no cooking, no fire,

the furniture of the regulation. My or

ders to the letter.”

It was thus that the couple Schwartz

conversed respecting the lot of Consuelo.

As to her, as soon as she was convinced

that the honest keeper was incorruptible

in the matter of candles, she made up her

mind and so arranged her days that she

might not suffer too much from the length

of the nights. She refrained from sing

ing all day in order to reserve this em

ployment for the evening. She even

abstained as much as possible from think—
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ing of music and occupying her mind

with musical reminiscences or inspirations

before the hours of darkness. 0n the

contrary, she gave the morning and the

day to the reflections suggested by her

position, to recollections of the events of

her life, and dreamy rcveries respecting

the probabilities of the future. In this

manner she succeeded, after a short time,

in making two parts of her life, one

entirely philosophical, the other entirely

musical; and she discovered that, with

exactitude and perseverance, she could,

up to a certain point, cause to operate

regularly and could subject to her will,

this capricious and restive courser of the

fancy, this fantastic muse of the imagina~

tion. By living tentpcrately, in spite of

Mr. Schwartz‘s prescriptions and insinu

ations, by taking a great deal of exercise,

even without pleasure, on the rampart,

she succeeded in feeling very calm at

evening, and in employing agreeably

those hours of darkness which prisoners,

wishing to force sleep in order to escape

from ennui, usually fill with phantoms and

agitations. Finally, by allowing only six

hours for sleep, she was soon sure of

sleeping peacefully every night, with

out an excess of rest ever encroaching

upon the tranquility of the succeeding

night.

At the end of a week she was so well

accustomed to her prison, that it seemed

to her as if she had never lived other

wise. Her evenings, so much feared at

first, became her most pleasant hours ; and

the darkness, far from inspiring her with

the fear she had expected, revealed to her

treasures of musical conception which she

had long carried within her, without hav

ing been able to make use of them and

bring them into form in the agitations of her

profession as a virtuoso. When she per

ceived that improvisation on the one hand,

and execution from memory on the other,

were suflicient to fill her evenings, she

allowed herself to consecrate some hours

of the day to noting down her inspira

tions and to studying her authors with

even more attention than she had been

able to bestow upon them in the midst of

a thousand emotions. or under the eye

of an impatient and systematic professor.

To write music, she first used a pin, by

means of which she pricked the notes in

the interlines, then little splinters of

wood, chipped from the furniture, and

afterwards blackened on the stove at the

moment when it was hottest. But as

these processes consumed time, and her

provision of ruled paper was very small,

she found it was much better to exercise

still further the powerful memory with

which she was endowed, and to lodge

there in order the numerous compositions

which each evening produced. She suc

ceeded, and in practising, could turn from

 

one to the other, without having written

and without confounding them.

Still, as her chamber was very warm,

thanks to the increase of fuel that Mr.

Schwartz benevolently added to the ration

of the establishment, and as the rampart

on which she walked was constantly

swept by a freezing wind, she could not

escape some days of hoarseness which

deprived her of the diversion of going to

sing at the theatre of Berlin. The phy

sician of the prison, who had been or

dered to see her twice a Week and to

report the state of her health to M. de

Poelnitz, wrote that she had an extinction

of voice precisely on the day when the

baron proposed, with the consent of the

king, to have her reappear before the

public. Her exit was therefore delayed

without her experiencing the least vera

tion ; she did not desire to breathe the air

of liberty, before being sufficiently famil—

iarized with her prison to return to it

without regret.

Consequently she did not nurse her

cold with all that love and care which a

cantatrice usually bestows upon the pre

cious organ of her throat. She did not

leave of her walks, and the result was a

slight fever for a few nights. She then

experienced a little phenomenon which

every body is acquainted with. Fever

brings to the brain of each individual an

illusion more or less painful. Some

imagine that the angle formed by the

walls of the apartment approaches them,

gradually contracting,~ until it presses

upon them and crushes their head. Little

by little they feel the angle unclose, en

large, leave them free, return to its place,

to come back again and close anew, con

tinually recommencing the same alterna

tion of torture and relief. Others take

their bed for a wave which raises them,

carries them even to the ceiling, lets them

fall to raise them again, and thus obsti

nately tosses them up and down. The

relator of this true history experiences

fever under the strange form of a great

black shadow, which he sees depicted

horizontally upon a brilliant surface, in

the midst of which he is placed. This

blot of shadow, floating upon an imagi

nary plane, is in a continual motion of

contraction and dilation. It enlarges un

til it entirely covers the brilliant surface,

and immediately it diminishes, narrows,

and comes to be no more than a line

drawn out like a thread, after which it

extends anew to be developed and atten

uated without ceasing. This vision

would have nothing disagreeable for the

dreamer, if, from a diseased feeling quite

difl‘icnlt to be understood by another, he

did not imagine himself to be that dark

reflection of an unknown object floating

without rest upon an arena burned by the

rays of an invisible sun; to such an

 
 

extent, that when the imaginary shadow

contracts, it seems to him that his being

diminishes and elongatcs until it becomes

the shadow of a hair; while when it

dilates, he feels his substance equally

dilate until it represents the shadow of a

mountain enveloping a valley. But there

is in this dream neither mountain nor val—

ley. There is nothing but the reflection

of an opaque body producing upon a re

flection of the sun the same effect as the

black pupil of the cat in its transparent

iris, and this hallucination, which is not

accompanied with sleep, becomes the

strangest anguish.

\Ve could mention a person who, when

in a fever, sees the ceiling falling every

moment; another, who thinks he becomes

a globe floating in space; a third, who

takes the side of the bed for a precipice,

and thinks he is always going to fall to

the left, while a fourth feels always

drawn to the right. But each reader

could furnish his observations and phe

nomena from his own experience; which

would not settle the question, nor explain

any better than we can, why each indi

vidual, during his whole life, or at least,

during a long series of years, falls contin

ually, at night, into a certain dream

which is his own and not another‘s,and

undergoes, at each attack of fever, a cer

tain hallucination, which presents to him

always the same characteristics and the

same kind of anguish. This question

belongs to physiology; and we think that

the physician might perhaps find therein

certain indications, Ido not say respecting

the seat of the apparent disease, which

reveals itself by other symptoms not less

evident, but respecting that of a latent

disease, proceeding in the patient from

the weak side of his organization, and

which it is dangerous to excite by certain

reactive medicines.

But this question does not belong be

my sphere, and I ask the reader’s pardon

for having dared to touch upon it.

As to our heroine, the hallucination

which the fever caused in her most natu

rally prescnt a musical characteristic and

relate to her organs of hearing. She

therefore again fell into the dream which

she had when wide awake or at least half

awake, the first night she had passed in

prison. She imagined that she heard the

plaintive sound and eloquent tones of Al

bert’s violin, sometimes strong and dis

tinct as if the instrument resounded in

her chamber, sometimes weak as if it

came from the horizon. There was in

this fluctuation of the intensity of the

imaginary sounds something strangely

painful. When the vibration seemed to

approach her, Consuelo experienced a

feeling of terror; when it appeared to

burst out, it was with a vigor which over

powered the patient. Then the sound
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weakened and she felt but little relief;

for the fatigue of listening with an always

increasing attention to that music which

lost itself in space soon induced a kind of

faintness, in which it seemed as if she

could catch tio sound. But the incessant

return of the harmonious gust brought

Willi it a shivering horror and a blast of

insupportable heat, as if the vigorous

stroke of the supernatural how bad en

kindled the atmosphere, by unchaining

the storm around her.

To be Continued.

SOME ACCOUNT OF A FRENCH THEORY

OF ASSOCIATION.

HY TITO PAGLIARDINI.

That a complete social change is

about to take place, must be evident to

all such as are acquainted with the politi

cal and moral state of Europe.

\Vhether the change will be a peaceful

one, giving the necessities and comforts

of life to those who are now destitute,

without attacking the interests of the

wealthy; or a violent one, renewing all

the horrors of ninety-three, in which the

upper classes will fall victims to the

blind hatred of the people, who will nev

ertheless be far from benefited by such a

change, must drpend solely on the means

by which the change is brought about.

Is civilization, founded as it is on con

straint and violence, capable of directing

a peaceful change!

The blood-stained pages of history,

with their endless wars, revolutions, and

revolting crimes, answer most cruelly in

the negative.

Civilization as yet has found no remedy

against oppression but in revolutions;

none against rebellion, but in the prison

or the scatl'old; none against pauperism

and mendicity, but in the workhouse.

That these are of little or no avail—the

experience of thirty centuries has given

abundant proofs. Every political form of

government imagined by philosophers and

moralists has been tried in its turn, and

has in turn proved equally defective.

Autocracy, or individual despotism. has

been long since rejected by the majority

of Europeans, and is at present confined

to one barbarous state, Russia. At an

early period, the principal States of

Greece and Italy, the centres of civiliza

tion, cast 05' the rnouarchial form of gov

ernment for the republican, without

thereby establishing general peace and

happiness; for in aristocratic republics,

as Sparta, Venice, the t ranny of a

small class stood in lieu o the tyranny

of an individual; while in democratic re

publics, as Athens, Florence, the state

was in a perpetual turmoil, generally re

warding the services of the great men

they incensed but yesterday, with punish

ment or death—and all republics have

disgraced themselves by the institution

of slavery.

In our otvn time, the frightful tyranny

exercised in France by the nobles over

all the other classes of society was only

annihilated by the majestic, but sanguin

ary policy of the people, which finally in-{

vo ved all Europe in bloodshed and fam

ine: nor can it be said that individual lib-i

erty was more respected under the popll‘.

lar than under the monarchical or aristo

cratic sway.

The republican form of government?

 

 

 

has likewise failed in America to produce

all the blessings anticipated from it by

the majority of moralists; and limited

monarchy, or the balance of the three

constituent powers, the 11!! plus ultra of

perfection of motlern political writers, is

so far from conducing to the happiness of

the bulk of the nation, that it may be

safely asserted that in England and

France, the two models of this vaunted

form of government, the sum of misery

is even greater than in those countries

which are not yet blessed with a constitu

tional charter.

The defenders of civilization, in their

inability to find a more perfect form of

government, either give themselves up

to a most revolting optimism, closing

their hearts and eyes to the social

miseries; or malign the Divinity, by de

claring his work, man. irretrievably bad,

and born to vegetate, suffer, and die; in

spite of the experience of so many centu

ries, their blindness will not let them per

ceive that the whole system on which

civilization is based is radically false; for

from its fruits we are to judge of the tree,

  

dent attitude assumed by the Leaguers;

btit that the opening of the ports will

bring all the promised comforts to the la

boring classes is, in the present state of

society, a delusion. The existing system

will only pull down one aristocracy to set

up another.

If the existing political sciences fail to

solve so many vital questions, is it not

the duty of the statesman to seek for

their solution elsewhere?

The body of the people should be no

less anxious than the land-owners and

statesmen in seeking the means of im

proving onr social condition, and securing

the agricultural interests without vainly

attempting to shackle those of the manu

facturer; for the prosperity of the employ

er depcnds on that of the employed. But

unless these means he sought, the British

landholder will in some few years fall

into the same abyss of ruin that en

gulphed their brethren in France, as soon

as the middling class (capitalists, bankers,

traders, lawyers) raised their voices

against tltem; nor will the fate of the

great majority of the nation be in the

and what are the fruits of civilization? least degree ameliorated; for as it was of

On the one hand, some transient comforts

and pleasures for the few ; —-on the

other, labor in its most repugnant form,

insufficient and uncertain wages, misery

and its child, rice, for the many.

Can that state of society he the best, in

which the peasant who attends to our‘

flocks and herds knows not the taste of

ment? In which the producer of our

corn is generally unable to feed his family

on breadi In which a deficiency in one

year's crop of one inferior article of food,

the potato, places the mass of a rich na

tion on the very verge of starvation? In

which the manufacturer of our clothing

is all but naked.l In which those things

which are noblest'in their nature are per

verted into the most oppressive forms?

For out of free competition has sprung

the monopoly of capital; and charity,

that divine principle so warmly inculcated

by Christ, charity itself has been pervert

ed frotn its pure origin; it has become

the bane of the rich; it has but too often

been a tool for extortion in the hands of

the intriguing; and so far from healing

the social wounds, its insufficient succor

only degrades the honest man, anxious

for work, not alms; or demoralizes the

indolent, who prefers the miserable pit

tance of the union-house to the honora

ble reward of his labor. Although in

England and Wales 175,000,000]. have

been expended within the last forty years

for the relief of the poor, yet pauperism

in still increasing iii a most fearful ratio,

and threatens to attack the very roots of

civilimtion, in proportion as capital is ac

cumulating in the hands of a few bankers

and great traders.

Till now civilized man has sought a

remedy for all social miseries in political

 

little importance to the slaves of Greece

and Rome whether the aristocratic, or so

called democratic element prevailed in

the state—as it was to them merely a

change of masters, bringingno change to

their condition — so in England, the polit

ical change brought about by free-trade

will merely snatch all influence from the

hands of the landed aristocracy, to place

it unaltered, if not more oppressive, in

the hands of the aristocracy of money;

slight will he the relief afl'orded thereby

to the laboring classes.

Yet have not these three elements of

the nation,—the landholders, the capi

talists, and the body of the people. or la

borers, each their own individual rights?

And are these rights so opposite, that to

assert or establish the one, we must re~

vile and overturn the other! And is

‘there no law by which these seemingly

clashing interests might be made to com

bine in one sublime unity, as the distinct

colors of the prism in one pure and ex

quisite color —— white?

This law, though it has hitherto es

caped all philosophers and political writ

ers, does exist; and has been discovered

by the genius of one man, who, like Ba

con, Gt'ilileo, Newton, Columbus, only

discovered new truths by boldly quitting

the beaten track, and seeking the laws of

the Creator by consulting his great work,

Nature. This man is CHARLES Fociuitit,

whose theory is contained in the follow

ing simple words:— aNranit-e induslry,

organization of labor, and association;

not association as is understood in civiliza

tion, but real association, in which all

will participate, each in proportion to his

capital, talent, or labor.

That Fourier's system was received at

changes only. The British Empire has‘firS‘i mfg all gm“l invemlfmsr Tim "’0‘

lately been convulsed by agittitions and | mmint-leermg‘ and.cal.ummes' m but ‘00

murders in Ireland, by rebellions iii ""8; bl" "'3‘ ms Ideas have lady

Wales, and by Chartist meetings and the

Anti-Corn Ltiw Letgue, or Free-'I‘raders

throughout the whole country. That

this theory of free-trade iii abstract prin

ciple is just -— in theory, correct, — there

are few unprejudiccd by party spirit who

can deny; and that it must replace, ere

spread ittto all ranks, and all parts of the

globe, and have ceased to be considered

as visionary by those who have taken the

pains to study them, is now no longer to

be denied.

Nevertheless, in England, the country

of all others in which his constructive

long, the protective and prohibitory dn- principles are most needed, in order to

ties throughout the world is evident from i counteract the subversive theories of the

the anxiety expressed by land-holders in political and economical sciences;

Eli

in

gland, and the aggressive, yet confi-iEngland, a country so eminently suited
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to their realization, they are almost un

known. The aim of the following short

view of the system is merely intended to

draw a little attention to the subject,

which we will fully develop at a future

period, or which may be studied in the

numerous wnrks published by the Phal

ansterian school.

If it be asked how so simple and yet so

fruitful a law as that of moral or passion

al ATTRACTION, on which Fourier has

founded his system, has remained so

many ages undiscovered, we will ask

how the great continent of America. re

mained unknown till revealed to the

Old World by the genius of one man, in

spite of the scuffing and calumnies of

both the ignorant and the learned! how]

material attraction lay concealed from all;

eyes till one man, Newton, raised the;

veil which covered it, and thereby changed ,

the face of the physical sciences! how

steam and electricity, having existed from

the beginning of the world, the discovery

of their application to locomotion and

telegraphic communications, which far1

surpass in wonderful rapidity all that ori

ental fancy could invent, should have been

reserved for our generation! .

But instead of entering into questions

foreign to our purpose, let us examine

how the principles of Fourier may be ap

lied in England, first stating that the
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SECTION III.—

CHAPTER XIX.

Education of Children of the Third Age.

Ihave just described the material pe

riod of education, when its functions ex—

tend only to the culture of the senses, to

the art of refining them and preserving

them from the falscncss with which they

are stricken, from the earliest age, in civi

lization. Out of a. thousand French chil

dren, there are nine hundred and ninety

nine who have a false ear, and so with

all the other senses.

We pass to the period of initiation into

industry and into industrial attraction,

without which all is false in education;

for, the first of the three ends of man

being riches or luxury, it may be said

{that his education is false and his whole

Icourse contrary to nature, if he does not

give himself tip spontaneously. as soon as

v _ _ he can walk, say at the age of two years,

andownets '“come mus‘ be Increasedno productive labor, which is the source

“PL Per cent-i ‘hin “)3 lab-"er Shall 'e' i of riches; and if he does nothing, like a

ceive "0 more "la" hm l’resunf a‘e'age‘civilized child, but mischief, soiling,

Wagesv _b"'- Sim“ be cnmpamm'uly fuu" breaking, and committing havocs which

"mes "elf"; and Yet that afler the se' the foolish parents find so charmiorr.
pond or third year, from the profits accr‘l' This duplicity of action in the Iearliest

"'8 from the enle‘flmser “Pnsfde'able dm‘ years, this instinct so early at variance

dends shall be equitably distributed among Wm, attraction. wank; be a diswmce m

landowners 01' capital‘sisv me“ Of mic"! the Creator, if he had not invented anoth

Wh" have conducwd 0" improved “'9 en‘ er mechanism suited to produce harmony

terprise, and laborers who have carried it among me passions‘ and ,0 ca“ out ah

“110 emifl-_Pwplc’5 Jour'ml- traction in every age. Let us examine

To be Continued- this mechanism as applied to the first age

—— which is susceptible of industry.

U P AND I)()WN_ As soon as the child can go alone and

BY Goonw" BARMB“ act, he passes from the class of wean

Up! in the merry lurk floating to sing hugs to the third class, that of the ham,

Its matins of joy to the sun of spring;

from two to three years old. If he has

b ’ . . .Down! is the bird or night winging to r sen brought up from his birth in the

For the mice in thc barn-hole, dun and drear;

seristeries ofa Phalanx, he will be strong

I _ _ enough at the age of twenty-one mouths,

Up! is the bcamy suit shining to give

Their verdure and hues to all flowers that live;

to pass into the third class. Amongst

Down! is the gaping mine, lone, dark and cold,

these children no distinction of sexes is

made; it is important to confound them

“'hcrc the children of Mainmou starve for gold:

Down! is the coward that slinketh to die;

at this epoch, so as to facilitate the devel

Up'. is the hero that looketh on high.

NOTICE V.

 

 

opment of vocations and the amalgama

tion of sexes in the same labor. The

distinction of sexes Would only begin in

the fourth tribe. or the bamln'ns.

I have said that nature gives to every

child a great number of industrial in

stincts, say about thirty, some of which

are primary and directing, and must lead

to secondary ones.

The first business is, to discover the

Up ! is the calm of the clear and blue sky,

Far o’er the mountain~tops raising the eye;

Down! is the mist of the culturcless clod

Stooping the gaze to the sepulchrc sod; .

Up! is the watchman who tells of the night,

When beam the streaks ofmorn ruddy and bright;

Down! is the sluggard who keepeth his bed,

When morning‘s dcws are all sprinkled and shed;

Down! is the coward who slumbers a slave;

Up! is the hero—the watchful and brave.

this hook as soon as it is presented to

him. As soon as he can walk, and quit

the seristcry of the weanlings, the attend

UP! is me pan-10¢ who mise, mankind; ants to whom he is committed, and whom

primary instincts: the child will bite at'

 

duce him, and what are his industrial in

stincts.

As the branches of industry in a Pha

lanx are exceedingly varied, (see Chap

ters XV. and XVI.) it is impossible that

the child surrounded by them should not

find the means of satisfying several of his

predominant instincts; they will be called

out by the sight of little tools, handled by

other children a few months older than

himself.

In the opinion of civilized parents and

teachers, children are lazy Iillle creatures ,

nothing is more false; children from the

age of two to three are very industrious;

but we must understand the springs which

nature would put in play to attract them

to industry in the passions] series, and not

in civilization.

The predominant tastes in all children

are:

l. The propensity to pry into every thing, to

handle every thing they see, to change their 00

cupation constantly.

“ . Taste for noisy occupationl.

3. Propensity for imitation.

4. Industry in miniature, or taste for little

tools and workshops.

5. PROGRESSIVE ATTRACTUH’ exerted by

the older on the younger.

There are many others, but I limit my

self to mentioning these five, so well

known in civilization. Let us examine

the method to be followed to apply them

to industry at this early age.

The ushers will first avail themselves

of the propensity of the child to pry into

every thing, a propensity so strong in the

child of two years. He wants to enter

every where, to handle and turn over

every thing he sees. Thus it is found

necessary to keep him apart in an empty

room, where there is nothing for him to

break. This propensity to handle every

thing is a natural stimulus to industry;

to aftract him to it, they will lead him to

the little workshops; there he will see

children from two and a half to three

years old already at work with little ham

mers and other tonls. He will want to

exercise his imitative mania; they will

lend him some tools, but he will want to

be admitted among the children of twenty

six or twenty—seven months, who know

how to work, and who will repulse hint.

The child will obstinater persevere, if

this branch of labor is among his natural

vocations: their the usher or the patri

arch present will teach him some little

detail of the work, and he will scan learn

to make himself useful in some trifles

which will serve him as an introduction.

Let us examine this effect in some ordi

nary lahor within the power of the small

est children, such as the shelling and

sorting of green peas. This labor, which

with us would occupy the arms of a per

son of thirty, will be entrusted to children

of two, three, and four years. The ball

will contain inclined tables, in which there

will be dilTercnt cavities; two bambi'ns are

seated at the upper side, and they-shell

the peas from the pod; the inclination of

Up! is the poct-—-the eye of the blind;

Down! is the tyrant who maketh the slave;

Down ! is the traitor—the door of the grave;

Up'. is the high heaven of prophets of old—

The home ofthe saints,the meek and the bold;

Down is the hell of the bigot and vilc—

The place of the had with the Judas-smile;

Down ! arc the tyrant, the bigot, and slavc;

Up ! are the loving, the free, and the brave.

People's Journal.

 

we will call Ushers, will be eager to the table causes them to roll down to

conduct him through all the workshopslwards the lower side, where are seated

and industrial reunions which are not too three Iulins of twenty-five. thirty. 3!"!

far apart; and as he finds wherever he‘thirty-five months, provided with special

goes little tools, an industry in miniature, ‘ instruments for sorting them.

already exercised by the Iulins from two The business is to separate the smallest

and a half to three years, he will wish to for raguut no sure, those of a middling

mingle with them, to rummage round and size for ragoul au lard, and the_ largest

handle the tools; and consequently it will for a soup. The Iulin qf thirty-five

be easy, at the end of a fortnight, to dis- mouths picks out first the smallest peas,

ceru what are the Workshops which se- which are the most difficult to sort; he
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(or she) sends down all the large and

middling ones into the next cavity, where

the Iulin of thirty months pushes on to

the third cavity all that appear large,

sends back into the first all that are small,

and slips the remainder into the basket.

The Iulin of twenty-five months, station

ed at the third cavity, has but little to do;

he sends back some of the middling size,

and gathers the large ones into his

basket.

In this rank the Iuh'n will make his

debut; he will take hold triumphantly and

push the large peas into his basket; the

work amounts to nothing, but he will

think he does as much as his companions;

his emulation will be reused, and after

the third session he will know how to

replace the lulin of twenty-fiye months,

to throw back the peas of the second size

into the second case, and collect only

those of the first which are easily distin

guished. As soon as he can figure in

this smallest sort of labor, they will

solemnly place upon his cap or bonnet the

badge of an aspirant to the group for

shelling green peas.

In all the workshops of Association,

the precaution is taken of reserving to

the very little children some trifling occu

pation, such as that of receiving the large

peas as they slide down towards the child,

which he sweeps into the basket. This

might be done without him and without

loss of time; but then they would lack

the industrial stimulus which it is always

necessary to present to a lulin on his ar~

rival in the workshop, and even to a bum

bin or a cherubin; for one who has taken

no part in the work at two years old,

may, notwithstanding, engage in it at

three or four.

This stimulus, reserved every where

for the different ages, can only be the

shadow of an occupation to the Iutin of

twenty-four months, flattering his self

love, persuading him that he has done

something, and that he is almost equal

to those of twenty-six or twenty-eight

months, already engaged in this group,

already decked with plumes and orna

ments, which inspire a profound respect

in the young commencer.

The child of two years finds, then, in

the little workshops of a Phalanx a vari

ety of incentives which civilization could

not offer him: they are as many as twen

ty, which 1 will enumerate.

MEANS OF DEVELOPING INDUSTRIAL VOCA

T1085.

1. Charm of little workshops, and of

little tools, of sizes graduated for the

different ages.

2. Harmonic use of playthings, or the

application of our whole present appara

tus of playthings, such as chariots, wood

en horses, and so forth, to purposes of

apprenticeship or cooperation in industry.

(See Chapter XVlll.)

3. Charm of graduated ornaments; a

feather at present often suffices to bewitch

the country lad. and induce him to enlist;

what then will be the effect of a hundred

honorable uniforms and badges, to enrol

the child in gay and happy groups with

his equals!

4. Privilege of appearing on parade.

and of using tools; we know such privi

leges stimulate children much.

5. Gaiety and animation, which always

accompany assemblages of children, when

engaged in pleasing and attractive occu

pations.

 
6. Enthusiasm for the Phalanx, where

the child will enjoy all the pleasures of

which his age is capable.

7. Companies at table, varied each day

by the intrigues of the moment, and

served with food adapted to the taste

of children, who have their special

kitchen.

8. Influence of the serial gastronnmy,

which has the property of stimulating to

agriculture through the pleasures of the

table, and of binding together the whole

industrial mechanism. (Sec Seventh No

tice.)

9. ~Pride of having performed some

trifle which the child thinks of great im

portance : this illusion is cherished.

10. The imitative mania, which is so

predominant in children, and which ac

quires a ten-fold activity when the child

is stimulated by the eitploits of groups of

children a little older than himself.

11. Full liberty in the choice and du

ration of occupations.

12. Absolute independence, or exemp

tion from obedience to any chief not cho

sen from inclination.

13. Minute subdivision, or the advan

tage of choosing in each branch of in

dustry the detail which is most attractive.

14. Charm of short sessions, varied

frequently, and animated by rivalry.

They are the more desired, because they

do not often occur. This is the case with

those occupations even which take place

daily, for they only require by turns a

third or afuurth of the members of the

group.

15. Friendly intervention of the patri

archs, the ushers, and so forth, all cher

ished by early childhood, which receives

instruction only as it solicits it.

16. Absence of paternal flattery, which

is counteracted in Association, where the

child is judged and criticised by his

equals.

17. Material harmony, or unitary ma

noeuvres, which are unknown in civilized

workshops, and practiced in those of Har

mony, where every movement is perform

ed with the unity and precision of an

army or a choir of dancers,—a method

most attractive to children.

18. Influence of a progressive distribu

tion, which alone can charm the child and

call forth dexterity in industry and appli

cation in study.

19. Attraction of large assemblages,

and charm of belonging to groups, in

which an enthusiasm is kept up by music,

uniforms, and corporate celebrations.

20. The esprit de corps, very powerful

in children, and of very frequent and

varied occurrence in the Associative sys

tem.

21. Emulation and rivalry between the

choirs and sub—choirs which are contigu

ous, between the groups of the same

choir and of the same series, and between

the divisions of a group.

22. Periodical chance of promotion,

whether to higher choirs and tribes, or to

the middle and highest divisions of the

same tribe.

23. Admiration for prodigies performed

by groups of older children, according to

the law of deference for those more ad

vanced.

24. Rivalries between children of dif

ferent Associations; meetings of groups,

and emulative contests between them.

This last means will be wanting to the

experimental Phalanx.

There are other incentives not here

 

mentioned, which do not begin to act till

after the age of four; such are

Contrast and emulation of sexes and instincts;

Love of gain, and the inducemcnt of good divi

dends.

These two springs have as yet no influ

ence on the Third Class, and but little on

the Fourth; it is only in the Fifth, or

cherubins, that they begin to develop

themselves. -

This combination of incentives will

operate in less than a month, at the

end of which time they will have de

veloped in the child three or four of his

primary vocations, which with time, will

call forth others; inclinations for more

difficult branches will not appear before

the age of thirty or thirty-two months.

The development will be easy, if we

observe the general rule (Chapters V. and

VI.) of setting in play the three Mech

anizing Passions : the germs of them will

already appear in the weanlings, and still

more distinctly in the lutins. The Cal

alist, the Ormposite, the Alternating, will

be fully satisfied amongst the lutins, by

their visiting, rummaging round and at

tempting to do things in the little work

shops, where all is charm and rivalry for

them.

The usher, who conducts the child

from shop to shop, knows how to discern

the fitting moment for presenting him to

any given labor; he keeps account of

what has seemed to please him, observes

whether by two or three repetitions the

taste is awakened, judges whether it will

be necessary to wait some months, and

never insists when the vocation does not

declare itself; well knowing that the

child will develop at least thirty in the

course of the year, it little matters which.

An usher commonly takes three chil

dren round at once; he would have small

chance with one alone; but out of three

there will be one more adroit, another

more ardent, and one of the two will at

tract the third to labor. He does not take

them all three of the same age; besides,

he changes them about in the workshops,

leaving one at the pea-shelling, and tak

ing away the others who do not readily

accept that employment, or one perhaps

who has got through with it.

The function of usher suits both so:

es, and requires a special talent which

may be found in both; that of attendant

(second class) is confined to women, with

a few exceptions.

The best incentive for a child beginning

its industrial career will be the impartial

criticism, which it never receives from the

father or the mother, who flatter the

child of two years in all its faults. The

contrary will be the case in the associa

tive workshops; children among them

selves, will show no quarter, but ridicule

an awkward associate without mercy;

they will dismiss him with disdain, and

he will go weeping to the patriarch, or

usher, who will give him lessons and

present him again when he is qualified;

and as they always provide him with some

very trifling, easy labors, he soon Works

his way into a dozen groups, where his

education will go on by pure attraction,

and with great rapidity, for that only is

learned quickly and well, which is learned

by attraction.

Of all the means which can excite a

child to industry, the one least known,

and most perverted in civilization, is what

we may call the spirit a ' ascending imi

tation; the tendency of every child to
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imitate others a little older than himself, if the older children (jouvenccaum) take a vented, if his shoemaking propensity be

to defer to all their suggestions, to con- proper direction in studies, industry, and , thwarted, under the pretext that it is not a

cider it an honor to be associated with morals, they will direct to good the chil- | dignified orintellcctual occupation, he will

them in any little branch of their amuse-,dren of the next age (gunman/103,) to

ments. (All labors are amusements for whom they give the impulse; the gym—

the children in Harmony; they never act i nosians will exert the same influence on

but from attraction.)

This spirit of ascending imitation is

very pernicious at present, because the

‘ the cheans, the lyceans on the seraphins, sue.

they on the cherubins, they on the lmmbins,

the lulins, &c. (See Table of Tribes ac

amusements of a troop of children, left‘cording to age, Chapter X. Harbinger,

free, are either dangerous or useless. Vol. ll. page 330.) The seven corpora

But the free children of Association will tions, directed by ascending imitation.

only give themselves to productive labors, will rival each other in excellence and

thanks to the incentives above mentioned.

Here is a fundamental error into which

all the systems of civilized education have

fallen:

They have tried to make it out that the

natural teacher is the father, or some

preceptor indootrinated by the father;

nature thinks difl'erently; she would ex

clude the father from bringing up the

child, for a triple reason.

1. The father seeks to communicate

his own tastes to his child, and to stifle

its natural vocations, which are almost

always different from his own. Now the

whole mechanism of the passional series

would be destroyed, if the son should in

herit the tastes of the father.

2. The father is inclined to flatter and

to praise excessively the little good his

child may do: while on the contrary, the

child has need of being criticised severely

by groups of fellow-workers who are very

exacting.

3. The father excuses all faults, he

even takes them, when it comes to the

worst, for perfections, as our philosophers

do about their infamous civilization,

which they call the perfection of reason ;

the father therefore hinders all that pro-r

gr'ess which would result from a sustain

ed, impartial criticism, if appreciated by

the child.

Nature, to counteract all these errors

of paternal education, inspires the child

with a repugnance for the lessons of

both father and preceptor: thus the child

wishes to command and not to obey the

father. The leaders whom he chooses

naturally, are children a little older than

himself; for example :

At eighteen months. he reveres the

child of two years and eagerly chooses

him for his guide;

At two years he chooses the child of

thirty months ;

At three years, the child of four;

At sight, the child of ten;

At twelve, the child of fifteen.

This ascending imitation will be great

ly increased in strength, if the child sees

children alittle older than himself mem

bers of groups, and enjoying a merited

consideration for their success in industry

and study.

The natural teachers of each age,

then, are the children a little superior in

age. But as children at present are all

more or less inclined to mischief and

entice each other into it, it is impossible

to establish among them an ascending

order or hierarchy of useful impulses;

this efl'ect is only possible in the passional

series, out of which any approximation

to a system of natural education is im

practicable.

This will be the wonder most admired

in the experimental phalanx. The seven

orders of children will direct and educate

each other, as nature wishes, by the in

fluence of ascending imitation, which can

only lead to the good of the whole; for

 

 

activity, both in useful labors and in

social harmonics, although left wholly

free. On beholding this prodigy, it will

be no longer doubted that attraction is

the agent of God, to be developed in the

passional series; and that in this mech

anism it is truly the hand of God direct

ing man to his greatest good.

This harmony. which will be a thun

der-stroke to civilization and to philoso

phy. would prove abortive should we fail

to develop attraction in all its admissible

branches. Love will not be admissible

in the first experiments; but this excep

tion will not obstruct the mechanism of

the seven orders of children engaged in

industry. For this reason, as we have

said, one of the first things to be attend

ed to must be the organization of chil

dren, the only one of the three sexes

which can realize full harmony at once.

Let us conclude our remarks upon the

functions the ushers. So far from

flattering or excusing the child, it will

be their tas to see that he meets with

refusals and rebuffs in different groups,

and stimulate him to vindicate himself by

proofs of skill. A father could not fulfil

this duty; he would blame the group

which had rejected his child; he would

protest that this group was barbarous, an

enemy to tender nature. Hence the

functions of an usher, as well as those of

an attendant, require persons of a firm

and judicious character, who take an em

ulous pride in their functions, and who,

from a corporate spirit, will be interested

in the progress of the children in general,

and not in the caprices of a few favo

rites.

No one can obtain promotion in thi

series, nor in any other, eXcept by the

success of the whole. Each usher is in

harmonious competition with his rivals;

each may choose the children best adapted

to his methods, those whose vocations he

can count upon unfolding without delay,

whether in full, or only partially; and in

this choice of subjects, he is guided by

the information given by the attendants of

the seristery of weanlings, out of which

this Third Class come.

The function of usher is of high im

portance, because it acts upon the most

decisive epoch in the education ofa child.

If the child succeed well in his industrial

debut, it is a pledge of continual success

for his whole youthful career: once ini;

tiated into ten branches of industry, he

will soon be into a hundred, and at the

age of fifteen, he will understand almost

all the cultures, manufactures, sciences,

and arts which occupy his own and the

neighboring Phalanxes. Let us examine

this eflect.

A child, were he the son of a prince,

may at the age of three years exhibit a

taste for the trade of shoemaking, and

wish to frequent the workshops of the

shoemakers, who are as polite a class as

any other in Association. If he be pre

iacqnirc a distaste to other functions, and

will feel no interest in those studies and

ioccupations which they wish him to pur

But if he is left to commence as

attraction directs—that is, by shoemak

ing—he will easily be induced to acquire

a knowledge of tanning, then of chemis

try so far as relates to the various propa

rations of leather, and then of agriculture

so far as pasture and breeding of cattle

have an influence upon the quality of

skins. '

By degrees he will get initiated into all

sorts of industry, in consequence of his

primitive inclination for shoemaking. It

matters little at what point he commences,

provided he attains in the course of his

youth to a general acquaintance with all

the industry of his Phalanx, and con

ceives an aflcction for all the series from

which he has received instruction.

This instruction cannot be obtained in

civilization, where industry and science

are not connected. The scientific declare

that the sciences form a chain, each link

of which connects with, and leads to, all

the others; but they forget that our iso

lated relations sow discord among the in

dustrial classes, rendering each indifferent

to the labors ot the others; whereas in a

Phalanx,each one will be interested in all

the series, from connections and rivalries

with some of their members, in questions

pertaining to gastronomy, to the opera,

to agriculture, and so forth. The con

nection between the sciences then is not

a sufficient attraction to their general

study; we must add to that connection the

ties arising from the association of func

tions and individuals, and from industrial

intrigues, a thing impracticable in civili

zation.

There still remain several details con

cerning the education of the Third Class,

which may be treated in connection with

the education of the Fourth Class, or the

bambins, in the next Chapter.

,Jt/EVIEW.

P ers on 'Lileralure and Art. By S.

A ARGARET FULLER. In Two Parts.

New York and London: Wiley and

Putnam, 161 Broadway; 6 \Vaterloo

Place. pp. 164 and 183. (Sold by

Bedding and Company, 8 State Street,

Boston.)

For one who is by nature a critic to be

willing to be that, and wear the character

actively, sincerely, and courageously, in

volves a degree of self-sacrifice. For the

character is naturally unprepossessing.

We are not apt to love it; by its seeming

excess of consciousness it separates itself

from us; by its coldness it discourages

our enthusiasm; by its regard of more

than one thing at a time always, it seems

never to commit itself, never to abandon

itself to anything with that entire devo

tion which we esteem beautiful. And so

while we respect the critic's judgments,

we rather shrink from him as wanting

‘feeling, as trying to speculate upon the

loutside of life, instead of living in it.

lSo general and instinctive almost is this
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feeling, that for one whose mental destiny

is criticism rather than creation, and who

feels the character in its high sense to be'

legitimate and useful, the temptation is

certainly strong to evade and decline, if

possible, the natural appointment, or at

least to swerve somewhat from the'full

rigor of its duties.

We feel that this is eminently the char

acter of the writer of these “ Papers ";

and we behold in them the rich reward of

the unquestioning manner in which she

has accepted that character and trusted it,

and by its impartial and generous exer

cise, erected for it a very high and im

portant place, if not one absolutely cen

tral in our literature. The reviews con

tributed by Miss Fuller to the “Dial,”

always passed for most sound, penetrating,

and catholic criticism among the thought

ful few who read that journal. More

latterly, her running commentary upon

the book market, as well as upon the

latest exhibitions of art, in the New York

Tribune, has made her judgments widely

respected, and greatly increased the de

mand for whatever she had written. We

have now a first selection from her nume

rous papers, with a Preface intimating

that the greater portion were left out,

upsetting all attempt at completeness in

the hook, and that, “though the last

twenty months is the first period in my

life when it has been permitted me to

make my pen my chief means of express

ing my thoughts, yet I have written

enough, if what is afloat, and what lies

hid in manuscript, were put together, to

make a little library, quite large enough

to exhaust the patience of the collector,

if not of the reader.” “ Should I do no

more, I have at least sent my share of

paper missives through the world.”—

There is some show of vanity in this, the

general reader will be apt to exclaim.

We will only call it the excess of reflec

tive consciousness so natural to the char

acter above described, whose habit it is

to review every thing, even its own

Works. Setting the Preface aside, in

which the author perhaps docs herself

injustice, the real question is as to the

intrinsic value of the book itself.

To speak of faults first, we must con

fess to a certain disagreeable impression

of style. The writer has been more

naturally and habitually a converser, and

through that medium, gifted with great

power of communication. In writing she

betrays the hurry of that habit, without

the grace and unity resulting from its

unchecked flow. The rhythm of the

thought is jarred and broken ; it does not

make music, it exasperates the reader,

and obliges him at last, if he Would profit

by the reading, to detach the sentences

and weigh them singly, like a catalogue

of distinct although related propositions.

Want of rhythm, however, is just the

natural compensation for the impartial

aloofncss and comprehensive vision of the

criticising faculty. Rhythm is born of

feeling, emotion only can create it, to our

cooler thought it is more a stranger;

hence poetry, the language of the heart,

and of the childhood of the world when

simple feeling had not grown reflective,

not only adorns itself, but proves its in

most soul and spirit, by its rhythm. Of

this we feel some want, and yet not al

ways, in these writings.

Again, there is an occasional streak of

grandiloquence, an affectation of Olym

pian talk, as if the writer were of the

inmost coterie of the genius, whose merits

it is her business to expose, and from that

height indulging somewhat pleasant re

flections upon the little World below, inti

foolish not to be great, and still more

foolish to expect to be. An instance of

this style is where she apostrophizes Bee

thoven: “Where Jupiter, the lustrous,

lordeth, is the place for thee,” and so

forth, as if “ lording ” were the thing, in

the eyes of such a man.

With these comparatively slight ex

ceptions, there is scarcely a fault com

lplained of in these writings, which does

; not resolve itself, upon closer inspection,

‘ into a virtue. If they have repulsed any

- from anything more than superficial rea

1 sons of style, it has been, we fancy, from

'the absence of amiable illusion, from a

lack of entire enthusiasm about any spe

cial object, resulting not so much from

coldness, or the spirit of denial, as from

breadth of knowledge, which will not

allow us to forget that there are other

things in existence while we look at one.

Favoritism seems to most more human,

and is accordingly more welcome, than

clear intellectual judgment overlooking

many things at once. Experience finds

small audience compared with enthusi

iasm ; and the latter is uncomfortable be
lcause it knows that it must yield in the

long run. \Ve love to hear one talk en

thusiastically about his favorite poet, hero

or philosopher. But a critic who has

knowledge, never lets the individual come

so near as to fill the whole horizon, but.

always views him in the presence of the

assembled universe, where he shrinks to

proper relative dimensions. This is the

inevitable effect of much knowledge, and

it makes us shrink from superior knowl—

edge as from something chilling, and take

refuge in the feeling which equalizes all.

Preponderance of intellect, then, over

feeling is the characteristic of this writer;

and this is implied in the vocation of any

one to be a critic. It is not necessarily,

and certainly not in this case, insensibility,

or want of power to appreciate whatso

ever feeling, and to admire its products.

 

 

 

mating in the same breath that it is very I

 
But it stands aloof in order to see things

in truer proportions; it seems in fact

more interested in the proportions than in

the things themselves. It has more of

what Fourier calls the distributive than of

the afl'eclive tendencies.

\Vhile we believe that it is greatest to

work in and with Humanity, to be apart,

rather than to know the whole, we ac

knowledge the obligation of humanity to

those who see and weigh and interpret,

as well as to those who create. Criti

cism has its place, though only few have

found it, \Ve are happy to believe this

writer to be one of the few. Her book

commences with a “ Short Essay on

Critics,” in which the abuses and the

uses and the true field of this character

are most justly and satisfactorily defined.

She divides critics into the “subjective,”

who judge every thing by the standard of

their own limited individuality; the “ ap

prehensive,” who can “ go out of them

selves and enter fully into a foreign ex

istence;" and the “comprehensive,”

who not only enter into the nature of

another being, but “ having done so, hav

ing ascertained his design and the degree

of his success in fulfilling it, thus meas

uring his judgment, his energy, and skill,

they do also know how to put that aim in

its place, and how to estimate its rela

tions. And this the critic can only do

who perceives the analogies of the uni

verse.” Nothing can be truer. \Ve

would gladly quote the whole of this

Essay, had we room ; as it is, let the fol

lowing passages indicate how well this

critic understands her position.

“ The maker is divine; the critic sees this

divine, but brings it down to humanity by the

analytic process. The critic is the historian

who records the order of creation. ln vain for

the maker, who knows without learning it, but

not in vain for the mind of his race.

“ The critic is beneath the maker, but is his

needed friend. \Vhat tongue could speak but

to an intelligent ear, and every noble work de

mands its critic. The richer the work, the

more severe should be its critic; the larger its

scope, the more comprehensive must be his

power of scrutiny. The critic is not a base

cnviller, but the younger brother of genius.

Next to invention is the power of interpreting

invention; next to beauty the power of appre

ciating beauty.

“ And of making others appreciate it; for the

universe is a scale of infinite gradation, and, be

low the very highest, every step is explanation

down to the lowest. Religion, in the two mod

ulations of poetry and music, descends through

an infinity of waves to the lowest abysses of

human nature. Nature is the literature and art

of the divine mind; human literature and art

the criticism on that; and they, too, find their

criticism within their own sphere.”

“ There are persons who maintain, that there

is no legitimate criticism, except the reproduc

tive; that we have only to say what the work

is or is to us, never what it is not. But the

moment we look for a principle, we feel the

need of a_criterion, of a standard; and then we
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say what the work is not, as well as what it is;

and this is as healthy,though not as grateful and

gracious an operation of the mind as the other,

“'e do not seek to degrade but to classify an

object by stating what it is not. \Ve detach the

part from the whole, lest it stand between us

and the whole. When we have ascertained in

what degree it manifests the whole, we may

safely restore it to its place, and love or admire

it there ever after."

 

The Essay with much dignity rebukes

the party-prejudices, the pusillanimilyl

and the smooth monotony of all the popu-i

lar reviews. The next piece is a. dis-I

logue, and contrasts the characters of

poet and critic. The antipathy of the

two is brought out in a way that holds

the balance between them and showsthem'

to be essential to each other. There is'

much poetic beauty in this little seene,l

although the actors make their exit very‘

awkwardly.

After such an introduction, we are pre

pared for criticism of a large, appreci

ating, philosophical, and independent sort.

And such, the candid reader will say with

us, does follow. The sketch of “The

Two Herbcrls ” has to us an exceeding

beauty, and as it truly professes, has a

form “ more reverent,” if less elaborate,

than that of criticism. There is a unity

in the picture, and adeep, loving tone.

The brothers are the complement of each

other; the manly aspiration of the man

of the world, the representative of natu

ral religion, Lord Herbert, is shown to

be a very 11qu religion, which finds much

to commune with in the simple fervor of

the Christian enthusiast, the meek and

curious songster, so much better known

to us, his brother George ; and he in turn is

tolerant, having found, not forfeited, the

natural religion of the heart, by his con

version. The following description of

the latter's presence, shall stand here for

an invitation to the reading of the whole:

“A penetrating sweetness beamed from him

on the observer, who was rather raised and

softened in himself than drawn to think of the

being who infused this heavenly tire into his

veins. Like the violet, the strong and subtle

odor of his mind was arrayed at its source with

such an air of meekncss, that the receiver

blessed rather the liberal winds of heaven than

any earth-born flower for the gift.

“Raphael has lifted the transfigured Saviour

only a little way from the ground; but in the

forms and expression of the feet, you see that,

though they may walk there again, they would

tread far more naturally a more delicate ele

ment. This buoyant lightness, which, by seek

ing, seems to tread the air, is indicated by the

text: ‘Beautiful upon the mountains are the

feet of those who come with glad tidings.’ And

such thoughts were suggested by the gait and

gesture of George Herbert, especially as he ap

proached you. Through the faces of most men,

even of geniuses, the soul shines as through a

mask, or, at best, a crystal; we look behind a

shield for the heart. But, with those of eraph

ic nature, or so filled with spirit that translation ‘

may be near, it seems to hover before or around I

 

announcing or enfolding them like a luminous ‘ place to the reader, and for the scene, the ora

atmosphere. Such an one advances like a vis- ‘ torios, the opera, and ballet.”

ion, and the eye must steady itself before a spir

itual light, to recognize him as a reality." In another Place the writer suggesm

that the day of the regular drama is past,

The next article recommends the study , that u the opera, bane“ pantomime and

0f Mill-M’s Pmse writings, "01 only ‘15 briefer, more elastic forms, like the vaude

among the sublimest utterances ofa great ville of me French theatre, or the pro”.

5""1, bl" as being “‘79 essentiallyierbs of the social party, will take the

"American" in lheil' “"1016 lone and place of elaborate tragedy and comedy.”

. . . l ‘

Sim", than 15 the degraded film or our,Too true! For great passions there is

American life. An able estimate of the i no longer open sphere, or sphere that in—

Life and \Vorlrs of Sir James Mackintosh I leresis the public, though we cannot

comes next; and then a comparison of ldoubt that sufferings as grand as those of

lhe nine 2"th “ Mildem BrlliSh P0915," ' (Edipus still (leify many an obscure life.

namely, Campbell, Moore, Scott, Crabbe, But we are a trading, pettifogging gener

Shelley, Byron, Southey, Coleridge, and alien; nobleness and greatness now en

Wortlsworth. To know and love at 00% counter the dark destiny under no large ro

so many poets and so opposite, is a thing mantic shape, but rather under that of

rinite rare in reality, though an innorantl“ Beelzebub, the god offlies;"apetty host

familiarity with all the poets of the lan- oflittle daily falsenesses and tricks of sel

guage is as common use. genteel educa- fishness constitute its martyrdom, and

tion. Among these nine are .representa- this is scarcely tragedy for the stage.

tires of widely remote spheres ofthought The facts of life now are too mean for

and feeling. Yet here they are all ap- serious art, and they only become more

preciated, all loved, and characterized in exalting when we laugh them off in

due degree. Equally broad and universal, l comedy. But Art is our pledge that the

without partiality or pedantry, is the pa-.unity of the race, and the truth and no

per on the “Modern Drama," evineing, bleness of the passions shall be restored,

a familiarity with all its periods and l and with them a grander drama, not of

phases, and still more a. philosophical i fate and discord, but of Joy.

insight of its essence and its laws of de- The dignity of labor and the advent of

velopment. The origin and permanent a social revolution are strongly proclaimed

necessity in man's nature of the drama, 1 in a series of notices of the “ Poets of

the causes of its decline, the too potent,the People." Fitting attention is also

spell of Shakspeare's mind upon those‘called to the poems of Miss Barrett and

who vainly strive to be themselves in that of Browning. In the selection of her

department after him, with glances at all subjects for review, Miss Fuller dis

that has been worthily written since his ‘ charges one of the duties which criticism

times and speculations about what is next is too apt to shirk, that of exciting an in

to occupy the stage, are made the intro terest in things too good to find their way

duction to a somewhat detailed analysislat once to popularity, and of reminding

of Taylor‘s "Van Artevelde” and Ster-lus of the yet nnexhausted virtues of

ling's “Stratiord.” There is much tolworks once prized, now flooded out of

think about in the two paragraphs which i mind by superficial novelties. The arti

follow. cle upon “American Literature" tells

“were i, in m,“ power by choosing the many plain truths, and deals out liberal

best, to attain the best in any particular kind, lJUStlce on all hands' ESPeCially do we

we would not blame the young poet, if he a]. regard her estimate of Longfellow’s

ways chose the drama. poems as no other than the sincere im

“Bui by the Sim"! law °f r8911 "hid! "flail"! pression of all who are competent to

that wishes shall be granted unavailingly to the ‘ judge in such mane“, but who have been

wishcr, no form of art will succeed with him to “if. H i] ‘ mil ‘he “I f m

whom it is the object of deliberate choice. It p u y 5 en a l , f on“? 0 am?

I\0t insensible to hismost grow from his nature in a certain position, {Helm-ed pralse'

as it first did from the general mind in a certain , many excellenciesa She {9371953137 “Signs

position, and be no garment taken from the ‘ him his right place ; and it is not aggres

shining store to be worn at a banquet, but a real . give criticism, so much as it is a shielding

body gradually woven and assimilated frotn tl1"~"l0l' the public literary conscience, ROW

earth and sky which environed the poet who: easily deluded like a child below the

youthful years. He may learn from the old . .

Greek or Hindoo, but he must speak in his - years or dlscreuon’ from the lyrlalmy Of

an imposing and factitious reputation. Itmother tongue.”

“There is, perhaps, a correspondence be. is not Mr. Longfellow’s own fault, that

he has been overrated, that he has nottween the successions of literary vegetation

and “1°58 °f "12 earth" w'rflceiwm'eyif 1°“ found before one friend enough to be

burn or cut down an ancient wood, the next. his critic“ we cannot agree so we"

offering of the soil will not be in the same kind. with the writer in her remarks on

but raspberries and purple flowers will succeed _ i .

the oak. poplars the pine. Thus, beneath the Lowen' Wh‘use _ poem: pretenswns she

roots of the drama, lay seeds of the historic ‘ “mum ex'mg‘mm 3‘ a bluw' We

novel, the romantic epiC, which were to take its , doubt not there has been over-praise in
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this case, and something of the “ mutual '

admiration” principle. \Ve doubt not

that a too great facility for numbers has|

betrayed the young bard more than once;

but hard he is, and that a noble one, by a

true title from the heart, and not merely

by one borrowed from the enthusiasm of

a popular cause. A grain of arrogance

has here crept in to disfigure somewhat a

selection, otherwise well winnowed of the

faults for which our critic has somehow
gained the reputation. i

Of her numerous pieces upon Art, two

only are selected, one upon Allston, and

one upon the “ Lives of the great Com

posers,” Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Bach,

and Beethoven. Her views of them so

fully coincide with those repeatedly ex

pressed, although in gleams and frag

ments only, in this journal, that we sim

ply osvn our joy at such a confirmation.

Music holds its due place in Miss Fuller‘s

estimate of the true elements of life.

That she appreciates it, is most plain,

although she speaks not. precisely as a

native of the Tone-land.

Here is a great range of subjects, and

we have not mentioned all, and must re

member too, that the book is but a selec

tion. Here is a broad foundation for

sound criticism laid in generous stores of

knowledge. Few have surveyed so large

a portion of the whole field: perhaps no

American; and few are so able to point

inquiring minds to what is best and most

significant in literature and art. And it

is tempered and vivified by a large share

of that knowledge which does not come

from books, by true human sympathies,

profound insight, and that regard for unity

which can afford to entertain the variety

of conflicting views which it is the desti—

ny of the human intellect to be perpetually

begetting.

Taking these papers as a whole, we

think it is not rash to say, that there is

more of original strong thought in them,

— more marks of independent- mental ac

tivity,— more appreciation of various

spheres, and a greater range of observa

tion, than could be predicated of whole

bound series of most of our respectable

reviews. They give a character to criti

cism, which it has scarcely understood or

dared to claim for itself before among us, a

character only second to that of creative art

and poetry themselves, that of being their

interpreter, of eXpounding what is beauti

ful and true, and exposing what is false.

Wreck of the Glide; with an Account of

the Life and Manners at the Fi'ii Is

lands. Boston: \Villiam D. 'liclrnor

& Co. 1846. pp. 122.

This we take to be the first essay of‘

its author in book~making. Out of ma-’

terials such as a residence of several

 

  

 

months among the Fijiis or Fegees,

  

(Heaven send us some mode of spelling

by which we can know what a word is !)

must have afforded, a skilful writer would

have given us something more profitable

than this very meagre narrative. How

ever, such as it is, it is better than noth

ing. Any facts relating to the South

Seas and their wonderful islands, are

interesting ; the dullest pen catches some

influence from their tropical fertility.

Besides, if this little work does less than

justice to its subject, we have no reason

to suspect that it does more, which is no

slight consolation. All inquirers upon

Oeeanica will read it of course.

THE HARBINGER.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 26,1846.

    

 

 

of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others’ rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to impoverillh

the lnhorer and to render every condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and can only come from the new

application ofChristinn principles, of Universal jus

tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Du. CHAINI‘IU.

INFLUENCE OF ASSOCIATION

0N WOMAN.

The Associative system has found some

of its most devoted advocates among the

intelligent and earnest-minded women

who have been won to its principles by a

perception of the benefits it would confer

upon their own sex, in particular, as well

as of the general prospects which it held

forth for the advancement of Humanity.

It is true, indeed, that within the retired

sphere of domestic life, many women are

almost shut out from a view of the

grosser evils inflicted on the present

order of society, and it requires some

exercise of the imagination to gain a

lively idea of the enormities with which

their fathers, husbands, brothers, and

sons, are obliged to come in contact in

the usual course of their daily business.

They may listen with a feeling of incre

dulity to the representations of reform

ers, and wonder why such a noise should

be made about errors and sufferings,

which have never been brought vividly

home to their own experience. But this

is not the case with those whose minds

have been aroused to reflection, and who

are capable of taking a comprehensive

view of facts which lie somewhat beyond

the sphere of their immediate interests

and sympathies. Not a few of this class

of women have arrived at deep and

strong convictions in regard to the per

version of modern society, and are per

suaded that the only effectual remedy is

to be found in the principles of Associa

tion. They have looked at the subject

in its various bearings; they have exam-l

ined it with open and candid minds ; and

 

 

the result has been a deep devotion to the

 

cause, as the pledge of redemption for

Humanity.

\Ve rejoice in this fact as an omen of

the brightest promise to the triumph of

our principles. The influence which has

already been thus exerted has accom

plished great good, and with every ex

tension of' the sphere of action, we may

hope for the happiest results. Nor should

we be surprised that woman is deeply in

terested in a reform which is adapted to

secure to her sex the enjoyment of their

inborn rights, and place them in a truer,

nobler, and purer social condition, than

has ever been enjoyed in the most refined

and improved circles of civilization.

Association guaranties to woman the

benefit ofa complete, thorough, and effi

cient education. It is only within a very

recent period that the importance of this

has been admitted by the leaders of pub

lic opinion in modern, civilized, Christian

society. \Voman has been deemed a

being of some inferior order, holding a

rank in creation several degrees below

the autocrats of the Universe, and des

tined to find her happiness in submission

to their authority. Her claims to intel

lectual culture have not been recognized ;

her capacity for the loftiest branches of

scientific investigation has been more than

doubted; her pretentions to any learning

beyond the most superficial smattering

have been covered with ridicule ; and her

immense natural superiority to man in i/

the finer, subtler, more delicate exercises

of genius, with all the boasted advance

ment of the nineteenth century, has as

yet scarcely been suspected. It is not

many years since, that the Edinburgh Re-“‘

view was thought to be guilty of a mon

strous 'heresy, for maintaining the doc

trine that if any knowledge was good

and wholesome for man, it was good and

wholesome for woman, and that a true

and generous education was no less the

right of one sex than of the other. Even

now, Professor Stuart of Andovcr sneers

at a woman for presuming to discuss the

mystery of the Trinity, although its re

ception is no less essential to her salva

tion than if she were a man. The

opinion, however, no doubt prevails among \/

the most enlightened minds, that woman

is entitled to all the benefits of the most

perfect education that society can afford.

It is not so fashionable to treat her like a /

doll or a monkey as it once was. It is

even popular to defend her claims to the

highest culture. The most intelligent

men are those who cherish the greatest

reverence for her nature.

But after all, what is effected by this?

that has been done to place woman on a

level with man, in respect to thc advan

tages of education? What spot can be

found on earth where she has the same

free access to the means of improvement,
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where it is expected and desired that her

nature will receive the same justice,

where she is qualified for the exercise of

the same functions, with man, who if he

does not claim to be her master by divine

right, has certainly made no adequate

provision to prepare her for the intellec

tual freedom and companionship with

him, to which she is entitled by the

inherent faculties of her soul!

We have our colleges and universities

for man, but no woman is admitted within

their sombre walls; we have ample pro

vision for the instruction of men in every

branch of science, every literary accom

plishment, which curiosity or caprice may

lead them to pursue, but for the most part,

they are forbidden fruit to woman, who if

she enjoys them at all, must enjoy them

_ by stealth. Even in Boston, where the

standard of female education is higher

than in most places, to say the least, and

which is famed for the liberal and admi

rable endowment of its public schools,

where the best advantages for a classical

and scientific education are secured to

boys at. the commou expense, nota girl

in the city can avail herself of these

opportunities, nor be instructed beyond

the common rudiments of education, on

less her parents can afford the expense of

a private school. This cannot be other

wise, it is said, consistently with the pres

ent arrangements of society. Very like

ly. We do not doubt it. But so much

the worse for these arrangements. If

they cannot secure to all classes, and to

both sexes, a unitary education, at the

general expense, they are inadequate to

the demands that may be justly made.

We must look farther before we can find

the system of education to which woman

is entitled, and which is essential to the

fulfilment of her destiny.

I According to the Associative system,

V woman will enjoy equal opportunity in all

respects, with man, for the highest intel

lectual cultivation. Every facility will

be afforded her for the acquisition of

knowledge and the advancement of her

mind. She will no longer be adrudge

to minister to the necessities of an ac

knowledged superior, nor a toy to serve

for the amusement of his idle hours.

\Vith no sacrifice of the gentleness and

serenity, with which she now throws a

charm over existence, she will expand in

the ripeness of the highest culture, to fill

her destined sphere in the mutual rela

tions of life. Her intelligence will quick

en and stimulate the intellect of man;

her intuitive wisdom, refined by all the

influences of a true education, will be a

perpetual refreshment to his spirit; and

the purity of her nature, fortified with

the power of a well developed under

standing, will guaranty the purity of

society.

 

the social advantages of woman in the

Combined Order, but we have merelyv

touched on the subject, not exhausted it.

GOVERNMENT— THE CHURCH— MAR

RIAGE.

The war which has been waged by a

portion of the New York press against

the doctrine of Association, appears to

have abated somewhat. The Courier

and the EJpress have discovered that the

stand which they took in relation to the

nomination of Governor—namely, that

they would draw of!“ thirty thousand

voters from the \Vhig party, ifa man

was not selected whose conservative prin

ciples suited them—was most unpopular;

and they, in consequence, have stopped

attacking Greeley and the reforms of

which he is the fearless advocate, and have

devoted themselves to aid their party,

“ right or wrong,” as becomes orthodox

politicians. There is no further need for

attacking Association just now, and the

subject will he suffered to remain quiet

until it is necessary to make capital by

assaulting Greeley again on the score of

his reformatory tendencies.

\Ve have explained in the Harbinger

the position we take in relation to the

controverted questions; but as we deem

it important that otir readers should un

derstand the “ philosophy” of the sub

ject, we will enter into some slight ex

amination of the significalion of the three

great Institutions enumerated at the head

of this article.

What are the functions of Government,

the Church, and Marriage in present So

ciety? are they based on true principles?

is their present organization right? are

any reforms needed in them?

These are grave questions, which the

great majority of persons dare not so

much as ask; they even denounce those

who feel the necessity of asking them.

It is our business, however. to inquire in

to these important subjects, and we invite

those who have the courage, to join us in

the investigation.

Two principles have divided the world

since the beginning of human history, and

up to the present time have waged an

implacable war against each other.

These two principles are most generally

known under the names of LIBERTY and

Danna; they are so called in the sphere

of politics, but they pervade all nature,

and are to be found wherever there is life,

and the action of life is to be regulated.

Liberty represents the principle of life,

expansion, development. It characterizes

the striving of that energy, which dwells

in all things that live, to externalize itself.

Order represents the regulating princi

ple; it is the form and law, in and by

 

 

We have dwelt on a single branch of‘ which life operates, expands and is de

velopcd.

Liberty and Order, as we said, exist

wherever there is life and action, and are

called by various names. according to the

the sphere, or conceptions of men. Swe

denborg, for example, in his works calls

them Lot's. and WISDOM, and there is

something beautiful in the terms, for they

convey the idea of a life and energy in

which divine truth and goodness dwell,

and a regulating principle of divine justice

and science.

Fourier commonly gives to these prin

ciples the names of A'rrrucrron and the

Strauss, and they are valuable, as they con

vey a clear conception of the principles.

Fourier in his two celebrated axioms,

“Attractions are proportional to Desti

nies,”

“ The Series distributes the Harmonies of

the Universe,”

gives us in the first the law of life, and

in the second the law which regulates

that Ifl'c, or distributes its effects, works,

creations, in harmonious order.

In man, the principle of Liberty is rep

resented by the affections or passions,

which detnand imperatively and inces

santly, expansion, development, action.

To this impelling power in the passions,

Fourier gives the name of Attraction;

Swedenborg calls it Love; and when the

human passions are harmoniously devel

oped; vvhen, instead of being thwarted

and perverted, covered with the darkness

of discord as they now are, they are

rightly directed, and act with Liberty in

congenial spheres, elfulgent with truth

and justice, then they will become

“ Loves,” and will merit the name.

The principle of Order is represented

by the laws and institutions of society,

which are established to regulate and

govern the action of the affections or pas

sions, those motive forces in man which

are the sources of all his acts, from the

least to the greatest, during every mo

ment of his existence.

In music,—to choose an illustration in

quite a different sphere, but which will

aid the reader in comprehending the sub

ject,—-the principle of Liberty is repre

sented by vibrations and the sounds which

they produce.

The principle of Order is represented

by the science of music ; that is, the sys

tem of principles and rules, which/govern

vibrations or sounds, and distribute them

so as to produce melody and harmony.

It is evident that if sounds were not dis

tributed according to a true law of order,

we should have clashing, jarring and dis

cord between them. we can enjoy the

delightful harmony of music so far only

as the active element, called sound, is

regulated by scientific laws, or principles

of order.
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Music is the only sphere or branch of! passions of the masses are coarse, uncul

human affairs in which the principles of tivated, accustomed to antagonism and

Liberty and Order, or the eXpansive conflict, and hence tend to destructive

power and the scientific arrangement arei ncss, rather than to peaceful and con

united,and act in perfect concert. There structive reform. And where govern

is no conflict here, no war and clashing ments are maintained, and possess appa

of the two principles, but perfect unity ; ; rent stability, there is an internal war

and the result of this unity is perfect.betwcen parties, and antagonism and du

harmony. The science ofmusicisadapt-iplicity become what we might call a,

ed in every way to the nature of sounds‘

or vibrations, and the latter seek to de

velop themselves and act according to the

laws of musical science; the result is

the highest order of harmony that man

has known how to establish on earth:

in fact, we may say, that with the mathe

matical, it is the only harmony. Music

becomes, consequently, an important guide

for us in studying the laws of harmony

in other spheres, particularly the social,

where universal discord reigns, and in

discovering the principles of Liberty and

Order, or of Love and Wisdom, Attraction

and the Series. It is a guide which

nature has given us, a compass to direct

the mind in proceeding from the lmou'ni

to the unknown. If there be unity of

system in the Universe; that is, if the

same system of laws prevails throughout

all its parts,-—-and it cannot be other

wise, for there can no more exist two

systems of laws than there can twoi

Gods,—tben the same laws which goVern \

sounds, must govern the passions, the

planets, in short, all created things.

The laws and institutions of society

are to the human passions, what the sci-5

ence of music is to sounds or not.es.i

The function of the former is to regulate

the passions in their aetion, as it is the;

function of musical science to distributel

the notes ‘of music.

 

diseased state of health.

In the Church, there are conflicts and

hatreds between sects; there is war on

many points between Faith and Science,

between the Church and the University ;

and out of the Church, there are a great

many persons who have no faith in it or

its dogmas, and who are in open hostility

with it.

As regards Marriage, the violations of

it are innumerable. There is in the first

place, a vast amount of what is called

prostitution, and then come the great va

riety of illegal loves, not recognized by

Religion or the Law. \Vhence come all

these violations? The Courier and the

Observer Would answer probably : —

“ Lust; " “ The vile passions of men."

Now, acknowledging that the passions

are generally coarse, uncultivated, undis

ciplined and unrefined; that the material

passions preponderate greatly over thel‘

spiritual, which is the truth in Civiliza-l

tion; yet there are a great many personsi

who from their position -— owing to pov

erty or other causes—cannot marry,

while there are others who from igno

rance, haste, cupidity, or other reasons,

have contracted such intolerable unions

that they cannot live in them.

But without looking farther into causes,

or expressing any opinion as to the truth

or falseness of the institutions in ques-,

  

rate those discords from the notes of

music in themselves, and readily concede

that the latter are good, although they

engender, under an unskilful hand,

these bad effects? Take two passional

notes of the human soul, for example,

Ambition and Love. Because they pro

duce moral discord and evil in false and

uncongenial spheres, must we condemn

them as inherently depraved? Ambition

in a Napoleon desolates Europe with

wars; Love, in some disappointed soul,

produces despair and suicide, or in some

victim of seduction, leads perhaps to

infanticide. These springs of action,

placed by God himself in man, and with

out which he would be an inanimate

thing, a. mineral or a vegetable, are con

demned as utterly and irretrievably bad,

and incapable of harmony. it has never

occurred to any moralist or philosopher to

1'study seriously the question, whether the

passions could not be rightly directed and

harmoniously developed, and whether

new spheres of action could not be se

cured to them, and an organization of

society established, perfectly suited to

their nature. Had they done this; had

they examined impartially the action and

demands ofthe impelling forces implanted

in man, and endeavored to discover social

institutions suited to them, instead of

striving to adapt them by force to false

social institutions and arrangements, or to

repress and smother those passions for

which no sphere is provided; or in other

words, had they endeavored to adapt so

ciety to man, instead of man to society,

they would soon have discovered a true

Social Order.

How was the science of music, or the

laws of musical harmony, discovered?

There should be the same perfect. ac- tion, let as state the fact, which no one By this process. Musicians studied care—

cord or agreement between the institu-‘can deny, namely, that there is conflict, fully the nature of the tones, and of

tions of society and the human passions,1

that there is in music between sounds and

often the most violent, between social. Itevery thing connected with them.

institutions and the human passions, or to: was by this impartial and patient study

generalize it, between the organization of‘ that in the lerse 0“ a few Centuries,

far from this being the case, antagonism society and human nature. Ithey discovered the science of music, as

and conflict are all but universal. If we Whence comes this'.‘ Several causes‘ well as instruments adapted to the nature

look at the condition of nations, civilized 1 have combined to produce it, but we will 0f Vibrations, and gate the world their

as well as barbarian, we shall find that examine only the fundamental one. The i priceless harmony. Had they condemned

the majority are in secret or open conflictiphilosophers and moralists of the past,isounds in the beginning, and refused

with the arrangements and institutions ofi instead of studying the human faculties to study their nature, because they

society. Take the three leading social and passions with respect, as they should ! heard discordant sounds around them,—

institutions as exainplcs—Governnietit,ihave done, being the work of the same laying down at the same time numerous

the Church, Marriage. wise hand that has created all things, precepts for maintaining quiet, —they

The people in almost any country would have condemned them as depraved and ' Would have acted like the philosophers

overturn the government at once, if it had , vicious, and joined in the general clamor ‘ and moralists in regard to the passions.

the power; it would plunge into revolu-iofdenunciation againstthem, because they; The system of Government is to Am

tions,if not kept down by the bayonet. One L have seen them misdirected and perverted bition; Marriage to Love; the Church to

reason for this is, that almost all govern- i under the influences of poverty and igno- i the Religious Sentiment and to our ideas

ments, — and in fact, we may say every ! rance, and false systems of society. They * of the infinite and invisible, what the sci

government with an exception in favor of"v have not had the sagacity to separate the i once of music is to the sense of hearing,

our own in the northern States, where perverted and false action of the passions namely, their law of order, their wisdom,

slavery does not exist, — are based upon from the passions themselves, the effect their regulating and directing institutions.

"surPaii‘m, tyranny, or exclusive privi- i from the cause, the external development‘ Social institutions are the external ex

leges, and are oppressive to the great,from the essence. If an unskilful musi- pression or mechanism of the afi'ections,

majority. Another reason is, that theician produces discards, do we not sepa- and should be perfectly adapted to their

the laws of musical composition. But so '
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nature, or to their action, when harmoni

oust developed. The afl'ections, acting in

external spheres or arrangements adapted

to their true nature and their highest

capabilities of good, would be properly

developed, disciplined and refined, and

passional or moral harmony would be the

result.

\Vith the aid of the science of music

and the aid of musical instruments right

ly constructed, the sense of hearing in

man can be perfected and refined to such

a degree that it will crave harmony, and

delight in nothing but harmony, whereas,

without this training and education, it

will be pleased with discord, or at least,

indifferent to it, and its own activity will

be but the production of discord. Let

institutions be devised and established

which shall be adapted to the other affec

tions of man, as the whole art and science

of music are to the sense of hearing, and

We shall see a brilliant and hamionious de

velopment of the passions of the soul,—

of friendship, ambition, love, the parental

sentiment, and others, and behold a spec

tacle of which men have never had the

faintest conception.

It was probably in contemplating this

future moral harmony, that Fourier ex

claimed:

“ Up to the present time we have only

been able to admire in the works of man

the material Beautiful. For the first time

now we shall be permitted to behold the

passion“! Beautiful, to say that we have

seen God in person and in all his wisdom;

for what is the spirit, the wisdom of God,

if it be not the harmony of the twelve

passions, their complete development

without any conflict, and in accord as per

fect as that of the most excellent orches

tral This beautiful work is the only

one which can give men an idea of the

glory and wisdom of God.

“ Thus far we know only his material

wisdom, which shines forth in the harmo

ny of the celestial spheres, and in the

mechanism of created things; but we

have no idea of his political and social

Wisdom. Instead of this, we only know

the demoniacal spirit, whose features are

human passions; in their striving for ac

tion,expansion,they create the demand for

liberty, and hence this term is used to

designate them. The passions at present

are perverted, misdirected and falsely de

velopcd, and engender selfishness, dis

cord, hatred, vice and crime. They con

sequently must be repressed, and kept in

order, otherwise they would produce the

wildest anarchy. If there were not crim

inal laws, courts ofjustice, jails, peniten

tiaries and other means of punishment in

society, is it not probable that the material

passions in men, those which demand

property, that is, food, clothing and shel

ter for their satisfaction, and which now

suffer so much privation, would lead to

general robbery and plunder, so that ev

ery person who had property would

have to 'fortify his dwelling, and go

armed to protect himself‘.l Without

some strong principle of Order, the mate

rial and also the other classes of passions

in their perverted development and ac

tion in Civilization, would create general

anarchy. Hence the necessity of con

servative and restraining principles.

The three great principles of order in

present society, are Government, the

Church, and Marriage.

Government maintains order in the prac

tical or business afl'airs of men, and in

their external social relations. It pro

tects persons and property, punishes

crimes against them on the one hand, and

enforces contracts and settles disputes on

the other. It regulates, also, the general

affairs of a nation, makes of all the indi

viduals composing it, a collective whole,

and thus founds the State or Common

wealth. It checks and keeps in order,—

at least as far as is possible in a false

state of things,-—the material passions,

and ambition among the four social pas

sions. Its influence extends also to the

other three, but not so strongly as to am

bition.

The Church maintains order in the

sphere of finite human reason, which, ob

taining knowledge at present mainly

through the senses, and without a theory

of the causes and ends of creation or the

 

reflected in the pillage and oppression ofl laws of universal science (as it is not yet

our false societies. \Ve shall only see the

spirit of God in the harmony of the pas

sional series, in their unity, their virtues,

and the charm which stimulates them in—

cessantly to useful industry."

We have strayed rapidly over quite a

field of speculation, but the attentive

reader will find hints that will guide him

in the study of this question of social in

stitutions. Let us say a few words, be

fore concluding, upon the special functions

of Government, the Church, and Marriage

in the present social order.

The principle of Liberty in society, as

we have shown, is represented by the
l

l discovered) , to enlighten and guide it, tends

to doubt and disbelievc in the infinite and

invisible, in God and his providence, in

the immortality of the soul, and those

higher truths which connect man with the

universe. The Church protests against

the doubting, negative, and narrowing

tendencies of individual Reason when di~

rooted to mere material objects, and ab

sorbed in the cares and perplexities of

1 obtaining an animal existence, and recalls

the mind to subjects which transcend this

,world, and are eternal and universal in

ltheir nature, and filtes its attention upon

‘ them.

 

This is its function in the sphere of

Faith and lntellectuality. For the great

hotly of mankind, for the poor and the ig

norant, the Church is the only teacher of

higher universal truths, their only philos

ophy, their only science; the Church, in

short, is their scientific parent. It holds up

to them and esplains, about as well as

they can understand it, their universal

destiny, and their relation to the universe.

Destroy the Church, and what do you

give in the way of science and general

ideas to the laboring millions throughout

the nations, who can frequent neither

schools our universities?

In the sphere of Charity, the Church

maintains and quickens the idea of the

unity and brotherhood of the race, and

is the guardian, the instructor, and

vivifier of the love of God and the uni

verse, in the human soul. Amidst the

din, hustle, and selfishness of a World,

where war and the pursuit of wealth are

the grand occupations, and where antago

nism, jealousy, fraud, deception and rob

bery exist under a thousand legal forms,

what power or influence is there but the

Church to awaken in men’s hearts the uni

versal sentiment that they are members

ofone race, children of one family, and as

sociated with God and his universal provi

dence.

Vt’e are well aware that the Church

often does not do its duty, that it becomes

petrified in past forms, and fulfils but

poorly its functions in the sphere of faith

and the sphere of charity; but notwith

standing this, it is the principle of Order

amidst the infidelity (to the infinite and

invisible) of finite Reason, and the sel

fishness of purely individual aims and

desires.

Marriage maintains order in the rela

tions of the sexes, or in the passions of

love and paternity. Coarseness, brutal

ity and materialism, are the characteris

tics of the passions as a general rule in

civilization. (An eighth of exception

only confirms this general rule.) Give

men liberty in these relations, that is,

take off all restraints, and with their on

developed and misdeveloped natures, the

greatest excesses would no doubt follow.

Helpless women and children would be

abandoned, and suicide, infanticide, dis

case, and a still worse materialism than

that which new prevails, would spread

over society. With this tendency to con

fusion, disorder, and injustice, it is evi

dent that s strong principle of order

must be established. This principle of

order is Marriage, and it holds the same

relation to the passions of love and pater

nity, that Government does to ambition and

the material attractions, and the Church

to human reason and the universal scn~

timents.

Are the system and organization of
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Government, the Church, and Marriage,

right as they now are, or are any changes

and reforms necessary in them? And if

_so, what are they, and how are they to be

effected? These are profound questions:

perhaps we may at some time take them up.

In the meantime, we leave the subject to

the reflection of those of our readers who

are interested in this kind of speculations.

\Ve also would ask of those who attack

Association, to give their answer. They

would of course disagree as to the two

first, Government and the Church; the

Observer would wish all Christendom to

assume Presbyterianism ; the ll’alcliman,

the Baptist creed, which we believe is its

color. The Courier would wish a reform

in Government that would render the ad

ministration strong and conservative, and

bring it under the control of the power of

property or capital. Our democratic

opponents would wish an administra

tion in the hands of the multitude, with

the destruction of all corporations, privi

leges, and protective policies. On the

subject of Marriage, they would not agree

wholly : they would differ as to divorce,

some rejecting and some maintaining it;

_ and as to the rights of women to hold prop

erty, and so forth. Thus confusion and

conflict of opinion and action exist, more

or less, in all these spheres, and yet there

are not candor and elevation enough of

mind to examine and discuss them in a

calm and philosophical spirit—a thing

which would seem called for above all

others.

THE CHILDREN IN ASSOCIATION.

We would call the attention of our

readers to the translations from Fourier,

in the present number and the last but

one, which contain his ideas on Educa

tion. They are original, to say the least;

and every one is seeking new light on a

subject in which thus far all our efforts

for improvement have been but wander

ings in the same vicious circle.

But are they not profoundly true, also!

Think of each little detail as you will, is

not the spirit of the plan far more in har

mony with human nature and its wants,

than the most perfect education which

civilization can yet furnish to its few fa

vored children'.l Are not the springs it

sets in action at the same time nobler and

more efficacious, for calling out the varied

powers of youth, and nourishing each

feminine or manly virtue, than those cre

ated by our artificial restraints, our pre

occupying blind parental fondness, our

undiscriminating lessons and patterns, our

selfish prudential maxims, and (that one

paramount to all our schooling, with its

precepts of morality and truth) our fear

of the great world i

In the first place it guaranties educa

 

of our present society are futile, because

the freedom of the public schools does

not ensure leisure to attend them, and the

destiny of the child in after life intro

duces considerations very foreign and

contrary to those of a true culture of his

heart and mind and strength. Our chil

dren, in their education, must have a main

eye to the market.

Secondly, it guaranties to each that

special education which belongs to him

and not to another. It creates spheres

for all. And now there is no one in his

sphere. By the system of Attractive

Industry, each child's talents and true

destination are, so to say, tempted forth,

while action constantly keeps pace with

theory, so that he does not walk about,

as most of us do, condemned by his own

knowledge.

Thirdly, it does this, by first classifying

the ages, and giving to each a corporate

organization, thus keeping each child in

his true sphere with his equals, and con

sulting natural aflinities of age and char

acter in the selection of his teachers and

attendants. How different the education

of our isolated families! Childhood is

withdrawn from its own sphere, kept for

the most part from its natural element,

from the society of its equals; the small

river fish that should disport itself in

some shaded brook with troops of its own

fellows, condemned for the most part to

the solitude of deep waters with great

whales; the gleesome little things, that

Would be out together full of eager plays

and pretty labors, doomed to stay all day

with solemn nurse or aunt, to hear the

old folks talk theology or politics. The

schools but partially supply the want, and

so only aggravate the case.

Finally, consider the great motive on

which Fourier relies, that of ascending

progressive cmulalion. Who has not seen

that the true teacher of the child, the one

who has most influence over him, spite of

all our arrangements to the contrary, is

the child a little older than himself! He

brings together a sufficient multitude of

children, to warrant a graduated corpora

tion of the successive ages. Each is en

rolled in one of these classes, and is con

tinually an aspirant for admission to the

next higher class, to attain which he must

exhibit in himself the attributes and ac

complishments essential to its standard

character. \Ve see that without association

of families, the materials for such a. clas

sification would be wanting, and this nat

ural ascending emulation, which is like

the capillary attraction by which the fine

tubes of the plant suck up their nutriment,

would find no chance.

The reader may be repulsed by the

fantastical and uncouth names which

Fourier attaches to his tribes and choirs

tion to all. Such guarantees on the part of age. He may smile at the [alias and

 

the bambins, and be tempted to throw

down the book in anger when he comes

to cherub: and to scrap/rs. But consider

that no language is yet rich enough to

afibrd distinctive names for each of the

successive phases of infancy, youth, and

manhood. He was obliged therefore to

draw upon imagination and to coin a no

tnenclature. ln translating, the case is

still worse, for our English has but one

or two terms for an infant, where the

French has half a dozen. We have

therefore not translated, but simply indi

cated or quoted Fourier's terms with all

their technicality. If they prove ofl'en

sivc, the reader has only to consider them

as so much Greek, or as so many alge

braic signs, equivalent to our numerals,

first class, second class, and so forth ; and

if he can invent a better set of names

himself, we shall be most happy to adopt

them, as Fourier has said concerning all

his nomenclature.
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Drum FRIENDS:

I must write to you of an interest

ing band of emigrants, who have been

encamped for the last three days un

der my windows. They are Swedes

from the province of Dalccarlia, in

number about sixty-five, who have been

obliged to leave their country by the

most severe and constant persecution, on

account of religious opinion. Their lead

er is Eric Eanson, or Jansen, an intelli

gent and strong-minded peasant, who has

the most perfect confidence and control of

the whole band. They look upon him as

a sort of apostle, from a remarkable gift

of second sight, which he certainly ap

pears to possess.‘ He predicts coming

events with Wonderful accuracy, and

every one believes that when absent he

knows of all their important actions.

His education is limited to reading, writ

ing, accounts, and the most thorough

knowledge of the Bible. Indeed the

Bible and a Book of \Vorship, compiled

exclusively from it, are all the books the

people appear to have or want. On their

arrival in New York, some agents of the

“ American Tract Society ” came among

them to distribute some religious tracts in

the Swedish language; but on looking

them over they quietly rejected all, say

ing, “ that they did not need them.”

These people are “ nonoesistants” in

the strictest sense. It is known that the

law of Sweden does not tolerate dissent

ers from the established church, and no

one can hold any office who does not pro

fess himself a member of that church,

and take the communion from its priests

at least once a year. W'hen it was dis

covered that this community was in the

habit of “ assembling in a Ioner place to

 

 

" Those who have read Miss Bremer's " Life

in Dalecarlia,” will remember that she mentions

this gift as quite common among the simple

peasants of Dalarnn. Others will rcnicmbcnflve

“ Boy of Skara,” mentioned by Swedcnborg.

 
 

worship God qfler their manner," a violent

persecution arose against them, headed

by a Lutheran priest. They were at

tacked while quietly engaged in reading

the Scriptures; their house was broken

in, they were pelted with stones and

cruelly beaten, till, as my informant says,

“the roof and walls were wet with their

blood ! " (In a Christian country, in the

nineteenth century!) As they did not

attempt the slightest defence, their leader

and some others were instantly seized,

and Eric imprisoned for six months; but

through the influence of friends, and he

has many warm ones, he then escaped,

and going about among his fellows, per

suaded them to come to America in search

of what here they have found, “ freedom

to worship God.”

Though they were for the most part

very poor, there were some among them

well off. One man left Sweden with a

thousand dollars, another with six hun

dred. Their money and goods have all

been thrown into a common stock, and

the greatest gentleness and good will pre

The land chosen for

them was in Knox County, Illinois; but

having heard that the region thereabonts

is at present very unhealthy, Eric' has

gone forward to try and effect a sale, that

they may purchase another tract, probably

in \Visconsin.

There was a look about these Dale

carlians, which I have never seen among

the masses of European emigrants who

have passed through this town since I

have lived here. It was an expression of

patient, intelligent endurance; all had it

except the young children. They were

not bowed down with weakness and care,

like the French and Italian emigrants,

not stern and stolid like the newly ar

rived Germans, not wild and vehement

like many of the lrish,-—they walked

erect and firm, looking always hopeful

and contented, though very serious.

nail among them.

 

and this in a broiling sun, the thermome

ter ninety-eight in the shade. When I

spoke to their interpreter of their good

spirits, he said, “0 yes, nothing could

deter them, nothing could conquer them,

you know they are religious fanatics.” I

thought whether the feeling of brother

hood and confidence in each other, did

not give them quite as much strength and

courage as their “ religious fanatacism.”

This interpreter was a gentlemanly

Swede, formerly an ofiicer in the army of

that country. He said: “I came with

them, not because I believe in Erie Jan

son, though he is a remarkable man, and

his knowledge of future events is start

ling; but I saw these poor people, good,

honest, and sincere in their religious faith,

leaving their country under persecution,

going among strangers without knowledge

of their language. Iahhor persecution,

so I came to take care of them."

They have all gone. God's peace go

with them, and remain with them always!

Amen! E.

P. S. I met a gentleman last week

who had just passed through Ceresco in

\Visconsin. He is “ opposed to all Fou

rierism," but reports most favorably of

the appearance of things among the Ce

resco farmers. He speaks with enthusi

asm of the beauty of the country, fertility

of the soil, and good morals of the people.

It is cheering to hear their “ natural en

emies" say so much good of them. Viva

la Write .' and success to the good cause.

A LETTER FROM THE SEA SHORE.

When I met you a few days since in

the hot sun, and amid the busy stir of

life in Boston—yon coming from the

wooded inland, and I from the rocky sea

shore —-I promised to write to you a few

words for your paper. News you did

not expect from me, and news I have not

to give; but my own life, though not

. . r . .
As they were preparing to set ofi'agam I Without a certain monotony of hard

on their toilsome journey, it pained me to

see that almost all had to walk, only the

weaker Women and little children riding,

work, has had for the last few months

many bright interspaces of beauty, and

if I say something of the thoughts and
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feelings that have grown around me

while living at the sea shore, it may

serve your purpose, and be a journal for

me.

Very few persons, I fancy, ever before

betouk themselves to the sea shore to

work. There is somewhat so monoto

nous in the constant pulse of the sea,

in the slowly swelling reach of the

broad ocean, in the full blue cup of the

sky, that we drowse away into dreams,

and lapse into a serene state of quietness,

most averse to labor. Every thing

around would entice one from his work,

and it seems almost a profanation, when

we turn away from nature to bury our

selves in intricate and brain-exhausting

study. Sitting in my little reom, which

overlooks the ocean, many a time when I

have carelessly looked up from my task

has the pen lain idly in my hand for a

long time, and l have abandoned myself

to phantasy, as smoothly as one slips

down an inclined plane. Often times an

unusually heavy plunge of the surf wave

has seemed to call me out. of my intrica

cies, and I have found the return full of

heaviness and struggle. My task was to

travel over the narrow intersecting lines

of a web, hung in the sunshine, with open

spaces of contemplation through which

beauty streamed, but which were to be

avoided, or I might lose my foothold.

Each of my windows has framed a

picture fairer than Claude ever painted,

and constantly changing. Far away over

sunken ledges the breakers foam and

crumble, nearer they climb hungrily the

old brown weather-beaten rocks, which

limit their progress, and yet nearer they

tumble and burst upon the smooth sand of

the beach, each drawing back in crisp

heads to meet the ever coming wave

which will succeed it. The black hulks

of two yachts, the Avon and Raven,

swing to and fro on the careless bosom of

the sea, sometimes their white sails shiv

cring and flapping in the wind, sometimes

close furled, and ever with the red stream

er fluttering against the blue sky. Those

red spots, amid the brown rocks and blue

sky and flashing ocean, have for my eye a

great charm, they serve to centralize the

color of the scene, and harmonize by con

trast the tenderness of the surrounding

tint. My eye follows with curious plea

sure the rcd-shirted fishermen, that row

their dories to the shore, and haul them

up the beach or down into the surf.

When the sea is smooth in the mist of

the early morning, the spars of these

yachts flicker in the tremolous water.

“Then the night wraps the sea in its

shroud of fog, their white sails show

spectrally through the dim distance, as if

sailing in the air. When the full glory

of daylight and sunshine gleams upon

the sparkling and tossing tumult of

 
waves, the strong breeze strains out

their sails to a marble firmness, as they

ride over the swell, and tossing the spray

from their prows, come swirling round

the Bass Rock to anchor in their little

bay, or stand away towards the beach

and distant Graves; and oftentimes at

night, when the little lamp of the fisher

man glcams from his floating home in

them, I watch it and think, how peace

fully and trustingly man may repose on

the bosom of this gentle, giant sea.

Never is there a moment when Beauty

does not rise to us from the sea, as she did

on the sunny waves that clasped the

I’aphian isle. Never is therea mood with

which the ocean does not sympathize.

Whatever be our need, the ocean is a

friend, it bears our deepest yearnings for

humanity, and calls out with us for rescue

for the poor and wretched. Are we

stricken with grief, in solemn sympathy

it mourns with us, as it heaves and sways

and plunges on the shore. Are we hap

py, it rejoices with us in the sunshine, as

it leaps dizzy and glorious upon the rocks,

and flashes up in myriad diamonds of

spray; yearning forever for something

that is denied, straining forever to over

come its limits, this great heart lives and

pulses, and struggles like the human

soul. To the lover, who leans beside the

one best beloved on its marge, it mur—

murs the music of love, and the gentlest

dreams of beauty sleep in its bosom.

To the free-born spirit who would dare

all things, it calleth out, Onward! forever.

This mighty giant obeys the slightest in

flection of our mood, and is friendly and

confiding, is tyrannous and violent, accord

ing to the spirit of him who converses

with it.

How many hours have I lain upon the

grim old rocks, and heard the pulsing of

the wave, happy and calm at heart, with

just enough of its own unrest to be free

from drowsiness, and built visions of

beauty out of the impalpahle air of

thought, and slid through the changing

currents of dreams, and revelled in the

phantasmagoria of an ideal world! Then

the link which bound me to the cares of

life was loose and free. I heard no' more

its jar, great hopes gleamed before me,

friendly voices reached to me, the words

of poets thronged round me, the smiles

of beauty shone upon me, and I lay be

neath the influence tinged with ideal life,

even as I have seen the ocean at sunset

when the rosy clouds of twilight and the

faint eastern reflections glowed confused

ly in its smooth bosom. Sometimes amid

the rocks I gaze at the far off vessels,

like sea birds, spreading their sails to the

wind. Sometimes the sea gull himself

comes sweeping along on his orbed wing.

Then looking downward, I watch the

long, lank,green seaweed, clingingto the

encrusted rock and feeling out into the

heaving sea, that trails it backward and

forward as the swell rises and falls.

Then again I peer into the clefts and

crevices of the rocks, and tear the shell

fish from them, and pick the little flow

ers, that blossom in every fragment of

soil, as if nature would waste nothing,

but would plant a graced beauty every

where, and watch the insect life that hur

ries to and fro, and the minute scarlet

spiders that spot the old rocks, or the eu

rious shapes that wriggle beneath the

pebbles in the nooks, and flee from the

daring hand that would invade their pri

vacy. Then again the beautiful forms of

vegetable life, that grow beneath the

water and their various hues, the browns

and purples, and yellows and the tender

greens, entice me. Sometimes the surf

brings in a deep sea plant of rare and en

rious shape and color, froru which I

would fain ask the secrets that it knows,

where it came from, who were its friends,

and why and how it wandered to me.

Happy for me when friendly hands are

near, who take these presents of nature

in thankful joy, and give them again as

tokens of friendship to others. Even

while thus I search the rocks, the sea

comes swelling up the nooks and chokes

the hollow clefts, and the pebbles hoarse

ly murmur and rattle as the tide again

draws backward into the deep. Then

as it recedes, I perceive some curiously

variegated pebble and, hurrying down be

fore the swell can gather anew, seize

upon my prize and bear it up beyond the

reach of the water to examine it at my

ease. This is endless satisfaction, no

two pebbles are alike, and the hope of

finding an extraordinary one, or one more

beautiful than the last entices me on for

an indefinite time. You creep and bur

row in among them, you rake them over,

steeping down, in constant expectation,

and constantly you find, that what you

have not is fairer than what you have.

Their smoothness and roundoess and.

gleam please the sight and the touch; if

they are useless, you skip them along in

the water. Wcaried at last by stooping,

you retreat into some nook to examine

your store, and then alas, you find that

the beauty hath vanished with the moist

ure, the gleam and polish is gone, and

they are mostly rough and coarse. But

is it not always so! whatever is removed

from its true place and is outv of its

natural relation, loses its beauty. It is

only from the relation of different things,

that nature makes harmony, all things

hang together, each aiding and embellish

ing all, and all adorning and aiding each.

The universal requires the individual, and

ithe individual requires the universal, so

|that you may not separate without des~

troying. Every thing has its appropriate
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place, and there it must be, or discord

will ensue. Every soul, that suffers and

starves for want of being in its proper

sphere, sets the whole music of: humanity

at discord.

There is also another side to this

thought. Eachthingcontainsall. \thn

I carry this pebble, which Ihave taken

from the sea. shore, to my room in the

dusty and crowded streets of Boston,

nay even into a lawyer's office, it shall

again revive the wide majestic presence of

nature, the sounding sea, the towering

rocks, the happy day; and though the

pebble unmoistened by the spray be as a

dead cold fact deprived of the gleam of

poetry, yet the imagination shall again

add the hue, and its beauty shall again re

vive. 0! magic power, that with a cold

dry pebble can rebuild out of the infinite

invisible an airy but most real world, and

give us back the joys and sorrows, the

little trivial acts and words, and the

voice, which hath passed away from earth

forever.

To me no place is like Nahant. There

is even a charm in its barrenncss, which

never polls; and when the evening sun

yellows its brown and undulating slopes,

scantily covered by its short grass, it

shows as lively as the most fertile and

variegated inland. I never weary of

those volcanic clifi‘s, that line its rugged

coast, and jut out in wild irregularity into

the sea, as if thrown there by some terri

ble convulsion of nature, at whose base

there is a constant fret of foam, as the

heaving and receding tide draws over the

green and slippery seaweed with which

they are matted. Their worn and rugged

outline, seeming as if it had braved cen

turies of storms, their huge clefts and

hollows blasted by the lightning and bar

ren as adversity, their variegation of color

from the deep red browns to white, their

stratifications and crystalizations, the

work of years beyond the flood, awake in

in me feelings of awe and grandeur.

Here this huge rocky fist hath Massachu

setts lain out into the sea to finish its

sandy arm of beach, for years and cen

turies before she had a name. Here

the wild bird dwelt before the white man

breathed this air; here the Indian hunted

and fished while its barrenness was cov

ered with profuse greenery and waving

foliage, and before the axe of civilization

laid its forest low to build the pilgrims‘

fire. Here the ocean hath stormed and

beaten in its struggles. Here the wild

winds have shrieked and howled in their

fury. Here the winter hath piled its

thick ribbed ice, and here the shattered

wrecks, with theirliving and dead freights,

have crashed to shivers, and the ocean,

has swallowed them as its own legitimate‘

prey.

 

But if we leave the rocks, and ride

 

upon the beach, sparkling in the sun

shine the surf lifts itself, growing greener

and darker as it swells, then pauses

fringed with spray, and bursts along the

shore. Outside its tumults the lazy ducks

“ sit swinging heavily,” and the tottering

groups of sea birds, scattered on the sand,

rise ever and sweep along the foam be

fore you. The dark brown sand echoes

under the horse‘s hoof as he dashes

along over its surface, and in its flashing

mirror the rapid shadow, his antipode,

keeps the same pace. Here too we

drive down on the hard sand floor, when

the tide is out, and trample the same

path that the wild sea swallowed hours

before, and let the surf break up to our

horse‘s belly and over the floor of our

wagon. Here are scattered a thousand

shells, and the long tail of kelp with its

smooth and slimy apron, and piles of the

green seaweed and the purple mosses of

the ocean, and the sand curls which shall

adorn our mantle. Here, if we are on

foot, we may wade into the crisp surf that

crumples up the beach, and write our

names, and the name of her we love best,

and of distant friends, upon its smooth

surface, knowing that the coming tide

will wash them from sight. But what

then'.l they cannot be washed from the

memory as soon, and writing on this gi

gantic scale, with letters yards wide,

seems to bcfit a large friendship.

Many visitors come here in the sum

mer, and enjoy the place differently ac

cording to their tastes. Some of the

male sex linger round the bar-room of

the hotel and smoke the live-long day.

Some of the female sex occupy their time

in dressing for dinner and tea, and will

not venture upon the rocks for fear of in

juring their complexion, and enjoy their

evenings in the crowded saloon with

lamp-light, gossip and dancing. I will

not quarrel with them; if they find de

light in such occupation, I am glad of it.

But for my part, it would be profanation

for me to do so. Think of those peerless

moonlight nights when we watched the

distant light houses, “like stars in the

midst of the ocean," and romanticised

about them and thought how much of

civilization had underlain their existence,

and how beautiful a feature of humanity

it was, that man should place out upon,

the barren rocks in the sea those guides of

fire, and tend them wearilessly through

the night to cheer and direct the bewil

dered mariner through perils to his home.

Think also of that flickering path of‘

moonlight that paved the tremulous sea,

and invited our steps towards the dim

ideal land beyond the horizon. Then we

sang and cheered each other to good;

deeds, and spoke in the divine words of

poets, and were enlarged and stimulated

by the majesty of nature, and warmed to

 
  

higher attempts and renewed struggle.

Would I have exchanged such hours of

warm sympathy and friendship underneath

the canopy of heaven, for the idle buzz

of gossip in the saloon of a hotel? The

constellations then were looking down to

us. The Great Bear was sloping to the

north; Arcturus blazed away in the west,

bright and cheering; Lyra was at the

zenith; Cassiopeia we saluted in her

starry chair, in the north-east; and Scor

pio and Saggitarius we nightly visited, in

the south. Like friends we saw them

regularly revolving above us, until at

last in the late evening the Pleiades

came with the mystic and splendid Alde

baran, betokening the approach of cold,

and heralding great Orion, the hunter.

Sometimes I have stolen a day for a

sail and a fishing excursion. How light

ly then we sprang across the water,

cleaving the blue sea and dashing it from

our prow. Then as I held the tiller, the

boat put like a high~mettlcd courser,

springing to the breeze and then relaxing,

full of life and spirit. How swift We

sped along, and how drearnily at such

times I remembered the delight of Shel

ley and his boating in the treacherous

bay of Spezia, which robbed the earth

of one‘ofthe purest spirits that ever were

flesh, »—that much abused Christian, who

passed for an atheist only because' his

faith was too deep and genuine to be then

understood. Then as we dashed by the

rough old Egg Rock, we saw its spouting

horn snorting in spray, and the wild

ducks clambering on its side, and its

breakers gnashing on the rocks. Such

days erased the wrinkles from my brow,

which care and study had ploughul, and

bathed me in an element of joy ivhich

always nourished good plants. Yes. for

I will not believe but that in the true

order of nature happiness is the constant

accompaniment of goodness, and whatever

contributes to true joy, contributes to

true Christianity. ‘

Within the last ten days we have had

a fine surf, trampling on the beach, and

shaking its mane in the sunshine. The

air was crystal clear and without a cloud,

The wind blew from the north-east furi

ously, bearing in the heavy surf from the

broad ocean leagues away. While the

sea was thus calling me, l could not work.

I threw away pen and paper and went

upon the rocks, and spent. almost the

whole of two days, gazing upon the mom

strous Waves as they came surging in,

foaming and hungry upon the rocks, and

burst wildly into the whistling air. All

around the sea was of the deepest blue,

with the crests of' the waves breaking

into white. And the air was exhilarating

almost to madness, In and out, up and

down, I went with the swell. lshook

the crests of the waves, as they came
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greenly toppling along, into pearly spray, I

and plunged with them upon the rocks in

the madness of tumultuous delight. I

drew back down the ragged rocks boiling

with foam, and clinging and dripping to

the ledges, and shrunk down beneath the

coming surf-wave to heave it upward

again to the station it sought,—-to the

citadel it stormed. The waves thundered

into the spouting born, that bellowed

from its deep recess—out—out, and

back came the routed waters through

their narrow path, whistling up into the

air in spray that tangled the rainbow in

its misty net, and pouring back in dismay

to the crowding ocean. The brightness

of the day, the glory of the scene, the

fierceness of the wind, the flash and

sparkle of the water, were full of glowing

delight to me. On the first day, the

rocks were crowded with spectators, who

were drawn forth to see the sight. Some

of them patronized it five minutes, and

then took leave ; some stayed hours, but

all disappeared before I went. On the

second day I was alone, saving that one

dear friend was with me alittle while,

and then I was so possessed by the scene,

that l strove to express myself. I seated

myself on the rock and searched my

pockets for paper and pencil ; alas! (does

it not always happen so,) there were none

there.v But I must have them, thought I,

though I do nothing with them. So I ran

furiously over to a friend‘s house—tired

myself out—was somewhat ashamed to

tell my errand—sat down and made a

call and returned, altogether discomfited

and out of all condition to write or sym

pathize. Soon the feeling came back,

and I vWrote these lines. How tame they

seemed to speak before that mighty sea!

\Vhy was not some one here to speak

what the time demanded?

Again within thy presence,

30 full of power and beauty,

With sympathy my eager bosom throbs j,

And my spirit stirs within me,

And hails thee as a brother,

That never yet hath failed to answer to my mood.

But yesterday so scornful,

So wild in hungry raging,

Thy crested mane was shaken in the galc ;

Thy lips were white with fury,

And thy roar was as a lion’s,

\‘thn then leapcdst on the rocks as on thy prey.

I fain would leap unto thee

And, with a wild embracing,

Draw back with thee beneath the coming surge ;

I fain would grasp thy white mane,

And with thy healthy madness

Leap full of sun and spray upon the rocks.

The unconqncrable \Vill,

The Faith above the Present,

Humanity’s great Christian heart art thou;

Thy struggle is for Freedom,

And amid thy swelling surges

Onward, onward, sounds thy great heroic cry.

 

  
  

That answers in the distance“?

That is nurtured in the far-ofl' Erie’s sleep;

And who calleth to the wild woods

That crowd around his pathway,

As he whirls and dashes towards his dread abyss.

In his course he ever echoes

The G0spel of the Past;

A deep Repose that finishes in Fate.

From his Epicurean dreaming

lle rushes to his downfall,

And shrieketh from that awful gulf— Despair!

Yet manfully and bravely,

\Vith the true old Roman spirit,

O’er the dark dread cliff at last he takes his Way.

“'ith a hero’s calm submission,

On its dizzy verge he pauses,

Then yields unto the stern decree of Fate.

A thousand thoughts come o’cr me

While thou to me art calling,

Yet a weight I cannot lift from off my breast

Crushes down the weak expression,

And I stand absorbed in feeling,

\Vith my clenched hands, and the hot blood on

my brow.

Then farewell, oh'. noble brother;

I know whene’er I meet thee

Thy voice will answer mine like to a friend’s;

Never false to him who loves thee,

Thou tnkcst all his sorrows,

Thou sharest all his joys in thy capacious breast.

Yet ceaseless in thy changes,

To-morrow I may see thec

Asleep among the rocks in twilight’s bloom,

Just heaving faint and languid

Thy smooth, broad swelling billow,

And balancing the seaweed's greenish hair.

Then roused the wild beast in me,

And my blood was hot and hurried,

And the instinct of destruction rose to thine;

And the dark caves of the passions

Could looac their savage inmates

To leap like thee in fury on their foe.

But now all bright and glorious

\Vith thy deep blue ponderous surges,

In might and pomp thou swellest to the shore:

Now brave in thy rejoicing,

Thou burstcst white with tumult,

Snaring rainbows in thy dusty net of spray.

The old cliffs, weather‘beaten,

Uproar their dark stern limits,

\Vhile thou, the glorious youth, unknowing ago,

Comest on like some mad giant

In the majesty of Freedom,

And makest thy defeat more grand than victory,

And thus, as I behold thee,

My inmost being answers,

And a higher, heavenlier feeling in me stirs;

Thus onward and rejoicing

To glorify and brighten

The stern dark limits, that necessity hath placed.

In the limits of the Real

The Ideal must be shapen;

Imagination must not out of nature soar;

The true great artist owneth

Her boundaries in submission,

And in them builds the triumph of his art.

How tireless and heroic

\‘Vith the tide, like some great motive,

Thou breastest up and crowdest to the shore;

No obstacle thou heedest;

All glittering and flashing

And laughing in the sunshine, contest thou.

 

 

Never weary in thy struggle,

Gathering up thy shattered forces ever more,

At the clitf’s firm base thou stormest,

And thy white arms upward throwest,

And shoutest like a giant at his play.

The wild winds are thy playmates,

They curl thy swelling billows,

They sweep thy bursting fringes into spray ;

Thy great green valleys deepen,

Between thy white crests yawning,

And the far-ofl' ships thou tossest to and fro.

Vthn full of love’s sweet yearning,

In calm and happy spirit,

I take my way to thee at sunsct’s hour,

With her dear form beside me,

To sit beside thy waters,

Thou may’st be calm and gentle as her soul.

Then may I find thee dreaming

With the heavens in thy bosom,

And many a rosy cloud, like thoughts of love,

All peaceful, full of quiet,

Yet still the same great spirit

Ready to rouse thee up, but brooding now in

peace.

I am afraid that l have run too far, and

yet the thread only begins to be spun.

My friend, come down and see me, and

in an hour I can show you what I cannot

tell you. Till we can again renew this

thread, Farewell. w. w. s.
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SECTION llI.—NOTICE V.

CHAPTER XX.

Education of Children of [he Fourth Age

by [he Jilenlors.

“To come now to a very interesting

class among the children of Association,

namely that which from the age of four

years has already learned to make much

money: I ought to sound abroad this

merit, since it is that best appreciated in

civilization, with the child as well as with

the parent.

The children now under consideration,

the bambins and bambz'ncs, from three to

four and a half years, hold a very notable

rank in the Phalanx; they form the first

of the sixteen tribes of Harmony; but

the first and the sixteenth, being the two

extreme ages, or ages of transition (am

bigus), derogate in some points from the

eneral rules. For example, they have

no sub-tribe or tribe of half-character.

The causes of this I have explained.

The distinction of the full and half

character, is the principal object in the

education of the I‘OUrth Class, who are

confided to the care of special functions

ries. The name of Mentors, which I

give them, is improper enough, to be

sure, since a mentor is a man who stifles

a child‘s natural instincts, substituting

doctrines; whereas, on the contrary, the

mentors in Harmony make it their chief

study to develop the character with great

exactness, so that its rank in the general

scale may be discerned and plainly settled

by the age of four years and a half, when

the child enters the two choirs, male and

female, of the clwrubs, or the Fifth age.
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The mentors have a second task, which

is to distinguish the temperament of the

child, and assign to it, as well as to the

character, its rank in the scale of the

eight hundred and ten temperaments of

standard quality, or the four hundred and

five imperfect ones.

They could not succeed in distinguish

ing characters and temperaments, if the

child, during the year he passed among

the Third Class, had been checked in his

industrial or gastronomic fancies. The

third period is that of the rough-hewing

of character of one kind or another; for

then the child already shows a decided

calling for several branches of industry;

it is plain what career he wishes to follow,

to what functions nature has destined him.

It is the same in gastronomy; the child,

on leaving the Third Class at the age of

three years, has already decided tastes

with regard to food; he has become en

gaged in the rivalries and parties at the

tables, in the kitchens, and consequently

in the gardens and the orchards; this

kind of passion could not be found in the

child of twenty-six or twenty-eight

months; but the character of the lutin of

thirty-six months is fully indicated by the

time he enters the tribe of ham/tins.

In the third tribe, all distinction of the

sexes by contrasted costumes, as by the

petticoat and pantaloon, is purposely

avoided; for this might hinder the devel

opment of natural vocations, and create a

false proportion of the two sexes in each

function. Although each branch of in

dustry is especially suited to one of the

sexes, as the needle for women and the

plough for men, yet nature requires mix

tures, in some occupations of half and

half, in others of three to one; and gen

erally she requires at least one-eighth of

the other sex in every function. Thus,

although the wine-cellar is more especial

ly the domain of the men, yet it is well

that one-eighth part of the series of cel

larists should be women, who will take a

part in the work belonging to the white,

the foaming, the new and sweet wines,

and toother kinds agreeable to women,

some of whom, like the wife of Pittacus

the sagc, love even strong wines, and

would sell, upon a pinch, the learned

husband’s library to pay the wine-mer

chant in secret.

By means of this intermingling, in

each occupation, the female sex will form

a useful rivalry with the male. This

competition would be lost by excluding

one entire sex from any function, as that

of medicine or teaching; and it would

amount to a virtual exclusion, to prevent

the development of those instincts in the

children of from two to three years.

Difference of costume would be an obsta

cle to this development; it would sepa

rate the girls from the boys; and they

ought to be confounded at this age, in

order that all crlra-scrual propensities,

that is, masculine tendencies in a little

girl, and feminine tendencies in a little

boy, may come out freely, by the presence

of both sexes without distinction in each

workshop, and at each kind of labor.

These tendencies are already developed

at the age of three, when the child passes

into the Fourth Class. There we begin

to distinguish the sexes, which it was

wise to confound before. This confusion

might seem to be an exception to the

general rule of rivalry between the sexes,

demanded by the tenth passion, or the

cabalis‘t. To this it may he replied, that

 

the lulins, of the age from two to three, I

are the class of sub-transition in industry,

or of semi-participation in it, since they

merely try their hands at it; the bombins,

from three to four and a half, represent

the full transition into industry. Now

nature requires that the ambiguous peri

ods, or periods of transition, should form

exceptions to the general laws of move

ment; thus at the extremities of each

series of vegetables or animals, she places

transitional products, of an ambiguous,

mixed, or bastard quality, like the quince,

the nectarine, the eel, the bat, —-prnducts

which form exceptions to the general

methods, and which serve as connecting

links between difl‘erent series.

It is through ignorance of the theory

of exceptions or transitions, the theory of

ambig-us, that the modems have always

stumbled in the Study of nature; they

are beginning to perceive this error.

The mentors have the same end with

the other instructors, namely, by judicious

incentives to direct all the faculties of the

child to productive industry and whole

some studies.

The principal stimulus to industry is

always the series or trine division. Thus

in operating upon the ditl'erent choirs,

they mttst always be distinguisth into

three degrees, the high, the middle, and

the low, a distinction which we have al

ready seen applied even to the weanlings,

both in respect to ages, and to characters.

The more we form series, the easier the

whole mechanism. The series with four

divisions is not less perfect than that with

three.

\Ve apply this scale in the first place

to the teachers; forming for early infancy

a quadruple series, of Ushers male and

female, and Mentors male and female.

No one of these preceptors practices in

discriminately upon all characters: each

confines himself to that class of children

which best suits him, whether by pas

sional aflinities already called out, or by

industrial inclinations. Every teacher, in

his choice of pupils, consults his own

sympathies. No one Would undertake

the charge of a confused rabble, as in

civilization. The child, on his side, con

sults his affinities in the choice of teach~

ers, since the law of reciprocal attraction

must be established in education as in

every thing else ; it would cease to exist

the moment that the civilized confusion

should he adopted.

I shall not describe the processes which

the mentors will employ to distinguish

characters and temperaments; this branch

of education will not be practicable in the

beginning. Moreover, before speaking

of it, it would be necessary to acquaint

the reader with the general scale of char

acters. (See Section V.)

The experimental Phalanx will be

wanting in oflicers who are expert in this

business; instead of persons skilful in

discovering the natural tendencies of chil

dren, and in giving them free course, it

will have only spirits rendered false by

moralism, who urge the child to suppress

its own attractions, to despise pcrftdious

riches, and to wage continual war with

its passions. Such visions, or sound doc

trines, as they are called, will be inad

missible in an order of things where it

will be necessary to excite the child to

the refinement of his passions from the

age of two years ; for it Will he impossi

ble to discern either his temperament or

his character, so long as he has not de

 

cided and emulative tastes in the choice

of labors and of food.

The function of the ushers, or the art

of developing industrial vocations, is ex

ercised upon the Fourth Class as well as

upon the Third; for there are many kinds

of industry above the capacity of the

latter, and as to which their tastes have

not been tried; there are branches of

labor which cannot be commenced before

the age of ten, and others not before the

age of fifteen : until the child shall have

attained to the grade of the chrrubs, or

Fifth Class, in which emulation alone

will suffice to guide him, there will still

be a necessity for artificial methods of de

velopment. This leads us to speak of

the harmonic playthings, which will be a

great stimulus to industry with children

of these ages: one example will illustrate

their use.

Nisus and Euryalus are just bordering

upon the age of three, and are impatient

to be admitted into the tribe of bamln'ns,

who have beautiful dresses, showy feath

ers, and a place in the arades without

taking any active part. 0 gain admis

sion, they must give proofs of their dex

terity in various kinds of industry, and to

this end they are working with great ardor.

They are as yet too small to engage iii

the labor of the gardens. Nevertheless,

on some fine morning, the usher Hilarion

conducts them to the centre of the garden,

into the midst of a numerous troop of older

children who have just done gatheriret‘g

vegetables; and with these they 10

twelve little wagons, each one harnessed

with a dog. in this troop figure two

friends of Nisus and Euryalus, two 0.1»

lulins who have but just taken the degree

of bambins.

Nisus and Euryalus are strongly tempt

ed to take hold with them; but they are

rejected with disdain, and told that they

do not know how to do anything; and by

way of trial a dog is given them to har~

ness or some radishcs to tie into a bunch ;

at this they labor to no purpose, and the

older ones dismiss them without pity, for

children are very severe with one another

abouttlie perfection oftheir work. Their

manner is the opposite of that of the

fathers, who always flatter an inexpert

child, under the pretext that he is too

little.

Ntsus and Euryalns, thus unceremoni

ously dismissed, and covered with cha

grin, betake themselves to the usher Hi

larion, who promises them that within

three days they shall be admitted, if they

will only practise diligentl . Then they

see the fine procession 0 these elegant

little wagons deftling past them: the

little industrials, having finished their

task, have taken their sashes and their

feathers, and with drums and noisy in

struments, march beneath their banner,

chanting their loud hymn.

N'sus and Euryalus, disdained by this

bright company, in tears step back into

the carriage of the usher; as soon as they

get home, Hilarion leads them to the mag

azine ofthe harmonic playthings, presents

them with a wooden horse, and shows

them how to harness it to a little chariot;

then he brings them a basket of little

paper radishes and turnips, teaches them

how to form them into packets, and in

vites them to a repetition of the lesson on

the next day; he stirs them up to avenge

the affront which they have received, and

gives them the hope of being soon ad

mitted to the meetings of the bambins.
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After this the two children are conduct

cd to some other company, and consigned

to another usher by Hilarion, who has fin

ished with them his tvm hours of duty.

On the next day they will be eager to

revisit the usher IIilarion, and repeat

with him the lesson of the day before.

After three days of this sort of study, he

will take them to the group for gathering

little vegetables, where they will now

know how to render themselves useful,

and will be admitted to the rank of ap

plicants or novices. On returning front

their Work, at eight o‘clock in the morn

ing. these will do them the honor to invite

them to breakfast with the bambins.

In this way the presence of a mass of

children will have attracted to good two

younger children who, in civilization,

would follow their elders only to do mis

chief with them, to break and pill'er and

destroy.

Here remark how playthings may be

turned to good account. Now you give

a child a. chariot. a drum, and on the very

same day it will he pulled to pieces, and

will be of no use in any case. The Pha

lanx will furnish him with all these toys

of different sizes, but always in circum

stances in which they shall contribute to

his instruction. If he takes a drum, it

will be to get himselfadtultted among the

little drummers, children who already'

figure in the choregraphic manmuvres:

and in the same way, the more feminine

toys, as dolls and the like, will be made

as useful with the little girls, as drums

and chariots with little boys. (See Sew

enth Notice.)

Critics will say that this trifling service

of the twelve little vegetable wagons

could be more economically performed by

one large wagon. I know it: but for the

sake of this little economy, you would

lose the advantage of accustoming a child

betimes to dexterity in agricultural labors,

to loading, harnessing, and driving, be

sides the far more precious advantage of

enlisting children in the industrial rival

ries which pertain to these small services,

through which by degrees they will ac

quire a passionate liking for the whole of

agriculture. This Would be a very false

economy, thus to neglect the seed-sowing

of Industrial Attraction, and the means

of developing vocations; a saving as dis

astrous as that of the reduction of wages

by competition, whereby the laborers be

come the victims ofa gladiatorial combat,

killing one another in the most approved

style of political mummy, while disputing

the opportunities of labor.

MISCELLANY.
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XVI.

Still, as Consuelo was not alarmed at

her condition, and changed almost nothing

in her manner of living, she was quickly

rc-established. She could resume her

evenings of music, and again found the

deep slumber of her peaceful nights.
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One morning, it was the twelfth of her

captivity, she received from M. de Poel

nitz a billet, which notified her of an

egress for the evening of the next day;

“I have obtained from the king,” said

he, “ the permission to go myself for you

in one of his majesty’s carriages. If you

give me your word not to fly out ofthe win

dow, I even hope to relieve you from the

escort, and to cause you to re-appear upon

the stage without that gloomy accompa—

niment. Believe that you have no more

devoted friend than I, and that I regret

the rigor of the perhaps unjust treatment

you receive.”

Consuelo was somewhat astonished at

the sudden friendship and delicate atten

tion of the baron. Hitherto, in his fre

quent communications as theatrical man

ager with the prima-dunna, M. de Poel

uita, who, in his quality of ex-roue, did

not like virtuous girls, had appeared very

cold and dry. He had even often spoken

of her regular conduct and reserved man~

nets with a malicious irony. It was well

known at the court that the old chamber

lain was the king's spy; but Consuelo

was not initiated into the secrets of the

court, and she did not know that one

could fill this odious ofiice without losing

the advantage of an apparent considera

tion in the world. Still a vague instinct

of repulsiveness told Consuelo that Poel

nitz had contributed more than any other

to her misfortune. She therefore weighed

her words when she found herself alone

with him, on the morrow, in the carriage

which bore them rapidly to Berlin, to

wards the close of the day.

“Well, my poor recluse," said he to

her, “ here you are devilishly brought

down! \Vhat savage fellows those vet

erans are that guard you! They were

not even willing to let me into the cit

adel under pretext that I had no permit,

and now, without exaggerating, I have

been freezing here aquarter of an hour,

waiting for you. Come, wrap yourself

well in these furs I have brought, to pre

serve your voice, and tell me something

of your adventures. What the devil hap

pened, then, at the last ridotto of the car

uival'! Every hotly asks and nobody

knows. Several originals, who, in my

opinion, do no harm to any one, have dis

appeared as by enchantment. The count.

de Saint-Germain, who is one of your

friends, I believe ; a certain Trismcgist

us, who was said to be hidden at M. de

Golowkin‘s, and whom you perhaps

know also, for they say that you are on

the best terms possible with all these

children of the devil —”

“ Have these persons been arrested? ”

asked Consuelo.

“ Or have taken flight; both versions

are current in the city."

“If those persons do not know why

 

they are persecuted any better than I,

they would have done better to have firm

ly awaited their justification.”

“ Or the new moon, which may change

the humor of the monarch; that is still

more sure, and I advise you to sing well

this evening. That will produce more

effect than fittest words. How the devil

have you been so awkward, my beautiful

friend, as to get yourself sent to Span

daw'! Never, for such trifles as you are

accused of, Would the king have pro

nounced so discourteous a condemnation

upon a lady. You must have answered

him with arrogance, with your cap on

your ear, and your hand on the hilt of

your sWord, like a little mad-woman as

you are. \Vhat have you done that is

criminal? Come, tell me. I’ll bet I can
arrange your concerns ,I and if you will

follow my advice, you will not return to

that damp mouse-trap of Spaudaw, but

will sleep this evening in your pretty

apartment at Berlin. Come, confess.

They say you had a fine supper in the

palace with the princess Amelia, and

that you amused yourselves, in the very

middle of the night, with playing the

ghost and whisking the broom in the cor

ridors in order to frighten the queen’s

maids of honor. It appears that many of

those young ladies have miscarried, and

that the most virtuous will bring into the

world, children marked with a little broom

on the nose. It is also said that you had

your fortune told by the planetary of mad

am dc Kleist, and that M. de Saint-Ger

main revealed to you the secrets of the

policy of Philip-le-Bel. Are you so sim

ple as to believe that the king wishes to

do anything but laugh with his sister at

such folliesl The king has, moreover,

for madam the abbess, a weakness which

is almost childish, and as to the diviners,

he only wishes to know if they take mon

ey for relating their idle stories, in which

case he requests them to leave the coun

try, and all is said. You see well that

you deceive yourself respecting the im

portance of your part, and that if you

had quietly answered some questions of

no consequence, you would not have

passed so sad a carnival in the prisons of

the State."

Consuelo let the old courtier prattle on,

and when be pressed her to answer, she

persisted in saying that she did not know

to what he referred. Site felt there was

a trap under this benevolent frivolity, and

did not allow herself to be caught in it.

Then Poeluitz changed his tactics, and

in a serious tone: “ \Vell ! ” said he

to her, “you mistrust me. I am not

displeased at that, on the contrary, I val~

ue prudence very highly. Since you are

thus, mademoiselle, I will speak to you

openly. Isee well that we can trust in

you, and that our secret is in good hands.
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Learn then, signora Porporina, thatI am who pretend to be in your interest in or—

more your friend than you think, for I am der to make you speak. That is why,

one of your‘s; I am of prince Henry’s just now, Isubjected you to a little trial

party."

“ Then prince Henry has a party? ”

asked the Porporina, curious to learn

in what intrigue she was enveloped.

“ Do not pretend to be ignorant of it,”

returned the baron. “ It is a party which

is much persecuted at this moment, but

which is far from being desperate. The

grand lama, or if you like it better, M.

the marquis, is not so firm upon his throne

that he cannot be made to tumble. Prus

sia. is a good war-horse, but it must not

be pushed too far.

“ So, you conspire, sir baron!

er should have guessed it! ”

“ Who does not conspire at this mo

ment! The tyrant is surrounded by ser

vants, devoted in appearance, but who

have sworn his ruin.”

I nev

“ You are certainly very inconsiderate,‘

sir baron, to make such a confidence to

me."

“If I do 50, it is because I am author

ized so to do by the prince and princess.”

“ Of what princess do you speak! ”

“Of her whom you know. I do not

think the others conspire—unless it he

the margravine of Bareith, who is dis

satisfied with her sorry position, and an

gry with the king since he snubbed her

on the score of her understanding with

cardinal Henry. That is already an old

story; but a woman‘s grudge lasts along

while, and the margravine Gui/lemme"

has an uncommon mind; what do you

think of her? "

“I have never had the honor of hear

ing her say a single word.”

“ But you have seen her at the abbess

of Quedlimbnrg's ! ”

“ I have been only once at the princess

Amelia’s, and the only person of the

royal family Imet there was the king.”

“ No matter! Prince Henry then has

charged me to tell you —- ”

“ Really, sir baron! ” said Consuelo,

in a. contemptuous tone; “ has the prince

charged you to tell me anything! ”

“ You will see that [am not jesting.

He wishes you to know that his affairs

are not ruined, as some hope to persuade

you; that no one of his confidants ltas

betrayed him; that Saint-Germain is al~

ready in France where he is laboring to

from which you came out victorious;

and I will say to our hero, to our brave

prince, to our future king, that you are

one of the staunchest champions of his

cause ! "

Consuelo, astonished at tlte coolness of

. M. de Poelnitz, could not repress a burst

Ioflaughter; and when the baton, piqued

iat her contempt, asked the motive of her

' misplaced gaicty, she could answer noth

ing except; “ You are admirable, sub

lime, sir baron! "

And she began to laugh again in spite

of herself. She would have laughed un

der the cane, like the Nicole of M. Gour

dain.

“ When this nervous attack has passed

away,” said Poelnitz without being dis

concerted, “you will, perhaps, deign to

explain your intentions. \Vould you be

tray the princel Can you really believe

that the princess would have given you

up to the king‘s anger! \Vould you con

sider yourself freed from your oaths! Be

ware, mademoiselle! You would soon

repent it perhaps. Before long, Silesia

will be delivered by us to Maria Theresa,

who has not abandoned her projects, and

who will at once become our powerful

ally. Russia, France, will certainly join

[hands with prince

\ Pompadour has not forgotten Frederick’s

disdain. A powerful coalition, a few

years of struggle, may easily precipitate

from the throne this proud sovereign who

holds only by a thread. \Vith the love of

the new monarch you can aspire to a

high fortune. The least that can happen

from all this, is that the elector of Saxony

may be dispossessed of the crown of

iPoland, and that prince Henry may go

.and reign at \Varsnw. Thus—”

“ Thus, sir baron, there exists, accord

ing to you, a conspiracy, which, to satis

,fy prince Henry, may yet again subject

i Europe to be ravaged by fire and sword'.l

[And that prince, to gratify his ambition,

would not recoil from the disgrace of giv

ing up his father-land to strangers. ]

can with difficulty believe such things

possible ; and if, unfortunately, you speak

the truth, I am much humiliated at pass

ing for your accomplice. But let us put

[an end to this comedy, I beseech you.

 

 

IIenry. Madame dc'

form an alliance between our conspiracy I Here for quarter'of an hour you have

and that which will soon re-instate Charlcs- been exerting yourself very ingeniously

Edward upott the throne of England; that to make me confess imaginary crimes,

Trismegistus alone has been arrested, but I have listened to you in order to discover

that he will make his escape and that he C under what pretext I am retained in pris

is sure ofhis discretion. As to yourself, on; I am still to learn how I have

he conjures you not to allow yourselfto deserved the hatred that has so base

be intimidated by the threats of the mar- ly attacked me, If you will inform me,

quis, and above all not to believe those‘ I will endeavor to exculpate myself. Un

til then,I can answer nothing to all the

fine things you communicate, exeept that

 

 

” Sophia “'ilhelmina. She signed herself Sis

ltr Guillrmrlte when writing to Voltaire.

they urprise me very much, and that.

such projects meet with no sympathy

from me.”

“In that case, mademoiselle, if you

are no better informed than you say,” re

turned Poelnitz, much mortified, “lam

astonished at such want of caution on the

part- of the prince, who induced me to

speak to you without reserve before be

ing assured of your adhesion to all his

projects.”

“I repeat to you, sir baron, that I air

soluter know nothing of the prince’s

projects, but I am very certain of one

thing, which is that lie never requested

you to say a single Word to me on

the subject. Excuse my thus giving

you the lie. I respect your age; but I

cannot help despising the horrible part

you play with too at this moment."

“ The absurd suspicions of a female

brain cannot reach me,” replied Poelnitz,

who could no longer draw back from h'm

falsehoods. “A time will come when

you will do me justice. In the trouble

occasioned by persecution, and with the

sorrowful ideas which the prison must

necessarily engender, it is not astionislr

ing that you should entirely warn pene

tration and clear-sightedness. In con

‘spiracies we must expect such whims,

lcspccially on the part ot' ladies. I :pity

‘and forgive you. It is possible, more

over, that iu all this you are only the de

voted friend of Trenck and the confidant

of an august princess. Those secrets are

of too delicate a nature for me to wish to

speak of them Prince Henry himself

closes his eyes to them, although he is

not ignorant that the only motive which

has induced his sister to enter into the

conSpiracy, is the desire of seeing Trenck

restored and perhaps that of marrying

him.”

“I know no more of that either, sir

baron, and Ithink that if you were sin

cerely devoted to any august princess you

would not tell me such strange things re

specting her.”

The noise of the wheels upon the pave

ment put an end to this conversation, to

the great content of the baron, who knew

not what expedient to invent in order to

get out of the scrape. They entered the

city. The cantatrioe, escorted to the

door of her dressing-room in the wings,

by two officers who kept her almost al~

ways within sight, received quite a. cold

welcome from her comrades. She was

beloved by them, but no one felt courage

enough to protest, by outward testimoni

als, against the disgrace pronounced by

the king. They were said, constrained,

and as if struck by the fear of contagion.

Consuelo, who did not wish to attribute

this conduct to cowardice, but to compas

zsion, thought she read in their dejected

i

,countcnances the sentence ofa long cap
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tivity. She exerted herself to show them lence was so profound in the hall, spite

 
 

that she was not atfrighted, and ap- of the wonders accomplished by the pri

peared upon the stage with a courageousi

confidence.

There happened at this moment some

thing very strange in the body of the

theatre. The Porporina‘s arrest having

made much noise, and the audience being

composed only of persons devoted to the

royal will either from conviction or posi

tion, each one put his hands into his

pockets in order to resist the desire and

the habit of applauding the disgraced

cantatrice. All had their eyes fixed

upon the monarch, who, on his side,

carried his investigating glances over the

crowd and seemed to impose upon it the

deepest silence. Suddenly a crown of.

flowers, coming no one knew whence,

fell at the feet of the cantatrice, and sev

eral voices pronounced simultaneously

and loud enough to be heard from the va

rious parts of the hall where they were

distributed, these words: “ It is the king!

It is the king’s pardon .' ” This singular

assertion passed from mouth to mouth

with the rapidity of lightning; and each

one thinking to perform his duty and give

pleasure to Frederick, a tempest of ap

plauses, such as had not been heard at

Berlin within the memory of man, burst

forth from the ceiling to the pit. For

some moments, the Porporina, amazed

and confounded at so audacious a demon

stration, could not commence her part.

The king, stupefied, turned towards the

spectators with a terrible expression,

which was taken for a sign of sympathy

and encouragement. Buddeubrock him

self, placed not far from him, having

asked young Benda what was the matter,

and the latter having answered that the

crown came from the king's place, began

to clap with a bad humor that was truly

comic. The Porporina thought she was

dreaming; the king pinched himself to

know if he was wide awake.

W'hatever might have been the cause

and object of this triumph, Consuelo felt

its salutary effect. She surpassed her

self, and was applauded with the same

transport during the whole of the first

act. But during the inter-act, the mis

take being somewhat cleared up, there

was only a part of the audience, the

most obscure and farthest removed from

being put right by the courtiers, who

persisted in giving signs of approbation.

At last, in the second inter-act, the ora

tors of the corridors and pit told every

body that the king appeared much dis

satisfied by the foolish conduct of the:

public; that a cabal had been arranged;

 ma-donna, that you might have heard a

fly buzz at the end of each piece sung by

her, and, to make amends, the other per

formers gathered all the fruits of the re

action.

As to the Porporina, she was soon un

deceived respecting her triumph.

“ My poor friend,” said Conciolini, as I

i her back.”
he presented the crown to her in the

wing, after the first scene, “I pity you

for having such dangerous friends. They

will complete your ruin.”

Between the acts, Porporino came into

her dressing-room, and speaking in a low

voice: “I told you to beware of M. de

Saint-Germain,” said he to her; “ but i!

was too late. Every party has its trait

ors. Be none the less faithful to friend‘

ship, and attentive to the voice of your

conscience. You are protected by an

arm more powerful than that which op—

presses you.”

“ What do you mean,” cried t e Por

porina; “ are you of those — ”

“ Isay that God will protect you," re

plied the Porporino, who seemed to fear

being overheard, and who pointed to the

partition which separated the actors’

dressing rooms from each other. These

partitions were ten feet high; but there

was a considerable space between the

tops of them and the common ceiling, so

that what passed in one room could easi

ly be heard in another. “I foresaw,"

continued be. speaking in a still lower

voice and giving her a purse, “that you

would be in want of money, and] have

brought you some."

“ 1 thank you,” replied Consuelo; “if

the keeper who sells provisions to me

very dearly, should come to claim any

payment from you, as here is enough to

satisfy him for a long time, refuse to set

tle his bills. He isa usurer."

“ It is enough," replied the good and

loyal Porporiuo ; “ I leave you ; I should

only aggravate your condition if] ap

peared to have any secrets with you.”

He went away, and Consuelo received

a visit from madam do Coccei (the Bar

berini,) who courageously testified much

interest and affection for her. The mar

chioncss d'Argens (the Cochois) came to

join them with a more starched air, and

with the fine words ofa queen who pro.

tects misfortune. Cohsuelo was not the

less obliged to her for her conduct, and

requested her not to compromise the fa

vor of her husband by prolonging her

visit.

The king said to Poelnitz: “ \Vell,

 

would forgive all if she would only tell

me what she knows about the sweeper,

and what Saint-Germain said to her? ”

“ She cares for it as she does for the

year forty.”

“ Did you frighten her about the length

of her captivity?”

“ Not yet. Your majesty told me to

win her by gentleness.”

“ You will frighten her when you carry

 

“I will try, but I shall not succeed."

“ Then she is a saint, a martyr? "

“ She is a fanatic, a person possessed,

perhaps the devil in petticoats.”

“ In that case, we to her! I abandon

her. The season of the Italian opera fin

ishes in a few days; make your arrange

ments so that we may have no need of

this girl until then, and don‘t let me hear

of her for a year.”

“ A year! Your majesty will

stick to it."

“ Better than your head sticks to your

shoulders, Poelnitz! "

not

 

XVII.

Poelnitz had motives enough of resent

ment against the Porporina to seize this

opportunity to revenge himself. Still he

did nothing ; his character was eminently

cowardly, and he had not the strength to

be wicked except with those who gave

themselves up to him. The moment he

was put in his true place ever so little, he

became timid, and one would have said he

experienced an involuntary respect for

those whom he could not succeed in de—

ceiving. He had even been seen to quit

those who flattered his vices, in order to

follow with hanging ears those who trod

him under foot. Was it the feeling of

his weakness, or the remembrance of a

youth less vile? We would wish to

believe that in the most corrupted souls

something still discloses the existence of

better instincts stifled, and remaining only

in the state of suffering and remorse. It

is certain that Poclnitz attached himself

for a long time to prince Henry, pretend

ing to take part in his vexations; that he

had often excited him to complain of the

bad treatment of the king and had set

him the example, in order that he might

afterwards report his words to Frederick,

even embittering them, so as to increase

the anger of the latter. ,Poelnitz had

performed this infamous part for the

pleasure of doing it, for, at the bottom,

he did not hate the prince. He hated no

one, unless it was the king, who dislion_

ored him more and more without enrich

ing him. Poelnitz, therefore, loved rte

by the PUI'POTina Willi 3" unheard 0f flu-idid you question her'! Did you find ‘ceit for its own sake. To deceive was

dacity; finally, that whoever should be;

pointed out as having taken part in thisl

malicious attempt, would certainly repent

of it. \Vhen the third act came, the si

 

mcans to make her talk! ” a flattering triumph in his eyes. He had

“Not more than if she had been atmorcover, a real pleasure in speaking in

stone post,” replied the baron. iiof the king and making others do the

“ Did you make her understand that 1, same; and when he came to report those
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evil-sayings to Frederick, even while boast

ing of having provoked them, he rejoiced

internally at being able to play the same

trick with his master, by hiding from him

the happiness he had experienced in

laughing at him, betraying him, revealing

his caprices, his follies, his vices to his

enemies. Thus both parties were duped

by him, and this life of intrigue in which

he fomented hatred without precisely

serving that of any one, had secret de-t

lights for him.

Still, prince Henry had at last remark

ed that every time he let his bitterness

appear before the complaisant Poelnitz,

he found, some hours afterwards, the

king more irritated and more outrageous

towards him than usual. If he had com

plained to Po.eluitz of being put under

arrest for twenty-four hours, he saw his

condemnation doubled the next day. This

prince, as frank as he was brave, as con

fiding as Frederick was suspicious, had

at last opened his eyes to the miserable

character of the baron. Instead of pru

dently managing him, he had overwhelm

ed him with reproaches; and since that

time, Poelnitz, bowed to the ground be

fore him, had no longer sought to injure

him. It even seemed as if he loved him

at the bottom of his heart as much as he

was capable of loving. He was moved

on speaking of him with admiration, and

these testimonials of respect appeared so

sincere that people were astonished at‘

them as an incomprehensible anomaly on

the part of such a man.

The fact is, that Poclnitz, finding him

a thousand times more generous and tole

rant than Frederick, would have preferred

to have him for master; perceiving, or

vaguely guessing, as did the king, a

kind of mysterious conspiracy around the

prince, he much desired to have a clue to

it. and to know if he could depend suffi

ciently upon its success to unite with it.

It was therefore with the intention of

acquiring information for himself that he

had endeavored to mislead Consuelo. If

she had revealed to him the little she

knew, he would not have reported it to

the king, unless indeed the latter had

given him a great deal of money. But

Frederick was too economical to have

great villains at his command.

He had extorted some of this mystery

from the count de Saint-Germain. He

had said to him, with such an appearance

of conviction, so much evil of the king,

that this skilful adventurer had not been

sufficiently on his guard with him. Let

us say, in passing, that this adventurer

had a tincture of enthusiasm and fully;

that if he was a charlatan and even a

Jesuit in certain respects, he had at the

bottom of all that, a fanatical conviction

which presented singular contrasts and

made him commit many inconsistencies.

  

On carrying Consuelo back to the for

tress, Poelnitz, who had become accus

tomed to the contempt which others ex

perienced for him, and who no longer

remembered that which she had testified

towards him, conducted himself quite

naively with her. He confessed, with

out being requested, that he knew noth

ing, and that all he had said to her

respecting the projects of the prince in

connection with foreign powers was only

a gratuitous commentary upon the strange

behavior and the secret relations of the

prince and his sister with certain sus

pected persons.

“ That commentary does no honor to

the loyalty of your lordship,” replied

Consuelo, “ and perhaps you should not

boast of it.”

“The commentary is not mine," an

swered Poelnitz tranquilly, “ it had its

origin in the brain of the king, our mas

ter, a diseased and gloomy brain, if there

ever was one, when suspicion gets pos

session of it. As to giving suppositions

for certainties, it is a method so sanc

tioned by the custom of courts and the

science of diplomatists, that you are quite

a simpleton to be scandalized by it.

sides, it was kings who taught it to me,

it was they who educated me, and all my

vices come from father and son, from the

two Prussian monarchs whom I have had

the honor to serve. To plead the false

in order to get at the truth! Frederick

never does anything else, and he is con

sidered a great man ; see what it is to be

in fashion! whileI am treated as a vil—

lain hecause I follow his example : what

prejudice! ”

Poeluitz tormented Consuelo as much

as he could, in order to know what had

passed between her, the prince, the ab

bess, Trenck, the adventurers Saint-Ger

main and Trismegistus, and a great num

ber of important personages, who he said

were united in some inexplicable in

trigue. He openly confessed to her that

if the affair had any consistency he would

not hesitate to throw himself into it.

Consuelo saw clearly that he at last

talked with open heart; but as she really

knew nothing, she had no merit in per

sisting in her denials.

When Poelnitz saw the gates of the

citadel close upon Consuelo and her se

cret, he reflected upon the conduct he

had best pursue with regard to her; and

at last, hoping that she would be willing

to give him information if she returned

to Berlin in consequence of his good

ofiices, be resolved to excuse her to the

king. But at the first word he uttered on

the next day, the king interrupted him:

“ \Vhat has she revealed? ” “ Nothing,

sire." “In that case let me alone. I

forbad your mentioning her to me."

“ Sire, she knows nothing.” “ SO much

 

Be- l

 

the worse for her. Beware of ever

again pronouncing her name before me.”

This sentence was proclaimed in a tone

Iwhich permitted no reply. Frederick

lcertainly suffered on thinking of the Pet‘

iporina. There was at the bottom of his

heart and conscience a very painful little

vpoint which then thrilled as when you

1 pass your finger over a small thorn buried

l in the flesh. In order to avoid this pain

lful feeling, he undertook irrevocably to

forget its cause and he had not much

-difficulty in succeeding. A week had

not passed, before, thanks to his strong

royal temperament and the servile sub

‘ mission of those who approached him, he

did not even recollect that Consuelo had

ever existed. Still the unfortunate was

lat Spandaw. The theatrical season was

|finished and her harpsichord had been

Itaken away from her. The king had

bestowed this attention upon her on the

evening when the audience had applauded

‘ her to his beard, thinking to please him.

Prince Henry was under arrest for an in

definite time. The abbess of Quedlirn

burg was seriously ill. The king had

been so cruel as to make her believe that

Trenck had again been taken and buried

in his dungeon. Trismegistus and Saint

Germain had really disappeared, and the

sweeper had ceased to haunt the palace.

That which her appearance presaged

seemed to have received a kind of con

firmation. The youngest of the king‘s

brothers had died of exhaustion conse

quent upon premature infirmities.

To these domestic troubles was added

Voltaire's definitive quarrel with the king.

Almost all biographers have declared that

in this miserable strife the honor remain

‘ed with Voltaire. On examining the

documents more attentively, it may be

seen that it does no honor to the charac

ter of either of the parties and that the

least mean position is perhaps even that

of Frederick. Colder, more implacable,

more selfish than Voltaire, Frederick felt

neither envy nor hatred ; and these burn

ing little passions took from Voltaire the

pride and the dignity of which Frederick

knew at least how to assume the appear

ance. Among the bitter bickerings which

drop by drop brought on the explosion,

there was one in which Consuelo was not

named, but which aggravated the sen

tence of voluntary forgetfulness that had

been pronounced against her. One even

ing, d’Argens was reading the Paris

gazettes to Frederick, Voltaire being

present. There was mention made in

them of the adventure of mademoiselle

Clairon, interrupted in the midst of her

part by a badly placed spectator who

cried out to her: “ Louder; ” summoned

to make excuses to the public for having

royally replied : “ And you, lower; " and

finally sent to the Bastile for having
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maintained her part with as much pride

as firmness. The public papers added

that this adventure would not deprive the

public of mademoiselle Clairon, because,

during her incarceration, she would be

brought from the Bastile under escort, to

play Phedre or Chimene, after which she

would return to sleep in the prison until

the expiration of her punishment, which

it was presumed and hoped would be of

short duration.

Voltaire was very intimate with Hippo

lyte Clairon, who had powerfully con

tributed to the success of his dramatic

works. He was indignant at this occur

rence and forgetting that an analogous

and still more serious one was passing

under his eyes : “ That does no honor to

France! ” cried he, interrupting d’Ar

gens at every word: “the brute! to

accost an actress like mademoiselle Clai

ron so rudely and so grossly! The

booby of a public! to wish to force her

to make excuses ! a woman ! a charming

woman! The pedants! the barbarians!

The Bastile! God’s light! ls your eye

sight good, marquis! a woman to the

Bastile in this age! for a word full of

wit, of taste and pertinencyl for a de

lightful repartee ! and that in France! "

“ Doubtless," said the king, “ the

Clairon was playing Electra or Semira

mis, and the public, who did not wish to

lose a single word, ought to find favor

with M. de Voltaire.”

At any other time, this observation of

the king would have been flattering; but

it was uttered in a tone of irony that

struck the philosopher and reminded him

of the awkward mistake he had commit

ted. He had all the wit necessary to1

repair it: he did not wish to.

king‘s vexation excited his, and he re

plied:

the world a police so brutal as to drag

beauty, genius, and weakness into the

prisons of the state.”

This reply. joined to a hundred others,

and especially to bitter sarcasms, to cyni

cal jests, reported to the king by more

than one otficious Poclnilz, brought about

the rupture which every one has heard

of, and furnished to Voltaire the most

piquant complaints, the most comic im

precations, the sharpest reproaches. Con

suelo was only the more forgotten at

Spandaw, while after three days made

moiselle Clairon issued triumphant and

adored from the Bastile. Deprived of

her harpsichord, the poor child armed

herself with all her courage to continue

her singing and her composition in the eve

ning. She succeeded, and soon perceived

that her voice and the exquisite justness

The i

“ No, sire, had mademoiselle‘

Clairon murdered acharacter written by‘

me, I can never conceive that there is in '

takes made her much more circumspect;

she listened more to herself, which re

quired a labor of memory and of ex

cessive attention. Her manner became

broader, more serious, more perfect. As

to her compositions, they assumed a. more

simple character, and she composed in

her prison some airs of a remarkable

beauty and a majestic sadness. Still she

soon felt how prejudicial the loss of her

harpsichord was to her health and the

necessity of occupation without respite,

and not able to repose from the agitating

and stormy labor of production and exe

cution by the more quiet employment of

reading and investigation, she felt the

fever slowly kindle in her veins, and

sorrow invade all her thoughts. That

active character, happy and full of afl'ec

tionate expansion, was not made for iso

lation and the absence of sympathy. She

would perhaps have sunk under a few

weeks of this cruel discipline, had not.

Providence sent her a friend, there where

she certainly did not expect to find one.

To be Continued.

MUSICAL REVIEW.

Theory of Musical Composition, treated

will: a who to a natural] consecutive

arrangement of Topics. %y GODFREY

WEBER. Translated from the Third,

enlarged and improved, German Edi

tion, with Notes, by James F. VVAR

rven. In Two Volumes. 8vo. pp.

826. Boston: Wilkins, Carter,& Co.,

and O. C. B. Carter. 1846.

We congratulate the musical world and

Mr. \Varner upon the completion of his

‘long and difficult labor. These two

large volumes, formidably learned as they

look, should be in the hands of every

musical student. For the first time a

work has been presented to us in English,

which has some pretensions to the char

‘acter of a complete theory of the musical

‘ art. Hitherto we have had only brief and

superficial text-books, some of them very

,well arranged and accurate as far as they

Ewent, but all so limited as to exclude

much that is indispensable to any thor

lough knowledge of what, not only every

composer, but every respectable perform

er and amateur ought to know.

By theory of composition in the present

l

l
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work is meant, not all that pertains to

the various forms of art, as Cations,

Fugucs, Symphonies, &c., but only that

essential Grammar of music, without

which there can be no composition at all.

It simply states the principles of writing

and reading music correct/y, so that it

shall be music. Accordingly, it is not

beyond the province of every one who

of her' car even improved with this dry proceed intelligently as far as he goes.

and difficult exercise. The fear of mis~ Teachers, players, singers, amateurs and

calmness of her mind. Experiencing theI

has to do with music', and who wishes to.

critics, will find it to their purpose, no

less than composers.

From the fame of the author, and the

very elaborate character of the work, we

presume that we have here the last word

of the Germans, the most learned and

most musical of all men, on this subject.

Indeed Gonruiav \Vizuuit is considered to

be at the head of the musical theorists

now living, and to have worked up the

multitudinous materials furnished by all

earlier writers, into a clearer, more con

sistent, and more complete whole, than

they have ever yet exhibited. That such

is his estimation among those who know,

appears from the testimonials of the best

foreign and native professors residing

among us, which are prefixed to this

translation; and yet more remarkably

from the fact that severar treatises have

stolen from this, even before it was all

, published.

We have said that this work was not

for composers only ; neither is it for the

scientifically curious, for those who specu

late about systems and profound laws;

but rather for the practical student. The

author expressly disclaims all attempt at

a system. He takes only facts universally

granted; he simply arranges the ele

ments of the musical art, as it now exists,

with a view to a clear presentation of the

whole field known, and does not concern

himself about the unknown. Himself a

composer of no ordinary genius, he is at

the same time a very prince of matter-of

fact utilitarians in the sphere of theory.

He doubts even if the foundations for a.

Science, properly so called, exist in mu

sic. He discards all attempts to unfold

the whole system of scales and harmonies

from one tone with its accompanying har~

,monies, just as all the colors of the rain

bow diverge from one white ray of light.

Because this system has not been

wrought out into all its details, because

it fails thus far to answer every question,

he rejects it altogether as a fancy. So,

too, he sweeps away all the labored in

genuity which has been expended upon

the mathematical calculation of vibrations,

with a hope of eliciting a whole musical

theory from them. Ile advocates the em

pirical doctrine of the “Temperament,”

and scouts the notion of enharmonic dis

tinctions carried farther than on paper.

W'hetlier he is right in all this, whether

it is the highest view to be taken of mu

sic, whether anything, whose whole ef

fect is harmony, is to be supposed so dc»

titute of one central generating principle,

and so incapable of the clear living unity

of science, are questions which we can

not here discuss. But this much it is

just to say, in characterizing Godfrey

Weber, that his mind is decidedly of an

empirical stamp, and that he is philos—

lier no farther than as he aims to give a

l
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clear account of what has gained a uni- Ecclesiastical Modes adds interest to the

versality in practice. So much tltc better book.

fitted is be for the special business he had t On the whole, though not so profound

here in hand, to form the practical mu- ly scientific as the treatise, which we do

sician and make him master of his trade. .not yet despair of seeing, upon music, we

The poetry and idealism of the matter he feel that we cannot recommend this work

leaves to the sphere of art and actual too strongly. 1t undoubtedly must be

composition or creation; and deeper sci- come the basis of all popular manuals and

entific problems he postpones probably to

the time when there shall be a unitary

science of all things.

Viewed in this light, nothing can ex

text-books in the elements of music here

after; and this is prophecying a great

improvement in all our schools of music.

The translation of Mr. Warner bears ev

i'ery mark of fidelity, being true to theeeed the practical excellence of this work. ‘

Thoroughness, clearness, and progres-‘origiual, even in its faults, true to its

sire order are its chief merits. It is even manner as to its matter. Godfrey \Veb

tedioust minute, and over-careful in itsfer's hard, dry, repetitious style, formal

explanations, and almostquibblcs to makeiflnd careful in its wording as an indict

out distinctions. But this is well, wherei

there is so much greater danger of con

fusion. Every thing that can possibly be

said in every department of the matter is

regularly taken up, explained, when

necessary, and merely recognized in pass

ing where it belongs rather to the above—

mentioned speculations, than to the es

tablished necessities of practice. Every

detail, form and transformation, is care

fully carried through; and yet all these

things are so well arranged and classified,

that they become simple and reward pa

tience. Especially useful is his redttction

of all chords to the two classes of three

fold and four-fold chords, and the very

natural and beautiful device of represent

ing every possible chord, in every possi—

ble key, and on every degree of a scale,

by a ntere numeral or letter slightly mod

ified. This invention alone will simplify

the perplexities ofThorough-Bass incred

ibly.

The completeness and fulncss of the

treatise must be again mentioned. It

‘ ness.

 
ment or a deed at law, might possibly

have been smoothed out a little more,

without injury to its strength or clear

As it is, every friend of tnusic has

good cause to thank him for a real and

lasting service. And the publisher should

come in for a share of the public grati

tude; for nothing but a real zeal for art

could have dictated so expensive an un

dertaking, in which he must wait years

for his remuneration. The two volumes

are furnished, neatly bound, at the very

reasonable price of five dollars.

  

"iniViEW.

On Heroes, IIcro “'orship, and the Heroic

in Hts/ory. Sir Lectures rqmr/erl lL‘l/ll

Emmdalt'onsand Additions. By THOM

AS CARLYLE. Revised Edition. New

York: Wiley and Putnam. 1846. pp.

2l8. (Sold by Bedding and Co., Bos

ton.)

 

Carlyle's talk is still more remarkable

than his writings. It has all their

strength, originality, grotesque combina

contains every thing which the learner tions, and startling illustrations, with

wants. And not only precepts, but ex- even more boldness and impetuosity.

amples, copious and convenient, and in He converses, it is said, no more titan

themselves intrinsically interesting and t Coleridge did ; he must have his say all to

beautiful, being drawn from the bestlhimself; but then his talk flows forth

known sonatas, symphonies, masses, op-,from his strange, capacious, mysterious

eras, and so forth, of Haydn, Mozart,lsoul; it is the outpouring of a lava-flood,

Beethoven, Hummel, Schneider, with

many from classic compositions of the

author's own. One who has been famil—

iar with these great works, here finds

delightful reminiscences at every step,

and is charmed into a more than superfi

cial study of the methods, into an appre

hension of the secrets, of some of his loved

masters.

It contains, moreover, many new views

upon special points, new constructions of

certain chords, &c., all of which are veri

fied and sustained by irrefragable argu

ment; as for instance, its doctrine of inde

pendent m'nths. It closes with brief but

excellent directions for composing in one,

two, three or four parts, and merely indi-

cates the fields which lie beyond. An ap

 

which has swept away itt its ficry descent,

gold, jewels, precious stones, and all

things rich and rare, in promiscuous

magnificence. This work is the record

of Carlyle's talk about Heroes, and is

more Carlyleish than anything he has

written. The subjects are adapted to

make it popular, even with those who are

intolerant of his usual quaint rugged

ness and hirsute independence of style.

We are glad to see it reprinted in Wiley

and Putnam’s popular Series. \Ve do

not doubt it will fittd a plenty of purchas

ers, though perhaps not all with the zeal

of a good natured admirer of Sartor Re

sartus, who bespoke “ twenty-five copies

for his own reading.” Our New York

publishers have done the honest thing by

pendix upon the Greek music and the old 1 Carlyle, as appears by the following Im

 

primatur, which as creditable to them,

and as a characteristic morceau of the

author, we here copy.

“ This Book, ‘ Heroes and Hero \\"or

ship,’ I have read over and revised into a

correct state for Messrs. \Viley and Put

nam of New York, who are hereby au

thorized, they and they only, so far as I

can authorize them, to print and vend the

same in tltc United States.

“ THOMAS CARLYLE.

“ London, June 18, 1846."

Clcmcn! of Rome, 01‘ Scones from_llte

Christianity of the Firs! leury. By

Mrs. Jot'sLtN. New York: Bakerdz.

Scribner. 1646. pp. 335. (Boston, for

sale by Redding & Co.)

A large part of the religious public will

receive with favor a work of this kind,

especially as Dr. Tavuzn anrs has pre

fixed to it an introductory notice. it

exhibits more or lcss reading in Roman

history, and a tolerably careful study of

some gnod dictionary of Roman antiqui

ties, cotnbiued with deep religious feeling

and a faith which no rationalistic scepti~

cism seems ever to have approached. Its

doctrines, as Dr. Lewis's name forewarns

the reader, are those of Calvinistic ortho

doxy, though they are not urged in a

manner calculated to offend members of

other sects. As a work of fiction, in

which character it falls more within the

critical province of the Harbinger, it. has

no particular ntcrit,and migltt be forgotten

without any injury to literature. Its plot

is clumsy, its persons have no individual

ity, and its movement is confused. But

as the writers of religious romances have

a standing exemption from all the requi

sitions of art, we presume that this book

will have a large circulation.

PhilaComslonk's Phonetic Jifoguzine.

delphia, September, 1846.

Of Comstock‘s “Treatise on Phonolo

gy ” we eXpressed our opinion at some

length in a former number of the Harbin

ger, and certainly see no reason for chang

ingit. The present publication attempts

to relieve the dryness of what its author

supposes to be science by putting it into

wretched doggcrel, which might befit a

travelling mountebank, but is hardly

suitable for a person of higher pretensions.

If Dr. Comstock wishes to commend his

system to anything but ridicule, he would

do well to select some other mode of

bringing it forward.

These libraries, the pretended treasu

ries of sublime knowledge, are but a

humiliating depot of contradictions and

errors. — Bart/telemy.

Does not the mere spectacle of pauper

ism in our cities, demonstrate that these

floods of philosophic lights are only floods

of darkness? -— Fourier.
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Of modern civilization. the natural fruits are,

contempt for otht-rs’ rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to impoverish

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and con only come from the new

application ofChristiau principles, of Universal jus

tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Du. Cnsmusu.
 

MEETING OF " THE AMERICAN UNION

OF ASSOCIATIONISTS."

It will be remembered that this Society

at its meeting in Boston last June, ad

journed to meet again at the season of

the autumnal equinox. Accordingly the

hall in Marlboro’ Chapel was procured

for Monday evening, Sept. 21st, and not

withstanding that the equinoctial Boreas

‘telling how the impracticable dream gave Union of Associationists,’ who adopted

way to wiser knowledge of the only con- the Harbinger as our organ, and mindful of

ditions of true liberty, (the right to labor, our promise to circulate five hundred

to a fair share of the rewards of labor, copies, I, for one, stand ready, in re

and to integral education,) when he sponse to such appeal, to promise $20 in

chanced to read one of the writings of donations or subscriptions towards the
lthe obscure Fourier; and tracing the support of the fourth volume. I doubt

rapid progress of these ideas during the'not, many others would willingly pledge

past four or five years in this country. themsolves to a greater or less amount.

He then entered into a brief statement of Only let us One and all feel that there is a

the objects of the movement, more par-“personal call to be answered promptly

ticularly as now organized in this “ Amer- , and efficiently. and the Harbinger may be

ican Union,” with its affiliated Societies; ' placed on a substantial foundation.

spoke of the more immediate measures it “ A writer in the Harbinger a few

has in view, namely, the establishment of weeks since asked of W'oman ‘ what she

journals, the issuing of tracts, the forming would do for Association.’ Is not this

of a corps of lecturers, and the collection ‘ one sphere in which she on labor with

of funds for all these purposes; and good result? Iwnuld call on all my sis

closed with an announcement of the ulti- tors (though by no means should the

mate measure to which these all tend, the Work be confined to them) who feel any

interest in the progress of humanity, in

 

had threatened through the day as if t0 i foundation of a model Phalanx, with suf

try our faith, he civilly postponed hisI

blasts and called off his advanced guardi

of clouds when evening came, and one

of the largest audiences we have ever

had assembled were punctually upon the

spot. Most of the constant few, the

faithful and tried friends of the cause, the

sight of whom ensures enthusiasm in any

 

meeting, were there; and besides them a

ficient numbers, capital, and science;

giving a somewhat detailed description of\

the manner in which he would proceed to

organize and institute it.

All these discourses were of a more

exclusively plain and practical charac-t

ter than has been usual in our meet

ings; there was more of careful conside

ration of necessities and measures, and

very large accession of new faces, newlless of brilliant eloquence or high enthu

and friendly, if we may trust appearances. j siasm. But the interest of the audience

In the absence of the President and Vicewvas eager and sustained, and their re

Presidents, Geoncs RirLsY was called to ‘ sponse was warm. The hour was now

the chair. Joan ORVIS was chosen Sec- ‘ late, and but a few moments left for actual

retary for the evening.

The eloquent voice and look of our

friend WILLlAM H. Cuausmo, the Cor

responding Secretary, were not there, be

having scarcely risen from severe illness.

But a worthy prelude of faith and firm

assurance was given to the evening, by

the President's reading the letter from

him which will be found on the next page.

Mr. DANA then addressed the meeting on

the fundamental principles of our enter

prize; and in a very plain and earnest

argument he proved that Assuciation is

no idle transcendental theory, but the

dictate of the simplest common sense.

He alluded to the instinctive recognition

of this in many characteristic movements

of these times, as the multiplication of

joint stock companies, mutual insurance,

and innumerable beginnings of the system

of guarantees. He was followed by Joan

ALLEN, editor of the “Voice of Indus

business. Mr. Dwronr alluded to the

‘frustration of our hopes of raising funds

for lectures, tracts, and journals, thus far;

to the difficulty of sustaining even the

organ which we have, the “ Harbinger; ”

and read the following letter which he

had just received.

“ Is it true, as I have heard, that you

contemplate abandoning the Harbinger?

This must not be. The paper is too valu

‘ able to those who receive it, to allow its

. discontinuance, without some effort on

their part to prevent it.

“ Ifl am rightly informed, the Harbin

ger has heretofore been supported by the

Brook Farm Phalanx, rather than by the

friends of the movement generally, -— the

subscriptions, as is usual with papers ad

vocating rcform, never meeting the ex

penses. Owing to its losses, Brook Farm

‘ is no longer able to do this— which never

 

the redemption of the race from Poverty,

Ignorance, lntcinpcrance, \Var, Slavery,

Crime, who would hasten the coming of

the kingdom of Heaveu,—-to aid in send

ing forth this weekly messenger of Order

and Peace, Plenty and Freedom, Chris

tian Love and Joy, to the hearts and homes

of this people. Let them but heartily

undertake and it is accomplished.

“ Your Sister in Hope and Faith.

“P. S. Since writing the above, I

have conversed_with a friend who agrees

to take five copies.”

Mr. Dwight took this occasion to re

mark that several other persons had al

ready volunteered in sums of five or ten

dollars each for the same object, and to

lay the case of the Harbinger fairly be

fore the meeting. He confirmed the im

pressions of his anonymous correspondent

!respecting it; stated that not only was

Brook Farm publishing it at aloss, but

that the editors gave their time; and he

i now made the appeal to the friends of the

icause and the members of the “ Union,”

as such, to signify their sense of the

value and importance of the Harbinger,

by either taking the burden of its support

1 or saying we do not need it, and it shall

i go down.

This appeal was promptly answered.

Mr. Dana pledged himself to raise $ 150

for the fourth volume, among friends.

Mr. Orvis reminded the Society of its

 

try,” who spoke of the injustice which ; should have been allowed—and unless the vote in June last, that it would purchase

the present system does to humanity as; paper is aided by subscriptions ordonations five hundred copies of the paper for gra

such, cramping or unduly exercising

every faculty, and, as he more terser

than elegantly expressed it, “ Caspar

Houser-izing ” every mother’s son of us.

- it must be given up. Is this so‘.l Do you

not intend making an appeal to the pub

lic‘.l Have they not a right to expect of

you a plain and full statement of facts,

'tuitous circulation, and engaged himself

to raise $50. Several persons contrib

uted sums on the spot, and several new

subscriptions were handed in. The busi

Mr. BRISBANE gave the history of the i that they may have the privilege of aiding ‘ ness was then resumed, arrangements for

Associative movement, somewhat face— i in this important work. I trust this sub- \ lectures in and about Boston through the

tiously describing his own youthful advo- *ject will be brought before the meeting of winter, were talked over, and it was re

cacy of Liberty among the aristocracy of

rank and fashion in Berlin and ViennaH‘

the 21st. solved to hold a Convention of two or

“ As a member of the ‘ American three days during the Christmas season.
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T0 " THE AMERICAN UNION OF ASSO~

CIATIONISTS.”

Bnnrunono’, Sept. 18, 181-6.

FRIENDS :

Illness will prevent my being present

with you on the 21st inst., and I am

desirous therefore to use the only other

means open to me of bearing once again

my testimony in behalf of an Order of

Society based upon the Laws or DIVINE

JUSTICE.

So long as Association is unpopular—

suspected by the goorl,—-sneered at by

the wise, - accused by the religious and

secular press of being an artful scheme,

to undermine faith by infidelity, and to

swallow up the most sacred social insti

tutions in a quicksaud of licentiousness,—

so long should every true Associatiouist

be anxious to take the responsibility ot

commending this cause to our country

men, as worthy of their highest confi

dence. The pioneers in all movements

must meet with abuse; but in pursuit of

an end so sublime as that which welcomes

us onward, it needs but moderate firm

ness to bear the common fate with cheer

ful patience. Each of the small band

arrayed beneath the standard of Social

Unity, should be proud to lead the “ for

lorn hope.” When the day of triumph

comes, as it surely will, let the trophies

be given to the many, who will then be

ready to wear them.

Associationists are now objects of con

tempt. It is well. There will come a

to-morrow ; and the visionary radicals of

this generation will be found by the next

to have been common-sense conservatives.

The great principles which it is our privi

lege to advocate, are destined to conquer

the world.

We are in the right way, friends, in

the providential way, in the way of obe

dience and of hope. You, each and all,

know the reason of the faith that is in

you on this subject; you can review the

varied discipline, by which you have been

led to consecrate yourselves to the Asso

ciative movement. For one, I know,

that my faith in it is the result of all the

experience of my manhood. It is now

twelve years since I entered the Chris

tian ministry ; and the one question dur

ing these long years has been, “ Whence

come the inhuman inequalities, dissen

sions, mutual outrages, among the pro

fessed followers of Him, whose New

Commandment was Love, and whose last

symbolic act was to gird himself with a

towel and to wash his disciples” feet, say

ing: “ AsI your master have done this

menial service for you, so be ye ministers

to one another? ” I have been from

youth upward too a Republican;-—and

the constant question has been: “ How is

it, that amidst free institutions are found

. . l
Association and.

>

  
want and wealth, drudgery and sloth,

crime and purity, coarseness and refine

ment, ignorance and culture,-- which

disgrace nations formed under monarchi

cal and aristocratic rule 'I ” In England,

France, Germany, Switzerland, Italy,

and in four of the great cities, as well as

in manufacturing towns and country vil

lages of our own land, have I sought by

actual observation to find the solution of

these enignias, as to the practical failure

of Christianity and of Civilization to pro

cure brotherhood and equality. I have

patiently studied these difficult problems

by aid of the clearest light to be gained

from the political economists, the states

men and philanthropists of Europe and

of this country. And I now am pre

pared to assert, without qualification or

reserve, that slavery or serfdom, in a

more or less intense form, excessive toil

and effcminate luxury, contagious dis

eases, pauperism, licentiousness, intem

perance, robbing and fraud on the largest

and smallest scales, violence, public and

private, national and individual, popular

ignorance and professional sophistry, par

tizan and sectarian strifes, the degradation

of woman, the tyranny of capital, and

finally, general rivalry, duplicity, and

overreaching,—-are the eslabiislied cus

toms and manners of every Christian and

civilized community. And by established

customs and manners,I mean that these

crimes and miseries are not accidental to,

but intrinsic in and inseparable from all

modern societies; that they are the result

not of individual perverseness, but of per

vading and over-mastering temptation;

that they are not transient exceptions,

but constant effects arising from perma

nent causes, which exist in the very con

stitution of these societies. \Vith equal

confidence, I am prepared to assert again,

that these monstrous evils cannot be, to

any considerable degree, diminished,—

certainly, that they cannot be removed, —

until their originating source is rooted

Iout, which is Conflicting Interests, and

until instead is planted that true seed from

the Tree of Life, UNITED INTERESTS.

The fundamental notion of our social

unions must be altered; and in place

of the thought of self-aggrandizement

must be substituted that of cooperation.

The spirit of our governments and laws

must be changed ; and instead of the par

tial idea of protecting each individual's

rights against the injustice of his fellows,

must be adopted the universal idea of‘

establishing the Common-Wealth, where

in Each may work for All, and All for

Each, as members of a living body. In

a word, we need to form communities,

which in contrast with existing communi—

ties, shall bc radically reformed, the 01'

ganizing prinriplc of which shall be

 

woman, by securing the harmonious de

velopment and use of all their powers

amid befitting conditions, -—justice inte

gral, extending to every interest and

relation of life, —justice divine, the jus

tice of perfect love. In room of govern

~ments of Force, transmitted from savage

and barbarous eras, and of governments

of Opinion framed by the few for the

restraint of the many, imperfectly defin

ing and maintaining human rights, the

time has come for the introduction of the

Kingdom of God, which is the reign of

impartial, equal goodness in all, and for

all. This will be at once the Law of

Liberty and the Liln-rly (J Law, beneath

whose benignant sway man’s essential

and primitive desires will work together,

with full yet balanced energy, in beauty

and in joy. It is this Kingdom of God,

that Association declares itself to be. It

assumes to substitute for human caprice,

the Divine Will in the regulation of

society.

The very largeness of this claim sub

jects Association to the charge of being

one of the quack nostrums of this restless

age; and this objection, or rather this

class of objections, deserves considera

tion. Good men remember, that the

French Revolution was ushered in by

specious promises of universal well-being,

and that the boastful cries of Theo

Philanthropy, Fraternity, Equality, her

alded the advent of scepticism, anarchy,

and promiscuous license and murder.

W'ith a not unnatural want of discrimina

tion, they fail to perceive, that Associa

tion,— while justifying all that there was

of good in the large hope for freedom and

humanity, cherished by the revolutionists

of the last generatinn,—is the exact

‘opposite of the schemes of those mis

guided though often noblc-minded men,

in the two grand particulars of the princi

ple, from which it sets forth, and the

method which it pursues.

The principle of the Revolutionists

was Doubt or Denial; their method was

Destruction. The principle of the Asso

ciationists is FAITH; our method is Con

STRL'CTION.

Our principle is Faith; faith in God,

in his present inspiration, in his govern

ing providence, in his original good will

to every creature, in his everlasting put-H

pose to redeem his children from all evil,

and to reform them after his own im

age ; — faith in Christ and Christendom,

as the central providential agency for the

restoration of mankind to more than their

original glory, and for the introduction of

Heaven upon Earth ;--faith in Humani

ty, and in the power of hope, truth, kind

ness, which is stirring the nations under

the guidance of the Divine Spirit and

influences from-the heavenly world. The

the same hideous contrasts, -— between lJUSTICE, - justice to each child, man, I spring of our whole movement is religion.
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Again, our method is, not to kill, but to

make alive, not “ to destroy, but to ful

fil.” We leave existing institutions, re

ligious, social, political, to follow their

own inherent laws of growth or decline,

and seek only to plant a new series of

institutions, rind secure the conditions of

their vitality. The law of the universe

is change, a change of successive substi

tutions of higher for lower modes of

organization. Now, we assert, that in

just the right titne, way, place, has en

tered into the hearts of the men of this

generation, the new idea of Cooperation to

supplant the decaying and less perfect

forms of social union, which have per

formed a useful ministry in earlier and

ruder periods. Yet more, however, does

our method differ from that of all revolu

tionists in this respect,—that whereas

their schemes were the vague suggestions

of sentiment, and negative in their- modes

of embodying the desire for good, Asso

ciation is throughout a Postrlvt: system.

Originating from faith in the ever present:

co-operation of the Divinity with his

creatures, it proceeds to describe with

scientific accuracy the Laws of Orr/('1' for

the distribution of all the functions of

human life, and thus shows how by obe

dience man may secure perfect health and

well being, and do God‘s will on Earth,

as it is done in Heaven. Thus does Asso

ciation supply the longing which fills the

hearts of the good, and present a form of

social action into which all the must love

ly and elevating affections may fiow fortlt,

and wherein our highest aspirations may

be realized in deeds.

This timeliness of Association to meet

the peculiar wants of an era so wanting

in faith, so unsettled in opinion, so per

plexsd in its tendencies as our own, leads

naturally to the consideration of another

class of objections often made against it,

as being theoretic, abstract, impracticable.

The Anglo-Saxon mind — though the re

mark is less applicable to the American

than to the' Englishman—is empirical

rather than philosophical, and prone to

exaggerate the worth of experience while

it slights ideas. \Ve are ready for

changes, but our innovations are expedi

ents to meet a present exigency. We

are an energetic, busy race, eager for

results, hating speculation, enthusiastic

only when practical success commends a

project clearly to the judgment. Now

the very statement, that Association is a

plan of Per-fed Society, repels the business

like intellect of our people from the study

of its principles and details. “ Prove

the practicability of universal co-opera

tion by actual trial," is the audible or

mental response of most who hear of ottr ,

doctrine, “ and we are as willing to ac-'

cept Association, as we are the spinning

 

telcgraph ; but meanwhile, we shall fol

low our present modes of individual

households and of isolated labor.” It is

not strange, that Associationists should

seem to such men, like persons born

utterly out of titnc; and we are not to

complain, if they accuse us,-—now'of

wishing to return to the practises of the

middle ages before personal freedom, and

the rights of private ownership, and the

advantages of unrestricted labor were

made known,—and now of hastening

onward with headlong madness to an

unknown future, and of overturning with

agrarian and jacobinic folly the most

time-hallowed and valued institutions of

the present age.

But our answer to these objections

would and must be satisfactory to any

intelligent mart, the more practical the

better, if we could once fix his attention.

For first, we justify the Associative move

ment historical/y, by proving, that in our

plans for securing the fundamental right

of every child, man, woman, to Educa

tion, to Labor, to the Fruit of his Labor,

and to Social Position according to Mer

it,—we are directly carrying out and

completing the political and social re

forms which our ancestors commenced

and bequeathed to us in trust. Our very

aim is to make liberty a reality for every

individual, to enable every one to become

a property-holder, to embody, indeed, the

conception of a repttblic, and to form

townships, states, nations, which shall

truly be Common-Wealths. In the sec

ond place, we justify the Associative

_ movement by pointing to the tendencies

of business as well as philanthropy in our

age, and especially, in the most culti

vated and enterprising communities. We

prove undeniably, that from necessity, as

well as from humane aspirations and in

stinctive impulse, men are every where

availing themselves, more and more, of

the all but omnipotent power of combina

tion. To party political organizations, to

ecclesiastical associations, to the various‘

reform societies, to benevolent fraterni

ties, to educational, literary, scientific

unions, to the agricultural fairs and me

chanic institutes, to the great joint'stoek

operations for internal improvements, and

for manufacturing and commercial enter

prises, and last and chief, to the various

plans of mutual insurance, we point with

triumphant confidence to confirm our as

sertion, that the day of Individualism has

past and that the new day of Co-opera

tion has dawned. Finally and in the

tltird place, we justify the Associative

movement, by showing,—from debates

in legislative assemblies in this country

and in Europe, from confessions of states

men, from pages of reviews, daily papers,

lectures at lyceums, occasional addresses

jenny, steamboat, railroad and magnetioiof waters, from the sketches of novelists,

'movement of Universal Love.

 

and the effusions of poets,--that the

great problem of the Age is this very

one of the Organization of Labor, and of

the elevation of the laborer, which Asso.

ciation so triumphantly solves, in its doc

trine of Attractive Industry. if ever there

was a movement, practical in its whole

scope, exactly in time, and adapted to

the wants of an era, that movement is

Association. It shows how wealth may

be indefinitely augmented in the first

place, next, how it may be equitably

shared, last, how it may be economically

expended; and upon this basis of com

fort and refinement, it rears a structure of

society, in which the best powers of

every individual may be fully developed

and exercised for the good of all; in

which every pure and generous emotion

may find the freest play; and finally, in

which the whole of life may be made a

scene of thanksgiving, of usefulness, and

of grateful worship.

In thus answering two classes of objec

tions to Association, I have had the inci

dental end in view of trying to illustrate

the temper and manner, in which we

should meet our opponents. The attacks

which have been made upon us from

various directions during the last year,

are but the commencement of the perse

cution and opposition which we are to

encounter at every step of our onward

progress. For the very reason that our

axe cuts to the root, will the condemna

tion of our principles be unsparing.

From the outset, then, we should deter

mine the mode in which our future con

troversies should be conducted. Friends!

our criticisms of existing abuses must be

keen; we cannot avoid laying bare the

wounds and bruises of society, and prob

ing them to the quick with the terrible

severity of truth. But if ever a body of

men were summoned to unlimited tole

rance, the Associationists are those men ;

for to them has been made clear the very

radical cause of the prejudice, the mean

ness, the selfishness, which is and will

be every where arrayed against this

Let us be

magnanimous, dignified, gentle, patient,

always, and every where. Let no words

of harsh condemnation escape us. Let

us be clad from head to foot in the white

robes of peace. Let our emblems be the

olive leaf and the palm branch. Other re

formers may feel compelled to be stern ;

but, while discriminating and just, we

can afford to be genial, sympathizing, and

forgiving. A change is passing over the

moral world; the era of earthquakes and

volcanoes is giving way to the era of a

green, stable, and habitable earth; the

central fires of self-will may be restrained,

the lava-floods of passion stayed. the era

ters of anger sealed. Surely it is a part,

and a most important part of our miss
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sion, fellow Associationists, to make men ‘ the Mowing TWBTBP'I, Will! a request theta" l to time for discussion and mutual encour

feel, as very few yet feel, that as this

globe of ours floats in the atmosphere of

the sun's light and warmth, so Humanity

is forever encompassed with the infinite

joy and beauty and wisdom and love of

God. From the high mount of vision

whence we look forward to the glory of a

renovated world, and of a re-united race,

let us ,go down among our contending,

perplexed, and suffering brethren, in their

low vallies of care and temptation, with

an air of serenity and triumphant hope,

which shall be an assurance to them, that

we speak in our promises of what we do

know, and testify of what we have seen.

Let this great cause of harmony which

we advocate, never be desecrated by

harsh and discordant voices. In a word,

let us avoid conflicts. Positive criticisms

of existing abuses, precise exhibitions of

their appropriate remedies, clear state

ments of our principles and methods,

earnest appeals to all that is noble, chiv

alric, brave and manly in the hearts of

men and women, distinct practical de

scriptions of our plans,—these are our

true means of converting the world.

There are many other topics upon

which I must wish to speak ; but this let

ter has already grown beyond all due

limits, and l forbear. And now, praying

you one and all to be of good courage, 1

am faithfully yours,

WILLIAM HENRY CHANNING.

 

MOVEMENT IN WHEELING, VA.

We are happy to learn from a notice in

the Morning Telegraph that the friends

fAssoeiation in this city have formed a

Society Auxiliary to the “ American Un

ion,” which, we trust, will act with en

ergy and zeal in the promulgation of As

sociative principles, in that important sec

tion of the country. we take the follow

ing from the Telegraph.

“ At a meeting held in \theling, on the 23d

ult., Mr. Gnones Bincn was called upon to

preside, Dr. J. E. Gru: acting as Vice Presi

dent, and Mr. WM. M’Dlsnmn, of the Cler

mont Phalanx, was appointed Secretary, pro

tem. The Chairman stated briefly the object of

the meeting, and read from the Harbinger of

the 4th of July, the Constitution of the above

Union, with the remarks of that paper upon the

subject, touching the expediency of forming

similar Societies in every part of the country.

‘~' It was then moved, That the officers of this

meeting be appointed a committee, to draft a

Preamble and a Constitution for future consid

eration, and to report. '

“ Sept. 6th the committee, as abovc,presentcd

their report to the meeting, consisting of the

following Preamble and Constitution, which was

unanimously adopted, with a resolution to or

ganize as a_ Society the first convenient opportu

nity. The above officers to hold the their sp

pointments mean time, and act accordingly.

“ The Preamble and Constitution, with these

minutes, were then directed to. be inserted in

newspapers friendly to the cause ofhuman pro

} grcss will please notice the same.

PREAMBLE.

“ It'lwruut, our friends in the eastern part of

the United States have recommended the dis

‘1 scrnination of irinci \los of true reform, for the

,good of the w ole human family, without dis.

tinction ;

, “ And whereas. in order to further this end, the

‘formntion ofAllilinted Societies in every city in

the Union, is deemed the. best for such purpose,

and consequently. that such an improving place

as the city of \thcling might not be wanting

~ of an opportunity of testifying hcr readiness in

assisting in such benevolent purpose, we have

_ agreed to adopt the following

 

 

CONSTITUTION.

“I. The name of this Society shall he the

VIRGINIA No.1. UNION or Associs'rrosts'rs,

Auxiliary to the American Union QfAssocia

limtists."

The remainder of the Constitution is

from the form published in the Circular

of the American Union. The statement

proceeds.

“ ln thus forming' our Society, we beg

.leave to say, that, as individuals, we

‘have no private interest to subserve, no

partizan principles to uphold, no see

tarian feelings to foster, no man, or body

of men to injure even in the most remote

degree.

“But it Would be strange indeed if

the awakening of so many great

minds to the wretched state of the great

mass of the working population, in manv

tpnrts of the country, should not find a

hearty response and sympathy in such a

place as \Vheeling.

“ Lest our object, however, should be

misunderstood, we beg leave shortly to

observe, that we quarrel not with our fel

low-man, (IIeaven forbid that we should,)

instead of which we ardently wish, and

hope that shortly we shall be enabled to

take each and all cordially by the hand,

and say in genuine good earnest, ‘ bro/her,’

thereby fulfilling the divine command to

‘ Love thy neighbor as thyself,’—- which

hitherto has been used only as words

spoken to the ear, to be broken to the

heart.

“ Neither do we quarrel with the com

mercial World, because of the duplicity,

hypocrisy, hatred, in short, all uncharita

bleness therein displayed in almost every

business transaction; as we well know

that commercial men are merely the vic

tims of a most reckless system of compe

tition which compels them to an ungra

cions mode of action, from which, we

are well aware, many a generous heart

revolts, and longs for a change.”

\Ve need not urge upon our \Vheeling

friends the importance of union and vigor

in the furtherance of the great objects for

which they are associated. That thriving

city has always contained some of the

earliest and most devoied advocates of

this social movement which is destined to

find its noblest triumphs in the Great

West. In the present stage of progress,

it is highly important to combine the ef

forts of the friends of Association. No

isolated attempt should be commenced or

encouraged. Let every city contain its

 

 

little band, who meet together from time es of the Associative School.

agement, and who are ready to lend their

aid to a system ofpropagation which shall

place our doctrines within the reach of

every intelligent man throughout the

country. Union, in the first place, is

what we most want; then concerted coun

sels; then, a preparation for action on

a scale commensurate with the grandeur

of the object, and with every condition to

ensure success.

 

ASSOCIATION IN LOWELL, MASS.

No place presents a more congenial

soil for the reception of Associative duc

trines than our great cities of spindles.

The organization of labor is a subject

that is there felt even to the finger‘s ends.

It is no abstraction of political economy

to persons who are glad to labor twelve

hours a day in a cotton mill for wages at

the control of those to whom wealth

gives almost absolute power. The half

hour allowed for dinner is often devoted

to reflections on the value to an intellec

tual and immortal being of a little more

leisure. The screeching of the bell be

fore light on a cold winter’s morn

ing is apt to suggest the inquiry whether

there is no other way of supplying the

world with bleached cotton and calico.

The mind thus gets a certain good unset

pline for the reception of truth. If there

is no time to meet the schoolmaster who

is abroad, in the hurried walks from fac

tory to boarding-house and from boarding

house to factory, sundry sage lessons can

be learned from experience, which always

teaches well, unless the pupil is too indo

cile or too refractory for instruction. Of

all places then for gaining converts to the

doctrines of social unity, commend us to

these huge, smoke-crowned, labor-driving

cities, the product and embodiment of

corporate wealth. Indeed, we think

there is a special Providence in the fact

that so many active, strong-minded, intel

ligent young persons are obliged to im

mure themselves in the cotton mills for

the sake of alivelihood. They are thus

presented with a living commentary on

the present order of society, and they

have wit enough to perceive its signifi

cance. A sense of social injustice cannot

fail to stimulate reflection; reflection

leads to inquiry : and inquiry once awak

ened will not stop short of the truth.

(Jo-operation will be seen to be the

Heaven-ordained remedy for the infernal

ills of social antagonism.

\Ve have been led to these remarks by

the account lately given to us by a friend

from Lowell of the state of the Associa

tive movement in that city. we learn

from him that the “Lowell Union " is in

active operation, and that an increasing

interest is felt in the doctrines and purpos~

It holds
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public meetings twice a week, which are

generally well attended. One of these

meetings is for inquiry and discussion.

Any person is permitted to speak, wheth

er friendly or hostile to the purposes of

the Union. In this way the whole sub

ject of Association is presented for de

bate, and the free examination to which

it is submitted, must tend to spread light

in regard to its character, and to correct

any prejudices which may have been en

tertained. The other meeting is alto

gether social in its objects. The friends

come together without ceremony and pass

an evening in conversation. This was a

happy thought. \Ve hope it will be gen

erally adopted wherever “ Associative

Unions ” are formed. There need be no

fear of wanting topics for conversation,

when there is a common interest in a

cause, so comprehensive and wide reach

ing as this. \Ve hope that in addition to

their present arrangements, the friends

in Lowell may provide for the delivery

of a regular course of lectures in their

city. This is an object of great impor

tance, and we shall be disappointed if

means are not taken to carry it into effect

in our principal cities during the coming

wmter.

 

Tun MJQQACHUSETTS TEMPERANCE

STANDARD gives some account of our

meeting on Monday evening, the 21st,

and closes by saying : “ We noticed that

the religion of the day was sneered at,

and that he who caricatured it best, was

most applauded.”

You noticed, Mr. Standard, no such

thing. But one speaker touched upon

any subject kindred to it, and he merely

pointed out the conflict and duplicity

which exist between the standard of the

religious faith of society and its practice.

His object was to show that the practical

arrangements and institutions of society

force, or at least, induce men to violate

what they hold to be their duty and the

law of action, both in religion and poli

tics, and that universal duplicity dis

grace the world.

The Christian rule of faith is: “Thou

shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.” The

political faith of our country is : “ Equal

Rights.”

We presume that the Standard will not

deny the rank duplicity between faith and

practice which prevails, and unless he

considers this duplicity the religion of

the day, he will please explain his loose

remark, which would lead his readers to

imply that religion, in itsel , was sneered

al

113’ A reply to Young America upon

the “Right to Labor,” is unfortunately

crowded out; but it shall appear in our

  

 

next- I

TO THE FRIENDS OF “THE

HARBINGER.”

It will be perceived, by referring to the

proceedings of the “ American Union ” at

their recent meeting in Boston, that it

will be necessary to discontinue the Har

binger at the close of the current volume

(in December next) unless measures are

at once taken by the friends of Associa

tion to secure its support.

The Harbinger thus far has received as

liberal patronage as a paper devoted to

the promulgation of novel doctrines could

reasonably expect. \Ve have no cause

of complaint with the welcome that has

been extended to it by the advocates of

social progress, or by the public at large;

and the numerous testimonials with which

we have been favored of a deep interest

in the views which it maintains, and of

approval of the manner in whichvthey

have been presented, is a grateful reward

for our labors. Still its income at no

time has more than barely sufficed to

meet the expenses of publication, without

allowing any remuneration for its editing.

The Brook Farm Phalanx, with some

slight aid from abroad, has cheerfully

sustained this responsibility; but with the

diminution of its nhmbers, which it has

recently been found necessary to make,

it is not now in a condition to assume

the trust. It will be able to continue the

publication until the completion of the

present volume ; but at that time the pa

per must be brought to a close, unless a 3

sufficient sum for its support through

another volume shall be furnished by

those who are interested in its success.

With the other means at our command,

the sum of Five Hundred Dollars would

enable us to publish another volume.

We cannot believe that the friends of the

cause will consent to the discontinuance

of the Harbinger for want of funds to

that amount. We have received the

most earnest solicitations from many

friends in various quarters not to relin

quish the publication, with the assurance

of the necessary aid to the full extent of

their ability.

\Ve therefore propose that all who are

desirous of sustaining the Harbinger

through another volume, should signify

their intention without delay. All money

contributed for this purpose will be paid

to the Treasurer of the “ American

Union,” Mr. FRANCIS G. SnAw, and

held by him at the disposal of the sub

scribers in case the necessary amount

should not be obtained.

Meantime, agents and new subscribers

will be served with the third volume from

the commencement, and any money paid

in advance for the fourth volume will be

deposited with the Treasurer of the

 
the paper can be continued through

another volume, there is reason to hope

that the steady increase of interest in the

cause, through lectures and other agen

cies, will by that time have so far in

creased the subscription as to place it on

a permanent basis.

We make this naked statement with

out further comment. Our own sense of

the value of the Harbinger to the general

movement is indicated by the time we

have devoted to conducting it: we are

still ready to give our services to its pub<

lication, without hope of pecuniary re

compense; and, clearly aware that no pa

per, devoled to the objects which we

have in view, can command a general

patronage, we leave its fate in the hands

of its friends and the friends of social

progress and reform.
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scour-:1. To

C O N S U E L O .

FROM THE FRENCH or cross: sass.

Translated for the Harbinger.

XVIII.

Below the cell occupied by our recluse,

a great smoky room, the heavy and

dusky ceiling of which never received

any other light than that of the fire kindled

in a vast chimney place always filled with

iron kettles hissing and grumbling in

every tone, enclosed during the whole

day the Schwartz family and their skil

ful culinary operations. While the wife

mathematically combined the greatest pos

sible number of dinners with the fewest

imaginable provisions and ingredients,

the husband, seated before a table black

with ink and oil, by the light of a lamp

always burning in that gloomy sanctuary,

artistically composed the most formidable

bills filled with the most fabulous details.

The meagre dinners were for the goodly

number of prisoners whom the ofiicious

keeper had succeeded in placing upon

his list of boarders; the bills were to

be presented to their bankers or rela

tions, always without being submitted to

the inspection of those who consumed

this expensive nourishment. \Vhile the

speculating couple earnestly gave them

selves to their labor, two more peaceful

personages, ensconced under the mantel

piece, lived there in silence, perfect stran

gers to the delights and profits of the op

eration. The first was a great lean cat,

yellow, marked with burns, whose ex

istence was passed in licking his paws

and rolling in the ashes. The second

was a young man or rather a child, still

more ugly in his kind, whose motionless

and contemplative life was divided be

tween the reading of an old Worm-eaten

folio more greasy than his mother’s ltet~

ties, and eternal reveries which rather re
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sembled the beatitude of an idiot than the

meditation of a thinking being. The cat

had been baptized by the child with the

name of Beelzebub, doubtless by antithe

sis to that which the child had himself re

ceived from Mr. and Mrs. Schwartz, his

father and mother, the pious and sacred

name of Gottlieb.

Gottlieb, intended for an ecclesiastic,

had until fifteen years old made good

progress in his studies in the Protestant

liturgy. But for the past four years he

lived inert and ill by the side of the fire,

without wishing to walk, without desiring

to see the sun, without the power of contin

uing his education. A rapid and disor

dered growth had reduced him to this

state of languor and indolence. His long

thin legs could hardly support his immod

erately tall and almost dislocated form.

His arms were so weak and his hands so

awkward that he touched nothing with

out breaking it. Therefore his avaricious

mother had forbidden him the use of them

and he was only too well inclined to obey

her on that point. His pufi'y and heard

less face, terminating in a high and open

forehead, did not badly resemble a soft

pear. His features were not more regu

lar than the proportions of his body. His

eyes scented completely wandering, so

far apart and divergent were they. His

heavy mouth had a stupid smile; his

nose was without form, his complexion

sickly, his ears flat and placed much too

low ; scanty stiff hairs sadly crowned this

insipid face, more like a badly cleaned

turnip than the countenance of a Chris

tian ; at least such was the poetical com

parison of madam his mother.

Spite of the deformities which nature

had heaped upon this poor child, spite of

the shame and vexation which madam

Schwartz experienced on looking at him,

Gottlieb, an only son, a resigned and in

offensive sufi'ercr, was not less the only1

love and the only pride of the authors of,

his being. \Vhen he was less ugly, theyhad flattered themselves that he might be

come a pretty youth. They had been‘

delighted with his studious childhood and i

 

brilliant prospects. Spite of the precari

ous condition to which they saw him re

duced, they hoped that he would recover

strength, intelligence and beauty as soon

as he had finished his interminable

growth. Moreover, it is not necessary to

explain that maternal love nccomodates

itself to every thing and is satisfied with

little. Madam Schwartz, even while

scolding and laughing at him, adored her

ugly Gottlieb, and had she not seen-"him
at every moment planted like a 'f'tf-Har of

salt, (that was her expression) in' her

chimney corner, she would no longer

have had the courage to thin her sauces

or to swell her bills. The father

Schwartz, who like many men, had more

self-love than tenderness in his paternal

sentiment, persisted in extorting from and

robbing his prisoners in the hope that

Gottlieb would some day become a minis

ter and famous preacher, which was his

fixed idea, because before his illness the

child had expressed himself with facility.

But it was quite four years since he had

uttered a word of good sense; and if he

ever happened to join two or three togeth~

er, it was only to his cat Beelzebub

that he deigned to address them. In

fact, Gottlieb had been declared an idiot

by the physicians, and his parents alone

believed in the possibility of his recovery.

Still one day Gottlieb, awakening sud

denly from his apathy, had manifested to

his parents the desire to learn a trade in

order to relieve his ennui and put to profit

his sad years of languor. They had ac

ceded to this innocent fancy, though it

was by no means consistent with the dig

nity of a future pastor of the reformed

Church to work with his hands. But the

mind of Gottlieb appeared so determined

to repose, that they must needs permit

him to go and study the art of shoemak

ing in some shoemaker’s shop. His fa.

ther could have wished he had chosen a

more elegant profession, but it did no

good to pass in review before him all the

branches of industry ; he ohslinstely per—

sisted in following the work of Saint Cris

pin, and even declared that he felt him

."ét._.
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self called to it by Providence. As this

desire became in him a fixed idea, and

the simple fear of being prevented threw

him into a deep melancholy, they allowed

him to pass a month in the workshop of

a master, after which he returned one fine

morning, provided with all the necessary

tools and materials, and reinstalled him

selfunder the mantle of his dear chimney,

declaring that he knew enough and re

quired no more lessons. This was by no

means probable; but his parents hoping

that this trial had disgusted him, and that

he would perhaps resume the study of

theology, accepted his return without

reproaches and without raillery. Then

commenced in the life of Gottlieb a

new era, which was entirely filled and

charmed by the imaginary fabrication of

a pair of shoes. Three or four hours

each day, he took his last and owl, and

worked upon a shoe which never shod

any one; for it was never finished. Ev

cry day re-cut, hammered, stretched and

pinked, it took all possible forms except

that of a shoe, which did not prevent the

peaceful artisan from pursuing his work

with apleasure, an attention, a modera

tion and a self-satisfaction, above the

reach of all criticism. The Schwartzcs

were at first somewhat frightened by this

monomania; then they became accus

tomed to it as to the rest, and the inter

minable shoc, alternating in the hands of

Gottlieb with his volume of sermons and

of prayers, was counted in his life only

as an infirmity the more. Nothing more

was required of him than to accompany

his father from time to time in the courts

and galleries in order to take the air.

But. these promenades vexed Mr.

Schwartz very much, because the children

of the other keepers and employés of the

citadel constantly ran after Gottlieb, imi

rating his nonchalant and awkward gait,

and crying in every tone: “ Shoes!

shoes! shoemaker, make us some shoes! ”

Gottlieb did not take these shoots in bad

part ; he smiled upon the malicious brood

with an angelic serenity and even stopped

in order to answer: “ Shoes? certainly,

with all my heart! Come to my room

and be measured. Who wants shoes? ”

But Mr. Schwartz led him away to hin

der his compromising himself with the

vulgar, and the shoemaker appeared nei

ther displeased nor uneasy at being thus

torn from the earnestness of his custom

ers.

During the earlier days of hercaptivity,

Consuelo had been humbly requested by

Mr. Schwartz to enter into conversation

with Gottlieb, in order to endeavor to

awaken in him the remembrance and the

love of that eloquence with which he had

appeared to be gifted in his childhood.

Even while confessing the diseased condi

tion and the apathy of his son and heir,

 
Mr. Schwartz, faithful to that law of na;

ture so well eXpressed by La Fontaine,

“ Nos pctits sont mignons,

Beaux, bien faits et jolis sur tous lcurs cont

pag'nons,"

had not very faithfully described poor

Gottlicb's accomplishments, or perhaps

Consuelo would not have refused, as she

did, to receive in her cell a large young

man of nineteen, who was depicted to her

as follows : “ A smart young fellow six

feet tall, who would have made the

mouths of all the recruiters of the country

water, if, unfortunately for his health and

fortunately for his independence, a little

weakness in his arms and legs had not

incapacitated him for the military profes

sion.” The captive thought that the so

ciety ofacltilll of that age and stature was

rather unsuitable in her situation, and she

decidedly refused to receive him; a dis

obligingness which his mother Schwartz

made her expiate by adding a pint of wa

ter'to her soup each day.

In order to walk upon the esplanade

on which she was permitted to take the

air every day, Consuelo was compelled to

descend to the nauseous abode of the

Schwartz family and to pass through it, al

ways with the permission and under the

escort of her keeper, who moreover did

not require any urging, the article inllrfab

igable complaisancc (in all that related to

the services authorized by his orders) be

ing charged in his bills and Carried out at

a high figure. It therefore happened

that on passing through this kitchen, the

door of which opened upon the espla

nude, Consuelo at last perceived and no

ticed Gottlieb. That face of an unma

tured child upon the misshapen body of

a giant at first struck her with disgust

and then with pity. She spoke to him,

interrogated him with kindness, and en

deavored to make him converse. But

she found his mind paralyzed either by

his malady or by an excessive timidity;

for he would not follow her to the ram

part except when pushed by his parents,

and answered her questions only in mon

osyllables. She therefore feared lest she

might aggravate the ennui by which she

supposed him oppressed, by paying any

attention to him, and she refrained from

speaking to him and even from looking at

him, after having declared to his father

that she did not find in him the least in

clination for the art of oratory.

Consuelo had been searched anew by

madam Schwartz on the evening when

she again saw her comrade and the pub

lic of Berlin for the last time. But she

had succeeded in deceiving the vigilance

of the female Cerberus. 'The hour was

late, the kitchen dark, and madam

Schwartz in a bad humor at being awak

ened from her first nap. While Gottlicl)

slept in a chamber or rather in a niche

 opening upon the culinary workshop,

and Mr. Schwartz ascended to unlock,

beforehand, the double iron door of the

cell, Consuelo had approached the fire

which slumbered under the ashes, and

while pretending to caress Beelzebub,

sought for a means to save her resources

from the claws of the searcher, in order to

be no longer absolutely at her mercy.

\Vhile madam Schwartz was lighting her

lamp and putting on her spectacles, Con

suelo noticed in the back of the chimney,

at the place where Gottlicb usually sat, a

hollow place in the wall about the height of

her arm, and in that mysterious case the

poor idiot’s book of sermons and his ever

lasting shoe. There was his library and

his workshop. That hole, blackened by

soot and smoke, contained all Gottlieb’s

riches, all his delights. By a quick and

adroit motion, Consuelo placed her purse

there, and afterwards patiently allowed

herself to be examined by the old harpy,

who importuned her a long time, passing

her oily and crooked fingers over every

fold of her dress, surprised and angry at

not finding anything. The sang-froid of

Consuelo, who did not attach much im

portance to succeeding in her little en

terprise, at last persuaded the gaoleress

that she had nothing; and as soon as the

examination was finished she quickly re

sumed her purse, and kept it in her hand

under her pelisse until she reached her

room. There she at once reflected upon

the means of hiding it, knowing that her

cell was carefully examined each day

during her promenade. Site could con

ceive nothing better than to keep her little

fortune always on her person, sowed in a.

belt; madam Schwartz not having the

right of search except in case of exit.

Still the first sum which madam

Schwartz had seized upon her prisoner

the first day of her arrival, was long

since exhausted, thanks to Schwartz's in

genious manner of making out bills.

When he had made some quite trifling

fresh expenditures and aquite round fresh

bill, according to his prudent and lucra

tive custom, too timid to speak of busi

ness and to ask for money of a person

condemned not to have any, but well in

formed by her from the first day, of the

savings which she had entrusted to the

Porporino, the said Schwartz went to

Berlin, without saying a word to her,

and presented his account to that faithful

depositary. The Porporino, warned by

Consuelo, had refused to settle the bill

until it was approved by the consumer,

and had referred the creditor to his friend,

whom he knew to have been provided by

himself with additional funds.

Schwartz returned pale and despairing,

crying that he was bankrupt and looking

upon himself as robbed, though the hun

dred ducats first seized upon the prisoner
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would have paid four-fold for all her ex

penses during two months. Madam

Schwartz bore this pretended loss with

the philosophy of a stronger head and a

more persevering mind.

“ Without doubt we are robbed as if

in a wood,” said she; “ but have you

ever counted upon this prisoner to earn

your poor living ? I warned you of what

has happened. An actress! such people

have no savings. An actor for a banker!

such people have no honor. \Vell, we

have lost two hundred ducats. But we

will make it up on our other customers

who are good. That will teach you not

to offer your services inconsiderately to

the first comers. lam not dissatisfied,

Schwartz, that you have received this

little lesson. Now I shall give myself

the pleasure to put upon dry bread, and

even mouldy, this abigail who had not

grace enough to slip even a golden fred

erick into her pocket to pay the trouble of

the searcher, and who seems to consider

Gottlieb an imbecile without resources,

because he does not pay court to her.

Trash .' go to! ”

Growling thus and shrugging her

shoulders. madam Schwartz resumed the

course of her occupations, and finding her

self under the chimney by the side of

Gottlieb, she said to him while skimming

her sauce-pans: “ What are you saying

there, you sly dog? ”

She spoke for the sake of speaking, for

she well knew that Gottlieb heard every

thing with the same ears as his cat Beelze

bub. “ My shoe is getting on, mother!”

replied Gottlieb with a wandering smile.

“I shall soon begin a new pair.”

“ Yes,” said the old woman shaking

her head with an air of pity. “ In that

way you will make a pair every day!

Go on my boy. That willgive you a fine

revenue. My God, my God!—” added

she in a tone of resigned complaint, and

again covering her sauce-pans, as if ma

ternal indulgence had given pious feelings

to that heart petrified in every other re

spect.

On that day. Consuelo, not seeing her

dinner arrive, imagined what had hap

pened, although she could hardly believe

that a hundred ducats had been consumed

in so short a time and by such miserable

supplies. She had already traced out a

plan of conduct with respect to the

Schwartzes. Not having yet received an

obolus from the king of Prussia, and fear

ing much that she must depend upon thei

promises of the past for all salary, (Vol

taire was paid in the same coin,) she well

knew

 

that the little money she had ! awaited

earned by charming the ears of some few[

personages less avaricious but less richw

compel him to reduce them, and for two

or three days she contented herself with

the bread and water which he brought

her, without pretending to notice the

change in her diet. The stove began‘ to

be neglected as well as other matters,

and Consuelo endured the cold without

complaining. Fortunately it was no

longer insupportably rigorous; it was

then April, a. season less forward indeed

in Prussia than in France, butin which

nevertheless the temperature began to

soften.

Before entering into any negotiation

with the avaricious tyrant, she thought of

placing her funds in safety ; for she could

not flatter herself that she would not be

subjected to an arbitrary examination and

a new seizure as soon as she should ac

knowledge her resources. Necessity

makes us clear-sighted when it cannot

make us ingenious. Consuelo had no

tools with which she could cut into the

wood or raise a stone. But the next day,

on examining, with the minute patience

of which prisoners alone are capable, ev

ery corner of her cell, she at last discov

ered a brick which did not seem so well

joined to the wall as the others. By pa

tiently scraping around it with her nails,

she got out the mortar, and remarked

that it was not made of cement as in oth

er places, but ofa friable substance which

she presumed to be crumbs of dried

bread. She succeeded in detaching the

brick and found inside a little space cer

tainly excavated by some prisoner, be

tween this movable piece and the adja

cent bricks which formed the thickness of

the wall. She no longer doubted this

when, on searching this hiding place, her

fingers met with several articles, real

treasures to prisoners; a package of pen

cils, a penknife, a flint, some vegetable

tinder and several rolls of that small

twisted taper which we call 'rnt (le rave.

These articles were uninjured, the wall

being very dry; and besides they might

have been left there but a short time be

fore she took possession of the cell. She

added to them her purse and her little

crucifix of filagree, which Mr. Schwartz

had often looked at with covetousuess,

saying that Gottlieb would be delighted

with that plat/(hing. Then she replaced

the brick and cemented it with the crumb

of her breakfast‘s bread, which she dark

ened a little by rubbing on the floor to

give it the same color with the rest of

the mortar. Tranquil for some time re

specting her means of existence and the

employment of her evenings, she firmly

the domiciliary visit of tho

Schwartzes, and felt as proud and joy“

one as if she had discovered a new

would not go far in case her captivitylworld.

was prolonged and Mr. Schwartz didl

 

should he be obliged to do a small busi

ness, as he said, a little was better than

nothing, and he broke silence to ask of

his prisoner number three, if she had no

commands to give him for the future.

Then Consuelo determined to declare to

him, not that she had any money, but that

she should receive sotne every week by a

means which it would be impossible for

him to discover.

“ If moreover you should happen to do

so,” said she, “ the result would be to

prevent my making any expenditure, and

it is for you to decide if you prefer the

rigor of your orders to an honest profit.”

After having chatTered a great deal and

examined for several days without suc

cess the dresses, the mattress, the floor,

the furniture, Schwartz began to think

that Consuelo received from some superi

or ofiicer of the prison even the means of

corresponding with the exterior. Cor

ruption was every where in the gaol and

the subalterns found it for their interest

not to counteract their more powerful

brothers. “ Let us take what God sends

us! ” said Schwartz sighing; and he re

signed himself to account every week

with the Porporina. She did not dispute

with him respecting the employment of

her first funds ; but she regulated the fu

ture so as not to pay more than double

its value for any article, a proceeding

which seemed very mean to madam

Schwartz, but which did not prevent her

from receiving her pay and earning it

tolerahly well.

XIX.

Any one accustomed to read the stories

of prisoners, will not consider it miracu

lous that so simple a hiding place should

always escape the eager search of keep

ers interested in discovering it. Consue

lo's little secret was not discovered, and

when she looked at her treasures on re

turning from her walk, she found them

untouched. Her first care was to place

her mattress before the window as soon

as night came, to light her little taper

and begin to write. We will let her

speak for herself, for we are possessors

of that manuscript which remained a long

time in the hands of the canon " “ '.

We translate from the Italian.

JOURNAL OF consueno,

called Ponromna.

Pn'sonrr at Sprmrlaw, April, 175'.

“ 2nd. I have never written any

thing but music, and though I can speak

several languages with facility, l know not

ifl can express myself correctly in any

one. It has never seemed to me that I

should be obliged to depict what might

interest my heart and life in any other

i tongue than that of the divine artl profess.

Still Schwartz was soon tired of not Words, sentences, all appear to me so

not modify his demands. She wished t0A having matter to speculate upon. Even cold compared with what I can express in
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song! I could count the letters or rather

the billets which I have written hurriedly

and witltout knowing how, in the three

or four most decisive circumstances of my

life. It is therefore the first time since I

exist, thatI feel the necessity of retrac

ing in words what I experience and what

happens to me. It is even a great pleas

ure to me to attempt it. Illustrious and

venerated Porpora, amiable and dear

Haydn, excellent and respectable canon

" ' ', you, my only friends, and perhaps

you also, noble and unfortunate baron de

Trenek, it is of you that I think in writ

ing; it is to you that I relate my re-lI

verses and my trials. It seems to meI

that I talk with you, and that in my sadi

solitude I escape frotn the notltingness of

death by initiating you into the secret of

my life. Perhaps I shall die here of

ennui and misery, though hitherto my

health and my courage are not sensibly

alTecte-d. But l am ignorant of the evils

which the future has in reserve for me,

and if I succumb, at least a trace of me

and a picture of my agony will remain in

your hands; it will be the inheritance of

some prisoner who will succeed me in

this cell and will discover this hiding

place in the wall in which I myself found

the pencil and paper with which I write

to you. O! howl now thank nty mother

for having me taught to write, she who

did not know how! Yes, it is a great

 

 

solace to write in prison. My sad song

could not pierce the thickness of these

walls and could not reach to you. My;

writing will come to you some day—and ‘

who knows if I shall not find a means of?

sending it to you very shortly. I have

always depended upon Providence.”

“ 3d. I shall write briefly and without

stopping for long reflections. This small

supply of paper, fine as silk, will not be]

everlasting, and my captivity will perhaps

be so. I will say a few words to you

every evening before going to sleep. I

wish also to save my taper. I cannot

write during the day for fear of being

surprised. I shall not tell you wltyI was

sent here; I do not know, and in endeav

oring to divine it with you I might per

haps compromise persons who neverthe

less have confided nothing to me. Neith

er shall I complain of the authors of my

misfortune. It scents to me that if I

should give way to teproaches and resent—

ment I should lose the strength which

sustains me. I wish to think only of

those whom I love and of hitn whom I

have loved.

 

experience a celestial calmness and fall'retnrncd several times to warm his little

asleep almost happy. It seems to me : feet upon it with a secret delight. He

that I am answered from Heaven and {even had the courage to pick my little

that a mysterious voice sings to me in my‘ worms of bread which were upon the

sleep another hymn more beautiful than table, and after having shaken them with

mine, whichI endeavor to recollect thelan air of contempt and scattered them

next day and to sing in my turn. Now ' around him, he at last, pressed by hunger

tltatIhave pencils and asmall remnant of no doubt, swallowed one which he did

ruled paper, I will write my compositions. not find very bad. At this moment M.

Some day perhaps you will try them, my ' Schwartz (my gaolcr) entered and the

dear friends, and I shall not be entirely dear little visitor found the window to go

dead." out. But I hope that he will return, for

“ 4th. This morning the red-breast‘he did ttot go far off during the day, nor

entered my chamber and remained moreiceflse looking at me 115 if to promise it to

than a quarter of an hour. It is a fort- me and to tell me that he had no longer

night since I invited him to do me this,sr1 poor an opinion of rne and my bread.

honor and he has at last decided upott itI‘ “ That is quite enough about a red

to-day. He lives in an old ivy whichibreast. I did not think I was such a

climbs even to my window, and which my ‘Child- D008 life in a prison lead to

keepers spare because it gives a little idiocy? or is there indeed a mystery of

verdure to their door situated some foet‘isympathy and affection between all that

below. The pretty little bird looked at , breathes under the sky! 1 had my harp

me for a long while with a curious and sicltord here several days. I could work,

distrustful air. Attracted by the crumbsiswdy, compose, sing—nothing Of all

of bread which I roll for him imo thefthat has affected me hitherto so much as

form of little worms, and which I turn in It the visit of this little bird, of this being!

my fingers in order to tempt him by the YES, ii is 3- being! and ii “'35 0" that 86

nppearance of a living prey, he camegcouttt my heart beat on seeing him near

lightly and as if borne on the wings of‘i "19- Yet my 28016? is it being 8180, and

the wind as far as my bars; but as soon 13 being or my own FPBCiesl his Wife, his

as he perceived the deception, he went 0111,50", Who"! I see several times in the day,

with an air of reproach and made a little , the sentinel who walks the rampart day

rattling sound which seemed likeascold-Iand night and Who does not lose me

ing. And then those villanous iron bars, from his sight, are beings helier organ

ized, natural friends, brothers before God ;

yet the sight of them is much more pain

bled a cage that he had a horror of them. i iii] to me ihaii agreeable This gavler

Still to day, when I was no longer tltink- has "P0" me i-he 9590! or a grating, hi3

ing of him, he determined to pass them wife that of a chain, his son that of a

and came, without thinking of me as IISIUI'IB cemented in the wall. In the SOI

also believe, to light upon the back of a t diet Who guards me I See only a musket

chair in my chamber. I did not move levelled Upon me. It seems to me that

for fear of frightctiing him; and he began lhi'se beings have nothing human, "01h

to look about him as if astonished. He ing living, ihli iile)’ are “whines! ihsmi

so close and so black, through which weI

had made acquaintance, so much rcscmw

had the appearance of a traveller who

has discovered a new country and who

makes his observations in order to des

cribe its wonders to his friends. It was I

who astonished him the. most and so long

as I did not move he seemed to consider

me very comical. With his great round

eye and his beak in the air like a little

turned up nose he has a thoughtless and

impertinent physiognomy which is the

most sprightly in the world. At last I

coughed a little to open the conversation,

and he fled quite affrighted. But in his

precipitation lte could not find the window.

He rose to the cieling and then turned

round and rottnd a minute like a person

who has lost his wits. Finally he be

“I sing every evening for two hours,came calm on seeing that I did not think

and it seems to tne that I make some pru- of pursuing him, and fatigued by his fear

gress. What good will that do me? The;more than by his flight, he alighted on

vaults of my dungeon reply to me; they;tlte stove. He seemed very agreeably

do not hear me— but God hears me, and surprised by its warmth, for he is a bird

when I have composed a hymn which I extremely sensitive to cold, and after hav

sing to him in the fervor of my soul, 1; ing again made some turns at random, he

ments of torture and of death. \Vere it

not for the fear of being impious I should

hate them—O my red-breast ! thee I

love, there is nothing to be said, I feel it.‘

Explain who can this kind of love."

“ 5th. Another event. Here is the

billet I received this morning in a hardly

legible writing upon a piece of very dirty

paper.

“ ‘ My sister, since the spirit visits thee,

thou art a saint, I was very sure of it. I

am thy friend and thy servant. Dispose of

me and command thy brother as thou wilt.‘

“ \Vlto is this friend, this impromptu

brother‘.l Impossible to guess. I found

that ttpon my window this morning on

opening it to say good-morning to the red

breast. Could it be he who brought it! I

am tempted to believe it is he who has

Written to me. At any rate he knows me,

the dear little thing, and begins to love

me. He almost never approaches the

i Seltwartzes' kitchen, the opening of which

 

‘emits an odor of hot grease that ascends
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even to me and is not the least disagreea

ble thing about my habitation. But I no

longer desire to change it since my little

bird adopts it. He has too much good

taste to be familiar with that turnkey eat

ing-house keeper, his wicked wife and

his ugly offspring." It is decidedly to

me that he grants his confidence and his

friendship. He re-entered my chamber

to-day. He breakfasted with appetite,

and when I walked at noon on the espla

nade, he descended from his ivy and came

to fly about me. He uttered his little rat

tle as if to encourage me to attract my at

tention. The ugly Gottlieb was upon his

door-step and looked at me giggling with

his wandering eyes. That boy is al

ways accompanied by a frightful yellow

cat which looks at my red-breast with an

eye still more horrible than his master's.

That makes me shudder. I hate that

cat. almost as much as I do madam

Schwartz the searcher."

“ 6th. Still another billet this morning!

This becomes strange. The same crook

ed, pointed, scrawling, unneat writing,

the same sugar-paper. My Lindor is not

an hidalgo, but he is tender and enthusi

astic: ‘ Dear sister, elect soul marked by

the finger of God, than mistrustcst me.

Thou dost not wish to speak to me.

Hast thou no commands for me! Can 1

not serve thee in anything! My life be

longs to thee. Command then thy broth-

er.’ I look at the sentinel. He is a

great Iout of a soldier who darns his

stocking as he walks to and fro with his

musket on his shoulder. He looks at me

also and seems more inclined to send me

a bullet than a billet-douX. On whatever

side I turn my eyes I see only immense

gray walls, bristling with nettles, hord

ered by a ditch, which is itself bordered

by another fortified work of whichI know

neither the name nor the purpose, but

which shuts out from me the view of the

lake; and upon the top of that advanced

fortification, another sentinel whose cap

and the muzzle of whose gun I can per

ceive and whose savage cry I can hear to

every bark that grazes the citadel: Keep

of! If I could only see those barks and a

little running water and a corner of the

landscape! I hear only the plashing of

an ear, sometimes the song of a fisher

man, and from afar. when the wind

blows from that side, the rippling of the

two rivers which units at a certain dis

tance from the prison. But whence

come to me these mysterious billets and

this beautiful devotedness which I know

not how to make use of! Perhaps my red

breast knows; but the cunning little fel

low will not tell me.”

 

" Consuelo had given some details respecting

the Schwartz family in a preceding paragrzéph.

We have suppressed in her manuscript al at

would be a repetition for the reader.

 

“ 7th. On looking with all my eyes as

I walked upon my rampart I perceived a

little narrow opening in the side of ther,

tower I inhabit, ten feet above my window '

and almost entirely hidden by the top-i

most branches of the ivy which reach

even there. ‘Such a little window can

not light the abode of a living being,’

thought I shuddering. Still I wished to

know what to depend upon and I endeav

ored to attract Gottlieb to the rampart by

flattering his monomania or rather his un

happy passion, which is to make shoes.

Iasked him if he could not manufacture

a pair of slippers for me; and for the

first time he approached me without be

ing compelled, and answered me without

embarrassment. But his manner of speak

ing is as strange as his face, and I begin

to believe that he is not an idiot, but

crazy :

“‘ Shoes for thee!’ cried be (for he

thees-and-thous every body ;) ‘ no, I

dare not. It is written : I am unworthy to

loose the late/wt of his shoes.’

“I saw his mother three steps from

the door, ready to come and join in the

conversation. Having therefore no time

to stop for the purpose of understanding

the motives of his humility or of his ven

eration, I hastened to ask him ifthe story

above was inhabited, at the same time

hardly hoping to obtain a sensible an

swer.

“ ‘ It is not inhabited,’ replied Gottlieb

very rationally; ‘ it could not be, there is

only a ladder there which leads to the

platform.’__

“ ‘ And is the platform isolated!

it no communication'.‘ '

“ ‘ Why dost thou ask me, since thou

knowest ! ’

“ ‘ I do not know and do not care to

know. I wish to make you talk, Gottlieb,

and to see if you have as much wit as

they say you have.’

“ ‘ I have a great deal, a great deal of

wit,’ replied poor Gottlieb in a grave and

sad tone, which contrasted with the droll

ness of his words.

“ ‘ In that case you can explain to me,’

returned I, (for the moments were pre

cious.) ‘how this tower is built.’

“ ‘ Ask the red-breast,” replied he with

a strange smile. ‘IIe knows, he who

flies and goes every where. I know

nothing, because I go nowhere.’

“‘ What"! not even to the top of the

tower in which you live! Do you not

know what there is behind that wall! ’

“ ‘ Perhaps i have passed there, but I

have paid no attention to it. I hardly

ever look at anything or any body.’

“ ‘ Still you look at the red-breast: you

see him, you know him.’

“ ‘0! him, that is ditTerent. We

know angels very well, but that is no

Has

 

reason why we should look at walls.’

 

“‘That is a very profound saying,

Gottlieb. Could you explain it to

me?’

“ ‘ Ask the red-breast, I tell you that

he knows every thing, he; he can go

every where, but he never visits except

those who are like him. That is why he

enters your chamber.‘

“ ‘ Many thanks, Gottlieb ; you take

me for a bird.’

“ ‘ The red-breast is not a bird.’

“ ‘ What is he then l ’

“ ‘ He is an angel, as you know.‘

“ ‘ In that case Iam one also! ’

“ ‘ You have said it.’

“ ‘ You are gallant, Gottlieb.’

“ ‘ Gallant,’ said Gottlieb looking at me

with a profoundly astonished air; ‘ what

is gallant .1 ’

“ ‘ Are you not acquainted with that

word? ’

it t N0_'

“ ‘ How do you know that the red

breast enters my chamber! ’

“ ‘ I have seen him, and besides he has

told me.’

“ ‘ Then he speaks to you! ‘

“ ‘ Sometimes,’ said Gottlieb sighing,

‘ very rarely! But yesterday he told me :

No, I will not enter your kitchen.

Angels have no intercourse with evil

spirits.’

“ ‘ Are you an evil spirit, Gottlieb '! ’

“ ‘ O on, not I; but— ’ Here Gottlieb

placed a finger upon his thick lips with an

air of mystery.

“ ‘ But who? ’

“ He did not answer, but pointed to his

cat by stealth and as if he feared being

perceived by him.

“ ‘ Then that is why you call him by

such an ugly name ! Beelzcbub I be

lieve! ’

“ ‘ Chut! ’ returned Gottlieb, ‘ that is

his name and he knows it well. He has

borne it since the existence of the world

but he will not always bear it.’

“ ‘ Doubtlcss! when he is dead.’

“ ‘He will not die, not he! He can

not die, and is much troubled at it, be

cause he does not know that a day will

come when he will be forgiven.’

“ Here we were interrupted by the ap

proach of madam Schwartz, who was

astonished at seeing Gottlieb at last con

versing freely with me. She was quite

delighted at it and asked me if I was sat

isfied with him.

“' Very well satisfied, I assure you,

Gottlieb is very interesting and now I

shall take pleasure in making him talk.’

“ ‘Ah! mademoiselle, you will do us

a great favor, for the poor child has no

one with whom to converse, and with us

it is as if on purpose, he does not wish to

open his mouth. What an original you

are, Gottlieb, and how obstinate! Here

you are talking very well with mademoi
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selle whom you do not know, while with

your parents — ’

“ Gottlieb immediately turned upon his

heels and disappeared in the kitchen,

without appearing even to have heard his

mother’s voice.

“ ‘ That is the way he always does! ’

cried madam Schwartz; ‘ when his

father or I speak to him, you would say,

twenty-nine times in thirty, that he had

become deaf. But in fine what was he

saying to you, madcmoiselle! what can

he have been talking about with you all

this time? ’

“ ‘ I confess to you that I have not un

derstood him ‘ replied I. ‘ It is necessa

ry to know to what his ideas refer. Al

low me to converse with him from time

to time without interference, and when I

am informed, I will explain to you what

passes in his brain.’ ”

“ ‘ But, in fine, mademoiselle,

mind is not deranged? ’

“ ‘ I do not think it is,’ replied I, and

there I told a great falsehood, for which

may God pardon me! My first impulse

was to spare the illusion of that poor wo—

man, who is a wicked sorceress in truth,

but who is a mother and who has the

happiness not to see the craziness of her

son. That is always very strange. It

must be that Gottlieb, who has shown me

his peculiarities so frankly, has a silent

madness with his parents. On thinking

of it I have imagined that I could perhaps

gather from the simplicity of this unfor

tunate some information respecting the

other inhabitants of my prison, and that

Imight discover from his rambling an

swers the author of my anonymous bil

lets. Iivish therefore to make a friend

of him, especially as his sympathies ap

pear subject to those of the red-breast

and as, decidedly, the red-breast honors

me with his. There is poetry in the dis

eased mind of this poor child! The lit

tle bird an angel, the eat an evil spirit

that will be forgiven! \Vhat does'all

that mean! There is in these German

heads, even in the most disordered, a

luxury of imagination which I admire.

“ At any rate madam Schwartz is

much gratified by my condescension and I

am in high favor with her for the moment.

Gottlieb’s idle talk will be a recreation

for me. Poor creature! Since I have

become acquainted with him to dayI no

longer feel any aversion to him. A cra

zy person cannot be wicked in this coun

try where men of wit and high reason are

so far from being good! ”

To be Continucd.

his

Behold your task, it is great. It is to

form the universal family, to build thei

city of God, and progrEssivcly, by un—

ceasing effort, to realize his work in Hm

manity.

DR. KRAITSIR‘S SYSTEM AGAIN.

[\Ve insert the following communication

, from “ Tmo," (who, by the way, has reformed

l the spelling of her name.) though at considerable
lexpense of space, without remarking on it at

Ilength, for the reason that we are just now

compelled to attend to other duties. Here

after. should we think it worth while, we may

return to the subject and seek to extricate

it from the zealous grasp of our correspondent,

who, it will be seen, treats our humble lu

cubrations with no more respect or forbear

ance than Luther used towards the devil.—

The arguments of “True” we are quite con

tent to put into the hands of our readers with

out even speaking of their character, and for

the present we will leave the matter with the

words of that stout and merciless controver

sialist, Gonrnsr IIERMANN : “Science is a

battle field whence no one comes off without a

wound; he that fears being wounded would do

well never to enter it, and he that cries out

when he is hit is no brave man."]

To the Editors of the Harbinger:

I thank you for publishing my letter

concerning Dr. Kraitsir’s books without

curtailment ; and I now intend to try you

still further with an answer to the re

marks with which you aecompanicd it.

It seems to me that the charge of the re

jection of one species of truth from the

notion that it might not be reconcilable with

anal/ter, cannot be made against Dr.

Kraitsir, on the ground of his objection

to Phonography. He has always assert

ed that all writing was grounded on Plio

nography, and declares that the Roman

alphabet was phonographic {o}; the Latin

language. This was, in fact, the great

point of the book on “ Thefignificance

of the Alphabet,” and hence be inferred

the true pronunciation of the Latin, con

firming his inferences by comparison of

languages, and other historical proofs.

IIe objected to the system of Phonogra

phy, as propoundcd by Pitman, on several

grounds; one of which was, that the

English language, having become cor

rupted in pronunciation, by reason of the

neglect of the phonetic nature of the

letters with which it was written, Would

be deprived of its natural significance,

and cut. off from the family of languages

to which it belongs, if written as now

mispronounced. Another ground of his

objection to Pitman’s Phonography he did

not mention in his book, but has some

times named to his pupils, namely, that

the forms of the new letters are not in

dicative at all of the organs which make

the sounds they represent. Now the

labials of the Roman alphabet are all

formed with some reference to the lips,—

the B representing the two lips, the P

one lip, the F and V the lip crossed by

the teeth, the M the meeting of the lips.

Then the gutturals are all made by cir

'cular forms, C, G, Q, or the angular K,

emblematic of the organ that makes these

sounds. The T, A, L, show the concur

  
rence of the tongue and teeth; the S and

Z, are the snake lines symbolic of hissing;

'the R is like a rattling instrument; the N

represents its correlative M. But this

last objection is of comparatively small

importance, and, in fact, as it has not

been stated in print by the Dr. himself,

we, as reviewers of his books, have

nothing to do with it.

Iconld almost wish that Dr. Kraitsir

had said nothing about Phonogrnphy at

all, since it seems to have so dusted the

eyes of the votaries of this art, that they

do not apprehend the ideas his book err-r

presses. The essence of the reviews in the

Harbinger is merely a defence of Pitman’s

Phonography, and the charge of the re

jeclion qfone speciesqftruth, and so forth,

is an assumption that the system of Pho

nography is true to nature and the neces

sity of the case, which is yet to be

proved. That Phonography writes the

present English in such a way that the

best part of the ancient true English is

undiscoverable in the writing, is Dr.

Kraitsir's objection. No answer to this

objection has yet been made; for it is no

answer (on the contrary it is the begging

of a new question) to say that the part of

the language lost to the ear, is of no im

portance. Phonography would stereo

type all errors of pronunciation, and for~

ever preclude all organic reform ; because

its author, although priding himself upon

a protection of sounds, did not dream of

the utter corruption of pronunciation, nor

that there is truth in the greatest part of

the writing, whichis more consonant with

the genius of the language than its pre

sent mode of utterance. The reviewer

confounds letters, or the visible, with

sounds, or the audible. He confesses his

want of acquaintance with the evidence

that the sounds are significant. His com

parison of the characters with so many

quail tracts, is therefore a very gratuitous

witticism ad septum/run vulgus. Soon

after he admits the sounds of the human

voice to be significant! IIis criticism of

the title of the book in question, shows

that he has not examined it carefully,

since it is evident from the contest, that

by alphabet, Dr. Kraitsir means, not the

figures of the letters, but the sounds they

represent, the a of the alpha being the

first, and the b of the beta the second

sound of the series. The reviewer again

doubts that every organic sound of the

human voice has an inherent, natural,

and most intelligible meaning ; but is his

doubt a proof! Does he not reject this

sort of truth because it is not palatable to

his graphic sect! He goes on from his

doubt, as if it were an acknowledged

principle, to infer that any sound may he

dropped ad li/zilum, still believing that

even then the primitive, organic, real

sense of the word will remain after it
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shall have been dropped.

altogether too fast; and since he has said,

in one place, that the sounds of tlte hu~

man voice are significant, and in another,

that he doubts it, we must bring him back

to the starting point expressed in the title

of Dr. Kraitsir's first Work on “ The

Significance of the Alphabet.” Have

organic sounds any natural significance or

not? Dr. Kraitsir says they have, and

this reviewer doubts it. Dr. Kraitsir ad

duces proof of what he amerts, and the

reviewer does not refute his arguments,

but asserts that Dr. Kraitsir is a slave to

the existing alphabets, which the review

er does not. profess to understand. Now

notwithstanding Dr. Kraitsir's objections

to Pitman’s alphabet, he has always as

serted the great principle of Phouogra

phy, valuing the sounds more than their

images. He proposes that the present

treatment of the Roman alphabet should

be rejected entirely, and a thorough

knowledge of it, as a phonographic in

strument, be made the basis of all study

of languages. He brings forth the sound;

originally written by the Roman letters.

He shows that. these sounds predominate

in the English language. His vocabularyl

of eleven hundred words, as he expressly

says, does not exhaust the number written

precisely as they are spelled, provided

the alphabet is pronounced as the old

Romans, Celts, Anglo Saxons, Goths,

and so forth, pronounced it. If the ques

tion be made of the syllables of the lan

guage, instead of the words, a vast ma—

jority will fall into the same category, as

is proved by the calculation on page ten

of the “First Book of English.” For

these sounds in the English which were

not in the Latin, he proposes a few new

 

characters, or rather such a new printing

of the old ones as shall make them new.

Thus he gives a character for every.

sound. l

“’ith respect to the words of corruptl

pronunciation, Dr. Kraitsir pauses. What i

can be done with these”.l He cannot do

as the pbonographers do, because, in that

case, important elements of the words

are wholly lost. ll’rite, right, wright,

rile, are pronounced alike, but he cannot

write them alike without confounding

their significations so entirely, that the

eye would no longer be able to do the

work originally intended for the ear, and

the mind would become the entire loser.

Your reviewer calls me to account for

saying that words are symboliral only in

their first form and pronunciation. He

says he “ will not stop to discuss this,"

however. But why not? for here lies

the gist of the matter. 1 do say that if

the word paid is written by Pitman’s

phonography, all evidence that it once

contained a guttural, would be blotted

out; and I cannot understand what the

 

But this is reviewer means, when he says, in the

very presence of this Word, that “Pho

nography and Phonolypy leave all {he pasl

unlour'hcd,” and that “for the purposes of

science ercry gullural of which there is any

trace can still be got at." When he says

“that the world at large may cease to

employ the rags and tatters of a few use

less symbols which they long ago ceased

to know the meaning of, and do not care

a straw about," he betrays the length and

breadth of the general ignorance and in

tellectual apathy. A few useless sym

bols! Language in general is nothing

else but a collection of symbols, and the

least ‘rag and tatter’ of a symbol is all

important, if we are to understand arty

thing. All parts of the human body,

deprived of life and separated from each

other, are also rags and tatters. Because

[he worlrl does not care a straw about the

meaning of, and has ceased to know, these

symbols, mankind are at this very mo

ment swamped in a great sea of words,

quarrelling all the time about religion,

and all children (to use the words of the

reviewer himself) are “stultified at the

very outset of their intellectual culture,

by a systematic infusion of the accumu

lated absurdities of primitive ignorance

and progressive corruption! ” Dr. Krait

sir has not yet developed in print the

whole subject, as it lies vast before his

own mind, and as he at times reveals it

to his pupils. But in his next book we

shall see whether the symbolism of artic

ulate sounds is to be spoken of in this

cavalier style.

The reviewer's proposition that “the

early alphabets of all nations are of course

defective," takes for granted what is not

proved, and what is directly denied by a

scholar whom the reviewer himself pro

nounces to be without peers in America.

Those of Dr. Kraitsir's pupils who have

heard him lecture at large upon alphabets

and the Deva nagari have come away

with a new sense of the sublitnity of those

long neglected or forgotten laws which

regulate the elements of human speech,

and guided the human mind in depicting

them by writing. The early alphabets of

all nations he shows to be wonderful

monuments of a state of culture to which

no modern society has arrived.

I find it dillicult to make a unitary arti

cle on such a desultory production as the

review] am reviewing. The criticisms

on the “ First Book of English” seem

to me to betray a most careless perusal of

the book. Dr. Kraitsir says, in the sec

tion on the explanation of the alphabet,

that his object is not to multiply sounds

and anomalies, and that in every doubtful

case of pronunciation he recurs to the

true alphabet sound as the standard. 110

does not recognize any sound of a to be

like u in huddle, but would have the un- fidttcalion

 

accented a sounded as in ah always, since

it is in fact so sounded generally. \Vith

respect to the words girls and finger,

they are evidently merely misplaced, since

the second vocabulary is expressly made

to exemplify the effect of the r upon the

vowels c, 1', and 0. With respect to the

sound ofo in 1:01, and u in pun, the word

“short” was an inadvertance which the

publisher has had corrected with a pen

in most of the copies sold.

I might go along in detail and find

something to say to almost every sentence

of this hasty article, which does not seem

to be quite worthy of the source from

which it comes. Those who desire to

know and establish the universal lan

guage, do not know what they are doing,

I think, when they undertake to meet

with such careless criticism, and as far as

in them lies, hinder the apprehension ofa

system of philology so profoundly thought

out, as the one presented by Dr. Kraitsir.

Associationists should have learned the

injustice.of deciding upon a superficial

glance on a great subject. Dr. Kraitsir

meditates a profound reform in language.

He takes the traces which the great spirit

of man has left— now in sounds—and

now in characters addressed to the eye,—

and by means of them both, evolves the

original words with which things and

ideas were expressed by man to man,

when they were yet uncorrupt in body

and mind. T/use words are the key to

all languages, for they are their staple

material. From this common stock he

starts, whenever he has any language to

learn, and he finds that they vegetate

more or less in different climates and

under different circumstances, and are

modified according to some principles

characteristic of the tribe which uses the

language. in this way human speech,

considered in the broadest manner, is

brought within the compass of a single

mind‘s acquiremeut. And there can be

no doubt that when languagelearning on

this broad scale is made the common

property of the nations, languages will

begin to assimilate: for, in the first place,

each language will he gradually brought

towards first principles, and deterioration

be checked. The unitary language which

is to be spoken by men when they have

attained unity, cannot be anything else

than the sum of all human languages,

clarified by first principles and understood

by all men. The human organs are not

to make any new sounds; the human

mind is to be opened to the meaning of

the sounds that are already made, and to

learn so to classify them, and so to con

sider them, that it will not take a life

time, as it now does, to learn a fetv lan

guages, but many can be mastered in a

reasonable period assigned to youthful

Ttno.
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SECTION 111.;NOTICE v.

CHAPTER XX. (Concluded)

Education of Children of [/12 Fourth Age

by the Mortars.

One stimulus which cannot be made

available in civilization and which is deci

sive in the Combined Order, is the pre

cocity of certain children. In all depart

ments there are some precocious, either

in mind or body. I have seen one who,

at the age of eighteen months, outdid in

various accomplishments the children of

three years. Such children mount to

higher rank before the usual time; and

this becomes a subject of jealousy and

emulation for their fellows, whose compa

ny they quit. Civilization cannot draw

any food for emulation from this preco

eity, which Harmony makes useful both

materially and intellectually. The pre

mature ascension of a child makes a live

ly impression upon the ablcst of the tribe

whom he abandons; they redouble their

efi'orts to equal him, to present themselves

as soon as may be for examination. The

impulse communicates itself more or less

to those who are inferior, and education

proceeds of itself by all these little

springs, of which civilization can make no

use, because neither industry nor studies

are attractive out of the passional series.

Only the Combined Order can present

to the child, in all the branches of indus

try, a graduated outfit, which constitutes

the charm of early years, such as a scale

ofchariots, spades, and other tools ofseven

different sizes, adapted to the seven cor

porations of youth. Edged tools, hatch

ets, planes, are not entrusted to those of

the third and fourth age.

It is principally by means of this scale,

that we may turn to account the imitative

mania which prevails in children ; and to

strengthen this enticement, we subdivide

the different utensils into sub-scales of

still finer shades of variety. Thus any

implement for the use of the lulins (third

age) will be of three dimensions adapted

to the three degrees of high, low, and

middle lulins; this must be carefully

looked to by those who make the prepa

rations foi' a model Phalanx.

The same scale is employed in the

industrial grades, which are several, as

aspirants, neophytes, bachelors, licenti

ates, and various officers.

In every labor, were it only the tying

up of matches, this scale of degrees with

their respective signs must be established,

so that the child may rise or fall from one

de tee to another, according to his merit.

he children in Harmony will have

the same foible with the parents in Civil~

izntion, that is, the taste for gew-gaws,

pompous titles, decorations, and so forth.

A child of three years will already have

at least some twenty dignities and deco

rations; he may be a licentiate in the

group for making matches, a bachelor in

the group for shelling peas, a neophyte

in the group for raising the reseda. &c.

&c., with ornaments indicative of all

these functions.

They proceed with great pomp in the

 

distributions of ranks, which take place

at the parades. _

Impatience to be admitted to these dig

nities, as well as to the three degrees of

each choir, is a great stimulus for chil

dren ; this age, being but little distracted

by interest, and not at all by love, is

altogether subject to ambition; each child

burns to rise from tribe to tribe, from

degree to degree, always eager to go

before his age, unless restrained by the

severity of examinations and of trials.

Each tribe gives the candidate his choice

of these, for it is a matter of indifference

whether the child takes part in this or

that industrial group (Chapter XIX.);

he has only to prove his capacity in a. cer

tian number of groups, which by the very

fact of accepting him, attest his dex

terity and his instruction. N0 protection

or favor, nothing short of experimental

evidence, can obtain their assent, since it

is necessary to operate and figure adroitly

in the functions undertaken. The groups,

of children being very proud, no one

of them would admit an applicant who

might expose the group to the raillery of

its rivals in the neighboring Phalanxes.

Take, for example, a little girl of four

years and a half, seeking admission to

the choir of clu-rubt'ncs. She will have

to undergo nearly the following proofs :

1. To take part in the

Opera.

2. To wash one hundred and twenty plates in

half an hour, without cracking one,

. To peel half a quintnl of apples in agiven

time, without taking off more than the indi

cated weight.

. To pick over a certain quantity of rice or

other grain in a given time.

. To kindle and cover u the fire with intelli

gence and with despatch.

music and dances of the

Besides this, they will require of her

the certificate of a licentiate in five

groups, of a bachelor in seven groups,

and of a neophyte in nine groups.

These proofs, which are left to the free

choice of the applicant, are required when

she wishes to rise from one choir to

another; others are required in order to

rise from one degree to another, as from

the low to the middle cherubines, and so

forth.

The Harmonic education condemns the

use of prizes which are given to civilized

children and sometimes to the parents;

it employs only noble incentives, more

just than the prizes so often conferred by

favor, as we have seen in the case of the

decennial prizes nnder Buonaparte. It

brings honors and interest into play ; the

honor of rising rapidly from grade to

grade, and the interest of reaping heavy

dividends in several series. (See Chap

ter XIX., table of the incentives for early

childhood.) I shall describe yet others

for childhood more advanced.

Up to the age of nine years the trials

turn more upon the material than upon

the spiritual; and beyond nine, more

upon the spiritual than upon the material,

which is already formed.

In early childhood, the most important

matter at first is to obtain the integral

exercise of the corporeal fuuctions, and

the simultaneous development of the or

gans. If a bumln'n. presents himself to

the cliz'ru/iins, they will require of him,

besides the special credentials above

mentioned, another trial of integral d01

lerily, applied to the different parts of the

body ; for example, the seven exercises

which follow :

1. Of the left hand and arm 3 i

 
2. 0f the right hand and arm;

3. Of the left foot and leg;

4. Of the right foot and leg;

5. of two hands and one arm;

6. Of two feet and one leg;

7. Of all four members,

besides an intellectual thesis which, ac

cording to the faculties of his age, will

turn upon the competency of God alone

in the social government, and the incom

petency of human reason, whose laws

engender only barbarism and civilization,

fraud and oppression.

In rising from the chem/jinx to the

scrap/tins, or sixth age, the conditions will

be still more exacting, both in physical

exercises more diflicult than those preced

ing, and in intellectual ones on subjects

suited to the age of six years.

If in earlier childhood a majority or

the whole of the proofs required are

material, it is in order to conform to the

impulse of that age which is altogether

material. In Harmony, the sole study

is to second attraction, to favor the exer

cise of nature with as much care as civ

ilization takes to stifle it.

Since education terminates in the two

choirs of youths and maidens(jouvrnreau.r

e! jouvenoelles), they have no more proofs

to undergo in passing into the next choirs

of the adolescents; but these proofs are

gradually rolonged in all the choirs and

degrees of? childhood; they are the

springs which impel the child, impatient

to rise, and shamed by any reverse, to a

passionate demand for instruction.

The choirs and tribes, even the young

est, are filled with esprit a'e Corps, and

would not on any account admit an inex

pert candidate. He would be put off

from month to month, from examination

to examination. Children are very rigo

rous judges on this point. The affront

of a refusal becomes very keen to those

who have passed the age of admission

into a tribe. After six months respite

and reiterated trials, they are, in case of

insufficiency, placed in the choirs of half

chatacter. The parents cannot create

any illusion about their inferiority, nor

praise the gentleness of an idiot child, as

they do now. Emulation is stifled at its

source, so long as there is no counter

poise to the parent's spoiling his child.

To be consigned thus to the choirs of

half-character, although not very flatter

ing, is not offensive, because this class

contains many individuals disgraced in

the sensual faculties, although they are

filled with intellectual capacity. The

same class contains also certain very pre

cious ambigus, who figure in two charac

ters and form a connecting link, as it

were, between them both.

Moreover, as the full character forms a

very. numerous body in which advance

ment is difficult, children who are intel

lectually feeble, easily decide themselves

for the half-character, where what is re

ally the feebleness of a SUbJBCt is dis

guised under the part of an ambigu.

Then again, when a child passes to the

hulf‘character of a superior tribe, it is for

him a real advancement which will not

prevent him from rising to the full char

acter of this tribe, so soon as he shall

give proof of the requisite accomplish

ments.

Certain individuals may pass their

whole life in the choirs of half-character;

they are none the less happy for that, nor

are they looked down upon, because this

class, as I have said, contains individuals

of great price. Besides, we know that
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frequently a character, pronounced bad at I avoid it, and I only mention it to indicate

first, develops itself in time and acquires the high importance of the part of men

a title of a very high degree. tor, to which these scientific functions

For the rest, in the half as in the full belong.

character, the numerous means of indus- Need we be astonished that nature,

trial attraction preserve all their influence. i who assigns to the mentors of the female

The mere desire to pass from the aspi- . sex a part so eminent, inspires them with

rants to the neophytes of any .group, a disgust for the subaltern offices of edu

from the neophytes to the bachelors, is cation, for the care of babies in the

enough to electrify a young child in the ‘ cradle? llow could they be free for the

workshops, gardens, stables, and ma- development of characters and of indus

ntBUVYesl the"? is not SO much need Ofitrial instincts, for the classification of

exciting his emulation, as there is othemperamenls, and for the very delicate

moderating ils Brdm'. and of C(mS‘lllngicchrimenls which these different services

him for the want of skill which makesldemand, if they were obliged to spend all

him indignant and which he struggles to'their time in giving pap to babes, in

correct. \Vhata contrast with the civil- skimming the pot, and bolching panta

ized children whom we call charming, loans, to render themselves worthy of a

and Who. M the age 0f rm". have no,moralistic husband? It is but natural,

other talent but that of breaking and soil- therefore, that women born for these

ing every thing, and of resisting the labor i high functions, should disdain the petty

to which nothing but moralisin and the fuss of house-keeping, and, not finding

lash can turn them! ‘ in civilization occupations Worthy of their

Thus their lot is so irksome, that they talent, should throw themselves itilo

all sigh after rccreah'on, a thing which ' balls, spectacles. amours, and all sorts of

will be ridiculous in the eyes of ll10|distractinns, to fill up the void which the

children of Harmony: they will know no‘meanness of civilization has left to all

amusement but that of traversing the-superior characters. \Ve wrongly accuse

workshops, and engaging in the indus- them of depravity, when we ought only

trial meetings and intrigues. One of the to accuse the civilized regime, which, in

prodigies which will be admired in the education as in all things,opens no career

model Phalanx, will be the spectacle of except to women who are inclined to

children never wishing for recreation, but littleness, to servitude, and to hypocrisy.

only to pass from one labor to another, The display of maternal love is often

and who will have no solicitude except to mere hypocrisy, an apology for virtue in

know what meetings will be negotiated at l women who have no real virtue, no true

the evening exchange for the next day‘s , force.

labors, by the choirs of the cherulnns.i Diogenes says that love is the occupa

from whom the bambins take their im-ltion of the idle; the same might be said

pulse ; for they as yet do not take part at i of maternal excesses. This beautiful

the exchange, and have not the direction ‘zeal of certain women for the care of the

0f any lflhtlr- infant, is only the last resource of idle

The full liberty which is allowed the l ness. Ifthcy had some twenty industrial

children in Harmony, does not extend tolintrigues to follow up, for their interest

dangerous licences; it would he ridicu-pand their fame; they would be very glad

lous to let a child of four years handle a to be delivered from the care of little

loaded pistol. The Harmoniaiis do notleltildreu, provided they could have some

abuse the word liberty, like the civilizces, ‘ guarantee of their good keeping.

who, under the pretext of liberty, sanc

tion every imaginary fraud in merchants.

The permission to use fire-arms, dwarf

horses, and sharp edged tools, is only i reduce them to sewing and to making the

granted by degrees, as the child ascends‘ pot boil. It will know that nature dis

frOln ch05? 10 CM“; and this is one off tributes talents for the sciences and the
. . l

the means of emulation which are putlfine arts equally among the two sexes,

\ their inequalities in single branches counin play to stimulate the child to industry

or study, without any compulsion. terhalancing each other; the taste for the

sciences being more especially adapted

 

 

folly of excluding women from the pur

suits of medicine and of teaching, and

This emulation will not be seen in its

full activity in the experimental Phalanx, 3, to men, and that for the arts more espe

because there will not be all those springs cially to women, in about the following:

which exterior relations furnish to excite proportion.

esprit de corps and rivalries in childhood. _ _ _

A child of such a. Phalanx will not have iggnflga 21::tam-"magfsg'lhgpgf'"d

the PmSPem. or arrlvll‘g’ a." age or Agribulture onit grbud scale, mcn two-thirds,

twelve or thirteen, at high dignities, such wnmen numbing,

as the command of ten thousand men in Agriculture on a small scale, men one-third,

a manmuvre of parade or of an industrial ngmen two-{hifdtifi_ d omen one {hird

arm ' but the results alread brilliant 9“ "mime" w°' " 9w ' .

whigh‘ will be obtained” in the {aginninEZ Attendants, men one-third, women two-thirds.

will enable one to judge of those which

the new order will give, when it is pro

vided with all the resources, and raised to

the full mechanism by the general organ

ization of society throughout the globe.

In the education of the fourth class

there is one branch which I have not

been able to discuss; and that is the art

of determining the character and temper

ament of the child, the degree he occu ies

in a scale of eight hundred and ten fill], of the planters about negroes.

and four hundred and five mixed, besides The harmonic education, so far as the

the transcendant. Such a discussion i direction of natural instincts is concerned,

Would overstep the boundaries of our ac- finds itself completed at a period iii which

tual knowledge; I have been obliged tolour‘s is not even commenced, that is to

nically to exclude one sex from some

particular employment, are like those

wretched planters of the Antilles, who,

after brutalizing their negroes by cruel

punishments, already brutalized enough

by their barbarous education, pretend that

these negroes are not on a level with the

human species. The opinion of the phi

losophers about women is as just as that

 

l

Harmony will not commit, like us, the.

Thus the philosophers who wish tyran-l

say, at the age of about four years and a

half. After this age, the child passing

into the tribe of the rhrruln'nx, will rise by

the mere effect of attiaction and ofemula

tion. Without doubt he will have much

to learn until he is twenty; but it will be

himself who will demand the lessons,

and he will instruct himself in the scien

tific and industrial reunions. He will re

quire no otficer to supervise him, like

those of the third and fourth age; from

the time that he is five years old, be “ill

be what a man of twenty-five is now,

who then for the first time instructs him

self frotti his own impulse and in his own

way, and makes so much the faster

progress.

Let us add one more important distinc

tion between the two modes of education;

namely this, that the present system sep

arates the sciences and industry, whereas

they are always united in the Combined

Order. The child there carries on to

gether, agriculture, manufactures, sci

ences and arts; this is a property of the

subdivision of labor by short sessions, a

method utterly impracticable without the

passional series.

iiiiViEW.

The Scholar, the Artist, the Jurist, tile

PIu/anlhroptst. An Address before the

Phi Beta Kappa Socwa of Harvard

Uniivrsity, 0! their Anniversary, Au

"11s127, 18416. By CHARLES SUMNER.

oston: William D. Ticknor 8: Co.

1846. pp. 72.

At the public funerals of soldiers who

had fallen in battle, the ancient Athenians

\ used to appoint some distinguished citizen

5 to eulogize the patriotism and valor ofthe

lslain. On such occasions, the orator

dwelt upon those as the chiefest virtues,

with which hardly any other theme could

be mingled. vThen the best culture and

the loftiest eloquence never overleaped

.the narrow boundaries of the native land,

Ior regarded the Man as distinct from the

Citizen. Devotion to Athens and bravery

in her wars, with perhaps some hospitable

_act of pity for the unfortunate, and rever- ,

ience for the awful justice of the gods,

; were sufiicient to occupy the glowing

panegyric of the Attic orator. How

different the subject of the present eulogy.

Here we do not catch the blast of trum

pets, or listen to the echo of murderous

deeds. The triumphs celebrated, the

virtues lauded, the examples held up for

imitation, owe none of their lustre to any

perverted passions, and belong to no par

ticular spot of earth.

This oration is a happy thought hap

pily executed. In point of style it strikes

its as superior to those previous ef

forts of the same learned and elegant

pen which we have met with. Of all

that is merely personal in it, we are not

competent, nor is this the time to speak.

Possibly the enthusiasm of the friend and

the love of the pupil for his teachers may

have somewhat exalted in Mr. Sumner’s

portraiture the features of departed great
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ness and worth, but even then only justice

Would be done. It is not the eye of crit

ical fault-finding which sees what is real

and true in character. The sympathy of,

friendship gives better and juster judg-'

ment than the scrutiny of public acts and

the cold estimates of the intellect can

furnish, for it has been admitted to an

intimate sanctuary and has met and known

what was best in the man himself, which

often the world does not suffer to appear.

But it was not in the more utterance of

private affection that Mr. Sumner em

ployed the occasion which drew forth this

speech, which seems to us amodel for

such discourses, not so much stress being

laid upon the men as upon the Ideas to

which they were devoted. As their lives

were a continual commendation of those

ideas to their fellows, so to win others to

love Knowledge, Justice, Beauty, Hu

manity, is the most grateful praise that

could be bestowed upon their memory.

This Mr. Sumner has sought to do rather

than to hang laurels on their tombs,

though indeed he has not failed to reader

that lesser service also.

We said that this oration was a happy

thought. It was a most natural one.

The Society before which it was deliver

ed publishes every four years a catalogue

ofits metnbers. The present year brought

around the period for such a publication,

and upon the list the sign which denotes

the death of members of the fraternity

was for the first time prefixed to four

illustrious names. They were WILLIAM

ELLERY CHANNING, Wasrrmoron ALLs

TON, Josirru Sronv, and Joint PICKERING,

the Philanthropist, the Artist, the Jurist,

the Scholar. What more appropriate for

the annual festival of that Society, than

to freshen in the minds of those who

were gathered to it the great lessons

which the lives of such men offer to all'.l

Mr. Sumner begins with the Scholar.

He speaks of Mr. Pickering's learning,

his modesty, his admirable private charac

ter, and the great variety of his pursuits.

In this connection, the orator touches

finely upon the characteristics of classical

literature, and makes a just comparison

between it and modern works, which,

with other passages under this head that

we had marked, we reluctantly omit.

Of the Law, Mr. Sumner speaks with

all the ardor which might seem proper to

one whose name we have heard suggested

as the successor in the Cambridge pro

fessorship of law, of the eminent master

to whom not he alone was so tenderly

attached. The character of that master

- and the history of his life as a jurist, also

receives an encomium as just, doubtless,

as it is eloquent. His genial benevo~

lence, his industry, the sound qualities of

his judgment, his pure devotion to sci

 

ence, the wide sweep of his acquirements, ,

and the remarkable reputation he had

gained as ajurist, are all presented in a

manner worthy of the subject. Lil'.‘

Sumner draws a very true distinctionl

between the jurist who expounds the

principles of the law and the mere law

yer. The former deals with what is per

manent, the latter is only the laborer of

the day; the former, remote from the

contentions of courts and the tricks of'

practice and superior to petty interests,

is engaged in serene contemplations of

justice, while the latter holds his skilli

and eloquence at market to the first

buyer. Judge Story was of the former

class. He was a jurist, and among dis

tinguished jurists holds a distinguished

place.

Of course it does not lie within Mr.

Sumner's purpose to consider the abso

lute value of the professions he is treat-i

ing. He cannot, for instance, stop to

discuss the function of the Law in society,

or to enquire how far what is now called

Jurisprudence is a permanent or a tempo

rary thing. Still, we should have been‘

pleased to see some evidence that he had ,

maturer reflected on the subject before

pronouncing so decisively in favor of the

immortality of the Law.

For our own part, we are constrained

to express a suspicion that no system of

law framed by man has any good reason

to expect an eternal duration. Hitherto,

as far as we are informed, laws, as well

as governments, have been founded on

the necessities arising from temporary

states of society, and not directly from

the first ground of society itself. Such

as is a state of society, such is, and

must be its system of law. In a barba

rous society, we find judicial combats and

the trial by ordeal, in a commercial civil

ization, laws for enforcing the fulfilment

of contracts and restraining crimes against

persons and property. Society itself is

a progressive body, perpetually assuming

new states which give rise to new laws.

So long as it is imperfect and false, so

long there can be no permanence in its

laws. They are the make-shifts of the

time, which, however they may attempt

to borrow the pretensions of indestructible

principles, cannot endure. It is not till

society itself comes to be built upon such

principles, that its laws or even their es

sence can be said to be written on “ immor

tal tablets.” Now all society hitherto has

been based on the principle of force, the

only principle on which in the stages it

has passed it could be based, but still a

false principle. Its laws, of course, have

no other basis and so are as false as the

society in which they originate, and like

it destined to pass out of the memory of'

mankind. The science of Law, like

the science of War, is good at its time,

but there will come a period when it will

 

'less than due reverence!

no longer be necessary, when, in a word,

the only science of law for men will be

the science of the HUMAN Soon.

The law-givers, the jurists, whom Mr.

Sumner ranks so highly, have served

merely transient ends. lf their names

have been connected with the sacred and

eternal principles of Justice, it has yet

been with what compared to the INTE

nnar. JUSTICE of the Better Future is as

the sttn at earliest dawn on a foggy morn

ing to his meridian splendor in an atmos

phere of Grecian purity. Not that we

would detract a whit from the transcends

ant merits of these great men. God for

bid that we should seem to pay them

But. when

we hear the thl'd JUSTICE, and when

from the laws which men have contrived

our mind reverts to that divine law of

ATTRACTION, which the supreme Legisla

tor implanted in the heart of Man and

which is yet to reign upon the earth, the

most wise and heroic labors done in this

infancy of the race become of less promi

nent importance. For then we seem, as

it were, to stand before the master-piece

of Creative Wisdom, and to behold the

perfect handy-work and manifestation of

God. Then we behold in a visible form

the glories of the spiritual universe as we

contemplate the operation of the Passions,

working perfect Order through perfect

Freedom, and perceive that the Lord, our

Father, has approached His children in

the reality of His Providence! This is

the Eternal Law which the flow of ages

can only strengthen, whose duration no

time can measure. Happy is the man

who has connected his name with it.

For of his fame it can indeed be said

that it is

no plant that grows on mortal coil,

.Nor is the glistering foil

Set off to the world, nor in broad rumor lies,

But lives and spreads aloft by those pure eye!

And perfect witness of all-judging Jove.

 

He shall live in the memory of Man as

long as the race shall endure !

But if Jurisprudence, like \Var, has

only a temporary use in the career of

society, the same cannot be said of

Art. This belongs to Humanity in its

most blessed ages as well as to the ruder

periods of its struggling youth. Beauty

is indeed eternal, and in the human form,

which is the highest object of the Artist,

has its eternal and perfect metdd. To

ALLsroN, our orator pays a tender and

worthy tribute. We quote the descrip

tion of his death.

“It was Saturday night; the cares of the

week were over; the pencil and brush were laid

in repose; the great canvass on which for many

years he had sought to perpetuate the image of

Daniel confronting the idolatrous soothsayer: of

Belshuzzar, was left, with the chalk lines desig

nating the labors to be resumed after the rest of

the Sabbath; the evening was passed in the



pleasant converse of family and friends ; words

of benediction had fallen from his lips upon a

beloved relative; all had retired for the night,

leaving him alone, in health, to receive serenely l

the visitation of Death, sudden but not unpre

pared for. Happy lot! thus to be borne away,

with blessings on the lips, not through the long

valley of disease, amidst the sharpness of pain,

and the darkness that beclouds the slowly de

parting spirit, but straight upward through realms

of light, swiftly, yct gently, as on the wings of

a dove !”

There is much in this sketch of the

Artist that we only lack space to copy.

We will not however omit the following

sentences.

“Allston loved excellence for its own sake.

He looked down upon the common strife for

worldly consideration. With rare beauty of

truth and expression, he said, that ‘ Fame is the

eternal shadow of excellence, from which it can

never be separated.’ Here is revealed a vol

ume, prompting to high thought and action, not

for the sake of glory, but to advance ourselves

in knowledge, in virtue, in excellence of all

kinds.”

From the Artist we pass to the Philan

thropist. From the Beautiful to the Good

there is no abrupt transition, and after

ALLSTON, the honored and beloved CHAN

NlNG is fitly commemorated. Herc, as

might be expected, Mr. Sumner enters a

higher sphere 0fthought,and introduces us

to ideas which are without doubt undying.

Of Dr. Channing as a divine he does not‘

speak, but chooses rather to dwell on such

of his labors as no religious controversies

can prevent any sect of Christians from

doing justice to. But Mr. Sumner's

Words are better than ours; we will give

some of them.

“I have called him the Philanthropist, the

lover of man,—the title of highest honor on

earth. ‘I take goodness in this sense,’ says

Lord Bacon, ‘Ute afl‘ecting of the weal of mm,

which is what the Grecians call Philanthropcia.

. . . . . This of all virtues and dignitics of the

mind is the greatest, being the character of the

Deity, and without it man is a busy, mischiev

ous, wretched thing, no better than a kind of

vermin.’ Lord Bacon was right. Confessing

the attractions of Scholarship, aWed_by the

majesty of the Law, fascinated by the beauty of

Art, our souls bond with involuntary reverence

before the angelic naturc that seeks the good of

his fellow man. It is through him that God

speaks. On him has descended in especial

measure his divine spirit. God is love, and man

most nearly resembles him in his diffusive he

nevolence. In heaven, we are told, the first

place or degree is given to the angels of love,

who are termed Seraphim; the second to the

angels of light, who are termed Chcruhim.”

“ Many people satisfy their consciences by the

utterance of general truth, warmed, perhaps, by

rhetorical effort, Without venturing or caring

to apply it practically in life. This was not the

case with our I’hilanthropist. He sought to

bring his morality to bear distinctly and pointed

ly upon the world. Nor was he disturbed by"

another suggestion, which the moralist often

encounters, that his views were sound in theory,

but not practical. He well knew that what isl
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unsound in theory must be vicious in practice.

He did not hesitate, therefore, to fasten upon

any wrong he discerned, and attach to it a mark,

which, like that of Cain, can never be wiped

from its forehcad. His Philanthropy was M0

rality in action."

“ Kindred to the idea of Human Rights was

that other, which appears so often in his writings

as to seem to inspire his whole philanthropy,

the importance of the Individual Man. No

human soul was so abject in condition as not to

find sympathy and reverence from him. He

confessed his brotherhood with all God’s chil

dren, although separated from them by rivcrs,

mountains, and seas ; although a torrid sun had

left upon them an unchangeable Ethiopian skin.

Filled by this thought, he sought in all that he

did to promote their elevation and happiness.

He longed to do good, to be a spring of life and

light to his fellow beings. ‘ I see nothing worth

living for,’ he said, “but the divine virtue which

endures and surrenders all things for truth, duty,

and mankind.’ ”

“ \Vith few of the physical attributes which

belong to the orator, he was an orator of sur

passing grace. His soul tabernacled in a body

that seemed little more than a filament of clay.

He was small in stature; but when he spoke,

his person seemed to dilate with the majesty of

his thoughts , as the Hercules of Lysippns, a

marvel of ancient art, though not more than a

foot in height, revived in the mind the superhu

man strength which overcame the Nemean

lion ,—

 

‘ Deus illc, Deus ; seseque videndum

Indulsit, Lysippe, tibi, parvusque nideri

Smh‘rique ingena.’

His voice was soft and musical, not loud or full

in im tones; and yet, like conscience, it made

itself heard in the inmost chambers of the soul.

His eloquence was that of gentleness and per

suasion, pleading for religion, humanity, and

justice. He did not thunder or lighten. The

rude elemental forces furnish no proper image

of his power. His words descended, like sun

shine, upon the souls of his hearers, and under

their genial influence the hard in heart were

softened, while the closely hugged mantle of

prejudice and error was allowed to fall to the

earth.”

Along with the passages we have

quoted, Mr. Sumner dwells particularly on

Dr. Channing's opposition to Slavery and

War. \Ve regret that we are unable

to follow him in discussing these things

or to consider as we desire the various

other topics in this part of his discourse.

We can merely commend it to the careful

reflection of our readers. If we mistake

not, there are things in it which point the

mind to truths that Mr. Snmner's audience

were perhaps scarcely prepared to listen

to. \Ve extract the following from the

conclusion.

“\Ve stand on the threshold ofa new age,

which is preparing to recognize new influences.

The ancient divinitics of Violence and \Vrong

are retreating to their kindred darkness. The

sun of our moral universe is entering a new

ecliptic, no longer deformed by those images of

animal rage, Cancer, Taurus, Leo, Sagittarius,

but beaming with the mild radiance of those

heavenly signs, Faith, Hope, and Charity.”

“The age of Chivalry has gone. An age of

Humanity has come. The Horse. which gave

the name to the first, now yields to Man the

foremost place. In serving him, in doing him

good, in contributing to his welfare and eleva

tion, there are fields of bloodless triumph, nobler

for than any in which Bayard or Du Guesclin

ever conquered. Here are spaces of labor wide

as the world, lofty as heaven. Let me say,

then, in the benison which was bestowed upon

the youthful knight,—Scholars! jurists! ar

tists! philanthropists! heroes of a Christian

age, companions of a celestial knighthood, ‘ Go

forth, be brave, loyal, and successful ! ’ ”

These are noble and prophetic words

from an earnest and noble soul. Might

they but sink deep every where and

spring up and bear fruit a hundred fold!

What they foretell shall surely be ac

complished. The aspirations of Human

ity keep alive the vision, and the provi

dence of God brings nearer and nearer the

reality. \Ve do indeed witness the be

ginning of a new religious, political and

social life for the nations. Let us, with

immovable faith in the Highest and

boundless devotion to the Best, seek to

perform our allotted part in the benignant

revolution. But for that, even the faith

of the Christian and the devotion of the

Man are not enough. It still needs the

TJHNKER to open up the great problem of

Human Destiny. Let us listen to him

whencesoever and in whatever garb he

may come.

THE HARBINGER.
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others’ rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to impoverish

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Rollet'is to come,and can only come from the new

application ofChristiun principles, of Universal jus

lice and Universal love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Du. Ci-nnuso.

 

OBJECTIONS T0 ASSOCIATION—NO. VII.

(Continued from p. 205.)

We have again been obliged, by the

pressure of other matter, to postpone the

conclusion of our reply to the objections

urged against Association by the Oberlin

Review. we had completed the subject

of Labor and Industrial Attraction: the

points which now remain are those of

Family, Government, and Religious Un

ion ; — great themes, all of them, which

nevertheless we are compelled to treat in

a word.

I. “Children,” says the reviewer,

“ can be properly educated in no other

way than under parental influence —that

is, under the influence of persons who

are really their parents or who occupy

their place and have their authority and

affection.” The proposition as last mod

ified we accept entirely. But who are

really their parents? In our civilized

society, in the vast majority of cases,

1 they are the persons who have no means
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of making good that character towardsl

their children. For are not poverty andi

constant drudgery the law, and is not

leisure the eitception'.l \Vhat proportion

of the parents, in this competitive system,

are in a condition to assume the entire

moral guardianship of their own child,—

to do justice to its physical, intellectual,

and moral nature! Consider well this

fact of Poverty, and its right arm, Neces

sity, which it thrusts into the very homes

and bosoms of the mass of mankind,

making their life, in all respects, not

what it would be, but what it must be!

Most parents have ncither the time,

the intelligence, nor the personal purity

of soul, to educate their children as they

should be educated. They are preoccu

pied with other, not more important, but

more urgent cares, and the little troubler

must be disposed of in the easiest man

ner. The parent‘s love, no doubt, is nat

urally strong, and amid these worst of

obstacles does not often become quite ex

tinct; but yet it is so far practically

hindered, its promptings are so far pushed

aside by stern necessities, that these dear

dependencies become practical annoy

ances for the most part of the time. The

child, neglected, grows more troublesome,

less lovely; the mother preoccupied, fails

to prepare herself for her most delicate,

most interesting task; the purposes of

nature are in every way thwarted, the

beautiful sphere is chilled so that no fine

sentiment can keep alive in it, the whole

relation becomes false and unproductive

of any good. Now, this is no theory, no

conjecture, no speculative fear : these are

the facts of the civilized family in the

vast majority of instances.

“ Need it be sol ” is a question which

you ask, but have not got it answered

hitherto, until Association solved the pro

blem. We say that all the dictates of a

high morality, all the ideals of beautiful

life in families, all the best instincts of

the heart, are futile dreams in such a

state of society; tantalizing thoughts,

which cannot be realized, where necessily,

(that “ sweetener of toil ” which the

reviewer praises!) is the law of life.

All our Christian efforts have not altered,

or if so, have only aggravated the fact,

that the immense majority are still too

,poor to have much time to think of any

1duty, or respect any law except neces

sity. And Associationists are prepared

to show, and have repeatedly shown,

that general poverty must always be the

result of a society based upon isolated,

individual interests, in which the private

family is the first element and beginning

of order. There must be larger unions

 

to secure the means of health, wealth,

and education to all, to break down the

principle of Might makes Righl, to givei

Humanity a chance to be, and to stand,

up in her true

tions.
l

harmonious proper-land no one owns the child except the

parents, while yet he takes his character

But in any case, can any but the most'from all. This is the way with society

foolish, narrow-minded, and bigoted of as it is now constituted. A nd this, we

parents, feel confidence in themselves trust, Association will reverse,—Associ

alone to supply all needed influence and

sympathy to their child?

father's sense of his own insufficiency

grow with his intelligence? Does not

an intelligent love for the child lead

l

l

ation, which you term soulless. It is to

Does not the ‘ give society a soul, it is to restore harmony

and peace among its warring members, it is

to create not only a common brotherhood,

but a common sentiment of parental love

to such an understanding of his naturciand responsibility, that we labor to unite

and its varied wants, as makes a parentl these little selfish centres of familism into

. i

fear to stamp himself and that alone upon

this mysterious, yet impressible nature,

in so many ways declaring itself designed

by God for something very different from

the parent!

mutually cooperative associated homes.

Then each child will be surrounded by

the watchful and harmonious influences

‘of the whole social body. The Whole

Indeed, the cases are so social atmosphere will be one of sympa

rare as to be exceptional, in which the thy, of wise and active care for him.

son is the inheritor of the same natural,The collective maternal sentiment of the

propensities and talents with the father.

\Vhy disregard this palpable hint of na

ture? Each plant seeks its own food;

jcommunity will preside over the general

education. Those who best love, best

understand, and by talent, skill, and incli

 

thrives where it can get it, withers elsc- nation, best belong to childhood, will be

where. So the child should be left free

to seek its natural teachers, which are not

necessarily the parents, but those whose

character, tastes, and talents are most in

affinity with its own.

firmed coldness between parent and child

is the result of this constrained relation,

when, if natural affinities had been con

sulted, this barrier of false associations

with one another would not have stood,

between them, and their real love would

have had no motive for denying itself.

Association, then, offers these two ad

vantages : (1) It gives to every child the

chance of education, which the civilizcd

family, amid the poverty of its own en

gendering, cannot do; and (2) it gives

each child the chance to choose his teach—

er, lets his natural instincts select their

How often a con-‘

delegated to the nurseries and schools of

Iindustry and knowledge. There will be

a sphere of infancy, and of each succes

', sive age, wherein each child will live in its

i own element, at home among its natural

‘fellows. It will not exclude the parent,

it will not forbid the mother to visit or

receive her child, or even to devote her~

self to him, if such should be her desire,

and if she should see any advantage

therein to the child above what he could

enjoy under the general provision; nei

ther will it on the other hand, abandon

the child to such poor chances of educa

tion, and even of a true parental influ

ence, as civilization provides for each new

generation. Society itself will be the pa

? rent; now she is but a cold and ruthless

istep-mother. This is a greater thought

 

 

own proper food, whereas in the civilized ' than civilized education ever yet proposed

family the child is too often the victim of

such culture and such ideas of culture as

his own straightened, ignorant, and bar

assed parents may chance to have. And

now

Thirdly, it surrounds him every where

with a parental sphere. W'hen Associa

to itself. The very quintessenee of all

that is good in the family will be concen

trated by this arrangement, and made the

common boon of every child, while its

one-sided influences, its misguided, over

weening fondnesses, and its contracting

biases will be justly counterpoised, as

tion shall supplant competition, society, well as the poverty of resources, intellec—

itself will have the tenderness of a pa

rent towards all its youthful members.

After all, what really constitutes the edu

cation of a child! — we mean such edu

cation as he does get. Not the lessons of

the school, not the influence of home,

especially where as in most cases the

mother drudges and the child runs wild ;

but it is the collective influence of the icessity of our whole system.

whole world around him. This the pa

rent has small power to counteract. The

world is, after all, his educator, and dis

charges the office without the slightest

sense of responsibility or feeling.

interests; each is on the look out for

himself and preying on the body politic;

Fori

,there is no bond of union, no identity of

tual and moral, of even the most perfect

single home supplied and strengthened

by all that others have to offer.

Fear not. the destruction by this means

of all responsibility on the part of the

parent. There is too little of that now.

There cannot be much of it where homes

are poverty-stricken by the inherent ne

The com

mon nursery and other educational ar

rangements of the Combined Order must

have a direct tendency to nourish and to

strengthen this responsibility in parents.

It explains their office to them, as they

had no chance to understand, or room to

exercise it before. And above all, it

 

leaves the holy instinctive bond of nature
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between child and parent free to assert shall drink, and wherewithal he shall be I It does not understand its own principles.

itself in its own way, unembarrassed by

any false positions and constrained rela

tions ; and a hoartier welcome, a siucerer

friendship will grow tip between those of

the same blood, from the fact that they

have not been arbitrarily and exclusively.

doomed to one another’s society, that the

child has not learned to associate the

stifling of his instincts with the parental

tones, nor the parent to be reminded of

his poverty by the sight. of the encum

brance.

It is not true that, to establish fully the

relations between parent and child, the

latter must “ have little to do with other

people‘s children and with other chil-,

dren’s parents.” Children are essentially 1

social beings; they demand variety, and:

they demand corporate enthusiasm; and‘

it takes many to satisfy them or make them

at all.at home. They were never made to

be educated by direct individual influence,

but to be insensibly charmed and unfold

ed into life by the conspiring influences

of the whole social atmosphere. Soli

tude has no good for them; and mono

tonous society is worse than solitude.

Friendship is their strongest passion, and

that finds a sphere in company where,

there is the widest range for attractions.

Company, no doubt. is dangerous in the

streets and squares and public houses of

civilization. \Vhyl because there is no

unity there, no guarantees of mutualv

good, no presiding genius of love and'

order, and more than all, because there

is no organization of attractive industry,I

which in Association will preoccupy ally

ages in beautiful and useful labors, and?

weave all characters and forces into a

living, ever-varied net-work of enthnsiy

astic and devoted activity, which shall,

leave none out, no idlers, none to hangl

upon the skirts of society, aimless,

shameless, and contagious with all vices,

as now the thousands must be, who have

not even the right to labor. There is butj

one way to guard a child from evil com

munications; it is to make all communi

cations good, to create a true society, and

let the child go free.

II. GOVERNMENT. The reviewer ap

prehends death to practical democracy,

and the inevitable growth of individual

despotism in a successful Association.

He says that unity in all the arrange

ments oflife among so many, that prompt

efficiency of action, require the absolute

ascendancy of one will. “ Some one must

fat/ter the plan,” and the whole Associa

tion yield as unquestioned obedience to

him, as children to a parent. “ Nor is it

a more civil despotism, extending to a

few general interests, but it makes almost

all the interests of the individual depend,

upon the will of another. That other is

to determine what he shall eat, what he

 

 

 

all that remains of the bright dream.

clothed, what he shall do, and how much

he shall be paid for it.”

To this we answer : that the true pro

blem of Government has never yet been

solved. The Science of government does

not exist; nothing of universal validity

has been devised. All actual govem

ments have been and are yet failures, and

ever must be until a deeper question than

that of government is settled first, namely

the social question —and settled in such

a way as to establish first industrial attrac

tion and then the reign of Attraction

and of Harmony in all the spheres of

human life. Meanwhile, government is

but a poor device, a system of simplistic,

gross, and perpetually shifting expcdientsi

to maintain the outward shadow of order,

where only chaos really exists.

Governments are commonly reduced to

three classes, Dcspotic, Democratic and

Mixed. Dcspotisrn is good in one thing,

that it is compact and centralizes power,

brings all to an operative focus, gathers

together the collective. energies into one

will, and preserves Unity of some sort.

But to this one end of Unity it sacrifices

the rights ofthe many; it silences every

voice but one, and if it smothers discords,

yet it gets no harmony ; it settles strife

by extinguishing the parties, and the

unity which is left is only nominal and

dead. Democracy is good in one thing,

that it asserts the element of Freedom,

and the equal rights of All, and claims

that all be represented. But how does it

fulfil this promise? Only by the awk

ward, arbitrary system of the right of the

majority. The greater number have it

all their own way; the minority, though

only so by one vote, are not represented

at all, except in that mere fruitless act of

voting. All this is compromised to or

der, and a tyranny of the majority, which

may be worse than the tyranny of one, is

If, however, the instinct of freedom and

justice tries to put itself in practice in a

manner more unqualified, then turbulence

ensttes, which also reverts back to des

potism, or the trinrnph of the stronger,

“conquering peace.” As yet no order

and no freedom. Well, careful and in

genious statesmen have sought to mix

the two elements in nice proportions and

produce a perfect system, a balance of

powers, like the limited monarchy of

England. Of these there have been

many varieties tried; but in which of

them has there been practical freedom?

in which have tnen felt that they had

their rights? in which have the by-words

of aristocracy and tyranny been laid aside?

Hear how Association solves the prob—

lem.

A Democratic government of the ma

 

jority is not only inconvenient, but false.

  

It assumes that government should rep

resent pmrans, individuals. But can any

aggregate of actual individuals make up

the perfect Man? No. Neither can any

aggregate of individual voices make up

Justice. Government should represent,

not the collective persons or wills, but

the collective interests and rights of the

Phalanx, or Association. Because, be

tween the actual wills of imperfect men,

and in an antagonistic period of so-called

society, there cannot, in the nature of the

case, be harmony or consistency; the

only unity possible is that of constraint,

which we all feel is false. Interests,

however, is not exactly the right word,

unless we define it. “That properly are

our great interests 1 Not accidental, par

tial things, in the vulgar use of the

word ; but they are the various demands

of our essential destiny and nature; they

are the component elements of Life.

Government should represent these, the

component elements of Ii 0; it. should rep

resent the wants and purposes and proper

destiny of the Universal Man. The only

legitimate and true government is a gov

ernment, not of persons, not of individual

wills or private interests, but of Ideas, of

Principles. Personally considered, the

true principle is No Government; and

hence the charm of the popular system,

as coming not! lo that in theory, though

far enough from it in practice. We want

such government as shall set people‘s

minds at rest about politics. It is the

greatest evil for a people to grow politi

cal; each one thinks he enlarges his

sphere, and consequently his importance,

by concerning himself about politics;

whereas it only draws him off from his

own proper sphere, to intermeddle in lhe

vague and general. That is the national

disease of this American people. There

should be no absorbing politics in society,

any more than there is in planetary sys

tems ; Attraction should govern all. All

that is wanted is, that all attractions, all

great interests should be represented. And

this we believe to be Fourier's idea.

But from such a harmony and full rep

resentation of attractions some. outward

form of order would necessarily result,

some graduated perfect hierarchy of per

sons. The component elements of the

life, the primary interests, must be repre

sented in persons. There must be a per

son as the exponent, the visible unity of

every sphere. How many shall these

be! As many as there are distinct

spheres: that is to say, as many as there

are groups of any kind. For the group is

the first element of Association; the

group is the vital germ of the Phalanx;

there is where the whole thing originates ;

there is the forming of the single crystal

which multiplies itself through the simul
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taneous general crystallization of a Pha

lanx. The group comes into being spon

taneously, by pure attraction; it is of

God. Like a plant, a mineral, or animal,

it has its own absolute reason for exist

ing. And groups classified, by affinities of

resemblance and of contrast, compose Se

ries, which are the genera and orders of

the mineral and vegetable World. These

groups are independent vitalitics, and in

dependent powers. A phalanx is a con

federation of groups. The true govern

ment, then, would represent all the

groups, and be a congress of all the chiefs

or unities of groups. Only this would be

too large and unwieldy. The whole

problem, then, is how to abridge; the

whole art of framing a government is the

art of aln'idgment; the question being

how to get the smallest number, who

shall truly represent the whole. And

this is arrived at by classification of the

groups or spheres; by climbing the scale

of Varieties, Species, Genera, Orders,

Classes, and so forth, till you reach the

climax, or Unity. A congress of these

higher Unities will be the government.

It will be neither an arbitrary, nor a dem

ocratic government of the majority. It

will be one of spontaneous, providential

growth. Each officer, representing the

unity ofa certain sphere, will have grown

to his place by virtue of his very charac

ter and function; neither chosen by a

popular cabal, nor arbitrarily appointed

by a few, nor self-imposed. Every office

will be strictly functional: that is, they

who do practically, by general consent

and recognition within their own sphere,

preside over and become the personal uni

ties of those spheres, shall be the “ Re

gency" or “Council” without further

election.

A Phalanx is supposed large enough to

contain all the essential types of charac

ter, necessary to fill all the functions, and

people all the spheres of a complete and

self-sustaining social system. Govern—

ment is but the converging of all these

spheres, interests, functions, to one cen

tral, overseeing head or congress in which

the many only see themselves reflected

and completed, and whose authority

there can be no motive for disputing.

\Vhen a public measure is to be de

cided, therefore, every interest has its

voice in such a Council, and this is all

that justice requires. In every question

it is just to ask: What does each depart

ment ofl'erl \Vhat does the Farm say?

what the Household 1 what the Manufac

tory? What says Commerce? what

Capitall what does Good Taste say?

what Morality, or Character? what Edu

cation? what Religion? what Science?

and what each several shade and subdi

vision of all these? These voices all

balance and check one another, or rather

 

   

complete one another; a perfect system tive, and Distributive; and, as the last re

of counterpoises. It is a government

precisely analogous to what God has

placed in the constitution of an individual

Man, (so does God's law repeat itself in

great and small.) I am made up of vari

ous motives, passions, tendencies ; when

ever ] am about to act, these all sit in

congress within me; each lets its voice

be heard; my friendship counsels one

thing, my ambition another, my patriot

ism another, my conscience perhaps anoth

er; and the decision is a balance of in

terests, either by mutual consent, or

prevalence ofthe stronger. Every man's

mind is a congress, reflecting in minia

ture the true congress of the social body

or Phalanx.

The centre of Fourier's system is Al

lraclion. That is God‘s Law, or the ex

pression of the Divine Will in society, as

in all Creation. He therefore says al

most nothing of the common arbitrary idea

of government in a Phalanx; seems to

trust to the organization itself; and that

organization is the Work of attraction;

that is, the society requires no power

(not even one delegated from itself) to

put it in order and keep it in order; it is

order; it was born of passional attraction,

the only law of order. The only thing

like government required is this: That

collective functions and interests should

arrive at a particular expression, should

be brought to a convenient acting unity.

We want an abridgment which shall be

as small as possible, and as comprehen

sive“, the whole must speak virtually,

where only one speaks actually. Now

this is only accomplished by scientific

classification, rising from varieties through

species, genera, and so forth, each term

including all below it. The outward ob

jects to which man stands related have

long been classed so; hence the Physi

cal Sciences. The characters of men and

their functions, according to Fourier, ad

mit of a precisely corresponding classifica—

tion. It is the very foundation principle

of “ Attractive Industry ” that for every

thing (without) to be done, there exists

an attraction (within) in the door; for ev

ery function a character; and for every

outward object a function; so that man

stands in relation with the whole of out

ward nature through bis functions. All

outward things Science classes as above ;

so also it should class the corresponding

characters of men ; and so it should class

the mediatory functions. The elements

of human characters, which fit for the

functions, are the myriad varieties, both

by nature and development, of the Pas

sions which impel men. These, classed

and generalized, reduce themselves to

Fourier’s scale of the twelve passions;

generalized still further they give the

three orders of passions, Sensitive, Aflbc

 sult, Unityism, or Attraction unlimited.

Now we lay down the following propo

sitious:

1. The true idea of a Phalanx is to

represent the lele Man, not an aggre—

gation of individuals. To this end it or

ganizes the various individual functions

into one harmonious whole, thus realizing

a life of entire Humanity to each, who

alone would be but an isolated fragment

of humanity.

2. So the government of a Phalanx

should represent the whole man. The

first way to do this would be to represent

all the individual functions which go to

make up the whole man. This, however,

is somewhat simplified at the outset; for

in Association the unit is not a person, but

a group, that is to say, a function. Ac

cordingly a true government would be a

congress of the unities,.or heads of all the

groups, including of course groups of in

dustry, of education, of pleasure, and so

forth. Such a government would be just

the Phalanx over again; and that is what

in theory it should be; but in practice it

must be an abridged or concentrated Pha

lanx.

3. To abridge we must class and gen

eralize functions. The key to such clas

sification, and to all classification, is the

scale of the twelve passions. Twelve shall

be the sacred number; with a thirteenth

fora pivot. Each passion will have its

head or unity, its presiding officer, who

will be the person best representing and

mediating between the various shades or

neighbor regions of its passional sphere.

These twelve Presidents or ITnities would

form a central congress, that would do

justice to all sides of humanity, and rep

resent every view that should enter into

the general policy of associated life.

Strictly speaking, therefore, we see

that any true government is a government

of the Twelve Passions; because they are

the motive springs of human life; they

sum up all characters, all spheres, all

functions. They are the key to every

distribution of elements, in the material

as in the moral world. And consequently

where they are represented, every thing

is represented, government and justice are

complete.

Here then is a solution of the problem

of government, a reconciliation of the

compactness and unity of despotism with

the self-governing principle of democracy,

which is only possible in thc Combined or

Serial Order of society. The Phalanx is

a system of perfectly free and indepen

dent little democracies or groups,—- a

system, not a formless aggregation; for

these are so classed and combined in

ascending series of various degrees, that

the result is all the unity and centraliza

tion of the most absolute Empire, and
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yet nothing but freedom, nothing but at

traction from the lowest to the highest.

\Ve have no room to unfold this into

detail and show its actual application, for

it would take much space even to state the'

classification upon which it all depends.

We trust however that the principle has

been made clear; and our reviewer will

perceive that his fears respecting govern

ment in Association are all based upon an

entire unconsciousness of the essential

distinctive nature of that form of society,

namely of the Organization by Series.

He thinks of the persons and the inter

ests there as so many confused, promis

cuous, ill-assorted masses, thrown togeth

er pell-mcll without measure or gradation.

The conception of such a thing as series

within series of varieties, together by

their very differences making up Harmo

ny, has never crossed his mind.

The Phalanx in the mind of Fourier

was an organic Iivl'ing system, or a col

lective Man, as organic as the human

body. we may figure to ourselves its

ascending series somewhat as follows:

1. At the bottom of the scale, or rather

at the base of the pyramid, are Groups;

—Iess than these are not recognized in

Harmony. There is a group for every

minute shade and variety of every sort of

function, composed of the persons drawn

thereto by free attraction, for the industry

itself or for the society it gathers. Thus

there will be a group devoted to the cul

ture of each variety of pears; and each

group will chose its head by the collec

tive voice.

2. All the pear-growing groups will

form together a Series, of' which the

chiefs of its several groups will constitute

the Council,and they will choose that man

among them, who is most generally con

versant with all the varieties of pcars and

with their culture, to be the head of the

Series. '

3. The Series of pear-growers, togeth

er with the series of groups cultivating

other fruits, will compose a higher and

more comprehensive_ series, namely the

Series of Fruits collectively; the heads

of the single series constituting its coun

cil, and the one among them who has the

most universal talent in the whole range

of science pertaining to fruits, being the

chief of the great series, representing in

himself the whole fruit interest.

4. The Series of Fruit—growers, com

bined with all those who raise grain,

vegetables, grass, wood, 81.0., will make

upa still higher order of series, namely

that of Agriculture, or production from

the soil, with its council and its head, in

like manner as before.

5. The different branches of domestic,

and of manufacturing or mechanical la

bor, may be supposed to ascend and cul

minate in the same way in their great col

 
 

lective series, and thus we have constitut

ed the grand Whole of manual Industry,

in its three functions of Production, Manu

facture and Consumption. This is one

main side of the whole structure.

6. But besides the groups of manual

industry, there will be groups for scienti

fic and intellectual pursuits, for society in

the spheres of each of the social or affec

tive passions, for pleasures, fine arts, edu

cation, wor'ship, die. All these likewise

will ascend through series, till they reach

respectively their highest collective uui~

ties.

If we suppose, as the result of the

whole, (and observe, it is only a supposi

tion, we claim for it no scientific com

plcteness,) that the life of the Phalanx is

summed up in three grand departments,

answering to the Sensitive, the Affective,

and the Intellectual or Distributive Pas

sions of man, namely Industry, Society,

and Science; then the heads or unities of

these three grand departments may be

considered as the Central Council and Ex

ecutive Will or Regency of the Associa

tion; and these three will be heads to the

councils below them. Each of the three

stands also in consultation with the sepa

rate chiefs of whom he is the unity. If his

knowledge is at fault, ortoo general, he can

call the special departments of his sphere

together and have the thing judged in its

own sphere, to be confirmed or balanced

by tlte others. Again, the head of each

primary series has the chiefs of the se

condary series which compose it for his

council; and so on down to the heads of

the groups, who consult the privates of

the group. Thus the decrees of the Ex

ecutive are indeed nothing but the deci

sions of the very tninutest and most par

ticular sphere to which the question be

longs, carried up from leaf to twig, from

twig to branch, from branch to bough,

&c., till it represents itself in the last and

highest unitary expression of' the whole

Phalanx.

This may be full of errors, and far

from a correct picture of what “ill be the

real workings of the principle in the true

organization by attractive series, which it

is not time yet for any mind fully to con

struct. Douhtlcss the veins and ramifica

tions and articulations and transitions of

the living social body will be more com

plicated than this rude sketch. But it

will serve as an illustration of the way in

which by serial organization there may be

unity of system without compromising in

dividual freedom, or how Liberty and Or

der may be one: a problem solved, we

say, by Association, by the doctrine of

Attractive Industry, but not by any actual

or any conceivable politics of Civilization.

So much for Government. The objec

tions on the score of Religion we will

take up next time.

 

IKDUSTRIAL REFORM.

Young Amr'rica, the advocate of the

freedom of the public lands, complains

somewhat of our expression the “ Right

to Labor,” and makes the following re

marks :

“ It seems to me, as I have no doubt it

does to every working man who first

hears the eitpression, as if it were high

tithe that some had the right to do a great

deal less of it, and that some others were

pruning/y inr'i/rd to accept the right to

do a [ill/c of it themselves. When I

passed the other day the innumerable

workshops and factories crowded almost

to suffocation, and through streets swarm

ing with the children of the operatives

not yet old enough to work, I thought,

though it might be possible to satisfy

the men and women thus delving the lives

out of them that they had a right to land

upon which to grow their own produce

and manufacture goods for themselves,

yet, that if I were to talk to them about

the ‘ right to labor,’ they would be apt to

think 1 designed to hoax them.”

In answer to the Editor of the Young

America let us say, that the Righl to La

bor does not exist in the present Social

Order. The laboring classes have the

right to beg labor of employers, and then

work under sufferance, and on such con

ditions, as those who concede the privilege,

and who consequently are masters, choose

to lay down. But no guarantee whatever

of the Right exists; and here is to be

found the cause of the evils which afflict

the laboring classes, such as long hours

of oppressive toil, and inadequate remu

neration. Where Rights do not practi

cally exist, Slavery does; and when men

do not practically possess rights, they

possess masters ;-— prolonged labor, low

wages, hep-hazard employment, uncer

tainty of thefuture, anxiety, and other

evils, grow out of the present system of

industrial servitude—that is, of industry

without rights.

It is difficult to sum up a train of ideas

in a word or two, and yet it is necessary

in carrying forward a reform. You must

have a few watch-words, which point out

your aims, and those must be brief. It

is the duty of the reformer to explain

them, as it is the duty of every seeker of

truth to comprehend them. The writer

in question says that he knows what we

mean by them; in truth we hardly think

he does. we judge from his remark that

he takes but a partial view of the

great principles implied in these words:

“Right to Labor.” Of this, however,

we shall leave him to judge for himself,

when we shall have pointed out some of

their significations.

The Right to Labor, in the first place,

implies the Right of Man to the Soil, and

to Machinery. No labor can be done

without these, and therefore they are in

cluded in it. No men have more con

stantly held up the principle of the right
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of man to the Soil, than the Association

ists, and none have given more reasons

for the justncss and soundness of this

right; but. as our reform is so all-em

bracing, we cannot dwell on one point

exclusively, and make it the sole object

of our efforts.

But when we declare the right of

man to the soil, we do not limit that

right to the possession of land in a wild

and uncultivated state, but we include all

things necessary to render human labor

productive and pleasant. But this is ask

ing too much, it will be answered. No,

not finally; a state of things must be

established which will do this, and more

than this, otherwise the condition of the

laboring classes cannot be raised above

that of mere machines of toil and pro

ducing animals. In giving them a piece

of land, and the fruit of their labor, you

may give them a fair subsistence by con

stant industry ; but you do not give them

art, science, social life and sympathies, at

tractive industry, and many other bonus

of a high and intellectual cltaracter,-—or

at best you give them to a very slight

extent;—-and are not those as necessary

to man's elevation and to his happiness,

as a more physical subsistence?

The National Reformers, in advocating

the freedom of the public lands. advocate

“ the right of man to the soil" in its

simplest form, but in a plain and practical

way which can easily be carried out. By

thus advocating a great Right and point

ing out a. means by which it can be ap

plied amidst the general falseness of pre

sent society,— and the truth of which must

be palpable to any person of common

sense,—they appear to be judicious and

practical in their policy, and are strongly

impressed with the superior importance

of their reform, as are all those who catch

a glance of this great Right, and wish

something done at once for their relief

and advantage. But those who are in no

haste, who look into the future far be

yond their own day and lives, who know

that time must be taken to effect the gi

gantic reforms which mankind require,

are willing to advocate measures which

are somewhat remote, and which appear

in consequence less practical and impor~

taut. But this is all as it should be;

reforms of all kinds must be agitated.

The N_ational Reformers are doing their

work well» they have good laborers in

the field, and in a few years the public

lands will be rendered free, the home

stead inalienable, and their measures will

be carried out. They should not desire

that those who are laboring for a Social

Reform should throw down their arms,

abandon their work, and run to their

camp. They must know that when the

public lands are made free, and the people

settle upon them, Industrial Association,

 

upon some plan, must be established.

Isolation, free competition, anarchical

commerce, which absorbs half the profits

of the producing classes, and other inhe

rent arrangements of Civilization, cannot

he suffered to exist. Plans of associa

tion and co-operation will then he wanted,

and if wise plans are not elaborated and

promulgated in advance, and the public

mind somewhat imbued with them, hun

dreds of errors will be committed, when

practice becomes necessary. This is a

part of our work : we mean to teach this

country the SCIENCE of Society, and thus

enable it to make, with some degree of

enlightenment, the trials in social reform

which, at some period in this nineteenth

century, are to be commenced.

A nether idea, in addition to that of the ,

right of man to the soil and to machinery,

which the Right to Labor brings up, is

that an Industrial reform, and a great

one, must be effected; that industrial

rights, as well as political rights, must be

secured to the people; that industrial

liberty as well as political liberty, must

be established, and that the whole rela

tion of master and slave, employer and

hireling, capitalist and laborer, must be

changed. Industry, the greatest interest

of the wnrld, —tbe source of the wealth,

power, and material comfort of man, is

now one foul sink of oppression, servi—

tude, and injustice. The divine light of

Liberty and Justice, which has begun to

shed its rays into the domain of politics

or government, has not penctrated into

the domain of industry. Here wrong

and oppression reign. Man is subjected

to matter, and is its slave, for he is at the

mercy of capital and his physical wants;

individual \Vill is law; selfishness and in

dividual judgment the rule of action;

fraud and cunning, privileges and monop

olies, are means; and legal spoliation,

brutalizing toil, poverty and ignorance,

the results.

A great reform, a radical reform in

Industry, is needed and must come. This

axiom of the “ Right of Man to Labor ”

is one of the watchwords that calls at

tention to it, and explains one of its

functions, as did, in 1776, the cry of “ No

taxation without representation."

There are other significations attached

to this term, but what we have said is

enough for the present.

The Editor of Young America, in

closing, uses the following remarks:

“ I cannot help thinking that the Har

binger folks are somewhat at fault in so

often asserting that something so utterly

out of the reach of the laboring masses,

under the present system, as what they

propose, is their only chance of salva

tion.”

 

upon the universal and divine principle of

Associative Harmony, are the only means

and chance of the social salvation of the

whole human race on this earth.

The work may be somewhat distant;

it may be out of the reach of the “ labor

ing masses” just now; but it must be

undertaken, if the great ends, universal

happiness and universal elevation, are

ever to be achieved. \Ve may feed and

clothe the laboring classes by lesser

reforms, or we may begin this great

reform in a simpler manner; but a social

reform and the establishment of an en

tirely new Order of Society on earth must

be effected to realize universal and per

manent good. Is it too soon to begin this

gigantic work, and in all its wholeness,

as the advocates of Association are en

deavoring to do'.l If so, give us good

reasons. The one you urge above, is not

sufficient. The laboring masses have

never saved themselves, and we fear

never will. See how dead and apathetic

they are to the plain and evidently just

reform you propose, and which one would

think they would understand as soon as

the subject could be presented to them.

The reforms proposed to this Age are

to be carried out, and the world redeemed

and regenerated socially, by the labors

of intelligent, devoted, and enthusiastic

men. The National Reformers, we are

glad to say, possess such men, and to us

it is the guarantee of their success. To

those who complain of our course, we

say, wait but a while and be patient, and

you shall not be disappointed.

FREEDOM AND trs FRIENDS. We cut

the following paragraph from a late num

ber of the Anti-Slavery Standard, simply

to express our pain at witnessing the ex

pression of such a feeling, from one who

professes to be a philanthropist.

“ This was the thicket into which the

early opponents of the American Anti

Slavery Society ran for shelter. Squad

rons of them have been dislodged from it,

yet every fresh host of them have natural

ly run thither for protection; from Jo

seph Tracy, of the Boston Recorder, the

early antagonist of the Liberator, to the

Inter enemies of the cause, who would dis

guise their hash/ily to Freedom, under the

name of Fourtertsm.”

The world is wide and there is room in

it for many classes of laborers for the

good of the race; but cannot each permit

the other to discharge what it feels to be

its own special duty in a spirit of gene~

rons tolerance and faith, if not of direct

cooperation? And as to Freedom, those

certainly cannot be its enemies, whose sole

aim is to secure Integral Freedom for all

men over the whole earth.
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MISCELLANY.

DR. KRAITSIR‘S SYSTEM YET AGAIN.

[We know not the author of the following

communication; but. the learning and clear

thinking which it displays, as well as the good

tone and temper of the article, certainly claim

room for it in the Harbinger, although its col

umns have been already largely occupied with

the same subject.]

 

 

For the Harbinger.

Si'rmlficanrc of the Alphabet. By C.

ifluursm, M. D. Boston : 18-16.

The work before us contains too much

and too little; too much, because the

subjects discussed in fifty pages are of

sufficient interest and importance to fill as

many volumes; and therefore necessarily

ton little, because the author has scarcely

allowed himself space enough to make

his meaning plain, much less to elucidate

it by all the proofs and illustrations of

which it is capable. \Ve fear that a pub

lication which from its hrevity is so in

complete, will never efi'ect the purpose

which the author appears to have had in

view, and which is in truth a very impor

tant one; namely, an increased love for

the study of languages and an improved

method of pursuing it.

Philology, he justly remarks, has, even

in Europe, been far behind all other

sciences, and in America is, as a science,

almost unknown. In Europe, however,

it is now rapidly advancing. In Germa

ny more especially, though as yet without

high patronage,“ the study of languages

is beginning to occupy its true position,

and seems likely, are long, to be esteem

ed as the poet Riickert would have it

esteemed.

Sprachkunde, lieber Sohn, ist Grundlag allem

“'issen, dsc.

The science of language . . . is the groundwork

of all knowledge, 61.0.

In England, likewise, the prejudice
 

" At the Prussian Universities, where there

are so many professorships of theolo , law,

medicine, history, and so forth, to whic liberal

salaries are attached, there are, except at Bonn,

only; readers of modern languages, remunerated

wi fifty or sixty dollars a year.

 

which has so long excluded the study of

modern languages from the universities

and public schools, is beginning to yield

to a better spirit. The prizes given an

nually at Eton by Prince Albert for pro

ficiency in French and German, are a

bold step in the right direction, and, aided

by the influence of the head master of

that noble seminary, himself one of the

most accomplished linguists of the day,

cannot fail to produce the happiest results.

And at Oxford, the Taylor institution,

which owes its origin to the munificent

bequest of the late Sir R. Taylor, will

soon come into operation, and three pro

fessors, for the Romanic, the Teutonic,

and the Sclavonic languages, will give

an impulse to those studies throughout

the country, the influence of which can

scarcely be estimated too highly. The

professorship of Anglo-Saxon has like

wise, thanks to the zElfric Society, in

the last few years become more than a

sinecure.

Such are the prospects of philology in

Europe; and we wish Dr. Kraitsir every

success in his endeavor to encourage the

study of that science in this country.

The English language, imperfect as it

may be, is detined to be the language of

the greatest empires of the world; the

whole continent of Northern America,

the vast regions of Australia, the scenes

of the future development of the human

race, will be peopled by speakers of En

glish. The minute-st shades of difference

between the dialects of two small States

of Greece have been subjected to the

mast searching criticism ; shall the origin,

the structure, the laws, the corruptions

and anomalies of that language which

rules and will rule the world, remain un

studied and unobserved !

We wish that the author had not intro

duced so many subjects into this little

pamphlet; not that these subjects are

altogether extraneous to the significance

of the alphabet which he professes to

teach; but they are so briefly touched

on, and succeed each other so rapidly,

that his meaning is difficult to be arrived

at, and must be nearly unintelligible to

those who have not already made philol

ogy their study. That part of his work

which is, strictly speaking, indicated by

the title, is comprised in five or six pages.

Of the correctness of the principle laid

down in these pages, we entertain no

doubt. Words are not arbitrary inven

tions; there has always been some con

nection between the sound representing,

and the idea represented. But the rules

laid down by the author in applying this

principle, require a great deal of explain

ing and modifying, before it would be

safe to seek the meaning of a word in the

letters composing its root. The laws of

euphony, destructive as they may be of

the vigor and originality of a language,

have had for ages too certain and too

necessary an influence not to have oblite

rated in perhaps the majority of cases the

origin of the words which we now use.

If it be true, as it unquestionably is, that

“the laws of euphony alter even the

roots of words,” and if it be a necessary

doctrine according to this system, that

“the philological teacher ought to draw

upon his imagination for his facts,” then

we do not comprehend what practical ad

vantage is to arise to the student of Jan

guages from its application. Nor do we

think that the rules themselves are all

unquestionable, or at least that the exam

ples, by which the author would prove

them, are all conclusive. He says, for

instance, that “time is naturally denoted

by a change of the vowel sound, for it is

no element of reason. The Greeks said

forforuier dd; hence niuil', and with the

digamma the Latin a'vum.” Now, we

take it, on the contrary, that the-idea

represented by this root, is that of a gen

eration or age, and that thus the idea of

forever or for' an indefinile time became

attached to it, as we still find this idea

expressed by the phrases “from gent-ra

tion 10 generation," and “from age to

age." And this explanation is not an

imaginary one; we have in Gothic the

substantive airs, (where, as we shall

 

presently show, ai is not a diphthong but
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a single sound, equal to the Greek é)

meaning a generation, and derived from

it the adverb aiv, ever, and the adjective

aiveins, eternal; and in the Anglo-Saxon

awe, and the Icelandish aefi, the same

meaning is preserved. In the succeeding

German forms the word became éwa,

éwi, (whence the modern ewig,) ea, c;

but every where the idea represented by

it is not that of changing time, but of

unchanging duration and continuance.

Hence at a later period, it acquired the

signification of a sacred and irrevocable

covenant, or custom, or law ; so we find

writers of the twelfth century using alliuc

e, and niuwid e, for the old and new

testament, and in the NibeJungenlied the

expression “nach rillerlichcr e.” Hence

also the signification of the modern Ger

man word she.

There are several other etymologies

which we think more than doubtful,

though they are imaginative enough.

“ The English hare and the German hasa

both express the same hiding or hastening

animal.” This we suppose means that

the English word is derived from one root

and the German from another; that the

English hare is a hider and the German a

hastener. But what reason is there to

doubt the identity of the two? surely the

interchange of r and s is too common to

create any surprise; is not he was identi-I

cal with or war? Again the word hast,

hasten, from which the author would de

rive the German word, is not found in the

records of that language until a much

later period than the word hose, and pro

bably found its way into it from the

French (hater) with so many other words.

A closer investigation would, we believe,

convince Dr. Kraitsir that the name of

the animal in question signifies neither a

hidcr nor a haslcner, but simply a hairy

animal.

The great majority of'words in every

language is made up of derivatives, and

of these there are but few which retain

sufficient resemblance to the root to admit

of the laws laid down by the author, so

as to be of any practical use.

The great defect in his system is that

these laws imply much more method and

a much more philosophical mind, than is

likely to have actuated those, by whom

the primitive words were invented as

they became necessary. Dr. Kraitsir

does not go back to nature; to the natural

cimncction which there is between certain

ideas and certain sounds; a connection

which is well illustrated by the writer

who declared that the sound of a trumpet

always brought the idea of scarlet before

his mind‘s eye. To omit such familiar

examples as the names of numerous ani

mals and birds, and such words as fhtlnrlr r,

whisper, sigh, surge, round, let us take a

less obvious example. The Latin word

 
rapid, the German haupt, the English

hrad, are all no doubt derived from the

same root. \Ve do not think that a stu

dent would gain much by being told that

in this word there are a gutturul, a labial,

and a lingual, and that it therefore ex

presses the several dimensions of length,

breadth, and height or depth; he still,

we say, would be ignorant of the causes

which led to the selection of this particu

lar word, rather than any otherof the

many thousands which might be formed

with a letter from each of these classes;

and he might even be somewhat puzzled

by finding that the English head, having

dropped the labial, is destitute of breadth.

But let him trace the history, if we may

so term it, of the word ; let him discover

that these words are connected with the

Gothic hauhilh, and derived from the verb

lug/jun, to raise to hmveup, and first he

will have no diiliculty in understanding,

that the root of this word means what it

does because it is the sound which natu

rally escapes from a man who is lifting

or heaving up a great weight, and second

ly he will not be surprised to find the

Greek would, the Latin capul, the

Gothic haubith, the Early German haupil,

the Early Saxon hobid, the Anglo-Saxon

hcafod, and the English hzad, all signify

ing the elevated or hea(ve)d up part of

the human body. In fact we think that

an accurate study of the early records of

our language, of the remains of Gothic,

Early German and Anglo-Saxon litera

ture, is more wanted and would lead to

more satisfactory results than an applica

tion of the philosophical laws propounded

by Dr. Kraitsir. And such a study of

fers its own sufficient rewards to those

who may engage in it. Those remains

comprise many a gem of almost on

equalled beauty, poetry more especially,

which would fill with delight and aston

ishment those who know not that the

Iliad of the Greeks, and the JEneid of

the Romans have a rival in the Nibelnng

cnlied of their own German forefathers.

There is one more passage of Dr.

Kraitsir's pamphlet, on which we would

venture a few observations. He says

that “ the diphthongs were double sounds

originally, and while the language was

in its normal condition; and that in later

times, when the language was altering

for the worse, one of the sounds.was

sunk, and finally quite lost, and ai, ac,

were sounded like the French ai in

j'aimuis, au like the French on.” Now

it is unquestionably true that real diph

thougs were originally double sounds:

but we cannot comprehend how Dr.

Kraitsir comes to confound the single

sounds ni and on with diphthongs; is he

not aware that, in perhaps the greater

number of German and English words in

which they occur, they were never diph

thongs, that is double vowels, but simply

what German grammarians call brechun

gm the brcahings, that is, of the sound a

into e, and o; and that they were sound

ed originally like the Greek 8 and o, the

e and 0 being equivalent to 1] and w.

This is not mere conjecture; for in the

Greek words in the Gothic version of the

Bible we find invariably e put n, o for m,

ai for r, and an for 0; thus Saulaumon for

Eo).o,rut'ou, and Aifaisium for ’Eqwlovg;

which proves that in this, which cer

tainly was the normal condition of the

German language, (for Ulphilas is be

lieved to have given the alphabet to the

Goths) the written characters ai, au, were

already pronounced as single and not as

double sounds.

\Ve have dwelt only upon what we

conceive to be the more important part of

Dr. Kraitsir's work ; there are other pas

sages which admit of controversy, and

not a few of which, we frankly own, we

scarcely comprehend the meaning. much

less the object; such are especially the

notes A and C. In the latter we are

somewhat puzzled by his assertion that

“the term declcnsion can be used with

respect to those nouns which change

their vowel, and corresponds to what the

German grammarians call umlaul.” Does

Dr. Kraitsir know what tmzlaut is'.l He

goes on to say: “deelcnsion, in this

more correct sense, takes place not only

in some nouns, but in the“ whole system

of languages in different parts of speech;

thus man, mm; (Imp, drip,- hang, hinge;

will], wood ; stand, s/oorl; redo, ccridt';

tango, lr/igi, allingo, &c. Eve. Now

there certainly is a change of vowel

which grammarians call umlaul; but there

is another change which they call ablaut,

and never umluut, and in these examples

the two are mixed up indiscriminately.

Umlaut takes place only in root syllables,

and only when the root is immediately

followed by an i or by an e which origin

ates in ani; as gall, gait-inn: quft,

hrafI-ig; and we are at a loss to compre

hend the author’s meaning when he

asserts this to be “ the more correct sense

of the Word declension.”

 

CRIME m Tut-1 OLD \Voato. We meet

daily with accounts of crime, the result of

cupidity, in our own country, but We

have yet some steps to advance before

hopeless poverty will lead to such horrors

as are enacted in Europe. At Kleinzell

in Hungary, a widow lady who was in

the habit of coming annually from Pcsth,

to attend the Fete-(lieu, bringing with

her her little daughter, an only child,

missed the little girl in the crowd, and

after all possible otl'ort, was obliged to re

turn home withouther, giving her up for

lost. This your she went again to this

rvligious cermuony, and as she passed

:lltrough the sire-ct recognized the poor

little thing, all in rags, holding out her

lhand to receive charity, and dtprivcd Qf
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bolh eyes! Behind the child sat an

old woman, who, upon the mother’s re

claiming her daughter, pushed her away,

and resisted violently her attempt to com

municate with the child. The police ln~

terfering, all were carried before a magis

trate, where the old woman at last con

fessed that she had stolen the child during

the procession, and torn out its eyes with

a knife, in order to attract compassion and

gain the more money by her begging.

his woman is a Moravian, aged sixty

seven ears, and was formerly a domes

tic. he punishment for her crime is be

ing broken alive upon the wheel. The

unfortunate mother is said to be in a

dying state, broken-hearted under this

dreadful misfortune. -—-N. Y. Mrror.

 

CR1ME IN ENGLAND AND IRELAND. The

following is a comparative table of the

convictions in England and Ireland, for

the more grave offences, during the year

1844; the returns of English crimes are

from the Parliamentary tables of criminal

offenders for 1844; those for Ireland from

the report of the Inspectors of Prisons,

1844. The comparison derived from the

tables of prior years is not less favorable

to Ireland:

  

  

Eng- Ire

land. land.

Murder,..........-- 21 20

Manslaughter, .......... . . . . . . . . -- 108 92

Attem ts to murder, viz : shooting at,

stab in , wounding, drc. . . . . . . . . . 116 52

Unnatum crimes, and assaults with

intent do....................... 55 O

Rape, and assaults with intent to

......... 148 52

Burglary,...... .. . .-...354 46

Housebreaking, including breakings

intocurtilages, &.c., for robbery,. . 437 14

Breaking into shops, warehouses,

counting houses, 6.10. to steal, .. - . 151 3

  
Highws robbery,....-............167 38

Simple arceny,....... -....... 11088 "758

Larceny scrvants,..........-...105“2 11

Killin an maiming cattle, ... . ..-. 20 7

Attac ing and injuring houses, ... . - 0 19

Setting fire to houses, warehouses, 6m. 98 17

Setting fire to crops, plantations, 6m. 10 0

Forgery,...............-..........109 7

Utteringhasecoin,................ 295 35

Being out armed, including breaches

ofgarnelaws,.................. 40

Prison breaking, harboring and aiding

the escape offelons,............ l 0

Keeping disorderly houses,. . . . . . . . - 152 11

 

Totals,...-.-......-..-...14516 3219

There is sadly prevalent in England

one deplorable crime, which, more than

any other, denotes a total absence of

moral restraint and religious influence —

that of suicide—of which, thank God,

the instances in Ireland are uncommonly

rare. A return is iven in the Parlia

mentary Statistical ables, from which it

appears that the suicides in England dur

ing the years ending the 30th of June,

1839 and 1840, were:

By males,-...........

By fernales,....... . .

  

Total,...................1957

National Police Gazelle.

 

Lnucu'rsn. Laughter is to the face of

man—what sinovia, I think anatomists

call it, is to his joints— it oils, lubricates,

and makes the human countenance divine.

Without it our faces would have been

rigid, hymna~like; the iniquities of hearts,

with no sweet antidote to work upon

them, would have made the face of the

best among us a horrid, husky thing,

with two sullen, hungry, crucl lights at

 

the top— for foreheads would have then

gone out of fashion—and a cavernous

hole below the nose. Think of a babe

without laughter; as it is, its first intelli

gence! The creature shows the divinity

of its origin and end by smiling upon us;

yes, smiles are its first talk with the

world, smiles the first answers that it un

derstands. And then as worldly wisdom

comes upon the little thing, it crows, it

chuckles, it grins, and shaking in its

nurse‘s arms, it reveals its high destiny,

declares, to him with ear to hear it, the

heirdom of its immortality. Let ma

terialists blaspheme as gingerly and as

acutely as they will. They must find

confusion in laughter. Man may take a

triumphant stand u on his broad grins;

for he looks aroun the world, and his

innermost soul, tickled with the knowl

edge, tells him that he alone of all crea

tures laughs. Imagine, if you can, a

laughing fish! Let men then send a

loud ha! ha! through the universe, and

be reverently grateful for the privilege.

—- Clouernools.

A SELECT IIYMN,

PROPOSED TO BE SUNG 1N OUR CHURCHES.

Mammon, we kneel before thy throne,

To seek acceptance there;

And Wilt thou hear our sturdy groan,

And grant, 0 Lord, our prayer.

What little soul we once possessed,

Or thought, or hope divine,

Oh ! pluck forever from our breast,

And make us wholly thine.

Yet if it seem that godliness

May profitable he 5

Oh! may thy servants, Lord, appear,

Religious seemingly.

Before thy throne, most humbly, we

\Vould ever seek to bow;

Oh ! teach us better how to lie,

Though well we know it now.

Soulless and heartless may we live,

Nor know a hope above;

But only—only wilt thou give

The dollars that we love.

They shall appease our deep desire,

Our inmost being fill;

Secure, we dare the future fire,

And fear n0 earthly ill.

Clrronolype.

'l‘IIE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,‘

SEQUEL TO

C O N S U E L O .

FROM THE FRENCH 0F GEORGE SAND.

Translated for the Harbinger.

 

 

“ 81b. The third billet upon my win

dow : ‘ Dear sister, the platform is isolat

ed, but the staircase which ascends to it

communicates with another building at

the extremity of which is the apartment

of a lady who is a prisoner as well as thy

self. IIer name is a mystery, but the

red-breast will tell thee if thou askest

him. This is what thou desirest to learn

from poor Gottlieb, and what he could not

tell thee.’

 

" Entered according to Act ofCougrr-ss, in the

year 1816. by FRANL‘IS G. Stu W,i1| the Clerk‘s

otlice of the District Court of Massachusetts.

 

“ \Vho then is this friend who knows,

sees and hears all that I do and all that I

say'.l I am lost in conjectures. Is he then

invisible? All this appears so wonderful

to me that I am seriously interested by it.

It seems that, as in my childhood, I live

in the midst of a fairy tale, and that my

red-breast will suddenly speak. But ifit

be true to say of that charming little imp

that he wants only speceh, it is only too

certain that he does absolutely want it or

that I cannot understand his language.

He has become completely familiarized

with me. He enters my chamber, he

goes out, he returns, he is at home. I

move, I walk about, he only flies 011' an

arm’s length and immediately comes back

again. If he liked bread very much he

would love me more, for I cannot deceive

myself respecting the cause of his attach

ment to me. It is hunger, and a little also

the necessity and the desire of warming

himself at my stove. If I can succeed in

catching a fly, (they are still so rare ! ) I

am certain he would come to take it from

my fingers, for he already examines very

closely the morsels which I present to

him, and if the temptation was stronger

he would lay aside all ceremony. I now

remember having heard Albert say that to

tame the moat timid animals, in case they

had the smallest spark of intelligence,

there needed only a few hours of patience,

proof against all trials. He had met a

Ziugara, a. pretended sorceress, who never

remained a whole day in any corner of

the forest, without having several birds

coming to perch upon her shoulders.

She was believed to have a charm, and

she pretended like Apolloniu's of Tyana,

whose history Albert also related to me,

to receive from them revelations respec

ting hidden things. Albert told me that

her whole secret was the patience with

which she had studied the instincts ofthose

little- creatures, besides a certain affinity

of character which often exists between

some beings of our own and beings of

another species. At Venice _lhe peo

ple raise many birds and have a pas

sion for them which I can now under

stand. It is because that beautiful city,

separated from the main-land, is some

thing like a prison. They excel there in

the education of nightingales. The pig

eons, protected by a special law and al

most revered by the populace, come free

ly upon the old buildings, and are so

tame, that in the streets and squares one

must turn aside in order not to crush

them when walking. The sea-gulls of

the port perch upon the arms of the sail

ors. Thus there are famous bird-fanciers

at Venice. I was well acquainted, when

achild, with a poor boy who carried on

that business, and to whom it was enough

to entrust the wildest bird for an hour, and

he would return it to you as tame as ifit had
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been brought up in a domesticated state.

I amuse myself by repeating these ex

periments with my red-breast, and he be

comes more and more familiar every min

ute. \Vhen I am without, he follows me,

he calls me; whenI place myself at the

window he hastens and comes to me.

Would he love me'! Could he love me?

I, I feel thatI love him; but he knows

me and does not fear me, that is all. The

child in the cradle loves his nurse no oth

erwise, doubtless. A child! what a ten~

derness it must inspire! Alas! I believe

that we love passionately only what can

not return to us that love. Ingratitude

and devotedness, or at least indifl'erence

and passion, that is the eternal hymen of

beings. Anzoleto, thou didst not love

me,--and thou, Albert, who lovedst me

so much, I let thee die, — now I am re

duced to love a red-breast. And I was

complaining of not having deserved my

lot! You may perhaps think, my friends,

that I dare to jest on such a subject! No,

my head perhaps wanders in solitude;

my heart deprived of affections consumes

itself, and this paper is wet with my

tears.

“I had promised myself not to waste

it, this precious paper: and here I am

covering it with puerilitics. I find in

them a great solace and cannot refrain.

It has rained all day and I have not

again seen Gottlicb; I have not been out

to walk. I have been busy with the red

brcast all this time, and this childishncss

has at last saddened me strangely.

When the frolicksome and inconstant

bird tried to leave me by peeking at the

glass, Iyielded to his desire. I opened

the window from a feeling of respect for

that holy liberty of which men do not

fear to deprive their fellow men; but I

was wounded by this momentary aban

donment, as if this animal owed me

something, for so much care and Jove.

] ver believe I am becoming‘crazy, and

that before long I shall perfectly under

stand Gottlieb’s wanderings.”

“9th. What havel learned, or rather

what do I think I have learned! for I

know nothing as yet; but my imagina

‘tion labors enormously. In the first

place I have discovered the author of the

mysterious billets. It is the last PCI‘Sun I

could have imagined. But this is no

longer what astonishes me. No matter,

] will relate to you the whole of this

day.

“Early in the morning I opened my

little window, composed of a single

quite large square of glass, quite clear,

owing to the care with which I rub it in

order to lose none of the little light

which comes through it and which the

ugly grating disputes with me. Even

the ivy threatens to invade me and to

plunge me in darkness; but I do not dare

 

l

take ofi" a single leaf; this ivy lives, it is

free in its nature of existence. To

thwart it, to mutilate itl—Still I must

resolve upon doing so. It feels the influ

ence of the month of April; it hastens to

grow, it extends, it fastens itself on every

side; it fixes its roots in the stones; but

it mounts, it. seeks the air and the sun.

The poor human thought does the same.

I can now understand that there were for

merly sacred plants— sacred birds. The

red-breast came at once and perched upon

my shoulder without further ceremony;

then he began according to his custom, to

look at every thing, to touch every thing ;

poor creature! there is so little here to

amuse him! And yet he is free, he can

live in the fields, and he prefers the pris

on, his old ivy and my sad cell. Can he

love me! no. It is warm in this cham

ber, and he likes my bread. I am fright

ened now at having tamed him so well.

If he should enter into Schwartz’s kitch

en and become the prey of that ugly cat!

My care would be the occasion of that

horrible death. To be torn, devoured by

a ferocious beast! And what do we then,

we weak human beings, hearts without

guile and without defence, other than to

he tortured and destroyed by pitiless men

who make us feel, by slowly killing us,

their claws and their cruel teeth!

“ The sun rose clear, and my cell was

almost rose color, as was formerly my

chamber in the corle minclli when the

sun of Venice—but I must not think

of that sun; it will not again rise upon

my head. May you, O my friends, sa

lute for me smiling Italy, 1' cieliimmensi,

and firmamento lurido— whichI probably

shall never see again.

“I asked to go out; it was granted me,

although earlier than usual: Icall that

going out! A platform thirty feet long,

bordered by a marsh and enclosed within

high walls! Still this place is not with

out its beauty, at. leastI now imagine it

beautiful in consequence of having contem

plated it under all its aspects. At night

it is beautiful from its very sadness. I

am certain that there are here many per

sons as innocent as I am and much more

unpleasantly situated ; dungeons which

are always closed, where the day never

enters and which even the moon, that

friend of desolate hearts, never visits.

Ah! I was wrong to murmur. My God!

If I had a part of power upon the earth,

I should wish to make men happy.

“ Gottlieb ran towards me limping,

and smiling as much as his petrified

mouth can smile. He was not troubled,

he was left alone with me. Suddenly, by

a miracle, Gottlieb began to talk like a

reasonable being.

“‘ I did not write to you last night,‘_

said he, and you found no billet on your

window. That is because I did not see

gGottlicb.

 
you yesterday and you asked nothing of

me.’

“ ‘ \Vhat do you say, Gottlieb! Is it

you who write to me! ’

“ ‘ And who else could do so? Did you

not guess it was ll But I will not write

to you uselessly now, since you are wil

ling to talk with me. I do not wish to

trouble you, but to serve you.‘

“‘ Good Gottlieb, then you pity me!

Then you feel an interest for me l '

“‘ Yes, since I know that you are a

spirit of light.’

“‘I am no more so than you are,

You are mistaken.‘

“ ‘1 am not mistaken. Do I not hear

you sing l "

“ ‘Then you love music! ’

“‘I love yours; it is agreeable to

God and to my heart.’

“‘Your heart is pious, your soul is

pure, that I see, Gottlieb.’

“ ‘I strive to render them so. The

angels will assist me, and I shall over»

come the spirit of darkness which weighs

down my poor body, but which has not

been able to get possession of my soul.’

“ Little by little, Gottlieb began to talk

with enthusiasm, but without ceasing to

be noble and pure in his poetical symbols.

In fine, what shall I say to you! This

crazy man attained a real eloquence in

speaking of the goodness of God, of hu

man misery, of the future justice, of a

Providence, of evangelic virtue, of the

duties of the true believer, of the arts

even, of music and poetry. I have not

yet understood from what religion he has

gathered all these ideas and this fervent

cxaltation ; for he appeared to me neither

Catholic nor Protestant, and Hen while

frequently telling me that he believed in

the only, the true religion, he gave me

no information except that he is, without

the knowledge of his parents, of some

peculiar sect. I am too ignorant to di

vine which. I will study little by little

the mystery of this soul singularly strong

and beautiful, singularly diseased and af

flicted ; for, in fact, poor Gottlieb is crazy,

as Zdenko was in his poetry —as Albert

was also in his sublime virtnc!—Gott

lieb’s insanity reappeared, when having

spoken for some time with warmth, his

enthusiasm became stronger than he; and

then he began to talk in a incoherently

childish manner, which pained me, about

the angel red-breast and the demon cat;

and also about his mother who had made

an alliance with the cat and‘ with the evil

spirit that is in him; finally about his

father who had been changed into stone

by a look of that poor Beelzebub. I sue

ceeded in calming him and distracting

him from these gloomy fancies and ques

tioned him about the other prisoners. I

had no longer any personal interest in

learning these details, since the billets,
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instead of being thrown upon my window

from the upper part of the tower, as I had

supposed, were pushed up from below by

Gottlieb by some means which were

doubtless very simple. But Gottlieb,

obeying my desires with a singular docil

ity, had inquired the day before respect

ing what I appeared to wish to know.

He told me that the prisoner who dwells

in the building in the rear of me was

young attd handsome, and that he had

seen her. I was not paying much atten

tion to his words, when he suddenly told

me her name, which made me shudder.

That captive is called Amelia.

"Amelia! what a flood of anxiety,

what a world of recollections that name

awakens in me! I have known two

Aurelius who have both precipitated my

destiny into the abyss by their confi

dences. Is this one the princess of Prus

sia or the young baroness of IIudolstadt'!

Doubtless, neither the one nor the other.

Gottlieb, who has no curiosity on his own

account, and who seems unable to think

of making a step or a question if I do

not push him forward like an automaton,

could tell me no more titan this name

Amelia. He has seen the captive, but lte

has seen her in his manner, that is

through a cloud. She must be young and

handsome, madam Schwartz says so.

But he, Gottlieb, confesses that he knows

nothing about it. He has only had a

presentiment, on perceiving her at her

'wiudow, that she is not a good spirit,

an angel. They make a mystery of her

family name. She is rich and spends

freely wittySchwartz. But she is au .re

l‘f‘l'l as I am. She never leaves her cell —

She is often ill. That is all I have been

able to learn. Gottlieb has only to listen

to his parents’ chat in order to know

more, for they put no restraint upon

ihemselves before him. Ilc has promised

to listen and to tell me how long this Ame

lia has been here. As to her other name,

it appears that the Schwartzes do not

know it. Could they be ignorant of it,

were she the abbess of Quedlimburg?

Would the king have put his sister in

prison! Princesses are put there as

much as others and more than others.

The young baroncss de Itudolstadt—

Why should she be here! By what

right could Frederick have deprived her

of liberty‘.l \Vell, it is the curiosity of a

recluse that tortncnts me, and my com

ments upon a simple name belong also to

an unoccupied and rather unhealthy

imagination. No matter, I shall have a

mountain on my heart until I know who

is this companion in misfortune that bears

a name so affecting to me."

“ May 1st. Many days have passed

since I have been able to write. Various

events have occurred in this interval; I

hasten to fill it up by relating them to you.

 

“In the first place I have been ill. clearly the difference between sleep and

From time to time, since I have been waking. In one of those intervals I

here, I have felt the attacks of a brain heard the regular and strong breathing of

fever, resembling on a small scale that , a person asleep not far from me. I even

which I experienced on a great one atlsccmed to distinguish some one in my

. . |
\

- .

Giant‘s Castle, after having been trtto the arm-chair. I was not frightened. Mad

subter'ranean itt quest of Albert.

states of painful wakefulness, interrupted

by dreams during which Ieannot say if I

I have am Schwartz had come at midnight to

bring me my tisane; I thought it must

still be she. I waited some time without

am awake or asleep; and in those mo-1 wishing to wake her, and when I thought

ments, it seems to me that I am always

hearing that terrible violin playing its old

Bohemian airs, its hymns and songs of

This affects me injurinusly, and

yet when the fancy begins to take posses

sion of me, I cannot help listening, and

gathering with eagerness the feeble

sounds which a distant breczo seems to

waft towards me. Sometimes I imagine

that the tones of the violin glide over the

waters which sleep around the citadel;

sometimes that they descend from the top

of the walls,aud at others that they escape

from the air-hole of a dungeon. My

head and heart are broken by it. And

yet when night comes, instead of think

ing to distract myself by-writing. I throw

myself on my bed and endeavor to fall

irtto that half-sleep which brings to me

my musical dream, or rather half-dream;

for there is something real under it. A

real violin docs certainly resound in the

chamber of some prisoner: but what

does it play, and in what manner? It is

too far of? for me to hear anything more

than interrupted notes. My diseased

mind invents the rest, I cannot doubt it.

It is my destiny henceforth neither to be

able to doubt Albert's death nor to be

able to accept it as an absolutely fulfilled

misfortune. It is apparently my nature

to hopein despite of every thing and not

to submit to the rigor of destiny.

“ Three nights ago I was at last sound

asleep when I was awakened by a slight

noise in my chamber. I opened my eyes.

The night was very dark and I could not

distinguish anything. But I distinctly

heard some one walking, though with

precaution, near my bed. I thought it

was madam Schwartz who ltad taken the

trouble of coming to satisfy herself re

specting my condition, and I spoke to

her; but I was answered only by a deep

sigh], and the person went out on tip-toe ;

I heard my door shut and locked ; and as

I was muclt exhausted I fell asleep again

without paying much attention to this cir

cumstance. On the next day I had so

confused and indistinct a remembrance of

it thatI was not sure I had not dreamed

it. That evening I had a last attack of

fever more complete than the others, but

which I much preferred to my unquiet

wakefulness and my disconnected rever

ies. I slept soundly and dreamed a great

deal, butI did not hear the gloomy vio

lin, and each time I woke I felt very

WZH’.

 

l perceived that she WOkE of her own ae

cord, I thanked her for her attention and

asked her what o‘clock it was. Then

the person withdrew and I heard as it

were a stifled sob, so frightful, that the

sweat starts upon my forehead even now

when I recall it. I cannot say why it

made so much impression on me; it

seemed to me that l was considered very

ill, perhaps dying, and that they felt

some pity for me; but I did not find my

self ill enough to believe that I was in

danger, and besides was entirely recon

ciled to die a death so little painful, so

little felt, in the midst of a life so little to

be regretted. \Vhen madam Schwartz

entered my room at seven o'clock in the

morning, as I hztd ttot fallen asleep again

and had passed the last hours of the

night in a state of perfect lucidity, I re

tained at very clear remembrance of this

strange visit. Ibegged my gaolercss to

explain it to me; but she shook her

head saying that she did not know what I

meant, that she had not returned since

midnight, and that, as she had all keys of

the cells entrusted to her care under her

pillow when she slept, it was very cer

tain that 1 had been dreaming or had had

a vision. I was nevertheless so far from

having been delirious that I felt well

enough towards noon to wish to take the

air. I descended to the esplanade, al

ways accompanied by my red-breast who

seemed to congratulate me on the recov

ery of my strength. The weather was

very pleasant. The heat begins to be

felt here, and the breezes bring from the

fields warm currents of pure air, vague

perfumes of herbs which rejoice the

heart however it may be afflicted. Gott

lieb ran towards me. I found him a

great deal changed and much more ugly

than usual. Still there is an expression

of angelic goodness and even of bright

intelligence in the chaos of that face,

when it is lighted up. His great eyes

were so red and sWollen that I asked him

if he suffered from them.

“ ‘I do suffer from them indeed,’ re

plied he, ‘because I have cried a great

deal.’

“ ‘ And what trouble have you then,

my poor Gottlieb? ’

“ ‘ Why at midnight my mother came

down from the cell saying to my father:

“ Number three is very ill this evening.

She has quite a bad fever. \Ve must
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send for the physician. I should not like

to have her die on our hands.’ My

mother thoughtI was asleep; but I had

not been willing to go to sleep before

knowing what she would say. I knew

very well that you had_the fever. But

when I heard that it was dangerous, I

could not help crying until sleep over

came me. But I verily believe I cried all

night when I was asleep, for I woke this

morning with my eyes on fire and my pil

low all soaked with tears.’

“ Poor Gottlieb’s attachment strongly

affected me, and I thanked him for it by

clasping his great black paw which

smells of leather and wax a league off.

Then the idea came to me that Gottlieb

might well in his simple zeal have paid

me that more than inconvenient nocturnal

visit. Iaskod him if he had not risen and

had not come to listen at my door. He

assured me that he had not stirred, and I

am now persuaded of it. It must be

that the place where he sleeps is so sit

uated, that from my chamber I hear him

breathe and groan through some crack in

the wall, through the hiding place where

I put my money and my journal perhaps.

Who knows if that opening does not

communicate by some invisible passage

with that in which Gottlieb also keeps his

treasures, his book and his shoemaker‘s

tools, in the kitchen chimney! 1 have in

this, at least, a very peculiar sympathy

with Gottlieb, since we both, like the

rats or the bats, have a poor nest in a

hole of the wall, where all our riches

are buried in darkness. I was about to

risk some questions thereupon, when I

saw issue from the lodging of the

Schwartzes, and advance upon the espla

nade a person whom I had not before

seen here and whose appearance caused

me an incredible terror, although I was

not yet sure of not being mistaken re

specting him.

“ ‘ Who is that man? ’

Gottlicb in a low voice.

“ ‘IIe is nothing good,’ replied he in

the same tone. ‘ It is the new adjutant.

See how BeelZebub puts up his back as

he rubs against his legs. They know

each other well, you see.’

“ ‘ But what is his name? ’

“Gottlieb was about to answer me,

when the adjutant said to him with a gen

tle voice and benevolent smiles, pointing

to the kitchen: ‘ Young man, you area

wanted within. Your father calls you.’

“ This was only a pretext in order to be

alone with me, and Gottlieb having with~

drawn, I found myself face to face—

gucss with whom, friend Beppol \Vith

the ferocious recruiter whom we so un

luckily met in the bye-ways of ther

Bmhmer-Wald two years ago; With Mr.

Mayer in person. I could no longer be

in doubt; excepting that he is somewhat

 

I asked of

 

stouter, he is the same man, with his

prepossessing, uneeremonious air, his

false look, his perfidious good nature and

his everlasting broum-broum as if he were

playing on the trumpet with his mouth.

From military music he had passed to

providing food for cannons; and thence

as a recompense for his loyal and honor

able services, here he is an officer in gar

rison, or rather, a military gaoler, which,

after all, fits him as well as the trade of

travelling gaoler in which he acquitted

himself with so much grace.

“ ‘ Mademoiselle,’ said he to me in

French, ‘I am your humble servant!

You have quite a pretty little platform to

walk open! air, space, a fine view! I

congratulate you upon it. It seems to

me that you must have a very agreeable

timein prison, taking into consideration

that the weather is magnificent and that

it is really pleasant to be at Spandaw un

der so beautiful a sun, broum.’ broum!

“ These insolent railleries caused me

such a disgust that I did not answer him.

He was not disconcerted, and resuming

his talk in Italian : ‘ Excuse me: I

was speaking to you in a language which

you do not understand. I forgot that you

are an Italian, an Italian cantatrice, are

you not? a superb voice, I am told. Such

as you see me, I am a decided lover of

music. Therefore I feel disposed to ren

der your existence as agreeable as my

orders will permit. Ah ! where the devil

have I had the happiness to see you? I

know your face—perfectly, ’pon hon

or ! ’

“ ‘ Donbtless at the Berlin theatre

where I sang this winter.‘

“ ‘ No, I was in Silesia; I was under

adjutant at Glatz. Fortunately that dev

il of a Trenck made his escapade while I

was on a round, —I mean to say a mis

sion,-— on the frontiers of Saxony; other

wise I should not have been promoted

and should not be here, where I find my

self very comfortable on account of the

proximity of Berlin; for it is a very sad

life, mademoisclle, that of an officer in

garrison. You can’t imagine how weari

somc it is, far from any great city, in a

barren country, for me who am passionate

ly fond of music. But where the deuce

then can I have had the pleasure of meet

ing you l ’

“ ‘ I do not remember, sir, even to have

had that honor.’

“ ‘ I must have seen you on some

stage, in Italy, or at \‘ienna. You have

travelled a great deal. Ilow many thea=

tres have you performed in! ’

“ And, as I did not answer, he resumed

with his careless impudence: ‘ No mat

ter! I shall recollect. \Vhat was I say~

ing to you? Ah! you are ennuyed also,

are you not? ’

“ ‘ No sir.’

“ ‘ But are you not au secret? It is

you who are called the Porporinal ’

“ ‘ Yes, sir.’

“ ‘ That is it! prisoner number three.

Well don’t you want a little diversion?

some society! ’

“ ‘ By no means, sir,’ replied I quickly,

thinking he was about to propose to me

his own.

“ ‘ As you please. That's a pity.

There is here another prisoner, very well

educated, a charming woman, by my faith,

who, I am sure, would have been de

lighted to make acquaintance with you.’

“ ‘ May I ask of you her name, sir.’

~ “ ‘ She is called Amelia.’

“ ‘ Amelia who! ’

“ ‘ Amelia—brown! broum.’ by my

faith I don‘t know. You are curious, I

see; that is a prison complaint.‘

“I repented having repelled the ad

vances of Mr. Mayor; for after having

despaired of knowing this mysterious

Amelia and given up all hope of it, I felt

myself attracted towards her anew by a

feeling of commiseration and also by the

desire of clearing up my suspicions. I

therefore tried to be a little more amiable

with this disgusting Mayer, and he soon

offered to place me in connection with the

prisoner number two— it is thus that be

designates this Amelia.

“‘If this infraction of my sentence

does not compromise you, sir,’ replied I,

‘I can be of use to that lady who is said

to be ill with sorrow and ennui —’

“ ‘ Broum.’ broum.’ Then you take

matters according to letter. You are

still a good child ! It is that pedant ofa

Schwartz who has made you afraid of

the orders. The orders! what are they

but a bugbearl They are good for the

porters, for the turnkeys ; but we oflicers

(and in uttering this word Mayer bridled

up like a man who is not accustomed to

bear so honorable a title) we shut our

eyes upon innocent infractions. The king

himself would shut his were he in our

place. Here, mademoisclle, when you

wish to obtain anything, only apply to me,

andI promise you that you shall not be

uselessly thwarted and oppressed. I am

naturally humane myself, God made me

so, and then I love music. If you would

sing something for me from time to time,

in the evening for example, I would

come and listen to you from here, and

with that you can obtain from me all you

wish.'

“‘I will impose upon your good na

ture as little as possible, Mr. Mayer.’

“ ‘ Mayer!’ cried the adjutant suddenly

interrupting the brown In'oum, which still

floated upon his black and cracked lips.

‘ Why do you call me Mayer! I am not

called Mayer. Where the devil did you

fish up that name of Mayer! ’

 

“ ‘ Excuse me, sir adjutant,’ replied I,
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‘it was an absence of mind. I had a

singing master of that name and have

been thinking of him all the morning.’

“ ‘ A singing master! That was not

I. There are many Meyers in Germany.

My name is Nanteui]. I am a French

man by birth.’

“‘ \Vell, sir officer, how shall I an

nounce myself to this ladyfl She does

not know me and would perhaps refuse

my visit, as I almost refused to become

acquainted with her just now. One be

comes so savage when living alone.’

“‘0! whoever she is, that beautiful

lady will be charmed to find some one

with whom to talk, I assure you. \Vill

you write a line to her? ’

“ ‘ But I have nothing to write with.’

“‘That is impossible; have you no

money then! ’

“ ‘ IfI had any, Mr. Schwartz is incor

ruptible ; and besides I do not know how

to corrupt.’

“ ‘ “fell in that case I will myself con

duct you this evening to number two, af

ter, however, you have sung something

for me.’

“ I was frightened at the thought that

Mr. Mayer or Mr. Nanteuil, as he is now

pleased to be called, perhaps wished to

introduce himself into my chamber, and

I was about to refuse, when he made me

understand his intentions better, either

because he had not thought of honoring

me with a visit, or because he read my

horror and rcpugnance ‘on my counte

nancc.

“ ‘I will listen to you from the plat

form which tops the tower you inhabit,’

said he. ‘The voice rises and I shall

bear very well. Then I will send a wo~

man to open your door and conduct you.

It would not be proper, in fact, for me to

have the appearance of inciting you to

disobedience myself, though, after all,

braum! broom! in such a case there is a

very easy method of getting out of the

scrape. We blow out the brains of pris

oner number three with a pistol, and say

that, he has been surprised in the very act

of an attempt to escape. Eh! eh! the

idea is funny, is it not! In prison we

must always have cheerful ideas. Your

very humble servant, mademoiselle Por

porina, till this evening.’

“I lost myself in comments upon the

obliging willingness of this wretch, and

in spite of myself I had a horrible fear

of him. I could not believe that a soul

so narrow and so base had enough love

for music to act thus, solely for the pleas

ure of hearing me. I supposed that the

prisoner in question was no other than the

princess of Prussia, and that, by order of

the king, an interview was arranged be

tween us in order that we might be

watched and those State secrets discov

ered which it was supposed she had con

'

 

tidcd to me. \Vith this idea I feared the

interview as much as I desired it; for I

am absolutely ignorant what truth there

may be in that pretended conspiracy in

which I am accused of being an accom

plice.

“ Nevertheless, considering it my duty

to brave all in order to carry some moral

assistance to a companion in misfortune,

whoever she may be, I began to sing at

the appointed hour for the tin ears of Mr.

Adjutant. I sang very poorly: the au

dience did not inspire me; I still had some

fever, and besidcsl felt that he listened

to me only for form's sake ; perhaps even

he did not listen to me at all. When

eleven o’clock struck Iwas seized with

quite achildish fear. I imagined that Mr.

Mayer had received a secret order to get rid

of me, and that he was going to kill me in

good earnest, as he had predicted to me

under the form of a jest, as soon as I

should make a step outside of my cell.

When my door openedI trembled in all

my limbs. An old woman, very dirty

and very ugly, (much more ugly and

more dirty even than madam Schwartz)

made me a sign to follow her and pre

ceded me up a narrow and steep stair

case built in the interior of the wall.

W'hen we were at the top I found myself

on the platform of the tower, about thirty

feet above the esplanade on which I walk

during the day, and eighty or a hundred

feet above the ditch which washes all this

part of the building for quite a long ex

tent. The horrible old woman who guid

ed me told me to wait there a moment,

and disappeared I know not where. My

anxiety was relieved, and I experienced

such a satisfaction at finding myself in a

pure air, under a magnificent moon, and at

a considerable elevation which allowed

me at last to contemplate a vast horizon,

that I was not troubled at the solitude in

whichI was left. The broad still wa

ters upon which the citadel throws its

black and motionless shadows, the trees

and the fields which I'could vaguely dis

tinguish at a distance on the shore; the_

immensity of the sky; and even the free

flight of the bats wandering in the night,

my God ! how great and majestic all that

appeared to me after two months spent

in contemplating the face of a wall and

in counting the few stars which pass in

the narrow zone of firmament that can be

seen from my cell! But I had no leisure

to enjoy it long. A noise of footsteps

obliged ms to turn and all my fears were

re-awakcned when Isaw myself face to

face with Mr. Mayor.

“ ‘ Signora’ said he to me, ‘I am in

despair at being obliged to inform you

that you cannot see prisoner number

two, at least at present. She is a very

capricious person, it appears to me.

Yesterday she testified the greatest desire

 
 

to have some society ; but just now I pro

posed your’s to her and this is what she

replied to me: “The prisoner number

three? she who sings in the tower and

whom I hear every evening! 0! I know

her voice well and you need not tell me

her name. I am infinitely obliged to you

for the companion you wish to give me.

I should prefer never again to see a living

soul than to undergo the sight of that

unhappy creature. She is the cause of

all my misfortunes, and may Heaven

make her expiate them as severely as I

myself expiate the imprudent friendship I

had for her." This, signora, is the opin

ion of the said lady respecting you; it

remains to be seen if it he deserved or

not; that concerns, as they say, the tri

bunal of your conscience. As to myself,

I have nothing to do with it, and] am

ready to re conduct you to your cell as

soon as you please.’

“ ‘ At once, sir,‘ replied I, extremely

mortified at having been accused of

treachery before a wretch of his charac

ter, and feeling in the depths of my heart

a good deal of bitterness against that one

of the two Amelias who testified towards I

me so much injustice or ingratitude.

“ ‘I do not hurry you so much as that,’

replied the new adjntant. ‘ You seem to

take pleasure in looking at the moon.

Look at her then at your leisure, that

costs nothing and does no harm to any

one.’

“I had the imprudence to profit yet a.

moment by the condescension of this

knave. I could not resolve to tear myself

so quickly from the beautiful spectacle of

which I was about to be deprived perhaps

forever; and in spite of myself, Mayer

produced upon me the effect of a wicked

lacqoey too much honored by awaiting

my orders. He profited by my contempt

so far as to he emboldened to wish to en

gage in conversation. ‘ Do you know

signora, that you sing devilish well! I

have never heard anything stronger in

Italy; where l have nevertheless fre

quented the best theatres and passed in

review the best artists. \thre did you

make your début'l For how long a time

have you been roaming over the world'!

You have travelled a great deal 1 ’ And

as I pretended not to hear his interroga

tions, he added without. being discour

aged: ‘ You sometimes travel on foot,

dressed as a man 1 ’

To be Continued.

 

[13> W‘hence comes it that our destiny

is so dark, and our life so full of misery!

Is it not from ourselves? \Ve have for

gotten the laws of nature, we have stray

ed from her paths. He who separates

from his companions to climb the rocks

unaided, ought not to complain should he

find the journey rough.
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MINE AND OURS.

BY GOODWYN BARMBY

Mine is the little hand, puny and weak,

Ours are the thousand arms, mountains to break;

Mine is the atom of clay for the grave,

Ours is the Earth, with hill, valley and wave:

Mine will evanish like corpse in the sod,

Ours will arise to the Ileaven of God!

Mine is the secret prayer, breathed low and

lone,

Ours is the anthem of conquering tone;

Mine is the little flower nurtured in dearth,

Ours are the blossoming Edens of Earth:

Mine will cvanish like corpse in the sod,

Ours will arise to the Heaven of God!

Mine is the brain that but gleams like a spark,

Ours are the thoughts like stars lightning the

dark;

Mine is the heart that beats fearfully hurled,

Ours are the heart-throbs that gladden the

world :

Mine will evanish like corpse in the sod,

Ours will arise to the Heaven of God!

Mine is the hermit-life, lone in its hours,

Ours arc humanity’s loves, thoughts and powers;

Mine, scarcely mine, is this frame, doomed to

fall,

Ours is our God, common Parent of all !

Mine will evanish like corpse in the sod,

Ours will arise to the Heaven of God !

Douglas Jerrold's Shilling iliagazine.

 

SOME ACCOUNT OF A FRENCH THEORY

OF ASSOCIATION.

BY TITO PAGLIA RDINL

(Continued)

Formation of an Agriculturnl Association.

As yet all social reforms have been

attempted on a large scale, and applied at

once to a whole nation. That this is a

dangerous method is evident from expe

rience; for if the theory prove a bad one,

the whole nation is disturbed by the re

form, and bloodshed and ruin are but too

frequently the consequences.

As the hamlet, or smallest corporate

body, is the foundation of all communi

ties, and contains in miniature all the ele

ments of society, is it not more rational

to commence a social reform by a reor

ganization of the hamlet? nay, of a

single hamlet, in order to avoid all danger

in case of failure?

If the reform be a successful one, other

communities will imitate, and the reform

will at length spread through the pro

vince, the itation, the world, just as the

first railroad has been followed by their

establishment in all quarters of the globe.

But how is this new community to be

organized! .

In a country in which there are 23,

954,799 acres of wastes out of an area of

57,952,489 statute acres, it would surely

not be ruinous to devote 5,760 acres, or

nine square miles, to the trial of a new

system of association and cultivation,

which promises such immense advantages,

and which, if successful, would soon

transform the whole face of society, at

present so degraded by false civilization:

and transform it, not by unjustly removing

the existing wealth from the hands of one

class into the hands of another, as is al

ways done by political or revolutionary

means; but by actually creating new ridi

 

es, which shall not only insure the neccs—I

series and comforts of life to the laboring

classes, but likewise add to the wealth of

the wealthy.

Distribution of the Soil.

\Ve will now suppose an association

formed for the purpose of cultivating nine

square miles of land on the most profita

ble, but at the some time, most economi_

cal system.

With any probability of success, such

a company could surely be formed in a

country ready to expend £350,000,000in

railway schemes, many of which have

little, if any chance of succeeding.

This company takes a lease of 5,760

acres, either from government, or from

one or several land-owners, at the current

price per acre, varying in difi‘ercnt coun

ties from Os. to 265. a year; it causes _all

the establishments, farms, barns, and so

forth, to be valued by appraisers, and ei

ther pays the value of the said establish

ments in cash, or delivers to the owners

thereof shares in the enterprise ; the next

thing to be done is to have all enclosures,

walls, hedges cleared away, and ditches

not necessary to irrigation filled up;

every plot of ground is then to be care

fully analyzed; and instead of forcing

the land to produce what it is not by na

ture suited for, as is but too often the

case in our present piecemeal mode of

cultivation, each plot of ground is to be

cultivated according to its nature, by the

most approved method, and be sown

with the best seeds. It is most probable

that in 5000 or 6000 acres of land, suf

ficient varieties of soil and exposition

will be found to enable the company to

cultivate, the very first year, not only

corn and many varieties of vegetables, but

likewise to establish extensive orchards

and floricultural gardens. All these pro

ductions will probably also be alrcady of

a superior quality, from the mere circum

stance of having been raised on a soil per

fectly suited to their growth, and thus

meet with a ready sale in the neighboring

markets. Moreover, the total profits re

alized by the Association would already

be considerable; for, raising on their

land only those articles for which the soil

is well suited, they would have saved the

enormous expense which farmers now

necessarily incur in manuring their land,

to force it to produce what. nature had

not destined it for; on the other hand,

what manure may be requisite for the im

provement of the soil, and which costs the

small farmer such exurbitant sums that

his profits are almost consumed by them,

are procured by the direction of a com

mittee at a comparatively low rate, and

may be properly distributh over the sur

face of the land. Besides which, the

stables and yards, erected in the centre of

the estate, afford every facility for bus

banding the manure and urine produced

by the horses and oxen which are neces

sary for the work of the farm and suste~

nance of the population; so that in fact,

after a short lapse of time, the system of

sailing would render the Association inde

pendent of the neighboring communities

as far as manure was concerned, and af

ford them the means ofprofitably keeping

a snfiicient stock of horses and cattle.

Another advantage of the cultivation,

by an united body, of so large an estate

is, that the most perfect instruments of

tillage, which from their expensiveness

are out ofthe reach of most farmers, will

here be employed, to the great improve

ment of the soil. For the twenty or thir

ty more or less perfect ploughs, barrows,

drills, and so forth, necessary at present

for the cultivation of twenty or thirty

small farms, will in this case be ex

changed for two or three instruments of

the most perfect make; and the Associa

tion will still be the gainer, inasmuch as

two or three good implements will al

ways be less expensive than a far greater

number ofinditferent ones. Neither will

the manufacturers of agricultural imple

ments be losers by the change; for if, on

the one hand, a smaller number of tools

and instruments be made, they will each

be of a more expensive nature ; while on

the other hand, a far greater surface of

land being cultivated when the system

has extended throughout the country,

there will also be a demand for a. greater

suplply of tools, .

he succession of crops, or rotations,

under the guidance of scientific and prac

tical men, can also be attended to with

much greater success on so large a scale,

than if the same land were subdivided in

to several smaller farms.

The combined efforts of the whole com

munity can likewise be engaged in a cor

rect and systematic system of irrigation

and drainage, works which can only be

undertaken on a large scale ; and profita

ble running fish-ponds or lakes might be

established, which would not only in

crease the beauty and fertility of the es~

tale, but likewise tend to the general

welfare of the community, and prove an

immense source of revenue, without a

corresponding expense; for by a general

agreement to fish only at fit times, and in

quantities proportionate to reproduction,

the produce of the rivers might be in

creased twenty-fold. Different kinds of

fish might likewise be introduced into

natural or artificial ponds, and fattencd

with little or no trouble.

The Pltalanstery.‘

Proceeding on the same principles of uni

ty andeconomy, instead ofthe existing no

tnerous farm-houses, miserable cottages,

(on an average four hundred on nine

square miles,) ill-constructed barns, and

insecure granaries, the Association will

erect, as near the centre of the estate as

local circumstances will admit, one large

habitation called a Phalanstery, capable

of receiving four hundred families, or

about eighteen hundred persons, of unc

quaI fortunes; one kitchen; one large

and well-built barn; one granary, one

stabling yard, and so forth.

In this building should be combined, as

far as possible, salubrity, comfort, and

elevance.

be following description of what the

‘ Phalanstery ought. to be is borrowed from

a clever little work entitled “ Fourier and

his System,” published in Catherine

street, Strand, and, as yet, the only work

in English on this subject.

“The centre should be devoted to

peaceful functions — to dining-rooms, ex

change, conncil-rooms, libraries, studios,

and so forth. In this centre are placed

the tour d’ordre, the telegraph, the ob

 

" Fonricr calls his organized agricultural and

domestic Association a Phalanx, a name which

recalls t0 the mind the unity of urpose, the

indissoluble bonds of friendship, and) the conse

puent power of the celebrated Macedonian

halsnx. A Phalanstcry is the habitation of a

Phalanx.
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servatory, the winter court ornamented

with evergreens, and surrounded with

hot-houses, and placed behind the court

of parade.

“ One of the Wings must contain all the

noisy trades, as carpentry, smith-work,

and hammering; it must likewise con

tain all the industrial assemblies of chil

dren, who are generally very noisy.

“ The other wing must contain the

caravansary hotel, with its ball-rooms,

and chambers for intercourse with strang

ers, that they may not encumber the do

mestic relationships of the Phalanx.

“ The Phalanstery, besides its individu

al apartments, should contain many public

rooms, or places of industrial and corpo

rate accomodation.

“ There should be set apart, near the

dining-rooms, chambers for the different

groups who wish to separate themselves

from the common tables.

“ For every occupation small rooms are

contrived close to the public rooms, for

the convenience of smaller companies.

“,The stables and store-rooms should be

placed, if possible, opposite the mansion ;

the interval between the mansion and the'

industrial buildings would serve as a

court of honor and general evolutions;

and they would be separated by the high

way.

“ Behind the centre of the palace, the

lateral fronts of the two wings ought to
be prolonged to contrive and inclose al

great winter-court, forming a garden and

promenade, planted with evergreens;

this promenade can be placed only in a

closed court, and is not open to the

fields.

“ Not to give the palace too extended a

front, with developments and prolonga

tions which would retard the communica

tions, it will be convenient to double the

body of buildings in the wings and cen

tre, and leave, in the interval of the con

tiguous parallel bodies, a vacant space of

from thirty to forty feet at least, which

would form elongated courts, traversed

by corridors on columns, level with the

first story, with closed glass windows,

and heated or ventilated according to the

season.

“ To save walls and land, the building

must also gain in height what it may

lose in extent, and be at least three sto

ries high. What chiefly establishes its

unitary (or oneness) of character, is a

vast gallery on the first story, extending

uninterruptedly to all parts; this gallery

communicates with the church,.. the the

atre, the rural buildings, and all those

manufactures which it is convenient to

isolate. This covered gallery, ventilated

or heated according to the season, facili

tates in all weathers internal relations.

“ The street galleries of a Phalanx do

not receive light from both sides; they

form part of the body of the dwellings;

each body has a double suite of chambers,

of which one suite looks out on the fields,

and the other into the gallery. The

church on the one side and the theatre on

the other complete the centre of Phalan

sterian unity.”

The theatre or opera is in Fonricr‘s

s stem a most important part of every

halanstery. It will be the assemblage

of all material harmony, and be the prac

tical school for vocal and instrumental

 

" The Church must be sufficiently large to

accommodate the whole population; a circum

stance but too rare in England.

music, poetry and gesticulation, dancing,

gymnastics, painting and sculpture.

Let none in reading this description

call it a page from the Arabian Nights,

or snecringly pronounce the words con

vent, barracks, union-house. What is

here proposed, as the economical and

happy abode of an agricultural and d0

mcstic Association, already exists in civil

ization under another form. For what is

an hotel, what is Mivart‘s, but a large

building subdivided into numerous apart

ments of various dimensions and values,

and in which many persons qfall ranks

inhabit under the same roof, each retain

ing nevertheless his personal liberty and

individuality'.l The Palais Royal in Par

is might give a slight notion ofa Phalan

stery; for in a small space are collected

nine hundred families of all rauksand fur

tuues, even from the sovereign down to

the beggar; in that small space are

united a royal palace, the classical theatre

of France, the first of the minor theatres,

the most celebrated restaurateurs in

France, besides innumerable minor ones,

a gallery inhabited by the chief editors, a

public garden, baths, every description of

i shops, and a covered colonnade or gallery,

connecting as it were all these scparatc

parts into one whole.

To be Continued.
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SECTION llI.—NOTICE V.

0N EDUCATION

()naltm'ons.

l Before going farther in education, let

‘ ns remark the contradiction between our

“,civilized methods and the demand of na‘

ture. Far from wishing that women

uniformly should have strong maternal

propensities, that they should all be eager

to take care oflittle infants, nature would

appropriate to this care only about one

‘eighth, and distribute this small number

yamong functions very opposite, as those

of attendants, ushers, and mentors, which

have no relation with each other, and

which, moreover, are subdivided each

into more minute cmployments, into dif

ferent offices optional with each.

Then again, nature would bring into

competition the sexes and the various in

stincts; they are very different instincts

which prevail in the three corporations

above mentioned, and yet they concur to

form a cooperative series of both sexes

in the whole course of early education.

Thus, from his infancy, man is not

compatible with simple nature; it requires,

to educate him, a vast array of graduated

and contrasted functions, even from the

earliest age; and even then he is not

made for the cradle. J. J. Rousseau

rebelled against this prison in which chil

dren are mewed up, but he has never

imagined the arrangement of elastic mats

or hammocks, of a combined oversight,

and of all the distractions so necessary to

children and found only in this method.

Thus the philosophers oppose to the evil

nothing but sterile declamations, instead

of discovering the ways to good, which,

 

 

 

l

l

far removed from simple nature, only

spring from composite methods.

The farther we advance in the exami

nation of the harmonic education, the

more shall we recognize the contradiction

between moralism and nature : it may be

well here to recapitulate some details

drawn from the education of the first

years of infancy.

Moralism would found the system of

education for little infants on the smallest

domestic union, that of the conjugal

household. Nature would found this ed

ucation on the largest domestic combina

tion, distributed in three degrees, the

groups, the series of groups, and the

phalanx of series. Out of this vast as

semblage, we can neither form the two

scales of functions and of functionaries

emulously devoted to each parcel of the

labor; nor can we satisfy the character

and temperament in the child,which need

the halls and services annexed to this

double scale, services impracticable out

of a Phalanx of industrial series. Thus

in the isolated family, the child is wearied

to the point of crying night and day,

without either himself or his parents

being able to divine the distractions he is

in need of, and which he would find in a

scristery of early infancy.

Moralism, in this isolated family sys

tem, would have the father bear compla

ceutly the everlasting uproar of the bant

liugs, who deprive him of his sleep and

interrupt his labor. Nature, on the con~

trary, would have man relieved from this

moral charivari ; she Would have him re

stored to his dignity, and would confine

this infernal enginery to a remote room,

place the children where they may be

wholesomely and agreeably kept, after

the Associative method, which secures

the repose of fathers, mothers, and chil

dron ; they are all harrassed and tortured

by the civilized arrangement, called sweet

home, which is a veritable hell for the

people, since it has neither a separate

apartment for the children, nor money to

supply their wants.

Moralism would have the mother suckle

the infant; a useless precept with the

poor mothers who constitute seven-eighths

of the whole; so far from having the

wherewithal to pay a nurse, they take in

children to suckle for pay. As for the

other eighth, the more fortunate mothers,

it would be necessary to interdict them

from this function, for they are the assas

sins of their child. Through excess of

leisure, they study to create in him a

thousand hurtful fantasies, which are a

slow poison and kill the majority of rich

children.

People are astonished because death

takes away the only son of an opulent

house, while it spares so many wretched

children destitute of bread in the mud

cabins; these peasant children have a

guarantee of health in the poverty of

their mother who, obliged to go to work

in the field, has no time to occupy her

self with their whims, and still less to

gratify them, like the lady of the manor.

Thus J. J. Rousseau, thinking to recall

mothers to the tender sentiments of ten

der moralism, has created a fashion of

suckling their own infants in the very

class of Women who should be excluded

from it; for in this wealthy class they

lack commonly either the necessary

health, or else the cool and prudent char

acter which Wfluld be a preservative from

evil both for the mother and the child.
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Moralism forbids the father to flattery

his child: this, on the contrary, is the

only function reserved to the father, his-i

child being sufficiently criticised and rc—‘

monstrated with, in Association, by the.

groups which he frequents, or, if he isi

very small, by the attendants in the seris

tery of this early age.

Moralism would have the father be the

natural teacher of the child; this is a

care from which nature excludes him,

and which she reserves for the ushers'

and mentors, persons formed for this

function by an instinctive taste and by a

corporate feeling.

Moralism would surround the child

with half a dozen grandmothers and

aunts, sisters and cousins, neighbors and,

cronies, to create in him all manner of‘

fancies hurtful to his health, and to give

him a false ear by hearing the French

music. Nature would employ not the

twentieth part of all this array, to keep

the child in gaiety and health, in a seris

tery whose different partitions are assort

ed to all the instincts of that early age.

Moralism would educate the child from

the first to a contempt for riches and a

respect for merchants; nature, on the,

contrary, would accustom the child from

the first to value money and to exert

himself to acquire it by the practice of

truth, which in civilization cannot conduct

to riches, and is incompatible with our

actual inverse commerce.

Moralism would not allow the children

any refinement, especially in the pleas-l

ures of the table, but would have them eat

indifi'erently whatever is set before them.

Nature would have them educated to

gastronomic requirements, to the niccties

of this art, which, in Harmony, becomes

a direct means of inspiring them with a

passion for agriculture.

It is certain then that moralism, even

granting it to have good intentions, plays

the part of an ignorant physician, who

gives only pernicious advice, contradicts

the ends of nature, and kills his patient

by a display of fine doctrines. But is it

certain that moralism and its coryphceuses

have good intentions? Before pronounc

ing on this point let us continue to analyze

the contradiction between this science

and nature; after having fully convicted

it of this perpetual opposition, we will

examine its perfidies which are equal to

its ignorance.

 

SIXTH NOTICE.

Education of Childhood in ils Middle,

High, and Mixed Degrccs. Rivalry

of Instincts and of Sexes.

 

I have enlarged sufficiently on the edu

cation of the first phase or earliest period

of childhood, because that will be the‘

strong side of the model Phalanx, the

point in which it will shine at once, since

children of three, four, and even five

cars, will not have been as yet perverted

y prejudice; they will be less imbued

with moralism, less falsified than those

often and fifteen years; and it will he

an easier matter to develop their natures

freely and to appreciate their precise

attractions.

From the age of five years, civilization

begins to fill the mind with its “ sound

doctrines,” which travesty the natural

character, especially that of the girls.l

Hence, the model Phalanx Will have]

great difficulty in classing the characters,

in discerning the full and the half quality.

 

 

Assuredly it will not succeed in this the

first year.

\Ve pass to the second, third, and

fourth phases of education: (See table,

Harbinger, Yo] ll. page 330.)

The second phase, or tniddle childhood,

comprises the two tribes of clicrulu'ns and

scrap/nus, aged from four and a half to

nine years.

The third phase, or higher childhood,

comprises the two tribes of lycmns and

gynmusiuns, from nine to fifteen and a

half.

The fourth phase, or mixed childhood,

is the tribe of youths and maidens (jou

treru'caiw cl jourwtccllcs), from fifteen and

a half to nineteen and a half, or twenty.

The limits of age will be smaller at

the beginning, and they will not be the

same for the two sexes.

I shall treat of the second and third

phases together, because the system for

them both is fundamentally the same,

except that in the second phase the mate

rial faculties will be the most actively

cultivated, and in the third phase the

spiritual.

The system of education will require

no changes until the fourth phase; for

then sexual love intervenes; it will be well

therefore to study the second and third

phases conjointly, and the fourth by it

self.

It would require, not four, but twenty

chapters at the least, to treat this subject

properly: for this reason, 1 cannot even

promise an abridgment, but only a skel

eton, an argument; Ishall refer continu

ally to the treatise [Universal Unify]

which contains the circumstantial details

of the education of these three phases of

childhood in Harmony.

\Vc shall see that moralism has missed

of all the bases of operations relative to

these three phases, and iii its usual way

has placed in the rank of vices all the

springs which nature would employ for

the creation of virtues.

In order to establish that competition

between instincts and sexes which will

beget prodigies of industry and of virtue,

we divide the whole of the higher and

middle phases of childhood, that is, the

four tribes of the gymnasium, lyreans,

scrap/tins, and c/zerubms, iltto two corpo

rations according to instinctive propensi

ties. Thcse are:

The Lil/la Hordes, devoted to labors

which are repugnant to the senses or to

self-love.

The Little Bands, devoted to the collec

tive luxury, or to the general interests of

taste and elegance.

These two corporations, by their con

trast, give a useful employment to the in

stincts which moralism vainly seeks to

suppress in either sex, the love for dirt in

little boys, and the love of ornament in

little girls.

In contrasting these tastes, the har

monic education conducts both sexes to

the satire end by different routs :

The little hordes to the beautiful by

the way of the good.

The little bands to the good by the

way of the beautiful.

This method leaves to children their

option, the liberty which they do not

enjoy in the actual state, where they

always attempt to constrain them to the

same system of manners. Association

opens to them two contrastt'd courses,

favoring the opposite propensities, for

elegance and slovcnlincss.

 

Among children, there are always about

two-thirds of the boys who incline to

filth: they love to grovel in the mttd, and

take delight in handling unclean things;

they are surly, fractious, vulgar, adopting

the slang tone and dialect, fond of noise

and braving perils, inclement weather,

and so forth, from the pure love of mis

chief.

These children enrol themselves in the

little hordes, whose business it is to per

form, as a point of honor and with cour

age, every repugnant labor which would

degrade a class of laborers. This corpo

ration is a sort of semi-savage legion,

which contrasts with the refined polite

ness of Harmony, only as regards the

tone and not the sentiments, for it is the

most. ardent in its patriotism.

The other third part of the boys has a

taste for good manners and for peaceable

and gentle functions; they enrol them

selves in the little bands; and on the

other hand, there are one-third of the

girls who have masculine propensities

and who are called little romps, fond of

joining in the sports of the boys with

whom they are not allowed to be familiar;

this third part of the girls is enrolled in

the little hordes. Thus the two corpora

tions are composed as follows :

Little hordes, two-thirds of the boys,

and one-third of the girls.

Little bands, two-thirds of the girls,

and one—third of the boys.

Each of the two corps will be subdi

vided into three orders, which it will be

necessary to name: they will adopt for

the little hordes, three names of the

billings-gate order, and for the little

bands, three names of the romantic order,

so as to contrast in every point these two

reunions, which are levers of a high

importance in industrial attraction.

REVIEW.

The Spirit of the Ave: or Contemporary

Portraits. By ViLLiAiu IIAth'rr.

First American Edition. New York:

Wiley and Putnam, 161 Broadway.

1846. (Sold by Redding & Co., 8 State

St. Boston.)

Criticism again! \Ve have almost no

other sort of literature in this reflective

age. All our best writers are reviewers ;

essays upon others’ works preoccupy the

intellectual energies which glut them

selves with too much foreign food to be

creative, and it has come to such a pass

that poets and romancers are for the most

part only critics in the dress of rhyme or

parable. The world's consciousness (the

once childlike world) seems to have got

thoroughly awakened, and we present

the singular spectacle to the angels, if

any such there may be speculating upon

us from afar, of an age absorbed entirely

in the study of itself, and comprehending

itself apparently about as little as the

unconscious shepherds and hunters of

Abraham's and Rsau’s time. Indeed,

what Hazlitt says of Byron’s Don Juan,

may be said of all our literature: “it is

a poem written about itself.”

Carlyle, Macaulay, \\'ilson, Mrs. Jame

  

 

 

son, and latterly Miss Fuller, are but a
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few of the criticism writers who consti

tute so much of the “ choice reading ” of

the day. And here is HAZLITT, prince

[of critics! always bright, always genial.

always appreciating, conversant with all

leading minds, yet carried away by none

and dead to none, hopeful in his leanings,

interested rather in the minds of apro

gressive and prophetic stamp, yet pleas

antly and without cynicism pointing out

the respective fallacy of each. In the

merely superficial qualities of a fine writ

er, no man surpasses him; his style is

vigorous and clear and full and flowing,

as if it were ideal talk; he brings his

subject always to a point, wearying the

reader with but few preliminaries and

giving him him no chance to lose himself

in the vague, but always setting the gist

of the matter before him in clear con

trast with its appropriate foil or counter

type; illustrations, new and timely and

exquisitely apposite, never fail him; he

is witty without ever running to mere

surface; he says terribly severe things

in the best humor imaginable; and what

is best, he makes his reader love him and

love the persons he contrasts and criti

cizes, and sends him away, if not posi

tively enlightened, in the best state of

mind to get enlightened. W'ith all these

taking qualities he lacks not depth. His

insight is justly celebrated. Shakspeare

is better known to us by his criticism.

Artists hold his essays upon painting to

be inestimable.

These “ Contemporary Portraits ” paint

the painter. Not so sovereign an origi

nal as Carlyle, nor so disdainfully choice

in his subjects; not so coldly elaborate

nor so great at laying out and arranging

a matter as Macauley, he occupies a con

venient distance between the two, never

intense and never cold, but always hu

man, always strong, and always ready

with something well Worth saying. He

certainly is very apprehensive, if not very

profound. IIe pertainly is a good and

believing friend of Humanity, if not

an enthusiastic reformer. He kept the

best company, that of the advance guard

of thinkers in England, of the age before

this last, and he reflects them all so faith

fully, that his book is truly called the

“ Spirit of the Age." He is always full

of his subject, yet never infatuated with

it; and accordingly his style is just that

which we can read with the least weari

ness; for your mind finds alternation in

each successive sentence; each contains

a thought, a point, an image, something

that arrests you as you glance over the

page. Let us look at some of his sub

jects.
The first is Jeremy Bentham. I We are

glad to get so distinct and hold an image

of this “ man of one idea,” the philoso

pher, if he can be called so, who has so

 
monopolizcd and identified his name with

the watchword of this age, Utility. Mr.

Hazlitt enters into a rather superfluous

argument with him to show that calcula

tions of mere utility never can be made

to take the place of every other motive,

while man is what he is, or as we should.

say, while he has passions. If this main

part of the article is rather dry, however,

there is point enough to redeem it in the

following happy illustration with which,

as usual, he sums all up :

“ Miracles never cease, to be sure; but they

are not to be had wholesale, or to order. Mr.

Owen, who is another of these proprietors and

patentees of reform, has lately got an American

savage with him, whom he carries about in great

triumph and complacency, as an antithesis to

his New View of Sorinly, and as winding up his

reasoning to what it mainly wanted, an opigram

matie point. Does the benevolent visionary of

the Lanark cotton mills really think this natural

man will act as a foil to his artificial man? Does

he for a moment imagine that his Address to the

higher and middle classes, with all its advantages

of fiction, makes anything like so interesting a

romance as Hunter's Captivity among the North

American Indiana 1' Has he anything to show,

in all the apparatus of New Lanark and its deso

late monotony,to excite the thrill of imagination

like the blankets made of wreaths of snow

under which the wild wood-rovers bury them

selves for weeks in wintch Or the skin of a

leopard, which our hardy adventurer slew, and

which served him for great coat and bedding?

Or the rattle-snake that he found by his side as

a bed-fellow '1 Or his rolling himselfinto a ball

to escape from him? Or his suddenly placing

himself ngainsta tree to avoid being trampled I referring every thing to Utility.

to death by the herd of wild buffaloes, that came

rushing on like the sound of thundch Or his

account of the lingo spiders that prey on blue

bottles and gilded flies in green pathless forests;

or of the Pacific Ocean, that the natives look

upon as the gulf that parts time from eternity,

and that is to wait them to the spirits of their

fathers'l After all this, Mr. Hunter must find

Mr. Owen and his parallelograms trite and flat,

and will, we suspect, take an opportunity to

escape from them i "

But do not, reader, with this dead

level, artificial, utilitarian Communism,

confound Association, which is quite

another thing; which does " make suffi

cient allowance for the varieties of human

nature and the caprices and irregularities

of the human will; ” which does “ allow

for the wind,” and does not “consider

man as a logical animal.”

Of Mr. Bentham’s involved and intri

cate style of writing, he says :

“ He might wrap up high treason in one of his

irtcztrt'eablt' periods, and it would never find its

way into ll'cslminster Ilull. He is a kind of

Manuscript author—he writes a cipher-hand,

which the vulgar have no key to. The con

struction of his sentences is a curious frame

work with pegs and hooks to hang his thoughts

upon, for his own use and guidance, but almot

out of the reach of every body else. It isa

barbarous philosophiml jargon, with all the rope

titions, parentheses, formalities, uncouth nomen

clature, and verbiage of law-Latin; and what

 

 

makes it worse, it is not mere verbiage, but ha

I great deal of acutcncss and meaning in it,

which you would be glad to pick out if you

could. In short, Mr. Bentham write as if he

was allowed but a single sentence to express

his whole view of a subject in, and as if, should

he omit a single circumstance or step of the

argument, it would be lost to the world forever,

like an estate by a flaw in the title-deeds. This

is over-rating the importance of our own dis

coveries, and mistaking the nature and object of

language altogether. Mr. Bentham has acquired

this disability—it is not natural to him.”

\Ve take the following from the con

cluding paragraph: the sentence which

we have italicized is profoundly true, and

admirably illustrates the well-known prin

ciple of the contact of extremes.

“ Mr. Bentham, in private life, is an amiable

and exemplary character. He is a little roman

tic, or so; and has dissipated part ofa handsome

fortune in practical speculations. He lends an

ear to plausible projectors, and, if he cannot

prove them to be wrong in their premises or

their conclusions, thinks himselfbound in reason

to stake his money on the venture. Strict lo

giciam are licensed " " " * " Mr.

Bentham relieves his mind sometimes, afler the

fatigue of study, by playing on a fine old organ,

and has a relish for Hogarth’s prints. Hetums

wooden utensils in a lathe for exercise, and fan

cies he can turn men in the same manner. He

has no great fondness for poetry, and can hardly

extract a moral out of Shnkspeare. His house

is warmed and lighted by steam. He is one of

those who prefer the artificial to the natural in

most things, and think the mind of man omnipo

tont. He has a great contempt for out-of-door

prospects, for green fields and trees, and is for

There is a

little narrovvncss in this; for if all the sources

of satisfaction are taken away, what is to be

come of utility itself'l ”

The next paper is about the celebrated

author of Polilit‘fll Justice, and of those

noble novels Caleb Williams and &. Leon,

WILLIAM Goowm.

“The fault of Mr. Godwin’s philosophy, in

one word, was too much ambition—“ by that

sin fell the angels!” He conceived too nobly

of his fellows (the most unpardonable crime

against them, for there is nothing that annoys

our self-love so much as being complimented on

imaginary achievements,to which we are wholly

uncqual)—he raised the standard of morality

above the reach of humanity, and by directing

virtue to the most airy and romantic heights,

made her path dangerous, solitary, and imprac

ticable. The author of the Political Justice

took abstract reason for the rule of conduct, and

abstract good for its end. He places the human

mind on an elevation, from which it commands

a view of the whole line of moral consequences;

and requires it to conform its acts to the larger

and more enlightened conscience which it has

thus acquired. He absolve! man from the gross

and narrow ties of sense, custom, authority,

private and local attachment, in order that he

may devote himself to the boundless pursuit of

universal benevolence. Mr. Godwin gives no

quarter to the amiable weaknesses of our na

ture, nor does he stoop to avail himself of the

supplementary aids of an imperfect virtue.”

Here was a man, not so much of one

idea, as of one grand passion; a man in
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whom what Fourier calls the passion of

Unityism predominated. ' Enthusiasm for

the universal made him, like his glorious

son-in law, the poet Shelley, a. prophet

and forerunner of that revelation of So

cial Snicnw, which was to give stability

and clearness to these dreams of a pro

found moral instinct. His conception

was high and glorious. He would have

man “always the hero of duty.”—

“ Every man was to be a Regulus, a Cod

rus, a Cato, or a Brutus—every woman

a Mother of the Gracehi.” The aim,

the instinct here was right, but in his

philosophy of such a grand life, in his

maxim, reason without passion, he ever

looked the facts of human nature. Had

he only lived to see the laws of Passional

Harmony unfolded! Mr. Hazlitt defends

Godwin from the charge of having tram

pled on the common feelings and preju

dices of mankind, by these two striking

illustrations :

“ We may not be able to launch the bark of

our afl‘ections on the ocean-tide of humanity,

we may be forced to paddle along its shores, or

shelter in its creeks and rivulcts: but we have

no right to reproach the bold and adventurous

pilot, who dared us to tempt the uncertain abys,

with our own want of courage or of skill, or

with the jealousies and impatience, which deter

us from undertaking, or might prevent us from

accomplishing the voyage ! ”

“ To break the force of the vulgar objections

and outcry that have been raised against the

Modern Philosophy, as if it were a new and

monstrous birth in morals, it may be worth no

ticing, that volumes of sermons have been

written to excuse the founder of Christianity for

not including friendship and private affection

among its golden rules, but rather excluding

them."

To Godwin he offsets Sir James Mack—

intosh; and in his interest in moral and

political philosophers, in men who have

“soared up" new ideas about the pro

gress of the race, he does not omit the

unique Malthus, with his bug-bear of

Population. He ingeniously accounts for

the origin of the theory in the mind of

its author (who, by the way, was not

Malthus, but a Scotchmau by the name of

\Vallace,) by supposing that it was writ

ten at first as a mere literary freak, a

sporting with paradox, and that the grain

of truth there was in it surprised him in

to a more serious consideration and grad

ually took possession of his whole field of

vision. Hazlitt is not as kind to this as

to the other crotchets, for it has in it no

element of progress. In the following he

declares himself no Tory:

“ The period at which Mr. Malthus came for

ward teemed with answers to Modern Philoso

phy, with antidotes to liberty and humanity,

with abusive histories of the Greek and Roman

republics, with fulsomc panegyrics on the R0

man Emperors, (at the very time when we were

reviling Buonaparte for his strides to universal

empire,) with the slime and ofl‘al of desperate

 

 

civility—and we cannot but consider the Essay

as one of the poisonous ingredients thrown into

the caldron of Legitimacy ‘to make it thick and

slab.’ "

Besides these now less talked of nota

bilities, we meet in this book all the fore

most poets, reviewers, political writers,

and so forth, who have just departed or

who yet linger on the literary stage in

England. There is not time, nor is

there need, to follow him through these,

for they are more in every body‘s mouth

and every body's book. Suflice it to say,

that Mr. Hazlitt does not give you a mere

superficial literary criticism of them, but

he gives in each instance the net result of

the man and of his thinking. These men

constitute the highest reach and aspira

tion of civilization in the most civilized of

nations. The faithful critic collects

from them his “ Spirit of the Age," and

shows you what it all amounted to. To

one who studies the progress of society

by the light of positive ideas and hopes,

who, seeing that civilization and moral

ism travel always in a vicious fatal circle,

that simplistic ideas of Reason or Utility

raise false promises which bring all ideals

finally into discredit, that the poet's as

pirations only remind us of the contrast

of the actual which they do not help us

to escape, still believes that there isa true

and normal condition of Humanity whose

laws may be and have been discovered, a

Science of Society whose full noon-day

light shall ere long supersede these vis

ionary auroral indications,—-this matter

suggests many reflections, which we need

not make especially here, since they have

occupied all our columns, as indeed they

might profitably occupy all the columns

of the thousand sheets which are daily

issued from the public presses of our

land.

The I/Wtig Almanac and United States

Register for 1847. New York: Gree

ley and McElrath.

This is ajewel of an Almanac. Even

the democrat will bear with its strong

whig doctrines, for the sake of the copi

ous statistical and political information

with which it is crowded. It cannot fail

to circulate widely and to be highly pop

ular. We copy from the last page a

piquant illustration of a “new way to

pay old debts.”

“ A PacouitnLY Rien Connasrosn

exec. we publish the following as an

illustration of the philosophy of letter

writing. Major McCalla, it will be seen,

is positive, pointed, and sententious.—

Captain Tobin is candid, discursive, and

didactic. The whole, if not trenching on

the sublime, belongs at least to the ‘ beau

tiful.’

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

% Auditor’s Office, July 31, 1816.

Sir: You are charged on the books of this

Office with 5],.5‘25, the value of the clothing and

blankets furnished for the use ofyour Company,

 
and for which you will be held accountable. In

order to relieve yourself from this accountabilit ,

you will enter on your first Muster Roll all arti

cles of clothing and blankets issued to the men

under your command, and request the Paymas

tcr to deduct the several amounts from their

first payment.

You are also held responsible for the camp

and garrison e uipage received for your Compa

ny, until turne over to a U. S. Quartermaster.

I am. sir, vour obedient servant,

JNO. ltl. MCCALLA, 2d Auditor.

Capt. G. H. 'l‘oms,

“'nshiugton Regt. La. Vol.

 

 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

2d Auditor’s Office, Aug. 8, 1846.

Sir: By a decision of the "on. the Secretary

of \Var, each soldier under your command is

entitled to six months' clothing, to the amount

of 3321; all over that they are to be charged

with. There will be other charges of which

you will be informed by this Office. You will

please consider this letter your guide, in addition

to the one you received from me on the 31st ult.

Vcrv rcs ctfully,

JNO. M. McCALLA, 2d Auditor.

Capt. G. H. Toms, La. Vol.

 

New Onnrass, Sept. 17,1846.

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the

receipt of two favors from you, one dated 31st

July, the other 8th August. I can only answer

by a yarn.

A countryman of mine was once indulging in

the very intellectual occupation of sucking fresh

eggs raw and reading a newspaper. By some

mischanee he contrived to bolt a live chicken.

The poor bird chirrupcd as it went down his

throat, and he very politely ohserved—“ By the

powers, my friend, you spoke too late."

I can only say, sir, that your favors have

reached me too late. They have been chasing

me through the Mexican Post Offices; that is

to express myself more clearly, when I recciv

them, they (the letters were down in Mexico

and I was up here, an when I didn’t receive

them, they were up here and I was there.

The fact is that most of my men have been

paid off, and are now scattere to the four quar

ters of the lobe. They were mostl sailors as

I was mysc f. From them (if there charges)

nothing can be expected. The camp and garri

son cquipage has been turned over to the proper

officers, with the exception of sundry axes

smashed and placed hors do combat in chopping

down those amiable chapporols on the banks of

the Rio Grande. 1 except, also, the camp ket

tlcs and pans—many of which were used in

roasting, boiling, stewing, and frying our pork

and beans, bacon and fresh beef, not to speak of

the slow venison, which some were ill-natured

enough to call Mexican beef (may the Lord for

give them.)

For my own responsibility in the matter, I

regret, (more on uncle Sam s account than on

my own,) that I am not worth a. Continental

dime. I have been not only paid, but I believe

overpaid, by about $40. M conscience com-’

pelled me to remonstrate wit the Paymastcrs,

rut they assured me that tlky made no mistakes

(Bank Tellers sometimes sa the same. I

considered their feelin an indulged rem.

However, I made a go use of the money. I

gave it to the sick and unpaid soldiers.

Most of the other Captains are in the same

fix with myself (barring the overpay) about re

sponsibility, and refer to my epistlc as an an

swer.

If you have any farther communication for

me, please direct to the care of Major General

John L. Lewis, N. O. I seldom go to the Post

Otficc, because I have nobody to correspond

with, and yet I am not the man who never had

father nor mother, but was “ won in a rattle."

Very res cctfully,

G. . TOBIN, Capt. (To. D.

Washington Regt. La. Volunteers.

Jot-rs M. MCCALLA, 2d Auditor.

P. S. ldon’t know whether to sign myself

Captain, cx-Captain, or late Captain. Iwas a

Captain."

The right to live implies a right to all

that is indispensible to the maintenance of

life. The author of the universe has not

placed man in a. worse condition than an

imals.
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MUSICAL REVIEW.

TllE PROSPECTS FOR THE SEASON.

From present signs, the lovers of mu

sic, of whatever grade, in New York and

in Boston, will have as much this winter

as they can attend to. The weight of public

favor leans more and more to the good, to

music which has style and character, to

works of genuine art, by which our life

'is deepened. To expect this to be ac

tually popular, while society is so consti

tuted as to doom the great majority to ig

norance and vulgarity, would be superla

tively simple. But we deem it a blessing

and a bow of promise for the race that

real music can find any audience, for it

wakes an aspiration, if only in the few,

which will not sleep until all this is

changed. Music is a luxury, no doubt;

but shame on him who takes it merely as

such, however refined, select, and chaste

his enjoyment of it may be ! He_does not

enter into the heart and soul of it, if he

does not also feel that Music is a great

reformer, that it is the voice of the inmost

heart of wronged Humanity chanting the

great day of its redemption, the day when

universal unity shall reign and Society

and Industry and Life in all its spheres be

music. If this be not true, Beethoven,

Handel, and Mozart have lived for nothing.

Music, to be sure, does not distinctly say

this, for she does not deal with thoughts,

but something deeper; she has oped the

springs of such a sentiment in every breast

into whose depths her voice has sunk.

Leaving the mass of medley song-sing

ing concerts, which come as regularly in

winter as birds and grass-hoppers in sum

mer, we will notice some of the more

significant performances which are in

store for us.

In Boston already the Opera takes the

lead; that is, the clever little troupe of

the Seguins, and so forth. At the Bos

ton Theatre, (the Odeon that was,) they

are delighting people with Donizetti‘s

comic Don Pasquale, and the Brusse'ur de

Preslon (Brewer of Preston) by Adolph

Adam ; -- light and pleasant things, pre

senting in the principal parts the singular

combination of voices of a Soprano, a

Tenor and two Basses, without any Alto.

Indeed this is the whole of Don Pasquale;

the other has some striking choruses.

Both of these are made exceedingly comic

by the excellent acting, as well as the

satisfactory bass voice of Mr. Seguin.

The music of the first, like all of Doni

zetti’s, does very well for once or twice,

but is of that sugary sweetness which is

not most sure to sweeten the temper or

tranquillize the mind, because great pas

sions find no sphere in it. Adolph

Adam's music is more piqnant and bril

liant, and more fresh, and altogether the

 

 

Brasseur is a brilliant thing. Let us be

thankful for so much. But what is it to

Don Juan, or Fldelio, or the Freyschulz,

 

aged, and whose downfall we should re

gard as a most irreparable loss to the mu

sical treasures of Boston. In New York

which doubtless will come in good time, ifl the Philharmonic Society, who have by far

not this season‘.l What more there may \ the most perfect orchestra in the country,

be in preparation we know not.

Howard Athenasum also has risen from its

ashes and will have operas ere long.

For graver, grander Oratorios and Sa

cred choruses we have the faithful Handel

and Haydn Society, as usual. They be

gin with the Creation, childlike, cheerful

Haydn’s greatest and most characteristic

work, and heard now long enough in Bos—

ton to be appreciated. Stately Handel, no

doubt, will come on in turn, and Christmas

week be made more holy by the audible

presence of that everlasting monument of

sounds which he has built to Humanity's

great hope of its Messiah, music of the

most universal stamp yet written. Samp

son too we hope to hear, and Spohr’s

Last Jmlgnwnt and Mendelssohn‘s St.

Paul. These things are also given in

New York, with possibly superior effect,

by the Institute, the Sacred Music Soci

ety, and so forth.

For grand choral music of a more see

ular and descriptive kind, they have had

in New York the Seasons of Haydn,

certainly a. most rare treat.

ton we are glad to see announced on the

part of Messrs. Maeder and Blessner an

intention of bringing out the Ode Sym

phony by Felicien David, the Desert, so

popular last winter in New York. We

trust these enterprising artists will be se

cured against loss in so expensive an un

dertaking, and that the good people of

Boston will have an opportunity of hear

ing one of the most original and perfect

pieces of descriptive music ever produced

since Haydn’s Seasons and Beethoven’s

Pastorale, though in freshness it is by no

means equal to the former, nor in depth

at all to be compared with the latter.

The Boston Academy, dislodged from

the Odeon, have made wise choice of the

Melodeon for their most laudable and to

a great degree successful attempts to el

evate the public taste by the grand Sym

phonies of Beethoven, Haydn, and the

other masters. With all the necessary im

perfections of their orchestra, they deserve

great credit and the sincere thanks of

those who owe to them their only knowl

edge (knowledge how inestimable !) of

these sublime productions. \Ve hear

that some of the well-meant criticisms of

one of our correspondents on their per

formances last year were taken quite too

seriously by the Academy. \Ve inserted

the criticisms because we felt them to be

true, and because we thought true criti—

cism, given in good faith, to be a work of

real friendship, and not from any opposi‘

tion to the Academy, whose labors we

have always recommended and encour

And in Bus-.

 

 

l

1

T . . .he i have already announced a similar course

of concerts. Mr. Loder, one of their

leaders, has also raised an orchestra of

his own, which under his admirable drill

ing, and the constant requisition for their

services, must become decidedly superior.

But nothing gives us so great pleasure

as to be able to announce that the Har

vard Musical Association have again ae

ceptcd the kind offer of Mr. Chickering’s

rooms and engaged a competent quartette

of Artists to resume their admirable

Chamber Concerts. The very quintes

sence of music will this be, the Qunluors

and Trio: of Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn,

Spohr, and so forth, played by artists, and

heard by the most select and appreciating

audience to be found in Boston. In the

course of these concerts, besides Mr.

Lange and Mr. William Mason, pianists

from New York are expected to take part,

as Mr. Perabeau and Mr. Scharfenberg.

Sivori, the pupil of Paganini, has come,

they say, to eclipse Ole Bull and Vieux

temps. Burke also is on hand. De

Meyer has found even warmer welcome

than before in New York, and probably

by the time this has gone to press will

have redeemed his last year‘s pledge in

Boston. But to the Pianists we shall be

fore long devote a special article, and to

the singers also.

Tiiii HARBINGER.
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Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for otllcrr!’ rights, fraud, oppression, n

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions nll tending to impoverish

lhe lnborer and to render every condition inst-cure.

Reliet'in to come,nnd can only come from the new

application ofChristinn principles, of Universal jus

tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Dn. CHAIIINU.

OBJECTIONS T0 ASSOCIATION.—N0. VIII.

(Concluded from p. 287.)

Ill. RELIGION. It is objected finally

to Association, that in it there can be no

religious union. Is there any out of it?

Do not charge upon a new system of

society the possibility of a fault of which

the old stands so notoriously convicted.

The most the Church has ever done has

been to suggest and keep alive the idea

of union in men's minds; but real union

there has never been, except one, that of

the Roman bierachy, which was intolera

ble. Society cannot be united in religion,

so long as there is disunity in every thing

else ; —- and disunity is the very law and

foundation of society as at present consti

tuted; separation and competition of in

terests are the very essence of civilization,
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which all the ardent niiuistratious of tholunion? Will men who have been so

best prevailing philosophy, morality, and:occupied find it harder than others to

religious creeds of every hue can never unite in worship?

make to be other than a “kingtlomiprayer, no thanksgiving in common?

divided against itself.”

Says the reviewer: “ Amid interests

so involved, where hundreds are brought

so closely together, a powerful religious

influence is indispensable to harmo

ny. But here will be persons of all

sects and some of no sect, brought to

gether; and churches will be built, if at

all, by those who have not any common

religious faith.” To this it may be said :
i If they are persons really and sincerely

of different sects, it is not likely that

they will peril their sectarianism by such

company; or if they do, what do they

less in the great church-going world

to-day'! Each sect is gathered round

its altar on the Sunday, for some hours,

and all the rest of 'the time its members

mingle in the confused throng of busy

mammon-warshippers, who have no other

faith in common but the almighty dollar.

Their religious union goes but a little

way; it is a union in the speculative,

the formal part of life, and not at all in

the practical; in the appendages, and not

at all in the substance. it does not keep

them from quarelling, undermining and

outbidding one-another all the week.

They part at the church door to forget

their prayers and hum “ the devil take

the hindnrost.” Nay, they do not even

I

l
 

wait for that, but sit in their pews too proud I

that they are distinct from poorer neigh

bors, and thanking God in their hearts

“ that they are not as other brethren are.”

Indeed, what is this union but a sort of

formal apology to God and their own

conscience for being, as they too well

know, not at all united! Having made a

“handsome provision," as they think,

for the cast-ofl‘ object of their first vows,

by building a church and going to it once

a week, men think they can then dally

without shame with their kept mistress,

the world. A religious influence indis

pensable to harmony ! and yet caste, and

competition, and dissembling and utter

unconcern for one another where these

influences do exist ! Surely, in Associa

tion it cart be no worse. There men are

supposed to be united in interests, to have

guaranteed to one another rights and edu

tion, to have concentrated all the wisdom,

all the parental sentiment, all the talents,

strength and means of a great variety of

characters for the benefit of each iridi

vidual, whether woman, man, or child,

whether poor and ignorant before, or rich

and cherished. There the labor is sup

posed so organized that each by doing

the thing he loves does best for all, and

in striving to excel the others only helps

the whole. \Vould union in these other

things enhance the difficulty of religious

 

is

a whole week of harmony, of practically

acknowledged brotherhood, a poorer pre

paration for the Sabbath, than a week of

duplicity and cheating and such “ civil dis

cord ” as goes on now?

But what is there necessarily to hinder

all those religious means and Observances

in Association, which exist any where

else? — all, except it be religious tyranny,

to which we suppose our Oberlin reviewer

feels a due share of aversion. Certainly,

there will be liberty of conscience; cer

tainly the Bible will not be interdicted,

the preacher will be free to come and go,

and each may worship God after his own

heart and manner. Suppose that sects

should still exist, denying themselves the

blessing of each other's modicum oftruth

as strongly as ever,—wlrat is there to

prevent those of a like mind from com

bining, from betaking themselves to their

distinctive churches in civilization, if the

Association stands still an anomaly in the

midst of that; or from combining with

their sympathizers in the neighboring

Plialauxes, so as to make out each a

goodly number for the Sabbath'.l Then

they will save their old religion, and have

a fraternal, practically Christian week of

it, besides. “'ill this living and work

ing together in close bonds of harmony,

peril their religion! \Vill it suffer per

haps by the exposure'.‘ Then alas for

such religion ! whatever will most speed

ily melt it away, is certainly a good

thing.

This is but a superficial and common

sense answer to a superficial objection;

all the answer in fact that it required.

But Associationists have always taken a

deeper view of the subject. It cannot be

said by those who have fairly read their

writings, that “ they have no conception

of the nature of religion,” that there is a

“ marvellous indefiniteness” in them on

this point. To be sure, no special form

of religion is required to make a man an

Associationist as such, any more than

there is to make a man a good \Vhig or

Democrat. But among Associationists

there are those, who have studied and

earnestly studied the religious aspects of

the matter. Among Associationists there

are religious persons who have actually

been led to look to such an organization of

society, as their only hope of realizing

the promised unity of the Church, and

the communion of all souls. The great

idea of the Church, the deep prayer of

their soul, they see defeated by our

actual society; with all that has been

done and said by pious and good men,

they see that there are insuperable obsta

will they have no‘

 

among men. Many are forced to confess

the fact, and be resigned to it, that it is

the law of the human intellect that its

perceptions shall be various in various

individuals, and that unity in opinion, to

say the least, is a thing impossible, and

which the author of all souls does not

call for. But every other unity, as unity

of interests and consequently of purposes

and feelings, society in every fibre of its

present structure utterly forbids. \Vhat

hope then is there left in civilization?

The unity which the Church docs try to

keep up is one which should not be in the

nature of things; there should not be

unity of mere opinions; while on the

other hand, the unity which should be

and might be, the unity of sentiment and

interest, society precludes by all its insti

tutions, which the Church upholds.

How will it be in Association, in the

Combined Order, where there is social

justice in the material interests of life'.l

We do not speak for all Associationists,

who may or may not have reflected on

the matter, because we would not hold

others responsible for our own imperfect

speculations on a theme of such great

moment. Accordingly we do not venture

to predict what form the religious senti

ment will create unto itself in a divine

order of society. But we believe the

religious sentiment to be the deepest in

man and the secret, if not always the

consciously recognized, spring of all his

affections, aspirations, impulses which

have any good in them. We believe it,

in a word, to be the soul of that great

principle which Fourier calls ATTRAC

'rros, and that so much love of God as

there is in a man, only so much life is

there in fact left in him. \Ve believe

that the relation of man to God, like all

his other relations, demands to be ex

pressed, and that it has found expression

in its fulness only in the person of Christ.

We believe that Christianity demands Asso

cialion; that its new wine bursts the old

bottles and must have new. The fact

that they are not burst already, that soci

ety has not taken on new forms, -— forms

significant of and conducive to the senti

ment of universal Love to Man,—but

that it still retains the forms inherited,

with only superficial modifications, from

times of purely military law, is only so

much proof that society is not yet Chris

tianized; that it only pretends or fancies

itself to have received the new wine;

that Christianity thus far is practically a

failure. But it will not continue a fail

ure, for it is of God, and God through it

will remove the obstacles to its course;

and these obstacles are all summed up

in the one fact of an incoherent system of

society based on antagonism of interests

and isolation of families, which is not the

cles to anything like Christian unityltrue form of the affections and passions
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of men harmoniously developed. Love

demands unity of interests and associa

tion of families. Christianity, we say

again, demands Association. And this

is our answer to those who say: “ You

seek to reform mankind and bring about

the Millennium by your human method of

Association, instead of trusting to God’s

own instrumentalities through Christ.”

Our position is just the reverse of this.

Association does not set itself up the

rival reformer to Christianity ; it is Chris

tianity which is now calling for Associa

tion. Christianity having become a liv

ing thing in the heart of the race, must

now have hands and feet; it must create

to itself a body after its own image. As

God created man in his own image when

he breathed the breath of life into him,

so must Society, the collective Man, he

moulded to the same image before it can

be truly recipient of Christianity which is

its soul. Christ came to establish the

kingdom of Heaven upon earth. He

commenced the reform internally, he

spake to the heart and conscience, he

raised up armies of martyrs and self

sacrificing, humble heroes, who abstained

from evil, sought their good in the good

of others, and were contented with God‘s

promises of better days for Humanity,

without demanding the immediate fruition

in themselves. So only could the divine

movement of regenerating love begin;

so must all true reforms begin. But

having begun, having get themselves ef

fectually planted like good seeds in the

secret soul and conscience of an ago,

then they demand a corresponding out

ward movement, a regeneration of the

form and frame-work of society. A per

fcct soul demands a perfect body. And

to this point now the spirit of Christianity

moving in the depths of society has at

length arrived; it finds the material

frame-work of society no longer answer

ing its end; it meets resistance in the

whole machinery of production by which

man secures his daily food and comforts ;

it finds its heavenly suggestions, welcome

as they may be to the heart, continually

postponed and contradicted by business

necessities, intrinsic to the general sys

tem ; it finds the forms of life, the insti

tutions of society all foreign to itself, the

hardened bone and grizzle of an elder

life, of which the spirit was far different

from its own of love. It preaches love

and union on the Sabbath, but all the

week men war with one another for the

very clothes they wear to church,

and even there they carry the dis

tinctions which God, “ who is not a

respecter of persons,” never made. And

can it be otherwise, while labor is not

organized and competition is the law?

Mast certainly it cannot. Society makes

 

necessary what Love pronounccs wrong ;

society’s stern Illusl continually puts aside

the Christian Ought. And therefore the

next step for Christianity is, to reorganize

society, to establile just relations in thel

sphere of Industry, in order that man's

 
 

unite in worship, which is an act of feel

ing, from the heart; and as to doctrines

or the theory of this feeling, there will

necessarily be as many shades of variety,

distributed in a. harmonious series, as

first necessities may be in harmony with i there will be industrial tastes or shades of

his duties, and that pure sentiments whenspoken may not have to take the lie froml

the dull World which really has not lib

erty to heed them, if it would. Imagine

a race regenerated and entirely imbued

with Christian principles: and do you

not at the sometime imagine all the cus

toms and institutions of society changed!

Could such things as starvation, pau

perism, slavery, whether of iron chains,

or of ltired wages, be imagined than?

Before the race can be regenerated, these

must. disappear; their causes must be

removed; for this not done pronounces

Christ's pure gospel an illusion and a

failure. This will be done. That which

wrought the miracles of old, that which

inspired the sacred writers and which

tamed the heathen, is now, in continua

tion and completion of its great work,

revealing to us the science of the true

social order, which shall ore long rise

in complctognajcsty and harmony and

beauty, bethth the crumbling, cast-off

mould and fixtures of an order obsolete

sov-far as_ trutl't—and love and Christ havc

argireal prd‘nalence.

uch isfllt! relation of Association to

Christianity. In the mighty movement

of the times towards Association (and it

is no less mighty because not all seen on

the surface) Christianity is creating for

itself the material conditions to its own

universal triumph, moulding a body which

it may flow into and animate, making

beautiful the face of Humanity, and turn

ing the whole life of society into a music

acceptable to the Lord. This done,

there will soon be religious union. As

sociationists all entertain at least one

common faith : they are united about the

paramount importance of a practical reli

gion; they believe in the Christian life.

Fourier's solution of the religious pro

blem, though we do not take him in this

matter as a guide, was this:

Unity in \Vorship ; Variety itt Doctrine.

The maxim is profound, and must be the

motto to any wise attempt at unity at all.

In worship all men can nnite, if love and

harmony become their rule of life; for in

these they will fch God, however they

may theorize about his nature, or in what

ever formula they may construe him and

their relation to him to their understand

ing. The whole tendentg’ of Feeling is

to unity; hence music is its best expres

sion, which is a unitary language under

stood by all ; while words stand more for

thoughts which differ in diflbrcnt minds

about the same thing, and which repre

sent the element of variety. All can

 

character. Identity of opinion in any

number will constitute a special group or:

lesser church, and these will all harmo

nizs under the all-embracing dome of the

one unitary church which shall be based

on unity of spirit and of life. “In my

Father’s house are many mansions."

CORRESPONDENCE.

\Ve insert the following extract of a

letter from a. whole-souled friend of

Association in the interior of Pennsylva

nia, to whose liberality and zeal the

movement has already been greatly in—

debted. Courage, brother! The work

is going on, deep, strong, unconquerable.

We aim at no sudden excitements. Our

power is not to be estimated by the num

ber of visible adherents to our cause. A

few devoted men are sufficient to shake

the corrupt and corrupting institutions of

modern society. We shall triumph by

the truth. Already our views are taking

strong hold of the public mind. Every

day brings us tidings of progress. Deep

convictions in regard to the falscness of

the present social organization are spread

ing, and all the tendencies of the age

conspire to prepare for the establishment

of united interests and attractive indus

try. \Ve need be in no haste. The

true God calls on his servants to work

with patience and hide their time.

“ The Harbinger must be sustained,

its loss would be irreparable; I hope the

friends of Association every where will

send in their contributions without delay

to sustain you through Volume Fourth.

Please place me in your books as good

for Fifty Dollars—I will send you the

money in a few days. \Vill not the Har

binger announce from time to time the

condition of its treasury until the requi

site sum is made up: I do believe that

friends would come forward at once to

your aid did they but know the pressing

necessity under which you are laboring.

All, I feel sure, will contribute some

thing, from one dollar upwards according

to their ability.

“ It is hoped that the friends of Associa

tion will awake to renewed and more ef

ficient exertion than they have heretofore

exercised. It is time that the utility and

practicability of Industrial Association

should be no longer a matter of theory

only, but a palpable and clearly demon

strated fact. It seems to me that there is

now wanting nothing but pecuniary

means to form, as you intimate, a model

Phalanx. Though to dispose of these
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means and to organize and harmonize a

Parent Society I am aware would require

a mind and talents of the very highest or

der. There is nothing however to fear on

this score. The means you have recently

adopted to spread a knowledge of the

doctrines of Asssociation among the mas

ses, by giving public lectures, undoubted

ly the best and most efficient means that

can he commanded, will tend shortly to

initiate and render plastic individuals

sufficient in number who will be ready

to go into Association, if in fact there is

any lack of this material, to found a

model Phalanx.”

ASSOCIATION m OHIO. A correspond

ent of the New York Tribune, writing

from Ccntreville, Ohio, under date of

September 29, 1846, says:

“The Association cause has some

friends here. I have heard of a number

who express opinions favorable to it.

\Vhethcr they are the kind of people who

are suited to the transition movetnentl

know not. The progress made by the

Trumbull Phalanx is doing great good.

People begin to say, ‘If they can hang

together under such bad circumstances

or so long a time, and no difficulties oc

cur, what must we hope for now that

they are pecuniaril independent?‘-—

You have heard, presume, that the

Pittsburghers have made money enough

to make that Associatian independent. I

may be over-sanguine, but I feel confident

of their complete success. I fear ottr

Eastern friends have not stiflicient faith

in ottr efforts. “fell, I trust we may dis

appoint them. The Trumbull, so far as

means amount to an thing, stands first of

any Phalanx in the nited States, and as

to harmony among the members, I cart

only say that there has been no difficulty

yet. Yours, truly, D. S.”

I]? The peasants of Jura, in Switzer

land, seeing that a kind of cheese, which

is highly esteemed, called Gruycre, could

not be made from the milk collected by a

single family, unite and carry each day

their milk to a common dairy, where

notes are kept, by notches on a stick, of

the quantity furnished by each family;

and from the collection of these small

quantities of milk. a large cheese is

made at a small expense. \Ve have here

an example, on a small scale, of uoltnt

lary association, wil/t Ilia prcsrrt'nlion of

individual properly and interests.

How is it that our Age, with its high

pretensions to economy, has not thought

of developing these little germs of Asso

ciation, the source of all economy, and of

forming a complete system of them, em

bracing the whole of the seven branches

of Industry which occupy the labors of

man! namely : 1. Household Labor ;

2. Agricultural Labor; 3. Manufactur

ing Labor; 4. Commerce; 5. Teaching;

6. Study and application of the sciences.

7. Study and application of the fine icentre is thirty-four million times that of

arts, —- branches of industry which should

be exercised and prosecuted jointly in the

largest possible ttuion.

I]? A letter from that distinguished

expositor of the science of Association,

Huctt Donnn'rv, Esq. of London, togeth

er with the prospectus of an organization,

just formed in that city, for the study of

the social problem, has been crowded out,

but will appear next week.

:2:

EMPLOYMENT. The Editor of the

Tropic, in commenting on Daniel \Veb

stcr's remarks on “ Employment,” says:

“ The sentiment of Mr. \Vebster which

has drawn from us these remarks, is ex

pressed with a power,'}erseness and elo

quence which is peculiarly W'e'brterian.

Let the working men read, reflect, and

ponder upon its truthk 'ts power and

beauty, and then decip who is their

friend. They will not bé'long in coming

to the conclusion, that this Whig senti

ment is the true political economy to

make a nation of freemen prosperous

and happy. Spread the sentiment

to the remotest bounds of the land, ‘ em

ployment will make the people happy.’ ”

\Vc have already copied nd endorsed

Mr. \Vebster's remarks, ‘ we must

now qualify the sentiment tl t “ employ

ment will make people happ .7” If [50

ple are not profitably empl ‘tll‘éf"! 1

not be happy. To be ably, 1

ployed, they must be taught how to work,

and our legislators must discover sotnc

method of preventing the ruinous reduc

tion of wages which inevitably results

from competition in labor. If people are

not agreeably employed, they cannot be

happy. To be agreeably employed, some

way of rendering labor allractit‘c and hen

orable, must be discovered. Ourlegisla

tors have much to learn.--Planlers’

Banner.

THE CENTRE or THE UNIVERSE. Dr.

Murder of the Dorpat Observatory in

Russia, announces the discovery of the

grand central star or sun around which

our sun with all its planets and the other

suns'with theirs, if they have any, rc

volve. It is the star Alcyone one of the

Pleiades. It has long been known to

Astronomers that the fixed stars have a

proper motion. Guided by the observa

tions of-the elder Herschel! as to the

figure of that stratum of stars to which

our sun belongs, Dr. Mmder has been led

to seek for a star which would fulfil the

conditions required by the observed mo

tions as a centre, and has satisfied himself

that the centre of motion is in the Plei

ades, and that the star Alcyone fulfils the

conditions better than any other.

But the mOt'WS of the fixed stars are

so exceedingly slow, and the revolution

of our sun, if it takes place at all, occu

pies so vast a lapse of time, it must take

many thousands of years, before Dr.

Ma‘der’s theoty can be verified by actual

observation. According to his rough ap

‘proximation, the distance of the great

  

   

the sun, and the time of the sun’s revolu

tion is 18,200,000 years. Light, travel

ling at the rate of twelve millions of

miles per minute, would be five hundred

and thirty-seven years coming from the

great centre.— C/tronotype.

  
BROOK FARNTSCHOOL.

'1‘)“: course of study in this School comprises

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

articular attention to the modern European

Fan ages and literature.

upils of different ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed in

the higher brunc cs usually taught in the Uni

versity.

The School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. RtPLr-zv, assisted by experienced

teachers in the difi‘crcnt departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental care, and for older pupils. who wish to

pursue a thorou h and exact course of study,

without the usuaf confinement of a la c semi

nary, it is believed that this School a ordl ad

vantage that are rarely to be met with.

TERMS—F0011 Donnans a week for board,

washing, fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc

tion in Instrumental Music and use of the Piano,

TWELVE DOLLARS a quarter.

Application may be made I) mail to

GEO GE RlI’IiEY.

Brook Farm, W'est Rodmry, Mon.

October 17, 1846.

\VEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS!

LEAVES Brook Farm at 71-2 A. M., and 21-2

P. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaica

Plain and Rottbury. Returning, leaves the Citg

Hote, Brattle Street, at 10 1-2 A. M., and

P. M. Sunday excepted.

' N. R. GERRISH.

Sept. 1, 1846.

GRAHAM AND TEMPERANCE

HOUSE.

63 BARCLAY S'rnssr, New Yonx.

an Ann/tivcnntn'r. This house is situated

on a leasant and airy street, extending from

ltroadivay to the Hudson river. At one end of

the street is the landing place of the Albany

Steamboats, at the other the Park Fountain.

The house is but one minute’ walk from either,

and only five from the Eastern Steamboat Land

 

 

in .
gl‘wo separate Tables are provided, one suited

for the accommodation of the eaters of meat,

and the others carefully prepared for those who

wish to exclude flesh meats from their diet.

Ladies and Gentlemen from the country tar

rying a few or many days, can be accommodlt

ed with uietncss, lent , cleanliness, whole

some f , and free om rum the fumes of Al

cohol and Tobacco.

[If FREE BATHS. Cold, Douche, and

Shower Baths Free, and Warm Baths at a. '

small expense.

Term One Dollar per day. Permanent board

ers received upon reasonable terms.

A. L. SMITH.

THE HARBINGER

In published simultaneously at New York and

Boston, by the Bnoox FARM PHALANX, every

Saturday morning. Office in New York, BUR,

crass, S'rnrs'ctm 61. Co., No. 222 Broadwrp;

in Boston, Knot)th 61. Co., No. 8 State St.~

Tums—Two Dollars in year, or One Dollar

for six months, payable invariably inadvancc.

Ten copies for thteen Dollars.

COMMUNICATIONS and REm-r'rltncns should

be addressed to the publishers in New York and

Benton, or to the “Editors of tltc Harbinger,"

Brook Farm, West Roxbury, Mass.

[1? Single co ies for sale at the Harbinger

Offices, No. 222 roadway, New York, and No.

8 State Street, Boston. Price, 6 14 cents.
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—bad terrified her. Yes, thelife-strugglo

 

For the Harbinger.

SOCIETY — AN ASPIRATION — OR THE

ACTUAL AND THE POSSIBLE.

There is a strange and pleasing ex

citement in walking up the Broadways of

great cities, surrounded by the concen

trated wealth and splendor of our age,

amid an ocean of life whose waves are

human faces —- faces where the joys and

sorrows of the soul have made their trace,

where we can read so many kindred

sympathies suggestive of the infinite'mod

ifications in their characters and in our

own which the slightest incident in con

necting our destinies might effect. How

often the voice of nature seems to urge

us to forget the little conveqtionalities of

society; to greet an attractive stranger

as our brother or sister in humanity, and

to hold with them spiritual communion :

forgetful that the inner life is all encrust

ed with mannerisms, peculiarities, pre

judices and external associations to

which we are utter strangers, and which

still keep man from man ; unless in some

great triumph or great calamity, when

our life is stirred up from its depths, and

the thousand trifles of circumstance cease

to trammel our natural sympathies. So

much for Broadway ; but turn aside only

a few paces, and your humanitary sym

pathies are called forth by very different

objects. Here are streets that look and

smell like ill kept hog-sties; mean, crowd

cd, close, dirty houses, fit only to gene

rate disordcr and disease—dwellings

which are not homes. Yet all these

swarm with life; these are the warrens

of the laboring poor; of the men who

have built the palaces and produced the

wealth which but. a moment since gave

you pride in the power and the genius of

your race. And the story of their life

is traced also upon these faces. An ele

gant and refined lady told me a few

evenings ago, that she had accidentally

found herself in one of these streets so

near the centre of splendor, and that the

savage, brutal appearance of the people

 

 

for bread, the eternal cry of necessity"

“ \Vhat shall We eat, and what shall We

drink, and wherewithal shall we clothe

ourselves," is hardly calculated to devel

op gentle and generous feelings, or to

mould the eXpression of beautiful and

happy faces.

There were during one of the last

weeks in this city (New York) tive hun

dred and thirty-six cases of various of

fences brought before the magistrates.

The class of simple laborers here, com

prising about 300,000, or two-thirds of

the whole population, average wages

which, when divided among the members

of each family, give only one dollar per

week for the support of each person.

Yet the wages of labor are new higher

here than they have been for years.

There average about 20,000 laborers daily

out of all employment. There are more

than 25,000 women living by their hands,

(some with families of children.) who

gain less than $2 per week. There are

10,000 seamstresses; the highest class

of whom gain under every advantage

$350 per week, and far the largest

 

portion from 8 to 30 cents per day, or 56

cents to $2 10 per week.

The hours of labor with many are fif-.

teen out of the twenty-four.

The meanest class of houses are a few

of them as low as $ 1 per week, but the I

mass of laborers who live in families pay, '

for one lodging room in such streets and

such houses as l have mentioned, but

which can be appreciated only by those

who live in them, only for rent from $4

to $4 50 per month. The worst single

garrets rent for $2 per month.

These prices are thus nnnaturally high,

because it is the interest of capitalists

who have many millions invested in real

estate, to keep the rents up to a standard

 

of their own by buying in all real estate

which would sell below the value of a;

principal proportioned to that standard of;

interest. By thus fixing the value of the

best property in the city, they fix the,

scale of valuation for all below it. i

Fearful is the reaction of this system

upon those who win their daily bread by

daily toil. In the dead of winter must be

added to the 20,000 out of employment

at other times, the feebler and less skilful

persons engaged in sedentary employ

ments, chiefly females, who are incapaci

tated for their usual work by the very

rigor of the season; since, living abso

lutely from hand‘to mouth, they have

been unable to procure themselves fuel or

even sufficient clothing.

The question arises, how to provide for

these sufferers, since to provide for them

in some manner society is compelled by

an instinct from which it can never es

cape, shrink as its selfishness may from

the open acknowledgment, the instinct

of the solidarity of our race; in which

each individual interest and development

is bound by the destinies of creation.

\Ve are all members of one body. Striv

ing wisely or incoherently, whether we

pull together or against each other, there

is no rest until an equilibrium of joys or

sorrows, blessings or curses, pervades the

whole.

Should such sufl'ering from destitution

arise amongst the Burmese or the sav

ages of the Pacific, and it should have

been ascertained by experience of succes

sive years that it Would continue to recur,

the chiefs and braves might. as an act of

policy and luunanity, destroy these poor

wretches with their war clubs, as they

now rid themselves of age and deformity.

This would perhaps present the easiest

solution of the problem for their simple

societies, which, ignorant of our artificial

luxury and the complex industry which

creates it, feel few mutual relations and

dependencies, except those of love and

friendship. But civilization stands on

very different ground : it must not kill ofl'

its superfluous poor, since that would im

mediately raise the wages of labor. Chris

tianin here effects a compromise with sel

fishness at which future ages will smile,

or perhaps rather weep with the angels.

It cannot hear to see these victims of our

disorder leave their bodies at. once, and
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go off with Mr. Pickwick‘s post-boys and

donkeys to have a little fun and cold

turkey at the side table of creation. No,

Christianity, I beg its pardon, I mean

Christian pharisaism and political morals,

are dreadfully shocked at the idea of

people dying off hand of cold and hun

ger; though perfectly: satisfied that the

same people' should drag out a living

death of poverty, disease, and constraint

of their natural Godlgivcn attractions and

affections. Religion says to these unfor

tunates, “Do you not know that this

earth is only a vale of tears and a place

of probation? Be thankful'then for your

trials; for whom God loveth, he chas

teneth."

It is surely a strange perversity in'

human nature that. with such- wise and

sound views as these, the rich do not

hasth to throw into the sea their perfidi

ous riches, and that the poor, so obsti

nately unthankful for their favored lot,

will try and strive even to the last gasp

to get away from it. At this juncture, in

steps political economy, makes a very.

wise face, puts her finger on her nose,

and assures the rich that “old Father

Charon is'as fond of an obolus as any of

them, and never treats a passenger the

worse for the weight of his purse.. Her

sister religion is a very excellent person,

but somewhat visionary and old-maidish

in certain precise notions about what shall

pass through the eyes of her needles, and

very bad words for the people to get

hold of.

It is determined by these grave physi

cians that they will just give the patient

a little of every thing in the shop to keep

hint at what. he is at. And the first dose

on the list is the almshouse. Awful are

the wry faces and provoking the hesitancy

with which this medicine is swallowed.

There is indeed some slight excuse for

it, since it might possibly occur to a

stranger from some more favored planet

that we considered poverty a crime, wit

nessing the dispositions which are here

made for it. It is true that in these

institutions we find that breaking up of

families which ofi'ers so beautiful a. stand

ing theme for the rhetoric of our northern

abolitionists of southern slavery. But

then economy in the arrangements of the

intellect whose function towards each in

dividual is to find for his instincts, senses,

passions, the best conditions of action,

should in reference to society assume

,the opposite function of finding the most

efficient means of suppressing individual

instincts. This contradiction ought to

have startled us, and sent our legislators

to the research ofa social order which, by

coordinating interests, should allow to the

collective reason of man the same func

tion as to his individual reason, namely,

that of providing for the gratification of

his instincts on account of the public

weal, instead of sacrificing them to it.

Do we ever reflect on our glaring in

consistency in speaking of God as wise,

just, or benevolent, whilst supposing that

he created our race without devising for

{us a social code, as he has for the stars

 

buildings is of course of the first impor-‘and the insects? that he has omitted the

lance, doors and partitions being justly‘middle term in the calculation of move

cunsidercd of more value than the fecl- ment, and has either not known or not

ings of these incorrigible paupcrs, which willed to give man a revelation of some

ouglzt to have been frozen or case-harden- thing better than the abortive struggles

ed by this time if they are not. Often, of his own reason have shown him to be

however, this upside-down heaven ac-icap'able of attaining for himself! What

commodatcs but a fraction of those who1 have we attained to in nearly six thous

apply: the resources _of churches, French, ' and years of social experiments in our

 

so forth., They must not take these.

things seriously nor be offended, for she‘

is sure that if they will build a £er

$500,000 churches, sister religion and‘

her ministers will always continue on the

most gracious terms with them.” She

now turns to the poor, and by arguments

of the most sublime obscurity and tran

scendental profundity, she proves to them,

notwithstanding the respectful distance

which they must observe towards bank

notes and gold pieces, that money like

water always seeks its level, and though

thousands of shirts rot in factory ware

houses, while thousands of naked hacks‘

modestly suggest adaptations, that demand ‘

and supply invariably tend-tea constant

equilibrium. These truths being thus

indubitabl’e, the grand interests of com-I

merce, and the patriotism with which the

glorious name of a freeman must inspire

them, require their hearty acquiescence

in the existing order, the result of so

many ages of experience and of the wis~

dom of. their forefathers.

Thus being delivered, political econo

my and Christian pharisaism now put

their heads together to devise ways and

means of relief in case the pap of phi

losophy should not prove sufficiently nu

tritious. Some refractory subjects have

perhaps even already been-parading with

red rags, and hallooiog ‘ Bread or Blood,’

 

German, Irish, and private charities are

all insuflicient, and a few are left, wicked

enough to commit suicide by cold, starva

tion, or other equally criminal methods.

it is, however, considered by all classes

alike, to be in the highest degree chimer

ical and visionary to imagine that the

relations of labor and capital may, without

any. agrarianism, 'be so- arranged as to

prevent this suffering, and to substitute

justice for charity.

These evils, we say, have been, are,

and therefore must always be. They are

inseparable from the depravity of human

nature; and so we go on saying our

prayers backwards, and unconsciously in

culpating or denying the Divine Provi

dence, whose system, calculated for the

social relations of man before the creation

of the characters adapted to them, we

have never sought to discover. We have

concoitedly preferred to substitute our

own legislation, which eternally repro

duces in society the same vicious circle

0

sal suspicion and duplicity of action, dur

ing some five thousand years of moral cha

os, a reign of ignorance-andphilosophy, in

which our passions, for want of social

order, have continually conflicted. Even

_ l

fpoverty, fraud, oppression, carnage, de-;

rangement of climates and seasonsruniveri

‘own way, but to exclude our masses from

the privilege of health, from their natural

rights of gathering the produce of the

earth, hunting, fishing, pasture, freedom.

from care and advantages of free social

intercourse unobstructed by the etiquette

of class, all of which the savage pos

sesses? Is it not time for us to seek a

clue from this labyrinth of falsehood _and

constraint in which we move'.l Petrified

with selfish individualism, is the mind of

this age too narrow for a nobler thought‘.l

IWill it forever meet an appeal to its

humanity, to its grand comprehensive

selfishness, with some squinting sophism

such as this, — that John J. Astor,

Stephen Girard, Benjamin Franklin, or

Henry Clay commenced the world with

nothing,—that the same persevering in

dustry and energy which have raised them

to the highest stations, pecuniary, scien‘

tific, and political, will effect similar

changes for every man, taking into con

sideration his relative mental or physical

endowments, which being the gift of God

establish a natural inequality of which no

|one has a right to complain. First, this

,is but a small part of the truth. The

irequisites for development of character

and successful attainment are double or

!compusite, implying first, internal organ

 

when humbling ourselves to recognize‘jization or material of character, second,

in our instincts the expression of God‘sl external organization or adaptation of

will towards us, we have been stupid sphere. Many are born capable ofattain

enough to apply this only to men individ- ing stations as high and higher than

nally. instead of to man collectively, for- those of Franklin, (“lay and Astor, in

getting its twin-born truth, the brothor—jsciencc, politics or wealth, but few find

hood of the race; or setting the latter in circumstances or external adaptations

strange opposition to the former, as if the, which allow of their free development.
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That the men here cited had little special

assistance is true, yet their paths were

obstructed by few obstacles in comparison

to those with which most men must con

tend. First, they were citizens of a

country possessing free institutions and‘ a

spirit of energy and confidence pervading

all classes of its population, and calcu

lated to develop tendencies of a very dif

ferent character from those generated by

the slavish despotisms of Turkey and

Egypt. They were neither chained by

necessity to the exhausting and monoto

nous physical toil of the mine or the

factory, nor perverted by the false educa

tion of our schools and colleges, which

substitutes words for things, suppresses

the observing faculties to task the memo

ry, and wearies and disgusts the mind by

the presentation of abstract theories with

out their practical applications. Finally,

they were free from the depressing influ

ence of chronic disease, hereditary or

acquired, which blasts the success of vast

numbers. The natural inequality of men

is a wise and beneficent system of equi

libration, since each character is calcu

lated to excel in some function, provided

it receive its true development,—and

from their differences and contrasts, as

from those of the separate notes in music,

must be born, under scientific combina

tions, the harmony of numbers.

It is the arbitrary interference with this

natural inequality of character and at

tainment, the falsifying of the notes by

obstacles which society can remove, of

which its victims may justly complain.

This removal requires simply its recogni

tion of the right to sustenance, to educa

tion and to work, of each individual born

in it. \Vc have no sympathy with agra

rianism nor levelling of classes. Many

beautiful accords of society may spring

from the kindly interchange of benefits

between the rich and poor; but this ine

quality docs not imply the abject misery

or destitution which now appears like a

foul ulcer in our cities, unfitting the class

affected by them for any true and healthy

relations in society. Neither would the

natural guarantees for which we plead,

although recognizing the bond of our

race in Christian and social brotherhood,

tend to crowd them together like sheep

or hogs in anarchical communities. The

unprincipled license of the people is al

ready terrible enough to own these mad

disorganizers, who would pull down about

our ears the columns of existing order

with its needful laws, in their mawkish

sympathy with some case of individual

suffering. It is the industry of fiends

that would array class interests against

one another, striving to put asunder what

God has joined together. True philan

thropy aims to conciliate all interests; and

let him who would have his name go

 

 

down in this class to posterity, beware of‘ providence, they would tempt one to

all one-sided clamors for the rights of the waste a little indignation upon them. Let

poor against the rich, of woman against them grow in God's name to be wiser

man, or the 'slave against the master. and more useful facts. Humanity does

The order which is insufficient to secure i always the best thing it can, but it cannot

the sutfrages of all interests alike, is do all things at once. Pains are incident

valneless; it will. permanently benefit to all times ofgrowth or transition. The

none, and these party mavements, were root fibres must branch ofl‘incoherently in

they not stifled in their germ by the all directions to imbibe juices for the

sound instincts and loyalty which prevail young plant’s nourishment, and the im

among us, would engender a revolution i pulse of Humanity must seek around and

disastrous as that which has devastated I below it in external nature for the satis

France. The true men among these rad- faction of its material wants through

icals must come to see that their course industry and art, before either can unite

in its exasperating outcry against the in a common stem those isolated fibres,

time-honored institutions of the family, or put forth in an arborescent order of

and the right to individual property, ac- boughs and branches, series and groups,

quired or inherited, institutions arising that beautiful growth which will yield

from the inherent sentiments of our nae flowers and fruit, pleasures and treasures.

ture, and to be suppressed only at the Meanwhile, let us not forget that God

cost of our life or our humanity, is calcu- works through creature agencies, and

lated only to win the licentious or discdn- that we represent the sap globules which

tented enthusiast whose adhesion is a must travel through the incoherent roots

curse to any cause; to frighten and dis- of the present arrangements and work to

gust the sober mass, and to hinder the organize the bud of the young tree. Let

work of the calm and judicious Associa- ns recollect that God has allotted to us

tionist, who whilst fully recognizing the the privilege of cooperating with him

present evils of society, would avoid all voluntarily and rationally, that the pres

antagonisms by embracing all interests, eat is not a permanent state but only a

and contend with the imperfect only by period of growth, that the first and most

constructingthe perfect. What wise fool important business of every man and

is it that shall come to tell us, that our woman is to discover, or if discovered, to

religions, our governments, the various cooperate in organizing the social order

institutions of our complex civilization, calculated to promote our true and full

which has been centuries on centuries development and bring us into the unity

working out its ends, are nothing more of a true Christian brotherhood.

than a mistake ! Are they not all, even It is now eighteen hundred years since

down to the almshouse and lower, facts the flickering starlight of prophecy paled

in God‘s providence? very imperfect and before the rising of the son of man,

undeveloped facts it is true; so is a green and it was said unto the people “love ye

apple whose sour juices are not yet adapt- one another.” Clouds darkened the

ed to our wants, or a sprouting bean dawning of our destiny, and the divine

whose gcrm squeezed between the coty- principle of love, omnipotent to save, find

lcdons which protect it in forcing its way ‘ ing no material sphere in the isolated

through the dark ground to the free air: household and competitive work-shop,

and sunlight, resembles the passions} wasted itself like the aurora that gleains

of our life, compressed by those much I open the ices of the north, making death

reviled laws and institutions which canibeautiful. Its light, thrown back from

alone thus protect us during the dark the solid ice of our ignorant selfishness,

ages of incoherence, through which hu- streamed forth into the spiritual world,

rnanity is growing into the free air and and imaged there a pbantasm of heaven,

sunlight of an order in which all interests whose reality, like the presence of its

may gain a genial development. Vt’hilst God, lies before us waiting our efforts to

we are ready to be at each other‘s throats, embody it upon the earth. It is the con

it is necessary that our hands should be dition of humanitary progress that the

tied. Now would our dissatified radicals aspiration for God‘s kingdom should be

in their haste because the green apple is kindled in our hearts by a spiritual rev

sour, or the young bean has neither fiow- ligion, before our reason could be induced

era for the eye, nor pulse for the table, to seek for the embodiment.

mend matters by knocking down the For the periods of social incoherence

apple or by pulling up the bean? Yet preceding the accomplishment of this nlt

this is the emblem of their course in timatum, that is, the discovery of a social

seeking to destroy present institutions mechanism, utilizing, harmonizing. "I'd

instead of assisting them to ripen into converging all interests, Christianity was

these ofa happier future. Truly, ifsoch necessarily a religion of sacrifice. Yet

hasty Absaloms or plaintive Jeremiahs of that this should not always continue, is

reform were not, as well as the institu- foretold by Jesus in his sermon on the

tions they fight against, facts in God's Mount, when after speaking of the goods
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of this world and of the senses, he sayslof christianity,have had their lower sel-lTHE COUNTESS OF RUI)()LS'I‘AIW,‘I

“ Seek first the kingdom of heaven and

its righteousness, and all these things

shall be added unto you.” The kingdom

of heaven which we are told to seek, is a

kingdom of order, of harmony, of mutual

uses; wherein man, in his social combi-l

nations or movement, should imitate the

dispositions employed by God in all other

combinations and movements which na

ture displays, as in the planetary, the

atomic, or the organic spheres, which pos

sess a unitary arrangement into series

and groups possessed of certain mathe

matical properties, and moved by the will

of God as expressed in attraction, whose

analysis relatively to the material world

Newton has partially efi‘ected.

The series distribute the harmonies.

It is an order which enables men to love

one another and to realize the life of

Christian brotherhood by uniting and con

verging interests. It utilizes all passions

and all characters, requiring equally the

accords or sympathies, and the discards

which naturally exist; it thus converts

into virtues those tendencies, which act

ing out of the true social order, are now

pernicious to the common interests, and

justly regarded as vices.

The destiny of man is composite, inverse

and direct; the first, a social purgatory in

compatible with our passions, and striving

to suppress or dcnaturalize them; the sec

ond, a serial order which secures the full

development of our passions or attractions,

thus ensuring man‘s happiness by enabling

him to obey the permanent revelation of

God’s will expressed in them; an obe

dience impossible until human reason had

fulfilled her task by the discovery of the

social order to which the passions and

characters of men are co-ordinated. In

this kingdom of uses the organization of

labor, the basis of all that we have or

hope for, holds the first rank.

It is this, which, by placing all above

the reach of material destitution, will

give us the position for commencing a

true integral development. It is through

the unity of man with nature, in the sat

isfaction of his material or sensuous

wants, that he comes into unity with his

fellow man, the co-operator in securing

these benefits, and into unity with God

their Creator and the arbiter of attraction.

The precept, to “ love the Lord with all

our hearts, and our neighbor as ourselves,"

has been to this day awaiting unity of

interest as the material basis for its prac

tical acceptation among mankind. The

organization of industry and consequent

convergence of interests give it at once

this basis, (the mechanism will be sub

sequently explained.) The first step is

to seek the kingdom of heavenly or har

monic order, a research to which those

are called who, elevated by the love spirit!

, fishness absorbed in the love of their race,

and the desire to save it. The second

step is the attraction of the mass of man

kind into the social order discovered by

these elect. The third step is the adding

unto all, “ these things," the goods of

'ihe world and of the senses, as aconse

quence of the attainment unto the king

dom oforder and unity of interests.

To be Continued.

S 0 N N E T.

BY I-iBEh‘kI'IJFIlt ELLIOTT.

The mining grub that waits for wings,

Pays for its lodging in the sod;

And the nnn’d fly that robs and stings,

Hath work to do for man and God.

Earth knows no wholly useless things,

Save empty splendor and pretence :

Then honor ye her throat-less kings,

Ye powers whom no slaves reverence!

Honor the dynasty of hands;

Revere the dynasty of minds;

For—save the wild growth of all lands,—

All the vast world of work of skill,

.\ll that inquiring wisdom finds,

Exists in human thought and will.

Peoples' Journal.

TllE SENTIAIENTAL MANUFACTURER TO

THE FACTORY GlllL.

Dear Maid, a song to thee I bring,

“'ho well deserve the lay,

Albeit my lip ’s unused to sing,

Except where songs will pay.

But looking o’er my lcgcr, love —

That book of books to me —

I felt the credits that I saw

“'ere owing all to thee.

“'hile ’mid the din of whirling wheels

And clashing looms thou art,

I sit at ease in my arm-chair,

Or count my gains apart.

I know thy hands have earned them all,

And given them all to me;

\Vhile thou for me art weaving cloth,

I’ll weave a song for thee.

Spirit and soul of dividends,

In maiden form arrayed;

Thou fairest gift that Mammon sends,

Or Plutus ever made ;

Thy fingers, Midas-like, have turned

My cotton into gold;

The money that thy hands have earned,

Has to my coffers rolled.

Yet would thy love for me, fair maid,

\Vero pure as mine for thee!

For then before my aching eye

No pay-roll should 1 500.

Oh ! banish—banish from thy breast

The base desire to hoard :

How harshly grates upon my car,

“ Three dollars and thy board."

I cannot dccm thy woman's heart

I So filled with lust of gain—

I feel the base reward of greed

Must fill that heart with pain.

Oh! fast as turn my factory wheels,

May time bring ronnd the day,

\Vhen all thy work shall be for love,

| As new it is for pay,

 

Chronotype.

 
SEQUEL To

C O N S U E L O .

FROM THE FRI-INCH 0F GEORGE SAND.

Translated for the Harbinger.

 

“ This question made me shudder and

I hastened to reply in the negative. But

he continued :

“ ‘ Come! you are not willing to allow

it, but. I,I forget nothing and I have

found in my memory a pleasant adventure

which you cannot have forgotten either.’

“‘Ido not know what you refer to,

sir,’ returned I leaving the battlement

of the tower to resume the road to my

cell.

“‘One moment, one moment.’ said

Mayer. ‘ Your key is in my pocket, and

and you cannot enter in that manner

without my conducting you. Permit me,

my bcmllfl'ul child, to say two words —’

“ ‘ Not one more, sir, I wish to re

turn to my room and I regret having left

‘
,

“‘So you play the prude! As if

nothing was known of your adventures!

Then you thought I was so simple as not

to recognize you when you were strolling

over the Bozhmer-wald with a not very

bad looking black-eyed little fellow!

Bah! I was indeed carrying off the strip

ling for the armies of the king of Prus

sia; but the lass would not have been for

his nose; no, no! though they do say

that he has had a fancy for you and that

you have come here for having attempted

to boast of it! what will you have? For

tune has caprices against which it is very

useless to kick. You have fallen from

very high! But I advise you not to be

too proud and content yourself with what

ever ofl'ers. I am only a small ofiicer in

garrison, but I am more powerful here

than a king whom nobody knows and no

body fears because he commands from too

high and too far off to be obeyed. You

see well that I have the power to elude

the orders and to soften your sentence.

Do not be ungrateful and you will see

that the protection of an adjntant at Span

daw is worth quite as much as that of a

king at Berlin. You understand me!

0! don't run, don‘t cry out. Don‘t be

mad. It would occasion a scandal with

out any usc; Ishall say what I please,

and you, you will not be believed.

Come, I don't want to frighten you. I

am naturally gentle and compassionate.

Only make your reflections; and when I

see you again remember that loan dis

pose of your lot, cast you into a dungeon

or surround you with diversions and

amusements, cause you to die of hunger

without being called to account, or give

you the means of escape without being

 

" Entered according to Act ofCongress, in the

year 18m. by FRANrrs G. Stuwfln the Clerk's

ottice of the District Court of Massachusetts.
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suspected; reflect, I say, I give youIbeautifnl azure reflections of the moon.

time -—’ And as I did not answer, tcr- ‘[ It was a lantern lighted by Mr. Schwartz.

rifled at not being able to withdraw my-JSiguals answered each other from one

self from the insult of such pretensionslrampart to another and the echoes sent

and from the cruel humiliation of hearing] them back with a plaintive and enfeeblcd

them expressed, this odious man added,}voice. The alarm gun soon threw its

thinking doubtless that I hesitated: terrible and solemn note into this diabol

‘ And why should you not decide at once? , ical spmpltony. Heavy steps sounded on

Are twenty-four hours necessary to‘the tiles. I could see nothing; butI

I

recognize the only reasonable course to heard all these noises and my heart was

be pursued, and to respond to the love of| oppressed with fear. Mayer had left me

an honest man, still young and richlprecipitately; butI did not think of re

enough to provide for you, in a foreign |juicing at my deliverance. I bitterly re

country, a much more agreeable resi- | preached myself for having pointed out to

dence than this ugly strong-hold! ’ him, without knowing what it was, the

“ Speaking thus, the ignoble recruiter escape of some unhappy prisoner. Froz

approached me and seemed, with his airlen with terror, I awaited the termination

at once awkward and imprudent, to wish v of the adventure, shuddering at the sound

to bar my passage and Rim my hillldstiof every gun fired at intervals, listeningl

I ran towards the battlemeuts of the tow- l with anxiety if the cries of the wounded t

01‘, (Wile determined to lhmw myselffugitive did not announce his disaster.

headlong into the ditch rather than allowI “ All this lasted more than an hour,

myself to be stained by the most trifling'and, thanks to Heaven, the fugitive was

Of his caresses- Bllt at this moment- fl‘neither seen nor hit. To be satisfied of

strange sight struck my eyes and Ihas- this, I joined the Schwartzcs upon the

toned to draw the adjutant’s attention to-iosplanade_ They were so troubled and

wards that object in order to turn it from agitated themselves that they did not

myself. That was my salvation, but 1 think to be astonished at seeing me out of

alas! it almost cost the life of a being ‘ my cell in the middle of the night. Per

perhaps more worthy than I- , haps also they had agreed with Mayer to

“Upon the elevated rampart Whitihllet me come out that night. Schwartz,

bounds the other side of the ditch, in having run about, like a mad-man and

from of lhe eSPlanade, 3- fifilfl'e, which satisfied himself that none of the captives

appeared gigantic, was“ running or rather commited to his charge was missing, be

leaping on the parapet with a rapidityigan to be somewhat tranquilized; but

and skill bordering on the miraculousdhis wife and he weré struck with as“

Arrived at the extremity 0f lhat rampart rowful consternation as if the salvation of

which is flanked by a tower at each end, a man were in their eyes a public and

the phantom threw itself upon the roof of private calamity, ' an enormous attack

the lower, “'hl‘Ill is 0" a 19‘“ Will! lhe upon celestial justice. The other tum

balustrade, and scaling that steep cone keys, the soldiers, who went and came

with the lightness 0f a 0M, 8031de 10 quite aghast, exchanged with them wordsi

lose itself in the air- which expressed the same despair, the

“ ‘ What the devil is that? ' cricd the same terror. In their eyes, an attempt

adjutaut, forgetting his character as a at escape is apparently the blackest of

gallant to resume the'anxieties of a gaol- crimes. 0 God of goodness! bow fright

er. ‘ A prisoner escaping, the devil take ful they appeared to me, those mercena

me! And lhe' Benlinel HSlEBPi Pm" Iclries devoted to the barbarous employment

corps u'c Dieu! Sentinel!’ cried he of depriving their fellows of the sacred

with the voice of astentor, ‘look out foriright of being free! But suddenly it

yourself! alert! alert! ’ And running‘ seemed that supreme justice had resolved

towards a battlcment from which hangs 1 to inflict an exemplary punishment upon

an alarm bell, he put it in motion with a my two keepers. Madam Scltwartz,.

vigor worthy of so remarkable a professor, having entered her lodging for an instant,

of infernal music. I have never heardfcame out again with loud cries:

anything more discordant than that toe-i “ ‘Gottlieb! Gottlicb! ’ said she in a

sin, interrupting with its sharp and clang- i smothered voice. ‘ Stop! don't fire,

ing tone the august silence of the night. “don"t kill my son! it is be, it is he, it

It was the savage cry of violence and certainly must be he! ’

brutality troubling the harmony of the “In the midst of the agitation of the;

free breathings of the waters and thegtwo Schwartzcs, I gathered from the dis-t

breeze. In an instant all was alive in‘jointed words, that Gottlieb was not in,

the prison. [heard the ominous sound , his bed nor in any corner of their dwell-i

of the muskcts in the hands of the semi-ling, and that he probably had, without!

nels, who cocked their pieces and levelled , its being noticed, resumed his old habit,

them at rande at the first object thatiof running over the roofs when asleep.1

showed itself. The esplanade was illu-iGottlieb was a somnambulist. ,

minated by a red light which dimmed the} “ As soon as this information was circa-l

 

 

 

lated through the citadel, the emotion was

calmed by degrees. Each gaoler had

bad time to go his rounds and to ascertain

that no prisoner had disappeared. All

returned quickly to their posts. The offi

cers were delighted with this result ; the

soldiers laughed at their alarm; madam

Schwartz, out of her senses, ran on every

side, and her husband sadly explored

the ditch, fearing that the concussion pro

duced by the firing of the cannon and the

muslt'etry might have precipitated into it

poor Gottlieb, awakened with a start upon

his perilous course. I folloWed him in

this exploration. The moment would

have been favorable, perhaps, to have at

tempted an escape myself; furl seemed

to see the gates open and every body in

attentive; but I did not dwell upon this

thought, absorbed as I was by that of find

ing the poor afllicted one who had testi

fied sn much affection for me.

“ Still Mr. Schwartz, who never loses

his wits entirely, seeing the day break, re

quested me to return to my room, be

cause it was altogether contrary to his

orders to permit me thus to wander about

at unseasonahle hours. He accompanied

the in order to lock me in; but the first

object which struck my eyes on entering

my chamber was Guttlieb peacefully

asleep in my arm-chair. He had happi

ly found a refuge there before the alarm

was spread over the whole fortress, or

perhaps his sleep had been so sound and

his course so swift ,that he had been able

to escape all dangers. ladvised his fa

ther not to wakcn him suddenly and

promised to watch over him until madam

Schwartz could be informed of this happy

news. ‘

“As soon asl was alone with Guttlieb

l gently laid my hand upon his shoulder,

and speaking in a low voice,I tried to

question him. I had heard that somnam

hulists could be placed in communication

with friendly persons and reply to them

with clearness. My attempt succeeded

wonderfully. ‘ Gottlieb,’ said I to him,

‘ where then have you been to-nightl ’

“ ‘ Tit-night? ’ replied. he; ‘ is it night

already! I thought I saw the morning

sun shine upon the roofs l ’

“ ‘ Then you have been upon the

ruofs'.l ’

“‘0 yes! The red-breast, that good

little angel, came to call me at my win

dow, and I flew out with him and we

went very high, very far in the sky,

quite near the stars, and almost to the

dwellings of the angels. When we went

away, to be sure, we met Beelzebub, who

ran upon the roofs and parapels to catch

us. But he cannot fly, not be! because

God condemns him to a long penitence,

and he sees angels and birds flying with

out being able to reach them.‘

“‘And after having passed through
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the clouds you descended here, never

tireless!’

“ ‘ The red-breast said to me: “ Let

us go and see my sister who is ill,” and

I came back with him to find you in your

cell.’

“ ‘ Then you can enter my cell, Gott

lieb! ’

“ ‘ 0 yes! I have come several times

to watch you since you have been ill.

The red-breast steals the keys from under

my mother’s bolster, and Beelzebub may

try as hard as he will, he cannot wake

her when the angel has once put her to

sleep by flying invisible around her

head.’

“ ‘ Who has taught you to know an

gels and devils so well! ’

“ ‘ It is my master!’ replied the som

nambulist with an infantile smile, in

which was depicted a simple enthusiasm.

“ ‘ And who is your master!’

“ ‘ God, first, and then —- the sublime

shoemaker.’

“ ‘ And how do you call that sublime

shoemaker! ’

“ ‘ 0! It is a great name! but it must

not be spoken, you see ; it is a name that

my mother does not know. She does not

know thatI have two books in the hole

of the chimney: one of sermons, which

I do not read, but which I pretend to

when she looks at me, and another which

I have devoured for four years past, and

which is my celestial bread, my spiritual .

life, the book of truth, the salvation and

light ofthe soul.’

“ ‘ And who made that book!‘

“ ‘He, the shoemaker of Corlitz, Ja

cob Btehm ! ’

“ Here we were interrupted by madam

Schwartz, whom I with difiiculty pre

vented from rushing towards her son and

embracing him. This woman adores her

offspring; may her sins be forgiven her!

She wished to speak to him, but Gottlieb

did not hear her, and I alone could induce

him to return to his bed, where, as I was

informed this morning, he peacefully con- i a morscl of bread in addition to the ration

He remembered > and other munificences of the prison dis

nothing, though his strange disease and cipline.

the alarm of last night are now the talk 1 woman especially, begin to have some

tinned his slumbers.

of all Spandaw.

 

 

have lived quite tranquilly. I have come i ButI hesitate to ask for help before the

to count my days of rest as days of hap- danger really comes; for my enemy, if

piness, and to thank God for them, as in he ceases to annoy me, might turn offas

prosperity we thank him for those which a jest, a declaration which I should have

have passed without disaster. It is eer- had the ridiculous prudery to consider as

tain that we must know misfortune in serious. However this may be, I sleep

order to issue from that apatlteticingrati- with one eye open, and I exercise my

tude in which we usually live. I now muscular strength fora pugilistic combat

reproach myself for having allowed so in case of need. I lift my furniture, I

many beautiful days of my thoughtless strengthen my arms against the iron bars

youth to pass without appreciating their of my window,l hardened my hands by

value and without blessing that Provi- striking against the walls. If any one

dence which granted them to me. I did saw me thus exercising myself he would

not say to myself often enough in,those consider me crazy or despairing. Still I

times, that I did not deserve them, and it undertake it with the greatest coolness,

is on that account, without doubt, that l and have discovered that my physical

in some degree do deserve the evils strength is much greater thanI had sup

Wbich are now heaped upon me. posed. In that state of security in which

“I have not again seen that odious re- our ordinary life passes, we do not en

eruiter, now become more frightful to me quire into 001' means 0f defence! we do

than he was on the banks of the Molds-v, not know them. On finding myself

when I took him quite simply for an strong,Ifeelmyselfbecome brave and my

ogre, a devourer ofehildren. Now I see confidence in God increases with my ef

in him a persecutor more abominable and forts to second his protection. I often

more dangerous still. \Vhen I think of remember those fine verses which Porpo

the revolting pretensions of that wretch, ra told me he had read upon the wall ofa

of the authority die exercises about me, dungeon ofthe inquisition at Venice:

of the facility with which he could intro

duce himself at night into my chamber,

without the Schwartzes, servile and ava

ricious animals, being willing to protect

me against him,l feel myself dying of

shame and despair. Ilook at those piti

lcss bars which would not permit me to

cast myself from the window. I cannot

procure poison, I have not even a weapon

with which to pierce my breast. Still I

have some reasons for hope and confi

dence which I delight to invoke in my

thoughts, for I do not wish to permit my

selfto be weakened by fear. In the first

place Schwartz does not like the adjutant,

who, from what I have understood, spec

ulates in advance of him upon the neces

sities and desires of his prisoners, by sell

ing to them, to the great injury of

Schwartz, who would wish to have the

monopoly, a little light, a ray of the sun,

 

Di chi mi fido, mi guard‘ Iddio;

Di chi non mi fido, mi guardero i0.“

More happy than the unfortunate who

traced this sombre invocation,l can at

least trust without reserve to the chastity

and devotedness of this poor wallé Gott

lieb. IIis attacks of somnambulism have

not again appeared ; his mother moreover

watches him assiduously. During the

day he comes to talk with me in my

chamber. I have not been willing to de

scend to the csplanade since I there met

Mayer.

“ Gottlieb 'has explained to me his re

ligious ideas. They appear very beauti

ful, though often strange, and I have

wished to read his theology of Boshm,

since decidedly he is a Boehmist, in order

to know what he has added of his own to

the enthusiastic reverics of the illustrious

shoemaker. He has lent me that pre

cious book and I have entered upon it at

my risk and peril. I now understand

how the reading ofit has troubled a sim

ple mind which has taken literally the

Then these Schwartzes, the

friendship for me, in consequence of that

which Gottlieb manifests, and in conse

some hours of a very sad and very agi-iquence of the salutary influence which

tated half-liberty. I. do not desire toithey say I have upon his mind. IfI

leave it again at such a cost. Still I were threatened, they would not come to

might escape perhaps! I shall think ofrmy assistance; but as soon as I should

nothing else now that] feel myself herelbe so seriously, I could, through them,

under the band ofa villain and threatened make my complaints reach the command

with dangers worse than death, worse I or of the garrison. He is a man who ap

thau an eternal suffering. I shall think»peared gentle and humane the only time

of it seriously henceforth, and who I have seen him. Gottlieb, moreover,

knows! I shall succeed perhaps! It is‘would be prompt to render me that ser

said that a persevering will always ae-Ivice, and without entering into any ex

eomplishes its object. O my God, pro

tect me. ” him to that effect. He is quite ready to

“ May 5th. Since these last events I carry a letter which I have also ready.

“Here I am again in my cell after

 

 

symbols of a mystic, rather crazed him

self. I do not pride myself upon under

standing them or explaining them well,

botI seem to see in them a ray of high

religious divination and the inspiration

ofa generous poetry. What has struck

me most is his theory respecting the dev

il. ‘In the combat with Lucifer, God

did not destroy him. Blind mortals, you

do not see the reason of this. It is that

God fought. against God. It was the

struggle of one portion of the Divinity

 

plauation, I have already arranged with!“me those whom] trust, fmay God protect

me '

From thos,e whom I distrust, I will protect my

self.
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against the other.‘ I remember that Al

bert explained to me somewhat in the

same manner, the terrestrial and transito

ry reign ofthe evil principle and that the

chaplain of Ricsenburg listened to him

with horror and condemned this belief as

manic/wism. Albert pretended that our

Christianity was a manicheism more com

plete and more superstitious than his

own, inasmuch as it consccrates the eter

nity of the evil principle, while in his

system he admitted the restoration of the

bad principle, that is to say, conversion

and reconciliation. Evil, according to

Albert, was only error, and divine light

was one day to dissipate the error and

cause the evil to cease. I confess, my

friends, even should I appear to you very

much of a heretic, that this eternal con

demnation of Satan to occasion evil, to

love it and to close his eyes to the truth,

appeared then and still appears to me an

-impions idea.

“ In fine, Jacob Bcehm seems to me a

millenarian, that is, a believer in the res

urrection of the just and their abode with

Jesus Christ, upon a new earth born from

the dissolution of the present, during a

thousand years of happiness without

cloud and of wisdom without veil; after

which will come the complete reunion of

souls with _God, and the recompenccs of

eternity more perfect even than the mil

Ienium. I well remember having heard

this symbol explained by count Albert,

when he related to me the stormy history

of his old Bohemia and of his dear Tab

orites, who were imbued with these be

liefs renewed from the first ages of Chris

tianity. Albert believed in all this in a

less material sense, and without deciding

upon the duration of the resurrection, or

upon the period of the future age of the

world. But he prophetic-ally perceived

and foresaw an approaching dissolution

of human society which was to give place

to an era of sublime renovation; neither

did Albert doubt that his soul, issuing

from the narrow passes of death to re

commence here below a new series of

existences, would be called to contem

plate that Providential recompense and

those days, by turns terrible and magnifi

cent, promised to the efforts of the human

race. This magnauimous faith which

seemed monstrous to the orthodox inbabi-l

tants of Riesenburg and which has passed

into me after having at first seemed so

new and so strange, is a faith of all ages

and of all people ; and in spite of the ef

forts of the Roman Church to stifle it, or

in spite of her inability to enlighten it

and to purify it. of its material and super

stitious sense, I see well that it has filled

and excited to enthusiasm many ardently

pious souls. It is even said that great

saints have had it. I therefore give my

self up to it without remorse and without|

 

fear, certain that an idea adopted by Al

bert cannot be other than a grand idea.

It. delights me moreover, and spreads

quite a celestial poetry over my thoughts

of death and the sufferings which will

doubtless precede it in my own case.

This Jacob Boehm pleases me. That

disciple who is in the Schwartzes' dirty

kitchen, husied with sublime reveries and

surrounded by celestial visions, while his

parents knead, traffic and brutify them

selves, appears to me very pure and

touching, with his book which he knows

by heart without well understanding it,

and his shoe which he has undertaken in

order to model his life upon that of his

master without succeeding. Infirm in

body and mind, but simple, candid and of

an angelic purity! Poor Gottlieh, des

tined doubtless to be crushed by falling

from the height of a rampart in your im

aginary flight through the sky, or to sink

under the weight of premature infirmi

ties! You will have passed over the

earth like an unknown saint, like an ex

iled angel, without having understood

evil, without having known happiness,

without having even felt the warmth of

the sun that enlightens the world, in con-

sequence of contemplating the mystic sun

that shines in your thought! No one will

have known you, no one will have piticd

and admired you as you deserve! And

I, who alone have discovered the secret

of your meditations, I who, comprehend

ing also the bean idea], would have had

strength to seek for and realize it in my

life, I shall die like you in the flower of

my youth, without having acted, wvithout

having lived. There are in the crevices

ofthese walls which shelter and consume

us both, some poor little plants which the

wind breaks and the—sun never colors.

They dry there without flowering and

without bearing fruit. Still they seem to

renew themselves, but it is seeds from

afar which the breeze brings to the same

spots, and which endeavor to grow and to

live upon the remains of the former ones.

Thus do captives vegetate and thus are

prisons repeOpled.

“ But is it not strange that I should

find myself here with an extatic ofan or

der inferior to that of Albert, but attach

ed like him to a secret religion, to a be

lief which is laughed at, persecuted or

despised l Gottfieb assures me that there

are many other Btehmists in this country,

that many shoemakers profess his doc

trines openly, and that the fundamentals

of that doctrine are implanted through

all ages in the souls of numerous philoso

phers and unknown prophets belonging

to the common people, who formerly ex

cited Bohemia to fanaticism and who at

this day nourish a secret flame under the

ashes throughout all Germany. I re

member indeed those ardent Hussite

 

shoemakers, whose bold predictions

and terrible exploits in the time of John

Ziska Albert related to me. The very

name of Jacob Boehm attests this glorious

origin. 1 know not indeed what is pass

ing in the contemplative brain of patient

Germany; my noisy and dissipated life

withdraws me from such an examination.

But were Gottlieb and Zdenko the last

disciples of the mysterious religion which

Albert preserved as a precious talisman,

I feel none the less that this religion is

my own, since it proclaims future equali

ty among men, and the future manifesta

tion of the justice and goodness of God

upon the earth. 0 yes! I must indeed

believe in that kingdom of God announced

to men by Christ, I must indeed count

upon an overthrowal of these iniquitous

tnonarchies and ofthese impure societies,

in order not to lose my faith in Provi—

dence on seeing myself here.

I O Q 0 8 O i

“ No news from prisoner number two.

If Mayer did not invent an impudcnt

falsehood in relating to me her words, it

is Amelia of Prussia who thus accuses

me of treachery. May God pardon her

for doubting me who did not doubt her in

spite of the same accusations respecting

her. I will make no more attempts to

see her. \Vltile seeking to justify my

selfI might compromise her anew, as I

have already done without knowing how.

I . Q U Q Q Q

“ My red-breast keeps me faiehfol com

pany. On seeing Gottlieb without his

cat in my chamber he has become famil

iarizcd with him, and poor Gottlieb is

completely mad with pride and joy. He

calls him lord, and does not allow himself

to ‘be familiar with him. It is with the

deepest respect and a kind of religious

trembling that he presents to him his

food. I have tried in vain to persuade

him that this is only a bird like the oth

ers; Icannot persuade him that it is not

a celestial spirit who has taken this form.

I endeavor to divert him by giving him

some notions about music, and he really

has, I am certain, a very fine musical in

telligence. His parents are enchanted

with my attentions, and have offered to

put a spiuet into one of their rooms,

where I could give lessons to their son

and practice also for myself. But I dare

not accept this proposition, which would

have filled me with joy some days since.

Ido not even dare to sing any more in

my chamber, so much do I fear to attract

here that gross lover of music, that ex

prot'essor of the trumpet, whom may God

confound! "

“ May 10th. For a long while I have

asked myself what had become of those

unknown friends, those wonderful protec

tors whose intervention in my affairs the

count de Saint-Germain announced to me
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and who had apparently interfered inll, though born of rich parents, had so

them only to hasten the disasters with little money at my disposal, that we

which the royal good-will threatened me. could not collect enough to assist our

If they were the conspirators whose pun- poor comrade to any purpose. Each one,

ishment I share, they have been all dis- having emptied his pocket, sought in his

perscd or overthrown at the same time‘ brains for some method to relieve Franz

with myself, thought I, or else they have i from his unfortunate condition. But

abandoned me on my refusal to escape'none was found, for Franz had knocked

from the clutches of M. Broddcubrock on at all the doors, and had been repulsed

the day when I was transferred from Ber- every where. They say that the king is

lin to Spandaw. \Vell, now they have very rich and that his father left him a

again made their appearance, and havegreat treasure. But they also say that

taken Gottlieb for their emissary. How he uses it to equip soldiers; and as that.

rash! may they not draw upon the head was in time of war, the king absent and

of this innocent the same misfortunes as every body in fear of want, the poor peo

upon mine! ple suffered a great deal, and Franz could

“ This morning Gottlieb brought a hil- not get sufficient aid from the good hearts

let in these words; ‘ We are Working . —as to the had hearts, they never have a

for thy deliverance; the moment ap-icopper at their disposal. Suddenly a

preaches. But a. new danger threatens l young man in the shop said to Franz: “In

thee; which would retard the success of» your place I know well what I would do;

our enterprise. Distrust any one whoibut perhaps you will not have the cour

would induce thee to escape before we .”

have given thee sure notice and precise

details. A snare is laid for thee. Be

upon thy guard and persevere in thy

strength. Thy brothers,

The Invisibles.’

“ This billet fell at the feet of Gottlieb

as he was crossing one of the prison

yards this morning. He firmly believed

that it fell from Ileaven or that the red

breast had some hand in it. By making

him talk without endeavoring too muchl

to oppose his fairy notions, I have learned

something which may perhaps have a

foundation in truth. I asked him if he

knew what were the lma'siblcs.

“ ‘ No one knows,’ replied he, ‘ thouin

every body pretends to know.’

u ‘ What, Gettlieb, then you have

heard of persons who are called by that1

name? ’

“ ‘ At the time when I was serving my

apprenticeship with the master-shoemak

er in the city, I heard a great many

things about them.’

“ ‘ They are talked about then?

people know them? ’

“‘ This is how it came to my ears, and

 

age “ It is not courage that will be

wanting,” said Franz; “what must I

do'.l " “ You must apply to the Invisi

bles.” Franz appeared to understand,

for he shook his head with an air of re

pugnance and did not reply. Some

young men, who like myself did not

know what it meant, asked for an expla

nation and were answered on all sides.

“ You don’t know the Invisiblesl what

children you are! The Invisibles are peo

ple who are not seen but who act. They

do all sorts of good and all sorts of evil.

No one knows if they live any where,

but they are every where. It is said they

are to be found in the four quarters of

the world. It is they who assassinate

many travellers and who assist many

others against robbers, according as those

travellers are judged by them Worthy of

punishment or protection. They are the

instigators of all revolutions; they go

into all courts, direct all affairs, decide

upon war or peace, ransom the prisons

ers, relieve the unfortunate, punish the

wicked, make kings tremble on their

thrones ; in fine they are the cause of all

the happiness and unhappiness there is in

among all the words which I have heard the world. They are perhaps mistaken

these are of the small number that are more than once; but finallyit is said they

worth the trouble of listening to and re have always good intentions; and more

taining. A good workman among our over who can say if what is unhappiness

comrades had Wounded his hand so se- ‘ to day will not be the cause of great hap

verely that there was talk of cutting it! piness to-morrow'! ”

off. He was the sole support of a nu- “‘\Ve listened to this with great aston

merous family whom he had till thenlishment and great admiratiun’ pursued

assisted with much courage and love.'Gottlicb,‘and little bylittleIhcard enough

He came to visit us with his hand bound lto be able to tell you all that is thought of

up and sadly said on seeing us at work: [ the Im'isihles among the workmen and the

“ you are very happy to have your hands ' poor ignorant peo le. Some sa that
free ! As for me, I shall soon be obliged, ‘ they are wicked meii devoted to theydevil.

I think, to go to the hospital, and mylwho communicates to them his power,

EZZL '11.";'iilrl'iii..ili.li.‘°.f§k.r$1111.21jIlivfffiahli'flliilgm'iidrf; .ii'i'iit‘l‘i!

dying of hunger.” A contribution was riches and honors of which they can dis

proposed. But we were all so poor, and : pose, the faculty of knowing the future, 1

The

 

 
of making gold, of curing the sick, of

making the old young again, of resusci

tating the dead, of preserving the living

from death, for it is they who have dis

covered the philosopher’s stone and the

elixir of long life. Others think that

they are religious and benevolent men

who have put their fortunes in common to

assist the unfortunate and who agree to

gether to reform abuses and to recom

pense virtue. In our workshop each

made his comment: “ It is the ancient or

der of the Templars ” said one. “ They

are now called free masons,” said an

other. “No” said a third, “they are

Herrnhufers of Zinzendorf, otherwise

called the Moravian brothers, the ancient

Brothers of the Union, the ancient Or

phans of mount Tabor; in fine, it is old

Bohemia which is still erect and which

secretly threatens all the powers of Eu

rope, because it wishes to make of the

universe one republic."

“ ‘ Others still pretended that they were

only a handful of sorcerers, pupils and

disciples of Paracelsus, of Bmhm, of

Swedenhorg, and now of Srhrufl‘er the

cofl'ce house-keeper, (this is a fine juxtapo—

sition) who by enchantments and infernal

practices wish to govern the world and

overturn empires. The greater number

agreed in saying that it was the ancient

secret tribunal of the franc-judges, which

had never been dissolved in Germany and

which, after having acted in the dark for

several centuries, began to raise its head

boldly and to cause to be felt its arm of

iron, its sword of fire and its scales of

diamond.

“‘ As to Franz, he hesitated to apply

to them because, as he said, when you

had accepted their benefits, you found

yourself bound to them for this life and

for the other, to the great detritnent of

your salvation and the great peril of your

relations. Still necessity conquered fear.

One of our comrades, he who had given

him the advice and who was strongly sus

pected of being connected with the In

visibles, though he earnestly denied it, so

cretly communicated to him the means of

making what he called the signal of dis

tress. l/Ve never knew in what that sig

nal consisted. Some said that Franz

traced a cahalistie mark with his blood

upon his door. Others, that he went at

night upon a hill between four roads, at

the foot of a cross, where a black rider

appeared to him. Finally there were

some who spoke simply of a letter that

he had deposited in the hollow of an

old weeping willow at the entrance of

the cemetery. \Vhat is certain is, that he

was assisted, that his family were enabled

to await his cure without begging and

that he had the means of employing a.

skilful surgeon who got him out of the

difiiculty. Of the Invisibles he never
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said a word eXcept that he should bless ' prayers are not heard, the miracles of the do not know'and 'who devotes himself so

them all his life. And this, my sister, is ancient religion do not interfere. They gratuitously, in fine for those unknown

the way in which I first learned the exist- no longer agree about anything, theyiaccumplices who are about to assume a

ence of those terrible and beneficent be—.quarrel without knowing why. They l new burden? Itremble, I hesitate, I can

iugs.’

“ ‘ But you, who are more learned than l

those young men of your workshop,’ '

said I to Gottlieb, ‘ what do you think of;

the Invisibles'! are they sectarians, char-‘1

latans or conspirators? ’

“ Here Gottlieb, who had eXpresscd

himself hitherto very rationally, fell intoi

his accustomed wanderings, and I couldl

gather nothing from him but that they'

were beings of a nature really invisible,

impalpable, and who, like God and his an-|

gels, could not be perceived by our senses|

 

march blindfold towards an abyss.

the Invisibles who impel them thither;

but man do not know if the miracles

which attest their mission be of God or of

the devil, as in the commencement of

Christianity, Simon the magician appear

ed to many quite as powerful, quite as di

vine as the Christ. But I tell you that all

miracles come from God, since Satan

could not perform any without His per

mission, and that among those who are

called the Invisibles there are some who

act from the direct light of the Holy

It is‘ decide upon nothing. I still write to you

without thinking of any preparations for

flight. No, I will not fly before being sat

isfied respecting the consequences to my

friends and protectors. This poor Gott

lieb is resolved upon all! \Vhen I ask

him if he fears nothing, he replies that he

would joyfully suffer martyrdom for my

sake, and when I add that he will perhaps

regret not seeing me any more, he says

that is his concern and that I do not know

what he intends to do. Besides all this

seems to him an order from Heaven, and

 

l

l

except in assuming certain appearances for Ghost, while others receive their power' he obeys without reflection the invisible

the purpose of communicating with men. through a cloud, and do good by fatality, power which impels him; but for myself,
i

“ ‘ It is very evident,’ said he, ‘ that the

end of the world approaches. Manifest

signs have appeared. The anti-Christ

is born. There are some who say that

he is in Prussia and is named Voltaire;t

but Ido not know this Voltaire, and it‘

may be some other, especially as V is‘l

not \V, and as the name which the!

anti-Christ will bear among men will be-;

gin with that letter and will be Gertnan.‘l

While awaiting the great miracles which

are to be displayed in this age, God, who

never interferes ostensibly, God, who is'

eternal silencr,1' raises up amongst us be-|

ings of a superior order for good and for]

evil: the latter to prove the just, the,

former to make them triumph. And then,

the great combat between the two princi-l‘

plcs has already commenced. The king

of evil, the father of error and of ignor-1

ance defends himself in vain. The arch

angels have drawn the bow of science

and of truth. Their arrows have pierced

the cuirass of Satan. Satan groans and

still contends ; but soon he will renounce

falsehood, lose all his venom, and, instead

of the impure blood of reptiles, feel the

dew of pardon circulate in his veins.

This is the clear and certain explanation

of all that is incomprehensible and

frightful in the world. Good and evil are r

struggling together in an upper region in

accessible to the efforts of men. Victory

and defeat hover over our heads without

any one’s being able to determine them at

his will. Frederick of Prussia attributes

to the force of his arms the successes.

which destiny alone has granted him,|

while waiting to destroy or to raise him

according to its hidden end. Yes, I tell

you, it is quite natural that men should

no longer comprehend anything that hap

pens upon the earth. They eee impiety

assume the weapons of faith, and reci

procally. They suffer oppression, misery

and all the evils of discord, and their

 

" This might mean “'eishaupt. He was born l

in 1748.

1 An expression of Jacob Iltehnl.

 

thinking to do evil.'

“ ‘ This is a very abstract explanation,

my dear Gottlieb; is it Jacob Bmhm’s or

your own? '

“‘ It is his, if you wish so to under

stand it; it is mine if his inspiration has

not suggested it to me.‘

“ ‘ Well and good, Gottlieb! I am as

wise as before, since I do not know if

these Invisibles are good or evil angels

for me.’ ”

“ May 12th. \Vonders do commence in

fact, and my destiny is shaken in the

hands of the Invisibles. I shall say, as

does Gottlieb: are they of God or of the

devil! To day Gottlieb was called by

the sentinel who guards the esplanade,

and has his post upon the little bastion

which terminates it. That sentinel, ac

cording to Gottlieb, is no other than an In

visible, a spirit. The proof of this is

that Gottlieb, who knows all those on

guard and talks freely with them

when they amuse themselves by ordering

shoes of him, has never seen this one;

and then he appeared to him to be of

more than human stature, and his face

has an indefinable expression. ‘Gott

lieb,’ said he to him in a very low voice,

‘ the Porporina must be liberated in three

nights. That depends on you; you can

take the keys of her chamber from under

your mother's pillow, lead her across

your kitchen, and bring her here to the

end of the esplanade. Then I will take

care of the rest. Give her notice that

she may be ready ; and remember that if

you lack prudence and zeal, she, you and

I, are all lost.’

“This is my situation. That message

has made me ill with emotion. All this

night I have been feverish ; all this night

Ihave heard the mysterious violin. To

fly! to leave this sad prison, to escape

above all from the terrors which that

Mayer causes me! Ah! if I need risk

only my life for that, I am ready; but

what will be the consequences of my

I read over attentively the billet from the

Invisibles which I received a few days

since, and I fear that the message of this

sentinel may be in fact the snare against

which I must be on my guard. I have

still forty-eight hours before me. If

Mayer again makes his appearance, I risk

ial]; if he continues to forget me, and I
i have no better guarantee titan the word of

an unknown, I remain."

“ 13th. Oh! decidedly I trust myself

to destiny, to Providence which sends to

me unexpected help. I depart, I rest

upon the powerful arm which covers me

with its tegis ! —on walking this morning

upon the csplanade, where I ventured in

the hope of receiving some new revela

tion from the spirits who surround me, I

looked at the bastion where the sentinel

has his post. There were two, one who

mounted guard with his musket on his

arm; another who went and came as if

he sought for something. The tall stat

ure of the latter attracted my attention;

it seemed as if he was not unknown to

me. But I could look at him only by

stealth ; and at every turn I was obliged

to walk away from him. Finally, in a

moment when I was going towards him,

he also came towards us, as if by chance ;

and though he was upon a glacis much

higher than our's, I recognized him com—

pletely. A cry almost escaped me. It

was Karl the Bohemian, the deserter

whom I had saved from the clutches of

Mayer in the forest of Bohemia, the Karl

whom I afterwards again saw at Roswald

in Moravia, at count Hoditz’s and who sa

crificed to me a. project of fearful ven

geance. He is a man devoted to me body

and soul, and whose savage face, broad

flat nose, red beard and delph-colored

eyes seemed to me to day beautiful as the

features of Gabriel.

“ ‘ That is he,’ said Gottlieb to me in a

low voice, ‘ that is the emissary of the In

visibles, an Invisible himself, I am cer

tain! at least he could be if he wished.

 

flight to Gottlieb, to that sentinel whom IlThat is your liberator, that is he how
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will get you out of hereto morrow night!

My heart heat so strongly thatI could

hardly stand; tears of joy escaped from

my eyes. To hide my emotion from the

other sentinel I approached the parapet,

withdrawing from the bastion, and pre

tended to look at the plants in the ditch.

Still by a side glance I saw Karl and

Gottlieb exchange without much mystery

some words that I could not hear. After

some moments had elapsed, Gottlieb re

turned near me and said rapidly: ‘ He

is going to descend here, he is going into

our house to drink a bottle of wine.

Pretend not to notice him. My father

has gone out. While my mother goes to

get the wine at the canteen, you will re

turn to the kitchen as if on your way to

your room, and you can speak with himi

an instant.’

“ In fact, when Karl had talked some

minutes with madam Schwartz, who does

not disdain to refresh the veterans of the

citadel for her own profit, I saw Gottlieb

appear upon the threshold. I understood

this was the signal. I entered, Ifound

myself alone with Karl. Gottlieb had

followed his mother to the canteen.

Poor child ! It seems as if friendship had

suddenly revealed to him the craft and

presence of mind necessary for the prac

tice of real things. He designedly com

mitted a. thousand awkwardnesses, let the

candle fall, made his mother impatient,

and kept her long enough for me to come

to an understanding with my liberator.

“ ‘ Signora,’ said Karl to me, ‘here I

am ! I see you once more. I was retaken

by the recruiters, it was in my destiny.

But the king recognized me and forgave

me, on your account perhaps. Then he

gave me permission to depart, even prom

ising me some money which however he

did not give me. I was returning to my

country-when I learned that you were here.

Iwent to a famous sorcerer in order to

know how I must go to work 'to help you.

The sorcerer sent me to prince Henry,

and prince Henry sent me back to Span

daw. There are about us some powerful

persons whoml do not know, but who are

at work for you. They spare neither

money nor labor, I assure you! In fine,

all is ready. To-morrow evening the

gates will open of their own accord be

fore us. All who could bar the passage

against us are gained over. The

Sehwartzes alone are not in our interest,

but to-morrow their slumbers will be

heavier than usual, and when they wake

you will already be far away. \Ve carry

with us Gottlieb, who desires to follow

you. I decamp with you, we risk

nothing, all is foreseen. Be ready, sig

nora, and now return to the esplanade, so

that the old Woman may not see you

here.’ I could only express my gratitude

to Karl by tears, and I ran to hide them

 

 

from the inquisitorial glance of madam

Schwartz.

“0 my friends, I shall then see you,

once again ! I shall press you in my arms!

I shall escape once more from this fright

ful Mayer. Ishall see again the broad

expanse of the sky, the smiling fields,

Venice, Italy. I shall sing again, I shall

again find sympathy ! 0! this prison has

retempered my life and renewed my

heart which was being extinguished in

the languor of indifference. How I will

live, how I will love, how I will be pious

and good !

“ And yet, profound enigma of the hu

man heart! I feel terrified and almost

sad at the idea of leaving this cell in

which I have passed three months in a

perpetual effort of courage and resigna

tion; that esplanade on which I have

walked under the influence of so many

melancholy reveries; those old walls

which appeared to me so high, so cold,

so serene in the moonlight! And that

broad ditch the mournful waters of which

are of so beautiful a green, and those

thousands of sad flowers which the

spring has sown upon its banks! And my

red-breast above all! Gottlieh pretends

that he will follow us; but at that hour

he will be asleep in his ivy and will not

perceive our departure. O dear little

creature! may you become the companion

and the consolation of her who shall suc

ceed me in this cell! May she cherish

and respect you as I have done!

“ Now, I am going to try to sleep in

order to be strong and calm to-morrow.

Iseal this manuscript, which I wish to

carry with me. I have procured by

means of Gottlieb, a fresh provision of

paper, pencils and taper, which I wish to

leave\in my hiding place in order that

these riches invaluable to a prisoner may

become the joy of some other after me.”

Here ends Consuelo’s journal. We

resume the faithful recital of her adven

tures.

To be continued.
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SECTION III.—NOTICE V.

0N EDUCATION.

 

CHAPTER XXI.

Of the Little Hordes.

Let us first analyze their attributes and

their civic virtues. If they appear co

lossal, it will only be the more interesting

to examine by what springs attraction can

call forth these generous efforts, such as

Civilization dares not dream of, in spite

of its propensity for moral and philan

thropic chimeras.

 

The Little Hordes hold the rank of the

soldiery of God in the service of indus

trial unity: by this title, they must be

,the first in the breach, wherever unity is

in danger; and we shall see in the fifth

Section that, for the support of unity,

they have to take charge of all those

branches of industry which, otherwise,

from their repugnant character, would

require hired laborers and the classes es

teemed vulgar.

In the performance of these labors

they divide themselves into three bodies;

the first devoted to unclean functions, as

draining, manuring, and so forth; the

second to dangerous labors, to the exter

mination of reptiles, to feats of dexterity;

the third participating in both kinds.

The whole class, composed of the lywans

and gymnasimts, of both sexes, will be

mounted on dwarf horses.

Upon them will devolve the daily duty

of keeping the public roads in order: it

is to the patriotic pride of the Little

Hordes that Harmony will be indebted for

grand roads throughout its whole domain,

more sumptuous than the aisles of our

parterres—roads ornamented with trees

and shrubs and even with flowers in the

perspective.

If the slightest damage happens to a

post-route, the alarm is instantly sounded,

the Little Hordes go and repair it for the

time being, and pitch a temporary pavil

ion used in case of accidents, through

fear lest the damage should be perceived

by passers by and should lead them to

accuse the Phalanx of having a bad

Horde ;-—a- reproach which it would

equally incur if they should find a poison

ous reptile, or a nest of caterpillars, or

should hear a creaking of toads by the

road-side : this uncleanliness would bring

the Phalanx into disrepute and would

lower the price of its shares.

Although the labor of the Little Hordes

is the most difficult of all, through its

want of direct attractiveness, (Chapter

VIII.) yet they receive the smallest re

muneration of all the series. They would

not accept anything, if it were considered

decent in Association to receive no share.

They accept only the smallest share,

which, however, does not prevent each

one of their members from gaining the

highest rates in other occupations; but, as

a corporation which has unitary philan

thropy for its object, they make the most

gratuitous devotion possible their law.

To give éclat to this devotion, they

allow the Little Hordes (although they

are composed of children under age), to

sacrifice, from the time that they are nine

years old, one-eighth part of their fortune

in the service of God or of Unity, words

synonymous, since unity or harmony is

the end of God. Thus a child who pos

sesses 80,000 francs, of which he has not

the disposal before his majority, has the

right to withdraw 10,000 after he is nine

years old, and turn it over to the treasury

of the Little Hordes, if he is a member of

thatbody. And what is more, it will not be

an easy matter for rich children to obtain

this favor, in spite of the offers of hand

some sums, which in Civilization would

be the pledge of a brilliant reception.

When the session is held for the divi

sion of profits, the Little Hordes bring all

their personal property ; and if any series

complains of not getting its fair propor

tion by a hundred or two of louis, the

Little Khan carries a basket of two hun

dred louis to the chief of that series ; they
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are bound to accept it; in refusing it they

would outrage opinion, which has de

cided beforehand that the Sacred Legion

has the right to sacrifice its fortune for

the support of unity, for the reparation of

any mistakes which the judgments of men

may have committed. It is a severe re

buke to that series, a hint to organize

itself better another year, to distribute its

assortment of characters, of rivalries, in

a more scientific manner, so as not to

occasion at the next division of profits any

discussion to the injury of unity. A

Phalanx which should get the name of

being subject to such misunderstandings

at the decisive moment, at the time ofthe

distribution of profits, would fall into

general discredit, as if its scale of char

acters were false; its stock would fall;

the holders of it would pass it off as fast.

as possible, because they know in Har

mony that the material part or industry is

in danger, if the passional is in discord;

and that the passional also is in danger if

the material is not satisfied.

The Little Hordes being the pivot of

all the civic virtues, they must employ

for the good of society the self-denial

recommended by Christianity, and the

contempt q/ riches recommended by phi

losophy : they must combine and practise

all the virtues feigned or dreamed of in

Civilization. The preservers of social

honor, they must crush the head of the

serpent both in the physical and in the

moral; while they purge the fields of

reptiles, they also purge society of a

venom worse titan that of vipers; they

stifle, by their treasures, every conflictldeparture, and the little Khan commands,

of cupidity which might interrupt theflIe has his stafflike a general, a prerog

concord ; and by their unclean labors they ative which charms the children, as well

stifle pride which, in looking down on an as admission into the army, which is only

industrious class, would tend to bring granted to the Little Hordes or to some

back all the spirit of caste, to destroy the

general friendship, and prevent the fusion

of all classes. It is one of the bases of

the Associative mechanism, which de

pends upon industrial attraction, an equi

librium in the division of profits, the

fusion of classes, and the equilibrium of

population.

To obtain such prodigies of virtue from

childhood, it would seem necessary to

recur to supernatural means, as our mo

nastics do, who by very austere novieiates

accustom the neophyte to abnega‘tion of

himself. The opposite course, however,

will be followed ; with the Little Hordes

they will employ only the stimulus of

pleasure.

Let us analyze the sources of their

virtues; they are four, and all reproved

by moralism; namely, ‘the love of dirt,

ride, impudence, and insubordination.

t is by giving themselves up to these

pretended vices, that the Little Hordes

elevate themselves to the practice of all

the virtues. Let us examine this, avail

ing ourselves of an infallible guide.

Ihave said that the theory of attrac

tion must confine itself to the one end of

making useful the passions such as God

gives them, and without changing any

thing. In support of this principle, I

have justified nature in several of the

attractions of an early age, which have

seemed vicious; such are curiosity and

inconslancy; their true end is to attract

the child into a number of seristeries in

which his natural vocations may develop

themselves. Such too is the propensity

to seek the company of oldcr blackguard

boys; because from them, in Harmony,

the child receives the impulse and the

 

 

charm which draws him on to industry,]

(ascending emulation, Chapter XIX),

Disobcdwnce to parents and preceplors is

another; because they are not the ones

who ought to educate him ; his education

should be effected by the cabalistic rival

ries of the groups. Thus all the natural

impulses of early youth are good, and

even those of more advanced youth, pro

vided they be exercised in passional

series.

It will not be possible the first day to

attract a Horde to repugnant labors; it

will be necessary to lead them to it by

degrees. First their pride must be ex

cited by the supremacy of rank; every

authorit , monarchs even, salute the

Little Hordes first; they possess the

dwarf horses and are the first cavalry of

the globe. No industrial army can open

its campaign without the Little Hordes;

it is their prerogative to put the first hand

to every work of unity; they render

themselves at the army on the day ap

pointed for the opening; the engineers

have traced out the work, and the Little

Hordes, defiling on the front of the line

of battle, give the first charge amid the

acclamations of the army. They pass

some days there, and signalize themselves

in numerous labors.

They take precedence of all the other

groups; and at all the morning parades

the command devolves upon one of the

little Khans. If some industrial legions

have encamped in a Phalanx, they assem

ble immediately after the morning repast

in formal parade to salute 'them on their

elect ones frotn the Little Bands who are

only received by the protection of the

Hordes.

In the temples, a Little Horde takes

its place at the sanctuary; and in the

ceremonies it always holds the post of

honor.

These distinctions have for their end to

utilize their propensity for dirty functions.

It is necessary by the fumes of glorifica

tion, which cost nothing, to reuse in them

a passion for these labors, and to create

for them a career of glory; for this their

tendency to pride, to impudence, and to

insubordination is favored.

They have their slang dialect (ergo!)

or language of cabal, and their little ar

tillery: they have also their druids and

druidcsses, who are acolytes chosen

among aged persons, who preserve a

taste for dirty functions, and to whom

this service procures numerous advan

ta es.

he method to be followed with the

Little Hordes is to utilize their passion

for dirt, but not to use it up by fatigu

ing labors. In order not to exhaust this

passion they employ it gaily, honorably

and in short sessions; for example:

If there is some very filthy labor to be

done, the Hordes of four or five neigh—

boring Phalanxcs are assembled; they

come to partake of the early morning

repast which is served at a quarter before

five in the morning; then, after the reli

gious hymn at five, and the parade of the

groups who go out to labor, the charge

is sounded for the Little Hordes, by the

confused burly-burly of tocsins, chimes,

drums, trumpets, barking of dogs and

lowing of cattle; then the Hordes,‘con-,

 

ducted by their Khans and their Druids,

start forth with loud cries, passing in

front of the priesthood who sprinkle them;

they rush with frenzy to their labor,

which is executed like a work of piety,

an act of charity towards the Phalanx, a

service of God and unity.

The labor finished, they pass to their

ablutions and their toilette; then dispers

ing amongst the gardens and the work

shops until eight, they return to assist

triumphally at the breakfast. There,

each Horde receives a crown of oak

leaves which they fasten to their banner,

and after the breakfast, they remount and

return to their respective Phalanxes.

They are necessarily afiiliated with the

priesthood by the title of religious brother

hood, and in the exercise of their func

tions they wear a religious badge, a cross

pr some other emblem on their dress.

Among their industrial incentives, we

must not neglect the religious spirit, a

very strong motive to devotedness in

children.

After having electrified them in the

corporate discharge of difficult functions,

it will be easy to adapt them to the habit

ual routine of dirty Work in the chambers,

the butcheries, the kitchens, the stables

and the laundry. They are always on

foot by three o'clock in the morning,

taking the initiative in labor in the Pha

lanx, as well as in the army.

They are the supreme police in all that

pertains to the animal kingdom, and keep

watch in the butcheries that no one cause

an animal to suffer, but that they be put

to death in the gentlest way. Whoever

maltreats a quadruped, a bird, 3 fish, an

insect, abusing the animal for his own

purposes, or causing it to suffer in the

butcherics, will be amenable to the Divan

of the Little Hordes; whatever his age,

he will see himself brought up before a

tribunal of children, as one inferior in

reason to children themselves; for it is a

rule in Harmony that, inasmuch as ani

mals are productive only when well treat

ed, he who, according to the French

custom, maltreats these beings which are

not in a condition to resist, is more an

animal himself than the beasts he perso

cutes.

The Model Phalanx will not have such

means for awakening an enthusiasm in its

Little Horde, as it would if general rela

tions existed between it and other Pita

lanxes; but it will approximate to the

point by some circumstantial means, such

as the contrasts to be established between

the Little Horde and the Little Band.

For example, in costumes: the Little

Bands have chivalric and romantic dresses,

and practise the modern manoeuvre, or

the rectilinear mode, named squadron ; the

Little Hordes have the Tartar manoeuvre

or curvilinear mode, grotesque dresses,

and probably the semi-barbarous half-and

half Hungarian cestume, the dolman and

pantaloon of glaring colors, varied for

each individual, so that the Horde looks

like a square of tulips richly variegated;

a hundred cavaliers would display two

hundred colors contrasted in an artistic

tnannerz—a very embarrassing problem

for la belle France, who, with her mercan

tile perfectibilities, has never known how

to find forty colors wherewith to, differen

tiate methodically, with two prominent

colors, the distinctive marks of her regi

ments.

More ample details on this subject are

given in the treatise on Unwersal Unity.
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I have said enough to show that a corpo

ration of children, given up to all the,

tastes which moralism prohibits to_ their]

age, is the spring which will realize all'

the chimeras of virtue in which moralistsr

indulge:

1. Sweet fraternity. If uncleanness

were to cause any function to be looked‘

down upon, the series which exercised it

would become a class of Parias, of de

 

which now tender moralism represses by‘out of the hands of most persons: and

severe blows of the lush, not. willing tolhence the write,- was led to make a m.

seek the means of emphymg the pas'smns‘eral translation of the letters from our

such as God has given them to us. , ,

this obstinate unwillingness to study na- . 0W" Pa" of the COhhheht- 1113 "13k “9'

ture, it has failed to find in education the I pears to have been performed with con

l‘l'lmql'dml sl’l'lllL’, lhe Pl'lnmple 0f Pro' I scientious diligence, and he has succeed

gl't’SSHIC ascending cmilluhon, or graduate ' ed in presenting the original in a swle of

corpuralirc impulse, the mania common to» _ . _. E I.

all children for letting themselves be di- Simpler lucid! ahd hum"? “g 13h

graded beings whom the rich would be I rectcd by groups of children a little older

unwilling to encounter in their labors. than themselves. The corporative scale

Every function which could produce this of ages is the only master which the

vicious effect is ennobled by the Littlerchild is willing to recognize; he follows

Hordes who take the charge of it, and‘its impelling power with transport; and

thus maintain the mutual approach, the this is why nature, who has destined him

unity or fusion of classes, the rich, thelfor this discipline, renders him rcstive un

middle, and the poor. lder the commands of fathers, and of

2. Contenth of riches. The Little teachers whom she reserves until instruc

Hordes do not despise riches, but egotism tion is spontaneously solicited.

in the use of riches; they sacrifice a

REVIEW.

part of their own to augment that of the

The Early Jesuit Missions, in Norllt

  

entire Phalanx, and to maintain the true

source of riches, which is industrial at

traction extended to the three classes, and

passionally uniting them in all labors,

 

even in the dirtier sorts resorved to child- AI'L‘WIC": Transgled b{ 1%?“ IXVIL'

ran; for the children of the rich will be 11;?“ ;('*LAIIII‘\¥_ 1”" P n “o “'5'

as eager as those of the poor to be admit- ew m ' hey &' "than" (305'

ton, Sold by Redding & Co.) pp. 135,

312.

The labors of the Catholic Missionaries

form a prominent feature in the romantic

period of American history. rl‘hey have

furnished materials to Mr. Bancroft for

sonre of the most picturesque sketches,

which abound in his great historical

work. He has thrown around them the

rich coloring of his lively, poetic imagi

nation, and adorned them with attractions

superior to the charms of fiction. No

one can read the history of their achieve

ments, as portrayed in his glowing pages,

without being impressed with the mag

nanimous enthusiasm of their character,

ted into the Horde; it is character which

decides the choice in that corporation.

3. Social rharily. It will be seen that

the Little Hordes, in practising this vir

tue, draw every body to the practice of it

indirectly in affairs of interest. See Sec

tion Fifth, on the equilibrium of the re

partition of profits in the inverse mode,

or that of generosity, by which the rich

combine to favor the poor man, whom in

civilization they are all leagued together

to defraud.

The reader will be convinced in the

following sections that all the triumphs of

virtue depend on the good organization of

the Little Hordes. They alone are able,

in the general mechanism, to counterbal

ance the despotism of money, to master

this tyrant of the world, this rile metal,

vile in the eyes of moralists, but destined - . v .
w become very noble when it shall be v the heroic constancy With which they ad

employed for the support of industrialihered l°_thelr coh‘hc'h’hs or duty! the

unity; it is the ruin of that now, in ourideep religious sense which led them

clVlllZEKi BOClel-li‘éi WheFe those he‘lllleicheerfully to make the largest sacrifices,

who, With the aid of riches, do nothlng ‘ and the union of wisdom, gentleness and

and are nod for nothin are st led _ _g g’ y energy, With winch they strove to ac

tommc ilfaut. This surname of theirs, _ _ _ _ _ . _

of people comma t1 fuel, is unfortunately , complish their high mission. Their lives

hul- t_°° Sighlfihitm; for _Sin? the Chalk-l were passed in comparative obscurity;

“on m the mullfed regime.“ only found' their names have scarce been rescued

ed on the fancies of the idle, they are, , _ k

truly people romme il foul or surh as are‘ from °b1m°hi_h° monumfim mm s the

needed to sustain the regime of an inverse spot Where their blood mOIStefled the 8011

circulation and an inverse consumption.

Before concludin on the Little Iordes, r .
it would remain td; analyze the force of' great and “Oble manhOOd’ they are Im

the springs which set them in tnotion ; } measurably m atlmhce 0f lhhhhhdes who

but this cannot well be judged of until ‘ are emblazoned in a conspicuous place in

after I have described their contrast or the ‘ the annals of nations.

Oppos'm f9rce’ Whlch ‘5 lhe corp‘lmuw The present work is intended, in some

of the Little Bands. lhese Will be . .
degree, to supply the deficiency which

briefly defined in the next Chapter. _ _ _ _ _

Let us remark by the way, that in the cxrsts in this portion of the early history

of our country. It was prepared iii aLittle Hordes no passion has been sup

Pressedi 0“ ‘he contrary full scope ls spirit of affectionate reverence by the

accomplished translator, who in the
given to the dominant tastes, among oth—

ers to the love of dirt.

If our moralists had studied the nature course Of {European tour’ found a so? or

of man, they would have recognized this “ Lem“ h‘dlfiames 9t Curlew”, Ecnles

taste for dirt in the majority of male des Missions Etrangercs,"in thirty four

children, and they would have thought to

turn it to good account, as the Combined

Order does, which avails itself of this _ _ _

taste to form a corporation of industrial “7- The seamlty of ‘hls work 1" Amer

Dccii, favoring these unclean propensities , ica, together with its size, would keep it

 

 

of the forest; but in all the qualities of1

ivolumes, scattered through “hich are:

l letters front the Jesuits in our own coun- .

 

The first two letters giving an account

of the labors of Father ltaslos, written

by himself, and the third, which contains

the narrative of his death, by de la

Chasse, are deeply interesting. His own

description of his missionary experience is

a genuine piece of auto-biography, which

reveals to us at once the inner life and

thrilling adventures of an extraordinary

man. The fourth letter contains the his

tory ofa Mohawk maiden, whose vocation

to piety, in the Catholic sense, equalled

that of the most illustrious female saints

in the European calendar. It is curious

to witness the spirit of monastic religion,

which crowded the convents arid nunneries

of the old world, springing up, with the

freshness of her native forests, in the

heart of a simple Indian damsel, and

converting this unsophisticated child of

the mountains and the streams into a

paragon of ascetic sanctity.

The illustration of Indian character and

manners, presented in these letters, gives

a perpetual interest to their detail of mis

sionary operations. The contrast be

tween the rude and ferocious savages,

and the refined and high bred scholars,

who had forsaken all the luxuries of

civilized life, under the impulse of a no

hle, if mistaken religious enthusiasm,

heightens the effect of the description,

and calls forth' a sincere sympathy in

their adventures, if it does not win our

approbation for their enterprise. Indeed

the whole effect of these exciting narra

tives is to awaken a feeling of regret

that so much intellectual power, such

commanding qualities of character, and

such varied and intense sufferings, should

have been devoted to a cause, from which

so little practical benefit has resulted, and

of which even the remembrance has al

most passed away.

Hr'irlclbcrg. A Romanre. By G. P. R.

James, Author of “Richelieu,” dzc.

New York: Harper and Brothers.

(Bedding & Co., 8 State St., Boston.)

Mr. James‘s mill continues to turn out

novels, and he must be too busy tending

it to have much time to study life and

nature. He makes an interesting story,

so far as incident and scenery go; and

yet for effect he borrows so uniformly

from the romanticism of past ages, as to

make us suspicious that he has no crea

tive power which could dare show itself

beneath the open sunlight of the present.

What the scenic illusions of the theatre
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are to real works of art, his descriptions

of scenes and manners are to true ac

counts of nature. He sacrifices all to

cheap effects. As to his characters, they

have no character; they are mere threads

to string speeches upon. Those whom

he intends for proper and serious persons,

talk very much in the same strain with

the vapid, sentimental, moralizing pro

lognes with which he prepares the read

er’s mind for every chapter; and those

whom he aims to make eccentric, like his.

\Villiam Lovet in this last production,

simply utter all the eccentric, extrava

gant, and paradoxical sayings about any

thing and every thing, which the author

can conjure up.

Good scene-painting and scene-shifting

is something, however, which we like

to witness in an idle moment, even though

there be indifferent acting ; and James is

a clever theatrical scene-painter in words.

This is one source of his popularity.

Then he draws largely from history, and

that is another. “Heidelberg” adds

this charm of interesting locality to that

of still more interesting historical mate

rial. The story lies in the times of the

Thirty Years’ \Var. The court of the

 

\Varner is particularly happy in his ex

planation of the Transposition of the

Scale, and insists with clear and convinc

ing rcasonings on the true form of the

*Minor Scale, which 'is based upon the

principal harmonies, and is comprised,

whether ascending or descending, of the

following} intervals: Whole-tone, Half

tone, \Vholc-tone, \Vhole-tone, Half-tone,

Tone and a half, Half-tone; instead of the

common false way of making the Sixth

and Seventh sharp in ascending, and re

storing them in descending. The con

stant allusion to a “ film/cl Scale " is very

convenient. The use of the Cleffs,

Rhythm, and all the other subjects are

also happily treated.

On the subject of Harmony, however,

only a few general hints are given; as the

reduction of all Chords to the two classes

of Three-fold and Four-fold. But here

is an» important omission, as it strikes us.

Nothing whatever is said of the chord of

the Dominant or Flat Seventh. To speak

of four-fold chords, without showing the

! origin of all four-fold chords in this, is to

iconvey but a confused and perhaps erro

‘ineons idea of the thing. And here ap

' pears the want of a more scientific dcduc

 

Protestant Elcctor Frederic, who in an , tion of all harmony from some central

evil hour took upon him the crown of generating principle, in Godfrey Weber’s

Bohemia, the turning of the tide against work. The fact is that naturally there

him, and finally, the siege of Prague by are but two principal or normal chords,

the combined forces of the Elector vof‘not however distinguished so much by

Bavaria, \Vallenstein, Tilly, and so forth, , the numbers three and four, as by the fact

are wrought up with coi'tsiderable power; that one is the Common Chord or perfect

and tolerany striking phantoms of alltTriad of a note considered asaKey-note,

these personach are made to pass before 1 and the other the perfect chord of a note

you. iconsidered as the Fifth or Dominant

MUSICAL REVIEW.

t to another, and which accordingly admits

Rudimental Lessons in Music; containing

iof the Flat or Small Seventh. All other

sevenths are but modifications of that.

the Primitive Instruction requisite for

all Beginners in the Art, whether Vocal

This simple statement is a key to all

or Instrumental. By James F. VVAR

the mysteries of harmony, which any

learner of the piano will find illustrated

NER, Translator of Weber‘s Theory

of Musical Composition.

in all his playing; while the mere distinc

. Ne" York: i tion of Three~fold and Four-fold is but a

D. Appleton & Co. 1845. , I I p .
, _ , resu t and does not lead him to the heart

Th-e primary Nam Rimd‘fr’ or F'“! s"? l of the matter does not show him where

m Singing at Sight. By JAMES .l ’ _

wARNEm New York ; D. Appleton and how the various forms are generated.

& Co. 1846. The great clearness and thoroughness

\Ve recommend these little works with of the “ Rudimental Lessons,” together

sincere pleasure. \Ve have never seen i with the minute questions appended to

the rudiments of music presented in sozeach chapter, will enable any person of

thorough, so progressive, and so distinct} average musical endowments naturally, to

a manner. The practical student willimaster allthc elements of the art without

here find all he needs. There is no con- l a teacher.

fusion or ambiguity about any point, no, “ The Primary Note Reader” is a se

lack of patient, careful definition or ofjries of graduated Exercises, with con

abundant illustration., The uniformly l stant reference to page and section of the

clear statements of the author are helped “ Lessons.” The exercises are very

out and made more unescapable by the|judiciously contrived, and cannot be prac
beautiful type and admirable mechanical V tised without gain to the student’s power

arrangement of the volume. of reading simple music. We only re

The work is based on Godfrey \Vebor’s 1 gret that a greater number of exercises

method, which we noticed a short time , are not given under each head. Still it

since; and of course adopts, in aniskilful teacher, taking them for an out

abridged form, its many excellencies. Mr.‘,line, can easily fill in whatever more of

 
 

 

  

variety is needed in any part of the

course. '

These books are already becoming pop

ular, and we trust they will find their way

to general use and usefulness.

DE MEYER AGAIN IN BOSTON.

we have again heard the great pianist

who carries half by storm and wins the

rest by sweetness, and we find the charm

still lasts, while our impression of him

does not alter from the account we gav‘e

of him last winter. His sphere is not

that of sentiment, nor of any mystical

refinement, but that of the full delights

and furor of an intense harmonious phys

ical existence. His is eminently the

music of this day; displaying the restless

activity of the age, realizing its ideal of

physical and mechanical power; but

whereas we commonly see this morbid,

weak and intermittent, here it is healthy,

joyous, happy and unfailing. Such a

man readily eXposes himself to the charge

of charlatanism; and even charlatanism

is afacl in nature, which doubtless covers

something good. Because he is not a.

Beethoven, nor a Schubert, nor a Chopin,

we shall not the less enjoy him for what

he is—a genial, lifesome creature, whom

music has chosen to be her best expres

sion of the nervous energy and the cham

pagne sparkle of life.

The child‘s love of more physical ex

citement, that fougue aveugle which

makes it glorious to be in strong move

ments, furious games. mobs and military

sieges and sorties, is not the highest order

of sentiment, to be sure; but there is a.

certain glow and feeling of the infinite, a

certain surprised sense of our nobler

nature in it nevertheless; and in hitn it is

genuine, he is the free child always. If

we could get no other music, this would

grow intolerable; as it is, we admire and

feel refreshed by its smart shock. The

genius of De Meyer’s music is essentially

warlike, and has that sort of gusto in it

which is so well expressed in Mother

well‘s “ Cavalier‘s Song.” It is always

the llfarclie Illurorainc, with its wild,

reeling, swaggering, yet powerful on

swecp. The exquisitely delicate pas~

sages, and melting cadenzas, with which

all this alternates, are like the warrior’s

alternation from camp and jousts to softer

dallying in ladies’ bowers.

The favorite movement of his music is

that of a mighty horde. It is full of that

characteristic which the Germans call

Schwmig. We have got a figure for him.

He reminds us of that important person

age in the harmonic societies of the future,

whom Fourier, in his shrewd classification

of human characters, has styled the

“ Little Khan,” the captain of his “ Little

Hordes,” a corporation in which he em

bodies all the wild, daring, noise and
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mischief-making instincts of boyhood,

contrasting it with another corporation of

the gentler and more feminine class, who

cultivate the arts and elegances, and

whom he styles the “Little Bands."

The reader will find a description ofthem

in our translations from his treatise on

Education in this number, and will doubt—

less recognize the resemblance. De

Meyer would certainly be the “Little

Khan," if that order of things were in

stituted.

Of this last Concert we will only say,.

that our views and our experience are

very well expressed in the following from

the Chronolype of Saturday last.

“LEoPoLD Dr: ansn’s Coscsnr. The

‘lion pianist’ is unquestionably in many re

spects, the greatest who has ever come among I

us. But his ways of attracting notice operate

against him, in an atmosphere like that of Bus

ton; the gilt-icaved biographies, the portraits,

caricatures and pufi's, which he scatters before

him, create for him more notoriety than confi

dence. Then again, we think he made another

mistake, as regarded the concert of Thursday

evening. In New York he furnished a splendid

entertainment, namely, his own performance,

besides the aid of Pico, Burke, Loder’s noble

orchestra who performed his r’llrrrclie filarocaine

and Grand lilarclie d’lsly, as arranged by Hector

Berlioz,—and all for a dollar. Here he charged

the same price for his own single performance,

with the ordinary appendages, and people thought

it too much to pay for a lion; they have begun

to find that there is more true musical satisfac

tion in a. good orchestra, than in the greatest

single lion the universe can conceive of, even if

we had to send to the planet Saturn for him.|

The consequence was, that there was no greatenthusiasm about going to the concert, and the

audience was only respectably large.

“ However, his stroke is infallible. There is

no resisting him when once seated to listen.

His tremendous power of execution, equally

wonderful in his grand bursts, and in his exqui

sitely delicate alternations, astonishes and elec

trifies for hours. It has been described enough

in the newspapers already. Put all their epi

thets together, and you do not get too much.

You soon see what the man is; unparalleled,

perhaps, in execution; master undoubtedly of

every style, classic as well as modern; as a

composer, not profound, nor original, though the

March: Morocaine has a unique wildness,which

however is repeated more or less in every thing

he does. \Ve wish he would play others’ com

positions rnore. His selection this evening we

thought not so good as at his former concert.

“ The Fantasia on airs from Semiramide com

menced with n gloriously prolonged roll of

thunder, which identical passage however oc

curred again in a pot pourri of national airs

with which he closed the evening. And so with

many of his striking passages, we observed that

they were sprinkled in throughout the enter

tainment. For the rest, this was certainly a

brilliant and magnificent production, although

we thought the principal air was overloaded

with harmony, more than its own proper genius

demanded. The next piece was a Grand An

dante Religtoso. One might expect rather a

curious sort of religion from the jovial Austri

an‘s look and figure; and it certainly was very

curious in the first half of this music which had

 

 

much of the Scherzo in its style, (and indeed

the rogue smiled more than once in the per

formance of it!) but it grew in truth religious in

the latter half; only that was Thalberg’s—thc

Andante Tremolo, if we remember rightly-—

which De Meyer played sttblimely, it is true.

“ In the Carnival he was of course at home;

never was a greater wealth of frolic poured out.

Being cncored, he gave a medley, commencing

with some very sweet and sentimental air, then

passing to the Pocme d’Amour, we believe, of

lIenselt, thence through the Star Spangled

Banner, back into the Carnival again. The last

piece was the usual stale compliment of ‘ Ilail

Columbia,’ ‘ Yankee Doodle,’ and so forth,

served up a la ilfarocaim;—splendid however,

and grotesque and wild, and received as every

thing else was, with thundcrs of applansc,—a

handsome tribute of hands to hands!

“ Miss Mademoiselle Signorina Fraulein Kor

sinsky (let us give her all the titles which were

on the show-bill) song very agreeably; and

Langc accompanied in his usual modest and

artist-like manner.”
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of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others’ rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to impoverish

' the lahoror and to render evt-ry condition insecure.

Relief is to CUIIIL', and can only come from the new

application off‘hristian principles, of Unin'rs'nl jus‘

tics and Universal love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Drt. Crusmsu.
 

LETTER. FROM HUGH DOHERTY.

We have lately received a letter from

Mr. Doherty, from which we are happy

to learn that a new interest is begin

ning to be felt in the doctrines of Asso

ciation in London. Mr. Doherty, as our

readers are aware, has resided in Paris

for some time past, for the purpose of de

voting himself to the investigation of the

Associative theory, the results of which

have been presented from time to time, in

his able and interesting contributions to

“ La Phalange.” The following extracts

from his letter will give some light on the

state and prospects of the movement in

England.

“I came to London to see the minister

of the colonies and propose some ideas of

associative colonization. After having

obtained the necessary introduction, I find

that I cannot get a verbal hearing as I

wished, in a conversation. The Earl

Grey pleads want of time to converse on

the subject, but desires me to submit my

views to him in writing. This I intend

to do through the medium of the public

press, as I fear a mere private communi

cation might be overlooked by his score

taries. When my papers are out Iwill

send you copies of them.

“ I find that the public mind has made

great progress in England during the last

two years which I have passed in France.

Associative views and principles are bet

 

ter known and understood than formerly,

though socialistic plans and parties are

less prominently before the public. 0w

en’s partisans are more or less dispersed,

and our party is almost extinct as an ac

tive group of propagandists. Neither

we nor the Oweoites have any organ

here, and yet the social views are much

considered by the public, and often put

forth in a modified form by the public

press. In fact, we may say socialism is

dead, as Owenism or Fourierism, but so

cial principles are more discussed than

ever, and the public mind is rapidly pro

gressing in associative knowledge. The

inclosed prospectus of an Associative In

stitute, which has just been commenced

by some twenty persons connected with

the public press in London, will give you

an idea of the turn which social views

and studies are now taking here. This

prospectus is not yet definitely adopted,

but it contains the spirit which aniinates

the men who have commenced the move

ment.

“ By a lucky accident I called upon a

literary friend some days ago, who was

going that very evening to the second or

third preliminary meeting of the projec

tors. He introduced me to them, and

the draught of a Prospectus which one of

them had made being-rejected by the

meeting, I was asked to write one out,

that might embody their ideas of an In

stitute for free inquiry only into social

principles. After gathering their senti

ments as nearly as I could,l made the

enclosed sketch, which has met their ap

probation and will probably be adopted

finally, in a few days, with such additions

and modifications as may be deemed ne

cessary in a literary and business point of

view."

“ I do not think it would be easy to

form a distinct Phalansterian party in

England just now, but I am convinced

that any branch of the associative science

may be taught with great success in the

projected Institute; and out of this may

spring hereafter special plans and pro

jects of a practical nature, supported by

a certain part of the members of the in—

stitute.

“ Things are going on very prosper

oust in France. The school will soon

have an immense influence on the public

mind there. Here it is not the same.

People dislike the idea of belonging to a

special sect or school, and I think it will

be better to merge the name in one of

general social science.”

“ I think it would be difficult to make

a plan of legislative action, such as you

require to organize partial association.

The government might grant lands to

joint stock companies of farmers and man

ufacturers, who might easily organize a.

system of half—association or guarantyism,
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which would leave the individual house

hold as it is, by grouping dwellings near

each other on one collective joint-stock

properly. By this means industry, ed

ucation, recreation, and many other

things might be organized collectively

while consumption and domestic arrange

ments might remain partly associative and

partly individualized. Such is the basis

of my plan for voluntary emigration and

attractive colonization, the details of

which will be explained iii the papers

Ishall send you, when they are written

and published.”

“ All our friends in Paris are well and

full of sympathy for you and all our

friends in America. You will see by the

Phalange what my studies have been of

late. I have done little else than what is

published there.

“ With regard to your question con

cerning the exact law of numbers, I will

briefly state that numbers are very rarely

absolute, except in the measured parts of

a measured series; but, as the measured

series are hardly more than one-eighth

of universal nature, and as the measured

parts of a measured series are often not

more than one-half of the whole, it fol

lows that absolute numbers are very rare

in nature; and they are still more rare in

Fourier, as he often purposely neglects

the mixt and ambiguous degrees of anal

ysis, in order to avoid complication.

Thi omission on his part was one of

the greatest stumbling blocks to me in

my first studies of the serial law, as he

expounds it. It has also caused Fourier

to fail in some of his applications of the

law, as you will see in one of my articles

in La Phalange. When I write my

views on the serial method, these things

will all be noticed, as I shall not withhold

anything from fear of plagiarism.”

\Ve subjoin the Prospectus of the

“ Associative Institute ” alluded to above.

THE ASSOCIATIVE INSTITUTE.

\Vhatever be the imperfections of asso

ciative schemes, the necessity for inquiry

into the associative principle is generally

felt. The advantages of combination

are obvious. Joint-stock companies are

rapidly supplanting individual enterprise,

and the question of associative power

is forcing itself practically on public at

tention.

In this, as in most other cases of true

progress, theory comes after practice, to

develop germs which have grown up

spontaneously. Clubs and partnerships,

societies and joint-stock companies, spring

into life; and then the study of the new

phenomena becomes imperative. Thus it

is at present with associative science.

\thther it be a. new science, or merely a

development of that which is already

known under the name of political econo

my. is a secondary consideration.

The social question has become the

question of the age; and all economists

and statesmen are constrained to make

 

men and scholars, journalists and orators,

are now urged to examine social views

and principles. The interests of proper

ty and industry are every where involved

in the problem of the difference between

associative and individual exertion.

\Vithin the last few years, the Govern

ments and leading men of various parties

in this and other countries have been in

duced to give their best attention to the

subject. The late inquiry into the health

of towns and the moral condition of the

people, together with the institution of

Public Baths and Wash-houses, Ragged

Schools and Model Lodging Houses, are

real evidences of associative progress.

Books and periodicals, also, are constant

ly increasing for the diffusion of associa

tive views.

The want of an institution to facilitate

the study of Associative Science must now

be felt by many who observe these facts,

concomitantly with the rapid progress of

railway combination, and the power of co

operation over individual effort in every

branch of commerce and industry. Capi

tal combined with capital is strong; la

bor combined with labor is Herculean;

knowledge combined with knowledge is

all-powerful: these elements united must

be irresistible. Is there a science that

will combine them? This has now

become a most important subject of in

qutry.

Such is the object of Tm: Assocra'rrvs

Iusrr'rurs.-—in which no member will

be pledged to any principle or to any

plan; but simply to free inquiry. All

principles will be examined fairly; and

all theories discussed with candor. Se

rious opinions will be treated with re

spect, whatever quarter they may come

from; but no special theory or system

can be taught exclusively. Science and

not system is the object of pursuit in

THE ASSOCIATIVE INSTITUTE.

Council Room, British Hotel. Cockspur SL,

Lennon, 10th August, 1816.

Oarsc'r. The object of The Associa

tive Institute is a Scientific Inquiry into.

the Principles of Association, and not

the formation or promotion of any practi

cal experiment.

The recognized modes of pursuing the

object of the Institute are : —the holding

of periodical meetings of the members,

and occasional public meetings, at which

subjects relating to associative principles

may be discussed, or papers read thereon ;

—the occasional or periodical publica

tion of papers or essays on the same sub

jects; the formation of a library connect

ed with the object of the Institute; and

the soliciting and procuring such aid and

co~operation as may be necessary.

 

GUARANTYISM.

It was often predicted by Fourier, more

than thirty years ago, that the present

order of society would he succeeded by

different forms of combined interests and

mutual guaranties, unless the experiment

of a complete Association should be soon

carried into effect, and thus supersede the

necessity of passing through the sixth

stage of progress in the natural order,

or the period of Guarantyism. It is

instructive to witness the approach to

this period in various important move

ments at the present day. The ten

dency of society is to the adoption of

mutual guaranties in every practical rela

tion. This will form a simple and easy

transition from the unmitigated competi

tion and antagonism of the civilized order

to the reconciliation of all interests and

the universal harmony which will char

acterize the epoch of Association. \Vc

rejoice in the suggestions which are now

springing up in many quarters for the

accomplishment of this purpose. They

indicate the spirit of the age. They are

a proof of the character of the movement

which has begun to agitate society. We

may learn from them that no partial,

fragmentary reform will ever satisfy the

want which is more and more felt of a

true social organization; and above all,

that the people begin to perceive that no

permanent, universal good can come from

the wordy‘ projects of shallow philan

thropists, or the detestable juggleries of

smooth-tongued politicians. They wish

for the realization of a sound faith by true

works. As an illustration of this practi

cal tendency towards a more or less com

plete system of mutual guaranties, we

give the following extract from a letter

of an esteemed correspondent. We

shall hereafter allude to other plans which

are contemplated by friends of social

reform.

“ I think you do the National Reform

ers justice in your last number. They

are putting forth their energies to some

purpose, and their numbers are rapidly

increasing. It does appear to me that the

right to labor and land to live on, must

be acknowledged before the Associative

principle can prevail extensively and be

come embodied in practice. I have been

thinking that the principle of land limita

tion, saying nothing of the freedom of

the public lands, may be adopted by town

ships, and that the title may be trans

ferred from the government to the town,

and from the town to individuals restrict

ed in quantity in some wayto exclude the

avaricious grasping of land speculators,

i and allowing every settler to have hisland

at first cost, or government price. Can

we not find wise heads, willing hearts, and

able hands, to try this so desirable experi

ment? I have written to the editor of the

Voice of Industry on this subject. The

plan I would propose, is to select a town

ship of government land in a mild climate

and healthy location, and if possible on a

navigable stream, or one that could be

easily reached by railroad, and which is

uncontaminated with speculators. Then

advertise for the right sort of useful me

 

chanics and farmers, who would enter into

a compact which would secure them

against the miseries of many of the evils

and scourges of our present very imper~
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feet system of society, namely, intempe

rance, litigation, military manuauvering,

land speculation, &c., and enable them to

enter upon the land with their united skill,

tools, implements, and moral principles.

and try the experiment of limiting the

quantity of land to each settler.

“ It is plain to be seen that a township

under such auspices Would be at once

thickly settled, and would possess all the

advantages of schools, roads, markets,

encouragement to labor, and so forth, of

any old town now settled in the old way,

 

and the new lands would immediately

become valuable in the hands of the actual

settlers, owners and cultivators. People}

then who chose could enter into the asso-t

ciative state, either in single pairs or]

communities, with some safety and guar

anty of success. But how is it now'.‘

The mortgagcrs and land speculators are

trapping and gunning; lawyers and some

other professions are fattening and luxu

riating on the hard labors and misfortunesi

of those who know less of schemes and,

plans, whereby the idle and lazy contrive ;

to live on the ‘sweat of the poor man's‘

brow.’

“This plan \vould do away with the

necessity or inducement to go to war

with a neighboring nation for more terri

tory to enrich large land and slaveholders,

but would find all ‘ under their own vine

and fig tree, and none to molest or to

make them afraid.’ I think our poor

men would have less inducement to wan-J

der thousands of miles under ambitious

leaders into the heart of a neighboring

nation to murder, burn and destroy men,

women and children on their own lands

and at their own firesidcs. How can we

account for such barbarity in the Ameri

can people, except they have been edu

cated in the total disregard of each

others’ rights! It is high time something

was done to arrest the avarice of man ;‘

 

 

and will not land limitation do it, and at:

the same time benefit society! I hope to

be one to try this first experiment on a,

township of government land.

“ Yours in fellowship for equal rights

to the soil. R. S."

I]? \Ve translate the following from ai

recent number of the Dmnot‘ralie Paul,

fiw

Auous'ra PAULXN. One more sorrow

for the Associative School! One more;

noble heart taken from the cause of hu-i

man brotherhood on earth!

He had a lively sense of the power

which belongs to the idea of human

brotherhood, and religiously obeyed the

impulses of that sacred faith. We learni

his death by the letter which follows.

To M. Victor Considerant:

Monsieur,—l hava the honor to announce to

you that M. Auous'rs PAULIN has left you by i

 

[ of Associationists " acknowledges the receipt of:

his will, the sum of ten thousand francs for the l Palais-lloyal, where the shops were for

purpose of disseminating the doctrines of the i merly sought with so much eagerness,

Democratic Pactfiqiu. there are at this moment more than fifty

I take great pleasure, Monsieur, in the dis- (“Harem Slol'es ‘0 19-i

chargc of my duty as executor of the will by

transmitting to you this intelligence, which

proves the sympathy that the noblencss of your

character and the earnestness with which youi

engage in the propagation of generous doctrines ‘

excite in many persons.

“'ith the greatest respect, etc.

Paut. THIAFI-‘Al’l‘,

Notary of Lyons.

Yes, thank God, the moment has ar

rived when the devotion of the friends of

Association, after having been so con

stantly displayed with éclat, is appearing

upon a larger scale. A cause which

records in its annals sacrifices so perse

vcring and so touching as those to which;

for five years we have been witnesses, is

sure of success,—God protects it.

Certainly the estimable friend who has1

just departed, whose last thought was ofi

the regeneration of the race, had no doubt

of the high destiny of the cause which

he has so largely endowed. The man of]

faith can be perceived in the simplicity;

with which he has accomplished an act so

rare in this age of materialism.

The intention of the donor shall be
scrupulously obeyed. This legacy, which i

will astonish many persons, but which is

 

. in our eyes a fact as simple and as natu

ral as it must have appeared to the tes

tator himself, as soon as it is received,

will be put into the treasnries of our two

societies according to their wants at the

time.

Meanwhile we shall make it our duty
to ascertain what was the life of the man I

who has given to his brethren such a

manifestation of his hopes, and whom we

regret that we did not know until after

his death.

 
 

[1? The Treasurer of “ The American Union

Sixty Dollars by the bands of Mr. J. B. Russell.

as a contribution from the Cincinnati “ Union”

to the Lecturing Fund.

FRANCIS Gsonol: SHAW.

Oct. 21, 1846.

At GALLASHIELS, a town in Scotland,

says a correspondent of the People's

Journal, the workmen of the different

branches of trade have established co-op

erative stores for supplying themselves

with food and clothing at wholesale

prices, and are doing very well indeed.

Last year the provision store announced a

return of fifty per cent. upon the capitalI

employed -— and they also do great good to

the town in preventing other sho ikecpers

from obtaining exorbitant prices or these

articles. — Chronolype.

 

 

COMMERCIAL FEUDALISM AT wonx.

For some months, says a Paris Journal,

many hundred small shops of every kind|

have been closed in Paris, and continue to

be so, to the great regret of the proprie

tors of the buildings. Thus in the

 

This fact, so entirely strange in the

icommcrcial and industrial life of a city

llike Paris, is generally attributed to the

creation of those immense establishments

which tend fatally to ruin and absorb the

business of small dealers in order to mo

nopolize it themselves. — Flironolylie.

  

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

THE course of study in this School comprises

 

‘ the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

articular attention to the modern European

rflIlL'UtlL't‘S and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed in

the higher branches usually taught in the Uni

versity.

The School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. RIPLEY, assisted by experienced

teachers in the different departments.

For young children who are deprivch of pa

rcntal care, and for older pupils who wish to

pursue a thorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a large semi

[naryx it is believed that this School afi'ordn ad

vantages that are rarely to be met with.

TERMS—Foes Douans a week for board,

washin , fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc

tion in gristrumental Music and use of the Piano,

Twanvr; Dormans a quarter.

Application may be made bv mail to

GEORGE nirLEv.

Brook Farm, "'03! Rozbury, Mass.

October 17, 18"}.

GRAHAM AND TEMPERANCE

HOUSE.

63 Bancnav STREET, New YORK.

NEW ARRANGEMENT. This house is situated

on a leasant and airy street, extending from

Broar way to the Hudson river. At one end of

the street is the landing place of the Albany

Steatnlionts, at the other the Park Fountain.

The house is but one minute’s walk from either,

and only five from the Eastern Steamboat Land~

mg.

Two separate Tables are provided, one suited

for the accommodation ofthe eaters of meat,

and the others carefully prepared for those who

wish to exclude flesh meats from their diet.

Ladies and Gentlemen from the country tar

rying a few or many days, can be accommodat

ed with quietness, lent , cleanliness, whole

some food, and free om mm the fumes of Al

cohol and Tobacco.

[IT FREE B.\THS. Cold, Douche, and

Shower Baths Free, and \Varm Baths at a

small expense.

'l‘emis One Dollar per day. Permanent board

ers received upon reasonable terms.

A. L. SMITH.

\VEST ROXBURY OMNIBUS!

Lr-‘ntvns Brook Farm at 7 1-2 A. M., and 2 1-2

P. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaica

Plain, and Roxbury. Roturnin , leaves the CitV

Hotel, Brattle Street, at 10 -2 A. M., ands

P. M. Sunday excepted.

N. B. GERRISH.

Sept. 1, 1816.

THE HARBINGER

Is published simultaneously at New York and

Boston, by the Bnoolt FARM PHALANX, every

Saturday morning. Office in New York, Bun

oizss, S'rnn'csn 61. Co., No. 222 Broadway;

in Boston, thnmivo 62. Co., No. 8 State St.

Tums—Two Dollars a year, or One Dollar

for six months, ayable invariably inadvancc.

Ten copies for Fittecn Dollars.

[IT Single co ies for sale at the Harbinger

Offices, No. 222 Broadwav, New York. and No.

8 State Street, Boston. Price, 6 14 cents.
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MISCELLANY.

THE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,’

srzouez-ro

CONSUELO.

FROM THE FRENCH 0F GEORGE SAND

Translated for the Harbinger.

 

 

It is necessary to inform the reader

that Karl had not falsely boasted of being

sassisted and employed by powerful per

sons. Those invisible chevaliers, who la~

bored for the deliverance of our heroine,

had scattered gold by handfuls. Seve

ral tumkeys, eight or ten veterans, and

even one oflieer had engaged to keep

quiet, to see nothing, and, in case of an

alarm, to pursue the fugitives for forin‘s,

sake. On the evening fixed for the flight

Karl suppcd with the Schwartzes, and,

pretending to be intoxicated, invited them

to drink with him. Mother Schwartz

had a hot throat, like most women en

gaged in the culinary art. Her husband

did not dislike the brandy of his canteen

when he tasted it at the expense of

another. A narcotic drug, secretly intro

duced by Karl into the bottle, assisted the

effect of the powerful beverage. The

Schwartz couple gained their bed with

difficulty, and snored so loud that Gottlieb,

who attributed every thing to supernatural

influences, did not fail to believe them

enchanted when he approached to take

away the keys. Karl had returned to

the bastion to stand his guard. Consuelo

reached that place with Gottlieb without

difficulty, and iutrepidly ascended the

rope ladder which the deserter threw to

her. But poor Gottlieb, who insisted on

flying with her in spite of all her remon

strauces, became a great embarrassment

in this passage. He, who in his attacks

of somnambulism ran like a cat on the

roofs, could not make three steps nimbly

had no fear, and would unhesitatiugly

have thrown himself from the top of the

rampart if Karl had advised him.

his bold confidence added to the dangers

of his awkwardness. He climbed at ran

dom, disdainiug to see anything or calcu

late anything. After having made Con

reaehed the platform; and thenc'e our

three fugitives directed their steps through

the corridors of that part of the citadel

in which were lodged those sentinels who

were accomplices in their attempt. They

were advancing without interruption when

they suddenly found themselves face to

face with the adjutant Nauteuil, alias ex

rccruiter Mayer. Consuelo thought her

seléfilost; but Karl prevented her flight

by saying: “ Fear nothing, siguora, the

adjutantis your friend."

“ Stop here," said Nanteuil hurried

ly; “there is an unforseen obstacle.

Adjutant Weber has taken it into his

head to come and sup in our quarter with

that old fool of a lieutenant. They are

in the hall through which you are obliged

to pass. \Ve must find some way to get

rid of them. Karl, return quickly to

your post. Your absence may be per

ceived too soon. ] will come for you

when it is time. Madam will enter my

chamber. Gottlieb will come with me.

I will pretend that he is asleep; my two

boobies will run after him to see him, and

when the hall is clear l will take the key

so that they cannot return.”

Gottlieb, who did not know that he

was a sleep-walker, opened his eyes very

wide; but Karl having made a sign for

him to obey, he obeyed blindly. Con

suelo experienced an insurmountable

aversion to entering Mayer's chamber.

“ What do you fear from that man? ”

\said Karl to her in a low voice. “ IIe

 

But \

suelo shudder twenty times, as she twen- v

ty titnes thought him lest, he at lastI

upon the most level ground when awake. l has ‘09 large a sum '0 gfllnv {0" him ‘0

.Supported by the conviction that he wasi‘hulk or be'raylng Y"“- "is add” 15

following an emissary from Heaven, he ! good; I return to the bastion. Too much

Ihaste might ruin us.”

" Entered according to Act ofCongrnss. iu the I “ Too much coufidence and dchy

year 1846 by h‘aatvcis G. SHAW,lIl the Clerk's _ I

ofhes ofthe District Court of Massachusetts. [might well ruin us also," thought COH

 

lsuelo. Nevertheless she yielded. She

lhnd a weapon with her. On crossing the

Schwartzes‘ kitchen she had seized a.

lsmall knife, the possession of which

isomewliat re-assured her. She had giv

.‘en her money and papers to Karl, keep

iing only her crucifix, which she almost

considered as an amulet.

Mayer locked her in his chamber for

igreater safety and departed with Gott

ilicb. After ten minutes which appeared

a century to Consuelo, Nanteuil again

appeared, and she remarked with terror

that be locked the door as he entered and

put the key in his pocket. .

“ Signora,” said he in ltulian, “you

must have patience for half an hour long

er. Those fellows are drunk and will

ipt leave their seats before the clock

strikes one ; then the keeper who has the

care of this quarter will put them out.”

“ And what have you done with Gott

lieb, sir! ”

“ Your friend Gottlieb is behind a

heap of faggots, where he will probably

go to sleep; but perhaps he will only

walk all the better for it, in order to

follow you." _

“ You will give Karl notice, will you

uot'.l "

“ Unless I wanted to have him hung,”

replied the adjntaut, with an expression

which appeared diabolical to Consuelo,

“I should be careful not to leave him

there. Are you satisfied with me, sig

nora'.l ”

“I am not now in a position to prove

my gratitude to you, sir,” replied Cott

suelo, with a cold contempt, which she in

vain endeavored to conceal, “ but I hope

soon to acquit myself honorably towards

you."

“ Pardieu, you can acquit yourself at

once” (Consuelo made a movement of

horror) “ by testifying a little friendship

towards me,” added Mayer in a tone of

heavy and gross eajolery. “ Now, look

you, if I were not a passionate lover of

music, and if you were not so pretty a

person, I should be very culpable for neg

lecting my duties so far as to let you es
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cape. Do you believe it is the tempta- | that cannon which had so strongly affect~

tion of gain that has induced me to it? ed her on the night when Gottlieb's som

Bah! I am rich enough to do without nambulism had occasioned an alarm.

you and your friends, and prince IIenryiShe fell upon her knees on the lowest

is not powerful enough to save me from ‘ step and, clasping her hands, she invoked

a halter or perpetual imprisonment if I the protection of God for poor Gottlieb

am discovered. In any event my poorjand the generous Karl. Separated from

look-out will occasion my disgrace, my 1 them after allowing them to expose them

transfcr to a less agreeable fortress, one I selves to death for her, she no longer felt

farther from the capital. All this re- any strength, any desire for safety.

quires some consolation. Come do not

be so prudish. You know well that] am

in love with you. I have a tender heart.

That is no reason why you should impose

upon my weakness; what the devil, you

are no nun, no bigot. You are a charm

ing girl ofthe stage, and I'll bet you have

not made your way to the first rank with

out bestowing the charity of a little ten

derness upon your directors. Pardicu !

if you have sung before Maria~Theresa,t

as they say, you have passed through the

bondoir of the prince de Kaunitz. You

are here in a less splendid apartment, but

I hold your liberty in my hands, and lib

erty is tnuch more precious than the fa

vor of an empress."

“ Is this a threat, sir? " replied Con

suelo, pale with indignation and disgust.

“No, it is a prayer, beautiful signe

ta.”

“1 hope that it is not a contradic

tion'.l " '

“ By no means! ch! never! That

would be an indignity,” replied Mayer

with impudent irony, approaching Con

suelo with open arms.

Consuelo, terrified, fled to the extremity

of the chamber. Mayer followed her.

She saw well that she was lost if she

did not sacrifice humanity to honor;

and suddenly impelled by the terrible

determination of the Spanish women,

she received the ignoble Mayer by

burying some lines of her knife in his

body. Mayer was very fat and the

wound was not dangerous; but on see

ing his blood flow, as he was as cowardly

as he was sensual, he thought himself

dead, and fell fainting, face downwards,'

on his bed, murmuring: “I am assassi

nated! I am lost!” Consuelo thought

she had killed him, and almost fainted

herself. After some moments of silent

terror, she nevertheless dared to approach,

and finding him motionless, she took the

opportunity to pick up the key of the

chamber which had fallen at his feet.

Hardly had she obtained possession of it

when she felt her courage revive; she

went out without hesitation and rushed

at a venture through the galleries. She

found all the doors open before her and ,

descended a staircase without knowing

where it would conduct her. But her

limbs bent beneath her when she heard

the sound of the alarm bell and shortly

afterwards the rolling of the drum, and

Heavy and hurrying steps sounded in her

‘ears, the glare of torches flared before

I her haggard eyes, and she already did not

know if this was reality or the effect of

ihcr own delirium. She sank into a cor

! ner and lost all consciousness.

 

XX.

When Consuelo recovered her con

sciousness, she experienced an inefl‘able

serenity, without realizing either the

place itt which she was, or the events

which brought her there. She was ly

ing in the open air; and without feeling

in any manner the cold of the night, she

freely saw the stars glittering in the vast

and ‘pure sky. To this enchanting

glance soon succeeded the sensation of a

motion, quite rapid, but. easy and agree

able. The sound uf an oar dipping into

the water at short intervals gave her to

understand that‘ she was in a boat, and

was crossing the lake. A gentle heat

penetrated her limbs; and there was in

the placidity of the sleeping waters, in

which the breeze agitated nurncrons

aquatic plants. something sweet, which
recalled to her the lagnues of vVenice

in the beautiful nights of spring. Con

suelo raised her languid head, looked

about her, and saw two rowers using all

their strength, one at each extremity 0f

the bark. She sought with her eyes for

the citadel, and saw it already quite far

off, dark as a mountain of stone in the

transparent frame of air and water. She

said to herself that she was saved; but,

immediately remembering her friends,

,she uttered the name of Karl with anx

iety. “ I am here! Nota word,signora;

the most profound silence ! ” replied Karl,

who was rowing in front of her. Con

suelo thought that the other rower must

be Gottlieb, and too weak to torment her

self any longer, she allowcd herself to

fall back into her first attitude. A hand

drew again about her the soft warm

cloak in which she had been enveloped;

but she gently pushed it from her face,

in order to contemplate the starry azure

which was displayed without limit above

her head.

In proportion as she recovered her

strength and the elasticity of her motions,

paralyzed by a violent nervous crisis, she

‘ tion.

 

 

.collccted her thoughts; the image of

iMayer presented itself, horrible and

bloody, before her eyes. She made anl

l

effort to rise again, on perceiving that

her head rested upon the bosom and that

her body was supported by the arm, of a

third passenger, whom she had taken for

a bundle, so completely was he wrapped

up, hidden and motionless, extended be

hind her in the bottom of the bark.

A profound terror seized upon Con

suelo when she remembered the impru

dent confidencc which Karl had testified

in Mayer, and when she supposed it pw

sible that this wretch was present near

her. The care he seemed to take to

hide himself increased the suspicions of

the fugitive. She was filled with confus

ion at having reposed against the bosom

of that man, and almost reproached

Providence for having permitted her to

enjoy, under his protection, some mo

ments of a salutary forgetfulness and an

inexpressible comfort.

Happily, the bark touched the shore at

this moment, and Consuelo hastened to

rise, in order to take Karl‘s hand and

leap upon the bank; but the shock of

landing made her stagger and fall back

into the. arms of that mysterious person

age. She then saw him erect; and by

the feeble light of the stars could per

ceive that he wore a mask upon his face.

But. he was a whole head taller than

Mayer; and, though enveloped in a long

cloak, his person had the elegance of a

light and graceful figure. These cir

cumstances completely reassured our fu

gitive; she accepted the arm which he

offered to her in silence, advanced fifty

steps with him upon the strand, followed

by Karl and the other individual, who

had renewed to her by signs the injunc

tion not to utter a single word. The

country was silent and desert; no farther

movement \\ as to be perceived in the cit

adel. Behind a thicket they found a car

riage with four horses, into which the

unknown entered with Consuelo. Karl

took his seat upon the box. The third

individual disappeared without Consuelo’s

noticing this circumstance. She yielded

to the silent and solemn haste of her lib

erators; and soon the coach, which was

excellent and remarkably easy, rolled in

the night with the rapidity of lightning.

The noise of wheels and the galloping of

horses are never favorable to conversa

Cousuelo felt quite intimidated and

even a little frightened at her tétea-tétc

with the unknown. Still, when she saw

there was no further necessity for silence,

site thought she ought to express to him

her gratitude and her joy; but she ob

tained no answer. He had placed him

self opposite to her in token of respect;

he took her hand and clasped it in his,

without saying a single word; then he

again drew back into the corner of the

carriage; and Consuelo, who had hoped

to open a conversation, did not dare in
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sist after this tacit refusal. She earnest- in broad day-light, wherever he may be, you. He hoped, in the first place, to get

ly desired to know to what generous and = even upon the parapet of the esplanade. rid of your protector and of me, ill order

devoted friend she was indebted for her You would have said that the agitation of that no one could mention the money he

safety; but she experienced for hitn, L his flight made him slccpstanding; which g had received. That is, doubtless, why

without knowing him, an instinctive feel~ } is, by my faitlt, very wonderful, unless, these villains undertook to assassinate us.

ing of respect mingled with fear, and'

her imagination endowed this strange trav- :

elling companion with all the romantici

qualities which agreed with the circum

stances. At last the thought came to her

that he was a subaltern agent of the In

visibles, perhaps a faithful servant, who

feared to fail in the duties of his situation ,

by permitting ltimself to speak with her

at night in a téte-a-téte.

After two hours of rapid travelling they

stopped in the middle of a very dark‘

wood; the relay they should have found

here had not arrived. The unknown

withdrew a little to see if it approached,

or to conceal his impatience and anxiety.

Consuelo alighted also, and walked upon

the sand of a neighboring path with

indeed, he drank by mistake some drops‘ But your travelling companion, signers,

of the prepared wine which I poured out all peaceful as he seems, is a lion in

without stint to his dear parents! What fight; I swear to you I shall remember it

ldo know is, that they shut him up ina long while. In two turns of his arm

the nearest chamber to prevent his going: he freed himself from the first scoundrel

to walk upon the glacis, and that I by throwing him into the water: the sec

tbought it best to leave him there until ond, intimidated, leaped again upon the

fresh orders. Ilc cannot be accused ofi pier and kept aloof, to see the end of my

anything, and my flight will sufficiently struggle with the adjutant. Faith, sig

explain yours. The Schwartzes slept not-a, Idid not acquit myselfso graceful

too soundly on their side to hear the hell, i' ly as his brilliant lordship— whose name

and no one will have gone to see if your'I did not know. It lasted quite half a

chamber was open or shut. Therefore minute, which does me no honor; for

the alarm will not be serious until to-mor- , that Nanteuil, who is usually as strong

row. M. Nanteui] assisted me to diosi- l as a bull, appeared slack and weak, as if

pate it, and I began to search for youihe were afraid, or as if the wound of

while pretending to return to my bunk. , which he had spoken made him anxious.

I had the happiness to find you three l At last, feeling him let go his hold, I lift

 

Karl, of whom she had a thousand ques

~ tions to ask.

“ Thank God, signora, here you are

alive,” said this faithful squire.

“ And yourself dear Karl? ”

“Icould not be better, since you are

saved.”

“ And Gottlieb, how is he! ”

“ I presume that he is well in his bed

at Spapdaw.”

“ Just Heaven ! has Gottlieb remained!

Then he will pay for us i ”

“ He will neither pay for himself nor

any one else. \Vheu the alarm was giv

en, I know not by whom, I ran to rejoin

you at all hazards, seeing that it was the

moment to risk all for all. I met the ad

jntant Nanteuil, that is, the recruiter

Mayer, who was very pale.”

“ You met him, Karl! He was erect,

was walking! "

“ \Vhy not.”

“Then he was not wounded? "

steps from the door through which we ed him and dipped his feet a little in the

were to pass in order to escape. The water. His lords/tip then said to me:

turnkeys in that quarter were all gained ‘ Do not kill him; it is useless.’ But I,

over. At firstl was quite frightened to who had recognized hint perfectly, and

find you almost dead. But, dead or who knew how he swims, how tenacious,

alive, I did not wish to leave you there. cruel and capable of every thing he is; I,

Icarried you without obstacle to the boat who had before felt the strength of his

that was waiting for.us in the moat. fists, and who had some old accounts to

And then, there happened to me quite a settle with him—I could not help giving

disagreeable little adventure, which I will him a blow with my clenched hand upon

relate to you another time, signora. You his head,—a blow that will prevent his

have had emotions enough of the kind to- ever receiving or applying any more, sig

day, and what] should say might cause nora! May God grant peace to his soul

you a little shock.” and mercy to mine! He sank straight

“ No, no, Karl ; I wish to know ev- down into the water, like a beam, made a

cry thing. I am strong enough to hear great circle, and did not appear again any

every thing.” more than if he had been marble. The

“ O! I know you, signora! you will companion, whom his lordship had sent

blame me. You have your way of see- out of our boat the same road, had made

ing things. I remember Roswald, where a dive, and was already at the side of the

you prevented me —” pier. where his comrade, the most pru

“Karl, your refusal to speak would dent of the three, was helping him‘to try

torment me cruelly. Speak, I beseech and recover a footing. That was not

“Ah! yes: he told me that he had you. I wish it.” easy; the levee is so narrow in that place

wounded himself slightly by falling in the‘ “ \Vcll, signora, it is but a small mis- that one pulled over the other, and both

dark upon a bundle of arms. But I did _ fortune after all, attd if there is any sin, , fell into the water. While they were

not pay much attention, and asked hitn that concerns me alone. I was passingstrugglihg, swearing at each other, and

quickly where you were. He knew I with you in the boat under a low arcade, i enjoying a little swimming amusement, I

nothing; he had lost his wits. I even-very slowly, in order not to make too[rowed with all my strength, and soon

thought I saw he intended to betray us; i much noise with my ears in that echoing reached a spot where a second rower, an

for the alarm-bell which I had heard, and l place, when, upon the end of a little pier l honest fisherman by trade, had given me

the tone of which I had clearly recog- whichjuts out and half bars the arcade, 1 his Word that he would come and help

nized, is that which comes from his 211 was stopped by three men, who seized me with two or three strokes of his our to

cove, and which rings for his quarter. ‘ me by the collaras they jumped into theicross the lake. It was lucky, moreover,

But he appeared to have thought better,boat. Imust inform you that the person signora, that Ihad practised as a sailor

of it; for he knew well, the villain, thatiwho journeys with you in the carriage, _ upon the smooth waters of the park at

there was agreat deal of money to heiaud who was already our friend,” addedllioswald. I did not know, the day on

earned by liberating you. He therefore ‘ Karl, lowering his voice, “ had had the which I took part, under your eyes, in a

assisted me to turn aside the storm, byiimprudencc to give two<thirds of thelbeautiful rehearsal, thatlshould have an

saying to all those whom we met that it Isutn agreed on to Nanteuil, as we passed l opportunity to engage for you in a. naval

was Gottlieh’s somnambulisni, which had the last postern. Nanteuil, thinking that combat, somewhat less magnificent, but

occasioned a false alarm. In fact, as ifihe might well be content with that, and rather more serious. That crossed my

Gottlieb had wished to prove him right, icould recover the remainder by betraying'tuemory when I found myself on the

we found him asleep in a corner with that us, had posted himself there with two broad water, and I was seized with a cra

singular slumber into which he often fallslrascals of his own stamp to rccaptureizy laugh—but a crazy laugh that was
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very disagreeable! I did not make the} “I do not know, signora. I am for

least noise, at least I did not hear myself. hidden to inquire, and I am even ordered,

llut my teeth chattcred in my mouth, l'on the other hand, to tell you, that if,

had, as it were, a hand of iron on mygduriog the journey, you should make the

throat, and the sweat rolled oil" my fore- ; least attempt to know where you are, or

head, cold as ice! Ah! lsce well that‘whcre you are going, it would become

one cannot kill a man as quietly as if he; necessary to abandon you on the road.

were a fly. Still he was not the first it is certain that nothing but good is in

sincel have been in battle ; but that was tended towards you ; l have, therefore,

in battle? Instead of which, like that in i resolved for my part to allow myself to

a comer, in the night, behind a wall, ' he led like a child.”

without saying a word, it resembles ai “ Have you seen the face of this per

prcmeditated murder. And yet it was a $0111 ”

ease of allowable self-defence! And “ I had a glimpse of it by the light of

then it would not have been the first as- 3111mm", as l was laying you in the bull!

sassination 1 had premeditated! You re- 11 is a beautiful face, signora; I have

 

member, Signorat But for you—lynever seen one more beautiful. You:

should have done it! Though I don’t would say he wasa king."

know but I should have repented it after-l “ Nothing but lhill-t KM“ 15 he

wards. \Vhat is sure is that I laughed l young ? "

an ugly hum, on the lap-(L And “Somewhere about thirty."

carriage with him. He seated himself

as far from her as possible, and did not

break the silence of the night except to

sound two o'clock upon his watch. The

day was still far from appearing, al

though the cry of the quail could be heard

in the thickets and the distant barking of

the farm-dogs. The night was magnifi

cent; the constellation of the great hear

was enlarged as it turned over in the ho

rizon. The rolling of the carriage smoth

ered the harmonious sounds of the coun

try, and they turned their backs upon the

great boreal stars. Consuelo understood

that she was travelling towards the south.

Karl, upon the box of the carriage, en

deavored to drive away the spectre of

Mayer, which he believed he saw hover

ing in all the openings of the forest, at

the foot of the crosses, or under the tall

firs of the wood. He therefore did not

 

even now, I can hardly help it. He

looked so funny, sinking right down

straight into the moat, like a reed that

you push into the mud! And when I,

saw nothing tnore than his head ready to

“ What language does he speak? ”

“ The frank Bohemian, the true lan

guage of a Christian. He has only said

five ot‘stx words to me. But what pleasure

it would have given me to hear them in

disappear-his head flattened by my 1 my own tongue—if it had not been at

fist—mercy on me, haw ugly he was tian ugly moment! ‘Do not kill him; it

He frightened me! I see him Sm] ! Y! ,is usr'lcss.’ 0! he was mistaken ; it was

Consuelo, fearing the effect of this tcr
hl‘éhly necessary, was h- h°l1 Sighhl'al n

rible emotion upon poor Karl, endeavored “ Whill- lhd llmsuy When you hit-d ac—

to overcome her own, in order to calm him oomph-“lied lhhl lel'l'lhle duct“ "

and withdraw his attention. Karl wasl “1 believe, (30d f"rt-ll"? me! lhm he

bnm gout/lg and patient, like 3",“; B0 not notice ll. 116 had thrown llllll

hcmian surf. lie was not made for this self ‘0 lhe homom 0f lhe hm" “here you

tragic he into which fate had thwwniwvre as dead, and in the Mr that you

him, and while accomplishing acts of en- lhlghl- he Slrh'Jh h." some him“: he math: 11

orgy and of vengeance, he experienced I rampartfor you with his body. And when

the horror of remorse and the terrors ofI we were in safely °h lhe hmad “mer,

devotion. Consuelo turned him from his he This“ You hl his 1"er he wrapped,

gloomy thoughts, perhaps for the purpose ‘ W“ in 1‘ Cloak “'hiCh he had hi’Pal'ehlly i

also of giving relief to her own. She erhght ll" you: and Sl'l’llhned You

also had that night armed herself forltagaihm- his hm", as a "ml-h“ huhls her

murder, She also had struck and caused child. 0! he seems to cherish you great

th flow some drops or blood from the im- ' 1y, Bignm! It is impossible that you

pure victim. An upright and pious mind Shhhhl hm hhow him-U

cannot entertain the thought and conceive “ Perhaps I ‘10 know him; bl" Since 1

the resolution of homicide, without curs- i have "0‘ been able w see his hive 3 --”

ing and dcploring those circumstances “ h is "'3"! Strange ‘ha-l' he bh‘mld 9°"

which place honor and life under the pm- I 0931 himse" from you ! However, "Olh'

tection of the poniard. Consuelo wasiihg would be asmnlShhlE 0" lhe P3" or

distressed and cost down; and she dared ‘hcsc People-n

no longer say that her liberty was worth “ Whal- P‘Iol’lcl Tell "19-"

being"bfl"gh1 at the Price of evelt‘ “Those Wllfi are called lllC (fiCl'll/IVIII‘S,

that of a villain. ' the Black-masks, the I!l|'l$f/Il('3. I am no

" My poor Kurt," said she. H we have better informed than you are about them,

filled the office of executioner to-night ; “Bighorat lho“8h for two mohth lhc)’;

that is horrible! Console yourself with I have had me ill lending strings, and hm'c'

the thought that we neither resolved northeen bringing me step by step to succor‘

foresaw that to which necessity impelled and 511W y"!!-H

us. Tell me something of this persont “ The dcadcned $00M 0f hOFSCS gfllq

who has labored so generously for mylhlphlg W118 heard upon the grass lo!

ddivemncm Then you do not knowttwo minutes the team was renewed, asl

him! it \well as the postilion, who did not wear}

" Not at all, signora; I saw him this lhe royal hvcryt and Who “Challgfldi

evening for the first time, and I do nollsome rapid words apart with the int-

know his name," known. The latter came and presented

“ But “hum is he carrying us, Karl!" his hand to Consuelo, who rc-entercd thc

 

once think of noticing towards what re

gions his goud or his evil star was di

recting him.

To be continued.

SOME ACCOUNT OF A FRENCH THEORY

OF ASSOCIATION.

BY TITO PAGLIARDINI.

(Cmrtinuctl.)

In a previous article we mentioned the

Palais Royal as giving a tolerably fair no

tion of what is meant by a-Phalanstery.

Yet the former has faults which won (1

not exist in the latter. Each of the 900

or 1000 apartments has, in the Palais

Royal, :1 distinct cellar, or portion of

cellar, a distinct kitchen, in which the

meals are expensiver and uncomfortably

prepared by as many hands, which might

be more profitably engaged; besides

which, a kitchen in a small establishment

most ever be a nuisance to the inhabitants

thereof. ln the Phalanstery, on the con

.trary, these numerous small kitchens are

supplanted by one large one, on the plan

of those at Greenwich Hospital or the ln

valides, and in which every variety of

food can be well prepared for all the in

habitants at less than one quarter the sum

now expended in preparing it, more than

indifi'erently, for each separate family.

The kitchen establishment should be

divided into three departments; one for

the wealthy, one for the middling classes,

and one for the industrious classes; and

all persons in the Phalanstery would be

free either to take their meals at a table,

d'hote, or at a prirate table with compan

ions of their own choice, or at their own

private apartments.

Let it also be observed, that by careful

ly husbanding the broken food and vege

table parings, &c., which could be so

easily collected from a kitchen feeding

1800 persons, and of which more than

two-thirds are at present cast unprofitany

away, the hog might be fattened without

the least expense; and, front its prolific

nature and easy sale, become to the in

ltabitants of the Phalansiery a considera—

ble source of income.

The building ought to be warmed

throughout by hot air, which would not

only tend to the comfort, cleanliness, and

salubrity of each apartment, but likewise

produce an iuoalculablc economy of fuel,
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and save a great expense in construction; ous heart can deny; that it is neither

since one large chimney at each extreuii- , prudent, nor yet conducive to tho immo—

ty would replace the thousand chinmeys‘diate interests of the capitalist himself,

which would otherwise be requisite. ' Will only be evident to those whose minds

Whether not only the public compart- , are unsophisticated by what is so falsely

ments, but likewise each room, Would not termed political el'onu/uy.

be better lighted, and at a cheaper rate,l The annual profits of the enterprise,

by gas than by lamps or candles, would i after the general expenses have been do

of course be determined by local circum- dueledi (alld llle Sallie l'l'llli'lil'lli might be

stances; nevertheless it seems more tliati applin 1}) all Billel‘llflsvs) 0Hng t0 be dis

probable that even if the Association were . mbllled 1" ll]? lbllowmg III-'lllllfll'i

forced to establish gas-works of their _ 181- The Interest or salary of the cap

own,they would still find them profitable. “all “heme? "- CflflslSl 1" lilml- imple

Among other advantages, the coke Wullltl melllS, 0‘ money, "We! firs" be P1111], 110

find its daily application in the kitchen, cording "1th legal Yale; ills" U16 MIXES

without the extra value added to this arti- due "1 government

cle in civilization, from the necessary . 2lld- Ifilbvnatltl talent must next rc

expense attending its carriage u, gmm‘ceive their minimum salary, _ either in

distances; for in the Phalanstcry the gas-lbllilrdv_l°llglllgv “ml dl'L’ssl “l' 1" "1me

works vvould be not far remote from the I according 10 agreement, (and ""10, llli"

kitchen. The ashes Would also be careful- from the very “ll-lure 0f the Pl-ulanswry.

 

ly preserved, and find their application

both in brick-making and the manitring of

meadows.

, the workmen with the average wages,

‘ now barely sufficient to keep himself and

l family from starvation, will be enabled to

As yet we have not touched on two of enjoy even some of the luxuries of life.)

the most important branches of Fourier’s

Social system—namely, the organization

of labor, and the just repartition of prolits

among all the members of the Associa

tion.

DislriLution of Profils.

All the faculties of production can be

classed under the three following heads:

Capital—lands, buildings, instruments,

money; 'l'ulml—theoretic knowledge,

superior skill; and Labor.

l‘hese three elements of production

have each their individual rights, which

might be made to concur in the general

welfare of the other two; but civilization,

with its usual exclusivencss, or, to say

the very least, short-sightedness, has

hitherto only acknowledged one of these

elements—namely, Capital, the passive

source of production; and has left wholly

unprotected the other two elements, Tal

ent and Labor, the active source of pro

duction, and without which the former is

but a body without a soul.

Sonic philanthropists, struck with this

injustice, have attempted social changes,

but have failed in their purpose, front

falling into the opposite crror, namely,

that of upholding talent and labor, but

denying the sacred rights of capital,

which represents the accumulated fruitsl

of labor or talent, or, at least, an acquir

ed right, which no legislation ought to

have the privilege to attack.

These three elements, for from being

naturally opposed, are, on the contrary, so

intimately connected, that no work, small

or great, can be undertaken without their

combined concurrence. \Vhy, then, up

hold the one at the expense oftho others?

\Vhy not admit, that since those three el

ements are equally indispensable in the

production, they have all equally at right

to share in the profits! At present, in

railways, for instance, the engineer, the

Workman, receive their salary, it is true,

as long as the work lasts; but once the

work completed, the workman has no re

source but to starve, or fall an unproduc

tive burden on society. To whom do

~thc whole profits accrue? To the capital

ist, to the administrator alone. in vain

has the legislator sought to protect the

rights even of the public, by limiting the

profits allowed to railway companies; the

most illegal and dishonest measures are

resorted to, and the law is eluded with

impunity.

3rd, and lastly, of whatever remains

:m'er, five-twell'tlis must be distributed as

dividends among the capitalists; five

twell'ths among the laborers, and two

twelfths among those who have distin

guished themselves by superior knowl

edge, intelligence, skill, or activity.

| Thus, each man, woman, or child, (for

: every member of the Association is consid

ered a shareholder; and in the distribu~

tion of salary and dividends, the adminis—

tration recognizes only individuals, not

fiuni/iesJ each man, woman, or child,

may receive a share in the profits for

their concurrence in each or all of the el

ements of production, capital, labor, and

talent.

To be continued.

For the Harbinger.

SOCIETY —- AN ASPIRATION — Oil THE

ACTUAL AND THE POSSIBLE.

(Continued)

 

The mission of Christianity is nothing

less than the composite salvation of the

I whole human race, materially and spirit

ually; and we denounce as short-sighted

atheism, that pseudo-practical philosophy

1 which seeks to limit our infinite soul to

l the little attainments we have yet made,

abrilgiug the simple liberty we enjoyed

as savages, and delivering over our

masses to dcstitution. \Yliy draw com

parisons? \Vhy tell us how much more

favored are the poor of this country than

those of the old countries, whose vicious

circle is drawn closer, or enter with cruel

zest into the horrors of English, French,

or Indian statistics'.l A man here can

earn a dollar a day and lie-can vote; is

such the no plus ultra of human felicity

for the people in the estimate of demo

cralic politicians! Truly it should be a

subject of peculiar self-gratulatiou to the

poor man when vvork gives out, and his

wife looks at him with a face that seems

to say, “ what business had such as we

,to marry,” and his starvingchildtcn

,seem to ask him why they were brought

4
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licitate liiinSclf, when he learns how

great a number are in the same predica

ment, without even the privilege of being

theoretically “ free and equal ” with the

niagnates of the land. Such, hovvcver,

are the tendencies of all societies based upon.

cunipl'lili'on of inleresls. It has been pos

itively demonstrated by statistics ofiicially

compiled on the largest scale, that pover

ty, crime and their attendant miseries

increase in a double ratio in England and

France :

First, in proportion to the density of

population.

Second, in proportion to the increased

production of wealth.

Since the introduction of machinery,

which has ccntuplcd or more the produce

of England, and built up the most colos

sal fortunes for those who have owned

it, the mass has been absolutely getting

poorer and poorer, until now the condi

tions of their existence preclude the trans

mission of organic life; the families of

laborers in some departments becoming

extinct about the third generation, their

children being born with constitutions

already exhausted. Thousands of such

are to be seen at the almshouses of En

glish manufacturing towns, where they

dwindle out their few years of miserable

existence. The laboring ranks are filled

by fresh recruits from the country, f00d

for the wheel and loom, w ose life-blood

is weighed in the same balance with

wood, iron, and steam power, and the

cheaper material carries, it.

Such, in the present relations of soci

ety, is the inevitable tendency : the value

of human labor diminishing, precisely in

the ratio that its place is supplied by

machinery. The consummation of this

state of things can be at no very great

distance, for already in France, as ap

pears by statistics quoted from M. Rollin

by the National lntelligcncer, out of

thirty-four millions, thirty millions live

from hand to mouth, and eight millions aro

paupers. More than twenty thousand

come every day under the operation of

the penal laws. The children of the

manufacturing poor average two years of

life. In some departments the race de

generates so much that it is dillicult to

till up the couscriptions for military scr

vice, requiring able-bodied men of ordi

nary stature. With us, and in all parts

of the World, the same causes are at

work; the same social relations exist as

in England and France; the dill'ereuce

consists only in our extent of waste land

and paucity of population; it is a differ

ence not in the tendency, but only in the

time requisite to bring about the same

state of things to the same extent, already

nearly effected in New York, where

i into the World to sull'er without their own thousands of women are making shirts at

That this is not fair, no just, no virtu-‘conseut. This man should certainly fc—lfive cents a piece, or fine shirts for ten
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cents, finding their own thread, and gain- vention iu the various branches of a busi- ‘ than even the stock investment of the

ing about five cents a day. (See Report of ness conducted on the largest scale, and , capitalist.

American Female Moral Reform Society, ,

New York, July 15th.)

to the gigantic competition into which it

' is brought withothcr partnerships of cap

Thus, if in consequence of the intro

duction of a new machine, the annual

The difficulty consists, solely in theita], compel to the most rigid system of income of the whole society is increased

mode of distributing the wealth produced economics, under which the defenceless by one million of dollars, rendering it

in the various departments of industry. mechanic, already thrown out of indepen-iequal to what would before have been

There i3 now wealth enough produced‘dent employment, and obliged to choose the interest of the original stock invest

li" England, France and EIBEWllel‘e, to between starvation and the wages of a ment increased by one-tenth, every capi

place in comfort, even in luxury, a popu- factory operative, is entirely crushed. italist will receive an addition of one

lation greatly exceeding the present; and t The evil lies with no individual, no com- , tenth to his income, and every laborer

every improvement in the applications of

science to agriculture and the arts multi

plies the means of producing much faster

than the number of consumers can in

crease. The present tendency to an

increase of wealth, of population, and of

poverty, each in a direct ratio to the

other, which has already reduced to pan

perism about one-third of the population

of the wealthiest nations of Europe,

strengthening itself by the daily improve

ments in machinery, making the rich

richer and the poor poorer, will soon cott

centrate the whole wealth of these na

tions in the hands of a very small class,

and the following alternatives must arise:

1. That these capitalists give up their

wealth, or have it forced from them by a

revolution; and a general division being

made, all commence again on the old

principle of every man for himself, the

more he gets out of his neighbor's pocket

the more he gets into his own; and so on,

until travelling the saute circle they come

back after a certain time to the same

results.

2. That the mass be supported as pau

pcrs.

3. That the interest of the laborer be

associated with that of the capitalist, in

stead ofas at present being opposed to it;

and that the wealth produced be in future

more equitably distributed among the pro

ducers.

Machinery, in its grand labor-saving

operations, has been the exclusive servant

of the capitalist, and there has been no

league of interest, but on the contrary,

a warfare of interest between capitalist

employer and laborer employed, the first

requiring the most work for the lowest

pay, the last desiring the highest pay for

the least work. This antagonism of in

terests is to some extent balanced in the

direct relations between man and man, by

innate sentiments of justice and brother

hood: but as science and the machinery

of its creation have opened vaster fields

of enterprise to the capitalists investing

in them, the relation of employer, no

longer direct with the laborer, is filled

by companies, corporations and their in

termediate agents. All humanity and

personal compassion is tints absorbed in

their mutual duties to a common partner—

ship interest, which in proportion to the

increasing complexity of machine inter-iwhich is more directly important to it

' pany. Self-preservation compels them to

|seek first their own interest. They pay,

perhaps, as high as they can afford. It

is perhaps only through the parliamentary

reports which speak of the most awful

suffering, of disease, deformity and de-,

moralization of the masses by excessive"

labor, and consequent destruction of do

mestic relations, that the capitalist em

ployers first learn the condition of their

laborers employed. There they read of

the same state of things over immense

sections, they are very sorry, but what

is every body’s business is nobody’s busi

ness. God help the weaker! And so it

goes on, and becomes an old tale, a

matter of course, a subject for shop

window caricatures. There is indeed no

other alternative between this tyranny of

capital, or a revolution in which its igno

rant and exasperated slaves, already mad

ly shrieking the cry of bread or blood,

shall destroy their present masters, only

to sink ultimately into some other bond

age, except the concretion of science and

its machine creations in the social and

industrial sphere, by the extension of such

guarantees to all classes as shall make

them the servants and enrichers of all.

It is surely but just, that the laborer‘s

_wages should rise in proportion to the

wealth realized by the whole society

through his labors; and every intervention

of machinery, increasing the general pro

duct, ought to increase proportionally his

profits. It is equally evident that this is

impossible whilst he receives wages from

an individual capitalist or a company

owning the machinery, whose interest it

t is to make him work at the lowest rates.

Combinations of capitalists against labor

iare very easily effected from their smallt

‘ number and great intelligence, whilst the

igreat numbers, the ignorance and the

‘lpressing exigencies of the laborers ren

der their attempts to combine against the

.capitalists w'orse than abortive. Equili

Ibrium of these interests only becomes

possible when machinery as well as other

Iproperty becomes the joint stock of a

‘company to which this laborer himself

 

 

 

belongs, with which his interests shall be

.closely interlocked, and from the profits;

'of which he will, error if I]!!! owner ofno;

lrapilal, receive a fair dividend upon his‘

labor, contributed to the common interest, ;

will receive an addition of one‘tenth upon

the dividend previously allotted to his

labor. If he be a master-workman, or

engaged in those dcparttnents requiring

skill as well as labor, as watchmaking,

florists’ work, and so forth, he receives

an addition of one-tenth upon the bonus

to which he is entitled as the reward of

skill. Among the some men, without

this integral guaranty from the whole

society to all classes, the addition of the

million of dollars to the last year’s income

would cause nearly such arrangements as

follow :

Gain to capitalist or corn any owning

machine by increase 0 production.

Gain to capitalist or company by

diminution of wages paid to hand

labor.

Gain to consumer purchasing pro

ducts of machinery by reduction of? $500,000

prices.

The laborer gains here by reduction of

price, in proportion as he purchases: he

loses, first, directly, by reduction of value

in the product of his labor, the demand

for which is met by the machine. Sec

ond, indirectly, by the division of the

profit in departments still filled by hand

labor, among a number of laborers in

creased by those thrown out of work

through intervention of the machine. As

the laborer’s consumption of manufac

tured produce is proportionally small, and

his income from personal exertion propor

tionally large, it results that he will be ah

solutely a loser to a considerable amount;

while the capitalist, even after sharing

his profits with the consumer, not only

realizes a large amount from the in

creased production given by the machine,

but also another large amount by reten

tion of wages before paid out for hand

labor. Thus the rich grow richer and

the poor poorer. “ To him that hath it

shall be given, and from him that hath

not shall be taken away even that which

he hath.” This is one of the very few

texts of Scripture of which the world has

yet learned the practical application.

The capitalist is, however, subjected to

a far greater loss under present arrange

ments, than the guaranty here suggested

would cost him. He must provide guar

anties for combating the efl'ects, of which

the unity of interest thus ensured would

remove the mum. These elfccts are,

destitution and crime, which tax him to

support a police, tribunals, prisons, alms

2 35mm)
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houses, hospitals and a military establish

ment.

Now, although all this be exceedingly

visionary and theoretical to people as

 

long as they have plenty of roast beef‘

and plum pudding on their own tables,

popular insurrections and “ bread or blood"

riots will soon bring it home to them, and

as we shall all probably, without much

hesitation, prefer the alternative of asso

ciating capital and labor, the question

arises: Shall we allow the misery and

deterioration of our race to continue until

it has forced us to this point, or shall we

seek to cut it short by solving the pro

blem at once, and by so arranging the

relations of Society, as to distribute to the

greatest advantage of all, the wealth and

the moral advantages possessed by all.l

Having seen that the present evils all

arise from an antagonism of interests, we

shall expect in a society which shall

harmonize all interests, to substitute in

the room of these 'evils their opposite

goods.

But it is urged by those who are so

well content with the present and its

tendencies, that this is impossible, that

when the alternatives mentioned occur,

the end of the world will come, and help

us out of the ditliculty ; others charitany

adding, that man‘s nature is too corrupt

for any more harmonic state of society

than the present, and that warfare of

interests is necessitated by his selfishness

and unruly passions. Nothing good can

come about in this life. The end will

come, and then the few elect will be

picked out of the bosom of the church,

and the rest of humanity dismissed to the

tender mercies of hell, where they can

groan and gnash their teeth to their

heart’s content; and certainly it would

be a great sin for them to wish or try to

make it otherwise, for the Lord has so

ordained it. And then does it not serve

the wretebes right, for being most of

them born poor, and raised miserably,

without kindness or education or any of

the influences which they, the presump

tive elect, have provided for their own

growth in grace and spiritual faith?

\Vhat an idea do we receive of the wis

dom and the far-sighted benefieence of

a God, who from age to age has provided

with such exquisite art the numberlcss

physical and moral adaptations of this

earth to man, the highest ofhis crea

tures, in prospect of such a consumma

tion! The slightest atomic change in

the constitution of the air, of the ele

ments of man's food, would have on

suited them to his lungs, blood, or diges

tive organs, and prevented his existence.

The elements remaining the same, a

change in his organization would have

been attended with the same result. So

on with reference to every relation which

 

he sustains with things about him. Man'ization, induce him to seek for them.

has instincts, which are as much created , Our bumbler brethren of creation seem to

by God and parts of his nature as bis;attain such ends by intuition. Their in

lungs, his blood, or his stomach; and stinct is in each creature an attraction to

which as absolutely presuppose the con-innity (that is, conciliation of its various

ditions of their gratification, as the lungsiimpulses) within itself, and with its ex

and blood presuppose the atmosphere, or] ternal sphere ; guarding it like a special

the digestive organs and blood presuppose' Providence amid the accidents of life;

wholesome food. securing for it a destiny proportioned to

§ucb instincts are l. The desire of its attractions,-—a happiness equal toits

wealth, that is, objects which gratify the aspirations. This is not only true of their

wants of the senses—delicate food and ‘ physical science, which enables them to

comfortable and beautiful clothes, music, distinguish the localities fitted for their

 

the forms and colors of art, &('. i

2. Love, or attraction between the sexes. i

3. Friendship, the participation of in

terests and pleasures with our fellows.

residence, the food most conducive to

their health, or the medicines adapted to

their few and slight ailments; but also of

their social relations, even when a com

 

4. Familism, or the instinct which , plex mechanism is required to satisfy the

leads us to sustain the relations of parent aim of their nature, as we observe in the

and child, brother and sister, and so on;societies of the Ant and the Bee. The

expanding. l sphere of instinct is however limited. In

5. Ambition, which aims at elevating§the lives of these creatures no progress

and bettering our state, either materially . has been observed since our earliest his

or spiritually. tories; none of them know the use of

These passions all presuppose, or re i fire or of tools, nor does their power and

quire, for their development and gratifica- 1 influence upon the planet increase except

tion,asoeial state. Isolated,man is mean,Ein the ratio of their numbers. Man’s

weak, and miserable; it is only by combi- ‘ destiny is ever in advance of his attrw

nation that he can become great, powerful I tions. Theirs are simply coincident.

and happy. A Social life was then con- The domestic animals present exceptions

templated for man by the God who due to man’s influence. The condition

organized him with such instincts. The l of a progressive existence, the conversion

particular social state contemplated, must of the circle into the spiral, implies the

be one so adapted to those instincts as to ‘

provide for their fullest development and

gratification, as well as of all man's other

faculties and organs, physical and spirit

ual. Any arrangements ofsociety which,

for the well being of the whole, require

the suppression or restraint of any of

these faculties, instincts, and passions,“

cannot be those intended by God; they are ’

atheistical, because in requiring the sup

pression of them, they impeach the good

ness or wisdom of God, in so organizing

man as to require their suppression.

The arrangements of society contem

plated by God must be not only such in

their nature as to provide as above stated I

for his integral development, but they

must be also so simple in their character

that their discovery should be entirely

within the reach of his intellect, just as

much as any of the physical adaptations

to his various wants, which the progress

of science has from time to time made

available to him. There is a science

of the organization of society, just as

absolutely as there is a science of the

organization of man. The principles and

details of this science must be such as to

provide for man’s integral development,

and be so simple that their discovery

shall be possible as soon as the earth

shall be peopled, and the evils and incon

veniences arising from the first con

fused and discordant social relations, such

I

l

 

 

as those of Savageism, Barbarisin, Civil-l

loss of this advantage,—of the unity

internal and external dependent upon the

limitation of instinct. This is what is

spoken of in the “Fall of Man.” lt

corresponds to that period at which the

curve of the circle, instead of uniting,

veers off to commence another higher

curve, and these points of transition where

unity is broken, are characterized by in

coherence and suffering.

The ages and forms of incoherent soci

ety since the Fall correspond to the sub

sequent moments of eternity and points

of development, at which it became ne—

cessary to leave the harmony of adapta

tions, fixed under the special providence

of instincts, —— the “ paradise " of igno

rance and innocence. In man, the pivot

al link in the chain of transition from the

material to the spiritual, after eating the

allegorical apple of knowledge, this in

stinct, stretching itself to comprehend his

complex possible relations with the heav

en above and the earth beneath, was re

solved into the deducing, comparing, and

combining faculties of the intellect, an

attraction whose pole is truth. The com

posite unity to which man's intellect must

make his other attractions converge in or

der to satisfy his nature, to proportion his

destiny to his attractions, and give to his

higher nature the same proportional de

velopment that the instinct of lower crea

tures furnish for them, must be three

fold :
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(Gravitative, ] l

 
ist. The. unity of Cohesive, [Five Phys-i

Organic Life, inclu- Capillary, ical Attrac

ding the Atbnitary, tions.

Assintilative

Taste, >

2d. The unity of Smell, Five Sen- l

Sensuous Life, in- Touch, suous [\t- ‘

eluding Sight, tractions.

Hearing.

Ambition,

a ‘Ini'xorsfim- {some {$332522

“3‘ L'rc‘ "101“ mg Family 8011- tions.

timent.

and Y pivot. the uni- Attraction

ty of muudanc with to God, the Including

ultra-mundane life, source and the prece

in the convergence arbiter of all ding.

of all these in the Attraction.

Man's intellect must contrast, combine‘

and alternate these attractions. and bar-,

monizc their relations to his individual in-'

terest ;

First, with his higher interest in the

collective humanity of which he is an

elementary atom.

Second, with the interest of the planet

in all the forms of life incarnated upon it,

and incidentally, with the interests of

other planets influenced by this.

Third, with the interest of God, the

arbiter and endower of attraction, who

can enjoy his will in regard to us only in '

the ratio that our intellect enables us to

realize for our attractions the destiny that

they ask, as on the other hand, man's

free will must consist in obedience to

these attractions, in the unity of all his

i'ntcrests. In instinct, the foetal develop

ment of this attraction for truth, we ob

serve a diffraction or foretyping of the

highest development. The understand

ing, the will determined by the strongest

motive, and the action, are brought into

the same unity in reference to the life

purpose, that we feel or conceive of in

the life of spiritual regeneration, in the

interdwelliug with God through the love

spirit, itself a royuage or anticipation by

individuals of the ultimate development of

the race. \Vhilst we are suffering, it is

natural for us to say, “ Why has God not

made to us a special revelation of the

order or social mechanism whereby this

universal unity may be attained! ” But

we should have no sooner believed Isaiah

than Fourier, and the revelation has ever

been within the reach of the first man

who should make the analysis and synthe'

sis of the springs of action he feels with

in him, dctermining their aim severally

and collectively, and drawing, as Fourier

has done from the great sampler of ore-i

ation, patterns from those spheres of

movement which were already harmo

nized.

It is required by the specific law of

man‘s nature, —destiny ever in advanccl

of attraction,—that the harmonics of his!

present life should be a reflection from his1

future— his duties in relation to which.

have therefore been revealed to him.,|

  

The religion which secures this, will, as'knowledge that the great mass of it

soon as acted out by society, lead at once would undergo a progressive experience

to the true social organization for the of evil and suffering through eternity;

present life, and it is as the most single- Who, like a revengeful man, heaps upon

hearted of those who have accepted this ' them the torments of a future Hell in re

spiritual revelation, that Fourier has been i turn for having offended Him in their lives

enabled to unfold to us the mechanism of here. They think of Him as having al

harmony. As to any more direct inter_ , lowed an evil spirit to wrest from Him the

ferencc by God, why should we espectigovernmcnt of this fair Creation, and

our social relations to be specially reveal constantly to tempt man 10 his Perdition.

ed or created for us, when we have tolThey think of this World as only intend

find out for ourselves by experience and ed for a vale of tears, a state of trial and

reasoning from analogy, the materials suffering worth nothing in ilsol , but only

adapted to our food or clothing? Some serving as a passage to eternal happiness

.substances are innutritous, some hurtful for a few 81043 and 10 misery for the

when eaten; has God then established no rest.

harmonic relation between the elementsi In regarding the evils inherent in our

of our bodies and food to sustain them? present societies as inevitable, as flowing

As well might we urge that no harmonic from a nature they believe essentially

social relations are possible, because our Vivious; in regarding Willi 001d skepticism,

present social relations and institutions do or combating With a bitter vehemence,

I our social wants.

not provide the food or gratification of

W'ealth, or the luxury of the senses,

Love, Familism, Friendship and Ambi

tion, are passions that must under every

possible form of social organization re

ceive a partial development, and a much

higher one in some Social states than in

others; among the more favored classes

of Barbarism than in Savageism, and

amongst the higher classes of Civilization

than in Barbarism; amongst the educated '

than among the ignorant; under free gov

ernments than under slavish ones. These

facts show that to realize for them a de

velopment infinitely beyond anything at

present possible, we have only to devise

arrangements scientifically based on our

knowledge of human nature, instead of

acquiescing in the accidental and inco

herent systems which have heretofore

prevailed. Our destiny has ever been

progressive, it must so continue. Our

wants, our misery have been the causes

of all our past attainments, they will be

of our future. We were hungry, we

sought and found food; we were cold

and we learned to clothe ourselves.

“he had need of harmony to give

voice to our afflictions, our sympathies

and our longings; we discovered music.

Now we have in civilization created a

great industry and wealth, the means and

appliances, the external sphere of happi

ness; we discovered and created them be

cause we wanted them, but we cannot en

joy thcm because we have not yet learned

how to harmonize our interests. \Ve

want the true social organization, and be

cause we want it we shall attain to it.

“Destinics are proportioned to attrac

tions.” “ Seek and ye shall find, Knock

and it shall be opened unto you.” It is

an unworthy distrust of God, that blinds

us to the blessings within our reach.

Men think of the great Father as a being

who could create our race with the full

 all the efforts of humanitary progress,

these men only act out their faith. it is

a faith that makes of men, corpses, which

under the most subtle disguises of lan

guage, like the tortuous windings of the

painted snake, strikes with its venomous

fang at every high and noble aspiration of

Humanity. In all things it is the oppo~

site of Christianity whose name it as

sumes. Let us know our God as the

source of all harmonies in this universe.

Let us develop our conception of Him by

studying the beautiful adaptations which

every page of his great work presents;

Geology, Mineralogy, Chemistry, Phy

siology,——all the sciences; what are

they but registers of facts'! simple ob

servations which under our eye take form

and order, manifest laws and analogies,

and adaptations with the other depart

ments of nature, till they bring home

upon us the irresistible conviction of

unity in their guiding and animating

spirit. It was the perception of this

unity, of these universal analogies, and

the absolute faith in God which sprang

from it, that lead Charles Fourier to the

discovery of the universal laws of mot-v

ment and of combination, from which the

mechanism of true social organization

naturally developed itself.

we have before us the problem to find

a force manifested in the movements and

combinations which come under our cog

nizance, and the mode of combination co

existing with that force, and to infer

from these the laws of the unknown de

partments, especially that of the combined

movement of human societies. We com

mence with the heavenly bodies. Here

we find groups of individual planets,

each assembled and moving round a cen

tral sun. The force manifested by their

motions Newton has already defined as

attraction. Next we find many central

suns with their groups of planets moving

round a greater centre, thus forming a
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series of groups, and still the law of their which bodies operate changes by their’chemical constituents. 2d. In the motion

movement is attraction. simple presence, and without combining , of its fluids through capillary tubes, and

From the infinitely great we come with others, as in the conversion of cane,in the assimilation by each plant of the

down to the infinitely small,—to the into grape sugar by the presence of sul-l‘sap globules suited to its nourishment,

atoms of matter. These particles group phuric acid; in the hierarchy of theifixed by attractions specific to each tissue.

themselves together to form a single ho- acids from carbonic to sulphuric; and in ' 3d. In the flower, the highest develop

mogeneous mass, and the force manifest- . the upward striving of the atom, in the ment in the plant and the organ of love,

ed in theircohesion is attraction. Groups successive combinations which lead itlwhere, as in the Colinsonia, the pistil

of atoms of the different simple bodiesifrom mineral to vegetable, and from vegc-‘bows itself to kiss each stamen in suc

unite in definite proportions with each'table to animal life; whilst through all cession, or in the heroic Valisneria,

other to form compound bodies or seriesithose varied and contrasted combinations which, detached from its stalk, crosses

of groups, and these compounds uniteiit ever co-operates, either blindly or wit-.the waters towards his lady ncar the

again in the formation of still more com- l tingly, incoherently or in composite order, , farther shore.

plex series. (See Table A, three lowest in its analyses or its syntheses, with thet Animal Kingdom.

branches.) \arbiter of attraction, in a sphere prede- Analytically considered, an animal of

The impulse of election or preference, 1 termined towards universal unity in the i one of the higher classes is, first, a tri

by which each atom, each group of atoms, harmonies of creation. Icomposite creature, chemical, organic,

and each series of groups, combines withI Rising from the arborescent crystal, we and vital; and second, its vitality has a

other special atoms, special groups, and i find ourselves in the sphere of vegetablclcomposite development, sensuous, affec

special series, is still attraction, Betweenilifc. We are to seek the forces and theitive, and intellectual or instinctual. It

order manifested in the structure of alwill be understood that vitality is the

plant, which in its organic structure is a'manifestation of organic structure, and

or group, under that of cohesion; be-‘unity composed of parts heterogeneous,.that sensation, intellect and affection are

tween those of compounds or series, rim or unlike. Chemically considered, that developments and modifications of vitality.

der that of affinity. We also remark is, in reference to the elementary princi- The respiratory function corresponds, for

here that the mode of combination isthciples composing it, a plant, the wheat instance, to the organs—lungs, heart,

arborescenp This minerals show us ingplant, for example, isa series composed‘iblood and bloodvessels, medulla oblongata,

circumstances favorable to their combina-‘Ol. the groups of starch, gluten, and sympathetic nerves, and certain muscles.

tion, as in the formation of crystals in a‘ potash. Each of these groups is again i The vital nature is a series comprising as

saturated solution, which, themselves the composed of simpler principles, as starch ' mnny sub-series as there exist orders or

highest or most perfect form of combing-i of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen in defi-lclasses of functions, as in the following

tion which the mineral kingdom presents, I nite proportions, that is in groups of defi- l table. (See next page.)

foretype the vegetable growth in the,irite numbers of atoms. Organically Molecules of various characters, seen

kingdom above it. tVe may easily Seo‘considered, a plant is the series of manyflrnder the microscope's field of view to

this by dissolving half an ounce of sngarisub-series and groups of tubes, fibres and ' move with apparent spontaneity in the

of lead in a decanter of distilled w-ater,.lsap globules. Each flower, leaf oriareolte of the tissues, the interspace be

from the cork of which is suspended by a‘bough, is a series of these vessels and tween arterial and venous capillaries,

 

 

 

masses it goes under the name of gravita-l

tion ; between the atoms ofa simple body,

 

 

bit of silk, two or three inches of zincjfibres running from the leaves downward,

wire. Round this, if the decanter be lett:and from the fibres of the root upward.

in a still place, the salt will crystallize in , Vitally CUIISidCI'l‘d, 3 Plant is the series Of

an arborescent form. Each large crystal the lives of many groups of budS, each

is a group of smaller crystals character-,of them capable of sustaining an inde

ized by a. definite form, a definite number-l pendent existence, as is easily demon

where the bloodvessels terminate, are

fixed by specific industrial attractions as

workers in a group of muscular fibre, or

as feelers in the sentient extremity of a

nerve. These nerve groups, and muscle

I groups, with others of mucous membrane,

iserous' membrane, vessels and follicles,

 

of sides and'a-ngles—a unity whose parts strated of many, the rose, for eitample.I

are homogeneous.

The clcctive affinities of chemistry are

_full of analogies with the affective at

tractions of the animal and spiritual

sphere.

\Ve observe a foretyping of friendship

and of love, in the different specific aflin

ities of basic elements in compounds

called ides or urcls, and of bases with

acids forming the (INS and £105.

The mineral families are well known

to chemists, such as the chlorine group,

chlorine, iodine, bromine, fluorine, and so

forth; and those based on simple con

tiguity, t0 the mincralogist, who discov

ers veins of ore by the presence of other

minerals not always possessing either

affinity of character, or tendency to com

bine, with the metal in their neighbor

hood.

We remark here that the power of inde- unite in an organic series, as in the

=pendent growth in each bud foretypes in stomach, each bringing to a great part

an especial manner the nature of the,nership work peculiar individual qualities

polypus, a low order of animal life, which ' which no other possesses, yet without

stands near it in the great series of crea-levera collision of interest from this dis

tion. Passing over the general analogies similitude; since variety in the parts is

of structure, which are so complete that the essential condition of unity and in

physiologists have called the plant an , tegrity in the whole for which those parts

animal with its digestive and respiratory were calculated. Each molecule, by

system external, and the animal a plantlobeying its own attractions, and each

with its digestive and respiratory system group of molecules, by filling the special

internal; we observe a prominent func- function based upon those attractions,

tion of animal life foretyped in the power i enables the other individual molecules,

of motion or contraction possessed by the land the other groups, to obey their seve

fly-catcher, or sensitive plant, the mi~ ral attractions, and fill their functions in

mosa and other species, analogous to the, the series in full security that the well

muscularity of animals. being of the whole will arise from this

The plant being a tri-composite crea-.vvise selfishness. From special arrange

ture, chemical, organic, and vital, we ments in these organic groups and series,

lshall be prepared in following out the functioning in different sorts of vital

 

Ambition, considered as the source oflclue with which the stars and the mine- industry, result the faculties and senti

order and degrees, is manifested in theirals have supplied us, to find the impulse

regularity of atomic and crystalline eom- i of attraction manifested in a triple sense,

binations; in the catalytic influences byl lst. In the cohesion and combination of

[meats which we class under the three

theads of Sensitive, Afi‘ective, and Dis

l‘tributive. These constitute the primary
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AS'I'ILSIIIlOII Iulclhrl 1 lion

\___.__fi____—___J

VITAL ORGANISM

r k n

Digestive Absorbent Secretory lmCuMortvI-Z Circulatory Respiratory lnncrvatory

Apparatus Apparatus A pparutus Area “A 'r us Apparatus Apparatus Apparatus

r A ‘

Brain Sensory Sensitive Motor Muscles 'l'endons g _ _ llones Joints (‘ellular Blood Bloodvcssels

Surfaces Nerves Nerves ' PM“ sheaths

! A 1

Serous Tissue Cellular Tissue Vascular Tissue Ross. Fibrous Tissth Fibro-Cartilngc Cartilage Synovial Tissue

 

 

A(i 1

Carbonate of Lime Fluate Phosphate Phosphate Soda (‘hloride Vessels Soluble

50.55 of Lime of Lime of Magnesia of Sodium Cartilage

A

L'arbonic Acid Lime

2213 528.52

The Tissues form double combinations, first, into groups and series ulti

Ci‘lflfizll Oxygen Calcium Oxygen mating in distinct organs; second, in the structure adapted to a specific

1. B 20.52 8 function in many or all organs of the animal system or series.

No'rn. Every other term in each series Would, as well as the central term, ive an expansion into sub-series or groups like that proceeding

from the central ; but as our object is not to give an exhaustive analysis of Man, at only to illustrate the nrborcscent type of the series, we have

given at each degree only the expansion of the central term. '

 
 

analysis of Man, to be more fully un

folded in a tabular exposition in our next

number.

To be Continued.
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SECTION llI.-—N70TICE v1.

0" EDUCATION

 

CHAPTER XXII.

Of the Little Bands.

The activity and emulation of the Lit

tle Hordes will be doubly intense, if we

oppose to them another corporation equal

ly founded in nature. The majority of

male children incline to unclean occupa

tions, to impudcnce and rudeness; on the

other hand, we see the majority of little

girls incline to elegance of dress and man

ners. Here we have a very decided germ

of rivalry; it only remains to develop

it, in application to industry.

The more the Little Hordes distinguish

themselves by their civic virtues and de

votedncss, the more good qualities must

the rival corporation exhibit in contrast,

in order to balance them in public estima

tion. The Little Bands are the preserv

ers of the social charm, a post less bril

liant than that of the support of social

harmony held by the Little Hordes; but

the cares bestowed upon collective orna

ment, upon the public luxury and ele

gance, become as precious in Association

as the other branches of industry. The

Little Bands are very useful in this sort

of labor; the adornment of the entire

township, bot/i materially and spiritually,

is their special attribute.

Every one is free in harmony to dress

according to .his fancy, but in all cor

porattve reunions unitary costumes are

essential ; each group, each series discuss

es its selection, and in the competitions

called forth by material ornament or the

 
choice and renewal of costumes, the taste

for dolls is utilized, as well as that for

toys, as we have said above in speaking

of the earlier phases of education. The

Little Bands, composed for the most part

of girls, are charged with the presenta

tion of dolls and mannikins, among which

selections will be made after a critical ex

amination.

Opposed in tone to the Little Hordes,

they are passioname fond of Allicism, or.

of the elegant and classic. They are so

polite that the boys yield precedence to

the girls.

About one-third of the boys figure in

the Little Bands, namely, the boys of a

more intellectual cast, precocious minds

like Pascal, who have a premature pro

' pensity for study ; and those little elfemi

nates, who from an early age incline to

‘ gentleness.

Not so active as the Little Hordes,

they do not rise so early, and they do not

arrive at the workshops in the morning

until four o’clock. Earlier than that they

would not be needed, since they do not

give themselves much to the care of the

large animals, but rather to that of the

species which are ‘diflicult to rear and to

domesticate, as the carrier pigeons, the

aviaries, the beavers in combined labor,

and the zebras.

They are the supreme police in all that

pertains to the vegetable kingdom; who

ever breaks the branch of a tree, gathers

a flower or fruit out of season, or care

lessly tramples down a plant, is complain

ed of to the senate of the Little Bands,

who judge according to a penal code ap

Blied to this kind of offences, just as the

ivan of the Little Hordes has jurisdic

tion over ofl'ences within the sphere of the

animal kingdom.

Charged with the spiritual and material

adornment of the township, they exercise

the functions of the French and Della

Cruscnn academics; they are the censors

of bad language and of false pronuncia

 

tion: each gentle knightcss of the Little;

Bands is authorized to act like the vener

the parents themselves; it makes out a

list of the faults in grammar or pronunci

ation committed by each associate, and

the chancery of the Little Bands sends to

him this list, with an invitation to abstain

in future.

They will undoubtedly have made sufii

cicnt studies to exercise a criticism of so

difficult and delicate a nature: but I

merely touch upon this subject which be

longs to the chapter upon teaching.

Stimulated by the great examples of

virtue and devotednoss which are set

them by the Little Hordes, they have it

at heart to equal them in every thing

which falls within their power; a fair in

itiate, who has fortune, will make in the

course of her youth, from the time of her

admission into this chivalrous order (at

the age of nine years), a present of some

ornament to her troop, and to the entire

squadron, if her means permit. She

would be despised if it were possible to

suspect her of selfishness, of the civilized

spirit which leads a woman to disdain her

sex, to rejoice in its disgraccs, in its ser

vitudes and privations, and to prize a

gew-gaw only as her poorer neighbors

are deprived of it. The Little Bands do

honor to themselves by manners altogeth

er opposed to those of civilized ladies,

and devote themselves to finery only to

make it a spring of general friendship

and adornment in the township, a lever of

enthusiasm in industry, and of corpora

tive generosity.

A eorporative treasury must be made

up for the Little Bands, to enable them to

exercise this generosity. If the Little

Hordes are allowed to spend one-eighth

of their patrimony in philanthropic ser

vices, so too may the Little Bands employ

in the same way one-sixteenth of theirs,

and if necessary, the whole income of

their shares,—shares which childhood

will accumulate, because it always gains

more than its expenses.

The Little Bands connect with them

selves older persons as cooperators, under

the title of corybanles, in coutradisiinction

able lady of Athens who took Theophras to the druids and druidesses of the Little

tus to task for his defective modes oleordes.

speech. The senate of the Little Bands

has the right to literary censorship over

The same contrast reigns in

their travelling allies who are large bands

of knights errant of both sexes, devoted
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to the fine arts. ()n the other hand, the

Little Hordes have for their travelling al

lies, the great hordes of adventurers en

gaged in public labors.

Nature has contrived, in the distribu

tion of characters, a fundamental division

{subjects children to different morals ac

cording to castes, to different principles

according to the changes of ministry; to

day they educate them after the pattern

of Brutus, to-morrow after that of Caesar.

That is to say: instead of unity of sys

 

 

into strong or major shades, and soft ori tem, they employ monotony as to charac

minor shades, a distinction that reigns initers, and confusion as to methods; and

all created things; in colors from deep to , nowhere in the civilized education do we

bright, in music from grave to acute, &c. ; find any trace of the natural method, or

This contrast naturally forms in childhood the contrast of instincts and of sexes, the

the distinction of the Little Hordes and application of which we shall examine

Little Bands, devoted to opposite func- farther in treating of the age of puberty.

tions.

The functions of the Little Hordes ef

fect the grand prodigy of the fusion of

classes; from the Little Bands is obtained

a service no less eminent, which is the

refinement of the series from the earliest

age; and this is the end of education.

We have seen, in chapters V. and VL,

that an industrial series would be defect

But preliminary to this it will be neces

sary to treat of the associative system of

iteacbing, the springs and methods of

l which have no aflinity to ours.

I have given but a few details respect

ing the Little Bands. As to the proofs,

they would be the same as for every oth

er arrangement; the thing we have to

 

verify is, whether we have found a series

ive if it should want compactness; toland given full course to the Mechanizing

render it compact, we must bring into‘Passions. The series inthe Little Bands

play a minute distinction of tastes into will be formed, as in the Little Hordes,

varieties, tenuities and minimities. The by three divisions, two with contrasted

children will be accustomed from an early ; functions, and one with mixed functions

age to these distinctions of shades in pas- between the two; the whole in contrast

sion. _This ‘is the task of the Littleiwith‘tbe occupations of the Little Hordes.

Bands, in which are brought together the If this rule is well observed, the three

children who are inclined to minute re- passions will have a much more easy de

finements in dress, the most common velopment than that described in chapter

theme of controversy among little girls,XVlll., on the subject of the most un

and women; they, like our literary menfgrateful of all functions in education.

and painters, will see shocking dcfccts‘ Let us reserve these details for the end)

 

ment, when behold ! we are clean

through, we have traversed the whole

wood and come out on the other side, still

looking for that same “Philosophy!”

Did we dream, or where were we during

the unfolding of this sage Philosophy!

For many acute and just observations we

have to thank the author, for that recep

tiveness and happy reproduction of Car

lyle‘s, Cousin's, Guizot's best thought-s,

which comes next perhaps to originality,

we can give him credit also; but as to

philosophy, if there was any, it was too

lsnbtle for our eyes to see it. A philoso

phy of revolutions, we should suppose,

would determine the laws and conditions

of revolutions ; it would divine the unity

of all movements, and exhibit the analo

vgy between them all; it would count the

elements and verify the scale of progress,

and calculate its periods and phases, so

lthat we may read the future in the past,

and tell not only whether we are moving,

but where we are, in what phase of that

[great progressive social destiny of whose

ionsweep thus far history records only the

sparks that fly. Some think that we are

near the goal of human possibilities ; that

 

 

where an ordinary person would perceive

no fault.

The Little Bands will be skilful in de

veloping divisions upon shades of taste,

in classing the niceties of art, and will

thus produce compactness in the series,

by the refinement of tastes and fancies

and the reduction of the scale of differ

ences.

in the Little Hordes, except in the prov

ince of gastronomy.

Thus the harmonic education draws its

means of equilibrium from two opposite

tastes, from that for dirt, and that for re

fined elegancc; propensities which are

both condemned by our sophists in educa

tion. The Little Hordes do negatively

what the Little Bands do positively; the

former do away the obstacles to harmony,

they destroy the spirit of caste which

would grow out of repugnant labors; the

latter create the germ of the series by

their skill in organizing scales of taste,

fine shades of division between different

groups; hence it is evident that

The Little Hordes proceed to the bean

tiful by the way of the good, by speculat

ive uncleanuess.

The Little Bands proceed to the good

by the way of the beautiful, by love of

elegance and study.

This contrasted action is the universal

law of nature; throughout her whole

system we find counterpoises and forces

balanced in direct and inverse play, in as

cending and descending vibration; in

mode refracted and reflected, major and

minor; centripetal and centrifugal forces,

8w. Every where we behold direct and

inverse action, a principle absoluter un

known in civilization which, always sim

ple and simplistic in its method, seeks to

fashion the whole mass of children after

one unique mould; at Sparta it would

have them all friends of black broth; at

Paris, all friends of commerce, _without

any contrast or competition of instincts.

On the other hand, it employs the con

fused mode instead of the composite; it

his property reigns much less,

i of the section.
   

REVIEW.

Address and Poem delivered before the

Philalelhean Son'er of Hanover College,

Indiana, at the Annual Ponimenrmrwnt,

August 17, 1846. By T. H. SHREVE,

and W. D. Gammon“. (Published

 

by r nest of the Society.) Cincin

nati: rinted by L’Hommedieu 8t Co.

1846.

There is a good deal of literary merit

|in these twin performances, conceived at

one time and in one spirit, and at the bid

ding of a society who stylc themselves

“ Lovers of Truth.” Their fresh and

generous tone of thought betrays famili

arity with the best books, if no more.

They show a. hopeful leaning; they are

ardent, cheerful, strong, and full ofa

certain smack of progress, as is the whole

mind of the 'West. And progress is the

theme of them both, deeply felt no doubt,

. and we shall see how deeply understood.

Mr. Slircve’s discourse purports to be

on the “Philosophy of Revolutions.”

But we open it to enjoy and accept a gen

‘cral statement with some good illustra

,tions of the simple fact that every thing

1always is in revolution; we read on say

iing “ true enough ” to several desultory

characterizings of successive changes in

empires, arts, philosophies and litera

tures; we follow him through a brief

:comparison of the English, French and

iAmcrican revolutions, from which he

:simply draws the conclusion that all rev

lolutions are a long time preparing, and

 

that the leading actors in them must be

‘ persons steeped in the spirit of the move

D

the world is wondrous old and is waxing

ftowards the height of Civilized perfecti

bility. Others have been hold to suspect

that we are yet in the infancy and teeth

ing-time of the race, that six thousand

years is but a short space to allot to that,

icompared to the long mid-summer-day

periods of coming Harmony, and that

such a thing as Society has not yet ex

isted at all, but only gleams and chaotic,

though prophetic caricatures of the same,

to he succeeded by the real thing in

God’s good time. All this it certainly

ibehoves a philosophy of revolutions to

furnish some ideas about; but our Phil~

alethean, truth-loving orator says noth

ing. He snaps off short with counselling

the young men, if they would be leaders

in the movements of the day, to enter in

to them with all their hearts and under

stand them. As we have said, the minds

of \Vestern thinkers are full of the spirit

of progress; they are elated with it and

prophecy largely about it. There is

great evidence of life and of true hope

and earnestness in their virgin periodicals

and in the annual addresses given at the

literary institutions which spring up so

rapidly among them. But as yet the

thought of progress with them is a vague

one, without form or science, a spirit

which they breathe, rather than a princi

ple which they understand. There is a

want of thoroughness, of patient and pro

found study, and of all method of thought

in this Address, which we cannot help

contrasting with its large title, although

as an off-hand literary performance we

confess again to its great merits. In

i point of style it certainly is far above the
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average of such performances, even in "The heaven of beauty that lies bright beyond, recognims the great wrongs of the labor

. - . !
our older institutions. It shows power,

although it rushes into great subjects un

prepared. But this is not a fault peculiar

to \Vestern thinking. Nowhere yet,‘

among accepted oracles, has the problcml

of social destiny been even apprehended,

not to say solved. There is more of the

philosophy of revolutions in Fourier‘s

simple enumeration of the eight succes

sive societies on earth, (namely Edenism,

Savageism, Patriarchalism, Barbarism,

Civilization, and now the commencement

of the sixth or Guarantyism, to be fol

lowed by Simple Association, and at

last by Full Harmony) than in all the

philosophical histories and political treat

ises of this day put together; and never

was history so just, never went polit

ical economy so straightway to the heart"

of the matter, as his descriptions of thel

characteristics of these successive phasest

of humanity.

But we did not mean to he severe with ,

this address. The great fault which wei

have to find with it. is simply a negative"

one, that it does not offer more, that it

does not wisely state and solve a great'

problem; and in this the literature and;

politics and science of the day are all

alike deficient. The writer speaks as one

who is excited and made happy with the

first enthusiasm of certain vague but

hopeful views of things, and who natural

ly magnifies his youthful fervors into an

imagination of philosophy. This is the

aura which precedes the day-spring 0f the ‘

true social science, and many feel it and

are elated by it and utter thoughts, which

are but the prophecy of thought, in the

same way. The freedom, buoyancy and

vigor of this writer’s mind Would lead us

to think of him as one well prepared to,

road and weigh the deep suggestionsi

of the “ Treatise on the Science of Uni

versal Unity,” and to use the key it offers

to the solution of Social Destiny.

Mr. Gallagher’s poem we have not read

without a thrill of the true poetic feeling.

This too is a review of human progress,

and is entitled “The Promise of the

Present.” These are the opening lines:

 

 

“ Never, since 'I‘iine began

The portals of Eternity to ope,

Hath the forever-struggling heart of Man

Been quickened by such hope

As animates and thrills each fibre now.

Never before hath his commanding brow

With equal radiance bccn bright;

Nor the high impress borne so strong

Of pow’r to wrestle with the Wrung,

And to achieve the Right.

Not until now hath his mysterious soul,

The circuit of Eternity that swccps,

Felt calm amid the tides of Thought that roll

Their mighty volumes through its sounding decps.

Not until now have his unrcsting eyes

Pierced steadily the thick old gloom that lies

On and around him from his natal day,—

s

 Outspreadiug wide, and stretching far away."

The post then commences his historic

review, glancing at the patriarchal days,

at “Earth’s earlier nations," in which

“ men were things,“ lingering a little

ing classes in the old world and the new,

and sings the “ Promise of the Present."

i But what is the promise? Alas! no better

I than a bloody one. He has poetized and

criticised the whole Past thus far only to

l
more fondly in the times of Greece,]¢lose WilhlheselineSI

thence passing to the earlier nations of usflmmm, passinnsyof temple birth,

Italy, where his verse flows very sweetly, ‘

as our readers shall hereby know for

themselves.

“ Where o'er Etrurian valleys spread

Serenest skies of softest blue,—

“'herc leaping Alpine torrents fed

Meandering streams, that glided through

Cool poplar shades, and stole among

Low thickets with the wine-grape hung,—

VVhere yellow Tiber roll’d bcthen

Banks living in eternal green,

And all of sweet, or grand, or fair,

Was on the earth, and in the air,—

The seeds of nations wandered. Settling down

And striking root, soon many a quiet town

Sprang up along the green acclivities,

And in the shadows of cmhowcring trccs.

And here, reposing through the hot mid-day,

Or in cool morn and breezy eve away

Seeding broad fields, or from the generous soil

Gathering rich fruits without o’ertasking toil,

A happy people lived: happy, if ease,

l And plenty, and the simple pow’r to please

Rude fancies, and to satisfy desires

As rude, be happiness. Pepulous cities rose

Ere long, and in them the unholy fires

That madden, and call down unnumbered woes

On earth, were kindled; and the hearts of men

Became the altars of Ambition then."

Rome rises and falls, the dark ages fol

low, the elements of the later nations be

come concreted; art, eloquence, poetry

appear again; the idea of freedom is

born, but is at once prostituted in the

French Revolution; and then the poet

turns to his own country “whose dccp

foundations had been laid in prayer.”

He mourns and rebukes the degeneracy

of the present dcscendents of the Pil

grims in some indignant stanzas, and adds

that ‘

-—-" good men, angered with the Present, cast

Distrustful glances back upon the Past—

Refusing by its lessons to abide,

And looking forward to the new—the untried.

And why should this not be so 1 When unroll’d,

“'hat is the tale of the old ages told 7

Ambition, avarice, hate, and pride, and lust,

All in one form of animated dust;

Slaves tamer sinking ’ncath n tyrant’s frown,

Ready to kiss the hand that strikes them down;

Men driv'n by millions to unholy wars,

To swell the trophied pride of conquerors;

Rivers of blood —plains slippery with gore —

And seas a battle-field from shore to shore!

lf thus the dark and dread account be cast,

Why should the Present lean upon the Past 1

ls this the work by "cavcn ordained for man'!

ls this to execute the Eternal Plan 7

\Vhy not unto the Future rather turn,

\thre brightest fires of Hope forever burn?

Hope, and assurance that Man’s truest day

Dawns now upon the world, though yct with

feeble ray ! ”

 

And seen, with faith that knows not to despond, In the last strain, or paragraph, the poet

Shall sweep and desolate the broad green earth,

Until the fight be fought, the victory won,

And Equal Justice smile on all beneath the sun."

He does not comprehend the idea of a.

peaceful revolution, of an actual regener

ation of our old false societies without be

ing scourged into it, and without the dev

il‘s principle of “ conquering a peace.”

Fighting, 0 poet, never will do the thing.

It is the false, simplistic means which has

been uniformly tried hitherto; but all

such victories are defeats; in conquering

thus one enemy, we raise up another in

our midst; we break our own chains

with a deal of noble sentiment and hero

ism, but we instantly forge chains for

others in the sacred name of competitive

commerce ; we slay our enemies by wak

ing up these passions “ of terrific birth,”

and these, when the fight is won, turn

round and slay us who employed them.

\Varlike revolutions are indeed revo

lutions, the revolutions of a wheel al

ways rcturning upon itself in the same

vicious circle. Equal Justice will come;

perfect peace and harmony will come:

but not until for simplistic force and mad

resistance of especial wrongs, wise social

order shall be substituted, by first or

ganizing Industry so that it shall not

be that old bone of contention, but the

symmetrical skeleton and support of the

whole fair fabric of society; so that all

men shall in interest be one, and wars

and slavery, all base excitements and

[ false means of power, become absorbed in

l the more exciting and constructive labors

lof the race. There will be more poetry,

Ito say the least, in such a revolution.

Let all poets then, whose souls are full

of love for freedom and humanity, sing

only Peace to the down-trodden, and the

poorly paid : ‘ Peace, 0 my wronged and

suffering brothers; though you must still

be deprived of all the conditions of true

manhood, though you must wait and suf

'fcr longer, still let there be peace, that

this true revolution may begin, that the

young plant of future order and harmony

may grow to overshadow the earth, and

woo the winds of heaven to gentleness

lbefore it be torn up by their mad fury.’

  

Be thou thine own home, and in thyself dwell;

lnn anywhere 5

And seeing the snail, which every where doth

roam

Carrying his own home still, still is at home,

I Follow (for he is easy paced) this snail;

1 Be thine own palace, or the world’s thy jail.

l Donne.
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lrespect and admiration. lntersporsed

,among the poems of the first volume are

ey i several prose essays and sketches of re

 

Solitary Hours. By Cancun: Souruuv,

Authoress of Ellen Fitzarthui; The

Birth-Day, &c. New York: Wil

& Putnam. 1846. pp. 159. I } _ _

The Birth-Day; a Poem in Three Parts. 1 marl“? ’16 beam), and Vivafliy 0f thwght’

To which are added Ocrusional Verses. I espcclauy me one 0" “('hlldhou‘], and

By CAROVLINE Bownss, Anthorcss of‘ the one on “Beauty,” in which she ex

]E‘illtl’ln l‘lldlilghllr. silo-lsfiew Yalllgi poses the insinccrity of the common de

1ey an ntnam. . p. i . - ,
(Bedding & Co., 8 Sane S", guswn') I precatlon of personal beauty as a curse,

_ I and asserts that the beautiful are not more

The" “W V‘llulnes ""w_3PPear "1 lhe'liable to vanity, if they are as much so,

“Inbrary of Choice Reading” as Parts,“ the ugly, (m- convemionany “the

Fm“ and becond 0f “ MTS- SOUllleyis plain,”). Who has not seen the truth of

(Caroline Bowles) Poems.” It is very me following;

unforced, unaffected poetry, the whole of

it. It is evidently a true and natural ex
“ Now verily, I am inclined to believe, that of

ression of the woman _ her smiles and i all modifications of this infirmity—this vice, if

P ’ you will have it so—lhat is most harmless

lune acmms are a“ daguerwtyped m i which plumcs itself on outward and visible per

these verses! as we“ as her fullhi herifcctions, (I speak with exclusive reference to

aspirations, and her inward experience re- l female beauties ,-) and, in point of fact, have we

corded in graceful numbers, Suemingly ‘ not often occasion to remark, that a pretty, vain,

it woum take but little more, afmr having giddy girl, one of the most apparently inconsid

read I'hem, to know her runv :__a cheer_ crate character, will settle down for life, with a

. . companion who deserves and possesses hcr rc

ful, loving, pious nature, mad; for home,| . . .
upset and affection, into a domestic, prudent

and fond 0f "ensunng up lhe hula duly l wife, a careful and tender mother, an exemplary

honeY‘des 17“ llre- She vel'smes appal" i mistress ofa family;while some grave,demurc

ently Wth the greatest ease; her rhythm l looking miss, guarded at all points in the armor

is very musica] and varied, hel- sty]e fa_l of ugliness, bristling all over with decorum, and

miliar, strong and full of distinct pictures, l Plnd'c‘l in” the “'7' mm“ °r Primne” and

 

and the tone of her thoughts checrfu i . . .

, , , launch out into such cxtravngances and units
aud birohke, humane and happy, deeplyi

l'propriety, doth an often (if occasion ofl'cr).

_ _ _ v _ lcrctions, as defy all calculation on probability,

Kellgmus yet [ml Shrlnklng “am the and liability, and utterly confound the Wise the

ories of all dcclaiiucra against the dangerous

endowments of Beauty.”

world.

There is an excessive minutcness in

 
hcr reminiscences, and of such almost

her whole stock of poetry is made up.l

Especially is this the case with the

largest of these poems, “ The Birteray,”

which is a most minute journal of her

own childhood, and goes into all the de

tails of her dolls, pictures, little gardens,

story-books, first attempts at writing,

sewing, and so forth, and gives full

length portraits of her nurse, her eat,

her canary-bird, and even of a toad who

pleased her fancy. But over all these

pictures there is spread the golden light

of a pure love of life; they show a soul

too good, too truly living to despise the

little. A childlike penchant for flowers

and birds and squirrels, and painted peb

bles,~ with all their fairy associations, and

for every thing picturesque and natural,

seems to dwell with her yet.

It is the poetry of Familism, the poetry

ofhome, of friendship and familiar things.

It reminds us much of Cowper, only that

it is more uniformly cheerful. But there

is the same limitation to the home senti

ments, the same fondness for detail, the

same evangelical sort of piety. It is po

etry of the Cowper School, we should

say, decidedly, only it has more of the

bloom of health. The shorter pieces all

celebrate the innocent pleasures of daily

life and friendship, and all close regularly

with a. pious thought, like the family

prayer before bod-time. But the sinceri

ty and sweetness of all this command

roan; 4

ON ANO'l‘llER'S SOll-ROW.

BY “'IIJJAM BLAKE.

 

Can I see another’s wo,

And not be in sorrow too?

Can I see anothcr’s grief,

And not seek for kind relief?

Can I see a falling tear,

And not feel my sorrow’s share '!

Can a father see his child

Weep, nor be with sorrow 'fillod 'I

Can a mother sit and hear

An infant groan, an infant foar '!

No! no! never can it be!

Never, never can it he ! '

And can He who smiles on all,

Hear the wren with sorrows small,

Hear the small bird's grief and cure,

Hear the woes that infants bear,—

And not sit beside the nest,

Pouring pity in their breast ‘1

And not sit the cradle near,

\Veeping tear on infant‘s tea: 1

And not sit both night and day,

\Viping all our tears away 1

Oh! no! never can it be!

Never, never can it be !

He doth give his Joy to all :

He becomes an infant small :

He becomes a man of we :

He doth feel the sorrow too.

Think not thou can’st sigh a sigh,

And thy Makcr is not nigh :

 

'l‘liiuk not thou can'st weep a tear,

And thy Maker is not near.

Oh ! he gives to us his joy,

That our gricfa he may destroy:

'l‘ill our grief is flcd and gone

Ilc doth sit by us and moan.

S 0N NET.

BY MRS. SOUTHEY.

Traveller of Life ! what plant of virtues rare

Sceketh thy curious eye? 'Mongst earth’s

excess,

lVill none but the exotic, Happiness,

Content thy eager longing? Fruitlcss care !

It growcth not beneath our clouded skies.

But when amongst the grove: of Paradise

The soft winds wanton, haply they may bear

From thence to earth some vagrant flower

or lcaf,

{ Some fluttering petal, exquisite as brief

lts od’rous beauty !— Oh, if to thy share

It fall, one blossom on thy path to find —

Quick! snatch it to thine heart, are the rough

wind

l Despoil its fragrance. It will fade c’en there ;

Thou cans‘t not quite exclude this cold world's

nipping air.

 

, A FAIR PLACE AND PLEASANT.

1!! IRS. sourunv.

A fair place and pleasant, this same world of

ours!

Who says there are serpents ’mongst all the

sweet flowers '.'

“he says every blossom we pluck has its

thorn'l

Pho! Pho! laugh those musty old sayings to

5601'“

If you mum to the tropics for flowers rich and

rare,

No doubt there are serpents, and deadly ones,

there;

If none but the rose will content you, ’tis true

You may get sundry scratches, and ugly ones

too.

But pr'ythee, look there - Could a serpent find

room

In that close-woven moss, where those violets

bloom '!

yAnd reach me that woodbine (you ’11 get it with

ease) —

Now, wiseacre! where are the thorns, if you
I please?

I say there are angels in every spot,

Though our dim earthly vision discerncth them

not 3

That they’re guardians assign'd to the least of

us all, ~

By Him who takes note if a sparrow but fail.

That they’re aye flitting near us, around us,

above,

On missions of kindness, compassion, and love 3

That they’re glad when we’re happy, disturbed at

our tears,

Distress’d at our weaknesses, failings, and fears.

That they care for the least of our innoccntjoys,

Though we’re cozen’d like children with trifle:

and toys,

And can lead us to bloom-beds, and lovely one:

tooI

Where snake never harbor’d, and thorn never

grew.
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addition to the current subsoription,shonld ASSOCIATION IN BOSTON. same horrible abyss of antagonism, dc

be guarantied for that purpose by the : \Ve cheer-frilly give piace to rho [1,1]va ception, fraud, poverty, and wretchednes,

friends of Association generally. Should ling communication from n correspondent,ih WhiCh he is how SteePad “1 the WW

the same amount accrue in the shape of in Boston, who is personally unknown to‘lips. Work, then brothers, as servants

regular mbrrriptions, it Would indeed be , us, but who, we doubt not, is animated 10f lhe Infinite One; He will prosper the

P'eremhlc as giving greater assurance Oflby a sincere zeal for the progress of theijust cause; and me" Will enjoy an “mold

Permanence ‘0 the paper ; but as we can Associative movement. His suggestions hiessedhess in “3 "luml’h

hardly “Peel so great a" increase in 50 l are entitled to great weight, and we hope

short a time, and as it is essential that we win be acted on, as far as practicabie, by “ I suppose there is quite a number of

know what, we can depend upon beforelihe friends of om- cause in that city,3honest, hearty friends of Association in

the Pl’e‘ieht "Hume closes, which will be which contains a number of earnest advo- I Bosw", Who are gmduany advahclhg in

in five weeks hence, we have submittedicmes of Association, whose zeal and d9-.a knowledge of social science, and quiet

the question of its further continuance to;\-oiedness, we venture to say, cannot belly letting their light shine within their

the liberality of those who already feel surpassed in this country, I; is owing, ‘ own circle of influence; but we are most

3" ihlerem in il- M the organ Of our in ugreat measure,totlicir prompt and ef- 1? su'ahgel's to eaCh ("hell one man

cahse- ficient action, that the Association rneet-ihlllc‘fla by ourselves- H35 hm the time

Should we, by any extra exertion on ings in Boston have, almost without ex-;iio\v come for uniting these elements a

the part of those who read as well as‘ception, called together large audiences, little, that we may enjoy a mutual benefit

those who conduct the Harbinger, be and been me occasion of mama] Chem"- and radiate a whiler light, than, as pris

enabled to continue it through the Fourth ageinem and hope, A series of sociai } tnatic individuals, we can,— the time for

Volume, there will be during that time , meerings were held in Boston during the , forming a society auxiliary to the Ameri

agencies in the field, which we haveiiauei- pan of last winter, which werelcan Union, witha reading room and hall

never had before, public lectures and pri- found to be very interesting and insiruc-‘ for frequent meetings, and an organization

vate appeals, awakening a wider interest rive, We would suggcsi the revival of for other united efliirts. \Vitlisuchannion,

in our social doctrines and thereby neces-‘ihese' with measures 10 give them a'I am confident we tnight support a thor

Bal'ily increasing the demand for lhe Hi“- ‘ greater publicity, so that all the friends hhgh course Of lemmas the coming sea“

binger. sufficiently perhaps to place it of Association in the vicinity should'smhhhd at almost anytime Pay for the

 
 

 

 

on a permanent basis hereafter. have an opportunity to become known to , printing of a tract desirable to circulate.

\Ve are continually and anxiously each oiiier, and to enjoy a mutual inter. ! If this be not practicable, then why may

asked : “ \Vhat is the prospect? ” Judg- ichango of thought, not a few young men, more ardent than

ing from such inquiries and from the \Ve wish we couh] impress upon the the rest, obtain aroom and each bring to

mhhy leuel's we receive from all Parts or. minds of our readers, who share with us i it, h" mhluhl "59, “Ch l‘hl‘crs and books

the country deprecating the discontinu- l the cheer-ing faith of a, social renovation, as he may have or choose to procure? A

ance of the Harbinger as an irreparable the conviction which we fee] of the so]. small contribution from each would then

loss to the cause, we should say the pros- emn obligations which rest upon every,futnish the room with all papers which

Feet was 8°°d- Bl" deeds and money advocate of the Associative doctrines, to admmle 0! WW“ Asshdhlh)": the P'ih'

only can decide the case; and of thesedevom himself, will] a daily fresh conse. icipal books on the subject to be had in

too, the prospect brightens. If all thatcmiion, to their promoiiom The influ- this country, and new ones as they are

had been nominally pledged were actually encc of every individual is of unspeakable published. This would be a desirable

raised, we should see our way very importance, He is placedin one oi'iiioseplace of resort to spend spare time in

clearly; but we fear that all our friends H rides of time," when; immense conse. reading or conversation, and here per

do not realize how short a time is left quences depend on the wisdom and Me]- sons beginning to interest themselves in

them f0]! the fulfilment Of “1980 pledges. l of a moment. No cause this ever the subject "light. be invited.

Meanwhile, we adopt the suggestion of demanded the earnestness of devoted mem " I do not aspire to be a leader in this

several correspondents and commence thisllr concentmies in itself all that is holy matter and may be thought out of place

day publishing a weekly statement ofiand sublime in every reform for wliich‘in suggesting that the attention of friends

receipts. The following sums have beenibmve souls have fought; it is called to in Boston be specially called, through the

received and deposited in the hands of‘ face an opposition, which will be bitter- IIarbinger, to the importance and pleas

Francis George Shaw, Esq., Treasurer ,and unrelenting, in proportion 10 the, ure of doing something for the cause here
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and now. Let suitable persons be in-[design of its being ultimately carried

duced to take the lead, believing that‘into efi'ect. \Ve cannot accord too great

others will willingly co-operate.” 'honor to the motives in which it origi

—————————- inated, and with the means which may be

FORMS OF GUARANTYISM. ‘devoted to its realization, we cannot doubt

1', can hardly be supposed that such an ' that the eXperiment will be satisfactory

immense stride can be taken at once, as and beneficial to all concerned, whenever

the transition from the present order of1 lite time arrives to give it a practical

society,—the order of antagonism, strife, "i31

disappointment, and physical and moral

meanness,—-to the Combined Order, or

the order of harmony, mutual aid, free

and natural development, and physical,

and moral excellence. The atrocious‘lthe wants of Man are but poorly sup

evils which now reign every where, from ‘ plied. The laws of Trade, embracing all

the crowd on the exchange to the circle the details of production and consump

bcfore the domestic fireside, are too appal- tion, are unequal and unjust. The sel~

ling to permit men to suppose that they fish interests of man in the present or

can be remedied soon or easily. A radi— l ganizations and relations of society abso

cal reorganization, a system of compre-‘lutely require of the master-workman, in

PLAN OF AN ASSOCIATION FOR MU

TUAL GUARANTIES.

l “ In the present organizations of society

hensive justice and love, a perfectly

harmonic society, is a boon which ap

pears too large to be hoped for. Still it

will come.

truth in the idea of a Universal Provi

dence, it cannot fail to be realized on

earth.

thing but a mockery, a cruel delusion and

outrage, he must eventually attain a de

gree of excellence, which his nature now

indicates, but which can be matured only

under a higher form of society than the

present. Meantime, various attempts to

ameliorate the existing evils will grow out

of the clearer perception of their preva

lence and wide extent. The first great

wrong, and one which involves all others,

is in the relations of labor.

be true, there can be no practical truth

any where.

two-thirds of the people are doomed to a

state of virtual slavery, in orde; to gain

their daily bread. Hence we rejoice in

every movement that shows an awakening

of public attention to this subject. we

believe, indeed, that nothing adequate to

the purpose can be effected short of an

integral Association of interests and la

burs. \Ve also believe that the formation

of a model Phalanx, under suitable con

ditions, would be attended with less prac

tical difficulties, than the organization of

any system of Guarantyism, however

simple and plain it might appear. Still,

we are glad to witness any movement of

the kind alluded to. Many such must

necessarily be attempted. They grow out

of the exigencies of the times, and are

brought forward just now by a certain

historical necessity.

The plan described in the following

statement is entitled to attentive consider

ation, both on account of the quarter from

which it emanates and its own intrinsic

merits. We bcspeak for it a thorough

examination. it is not presented as a

more theoretical speculation, but with the

If there be any shadow of

If the destiny of man be any-i

 

It is in vain to talk of mo-.

rality, freedom,.spiritual elevation, whenl
 

all the branches of human industry, the

utmost vigilance toward the workman he

employs, or he obtains but a poor return

for the investment of his property; and

the tendencies of the system toward the

laboring classes are gradually approach

ing a state of serfdom, but little, if any

above the crowded and degrading work

shops of the old world. “llfun n-as

madefor sorficly," is a truth coeval with

history, yet no man of reflection, of benevo

lence, of Love, would wish the present

forms and organizations of society to con

tinue. We are all wishing for better

times— we expert bettcr times. Our

hopes reach forth to the future with al

most prophetic certainty of improving our

Until these . condition, and leaving our children in cir

cumstances less liable to disappointment,

privation and want, than those of their

fathers.

“ Under the influence of these thoughts,

we, the undersigned,agree to engage in a

system of social and productive industry,

whereby the workmen employed shall be

come participaters in the profits realized,

and their ingenuity stimulated to the de

vice of cheaper and more speedy methods

of manufacture, being guarantied by our

employers a certain minimum rate of wa

ges per day. We bind ourselves strictly

to the following rules for the regulation

of our union.

“ 1. Whatever may be the number of

hours devoted to labor, (these to be' here

after determined) we agree to labor all

those hours, devoting our best energies to

the speedy and faithful accomplishment

of our tasks.

“ 2. Recognizing the truth, that the best

organized societies cannot be maintained

without order, we cheerfully agree to

obey our superiors in office, and implicit—

ly follow their directions in the prosecu

tion of the work.

“3. During all the hours of labor we

agree to confine our attention exclusively

to the subject of our work, and during

 

those hours to engage in no reading, or

conversation with each other, upon any

subject foreign to the legitimate business

of the workshop.

“ 4. It shall be the practical endeavor of

each, and every one of us, to produce the

greatest possible amount of manufactures,

in the shortest possible time; and any

suggestions from the workmen, touching

improvements calculated to facilitate and

improve the work, may at any time be

made to the managers in perfect free

dom.

“5. As the object of our union is an

equitable and fair division of the profits

of our establishment, between the work

men cmployed and the owners of Capi

tal, and inasmuch as the owners of the

Capital do guaranty to the workmen a

minimum rate of wages, therefore a mini

mum rate of interest shall also he guaran

tied to the owners of the Capital (pro

vided however, the minimum wages of

the workmen shall first be paid,) which

Capital shall be determined by the gross

amount of value in buildings, tools, and

so forth, together with the gross amount

of expenses incurred, as for Stock, La

bor, Transportation, and so forth, assum

ing asa basis, that twelve per cent. for

Capital, and eighty per cent. for Labor

shall constitute the minimum. The sur

plus, after paying these sums, shall be di

vided between the Labor and the Capital

in the proportion of four-fifths to Labor

and one-fifth to Capital.

“ 6. All new tools made by members of

the Union shall be regarded as manufac

tures, and shall be prized at the market

value and entered under the proper heads

of Income and Capital, and any tools in

jured, or worn out by use, shall be re

placed in their original condition and en

tered in the expense account.

“ 7. It shall be the duty of the Clerk,

once in every three months, to prepare,

and present to the Union, a true and de

tailed statement of all, and every amount

of work done, moneys received and mon

eys expended, showing the exact amount

of profits realized, and the per centum

profits arising from the surplus due to the

\Vorkmen and the Capital.

“ 8. At the end of every year a pro rata

distribution of the surplus profits shall be

made to all persons interested, as provid

ed in Article fifth, at which time an op

portunity may be given to any of the

workmen to become shareholders in the

Capital Stock, (provided however, that

such persons shall be unanimously re

ceived by the shareholders.)

“9. Any person employed in our estab

lishment, manifesting insubordination, or

guilty of any gross misconduct, shall be

discharged and forfeit his share of the

surplus profits from the time of the last

settlement.
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“ 10. As our objects are economy andl

prosperity, generally difi'used throughouti

our community, therefore as far asl

practicable we will support our own,

Store, the surplus profits of which shall

be included in those of our Manufactory,

and equally divided with our other

profits pro rate. to every person inter

ested.

“ ll. Auditors shall be chosen by those

workmen belonging to the Union, once

every year, to audit the accounts of the

Treasurer, and report to the body at

large.”

 

l

 

PltU'IECTlVli UNION.

The head-quarters of this most useful

organization—one which promises re

sults so highly beneficial to all classes of

citizens and more especially to the famil

ies of our workingmcn—have been es

tablished in Boylston Hall, (Rooms Nos.

1 and 2) Boston, with branches in the

following towns, namely: South-Boston,

Roxbury, Chelsea, Lynn, Lowell, Cabot

villo, Manchester, N. 11., and three in

Boston.

I The main object of this Union is, by

providing a central depot for articles of

the first necessity, under the head of gro

ceries, imported at prime cost, to assist

the industrious mechanic wire is disposed

seasonably to supply his future wants

by furnishing a stock of goods to be paid

for in ready money, so as to be enabled to

afford them to him at wholesale prices.

Besides which, it is in contemplation to

embrace wood and coal, (prepared in

Summer and retailed in \Vinter,) flour‘

and clothing, as additional and impor

tant items in the comprehensive details of

the plan at large. Boots and shoes they

have already on hand, supplied directly

from the workshops of the manufacturers

at Lynn.

' Such a movement, it will be obvious,

carried out in good faith, (and there are

some of our most practical and judicious

men at the head of it,) must tend to pro

duce a thorough but peaceful revolution

in the whole aspect and structure of so

ciety; converting the minor grocery es

tablishments, where strong drink, under

some form or other, continues to be per

severingly vended, into one or more vast

trading-houses, magazines or warehouses,

“ whose officers are peace and their ex

‘actors righteousness,”— dispensing with

those middle men, who, doing nothing

themselves, subsist upon the food of oth

ers; and above all, contributing in its

aim to elevate the working man in the

great scale of universal existence, so

as to place him on that just level of

Wonxis'crtcx‘s , portant problem of the present age, name

 

cquality with his fellow-beings for which .

a God of perfect justice, whose “ ways ”

we have been assured “ are equal," hadl

originally designed him.

ONWARD, GERMANY! The “ Volks

Tribun,” our hot and hasty little advo

cate of the people, in New York, att

nounccs a new publication in Gertnany,'

which, among a thousand other signs of

the times, shows which way the current,

of thought is new setting with a rapidityl

which will astound “ Conservative~dom ”

when it once gets fairly waked up.

“In spite of every obstacle which

opposes the spread of socialist literature,

this is making extraordinary progress in

Germany. Here is an irresistible proof

that the people more and more widely

feel the need of considering the most im

ly, How is the misery of the human race

to be alleviated! The undersigned, ac

cordingly, proposes to publish a monthly ,

Journal, with the title,—

PROMETHEUS,

ORGAN or soctu. REFORM.

Motto. —Frccdom, Love, Justice.

“The principle object of ‘ The Pro

metheus ’ will be the criticism of the

present form of society, considered in all

its relations.”

\Ve have no doubt that this will be an

important and valuable publication, al

though we should have more sympathy

with it, if it occupied a more positive and

constructive position. There is need

enough of criticism; bttt have our Ger

man friends no living truth wherewith to

supplant the decrepit and dying form of'

error“.l l

l

 

\VELL Dona, \Viscossnv! \Ve have

received from the Secretary of the

“American Union” a copy of a letter

from Ceresco, \Visconsin,' accompanied

by the Constitution of the “ Ceresco

Union of Associationists,” with Etenrv

Foun names appended as members.

This is a glorious beginning for the Far

\Vest, whose “ beautiful groves and

boundless prairies, teeming with undevel

oped wealth," are destined to be the scene

of social beauty, harmony and joy, such

as the sun has never yet shone upon.

Friends at the \Vcst! Let us hear from.

you speedily. Send on the names of.

your “ Unions." A firm, energetic, in

terlocked “ Union of Unions,” Series of

Groups, for the promulgation of the

great doctrines of Social Unity, is the

first step to the establishment of an Asso

ciation which shall illustrate them \vor

thily.

1]? Does any body doubt that pecu

niary dependence drives delicate and

blushing womanhood by thousands into

open shame, while under the veil of re

spectability it every day results in venal

 

marriages for which “ legalized prostitu

tion ” is too mild a term? How can it

be otherwise when want of work, or want

of wages for work, repugnant and inces

sant, compel woman to barter the only

treasure which she has for bread'l—and

that too, in most cases, for the mouths of

others whom she is generous enough to

try to save at the expense of her own

self-respect, knowing that her share will

be but infamy and ruin'! Yet the social

scheme which would reverse all this is

branded as “ licentious! ”

 

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

THE course. of study in this School comprises

the various branches usually taught in the High

b'chools and Academies of New England, with

rarticulnr attention to the modern European

languages and literature.

Pupils of diil'erent ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial tUI'StlliB, or are instructed in

ithc higher branc ies usually taught in the Uni

Vl’l'slt '

'l‘hd School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. RJPLEY, assisted by experienced

teachers in the different departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental care, and for older pttpils who wish to

pursue a thorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a large semi

nary, it is believed that this School afl'ords ad

vantages that are rarely to be met with.

'l‘ERMS—Foun DOLLARS a week for board,

washin ,fucl, lights, and instruction. Instruc

tion in instrumental Music and use of the Piano,

'l'wrzutr. l)or.r..ms a quarter.

Application may be made by mail to

GEORGE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, “is! Rozbury, Mam.

October 17, Hill}.

GRAHAM AND TEMPERANCE

HOUSE.

63 BARCLAY STREET, New Your,

New Anuatvorxsn-zx-r. This house is situated

on a loasant and airy street, extending from

Broadway to the Hudson river. At one end of

the strot-t is the landing place of the Albany

Stoaniboats, at the other the Park Fountain.

The house is but one minutes walk from either,

anti only five from the Eastern Steamboat Land

mg.

Two separate Tables are provider], one suited

for the accommodation ofthe caters of meat,

and the others carefully prepared for those who

wish to exclude flesh meats from their diet.

Ladies and Gentlemen frotn the country tar

rying a few or many days, can be accommodat

ed with uietness, )lcnty, cleanliness, whole

some foo , and free out from the fumes of Al

cohol and Tobacco.

[11? FREE BATHS. Cold, Douche, and

Shower Baths Free, and “'arm Baths at a

small expense.

Terms One Dollar per day. Permanent board

ers received upon reasonable terms.

A. L. SMITH.

“TEST ROXBURY OMNIBL'S !

Lluvzs Brook Farm at 71-‘2 A. M., and 2 1-2

1’. M., for Boston, via Spring Street, Jamaica

Plain, and Roxbury. Returning, leaves the (‘it ‘

Hotel, Brattle Street, at 10 A. M., and 4 P.Sundays excepted.

Sept. l, 1841?.
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Boston, by the BuooK FARM I’HALANX, every
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onss, S'ruuvorzu do Co., No. 222 Broadway;

in Boston, REDDING A; Co., No. 8 State St.

’I‘t-zum s.—-'l‘wo Dollars a year, or One Dollar

for six months, payable invariably in advance.

Ten copies for Fifteen Dollars. ‘

Comtvnrcs'rrons and REMITTANCES should
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Brook Farm, “'est Roxbury, Mass.
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XXI.

The Porporina, judging that her com

panion was determined not to exchange a

single word with her, thought she could

not do better than respect the singular

vow he seemed to observe, after the man

ner of the ancient knights-errant. In or

der to escape the gloomy images and the

sad reflections which Karl's recital sug

gested to her, she compelled herself to

think only of the unknown future which

opened before her, and by degrees she

fell into a revery full of charms. Only

a. few privileged organizations have the

gift of commanding their thoughts in a

state of contemplative idleness. Consue

lo had often, and most frequently in the

three months of isolation she had just

passed at Spandaw, had occasion to exer

cise this faculty, granted moreover less to

the happy of this world than to those

who contend for life in the midst of labor,

of persecutions and of dangers. For we

must, indeed, recognize the providential

mystery of circumstantial grace, without

which the strength and serenity of cer

tain unfortunates would appear impossible

to those who have never known misfor—

tune.

Our fugitive found herself, moreover,

in a situation strange' enough to give rise

to many castles-in-the-air. That mystery

which enveloped her as with a cloud,

that fatality which drew her into a super

natural world, that kind of paternal love

which surrounded her with miracles, was

’quite enough to charm a young imagina

tiorl" rich in poetry. She recalled those

words of Scripture which in her days of

captivity she had set to music:

 

 

" Entered according to Act ofCongrcss, in the

year 1846 by FRANCIS G. SHAW,in the Clerk’s

ethos of the District Court of Massachusetts.

“I will send one of my angels to thee,

and in his arms he shall bear thee up,

lest thou dash thy foot against a stone.”

“1 walk in the darkness, and I feel no

fear— because the Lord is with me.”

These words had henceforth a clearer

and more divine sense for her. In an

age when men no longer believe in direct

revelations, and when the outward mani

festation of the Divinity, the protection

and assistance of Heaven, are translated

under the form of assistance, aerction and

devotcdness on the part of our fellow

mortals, there is something so sweet in

abandoning the direction of our own desti

ny to those that love us, and in feeling our

selves, as it were, borne by another! It

is a happiness so great that it would soon

corrupt us, if we did not struggle with

ourselves not to abuse it. It is the hap

piness of a child, whose golden dreams

upon the maternal breast are not troubled

by any apprehensions of real life.

These thoughts, which presented them

selves as a dream to Consuelo, at her

sudden and unexpected escape from so

cruel an existence, soothed her in a holy

delight, until sleep came to drown and to

confound them in that kind of repose of

body and soul which may be called a con

scious and enjoyed annihilation. She

had entirely forgotten the presence of the

mute companion of her journey, when

she woke quite close to him, with her

head resting on his shoulder. At first

she did not think of moving; she had

dreamed that she was travelling in a cart

with her mother, and the arm which sup

ported her seemcd that of the Zingara.

A more complete awakening made her

feel the confusion of her mistake; but

the arm of the unknown seemed to have

hecomc a magic charm. She secretly

made vain attempts to free hcrself from

it; the unknown appeared to be himself

asleep, and to have mechanically received

his companion in his arms when fatigue

and the motion of the carriage had made

her fall into them. He had clasped his

hands together about Consuelo’s waist,

as if to prevent his letting her fall at his

  

feet while he slept. But his slumber had

not relaxed the strength of his interlock

ed fingers, and it would have been neces

sary to wake him completely in attempt

ing to disengage them. Consuelo did not

dare to do it. She hoped that he would

himself restore her to liberty without

knowing it, and that she could return to

her place without appearing to have posi

tively remarked all these delicate circum

stances of their téle-a-téte.

But while waiting for the unknown to

sleep more soundly, Consuelo herself,

whom the calmness of his breathing and

the immobility of his repose had relis

surcd, again fell asleep, overpowered by

the exhaustion which succeeds violent ag

itations. “When she awoke once more,

the head of her companion was bent up

on her own, his mask was unfastened,

their cheeks touched, their breaths inter

mingled. She made a quick motion to

draw back, without thinking to look at

the features of the unknown, which,

moreover, would have been quite useless,

on account of the darkness that prevailed

without and especially within the car

riage. The unknown pressed Consuelo

to his bosom, the warmth of which mag

netically enkindled hers, and took away

from her the strength and the desire to

withdraw. Still there was nothing vim

lent or brutal in the gentle and burning

embrace of this man. nor chastity did

not feel terrified or stained by his caress

es, and Consuelo, as if a charm had been

cast upon her, forgetting the reserve, we

might even say the virgin coldness, from

which she had never been tempted to de

part, even in the arms of the fiery Anzo

lcto, returned to the unknown the enthu

siastic and peuetmting kiss he sought up

on her lips.

As all was strange and unusual in that

mysterious being, Consuelo‘s involuntary

transport neither appeared to surprise,

nor to emboldcn, nor to intoxicate him.

He again pressed her slowly to his heart,

and though this was with an extra

ordinary force, she did not feel the pain

which a violent pressure always occasions
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to a delicate being. Neither did she ex

perience the terror and the shame which

such an extraordinary forgetfulness of her

accustomed modesty must have occasion

ed after an instant’s reflection. Not a

thought troubled the inefi‘able security of

that instant of love felt and shared as by

a miracle. It was the first in her life.

She had an instinct or rather a revelation

. of it, and the charm was so complete, so

profound, so divine, that it seemed as if
Ano'fhing could remove it. The unknown

appeared to her a being apart, something

angelic, whose love sanctified her. He

lightly passed the tips of his fingers, soil

er than the tissue of a flower, over Con

suelo's eyelids, and on the moment she

again fell asleep as by an enchantmcnt.

He remained this time awake, but calm

in appearance, as if he were invincible,

as if the arrows of temptation could not

penetrate his armor. He watched while

bearing Consuelo towards unknown re

gions, like an archangel carrying under

his wing 11 young seraph annihilated and

consumed by the rays of the divinity.

The dawn of day and the cold of the

morning at last awoke Consuelo from

this species of lethargy. She found her

self alone in the carriage, and asked if

she had dreamed that she loved. She

tried to lower one of the blinds; but they

were all fastened by a lock outside, or by

a spring, the secret of which she could

not discover. She could receive the air,

and sec pass in broken and confused lines

the white or green borders of the road;

but she could not discern anything in the

fields, nor consequently make any obser

vation, any discovery, respecting the di

rection she was pursuing. There was

something absolute and despotic in the

protection extended over her. It seemed

like kidnapping! She began to feel

anxious and terrified.

The unknoWn having disappeared, the

peor sinner felt at last all the anguish of

shame, all the stupor of astonishment.

Perhaps there were not. many opera-girls,

(as the cantatriccs and dancers were then

called,) who would have tormented them

selves about a kiss returned in the dark to

a very discreet unknoWn, especially with

the guarantee given by Karl to the Por

porina that his figure and face were ad

mirable. But this act of folly was so

much at variance with the manners and

ideas of the good and pure Consuelo, that

she was deeply humiliated. She asked

forgiveness of the shade of Albert, and

blushed to the very depth of her soul at

having been at heart unfaithful to his

memory in so sudden a manner, and with

so little reflection and dignity. “ It must

be,” thought she, “that the tragical

events of the evening and my joy at my

deliverance caused an attack of delirium.

Otherwise, how could I have imagined

that I was in love with a man who has asked she of Karl, continuing her reflec

 

  

never spoken a single word to me, whose

name I do not know, and whose features

Ihavo not even seen? It resembles the

must shameful adventures of a masquer

ade, those ridiculous surprises of the

senses of which Corilla accused herself

before me, and the possibility of which I

could not conceive in any other woman

but her. “That contempt this man must

entertain for me! If he did not take ad

vantage of my bewilderment, it is because

lam under the protection of his honor,

or, indeed, because an oath doubtless

binds him to more respectable duties; or,

indeed finally, because he justly despised

me! May he have understood or guessed

that it was on my part only an attack of

fever, a transport of the brain! "

In spite of all these rcproaches, Consu

elo could not help feeling a regret more

bitter than all the railings of her con

science; the rcgret of having lost that

travelling companion whom she did not

feel strength either to accuse or to blame.

He remained in the depth of her thought

as a superior being, invested with a ma

gic power, perhaps diabolical, but cer

tainly irresistable.

him, and yet she desired‘not to be so

suddenly and forever separated from

him.

The carriage stopped, and Karl came

to open the blind. “ If you would like

to walk a little, signora,” said he to her,

“ M. the Chevalier requests you to do so.

The ascent is diflicult for the horses, and

we are in a thick Wood. It SCCfltS there

is no danger.”

Consuelo put her hand upon Karl's

shoulder and leaped upon the sand, with

out giving him time to let down the steps.

She hoped to see her travelling compan

ion, her impromptu lover. She did in

deed see him, but thirty paces in front

of her, consequently with his back

turned, and still dressed in that vast grey

cloak, which he appeared determined to

wear by day as well as by night. His

step, and the little she could see of his

hair and his boots, announced a great

distinction, and the elegance of a man

careful to enhance, by a gallant toilet, as

was then said, the advantages (J his per

.wizila‘; The hilt of his sword, receiving

the rays of the rising sun, glittered at

his side like a star, and the perfume of

the powder which persons of ban {on then

chose with the greatest care, left behind

him in the morning air the balmy trace

of a man comma i/fmll.

“Alas! my God!” thought Consu

elo; “ he is perhaps some eoxcomb, some

lord of pretence or some haughty noble.

\Vhoever he may be, he turns his back

upon me this morning, and he is quite‘

right! "

~‘ \Vhy do you call him the cliccah'cr? ”

She was afraid of,

 

 

tions aloud.

“ Because I have heard him called so

by the postilions."

“ The chevalier of what'.l ”

“ M. the ehevalier, quite short. But

why do you seek to know, signoral

Since he desires to remain unknown to

you, it seems to me that he renders to

you sufficiently great services at the peril

of his life, for you to be so obliging as to

remain quiet in that respect. As to me,

Iwould travel ten years with him with

out asking where he was carrying me.

He is so handsome, so brave, so good, so

! 1,

“ So gay '!

 

That man gay? ”

“ Certainly. He is so happy at having

saved you, that he cannot be silent. He

asks me a thousand questions about you,

about Gottlieb, about myself, about the

king of Prussia. And I, I tell him all

that I know, all that has happened to me,

even the adventure of Roswald. 'It does

me so much good to talk Bohemian, and

to be listened to by a man of sense who

comprehends me, while all those Prus

sians only understand their own lan

guage.”

“ Then he is a Bohemian also? ”

“I allowed myself to ask him the

question, and he replied no, quite short,

even rather drily. So I was wrong in

questioning him when it was his good

pleasure to make me answer.”

“ Is he always masked'.l ”

“ Only when he approaches you, sig

nora. 0! he is a wit; doubtless he

wishes to perplex you.”

Karl's confidence and good humor did

not entirely reassure Consuelo. She

saw clearly that to a great deal of deter

mination and bravery he united an up

rightness and simplicity of heart which

could be easily abused. Had he not de

pended upon Mayer’s good faithl Had

he not pushed herself into the chamber

of that wretchl And now he blindly

permitted an unknown to carry off Consu

elo, and perhaps eapose her to more re~

fined and more dangerous acductions.

She recalled the billet of the Invisiblcs:

" A snare IS laid for thee, a new danger

threatens thee. Distrust any one who

would induce thee to escape before We

have given thee sure notice. Persevere

in thy strength,” &c. No other billet

had come to confirm that one, and Con

suelo, yielding to the joy of again finding

Karl, had believed that worthy servant

sufficiently authorized to serve her.

Was not the unknown a traitor".l Whith

er did he carry her with so much mys

tery! Consuelo knew no friend whose

resemblance could agree with the bril

liant figure of the chevalier, unless it

were Frederick do Trenck. But Karl

knew the latter perfectly, therefore it was

‘
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not he. The count do Saint-Germain

was older, Cagliostro not so large.

While looking from a distance at the un

known, and endeavoring to discover some

old friend in him, Consuelo was con

vinced that she had never seen any one

walk with so much ease and grace. Al

bert alone could have been endowed with

so much majesty; but his slow step and

habitual dejection excluded that air of

strength, that lightness, that knightly

gait which characterized the unknown.

The wood became thinner, and the

horses began to trot in order to come up

with the travellers, who had outstripped

them. The chevalier, without turning,

extended his arms and waved his hand

kerchief, whiter than snow. Karl under

stood the signal, and assisted Consuelo

into the carriage, saying: “Apropos,

signora, you will find in the large boxes

under the seat, linen, dresses, and all

that you may require to breakfast and

dine in case of need. There are also

books. In 'fine, this appears to be a

travelling hotel, and it seems as if you

would not leave it very soon.”

“ Karl," said Consuelo, “ I desire you

to ask M. the chevalier if, when we have

crossed the frontier, I shall be free to

present my thanks to him, and to go

where I please."

“ O! signora, I shall never dare to say

so disobliging a thing to so amiable a

man ! "

“No matter; I exact it. You will

give me his answer at the next relay,

since he does not wish to speak to me.”

The reply of the unknown was that

the lady was perfectly free, and that all

her desir_es would be orders; but that her

safety and'the life of her guide, as well

as that of Karl, depended on her not

thwarting the designs already formed re

specting her journey and the choice of

her asylum. Karl added, with an air of

candid reproach, that this distrust ap

peared to have afflicted the chevalier, and

that he had become sad and gloomy.

Consuelo felt some remorse, and sent him

word that she confided her fate to the

care of the Invisibles.

The whole day passed without incident.

Shut up and concealed in the carriage

like a prisoner of state, Consuelo could

form no opinion respecting the direction

of her journey. She changed her toilet

with the greatest satisfaction; for in the

daylight she had perceived some drops of

Mayer‘s black blood upon her clothes,

and those marks horrified her. She

tried to read, but her mind was too much

engrossed. She determined to sleep as

much as possible, hoping to forget more

and more the mortification of her last. ad- '

venture. But when night came and the‘

unknown remained upon the box, she ex

 

perienced a greater confusion still. He

evidently had forgotten nothing, and his

respectful delicacy rendered Consuelo

still more ridiculous and more culpable in

her own eyes. At the same time she

was troubled by the discomfort and the

fatigue which he endured upon the seat,

narrow for two persons side by side; he

who appeared so exquisite, with a soldier,

very properly attired as a domestic indeed,

but whose confiding and prolix conversa

tion must certainly weary him after a

while; in fine, exposed to the freshness

of the night and deprived of sleep. So

much courage was perhaps allied to pre

sumption. Did he believe himself irre

sistible! Did he think that Consuelo, re

covered from the first surprise of her

imagination, would not defend herself

from his too paternal familiarity! The

poor child said all this to herself to con

sole her humbled pride;. but the most

certain is, that she desired to see him

again, and feared above all, his contempt

or an excess of virtue on his part, which

would render them forever strangers to

each other.

Towards midnight they stopped in a ra

vine. The weather was lowering. The

rushing of the wind amongst the leaves

resembled that of running water. “ Sig

nora,” said Karl opening the carriage

door, “ we have reached the most incon

venient moment of our journey: we are

about to cross the frontier. With bold

ness and money anything can be done,

they say. Still it would not be prudent

for you to make this attempt upon the

main road and under the eyes of the po—

lice. I risk nothing,I who am nothing.

I shall accompany the coach at a

walk, with one horse, as if I were car

rying this new purchase to my master

at a neighboring country seat. You

will go across the country with M.

the chevalier, and will perhaps pass

through some rather difficult paths. Do

you feel strong enough to travel a league

on foot over bad roads? ”

At Consuelo's reply in the affirmative,

she found the chevalier‘s arm ready to

receive her own. Karl added: “If you

reach the place of rendezvous before me,

you will wait for me without fear, will

you not, signoral "

“I fear nothing, replied Consuelo,

with a mixture of tenderness and of

pride towards the unknown, “ since I am

under the protection of this gentleman.i

But, my poor Karl,” added she, “is

there no danger for you 1 "

Karl shrugged his shoulders as he

in

 

kissed Consuelo's hand; then he quickly‘

ran to harness the horse; and Consuelo‘

immediately departed across the fields

with her taciturn protector. |

 

XXII. I

The weather became darker and dark-l

er; the wind continued to rise, and our

two fugitives walked with difficulty for

half an hour, sometimes upon stony paths,

sometimes among briars and high grass,

when the rain suddenly burst upon them

with an extraordinary violence. Consue

lo had not yet said a word to her compan

ion; but seeing him anxious on her ac

count, and looking about for a shelter,

she at last said to him: “ Fear nothing

for me, sir; I am strong, and have no

other trouble than that of seeing you ex

posed to so much fatigue and care for a

person who is nothing to you, and who

does not know how to thank you.”

The unknown made a movement of

joy on seeing a deserted building, in one

corner of which he succeeded in placing

his companion, under cover from the tor

rents of rain. The roof of the ruin had

been removed, and the space sheltered by

an angle of the wall was so small that,

unless he placed himself quite close to

Consuelo, the unknown was obliged to re

ceive the rain. Still be respected her

situation so much that he withdrew from

her in order to remove all cause for fear.

But Consuelo could not long allow her

self to accept such self-denial. She re

called him; and seeing that he persisted,

she left her shelter, saying to him in a

tone which she strove to render cheerful:

“Each in his turn, sir chevalier; I can

bear being wet it little. You must take

my place, since you refuse to share it.”

The chcvalior wished to lead Consuelo

back to the shelter which was the object

of this generous contention; but she re

sisted him. “ No,” said‘ she, “I will

not yield to you. I see clearly that I of

fended you to-day, by expressing the de

sire of leaving you at. the frontier. I

ought to cxpiate my fault. I could wish

it to cost me a good cold."

The chevalier yielded, and placed him

self in the shelter. Consuelo, feeling

that she owed him a decided reparation,

came and stood by his side, though she

was humiliated at. perhaps seeming to

make advances to him ; but she preferred

to appear forward rather than ungrateful,

and she wished to resign herself to it in

expiation of her fault. The unknown

understood her so well, that he remained

as far from her as possible in a space of

two or three square feet. Resting upon

the rubbish, he even turned away his

head in order not to embarrass her, and

not to show himself emboldened by her so

]icitude. Consuelo Wondered that a man

condemned to silence, and one who con

‘demned herself also to it to a certain ex—

tent, should divine her so well and should

make himself so well understood. Every

moment increased her esteem for him;

and this singular esteem occasioned such

powerful beatings of her heart, that she

could hardly breathe in the atmosphere
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heated by the breath of this incomprehen

sibly sympathetic man.

After a quarter of an hour the tempest

moderated so far as to permit the two

travellers to resume their journey; but

the wet paths had become almost impass

able for a woman. The chevalier suffer

ed for some moments with his impassive

countenance, as Consuelo slipped at every

step, and clung to him to keep herself

from falling. But suddenly, tired at see

ing her fatigue herself, he took her in his

arms and carried her as if she had been

a child, although she reproached him for

it; but these reproaches did not extend

to resistance. Consuelo felt fascinated

and overcome; she passed through the

wind and the storm, borne by this dark

chevalier, who resembled the spirit ofthe

night, and who cleared ravines and bogs

with his burden, with a step as rapid and

as sure as if he had been of an immate

rial nature. They arrived thus at the

ford of a. little stream. The unknown

rushed into the water, raising Consuelo

in his arms as the ford became deeper.

Unfortunately, this water spout of rain,

so heavy and so sudden, had swollen the

stream, which had become a torrent, and

ran troubled and foaming, with a dull and

ominous murmur. The chevalier was al

ready waist deep; and in the effort which

he made to sustain Consuelo above the

surface, it was to be feared that his feet,

imbedded in the mud, might fail him.

Consuelo was afraid for him: “ Let me

go,” said she; “I know how to swim.

In the name of Heaven, let me go! the

water is still rising; you will be

drowned ! "

At this moment a furious blast of wind

uprooted one of the trees of the bank

towards which our travellers were ad

vancing; it dragged with it an immense

mass of earth and stones, which for an

instant seemed to oppose a natural dike to

the violence of the current. The tree

had luckily fallen across the stream, and

the unknown began to breathe, when the

water, forcing its way through the obsta

cles which impeded it, gathered into a

current of such strength that it became

almost impossible for him to struggle any

longer. He stopped, and Consuelo tried

to disengage herself from his arms. “Put

me down,” said she; “I do not wish to

be the cause of your death. I have

strength and courage, also! let me strug

gle with you.”

But the chevalier pressed her to his

heart with renewed energy. One would

have thought he meant to perish there

with her. She was afraid of that black

mask, of that silent man who, like the

Undins of the old German ballads, seem

ed to wish to drag her into the boiling

gulf. She dared no longer resist. For

more than a quarter of an hour the un

known struggled against the fury of the I half-compassionate air. “ Do not die!”

waves and wind with a truly frightful

coolness and perseverance, still holding

Consuelo above the water, and gaining a

foot of ground in four or five minutes.

He judged his situation with calmness.

It was as difficult for him to return as to

advance ; he had passed the deepest place,

and he felt that in the movement he

would be compelled to make in order to

return, the water might carry him away

and cause him to lose his foothold. At

last he reached the bank, and continued

his course without permitting Consuelo

to walk and without taking breath, until

he heard the whistle of Karl, who was

anxiously waiting for them. Then he

deposited his precious burden in the arms

of the dcscrtcr, and fell exhausted on the

sand. He breathed only in hollow

groans; it seemed as if his chest would

burst. “Oh my God! Karl, he is dy

ing! ” said Consuelo, throwing herself

beside the chevalier. “See! that is the

death~rattle. Let us take off this mask

which smothers him.” Karl was about

to obey; but the unknown, raising his

hand with difficulty, arrested that of the

deserter. “That is right!" said Karl;

“ my oath, signora! I swore to him that

I would not touch his mask, even should

he die before your eyes. Run to the car

riage, signora; bring me my gourd of

brandy, which is on the box ; a few drops

will revive him.” Consuelo wished to

rise, but the clrevalier retained her. If

he must die, he wished to expire at her

feet. “That is right again,” said Karl,

who, in spite of his rough envelop, com

prehended the mysteries of love; (he had

loved,) “you will nurse him better than

I can. Iwill go for the gourd. Here,

siguora,” added he in a low voice, _“I

really believe that if you loved him a lit

tle, and would have the charity to tell

him so, he would not let himself die.

\Vithout that, I can answer for nothing."

Karl withdrew, smiling. He did not

entirely share Consuelo's terror; he saw

that the chevalier's suffocation already

began to be relieved. But Consuelo, ter

rified, and thinking that she was about to

receive the last sigh of the generous man,

encircled him with her arms and covered

with kisses the upper part of his broad

forehead, the only part of his face left no

eoncealed by the mask. “ O my God!"

said she, “take that off; I will not look

at you, I will go away; at least you will

be able to breathe.” The unknown took

both of Consuelo‘s hands and pressed

them to his panting breast, as much to

feel their gentle warmth as to take from ‘

her the desire to relieve him by uncover

ing his face.

soul of the young girl was in that chaste

embrace. She remembered what Karl

 

,had said to her with a half-bantering,

At this moment all they

 
said she to the unknown; “Oh! do not

let yourself die! do you not see clearly

that I love you? "

She had no sooner said these words

than she thought she had said them in a.

dream. But they had escaped from her

lips as if in spite of her. The chevalier

had heard them. He made an effort to

rise, fell upon his knees, and embraced

those of Consuelo, who burst into tears

without knowing why.

Karl returned with his gourd. The

chevalier rejected the deserter‘s favorite

specific, and resting upon him, gained the

carriage, in which Consuelo seated her

self by his side. She was much troubled

about the cold which his wet garments

must occasion him. “ Fear nothing,

signora,” said Karl, “ M. the chevalier

has not had time to get cold. He shall

have my cloak, which I took care to put

into the carriage when I saw the rain

coming; for] thought one of you would

get wet. \Vhen you wrap yourself in

dry and thick garments over wet ones,

you can keep in the heat for a long while.

It is like a hot bath, and is not un

healthy.”

“ But you, Karl, do the same," said

Consuelo; “take my mantle, for you

have got wet yourself to save us.”

“Oh! as to me,” said Karl, “my

skin is thicker than yours. Put the man'

tle also on the chevalier. Bundle him

up well; and, even should I kill this

poor horse, I will drive you to the relay

without getting stifi' on the way."

For an hour Consuelo kept her arms

twined round the unknown; and her

head, which he had drawn upon his

bosom, restored heat and life to it better

than all the prescriptions and receipts of

Karl. She sometimes interrogated his

forehead and warmed it with her breath,

in order that the sweat in which he was

bathed might not grow cold. When the

carriage stopped, he pressed her to his

heart, with a strength which sufficiently

proved to her that he was in all the ful

ness of life and happiness. Then he

precipitately descended the steps and dis

appeared.

Consuelo found herself in a kind of

coach-house, face to face with an old

man, half-servant, half-peasant, who car

ried a dark-lantern and led her through a

path bordered with hedges, by the side of

a house of mediocre appearance, to a. pa.—

vilion, the door of which he looked be

hind her, after having made her enter

without him. Seeing a. second door open,

she entered a small apartment, very clean

and very simple, composed of two rooms ;

one, a sleeping chamber well warmed,

with a nice bed ready prepared, and an

other room lighted with tapers and fur

nished with a comfortable supper. She
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remarked with sorrow that there was but

one cover; and when Karl came to bring

her bundles, and to offer his services for

the table, she did not dare to say to him

that all she desired was the company of

her- protector at supper. “ Go, eat and

sleep yourself, my good Karl,” said she;

“I have no need of anything; you must

be more fatigued than I am."

“I am not more fatigued than if I had

just been saying my prayers at the fire

side with my poor wife, to whom God

grant peace!

with'a hearty good-will when I saw my

self once more out of Prussia, though

I really don‘t know if we are in Saxony,

in Bohemia, in Poland or in China, as

they used to say at M. the count Hoditz's,

at Roswald."

“ And how is it possible, Karl, that,

travelling on the box of the carriage, you

have not recognized a single one of the

places through which we have passed to

day!"

“ Because, apparently, I have never

been over this road before, signora; and

then, because I cannot read what is writ

ten on the walls and guide-boards; and

finally, because we did not stop in any

city or village, but always took our relays

in some wood, or in the court-yard of

some private house. Finally, there is a

fourth reason; which is, that I have giv

en my word of honor to M. the chem

Iicr, not to tell you, signora.”

“You should have begun with that

reason, Karl; Ishould have made no ob

jections. But, tell me, does the chevalier

appear ill! ”

“ By no means, signora; he goes and

comes in the house, in which he really

does not seem to have much to do: for

lean see no face in it but that of an old

gardener, who is not very talkative.”

“Then go and offer him your ser

vices, Karl. Run, leave me."

 

“ \Vhat shall I do! he refused them,1

ordering me to think only of you."

" Well, think of yourself, my friend,

and make fine dreams about your lib

erty.”

Consuelo retired to bed at the first

dawn ofthe morning, and when she woke

and had dressed, her watch showed two

o’clock. The day appeared clear and

brilliant. She tried to open the blinds;

but in both rooms she found them fas

tened by secret springs, like those of the

post-chaise in which she had travelled.

She tried to go out; the doors were

locked on the outside. She returned to

the window, and could distinguish on

ly the nearest grounds of a modest orch

ard. Nothing indicated the neighborhood

_of a city, or of a much frequented road.

The silence was complete in the house,

and without was only broken by the hum-i

aing of insects, the cooing of pigeons is not love a serious folly!

Oh! I kissed the ground‘

upon the roof, and from time to time by

the plaintive sound of a wheelbarrow in

alleys to which her view did not extend.

She mechanically listened to these

sounds, agreeable to her ear, so long de_

prived of the echoes of country life.

Consuelo was still a prisoner, and the

great care that was taken to conceal her

situation, could not fail to give her some

anxiety. But she was resigned for some

time at least to a captivity which appeared

so little frightful, and the love of the

chevalier did not cause her the same

horror as had that of Mayer.

Although the faithful Karl had desired

her to ring as soon as she rose, she did

not wish to trouble him, judging that he

required a longer rest than she did. She

feared, above all, to awaken her other

travelling companion, whose fatigue must

be excessive. She passed into the room

adjoining her chamber; and instead of

the repast of the previous night, which

had been removed without her knowledge,

she found the table loaded with books and

materials necessary for writing.

The books tempted her but little; she

was too much agitated to make' use of

them; and as, in the midst of her per

plexities, she found an irresistible pleas

ure in retracing the events of the pre

ceding night, she made no effort to dis

tract herself from thinking of them. By

degrees the idea of continuing her journal

came to her, as she was still kept on se

cret; and she wrote as a preamble this

page upon a loose sheet:

“ Dear Beppo, it is for you alone that

I resume the recital of my strange adven

tures. Aecustomcd to talk to you with

the freedom inspired by conformity of ago

and similarity of ideas, I can confess to

you emotions which my other friends

might not understand, and which they

would, doubtless, judge more severely

than you will. This opening will make

you guess that I do not feel exempt from

faults; I am not so in my own eyes, al

though I am hitherto ignorant of their

extent and consequences.

“ Joseph, before relating to you how I

escaped from Spandaw, (which, in truth,

no longer appears of any consequence to

me, in comparison with what now occu

pies my mind,) I must tell you—how

shall I tell youl—I do not know my

sclf— Is it a dream through which I

have passch And yet my head burns,

and my heart thrills as if it wished to

burst away from me, and lose itself in

another soul. \Vell, I will tell you all

simply, for all is in this word, my dear

friend, my good comrade: I love!

“I love an unknown; a man whose

face I have not seen, and whose voice

I have not heard. You will say that‘

I am foolish, and you will be right;

  

Listen, .Io

 

seph, and do not doubt my happiness;

for it is a happiness of which Ihad not

the slightest idea,—a happiness which

surpasses all the illusion of my first love,

at Venice, —- a happiness so intoxicating

that it prevents my feeling the shame of

having so quickly and foolishly accepted

it, the fear of having wrongly placed my

affection, even that of not being loved in

return—O! but l am beloved, Ifecl it

so certainly. Be certain that I do not

deceive myself, and that Ilove this time

really -— would I dare to say, passionate~

lyi Why not'.l Lovecomcs to us from

God. It does not depend upon ourselves

to enkindle it in our bosom, as we would

kindle atorch upon an altar. All my ef

forts to love Albert (whose nameI now

write with trembling) did not succeed in

producing that burning and sacred flame ;

since I lost him, I have loved his memory

better than I loved his person. “The

knows in what manner I could love him

ifhe were restored to me i —-”

Hardly had Consuelo traced these last

words than she efl'aced them ; not

enough, perhaps, to prevent their {being

read, but enough to relieve herself from

the terror of having written them. She

was strongly excited, and the reality of

her love betrayed itself, in spite of her,

in what she had most secret~ She

wished in vain to continue to write, in

order to explain better to herself the mys

tery of her own heart. She could find

nothing to express the delicate shade but

these terrible words: “Who knows in

what manner I could love Albert, if he

were restored to me? ”

Consuelo could not deceive herself;

she had thought she loved, with love, the

memory of tho dead; but she felt lifo

overflow in her bosom, and a real passion

extinguish an imaginary one.

She tried to read over all that she had

written, in order to escape from this dis

order ofmind. In doing so, she found in

it only disorder, and despairing of having

calmness enough to concentrate herself,

feeling that the et'lort made her fever

ish, she crushed the written sheet in

her hands, and threw it upon the table

until she could burn it. Trembling, like

a guilty soul, her face on fire,she walked

about with agitation, and could not longer

think of anything except that she loved,

and that she could not doubt it.

Some one knocked at the doorof her

sleeping room, and she reéntcred it, to

open for Karl. His face was heated, his

eye troubled, his jaw rather heavy. She

thought him ill with fatigue, but she soon

understood from his answers that he had

welcomed rather too freely, on his arrival

in the morning, the wine or the beer of

hospitality. This was poor Karl‘s sole

defect. A certain dose made him oonfid- I

ing to excess; a stronger one might
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make him terrible. Fortunately he had

kept to the dose of expansion and benev

olence, and there remained something of

it in him, even after having slept all day.

He was full of M. the chevalier; he

could speak of nothing else. M. the

chevalier was so good, so humane, so lit

tle proud with poor people! He had

made Karl sit opposite to him, instead of

allowing him to tend at table, and had

compelled him to share his meal, and had

poured out for him the best wine, pledg

ing him at every glass, and holding his

own like a true Sclave. “ What a pity

he is only an Italian! " said Karl; “ he

well deserves to be a Bohemian ; he car

ries wine as well as l do."

“Perhaps that is not saying much,”

replied Consuelo, but little flattered by

this great readiness of the chevalier to

drink with valets. But she immediately

reproached herself for being able to con

~sider' Karl as inferior to herself or her

friends, after the services he had rendered

them. Besides, it was doubtless for the

purpose of hearing him talk of her, that

the chevalier had sought the company of

this devoted servant. Karl’s discourse

showed her that she was not mistaken.

“Oh! signora," added he, artlessly,

“that worthy young man is madly in

love with you; he would commit crimes,

even meannesses for you! ”

“I should wish to dispense with them,"

replied Consuelo, whom these expres

sions displeased, though Karl, doubtless,

did not understand their extent. “Can

you explain to me," said she, to change

the conversation, “ why I am so closely

shut up here.”

“ Oh! as to that, signora, ifI knew, my

tongue should be cut out before 1 would

tell you; for I have given my word of

honor to the chevalier, not to answer any

of your questions.”

“Many thanks, Karl! So you love

the chevalier even better than you do

me 1 ”

“Oh! never! I do not say that; but

since he has proved to me that it is for

your benefit, I must serve you in spite of

yourself.”

“ How has he proved that to you? "

“ I don’t know, but I am well persuad

ed of it. Also, signora, he has charged

me to shut you up, to watch over you, to

keep you prisoner, au secret in a ward,

until we arrive.”

“ Then we do not remain herc'.l ”

“\Vc leave again as soon as night

comes. We shall not travel by day any

longer, in order not to fatigue you, and

for other reasons, which I do not know.”

“ And you are to be my jailer all that

time 1 ”

“ As you say, signora; I have sworn

upon the Gospel."

"' Well, M. the chevalier is facetious.

 

I agree Karl!

Schwartz."

" And I will guard you a little better,”

replied Karl, laughing good-humoredly.

“To begin, I am going to prepare your

dinner.”

“ I am not hungry, Karl.”

“ Oh! that is not possible: you must

make a hearty dinner, signora; that is

my countersign, as said master Schwartz.”

“If you imitate him in every thing,

you will not force me to eat. He was

well content to make me pay, the next

day, for the dinner of the day before,

which he conscientiously reserved for

me."

“ That made his business prosper.

With me, it is different, you may be sure.

The business concerns M. the chevalier.

He is not miserly, not he; he pours out

the gold by handfuls. Either he must be

extremely rich, or his patrimony will

not go very far.”

Consuelo had a candle brought, and re

turned to the next room, in order to burn

what she had written. But she sought

for it in vain : she could not find it.

To be continued.

I prefer you to M.

“IT IS NOT DEATH.”

BY mas. soorrrnv.

It is not Death — it is not Death,

From which I shrink with coward fear;

It is, that I must leave behind

All I love here.

It is not \Vealth — it is not “'calth,

That I am loth to leave behind ;

Small store to me (yet all I crave)

Hath fate assign'd.

It is not Fame — it is not Fame,

From which it will be pain to part;

Obscure my lot— but mine was still

An humble heart.

It is not Health — it in not Health,

That makes me fain to linger here ;

For I have languish’d on in pain

This many a year.

It is not Hope-it is not Hope,

From which I cannot turn away;

Oh, earthly Hope hath cheated me

This many a day.

But there are Friends—but there are Friends,

To whom I could not say “ Farewell! ”

Without a pang more hard to bear

Than tongue can tell.

But there's a thought—but there’s a thought,

“'ill arm me with that pang to cope;

Thank God ! we shall not part like those
Who have no hope. I

And some are gone —and some are gone—

Mcthinks they chide my long delay —

With whom it scem'd my very life

\Vent half away.

But we shall meet—but We shall meet,

“"hore parting tears shall never tlow ;

And, when I think thereon, almost

1 long to go.

The Saviour wept—the Saviour wept

 

O’cr him he loved— corrupting clay !

But then He spake the word, and Death

Gave up his prey !

A little while—a little while,

And the dark Grave shall yield its trust;

Yea, render every atom up

Of human dust.

\Vhat matters then—what matters then

“’ho earliest lays him down to rest]

Nay, “ to depart and be with Christ,"

It! surely best.

CLOSING ARGUMENT FOR DR.

KllAITSIR.

[The strictures upon Dr. Kraitsir’s system by

our unknown correspondent, which appeared in

our paper of October 17th, have not escaped

the vigilance of “ Tiro," who offers the follow

ing in defence. \Ve confess the article in

question had not, as we read it, at all the spirit

of an “ attack ; ” but we see not with the same

eyes, it may be, in this matter. “'ith the pub

lication of this, each side will have appealed

thricc to our readers; beyond this, we cannot

pledge ourselves to risk their wearying of the

subject.]

To the Editors of the Harbinger:

GENTLEMEN :—As your new reviewer

of the pamphlet of Dr. Kraitsir is so

“ geod tempered,” he will doubtless

allow me to take up his article with the

same freedom with which I commented

upon that of the phonographer. I would

not deprecate, but court criticism on this

great system, because only so can the

merits of it be strongly brought before

the public. Criticism, whether just or

not, affords opportunity for discussion,

and this discussion may produce an atten

tion which Dr. Kraitsir‘s own statement

might not make, because it is so self

evident that the minds that accept it

do not react upon it enough to become

aware of its bearings.

Your reviewer says he does not com

prehend what practical advantage is to

arise to the student of languages from

the application of Dr. Kraitsir's princi

ple, because the laws of euphony some

times, especially in Greek, alter the roots

of words, and the philological teacher

must quicken his imagination in order to

apprehend what the imagination of men

has done in the formation of words.

It is evident from what the reviewer

subsequently says, that he has not com

prehended the principle nor rules of Dr.

Kraitsir, and therefore it is no argument

for the inutility of the system, that he

does not find it “ practical."

The principle of the system, the cen

tral idea, is not once advertcd to in this

article. Short as Dr. Kraitsir’s book is,

could not the reviewer see its point,

namely: that the Indra-European lan

guages are all the same language, if we

consider the vowels one element, the labi

als one element, the gutturals one ele

ment, and the lingua-dentals one element!

that varieties of dialect are produced in a
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great measure by the interchanges of

these letters respectively! To refute Dr.

Kraitsir’s pretensions to having made a

great discovery, of use in the translation

of languages into each other, it is neces

sary to prove that this principle is false.

No reviewer of him has yet attempted

this. They have only adduced some

words as exceptions to his roles and con

tradictions of his principle, and in doing

so have displayed their own want of any

philological principle. The present re

viewer has fallen into this, as I will im

mediately show.

But first let me make another remark :

the central idea of the organism of the

alphabet is not the only principle that Dr.

Kraitsir advances. He declares, that the

division of organic sounds corresponds to

great classes of meanings, which mean

ings are the Life of nature and of man;

and that through the disponibility of the

human imagination, in relation with the

fact that every object in nature and of

thought may be looked at from many

points of view, and therefore be seen in

many lights, words may be applied in

different languages somewhat differently.

Symholization is a large part oflanguage,

for there is more of the spiritual to be

expressed in language than of the mate

rial. In the sentence, “I am very happy

to be obliged to think in all points of

view of the subject,” there is not a sin

gle word which expresses a material

object. Yet every word here used to

denote states of mind and operations of

thought is founded on words that cxpress

outward things, applied by the imagina

tion of man to that. to which they are,

applied. Donbtless critics taking up the

central idea and taking a common dic

tionary of another language, or even of

their own language, will find words that

denote the same thing which are not

made of the same elements. But in this

case, Dr. Kraitsir's system can meet the

criticism by showing that the symboliza

tion is true, and affords a clue out of the

difficulty.

And now permit mo to take up your

reviewer‘s verbal criticisms. First, what

he says upon url.

One of Dr. Kraitsir’s rules, is, that the

vowels, being comparatively inarticulate,

ati'ord us no insight into the radical mean

ings, except that the vowels i and u are

sometimes in the place of a guttural, be

cause being extreme vowels they some

times pass into consonants, i becoming y

and j, u beco'ming w. Thus the word

drag sometimes becomes draw ; the word

guard becomes ward, the English Word

fact becomes in French fail, the Latin

word lact lait, the English night or Latin

noct, becomes nail, and so forth. lf the

reviewer will take the trouble to look at

Dr. Kraitsir's scheme of the alphabet,l

 

and see the interchanging columns, he

will find that the words he adduccs with

ilrl \\ ill DU :1 happy illustration of the

doctrine of interchange. The Greek "H

pronounced with digamma, the Latin

Irrnm, the Gothic airs, the English cur-r,

the Anglo-Saxon aimre, the German

mrig, are all one word, meaning time

more or less. If any of them mean a

generation, that is obviously a secondary

meaning: the application of a word ex

pressing time indefinite, to a period

marked by the act of generation. So the

volumes of the Holy Scriptures were

designated in Gothic as the old time and

the new time. Thus the very words

brought by the reviewer, illustrate felici

tously Dr. Kraitsir's view.

The reviewer sliOws also that he as

little understands Dr. Kraitsir's doctrine

of diphthongs, as his doctrine of vowels.

Dr. Kraitsir says there are only propcr

diphthongs, and that an improper diph

lhong is a contradiction in terms, a logi

cal absurdity. He says diphthongs may

interchange with vowels, and since being

compounded of vowels they have no radi

cal meanings, thcy may be omitted in the

search after roots. He also shows that e

and 0, being compounded respectively of

a i, and a u, are in the last analysis diph

thongs, and he could not have a better

illustration than the Gothic writing of

Sanlaumon and Aifaisium for the Greek

$010,”!th and Erproloug, words furnished

by the reviewer himself In Sanscrit,

only the three pure vowels a i and u are

written explicitly ; the e and o are there

indicated as diphthongs.

\Vith rcspcct to the word here the re

viewer is singularly unhappy. lle sug

gests that this animal is so named because

he is hairy! In this he is at variance

with other philologists, besides Dr. K.,

Boom in his analytical dictionary speaks

of the word hare (page I58) as coming

from the old English verb to hare, (French

hnricr) meaning to frighten from a place,

later to harry, and hence lo hurry. lie

also says the old English to hare was

written In hose, and refers to the German

have, hare, and the French base, the

female of a hare. He then goes on to

say that the verb lo haste comes from the

same root, for it means the same thing as

hurry. He even refers to thefact of the

interchange of .r and 1', though he does

not know it as a principle. If the review

er will look at Dr. Kraitsir's scheme of

the alphabet, he will see that r, s, and d,

interchange, and therefore that hare, hose,

In'de, do not altogether differ. To hare

means to make, to hide, as well as to has/en.

Root meanings have no respect to activity

or passivity. Dr. Kraitsir is accustomed

to find his nouns derived from verbs or

participles, and not from adjectives. Some

action generally lics deeper in the signifi

 

cance of a word than an external property

like hair, which is enjoyed in common by

the largest number of quadrupods, and of

which the hare has not such a supera

bundancc as to be distinguished for it

among animals.

The reviewer says that “the great

defect of the system is, that these laws

imply much more method, and a much

more philosophical mind than is likely to

have actuated those by whom the primi

tive words were invented, as they became

necessary.” Dr. Kraitsir believes that

language began when men were uncor~

ruptcd in mind, and that they instinctively

symbolized objects and thoughts, by espe

cially adapted organs, used on a principle

analogous to that on which deaf mutcs

use their limbs in the gesticulating lan

guage. “’hen they wished to exprcss

that a bird flew, they moved the most

moveable organs; when they wished to

speak of Cause, God, Action in its prin

ciple, they used the internal organ near

est to the heart and requiring the most

effort to move, and so forth. Out of

these things language grew, not by the

premeditation of individual men, but by

reason of “the vast soul that o’er them

planned." He says Dr. Kraitsir does

not go back to nature. What does he

mean by going back to nature! Are not

man’s brain, organs, material and spirit

ual environment, nalure? Is not man the

highest being in nature, the microcosm?

And docs not Dr. Kraitsir found his

whole theory and art upon the relations

of sounds to the organs that make them,

the relation of these organs to the brain,

and the relations of both sounds and

organs to phenomcna on the one hand

and causal ideas on the other".l The re

viewer sccs, or rather hears, that the

words thunder, whisper, sigh, surge, (l)

sound like that in nature for which they

stand. Perhaps Dr. Kraitsir would not

deny it, but this pan-olism is but a small

part of language. He would go farther

than the parrotism, and ask why do these

words stand for these things, and how;

and would find the answcrhy analyzing

them into their component sounds, and

asking what organs make these sounds,

and \\ hat do these organs and consequent

ly these sounds symbolize.

But I must not omit the other etymol

ogy of the reviewer. \Vith respect to

the German word hat/pl he is fighting

with a windmill. Dr. Kraitsir never said

that tapul, hail/it, bead, and so forth,

were so called because heads have length,

breadth, and depth. Head is so called,

he says, because it contains the man, the

brain being in fact the man. But the

container of anything must be designated

by a gullural, because the throat being

angular, curved, hollow, symbolizes a

ronlaincr. Ilencc capio, to take into it
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self, capacity, the power of taking in;

and the Romans said caput, head. The

first syllable is the root of this word, for

l and its interchanging letters are gram

matical letters. This root is composed of

a guttural and a labial, connected by a

vowel or a diphthong. Now let the re

viewer cast his eyes upon the scheme of

the alphabet and mark the interchanges

of the columns while he considers the

following words :

cnput . . . . Latin

xerpahd . . . Greek

chef . . . . . French

haubith . . . Gothic

haupit . . . Old German

haupt . . . . New German.

hobid . . . . Early Saxon

heafod . . . Anglo Saran

head . . . English

Thus the very words which the re

viewer brings, again illustrate felicitously

Dr. Kraitsir‘s rules. A farther illustration

would make them still more triumphantly

manifest. Besides the other Germanic

tongues, the Sclavonian still preserve the

same elements to express the same thing,

thus the Poles say gloit'a, the Russians,

golowa, the Bohemians, hlawa. The to

'of these last Words is here interchanged

for v labial. The reviewer asks if Dr.

Kraitsir knows the meaning of the word

umlaut, because the latter asserts that de

clension properly consists in umlaut. In

speaking of the word conjugation, Dr.

Kraitsir remarks that it ought to be ap

plied to the variation of the ending of

nouns no less than to that of verbs, be

cause in both cases the variation is made

by the conjunction or rather crushing of

pronouns upon the roots, thereby often

adding a syllable; of the old personal

pronouns in the instance of verbs, and of

the old demonstrative pronouns in the in

stance of nouns, adjectives, and partici

ples. in this relation he says a declina

tion of the leading vowel into a slenderer

sound, a change within the Word,

(whether umlaut or ablaut,) is properly

called declension: and this declension is

not found exclusively to express the cases,

but pervades languages thus: drop, drip;

hang, hinge, and so forth. It is evident

that, small as the book is, the reviewer has

not made himself master of its contents.

Like its other critics, he has not touched

its point; but why not? It is the fore

front of Dr. Kraitsir‘s statement. It is

exhibited to the eye in his alphabet

scheme. The questions should be with

every critic, —- is this probable l — is this

truci—docs the comparison of languages

bring it out! For if so, a method of

studying languages may be founded on

it, which shall accomplish something

towards the great end of conferring on

men the gift of tongues.

TlRO.

 

SILENCE.

Still-born silence, thou that art

Floodgate ol' the deeper heart;

Offspring of a heavenly kind ;

Frost 0’ th' month, and thaw 0’ th' mind ;

Secrecy’s confidant, and he

That makes religion mystery;

Admiration’s speaking’st tongue—

Leave thy desert shades, among

Reverend hermits’ hallow’d cells.

Where retircd’st devotion dwells ;

With thy cnthusiasms comet

Seize this maid, and make her dumb.

Fleck'noe.

A YANKEE IN A COAL SCREEN.

BY JOE MILLER, JR

In order to load the coal boats on the

Lehigh canal, a short but steep inclined

plane, of about one hundred and fifty feet

in length, is made at the chu/e which runs

from a station house on the side of the

mountain. to a large circular revolving

screen. To the loaded car is attached a

rope which draws up an empty car, and,

arrived at the screen, the lower end of

the car is suddenly unbolted, and the coal

is shot with great velocity into a hopper;

this conveys it directly into the screen,

which has three large chambers, through

which coal of as many sizes is riddled out,

and shot, by scuppers, into just as many

boats, waiting for different descriptions of

the article.

A few months since a Yankee of the

genuine breed, quite inquisitive, but more

verdant than a Yankee should be, gained

the station house, and gazed with wonder

at the contrivances. He peculiarly ad

mired the swiftness with which the load

ed car descended and emptied its load and

the velocity with which it returned to

give place to another.

Shortly his attention was attracted by

seeing a laborer mount one of the full

cars about to make the descent.

“ Going to slide! ” inquired he.

“ Yes, going to chute; won’t you

“ Wal, I guess I’ll stop a bit, an

you do it.”

The car swiftly descended, and ere it

reached the hopper, the passenger jumped

off safely.

“Do you do that often!” inquired he

of one of the laborers in the station

house.

“ Oh, yes, continually,” was the wag

gish answer, “ you know most all the

boatmen are single men, and as they of

ten have orders for ‘family coal,’ we al

ways send down a marricd man with

every car of that kind, to let ’em know."

“ Wal now, du tell,” uttered the east

ern man.

The more the Yankee looked at the

apparatus, the more did he become con

vinced that it Would be a great thing to

go down the steep in that way—some

thing that he could tell “to hum.”

Plucking up courage, he approached

the superintendent.

_ 1“"That beats sleddin down hill, don’t

It.

“ l ’spose it does.”

“ You couldn’t let a feller go down,

could you!”

“ Why, do you think you can jump off

in time i”

“Oh, yes, I’m reckoned considerable

of a jumper—jumping does me good: I

once jumped oil" a hay mow thirty feet

high, and it made me so supple that I‘m

1 11

BBC

 
give in to be the best dancer in the hull

township.”

“ Well, get on, and take care of your

self.”

Suddenly the car moved off, and our

friend found the speed so fearful, and the

declivity so great, that he was forced to

stoop down and grasp the sides of his

vehicle for support. The place where

the laborer had leaped off was reached,

but the Yankee was not in the position to

jump; he had to hold on, and, running

down a descent three times as steep as

that which he had come, a sudden click

shot the bolt, and, with a. violent force,

out \vent the contents, Yankee included,

into the hopper.

“ Murder! get me out! stop the con

sarn ! ” shouted our here, as he felt him

self sliding down the hopper to the cylin

der. “Murder! stop the consarn—l'll

be killed! ”

But the motive power of“ the consarn"

was water, which had no sympathy with

those who pursue knowledge under diffi

culties, and those who saw were too dis

tant and too much convulsed with laughter

to yield assistance. Into the screen he

slid, landing on the top, and as he felt

himself revolving with the coal, he grasp

ed the wires in desperation, to prevent

himself from being rolled to the bottom.

Around the wheel he went, and our

friend’s sensibilities were touched up by a

plentiful shower of fine coal dust riddled

through from all the chambers. He man

aged to get one eye open, and saw with

delight that the cylinder was only about

fifteen feet in length, and he forced his

way forward to the opening with convul

sive struggles, but was not altogether

successful; another revolution of the

wheel had yet to be borne, and the next

time he reached the bottom he was shot

out of the scupper into the boat beneath.

To the screams of laughter with which

his advent was hailed our hero said not a

word, but getting out an old handkerchief,

rubbed the dust out of his eyes, and,

surveying his torn apparel and bruised,

battered, scratched and cut limbs, he

‘ raised his vein,’ to know as what quality

of anthracite he had been delivered—

when, smashing his remnant ofa hat over

his eyes, he stumped ofl‘, muttering,

“broken and screened, by thunder.” —- St.

Louis Reveille.

For the Harbinger.

SOCIETY — AN ASPIRATION — OR THE

ACTUAL AND THE POSSIBLE.

(Continued)

In our last article we considered man

as a series of chemical elements, and of

organic structures with vital functions:

we now proceed to give the formula of

his conscious life under its triune distinc

tion of Sensation, Intellect and Afl'ec

tion.

N. B. The term “ Direct and Com

posite” will refer to the action of an

attraction in convergence or harmony

with the other springs of action within

the same individual, or among the indi

viduals composing a society. The term

“ Inverse and Simple” refers to the inco

herent impulse of any spring, as exhibit

ed in the Savage, Barbarous, or Civilized

societies.
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I. SENSATION. (See Note A, on page 347.)

Comprises Five Material Attractions, relating Man to External Nature.

Funca‘tort.-—Communication between the material and spiritual worlds.

Tsunstvcv.—To material harmonies and luxury.

Enos 0!“ ATTAINMENT : —

Direct and Composite—Development of Industry in culti

vating, preserving and preparing for use those necessaries and

luxuries demanded by the senses.

Direct and Composite.—Co-operation of man with God as

he is manifested in the mineral, vegetable and animal cre

ations subordinate to man, by integral development of their

resources.

Direct and Composite.-—Fulfilment of adaptations to man’s

individual well-being by attainment of physical health, integral

physical development, and refinement of the senses by their

exercise as the condition of enjoying external harmonies.

Tons or SENTIMENT manifested:—

Direct and Composite.— Love to nature.

CONCOMITANT Resume: -—

Direct and Compositc.— Sensitive happiness, generation of

industrial sympathies, and elevation of the laborer.

Sensation is a Series of Five Branches or Groups.

SMELL.

Dinah—Attracts man tol Direct.—Attracts man toI

fragrant odors, and repels food and flavors, incites to tile luxury in clothing, &.c.,

him from stench,

expressive of qua

friendly to him. Combined at his tab e harmonic

with Sight and Taste, it ex-lof the elements of f0

SIGHT.

Direct. -—Attracts man to

the beautiful in forms and

colors, and to cultivate or

create landscapes, gardens,

buildin , paintin , sculp

ture, urniture, cothing in

general. Brings man into

HEARING.

Direct.—-.\ttracts man to

the music of nature—the

sounds of the forest and wa

ters, the songs of birds which

collect around his dwellinos,

&.c., and to imitate and c

thcse notes in vocal

Inverse and Simple.— Waste of effort and of material by

incoherent struggling of each individual to seize the goods

around him.

Inverse and Simple.—Oppositi0n of man to God as manifest

ed in the subordinate creations, by partial abuse and destruction

of their resources, as in the extermination of game, the de

struction of forests and baring of hill sides.

__Inverse and Simple.— Perversion of adaptations to man's

well-being, by diseases of rcplction in one class, and of inani

tion in the other. Imperfect and fragmentary development,

by exclusive employment in a single occupation, and bruti

fication, by eXcessive and exclusive action of the senses of

Taste and Touch.

Inverse and Simple.-— Selfish sensualism.

Inverse and Simple.— Sensitive miseries of the seven-eighths,

and preclusion of enjoyment in scven-eighths of the rest by

satiety and disease. Antipathies between laborers and capital

ists, and degradation of the laborer.

(See Note B.)

TASTE. I TOUCH.

Direct—Attracts to tac

to artificial regulation of tem

perature by fires, houses, 6Lc.,

and to equilibrium of climates

and seasons, attainable by in

generallylthe culture ofdelicatc fruits,

ities tin-,to culinar art,and to term

roups

so as

unity with God’s manifesta

tion in visual harmonies.

Inverse.—- Atllicts the den

izens of towns and cities with

continual discords of form

velop

and instrumental art. Brings

man into unity with God as

manifested in aural harmo

HIGH.

lnueru.—- Afilicts the den

cites to the culture of flow-|to combine the gratificationltegral cultivation of the earth.

ers, and to provisions for

cleanliness, &.c. Brings

man into unity with God as

manifested in aromal har

monies.

of the palate with the welfare 'l‘o establishment of magnetic

0f the stomach and systemrsympathies through the con

of which it is the natural in-,tnct of hands, are. Brings

dicator. Brings man into man into unity with God as

unity with God as manifested manifested in tactile harmo

and color; materially, in the

confused masses of din y

buildings, and spiritually, fly

the aspect of misery and di

lease around. 'l‘cmpts them

to covet their neighbors’ pro

Pen!

izens of towns and cities with

discords of street noises, cries

of sutfering, doc. Tempts to

disbelief in the harmony of

creation.

stenchos.

  

Invern.— Afllicts the de

nizens of towns and cities

with foul and insalubrious

'I‘empts to uni

versal disgust.

in harmonics of flavor. mes.

Inverse. — 'l‘antalizes tho Innerse.—Afilicts the poor

poor with fruitless desire for I in the privation of baths an

the dainties they see for sale > clean raiment, with continual

around them, and tempts the malaise, aggravated by the

rich to gluttony and inteinpc- l itch, which 'encmtes chronic

rance, because unbalanced by I diseases. Lnbalnuced by the

healthy alternation of other‘hcalthy alternation of other

senses and passions, except senses and passions, it tempts

in the few Sybarites who cn- to sacrilcge of the passion of

joy true composite liberty, by lovo, and degrades by prosti

the union of wisdom and tution and libertinism the

wealth to a congenial socie- y0uth of civilized and barba

ty. rous countries.

 

w

II. INTELLECT.

Comprises Three Distributive Attractions which arbitrate between the different Sensuous and Afl'ective Attractions and transmit to

the Will the impulse of the dominant motive.

_ FnNcrton.— To contrast, combine and interlock the sensuous and affective attractions, by_ the discovery and realization ofa

social mechanism and material sphere, calculated to harmonize all interests and passions Within each individual, and among

the members of each society; effecting external or collective unity, and internal or individual unity.

Transact—To truth, order and general equilibrium. ,

Enos or ATTAINMENT :—

' Direct and Composite.— Cooperation with God as he is man

ifested in the order or mathematics of creation to which all at

tractions are codrdinated.

Direct and Composite.— Fulfilment of God’s adaptations to

our integral welfare, individual and collective, and to that of

all creatures whose destinies are linked with ours.

I

Tour: or SENTIMENT :—

Dircct and Composite.— Love of truth.

Inverse and Simple.— Opposition to God by arbitrary legisla

tion and repression of attractions.

Inverse and Simple.— Prevention of God’s adaptations to our

welfare and to that of the creatures connected with us, by

false philosophies which shut the eyes of our race to their true

destiny; persuading them that it is impossible to escape from

the evils that oppress and enslave them, and even insulting the

senses and passions by pretending that their suppression is

necessary to salvation in a future life.

Inverse and Simple.- Love of sophistry.
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CONCOMITANT RESULTS :—

])ircrt 0an Composite.— Intellectual development and pleas

ures of science by sympathy with God‘s wisdom in the mech

anisms of creation, to which the passional or social harmony

will serve as the key-note.

CABALIST.

A

l \

Comprises perceptions of rogression or relation

of cause and reflect, on vr, time, and ments,,

similitude and diti‘erence.

\ . Y ' I

_Furtcrios.—Creation of discords by analy

sis and contrast.

Tnuosscv. -- To refinement, to formation of

sects. -

_ Enos or ATTAIIMENT.—Divisi0n ofa mass

into its component elements, and manifestation

of their specific characters as groups or sects.

DiVision of labor in every department.

Direct. Stimulation and refinement of in

dustry, art and science, through the rivalries of '

groups in a common or unitary series.

Inverse. Persecutions and hostile jealousics

between sects and parties having no connection

in a general interest.

Torn: or Si-zisrranmr :—

Dirrct. Emulation and criticism.

Inverse. Envy and detractioii.

Coscoxirart'r RESULTS :—

 

Direct. Aptness for calculation and dis

crimination.

Inverse. Aptness for intrigue, knavery and

cabals.

1N T EL L E CT . (Continucd.)

Int-arse and Simple.

forming arbitrary classifications and hypotheses, or pain from

perceiving the discrepancy of sidercal, atomic, organic and in

- llnprofitable and trivial amusements in

stinctiial harmonies, with the incoherence of our social chaos.

Intellect is a Series of Three Distributive Branches. (See Note C.)

COMPOSITE.

A

F ‘

Comprises faculties of Ideality, and of forming

combinations of images, and of (‘oiistructiie

ness, the name applied to ideality in the mm |

terial or mechanical sphere.

\ I

Fusenom—Creation of accords by combi

nations. .

Transact—To construction or creation,

and in its application to society, to combina

tions of masses.

Runs or :\TT.\INMENT.—llltl0n of parts in

a symmetrical whole. Combinations of thought

in arts and sciences, and other departments of

industry admitting them.

In Composite uction,—Collection of individ

uals into groups, and of groups into series, as in

an arm .

In simple action,—Assemblage of crude

masses as in mobs.

Tour. or Sssriiurtsr.—Creative, construc

tive or corporate.

CONCOMITANT RssuL'rsz—

Direct. Aptness for Association.

Inverse. Facility of yielding to the blind

impulse of numbers.

 

,—

III. AFFECTION.

PAPILLON.

l' A a

Or attmction for change or variety in the exercise

of Senses or Passions.

\ Y I

Function—To alternate sensations, senti

ments. occupations, and to refresh by variety.

Tendency. -— To change.

Ends of Attainment :—

Dirrct. Integral development, by assuring

to each Sense, Passion, or Faculty, its share of

action.

Inverse. \Veakness of character from fickle

ncss and inconstanc .

Direct. lntcrloching of groups and series

by interchange of their personal elements, i. e.

of the persons attached to each group.

Inverse. Sacrifice of industry to unproduc

tive and hurtful dissipation, and failure of enter

prises requiring the concentration of any single

force.

Tone or SentimenL— Love of novelty.

Concomitant Reardts.- Plasticity of intellect

and character, facility of adaptation to new

spheres. Prevention of excesses.

Comprises Four Social Attractions, relating Man to his Fellow Creatures.

FUNCTION.— Generation of sympathies.

TENDENCY.—— To social harmonies and formation of groups.

Enos or A'r'rsmarsur :—

Dircct and Composilv.— Co-operation with God as he is

manifested in passional creatures, identical or co-ordinatc with

man.

Direct and Composite— Fulfilment of God’s adaptations to

our social well-being by attainment of moral health and pas

sional development, with refinement of sentiment, the condition

of enjoying social harmonies.

Toss or Ssurmssr :—

Direcl and Composilc.-— Love to man.

CONCOMITANT RESULTS :—

Direct and Compasile.— Social harmony and passional hap

piness.

AMBITION. FRIENDSHIP.

social well-being by

IHIFCTSC and Simple.-- Opposition to God by enmity and an

tagonism towards our brethren of creation.

Inverse and Simple.— Prevention of God's adaptations to our

moral disease and passional starvation or

perversion of passions, in the prevalence of hostility and

treachery between nations, classes and individuals during the

reign of incoherence and general poverty, which render barba

rous nations a. generation of tigers, and civilized nations “ a

generation of vipers.’
'

Inverse and Simple.— General distrust.

Ajection is a Series of' Four Branches.

LOVE.

Inverse and Simple.— Social hell.

FAMILXSM.
 

Comprising sentiments of Self-Em

teem, Ac uisitiveness. and tran

sition to l-riendship by Approha

tivcness. Transition to Familism

through Vencration. L

Comprising Atlhcsiveness, transi

tion through Benevolence to Love

and through Approbativeticss to

Ambition

Spiritual, by sympathy ofcharac

Benevolence.

4 t

Spiritual 3

Comprising Amativr-ness. transition

to Familisin through .'\tlll('§l\'0<

ness, and to Friendship through

Comprising Philoprogenitiveness,

and transition to Love through

Adliesiveness, and t0 Ambition

throuin Veneration.

1 \
Spiritual, by vconsanguinity of

_HF—d

Spiritual, by league of glor -
Material, by league of interest. y ,

Function. — Establishes distinc

tions of rank or grades according to

capacities, talents, services, experi

ence, 6Lc.

.-To elevation or high

er attainment of luxuries, honors,

spiritual graces, for the individual

and for the race.

Time. -- Aspiration.

Ends of Attainment :—

Order in church and

state in strict ratio of abilities, and

based on free election by intelligent

 

ter; Material, by sympathy of pur

suit.

thction. — Establishes kindly

relations without regard to age, sex,

or condition.

c1.--From individual to

universal p iilanthropv, political and

social equality, and brotherhood of

the race.

Tone. — Self-devotion.

Ends of Attainment :—

Direct. Creation of moral at

traction in the industry of the

groups. Equilibrium with Ambition

and absorption ofjealousiss. Enno

 

Material or sensual.

Function. Unites the male and

female elements of beings adapted

to each other.

Tendency. To the marriage in

stitution.

Tone. Mutual absorption.

Ends of A Ilal1tttll’tlli—

Direct. To make the details of

life charming and sacred by em

bracing in our own another dearer

lift- in life. unfolding to us the hith

erto concealed in steries of crca
tion whose key [lies in our own

being. Inspiration of chivalrous

 

character; Material, by bond of the

household. _

Function. Secures protection,

spiritual and material, to children,

to parents; service and veneration

between relatives, and reciprocal

sympathy. I

Tendency. To the household in

stitution.

Tone. Condcscension, venera

tion, and reciprocal benevolence.

Ends of Attainment : —

Direct. (‘cmcnting by closer and

warmer ties, those already sympa

thizing in character and pursuit, and
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voterl directl conversant with the | bling of occupations otherwise triv

candidates. .‘onciliation of liberty

with order, and security of highest

general interest, by roviding for

each individual the p ace to which

his talents and capacities entitle

him.

Irwcru. — Despotisms, conspira

cies, political and ecclesiastical

convulsions; wars, with their at

tendant evils; industrial and com

mercial monopolies, and oppression

of weaker by more powerful class

es, Imposition by demagogucs and

quaeks of all professions. Y Sa

crifice of public to individual inte

rests, and oppression of the mass

by the few possessed of strongest

selfishness and talent for intrigue.

 
ial or repugnant, by the sentiment

of serving a friend. Substitution of

the sentiment of collectin- brother

hood, for that of Sl'lll‘ill individual

ism, the parent of sin and incohe

rcnce.

Inverse. — Simple suppression.

It is unknown to most men, and its

existence is by many denied.

 
 

enthusiasm in the industrial armies.

Inverse. Prevention of its spir

itual development, lst. 13 an edu

cation “hivh. instead of iii-veloping

tlu- ~11-nl, distorts and suppresses its

natural evolution, and thus render

ing its true type of character irre

cngnisable, precludes the sympa

thies calculated upon that type by

the arbiter of attraction. 2d. By

the isolation, estrangcmont, or op

position in pursuit and interest,

class of society, &c., of those es

sentially sympathetic in character.

l’artial prevention by these causes,

where one party, seving the good

and feeling the attraction, yet una

ble to obtain sympathv. finds his life

embittered and desolatcd by mis

understanding and disappointment

in the ratio of the blessing lost.

Premature “ithoring of love from

pr'it'ufimi of its nulm'al sphere of

beauty, in the dwellings of the poor,

where every thing oil'ends the

senses, and amongst wealthy and

fashionable classes, from the hol

lowness of their lives, wasted in

trivial dissipations and sensual ex

cesses. Doubling of the ills oflife

among the poor of civilization by

sympathetic recoil of each othcr's

conciliation of those not thus con

nected, by family meetings and fcs

tivals.

Inverse. Concentration of sel

fishness in the isolated household,

the basis of social incoherence,

whose prayer is, "' Lord bless me

and my wife, rn son John and the

cow, us four an no more.” Afliic

tion, by sympathetic recoil, to the

suffering poor, who see their chil

dren sicken and prematurely die

from privation of wholesome air,

food, and the comforts and pleasures

natural to their age, while forced to

enslave them to the cart of the

coal-shaft or the wheel of the cot

ton factory. Annoyance to the po

rcnt, and embittenng of life to the

child of richer classes, by necessity

of using arbitrary restraint and corn

pulsion in the absence of the serial

mechanism of practical education

through the emulation! of luccel

sive ages. Inversion of the natural

tone of afi‘ectionate condescenlion

from parent to child, rendering the

former a tyrant, the latter a rebel.

Aversion and internal strife,—ell the

more bitter for being concealed from

the world,—-the frequent conse

quence of compulsory a proxima

 

sufferings. tion in the household, wit out sym~

pathy of character or pursuit.

 

UNITY. Y Pivotal attraction of the Soul or collective voice of Sensation, Affection, and Intelligence, asin their full

development and perfect equilibrium, aspiring to Harmony, to Duty, to Deity.

(Note A.) Each mode of perception

is double in its application ——-in the mate

rial and spiritual sense. We perceive

the momentum of a passion as well as of

astone, and measure the relative effects

of the love or hatred of a powerful or a

feeble person, just as we should the rela

tive forces of a cocoa-nut or a chesnut in

falling to the ground. W's appreciate

the dis/once of character, as well as the

number of feet between two persons sit

ting before us. The word place is as

often used in a spiritual sense in regard

to moral influences, as to outward and

visible locations. The order of ideas in

an essay is quite as appreciable as the

order of knives and forks on a. table.

We have individual characters, and indi

vidual countenances which correspond to

them; and we recognize the spiritual

event of a suppression of intellect as read

ily as the material event of a concussion

of the brain.

(Note B.) Each of the senses has its

gamut. That of sounds and that of

colors we are familiar with, and artists

combine their tones and shades scientifi

cally to produce harmonic effects. Those

of the other senses have not yet been

theoretically appreciated. In regard to

that of taste, some practical notions ob

tain, but the general prevalence of dyspep

sia signalizes our ignorance of harmonic

combinations of aliman on the ordinary

table. Hero lies open a wide sphere of

honor and usefulness for some original

mind. Each sense, affection, andintellee

tual faculty has also its scale of develop

ments and degrees of accord. Notes on

this subject will be found in the works of

Fourier. Admitting the possibility of ap

 
proaching true results, for a genius of

transcendant intuition, it is impossible in

the brute and nebulous state in which we

now behold the elements of passional

harmony, for the common :nind to verify

such calculations. Even the limited de

velopments possessed by certain privileged

individuals, such as the somuambulic

sight, which sees at distant places or

through opaque bodies; or the sympa

thetic perception of character or of phys

ical condition, by touching a letter or a

garment which has been worn by a dis

tant person, and even by an entire stran

ger, are faculties quite incomprehensible

to most persons.

We aim here to indicate the principles

of a social mechanism, which by remov

ing the present causes of antagonism and

mutual obstruction, will allow each at

traction and each character freely to de

scribe its own orbit of movement. Once

having substituted co-operative for inco

herent action, it will be easy to make

such subsequent modifications as shall be

indicated. The first step is Association

guarantying to all, work, bread, and a

social minimum, reconciling the interests

of labor and of capital, and by integral

education and exemption from slavery to

one exclusive occupation, preparing for

the development of_ those faculties and

sentiments of which we are plready cog

nizant. The conditions of existence and

of physical health must be the basis.

Having reached this ark of safety by the

organization of labor, other steps will

follow in their order.

(Note C.) The application of the

Distributive attractions composing the In

tellect is also composite, material or me

chanical, and spiritual or metaphysical,

as they apply to the classification, combi

nations and alternation of colors, sounds,

and savors, or to those of passional affec

itions. There is likewise the distinction

iof internal or individual, as they apply to

the order of sensations, sentiments, occu

‘pations, in each single man; and external

or collective, as they apply to the distri

bution of individual' characters in the

order of society.

Under the head of ‘ Intellect or attrac

tion to Truth,’ we shall consider their

‘internal or individual’ actions as seek

ing to discover the best conditions for

sensuous and passional development, and

the social order in relation to which our

characters were calculated. Their exter

nal or collective action in the practical

embodiment of that order, or attraction of

all the various characters and interests to

take their places and orbits of movement

in it when discovered and appreciated,

will be considered under the heads of

Distributive attractions, Cabalist, Com

posite and Papillon, when their sphere of

action in the serial order has been

sketched. Each intellectual faculty has a

scale of nine primary degrees, as in its

distributive function it compares, com

bines, or alternates two, three, four or

more of the five senses and four affections.

The tabular view preceding, applies

especially to the springs of action in man.

There is another class of passive faculties

noted by phrenologists, such as the senti

ments of Wonder and Mirth. The so

called faculty of Concentration is only a

mode or attribute of any faculty or pas

sion. The attraction for home, for a

fixed dwelling, is a development of Ad
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hesiveness.

bativencss are mere repulsions by any

sense or passion, combating, or removing

from, causes of injury. The Instinctual

faculties are not here considered as a

distinct series, but only as a different

mode of action in the faculties or at

tractions, to be analyzed as Intellectual

or Distributive.

The specific attraction to burn, kill,

and so forth, sometimes observed as a

moral disease, manifests energy of char

acter, perverted by the foreclosure of at

tractive industry. The disease has given

name to the tendency, because of the gen

eral denial of a true and genial sphere of

action in our incoherent and competitive

industry. Did we apply the term instinct

to the tendency to self-preservation, com

bativeness, habitativencss, and so forth,

as is often done, it would be necessary

to distinguish these clearly from faculties

of a different character, capable of sup

plying more or less perfectly the place of

intellect.

It is to the latter class that the term

instinct has been applied in the animal

kingdom. It is not proved to exist in the

lowest class, which still have vital func

tions. Thus the polypus draws in its

tentacula when anything comes in con

tact with them; as the limb of a paral

yzed body, whose connection with the

brain is severed, draws itself up when the

foot is burned or tickled, though there is

no consciousness either of pain inflicted

or of' consequent motion. This is what is

called reflex action, in distinction from

voluntary motion, which implies the ex

istence of a sensorinm not discovered in

the nervous system of the polypus. \Ve

distinguish, by the presence or absence

of consciousness, simple organic vitality

from animal vitality, which takes the

triune development into Sensation, Affec

tion, and Intellect, or Instinct. Accom

panying a development of the brain in

fishes and reptiles, are found new func

tions—the Instinctual. Such we desig

nate those limited faculties, far more di

rect and certain in their operation than

our reason has yet proved, which enable

these creatures as soon as born to find all

that is adapted to their wants, food, habi

tation, and so forth, while millions of

men perish in dcstitntion; and which

so modify their impulses, as to ena

ble them to gratify themselves with

safety and advantage, while the favorites

of fortune among men ruin themselves

by excess. Most species of fish and tur

tle receive no maternal education; they

find only mouths open to devour them.

Instinctual faculties appear to be not

so much naturally absent in the human

species, as extinguished by an arbitrary

education, which inverts the development

of the mind, substitutes the memorizing I instance have been failures, as these best

 scores the works of God by the commens'

taries of man, and prematurely excites the

mind to the separate action of its facul

ties on abstract subjects.

Savages, even the lowest grades, as

the aborigines of New Holland, seem to

approach the lower animals in their in-'

stincts as in the keenness of the senses of

smell and taste. Here is a mode of ar

riving at practical results in the ordinaryv

affairs of life; a sort of intuitive process,

seldom found in those who ratiocinate

much, and more perfect in woman than

in man; often designated as tact or com

mon sense, which approaches very close

ly to instinct.

It even extends to the mathematical

perceptions of numbers and forms in all

their relations, examples of which have

often excited our wonder in Colhurn and

others.

Such persons are seldom able to ex

plain the why or wherefore of their oper

ation; they analyze nothing. The or

gans which perceive, compare and com

bine, and the emotions and active voli

tions consequent upon these processes;

all of which in the mind of man, trained

to reasoning, act separately and success

ively, here seem to unite in one act. They

give to their possessors great advantages

in the limited sphere of every day life.

Bevond this they fail. They seem to

differ from reasoned actions only by a

different mode of action in the same or

gans; the latter adapting to progress, to

new positions and circumstances.

The wants of the animal seem to be

the source whence instinct draws its in

spiration, and the limit of its attainment;

but our intellect ranges the universe and

delights in investigations apparently un

connected with personal interests, in

seeking for truth and the order of crea

tion.

To be Continued.
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Of modcrn civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others' rights, fraud, OPPIPBBIOII,R

gambling spirit in trade, reckless advcnture, and

commercial convulsions all tending to impoverish

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Relief is to come, and can only rolnr- from the new

application ofChristian principles, of Universal jus

tice and Universal low, to sorinl institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Du. Crnmvrrvu.

HOW STANDS THE CAUSE!

Since the first flush of enthusiasm with

which the idea of Association was newly

received in this country, by so many earn

est seekers after light respecting the true

social destiny of man ; since the first

memorable conventions in New York and

Boston, and the impulse thereby given to

thousands who rushed into practical ex

periments in various parts of the land;

much, no doubt, has happened to mode

rate cxpectations, much has been suffered,

and a new aspect has come over the

movement which it requires some insight

to define. Practical trials in almost every

 

 

Self-Preservation and Com- of words for the perception of things, rib-{acquainted with the true principles and

conditions of the associative organi

zation could have predicted and indeed

did predict. But Association is like

Christianity itself, it triumphs in its fail

I ures ; where it is trampled upon, there it

most effectually plants itself, and its seeds

are now silently taking root even in the

hearts of those who outwardly reject it.

[The world has been gradually growing

up to this conviction, reached it may be

by but few minds now; while all minds,

consciously or unconsciously, are on the

way to it. In France, where Fourier

wrote, the working classes are too igno

rant, too utterly ground down, to have

intelligence or energy of mind to seize

upon so great a hope; besides which,

public meetings and popular lectures and

discussions are prohibited by law. The

other class, the nobles and the savans and

the money-getters, could not be supposed

so disinterested as all at once to think of

exchanging their present advantages for

the chance of increased prosperity to all,

through a more equitable and more pro

ductive system. And yet, remarkable as

it may appear, the attention of statesmen

and philosophers in France is now more

earnestly turned to the great social pro

blem, than in any other part of the civil

ized world, and the doctrines of Fourier

are rapidly gaining ground among many

of the most influential minds of that

nation, to the extent that they already are

beginning to influence politics. The As

sociative School there wisely wait their

time ; they have accumulated large funds

for a systematic promulgation of their

ideas through the public press, and are

preparing the convictions of the best men

and through them of the government, at

the same time that they are raising by a

gradual and steady increase the requisite

material means for commencing a Model

Phalanx, in some suitable place, and on

the proper scale.

In Germany, socialism is rife; but the

philosophic mind of that country, which

generally goes to the bottom of every

matter, has not yet fastened upon the

Social Science as it will do, and with

incalculable results. In England, the

popular restlessness is growing wiser, and

there is a tendency, though not in name,

of every popular movement to grope its

way out into the full light of Associa~

tion.

But here in the free soil of America is

the true home and first land of promise

for this grand movement of Humanity.

Here the whole tendency of thought, and

of the practical working of our institutions

is towards it. When its light first broke

upon a few earnest minds, already thor

oughly persuaded of the vicious circle in

which civilization travels, and of the im

possibility of attaining to anything like
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real freedom and equality, real opportuni

ties of education, fortune, influence, con

genial labor and society to all, without a

radical change in the whole social frame

work; then for a time that light was al

most too strong to bear; enthusiasm over

flowed the bounds of practical restraining

wisdom; glimpses (however incomplete)

of truth were taken for clear knowledge,

and nothing was esteemed too great to

undertake or to expect; the remedy of

all old wrongs, the conditions of univer-l

sal happiness and elevation, in a wordI

the Divine Order of Society seemed un-l

derstood and practicable at any moment.

Then the movement had its Pentecost.

And since then it has had its trials.

Multitudes of little Associations, com-I

mcnced without science, without money,

without men, have struggled through

their little day and peaceably subsided.

The sceptical world bestows a smile ofl

mingled triumph and compassion on the

predicted failure, and still goes its way.

But how is it with the actors in these ex

periments? Their faith in the principles

and in the reality of the movement is.

stronger by every effort and by cveryi

failure. The conviction has taken root!

 

 

 

of knowledge and of faith. We all know

better what we want, what the cause de

mands, and what are the preliminary

conditions to a true Association; and the

hope is not at all abated that we shall live

to see and to co-operate with a society

formed after the image of the heavenly

kingdom. That Association is the thing

that is wanted— association of families

instead of isolated households; association

of Labor, and of Labor with Capital, in

stead of the free competition now prevail

ing; association of tastes, opinions,

creeds, religious, moral or philosophical,

into one great serial whole, instead of

the exclusivencss and mutual denial by

which each partisan deprives himself of

what his rival, or more properly his com

plement, has to give—is proved beyond

a doubt by these very abortive attempts

at Association. The theory of Associa

tion accounts for the failure, better than

tho criticisms of the world can. The

conditions to an experiment were want

ing, and thus the failure, if it proved

anything, proved the theory true.

The movement, then, is going on.

is a movement —-every day more widely

recognized, more deeply felt. There is

It,

and feel their strength not lost. There is

enough to do, the worth of which and

way to which can be made plain, We

will mention three things, which we trust

it will become the settled policy of all

i Associationists to regard and aid as most

important agencies, and as mutually de

pendent branches of the movement. We

think the relation which they sustain

each to each must soon be seen by all, as

it is seen by us, and then we shall not

longer feel that we are waiting and wan—

dering in the dark, but travelling by

routes agreed upon and definite to the

same definite end.

1. In the first place we have overstated

the failure of actual attempts at Associa

tion. The North American Phalanx,

the Wisconsin and several other Phalanx

es at the West, still exhibit decided

symptoms of progress. Their industry,

organized so far as it can be with small

numbers on Associative principles, proves

abundantly productive; and social harmo

ny, though without the full accords of

more varied elements of character and

culture, rewards their faithful efforts.

‘i That they are succeeding in their way is

evident. The only question is, in what

and withstood the droughts and winds of‘ earnest thinking on this subject where‘ light these little industrial families are to

discouragement. The speculative ideai

has acquired the weight and earnestnessl

of an idea which men can work for and

suffer for, and wait for through long pe

riods of apparent failure and defeat. It".

has spoken all the more eloquently. by

this fact to others. The necessity of a

 

 

but a little while ago there was undis

turbed persuasion of the impossibility of

mending or improving the existing order,

or where there were only sneers and pass

ing smiles at the idle, amiable vision.

It enters largely into the conversation of

all thinking circles. It has become the

be regarded. With the utmost success of

which they are capable, or to which they

aspire, they would be far enough from

Fourier's conception of a Phalanx. But

they are an important part of the machin

ery'by which the elements for future A8!

sociation are providentially training them

change has not been refuted by any ofilife-long hope and study of some wholselves. They are so many groups, or

these failures, and more and more havcy

itics and philosophies and institutions,

and have been compelled to examine this

one only solution ever offered to the

have every thing personally to hope from i

turned hopelessly away from existing pol- t the present form of society, except that‘

‘which only truth can give. It forces it

self upon the attention of the working

classes, who are rising in their turn, as

primary elements, of the great organic

system which is to be. Each of these

little Associations will have its special

tone, and to some extent its special occu

pations, to distinguish it from others.

 

whole length and breadth and depth of the middling classes rose before them, tolEach is nourishing the corporate spirit,

the social problem. \Ve verily believe constitute the soul of society and settle
land the habit of combined activity in a

that no moral movement in the history the destiny of nations. It is the freshestilittle band or group, which finally will

of man has ever made such progreSS,“subject on the carpet, and yet not theiatfiliate itself with other kindred or relat

iu a few short years, as has this doctrine‘

of Association in the minds of all classes

of men and women in these United States.

Our failures we account as nothing; the

eXperience we have gained by them is pure

success. They have drawn attention to

the subject, as no other method could

have done at this stage of the movement.

They have knit lasting bonds of union

between hundreds of earnest souls, who,

though they could not in all cases con

trive materially to hold together, are yet

pledged to one another and to this most

holy cause-of Unity, while life lasts.

Each of these little practical attempts at

true societies has been a nucleus and ral

lying-point for minds possessed with this

idea; each has been a centre of discus

sion and study, where one enlightened,

warmed and stimulated another, and the

result has been an incalcnlable increase

 

newest; it still justifies consideration and‘ed groups, until by degrees and by an

still demands it, where the political and‘almost unconscious process of natural

other interests and hobbies of the day,lattraction, series of series will be

and even other schemes of reform, haveiformed, expanding gradually into fuil

ceased to promise anything. it stilllAssociation. This is one process by

rings out livelily and clearly to the blow, ‘ which it is reasonable to suppose that the

where these have long since returnedtnew Order will engralt itself upon the

nothing but a flat and deadened sound.—‘

And now what for action? And where

stands the movement! if there is not a

fully organized Association for us to go

into, or an attempt at one of sufficient

magnitude and promise to warrant the

concentration of all the means and ener

gies of all friends of the cause upon it,

yet there is no necessity for standing utter

ly aloof; there are channels opened into

which belief may flow to feel the gratify

ing sense of action; there are nuclei of

permanent and useful measures formed,

about which Assooiationists may gather

old, absorbing all its energy into its own

better forms. It may be called the Syn

thetic mode, and is analogous with na

ture‘s growth. The practical bands of

workers trained in these little independent

unions, will come with a Wealth of expe

rience and a self-relying power, to take

their places in the complete social unity

when sufficient means and science call for

the experiment. And without such tried

bands, who have already worked together

under disadvantage in the name of Social

Unity, we doubt if any science, Wealth or

numbers would be adequate to the initia
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tion of the first living centre of industrial

and Social Order.

2. There is at the same time a tenden

cy to the opposite mode of realization, or

what may be called the Analytic, which

enumerates and provides beforehand all

the elements, constructs the scales of

industrial and passional varieties, con

trives the various affinities and contrasts,

of the complete model Phalanx, and

having first cast the material mould, then

introduces the life and sets it all in

motion. The elements are brought to

gether in proper proportions and varieties,

and the whole is then left to attraction as

in the coalescing of any chemical com

pound. For the laws of passional at

traction are strictly analogous to those of

material attraction. Given the right cir

cumstances, and instantly the social ele

ments will disengage themselves from

artificial and constrained combinations,

and flow together into willing harmony

and beauty. There is truth in this also;

but the greatest hope is in the meeting of

both these counter-processes. Nature‘s

methods are composite and not simple;

and these many ways are leading to the

same result.

To the successful organization, how

ever, of a model Association, by what

ever means arrived at, we all naturally

look forward as the consummation of our

efl'orts. Let the small Associations grow

up to it if they will; yet not the less

must. all Associationists make this the

end and focus of all their practical meas

ures. The world awaits this proof, be

fore it will be convinced of the soundness

of our social doctrines ; it asks to see the

thing in practice ; and we know too well

that all we can do now with our small

means is not that thing. A great work

must be gone through first; the work of

propagation and indoctrination. The idea

must be set before the collective mind

and conscience of this nation; the de

structive tendencies of modern society

and modern conservatism must be exposed

to those who, wise enough in many

things, are but the blind slaves of habit

and authority in all that regards the vital

interests of society, the proper _common

wealth; the fallacy of all this talk about

perfectibility, while the gulf grows wider

all the time between the heartless prac

tice and the Christian theory of society,

must be urged home to every one who

flatters himself that he is promoting the

elevation of the race by vague, vain

methods. A larger portion of the world

must be converted speculatively, before

the means will be forthcoming to convert

the whole by a. practical demonstration.

This, then, is the great work for Associa

without a liberal dedication of the means.

The commencement of such an organiza

tion has been made, upon the principle of

affiliated societies, which may save and

draw to operative centres the scattered

means and energies of all who cherish

the same hope with us. Friends of

Association! will you hesitate to use

these channels by which you all in your

degrees may help the cause? Shall not

this organization be made effective? Shall

not “ The American Union of vAssocia

tionists " command by its very name the

earnest co-operation every where of those

whom it is intended to unite? Shall it

wait till it becomes a lay-Word, before the

means be given it to send forth its corps

of lecturers, and establish its presses, and

fill up its lists of contributions to a per

manent fund for the great practical exper

iment l

\Ve are happy, however, to announce

that several liberal pledges have been

already made, and that money enough is

already in hand to set on foot some lec

turing expeditions this winter. \Ve be

lieve these projects will not end in words.

Before long there will be an affiliated

active brotherhood and sisterhood of he

lievers and workers in this great cause of

Heaven and Humanity, all quickened by

one life, and responsive to each other’s

calls through all parts of the land. The

printed word, the living voice. shall go

forth freely and return not unanswered.

But first of all, the most devoted workers

in this business, those who are prepared

to teach it and to preach it, and who have

consecrated their whole lives to it without

I consideration of reward, must be united ;

land this leads us to consider a third

'brunch which we hold essential to our

|policy, and which we only ask Associa

tionists to prize as fully as they ever have

done.

3. We believe it to be essential to the

cause that there should be an associative

home and rallying-point, an intellectual

and moral nucleus of the faith, preserved

at Brook Farm. Many speculations and

inquiries are afloat respecting the condi

tion and probable fate of this earliest and

most cherished little associative institu

tion. Reports of its failure and approach

ing dissolution are by no means unfre

quent. \Ve cannot say that as an Indus

trial Association it has succeeded, or

offers at the present timemuch promise

of success. Its position is ambiguous

and precarious. Yet there is the strong

est clinging to the life among those of its

members who have been enabled to re

 

 

main, and it is felt to be like death to

give it up. There is a feeling, both with

in and without the institution, that it is

tionists at this day: to indoctrinate the thus far the sacred citadel of the Associ

peoplc; and this requires instrumental- l ative cause, humble as may be its impor

itics and organization, not to be sustained l tance in other points of view; that if it

should be abandoned, the most devoted

advocates and soldiers of the cause would

be scattered, there would be no constant

reunion of so many of them again, where

they could meet each other upon true

associative ground and inspire each other

to the study and diffusion of the doctrine;

and that the sympathies of Association

ists generally would find no common spot

to rest upon; the cause would be identi

fied no longer with a society, a life,

which, notwithstanding business mistakes

and failures, has been a beautiful and

hope-sustaining thing, more beautiful in

all its poverty than anght which civiliza

tion can afford.

\Vhat has been the mission of Brook

Farm, and is that mission yet accom

plishch These are the questions which

we wish to have considered.

It is almost needless to review the his

tory of this institution. Originally com

menced without any purpose of Associa

tion on a large scale, without capital and

in debt, its experience daily proved the

need of organization like that in the mind

of Fourier; then it partook of the first

enthusiasm of the Associative movement

to which we have referred above, and

set to work with zeal to enlarge its indus

try and expand into a great industrial

Phalanx. In this it failed; and it now is

held in existence only by the considerable

reduction in its numbers to which it has

submitted, and by a modification of its

internal arrangements, whereby cvery

branch of business, and indeed every

member, is made responsible for self

support, until there shall be nothing left

that does not pecuniarily aid the institu

tion. In this way so far as it goes, it

must be sound; whether it will survive,

however, remains to be seen. Of course

we cannot enter here into all the details

of its present arrangements and work

ings. But what is the motive which

makes this life so clung to, in spite of so

many discouragements and losses! It is

the conviction of the important influence

which it has always had upon the cause.

How much of the impulse which has

been given to the whole movement, by

lectures, publications, discussions, con

versations, has proceeded from this cen

tre! It has been the nursery and schoul

of Associationists; the social centre and

strong-hold of those who are engaged in

the great work of propagation. This it

may yet be; and while we would do

nothing to preclude any possibilities of en

larged and various industry, on associa

tive principles, still we think that the

peculiar providential mission of Brook

Farm has been, to be the intellectual and

moral centre of the movement. This has

been the essential and central fact of its

existence ; and all the rest should always

have been considered incidental. The
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outward husk, the incidental part has

failed; but the essential fuel survives;

the inspiring and uniting influence which

may still proceed from this little school

or centre, will be greater and better than

ever, provided only that its true character

and worth be generally recognized by all

friends of the cause. \Ve do not ask for

it any pecuniary aid ; we simply ask that

it shall not be considered a failure, because

in one point of view it has failed; we

ask that its true importance to the move

ment may be understood and recognized,

and that it be not judged by any false

standard. If it should be dissolved to

morrow, would not our plans for propa

gation, to be at all etiicient, instantly

demand the establishment of another such

centre? And could another he created in

years which would have the sacredness,

the wealth of experience and of cherish

ed associations, and that binding power

between many souls, which this has 1 —

At present the only printed organ which

we have, proceeds from this place, and

would cease with it; it is an educational

resort also to young and old, who breathe

here the hopeful spirit of humanity amid

all their lessons of literature and science;

it has sent forth nearly every lecturer,

and been the main-spring of nearly every

meeting and convention from which the

cause has gained new impulse; it has

brought together manual industry with

refined scholarship and culture, and taught

the two elements to live and share to

gether in equal honor; and even in its

lowest estate, amid its worst embarrass

ments as a pecuniary and business opera

tion, there is a feeling, so long as it lasts,

that the cause of Association is not with

out “ a local habitation and a name ; ” is

not without its holy-land, where pilgrim

ages may be made, with hope of more

than the imaginary influence of seeing

the spot where the dead Lord was laid,

but of being quickened by a living spirit,

warmed to a new hope, and filled with a

clearer light, about the destinies of soci

ety and the duty of each towards so

great a movement.

W'e can but hint at this idea, and here

we leave it for the present, to the earnest

and candid consideration of all who work

and pray with us for the coming of the

great day of Unity.

A WELCOME ALLY.

The friends of Association in this

country will be pleased, we doubt not,

with the following extracts from a private

letter from the accomplished London ed

itor of Swedenborg's Scientific W'orks,

an essay of whose upon the “Grouping

of Animals” we reprinted some time

since. We published also a very preg

nant letter of his upon the relation be—

tween Swedenburg and Fourier. It will

 

be seen what progress his most earnestly

inquiring mind has since that time been

making, and that the tendencies of all

his thought are more and more in the di—

rection of a Social Reorganization and

the establishment of harmony in the ma

terial spheres of life as a prerequisite to

the true spiritual unity of Man. Would

the formal disciples of Swedenborg in

this country only enter into the spirit of

the great thoughts of their master, as

deeply as this writer, instead of clinging

as they do to the dead letter!

Meanwhile let Associationists take cour

age. vThe truths we advocate are gain

ing over the great minds of this day.

We shall soon have an array of intellect,

of scholarship, of character, of genius on

our side, stronger than was over yet re

quired for the greatest changes which

have passed over the face of society.

Let the statesmen take their time. Let

the military patriots go on disgracing

themselves by the present applause of

the vulgar: let the money-getting oracles

and rulers of to-day's afl'airs look as

knowing as they please, and put away re

forms as things unmentiouable to polite

earsz—the poets and the thinkers will

soon all be ours; one by one they are

giving in their adhesion to our great uni

tary thought, and through them the con

version of the world is sure. But read

the letter. Have we not reason to re

joice in the accession to our cause of

one ofthe profoundest thinkers, ripest

scholars, and most powerful writers in

England or in Europe!

“I am not at all surprised at the

changes of thought and conviction which

several of our friends are undergoing.

The man who could be quite stationary

now, would make one think he was of

fossil extraction, and did not pertain to

the existing species. For indeed it is

physical necessity that in this eventful

time is the mover of men and nations.

The velocity with which the new ideas

are trampling in through all the great

portals of the world, is truly extraordina

ry. And what is a most cheering fact is,

that it is no longer Doctrinaires we want,

but practical social improvers. We re

quire attention to facts, and a just way of

applying them for the interests of the

whole community. And those who see

this, and preach it, and proffer schemes

tending or professing to realize it, have,

by uncontradictable consent, the prece

dence over other men: they have an ad

mitted right now to be first heard before

abstract philosophies and theologies, how

ever good and noble; nay, is it not evi

dent, alike from past experience and the

circumstances around us, that the base

ment story of human life must be set in

order, before philosophy and theology

 
can be approached either directly or sin

cerely? ‘If ye do the works ye shall

know of the doctrine.’ Seeing as I

now begin to do how little we have gone

to work in the way marked out in this

Divine prescription, I am more than in

clined to suspect the great bulk of our

interpretations both of Swedenborg and

of other men; and to fear that there is

not in them that liberal pliancy which

may be useful in the large and small

scale at once; but rather that they are

comfortable cajoleries which the animal

understanding, the imagination, proflers

to the animal or selfish will. And the

more I call again to mind my readings of

Swedenborg, the more I see that his

principles expand to take in all the exi

gencies of suffering humanity— and oh !

how sad and suffering and evil it is—and

by consequence to meet and blend with

all other views, whether maligned or not,

which tend to bring on the same blessedly

useful issues. \Vith this growing con

viction, I need hardly say I have a grow

ing sense of the inestimable importance

of the views of Fourier; and it is re

markable that just now Providence af

fords me very ample and easy means of

becoming somewhat better acquainted

with those subjects, inasmuch as our be

loved Doherty is still sojourning with us,

and enriches my mind every day with

some of that wealth of natural and social

truth which lies in golden veins in his

own. Talking of this subjcct, I should

like you much to take in from the com

mencement (some two years since) the

French Pcriodical, La Phalangc, a scien

tific review unequalled in its kind in Eu

rope, and which contains, besides the

MSS. of Fourier, a series of papers sur

la Question Rcligimse by the said excel

lent Doherty, which are worthy of your

deepest attention, as of that of all think

ing New Church men. And it would al

so be very good, if you can aflbrd it, to

possess the whole of the works of Fou

rier, not I think more than six or seven

volumes, in order that whenever hours of

need or attraction come, you may have a

storehouse to resort to in your library.

“ I am now thoroughly occupied with

editing the whole forth-coming volume of

Swedenborg’s Opuscula: and the enclosed

Circular will show you that I also have

another work of some magnitude 'just

commencing. Two sheets of the Latin

are printed under my editorship, and in a

week or two I shall begin the translation.

This will be a most important supplement

to Swedenborg’s Scientific Works al

ready published. . . . . What you say

of Brook Farm, I cordially agree with;

there is not in the whole world a Periodi

cal to which I could so heartily contribute,

and feel the while so encouraging and

approving a sphere, as the Harbinger, the
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organ of the Brook-Farmers. Depend]

upon it, they have real light and gocd‘iE

amopg them, and will neither be laughed

or coughed down, or put to flight by any

insincere misunderstandings, not even

though they should be tackled on the dc]

icate ground of the doctrine of marriage;

a matter which is heavily slurred over in

all practical legislation ; I suppose be

cause people are too dishonest to be able

to talk gravely about it.”

WE CANNOT BREATHE THIS ATMOS

PllEREI

Such is the remark which we may

often hear uttered by men who are not

entirely dead to the protnptiugs of their

better nature, and who daily experience

the incompatibility between a life of no

ble aspirations, and the sordid, anxious,

drudging life of the devoted man of busi

ness. \Ve should hear the expression ofv

this sentiment oftener than we do, if all

men were true to their convictions. It

cannot be denied that there is a general

dissatisfaction, among the most thought

ful persons, with the influence of our

present business relations on the cultiva

tion of a pure and sincere life; they feel

that, in society as now constituted, they

must sacrifice much spiritual or material

wealth; indeed, they can hardly engage

in the common routine essential to pro»

cure a livelihood, without meeting with

occasions of disgust, that remind them of

their distance from the true harmony of

nature. The parched, dusty, reeking at-J

mosphere of commercial life is too hot for

them; they feel the springs of their best

life drying up under its power; they long

to breath a purer air, from which their

whole nature may obtain vigor, as welli

as delight. This unrest has the character

of a prophecy. It is like the agitation,

which among certain animals, betokens a

coming storm. It is the genuine action

of nature, which would lead her children,

by influences that cannot be resisted, to

the destiny for which they were made. If

the present order of society were not a

dark and shapeless chaos, if man were

not called to seek for truer and more con

gruous institutions, this natural yearning

for something better would not be so

deeply placed within the soul. As it is,‘

we may regard it as the voice of Provi-i

dance, summoning the followers of light

and truth, to seek and to construct a so

cial system, in accordance with the laws

of God and the wants of man.

\Ve were much struck with an instance

of this instinctive discontent, in a conver
sation which aifriend related to us as;

having taken place between himself and a

thriVing, prosperous young merchant,I

whose successful devotion to business‘

had not caused him to forget the “ dreams

at his youth." “ I am about to wind up:

 

 

 

 

my affairs,” said he to our friend, “I

cannot stand this any longer, and must

find a more congenial sphere. I am wea—

ry and sick of the customs of trade; they

demand too great a sacrifice of all that is

most valuable to man, and compel me to

violate the principles, which my past ed

ucation has taught me to deem sacred.”

Here was a frank confession, more sin

cere, perhaps, than politic. But how

many can speak from experience to the

same effect! This person is by no means

the only one who is made to suffer from

the inconsistency of society.

The whole theory of education sup

poses that generous and lofty sentiments

are to be instilled into the youthful mind.

No pains are spared to overcome the de

velopments of childish selfishness. The

excellence of magnanimity, purity of

thought, benevolence of purpose, and

generous aspirations is loudly enforced.

If the youth is not too much of a Yankee

to be duped by such fine language, he

leaves the seclusion of the schools for the

throngs of business, as little prepared for

actual life. as would be a naked savage to

face a flaming battery. His beautiful

maxims will not pass current on ’Change.

His enthusiasm for truth and goodness is

considered grotesque in State Street.

Such a thing must never be thought of

except on Sundays; and then is not the

minister so well paid for talking about it,

as to do away the need for anything

more? The morality inculcated in the

course of our education, is no more re

garded as fit to be recognized in the com

moti relations of business, than is the re

ligion of the Gospel as a practical rule of

conduct any where. “ My friend,” said

a clergyman of our acquaintance, to a

good deacon, who was equally noted for

the odor of sanctity and the reputation of

wealth, “it is your duty to carry the

principles of Christianity into the transac

tions of business—” “Sir,” interrupted

the pious deacon, “ the thing cannot be

done." The young man, who may have

been imbued with a noble spirit, soon

finds out what a deep gulf is placed be

tween his fondest aspirations and the ac

tual demands ofsociety. If he attempts to

be consistent with his principles he is ru

ined in his prospects. If he wishes to

make the laws of justice and disinterest

eduess paramount, his shrewdness as a

business man is more than questioned.

If his soul indulges in the visions of good

and truth, with which, per-chance, it may

have rcvelled, as in an opening Paradise,

he will not be deemed good at the Bank.

His piety will be considered no pledge of

his punctuality. Is this warfare always

to exist? Can we believe it to be the

normal state of man! ()n the contrary,

is it not an indication of disorder in the

social system, no less powerful than that

 
which is shown by the earthquakes and

volcanoes in the physical world? Why

then, 0 wise men, venerated leaders of

public opinion, ye who are guides for the

blind, and crutches for the lame, do you

not give your thoughts to this question of

social reform, which more than all others

demands your assistance"!

The time has come when this subject

must be discussed with a depth and earn

estness hitherto unknown. It cannot be

that the present polluted and vulgar order

of society is the completion of human

destiny on earth. If it be so, man’s

whole nature is a lie, and the voice of the

Creator has spoken in it but to deceive.

As sure as the cups of the flower are

made to furnish the bee with its appro

priate food, as well as to delight the eye

with their radiant beauty, is there a di

vine constitution of society, where all the

natural instincts of the soul will be un

folded in harmony; where man can be

come truly a man, and where the faculties

of the angel are not to be prostituted to

the service of the animal. The establish

ment of this order is the problem of our

age. \Ve shall witness its solution, and

that speedily. Meantime, if you are not

prepared to work for it, pass away in

silence. Hinder not, by your babblings,

the work to which earnest men are de

voted.
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THE course of study in this School comprisel

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

articular attention to the modern European

lhnguagcs and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed in

the higher branc cs usually taught in the Uni
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The School is under the immediate direction
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teachers in the ditt'erent departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental care and for older pupils who wish to

pursue a thorou h and exact course of study,

without the usuaF confinement of a la: e semi

nary, it is believed that this School rdl ad

vantages that are rarely to be met with.

TERMS—Foun Dom.st a week for board,
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GEO GE RIPLEY.
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Sept. 1, 1845.
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XXIII.

A few moments afterwards, Karl re

entered with a letter, of which the writ

ing was unknown to Consuelo, and the

contents nearly as follows:

“ I leave you, perhaps never to see You

again ! And I give up three days which

I could still pass near you, three days

which I may never recover in my life!

I give them up voluntarily. It is my

duty. Some day you will appreciate the

holiness of my sacrifice.

“ Yes, I love you, I love you passion

ately, Ialso! Yet I do not know you

any better than you know me. Do not,

therefore', feel in any manner obliged by

what I have done for you. I obeyed su

perior orders; I accomplished my duty.

Think only of the love I bear to you,

and which I cannot prove except by leav

ing you. That love is as violent as it is

respectful: It will be as lasting as it

was sudden and unreflecting. I have

hardly seen your features; I know noth

ing of your life; but I have felt that my

soul belongs to you, and that I can never

take it back. \Vere your past life as

stained as your brow is pure, you would

be none the less respectable and dear to

me. I depart with my heart full of

pride, of joy, and of bitterness. You

love me! How shall I endure the idea of

losing you, ifthe terrible will, which dis

poses of you and of me, condemn me to

it? I know not. At this moment I can

not be unhappy, in spite of my fear; I

am too much intoxicated with your love

and mine to suffer. W'ere I to seek for

you in vain all my life, I should not la

ment having met you, and having experi

 

" Entered according to Act ofCOngrosiL in the
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enced in a kiss from you a happiness

which will leave me eternal regrets.

Neither could I give up the hope of find

ing you one day; and were it but for an

instant, should I never have any other

testimony of your love than that kiss, so

holily given and returned, I should still

be happier than I was before knowing you.

“ And now, sainted maiden, poor

troubled soul, recall without shame and

without fear those short and divine mo

ments in which you felt my love pass

into your heart. You have said it, love

comesJo its from God, and it does not de

pend upon us to repress or enkindle it

against his will. \Vcre I unworthy of

you, the sudden inspiration which com

pelled you to reply to my embrace Would

not be any the less celestial. But the

Providence which protects you‘ was not

willing that the treasure of your affec

tion should fall upon the mud of a sel

fish and cold heart. lfl were ungrateful,

it would be in you only a noble instinct

misled, only a holy aspiration lost; I

adore you, and whatever I may be other

wise, you have not been deceived in

thinking that you were beloved. You

have not been profaned by the beatings of

my heart, by the support of my arm, by

the breath of my lips. Our mutual con

fidence, our blind faith, our imperious im

pulse, carried us in an instant to the

sublime abandonment which a long pas

sion sanctifics. I know well that there is

something fearful in that fatality which

has impelled us towards each other. But

it is the finger of God, you know! we

cannot but recognize it. I carry with me

this terrible secret. Keep it also; do

not trust it to any one. Brppo would not

comprehend it, perhaps. \Vhocver that

friend may be, I alone can respect you in

your folly and vcnerate you in your weak

ness, since that weakness and that fully

are also mine. Adieu! Perhaps this is

an eternal adieu. And yet I am free, in

the eyes of the world, and it seems to me

that you are so likewise. I can love

only you, and I see clearly that you do

not love another. But our lot is no

 

longer in our own hands. I am bound by

eternal oaths, and you doubtless will soon

be; at least, you are in the power of the

Invisibles, and it is a power without ap

peal. Adieu ! then—my heart is burst

ing, but God will give me strength to ac

complish this sacrifice, and one still more

terrible, if there be such. Adieu—! 0,

great God, have pity on me ! ”

This letter, without signature, was

written with a painful or a disguised

hand.

“ Karl,” cried Consuelo, pale and

trembling, “ was it indeed the chevalier

who gave you this? ”

“ Yes, signora."

“ And did he write it himself? ”

“Yes, signora,and not without diffi

culty. His right hand is wounded.”

“ Wounded, Karl'.l seriously I "

“Perhaps. The wound is a deep

one, though he does not seem to care

for it.”

“ But how did he wound himself

thus? "

“ Last night, at the moment when we

were changing horses before reaching

the frontier, the shaft horse tried to run

away before the postilion was in his sad

dle. You were alone in the' carriage;

the postilion and Iwero some steps off.

The chevalier stopped the horse with the

strength of a devil and the courage of a

lien, for it was a terrible animal.”

“0, yes! I felt some violent shocks.

But you told me it was nothing."

“ I had not seen that M. the ohevalier

had the back of his band torn by one of

the harness buckles.”

"‘ Always for me! And tell me, Karl,

has the chevalicr left this house! ”

“ Not yet, signora; but his horse is

being saddled, and I have just strapped

his portrnanteau. He says that you have

nothing to fear now, and that the person

who is to replace him has already arrivcd.

I hope we shall soon see him again, for I

should he very sorry ifit were otherwise.

Still he will not bind himself to any

thing, and to all my questions he an

swers, Perhaps .' "
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“ Karl, where is the chevalierl ”

“I do not know, signora. IIis cham

ber is on that side. Do you wish me to

tell him from you — l ”

“Tell him nothing. I will write to

him. No—tcll him that I wish to thank

him —to see him an instant, only to press

his hand. Now, be quick! I fear he

may have gone.”

Karl went out, and Consuelo immedi

stely regretted having given him this mes

sage. She said to herself that if the

chevalier had never approached her dur

ing the journey, except in cases of abso

lute necessity, it was doubtless only be

cause he had bound himself on that

point to those strange and redoubtable In

visibles. She resolved to write to him;

but hardly had she traced and already ef

faced some words, when a slight noise

made her raise her eyes. Then she saw

pushed aside a wooden panel which made

a secret door of communication between

the cabinet in which she had already.

written and the next chamber, doubtless

that which the chevalier occupied. The

panel did not, however, open any further

than was necessary for the passage of a

gloved hand, which seemed to call that of

Consuelo. She rushed forward and

seized that hand, saying: “The other

hand, the wounded hand!” The un

known concealed himself behind the pan

el so that she could not see him. He ex

tended his right hand, which Consuelo

clasped in hers; and hurriedly unwind

ing the bandage, she saw the wound,

which was really deep. She carried it to

her lips, and then bound it up in her

handkerchief: then taking from her bos

om the little filagree cross which she su

perstitiously cherished, she placed it in

that beautiful hand, the whiteness of

which was heightened by the purple of

the blood. “Here,” said she, “this is

what I have most precious in the world;

it is my inheritance from my mother, my

amulet which I have always kept. I

have never loved any one so much as to

confide this treasure to him. Keep it un

til I meet you-again.”

The unknown drew Consuelo’s hand

behind the panel which concealed him,

and covered it with kisses and with tears.

Then, at the sound of Karl's footsteps,

coming to his chamber to fulfil his mes

sage, he pushed it back and hurriedly

closed the opening. Consuelo heard the

noise of a lock. She listened, in vain

hoping to catch the sound of the voice of

the unknown. He spoke in a low tone,

or had withdrawn.

Karl returned to Consuelo in a few mo

ments. “He has gone, signora," said

he, sadly; “gone, without wishing to}

bid you farewell, and filling my pockets,

with I know not how many duczits for the

unforeseen necessities of your journey,

  

as he says! There is here a little man

in black, who does not open his month,

except to give orders in a clear and dry

tone, and who does not please me the

least in the world; it is he who takes the

place of the chcvalicr, and I shall have

the honor of his company upon the box,

which does not promise me a very cheer

ful conversation. Poor chcvalier ! Hea

ven grant he may be restored to us! "

“ But are we obliged to follow this lit

tle man in black 1 ”

“ \Ve can't be more so, signora. The

chcvalier made me swear to obey him as

I would himself. Come, signora, here is

your dinner. You must not reject it; it

looks good. we start at nightfall.”

Consuelo, dejected and disheartened, no

longer listened to Karl’s chat. She

cared nothing about her journey or her

new guide. Every thing became indiffer

ent to her the moment the dear unknown

abandoned her. Sunk in a profound sad

ness, she mechanically tried to give plea

sure to Karl, by tasting some of the

dishes. But feeling more inclined to cry

than to eat, she asked for a cup of coffee

to give her at least a little strength

and physical courage. The coffee was

brought to her. “Here, signora," said

Karl, “the little gentleman wished to

prepare it himself, in order that it

might be excellent. He seems to me

like an old valet-dewhambre, and, after

all, he is not so much of a devil as he is

black; I believe he is a good child at

bottom, though he does not like to talk.

He made me drink some brandy at least

a hundred years old, the best I have ever

tasted. If you are willing to try a little,

it will do you more good than this coffee,

however strong it may be.”

“My good Karl, go and drink what

you please, and let me be quiet,” said

Consuelo, swallowing her coffee, the

quality of which she did not think of ap

preciating.

Hardly had she risen from the table,

when she felt overpowered by an extraor

dinary heaviness. \Vhen Karl came to

tell her that the carriage was ready, he

found her asleep in her chair. “Give

me your arm," said she to him; “ I can~

not support myself. 1 think I must have

a fever.”

She was so overpowered that she could

only confuscdly see the carriage, her new

guide, and the porter of the house, whom

Karl could not induce to accept anything

from her. As soon as she was on the

road, she slept soundly. The carriage

had been arranged and provided with pil

lows likc a. bed. From this moment

Consuelo had no consciousness of any

thing. She knew not how long her jour

ney lasted; she did not remark if it was

day or night, if she stopped or travelled

without interruption.

 

once or twice at the door, and compre

hended neither his questions nor his af

fright. It seemed to her that the little

man felt her pulse, and made her swallow

a refreshing drink, saying: “ It is noth

ing; madam does very well.” Still she

experienced a vague discomfort, an un

conqnerable exhaustion. IIer eyelids

were so weighed down that she could

hardly see; and her thoughts were not

clear enough for her to reflect upon the

objects which passed before her. The

more she slept, the more she wished to

sleep. She did not even think to ask

herself if she were ill, and she could only

answer Karl in the last words she had

said to him: “Let me be quiet, good

Karl.”

At last she felt somewhat more free in

body and mind, and looking around her,

perceived that she was lying upon an ex

cellent bed, between four vast curtains of

white satin fringed with gold. The little

man of the journey, masked with black

like the chevalier, was making her inhale

from a bottle something which seemed to

dissipate the clouds of her mind, and to

replace with the clearncss of day the fog

in which she had been enveloped.

“ Are you a physician, sir? ” said she,

at last, with some difficulty.

“Yes, madam countess, I have that

honor,” replied he, in a voice which did

not seem entirely unknown to her.

“ Have I been ill 1 ”

“ Only a little indisposed.

feel much better.”

“I feel well, and thank you for your

care.”

“I present my respects to you, and

will not again appear before your lady

ship, unless you send for me in case of

illness.”

“ Have I reached the end of my jour_

ncy l ”

“ Yes, madam."

“ Am I free, or a prisoner? "

“ You are free, madam countess, in all

the enclosure reserved for your habi

tation."

“I understand; I am in a great and

beautiful prison,” said Consuelo, looking

at her vast and light chamber, tapestried

with white Chinese silk embroidered with

flowers of gold, and relieved by magnifi

cently sculptured and gilded woodwork.

“ Could I see Karl? ”

“ I do not know, madam; I am not the

master here. I retire; you have no

further need of my assistance, and I am

forbidden to yield to the pleasure of con

versing with you."

The little man-in black went out; and

Consuelo, still weak and drowsy, attempt—

ed to rise. The only dress she found

within reach was a long robe of white

woollen stuff, of a marvellously soft text

You must

She saw Karl l ure, quite like the tunic of a Roman lady,
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She raised it, and there fell upon the

floor a billet, on which was written in let

ters of gold :

“ This is the robe, without stain, of the

neophytes. If thy soul he impure, this no

ble dress of innocence will become for thee

the devouring tunic of chnniro."

Consuelo, accustomed to peace of con

science, (to a. peace perhaps too pro

found,) smiled, and put on her beautiful

robe with an artless pleasure. She took

up the billet to read it again, and thought

it childishly emphatic. Then she went

towards a rich toilet-table of white mar

ble, which supported a large glass,

framed with gilded scrolls in exquisite

taste. But her attention was attracted by

an inscription placed in the ornament

which topped the mirror.

“ If thy soul be as pure as my crystal,

thou wilt see thyself therein eternally

young and bcautiful; but vice has stained

thy heart, fear to see in me a severe rcflcc

tion of moral ugliness.”

“ I have never been either beautiful or

culpable,” thought Consuelo; “ there

fore I will use this mirror at any rate.”

She looked in it without fear, and did

not find herself ugly. That beautiful

flowing robe and her long unbound black

hair, gave her the aspect of a priestess of

antiquity; but her extreme paleness

struck her. Her eyes were less pure and

less brilliant than usual. “Can I have

become ugly," thought she at once, “ or

would this mirror accuse me? "

See opened a drawer of the toilet-table,

and found there, among a thousand re

finements oflux'urious taste, several arti

cles accompanied with devices and sen

tences both simple and pedantic. pot

of rongc had these words engraved on its

cover: “Fashion and falsthooil! Paint

does not restore to the check thefreshness of

innocence, and does not cflace the ravages

of disorder; ” exquisite pct-fumes with

this device upon the bottle: “A soul

withoutfaith, on indiscrcct mouth, are like

open bottles, of which the precious essence

escapes, or is dcteriorated;” finally, some

white ribbons, with these words in gold

among the silk : “ For a pure lrrow the sa

cred fillets; for a head loaded with infamy

the rape, the punishment of slaves."

Consuelo turned up her hair, and com

placeutly fastened it with those fillets, in

the antique manner. Then she examined

with curiosity the enchanted palace into

which her strange destiny had brought

her. She passed into the various rooms

of her rich and vast suites. A library,

a music room filled with perfect instru

ments, numerous scores and precious

manuscripts; a delicious boudoir, a little

gallery ornamented with superb pictures

and charming statues. It was a lodging

worthy of a queen in its richness, of an

artist in its taste, and of a nun in its

 

 

chastenuss. Consuelo, astonished at this

sumptuous and delicate hospitality, put

off until another time the work of ex

amining in detail and with a quiet mind

all the symbols concealed in the choice of

the books, the objects of art, and the pic

tures which ornamented this sanctuary.

The curiosity of learning in what part of

the world this wonderful residence was

situated caused her to abandon the inte

rior for the exterior. She approached a

window; but before raising the silk blind

which covered it she read yet this sen

tence :

“ If the thought of cvr'lbe in thy heart,

thou art not worthon contemplate the di

vine spectacle of nature. If virtue dwell in

thy soul, loolr, and bless God who opens for

thee the entrance to a tcrrcstrr'al paradise."

She hastened to open the window in

order to see if the aspect of the country

corresponded to the proud promises ofthe

inscription. It was a terrestrial paradise,

in truth, and Consuelo thought she was

in a dream. The garden, planted in the

English fashion, a thing very rare at that

period, but ornamented in its details with

Dutch niccty, presented the charming

perspectives, the magnificent shades, the

fresh lawns, the free developments of a

natural landscape, at the same time with

the exquisite neatncss. the abundant and

sweet flowers, the fine sanded walks, the

crystalline waters, which characterize a

garden cultivated with intelligence and

with love. Beneath those beautiful trees,

lofty barriers of a narrow valley, sown or

rather carpeted with flowers, and crossed

by graceful and limpid streams, rose a

sublime horizon of blue mountains, of

varied forms and imposing summits.

The country was unknown to Consuelo.

As far as her eye could reach she found

no indication to reveal any particular

country in Germany, where there are so

many noble sites and beautiful mountains.

Only, the flowers being more advanced,

and the climate warmer than in Prussia,

showed her that she had made some steps

towards the south.

“ Oh my good canon, where are you? ”

thought Consuelo, as she contemplated

the woods of white lilacs and the hcdgcs

of roses, the groom] covered With narcis

suses, hyacinlhs and violets. “ Oh Fred

erick of Prussia! may you be blessed for

having taught me, by long privations and

cruel ennuis, to enjoy as I ought the dc

Iights of such a refuge! And you, all

powerful Invisiblcs, retain me eternally in

this sweet captivity; l couscnt with my

whole soul— especially if the chev

alier's —— ”

Consuelo did not complete the expres

sion of her desire. Since awakiug from

her lethargy, she had not before thought

of the unknown. That burning remem

brance was aroused in her mind, and

 
made her reflect upon the threatening

words inscribed on the walls, on all the

furniture of the magic palace, and even

on the ornaments with which she had so

ingenuously arrayed herself.

Tobecontinued.

For the Harbinger.

TllE DRAMA—MRS. MOWAT'I‘.

Again has this vision of beauty thrown

a sunbeam over our life. Shakspeare's

Juliet—Juliet in all her southern loveli

ness, in that exquisite union of spirit and

sense, where the soul is a visible pres

ence! Juliet, in all the star-voiced music

of her love, has stood before us; the

marriage of the real and ideal.

Criticism were here profanity. Mrs.

Mowatt does' not act Juliet, but she is

Juliet. At least her acting is exception

al, not oftener, probably, than the first

Juliet might, in being's flood —.— in action‘s

storm, lose for a moment the unity of her

character. No one is always like him

self. It is, besides, the great sin of Shak

speare to make his characters talk too

much in the crisis of passion. Every

one feels it as a violation of nature. it

is an excrescencc upon the parts, and not

a true development, which forces the

character and its representative alike to

act, instead of simply being. Such is the

tempest of verbiage which Juliet is made

to utter after learning that Romeo has

slain Tybalt.

“ Hath Romeo slain himself’l Say thou but I,

And that bare vowel I shall poison more

Than the death-darting eye of cockutrice.

I am not I if there be such an 1,

Or those eyes close that make thee answer, I.

If he be slain say I, or if not, no."

How utterly incompatible is this poor

punning with the anguish and the heart

rending suspense of a moment when Ro

meo’s life was in question. Were the

season one which would permit of it, is

it in such high-flown tropes or critical

grammatics,—- “ that bare vowel I,” or the

“death-darting eye of cockatrice,” that

a young girl would probably address her

food old ignorant nurse, who in the last

scene was coming off to her with a mes

sage frotn Romeo that “ he did not pro

test! " Finally, what has all such brain

froth to do with the pure, deep, virgin

heart of Juliet, throbbing with youth and

love, whose thoughts are the crystalline

dew drops of passion condensed?

Passion is the source of all art and all

knowledge. It speaks out from the true,

rich life in living poetry, and it is only

when that life is banished by our heartless

social conventions, that the critical dis,

sector appears, and men begin to talk

about virtue and purity and individuality,

because they have them no longer. In

vain would the chemist tear its secret

from the rose; none ever Shall bloom
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from his crucible unless first unfolded in

the natural seed.

In Juliet we have the true, rich, gush

ing life of sacred nature. She was not

nurtured in an age of books, and her

youth is the flower. not the grave of her

childhood. This unsoiled nature, fresh

from childhood, is an indispensable requi

site for the impersonation of a Juliet or a

Miranda. The life of such is charmed

ground on which no profane foot may

enter.

We do not fear here to be accused of

substituting our own ideal for the charac

ter such as Shakspeare gives it to us.

No one who has felt the wonder and the

passion of losing himself in Shakspeare,

can mistake for a moment the aim and

meaning of such high characters. It is

sometimes a subject of doubt to us

whether some literary mountebank has

not travestied the original text with many

of these verbal afl'ectations. \Ve well

know the liberties which are taken in

preparing plays for the stage of the day.

The most beautiful obscurity is spread

over the history of Shakspeare’s manu

scripts: they require the assistance of a

second council of Nice to separate the

true from the false. There is a wicked

story of the Jews, that at this learned

convention, when the reverend Fathers

had prayed for a sign to distinguish the

genuine gospels among the collection then

lying on a platform before the meeting,

the true and now accepted Gospels sud

denly jumped up upon the table. We do

not learn that Queen Mab or any of her

fairy tribc have shown their gratitude to

Shakspeare by similar services. Upon

the acting stage it is the province of

those who, like our gifted countrywoman,

possess by a natural title the key note of

Shakspeare's characters, to discard from

their parts all more excresccuccs. This

is the legal domain of criticism. The

power may be safely entrusted to every

true embodier of character, who would

be recognized by a student of Shakspeare

even were the verbal text changed.

How different is embodiment from ac!

r'ng! Plato, toying with the mystery of

the soul‘s expression in material 'form,

and the preternatural phenomena ofdreams

and spectral apparitions, conceived that

when the visible organism was merged by

death in elemental life, images of that

form were flung off like soul-shadows

into space. Ilas Mrs. Mowatt caught in

mid air the spirit robe of .Iulict‘.l or by

I what wonder of Nature's magic does she

thus roll back for us Time's curtain, and l

subliming into flowers the jewels of his

mine, bind them around her brow in the

odorous fragile beauty of an evening

hour’s life? It were invidious to select

mere points in so lovely a whole. VVc'

note one diamond, where Juliet, winning

 

her froward nurse to tell her Romeo's'

answer, falls into her arms, looking up

into her face like a child, and the nurse

forgets her pet and her afi'ectations at this

recalling of her darling’s tender infancy.

We do not find it thus in the ordinary

copies ; whether it stands so on the stage

books we know not, but it is one of the

finest touches of nature imaginable.

This drama has eminently the Shak

spearian character, -— variety of incident

with unity of sentiment. The sacred

ness of passion is proclaimed throughout

in a voice so true and deep that no sophis

try dares to question it, whilst the utter

incompatibility of its development with

the false conventions of our societies

is stamped as in letters of fire on a ground

of night. When do we love and pity

Juliet more than when she must deceive

the parents who would sell her to the

highest bidder, if she would be true to

passion and to the highest duty'! Is this

a feature of the middle ages! Are not

Juliets now sold here in your oWn

houses? 0 fathers and mothers of Ame-r

ica, beware !

Shakspcare is not alone the hero poet

of the middle ages. The drapery of no

past customs nor past codes of morals

can ever hide him from his race. His

fire pillar still marches before us; and

him in the theatre, like Christ in the

church, we mock with a homage to

which our lives do not conform. Christ

sees front the centre of being, outward;

the soul's aspirations are holy to him

because he sees from the point where

they converge towards God and unity, as

the colors ofthe rainbow in light. There

fore, says he, “ Suffer little children to

come unto me." Little children, whose

hearts are not yet seared with the doc

trines of total depravity, and whose pas

sional life gushes forth in the freedom of

nature. Shakspeare sees from the human

point of view, he stands amidst the storm

of incoherent passions, but he sees so

high and so true towards their ultimate

aims, that they become sacred to him

also. Blending in harmonious cadence

or raging with wild, destructive force, he

ever recognizes the passions or motive

springs as the elements of life. The

octave of their harmony in the serial

order, it was not for the nrlis! to discover;

enough that he recognizes the sacredncss

of what he feels.

To the fair priestess who has lately

revealed him to us, we would express a

hope that her foot-prints should be oftener

seen within these sacred precincts. In

the common-place of our modern drama,

Mrs. Mowatt has not leave or room to be

herself, therefore she arts perforce, and

her arling. though very charming, very

sweet and graceful, falls into affectations

and stage effects unworthy of her. We

 bleed to see her sacrificed to the theatrical

trash now so common upon our stage,

as to give it the reputation of vulgarity,

and to degrade the highest branch of art

until its votaries are received in our best

society only as exceptions.

It is only in the highest conceptions of

the drama that Mrs. Mowatt can truly

express herself and make her power felt.

She fills her parts as high as they can be

borne, but the parts will not bear her.

One should not take a pencil of the pea

cock’s plumes and colors of the rainbow

to paint a tub or the wall of a kitchen.

Mrs. Mowatt inflicts on one the same

sense of maladaptation that we might

experience in seeing a glorious butterfly

which had crept into the slough of an old

chrysalis shell; its gorgeous rings ofgreen

and gold protruding from the shrunken

skin, and its beautiful wings in their

struggle to soar, rocking the poor carcass

here and there with a fluttering anomalous

motion. As she stands forth from the

play and its tawdry surroundings, it is as

if “ a straggling sunbeam had come down

through the high arched roof some mom

ing, when the glare of the footlights had

passed into smoke-wreaths, and lit up

with whimsical radiance the faded rubbish

of the scenes." She might embody the

spirit of the torrent in Manfred, or Shak

spcare’s Miranda of the Tempest, for it

is reserved for organizations in which

~ sense and spirit are so rarely blended, to

combine with human passion the subtler

life of elemental expression. Flowers of

our high civilization in its most genial

growth, their lovely and fragrant lives are

fulfilling the highest mission of our age.

Our senses through them become ministers

of religion.

The drama occupies among the fine

arts the pivotal rank. It not only requires

individually, as accessories to create its

sphere, the labors of the poet, painter,

sculptor, and musician, but it combines

these arts within itself in their highest

type of passional expression.

The stage is the temple of the senses,

the drama the highest and subtilest ex

pression of their life and their aspiration

for beauty. It has been therefore neces

sarily the most degraded of the arts,

whilst the senses and their aspiration for

beauty were placed in pointed opposition

to the soul in its aspiration for truth. It

has been reserved for the nineteenth cen

tury, combining the philosophy of Zeno

and Epicurus, to recognize the material

and sensuous as the basis or substratum

of the spiritual, and the spiritual as a

higher developing upon the sensuous.

Our negroes in the South have a saying

and a pretty firm belief too, that the

circus people, who are to them the incar

nation of the arts, belong to “ de debbil.”

This is really quite a crystalline expres
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sion, as the sayings of children and sim—

ple people, by the way, are very apt. to

he, of the prevalent opinions or feelings.

This old creed, now passing like an old

fashion from the central foci of our civili

zation, is a legitimate development from

the old Persian mythos of the combats of

Oromasd and Aliriman in the fields of the

empyrean. Ahriman, or “de debbil,”

was the allegorical impersonation of the

sensuous; Oromasd of the spiritual.

In the growth of our planet, and the

calling forth of life and order from chaos,

we recognize four distinct phases, whose

laws are at first apparently antagonistic,

and finally harmonize by the lower being

brought. to work co-ordinately to the

higher. 1st. The inorganic or simply

material world; 2d. The organic vegeta

ble; 3d. The animal; 4th. The aromal

or spiritual. Each of these, whilst appa

rently antagonistic with the next higher

above it, becomes in the true organization

its basis or foundation. In this sense, as

the old Bcehmists believed, the Devil, as

the God of the senses, would one day

come to be saved; one day when the

senses became the ministers of the spirit,

and men should “eat and drink to the

glory of God.” After this it is but a

modest aspiration that the drama, which

combines the aims of higher senses in

the spheres of art with the life of mimic§

passion, may come also to be saved; and

upon such as Mrs. Mowatt do we call to

save it. All depends upon combined ac—

tion. No one can wrestle single-banded

against the stupidity and perversion of

taste which now prevail.

The public are ready for better things.

They have not come like the nations _of

the South to attach much importance to

their amusements, else they would no

longer submit to such trash, any more

than to be stifled for want of ventila

tion,—or have their eyes ruined by the

disposition of the lights. A corps of

our first actors supporting each other,

could in the brilliancy of their representa

tions of Shakspeare and a few other

dramas of the highest character, extin

guish by absorbent substitution the low

tastes now so prevalent. They would be

enthusiastically supported by the judicious

public which now hangs neutral. Such

a company could choose their own times

and places, renting the theatres and cm

ploying the managers as factors for them.

America, of all civilized countries, will af

ford in a few years the most genial sphere

for the drama, since here no sphere, either

political or social, has the exclusiveness

of the old European regime, and the man

of action and the actor are more likely to

meet in the same person.

It is reserved for a century in which all

characters can follow their God-given at

tractions, and find their level and their

 

destiny, without respect to birth or

wealth, to give the world actors

who shall hold the mirror up to nature.

There can be no good actor who is not

also a good man in many other ways.

We can only represent what we have

either felt or are capable of feeling ; and

to act great and high parts there must be

a certain reality and intensity in our own

lives, which is incompatible with the mere

symbolic life of the stage. Qum vidi ct

quorum pars magnafui, is ever the actor's

best. condition of success. The imitative

faculty is much, but it is not all.

From this exclusive position and nar

row circle in which actors live, it arises

that the higher drama has become an im

poSsibility, except in such rare cases as

Mrs. Mowatt, Mrs. Kean, Maeready,

and a few other ladies and gentlemen.

The drama once raised to its royal

rank among the arts, votaries will flow to

it from every class of society, from the

king to the peasant, not indeed to spend

their lives in acting, but to intervene in

some favorite part, in which their success

has been approved by a Thespiau censor

ship. What wonders might not the

simplest unions here efi'ect! People

crowd by thousands to see one actor or

actress, at the risk of being stewed or

suffocated. Yet this success is desultory,

and there are fifty excellent reasons why

an actor seldom gets rich, nearly all of

which would vanish before the unity and

stability of a Thespian phalanx. Calcu

late the attraction of ten or twenty stars,

a constellation; of a house ventilated

like the British house of Parliament,

where the triumphs of the painter and

sculptor should be heightened b the

spring of fountains, and the o orous

breath of the rose or the jessamine twin

ing round statues, and where the notes of

a full band should fill the interludes with

true music. This ideal has been all ac

complished in parts; we have only to

unite those parts in a symmetrical whole.

From the Chicago \Vestern Citizen.

OUR SOCIAL STATE, AND ITS EVILS.

Man is awake to a sense of misery.

Evil has overspread the world. It is true

that some lands are comparatively blest.

Americans, while they behold the terrible

ills under which the laboring classes of

Britain groan, bless God that they were

born AMERICANS. But we are treading

the path England has trodtlcn. \Ve, too,

are becoming a great nation. The whelp

is growing to be a lion, and it will soon

have claws and teeth to be dreaded. The

world is filled with poverty, crime and

degradation. W'e are told that man is

inherently vile; and that his vilencss is

the cause of all this evil; granted; but

how comes he thus vile? All agree that

he did not come thus from the hand of

his Creator. That God has established

certain laws for the government of man’s

moral and material nature, those will

acknowledge who do not believe in

chance. If man is in harmony with these

 

man to live in obedience to these laws,

who is to bear the blame of the failure!

Man must suffer the consequences; and,

as no man can suffer alone. society must

suilcr. But where is the blame to rest?

0n man, or on a false state of society?

“ What can we reason but from what

we know? ” W'e know that. there are

states of society. where crime of necessi

ty grows rank and dreadful. Specula

tion has followed speculation in the

world upon the origin of evil. One class

of men has assfl‘écd that it was owing to

the doctrine of 'total depravity; though

these stopped short and did not in uire

into the origin of this doctrine. he

world was once said to stand on a turtle,

but what the turtle stood on was not

said. The views of those who have en

deavored to account for the existence of

evil, are peculiarly unsatisfying. A very

small number have charged all evil upon

that religion that teaches us to “ bless

them that curse us, and to do good to

those who persecute us." Because these

speculations have been false, shall we

cease to inquire why man is evil, and

why he is miserable!

he world seems to be determined

that its hollowncss shall not be exposed.

Men hold down, with all their strength,

the evil that covers the falseness ofso

ciety, even when that falseness is canker

ing their very souls. Like the Spartan,

man covers the fox carefully with his

cloak, that is tearing out his vitals.

For years, the pages of our Journals

and Reviews have teamed with accounts

of the evils which oppress the people of

the Old World. But we need not look

away from our own land for miseries.

\Ve can see in our midst ever-\vearyin ,

wasting toil. And for what! Not '5!

health, or life in its higher sense, but for

the mere life, not health of the body.

We have our poor struggling for exist~

ence—we have daughters sacrificing

life, in toil and anxiety, for a dying father

or a sick mother, who have been worn

out in the false labor of our society— the

death-struggle for life. \Ve have our

crowded attics with their diseases and de

stroying atmosphere; we have deadly

miasmata ascending from our filthy cities ;

all these, and numberless other evils are

here, and human intelligence and human

virtue will yet come up in their might

and remove these evils.

It is evident to the philosopher that the

natural laws are not known, and conse_

quently cannot be obeyed. Society is

held together by arbitrary rules and reg

ulations, which are only to be endured,

because they are better than that worse

state that men would fall into without

them. One of the greatest evils of the

present state is, that men are disintegra

ted. The immense powcr that is ob

tained by combining the material forces

of men, may furnish a hint of what may

come by a union of spiritual forces.

Man was made for sympathy and com

panionship. If he finds them not with

the good, he will seek them with the

evil. The want of sympathy is every

where felt. The intercsts of men run

counter to each other. They are contin

ually fastened to the matcrial,and obliged

to contend, till they lose sight of spiritu

ality and sympathy together, and man

might now not unaptly be defined as a

being that (rays and scILs. Men and wo

laws he is righteous. But if society is . men, whose souls are developed, are ev

so constituted that it is impossible for: ery where soul-starved. In the great
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struggle to live, men come to have little

but worldly consideration to keep them in

the line of duty. It is not love of truth

that induces them to act or refrain from

acting, but fear of the scorpion whip of

public opinion.

We see around us a strange, wild, dis

orderly development of mind, which

seems worse than death. What do we

want! \Ve want true harmonic develop

ment. \Ve have every where disjointed

fractions of humanity called men. \Vo

men are more shapelesgmnd fragmentary

than men, as the porcelain clay of crea

tion is weaker and more easily crushed,

than the sterner, and coarser material of

which man is formed.

Nothing more fully demonstrates the

state of a nation or people, than the state

of the religious sentiment. The tendency

in man’s nature to worship, to adore, is so

strong that it is found wherever man is

found. The rudest savage has some tra

ces of this divine instinct that connects

man with Divinity. If the religious sen

timent is false, or degraded, the love of

man for woman is always degraded in a

corresponding degree. Tl'ue love always

elevates. But how many in this age look

upon love as debasing, or at least dan

gerous! Alas for man when legalized

hate takes the place that love should

alone occupy! And such is our social

compact and economy, that we dare not

speak wards of condemnation concerning

these things. Though a deep groan of

agony gees through the length and

breadth of our land, because of the false

usurping the place of the true, it is

smothered—we dare not even groan

aloud. We have put darkness for light,

and falsehood for truth. If we expose

the time-honored errors of a false Christi

anity, men fear that we are about to des

troy religidn. And if we bring to light

the hollow hypocrisy that stands in the

place of true affection, “that steals the

ivory ofthe court of Heaven to serve the

devil in,” we are often accused of attack

ing truth. If we speak of the depen

dence and subserviency of woman in the

married state, as it at present exists, and

if we say that atl'ection is often crushed

out of her heart by this dependence, men

fear that the institution of marriage is at

tacked. They forget that marriage has

its foundation in the nature of man — that

it is a Divine Institution, and therefore

eternal.

True marriage can neverbe endangered

by over so scorching criticism upon that

which is false, and though we may shrink

from the contemplation of its evils in its

present state, still they must be met and

battled With as men tight fire, earnestly

though in terror. Marriage, like the re

ligious sentiment, ma be degraded, but

it cannot be destroys . If there are, in

every time, some few atheists who form

exceptions to the fact of the universal ex

istence vof the religious sentiment, they

cannot destroy this sentiment. Nature is

always too strong for exceptions. So of

marriage. The universal want of the

soul is for permanent ties; for a unity

and harmony which shall exist forever.

This prayer of the soul is the earnest of

its fulfilment. it will be answered in

time, in spite of arbitrary law, which has

no foundation in the fitness of things, and

in spite of those exceptive monsters who

ask for general license. There is little

true heroism in our age, for we dare not

look the thcts of existence in the face.

 

fear that the truth will be destroyed.

Let such learn for their comfort that truth

is immortal.

W'oman,even in the nineteenth century,

is reduced to a state of dependence, utter

ly incompatible with true development.

She must often barter her soul, with all

its true sentiment, all its desire for in

ward harmony and spiritual companion

ship, for a home. There are evils, gen

erated by a life of idle dependence, that I

cannot now bring to view Enough now

to say, they are reflected back upon man,

with terrible distinctness, and cause many

of his sharpest miseries. W'oman is of

ten, at an early age, made dependent on

the husband for all things, from the food

she cats, to bet- ideas and opinions. Is

she happy in this state of servilityl Is

the chained fawn happy'! ls the caged

bird happy'.l They may be, for they

have not a human soul. But the light of

an undying soul can never be wholly put

out. We often see, in our most refined

females, weak and aimless beings. It is

asad fact which I would not utter did I

not love truth. But why is woman thus

weak! She has no occupation, by which

she can become free from crushing de

pendence. Too often, there is no Way

for her, but ignoble submission, or man

agement and deception. But men may

say, “W's are satisfied with things as

they are." Women may say, “ \Ve wish

no more liberty than we have.” I war

not with such, or for such. The darkest

feature in slavery is that it blots out the

innate love of freedom, and makes its

victim wear a willing chain.

I acquit man of intentional injustice to

woman. Us is no more unjust to her

than to himself. Both are the victims of

a false social state, and both are equally

to be commiserated.

Man expects firmness of principle,

steadiness of purpose, clearness of under

standing, and vigor of action, from a

being broken by disease, taught that it is

her highest duty to obey, and who has

been confined in her education to the cir

cle of domestic cares, 'or the frivolous

round of fashionable dissipation. “ Can

men gather grapes of thorns or figs of

thistlesl ” But amid all depressions and

destroying influences. we have noble ex

amples of goodness and greatness in

woman.

The province of man seems to be to

discover Truth. W'oman accepts it from

him; polishes, beantifies and makes it ac

ceptable. In her sphere, she is not less

honorable than man. Because woman

loves man, more than he can loVe her, is

she therefore his inferior! God is omni

potent; and He is Love.

The _world is just now divided into

two great classes, the agitators, and the

non-agitators. One class seems to think,

that they are in possession of all truth,

and that there is no necessity for inquiry.

New truth is, to them, as impossible of

discovery as the new world was to the

faithless contemporaries of Columbus. If

we tell this class of persons that our

present social order is wrong, and pro

duces the very crimes that it punishes

with such vindictive severity, they are

like the men of Spain, who, with the ex

ception of the friars of St. Stephen,

entrenched themselves behind one dogged

position, namely: “that after so many

 

profound philosophers had occupied them

selves in geographical investigations, and ,

 

so many able navigators had been voyag

ing about the world for ages, it was great

presumption, in an ordinary man like Co

lumbus, to suppose that there remained

such a vast “discovery for him to make.”

This is precisely the position of our mod

ern wise men of the conservative order.

\Vhy should those who are established

on the immutable rock of Truth, fear ag

itation? It should not be feared. It is

to the moral world, what storms are to

the material world—what winds are to

the Ocean. The Ocean becomes a breath~

ing, crawling mass of corruption without

the agitating breeze, and fitly does it em

blem the world of mind in the calm of

moral death. But the Angel ofthe Lord is

troubling the waters. v

The character of our age is Philosoph

ical, is Religious. Philosophy, true or

false, gives reasons. Religion, true or

false, leads men to worship. It is a part

of the philosophy of our age to imitate

its vengeful deities. It is the pride of

the age to worship, and we shall have

plenty of zealous and respectable wor

shippers, so long as men find it for their

interest, as they suppose, with God and

man, to keep the semblance of piety.

“ What shall I gain by it? " is the ques

tion every where asked. It would be

strange if this all~permeating spirit of

gain-getting were excluded from man’s

worship. And is man to be blunted for

acts and opinions that are the inevitable

consequence of his position and organiza_

tion'.l In our present social state man is

isolated. He must strive for self. Often

a dozen are dependent on his unaided

head, or hands. The temptation to fraud

is for this reason strong;-—but how

much stronger does it become, when hon

or, respectability, peace, is to be pre

served, as well as life. Men say, “we

respect honest worth, whether clothed in

rags or broadcloth.” We hear the as

sertion, think we feel its value, and—

give our warmest welcome to the schem

ing, over-reaching speculator, or reputa

ble defrauder, who wears a fine coat and

gold chain.

“Crimes, necessitated and inevitable,

are committed with fearful regularity, and

in preassignable proportions." Can we

consider for a moment, that a social state

is right, that produces so many broken

hearts, so many murderers, and suicides,

so many victims of shame and reproba

tion yearly, and that, too, in “ preassign

able proportions! ” Must society fore

doom the lovely babe to be a murderer,

or the daughter of infamy, and yet go on

multiplying victims unquestioned?

L’Otusu'r.

For the Harbinger

SOCIETY — AN ASPIRATION — OR THE

ACTUAL AND THE POSSIBLE.

(Continued)

The Intellectual Attraction, whose Objrd is

Truth.

Its development corresponds to the size

of the anterior lobes of the brain, and to

the activity of individual temperament.

Like our other faculties and passions,

perverted in its action and disappointed in

its results under present social arrange

ments, it has occasioned among the Can

casian race, 'who possess the largest and

most active brains, a series of wars and
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religious persecutions; innumerable vol

utnes of theology and metaphysics, which

have thrown darkness and confusion over

questions which every heart tltat loves,

answers correctly for itself; sectional di

visions, religious, political and social.

\Ve owe to it the progress of error and

of truth alike. it has co-operatcd with

the passion for wealth, in developing for

us those resources of science which now

by substituting machine for human labor

have brought tts to the present transition

epoch, fraught with suffering for the

mass, but leading, like all the evils from

which as progressive and self-moving

creatures God has allowed us to suffer

and to extricate ourselves, to the discovery

of the opposite goods.

The Industry and Science of England,

France, and other countries, now produce

a superabundance of wealth for all their

necessities, comforts and luxuries. The

mass are deprived of this, while the few

suffer from an oppression of superfluities

which paralyze their energies. This, the

greatest evil that we have yet suffered, is

owing to an ignorance of the science of

distribution—the science of social organ

ization, which harmonizes the interests of

all, and develops those of each in con

nection with, instead of in opposition to,

these of all the rest, especially of persons

with whom our industrial pursuits bring

us into the closest relation. This science,

the greatest of all our blessings, from

which our future is to spring, we owe to

the Intellect, or attraction to truth.

\Ve acknowledge a poetical justice in

this arrangement, contemplated by God

in organizing our characters, that a pro

gressive being, himself the transition link

between the animal and spiritual, should

owe to the most spiritual of his passions

his passage from the moral chaos of an

tagonism to the moral order of harmony.

In the development of the passions, and

in the social combinations required by

those passions, there prevails the same

serial arrangement which pictures itself

in the tree of the forest, the river on the

map, or the crystal in sparry grottos;

which the astronomer reads in the heav

ens, the chemist in his laboratory, and

the anatomist in organic bodies; and in

all these combinations the force manifested

is attraction. These things escape our

attention only because they are so simple

and obvious. Can man do more wisely

than in his own sphere of combination

and of action,—-the social,-—to imitate

these divine arrangements, thus unitary

and universal! Can he fulfil his destiny

in co-operating with God without obeying

this~ emphatic expression of God's will?

As a being whose destiny is progression,

man tnttst be self-acting. His reason and

will, excited to act by his passions, must

provide the conditions of their harmonic

 

 

action, and of his consequent development,

happiness, and fulfilment of his possible

destiny. \Ve can no more expect of God

to arrange for us the social sphere essen

tial to this, and which shall harmonize our

now clashing interests, than we can ex

pect hitn to make our clothes for us.

\Vhat is indeed the adaptation of material

spheres to the beings calculated to move

in them, but a higher sort of tailoring

which we can learn as we havé the lower!

Our happiness arises from action. Were

we not forced to act by our desires for

what we have not, us should either sink

into sluggish brutes, or constantly suffer

ennui, like the spoiled child whose every

want is anticipated by its mother's mis

taken fondness.

Just to the extent that God should in

terfcre to assist us, he would paralyze our

own activity, and thus defeat our pro

gressive destiny, 'and make the attain

ment of our happiness more difficult for

us. \Vhat we have to expect from God

is this ; —that he should have so organ

ized us that our own energies should

suffice to procure for us all that our pro

gressive destiny requires for development,

the best conditions for useful co-operation

with him, and for our happiness. The

fatal mistake, which has so long paralyzed

our efforts to realize these conditions, is

the fiction that God, while intending this

for some of us at least, as if our destiny

was not unitary, means to defer it to

another life,—another world,—gratui

tuusly assuming, in contradiction to the

light of all the sciences, that in this world

God has bungled in his work,—that now

he has falsely constituted man in his

natural or social relations, so that he cati

not hcrc remove the obstacles to his pro

gressive development and to his happiness

in harmonic action; that in this world his

instincts and aspirations are destined to

eternal disappointment. No! this is as

tnttch God's world and God's work, God's

spherc of adaptations, as any world in

the universe. “'God has well made all

that he has made.” The expression of

his will in the attractions with which he

has here organized tts in this life are no

more destined to be defeated, than in any

other world, any other department. That

wisdom and goodness which through all

the universe provides for the greatest

good of all; adapting the air, the earth,

the sea, to the living creatures that in

habit them; placing each in a sphere in

which all its wants may be amply sup

plied, so that, save man, who is left to

discover by his reason those arrangements

which his nature requires, they all enjoy

the utmost happiness of which they are

capable,-—a happiness which no positions

we can imagine for them could increase,

exception being made of the domestic

nnimals;—that wisdom, which has so

1

well succeeded in filling this universe with

happy life, has assuredly not failed so to

organize the character of man and his

relations with the sphere around him,

that the arrangements possible for him,

shall be equally perfect and as well adapt

ed to his composite nature, as all things

in the sphere ofinstinet are to the simpler

beings who find the problems of their life

already solved. Our passional attractions

being the only moral motive forces which

can ever exist for us, it is for our intellects

to discover and organize such arrange

ments as shall harmonize their action. A

true social organization must so class men

in groups and series, that each passion of

every than shall receive its highest devc‘l~

oprncnt. Harmony and co-operation of

action and interest must, to this end,super~

sede that antagonism and conflict which

now render coercive and suppressive

measures needful to maintain a false and

hollow peace. It follows directlyfrom the

unitary character of a good and wise God,

trho expresses his will in those passiona'l

attractions with which he has endowed us,

that the wntliiimts mas! conducive to (he

pmnancnt interest ry' any one passion must

be favorable to that of all our other pas

sions; that those integrally adapted to one

man, must be salutary to every olhu' man

in vthe some sociely; that the best conditions

for one society will extend a genial influence

over all olher societies with which it is

brought into relation, and so on to an infi

nite eta-lent. To doubt this is to doubt the

goodness, wisdom and consistency of the

God who could organize a man,a society,

or a planet, with interests inconsistent

and incompatible with each other. It is

too true, however, that misery makes us

atheists. Sacredly has Miss Barrett ex

pressed this in her poem of “ The Cry of

the Children.”

 

“ Now tell the poor young children, 0 my

brothers,

That they look to Him and pray ;—

So the blessed one who blesseth all the others,

“'ill bless them another day.

They answer ‘ Who is God that he should hear

us,

While the rushing ofthe iron wheels is stirred ?

‘Vhon we soh aloud, the human creatures near us

Pass by, hearing not, or answer not a word!

And we hear not (for the wheels in their re

sounding)

Strangers speaking at the door 1

Is it likely God, with angels singing-round

Hears our weeping any more !

“ Two words indeed of praying we remember;

And at midnight's hour of harm,

‘ Our Father,’ looking upward in the chamber,

We say softly for a charm.

We know no other words except ‘ Our Fathor,’

And we think that in some pause of angels’

song

God may pluck them with the silence sweet to

gather, '

And hold both within his right hand which is

 

strong.
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Our Father! If he heard us he would surely

(For they call him good and mild)

Answer smiling down the steep world vcry

purely—

‘ Come and rest with me my child.’

“ ‘ But no ‘. ’ say the children, weeping faster;

‘ He is speechless as a stone;

And they tell us of his image he is master

Who commands us to work on.

Go to! ’ say the children, ‘Up in heaven,

Dark, wheel-like turning clouds are all we find!

Do not mock us; grief has left us unbelieving,—

“’e look up to God, but tears have made us

blind.’

Do you hear the children weeping and disproving,

O my brothers, what you teach ’I

For God "s possible is taught by his world's loving,

And the children doubt of each.”

This age of ours teaches many stern

lessons; but the saddest truth of all is,

that science, while seeking a response to

the voice of religion in the beneficent

adaptations of God in this creation, has

abandoned to atheism the sphere of hu

man society. Some years ago, the Earl

of Bridgewater left a large sum of money

to be distributed in prizes for a series of

essays which should demonstrate the

goodness and wisdom of God in the uni

versality of his providence. Some of the

first spirits of our age entered upon the

work. Buckland rolled back the curtain

of the ages and amid the chaos of fire

and of blood revealed to us the spirit of

God preordaining the strata of our parent

earth, the granite, the iron, the lime and

the coal, all her bones and cartilagcs, to

be clothed, centuries after, with the flesh

of organic life; and that organic life,

both vegetable and animal, from the rock

lichen to the elephant, towards man the

archtype and consummation of them all.

Whewell was the priest of the wind and

the cloud, and interpreted for us the

prayer of the meteor. Kirby invaded

the pcnetralia of insect societies, and

showed us there a harmony of instincts

beyond the attainments of our infantile

reason. Bell displayed the subtleties of

mechanic art prcfigured in the human

hand itself; and Chalmers, the still more

wondrous mechanism of the hand-moving

mind, weaving itself garments out of

time, space and matter, or building

heavcnwards from the graduated plat

forms of habit, ever throwing out from

itself higher bridgcwork into the air, on

which it may mount like the spider.

On human society, no Bridgewater

treatise has appeared nor could appear;

and yet must not the natural sphere find

its consummation in the social? and the

unity of man with nature, in the unity of

man with his brother man! Do the

adaptations of light, air, and food, sustain

our lives only to mock us with the aspect

of an ordcr and enjoyment into which we

cannot enter’.l

We gave in our last article the formula

 

of man’s active and conscious life ; let us

now apply it.

\Vc found the basis in his sensuous

attractions : these provide the necessaries

and luxuries required by the soul's con

nection with its present organization, and

call forth, to attain their ends, our intel

lectual and aifective attractions. The

phrenologisls show themselves good ma

sons, when in building the house of

man's soul, they place Alimentiveness

below the temples as their corner-stone.

The harmony of primeval societies, like

that now witnessed in Types and other

South Sea islands uncorrupted by civil~

ized missionaries, like that of which the

elephant still presents a type, springs

from the abundance poured out for them

from the lap of earth, and reposes on the

table as its pivot. Thus in the elephant,

so haughty in his honor that he refuses

to propagate his species amid the base

conditions of civilized or barbarian servi

tude, the only ornaments and defences

protrude from and surround the month;

he is also a great epicure, delighting in

spiced bulls and other dainties. The

analysis of man, and the analogies of

nature, all announce the material and

sensuous as the basis of the spiritual and

affective. The actual embodiment of the

single being or the society, is an order

always inverse to that of the conception,

where the creative idea‘begins with the

spiritual as the centre and proceeds to

shape for it garments and houses adapted

to its needs, from matter, the periphery.

An organization of human society

adapted to the aims of man’s spiritual

nature, must then in its practical order

commence with luxury, the aim of the

senses. It must correspond in its groups

and series to the various departments of

industry constituting the modes in which

the attraction for luxury acts. We pro

ceed to its analysis and synthesis.

Analysis of a true Association, calculated

to meet and lo concentrate all the aims

of lifan's Nature.

The analysis comes first, because it is

necessary to have ajust idea of the whole,

before we can calculate the parts or their

relations. Conception must precede dc

velopmcnt. The analysis is a purely

ideal order, commencing from the centre

or presupposed consummation, thence to

discover the unknown terms of the cal

culation, and the relations they should

bear towards this datum.

of Association, we must speak oracularly

or dogmatically; we call simply upon

the reader’s imagination, we are not con

cerned with the means of effecting our

ends until we arrive at the synthesis.

\Ve prelude with two analogies from

numbers and from music.

Given the number 12, (luxury,) to de

ln the analysis ,

 

termine the numbers which it includes,

(departments of industry,) their relations

towards each other, and their combi

nations in forming it. 12 is equal to H

plus I, or 10 plus 2, or 3 plus 5 plus 4.

One of these numbers, as 2, (branch of

domestic industry,) stands to 12 in the

relation of one-sixth, or to ten-twelfths

(productive industry) in the relation of

one-fifth, and will form with 6 and 4,

(scientific and distributive industry) the

original combination 12.

There is of course nothing farther in

tended here than to exhibit a general

formula. The steps which should deter

mine the ultimate branches of industry

with all their conditions. would involve

an immense analogical computation of

fractions, and we do not aim, gentle

reader, to be tedious, even for the sake of

system. Here is a prettier analogy.

Suppose a musician to have conceived a

theme. He will first consider through

what keys be will make it pass. (See

Gardiner's Life of Haydn.)

“F }

its relative,

D minor,

Each key having its specific character,

he will select those accordant with his

theme, and next choose the special notes

of each key as he commences the writing

or practical expression of his first concep

tion. Our theme is the passional harmo

ny of the twelve attractions. \Ve have

decided that the key of Luxury, the aim

or octave of the five senses, is best adapt

ed to our prelude. \Vc proceed to strike

the notes which compose it, and the

sounds produced by their combinations

are the departments of industry to which

the senses excite.

Industry has three primal branches,

Productive, Psychical, and Distributive.

Productive industry branches into Agri

cultural, Mechanical, and Domestic.

Psychics] industry branches into Art,

Science, and Education.

Distributive industry branches into Ad

ministrative and Mercantile.

\Ve have to determine for a given

number of persons approximately, the

amount of labor desirable in each depart

ment, and the characters required to per.

form it. The Agricultural, Mechanical»,

or some special branch, may predominate

according to the location and peculiar

advantages of the society. Some definite

ideas being attained, we proceed to de~

compose each collective series into its

component sub-series, (See Table 0,)

until we arrive at the ultimate subdivi

sions, to which, as to the culture of a

favorite species of apple, pear, or peach,

a group of individuals will attach them~

selves.

is rich, mild. sober and contempla

similar, but darker, [tive.

heavier, grander, more solemn.

D ample, noble.

lts relative,

B minor, loud, bcwailing, one.”
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[TABLE 0.]

F

Mercantile Series. Mechanical Series.

I,

(lurdcn Sub-Series

r

Grass Sub-Series.

PIIALANX.

A

Auitlcuurl‘n \1. Scrum.

4A

Fr 111.1) LA non Sun-SentA

GRAIN Sun-Seams.

Domestic Series.

Orchard Sub-Series.

\

Scientific Series. Artistic Series.

—\

Vineyard Sub—Series.

\

Root Sub-Series.

 

 

 

#js
r fl

Luther, "'illiam. Clarence, 8-6.“ Ilenry, Charles, Louis, ti-c. Jolm, Tliomm, l‘rtrr, d-c. Richard, Philip. James, kc. Cephas, Jacob, Lot, fi-c.

OATS. lin-i. H'IIIJJ'I'. MAIZE. BROOM CURN.

I A I

I'utnsll. Sunni. Gluten.

ff A-—___\ GLUTEN is identical in its chemical constitution

“'ATHR- (turbo-1- with the fibrine and albumen from which the who“.

tissues of the animal body are formed, (with some

Oxygen. Hydrogen. uliar exceptions, or what in the present state of

" Groups attracted to these several cultures.

chemistry :1 pear to be exceptions, viz. the glutinous

tissues,) an thus this group of elements enter! equal

 

ly into the composition of animal or vegetable series.

 

The first condition is, of course, capital l consistent with the general interest, and ‘

. . l .
sufficient for a foundation, land for the how many Workmcn, for what proportion

farm,cultures, workshops, engines, tools, of time, will be required to do the work.

and a dwelling. The second condition is

that all necessary and profitable depart

ments of labor shall be filled, and filled

by those who are peculiarly adapted to

them by their natural attractions, and

who pursue them from pure preference.

It is evident that a great number of per

sons will be required by this condition,

several hundreds at least: where several

great branches are profitable, as agricul

ture, manufactures and commerce to—

gether, scarcely less than two thousand;

though a much smaller number may

certainly attain great advantages from

combination in joint-stock partnership,

and may embody to a certain extent the

mechanism of the passional series. We

will suppose an assemblage of from one

to two thousand persons, of unequal for

tunes, both sexes, and all ages. A suffi

cient number of farmers, mechanics, and

others already highly skilled in their re

. spective callings have been sought out, so

that the Phalanx may avail itself of all

the industrial resources of the age. The

land has been selected in reference to its

adaptation to a great variety of cultures,

and the farm well provided with stock.

The workshops and factories for the man

ufactures most profitable in the section of

country selected, have been constructed,

and machinery provided wherever it can

be profitably employed. A building, with

suites of apartments adapted to different

rates of rent, is constructed, with all the

economies and luxuries known to modern

architecture, so far as the capital invested

will allow. In short, the material sphere

of associative industry in its various

branches is prepared, just as the machin

ery of a cotton factory before calling in

the workers. From the price currents

and other statistics of demand and sup

ply, it has been calculated within certain

limits what is the least amount of work

necessary to be performed in each depart

ment; and what is the greatest amount

1
 It will suffice that these calculations be

approximative. They will present no

difficulties in the most important branches

of production, the statistics of which are

well known.

We open the book of serial classifica

tion. At a general meeting it is request

ed that each individual shall, within so

many days, register his name under the

heads of the different series and groups

whose labors he wishes to join; specify

ing the number of hours and the time of

day or night at which he will work. All

having registered themselves, and the

books remaining open until a. number,

ranging between the extremes of the cal

culation above mentioned, are found ready

for each branch of industry, each set pro

ceeds to organize itselfas a group ; to de

cide within itself the subdivisions of func

tion to which each individual shall at

tach himself, and, in occupations pursued

by different members of the group, at

different periods, what order and combi

nations shall be followed. Each group is

an independent body. It; elects a chair

man to preside at its meetings, a secreta

ry, representatives for councils composed

of members from several groups con

cerned in common interests, as the dif

ferent groups in irrigation and manuring;

and, if it engages in productive industry,

its commercial factor, who attends to the

sale of its produce, and makes its neces

sary purchases, crediting it against the

whole Phalanx for the value produced,

and crediting it to the Phalanx for pur

chases made. The secretary of the

group supplying them, credits his owu

group towards the Phalanx for the value

supplied. The factors do not all, how

ever, conduct this business directly, as

so great a number of non-productive in

termediate exchanges would be quite un

necessary, and in lessening the general

amount of value produced, would lessen

proportionally the dividend of the factor

 himself, who besides will grudge the time

taken from other occupation, possessing

greater attractions, in his favorite groups.

The factors of several groups elect a gen

eral factor for the series, or collective

branch of production ; and those of all the

series a factor for the Phalanx, who

keeps accounts in its name against each

series, group, or individual.

Securities may be required equal to the

responsibilities incurred by the factors.

it will thus be clearly seen from period to

period by the statements on the books

open to public inspection, whether the

groups engaged in production support

themselves ; and should their eXpenditnre

at any time exceed their profits, they may

at once modify their business so as to

correct the deficiency, or else having

made it good to the Phalanx, dissolve

and enter other combinations, and more

profitable branches of industry.

To be continued.

  

REVIEW.

A Srrmon of the Pcrishinv Classes in

Boston; preached at the duelodcon, on

Sundai , August 30, 1846. B THEO

nom: ARKER, Minister of the wenty

eighth Congregational Church in Bos

ton. Boston: printed by I. R. Butts.

pp. 28.

It must be confessed that theologians by

profession are a most unprofitable gener

ation. They have looked so long at

what seems to them the only heavenly

light, that. they have grown stone blind to

the most portentous facts that lie direct—

ly before their eyes. They are the last

persons to whom an appeal can be made

in regard to the most vital interests of

humanity on earth. Peering sharply

through their spectacles into the letter of

the Bible, spending days and nights in

the discussion of the meaning of an in

significant phrase in a dead language,

wrangling with the fury of prize fighters

for some thin subtlety that not one in a

hundred can comprehend, and scattering

loads of learned dust in the eyes of those
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who look to them for guidance, they are

as cold and torpid in view of the mon-i

strous outrages which every where stare‘

them in the face, as if the throbbings of

a heart of flesh had given place to turn-'

ing over the leaves of a mouldy volume.

They have forgotten the spirit of their

Master, in devotion to the grammatical and

logical arrangement of his illstructions.‘

If we were compelled to listen to them,

alone, we should never know that Chris

tianity was anything better than a rattling

skeleton. If perchance we now and

then find one of them engaged in the pro

motion of reform, it is because the man

has been too powerful for the theologian,

and his human sympathies could not be

utterly quenched by the sluggish tide of

antique lore which flowed over them.

This is certainly, a very extraordinary

condition of things. How does it hap

pen that our great authorities in the

church, our sleek and studious Scribes,

our snow-white Pharisees, our ponderous

doctors of divinity, are able to keep up

such a dead silence, in the midst of evils

and oppressions which one might almost

suppose would make the dreams of

Father Miller a matter-of-fact reality,

and cause the being who wept tears of

compassion over the woes of Jerusalem,

to return to the earth which had made

such wretched use of his mission for its

redemption! We note the circumstance,

but must be excused from answering the

question.

It is an ominous fact, that of all men

whose garments have the slightest smell,

of theology, the uncanonical author of‘

this discourse holds the foremost rank in

the application of the principles of Chris

tianity to the regeneration of society. We

all know that his theology is worse than

nothing—not at all worthy to claim that

venerable name. Although a man of

studious habits, indill'ereutly good native

talents, and rare integrity of purpose and

candor of mind, as even his enemies are

forced to admit, we are perfectly aware

that his theological views are superficial

in the extreme, that he holds to things,

the folly and nonsense of which any

child who had received 'Christian baptism

could prove, and that he repudiates with

one mortal blow, all the marvels and mys

teries which constitute the sole value of

the Christian revelation in a theological

point of view. At least, we are solemn

ly assured of this by our great author

ities, from the Boanerges of the Boston

Quarterly to the gentle shepherd of the

Christian Register. “’6 do not appeal'

from their decision in this matter. By no

means. \Vo only wonder that this fell

'heretie, who lies in wait to entrap un

 

 

 

who reproduces the spirit ofdisinterestcd- "Win ""00! the average Gitcnm'taM” 01' thi

ness, purity, justice, and moral truth, i Wm“ “11" “"d "‘95" Prose“t “'en‘ 1“ “ML

fly like ours, with such a history —a history of

the teachings of Jesus of Nulurc‘h' with ‘ blood and violence, cunning and fraud; resting

on such a lNlSLS—fl basis of selfishness; a so

a lmweri ‘3 “inflessncssi 3" camcsmcss' i cictywlu-rein there isaprcferencc ofthc Mighty,

which would doubtless rend in twain any “mi .1 postponement of the Righteous; where

regular church into which they should in- Power is worshipch and Justice. little honored,

Multan“. be ,,,,,.,,d,,c,.d_ , though much talked of, it comes to pass that a

It has one" slruck us in Tending 1he r. great many little ones from both these classes

actually perish. If Jesus spoke the truth, then

they perish contrary to the will of God. Ina

that were such conspicuous elements in.

published writings of this author, that it

“lol'ld b? a grc'm rehef m {he perplcyty ‘ society where the natural laws of the body are

l'l‘hmh ills lernble speculu‘uullsl 0063510“! constantly violated,whcre many men areobliged

if the highly respectable individuals who ily circumstances to violate them, it follows on

are most scandalized thereby, would es- , avoidably that many are born little by nature,

say, for a season, [he applicmion of the i and ihey transmit their fceblencss to their issue.

The other class, men little by position, are often
moral irinciiles which he sets forth to

I 1 iso hedged about by ditliculties, so neglected,

the removal of the evils, which they can _ _,

_ I , that they cannot change their condition, and

escape from 1“ "0 walk or socwly “Inch ‘ bequeath also their littleness to their children.

they frequcm" Tle might discover by Thus the number of little ones enlarges with

this proof, that there was still some the increase of society. This class becomes

charm in fife, some glow and depth in 1-9- perpetual; a class of men abandoned by the

ligion, some vitality and earnestness of

spirit, although their favorite themes

were somewhat bluntly called in question. ,

It is poSsible, too, that the suspicion i

might be awakened that there was a more

profound sentiment in Christianity than‘

they had before imagined, and that it was

destined to produce a revolution in so

ciety, which they had not even dreamed

of. At all events, we believe that a dc

voted adherence to practical truth is the

best preparation for a correct theory, and

that the renewal of society in the image,

of Christ is an essential condition to a full ‘

understanding of the Christian revelation.

The man tlieu who is most efficient in op

posing prevalent social evils will prove

the most Successful promoter of specula

tive truth.

But, in our zeal to palliate the disas

trous influence of our author's heresies,

we have almost forgotten the Discourse

which has called forth our remarks.

When we read his hold, impassioned

and tender appeals in behalf of insulted

and perishiug humanity, we can scarce

persuade ourselves that he is so far gone i

from all true religion as we have been led

to suppose by those who are better in

formed on this subject than we can pre

tend to be.

The introduction to the

shows a clear perception of the character

of modern society.

“ There are two classes of men who are weak

and little: one is little by nature, consisting of

such as are born with feeble pchrs, not strong

ly capable of self-help; the other is little by

position, comprising men that are permanently

poor and ignorant. \thn Jesus said, It is not

God's will that one of these little ones should

perish, I take it be included both these classes

--men little by nature, and men little by position.

Furthermore, I take it he said what is true;

that it is NOT Goo‘s will that one of these

Discourse :

“my so'lls’ ""5 gnm ogre Who ‘5 ‘hnngm i little ones should perish. Now, a man may be

10 delight in destroying the moments of said to perish town he is l'llillt'tl;-Wllt‘ll he

the church, should be the man after all, , fails to attain the degree or manhood he might

Christians.

i “ Now, in all forms of social life hitherto de

vised, these classes have appearcd,aud it has

been a serious question, “'hut shall be done

I with them? Seldom has it been the question,

, What shall be done for them '! In Old time, the

Spartans took children born with a weak or im

perfect body, children who would probably be a

I hindrance to the nation, and threw them into a

desert place to be devoured by the wild beasts,

and so settled that question. At this day, the

Chinese, I am told, expose such children in the

streets and beside the rivers, to the humanity of

passeri-i by; and not only such, but sound, heal

thy children, none the lcss, who, though strong

by nature, are born into a weak position. Many

of them are left to die—especially the boys.

But some are saved—those mainly girls. I

will not say they are saved by the nonuni'rr of

wealthier men. They become slaves, devoted

by their masters to a most base and infamous

purpose. \Vith the exception of criniinals,these

abandoned daughters of the poor, form, it is

said, the only class of snavl-zs in that great

country.

“ Now, neither the Chinese nor the Spartan

method is manly or human. Jt does wilhthe'

little ones, not for them. It does away with

them, and that is all. 1 will not decide which

is the worst of the two modes, the Chinese or

the Spartan. We are accustomed to call both

these nations Heathen, and take it for granted

they do not know it is God’s will that not one

of these little ones should perish. Be that as it

may, we do not call ourselves Heathenywe

pretend to know the will of God in this particu

lar. Let us look, therefore, and see how we

have disposed of the little ones in Boston—

what we are doing for them or with them."

 

 

This is a noble beginning. Let us

look a little further.

Here is a picture, the like of which is

not often exhibited in our galleries of the

Fine Arts.

“ If you could know the life of one of those

poor lepcrs of lloston —you would wonder, and

weep. Let me take one of them at random out

of the mass. He was born, unwelcome, amid

wretehcdncss and want. His coming increased

both. Miserably he struggles through his infan

cy, less tended than the lion's whclp. He he

comes a boy. He is covered only with 11195
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and those squalid with long accumulated filth.

He wanders about your streets, too low even to

seek employment—now snatching from a gut

ter half rotten fruit which the owner tlings

away. He is ignorant; he has never entered a

school-house; to him even the alphabet is a.

mystery. He is young in years, yet old in mis

ery. There is no Hope in his face. He herds

with others like himself, low, ragged, hungry

and idle. If Misery loves company, he finds

that satisfaction. Follow him to his home, at

night—he herds in a collar; in the same. sty

with father, mother, brothers, sisters, mid per

haps yet other families of like degree. “'hat

served him for dress by day, is his only bed by

night.

“ Well, this boy steals some trifle-a biscuit,

a bit of rope, or a knife from a shop window—

hc is seized and carried tojail. The day comes

for his trial. He is marched through the streets

in hand-eufi‘s—thc companion of drunkards

and thieves—thus deadening the little self-re

spect which Nature left even in an outcast's

bosom. He sits there chained like a beast—a

boy in irons! the sport and mockery of men

vulgar as the common sewer. His trial comes.

Of course he is convicted. The show of his

countenance is witness against him.

and dirt, his ignorance, his vagrant habits, his

idleness—all testify against him. That face so

young, and yet so impudent, so sly, so writ all

over with embryo villnny— is evidence enough.

The jury are soon convinced, for they see his

temptations in his look, and surely know that in

such a condition men will steal: yes, they

themelvcs would steal. The judge represents

the Law, and that practically regards it a crime

even for a boy to be weak and poor. Our Com

mon Law, it seems to me, is based on Might,

not Right. So he is hurried otf to jail at a ten

der age, and made legally thc.companion of fel

ons. Now the State has him wholly in her

power; by that rough adoption, has made him

her own child—and scaled the indenture with

the Jailor’s Key. llis hand-cufi's are the sym

bol of his sonship to the State. She shuts him

in her College for the Little. \Vhat does it

teach him : Science, Letters 7 even Morals and

Religion’l Little enough of that, even in Bos

ton; and in most counties in Massachusetts, I

think nothing at all—not even a trade which

he can practice when his term expires ! I have

been told a story—and I Wish it might be

falsely told—of a boy, in this city, of sixteeur

sent to the House of Correction for five years

because he stole a bunch of keys, and coming

out of that jail at twenty-onefunable to write, or

read, or calculate, and with no trade but that of

picking oakum. Yet he had been four years

the child of the State — and in that College for

the Poor! \Vho would employ such a youth;

with such a reputation; with the smell of the

jail in his very breath 'l Not your shrewd men

of business—they know the risk; not your re

spectable men, members of churches and all

that; not they! Why it would hurt a man’s

reputation for piety to do good in that way.

Besides the risk is great, and it argues a. great

deal more Christianity than it is popular to

have, for a respectable man to employ such a

youth. He is forced back into crime again. I

say, forced—for honest men will not employ

him when the State shoves him out of the jail.

Soon you will have him in the court again, to

be punished more severely. Then he goes to

the State Prison, and then again, and again, till

'Death mercifully ends his career !

“ Who is to blame for all that'l Iwill ask

"is rags

 

the best man among the best of you, what he

would have become, if thus abandoned, turned

out in childhood, and with no culture, into the

streets to herd with the wickcdcst of men!

Somebody says, there are “organic sins ” in so

ciety which nobody is to blame for. But by

this sin organized in society, these vagrant

children are training up to become thieves, pi

rates and murderers. I cannot blame them.

But there is a terrible blame somewhere, for it

is not the WILL or (ion that one of these little

\Vho is it that organizesioncs should perish.

the sin of society '! "

The following description of what our

fashionable, metropolitan churches are

doing for the poor is to the last degree

uncivil. A preacher who can talk in

this way in the pulpit, would almost

speak of “ Hell to cars polite.” It is al

most as savage as the suggestion made by

a friend of ours to one of the oracles of

a great church that a suitable inscription

for the face of the pediment might be:

“ To the Poor the Gospel is not

preached.”

“The misfortunes of the poor do not end

there. To make their degradations total, their

names infamous, we have shut them out of our

churches. Once in our Puritan meeting-hous

es, there were “ body seats” for the Poor; for

in long time free galleries, where men sat and

‘were not ashamed. Now it is not so. A

(‘hristian society about to build a church, and

\ having 550,000, does not spend $10,000 for that,

making it a church for all, and keep $10,000 as

a fund for the poor. No, it borrows $30,000

more, and then shuts the Poor out of its bank

rupt aisles. A high Tower, or a fine-toned

Bell—yes, Marble and Mahogany are thought

better than the presence of these little ones

whom God wills not to pcrish. I have heard

ministers boast of the great men, and famous,

who sat under their preaching; never one who

boasted that the Poor came into his church, and

were fed, body and soul! You go to our

churches—the Poor are not in them. They

are idling and lounging away their day of rest,

like the horse and the ox. Alas me, that the

apostles, that the Christ himself could not wor

ship in our churches, till he sold his garment

and bought a pew! Many of our houses of

public worship, would be well named, CHURCH

ss ron "rm-z asynnss'r. Yet religion is more

to the poor man than to the rich. What won

der then, if the Poor lose self-respect, when

driven from the only churches where it is

thought respectable to pray!

“Now this class of men are pcrishing; yes,

pcrishing in the nineteenth century; perishing

in Boston, noble, charitable Boston; perishing

contrary to God’s will—soul and body; and

pcrishing all the worse because they die siow,

and corrupt by inches. As things now are,

their mortality is hardly a curse. The Metho

dists are right in telling them this world is a

valley of tears—it is wholly so to them—and

lIcavcn a long June day, full of rest and plenty.

To die is their only gain—their only hope.

Think of that, you who murmur because money

is “tight,” because your investment gives only

twenty per cent. a year, or because you are

taxed for half your property, meaning to mOVc

off next season; think of that you who complain

because the Democrats are in power to-day, and

you who tremble lest the Whigs shall be in ’49;

 

 

 

 
think of that, you who were never hungry, nor

athirst,—who are sick, because you have noth

ing else to do, and grumble against God, from

more emptiness of soul, and for amusement’s

sake3—think of men not, if wise, daring to

raise the human prayer for life—but for death,

as the only gain. the only hope, and you will

give over your complaint, your hands stopping

your mouth ! ”

‘ The conclusion of the discourse indi—

cates a just sense of the need of some

thing more thorough than superficial pal

liatives. \Ve trust that the author will

hereafter give us more explicitly his views

of the organization of a true Christian

State. He cannot but 'know that this

question is to be the one of absorbing in

terest for the nineteenth century.

“ \Vhat I have suggetcd only palliates effects;

it removes no causc;—of that another time.

These little ones are perishing here in the midst

of us. Society has never seriously sought to

prevent it, perhaps has not been conscious of

the fact. It has not so much legislated for

them as against them. Its spirit is hustile to

them. If the mass of able-headed men were in

earnest about this, think you they would allow

such unthrifty ways—such a waste of man’s

productive energies? Never—no, never. They

would repel the causes or This EVIL, as now

an invading army. The removal of these

troubles must be brought about by a great

change in the spirit of society. Society is not

Christian in form or spirit. So there are many

who do not love to hear Christianity preached

and applied—but to have some halting theology

set upon its crutches. They like, on Sundays,

an hour of the sacrifice, not to have mercy and

goodness demanded of them. A Christian State

after the pattern of that divine man, Jesus—

how different it would be from this in spirit and

in form ! ”

Surely, do we welcome from the bot

tom of our hearts the expression of such

views as are here declared. If they are

more critical than constructive, they are

not merely negative. They are an inte

gral element in the great work of social

reorganization on Christian principles.

They must be uttered by our truest and

wisest men, before great progress can be

attained. we need the rough plough

share to break through the stiffened crust

of prevailing prejudice and error, before

the sewer can cast the precious seed into

a receptive soil, or the reaper exult in the

yellow sheaves of a ripened harvest.

_ MUSICAL REVIEW.

CAMILLO sn'om.

“We were present at the first concert of

the pupil of Paganini in Boston, when he

drew tones from his violin as sweet and

silvery as his name. The story that that

violin was Paganini’s, is one which,

whether true or not, seems not incredible

when you have felt its magic. And hav

ing believed thus much, you not unwil

lingly extend the circle of romance, for

fitness’ sake, that there may he like instru
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ment, like player, and credit also whatlthough always quiet.

the fanciful Jules .Ianin says: that this

young artist in his mother‘s womb wasl

daily made to thrill to the vibrations of

that Arch-Wizard‘s playing, and thus that

Paganini‘s spirit moulded and attuned the

child before he saw the light. This may

be fable; but fable has its truth as well

as history; in this case it is at least a

very good poetic way of setting before us

this young man as the lineal representa

tive, not of Paganini's blood, but Paga

nini’s genius. And so of this no more;

but to the concert.

We were delighted with the playing of

Sivori, as were the musical nucleus of

Boston, as were the musical crowds of

New York, and the crowds on crowds

who have acknowledged his mastery in

Europe. It was unmingled, pure de

light, and not astonishment alone. As

tonishment comes afterwards, when we

coolly reflect on the performance; but

while we listen, the art is too perfect to

betray itself; the end is so fully real

ized as to be like nature, and your spirit

finds the same repose in its familiar won

ders. The difficult feats and tricks and

tours de force of modern violin virtuosity

had grown so common, from the hearing

of many great and many would-bc-great

performers, that we scarcely dared to ex

pect much more than a moment’s repeti

tion of that kind of intoxication of the

sense, which constantly grows weaker,

though the means of excitement may be

stronger and more cunning. But here in

deed was something different in kind, as

well as in degree. To be sure, the three

pieces which he played were essentially

such music as Vieuxtemps, Ole Bull, and

all of them dealt most with; they were

show pieces, written for effect, to show

the instrument, and not classic composi

tions. But they had greater unity of pur

pose than these things commonly have,

and were not loaded with forced orna

ment. Two of them were by Paganini,

and one a part ofa Concerto by himself.

The Concerto came first. Amid pro

longed applause, the slight and youthful

figure of the artist moved upon the stage,

with a calm and sober air, not conde

scendineg scattering little bows and

graces, like taller popular deities before

him, and took his stand upon a sort of

box. The features of his face were del

icate and finely marked; in the com

pressed lips you read refinement, energy,

and earnest study, the wise and steady

pursuit, as well as aspiration after, an

ideal ; and altogether it was a countenance

full of sensibility and purity and truth.

As the symphony began, and be ad

dressed himself to his task, the quiet deep

fire of his dark Italian eyes began to

light up his face, and presently it became

one of the brightest faces we ever saw,

 

graceful and full of sentiment more deep

and pure than passionate. His thoughts

flowed freely forth, select and fine, rather

than massive, or overwhelming by their

number; and they were always natural.

The transitions were always graceful, re

lieving the ear and the mind by delicious

surprises, and not relying on more strange

ness and abruptncss for a short-lived ef

fect. The greatest difficulties were ac

complished with an case that made them

seem familiar things ; the wonderful pas

sages, which astonish the vulgar, which

we should call tricks in another, did not

come to an end in themselves, so as to be

separable from the rest like added jewels;

but like the delicate tracery of nature’s

foliage they all vanished into the whole,

as naturally as they developed from it,

and left the impression of something

chaste, harmonious and complete. His

tone was of the utmost purity; and that

alike in all parts of the scale ; for in the

remotest regions, as in the harmonic or

flagcolet tones, he was as perfectly at

home, every thing was as easily and fully

finished, and showed as little conscious ef

fort, as in the most travelled octaves of

the instrument. There was the most del

icate shading, the most liquid rounding of

all corners. The effect was to lift you

gently into the serenest, clearest, and

most sympathizing mood, wherein dreams

and fancies come and go in sweet succes

sion, without feverish distraction. The

heart was happy, and the soul was clear.

But we were not strongly moved and

shaken, nor made restless with Titanic

ycarnings, as when Beethoven strikes.

There was no want of brilliancy and

strength ; there was no want of anything;

it did seem perfect beauty. The trills

and [remains and pizzicalos came in never

to disturb, but to complete the feast.

The (hmpanello of Paganini showed

far more unity and continuity and grace

than we have been accustomed to ascribe

to the fantastic wizard.

The Carnival of Venice had become as

stale to us as a prolonged masquerade ; but

here was to be the satisfaction of hearing

it played just as Paganini wrote 1'1; and

truly its piquant beauty and its brilliancy

and its grotesqueness charmed us as they

never did before. We felt the truth of

what is quoted in the Transcript: “ when

you hear that old Venetian air. as Sivori

plays it, all sorts of fantastic visions flit

across your mind. You see the white

doves of San Marco skimming through

the azure sky, and the gondolas gliding

under the marble bridges; each note as it

passes by wrapped up in the bautla of

black lace, lifts up its velvet mask for an

instant and discovers a once loved coun

tenance. The modulations rock you

languishingly like becalmed waves, and

 
His melodies werclyou would lose yourself completely in

your reverie, did not a nasal, chuckling

passage, like the giggling of a group of

masks, suddenly rouse you and bring the

smile back to your lips.”

The whole performance leaves a feeling

of unmingled satisfaction. We only

wish to hear Sivori more, and hear him

also in more classic music. Should he

play to us again, we trust that “ Krentzer
Sonata” of Beethoven, whichl he per

formed in New York (“ at the request,”

as the bills said, “ of some lovers of clas

sical music!”) will make part of the

feast. We have yet to learn by what

right these modern brilliancies are allowed

to reign with undivided and exclusive

sway in every public concert, while of the

real works of genius only the merest

tastes are now and then afforded us; and

then they are prefixed with an apology

for being “ classic,” or in other words

too good for us! Sivori, we know, is a

true artist, and could render a Sonata or

the first part of a Quartette, in such a

style as it has not been permitted to our

ears to hear ; why will he withhold from

us what every true musician deems his

choicest stores?

The concert was enriched by singing,

which was something better than a foil to

the great artist. Rarely have we heard

a nobler duett than that from Semiramide,

as sung by Madame Pico and Miss Julia

Northall. The latter, a favorite from her

first public appearance, has improved

surprisingly within a year. Her singing

has acquired style and firmness. Her

childlike, simple, and earnest manner,

and her clear, fresh, birdlike and impas

sioned tones, contrast finely with the

large and generous Italian nature and

the mellow, warm contralto of Pico; they

vied with each other in expressiveness

and pathos, and yet drew nearer to each

other by the rivalry. The hacknied duett

from Norma was restored to fresh life by

their singing. The union of their talents

is a happy one, and we trust will not

prove merely hccidental and for once.

The peculiar powers of each were brought

out more distinctly in a solo.

In fine, it was one of the most perfect

musical entertainments of this description

ever given to the citizens of Boston.

The only thing that marred it, was an in

troduction on the organ, which was noth

ing but a profanation of that noble instru

ment by the rattling off in unmeaning

succession of all manner of light popular

airs, when a fugue of Bach or Rink or

Handel, or something of some form and

meaning, was wanting to do away the

common-place and dullness which cling

about us and so deaden our true sensibili

ties to music.

[13? \Ve have heard Stvonr again:

how could we speak so tamely of the

artist who has moved as as no other !
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HENRI HERZ.

Till Thalberg, Liszt and Chopin came,

the name of .HERZ, for years, stood for all

that there is wonderful and brilliant in

piano-forte playing. Perhaps he has the

best title to be considered the founder of

the “New School.” His is a familiar

house-hold name with all the musical.

His wonderful playing every one has

heard of, and some one or more of his

compositions are in every house which

glories in a piano and a young adept or

aspirant in the divine art. He is fifty

times as well known as Beethoven or Mo

zart; his “ Variations” have been the

staple of all show performances in private .

soirees and in concerts; it has been deemed

one of “ the accomplishments " of misses

to get through the finger drudgery of tol

erany mastering his labored brilliancies.

Next to Rossini, he is perhaps the man

who has done the most to make the

ruling taste in music what it is.

His compositions are not without their

original and rare merits. They are full

of graceful fancies and dazzling effects.

They bring out many hidden capabilities

of the piano; and if properly used and

not too exclusively, they constitute a ne

cessary part of every thorough study of

that instrument. They are so far classic.

And now he comes among us, an authen

tic aud undoubted notability and master in

his art: the first one almost ofthese stars

which have crossed our firmamcnt oflate,

whom we had heard catalogued before,

and whom we had enjoyed the opportuni

ty of idealizing for some time in the dim

distance, till it should become a real Eu

reka to reach him with our own teles

cope.

As a player, every one is prepared to

find in him the consummate artist. In a

few days more we shall have heard him,

and may then describe. Meanwhile the

“ right ascension ” and true relative posi

tion of this star in the musical heavens

has been well calculated in the following,

which we translate from the Schnellpast,

and which expresses just_our view of

modern music:

“If we consider carefully the histo

ry of the piano-forte, we cannot fail

to recognize in it a regular ascent

whose periods are formed by distinguish

ed individual composers. The-space of

this sheet does not permit us to describe

each separate period particularly, or to

dwell at any length upon the great men

who especially constitute the successive

steps. We can only pause, in passing, at

two main epochs: the Old School, or as

we are wont to say, the Classic, and the

New, which may be generally distin

guishcd as the Modern—which with the

musically orthodox is the same thing as

tin-classic.

“ We would characterize these two

schools as briefly as possible. If we con

sider the productions of the older school,

—from the profound works of the two

Bachs, the nail-016 and simplicity of Hay

dn, the tasteful fulness and marvellous

loveliness and elegance of Mozart, to the

magnificent and grand creations of Beet

hoven—we see that depth of thought,

the power of pure harmony, predominate

in them as a guiding star, to which they

sought to come as near as possible. Mu~

sical thought, and its correct and orthodox

delivery, to them was every thing ;— the

piano, the medium which they made use

of. Not so with the moderns: their

striving is more directed to the many

|sided than to thc deep elaborations of

their instrument; and if we must confess,

that in point of the mechanical use of

tone-effects, in point of finger-facility and

tasteful delivery they have won from it a

new side, still it cannot be denied that for

music, viewed as Art, there has been no

gain in this. In striving to transform a

single instrument, unquestionably restrict

ed within certain limits, so as to make of1

it a sort of compendium of all others,

they fell into the province of the artificial,

they sinned against the aesthetic rules of

taste.

“ To secure the applause of the mass,

to be the lion (hero) of the day; that is

the pole-star which our present masters

follow ; and if they have brought to light

much that is beautiful and admirable, yet

we cannot but regret the good times,

when men strove with their whole soul

for the genuine kernel of all art, for the

unity and harmony of form with substance,

so that neither one should outweigh the

other.

" The agreeable, the captivating to the

ear, in music, finds readier entrance for it

self, than the earnest, the well studied, and

for that reason the more difficult ofcompre

hension. Hence it is easily explainable,

why the latter is pushed aside, and why

the former is loved and sought. And

hence there has been no composer so pop

ular as HENRI HERZ. We often under

stand by popularity, the enjoying of uni~

versal favor, without real merit. Such is

not the popularity of Her-z. To deny

true merit to the founder of a school, to

the father of the modern piano-forte vir

tuosodom, were folly. \Vithout Herz,

we should have had no Thalberg, no

Dohler, no De Meyer; nay, even Liszt

owes more than we are apt to believe, to

the Hera-inn school. Moscheles, the con

necting link, who binds the old school

with the new, has had by far less influ

ence on Her-z, than Herz had upon Liszt.

\Vas there ever an example of a popular

ity of more than twenty years' standing,

which was without just claims to lasting

merit? Can we imagine that a superfi

  

cial popularity, to which wc come contin

nally back, although it may be overshaded

for a summer night?

“ The esteem which Herz has won by

his compositions in promoting the pro~

gress of piano music in America, is even

greater, if possible, than that which the

master has earned from Europe. It was

not possible that the old school should

ever have wakcd to consciousness the

dormant musical feeling of the Anglo

Saxons; the reason is too clear to call

for explanation. In what degree these

-merits are recognized in our country, is

proved by the hcre unparalled excitement

of the artist’s reception at his first appear

ance (in New York), by the tone of re—

spect and enthusiasm of the collective

Press. Scarcely had Herz set his foot

upon the musical tribune, when they

stormed, they clapped, they shouted with

a passion nowhere met with out of Italy.

At every pause a new thunder of plaud

its; a repetition was called for of every

piece;—the unmistakable expression

this, of a grateful recognition which from

its universality may be called national.

“ Our pen has led us farther than we

poi-posed, and we have scarcely room left

to describe our personal feelings, so far as

it can be done by words.

“\Ve believed ourselves transported

into a lovely vale, which is shut in on all

sides by romantic groups of rocks, their

summits gilded by the beams of the

setting sun. In the middle of the

vale we see a tree which has grown

up by the side of a babbling silver

stream, in whose shadow we lie down

upon the soft carpet of moss, and are

lulled to sweet dreams by the rustling of

the evening breezes through the leaves.

We see upon the twigs and boughs

no motly, noisy parrots, and at our feet

neither proud tulips nor yellow sun-flow

ers—but a levely nightingale is fluting

her enchanting song, so full of yearning,

and fragrant violets and forget-meuots

wink to us friendlin with their small

blue eyes. B. ULLMANN."
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0f modern civilization, the natural frultl Ire,

contempt for others' right], fraud, npprenion, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, Ind

comnn-rcial convulsions all tending to impuverish

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Rt-lict'ls to come, and can only collie from the new

application ot'tfhristian principles, of Universal jus

tire and Universal love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Du. Clumvrlvu.

FALSE ASSOCIATION,

ESTABLISHED av 'rm: CAPITALISTS,

CONTRASTED WITH TRUE ASSOCIATION.

The doctrine of anus'rnlAL Assoc“

TION, as we advocate it. alone can save

the laboring classes from one of the most

heartless and degrading despotisms which

ever existed,—fr0m an Industrial Feu~
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dalism, or a gigantic system of industrial

monopoly, in which Capital, with a ra

pacity and selfishness which have no term

of comparison, will reign supreme, with

a monied aristocracy for sovereign, and

the laboring classes as its miserable serfs

and hirellngs. The germs of this sys

tem are already planted in society and

have begun to grow; let us examine the

result so far, and see what promise for

the future. The germ which we refer to,

is our joint-stock manufacturing system,

as it is now being established by the

capitalists of our land.

Attention should be called to these

false and oppressive industrial Associa

tions, in which the sweat and blood of

the producing classes are slowly trans

muted into gold, a sacrifice to satiate the

lust of mammon, the main spring of ac

tion of this age ; and a remedy should be

proposed before the system becomes uni

versal and all powerful.

“"e have lately visited the cities of

LOWell and Manchester, and have had an

opportunity of examining the factory sys

tem more closely than before. We had

distrusted the accounts, which we had

heard from persons engaged in the Labor

Reform, now beginning to agitate New

England; we could scarcely credit the

statements made in relation to the ex

hausting nature of the labor in the mills,

and to the manner in which the young

 

women, the operatives, lived in their

boarding-houses, six sleeping in a room,

poorly ventilated.

We went through many of the mills,

talked particularly to a. large number of

the operatives, and ate at their boarding

houses, on purpose to ascertain by per

sonal inspection the facts of the case.

\Ve assure our readers that very little in

formation is possessed, and no correct

judgments formed, by the public at

large, of our factory system,-which is

the first germ of the Industrial or Com

mercial Feudalism, that is to spread over

our land.

The commercial press, and literary men

who are in general the humble servants

of the great capitalists and merchants,

the successful speculators and stock-job

bers, give such a couleur dc rose to the

subject whenever they write upon it, that

no true information can be obtained. Let

us state very briefly the leading fea

tures of the factory system.

It is to be borne in mind that these

large manufactorics are Associations; for

they are established by joint-stock com

panies, and worked by large numbers of

people, so that they combine two charac

teristics of associations, union of labor—

ers and union of capitalists; they are, in

addition, induslrial associations, for they‘

 

 
ticularly, because we wish to contrast

them with the industrial associations

which we aim at establishing.

Now let us examine the Iriml of indus

trial Associations which are established

in this Christian age, by the wealthiest

and most skilful business men of the

community, and with the sanction and

approbation of Christian and democratic‘

editors, who denounce our plan of Asso

ciation as false, infidel and oppressive.

Let us look into their arrangements, and

see the condition of the people, whose la

bors and lives are spent in these Associa

tions, formed and controlled solely by

Capital.

In Lowell live between seven and

eight thousand young women, who are

generally daughters of farmers of the

different States of New England; some

of them are members of families that

were rich the generation before. \Vhat

a sad prognostic for the grand-daughters

of many of the wealthy of the present

day, and of some of those men who have

built these dens of toil for children of the

poor!

The operatives work thirteen hours a

day in the summer time, and from day

Iig/tt to dark in the winter.

past four in the morning the factory bell

rings, and at five the girls must be in the

mills. A clerk, placed as a watch, ob

serves those who are a few minutes be

hind the time, and effectual means are

taken to stimulate to punctuality. This

iis the morning commencement of the in

dustrial discipline— (should we not rath

er say industrial tyranny? ) which is es

-tablished in these Associations of this

moral and Christian community. At

seven the girls are allowed thirty minutes

for breakfast, and at noon thirty minutes

more for dinner, except during the first

quarter of the year, when the time is ex

tended to forty-five minutes. But within

this time they must hurry to their board

ing-houses and return to the factory, and

that through the hot sun, or the rain and

cold. A meal eaten under such circum

stances must be quite unfavorable to di

gestion and health, as any medical man

will inform us. At seven o'clock in the

evening the factory bell sounds the close

of the day's work.

Thus thirteen hours per day of close

attention and monotonous labor are exact

ed from the young women in these manu

factories. What remains to a being

when he or she has given to toil so many

hours? Nothing. Strength of body and

mind, the desire for any intellectual pur

suits or improvement, even the desire for

amusements is gonc. The latter effect

At half

 

flesh,” and the “ promptings of the devil.”

So fatigued,-— we should say, exhausted

and worn out, but we wish to speak of

the system in the simplest language,—

are numbers of the girls, that they go to

bed soon after their evening meal, and en

deavor by a comparatively long sleep to

resuscitate their weakened frames for the

toils of the coming day. When Capital

has got thirteen hours of labor daily out

of a being, it can get nothing more. It

would be a poor speculation in an indus

trial poiut of view to own the operative;

for the trouble and expense of providing

for times of sickness and old age would

more than counterbalance the difference

between the price of wages and the ex

pense of board and clothing. The far

greater number of fortunes, accumulated

by the North in comparison with the

South, shows that hireling labor is more

profitable for Capital than slave labor.

Now let us examine the nature of the

labor itself, and the conditions under

which it is performed. Enter with us into

the large rooms, when the looms are at

work. - The largest that we saw is in the

Amoskeag Mills at Manchester. It is

four hundred feet long, and about seventy

broad; there are five hundred looms, and

twenty-one thousand spindles in it. The

din and clatter of these five hundred

looms under full operation, struck us on

first entering as something frightful and

iinfernal, for it seemed such an atrocious

violation of one ofthe faculties of the hu

man soul, the sense of hearing. After a

while we became somewhat inured to it,

and by speaking quite close to the ear of

an operative and quite loud, we could

hold a conversation, and make the in

quiries we wished.

The girls attend upon an average three

looms; many attend four, but this re—

quires a very active person, and the most

unremitting care. However, a. great

many do it. Attention to two is as

much as should he demanded of an ope

rative. This gives us some idea of the

application required during the thirteen

hours of daiiy labor. The atmosphere of

such a room cannot of course be pure;

on the contrary it is charged with cotton

filaments and dust, which, we were told,

are very injurious to the lungs. On en

tering the room, although the day was

warm, we remarked that the windows

were down; we asked the reason, and

a young woman answered very naively,

and without seeming to be in the least

aware that this privation of fresh air was

anything else than perfectly natural, that

“when the wind blew, the threads did

not work so well.” After we had been

would no doubt please many of our austere in the room for fifteen or twenty minutes,

religious Journals. They would call it,

t

l

we found ourselves, as did the persons

are engaged in one great branch of indus- probably, a “ very wholesomc system ofl who accompanied Us, in (lUiic 1* Persl’ir'

try— manufactures. We state this par- restraint,” checking the desires of “tlieiation, produced by a certain IROisllll‘fi
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would ask him whether he does not find ers, and so forth, have fast been disappear

as much of what may he called “ herding ing, and been forced to enter the large

together” in these modern industrial As- joint-stock maiiufactorics, so the little

sociations, established by men of his own I farmers of our country will then dis

pass thirteen hours per day, for six days kidney, as he thinks would exist in one appear, and be brought into the large

in the week. It struck us with amaze- of the industrial Phalanxcs, which we joint-stock farms, as hirclings of the feu

rnent when we called to mind that per- propose.

sons had the courage and perseverance to

go through with such efforts. It seemed

to us as though a hundred dollars a day

which we observed in the air, as Well as

by the heat.

Such is the atmosphere, such the din

and clatter, in which the young women

 

dal monopoly. A couple of generations

\Ve would put another question to more will accomplish this work, and see

Colonel \Vimn, while we speak of him ; a commercial or industrial feudalism arise

we would ask him, and in all candor, and be established, which will govern the

would be no compensation for passing whether, if by some unforeseen accident, world by the power of Capital, as did the

the best hours of life in these industrial his daughters or any beings whom helmilitary feudalism, or feudalism of the

gallies, these infernal dens of labor, (to loves as tenderly as his children, were nobles in the past, by the power of the

use a term expressive of the fact,) built forced to work in these maniifactorics and l Sword. The great bankers and met

by the most selfish passion, by the un- live in these boarding-houses, he wouldl‘cliants will be the rulers, like the barons

limited and insatiate lust of wealth. not prefer that they should be laid peace- of old; the hireling masses, the serfs.

We do not blame individuals for all fully in their graves? Civilization commenced with a feudalism,

this; we blame the whole spirit. of our It will be asked how these young and if there are not devotion and intelli

People, the tendencies of our Nation; women can be induced voluntarily toigence enough in the people to prevent

we have scarcely any means of distin- work in the mauufactorics. - W'e answer: ' such a catastrophe, it will, according to

guishing ourselves except by fortune; Poverty, the want of a home, or an un- the law of contact of extremes, terminate

art and science are not avenues to wealth comfortable home, the desire of aiding , in a feudalism. The age by its commer

and consideration; a high political stand- parents who are involved, are among the cial and industrial excesses and its anar

ard can only be achieved by great talent; reasons. Another is, that the manufac- chical license, called free competition, is

war is greatly lessened, so that the only turing companies keep recruiters travers- plunging headlong into this abyss, and a.

thing we can do is to get rich, or be no— ing the country, who obtain a dollar “ al general monopoly of commerce and in

body. This has fanned the passion for head ” for every girl that they can secure dustry must inevitably be the result of

wealth into a perfect mania, and made us for the mills. They make exaggerated the present universal conflict and inco

the most money~making, grasping and ra- representations as to the amount of mon- herencc, if a true system of Association

pacious people on earth, except, perhaps, ey which the girls can earn, and excite is not established.

the Hollanders and Jews. hopes which lead them to abandon theirl But without wandering so far into the

If we follow the young girls from the homes for the manufacturing towns. future, let us keep in view the man-if“

manufaetories to their boarding-houses, As regards the Cllljf‘fltu‘Qlljllfi..ff\nti'rea ~\:i'-‘.;iiulr..-linn chancwristics 0f the false

we find their domestic life as uicounmtisl WWW”... - M“ looms it: sat c. _' , . _ ich

and anti-social, a: "'“f l. d d_ among the young ‘vumcn m we h, system of Industrial Association, “l1

Prolonue‘l and absorbing apphcmwn ea l following is the gcncral result of t 9 Ca my is building up 50 rapidly, may be

D mpa‘hies‘ or “the: lex_ mation which we obtained: namely, P
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of wages and increase of the hours of

toil.

9. Monotonous mode of life; extreme

restrictions of social ties; deadening of

the affections, particularly of the family

sentiments, and of love, which woman

most demands.

10. Radical selfishness, or the absolute

power which is possessed by capital,

wielded by capital for its interests alone,

and without any regard whatever to the

interests of the producing classes.

Such are a few of the beauties of the

Industrial Associations which the rich

and great of our land are establishing.

Now the Associationists wish to estab

lish a system of Industrial Association of

their own; so far they have the same aim

in view as the capitalists. But the false

and tyrannical Associations of the latter

 

are the very opposite, are an inverted

image of the true Associations, basch

upon justice and liberty, which we

wish to organize. Let us glance at a

few of the features of our plan and con

trast them with the foregoing.

1. Union of Agriculture and Manufac-l

tures; or a joint-prosecution on a large

scale of a great variety of branches of

Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.

' 2. Equitable division of profits, secur

ing to every person, man, woman, and

child, the fruits of his or her labor, capi

tal and talent.

3. Varied occupations in agriculture,

manufactures, the arts and sciences, open

to the free choice of all tastes and adapted

to the capacities of both sexes and all

ages. (From three to four hundred|

branches of industry should be pursued

in a large Association of eighteen hun

dred persons.)

4. Industry dignified and rendered At

tractive, by a proper organization.

5. Real liberty and independence in

labor; the industrial classes will lay down

all laws and regulations for the govern

ment of labor and their own affairs.

6. The land and machinery represented

by stock, and owned by the members,

that is, by those who cultivate and work

them.

7. A thorough system of industrial and

intellectual education, extended to all the

children.

8. True and harmonious development

of the faculties of the soul, and their

legitimate satisfaction in a system of so

ciety adapted to them.

9. Equal opportunities in all the spheres

of life, in intellectual development, in the

choice of pursuits, and in social advance

ment and encouragement.

10. Unity of interests, combined action

and general accord of all the elements of

society.

Industrial reform, or a reform in our

present false systems of trade, credit,

  

labor for wages, division of profits, and

the relation of capital to labor, must take

place, and a new organization of labor,

based upon principles of justice and right,

must be devised and established. They

form the grand problem which this age

must solve. Without its solution, no

further social progress is possible; we

have achieved about all that can he

achieved by political liberty and a just

political organization. The next great

step is a true organization of industry,

which will form the material basis of the

prosperity, the real liberty and intelli

gence of the people. We go further,

and say that if this problem be not pro

perly solved, the mass of the people of

this country will, in a century more, be

brought under an Industrial I)espotism,-—

a vast system of commercial and indus

trial Monopoly, more rapacious, more

vile and more oppressive than the polit

ical despotisms of the past. The man

ufacturing system in England, where the

industrial feudalism is ripening rapidly,

gives us a foretaste of what this system

is to be when fully developed and uni

verSalized.

A true system of Industrial Association

must be established, or a false system

will prevail. Association is the point to

which nature wishes to bring man, for it

is her universal law, (except in the infan

wearly growth of society,) and her

ends will be attained. If the poemW1

sess the requisite intelligence and devo

tion, and can withstand the influence of

their false guides and leaders—the com

mercial press and party politicians, and

their own selfishness, they can organize

rapidly and peacefully at true system, for

the world is ready for it, and the science

is discovered: if not, they will be brought

into it by constraint and violence,—by

the tyrannical power of capital, after pass

ing through a period of false association ;

for such is the lot of the ignorant, the

selfish, and the besotted; and they will

wander through some generations of dis

cipline, oppression and suffering, seeking

blindly the end, before they attain it.

And now we ask opponents, which is

the best system of Association, that which

we propose, or that which your capitalists

are establishing? Or, if this alternative

of a true or false system of Industrial

Association be denied, then, restricting

the question to its narrowest limits:—

W'hich is the most just and human organ

ization, a joint-stock manufactory with its

boarding-house arrangements such as our

“wise and humane rich” are establish

ing, or an Association such as our “vi

sionaries ” and “ infidels ” propose?

 

Wnn IS 'ro as Doss? Are we to

wait the gradual progress of events, for

the formation of a true society! Men

have been waiting for that for hun

dreds of years, and so much progress has

been attained, that we must take another

step. Now is the time for something

more than passive contemplation, or in

definite action on the spirit of the age.

While the fruit is ripening it is our duty

to wait; after it has come to red and

mellow maturity, we must put forth our

hand and pluck it from the branches.

This is the duty at this moment of the

believers in Associative harmony. This

age is to witness the introduction of a

new social period. The way is prepared

for direct action. \Ve must not say, a

few years longer, and the fields will be

ready: they are ready and waiting now.

The formation of a model Association

must not be lost sight of for an instant.

There cannot be a better time to attempt

this than the present. \Ve owe it to our

faith to embody it in an Institution which

shall illustrate it before the world.

\Ve are aware of the vastness and diffi

culty of this work. “'e would conceal

no obstacle from ourselves or others.

But still, it must be done, and it will be

done. The present, immediate duty of

Associatiooists in regard to this point, we

conceive to be plain,—-and that is, with

a spirit of unquenchabls devotion to the

cause, to rely on themselves, and not on

others. Do not trust to the aid of capi

talists, who have no faith in the move

m, ave any till

they see the harmonious operation of a

complete Phalanx. The mean- no to be

obtained from among yourselves. Let it

be your-settled purpose to devote your

resources to this object, and the work is

as good as done. The united contribu

tion for a few years of the friends of As

sociation in this country, would ensure

the triumph of their cause. Their pre

sent action must be with a view to this.

We shall call attention again to these

suggestions, and present some hints to

wards an organized system of effort.
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MiseELLANY.

A For the Harbinger.

SOCIETY —- AN ASPIRATION — OR THE

ACTUAL AND THE POSSIBLE.

(Continued.)

Mechanism of the Groups and Series re

quired by the Three Distributive Attrac

tions of the Intellect, —- Discriminating,

Alternating, and Combining.

 

Each group should present such vari

eties of character, taste, and function, as

to form a centre and two wings—the

wings addicting themselves to such de

partments of the labor or function as

connect them with other groups. Thus

in the care of a fruit tree, the wing par

ticularly interested in the process of ma

nuring would assimilate to the functions of

agricultural chemistry, whilst that attend

ing to irrigation, would connect itself

with those who managed the hydraulic

arrangements of the Phalanx. Each

group should contain at least seven per

sons, three for the centre and two for

each wing. Each group is thus an em

bryo series, ready to develop into other

distinct groups. Of a group cultivating

roses for instance, we will suppose the

centre of eight persons preferring the red

rose; the left wing of three, the white;

and the right wing of four, the yellow.

On the accession of ten new sectaries or

members, the group may develop into a

series, comprising three groups, one of

which, cultivating the red rose, has a

centre devoted to the moss rose, one wing

to the Bourbon, and the other to the

Victoria rose. Another distinct group

will cultivate the varieties of the yellow

rose, and another of the white.

Industrial attraction requires minute

subdivision in the various functions, so

that their progressive resemblances and

contrasts may give birth, among the devo

tees attached to them, to discords and

accords like those which exist between

the contiguous and remote notes of the

musical scale and shades of color. This

subdivision, already recognized in large

 

inanufactories as of high importance to

the rapidity or perfection of products, will

in the culinary department develop conse

quences very agreeable to our epicures,

whose fastidious tastes will become useful

and praiseworthy by their coincidence

with the variety of product in the garden

or kitchen. The greater the number of

groups formed by difference of taste, the

higher will be the emulative enthusiasm

or spur of industrial intrigue. Many

persons who have little interest in a pur

suit, will take a special fancy to some

branch of it, as a fine lady likes to go

into the kitchen, and prepare with her

own hands some little delicacy, or a law

yer amuses himself with budding his

fruit trees or rose bushes.

La Bruyérc, in his celebrated work on

characters, has signalized humorously

enough this discriminative tendency. He

was right enough in ridiculing it as a

mania, since its development is only use

ful in an organized society which under

stands how to rivalite, to interlock and to

fire with corporate enthusiasm many se

ries of laborers on the same domain.

“ The florist has a garden in a suburb;

he hastens thither at sunrise, and returns

only to bed. You see him planted, and

having taken root among his tulips, and

before the Solitaire, — he opens his eyes

wide, he rubs his hands, he stoops, he

looks at it closer, he has never seen it so

beautiful. His heart expands with joy;

he quits it for the Oriental, thence he

goes to the Widow, he paSses to the

Golden Fleece, then to the Agate, whence

he returns to the Solitaire, where he

fixes himself, where he exhausts himself,

where he sits and forgets to dine, so

shaded, so bordered and oiled is each

petal of it. It has a fine cup, or a fine

calyx—he contemplates and admires.

God and Nature only there he neglects to

admire. He sees no farther than his

tulip bulb, which he would not sell for a

thousand crowns, and which he will give

away when tulips are neglected, and car

nations are in fashion. This reasonable

man who has a soul, and a religion, goes

home tired and hungry, but well content

with his day ; he has seen tulips.

“Speak to this other of the rich har~

vests, the healthy state of the market, —

he is curious in fruits, you do not touch

 

NUMBER 24.

his sympathies. Speak to him of figs

and melons, tell him that the pear trees

are breaking with their load this year,

that the peaches have borne well, — he is

attached only to plums, he answers you

not. Do not even speak to him of your

plum trees, he cares only for one species.

Every other that you name excites his

satirical smile.”

In the formation of groups attached to

each species and variety, the corporate

sentiment is brought to coincide with this

discriminative passion, and a double

source of pleasure and stimulus to exer

tion is developed in the rivalries of con

tiguous groups. To illustrate this forma

tion mechanically, conceive of twenty

laborers ploughing or reaping in a field.

We range them in a centre and two

wings, five, ten, and five. From the

order in which they stand, it will be seen

at once if any lag behind. The wings

will be striving against each other, and

in league against the centre, the centre

striving against both wings to keep its

row even. All would avoid at least the

imputation of inferiority in strength and

skill, and the moral excitement enables

them to accomplish a hard day's Work as

if it were pastime. The stimulus will be

increased if they constitute a body re

ceiving their pay corporatcly and dividing

it amongst them according to the time

spent in labor, and the skill and rapidity

of execution; each man's rank being

assigned him in the group council, after

fairly testing his capacity, the best work

ers also wearing honorary badges, and so

forth. This emulative group arrange

ment would, however, like our party divi

sions and college rivalries at present, be

fruitful in jealousies and unchristian re

sults, were the composition of each group

to be permanent. By alternation only

shall we give fair play to the dominant

abilities of each individual, and give each

in his turn some gratification of ambi

tion.

A simple serial arrangement would

give us only the division of labor, with

free choice of pursuits and of company,

and would harmonize interests to a litnit~
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ed extent; but still labor would often he

repugnant, because monotonous. People

Would get tired of each other when al

ways together, and one faculty or organ

would be developed at the eXpense of the

rest, which would remain inactive, just as

occurs in civilized industry.

To obviate these evils, and substitute

their opposite goods, we must consult our

instincts and the analogies of nature.

Each individual must be an element or

human atom of many different groups and

series, just as the atom of oxygen, hydro

gen or carbon, recognized as the ulti

mate material atom, enters into numer

ous combinations. This change of po

sition, besides being required by the an

alogies of nature in God's serial orders,

is exacted by the direct attraction or

necessity for change or variety. (See

notice of the Papillon, or alternating pas

sion, hereafter.) The same atom of car

bon, which to-day gives out heat from the

fire in your grate, will shortly be found

blushing in the delicate rose or luscious

grape, and in a little while longer it may

function in the very brain by which you

think.

Thus the same individual may belong

to the wheat group of the grain series, to

the pear group of the orchard series, to

one of the groups of agricultural chem

istry in the scientific series, to the botanil

cal group of the educational series; in

the series of Art, to the musical or his

trionic sub-series, as a tragic actor or a

flute-player, and so forth. Thus this

man, while combining his pecuniary in

terest with that of all the others engaged

with him in the difl‘ercnt groups, with

whom he participates in their respective

dividends, turns all his tastes and fancies,

all the natural attractions which draw him

to these pursuits (only oncofwhich would

in our isolated industry be profitable to

him) to the best possible account. Whilst

gratifying the passion for wealth, he gains

internal wealth or health, the condition of

enjoying external wealth; his body is ex

ercised by his field labors, his intellectual

faculties by his scientific and artistic la

bors, and his moral feelings by the nu

merous relations which he fills towards

those with whom he is associated in in~

dustrial, scientific, or artistic pursuits, and

in pecuniary interest. As in our present

industry the antagonism of competitive

labor breeds inimical feelings; so in As

sociation the harmony of cooperative la

bor breeds kindly liwlings.

We proceed to consider what develop

ments are afforded to Ambition in the

mechanism of the series, and under its

two heads of interest and glory.

Each individual receives, in each of

the groups in which he works, a share

 
Without enforcing any unnatural equal

ity, the share or dividend of each will be

large in proportion to the whole dividend

of the group; that of each'group to the

whole dividend of the sub-series; of each

sub-series to that of the series; of each

series to the whole amount of value pro

duced in the Association.

This all passes through the hands of

the representative factors of the Phalanx,

and is distributed at regular periods in.

dividends to each series, in the proportions

determined by the general administration.

Each series distributes its dividend among

its component groups, and each group to

its individual members, in the ratio oftheir

predetermined rank in skill and time em

ployed in labor. The interest on capital

invested in the stock of the Phalanx, is

accounted for by the central board to each

individual.

If each group engaged in production,

after effecting its sales, received through

its own factor directly the profits of its

produce, it would create a necessity for

direct bargaining with the groups of

other departments, and tend to develop

the sentiment of incoherence, to create

temptations to narrow selfishness, and

might become the source of manifold un

christiau relations.

The principle of the dividend from

common partnership profits has the virtue

of eluding this rock, and whilst it assigns

to each his share in the just ratio of capi

tal, labor and talent, embodies the collec

tive sentiment, places the groups in fra

ternal relations, and gives the administra

tion of the Phalanx the position of the

Father towards all of them,.whom it re

compenses in just proportion, not only

to the number of dollars they produce,

but also to their utility in the promo

tion of passional harmony. Thus the

musician and other artists will draw

high dividends.

This clock-work management may not

suit small establishments, where many

are necessarily thrown out of their natural

sphere, and where duty and devotion, and

social rather than industrial attraction are

the moving springs. It may appear to such

associates, that every one’s labor is in its

place equally indispensable—that the

system of valuation in our competitive in

dustry is arbitrary, false and oppressive;

and men of the best abilities may be the

first to disdain being valued by dollars

and cents, and may refuse thp trouble of

charging either the Phalanx or the other

groups or individuals on their books for

every service they render. They will

. . i
say, this is all nonsense, we work for

Associatiun. We want the work done,

never mind who does it. Give as food

and clothes and let us enjoy this life in
proportioned to the number of hours hev Brotherhood l \ercrc we have the true

labors, and to the skill which he displays. , value ne forget the base coin so often its

l

 

false representative. — “ Liberty, Frater

nity—Equality," this voice will be
heard amongst them. i

In the nucleus of associative life at

Brook Farm, all this, and more than this

was seen; for though they commenced

without a true agricultural basis, burden

ed witha large deht,and with few experi

enced men in the practical departments;

though all profits were swallowed up in

the interest on the debt, and by the waste

and mistakesincident to all irregular begin

nings; men came, farmers and me

chanics, who had been earning at least

their dollar a day at home, and worked

month after month for more than two

years without receiving a cent, going olf

when their clothes wore out to earn more,

and then returning from pure attraction

to work where they could feel that broth

erhood, that social enthusiasm which is

totally incompatible with the incoherence

of isolated households and competitive

workshops.

This spirit is certainly very fine, and if

society at large was composed of such

elements of character we should have

nothing to say.

But as the event has proved, men can

not live on enthusiasm. We require the

word of God, the influx of the spirit, but

also the bread which Christ does not omit

to mention. Unless there is a system

and a calculation by which -it may be

ascertained that every group engaged in

productive industry at least supports it

self, and that the surplus of their profit

suffices to support the non-productive

groups—that is, those not engaged in

producing the necessaries of life, or what

is thereunto convertible through ordinary

exchange,-'— what security have we

against dangerous mismanagement and

consequent failure of the whole? Let

each group distribute its dividend as it

deems best, on principles of equality or

otherwise, but let that group collectively

stand on an independent footing; let it

show from its books that it produces

more than it consumes—that is, more

than the cost of the material employed

by the group in their industry, as interest

on land,engines, tools, and so forth. All

this being deducted, as well as the taxes

for support of non-productive industry,

the surplus dividend it distributes to its

members must be sufficient at least to

meet their individual accounts with the

Phalanx for table, rent of apartments, and

other charges. it is not meant that the

dividend from a single group will suffice

to its members for this, since each of

them also belongs to several other groups ;

but that it should furnish a quota propor

tioned to the time which its members la

her in it. To see that this is so should

be each individual's look-ont—no such

individual expenses should be charged to
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groups. That system is liable to a two

fold objection: lst. That it unnecessarily

complicates the accounts; 2d. That it

must either invade individual liberty by

restricting members to fixed standards of

expenditure, or else make the corporate

group liable for imprudence and extrava

gance committed by any member of it.

Eminple.—Antinous incurs for costly

dresses, jewels, and so forth, in addition

to his necessary expenses, :1 charge of

three hundred dollars more than his pro

fits amount to. If this be in the name

of the groups to which Antinous belongs,

then are their members taxed to support

Antinous's extravagance, and left to deal

with him as they best may. If, on the

other hand, the group has no direct con

cern with the private expenses of its

members, either necessary or unnecessary,

then is Antinous forced to manage for

himself. The Phalanx credits him only

to the extent of, a fixed minimum, in

guarantee for which it may reserve a

mortgage on his invested capital or labor.

All other expenses must be cash down,

which will operate as a salutary check to

all extravagance. The factor who sells

an article, credits the group producing

it on the books of the Phalanx for the

amount.

To be continued.

 

Translated for the Harbinger.

TIIE COUNTESS 0F ItUDOLSTADT,“

I _ sequel. T0

C O N S U E L 0.

FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND.

XXIV.

Consuelo felt, above all, a desire, a

necessity for liberty, very natural after so

many days of slavery. She experienced

therefore an extreme pleasure in rushing

forth into a vast space, which the labors

of art and the ingenious arrangements of

clumps of trees and alleys made to appear

still more vast. But after walking two

hours, she felt saddened by 'the solitude

and silence which prevailed in that beau

tiful place. She had already made the

round several times without finding the

trace ofa single footstep upon the fine

and freshly raked sand. Lofty walls,

masked by a thick vegetation, prevented

her from wandering at random in un

known paths. She already knew by

heart all those which crossed each other

under her feet. In some places the wall

was interrupted by broad moats filled with

water, and the view could extend over

beautiful lawns rising in slopes and

bounded by woods, or over the entrances

to charming and mysterious alleys which

were lost to sight as they wound among

the coppice. From her window Con
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suelo had seen all nature at her disposal ;

on level ground she found herself in an

enclosed plot, bounded on every side;

all the interior beauties of which could

not remove the feelir'tg of captivity. She

sought for the enchanted palace in which

she had recovered consciousness. It was

quite a small building, in the Italian style,

luxuriously decorated within, elegantly

built without, and backed by a steep rock

of picturesque effect, but which formed a

better natural enclosure for the whole

bottom of the garden, and an obstacle

more impenetrable to the sightthan the

highest walls and the thickest glacis of

Spandaw. “My fortress is beautiful,”

said Consuelo to herself, “ but is only the

more confined ; that I see clearly.”

She went to rest upon the terrace of

the building, which was ornamented with

vases of flowers and surmounted by a lit

tle fountain. It was a charming spot,

and though the view embraced only a

garden, some glimpses of a broad park

and of lofty mountains the blue summits

of which overtopped the trees, it was de

lightfully fresh and pleasing. But Con

suelo, instinctively terrified by the care

taken to install her, perhaps for a. long

time, in a new prison, would have given

all the flowering catalpas and all the en

amelled borders for the corner of a broad

field, with a little thatched cottage, un

even made, and the free sight of a coun

try which it was possible to explore and

to become acquainted with. From the

spot where she was, she could discover

no intermediate grounds between the high

verdant walls of her enclosure and the

vague indented horizon already lost in the

fogs of evening. The nightingale sang

delightfully, but no sound of human voice

announced the vicinity of a dwelling.

Consuelo saw that her own, situated on

the borders of a great park and of a per

haps immense forest, was only a depend

ency upon some more extensive manor.

\Vhat she could perceive of the park only

made her desirous to see more of it. She

could distinguish in it no other moving

beings but some herds of deer and goats,

browsing upon the sides of the hills with

as much confidence as if the approach of

a mortal were an unknown event for

them. At last the evening breeze blcw

aside a screen of poplars which closed

one of the sides of the garden, and Con

suelo perceived by the last light of day

the white towers and pointed roofs of a

very large chateau, half hidden behind a

woody rise, at the distance of about a quar

ter of a league. In spite of all her do

sire to think no longer of the chevalier,

Consuelo persuaded herself that he _must

be there; and her eyes were fixed ear

nestly on that chateau, perhaps imagina—

ry, the approach to which seemed forbid

den her and which the shades of twilight

 

slowl'y caused to disappear in the dis

tance.

When it was completely night, Consue

lo saw the reflection of lights in the low

er story of her pavilion dance upon the

neighboring shrubs, andshe hastily de

scended, hoping at last to ace a human

face in her abode. She had not this

pleasure; the face of the domestic who

was busy lighting the candles and serving

suppcr was, like that of the doctor, cov—

ered with a black mask, which seemed

the uniform of the Invisibles. It was an

old servant, with a wig as smooth and as

stiff as brass wire, neatly dressed in a

complete suit of tomato color. 7

“I humbly ask madame‘s pardon,”

said he in a cracked voice, “ for present

ing myselfbefore her with such a face.

Such are my orders, and it is not my

province to question the necessity of them.

I hope that madame will have the good

ness to accustom herself to it, and that

she will deign not to be afraid of me. I

am at madame’s command. My name is

Mztttces. I am at the same time keeper

of this \iavilion, director of the garden,

maitre d‘hotel and valet-de-chambre. I

have been informed that madame, having

travelled a great deal, has the habit of

serving herself in a measure; that, for

example, she Would not perhaps require

the attendance of a woman. It would be

difficult for me to obtain one for madame,

inasmuch as I have no wife, and the en

trance to this pavilion is forbidden to all

the women of the chateau. Still a

female servant will come here every

morning to assist me in household mat

ters, and a gardener's boy will also come

from time to time to water the flowers

and take care of the walks. I have a

very humble remark to make to madame

on this point; it is that every domestic,

other than myself, to whom madame

should be even suspected of having ad

dressed a word or made a sign, would be

dismissed on the instant; which Would

be very unfortunate for them, for the

service is good and obedience well re

warded. Madameis too generous and

too just, without doubt, to wish to expose

these poor people —”

“ You may be easy on that score, Mr.

Mattcus,” replied Consuelo; “I am not

rich enough to indemnify them and it is

not in my character to turn any one from

his duty.”

“ Besides, I shall never lose them from

my sight,” resumed Muttcus, as if speak

ing to himself.

“ You may spare yourself all pn-r-au

tlon in that respect. I

great obligations to the persons who

have brought me here, and also, as I

think, to those who receive me, to at

tempt anything that could disllcase

them.”

am under too
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will? ” asked Matteus, to whom curiosity

did not seem so strongly forbidden as was

communicativeness.

“I request you to consider me as a

voluntary captive and upon parole.”

“0! It is so that I understand it. I

have never guarded any one otherwise,

though indeed l have often seen my pris

oners on parole weep and torment them~

selves as if they regretted having made

the promise. And God knows they were

well off here! But, in those cases their

parole was always returned to them when

they required it ; nobody is retained here

by force—ntadame‘s supper is served.”

The last sentence but one of the toma

to-colored major-demo suddenly restored

all her appetite to his new mistress; she

found the dinner so good that she be

stowed great compliments upon its an

thor. The latter seemed much flattered

at being appreciated, and Consuelo saw

that she had gained his esteem; but he

was neither more coufiding nor more

circumspect on that account. He was an

excellent man, rather cowardly, at once

simple and crafty. Consuelo soon knew

his character, on seeing with what a mix

ture of good—humor and address he an

ticipated all the questions she could make

to him, in order not to be embarrassed

and to arrange his answers to his liking.

Thus she learned from him all that she did

not ask, and yet without learning any

thing. His masters were persons very

rich, very powerful, very generous, but

very severe, especially in the matter of

discretion. The pavilion formed part of

a beautiful residence sometimes inhabited

by the masters, sometimes entrusted to

the charge of very faithful, well-paid and

discreet servants. The country was

rich, fertile, and well governed. The

inhabitants did not complain of their

lords; besides, they would have found no

favor in the eyes of Master Matteus, who

lived in the respect of laws and persons,

and could not endure indiscreet words.

Consuelo was so annoyed by his wise

insinuations and his officious communica

tions that she said to him smiling, im

mediately after supper: “I should fear

being indiscreet myself, Mr. Matteus, by

enjoying any longer the pleasure of your

conversation; I do not require your ser

vices uny further to-day, and I wish you

good evening.”

“ Madame will do me the honor to ring

for me whenever she desires anything,”

returned he. “ I live behind the house,

under this rock, in a pretty herntitage

wherel cultivate some magnificent wa

tor-melons. I should be much gratified if

madame could favor, them with a glance

of encouragement; but I am especially

forbidden ever to open that door to mad

ame.”

 

 

“I understand, Master Matteus; I

must never go out except to the garden,

andI must not consider this a caprice of

yours, but. the will of my hosts. Ishall

conform.” I

“The more, that madame would find

great difficulty in opening that door. It

is so heavy. And besides, there is a

secret spring to the lock which might

seriously wound madamc‘s hands, if site

were not informed."

“ My Word is still more solid than all

your looks, Mr. Matteus. Sleep in

peace, as I am inclined to do on my

side.”

Several days passed without Con‘

suelo's receiving any sign of life from

her hosts and without her having any face

before her eyes otherthan Matteus’s mask,

more agreeable perhaps than his real

countenance. That worthy domestic

served her with a zeal and punctuality

for which she could not sufliciently thank

him, but he wearied her prodigiously

with his conversation which she was

obliged to endure; for he constantly

and stoically refused the gifts she wished

to make him, and there was no other

method of testifying her gratitude but to

let him talk. He passionately loved to

use his tongue, which was the more re

markable because, sworn to a state of

strange reserve, he never departed from

it, and possessed the art of touching upon

many subjects without ever hinting at

those exceptions which were confided to

his discretion. Consuelo learned from him

exactly the quantity of asparagus and

carrots which the vegetable garden of the

chateau produced each year, how many

fawns were born in the park, the history

of each swan upon the lake, of all the

pine-apples in the hot-house. But she

could not imagine for an instant in what

country she was; if the master or mas

ters of the chateau were absent or pre

sent, if she was to communicate with

them some day or to remain indefinitely

alone in the pavilion. In a word, nothing

that really interested her escaped from

the prudent and yet always active lips of

Matteus. She would have feared to be

indelicate if she approached even within

earshot of the gardener or of the maid

servant, who moreover, came very early

and disappeared almost as soon as she

rose. Site limited herself to casting a

glance now and then into the park, with

out seeiug any one pass unless too far

off for observation, and to contemplating

the roof of the chateau, which was illu

tuincd every evening by a few lights

always extinguished at an early hour.

She soon fell into a deep melancholy,

and the ennui, which she had so coura

 

geously combattcd at Spandaw, assailed.

Are there any goods upon tlte'earth

which we can enjoy absolutely alone?

Prolonged solitude darkens and disen

chants the most. beautiful objects; it

spreads terror over the strongest minds.

Consuelo soon found the hospitality of

the Invisibles even more cruel than

strange, and a mortal disgust seized upon

all her faculties. Iler magnificent harp

sichord seemed to give forth too piercing

sounds in her empty and echoing cham

bers, and the accents of her own voice

frightened her, when she was bold enough

to sing ; if the first shadows of the night

surprised her at this occupation, she

imagined she heard the echoes reply to

her in an angry tone, and thought she

saw moving, against the walls covered

with silk and over the noiseless carpets,

uneasy and stealing shadows, which,

when she tried to look at them, were

effacetl and hid themselves behind the

furniture, to gibber, laugh at, and mimic

her. Still this was only the evening

breeze rushing through the foliage which

framed her windows, or the vibrations

of her own song which thrilled around

her. But her imagination, tired of inter

rogating those mute witnesses of her

ennui, the statues, the pictures, the Japan

vases filled with flowers, the great clear

and deep mirrors, began to be seized by a.

vague fear, like that produced by the

expectation of some unknown event. She

recalled the strange power attributed to

the Invisibles by the vulgar, the wonders

with which she had been surrounded by

Cagliostro, the apparition of the white

woman in the palace at Berlin, the mar

vellous promises of the count de Saint

Germain relative to the resurrection of

Count Albert. She said to herself that

all these inexplicable things probably

emanated from the secret action of the

lnvisibles in society and in her particular

destiny. Site did not believe in their

supernatural power, but she saw clearly

that they applied themselves to overcome

minds by all means, addressing either the

heart or the imagination by threats or

promises, by terrors or temptations. She

was therefore suffering under the influ

ence of some formidable revelation or of

some cruel mystification, and like coward

ly children, she could have said that she

was 15/rail] If bung (Ifraid.

At Spandaw she had hardened her will

against extreme dangers, against real

sufferings; she had triumphed over all

with courage; and then resignation seem

ed natural to her at Spaudaw. The

gloomy aspect of a fortress is in harmony

with the sad meditations of solitude; in

stead of which, in her new prison all

seemed disposed for a life of poetic friend

ship or of peaceful intimacy; and this

and overpowered her in that rich abode, ' eternal silence, this absence of all human

in the midst of all the comforts of life. sympathy, destroyed its harmony like an
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enormous misconstruction. You would

have said it was the delightful abode of

two happy lovers or ofa beautiful family,

a charming home, suddenly disliked and

deserted in consequence of some rupture

or some sudden catastrophe. She could

no longer laugh at the numerous inscrip

tions which decorated it and which were

seen on all the ornaments, as emphatic

puerilities. They were encouragernents

united with threats, conditional enlogiums

corrected by humiliating accusations. She

could not raise her eyes without meeting

some new sentence she had not before

remarked, and which seemed to forbid

her breathing at ease in this sanctuary of

a distrustnt and vigilant justice. ller

soul had become depressed since the cri

sis of her escape and that of her sudden

love for the unknown. The lethargic

state into which she had been cast, doubt

less with the design ofconeeuling from her

the situation of her asylum, had left in

her a secret languor, joined to the nervous

irritability which proceeds from it. She

therefore felt herself in a short time be

come at once anxious and careless, by

turns frightened by a trifle and indilfcrent

to all.

One evening she thought she heard the

sounds, hardly perceptible, of a distant

orchestra. She ascended the terrace,

and saw the chateau glittering with lights

through the foliage. The music of a

symphony, strong and vibrating, distinct

ly reached her. This contrast of a fits

and of her isolation agitated her more

than she was willing to confess to herself.

It was so long since she had exchanged a

word with intelligent or reasonable be

ings! For the first time in her life she

imagined a wonderful delight in a night

of aconcert or of a ball, and like Cinder

ella, she wished that some good fairy

would carry her through the air and make

her enter the enchanted palace by a. win~

dow, even were she to remain invisible,

that she might enjoy the sight of a re

union of human beings animated by

pleasure.

The moon had not yet risen. Not

withstanding the clearness of the sky,

the shadows were so deep under the trees

that Consuelo might easily glide thither

unpcrccivcd, were she watched by invisi

ble spies. A strong temptation seized

upon her, and all the specious reasons

which curiosity suggests when wishing

to attack ,our conscience presented them

selves in crowds to her mind. Had she

been treated with confidence, when

brought asleep and half dead into this

gilded but implacable prison! Had they

the right to require of her a blind submis

sion, when they did not even deign to

ask it? Besides, did they not wish to

tempt and attract her by the appearance

of a fctel Who could tell? All was

 

 

strange in the conduct of the Invisibles.

Perhaps on attempting to leave the en

closure, she would in fact find a gate

open, a gondola upon the stream which

entered her garden from the park by an

arch in the wall. She stopped at this

last supposition, the most gratuitous of

all, and descended to the garden, de

termined to try the advcnturc. But she

had not made fifty steps before she heard

in the air a sound quite similar to that

which would be produced by a gigantic

bird rising towards the clouds with a

supernatural rapidity. At the same time

she saw about her a great light of a livid

blue, which was extinguished in a few

seconds, and renewed almost immediately

with quite a loud explosion. Consuelo

then understood that it was neither light'

ning nor a meteor, but the commencement

of fireWorks at the chateau. This diver

sion of her hosts promised her a fine

spectacle from the top of the terrace, and

like a child who endeavors to drive away

the ennui of a long trance, she hastily

turned towards the pavilion.

But, by the brightness of those long

artificial lightnings, sometimes red and

sometimes blue, which illumined the gar

den, she twiee saw a tall man in black

standing by her side. She had not time

to look, when the luminous shell, falling

in a rain of fire, was rapidly extinguished,

and left all objects buried in a deeper

darkness to the eyes an instant danled.

Then Consuelo, terrified, ran in an oppo

site direction from that in which the

spectre had appeared to her; but on

the return of the ominous brightness,

again found herself two paces from him.

The third time she had reached the porch

of the pavilion ; he was there before her,

barring the way. Seized with insur

mountable terror, she uttered a piercing

cry and tottercd. She would have fallen

backwards on the steps if the mysterious

visitor had not seized her in his arms.

But hardly had his lips breathed upon her

brow than she felt and recognized the

ehevalier, the unknown, him whom she

loved and by whom she knew herself to

be loved !

XXV.

The joy she experienced at again find

ing him aslan angel of consolation in this

insupportable solitude, silenced all the

scruples and all the fears she had upon

her mind but a. moment before when

thinking of him without hope of soon

seeing him. She passionately returned

his embrace, and as he was already en

deavoring to disengage himself from her

arms in order to pick up his black mask,

which had fallen, she retained him, crying

out: “ Do not leave me, do not abandon

me! ” Her voice was supplicating, her

caresses irresistible. The unknown fell

 

at her feet, and hiding his-face in the

folds of her robe, which he covered with

kisses, remained some moments as if di

vided between rapture and despair; then,

taking up his mask and slipping a letter

into Consuelo's hand, be rushed into the

pavilion and disappeared before she

could see his features.

She followed him, and by the light of

a little lamp of alabaster which Mattcns

lighted every evening at the bottom of

the staircase, she hoped to discover him;

but by the time she had ascended a few

steps he had become invisible. She ran

in vain through every part of the pavilion;

she could find no trace of him, and but

for the letter which she held in her trem

bling hand, she might have thought she

had dreamed.

Finally she decided upon returning to

her boudoir in order to read that letter,

the writing of which appeared to her this

time to be intentionally disguised rather

than changed by suffering. It contained

very nearly what follows:

“Ican neither see you nor speak to

you; but I am not forbidden to write to

you. Will you permit it? will you dare

reply to the unknown? If I had this

happiness I might find your letters and

place my own, during your sleep, in a

book which you could leave in the eve

ning upon the garden bench, by the water

side. I love you with passion, with idol

atry, with madness! I am overcome;

my strength is broken; my activity, my

zeal, my enthusiasm for the Work to

which I have vowed myself, all, even to

the sentiment of duty, are annihilated in

me if you do not love me. Bound to

strange and terrible duties by my oaths,

by the gift and abandonment of my will,

I waver between the thought of infamy

and that of suicide; for I cannot persuade

myself that you really love me, and that

at this present moment distrust and fear

may not already have effaced your invol

untary love for me. Can it be otherwise?

I am, for you, only a shadow, the dream

of a night, the illusion of an instant.

\Vell! to make myself beloved by you, I

feel ready, twenty times a day, to sacri

fice my honor, to break my word, to stain

my conscience with a perjury. If you

should succeed in escaping from this pri

son,l would follow you to the ends of

the earth, even were I obliged to expiate,

by a life of shame and of remorse, the

rapture of seeing you, though for a single

day. and of hearing you say again,

though but once: ‘llove you! ' And yet,

if you refuse to associate yourself in the

work of the Invisibles, if the oaths

which will doubtless be required of you,

terrify and repel you, I shall be forbidden

ever to see you again! But I will not

obey, 1 cannot obey. No! l have suffer

ed enough, I have labored enough, I have
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long enough served the cause of humani

ty. If you are not the recompeiise of

my labor, l'renounce it. I will degrade

myself by returning to the world, to its

laws and its _customs.

troubled as you see. Oh! have pity,

have pity on me! Do not tell me that

you no longer love me. I could not bear

that blow. I should not wish to believe

it, or, if I believed it, I must die! ”

Consuelo read this billet in the midst

of the noise of the fusces and shells of

the fireworks, which burst in the air with

out attracting her attention. Absorbed in

her reading, she nevertheless experienced,

without being conscious of it, that elec~

tric shock which is caused, especially in

impressible organizations, by the explo

sion of powder, and by all violent noises

in general. The former operates partic

ularly on the imagination, when it does

not act physically upon a weak and dis

eased body by painful shudderings. It

exalts, on the contrary, the mind and the

senses of persons who are brave, and

well constituted. It even awakcs in

some women intrepid instincts, ideas of

conflict, and, as it were, vague regrets

that they are not men. Finally, if there

be a decidedly marked accent which oc

casions a kind of quasi musical enjoyment

in the voice of the torrent which precipi

tates itself, in the roaring of the wave

which breaks, in the rolling of the thun

der, that accent of anger, of threat, of

bravery, that voice of strength, so to

speak, is found in the booming of cannon,

in the whistling of bullets, and in the

thousand commotions of the atmosphere

by which fireworks mimic the shock of

battle. Consuelo perhaps experienced

these effects while reading the first love

letter, properly so called, the first billet

dour she had ever received. She felt

herself courageous, brave, and almost

rash. A kind of intoxication made her

find this declaration of love more exciting

and more persuasive than all the words of

Albert, as she had found the kiss of the

chcvalier more sweet, more ardent than

all those of Anzoleto. She therefore

began to write without hesitation; and,

while the exploding mortars shook the

echoes of the park, the odor of saltpetre

stificd the perfume of the flowers, and the

Bengal fires illumined the front of the

pavilion without her deigniug to perceive

them, Consuelo replied:

“Yes, I love you; I have said it, I

have confessed it to you, and, were I

obliged to repent of it, were I obliged to

blush for it a thousand times, I could

never blot out from the strange and in

comprehensible book of my destiny that

page which I myself have written, and

which is in your hands! It was the ex

pression of an impulse perhaps to be con

demned; senseless perhaps, but deeply

My reason is t

 

true and ardcntly felt. Were you the

last of men,I should none the less have

placed in you my ideal! Should you do

grade me by a contemptuous and cruel

conduct, I have none the less experienced,

in the contact of your heart, a transport

which I had never tasted, and which

seemed to me as holy as the angels are

pure. You see I repeat to you what you

wrote to me in reply to the confidences

which I had addressed to Bcppo. We do

nothing but repeat to each other that with

which we are both, I believe, vividly

penetrated and loyally persuaded. Why

and how should we deceive ourselves?

We do not know each other; perhaps

we never shall know each other; Strange

fatality! Yet we love, and cannot ex

plain the first causes of that love any

more than we can foresee the mysterious

end. Now, I abandon myself to your

word—to your honor. I do not combat

the feeling with which you inspire me.

Do not let me deceive myself. I ask of

you only one thing in the world, which

is, not to pretend to love me, never to

see me again if you do not love me;

it is to abandon me to my fate, whatever

it may be, without fearing that I shall

ever accuse or blame you for this quickly

passing illusion of happiness which you

will have given me. It seems to me that

what I ask of you is so easy! There

are some moments when I am terrified,

I confess, at the blind confidence which

impels me towards you. But as soon as

you appear, as soon as my hand is in

yours, or when I look upon your writing,

(your writing, which is nevertheless dis

guised and changed as if you did not

wish me to have the least outward and

visible indication of you ;) in fine, when

I simply hear the sound of your steps, all

my fears vanish, and 1 cannot help believ

ing you my best friend upon the earth.—

But why conceal yourself thus? What

horrible secret is then covered by your

mask and your silence? Have I seen

you elsewhere? Must I fear and repel

you on the day when I know your name

—when I see your features?

 

why and wherefore? And, to decide me

to these unheard-of acts of blind devoted

ness, you will not commit the least in

fraction of the rules of your order? For,

1 see well that you belong to one of those

mysterious orders which are here called

secret societies, and which are said to be

numerous in Germany: unless this be

simply a political conspiracy against ,

as I was told at Berlin. “"011! what

ever it may be, if I may have the liberty

to refuse when I am informed of what is

required of me, I will bind myself by the

most terrible oaths never to reveal any

thing. Can I do more, without being

unworthy of the love of a man who car

ries his scruples and his fidelity to his

oath so for as not to be willing to let me

hear that word which I myself have pro

nounced in contempt of the prudence and

the modesty imposed on my sex; I love

you! ”

Consuelo placed this letter in a book

which she deposited in the garden, at the

spot mentioned; then she slowly with

drew, and remained hidden a long time in

the foliage, hoping to see the chevalier

arrive, and trembling to leave there this

avowal of her most secret feelings, which

might fall into strange hands. Still, as

hours passed without the appearance of

any one, and she remembered these words

of the unknown's letter: “ I will go and

take your letter during your sleep," she

judged that she ought to conform entirely

to his advice, and she retired to her apart

ment, where, after a thousand agitated

reveries. by turns painful and delicious,

she at last fell asleep to the indistinct

sound of the music of the ball, which re

commenced, the flourishes which sounded

during supper, and the distant rolling of

the carriages, which announced the de

parture of the numerous guests of the

residence at dawn of day.

At nine o‘clock precisely, our recluse

entered the hall in which she took her

meals, which she found always served

there with a scrupulous punctuality and a

refinement worthy of the place. Mat

 

If you are , teus remained standing behind her chair

absolutely unknown to me, as you have in the respectfully phlegmatic attitude

said, whence comes it that you obey so‘which was habitual to him.

blindly the strange law of the Invisibles,

while you still write to me to-day that

you are ready to free yourself from it,

and to follow me to the ends of the earth?

And if] required, before I would fly with

you, that you should have no concealment

from me, would you take off that maskl

Would you speak to me? To enable me

to know you,I must bind myself, you

say—t0 what? By oaths to the Invisi_

bles? But for what work? What!

must I, with my eyes closed, my con

science mute, my mind in darkness, give

and abandon my will, as you yourself

have done, at least with knowledge of the

 
Consuelo

had before descended to the garden. The

choralier had taken the letter, for it was

no longer in the book. But Consuelo

had hoped to find another letter from him,

and she already accused him of luke

warmness in their correspondence. She

felt uneasy, excited, and rather driven to

extremity by the monotony of the life to

which they seemed determined to compel

her. She therefore decided to move at a.

venture, in order to see if she could not

hasten the course of events slowly pre

pared about her. On that very day, for

the first time, Matteus was gloomy and

tacitnrn. “Master Mattcus," said she
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with a forced gaiety, “ I see through your

mask that your eyes are dull, and that.

you are fatigued. You did not sleep

much last night? ”

“ Madame does me too much honor in

being willing to laugh at me,” replied

Mattens, with a little sharpness; “ but,

as madame has the happiness to live

with an uncovered face, I can see with

more clearness that she attributes to me

the fatigue and sleeplessness from which

she herself suffered last night.”

“Your speaking mirrors informed me

of that fact before you, Master Matteus.

I know that I have become very ugly,

and I think that I shall soon be much

more so if ennui continues to consume

me.”

“Is madame ennuyedl ” returned

Matteus in the tone in which he would

have said: “ Did madame ring? "

“Yes, Matteus, I am exceedingly so,

and l begin to be unable to bear this se

clusion. As no one does me the honor

of a visit or of a letter, I presume I have

been forgotten here; and, as you are the

only exception, I think I may be allowed

to say that I begin to find my situation

embarrassing and strange.”

“I cannot presume to judge of mad

ame’s situation,” replied Matteus; but it

seemed to me that madame did receive,

not long since, both a visit and a letter.”

“ \Vho can have told you such a thing,

Matteusl " cried Consuelo, blushing.

“ I Would say,” replied he in an ironi

cally humble tone, “ if I did not fear to

offend madame, and to be tedious by pre

suming to converse with her.”

“ If you were my domestic, Master

Mattcus, I know not what airs of gran

deur I might assume with you; but as

hitherto I have had no other servant than

myself, and as, moreover, you appear to

be rather my guardian than my major

domo, I request you to converse, if you

please, the same as on other days. You

have too much wit this morning to tire

me.”

“That is, madame is too much tired of

her own company to be difficult. Then I

will say to madame that there was a

great féte at the chateau last night.”

“ I know it; I heard the fireworks and

the music.”

“ At that time, a person who is close

ly watched since madame’s arrival here,

thought he could take advantage of the

disorder and the noise, to introduce him>

self into the reserved park, in spite of

the most severe prohibitions. Thence

came an unpleasant result. But I fear to

grieve madame by informing her.”

“ I now think grief preferable to ennui

and anxiety. Speak quickly, therefore,

Mr. Mattens.”

“ Well, madame, this morning I saw

carried to prison the most amiable, Ithe

 
 

youngest, the bravest, the most generous,

the most witty, the greatest of all my

masters, the chevalier Liverani.”

“ Liverani? “'ho is Liverani? " cried

Consuelo, deeply agitated. “ To prison!

——the chevalier‘! Tell mel—O my God!

who is this chevalier'! Who is this Liv

eranil ”

“I have described him sufficiently to

madame. I do not know if she is much

or little acquainted with him; but what

is certain is, that he was carried to the

great tower for having spoken and written

to madame, and for not being willing to

communicate-to his highness the reply

which madam had made to him."

“ The great tower——his highness—is

all that you tell me serious, Mattens'l

Am I here in the power of a sovereign

prince who treats me as a prisoner of

state, and who punishes his subjects for

any little interest or pity they may testify

towards me? or I am indeed mystified by

some rich lord with strange ideas, who

tries to terrify mo in order to prove my

gratitude for services rendered? "

“lam not forbidden to inform madame

that she is in the house of a very rich

prince, who is at the same time a great

philosopher — ”

“ And the supreme chief of the coun

cil of the Invisibles‘! ” added Consuelo.

“ I do not know what madame means

by that,” replied Matteus with the most

complete indifference. “In the list of

the titles and dignities of his highness,

I have never heard that quality men

tioned.”

“ But shall I not be permitted to see

this prince, to throw myself at his feet,

to ask of him the liberty of this chevalier

Liverani, who is innocent of any indis

cretion, as I can swear? "

“I cannot say; and I think that it

would at least be difficult to obtain such

a permission. Nevertheless, I have ac

cess every evening to his highness, for

some moments, in order to give him an

account of madame’s health and occupa

tions; and if madame should write, I

could perhaps succeed in inducing his

highness to read her billet without its

passing through the hands of his secre

taries.”

“ Dear Mr. Matteus, you are goodness

itself, and I am sure you must have the

confidence of the prince. Yes, certain

ly, I will write since you are so generous

as to interest yourself for the chevalier."

“ It is true that I feel more interest for

him than for any other. He saved my

life at the risk of his own in a conflagra

tion. He nursed me and cured me of my

burns. He replaced the property I had

lost. He passed whole nights watching

me as if he had been my servant and 1

his master. He rescued from vice a

niece of mine, and by his good words

 

and his generous aid, made her an honest

woman. What good has he not done in

all this country and in all Europe, from

what they say? He is the most perfect

young man in existence, and his high

ness loves him as his own son."

“ And yet his highness sends him to

prison for a trifling fault.”

“ Oh! madame does not know that no

fault is trifling to the eyes of his high

ncss, in point of indiscretion.”

“ He is then a very despotic prince? "

“ Admirably just, but terribly severe.”

“ And how can I in any way enter into

the occupations of his mind and the (le

cisious of his council? "

“Of that I am ignorant, as madame

may well think. Many secrets are con

stantly in motion around this chateau, es

pecially when the prince comes to pass

some weeks here, which does not often

happen. A poor servant like myself,

who should seek to penetrate them, would

not long be endured; and as I am the

oldest of the persons attached to the

house, madame must understand that I am

neither curious nor a great talker; other

wise -— ”

“ I understand, M. Matteus. But

would it be intliscreot to ask if the con

finement to which the chevalier is subjec

ted is rigorous'l ”

“It must be so, madame; though I

know nothing of what takes place in

the tower and in the suhterraneans. I

have seen more persons cuter than I have

ever seen come out. I do not know if

there are outlets in the forest; I know of

none in the park.”

“ You make mo tremble, Matteus. Is

it possible that I can have drawn serious

misfortunes upon the head of that worthy

young man? Tell me, is the prince of a

violent. or of a cold character! Are his

sentences dictated by a hasty indignation

or by a deliberate and lasting dissatisfac

tion? ”

“ Those are details into which it is not

proper for me to enter,” replied Matteus,

coldly.

“\Vell! tell me of the chevalier at

least. Is he a man to ask and obtain

pardon, or to encase himselfin a haughty

silence! ”

“He is tender and gentle, full of re

spect and submission to his highness.

But if madame has entrusted any secret to

him, she may be tranquil; he would

allow himself to be tortured rather than

reveal the secret of another, were it to

the ear of a confessor."

“Well! I will myself reveal to his

highness that secret which he considers

important enough to excite his anger

against an unfortunate. Oh! my good

Matteus, can you not carry my letter at

once? ”

“Impossible before night, madame.”
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“No matter, I will write now. An

unexpected opportunity may offer.”

Consuelo entered her cabinet and wrote

to ask of the anonymous prince an inter

view, in which she promised to reply sin

cerely to all the questions he might

deign to address to her.

At midnight, Matteus brought to her

this sealed reply : “ If it be to the prince

that you wish to speak, your request is

foolish. You will not see him, you will

never know him; you will never know

his name. If it be before the council of

the lnvisibles that you wish to appear,

you will be heard; but reflect upon the

consequences of your resolution; it will

decide upon your life and that of an

other.”

To be continued.

 

SONNET.

My gentle friend, this latter life of ours

Should more of stern, unyielding Labor know;

We quite too long have played among the flowers,

Which in the garden of the Fancy blow,

And on the Soul a balmy stupor throw.

Oh! we have dwarfed and stultificd our powers,

Nor deemed we outraged Heaven in doing so!

Yet now when we have grown to think it crime,

Shall we not to our thoughts give solemn heed,

And stamp on this, as on our coming time,

The glorious virtue of some earnest deed,

Of which the sleepy world hath stood in need '1

So may we make atonement for our wrong—

So, firm in truth’s great cause, at length grow

strong. A. D. r. n.

Tribune.

 

Correspondence of the Philadelphia Ledger.

LETTER FROM EUROPE.

PARIS, Oct. 2, 18l6.

As long as the feudal organization of

Capital exists, the laboring man will be a

vassal, though not in the feudal sense of

the middle ages. The vassal of the nine

teenth century—the slave of the boar

geoisie—receives no protection from his

lord in return for his fealty; he is only a

vassal as long as he is able, healthy,

strong, and in good condition. The mo

ment he possesses no longer these indis

pensable requisites, he becomes a useless

thing, which is looked upon as a nuisance,

and against which the whole society is

armed to defend itself against mischief.

What is the right of acquiring property

to the laboring man of Europe, placed as

he is in a position which renders the exe

cution of that right physically and morally

impossible! As well might you decree

the right of every man to take wings and

fly to any portion of the globe that suits

his fancy. There is a right older than

that of acquiring property, and that is the

right to live, to become physically and

morally educated —a human being. That

society or state which denies 11ml right to

the majority of the people is no longer

human; it is wicked, absurd, irreligious.

A State which is so organized, is a mere

assemblage of tamed beasts who are

taught sooner to starve than destroy their

keepers, —it may be a Roman State, and

contain Roman subjects or citizens, but it

 

is not a Christian State ; based on Chris

tian morals and on the love we owe ourl

species.

says Cabet, one of the most popular

writers of the present day, though his

works circulate principally only among

the laboring classes—" there is a greater

difference between men and women in

certain ranks of life and their fellow be

ings among the lower classes, than there

is between men and dogs in the abstract;

and yet we are Christians.” But our

lawgivers have shrewdly divided the

Christian into the spiritual and physical

man. The former only has a hope of

equality, of justice, of fraternity, in

Heaven; the latter is consumed, as tal

low, lard or oil in a machine.

This Cabet has the imperishable merit

of being the O’Connell of the laboring

classes of France. But for his writings

and prcachings, an hundred emeutes might

have taken place, and thousands of un

fortunate victims might have been con

demned to the hulks, or have expiated their

efforts to free themselves at the guillotine.

The people, in 1789, dethroned the no

bility for the benefit of the bourgeoisie;

but they will not prevail against the latter

until they are organized—until they

know their condition, and have a perfect

consciousness of what they want, and the

means of acquiring it. This organization

is now taking place, not only in France,

but throughout Europe; and until it is

completed, we shall have extreme quiet,

prosperity and accumulation of property

in a few hands. But it is utterly absurd

to suppose that the present imperfect or

ganization of society,—the cause of so

much misery and such horrible enormities

as fill our statistical tables,—can remain

stationary ;-—that it can be considered the

ultimatum at which human institutions-—

the modern state—can possibly arrive.

The improvements in machinery, the

building of railroads, the application of

steam, may put an end to international

wars; but they will hurry the solution of

the social problem. 1 look upon them as

the great emancipator of the human race—

the conservator of human strength—the

establisher of the spiritual superiority of

man. Every new invention in machinery

gives to man a higher employment than

that of merely wasting his physical

strength, destroys the deadening mechan

ism of labor, and changes him from a

machine to a directing agent. The intro

duction of machinery renders the reor

ganization of labor indispensable, as the

accumulation of properly in a few hands

of which it is productive, thickens the

ranks of the non-possessors and increases

their numerical power. Remember, our

poor have no Western country to fall back

upon —no acres to acquire by conquest or

colonization. - The evils of our society,

therefore, call for changes amongst (Item

selves, and cannot be remedied by allowing

our people to spread. You, in happy

America, have as yet political problems

to solve; we have arrived at the end of

this series, and hence our numerous social

propagandas. As yet the very discontent

of our laboring people is a means of

strengthening the hands of government.

It need only show the wealthy bourgeoisie

the abyss that is yawning at their feet, to

obtain grants of money by acclamation

for internal improvements, for the pay of

the army, for the building of ships, and

for the protection of manufactures. Each

capitalist will sooner pay a per-contage of

his capital to the government than prepare

to treat with the laboring classes. Thus,

 “ There is a greater difference,” I all want “ a strong government ” — that

is, a government strong enough to force

the laboring classes to retain their present

position. This is the cause of Mr.

Guizot‘s majorities, and the popularit of

Louis Phillippe with the voters. he

laboring man in France has no vote, he

does not. serve in the militia, (National

Guards) he cannot be a. juryman. In the

eye of the law he is a nonentity,—ho

belongs, in fact, like other personal ef

fects, to the man who employs him. The

charter declares all Frenchmen equal

before the law; but it is not the law of his

making, the jury of which his equals are

members. His equals are not armed to

enforce the law which they have not made,

by the aid of juries of which they form

no part. Such a state, in an enlightened

community, cannot last, if there were a

million of bayonets to enforce the present

condition of things. Such a state of

things cannot well stand the progress of

practical Christianity,—the amount of

floating intellect now existing in every

civilized country,—the historical lessons

taught by the last century.

Meanwhile Fabct, the French O'Con—

nel, whose works are little read by Amer

ican tourists, or by commercial agents

abroad, has taught his countrymen to

think and to reflect, and to organize.

His “ History of the Revolution of

1830,” was published and SOld in 20,000

copies; of his “ History of the French

Revolution from 1789 till 1830,” asecond

edition has just been published; of his

“lcarian Almanac,” 8,000 copies were

published in 1843 and 10,000 in 1844.

All these books are bought by the labor

ing men, and each copy has from twenty

to thirty readers. These books are all

written for the laboring classes, who care

little for Thiers’ “ History ofthe Revolu—

tion and the Empire," but devour greedi

ly the works of Cabet, Proudhou, Le

roux, Louis Blanc, and many others, who

tell them the reason why, with all these

revolutions, the people have no bread.

The people of France care little whether

Thiers or Guizot or Mole are at the head

of the government, as long as they have

no executed rights, as long as the laws

of property take precedence of the laws

of persons, as long as the person itself,

that is man—God’s image—does not

exist in the eyes of the law, independent

of property. Our lawyers are Roman

jurists: for, disguise it as we may, the

Roman law still regulates our property.

But our civilization is no longera heathen

one— we are Christians, and the Roman

law is, in the end, sure to fall before

Christianity, as it did at the commence

mentof our faith. “ Not onlythe future,

but the present must become Christian,”

cry the modern reformers, who at last

perceive that the encyclopedism of the

last. century was but the critique of our

institutions, and that criticism cannot take

the place of the work itself. The hollow

Voltairians are now in the Chambers—

doctrinarians and logicians a la Condor

ret—but the political economists are

among the people, and prove with the

fiery eloquence of figures the absurdities

of their legislators’ propositions.

Equality before the law! \Vhat a

shockingly empty phrase! \Vhat cruel

irony in these abstract constitutions!

“ Equality before the law,” where the

majority have neither education, nor prop

erty, nor secured income from labor, nor

any certain labor, nor means to marry
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and rear a family! Equality before the

law, where the poor man is incarcerated,

while the rich man escapes on giving

bail. Our-lawyers and judges are Romans

and Christians. We have a code of

Christian morals, and a code of Roman

(heathen) laws which regulates our ac

tions in public life—a Constitution

which declares us free, and a society

which reduces us to slaves. The old

nobility had a lordly contempt for the

commons; but the moneyed aristocracy

of the present day has invented the term

“ mob " in contradiction to the commons.

This moneyed aristocracy does not live in

Castles, behind walls and battlements,

surrounded by its'vassals, but in nice

comfortable houses, as remote as possible

from the hovels of wretchedness and des

pair. They stint the laborer of his bread

and stri him of his clothes, and then

despise iiis haggard and ragged appear

ance. But the bourgeoisie of the pres

ent day lack, after all, the feeling of

security to enjoy their position. They

war upon each other for power and posi

tion, and drive each other daily, by com

petition, from the high posts to the ranks.

here is no esprit du corps among them,

no pity for the fallen, no sympathy for

the wounded. The merit and standing

of the bourgeoisie is merely circumstan

tial—a breath can hurl it from its pres

ent osition—a change of ministers—

the eath ofa king who is now their ack

nowledged leader.

 

THE REFORMER.

BY JOHN GREENLEAF \VHITTIER.

All grim and soiled and brown with tan,

I saw a Strong One in his wrath,

Smiting the godless shrine of man

Along his path.

The Church beneath her trembling dome

Essayed in vain her ghostly charm:

\Vealth shook within his gilded home

With pale alarm.

Fraud from his secret chambch fled

Before the sunlight bursting in;

Sloth drew her pillow o’er her head

To drown the‘din.

“ Spare,” Art implored, “ yon holy pile ;

That grand, old, time-worn turret spare ; ”

Meek Reverence, kneeling in the aisle,

Cried out, “ Forbcar ! ”

Grey-bearded Use, who, deaf and blind,

Groped for his old accustomed stone,

Leaned on his staff, and wept, to find

His seat o'erthrown.

Young Romance raised his dreamy eyes,

O'erhung with paly locks of gold,

“ Why smite,” he asked, in and surprise,

“ The fair, the old 7 ”

Yet louder rang the Strong One’s stroke,

Yet nearer flashed his axe’s gleam;

Shuddering and sick at heart I woke,

As from a dream.

I looked: aside the dust cloud rolled—

Thc “'astcr seemed the Builder too;

Up-springing from the mined Old

1 saw the New.

’T was but the ruin of the bad—

'I‘he wasting of the wrong and ill ;

Whatc’er of good the old time had

Was living still.

 
Calm grew the brows of him I feared;

The frown which awod me passed away,

And left behind a smile which cheered

~ Like breaking day.

Green grow the gr tin on battle-plains,

O’cr swarded war-mounds grazed the cow;

The slave stood forging from his chains

The spade and plow.

Where frowned the fort, pavilions guy

And cottage windows, flower pntwincd,

Looked out upon the peaceful bay

And hills behind.

Through vine-wreathed cups with wine once
red, D

The lights on brimming crystal fcll,

Drawn, sparkling, from the rivulet head

And mossy well.

Through prison walls, like IIcaven~sent hope,

Fresh breezes blow, and sunbeams strayed,

And with the idle gallows-rope

The young child played.

\thre the doomed victim in his cell

Had counted o’er the weary hours,

Glad school-girls, answering to the bcll,

Came crowned with flowers.

Grown wiser for the lesson given,

I fear no longer, for I know

That, where the share is deepest driven,

The best fruits grow.

The outworn right, the old abuse,

The pious fraud transparent grown,

The good held captive in the use

Of \Vrong alone —

These wait their doom, from that great law

W'hioh makes time scrve to-day;

And fresher life the World shall draw

From their decay.

Oh! backward-looking son of time i—

The now is old, the old is new,

The cycle of a change sublime

Still sweeping through.

Sn wisely taught the Indian seer;

Destroying Sevn, forming Brahm,

“’ho wake by turns Earth's love and fear,

Are one, the same.

As idly as in that old dny

Thou mournest, did thy sires repine,

So, in his time, thy child grown gray,

Shall sigh for thine.

Yet, not the less for them art than ;

The eternal step of Progress beats

To that great anthem, calm and slow,

\Vhich God repeats !

Take heart!—the \Vaster builds again—

A charmed lifc old goodness bath;

The tares may perish —but the grain

'Is not for death.

God works in all things; all obey

His first propulsion from the night:

Ho, wake and watchl—the world is gray

With morning light!

Fountain, for 181-7.

 

Oh, thou! who, of Heaven horn,

Every pain and sorrow stillcst,

And all those who doubly mourn

“'ith thy doubled presence fillest;

Ah! weary me ! lot gonding cease!

“’hy sorrow-pained, why joy-curest 1

Lovely Peace !

Come, oh come into my breast. Goethe.

 

REVIEW.

Rationale of Crime, and its Appropriate

'J'realmrnt; being a Treatise on (I‘rimi

nal .lurisprudmco, considrred in Relation

10 (lore/ma] Organization. By M. B.

Samrsos. With Notes and Illus/ra

tions, by E. W. FARNHAM, Matron of

Mount Pleasant State Prison. New

York: D. Appleton 81. Co. 1846.

pp. 177.

The vulgar opinion concerning the

treatment of criminals is founded upon

the law of retaliation. A certain amount

of suffering, it is supposed, must be in

flicted on the offender, as the penalty for

a certain amount of injury which he has

inflicted on society. The passion of re—

sentment which is given to man in com

mon with the brutes, and intended for his

protection while in a condition nearly on

a level with that of the brutcs, is at the

foundation of our prevailing systems of

criminal jurisprudence in the present ad

vanced stage of civilization. This pas

sion is freely manifested in the eXpression

of popular sentiment, whenever a crime

is ,committed of sufiicicnt magnitude to

attract the public attention. Men are

anxious to secure the arrest of the re

puted criminal, they eagerly bring for—

ward every particle of testimony adapted

to convict him, they display a feverish

excitement as to the result of his trial,

and the moment his doom is fixed, they

exult in the circumstance as if it were an

immense personal advantage to them

selves. In cases of great atrocity, they

are unwilling that the law should take its

course, and substitute for its slow pro

cesses, the more speedy methods of the

bowie knife or fagot. The blood is up,

and it will not risk the chance of being

cheated of its revenge.

Now all this might be pardoned to the

heated passions of man, but when re

venge is framed into a legal system, and

defended by theologians and jurisconsults,

as the very corner stone of a Christian

system of society, it is well to inquire into

the validity of their assumptions. We

rejoice that public opinion is now directed

to this subject, and that the correctness

of prevailing principles will be submitted

to examination, even if it should be found

impracticable to introduce any great im

provements, under other existing social

arrangements.

A view in direct opposition to the one

we have described is presented in the

volume now before us. The author

maintains that every criminal is thefi'ic

tim of a diseased organization, and that

hence the idea of punishment should be

set aside for that of discipline, and pris

ons should give place to moral hospitals.

The facts and illustrations presented by

the author, as well as by the American

Editor, in support of this point, are cer
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tainly very forcible, in reference to the ' should be found, would not be developed ' acquired an enviable reputation as matron

extreme cases which they describe; but:

we find no substantial evidence in proof '

of the universality of the principle; and

hence, while we admit the conclusions

of the writers as respects the special

instances which they adduce, we cannot

follow them in what seems to us their

hasty and premature generalizations. \Vo

can by no means deem it a settled fact

that a defective or diseased organization

is, in every case, the cause of crime.

We do not doubt that many of the most

atrocious violations of law, which are

visited with the virtuous wrath of society,

which doom their perpetrators to summa

ry vengeance in this world, and to penal

fires in the other, are traceable to this

source. They were the paroxysms of

cerebral disease, as far removed from the

control of the will as the excitement

of a fever or the convulsions of delirium

tremens. The instances brought forward

by our authors, as well as many others

stated in the books of medical jurispru

dence, are conclusive on this point. They

show to a demonstration that some per

sons are born to crime, even as the sparks

fly upward, that the organization of their

nature impels them to acts of violence

and outrage, and that unless restrainedl

by circumstances external to themselves,

this inborn character will as inevitably

manifest itself in aggressions on society,

as did that of Mozart in the harmonics of

music, or of Newton in the investigations

of science.

But we as little doubt that other crimi

nals, no less guilty in the view of society

than those already alluded to, equally

abandoned and reckless of all established

rules of conduct with them, are not the

victims of a diseased organization, but of

the corrupt, corrupting, and overwhelm

ing external influences, by which their

characters have been formed. We ask any

one, who has been at all conversant with

the vicious and criminal portions of society,

if he has not found among them persons

of noble endowments, of superior native

powers, both intellectual and moral, who

were not seduced to crime by any innate

propensity, but who have been swept into

its abyss by the action of outward causes,

which were as little within their own

power, as the eruption of a volcano? In

an order of society where it is no exagger

ation to say that man is not so well cared

foras the brute, where outrages on his

nature are daily caused by social institu

tions which no farmer of common human

ity would permit to be exercised on his

domestic animals, we should not be too

hasty in pronouncing any one organically

diseased, because he has become a crimi

nal before the law. In a just, wise, and

Christian order of society, even the worst

cases of moral insanity, if any such

 

in overt acts of crime, but, treated with

more tender faithfulness and love than

are now devoted to bodily disease, Would

be restrained from injurious manifesta

tions, if not altogether cured. But, in

the present abnormal and monstrous so

cial arrangements, it is by no means

certain, that the finest constituted na

tures, may not be led by the influence of

early neglect, the contagion of poisonous

example, the fell pressure of want, and

the energy of mighty passions which find

no legitimate development, to those viola

tions of human law which consign them

to irretrievable infamy and ruin.

In thus controverting the leading prin

ciple of the present volume, we certainly

Would not be understood to call in ques

tion the correctness or the importance of

its practical conclusions. As Christians,

believing in the supremacy of the law of

love over the law of force, knowing that

the only lawful treatment of an enemy is

to load him with good offices, and that

the exercise of revenge is in all cases ex

pressly forbidden as an outrage on the

Divine government, we cannot regard the

criminal as a loathsome reptile to be

,trodden under foot, but as a fellow man

to be restored from the error of his ways,

by the application of every method which

the spirit of gentleness and mercy can

suggest. In our opinion, crime can be

restrained in no way so efl‘ectually as by

the conversion of the criminal, and re

moving him from the influence of those

causes which have led to his offence.

The present system of vindictive punish

ment is passing away. The voice of hu

manity has long since pronounced its

doom. Wisdom, justice, and mercy alike

demand a superior method. How far

such a method can be introduced and

made effectual, in the present organiza

tion of society, we submit as a problem

to those who deem the existing civiliza

tion the ultimate expression of social

truth. For ourselves, we confess we

have no faith in any half-way measures.

New wine must be put into new bottles.

The new ideas, held forth with such

earnestness of conviction and power of

argument, in the volume before us can

find no fit receptacle in the old, decrepit

institutions of the civilized order. The

best we can hope for them is, that their

fermentation will accelerate the destruc

tion of these institutions, and prepare the

way for the dominion of truth, justice,

and love, in all the arrangements of so

ciety.

In conclusion, we recommend this vol

ume to all classes of readers. It is writ-

ten in a clear, dispassionate, unpretending

manner, and with a spirit of candor and

mildness which must disarm prejudice.

The notes by Mrs. Farnham, who has

 

:breasts of l’appenheint’s \Valloons.

of the Mount Pleasant State Prison in

New York, are worthy testimonials to

her sagacity and large-heartedness. She

speaks from strong conviction as well as

from long experience, and hence is entitled

to speak with authority.

History of the Thirty Years" War.

Translated from the German of FRED

ERICK Scnrnnnn, by the Rev. A. J.

\V. MORRISON, M. A. New York:

Harper & Brothers, 82 Cliff St. 1846.

It is somewhat remarkable, in these

days of translation and literary specula

tions ofall sorts, that this work has not be

fore been done into English. The present

translator has executed his task with

ability and with success. The intrinsic

value of the book will be attested by

every reader of the German language.

The great German poet was admirably

qualified to write a life-like history of this

most eventful and interesting period of

modern Europe; for the Thirty Years’

War, from its length, its fierceness, the

variety of actors in it, and its important

consequences, may well take precedence

of any wars.

It is a frightful picture of the horrors

\of this modern social chaos. Let our

young patriotic and military enthusiasts

read the following for their cdification,

that they may know how great a thing is

glory.

“A word from Tilly decided the fate of

Magdeburg.

“ Even a more humane general would in vain

have recommended mercy to such soldiers; but

Tilly never made the attempt. Lch by their

general's silence masters of the lives of all the

citizens, the coldiery broke into the houses to

satiate their most bnital appetites. The prayers

of innocence excited some compassion in the

hearts of the Germans, but none in the rude

Scarccly

had the savage cruelty commenced, when the

other gates were thrown open, and the cavalry,

with the fearful hordes of the Croats, poured in

upon the devoted inhabitants.

“ Here commenced a scene of horrors for

which history has no language—poetry no

pencil. Neither innocent childhood, nor help

less old age; neither youth, sex, rank, nor

beauty, could disarm the fury of the conquerors.

\Vives were abused in the arms of their hus

bands, daughters at the feet of their parents;

and the defenceless sex exposed to the double

sacrifice of virtue and life. No situation, how

ever obscure, or however sacred, escaped the

rapacity of the enemy. In a single church fif

ty-tlirce women were found beheaded. The

Croats amused themselves with throwing chil

dren into the flames; Pappcnheim'c Walloons

with stabbing infants at the mother’s breast.

Some officers of the League, horror-struck at

this dreadful scene, ventured to remind Tilly

that he had it in his power to stop the carnage.

‘ Return in an hour,’ was his answer; ‘I will lee

what I can do; the soldier must have some rc

ward for his danger and toils.’ These horrors last

ed with unabated fury, till at last the smoke and

flames proved acheck to the plunderers. To
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augment the confusion and to divert the resist- of this journal_ “’8 recognize in it at

ance of the inhabitants, the imperialists had, in - once the very “neamems and s‘ereolyped

the commencement of the assault, fired the expression of the ruling spirit of this

town in several places. The wind rising rapid- . . .

ly spread the flames. till the blaze became uni- nation’_ "18 Spun 0f selfiShncss’ 0“ cun

versal. Fearful, indeed, was the tumult amid "ing! or hyp0crisyv 3"“ 0f tyranny i and

cloud! of gmoke, heap. of dead bodies, the‘ihe Whflle thing is helped out the

clash of swords, the crash of falling ruins, and portrait's bearing a reputed TOSemmance

"reams of blOOd- The almOBPhere glow“; ' to the present reigning political represen

und the intolerable heat forccdat last even the lathe o,- mis great country.

murderers to take refuge in their camp. In less

than twelve hours, this strong, populous, and

flourishing city, one of the finest in Germany,

was reduced to ashes, with the exception of

two churches and a flaw houses.”

“ The neIt day, a solemn mass was performed i

in the cathedral, and Te Deum sung amid lhe'

discharge of artillery.(! !) The imperial gene

ral rode through the streets, that he might be!

able, as an eye-witness, to inform his master|

- that no such conquest had been made since the

destruction of Troy and Jerusalem. Nor was

this an exaggeration, whether we consider the '

greatness, importance, and prosperity of the

city razed, or the fury of its ravagers.”

i

The Chimes: A Gob/in Story of some

Bells Iltot rang the Old Year Out and a

New Year In. Together with o Chris!

mas Carol; a Ghost Story of Christ

mas. By Cnaners DlCKENS. New

York: Wiley and Putnam, 161 Broad-|

way. (Sold by Redding & Co., 8

State St., Boston.)

Every body has read these beautifulv

Christmas and New Year's stories, and~

of course they do not need our commen

dation. \Vho will not be glad to know

that he can obtain thorn in the permanent

and beautiful shape of one of Wiley and.

Putnam’s “ Library of Choice Read

ing? "— for his original newspaper copies

of them have doubtless long ago been

used up by multitudes of borrowers.

Yankee Doodle. New York: Published

at William H. Graham's,160 Nassau

Street, Tribune Buildings.

We have received the fourth and fifth

numbers of this new weekly journal of

fun. It is designed to be the correspond

ing Yankee thing to “ Punch.” But itl

has neither the wit, the dignity, the con?

sistency, nor (what is most important)

the humanity of “Punch.” And the

mistake is, we believe, because it aims to

embody an element which does not exist

to be embodied. There is no Yankee

thing that corresponds to “ Punch.”

There may be witty men among us, whose

wit also gushes from the deep springs of

a loving and sincere humanity; but to

attempt to nationalize these qualities is to

claim for Jonathan alittle more than he

deserves. The wit of “ Punch" is honest

and benignant. The wit of “ Yankee”

(we do not mean the paper, but the personi

Yankee’s wit is too much in earnest;

he has always a personal end to gain, a

personal pique to gratify behind it. it

is narrow and not large and generous,

like that of Punch. Punch is a good

natured reformer, a believer in human

progress, and he criticizes society. Yan

kee is shrewd, selfish and unprincipled,

and only criticizes individuals. He gets

the laugh upon whomsocver he can;

whether in the right or in the wrong.

Yankee, once a distinguished advocate of

liberty and human rights, now believes

only in “might makes right,” and talks

largely about “conquering peace,” our

country “ however bounded,” &c., &c.

And this “ Yankee Doodle" sheet runs too

much in the same vein. It accepts the

proverbial character of Yankee ; it makes

fun of all things from that point of view ;

it seldom goes beyond the actual, political

Yankee ; it glorifies “ the nation.” But

Punch is better than the nation; and

hence his ability for wit. He loves his

country too well to glorify its faults, and

his wit appears in the contrast of his love

for the good which he sees at the bottom

of all, with his shrewd perception of the

falseness of the actual aspect of all.

Punch sympathizes with the real heart of

humanity in its struggle after good, but

smiles at the strange and absurd dilemma

into which this great good heart has got.

Punch is a reformer; Yankee Doodle is

too much ofa common street wit.

Now we wish to be understood, as not

meaning to underrate the abilities of the

collaboralmrs of “ Yankee Doodle.”

The fault we find is not with their Wits,

but with their design. We doubt not

there are some very funny men amongst

them; but the rarest wit and humor

throws itself away, when it covers itself

with such a title, and consents to enact

the role of “Yankee Doodle.” Tobe

truly, usefully, humanely witty, to be

even innocently witty, this circle of choice

spirits must not identify themselves at the

outset with that national stamp of charac

ter which the world has nicknamed Yan

kee, and which is really a very bad

sort of a character. One glance at the

face of Yankee on the cover shows you

that no generous humor can come out of

 

fied nationality) is malignant, cheating, that. Let them rather identify them

hypocritical and diabolical. The charac-iselves with the good element which is

ter is most successfully and most un-l working in the bosom of our society, to

pleasantly depicted in the full lengthisave it and reform it, in spite of the des

figure of Yankee which adorns the coveriperate wickedness and nnbelief which

 
shamelessly parade themselves in all our

politics and in all that part of us which

we call national. “ Punch ” is a believ

er; Yankee does not dare to be quite

that, for fear his jokes should not be pop

ular.

Drop “ Yankee Doodle” then, and

take some more genial and promising

cognomen. There is wit enough among

us somewhere to make as good a thing

as “Punch.” There is not a little of it

displayed here and there in “Yankee

Doodle ; ” but it is only exceptional ; it

lacks ground and motive; and its general

tone, in spite of some good hits, is coarse

and disagreeable. The wood-cuts are by

far the best cuts which it contains.

The Popular Magazine: A Journal of

Ar! and Literature. Edited by Accus

TlNE J. H. DUGANNE. Philadelphia:

Published by the National Publishing

Company.

This is the title of a new \Veekly, of

sixteen octavo pages. From nothing that

we find in its contents thus far, can we

admit its claim to be esteemed “ the nu

cleus, around which the true lovers of

mankind, the disciples and neophytes of

human progression—shall rally for the

support of their principles." (See Pros

pectus on the back.) And it may be

doubted whether such heroes as General

Sam Houston and Levi Woodbury, whom

it “ Plumbeotypes " for frontispieces, are

the best types of the “ true lovers of

mankind.” But there is some hope in a

bold design, provided the impulse be as

deep as it fancies itself to be.

The said Prospectus also states: “ The

Poetry of ‘ The Popular Magazine ’ will

be of that strong, nervous, and earnest

kind, which is calculated to thrill at once

to the soul of the thinking man, and call

foth a responsive echo.” This had bet~

ter have been left for the reader to say.

   

MUSICAL REVIEW. _

SIVORI‘S LAST CONCERT IN BOSTON.

We had intended to speak of the second

concert of this transcendent artist, and,

from the fulness of the pure enthusiasm

of that occasion, atone for the somewhat

too cold admiration which we expressed

last week, feeling as we did then some

what blusé to the thick-coming miracles of

solo-playing. But our recollections of

the second concert are already merged

in the fresher and still deeper im

pression of the third; and on that oc

casion be repeated essentially the same

music: so that in speaking of the last

we speak of both.

In all these concerts we felt the want

of an orchestra. So did Sivori feel it;

for to the true musician the orchestra is his

world, his native sphere and environment,
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in which his genius is at home, and can

put forth its individual faculty to the most

advantage. \Vithout the orchestra, the

most angelic virtuoso is deprived of much

of his proper inspiration; he feels him-I

selfstepping out into a cold World, which

is not a world of music, inasmuch as he

misses there the tones and harmonies

which should envelop both him and his

music, and respond to it throughout, likea

congenial atmosphere and back-ground.

The finest solos, as they are called, of

masters like Vieuxtemps and Paganini

and Sivori, presuppose orchestral shad

ings and responses in‘their whole compo

sition, and they come forth somewhat

timidly and nakcdly when there is no ac

companiment but the piano. Herein Bos

ton feels its limitation as a musical city,

that it does not afford the materials for a

good orchestra on occasions like these.

It has only musicians enough to supply

(and that quite meagrely) the theatres,

and, by dint of a very pains-taking and

exhaustive selection, to man a symphony

at the Academy about once a fortnight.

Our artist however triumphed over the

difficulty, as he does over all others. He

changed the rawness of the atmosphere

by the warmth and loveliness of his own

music, and he steadily warmed with his

audience, although he never for a moment

lost his balance.

What we could praise before as fault~

less, now seemed great. The unalloyed

delight which we could not refuse to per

fect beauty, was now deepened by a true

soul-thrill. We owned the humanity of

his music; the workings of a great heart

were in it, modestly veiling themselves

in the very purity and perfeetness of their

own utterance. More and more we

warmed towards the man, thanking him

for that melodious magic by which he

bridged over the distance between us.

Our hearts said within us : “it is good to

be with him ; ” and to be with him is to

hear his violin. With what ajoy we sat

isfied ourselves beyond a doubt, that we

were in the presence, not merely of a

wonderful performer, but of a great Artist,

of one who by successful heroism of

study has proved his genuine vocation to

a character than which scarce any higher

can be borne by man. The military

hero is only the hero of the vulgar; the

politician is for the most part little better;

the philosopher never gets beyond ah

stractions; the religionist looks away to

the life that is not for the life that should

now be ; the reformer plans and preaches

and is misunderstood ;— but the artist

multiplies forms of beauty, shows us

something now which is of the Imperish

able, and convinces men of their capacity

for heaven and harmony, and conse

quently of the reality of these things in

spite of today‘s actual. Camille Sivori

|

r
t
I

is such an Artist, in feeling, in design,

and in attainment.

Of the peculiarities of his style of play

ing, and of the various points wherein its

excellence is most marked, we have

spoken at length before; all the difficul

ties and graces of the instrument are his,

land newspaper critics have only to run

 over their whole list of scales, octaves,

passages in thirds and tenths, trills, stac

catos, pizzicatos, &c., &c., and pronounce

him perfect in them all: we leave the

finer discrimination of these matters to

them; for it must he confessed, and that

with pleasure, that some very clever mu

sical criticisms are beginning to appear

occasionally in the Journals of New York

and Boston; though their cleverness for

the most part exercises itself upon the

mere externals of the art. Sivori has

clearly proved himself the greatest violin

ist who has visited this country. Not

only is he perfect in all the details and in

his separate passages; but there is per

fect unity in his performance as a whole.

He has not of course, the wild Northern

imagination of an Ole Bull ; but he has all

the warmth and delicacy and depth of the

sunny pocsy of the South; and whereas

the Norwegian dissipates his mind in

music, revelling in restless fantasies,

vague and unconnected by any other logic

than that of their mere moodiness, in Si

vori's music there is symmetry and progress

and completeness. Nor do we feel that

he lacks any of the strength, or any of

the crystal clcarness and determinate

ness of outline, so remarkable in View:

temps; while he adds far more of pas

sion, chastened always and subdued.

Then, too, he has the modesty of a

true Artist. bVe could not detect the

slightest affectation or pretence. He

lives too deeply and sincerely in his mu

sic; his look and manners are those of an

innocent and beautiful child, trustingly

and wonderingly following the guiding

hand of Art through a boundless world

of miracle and beauty. He is pleased

and inspired by your applause, because

he seems to want your sympathy in his

deep sense of beauty and in every little

triumph which rewards his faithful pur

suit of it. “’e felt the genuineness of

his own artistic character in the frank

and enthusiastic manner in which be ex

pressed his deference to the superiority

of one living violinist, Ernst, whose play

ing, he says, moves him to the very cen

tre of his soul.

\Ve do not need the assurance of many

who have heard Paganini, to feel con

vinced that all the best part of his art

and style are adequately reproduced in

the performance of Sivori. He is Pag

anini in a more pure and childlike form;

without that weird and dcmoniacal aspect,

which marked his lonely, singular‘experi

 
once. It is as if a great mind, struggling

with much evil, and never attaining to

clear expression of the good prayer at

the bottom of his life, had found a fresh

and childlike nature to whom he could

fondly bequeath the secret of his own in

most art' and purer aspirations, together

with his material instrument.

The programme for the evening com

prised fonr pieces, and all compositions of

his master. First, the Campancllo, which

unfolded beauties and awakened emotions

deeper than when we first heard it. The

slow movement with which it opened

was full of deep and sacred feeling; and

the following Rondo as beautiful as it

was fantastical. It suggested a mild,

Italian, rural scenery, and a quiet, play

ful, yet poetic and religious life; the

plaintive sobbing of the principal melody

returning but to lose itself again in a

thousand sunny fancies; and what a

purity and depth of azure sky was sug

gested by that single clear note, in the

highest region of the harmonics, which

he would touch again and again, as if to

show that there it stood, still absolutely

true to its first pitch, at the same skyey

level of pure tone! The delicacy of

shading and transition with which the

successive portions and variations of this

air now insinuated and now flung them

selves upon you, is only equalled in the

subtle smiles and electric flashes of a

most expressive face.

The variations upon Nel ro'r piu, with

out accompaniment, were full of novel

and magical effects. Here every difficul

ty of execution was brought in, never ob

trusively so as to distract the mind, but

always in reverent subordination to the

presiding poetic unity of the piece.—

Wine shaken in a golden chalice seeks

its level not more gracefully, than were

those witehing chromatic modulations

swallowed up in the yesty waves of his

inimitable tremolos; and never shall we

forget the indescribable effect of those

splashes of sound, like big rain drops,

which fell fitfully ever and anon amid the

wind-like rushing and gliding of his melo

dies, nor how they chased each other off

at the close of the passage, making a

sort of melody themselves.

Then came the “ Prayer from Moses,"

executed on the fourth string. It had a

body of tone nearly equal to the violen

ccllo ; and there was a depth and earnest

ness of expression in that prayer, of

which the human voice itself is hardly

capable. lf Rossini had conceived no oth

er melody but that, it would have stamped

him for a genius; and to have heard

that melody so brought out and trans

figured as it was in this performance, is a

memorable thing in one’s experience.

The martial theme which followed was in

the extreme of contrast, full of every frol
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icksome conceit; the melody was as it

were bewitched, and mocked itself in imi

tations of all sorts of instruments, espe

cially a saucy little pipe or whistle, which

made you question the identity of the vio

- lin. Being tumultuously encorcd, the

artist returned, and to our unspeakable

delight commenced the Adagio Religioso

of Ernst. This was the great thing of

the evening, and displayed his abundant

capacity to appreciate and to execute the

deeper and less dazzling styles of music.

This was music of the soul, and not of

mere effect. His performance of it was

truly sublime; he seemed to feel it and

be filled with it, and to address himself to

the task as to a religious act. The still

ness of a deep emotion pervaded the

whole audience ; and with souls thus re

freshed we could yield ourselves up all the

more trustingly to the laughter-moving

genius of the “ Carnival,” which he has

to throw in, as a matter of course, at the

end of every concert, before they will let

him off.

There is this to be said about all the

marvellous feats of Sivori’s performance :

that they do not weary you, like the same

sort of thing in others. This is partly

because they are so perfectly done; but

partly also, and much more, because there

is a living genius in whatever he does;

the feeling of the dream is always fresh,

like the memory of bright green meadows

in childhood’s spring,— fresh and mar

vellous as the story of Undine. Every

one felt better and was better, we doubt

not, from his playing. May blessings fol

low the pure young artist, CAMILLO Sr

voru, and may he come again to bless us!

There is but one regret mingled with our

enjoyment of his art ; and that is that the

people, not the few and fortunate, but all

men born with souls, are not allowed to

hear these things. This is a fault not

chargeable upon the individual, but upon

the whole social system which makes it

necessary.

THE BOSTON ACADEMY OF MUSIC.

The Academy gave its first Concert for

the season, on Saturday. The orchestra

is uncommonly good; though not larger

than in former winters, it is more select,

and well-proportioned. We were struck

with the quality of its collective tone in

the lulli passages; it had none of the

dead weight of more noise; but was rich,

and clear, and penetrating; a proper

blending of many instruments in one.

We have seldom heard an orchestra with

so fine a voice.

The selection of music on this occasion

was certainly a rich one; although there

was a little too much of the warlike for

 

 

our taste. We allude to the first piece,

a grand thing in its way, the Or-u‘lurel

Guerriere, by Lindpaintncr, containing al

battle-piece; and to Donizetti's Overture

to La .l'jZ/[IZ Ju Rr‘g‘flllt‘lll, which is also

warlike and full of the roll of drums. In

times like these, when a itation has gone

mad with the old fever of conquest, and

the demoralizing process has begun of

attuning the popular sentiment to false

and barbarous excitement, and blunting

the sensibilities to tales and scenes of

blood and horror; when there is no good

thing to be hoped from government or the

press, it certainly is desirable that music

should not prostitute its divine faculties

to the same base uses. Let it not lend

itself to the false work of nourishing the

brutal passions, however they may shield

themselves under the name of an un

principled patriotism. Compared with

our boasts of civilized refinement and

high moral culture, the time should have

already come when it should be disrepu

table for a man to hold military otlice;

when he should lose caste by it, far more

than if he became a constable or common

hangman. And martial music should be

odious in our ears, except so far as its

tone of triumph may be dis-sociated from

war, and regarded as the expression of

nobler passions than war can nurture now.

Indeed these “battle-pieces” are the

cheapest sort of music, and no great com

poser should descend to them. Beetho

ven tried it once, in his “ Vittoria Sym

phony,” which is his only failure. But

Beethoven‘s music is nearly all expressive W

of great moral struggle, of the everlasting

warfare between light and darkness.

This, however, has a meaning for the

soul, and makes us greater while we

listen. Not so with your “ battle-pieces,”

which would awaken an imagination of

the mere animal excitement of a fight.

In this overture of Donizetti's, we ap

prehend the drum-tap is the only element

of popularity. There is nothing in Don

izetti‘s musical ideas, sugary and feeble

as they are, which demands the expansion

of an orchestra. The overture in this

case opens with a strange horn solo, fol

lowed by a strange mingling of clarionets

and oboes, then another strange horn solo,

and so on; all beautiful enough in detail,

but aimless, undecided, and sufficiently

\vearisome, until the “ Janissary music ”

comes in, as Beethoven called it, with its

drums and triangles, making an animated

close.

An overture by liciseiger gave some

marrow to the first part of the concert.

Then came an unexpected pleasure.

Sivonr was present, liked the orchestra,

and felt moved to Volunteer at solo,—-a

noble theme from Beethoven, with tremolo

variations by De licriot! It was grand,

earnest music, without any flourish, and

sank deep into the soul.

The second part consisted of a glorious

Symphony (No. 2, in A minor) by MEN

DELSSUHN. \Ve should Wish to hear it

several times before entering into any

thing like an analysis of it. It sounded

A

 

wonderfully like one of those “ Songs

without \Yords " of his, expanded to or

chestral dimensions. The influence of

Beethoven was perceptible in it; es

pecially near the close of the first move—

ment, which is like the storm in the

“Pastoral Symphony ; ” and in the

Scherzn, so like that of the Symphony in

C minor. But it is only in its SII‘IICIUTC

and its handling of the orchestral forces

that this Symphony bears the impress of

Beethoven; its fibre and its vein of mel

ody are as unlike Beethoven, as they are

unlike all others, except Mendelssohn.

Even in this redeeming part of the selec

tion the drum-bewitched genius of the

evening peeped out; it was just that sym

phony ol' Mcndulssohn's which ends with

an Allegro Gucrrir'ro. But we felt this

only in the Programme ; in the music it

self there was nothing of mere drums

and cannonading, nothing of vulgar

Mexican warfare.

\Ve were pleased with the singing of

M‘lle Juliette De La Reintrie. She pos

sesses a- very sweet, clear and refined

voice, of considerable compass; and she

sings with a cheerful earnestness, hurling

out her notes with a sort of spiral swing

of her whole body, like a bird.

A solo on the French-horn was the

pudding of the feast, and not much spice

in it. We doubt not it was good horn

playing : but a French-horn solo is an ab

surdity in itself. In the orchestral com

monwealth, your horn is your good-na

tured, dull, slow country body, very in

dispensable, but not to be made prime

spokesman ever. We are sceptical about

horn solos, although a great foreign born

virtuoso has just come on shore. Nous

'verrons.
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UNION OF ASSUCIATIONISTS IN THE

CHURCH OF HUMANITY.

When amid that crucified people, who

have borne the griefs and carried the ser

rows of humanity, and through whom

the highest manifestations of the Divine

have reached us, it was first understood

that God is our Father, and that we are

all brethren and members one of anoth

er; and when the law of Love was ac

cepted as the ruling principle of life,

the disciples of Him who had cast out

the money changers from the temple,

finding no home for his spirit in the isolat

ed households and competitive industry

based upon individual selfishness, where

the capitalist devoured the laborer, and

the eXchanger the producer; where self

preservation caused Oppression, and each

man’s gain was his neighbor’s loss;

moved by a common impulse towards

Association, they shared their goods and

lived in a common brotherhood.

This was yet but the crude impulsive

action of the heart, no provision being

made for peculiar bias of character or

other individual interests. These were

conciliated by the spirit of devotion to a

common Cause, whose attraction was
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stronger titan that of any individual in

terest.

Their harmony was that of the be

reaved fatnily, where brothers and sisters

press closer together after the parent is

gone. Naturally, however, the spirit of

love would suggest the material arrange

ments adapted to it; it would gradually

conciliate interests and pursuits, and

establish an industrial solidarity.

These results were prevented by exter

nal oppression and persecution. Force

was then the open law of the vvorld, and

its feral character must be developed into

something higher and milder underi

spiritual influences before it could be safe

or possible for any isolated body of men

to live out the law of love. Once separat

ed on their mission of propagation, that

mighty world swallowed them, and now

the very name of Christianity is a stran

ger in the land of its birth. This should

be a warning to us. Whenever a revival

of the early Christianfervor has been prac

tically fell in any secl, they have formed

associative nuclei. A very interesting

movement was that of the Port Royal

ists. Commencing at a time when the

monastic institutions had fallen into gross

sensualism, by the reform of a single

nunnery; a colony of ascetic devotees

was formed, who engaged in labors for

common ends, in self-support and the ex

tension of religions influence. They

founded schools, they wrote, compiled

and circulated hooks, spread themselves

abroad and concentrated at certain foci.

Attracted by the social and religious

beauty of their life, many strangers

sought them; some as boarders, others

erected houses, even palaces on their do

main, and the spirit of their inner move~

ment, like that of the inner temple of the

Shaker future, moulded the expression of

all the outer world. This order perished

by the animosity of the Jesuits, and left

the church of universal unity still in the

womb of time.

Many sects, in whom the religious sen

timent has been the basis of social com

bination, have been formed and have van

ished, like the imperfect cltyle cells from

whose shreds of lymph, acquiring at each

dissolution a more vital plasticity, the

blood globule is finally developed. In

various stages of growth or decay they

are more abundant than ever. They are

characterized by a radical defect which

restricts their attainment to a very narrow

compass, and cuts them off from the

prospect of a universal future. They

have none of them answered, they have

not even stated, the problem of a society

integrally co-ordinated to man's whole

nature, material and spiritual.

 

Here we find simplistic spiritual action, I

the heart going to work without the head. ,

Next, and especially in modern times]

when the oppressive combinations of again the virtue of these societies, the

capital have forced political economists

into new fields of speculation, we have

witnessed the strange phenomenon of

men attempting to construct a great S -

cial Machine—a body without a soul.

We have seen a school of social reformers,

in their astonishment at first discovering

that the world they were living in was

upside down, deny the existence of a

Divine Creative principle of Love and

Order, and, treating all religion as dis

ease, and its. institutions as the lumber of

false Priestcraft, arrogate to themselves,

as if standing unscnt and independent in

the order of humanity's march, the task

of setting this world to rights.

These men, going to work with the

head without the heart; commencing only

with their own little stock of strength,

must fail, however good their purposes or

wise their speculations, because they

have not with them Religion, the pivotal

passion of the soul.

Finally, the affective principle and the

intellectual principle having both sepa

‘rately declared themselves, the time had

arrived when in the regular development

of accords from discords, a religious sci

ence or a scientific religion should unite

these principles; and the individual mind

in which this union received its first crys

talline expression was that of CHARLES

Fountna. This man has fulfilled the con

ditions of the problem: Given the an

alysis and synthesis of the springs of hu

man action, sensuous, affective and intel

lectual, to discover the social order for

which they are calculated, and in which

the highest general welfare shall result

from obtaining for each attraction of the

individual soul, and for each soul of the

social humanity, its highest development

and gratification in convergence with the

sentiment of Deity.

True to its characteristic simplism,

civilization in the reception of this science

has commenced by fragments: and in no

attempt to organize Association has any

form or outward acknowledgment been

given to the religious aspiration. In

the little Associations which have been

attempted this has been felt and deplored ;

but symbols, which had once formed

a beautiful vesture for the church, now

hung like a tattered shroud about the

gilded rottenness of dead sects, and it

was not easy at once for these reformers

to overcome repugnance to the forms of

church organization and religious worship

which had been thus profaned. The life

of these little societies too, though pro

cluded by the limitation of their means

and numbers from true associative ar

rangements, was so far one of deVoted

brotherhood as to be felt as a sort of wor

ship in itself.

Whatever may have been or may be

Inecessity for some higher and more inti

‘mate bond of union and focus of action

among the Associationists of America is

deeply felt. We need the strength of

membership in a Church of Humanity.

We would feel that, when two or three

inf us are gathered together in God’s

iname for the service of our race, his

lspirit goes with us. A thousand.mil

llions of our fellow creatures are living

'in social chaos and industrial conflict,

destroying, oppressing and hating each

other, marring with crime and misery

|God‘s fair creation; and we who have

learned the secret of possible harmony,

are but a little handful, without money

and without power. The world is too

heavy to be borne on our shoulders. We

stand appalled at the task of regeneration

before us. We ourselves are sunk in

the evils we deplore, and we feel that we

can do nothing that shall stand, unless

God work with us.

That we may consecrate ourselves to

the marriage of science and religion in a

true society, it is proposed to establish in

1 the city of Boston a religious union, which

lwo may feel to be a faint foreshadowing

.of the Church of Association, based

lupon the Brotherhood of Humanity and

lthe Law of Love, which shall devote it

self to the promulgation of these princi

ples and of the science of their practical

embodiment, and which shall tend as its

dcfiuitc aim to the association of its mem

bers in the industrial, political, religious

and social unity of a true society.

The Associative movement is essential

ly a religious and a Christian movement

in its very nature, its purpose being

nothing less than to remould all the out

ward institutions and relations of society

in harmony with the spirit of Christ, and

to make society, what it is not now, the

body of Christianity. The movement,

therefore, to be effectual, must recognize

its own religious origin and mission. At

the centre of all its practical organiza

tions, whether for promulgation of the

Associati've doctrine or for actual experi

ment of the Associative life, must the sa

cred firc be lit upon the altar of united,

reverent and devout hearts. There must

he a sacred communion of souls looking up

to God, and renewing their vows daily

and continually before Him. In a word,

there must be the first germ of the Asso

ciative, the lliiitary Church; not a

church in any narrow, or sectarian sense,

but a church in the sense of that profound

conviction which we have that all man

kind are one, and that only in the unity of

each with all, can the true God be known.

As the appropriate and truest name for

such an assemblage of worshippers, a

name than which none could be more ex

pressive of the spirit of Christianity,
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“ Tar: CHURCH or Humamrv ” has been "

suggested.

It is moreover the cherished hope of

all the friends of the cause, whose feel

ings we have heard expressed, that the

services of our inspiring and beloved

brother, \VILLIAM Hr:an Crummtvo, may

be secured, for the initiation and future

conduct of this beautiful and solemn wor

ship, for which we feel that there is so

broad and deep a basis, as well as a de

mand so earnest, in the Associative faith.

\Ve commend this matter to the earn

est consideration of all our friends. In

a short time we shall be prepared with a

more definite statement of the plan, as

well as with some report of progress.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

The times are ripe for a peaceful, social

revolution. The present order of society

satisfies no one. It is made up of ma]

conlents, who more or less boldly express

their disgusts. The most favored, as they

are deemed, are far from being the most

happy. No felicity of outward circum

stances can compensate for the want of

the highest spiritual nutriment. Most

men are in a false position; their daily

pursuits and environment are not in ac

cordance with their deepest aspirations;

they are conscious of a terrible want;

nothing gives them rest; nor can they

obtain serenity, much less interior joy, in

a social organization, which, in every

arrangement, violates some of the most

sacred laws of nature.

Every day brings new proofs of the

misery inevitable in such a condition of

things. It is truly lamentable to witness

the perversion and waste of intellect, the

prostitution of glorious powers, the heart

sickening anxieties, the apathy of spirit,

the destruction of vital energy, which

grow out of an order of society where

chance is the presiding (lcity,—whcre

the laws of divine harmony are not recog

nized, and where more care and skill are

bestowed on the construction of a spin

ning-jenny, or the cultivation of a cab

bage, than on the integral development of

human nature.

We find in a recent “ Deutsche Schnell

post,” an extract from a letter of a dis

tinguished Professor in a German Univer

sity to a friend in America, which we

will here quote in illustration of our rc

marks. "You will perceive from my

Journal for 1845 and 1846, (supposing

that the packet has reached you,) that I,

who to my thirtieth year was so staunch

a German and Prussian, have every month

become more and more dissatisfied with

the present state of affairs, so that I am

now almost ripe for America or a Prussian

fortress. I must regret, it is true, giving

up such a secure income as I now re

ceive, and a situation which always had

 many agreeable circumstances; but it is‘a guaranty for material support by the

out of the question to remain in it; the l freedom of labor and the freedom of the

conflict is too great, though the position Lsoil, a more equal distribution of the pro

is altogether negative, to allow a frce‘ducts of industry, a more practical appli

'exercise of activit . \Ve cannot work, cation of the s irit of Christianit to the
y P 3'

even in opposition, unless we are sure of\ arrangements of society, a more efficient

the fundamental principles on which we,hclpfulness, and a universal unity of in

profess to stand. This is by no means

the case with me : for I regard the whole

organization of State, Church, and

School, as the Babylonish harlot, which these demands.

I should rejoice to annihilate. It has

 
terest in the intercourse of men.

The time has come, not only for the

promulgation, but for the realization of

Society is ready to as

sume a new shape, to be moulded into new

taken some years to bring me' to these forms of dignity and grace by the spirit

convictions; but now that] have gained

them, in Europe I am (since no party has

an idea of education independent of the

State) a barbarian, because no one under

stands me. It is a miserable age, in

which we live. In Germany, public

rights, in America, private rights, are not

respected. Here, we are consumed in

fruitless indignation against the despotic

authority of governments and the slavish

disposition of the people who submit to

it; there, the necessity of bearing the

fate of human nature, prevents what

might almost seem a controversy with the

Deity.”

The writer goes on to say that he pro

poses to make a tour of some months in

America, in order to become a farmer in

the Far West. But this can only palliate

the evil, not remove it. The roots of the

prevalent social wretchedness have struck

deep even into the virgin soil of the

young West. No change of place can

bring health to the spirit that has been

sickened by false and pernicious social

institutions. We breathe the atmosphere,

more or less poisonous, wherever we go.

1n fact, the human soul is now, as it

were, imprisoned within the lifeless and

mouldering body of the Past; it has not

yet attained to the resurrection from the

dead ; and the present sufi‘erings and con

vulsions which exhibit such a gloomy

aspect to the merely superficial observer,

are but the throes of nature previous to

entering upon a new life of unutterable

beauty and joy.

In these remarks we do but utter con

victions that are cherished by thousands

already, and that are winning new and

strong converts every day. The desire is

intensely felt for an order of society

which shall do justice to human nature.

Men are outraged by the predominance

which is given to trade, to politics, to the

acquisition of wealth, to superficial and

unavailing schemes of philanthropy, and

by the neglect and degradation into which

the holiest rights of humanity are sunk

by the institutions of modern society.

They demand with a loud voice,—a

voice which, echoed and re-echoed from

the most opposite quarters, is beginning

to be heard every where, —a more liberal

and rational education for their children,

1

 

of harmony which is the law of God.

This is the faith of many, burned into

their hearts in the fiery letters of deep

experience. They are now called on to

unite, in an efficient compact, for the ful

filment of the great hope of their lives.

The way is plain before them. Success

depends on their union of action. Let

them combine, in the first place, for the

furtherance oftheir views; let them spare

no pains to spread their convictions; let

them establish a living Apostolate for the

promulgation of the sublime doctrines of

social unity ; and then, the next step will

be to institute an experiment for the prac

tical organization of an Association,

which shall possess every element of

success that can be secured by combined

councils, adequate material resources,

and the devotion of experience, wisdom,

energy, and perseverance to its interests.

Friends of Association! Believers in

the advent ofa new Social Order! Now

is the time for your united action. If

you are but two or three in a village, you

can exert an influence which will be felt

on the general movement. Combine un

der some organization for the promotion

of your principles. The approaching

winter must not pass away, without vig

orous systematic efforts for promulgation.

Let the American Union be furnished

with ample means for lectures, publica

tions, and other instruments of propaga

tion. Let the work be now commenced

in earnest, on which such lofty hopes

depend.

SWEDENBORG ASSOCIATION.

We have before had occasion to no

tice prospectively the operations of this

society in London. \Ve are glad to un

derstand from the annexed circular which

has recently been put into our hands,

that our best aoticipations of its services

to Science are to be realized. We also

hear from Mr. Wilkinson that the Latin

Edition of the works mentioned below,

is now in press. We trust that nothing

may delay the accomplishment of the

translation. The essay on the Doctrine

of Forms, especially, we shall look for

with impatience. \Ve hope it may throw

light on a subject which, in what is

already published, Swedenborg only
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touches on in the most tantalizing man

ner.

The Circular, it will be noticed, seems

to regard these writings rather in their

relation to the so-callcd New Church

than in their scientific and philosophic

character. For our own part we confess

that it is chiefly in the latter aspect that

we value and admire them. Not that we

deny them a high use in the formation of

the New Church, but to our minds that

title is too profoundly and broadly signifi

cant to be applied to any“ special ecclesi

astical organization that has yet been

formed.

“‘27 Slilpperlon Collages, ltlinzlon,

_ Srplnnln'r ‘lil, lb'lti.

“ DEAR Sim—The b'wulcnlnn'g _Ilssocia

tion has, within the last week, received

from the Royal Acmltvny of Sciences at

Stockholm, the loan of a most interesting

philosophical and scientific MS. of Swe

denborg.

“ This MS. treats on the Human Brain,

and contains besides an elaborate Essay

on the Doctrine of Forms; a subject but

cursorin mentioned by the Author in his

published Works. The Third Chapter

of the MS. is exclusively devoted to the

consideration of Discusrs, scrlulim, and

forms a succinct body of Philosoph

ical Pathology. In this new field into

which we thus find Swedenborg entering,

his remarks and induction are as penetra

ting and as satisfactory as in those other

walks where he more constantly studied.

In fact, to the New Church generally,

and to the medical men of the Church in

particular, the Chapter on Diseases will

be a been as great as it is unexpected.

“ At the end of this MS. there are va

rious other short treatises, which will

form part of a Course (y Plitlosopltit‘all

'I‘raclsfor (In: Service of the Church.

“ The publication, in Latin and English,

of the whole of those treasures, Will be

prosecuted by the Siccdcnliorg Association,

provided it meets with support in the un

dertaking. But the means of the Associ~

alion are so small, that unless a few very

liberal subscriptions are made for the pro

duction of the original Latin, (which

both foreign countries and posterity have

a. right to demand of us prior to or simul

taneously with the translation,) it will

not be justified in taking this needl'ul

step. In this matter the Council throws

itself upon your generosity, and trusts

that you will also procure contributions

for the purpose from others.

“ The translation of the wholeis under

taken by Mr. Wilkinson, whose version

of the Animal Kingdom is known to the

Church. It will be published in Parts,

varying in price from one shilling to one

and supcnce each, and issued every

month with the magazines; to commence

on the first of January, 1747, and to be

completed, I). \'., within the year.

“ The first Part will contain the follow—

ing tracts.—

“ l. The ll'ay lo a lmowlctlge of the

Soul.

“2. Ffliflt 11ml Good “'orl's.

“ 3. The Ru! Blood.

“Mr. Newbory, the publisher to the

Association, 6, King St., llolborn, will

receive the names of subscribers to the

translation, as well as subscriptions or

donations to the Latin edition.

“ In conclusion it may be observed,

that in aiding the Association to produce

this work, you will inflict another blow

on the senseless outcry and prejudice that

has too long accompanied the name of

Swedenborg, and which has already been

shaken so considerably by the publication

of his philosophical Works.

“ E. RICH,

“ Secretary to the Council.”

To The FRIENDS or ASSOCIATION 1N

VERMONT. We are happy to be able to

state that; by appointment of the Execu

tive Committee of the American Union

of Associationists, Jens ALLEN and JOHN

Onvis commence this week a lecturing

tour through a part of the State of Ver

mont. They propose to make Pittsford

the centre of their operations, where

they will probably lecture this very eve

ning. From thence they will proceed to

visit the friends in \Vatcrbnry, Montpe

lier, Vergennes, and other places to

which they may be called.

The objects of their mission are:—

1. To confirm and unite those who are

already interested in the Associative

movement, by organizing Affiliated Soci

eties, or branches ofthe American Union.

2. To call public attention every where

to the necessity and practicability of a

great social change, whereby a Divine

tOrder, based on unity of interests, may

[isnperscde the present competitive chaos

and disorder; and as far as possible to

unfold the principles of Social Science as

discovered by CHARLES FOUttll-jk.

3. To procure subscriptions to the

Harbinger, as well as to the funds of the

“ Union,” for the support of lecturers,

the publication of tracts, and so forth.,

Their address, until further notice, will

be “Pittsford, Vt.” And it is hoped

that wherever there are two or three

believers gathered together in any town

or village of that region, they will invite

our missionaries among them, and make

arrangements for a public meeting. One

or both of the lecturers will strive to be

in readiness to answer every such call.

To our friends in general, in whatso

ever direction, who may desire a lecturer,

we would say: address (in the absence of

the Corresponding Secretary of the A.

U. A.) either George Ripley, President,

or John S. Dwight, Secretary of the Ex

:ccutive Committee, at Brook Farm; and

if the distance be not too great, and the

means be at our command, they shall not

apply in vain.

 

 

[1? TO Ol'lt SUBSCRIBERS. £11

“7c are happy to announce to the

friends of the Harbinger that it will be

continued. \Ve have reason to expect

that it will he put upon a permanent foun

dation, so as not again to call for aid be

yond their best endeavors in maintaining
l

land extending its subscription list. We

 

can also say that improvements both in

its form and substance are contemplated,

by which it will be rendered more worthy

of the cause to which it is devoted and of

the remarkable favor with which it has

been received. Of these we shall speak

more definitely at the earliest opportunity.

Meanwhile let our friends not delay to

forward their subscriptions, and to send

those of every other person whom they

can procure.
  

' Bacon Fahh SCHOOL.

Tm: course of study in this School comprises

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

articular attention to the modern European

anguages and literature.

Pupils of ditferent ages and of both seer are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursnita, or are instructed in

the higher branclics usually taught in the Uni

versity.

The School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. RIFLEY, assisted by experienced

teachers in the different departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental care and for older pupils who wish to

pursue a tiorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a large semi

nary, it is believed that this School afi'ordo ad

vantages that are rarely to be met with.

TERMS—Four! DOLLARS a week for board,

washing, fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc

tion in Instrumental Music and use of the Piano,

'l‘w 1-:va Dounns a quarter.

Application may be made b mail to

GEO GE RIPLEY.

Brook Form, "'eol Roz-bury, Mm.

October 17, 18%.

GRAHAM AND 'I‘EMPERANCE

HOUSE.

63 BARCLAY S'rnrt'rtr, New Yonx.

NEW Aunasorzm-zm‘. This house is situated

on a pleasant and airy street, extending from

Broadway to the Hudson river. At one end of

the street is the landing place of the Albany

Stoanthoats, at the other the Park Fountain.

The house is but one minute": walk from either,

and only five from the Eastern Steamboat Land

lIl .

gl‘wo separate Tables are provided, one suited

for the accommodation ofthe enters of meat,

and the others carefully prepared for those who

wish to exclude flesh meats trom their diet.

Ladies and Gentlemen from the country tar

rying a few or many days, can be accommodat

ed with quietness, lent , cleanliness, whole

some food, and free om rom the fumes of Al

cohol and Tobacco.

[TFREE BATHS. Cold, Douche, and

Shower Baths Free, and Warm Baths at a

small expense.

Terms One Dollar per day. Permanent board

ers received upon reasonable terms.

A. L. SMITH.

THE HARBINGER
Is published simultaneously at New York l-nd

Boston, by the llnoon FARM Pnausx, every

Saturday morning. Office in New York, BUR

oi;ss, Srttrsoritt &. Co., No. 222 Broadway;
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MISCELLANY.

Translated for the Harbinger.

THE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,’

sequsr. To

C 0 N S U E L 0.

FROM THE FRENCH 0F GEORGE SAND.

XXVI.

It was still necessary to wait twenty

four hours after receiving the letter.—

Matteus declared he would rather cut off

his hand than ask to see the prince after

midnight. At breakfast the next morning

he showed himself a little more Expan

sive even than the day before, and Coti

suelo thought she perceived that the im

prisonment of the chevauer had embitter

ed him against the prince, so far as to

give him quite a strong inclination to be

indiscrcet for the first time in his life.

Still, when she had made him talk for

more than an hour, she remarked that

she was no further advanced than before.

Whether he pretended simplicity in order

to study the thoughts and feelings of

Consuelo, or whether he really knew

nothing ofthe existence of the Invisibles,

and the part his master took in their acts,

the fact was that Consuelo found herself

.bewildered in a strange confusion of con

tradictory notions. In all that referred to

the social position of the prince, Matteus

intrenched himself behind the impossibil

ity of forgetting the rigorous silence

which had been imposed upon him. He

shrugged his shoulders, it is true, when

speaking of that strange injunction. He

confessed that he did not comprehend the

necessity of wearing a mask in order to

communicate with the persons who, at

more or less remote intervals, and for

more or loss long periods, succeed each

other in the pavilion. He could not help

saying that his master had some inexpli

cable cuprices and was employed about

incomprehensible matters; but all curios

ity, as well as all indiscretion, was paral
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yzed in him by the fear of terrible pun

ishments, respecting the nature of which

he did not explain himself. In fine, Con

suelo learned nothing, except that some

singular things took place at the chateau,

that they hardly slept there at night, that

all the domestics had seen spirits, and

that Matteus himself, who declared that

he was brave and devoid of prejudice,

had often met, during winter, in the park,

at times when the prince was absent and

the chateau deserted, figures which made

him shudder, which had entered he knew

not how, and departed in the same man

ner. All this threw no new light upon

Consuelo's situation. She was obliged

to resign licrsvlf and wait until evening

to send this new petition:

“ \Vhatever may be the consequences

to myself, I earnestly and humbly ask to

appear before the tribunal of the Invisi

hles.”

The day seemed to her mortally long;

she endeavored to master her impatience

and anxiety by singing all that site had

composed in prison respecting the sorrows

and ennnis of solitude, and she ended

this rehearsal st nightfall with the sub

lime air of Almirena in the Rinaldo ot

Handel :

Lucia ch‘io pinnga

Ln dura sortc,

E ch’ io sospiri

La Liberta.

Hardly had she finished when a violin

of extraordinary vibration repeated on the

outside the admirable strain she had just

uttered, with an expression as profound

and as sad as her own. Consuelo ran to

the window, but could see no one, and

the music was lost in the distance. It

seemed to her that such an instrument

and such remarkable playing could be

long only to count Albert; but she soon

drove away this thought, as forming part

of the series of painful illusions, danger

ous to her reason, from which she had

already sufi'ered so tnuch. She had never

 
 
every time the sound of a violin was

heard. Nevertheless this emotion trou

bled Consuelo and cast her into such sad

and absorbing reveries that not until

nine o’clock in the evening did she remark

that Matteus had brought her neither din

ner nor supper, and that she was fasting

since the morning. This circumstance

made her fear that Matteus, like the

chevalier, had fallen a victim to the inter

est he had shown for her. Doubtless the

walls had eyes and ears. Perhaps Mat

teus had said too much ; he had murmured

a little about the disappearance of Liv

erani; this was probably enough to cause

him to share his fate.

This new anxiety prevented Consuelo

from feeling the discomfort of hunger.

Still the evening advanced. Matteus did

not appear; she ventured to ring. No

one came. She experienced great week

ness, and especially great consternation.

Leaning upon the sill of her window, her

head resting on her hands, she was recall

ing in her brain, already somewhat trou~

bled by the sufferings of inanition, the

strange events of her life, and asked her

self if this was the remembrance of a re

ality or of a long dream, when a hand

cold as marble was placed upon her head

and a deep bass voice uttered these words :

“ Your request is granted—follow me.”

Consuelo, who had not yet thought of

lighting her apartment, but who had hith

erto clearly distinguished objects in the

twilight, tried to look at the person who

spoke to her. She suddenly found her

self in darkness as thick as if the atmos

phere had become compact and the starry

sky a vault of lead. She raised her hand

to her forehead deprived of air, and re

cognized a hood at once light and impen

etrable, like that which Cagliostro had

once thrown over her head without her

feeling it. Drawn by an invisible hand

she descended the staircase of the pa

vilion, but she soon perceived that it had

more steps than she remembered, and

 

heard Albert play a single passage oftit entered subterranean passages in which

modern music, and none but a diseased lshe walked more than half an hour.

mind could persist in evoking his spectre
l

I

Fa

tigue, hunger, emotion and an overpower
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ing heat slackened her steps more and

more, and, ready to swoon every instant,

she was tempted to ask for a respite.

But a certain pride which made her fear

the appearance of falling back from her

resolutioq, impelled, her to struggle cour

ageously. At last she reached the end

of her journey and was placed upon a

seat. She heard at this moment an omin

ous sound, like that of a tam-tam, slowly

strike the midnight hour, and at the

twelfth stroke the hood was lifted from

her brow bathed in moisture. _

She was at first dazzled by the bright

ness of lights which, arranged upon the

same spot in front of her, formed a large

flaming cross upon the wall. \Vhen her

eyes could bear this transition, she saw

that she was in a vast hall of gothic style,

the vaulted ceiling of which, divided into

elliptic arches, resembled that of a deep

dungeon or of a. subterranean chapel.

At the extremity of this chamber, the

aspect and illumination of which were

really ominous, she distinguished seven

persons enveloped-in red cloaks, their

faces covered with masks of a. livid white

which made them resemble corpses.

They were seated behind a long table of

black marble. In front of the table and

on a lower platform an eighth spectre,

dressed in black with a white mask, was

also seated. On each side of the lateral

walls about twenty men, in black masks

and cloaks, were arranged in profound

silence. Consuelo turned and saw behind

her other black phantoms. At each door

there were two standing, each with a

long shining sword in his hand.

Under other circumstances Consuelo

would perhaps have said to herself that

all this gloomy ceremonial was but a play,

one of these trials of which she had

heard at Berlin respecting the free-mason

lodges. But besides that the free-masons

did not constitute themselves a tribunal,

or claim the right of causing uninitiated

persons to appear in their secret assem

blies, she was disposed, from all that had

preceded this scene, to find it serious,

even terrifying. She perceived that she

trembled visibly, and without the five

minutes of profound silence in which the

assembly remained, she would not have

had strength to recover herself and to

prepare to answer. ‘

At last, the eighth judge rose and

made a sign to the two introduccrs, who‘

stood, sword in hand, on the right and

left of Consuelo, to lead her to the foot of

the tribunal, where she remained stand

ing in a somewhat forced attitude of

calmness and courage.

“ Who are you _and what is your i'c

qucst'l” said the man in black without

rising.

Consuelo was for some moments speech

less; finally she took courage, and re

plied: “I am Consuelo, a cantatrice by

profession, called the Zingarella, and the

Porporina.” .

“ Have you no other name?" resumed

the interrogator.

Consuelo hesitated, then she said: “ 1

could claim another, but I have pledged

myself on my honor never to do so."

“Do you hope, then, to conceal any

thing from this tribunal? Do you think

that you are before common judges, chos

en to decide on common matters in the

name of a stupid and blind law? \Vhy

do you come here if you expect to im

pose upon us by vain evasions'! Name

yourself, make yourself known for what

you are, or retire.”

“ You who know what I am, doubtless

also know that my silence is a duty, and

you will encourage me to persist in it.”

One of the red cloaks leaned forward,

made a sign to one of the black cloaks,

and in an instant all the latter left the

hall, excepting the examiner, who re

mained in his place and resumed in these

words:

“Countess de Rudolstadt, now that

the examination becomes secret, and you

are alone in the presence of your judges,

will you deny that you are legitimately

married to the count Albert Podiebrad,

called (is Rudolstadt by the pretensions of

his family?"

“Before replying to that question,"

said Consuelo with firmness, “I request

to know what authority controls me here,

and what law obliges me to recognize

it? ”

“ What law, then, do you pretend to

invoke! Is it a divine or a human law?

The social law still places you under the

absolute control of Frederick 11., king

of Prussia, elector of Brandebourg, from

whose territory we have carried you off

in order to rescue you from an indefinite

captivity, and from misfortunes still more

horrible, as you know !"

“I know,” said Consuelo, bending her

knee, “that an eternal gratitude binds

me to you. I therefore pretend to invoke

only the divine law, and I beseech you to

define to me that of gratitude. Does it

command me to bless you and to devote

myself to you from the bottom of my

heart! I'accept it; but if it prescribes

to me to disobey, for the sake of pleasing

you, the dictates of my conscience, ought

I not to refuse? Be yourselves the“

judges.”

“ May you have strength to think and

act in the world as you speak! But the

circumstances which place you here be

  

fore ns are removed from all common.

reasoning. We are above all human law, j

last you may have seen from our power.!

(“70 are above all human considerations;

prejudices of fortune, of rank and of

jbirth, scruples and nicotics of position,

 

l

I

fear of opinion, even respect for engage

ments contracted with the ideas and per

sons of the world, nothing of all this has

any meaning for us, or value in our eyes.

when, assembled far from the eyes 0!

men and armed with the sword of the

justice of God, we weigh in the hollow

of our hand the trifles of your frivolous

and timid existence. Eitplain yourself,

therefore, without evasion, before us,

who are the support, the family and the

living law of every free being. \Ve can

not listeri to you unless we know in what

quality you appear here. Is it the Zin

garella Consuelo, or is it the countess

de Rudolstadt that invokes us?”

“The countess dc Rudolstadt, having

renounced all her rights in society, has

none to claim here. The Zingarella

Consuelo —”

“ Stop, and weigh the words you

have just uttered. If your husband were

alive, would you have the right to with

draw your faith, to abjurc his name, to

reject his fortune: in a word, to become

again the Zingarella Consuelo, in order

to gratify the childish and senseless pride

of his family and caste? ”

“ No, certainly.”

“ And do you think that death has for

ever broken your ties? Do you owe nei

ther respect, nor love, nor fidelity to the

memoryof Albert?”

Consuelo blushed and was troubled,

then again became pale. The idea that

they were about, like Cagliostro and the

count de Saint Germain, to speak to her

of the possible resurrection of Albert,

and even to show her an apparition, filled

her with such terror that she could not

answer.

“ Wife of Albert Podicbrad,” resumed

the examiner, “your silence condemns

you. Albert is entirely dead to you, and

your marriage is in your eyes only an in—

cident of your adventurous life, without

any consequence, without any obligation

for the future. Zingara, you may retire.

We were interested in your fate only on

account of your connection with the most

excellent of men. You are not worthy

of our love, for you were not worthy of

his. We do not regret having restored

you to liberty; for every reparation of

the evils inflicted by despotism is a duty

and delight to us. But our protection

will go no further. To-morrow, you will

leave the asylum we had granted you in

the hope that you would issue from it

purified and sanctified. You will return

to the world, to the chimera of glory, to

the intoxication of vain passions. May

God have pity upon you; we abandon

you without recourse.”

Consuelo remained for some moments

overpowered by this sentence. A few

days earlier she would not have received

it without appeal; but the words, rain
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passions, which had been uttered, brought

before her eyes at this instant the sense

less love she had conceived for the un

known, and which she had cherished in

her heart, almost without examination

and without a struggle. She was humili

ated in her own eyes, and the decision of

the “ lnvisibles " appeared to her just in

certain respects. The austerity of their

language inspired her with respect ming

led with terror, and she no longer thought

of rebelling against the right they claimed

of judging and condemning her as a per
son subjeet toitheir authority. lt is‘very

rare, whatever may be our natural pride

or the blamelessness of our life, that we

do not feel the ascendeucy of a serious

word which unexpectedly accuses us;

and that, instead of discussing with it, we

do not examine ourselves to see, before

all, if we do not deserve the blame.

Consuelo did not feel herself above all re

proach, and the solemnity displayed

around her rendered her position singular

ly painful. Still, she recalled to her

mind that she had not asked to appear be

fore this tribunal without being prepared

and resigned to its rigor. She had come

resolved to submit to admonitions, to any

punishment even, if necessary, provided

the chevalier were exculpated or par

doned. ~Laying aside, therefore, all self

love, she accepted the reproaches without

bitterness, and for some moments medi

tated a reply.

-“ It is possible that I deserve this se

vere malediction,” said she at last; “I

am far from being satisfied with myself;

but on coming here I had formed an idea

of the Invisibles which I wish to tell you.

The little I had learned of you from public

rumor, and the benefit of the liberty

which I receive from you, had led me to

think that you were men as perfect in

virtue as you were powerful in society.

If you are such as I am glad to believe,

whence comes it that you repulse me so

suddenly, without having indicated to me

the path I must follow in order to escape

from error and to become worthy of your

protection? I know that for the sake of

Albert de Rudolstadt, the most excellent

of men, as you have rightly named him,

his widow deserved some interest; but

were] not the wife of Albert, or even

Were I always unworthy of being so, the

Zingara. Consuelo, the girl without name,

without family and without country, has

not she, also, some rights to your pater

nal care? Suppose that I am a great

sinner, are you not like the kingdom of

heaven, in which the conversion of one.

cursed causes more joy than the persever

ance of a hundred elect'.l In fine, if the

 

law which assembles and inspires you be

a divine law, you are wanting to it in re-‘

pelling me. You have undertaken, you)

say, topurify and sanctify me. Try tol

 

raise my soul to the height of your own.

I am ignorant and not rebellious. Prove

to me that you are holy by showing your

selves patient and merciful, and I will ac

cept you as my masters and models."

There was a moment of silence. The

examiner turned towards the judges and

they seemed to consult together. At

last, one of them spoke and said:

“ Consuelo, you presented yourself

here with pride; why are you not wil

ling to retire in the same manner! We

had the right to blame you, because you

came here to question us. I'Ve have no

right to bind your conscience and take

possession of your life, unless you volun

tarily and freely abandon to us both the

one and the other. Can we ask of you

this sacrifice? You do not know us.

This tribunal, the holiness of which you

invoke, is perhaps the most perverse, or

at least the most audacious that has ever

acted in darkness against the principles

which govern the world: what do you

know of it? And if we had to reveal to

you the profound science of an entirely

new virtue, would you have the courage

to devote yourself to so long and so ard

uous a study before knowing the object?

Can we ourselves feel confidence in the

persevering faith of a neophyte so badly

prepared as you are? We should per

haps have important secrets to confide to

you, and we could find a guarantee only

in your generous instincts; we know

enough of them to believe in your discre

tion; but we have no need of discreet

confidante; we do not want for such.

We require, to fulfil the law of God, fer

vent disciples, frce from all prejudices,

from all selfishness, from all frivolous

passions, from all worldly habits. Des

ccnd into yourself—can you make all

these sacrifices for us? Can you model

your actions and guide your life by the

instincts which you feel and by the

lprinciples which we would give you to

develop them! Woman, artist, child!

would you dare reply that you can asso

ciate yourself with serious men to labor

at the work of the ages'! "

“ All that you say is very serious, in

truth,” replied Consuelo, “and I hardly

understand it. Will you give me time to

reflect upon it? Do not drive me from

your bosom without having interrogated

my heart. Iknow not if it be worthy of

the light which you can shed upon it.

But what sincere soul is unworthy of the

truth! How can I be useful to you'.I I

am terrified at my impotence. “’oman

and artist, that is to say, child! But to

protect me as you have done, you must

have foreseen something in me. And I

—- something tells me that I ought not to

leave you without having attempted to

prove my gratitude. Do not banish me;

try to instruct me.”

 

“ \Ve grant you eight days more for

reflection," said the judge in a red robe,

who had already spoken; “ but you must

first pledge your honor not to make the

least attempt to know where you are, or

who are the persons whom you see here. _

You must also pledge yourself not to

leave the enclosure reserved for your

walks, even should you see the doors

open and the spectres of your dearest

friends beckoning to you. You must not

address any questions to the people who

wait upon you, nor to any one who may

clandestinely obtain admittance to you."

“That shall never happen," replied

Consuelo, earnestly; “I pledge myself,

if you wish, never to receive any one

without your consent; and, in return, I

humbly ask of you the favor—”

“ You have no favor to ask of us, no

conditions to propose. All the require—

ments of your soul and body have been

provided for during the time you have to

pass here. If you regret any relative,

any friend, any domestic, you are free to

depart. Solitude, ora society regulated

as we determine, .will be your lot with

us.”

“ I ask nothing for myself; but I have

been told that one of your friends, one of

your disciples, or servants, (for I am ig

norant of the rank he may hold among

you,) was subjected to a severe punish

ment on my account. I am ready to ac

cuse myself of the faults imputed to him,

and it was for this purpose that I re

quested to appear before you.” '

“ Is it a sincere and detailed confession

which you offer to make to us? ”

“ If necessary for his acquittal; though

it would be a strange moral torture for a

woman to confess herself aloud before

eight men — ”

“ Spare yourself that humiliation.

\Ve should have no guarantee of your

sincerity, and, besides, we have not as

yet any right over you. \that you said,

what you did an hour since, enters for us

into your past. llut reflect that from

this instant it is our prerogative to fathom

the most secret depths of your soul. It

is for you to keep that soul pure enough

to be always ready to unveil it before us

without suffering and without shame.”

“ Your generosity is delicate and paters

nal. But this refers not to me alone.

Another expiatcs my faults. Ought I

not to justify him i "‘

“That is not your province. If there

be any one to blame among' us, he will

exculpate himself, not by vain excuses

and rash allegations, but by acts of cour

age, of devotedness and of virtue. If

his soul has faltercd, we will raise it up,

aJNl help him to conquer himself. You

speak of severe punishment; we inflict

only moral_punisbments. That man,

whoever he may be, is our equal, our

I
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friend, our brother; there are among us

neither masters, nor servants, nor suh~

jects, nor princes: false reports have

doubtless misled you. Go in peace and

sin not.”

At this last word the examiner rang a

bell; the two men in black, masked and

armed, entered, and replacing the hood

upon Consuelo‘s head, they reconducted

her to the pavilion by the same subter

ranean windings through which she had

passed on leaving it.

XXVII.

Consuelo, having no further reason, af

ter the benevolent and paternal language

of the Invisibles, to be seriously anxious

respecting the Chevalier, and thinking

that Matteus did not see very clearly in

the matter, experienced a great relief of

mind on leaving that mysterious conven

ticlc. All that had been said to her float

ed in her imagination like rays behind a

cloud; and anxiety and the effort of her

will no longer sustaining her, she soon

felt an insurmountable fatigue in walking.

IIunger made itself felt quite cruelly, the

gummed hood stifled her. She stopped

several times, was obliged to accept the

arms of her guides in order to continue

her advance, and on reaching her cham

ber she fainted away. A few moments

afterwards she felt restored by a smelling

bottle which was presented to her, and

by the fresh air which circulated in the

apartment. Then she remarked that the

men who had brought her back hurriedly

departed, while Matteus hastened to serve

up a very excellent supper, and the little

masked doctor, who had thrown her into

a lethargy in order to bringr her to that

residence, was feeling her pulse and be

stowing his attention upon her. She

easily recognized him by his wig, and his

voice, which she had heard somewhere,

but was not able to say under what cir

cumstances.

“ Dear doctor,” said she, smiling, “ I

believe the best prescription will be to

let me sup very quickly. I have no other

trouble than hunger; butI beseech you

to spare me this time the coffee which

you prepare so well. I believe I should

no longer have strength to bear it.”

“The coffee prepared by me,” replied

the doctor, “ is a very valuable calumtivc.

But be tranquil, madam countess: my

prescription has nothing similar. \Vill

you now trust to me and let me sup with

you? The will of his highness is that I

shall notlcave you until you are complete

ly restored, and I think that, in half an

hour, the repnst will have completely

driven away this weakness."

“ lfsuch be his highness‘ good pleas

ure, and your own, sir doctor, it will also

be mine to have the honor of your com

pany at supper,” said Consuelo, while

 
 

Matteus rolled her arm-chair to the ta.

ble.

“ It will not be useless to you," re

a superb pheasant pie, and carve the

birds with the dexterity of a consummate

practitioner. “ Without me, you would

allow yourself to be carried away by the

uucnnquerahle Voracity experienced after

a long fast. and you might make yourself

ill. I, who do not. fear such an incon

venience, will be careful to count your

morsels to you, by putting double upon

my own plate.”

The voice of this gastronomic doctor

attracted Consuelo's attention in spite of

herself. But her surprise was great

when, abruptly taking off his mask, he

placed it on the table, saying: “The

devil take this nonsense, which prevents

my breathing, and tasting whatI eat!”

Consuelo shuddercd on recognizing in this

bon-vivant physician him whom she had

seen at her husband’s death-bed, doctor

Supperville, first physician to the mar

gravine of Barcith. She had afterwards

seen him at a distance at Berlin, with

out having the couragc to look at or

speak to him. At this moment, the con

trast of his gluttonous appetite with the

emotion and dejection she experienced,

recalled to her the dryness of his ideas

and conversation in the midst of the an

guish and sorrow of the Rudolstadt fam

ily, and she had a. difficulty in concealing

from him the disagreeable impression he

occasioned her. But Supperville, ab

sorbed by the flavor of the pheasant, ap—

peared to pay no attention to her trouble.

Matteus completed the ridiculousness

of the situation in which the doctor had

placed himself, by an artless exclamation.

That circumspect servant had waited

upon him five minutes without perceiving

that his face was uncovered, and it was

only when he took the mask for the cov

ering of the pfité, and was about to place

it methodically over the open breach, that

he cried out with terror: “Mercy! sir

doctor, you have let your face fall upon

the table ! "

“ The devil take that face of cloth, say

I. I can never accustom myself to eat

with it. Put it in a corner; you will

give it back to me when I go out.”

“As you please, sir doctor,” said Mat

teus, with an air of consternation. “I

wash my hands of the matter. But your

lordship is not ignorant that I am obliged

every evening to give an exact account of

lall that is done and said here. Though

I might say that yourface was nnfastened

l.by mistake, I cannot deny that madam

has seen what was under it.”

“Very well, my honest man. You

!will make your report,” said the doctor,

I without being discencertcd.

l
1 “ And you will remark, Mr. Matteus,”

 

turned the doctor, beginning to demolish,

observed Consuelo, “that I in no way in

cited the doctor to this disobedience, and

that it is not my fault ifI recognized

him."

l “ Be perfectly tranquil, madam, re

turned Supperville, with his mouth full.

“ The prince is not so much of a devil as

he is black, and I do not fear him. I

shall tell him that since be authorized me

to sup with you, be authorized me by that

Very act to free myself from every obsta

cle to mastication and dcglutiticn. Be

sides, I had the honor to be too well

known by you for the sound of my voice

not to have betrayed me already. It is

therefore a vain formality which I laid

aside, and the prince will himself make

light of it first of all.”

“ No matter, sir doctor,” said Matteus,

much shocked, “I would rather you

should play that joke titan I.”

The doctor shrugged his shoulders,

laughed at the timid Matteus, ate enor

mously and drank in proportion, after

which, Matteus having retired to change

the service, he drew his chair somewhat

nearer to Consuelo, lowered his voice,

and spoke thus :

“Dear signora, I am not so much of

a gourmand as I appear, (Supperville

having eaten quite enough, could say this

at his case); my object in coming to sup

with you was to give you information rt>

specting important matters which par

ticularly interest you.”

“ From whom, and in whose name do

you wish to reveal those things to me,

sir! ” said Consuelo, who remembered

the promise she had just made the In

visibles.

“ In my own full right, and by my

own free will," replied Supperville.

“ Do not be anxious therefore. Iam no

spy, and I speak with open heart, not

caring much if my words are repeated.”

Consuelo thought for a moment that

her duty was absolutely to close the doc

tor’s mouth, in order not to render her

self an accomplice of his treachery; but

she also thought that a man so devoted

to the Invisiblcs as to undertake to half

poison people, in order to bring them

while unconscious to that chateau, could

not act as he did without being secretly

authorized. “This is a snare that is

laid for me,” thought she. “This is

the commencement of a series of trials.

Let me be attentive and observe the at

tack.”

“ t is necessary, madam," continued

the doctor, “ that I should tell you where

and in whose house you are.”

“Here we are," said Consuelo, to

herself; she hastened to reply: “Many

thanks, sir doctor; I have not asked you,

=and I wish not to know."

“Ta, ta ta!" resumed Supperville,

l“ we have fallen into the romantic train

7’
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to which the prince delights to lead all

his friends. But. don’t believe seriously

in these idle stories; the least that could

happen to you would be to become crazy,

and to swell his retinue of deranged and

visionary persons. I have no intention,

on my part, to fail in the promise I have

given him not to tell you his name or

that of the place in which you are. It is

that moreover which should affect you

least; for it would only be a satisfaction

to your curiosity, and it is not that di

sease which I wish to treat in you; it is

an excess of confidence, on the contrary.

You may therefore learn, without dis

obeying him and without the risk of dis

pleasing him, (I am interested not to be

tray you,) that you are here in the house

of the best and the most absurd of old

men. A man of wit, a philosopher, a

soul courageous and tender even to he

roism, even to madness. A dreamer

who treats the ideal as areality and life

as a romance. A savan who, in conse

quence of reading the writings of sages

and searching for the quintessence of

ideas, has come, like Don Quixote, after

reading all his books of chivalry, to take

inns for chateaus, galley slaves for inno

cent victims, and wind-mills for monsters.

In fine, a saint, if you consider only the

beauty of his intentions; a fool if you

weigh their result. He has imagined,

among other things, a network of perma

nent and universal conspiracy, to hamper

and paralyze the action of the wicked in

the world : 1st, to oppose and thwart the

tyranny of government; 2d, to reform

the immorality or the barbarity of the

laws which govern society; 3d, to pour

into the hearts of all men of courage and

devotedness the enthusiasm of his propa

ganda and the Zeal of his doctrines.

Nothing more than that! eh! And he

thinks he shall succeed! Still, if he

were seconded by some sincere and rea

sonable men, the little good he succeeds

in doing might hear its fruits! But, nn

fortunately, he is surrounded by a clique

of intriguers and audaciou impostors,

who pretend to share his faith and aid

his projects, and who make use of his

credit to get possession of good places in

all the courts of Europe, not without dex

terously conveying to their own pockets

the greater part of the money destined

for good works. That is the man, and

such are his confidante. It is for you to

judge in what hands you are, and it" this

generous protection, which has so happi

ly rescued you from the claws of little

Fritz, does not risk letting you fall still

worse in attempting to raise you to the

clouds. Now you are warned. Distrust

fine promises, beautiful discourses, scenes

of tragedy, slight-of-hand tricks by Cag

liostro, Saint Germain and company."

“ Are these two last pcrsonages here

 

now? ” asked Consuelo, rather troubled,

and wavering between the danger of be

ing deceived by the doctor and the prob

ability of his assertions. _

“ I don‘t know," replied he. “ Every

thing passes mysteriously. There are

two chateaus: one visible and palpable,

to which you see come people ofthe world

who imagine nothing, in which fétes are

given, in which is displayed all the cere

mony of a princely, frivolous and inoffen—

sive existence. That chateau covers and

conceals the other, which is a little sub

terranean world quite skilfully masked.

In the invisible chateau are elucnhratcd

all the brown studies of his highncss.

Innovators, reformers, inventors, sorce

rers, prophets, alchemists, all architects

of a new society always ready, according

to them, to swallow the old one to-morrow

or the day after; such are the mysterious

guests who are received, lodged, and

consulted without the knowledge of any

one on the surface of the soil, or at least

without any profane person being able to

explain the noises in the cellars, other

wise than by the prcscnce of wandering

ghosts and meddling spirits in the lower

stories of the building. Now conclude:

the said characters may be a hundred

leagues off, for they are great travellers

by nature, or a hundred paces from us in

good chambers with secret doors and

double walls. They say that this old

chateau formerly served as a rendezvous

for the franc-judges, and that afterwards,

in consequence of certain hereditary tra

ditions, the ancestors of our prince have

always amused themselves by contriving

terrible conspiracies, which have never,

so far as I know, produced anything.

That is an old custom of the country,

and the most illustrious brains are not

those least addicted to it. I am not initi

ated into the wonders of the invisible

chateau. I pass some days here from

time to time, when my sovereign, the

princess Sophia of Prussia, margravine

of Bareith, gives me permission to go

and take the air out of her dominions.

Now as I am prodigioust ennuyed at the

delightful court of Bareith, at the bottom

have an attachment for the prince of

whom we are speaking, and am not dis

inclined to play a little trick sometimes to

the great Frederick whom I detest, I

render to the said prince some disinte

rested scrviccs by which I amuse myself

very much. As I receive orders only

from him, those services are always very

innocent. That of assisting to rescue

you from Spanan and to bring you here

like a poor sleeping dove, had nothing

repugnant to me. I knew that you would

be well treated, and I thought you would

have an opportunity to amuse yourself.

But if, on the contrary, you are tormented

here; if the charlatan counsellors of his

 

highncss pretend to take possession of

you and to make you serve their intrigues

in the world -— ”

“I fear nothing of the kind,” replied

Consuelo, more and more struck by the

doctor's explanations, “I shall know how

to preserve myselffrom their suggestions,

if they wound my sense of rcctitude and

are revolting to my conscience.”

“ Are you very sure of that, madame

countess! ” returned Supper-ville. “Be

ware! do not trust to it and do not boast.

Very reasonable and very honest people

have gone from here stamped and quite

ready to do evil. All means are good to

the intriguers who speculate upon the

prince, and that dear prince is so easily

dazzled, that he has himself assisted in

the purdition of some souls while think

ing to save them. Know that these in

triguers are very skilfnl, that they have

secrets to terrify, to convince, to move, to

intoxicate the senses and strike the imag

ination. First a persistance in tricks and

a crowd of little. incomprehensible ine

thods; and then receipts, systems, en

chantments at their service. They will

send spectres to you, they will make you

fast to take away your clearness of mind,

they will surround you with pleasant or

frightful phantasmagoria. In fine, they

will make you superstitious, crazy per

haps, as I had the honor of telling you,

and then — "

“ And then! What can they expect

from me? What am I in the world that

they can desire to draw me into their

nets? ”

“ Oh ho! The countess of Rudulstadt

does not imagine? “

“ Not in the least, sir doctor.”

“ Still you must remember that Mon

sieur Cagliostro made you see the late

count Albert, living and acting? "

“ How do you know that, if you are

not initiated into the secrets of the sub

terranean world of which you speak'.l "

“ You told it to the princess Amelia of

Prussia, who is rather a babbler, as are

all curious persons. Do you not know

moreover, that she is very intimate with

the spectre of the count de Rudolstadt'! "

“ A certain Trismegistus, as I am

told ! ”

“ Exactly. I have seen that Trisme

gistus, and it is a fact that he resembles

the count in a surprising manner at first

sight. He can be made to resemble him

still more by being dressed and wearing

his hair as the count was accustomed to

do, by making his face pallid and study

ing the gait and manners of the deceased.

Do you understand now“.I ”

“ Less than ever. “'hat interest could

they have in making this man pass for

count Albert? ”

“ How simple and loyal you are !

Count Albert is dead, leaving a great
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fortune which will fall to Women, from'a good animal who imagines nothing. I

the ‘hands of the canoness Wenceslawa

into those of the little baroness Amelia,

count Albert‘s cousin, unless you claim

your rights to a dowry or to a life estate.

They will at first endeavor to decide you

to this — ”

“ It is true,” cried Consuelo, “ you

enlighten me as to the meaning of certain

words.”

“That is nothing; this life estate,

very liable to be contested, at least in

part, would not satisfy the appetite of the

Chevaliers d'imlustric who wish to get

possession of it. You have no child;

you are without a husband. Well!

count Albert is not dead; he was in a

lethargy, he was buried alive; the devil

got him out; M. de Cagliostro gave him

a. potion ; M. de Saint Germain set him

walking. In brief, at the end of one or

two years he reappears, relates his adven

tures, throws himself at your feet, con

summates his marriage with you, starts

for Giants” Castle, gets himself recog

nized by the old canoness and some old

servants who do not see very clearly,

calls an inquest if there is any opposition,

and pays the witnesses. He even makes

a journey to Vienna with his faithful

wife, to claim his rights from the em

press. A little scandal does no harm in

such matters. All the great ladies are

interested in a handsome man, the victim

of a fatal adventure and of the ignorance

of a stupid ‘physician. Prince Kaunitz,

who does not hate cantatrices, protects

you; your cause triumphs; you return

victorious to Riesenburg, put your cousin

Amelia out of doors; you are rich and

powerful; you associate yourself with

the prince of here and his charlatans, to

reform society and to change the face of

the world. All that is very agreeable

and costs no trouble but a. little deceit, by

taking, in the place of an illustrious hus—

band, a handsome adventurer, a man of

wit and a great fortune-teller to boot.

Do you understand now? Make your

reflections. It was my duty, as a physi

cian, as a friend of the Rndolstadt family

and as a man of honor, to tell you all

this. They had depended on me to testi

fy, in case of need, to the identity of

Trismegistus with count Albert. But I

who saw him die, not with the eyes of

imagination, but with those of science, I,

who have very well remarked certain

differences between the two men, and

who know that the adventurer has been

known at Berlin for a long time, shall not

lend myself to such an imposture. Many

thanks! I know that you will not lend

yourself to it either; but they will put

every thing in play to persuade you that

count Albert has grown two inches taller

and gained freshness and health in his

collin. I hear Matteus returning; he is

 

retire, l have said all. Ileave the cha

teau in an hour, having nothing more to

do here.”

After having thus spoken with a re

markable volubility, the doctor resumed

his mask, profoundly saluted Consuelo

and retired, leaving her to finish her

supper all alone if she pleased: she was

by no means inclined to do so. Over

powered and east down by all she had

heard, she retired to her chamber, and

only found a little repose after having

suffered long from the saddest perplexi

ties and the most vague anguish of doubt

and anxiety.

To be continued.

 

THE COMING 0F WINTER.

Autumn’s sighing,

Meaning, dying;

Clouds are flying

On like steeds;

“'hile their shadows

O’or the meadows

“'alk like widows

Dccked in weeds.

Red leaves trailing

Fall unfailing,

Dropping, sailing

From the wood,

That, unpliant,

Stands defiant,

Like a giant

Drapping blood.

“'inds are swelling

Round our dwelling,

All day telling

Us their wo;

And at. vesper

Frosts grow crisper,

As they whisper

Of the snow.

From the unseen land,

Frozen inland,

Down from Greenland,

\Vintcr glides,

Shedding lightness

Like the brightness

When moon-whiteness

Fills the tides.

Now bright pleasure’l

Sparkling measures

\Vith rare treasures

Overflow !

With this gladness

Comes what sadness!

Oh, what madness!

Oh, what, we!

Even merit

May inherit

Some bare garrct,

Or the ground;

Or, a worse ill,

Beg a morsel

At some door-sill,

Like a bound!

Storms arc trailing,

\Vinds are wailing,

Howling, railing,

At each door.

’Midst this trailing,

Howling. railing,

List the wailing

Of the poor.

Cincinnati Sunday News.
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SECTION lII.—NOTICE VI.

0N EDUCATION

CHAPTER XXlll.

Of the Associative Syslmt of Teaching.

Thus far we have only viewed the As

sociative education in detail, choir by

choir, and function by function. \Ve

must now regard collectively all the tribes

below the age of puberty, and consider

the springs of their emulation; draw a

parallel between them and the civilized

education, in which we shall remark tive

faults:

l. Inverse order of proceeding.

2. Simplism of action.

3. Error in principle.

4. Error in form.

5. Absence of material attraction.

1. Inverse order of procerdinv: it places

theory before practice. All t e civilized

systems fall into this error. Not. know

ing how to incite the child to labor, they

are obliged to leave him in idleness and

vacancy until the age of six or seven

years, a period which he should have em

ployed in becoming a skilful practitioner:

then at seven years, they wish to initiate

him into theory, into studies, into abstract

sciences for which nothing has awakened

any desire in him. This desire cannot

fail to spring up in the child in Harmony,

who, at the age of seven, already ractices some thirty different trades, andJ ex

periences the need of perfecting himself

in them by the study of the exact sciences.

Thus we see the civilized education re

versing the true order of march, placing

theory before practice,-—a true world

upside down, like the whole system of

which it. forms a part.

2. Simplism of action. The child is

limited to one single occupation, which is

to study,—to grow pale, morning and

night, for ten and eleven months in the

year, over rudiments and grammar. Can

he help acquiring an aversion for study!

It is enough to repel even those who have

a studious inclination. In the pleasant

season of the year, the child needs to go

and labor in the gardens, in the woods, in

the meadows; he ought not to study ex

cept on the rainy days and in the season

when cultivation is suspended, and even

then he ought to vary his studies. There

is no unity of action where there is sim

plicity of function.

A society which commits the mistake

of imprisoning the father in a counting

room, may well add the folly of shutting

up the child all the year in aboarding

schonl, where he is as weary of his studies

as of his masters. If our system-makers

understood the passions, I should ask

them how this subjection of the children

to seclusion, to 501in of employment, can

consist with the two passions called the

Alternating and the Composite! (Chapter

V.) Our political and moral authors talk

incessantly of nature, and yet will not

consult her for an instant: let them ob

serve the conduct of half a dozen children

brought up in idleness, and dressed in

blouses: see them go and roll upon the

straw; see their delight in bargainings,
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in gatherings of nuts and fruits, in hunt

ing birds, and so forth, and then invite

them to the study of the rudiments, and

they will be able to judge whether it is

the nature of the child to be shut up all

day long in the pleasant season, amid an

environment of books and pcdants.

They may reply: must they not study

while they are young, to render them

selves worthy of the fine name of gentle

men, worthy of commerce and of the

charter? Ah! when they shall study by

attraction and from the prompting of cab

alistic rivalries, they will learn more in a

hundred lessons in the winter time, limit

ed to sessions of two hours each, than in

the three hundred and thirty days which

they are doomed to spend in the seclusion

of the boarding-school.

3. Error in principle: in the use of

constraint. The civilized child cannot be

formed to study without the aid of priva

tions, extra tasks, whips and leather

medals. It is only half a century since

science,confonnded by this odious system,

has sought to gloss it over by contrivances

less bitter; it studies how to disguise the

ennui of the children at schools, to create

a show of emulation among the pupils.

and of afi'cction for the masters; that is

to say, it has perceived what ought to be,

but it has found no means of establishing

Affection between masters and pupils

can only spring up where instruction is

solicited as afavor: this can never take

place in civilization, where all instruction

is rendered false by reversing the true

order, placing theory before practice, and

by simple action or perpetual study.

\Ve find some children, at the most

one-eighth of the whole number, who

arccpt instruction in a docile manner, but

who have not stilirit 4 it. Hence the pro

fessors conclude that seven-eighth are

vicious. This is taking the exceptions

for the rule—the habitual illusion of the

chanters of perfectibility. In all classes

there is an exception of one-eighth, who

differ from the general habits, and who

are easily pliable to new manners; but

the change to be real, should apply to the

great majority, to seven-eighths, and that

is what our systems do not do; I have

observed that they lead the child to accept,

but not to solicit instruction. As to the

seven-eighths of the children who form

the majority. they are, as they have been

in all times, weary of the school, and im

patient to be delivered from it. I have

seen and questioned children as they came

out from celebrated schools, like that of

Pestalozzi and others, and l have found

among them only every moderate amount

of instruction, and a great indifference to

their studies and their masters.

4. Error inform: an exclusive method,

operating upon children as if their char

acters were all uniform.

I have elsewhere described a series of

nine methods, to which many others

might be added. They are all good, pro

vided that they sympathize with the char

acter of the pupil, and a series of nine or

twelve methods would not he too much

for the child to have his option among.

I have also observed, (Treatise on Uni

versal Unity.) that d‘Alembert was ridi

culed when he ventured to propose, in

the study of history, the inverse synthesis,

which reverses the chronological order,

ascending from the present to the past, in

opposition to the direct synthesis, which pro

ceeds from the past to the present. D’Alem

 

bert was reproached with wanting to destroy

the (harm of history, and to introduce math

ematical dryness into the methods ofteach

ing. Strange sophisml No method is,

dry in itself; they are all fruitful, only

they must he applied with discrimination

to characters congenial with them. If;

you do not. present to children a series ofv

methods, among which they may take their i

choice, many characters will never ac-‘

quire a taste for study. There is gener

ally a keen relish for contrasts: to a

flattering book entitled Beauties of the

History of France, oppose as a parallel a,

sincere writing upon the Dupe-rim of

French Politics, even under Louis XIV.

and Buonaparte, two reigns so homoge

neous, and you will see the study of the

duperies attract ten times as much as that

of the pretended beauties.

In the Treatise on Universal Unity, I

have given three Chapters on the system

of instruction in Harmony. These may

be consulted for the course to follow in

the model Phalanx, in which it will be

necessary to try an approximation of rival

methods, notwithstanding the impossi

bility of employing them fully at the

outset.

5. Absence of malarial attraction. We

have seen above that our methods want

the spiritual and affective springs; they

are equally wanting in the springs of ma

terial attraction, the opera and graduated

gnslronomy (la gourmandise npplir/ui-e.)

The opera forms the child to measured

unity, which becomes for him a source of

profit and a pledge of health; it leads,

therefore to the two luxuries, internal and

external, which are the first end of attrac

tion; it draws children, from the earliest

age, to all the gymnastic and choregraphic

exercises. Attraction urges them to this

strongly; it is here that they acquire the

necessary dexterity for the labors of the

passional series, where every thing must

be executed with precision, with that

measure and unity which reign at the

opera. This then holds the first rank

among the springs of practical education

in early childhood.

Under the name of opera I comprise all

the choregraphic exercises, even those of

the musket and the ccnser. The Asso

ciative children will greatly excel our

mauteuvrcs of this kind. we are igno

rant frequently of the most elementary

ones, such as the series of combined

steps; for example. eacerhalanx forms

for the divine service a corps of I44 per~

sons who figure in graduated steps;

namely:

Incense-bearers. Florists. Step.

Gymnasianl, 24- Gymnasiennes, 24 Short.

I.yccans,._. . .‘20 Lycecnnes,.. . .fl) IIaI/‘Z

Seraphins, . . 16 Scrapliincs,. . . .16 Full.

Cherubins” . I2 Cherubinee, ... 12 Double.

This number of twelve dozens being

marvellously well suited to a variety of

evolutions, the religious procession will

have far more pomp in a township of

Harmony, than it could now in our great

capitals, where it is mean enough, espe

cially at Paris.

The choregraphic evolutions of the

censor, the musket, the opera, please

children excessively; it is a great favor

 

for them to be admitted to these things.

The opera combines all sorts of exercises, l

and it is to be ignorant of the nature of

man not to place the opera in the front

line among the sprian of education in'

early childhood, which can only be at

tracted to material studies.

The Asso e education regards the

body in the d as the accessory and

co-adjutor of the soul: it considers the

soul as a great lord who does not arrive

at his castle until his steward has pre

pared all things; it begins by fashioning

the body, in its youthful age, to all the

services required by a harmonic soul, that

is to say, to accuracy, to truth, to combi

nations, to measured unity. To habituatc

the body to all perfections, before fashion

ing the soul to them, two springs are put

in play entirely foreign to our moral

methods; these are the opera and the

hilt/um, or graduated gastronomy.

The child should exercise,—

Two active senses, taste and smell, by

the kitchen ,

Two passive senses, sight and hearing,

by the ()I'I'ffl,‘

And the sense of touch in the labors in

which the individual excels.

The kitchen and the opera are the two

points to which attraction: leads him, in

the regime of the passional series; the

magic of the opera and of fairy illusions

has a great charm for early youth. In

the kitchens of the Phalanx, which are

distributed in a progressive mode, the

child acquires dexterity, and intelligence

in the trifling labors upon the products of

the two kingdoms in which he is interest

ed by the gastronomic discussions at the

table, and the agronomic discussions in

the gardens and stables: the kitchen is

the bond of union between these func

tions.

The opera is the combination of the

material accords: we find there a com

plete gamut of them.

Choregrapht'c Intervention ofall Ages and Sea-ea.

I. Singing, or the measured human voice.

2. Instruments, or measured artificial sounds.

3. Poetry, or measured thoughts and words.

~l-. Puritoiiiiriw, or harmony of gesture.

6. Dancing, or measured movement.

6. Gymnastics, or harmonic exercises.

7. Painting and harmonic costumes.

Regular mechanism, geometrical execution.

rI‘he opera, then, is the assemblage of

all the material harmonics, and the active

emblem of the spirit of God or the spirit

of measured unity. Now, if the educa

tion of the child is to commence with

the culture of the material, it is by enrol

ling him in good season in the opera that

we can best familiarize him with all the

branches of material unity, from which

he will easily rise to spiritual unitics.

I am aware how much expense and

inconvenience the opera Would cause in

the civilized education; it would be a

very dangerous lever. It would be of

little use to polish the people under a

system of repugnant industry ; but differ

ent manners suit different times. In Her

mony it will answer, that the people

should rival in politeness the opulent

class with whom it will find itself mingled

in all sorts of labors. A gross, people

would take away all charm from these

labors ; the twelfth, or composite passion

would then find on exercise.

Since with us the opera is nothing but

an arena of gallantry, an enticement to

expense, it is not astonishing that it

should be reproved by the moral and

religious classes. But in Harmony it is

a friendly re-union, it cannot give room

for any dangerous intrigue, between per

sons who are meeting every instant in

the various labors of the industrial

series.

The opera, so expensive now, will cost

almost nothing to the Harmoniaus ; each
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will aid in the coustrucithe machin

ery, the painting, the c s, the orches

tra, the dances; they are all, from the

earliest age, masons, carpenters, black

smiths, by attraction. Each Phalanx,

without recourse to the neighboring co

horts and to travelling legions, will be

able to furnish from twelve to thirteen

hundred actors, either for the stage, or

for the orchestra and the mechanical

arrangements. The poorest townships

will be better provided forin the opera, than

our great capitals. It is to their general

familiarity with the stage that the Har

monians will owe, in a great measure,

unity of language and of pronunciation,

regulated by a universal congress.

To return to the means and methods of

the Harmonic teaching, I observe that it

employs practice a long time before theo

ry, and that this practice rests upon two

series of genus, each containing several

series of species:

The Opera, furnishing ample series in

music, dancing, painting, 81.0. (See nine

divisions above.

The Kitchen, equally provided with se

ries of every kind, with utensils, furni

ture, machinery. All the apparatus is

distributed by series in the immense

kitchen of a Phalanx; for example, we

may count there seven degrees of spits,

from those on which the greatest pieces

are roasted, to the smaller spits for little

birds, which already occupy some practised

bambins, or children from three to four

and a half. As to the preparation of

food, I have already observed that it may

occupy some sixty series, well intrigued

and in permanent exercise.

But how will childhood take part in

this kitchen labor, if it be not stimulated

by the gastronomic discussions about the

culinary preparations? And these dis

cussions will not arise unless the child

is exercised from the earliest age in the

refinements of the table, the dominant

propensity in all children. It will suffice,

then, after having well formed the series

of every kind, to abandon the children to

attraction; this will lead them at first to

epicurism, to cabalisiic parties about

shades of taste; onco excited on this

point, they will take part in the kitchens;

and the moment that graduated rivalries

are exercised in'the consumption and

preparation, they will extend the next day

to the labors of production, animal and

vegetable,—labors to which the child

will come strong with knowledge and

with pretensions developed at the tables

as wel as in the kitchens. Such is the

natural interlocking of functions.

On this subject the reader is referred to

the treatise on Universal Unity, where

are Chapters on the incentives which the

child finds to the serial kitchens, on

the branches of agriculture adapted to

children, on the lIarmonic education of

animals, and on the whole matter of the

Harmonic education. [A translation of

this work, by George Ripley, Will soon

appear]

I should have added an article upon

teachers in civilization, who practise there

the trade of meanly compensated galley

slaves, bending their backs under every

species of yokes. The priesthood runs

upon the same rock ; with the exception

of some bishops and a very small number

of favorites, the mass of curates and

vicars vegetate in a state bordering upon

destitutiou, and without any means of

advancement. How severely should these i does full

 
two classes feel the need of stimulating

some man to make a trial of Association,

in which they will live in the greatest

opulence!

 

“REVIEW.

Wit and Humor, salaried from the En

glish Poets ; with an Illustrative Essay,

and Critical Comments. By LEIGH

Hour. New York: Wiley and Put

nam, 161 Broadway. 1846. pp. 261.

(Sold by Redding & Co., 8 State St.,

Boston.)

 

Leigh Hunt seems disposed to share

his literary feasts with all the world. He

is very liberal of his readings. He reads

not for himself alone, for the mere selfish

luxury of it; but with Shakspeare, or

Ben Jonson, or Fielding open before

him, he is catering for the public, he is

culling matter for a book. And some

what curious is the method he pursues:

the field before him for exploration is the

wide field of English poetical literature,

through its whole history; through this

he runs certain metaphysical lines to

diflbrent points of the compass, noting all

that he encounters by the way; and the

result of the survey upon each line is a

book. Thus first he sets out on the met

aphysical tack of Imagine/ion and Fancy,

and gathers illustrations from the whole

range of English posts: this is one book.

Next he shifts his tack, and ransacks the

same authors for their Wit and Humor,

producing the volume now before us.

And again he promises himself and Us

the pleasure of “ a selection, edited in

the like manner, from the Narrative and

Dramatic Poets, under the title of Aclion

and Passion.” Nor is this all that be is

doing for us: “ Meantime, be is prepar

ing for publication a volume apart from

the series, and on quite another plan ; its

object being to produce such a selection

from Favorite Authors, both in prose and

verse, as a lover of books, young or old,

might like to find lying in the parlor of

some old country-house, or in the quietest

room of any other house, and tending to

an impartial, an unlimited, and yet enter

taining and tranquillizing review of hu

man existence.”

The selccter‘s field was necessarily

limited in the present volume by the fact,

that he looked for wit and humor only in

the poets, thus leaving out the richest

veins of English wit, which are in prose,

like Trislram Sham/y, which our author

pronounces the witticst and most humo

rous book ever written, and the prose

comedy of Shakspcare; and yet be com

plains of the vast accumulation of mate

rials and of having been obliged to reduce

collected.

To the prose bumorists, however, he

 

Essay," which is both entertaining, sub

tle and profound, and a most agreeable

piece of reading, inasmuch as it reminds

you of all the wealth of pleasantry and

good-humor and happy coincidences which

you have found, after all, in this sad life;

and especially as it assures you of the

inextinguishable good in the human soul,

and of its power to triumph over every

wrong and contradiction, if it be only by

wit and humor. He thus describes the

difiiculty of concentrating himself upon

his subject :

"‘But this laughing jade of a topic, with her

endless whims and faces, and the legions of in

definable shapes that she brought about me,

seemed to do nothing but scatter my faculties,

or bear them 06‘ deridingly into pastime. I felt

as in was undergoing a Saint Anthony’s Temp

tation reversed,—a laughable instead of a fright

ful one. Thousands of merry devils poured in

upon me from all sides,—doublcs of Similcs,

buffooncries of Burlesqucs, stalkings of Mock

heroics, stings in the tails of Epigram, glances

of Inuendoes, dry looks of lrnnies, corpulencel

of Exaggerations, tickliiigs of mad Fancies,

claps on the back of Horse-plays, complaceucies

of Unawarenrsses, flounderiugs of Absurdities,

irresistibilitics of Iterations, significancies of

Jargous, wailings of pretended \Voes, roaring!

of Laughtcrs, and hubhubs ofAnimal Spirits;—

all so general yct particular, so demanding dis

tinct recognition, and yet so baffling the attempt

with their numbers and their confusion, that l

thousand mnsquerades in one would have seem

ed to threaten less torment to the pen of a

reporter."

The Essay then proceeds to compare

the different definitions which have been

given of \Vit; commencing with a

lengthy and quaint extract from Dr. Bar

row, who dcspairs of reducing the

Protean quality to any one general term,

and seems disposed to reply like Demo

critus when asked the definition of a

man — ’tis that whirh we all see and know.

Locke followed Barrow, and described

Wit as “ lying most in the assemblage of

ideas, and putting those together with

quickness and variety, wherein can be

found any resemblance or congruity,

thereby to make up pleasant pictures and

agreeable visions in the fancy."

Addison said : “ Every resemblance in

the ideas is not that which we call Wit,

unless it be such an one that gives De

light and Surprise to the reader -— partic

ularly the last— and it is necessary that

the ideas should not lie too near one

another in the nature of things," &c.

Campbell, Bcattie and Hazlitt followed

out this hint. Leigh Hunt next gives a

definition of his own, which has the

merit of proceeding by a composite me

thod: that is, he interrogates simultane

ously the physical phenomena of Laugh

: ter, and the spiritual experience which

his volume to a third part of what he had *
accompanies it. There is some hope in

such integral study of both sides or

,phases of a fact at once. Let us not

justice in his “ lllustrativejomit by the way Hobbes’s surly defini
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tion, so characteristic of the philosophy

whose corner stone was sclfishncss: “ The

passion of laughter,” says Hobbes, “is

nothing else but sudden glory arising

from a. sudden conception of some emi

nency in ourselves by comparison with the

infirmity of others, or with our own for

merly." But hear Leigh Hunt:

“ The reason indeed is partly physical as well

as mental. In proportion to the vivacity of the

surprise, a check is given to the breath, dif

ferent in degree,but not in nature, from that

which is occasioned by dashing against some

pleasant friend round a corner. The breath re

cedes only to re-issuc with double force; and

the happy convulsion which it undergoes in the

process is Laughter. Do I triumph over my

friend in the laughter? Surely not. I only

triumph over the strange and sudden jar, which

seemed to put us for the moment in the condi

tion of antagonists.

“ Now this apparent antagonism is the cause,

per n, of the laughter occasioned by \Vit. Our

surprise is the conequence of a sudden and

agreeable perception of the incongruous 3—sud

den, because even when we laugh at the recol

lection of it, we undergo, in imagination, a re

turn of the suddenness, or the liveliness of the

first impression, (which is the reason why we

say of a good thing that it is always ‘ncw’);

and agreeable, because the jar against us is not

so violent as to hinder us from recurring to that

habitual idea of fitness, or adjustment, by which

the shock of the surprise is made easy. It is in

these reconcilements ofjars, these creations and

re-adjustments of disparities, that the delightful

faculty of the wit and humorist is made mani

fest. He at once rouses our minds to action;

suggests, and saves us the trouble ofa difliculty ;

and turns the help into a compliment, by im

plying our participation in the process."

“ Wit may be defined to be the arbitrary jur

tapost'tion of dissimilar ideas, for some lively

purpose of assimilation or conlmst, generally of

both. It is fancy in its most wilful, and strictly

speaking, its least poetical state; that is to say,

“fit does not contemplate its ideas for their

own sakes in any light apart from their ordinary

prosaical one, but solely for the purpose of pro

ducing an effect by their combination. Poetry

may take up the combination and improve it,

but it then divests it of its arbitrary character,

and converts it into something better. “'it is

the clash and reconcilcmcnt of incongruitics;

the meeting of rrlrrmcs round a comer,- the

flashing of an artificial light from one object to

another, disclosing some unexpected resem

blance or connection. It is the detection of

likeness in unlikcness, of sympathy in antipathy,

or of the extreme points of antipathies them

selves, made friends by the very merriment of

their introduction.”

He thus distinguishes \Vit from Hu

Inor Z

“ Wit, apart from Humor, generally speaking,

is but an element for professors to sport with.

In combination with Humor it runs into the

richest utility, and helps to humanize the

world."

We shall not follow the author through

the remainder of the Essay, which con

sists of a long enumeration of the princi

pal forms of \Vit, from direct similes and

metaphors, personal and national humors,

 

 

down to puns and Macaronic verses, of‘

all which species he quotes copious illus~

trations fiom modern literature. One;

good remark he makes under the head ofi

Alum] or Intellectual Incongrufrits, touch

ing the character of Don Quixote, who,

he says, “is the representative of the most

affecting struggles of society itself, if so

ciety did but know it. And indeed socie

ty seems to be finding it out, and to he at

once restoring Don Quixute to his reason,

and giving him hopes of his island.—

Veniat chnum.” This is humane, and

shows a reverence for the Utopias of the

human heart, which, however incongru

ous and absurd to-day, are nevertheless

prophetic although dazzling glimpses of

real changes which society must under

go before it will become a congenial

home to the human heart. Verin

it increases one's faith in humanity, to

study the philosophy of Wit and Humor.

Another trace of the same good faith is

in his preface, where after apologizing

for printing so much of his selections in

Italics, he adds:

“ Otherwise, the necessity of thus pointing

out particular passages for admiration in the:

Writings of men of genius is rapidly decreasing,

especially in regard to wit and humor; facul-|

ties, of which, as well as of knowledge in gen- I

eral, ofscholarship, deep thinking, and the most

proved abilities for national guidance, more evi

dences are poured forth every day in the news

paper press, than the wits of Queen Anne's time,

great as they were, dreamed of compassing in a

month. And the best of it is,— nay, one of the

great reasons of it is,— that alt this surprising

capacity is on the side of the Great New

Good Came of the li'orld,—that of the‘

Rights of the Poor," for it is only from the‘

heights of sympolhy that we can perceive the

wu'versat and lhejust."

The body of the book is a well order

ed mass of witty and humorous selections

from Chaucer, Shakspeare, Be'n Jonson,

Suckling, Butler, Pope, Dean Swift, and

many other English poets, accompanied

with critical notices, always lively, dis

criminating and just. Very profitable

hours may be spent over it.

 

 

T71!) IVm/t Jerusalem Mlgazine. No.

CCXXXI. November, 1846. Boston:

Otis Clapp.

The Swedenborgians seldom look out

of their own church for movement. As

a sect, in this country and perhaps es

pecially in Boston, they are quietists and

exclusivists. They are not active re

formers, but accepting literally the reve

lations of their master, they cling to their

small commencement of a New Church,

few in numbers as they are, as the nu

cleus of all that there is good and perma

nent and tending to the true estate of

Man. Outward revolutions they regard

not, comparatively with the inward puri

 

fication of the individual. The unity of.

 

God, isfied part of their creed; but

they do not lend themselves to any exter

nal changes and schemes of social reor

ganization with a. view to the speedy ful

filment of this unity. They live a life

apparently of cheerful charity and piety

within their own communion, and are

distinguished by. mild courtesy to all

men; but they seem to dread the con

tamination of the world, and to avoid

mixing themselves in any general move

ments. The writing of the “ New Je

rusalem Magazine,” judging from the

occasional sight we get of it, is mostly of

a corresponding character. It is almost

altogether theological, and simplistic

spiritual, although it has much to say of

the doctrine of Uses. But these are rath

er in the common details of individual

private life; and as to society, it seems to

believe that there is and can be no society

out of the communion of the New Church.

It is incredulous to any scheme for the

political and social regeneration of the

race, except the theological scheme.

And this theology is one of quietism.

Accordingly there is but little energy,

variety, or spice in their writing; the

same steady, tedious, repetitious, literal

way of unfolding things, which character

izes the more strictly theological writings

of Swedenborg, also characterizes those

of his disciples. The spirit of them is

serene and beautiful, and often golden

veins of quiet thought are visible in them;

but. for the most part there is but little

in them which is stirring; while as to

literary style and imagery, they bear the

stamp of Swedcnhorg alone.

And yet, as we have repeatedly “inti

mated, there is a most remarkable. al—

though unconscious correspondence be

tween the leading views of Swedenborg

and those of Fourier, respecting the true

form and destiny of human society. Be—

ginning at opposite points they meet and

are the complement of one another.

Swedcnborg discovered the true order of

degrees and the true relation of the out~

ward to the inward life; but the laws and

conditions of harmony in the outward or

material, by which alone it can be

brought into unity with the inward or

spiritual, it was reserved for the author

of the Social Science to reveal. The in

eflicacy of all merely spiritual, theologi

cal, and internal means, without this out

ward science of society, has been for

some time forcing itself upon the atten

tion of the most penetrating minds among

the followers of Swedenborg. They find

their New Jerusalem at a still~stand, ex

ceedingly limited and slow in its spread

over the surface of the earth, for the

want of new social and material forms,

for the want of a proper organization of

industry or the sphere of daily and col

man with man, with nature, and withilective uses, for the want of some reflec
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tion of the soul’s own form in the material

body of society. The present number of;

the Magazine contains a letter from its

London Correspondent, full of significanti

hints to this effect. We copy the princi

pal portions of it, and our readers will

perhaps recognize the authorship.

“ Lennon, Oct. 3, 1846.

“ If England were compared with America, at

this moment, in relation to the direct reception

and development of the new Doctrines, it is

probable that the comparison would be greatly

in favor of America, For this there are doubt

less many reasons. One of the most prominent,

perhaps, is the existence of an established

Church in this country, which in a manner so

lidifies public opinion into a. fixed body, recog

nized by the state, and makes movement and

progression slow and diflicult. Yet it seems

also probable that the vast industrial operations

which are at present absorbing the energies of} "um

the whole people of these islands and which

the existing state of the European world re

quires at the hand of England; as these opera

tions are almost entirely confined to the sphere

of material uses; leave but little leisure for the

cultivation of the mind in higher things; and

indeed but little inclination. Like a tired day

laborer this hard working nation, when it has

accomplished a task, rather requires slecp than

study, to fit it for the manual toils of another

day or movement. It literally works over hours,

and has no quiet evenings of pleasant instruction,

contemplation, or discourse, and but little relish

of domestic communion. Nevertheless, if the

material progress which is taking place among

us be consideratcly regarded, it will be found to

be an excellent evidence ofthe descent into the

lower and lowest sphere, of a broader truth than

before existed. Many are the mirrors, obliquely

placed and indirectly,that reflect the new spirit,

and coarsely give back some general image of

the truths and uses of the new dispensation.

Individual and national benevolence grows

space, and on all hands there seems an anxiety

to strike out new paths of practical good, suited

to the exigencies of this eventful time. Greater

boldness of thought is displayed where a respec

table timidity was not long ago the characteris

tic; the intellect also is clearing, and becoming

free to ask new questions, suggested by the

altered condition of things, or the pressure of

actual necessity. The increased velocity also

with which new ideas are received,and old pre

conceptions detached from the mind, is among

the most cheering signs of the alteration. On

all sides fortified ignorances, seated on the in

accessible rocks of the will itself, are quietly

capitulating, and soon these strongholds promise

to be manned by those who own humble alle

giance to truth, and will use their position, not

for offence or warfare, but for widely extended

watchfulness and observation, for the enforce

ment of true order, and for giving firmness and

consistency to the subjat‘cnt operations of the

mind. It is true that in England all these

changes are mainly to be traced in the material

or lowest plane of social and civil existence;

nor could it well be otherwise as yet. For with

famine impending [or the last two years, the

body has inevitably claimed nearly the whole

attention of the thinking portion of the commu

nity, and until its wants are in some degree sur

mounted, and its new house is building or built,

it would be in vain to hope for any great public

direction towards new Religious Truth. At

present, in consequence, Theological move

\

' ments are nearly suspended, and long separated isting wants of the age ; whether they are quite

parties almost indistinguishably mixed. Nevcr- keeping up with its spirit, and consequently,

y thelcss, the outward is so changed and changing. whether they are giving the world all possible

that the old inside is as good as donc for; and opportunity to learn a New Church truth, and

inlOll the day of the outward is passed, it will appropriate a New Church goodness, suited to

be found that internal things of a new order are the plane, and to the conditions and exigencies

those which alone can be considered. The

social question is in all months, and the great

journals of the empire dcclaim upon no other

subject: and this in its train can never reinstate

the blank, disorderly ignorance of the old The

ologies, but must bring in at least a predisposi

tion to give ear and credence to the orderly,

practical, organic truths, which a merciful I’rov

:idence has prepared beforehand to meet the

wants of this time and country, as of all times

and countries under heaven.

“Even the Catholic Church is by no means

stationary, but images somewhat of the Euro

pean advancement. At length the Papacy itself

admits the validity and legitimacy of natural

There is an interesting evidence ofthis in

in little book entitled lntroductio ad Philoso

‘phiam, sanctioned by the Archbishop of Malines,

and in use throughout the Catholic colleges and ‘

universities of Belgium. ‘\Vc do not fear to

assert,’ says the author, I. I’ccmans, ‘that it is

lawful for Catholics to embrace all propositions

whatever, of which the truth shall have been

found in the sciences, and the Church exercises

not the slightest prohibition against them: fur

thermore, that adhesion is not to be given in to

any proposition whose falsity is acknowledged.

The Church compels to ncfiher error nor igno

rance.’ (p. 107.) And the same Manual abounds

in other passages, which show more or less of

homage and obedience to the new spirit.

“ So much by way of general remark on the ,

state and tendencies of the age, as related to

the New Church. Of direct advancement in

the Church itself. London, at all events. exhibits

but slender evidences. In this vast community

of nearly two millions of souls, it is extremelyv

doubtful whether the number of regular attend

ants on the New Church Worship has sensibly ;

increased during the last half century. Certain

ly the increase, if such there he, is more than

 

  

in which that world now finds itself. If we

cannot do this, there seems some fear that we

shall not get a hearing from that large majority

who are carried on so helplessly, and with such

velocity, through the needful career and under

takings of this remarkable period."

 

"insert REVIEW.—

CllAllBER CONCERTS OF THE HARVARD

MUSICAL ASSOCIATION.

The two first of this series of six

Concerts were given at Mr. Chickering's

 

-rooms, in Boston, on the evenings of

November 3d and 17th. “In prize too

highly our rare opportunities of hearing

music of this stamp at all, to be too fas

tidious about the manner in which it is

performed. We trust the music in itself,

as the composer's soul bequeathed it to

us; the real life we know is in it; we

cannot be content to have it shut up from

us like a sealed fountain, waiting until

perfect artists shall appear to play it.

All we ask of our musicians is: Try it,

study it, do the best you can with it;

even through bungling repetitions, if you

have any soul, such music will inspire it,

‘ and the inspiration will ere long flow into

your fingers, and you will have conveyed

the meaning of that music to your audi

ence, if they are fit to hear it. If a.

partie rarre of musicians can be found,

who aspire to render the divine Quar

tettes and Trios of the great composers,

Ifor the sake of the music, and not for the

sufficiently accounted for by the increase in the i sake of displaying their own individual

population. ()f the stable foundation of a new powers of execution. we sympathize mo

Ecclesiastical order which shall compete with ‘ fully wi‘h ,hcir purpose ,0 liswn very

the old Establishments, or even with the minor‘

congregations of Dissent, there is no present

appearance. These facts may not, perhaps, be

flattering, but they ought not the less to be!

known, that their remedies, either in ourselves, ,'

or in the world, may be discovered and applied. \

Are we wrong in our conception of what the

Holy City, New Jerusalem, can be, and will bel I

wrong in measuring our success by ecclesiasti

cal strength at all, when it is rather the progress

made towards an integral reconstruction of so

ciety,which is meant to be the sign and standard ,
of the gradual descent from Heaven of the new i

order of things i This is an important question,

and one which each thoughtful and sincere re

ceiver of the Heavenly Truths will doubtless

answer for himself.

“One thing may be regarded as certain, that

natural things correspond to spiritual, and that

the world, which is at present in the natural

sphere, would gladly listen to the proposition of

any improvements, whether doctrinal or real,

corresponding to spiritual verities, which prom

ised to be of avail under present ditlicultie;

that is to say, provided such improvements were

practical. It therefore behooves all New

Churchmen to examine themselves carefully, as

to whether they are well informed of the ex

 

 

 

critically for false notes, or an occasional

scraping of the strings, or any little awk

ward turn of a difiicult corner. If their

aspiration be a true one, and if they will

only resolutely adhere to the highest

order of compositions, there will soon he

virtues in their performance which will

far outweigh these minor defects; and

even these will gradually work out and

disappear. The four performers of a

Quartette will rapidly assimilate and en

ter into living true rapport with one

another in their playing, just in proportion

to the depth and greatness of the music

upon which they exercise themselves;

for that will form their mystic bond of

union; they will be bound together by

the spirit of Beethoven and Mozart, and

through them, as ministering priests, the

hearers will be bound together also in the

same communion.

This satisfaction we enjoyed in the

highest degree, two winters since, in the

first course of Chamber Concerts, in
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company with a very appreciating audi

ence, necessarily limited by the size of

the room and by the nature of the music.

It is a golden memory with all of us;

then the gospel according to Mozart,

Haydn and Beethoven was really opened

to us : and now it was a double pleasure

to find essentially the same company met

again and for the same purpose. Some

elements were wanting, to be sure, to the

complete reproduction of those exquisite

evenings. The performers were not the

same persons. The lamented Herwig

was not there; nor could his place be sup

plied. The leading violin on this occa

sion was energetic, spirited, impassioned,

and displayed a good deal of execution;

but there was a sort of nervous furor

about it, which inclined to overdo the

matter, and “overstcp the modesty of

nature ” in its too intense expression.

It affected every sort of music alike,

whether Adagio cantalrile or Allegro agi

lalo, with its own irritable temperament.

It was altogether of the Tarantula order,

a morbid and uncomfortable intensity,

although it had its own desperate charm

about it. Some improvement, however,

was manifested on the second evening;

and we speak not in the way of fault

finding, but of impartial, friendly sugges

tion. \Ve did not let it spoil our Quar

tette for us. Then again we had pleasant

memories of Mr. Lange at the piano

forte, whom now we missed. But we

had every reason to be satisfied with the

graceful, well-studied and well-felt ac

companiment of our young native artist,

Mr. William Mason, in the Trios of both

evenings. The violoneello was admira

ble; the alto violin and tenor did faith

fully their parts, enriching the golden

conversation. On the whole, it was a

Quartette which we should at any time

be thankful to have at our command,

when the longing for Beethoven or for

Mozart looks round in vain for satisfac

tion; and they improve of course by

playing this great music together, as

their individualities of style temper one

another.

The first concert consisted of three

pieces: first, a very fanciful and spirited

Quartette by André Spaeth : a succession r

of beautiful and striking passages, but

leaving not much unity of impression.

Secondly, a Trio for piano-forte, violin

and violoncello, by Mayseder. This

opened grandly, and did not defeat ex

pectation; it had breadth and progress,

and touched some of the soul’s deeper

chords. The Quartette by Mozart, though

a less ambitious piece than either of the

others, and by no means calculated for

popular etfect, was yet the truest music

and most satisfactory. It seemed the or

dinary language of a life all steeped in

harmonies, eloquent without an effort,

 

and transporting all who listen, before[

they are aware of it, to its own serene“

and blissful element. Music in Mozart

never seems an accomplishment, an art,

but the warm, real atmosphere of the

heart's dream of heaven. He cannot be

criticized ; if you enter his tone-element,

you forget yourself and you become an“

ever~loving, ever-young Mozart.

The second Concert was a. great im

provement on the first, both as respects

the performance, and the selection of

music. A fresh Quartette of Haydn

(Op. 65) opened the evening, healthy and

invigorating, and putting the mind in the

clearest. and best mood for any music

that might be worthy to follow. it was

one of the very best Quartettes of one

who reigned the master in that form of

composition, before Mozart and Beethoven

camek How bird-like, spring-like the

Allegro! How frolicksome the Min

ueltu ! How full of pious feeling, full of

wisdom the Adagio! and how untamca

ble, yet self-possessed the joy of the

Finale Presto! The Trio by Reissiger,

 

through all its three long movements,

was a most delicious, uninterrupted, per

feet dream of beauty; the glossy notes

flowed out in copious streams from

Chickering's grand piano, so that our

mouth waters at the recollection, as at

the taste of luscious grapes. The solo

on the violoncello was a chaste and

finished performance. Finally, the Quar

tette in A major, by Beethoven, (Op. 18,)

set the stamp of grandeur on the evening. I

It contained that remarkable Andante

theme with five variations, in which each

of the four parts is so individual. The

subject of this is exceedingly simple, and

yet wrought up with such skill as to

evolve the profouudcst meaning. Where

it first steals in, it is like four indepen

dent streams of melody converging into

one. Beethoven is often charged by

lovers of Donizetti-ism and of the merely

liquid part of music, with wanting melo

dy. But we know no melodies so magi

cal as his; a few simple notes, that seem

almost common-place at first, begin to

grow upon you, and develop beauties

inexhaustible. Every melody which he

picks up to give you, is a seed sound to

the core, and yields a. whole waving

forest of melodies as it leaves his hand.

Music of this sort needs repeated hear

ings. If the Programme for each even

ing were to consist, half of pieces per

formed before, and halfof new ones to be

repeated in their turn, we think it would

be an improvement.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

We have received from G. P. Reed,

17 Tremont Row, Boston, the third and?

fourth numbers of “ Musical Flowers,”

 

or “ Sir Rondcaua: ct Varialions sur des

  

Themesfaroris, pour le Piano," by C. T.

BRUNNER. The themes of these are from

the operas of Zampa and Bclisario, by

Herold and Donizetti, and are introduced

and varied prettily enough, like the two

numbers which we have already noticed.

Useful and pleasing exercises, we should

think, for young pupils.

Of the same publisher may be had

“ La Braziliano,“ a Grand Waltz, by

Gusrsvt: BLESSNER. This is quite a for

midable waltz, of a dozen pages in

length, with introduction and Coda, full

of fire and impetus, which seems to be

the habitual temperament of the author.

The theme sets out with crashing force,

not only twice, but three times forlc,_/_'jf,

and marcatissimo; and shoots aloft through

common-chord intervals, scouring the

compass of three or more octaves, like

flame bursting from a steeple. The mo

tion too is irregular and hurried in its

minuter divisions, while preserving the

general rhythm; that is, it traverses un

equal numbers of notes in equal times.

This furious movement, which is in A

flat, alternates with a gentler, tamer, and

somewhat playful passage in E flat,

which is marked Graziusa e Scherzrmdo;

and again with another passage in D flat,

followed by its relative minor ; the whole

abounding in contrasts and bristling with

dynamic signs, and other side-promptings,

such as “ Dclicalamcnle,” “ Impcluoso e

arcclornndo," “ Con tulla for-:11," “ Si

lence,” " Grecian,” and finally, “Ele

gonlemcnle e animalo "' .' The reader will

of course infer from all this that it is a

very expressive piece of music. At all

events, it will be the player's fault if he

does not~make something very expressive

of it, having so many and such explicit

directions. We will onlyr add that it is

a piece of medium difiiculty as to execu

tron.

 

I

For the Harbinger.

THE FALL OF THE LEAF.

How fairly shows you distant maple, shedding

It’s blood-red leaves upon the ground;

Those very leaves that not long since were

wedding

The young spring breeze with modest, rustling

sound !

The yearly tribute done, ’twill be lett standing

To wrestle naked with the wintry winds,

And by such change deciduous, grow command

ins.

And flourish lofty ’mid it’s sister kinds.

Might we too shed, with patient courage hopeful,

Our brilliant hopes, sot! falling one by one ;

While with God’s life, like sap, our veins still

flow full, ‘

\Ve need not fear the wild Wind’s benilon,

But, though most desolate our lot it scemetlt,

May yet end greener than the wanderer dream

eth! X.
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Forithe Tlarfiriger.

THE MORNING MIST.

Clinging, caressing, with a soft despair,

lt hung upon the rugged mountlin side,

As every moment it would melt in air,

A snowy ghost, fading from daylight‘s pride.

Then low it dropped upon the river‘s breast,

Most like a human heart, seeking for love,

But in that deep-stirred bosom found no rest :

0 Father, call the gentle mist above!

X.

SONNETS.

BY WILLIAM ELLERY CHANNING.

1.

Hearts of Etcrnity,—hcnrts of the deep!

Proclaim from land to sea your mighty fate;

How that for you no living comes too late;

How ye cannot in Theban labyrinth creep;

How ye great harvests from small surface reap;

Shout, excellent band, in grand primeval strain,

Like midnight winds that foam along the main,

And do all things rather than pause to weep.

A human heart knows nought of littleness,

Suspects no man, compares with no one’s ways,

Hath in one hour most glorious length of days,

A recompense, a joy, a loveliness;

Like eaglet keen, shoots into azure far,

And always dwelling nigh is the remotest star.

 

I].

I love the universe,-—I love the joy

Of every living thing. Be mine the sure

Felicity, which ever shall endure ;

While passion whirls the madmcn, as they toy,

To hate, I would my simple being warm

In the calm pouring sun; and in that pure

And motionless silence, ever would employ

My best true powers, without a thought’s annoy.

See and be glad! 0 high imperial race,

Dwarfing the common altitude of strength,

Learn that ye stand on an unshaken base;

Your powers will carry you to any length.

Up! earnestly feel the gentle sunset beams;

Be glad in woods, o‘er sands,—by marsh, or

streams.

THE HAItBINGER.”

SATURDAY, NOV. 28,1846.

 
 

 

 

Of modern civilization, the natural fruits are,

contempt for others' rights, fraud, oppression, a

gambling spirit in trade, reckless adventure, and

commercial convulsions all tending to impoverish

the laborer and to render every condition insecure.

Reliefil to come, and can only come from the new

application ofChristinn principles, of Universal jus

tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to active life.

Ila. Crusa'rxu.

THE CONSERVATIVE PRINCIPLES OF

ORDER IN SOCIETY.

[The following letter was originally addressed

and sent for publication to the editors of the

New York Courier and Enquirer, in answer to

the prejudiced and wanton statements of that

paper respecting the views and purposes of the

American Associationists. After holding out a

hope for some time that it should be published,

the editor finally saw fit to decline it. It may

be regarded here as a continuation of the article

in our 16th number, on “Government—the

Church -- Marriage."]

 

 

 

Ban \‘lA, Gem-see to. N. Y.

Aug. ‘17, lfllli.

To the Editors of the Courier and Enquirer.

GENTLEMENI May I claim from the

courtesy of old acquaintance the space

for a reply to an article, which I observe

in your paper of the 25th ult., upon the

[subject of Association.

The aim of your article, like all that

has lately been written against the idea

of a Social Reform, based upon the prin

ciple of universal Association, is to show

that the reform in question is directly

hostile to Christianity, and the institution

of marriage. I will not answer your ob

jections and charges in detail, but will go

directly to principles.

The burthen of all the attacks which

have latterly been brought against our

plans of a. social reform, is that they

break down the conservative principles of

Order in the present system of society—

of which the two leading ones are, the

Church and Marriage. The charges

will ofcourse excite the deepest prejudices

in many minds, and in order to meet

them with some hope of success, I will

answer them in a clear and simple man

ner, without any appeals to philanthropy,

or any arguments ad Imminent. Impar

tial and reflecting minds, at least, will

form a correct opinion upon the Subject.

Two principles have divided the world

since the dawn of history, and have

waged an implacable warfare against

each other. These are the principles of

LIBERTY and of Oansa. This contest

is still prosecuted and as violently as ever,

and yet the science of human destiny

teaches us that a reconciliation must all

some day take place between them, that

a. perfect union must be effected, not by

the sacrifice of the one to the other, but

by the true development of both combined.

The social union and brotherhood of the

race, and the peace and happiness of

mankind can only be attained upon these

conditions. The controversy that now

occupies us, however unimportant it may

appear, is but a branch of this contest,

and can only he settled, in the sphere

of thought, by a clear understanding of

these two great principles, heretofore an

tagonistic, of Liberty and Order; and in

the sphere of practice, by a practical ex

periment of Association.

Let me examine briefly the source and

nature of these two principles, the rela

tion in which they now stand to each

other, and that into which they should be

brought.

The principle of Liberty has its source in

those springs of nrlinn, implanted in man

by our Creator, called by different writers,

the faculties, passions, feelings, propensi

ties, &c. These springs of action, these

impelling forces, crave development or

expression, crave action and satisfaction ;

 

 

and it is this desire for action and satis

faction, which constitutes the strife of

man for Liberty.

But. the faculties and passions, during

the false societies which have existed

upon the earth, namely, the Savage, Pa

triarchal, Barbarian and Civilized, have

been misdirected and perverted in their

action, and tend to excess and license.

We may sum up under four heads their

general derangement.

1. They have been misdirected, as for

instance in the ambition of a Ca‘sar or a

Napoleon, directed to war; or in the intel

lectual faculties of men of the law, di—

rected to unproductive controversies and

sophistical quibbies.

2. They have been developed in their

lower degrees, as in the case of ambition,

when employed in the selfish strife of

party politics; the religious sentiment

when degraded to fanatical bigotry in sec

tarian controversies; or to draw an ex

ample from one of the senses, when a re

fined tasto for the delicacies of the table

is transformed into mere gluttony.

3. They have been subversively or in

versely developed, when sentiments of

hatred are called out in the place of

friendship; malevolence in the place of

benevolence; calumny in the place of

charity; revenge and jealousy in the

place of justice and confidence; misun

thropy in the place of philanthropy.

4. They have been thwarted and re

pressed in their action, and forced in con

sequence to excesses in an opposite direc

tion ; and they have also been thrown in

to a. state of general conflict, warring

with each other, and leading to ruin the

beings whom they were intended to guide

to happiness.

This misdirection and perversion con

stitute what is called the “ depravity of

man,” but this depravity is an (find,

not a cause, and can be removed. The

original springs themselves are not de

praved; if they were, the Creator must

have called into existence vicious ele

ments. \Vhat we understand by the

true development and harmony of the

faculties and passions, the religious world

calls the “regeneration of man.” It

says that this regeneration must be offset

ed by Faith, and the action of Religion

on the mind. \Ve accept this statement,

but we know that works must be added,

and of the broadest and most comprehen

sive character—of the head and of the

hands. The first of these works is to

devise and establish a true and just order

of Society, in the place of the present,

which is false and unjust in all its

parts.

You cannot reform the individual in the

midst of afalsc syslun qf society, acting

in and influenced by a false and selfish

system of labor, commerce, law, politics,
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and other false arrangements. Or if you

can partially reform a few individuals

under such arrangements, they will con

stitute a mere exception, and exceptions

only confirm the general rule. This is

proved by the experience of the past

eighteen hundred years.

But I am digressing ; the point I wish

to establish is, that the faculties and pas

sions of man, being perverted and de

ranged in their action, tend to excesses,

to disorder, in a word, to License, and

that they must in consequence be checked

and repressed if we wish to maintain

order in society.

The three great principles of order and

equilibrium at present, are Govtrttrtraeur,

the Cannon, MARRIAGE.

Government maintains Order in the tem

poral and practical sphere of human affairs,

in politics, commerce, industry, and in all

things relating to persons and property.

The Church maintains Order in the

sphere of human reason, which tends, in

a false society and during its ignorance of

universal principles, to doubt and denial of

the invisible and universal.

Marriage maintains Order in the

sphere of the family and the relations of

the sexes.

' Reformers seek to advance the princi

ple of Liberty ; conservatives to maintain

the principle of Order. Reformers have

often run to extremes, and endeavored to

break down hastily and inconsideratcly

the principles of order in society. Con

servatives on the other hand, have, with

equal blindnessI endeavored to stop pro

gress, smother liberty, and maintain all

the absurd and tyrannical institutions

which time has sanctioned. These two

classes should be united. The reformer

should be wise and conservative in his

policy; the conservative, liberal and pro

gressive. And let us hope that the pre

sent age will raise up men of this kind.

\Vith the history of the past and its blind

controversies before us, and in a country

progressive and liberal in its spirit like

ours, we may hope for such a result.

If the principle of liberty runs into

license in our present false society, the

principle of order on the other hand tends

to tyranny, and virtually oppresses man

in seeking to maintain what it holds to

be order. Conservatives should not flat

ter themselves with the idea that one of

these antagonistic principles can be true

in its nature, and the other false, and

that the truth is on their side. There

are no half truths; and while human

nature is perverted and depraved, Govern

ment, the Church, and Marriage mttst be

false and oppressive in many of their fea

tures. In Marriage, for example, the

pecuniary dependence and subserviency

of woman, and the right given to the man

to deprive the mother of her children, are

tinjtist conditions which an enlightened

sentiment will ere long correct. In fact,

just in proportion as human nature is

degraded, must Government be tyran

nical, the Church superstitious, and Mar

riage oppressive to the weaker sex.

This is proved by the whole history of

the world ; we challenge conservatives to

deny it; and hence it necessarily results

that if human nature is depraved and

corrupt at present, the organization of

society, with its three leading institu

tions, must also be more or less false and

imperfect. The ratio of imperfection is

not the same; our theory of government,

for example, is rather in advance of the

moral development of the people in whom

the sentiments of social equality and jus

ticc are but slightly developed, while the

systems of commerce and industry, with

their frauds, selfishness, and conflicts, are

far behind it.

Let us examine a little more in detail

the functions of Government, the Church,

and Marriage.

I. GOVERNMENT. It is the principle

of order in the practical sphere of human

affairs, that is, in the commercial, indus

trial and political relations of men. It set

tles disputes and litigations, enforces con

tracts on the one hand, and punishes crimes

against persons and property on the other.

In the present order of society, where pov

erty is the lot of the great majority, the

. strife for riches is reckless and desperate

in the eXtreme. This strife is heightened

to a mania by the ambitious thirst for

influence and power, which is now satis

fied mainly by the possession of wealth.

The senses and the passion of ambition

are excessively developed in their lower

degrees, and are in a state of general

license, unbalanced by a sufficient devel

opment of the higher social sympathies

and of the religious sentiment acting in

the practical relations of men, or what

the Church calls “ the love of the neigh

bor.” Now, suppose that all law and

government were abolished; that courts

of justice, prisons, sheriffs and bailiffs

were done away with at once: is it not

evident that fraud and robbery would be

come general in society, and crimes

against persons and property prevail to

such an extent that every individual

would have to go armed to the teeth to

protect himselfl It is clear that this

principle of order must be carefully main

tained; and the judicious reformer, who

knows that constructive reforms can only

be effected where order reigns, should be

the first to desire it.

Government also represents the collec

tive principle in society : it unites all the

individuals of a country, makes of them

a collective whole, and establishes the

State or national Unity. It manages the

administrative affairs of this national

 
Unity. and represents it in its relations

with other nations.

But while government must be main

tained, and under some form will always

exist, it is greatly modified as man pro

gresses in moral development and intelli_

gence. Let abundance become universal,

by means of a good organization of labor

and the vast economies of Association, so

that prosperity will be secured to all : let

far more perfect means of education for

the whole people be established titan now

exist, and sentiments of justice and honor

be developed in them; and we shall see

that the all-absorbing anxiety in relation to

riches, and the intense selfishness to which

i it gives rise, will be allayed, and the low

ambition of shining through wealth direct

ed to nobler ends.

In such a state of things. that is, in a

society where abundance and intelligence

are universal, the desire to rob and plun

der will cease, and crimes against proper

ty will disappear. Our courts of justice,

our prisons and scaffolds will no longer

be necessary, and will fall of themselves.

Government will continue to exist, but it

will be greatly modified. Instead of be

ing a mere negative protector of property,

as it now is, it will become a posilice

protector, by developing and encouraging

productive Industry; instead of merely

repressing the false and perverted action

of the passions, it will aid their harmo

nious development by true political insti

tutious. Let me remark, that any sys

tem of Government which is based upon

tyranny, or which is controlled by the

will or caprice of an individual or a mi

nority of individuals, is organized license,

and can be considered as a principle of

order only in a false society, which ren

‘ ders it necessary. The English govern

! ment, for example, has for its foundation

‘its powerful landed aristocracy. This

aristocracy, under William the Conqueror,

took the soil, the principal property of

the nation, by the power of the sword,

and retained it by entailment in its

own possession. This government then,

so far as the aristocratic element is con

cerned, is based upon a system of organ

ized spoliation and monopoly. Our own

government, in the Northern States,

based upon the collective will of the peo

ple, is about the only government in the

world that represents truly, as far as it

goes, the principle of order in the political

sphere.

II. Tm: CHURCH. Forreasonsanalo

gous to those which we have assigned for

maintaining Government, judicious re

formers should dcsire to maintain the

Church and Marriage.

These institutions preserve order in

two other spheres, in that of the reli

gious sentiment and the union of the

sexes; they check excess and license in
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these spheres, as Government does in in

dustry and politics. As modifications

and improvements will take place in Gov

ernment in proportion as the people are

morally developed and elevated, so modi

fications and improvements will take

place in the Church and Marriage.

When these changes are to be, I will not

inquire; this much at least may be pro

phesied of the religious sphere, that one

universal Church will exist upon the

earth, and that the numerous antagonis

tic sects will be united in a higher reli

gions Unity.

As regards Marriage, the subserviency

of woman and the degrading pecuniary

dependence in which she is placed, can

and should be changed in present society,

as should also our system of divorce.

The latter is now granted only for dis

graceful reasons, which inflict a stain

upon those who demand it, and men

and women endure the most wretched

unions rather than encounter the obloquy

of a separation. A system of honorable

divorce is beginning to be called for by

the age, and when demanded by the re

fined and intelligent among women, will

be sanctioned. I must however remark

that whatever changes are to take place

in the three principles of order of which

I am speaking, the Associationists in this

country leave them to the future, to be

effected by the enlightened sentiments of

coming generations. 'l‘hey wish to re

form the practical or industrial organiza

tion of society, and establish in the place

of the present society of poverty, ig

norance and injustice, a social order of

universal intelligence, justice and bar

mony.

Let us examine very briefly the functions

of the Church in the present order ofsocie

ty. It maintains order, as I said, in the

sphere offinite human reason, which, being

absorbed mainly with material objects and

interests, possessing no universal science,

and believing only what it apprehends

through the senses, would withoutthe in

fluence of the teachings of Religion grad

ually lose sight of the universal and in

visible. But the Church protests against

the negative tendencies of benighted hu

man intelligence in our false societies. It

maintains the idea of the unity of the

Universe and of God, of the universality

of his Providence and the future existence

of souls. it thus forms the link between

man and God and the universe, by preserv

ing his faith in that, which to his unculti

vated finite reason is incomprehensible.

It preserves also the idea of the brother

hood of the Race, and is the source of the

religious unity of Mankind, in view of its

higher destinies, as Government is the

source ofits political unity on earth. These

are but a small part of the functions of

the Church, but they are evident and easily

understood. If we look over the whole

history of the past and study the functions

I of the “lord, and the Church its exponent,

at different times and in its different

spheres, we may make out a list like the

following. We have not space to offer

any comments, but leave the subject to

reflecting minds.

Principal Poliliral Functionsqf {he Church

and the Bible.

1. Preservation of a part of the Greek

and Roman sciences and civilization, and

their infusion into the barbarian hordes

which overrun the Roman empire.

2. Union of the European nations dur

ing the middle ages, when universal po

litical division and strife reigned; and

the effectual resistance thereby of the

attacks of Africa and Asia under the

Mahometan rule. \Vithout the Church,

Europe Would have been conquered by

the Mahometans, and human progress

retarded for ages.

Principal Spiritual Functions.

1. To fix the minds of men upon God,

the principle of unity in the universe.

2. To serve as the spiritual guide of

mankind during their social infancy, and

the collective ignorance which accompa

nies it.

3. Anterior revelation of a part of the

plans of God.

General Funclions.

1. To form simple associations, uhich

are prophecies of future social harmony.

2. To cause the progressive develop

ment of human intelligence, by the study

and controversy of dogmas.

3. To establish several classes of ideas

and doctrines, tending to universality.

4. To aid mankind in supporting pre

sent misfortune by the idca of a happy

future.

5. To awaken in mankind the idea and

sentiment of the brotherhood of the race.

6. To accustom the human mind to

reflect upon the invisible and universal.

7. To create faith in the immortality of

the soul.

8. Promise of a Millenium on earth, or

the-reign of universal peace and harmony.

The number could be greatly increased

if we entered into minute details.

III. MARRIAGE. The same general

remarks which apply to Government and

the Church, apply to Marriage. It

checks excess and license in the relations

of the sexes, or in the passion of love in

its present incomplete and false develop

ment, and is the foundation of the family

in present society. The passion of love

is as much misdirected and perverted, and

is as little developed in its higher spiritual

degrees, as any of the other passions; as

ambition, for example, which engenders

, wars and the furious strife of parties. It

:coriscquently must be restrained, kept in

isubjection; otherwise it would tend to

 

 rank materialism and its various excesses,

to disease, infanticide, the abandonment

of helpless women and children, and

other abuses. The spiritual passions are

at present smothered by poverty, or con

taminated by the selfish and cautious cal

culations, which poverty forces upon

them. Love, one of the principal afi‘ec

tions of the soul, cannot of course escape

the common lot, and there is in present

society but little spiritual love of a high

and elevated character, which calls forth

reverence, devotion, and justice, and which

is the counterbalancing power to the ex

cessive development of the material pas

sion. Stringent laws must consequently

be established to force people to do that

which the higher sentiments should

prompt them to do. The morality is in

the law, not in the people, and the law

must exist and be upheld to supply its

want in them.

Although it is evident that Marriage is

the Principle of Ordn- amidst the moral

disorder which the low and false develop

ment of the passion of love engenders in

present society, yet it is equally true that

a vast amount of license, of mere materi

alism, of injustice, oppression and misery,

and of what in fact is legalized prostitu

tion, exists in, and is sanctioned by, Mar

riage.

By prostitution I understand the sub

jection of the spiritual principle to the

malerial,—-0r of spiritual love to more

material considerations, as occurs in mar

riages for fortune. for a home, for uniting

estates, for physical beauty or other sim

ilar motives, without any lie of the soul.

Spirit or soul is the noble principle.

Matter the ignoble or inferior principle,

and the source of evil wherever it pre

dominates. The spiritual principle is

also the active and creative principle,

and embodies itself in the material; the

latter is the inert and passive principle,

and the external emblem, the image in

the natural world, of the former; hence

it should always be subject and obedient

to the former; wherever it nsurps the con

trol, the law of divine order is inverted,

and evil reigns in the place of good. In

present society, this is the case; it is the

union of bodies which, before the law,

the church, and public opinion,'cnnsti

tutes marriage, and not the union of

souls. This is undeniably proved by the

fact that the Church sanctions marriages

contracted from various sordid and mate

rial motives, without ever inquiring into

the spiritual union of souls; and also by

the fact that married couples may live

together in perpetual broils and discord,

that is, in spiritual severance and hatred,

and yet, living united bodily and the

bodies being united legally, they are

considered married, and perfectly moral

people. Thus the law of divine order
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is inverted, and hence the ten thousand

woes and miseries which exist in mar

riage in civilization, and are hidden in its

silent and too often gloomy depths.

The law of a true Order of Society

concerning marriage will be : that spiritual

love and spiritual motives alone must

rule, and the material principle be made

subservient and accessory. Hence, no

union of souls, no union of bodies. But

the fulfilment of the law is only possible

in a social order where unusual abun

dance and independence, and a complete

physical and moral development, exist,

The union of the bodies, the external and

visible union, which extends care and

support to the children, is the system of

Marriage adapted to the present social

order. Its mode of verifying paternity,

which is this: Is paler est quvm nup

tiw domanslrant, (he is the father whom

the marriage tie points out), is about as

sound as its unions are true and sincere.

To sum up all: the Associationists in

this country hold that the three great

principles of order in society, as they now

exist, must be maintained. They wish

to establish justice and harmony in the

practical relations and affairs of the

world ; in Industry, Commerce, Finance,

Politics, Education, and so forth; and

render abundance, moral culture and re

finement, universal. \Vhen the founda

tion of society is right ; when social jus

tice and harmony rcign on earth, these

principles of order will reform themselves

as far as necessary. They are in fact

to call forth, and our brethren who cher

ish this sublime faith in the midst of iso

lation and antagonism, may be certain

that they do not stand alone, and that all

events are preparing for the realization of

their highest hopes.

 

“ NEW YORK, Nov. 8, 1846.

“True! we are none of us,

really worthy in character to present a

visible type ofthat largeness, freedom, rich

variety, harmoniousaction, freshness, sim

plicity of feeling, which are alone be

coming the apostles of Universal Unity.

But we shall not be worthy, till to our

t‘onvirlions are added suitable conditions.

Our life is at Trinity in Unity; and holi

ness, truth, humanity are indissoluble as

brain, blood, and extremities. Our piety

is a longingr of the spirit for the very ‘full~

ness of God ’ in us; and it is a longing

which cannot be satisfied, till we live

united with fellow-seekers of a divine

humanity in societies of heartily co-oper

ating men and women. Out of our very

consciousness of imperfection, undevelop

ment, distortion, comes thus our motive

to go forward in our mission.

“ True again! we none of us have a

Theology—a Science of the Divine,—

that deserves the name. \Ve are watch

ers in the dawn; and though the gleams

are on the higher clouds, we do not yet

see the Sun. But, after years of weary

pcrplexities,—like fever-dreams,—I feel

sure for one that Imlly am awake, or

,awaking, and that I am looking towards

  

again, in the most emphatic meaning of

the words, ‘The kingdom of Heaven

upon Earth.’

“In all this there is nothing new in

thought or in expression; but to me, as I

write, there is the most rich and glorious

newness of spirit. Icannot convey to

you my impressions of the Reality of this

movement in which it is our joy to be

co-workers. I am, I believe, a Christian,

asI have never yet been; and recognize

a profoundncss of significance in that

Symbol of God-in-Man; and a nearness

in his present relations to humanity,

which make passing events and every

scene warm with the pulsations of a

heavenly life. But yet I wait, as we are

all waiting, for the ‘ season of refreshing

from on high.’ Not on us alone, my

friend, depends the progress of the grand

at-one-ment, (I mean by ‘us,’ the Asso

ciationisls in Europe and the United

States.) The spiritual world, through

the whole age, and especially in Christen

dom, is working with us. And it is with a

spirit of confident humility, of an una

bashed and most serene hope, that we

may go forward. We cannot fail.”

 

“ MANCHESTER, N. 11., Nov. 14,1846.

“DEAR Forums: I am really pained

to see that there is some probability, or

at least possibility, that the Harbinger

will necessarily be discontinued for the

want of adequate support; and, feeling

that it would be a real calamity to society

at large, and especially so to all true

b‘“ flwfor'": °1' law "f Hello", 0f the h“' the east, to say no more. Many myster- l hearted Associationists, I am anxious to

ma" {amines and Passmns; ""3 ("m 0f] ies have bccn becoming clearer through;make some feeble exertion in its behalf.

the social tree ; and as is the tree, so will

be the fruit. Whatever changes shall

take place, after perfect justice is estab

lished in the practical affairs of society,

and after human nature is rightly devel

oped, they cannot fail to be good and just.

I hold this to be the stand which judi

cious reformers should take. If it be

false, then the only alternative is to de

clare that the present system of society,

with all its institutions, is carat/1y right as

it is, and must be so maintained until the

end of time. Yours, &c.

A. Buisuaim.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Vile continue our extracts from letters

received from friends of the Associative

movement in different parts of the coun

try. Although not intended for publica

tion, their writers, we are sure, will

pardon us for the use which we make of

them, while our readers cannot fail to be

gratified with this introduction to the

noble spirits, who like thetn, are watch-l

“Ego-ism have we passed into Realism

It is cheering to witness and Mediation and Immortal Communion.

the interest and devotion which a faith in , We have :1 Religion to announce to our

the principles of Universal Unity is surel fellows.

ing in joyful trust, for the dawn of a.

'brighter day.

this summer and autumn; and I feel

more prepared than ever before to an~

‘swer to the yearning cry ‘Watchman!

what of the night.’ It is with a sweet

toned, golden trumpet, we may rouse the

sleepers. And perhaps, before the slug

,gards are shaking themselves from their

‘ visions of the past, it will be all glowing

sun-shine. Intellectually, we are surely

'seeking in the right dire-rtion. How

‘very, very much is contained in that as

sertion—if one is conscious of the latent

scepticism and the patent error all around

us!

“ Then as regards the third part of the

religious life, the body of the soul and

’spirit, we know that we are in harmony

with God's method. Our: WHOLE EFFORT

is CHARITY. And this more we know,—

to complete the circle, and to come back

to my first statement—that it is only by

fullness of love in all the social relations

that we can become One with Him whose

, essence and existence are Love.

“ Out of Idealism and Pantheism and

 

 

 

And our watch-cry is once

My circumstances and relations are such

that I cannot consistently do this in any

way but to use my endeavors to obtain a

small extension to your list of subscribers.

Ihave already the promise of three or

four names to be added at the commence

ment of your next volume, but I find peo

ple so in the dark as to the character and

real claims of our magnificent theory and

the proposed practical application thereof,

that they desire to peruse some numbers

of the Harbinger before venturing to be

come subscribers; therefore, I write this

to ask you to send, if convenient, a few

numbers, that can best be spared; and if

I can use them with the result I desire, I

shall feel doubly repaid in the conscious

ness of doing the cause a service, in some

small degree, and of being instrumental

in introducing to the minds of men a sub

ject of incalculable interest, the prac

tical application of the principles of

which in all our social relations can alone

save our race from degradation and

misery.

“Hoping the day may speedin arivo

when men shall not only sanction truth in

theory but shall be able to give it a body

and a life in all relations, I am yours.”
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ed clergyman in the interior of New En-\000; let this be taken in shares of one

gland, and a tried and most devotedhundred dollars. Let an annual assess

Associationist, although we are not pre-tment of tuenty per cent. be made on

pared to give our assent to the plan of.these shares. Let us organize in 1847.

operation, which he recommends. At Let Oregon be our place of destination.

some futttre day, we doubt not, an enter- I In the spring of 1848, let the pioneers go

prise like that which he suggests, will be forward, say twenty in number, having

attempted; but at present, we are per- i resolute experienced men, men of clear

suaded, the most important step is to

establish a model Phalanx in the very

heart of Civilization.

 

u  
, Nov. 14, 18-46.

“ In the first place, Ihope the Harbin

ger will be continued. It will be, say

you, if the friends of Association will

just sustain it. But unfortunately the

friends of Association are poor in purse

though perhaps rich in faith. There is

not an individual in this place that is ca

pable of reading the Harbinger and ap

preciating it. But why, you may ask,

has not this doctrine of Association been

preached, and why have not individuals

been taught at least the first principles of

Association? It will not answer in such

a place as this to run directly athwart

men’s most cherished ideas. [could do

no good in directly preaching on the sub

ject. There is here the greatest equality

of condition. There are no overgrown,

grinding monopolies. Then again, the

population of this town are driving ahead

l

l
heads; an engineer, a rail-road contrac

tor, young men of robust constitutions,

and sound hearts. Let them locate, plan

out the domain, break the ground and

cast in the wheat. Let these pioneers

take out with them the first installment

$40,000. In the spring of 1849, let

another band go out, say fifty men

and a few Women, perhaps twenty. Let

the buildings now be commenced in good

earnest: the foundation line, the walls of

stone or brick, or the best material that

can be procured, be put up. Let this

band carry out with them the second as

sessment, $40,000. In the spring of

1850 let another company of one hun

dred or more, men, women, and a few

children go, and push forward the work

as fast as possible ; the next spring send

out not less than two hundred, with the

fourth assessment. The following spring

last assessment, and complete in agnod

degree, the buildings, and make the ne

cessary arrangements to receive the last

 

let three hundred go with the fifth and]

 

With all "1011' mighl 0" the Subject 0f accession, which would be probably asi

education.

enthusiasm with which they take it up.

It is true they are on the old track, but

still alive, active. I have not thought it

iThus in 1853 we should be able to com

:nience our work to live. Let the shares

be taken on the condition that one share

(the higltcr branc

 

 

place of immense importance, its location

is favorable. In fine, there are a thous

and reasons why this Would be the

place for such an enterprise.

“I have no doubt that $200,000 stock

could be sold. Many young men would

subscribe for one or two shares because

they could pay for them on easy terms.

Many men of small means would be glad

to invest their money in this way. Some

rich men would take a few for the fun of

'it. And better still, hundreds of living

men of living faith in a better order of

society would gladly subscribe. You may

think the scheme impracticable. I do

not regard it so; at the present moment

we need some movement of this kind.

The genius of the age requires it. The

religion of the age demands it. Human

ity cries out for it. Ten men of the right

spirit, in one year, might raise a tempest

of enthusiasm. You may doubt, I be

lieve.”

Confound not religion, which is essen

tially one and unchangcablc, with the

different external forms in which it is

clothed.
   
 

BROOK FARM SCHOOL.

’l‘ru: course of study in this School comprises

the various branches usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

particular attention to the modern European

angttages and literature.

Pupils of different ages and of both sexes are

You can hardly imagine lllfl many persons as had already arrived. received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed in

iics usually taught in the Uni

vcrsity.

The School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. RIPLI-IY, assisted by experienced

best to distract, for the present. the pop— should entitle a tnan to become a member ‘ teachers in no.- different departments.

ular mind.

intensity. \Ve are one people on the

subject of common school education.

“ Still I preach Association, not in name,

but in fact. I take every fitting opportu

nity to show the present condition of so

ciety and contrast it with what it should

be. I do whatever I can to strengthen

men’s faith in the providence of God; tell

them it is a universal providence, that

God designs to establish his kingdom on‘

earth, and gather all nations into it, and

then the whole human race shall be as

one man before the Lord, integral, want

ing in none of his parts.

“ But let this pass. My faith is un

wavering, has ever been sinceI attained

to a little light on the subject of the re

organization of society.

“ From all I can gather from the Har

binger and elsewhere, I get this idea,

that it is doubtful whether you ever attain

to your idea of a perfect Association at

Brook Farm. If you should, by circum

stances, ever be compelled to give up

there, what shall be the next step which

the friends of Association must take.

share for his wife, and for every child.

This I think would induce many of small

means to invest a little every year in so

grand an enterprise. But. why go to

Oregon? In the first place there would

be excited in the minds of multitudes an

intense enthusiasm. There is something

,inspiring in the idea of leaving houses,

land lands, and home, and going half the

circumference of the globe to found a. new

order of things. It would awaken a re

ligious enthusiasm; we should go there

to establish the first socicty, the first

community that ever existed on a purely

Christian basis.

“In the second place, Oregon would

be favorable on account of its remote

ness from present connections; we should

feel free, unencumbered ; we should

neither think nor care what narrow

i mi

‘our enterprise. \Ve cannot, without an

:immense capital, realize our idea here at

‘ the East. People are looking on, sneer

ing, watching, criticizing, and we could

not go forward with a bold, firm step.

nded, false-hearted men might say of‘

Itis concentrated and ZICISIO’of the Association, and an additionall

 

“Now let us speculate a moment. Then again, Oregon is suitable as to soill

For young children who are deprived of pa,

rental care, and for older pupils who wish to

pursue a thorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a lar e semi

nary, it is believed that this School a 0rd: ad

vantages that are rarely to be met with.
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Synthesis Qf Astoria/ion.

persons sympathizing in a given intlns- groups, in the cotnmon parlors, their vis

trial attraction, if it is on the first evolu

tion of order from social chaoa, there may

be among them no man so eminently

qualified by talent and experience to lead,

and fiir a short time the group may re

main in a nebulous condition; but such

characters very soon appear where they,

 

iting, social parties, and other intercourse

naturally arising, will after a period of

some months develop many new sympa

tlties.

Individuals of the different groups, to

vary the monotony of their labors, will

desire to intervene in others with their

The formal-l0" Of groups on a “Sis are called for; plenty oftalent lies hidden friends, and to obtain this privilege with

of Association, will assure to them an in

dependent footing, is a desideratum of'

the first importance.

\Ve have shown the conditions and

relations which should exist, and _whichl

will test this independence. \Ve now:

proceed to indicate the means of attaining ,

it. We shall here consult the ' '

of nature.

W'e have illustrated the serial distribu

tion in the Planetary, the Atomic, the

Organic, and the Psychical spheres. \Ve

will seek in the first of these, the Plane

tary, the law of the formation of grottps.

The solar group, for example, to which we

belong, is composed of certain planets

with their satellites, and the sun as pivot

of movement. This sun is chief of the

group. He attracts to certain orbits the

planets, as they in turn act upon their

satellites. His is the primal energy

which co-ordinates all. Now, passing

from great things to small, what is the

law of combination among a gang of 'ma

sons whom we find building a house?

There is a master mason who by his su

perior knowledge, skill, influence of capi

tal, primal energy, has attracted to him

the laborers and the apprentices whose

movements are directed by him, and who

receive their pay through him. This

man proceeds by the light of experience,

and employs only so many subordinate co

operatives, and only upon such works as

he knows will afford the best compensa

which, in the smallest and crudest forms .

  

among the rubbish of civilization, and the|

system of free election is most favorable‘

to the development and appreciation of

superior qualities. \Vhoever exerts the

strongest attraction over the other mem

bers of a group, is its natural sun, andl

the hierarchy being established, har

tnorfious and cllit:ient movement coin

The group chiefs, the farmers, or mas

ter mechanics with their workmen whom

associative views have brought together,

may first proceed to transact business

with each other as independent firtns.

This preliminary organization will afford

some approximative data, from which

to calculate the relative dividends of

these departments when subsequently

united in a Phalanx. The next step,

in which attraction begins to manifest

itself, is the interlocking of these

groups. Certain unitary arrangements

will be formed, affording a guaran

tee from the mass to the individual, the

germ of which we already see in the

combinations of families in Boston to

support mercantile factors through whom

they obtain their goods nearly at whole

sale prices, a very large reduction. Far

greater will be the economies and luxu

ries of uniting many families in a single

dwelling like a first class hotel, with

suites of apartments instead of separate

houses, preparation of food in a single

kitchen, unitary ventilation by fines, sav

ing many fires and risk of conflagrations,

 

tion. He is the sun of the group.

Experience has proved that the chances

of successful management are greatestl

in this arrangement. \Ve apply this‘

principle to the formation of groups

in Association. On the assemblage of l

and so forth. Our hotels and club-houses,

although established by private specula

tion, already render these advantages ap

preciable, to those who have no nobler

 

aims than mere economy and comfort.

The meetings of the families or otherl

out sacrificing their profits, which would

he the condition in our incoherent indus

try. To facilitate this, each group

through its secretary would register the

number of working hours of each mem

ber, and any laborer accepted by a new

group, as capable of co-opcrating profit

ably, thultl be credited by it as well as

by his- former group in-jnst proportion.

As these alliances grew more numerous,

the groups Would become more and more

linked in a serial unity.

From the real connection of interests,

and the social confidence established,

would spring corresponding forms and

mechanisms. The groups most closely

connected by common interests and inter

change of members, would meet in com

mon council to decide upon collective

operations, multiply their resources by

combining their capital in a common

stock, and distribute by general vote or

through a representative medium the gen

eral profits to each component group; not

according to the oppressive standard of

civilization, which pays lowest that work

which is hardest, as the ditcher's; or most

disgusting, as the scavenger’s; or most

trying to the health, as the scamstress's;

but retributing most highly those which are

most necessary and least attractive. Be~

sides satisfying the sentiments of justice

and of friendship, now brought into con

vergence with interest through the serial

distribution of labors, this common divi

dend system will save the daily necessity

for mutual charges of the groups upon

each other, and greatly lighten the

duty of the book-keeper.

The principle of interlocking the

series by interchange of their members,

will finally combine the Agricultural,
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Mechanical, Domestic, Scientific, Artistic

and Mercantile departments in a unitary

society, just as before the smaller

groups of the same series. No series,

group, or individual, would lose its dis

tinct character or interests, but their aim

would be brought into convergence with

the rest. Stock might still be separately

invested or labor separately performed by

any group or individual whose individual

interests did not bring him or them free

ly into this arrangement, whilst they

could unite with other groups and series

in departments which did harmonize

their interests.

In the Phalanx thus formed, each indi

vidual would be credited on the books of

 
 

the society for stock invested, and for la

bor and talent contributed, according to

his estimation in his several groups; 7
whilst he would be debited for his beard, i transact for the whole series business of

room~rent and purchases at the great de- common interest, such as the matters men

posit store; and these accounts being all tioned above, and so forth.

open, every one could obtain the full!

amount of credit warranted by his fortune,

without fear of injury on either side.

Taxes, both internal and external, would

be levied from the general purse of the.

 

Phalanx before proceeding to distribution. i the monarchy or empire of the world.

The groups would very soon present ai

different aspect from that of their firstI

meeting. Necessity was then perhaps

the bond of union, and devotion the

 

spring of friendly intercourse : they have i nal relations with other groups, sub-series

now been replaced by Attraction; theior series,—the limits of each depart

the ‘ ment are accurate]freedom to follow this attraction,

labor in short sessions, alternating pur

suits and associates; the spur of emula

 

tion with contiguous groups, and the en- i interested in the results of administration.

sentiment I Each office in succession is filled by men

ennobling all; the full security of jus- chosen by those who from being person

thusiasm of the corporate

tice, required since the interlocking of the

groups, by selfishness equally with gene

rosity, and the genial warmth of social

life growing out of all these, will have

imparted such a charm to industry, that,

if punishment were ever needed, none

would be more dreaded than suspension

of employment.

The society will consequently be en

abled to declare to every member a con

stant minimum sufficient to prevent desti

tution, whatever may befall him, and

which no one however rich shall be at

liberty to decline. This guarantee will

be cemented by personal sympathies, and

it will embrace all the conditions which

life demands, so far as the society has at

tained them,—an advantage impossible to

the Odd Fellows, or other guarantee so

cieties, who can only afford the material

of subsistence, while their members con

tinue to live in the isolated household.

 

Having now, as we hope, stated clear

ly the relations of intercsl in which am

bition is gratified by the serial order, we

proceed to consider those of glow , strict

ly based upon such interests.

deceit, the bribery, the drunkenness, and

all the legitimated crimes, which make

our yearly elections appalling moral evils,

are here annihilated by the simple distri

bution of power among the groups, sub

series, series, and so forth, whose inter

ests are immediately concerned in its ex

ercise. Again, the number of' ranks and

offices will be so great and correspond to

so many varied species of excellence, that

the gratification of ambition, now re

stricted to a few, and attained often at

the expense of every other interest, will

be in the power of nearly every person at

some period; he who holds an inferior

station in one group, will be consoled by

finding himself a chief in some other

whose pursuits are better adapted to his

peculiar genius: since God has so organiz

ed our characters in their infinite shades of

difference, that each has its peculiar ex

cellencies, and when by the practical edu

cation of Association they have received

their natural and integral development,

each one will find a sphere of action pe

culiarly his own. One more considera

tion. The eXpensivencss of our present

forms of government all over civilization,

is surpassed only by their inefficiency in

Observe here, -—that as each group. each ‘ providing for the well being of their sub

sub-series, and each series, manages its‘jeets.

own private interests for itself, electing The distribution of power in Associa

reprcsentatives only to manage its exter- tion, like that of labor, will confine no one

to an exclusive sphere nflife; the same per

son whom we have followed into the field,

the workshop, the school, the orchestra,

will when occasion requires, devote with

out inconvenience, a few hours to the

business of legislation. In the small

sphere of one Association the honor

alone may he reward enough when no

ally acquainted with them, and associated sacrifice of other interests is required.

With them in businBSS, have had full Op-lThe emperor of the world does not re

portunities of judging of their capacity. isign the privilege of attractive labor in

Here is a true democracy; for not only is i the groups, where he meets a court en

all power derived from the people. includ- | cleared to him by the thousand ties which

ing all laborers whose interests are repre-ispring from sympathy in attractive pur

semedr male and female, Old and Young ; i suits, in the majestic shades of a forest

but that power is absolutely exercised liyibowcr, or in the tasteful saloons of the

the people, by the laborerS, by those Phalanx, where genius and wealth have

personally interested in every result which combined their resources for a beloved

they determine. Yet, from the inter- home.

locking of their interests with various \\-"e have now left behind us the ages

groups, which often compriseamajority of of incoherence, of social and political

all persons in the Association, they are ab— warfare, in which self-sacrifice is the law

solutely incapacitated from attaining for of Christian duty and class-sacrifice the

themselves any result, in which the rest law of civil policy.

shall not participate. These goods are In the series of contrasted, graduated,

substituted for the evils in our pseudo- combined’ and interlocked groups, we

democracy, \whose representatives are a have bound the individual with the mass

few persons chosen from many thousands by the composite ties of selfishness and

most of whom never saw them before the generosity, of personal interests and fam

eve 0f the eleclion, 38 is the case in 001' ily affections, social sympathies and cor

congressional and presidential elections, pom“; league ; ambition no longer climbs

and who are even in the minor elections over the dead and living corpses of his

very slightly if at all acquainted with brothers toathrone amid glaciers. The

them. The tumult, the opposition,some~ lion has lain down with the lamb, and

times amounting to pcrsunal violence, the Lucifer beams again resplendent in the

in each group, the rank in skill will

stimulate the ambition of the persons

composing it, as well as the elective office

of president of the group, who in this

capacity, will meet the presidents of the

other groups in the same sub-series, to

form a council for consultation and com

bined action in measures of common in

terest; namely, in the grain sub-series,

the allocation of soil best adapted to each

culture, the distribution of the various

implements of husbandry they require,

the distribution of the dividend coming to

the subscries, among the groups which

compose it. As president of a group and

member of a sub‘serial council, this man

becomes eligible to the ofiice of sub-serial

president. As sub-serial president he

meets the other sub-serial presidents of

the series to which they all belong, to

As member

of a serial council he becomes eligible as

its president, and so on, series above

series, to the presidency of the Associa

tion or Phalanx, to the presidency or

monarchy of a series of Phalanxes, to

y defined, and no

power is entruslcd, which can be advanta

geously exercised by those immediately
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angelic choir. Humanitary interests now

require as earnestly, as they before had

feared, the highest developments of indi~

vidual ambition, and civil policy must

seek to universalize instead of suppres

sing them,

Let us glance at a few of the avenues

which the serial order opens, its adminis

trative dignities, its premiums to genius

and public services. The population of

our globe is variously computed at from

five to nine hundred millions. At the

low estimate that only five-sevenths

of this number are suflicicntly concen

trated for Phalanstcrian organization ;

excluding Tartar and Indian tribes, the

suctorial Australians, and all savage na

tions subsisting on the free bounty of our

mother earth, who have not yet reached the

age of social dentition or development of

industry; there remain five hundred mil

lions, capable of forming two hundred

and seventy-seven thousand seven hun

dred and seventy-seven Phalanxes.

What are the attractions which will

render the first Phalanx, under all the dis

 

advantages of its crudity, a nucleus of

organization to these social elements, and '

enable it to open a sphere for thosel

splendid ambitions of the future, before

whose aims at a composite conquest both

material and passional, the efforts forl

brute empire of a Caesar or an Alexander, y

will lose their prestige, and scarcely ap

pear to be gigantic absurdities?

Of its highest attractions we must for

bear to speak, because they are of that

moral, social, psychical character that they

are instantly felt as if magnetically ; but

descriptions, or at least such as we are

here limited to, can convey no idea of

them. They are those which God has

enclosed in the varied types of genius and

beautiful character, whose influence is

already felt in their own little circles, and

still more who are now unrecognized even

by themselves, but who, pendent like the

water-lily in the still stream, await their

genial hour to bloom. We shall be more

intelligible in speaking of the combina

tions of capital, labor and skill, now at

open war, or undermining each other in

treacherous leagues,—of unitary econo

mies substituted for incoherent waste of

labor, time and material,-—of introduction

of machinery into the agricultural and

domestic labors which now require half

mankind to be hewers of wood and draw

ers of water; machinery only practicable

in arrangements on the largest scale, and

of which our first class hotels can give

only very imperfect hints,—of regular

payments by dividends from the society,

substituted for the precarious wages of

individual to individual, with the frauds,

the general distrust, and the opposition

of interests which grows out of that sys

tem, —— of the integral education of

 

children, at once scientific, industrial and nificence of the reward to the individual.

social, which enables them to earn their‘Each Phalanx prepares every year a

expenses bdfore the tenth year,-—of the

solidary guaranties sustaining all in their

strong net-work of interests, providing

for accident, sickness and old age not

merely the means ofa physical existence,

as in those abominable outrages on hu

manity, our alrnshonses; but a large

home, where environed by those luxuries

and harmonies of art and nature which

naturally flow from the combined re

sources of many hundreds, these poor,

“ whom we shall have always with us,”

shall rest among their friends, draw new

life from the world of love and action

round them, and in the numerous indus

trial groups ever find favorite employ

rnents in which they may intervene as com

plementary members whenever ability,

pursuits and inclination attract them.

With such a depth of tone, with so clear

and penetrating and withal so musical a

voice, will the first Phalanx plead with

the heart of humanity—“ Come all

ye brothers who are weary with strife

and heavy laden with sin and broken

with oppression, come to me and I

will give you rest”—that ten years

from the formation of the first Pha

lanx must witness the crystallization of

the whole social mass in which the seeds

of Associative propagandism have been

scattered. They cannot resist this voice,

for it is that of their own nature and all

their life will respond to it. The series

being the predetermined order for which

God has calculated man‘s instincts and

attractions, he must feel it as soon as

presented to him, to be his social destiny ;

he can no more escape conviction than he

can escape from himself. Supposing the

exclusiveness of the Chinese, the remote

ness of many portions of Asia, Africa and

America from the centres of propagan

dism, and other causes, to prevent the im

pulse from being communicated to more

than one-twentieth part of the industrial

population, we shall see about the tenth

year from the success of the first Phalanx

the formation of only thirteen thousand

eight hundred and eighty-eight. Of

Unarchs or Presidents of a single Pha

lanx, we shall now have thirteen thou

sand eight hundred and eighty-eight.

Of Duarchs presiding over 4 Phalanxel 34-72

Of Triarchs “ “ 12 “ 1157

Of Tetrarchs “ “ 48 “ 289

Of Pentarchs “ “ 14-8 " 96

I Of Hexarchs “ “ 576 “ 24

Of Heptarchs “ “ 1728 “ 8

Corresponding to these will be commer

cial dignities and offices of profit and

trust in different departments of spherical

industry, as there are internally within a

single Phalanx.

In the premiums of genius there are

two points to be conciliated, the lightness

of taxation upon the mass, and the mag

 

table of the inventions, compositions, and

novelties of art and science which it has

accepted by a majority of votes. Each of

these productions is judged by the compe

tent series of literature and poetry, and

thus of all other novelties. If a work is

considered Worthy of reward, they fix the

sum to be adjudged to the author; for in

stance, five dollars to a Fulton for a culti

vating-engine, fifty cents to Elizabeth Bar

rett for a “ Drama of Redemption,” com

pleting that of “ Exile.” The Phalanx,

after having formed a table of the prices

it decrees, sends it to the administration,

which collects the votes of the canton and

forms the provincial table. This in turn

is sent to the administration of the dis

trict which collects the votes of the can

tons, and so by degrees to the spherical

congress where the censorship is held,

and where are proclaimed the names of

authors crowned by the majority of the

Phalanxes on the globe. Of the sums

voted by this majority an average or me

dium term is assigned to the author.

If one-third of the Phalanxes has voted

half a dollar, one-third a dollar, and one

third a dollar and a half, the premium

adjudged will be one dollar. If the ulti

mate vote has assigned to the engine five

dollars, to the “ Drama of Redemption ”

fifty cents; the minister of finance will

send to Fulton a letter of credit for

13,888

5

 

309,440

And to Miss Barrett for

2)]3,888
 

36,944

They receive besides, the triumphal

decoration as magnates of the globe, and

thenceforth wherever they go, they re

ceive the same honors as the magnates of

the country. These sums, inappreciably

small for each Phalanx, are immense for

the authors, especially as they may he

often repeated. Fulton, or Miss Barrett,

may gain such sums every year by some

production which shall receive the general

sufirage. The smallest works, provided

they are distinguished by their excellence,

will bring large sums to their authors; for

if Mendelssohn is awarded sixpence by

his Phalanx for a Symphony, which may

have occupied him only a few days, it will

amount, when multiplied by the general

vote of the phalansterian globe, to eight

hundred thirty-three dollar and fifty

eight cents.

This may be considered as an inor

dinate profusion ; the aspirants themselves

may say that this is overwhelming them

with riches. ln civilization, dependent

upon the base impulse of necessity for in

dustry of mind or body, these premiums

would indeed extinguish the virtue which
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they crowned. The series which worksltion of the globe, and the number of

by the springs of attraction has no need i Phalanxes shall increase to three hundred

of base motives; we shall have there the and eighty-eight thousand eight hundred

stimulus of appreciative masses whichland eighty-eight, which lies within the

did such wonders for the arts in Greece; possibilities of our own generation.

and the cabalism, which now in incohcr- The number of seven hundred millions,

ent industry, and in the

small Associations combining many fuuc- t lotions, and which is perhaps about the

tions under one name, throws the apples ultimate which the human race can reach

of discord; will yield the single group to during the period of incoherence in which

sympathy of identity,and the dominion wars, famine, pestilence and chronic di

of the corporate sentiment, and become seases leave as the average of life, or
a. spur of industrial intrigue, by its de- I what passes for such, hardly an eighth of

velopment between contiguous groups. ' its natural period, is only left as a seed

Let the artists then be reconciled to their lint,r plant for the growth of the future.

tardy good fortune. “ They do not now I Where there is the slightest exemption

find a. gain of millions too large for alfrom destructive influences, as among the

stock-jobber, a monopolizer, a usurer. country population of England; the

They admire the perfectibilitics of that ratio of births to deaths is such as to

civilization which throws these millions at double the population in twenty-two

the feet of evil doers. Why this disor-‘years. This is far exceeded in many

der! If the social or Harmonic state has ,other districts. The statisticians of our

the property of rewarding with immense gazetteers have, in calculating only the

treasures noble functions, as those of sci- negative influence of an ultra civilized

ence and art, it follows in contrast that mechanism in the prevention of wars,

the civilized state destined to invert and l pestilence, and so forth, estimated that

falsify the passions, is prodigal of its ' one century might bring the population of

treasures to the meanest and most perni- l the earth to three thousand two hundred

cious classes, to those who instead of and twenty-six millions. Superior health

working, like votaries of art and science, {conditions for the individual, must of

for beauty and utility, work only to starve course limit the propagation of the hu

 

 

 

a country and to levy tribute on produc- man race, as it does of our horses, whieh‘

tive industry under the pretext of circu- ' aresomuchbcttercared for,thatthc farmcr

lation. These are the men worthy of is under the necessity of suhjccting his

public favor in the civilized and barbarous breeding mares to special hardships and

societies, where the efi'ects of the passions ill usage; and as the earth obtains its com

are the opposite of those produced by the i‘ plement, we may expect an equilibrium to

social divine code, which favors only truth ‘ prevail between births and deaths. In

and justice, noble deeds and noble ideas; lthe first years however, the rapid increase

thus our angels of darkness, our sophists, I must give a prodigious impetus to coloni

only attain with their perfectibilitics tolzation.

concentrate the fruits of industry morei Here open the brilliantcrusades of Ho

and more in the hands of stock-jobbing,manitary propagandism. Courage yet

sharpers, who share the powers of fora few years! and no longer struggling

government and cause the civilized order painfully against prejudice and fatuity,

to decline rapidly to its fourth phase, but billowed upon the enthusiastic sympa

Composite Feudalism, or division of the thies of all that is highest in note and

spoils between the two classes, the no- name as in heart and worth; our indus

bility and the merchants.” “’hen we trial armies marching forth to the regener

apeak of the meanness of the mercantile ation of their race, shall put to shame the

1 strength and skill.

ron s of which seems so large to our )cttv calcug i . l . ,

class, we refer to their false position as

parasites upon productive industry, not to

theirindividual characters, which are often

amongst the most liberal, in conformity

with the inversion of nature which

civilization presents in all its paradoxical

phases, and as a direct consequence of

their prosperity. Charity, when they pos

sess it, is a virtue they share with the

gambler and the robber of the highway.

The premiums of which we have spok

en sink into insignificance, compared with

those which the vote of much smaller

sums will secure to genius, when a bril

liant and rapid system of propagandism

and COlOl‘tiZflllOn, organized after the

tenth year, shall have brought into the

associative mechanism the whole popula

 brutal chivalry of a blood-stained past.

These industrial armies will go to pre

pare the hornes of new Phalanxes in bar

barous or savage countries, in which the

natives will only be admissible in the pro

portion of one-fourth, until seduced by

the guarantee of privilegcs superior to

the rude freedom of nature, they come to

solicit an industrial education. They will

be organized not only with the unitary

discipline of our military, but with all

those classes of character and industrial

function which are required to give zest to

life and labor, front the cook tothe minstrel.

Possessors of our vast machine power,

and the protcan resources of science in

its application; physical obstacles will

To fill the deserts

with streams, to re-forest‘the hill sides,

and disintegrate rock barrens, will be like

games of joyous boyhood to the armies

of unity. To convert this whole

earth, from the torrid desert of Lybia

to the ices of the pole, by our integral

leultnre into a garden of beauty, is, as

Miss Barrett well observes, but

"A power within our tether no new spirit

power conferring.”

“ When we drive out from the cloud of steam,

majestical white horses,

Are we greater than the first men, who led

black ones by the mane ’1”

This earth-subduiug we shall hold but as

loot-door play; nature will always be

‘ our gymnasium, for in our new moral and

spiritual developments, we shall not fall

into the symplistic error of neglecting

our bodies and their material relations.

We dare hardly touch at present on the
lloftier reachings of an ambition standing

on this earth-broad basis. Have not the

phenomena of magnetic clairvoyance, both

induced and spontaneous, shown that

‘ space and time are no limits to the human

lsonl? \Ve have but recently heard Pro

fessor Bush solemnly aver that Leverrier's

planet had been discovered and spoken of

to him several months before by a claivoy

ant, without the slightest scientific pre

tension. These are but. the voyages of

Columbus ;— a Cortez will follow on

their track.

To be continued.

  

 

SOME ACCliUNT OF A FRENCH THEORY

OF ASSOCIATION.

BY TITO PAGLIARDINL

(Concluded)

Organization of Labor.

In all agricultural and manufacturing

arts, it is universally admitted that the

most minute subdivision of labor adds

considerably to the quantity and quality

of the product: thus every pin, to be

perfect, is made to pass through the

hands of no less than ten persons; or, in

other words, the pin manufactory is di

vided into ten different branches or series;

but at what a price is the perfection of

the product attained ! The workman de

voting for months, years, his whole life to

the. exercise of only one of his faculties;

and generally condemned to carry on

monotonous and deadly occupations in

narrow and ill-ventilated apartments, be

comes degraded in body and mind, and

falls early a victim to the perfection of

the product.

Yet the principle of the division of

ylabor is too essential in all productive

i arts, to be abandoned ; nay, it is so essen

tial that it ought to be extended to every

lbranch of human industry; but to in

l crease the wealth ofthe community with

yout sacrificing the laborer, this subdivi

‘ sion must be thus organized.

All the occupations of a Pbalanstery

.or community (village) may be classed

‘under the following seven heads: --do

ltncstic, agricultural, manufacturing, edu

cational, scientific labors, and the practice

 

only serve to develop the consciousmess of of the fine arts, besides the political or
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administrative functions common to all;lthe exercise ofsome other faculty. Thuslncrs of these will be so improved, from

each of these classes may be subdivided'siipposing thabin the first portion of theitlie organization of the community, that

into many species, each species into vari- , day he devotes himself to the care of the i, a well-bred man will no longer dread pas

etics, each variety into sub-varieties, andlhorses and cattle (and how many noble-lsing a short time with them while en

so on, until it be reduced to the smallest l men there are whose first morning-visit is l gaged in some occupation or sport of

division possible. Each individual will to the stables!) or to some necessary do- which he is passionately fond.

undertake one or two of those small por- mestic occupation; after breakfast, hel The organization oflabor will have the

tions of labor, and as he will have to may proceed either to the fields, or to the extreme advantage of preventing that

choose among at least three or four hun— orchard, or to the garden, according to curse on workmen in civilization, the

dred, he will follow the bent of Nature, the directions of the chief of the group, dr'ad season—a season of difficulties,

and only choose among those for which which he has freely entered. and which ‘ forced idleness, and the consequent temp

his taste or talent is suited, to the consid- he may as freely quit, nri giving siifiicient tations to vice and crime: for, as every

erable improvement of each article; for notice; after his dinner, he may then, member pursues twenty or thirty various

some tailors excel in making waistcoats, having been sniliciontly in the open air, branches of industry, the periodical slack

who completely fail in the confection 0f a and enjoyed sufficient exercise, like to be coins; in the activity of one or several of

coat; some ladies, who would scorn to engaged in some more sedentary occupa- these is scarcely felt; and so much the

prepare a complete dinner. one" lake the tion, and enter not only without disgust v less so, as it is compensated by a corres

greatest pleasure in preparing the creams or danger, but with absolute pleasure and l ponding increase in the activity of other

and pastry for an evening entertainment; benefit into various manufacturing groups. f branches. Thus, in the winter most agri

l-husi alsoi many wealthy Persnhsv in thc As all occupations are Stlbdividt'd intolcultural pursuits slacken, or cease alto

cultivation of their own gardens, neglect their most minute and simple details, thelgelher; but the manufacturing arts ac

numerous essential or beautiful plants, to , work entrusted to each group can offer , quire at the same time a renewed vigor.

devote themselves exclusively to the cure l but few difficulties, and will not need a' The administration must be particularly

of a favorite flower, nay, of a particular1 long apprenticeship; every one will thus careful in keeping a just equilibrium be

variety of that flower; and such is the i he enabled to belong to twenty or thirty . tween the necessities of the Phalanx, and

Will of nature! but civilization generally different groups, and yet attain excellence l the demand for labor in the various

forces each individual, if tolerably free,-in each. Every group will be directedigroups; and this is easily accomplished.

to accumulate in his own hands all the by the member generally admitted to pos-lFor instance, if the industrials, free in

various hrflnChes Of his trade or occupa- soss most skill or science, and who will‘ heir choice, have grouped in a manner

tion, for many or Whh'h he has "Either thus be entitled to a dividend, not onlylnot perfectly in accordance with the gen

taBlB “01' aptitude; and if solely depen- from the portion of the profits allotted to eral interest, the administration by dimin

dent on his labor for existence, he is labor, but also from the portion to be tliS-IlSlllllg the sum ascribed to the crowded

“"6811 to wear out- hiS life in h mflhtllfl- tributed to talent. This election of aigronps, will soon remove from them the

nous, health-destroying occupation, such chief will always be a just one; for as‘ least ardent, and by increasing the pay of

7-15 gildint', needle-grinding. mining- The l the ambition of all men may be satisfied l the till then abandoned groups, will forth

hflPPlfle-‘S 0f the indiVidual is thus '18- i in consequence of their belonging to sev- with recall its members; and, as a gene

stroyed, and the work proceedinz from,eral groups, none will be unjustly envious ral rule, the more agreeable and more

his hands Sllflfirs fmm the lhdlfi'erellcelof the superiority attained by one mem- attractive labors will be less liberally re

in disgust with which it is performed. her in a particular branch, it being prob- innncrated than the more repugnant

In ’ouricr's system, all who are en- 3le that every one will be superior intones.

gaged in any hth "f industry. are some other branch; moreover, whatever The whole system, then, is included in

leldEd lnw groups, each 2"“? "ndef- emulation or jealousy may exist betweenlthe following words :—Assoc1'aliun, At

taking only one small portion of the any two groups, this jealousy will neverttractive Labor, Organization of Labor,

labor; but to avoid all the flbllVC-lllen—icxlend to individuals; for they may the‘and Unitary Administralr'on of the Com

tioned evils, the labor of each group willlvfl-y “anWtMarshal's-gm“ other mundy; principles which are by Fourier

be limited to two or three hours at lthqrmlp, which n, similarity of taste on this logically deduced from axioms as obvious

time, another group coming to relievc'particular point has made them enter. as those of Euclid,and fromainost pro

them. if necessary; 80 thal- lhe thrki'l‘hus the Organization of Labor, at the found analysis of the laws of nature and

may be continuous, though the worknienlsnme time that it admits of the natural the human heart, but which it is not

vary. The l'Blieved group then hmllhslinequalities of rank, fortune, and talent, at present our purpose to develop.

 

 

 

 

 

 

up, and each individual proceeds to join , completely does away with the party ha- Neither win we mm, expafiam on the

some other group of his choice, which he , tred so fearfully conspicuous in civiliza- emcncy of the proposed organization of

38m" qlms for Home“ thus finding va"tl"h- the commune, or village, in preventing

riety and pleasure in his work, which. That man will naturally submit, to su- crime; no, prove um, will, ,, Welpfell

makes him not only a healthy, but a con- perior skill, is evident from daily occiir- l popuhtiom working in groups, the fruits

tented man. rences. Do we not see the nobleman, of and orchards will be secure_ that they

That no confusion will arise from onelhis 0w" free-Will, futhY lhe “"06, "317‘ will, therefore, only be gathered at fit

group relieving another every two orIPbey the orders, or hls farmer, or hls times, and not while still unripe, to pre

three hours, is evident from what happens ajtll‘iheyl D0 “‘6 _nm 596 ladle? “1??le vent their being stolen; that in a corpora

daily in the army, the only well-organized , §llbmlll1nfl ‘0 b? dll'eme‘l bY_lhe"' ""lllnel' tion where each individual, man or wo

body that civilization can boast of. The ' If] dre§5» by 1h?" gardener "1 the ""1""!- man, is sure of finding Work, and being

sole difference between the existing body “0" "l a_ favorite flower? Yljl 0" all 0"" remunerated therefor— and in which

of destruction and the proposed industrial , 9" 0003810" “WY fwl, 1h?! Jealoule uP' the natural instincts of children will be

army is, that the latter substitutes the l hfild, the superiority 0f the" Yaflk- made useful to the community, marriage,

universal principle, ATTRACTION, as its Though the system here proposed ap- now so perilous a step, will be encour

llhki for the barbarous PrillClPle 0f COW-plies only to the industrial population. it aged at an early age (between eighteen

slraint, which alone holds together the is nevertheless probnh18,tliat., after a cer- and twenty-four, or twenty-five;) and

former- 385MB! Which. the"! are ml- tain period, those of the highest rank that this facility, combined with the mor

tural interruptions in the course of the would join in some particular industrial alizing influence of continued and attrac

day, formed by the three meals, hl'CB-k-igroup, not from need, but from inclination. tive industry, will do more towards ex

fiist, dinner. and supper, which divide the ‘ Do we not already see noblemen delight tirpating vice from its bosom than all the

day into four parts: namely, 1, bclhrelin driving a stage-coaclil—mcn of edu- repressive laws of the realm. Neither

breakfast; 2, between breakfast and din-loation charm their leisure hours in gar- will we, supposing the first trial to have

nor; 3, between dinner and supper; and i deiiing, shooting, hunting, fishing, earpen- succeeded, and its example to have been

4, between supper and bedtime. Now if, 1 ters’ and turners‘ workl—ladies seek followed by other communities, represent

instead of returnng after each meal to unceasing amusement in embroidering these communitiesascombiningthree and

the same work, which might have been stools, slippers, bracesl—nay, in em- four in cantons, under the general admin

attractive for a time, and in no wise inju- ploying their delicate fingers in the pre- istration of a_ borough—three or four

tions to the health, but which decidedly , paraiion of coarse clothes for the poor boroughs forming a county, under the ad

becomes both tedious and unhealthy if and the aged? It would certainly be difli- ministration of a town—three or four

long continued, each individual joins a cult for men of polished manners to asso- towns forming a province, under the ad

totally distinct group, no confusion Will lciate even for two hours regularly with a miriistratiori of a city—a collection of

have arisen, and the workman will feel . group of uneducated wurkmen, such as cities forming a state—several states a

refreshed by the variety, and happy inlcivilization produces them; but the nian-Anation. We close this imperfect view of
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the subject, by the enunciation of the

Opinion that, at a future period, when the

whole of the world shall have been or

ganized as we propose, happiness, plenty,

virtue, and truth, will alone reign among

men; and that, in the meantime, we

wish to preserve all the existing institu

tions — the laws, with all their severity —

the judge, the fine, confiscation, prisons

-— until, having no more crimes to punish,

they die of languor. Also, that we wish

to preserve all the political privileges of

the existing classes, till they of them

selves shall relinquish them for far supe

rior advantages.

 

Translated for the Harbinger.

THE COUNTESS 0F RUDOLSTADT,’

SEQUEL 1")

C O N S U E L O .

FROM THE FRENCH 0F GEORGE SAND.

XXVIII.

On the next day Consuelo felt herself

broken in mind and body. Supperville’s

cynical revelations, following so suddenly

upon the paternal encouragements of the

“ Invisibles,” produced upon her the ef

fect of an immersion in freezing water

after a delightful warmth. She had been

raised an instant towards heaven in order

to fall again immediately to earth. She

was almost vexed with the doctor for

having undeceived her; for she had al

ready, in her dreams, taken pleasure in

clothing with a dazzling majesty this an

gust tribunal which opened its arms to

her as an adopting family, as a refuge

against the dangers of the world and the

temptations of youth.

Still the doctor appeared to deserve

some gratitude, and Consuelo acknowl

edged it without being able to experi

ence any towards him; was not his conduct

that of a sincere, courageous and disin

terested man‘.l But Consuelo found him

too sceptical, too much of a materialist,

too much givcn to despise good intentions

and to laugh at beautiful characters.

Notwithstanding what he had said to her

about the imprudent and dangerous char

acter of the anonymous prince, she still

formed to herself a high idea of that no

ble old man, ardent for good as a youth,

and artless as a child in his faith in the

perfectibility of the human race. The

words which had been addressed to her

in the subterranean hall, returned to her

mind and appeared to her full of calm

authority and austere wisdom. Charity

and goodness pierced through the threats

and reserve of an aflected severity, ready

to give itself the lie at the least burst of

Consuelo’s heart. Would cheats, covet

ous men and charlatans have thus spoken

and acted with her! Their valiant enter

prise of reforming the world, so ridicu

lous in the eyes of the cynic Supperville,

 

" Entered according to Act ofCongrc-ss in the

year 1814;, by Flunus G. SHAW,in the Clerk’s

otfice ofthe District Court of Massachusetts.

 
echoed the eternal wish, the romantic

hopes, the enthusiastic faith with which

Albert had inspired his spouse, and which

she had again found with benevolent sym

pathy in Gottlieb's afllicted but generous

head. Was not this Supperville hateful

for wishing to dissuade her from it, and‘

to deprive her of her faith in God, at the

same time with her confidence in the In

visibles?

Consuelo, much more given to poetry

of soul than to the dry appreciation of,

the sad realities of the present life, strug

gled against the judgments of Supperville

and endeavored to repel them. Had he

not made gratuitous suppositions, he who

confessed that he was not initiated into

the subterranean world, and who appeared

ignorant even of the name and existence

of the council of the Invisibles? It was

possible that Trismegistus was a cheva

lier d’industrie, though the princess Ame

lia affirmed the contrary, and the friend

ship of count Golowkin, the best and

wisest of the nobles whom Consuelo had

met at Berlin, spoke in his favor_ That

Cagliostro and Saint Germain were also

impostors, that too might be supposed,

though they likewise might have been de

ceived by an exuaordinary resemblance.

But when uniting these three adventur

ers in the same contempt, it did not fol

low that they made part of the council of

the Invisibles, nor that this association of

virtuous men could not repel their sug

gestions as soon as Consuelo had herself

ascertained that Trismegistns was not

Albert. \Vould it not be time to with

draw her confidence after that decisive

proof, if they persisted in wishing to de

ceive her so grossly! Until then Consue

lo wished to try her destiny and to know

better those Invisibles to whom she owed

her liberty and whose paternal reproaches

had reached her heart. She determined

upon this last course, and while awaiting

the termination of the adventure, she re

solved to treat all that Supperville had

said as a trial he had been authorized to

subject her to, or else as a necessity of

expressing his bile against certain rivals

better received and better treated than

himself by the prince.

A. last hypothesis troubled Consuelo

more than all the others. \Vas it abso

lutely impossible that Albert should be

alive! Supperville had not observed the

phenomena that had for two years preced

ed his last illness. He had even refused

to believe in them, persisting in the

thought that the frequent absences of the

young count in the grotto had been con

secrated to gallant rendezvous with Con

suelo. She alone, with Zdenko, knew

the secret of those lethargic crises. The ,

doctor’s self-love would not allow him to‘

confess that he might have been deceived l

by the appearance of death. Now that‘

 
Consuelo was acquainted with the exist

ence and material power of the council of

the Invisibles, she dared to form many

conjectures upon the manner in which

they might have rescued Albert from the

horrors of a premature burial, and re

ceived him secretly among themselves for

unknown purposes. All that Supperville

had revealed to her of the mysteries of

the chateau and the peculiarities of the

prince, helped to confirm this supposition.

The resemblance of an adventurer named

Trismegistus might complicate the mar

vellousness of the fact, but it did not des

troy its possibility. This idea took such

strong possession of poor Consuelo that

she fell into a deep melancholy. Albert

alive, she would not hesitate to join him

as soon as she was permitted, and to de

vote herself to him eternally. But more

than ever she felt that she must suffer

from a devotedness into which love did

not enter. The chevalier presented him

self to her imagination as a cause of bit

ter regret, and to her conscience as a

source of future remorse. If she were

obliged to renounce him, her dawning

love would follow the course of opposed

inclinations, it would become a passion.

Consuelo did not ask herself with a hy

pocritical resignation why this dead Al

bert wished to leave his tomb where he

was so well 011'; she said that it was her

destiny to sacrifice herself to this man,

perhaps even beyond the grave, and she

wished to accomplish that destiny oven to

the end; but she suffered strangely, and

she wept for the unknown, her most in

voluntary, her most ardent love.

She was drawn from her meditations

by a slight noise and the grazing of a

little wing upon her shoulder. She nt

tered an exclamation of surprise and joy

on seeing a pretty red-breast fluttering in

her chamber and approaching her without

fear. After a few moments of reserve he

consented to take a fly from her hand.

“ Is it you, my poor friend, my faithful

companion? " said Consuelo to him with

tears of infantile joy. “ Can it be possi

ble that you have sought and found me

here'.‘ No, that cannot be. Pretty, con

fiding creature, you resemble my friend,

and are not he. You belong to some

gardener, and have escaped from the

green-house in which you have passed the

cold weather among always beautiful

flowers. Come to me, consoler of the

prisoner; since the instinct of your race

impels you towards the solitary and the

captive. I wish to transfer to you all the

friendship I had for your brother.”

Consuelo played seriously for a quarter

of an hour with the amiable little ani

mal, when she heard from without a

slight whistle which seemed to thrill that

intelligent creature. He let fall the

dainties which his new friend had lavish
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ed upon him, hesitated a little, made his!

great black eyes sparkle, and suddenly

determined to take his flight through the

window, attracted by a fresh call from an

irresistible authority. 'Consuelo followed

him with her eyes and saw him lose him

self in the foliage. But on striving to

discover him again, she perceived at the

bottom of her garden on the other bank

of the stream which bounded it, in a. rath

er open place, a personage easily recog

nized notwithstanding the distance. It

was Gottlieb, who dragged himselfalong

side the water in a very cheerful manner,

singing and trying to hop. Consuelo,

forgetting a little the prohibition of the

“luvisibles,” endeavored to attract his

attention by waving her handkerchief

from the window. But he was absorbed

by the desire of recalling his red—breast.

He raised his head towards the trees as

he whistled, and went away without hav

ing noticed Consuelo.

“God be blessed, and the lnvisibles

also, in spite of Supperville,” said she to

herself. “ That poor child appears happy

and better in health; his guardian angel,

the red-breast, is with him. It seems

that it is also the prcsage of a more

pleasing destiny for myself. Let me no

longer doubt my protectors. Distrust

palsies the heart.”

She sought for the means of occupying

her time in a profitable manner to pre

pare her for the new moral education

which had been announced to has, and

she thought of reading, for the first time

since she had been at * *l ‘. She en

tered the library, upon which she had

hitherto cast only an absent glance, and

resolved to examine seriously the choice

of books that had been placed at her dis

posal. They were not numerous, but ex

tremely rare and probably unique, for the

greater part. It was a collection of the

writings of the most remarkable philoso

phers of all epochs and all nations, but

abridged and reduced to the essence of

their doctrines, and translated into the

various languages which Consuelo could

understand. Many, having never been

published as translations, were in mann

script, cspecially those of the celebrated

heretics and innovators of the middle

ages, precious remains of the past, im

portant fragments of .which, and even

some complete copies, had escaped the

researches of the Inquisition, and the

later violations of the Jesuits in the old

heretical chateaus of Germany during the

thirty years’ war. Consuelo could not

appreciate the value of these philosophi

cal treasures, collected by some ardent

bibliophile or by some courageous adept.

The originals would have interested her

on account of their characters and the

vignettes, but she had under her eyes only

, anything.

 

a translation made with care and pcnncd

 

with elegance by some modern. Still

she sought. with preference for the faith

ful translations of Wicklifi', of John Huss,

and of the reforming Christian philoso

phers who were contracted, in anterior,

cotemporaneous and subsequent ages

with those fathers of the new religious

era. She had not read them, but she

was quite well acquainted with them

from her long conversations with Albert.

In turning them over, she did not read

them any more, and yet she knew them

better and better. Consuelo had an es

sentially religious soul without having a

philosophical mind. If she had not lived

in that reasoning and clear-sighted medi

um of the world of her time, she would

have been easily turned to superstition

and fanaticism. Still such as she was,

she understood the exalted discourses of

Gottlieb better than the writings of Vol

taire, which were nevertheless read with

ardor by all the fine ladies of that age.

That intelligent and simple girl, so cour

ageous and so tender, had not a head

formed for the subtleties of reasoning.

She was always enlightened by her heart

before being so by her brain. Seizing

all revelation of feeling by a prompt as—

similation, she could have been instructed

philosophically; and she had been re

markably so for her age, her sex and her

position, by the teachings of a. friendly

voice, by the eloquent and fervent voice

of Albert. The organizations of artists

acquire some in the emotimoi am

or of a sermon than in the patient and

often cold study of books. Such was

Consuelo; she could not read a whole

page with attention; but if a great

thought, happily rendered and summed

up by a brilliant expression, struck her

attention, her soul became fixed upon it;

she repeated it to herself like a musical

phrase: the sense, however profound it

might be, penetrated her like a divine

ray. She lived upon that idea, applied

it to all her emotions.

real strength from it, she remembered it

all her life. And it was not for hera

vain sentence, it was a rule of conduct,

an armor for the fight. \Vhat nced had

she to analyze and sum up the book in

which she had seized it? All that book

was written in her heart, as soon as

the inspiration which produced it had

taken possession of her. Her destiny

did not command her to go beyond. She

did not pretend to conceive a philosophi

cal world lcarucdly in her mind. She

felt the warmth of the secret revelations

which are granted to poetic souls when

they are also loving. It was thus that

she read several days without reading

anything; but more than one page in

which she had seen only a single line

was wet with her tears, and often she

She derived 21‘

She could give no account of

 
ran to the harpsichord to improvise songs,

the grandeur and tenderness of which

were the burning and spontaneous ex

pressions of her generous emotion.

She passed a whole week in a solitude

which was no longer troubled by Mat

teus’ reports. She had promised herself

not to ask him the least question, for he

had become as taciturn as he was tedious

in the first days. The red-breast came

to see Consuelo every morning, but with

out being accompanied at a distance by

Gottlicb. It seemed that. this little being

(Consuelo was not far from believing him

enchanted) had regular hours to come

and divert. her by his presence, and to

return punctually at noon to his other

friend. In fact, there was nothing won

derful in that. Animals at liberty have

habits, and make a regulated employment

of their days with more intelligence and

foresight even than domesticated animals.

One day, however, Consuelo remarked

that he did not fly as gracefully as usual.

Instead of coming to peek at her fingers,

he only thought of freeing himself by

claws and beak from some irritating clog.

Consuelo approached him, and saw a

black thread hanging from his wing.

Had the poor little fellow been taken in a

snare and escaped only by strength and

address, carrying away a piece of his

chain l She had no difficulty in capturing

him, but she had a little in freeing him

from a thread of silk skilfully crossed

over his back, and Which‘fixed under his

left wing a very small bag of quite thin

brown cloth. In that bag she found a

billet written in almost imperceptible

characters upon a paper so fine that she

feared to tear it with a breath. At the

first Words she saw well that it was a

message from her dear unknown. It

contained these few lines: “ A generous

work was confided to me in hopes that

the pleasure of doing good would calm

the anxieties of my passion. But noth

ing, not even the exercises of charity, can

distract a soul in which you reign. I

have accomplished my task sooner than

was thought possible. I have returned,

and love you more than ever. Still the

sky has become more clear. I do not

know what has passed between you and

(limit, but they seem to be more favorable,

and my love is no longer treated as a

crime, but only a misfortune for me. A

misfortune! 0! they do not love! they

do not know that I cannot be unhappy if

you love me; and you do love me, do

you not! Entrust it to the red-breast of

Spandaw. It is he. I have brought

him in my bosom. 0! let him pay me

for my care by bringing me a line from

you! Gottlicb will give it to me faith

fully without lookiug at it."

Mystery, romantic circumstances, fan

the flame of love. Consuelo experienced
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the most violent temptation to reply; and

the fear of displeasing the Invisibles, the

scruple of breaking her promise, re

strained her only feebly, it must be con

fessed. But, on thinking that she might

be discovered and occasion a fresh exile

to the chevalier, she had the courage tot

abstain. She restored the red-breast to

entrance of the music saloon without her “You said, the first time you appeared

having heard them ascend. She could before us,_a word which we have received

not restrain a cry of terror at the appari- , and weighed: ‘ It is a strange moral tor

tion of those spectres: but one of them i ture for a woman to confess herself aloud

said to lter, in a voice more gentle than before eight men.’ Your modesty has

the first time : “ Follow us." She rose i been taken into consideration. You will

in silence to obey them. A silk bandage . confess only to me, and I will not betray

was presented to her with the Words :lyour secrets. Full power has been giv

 

 

liberty, without conftding to him asingle “This will inconvenience you less than‘

word of answer, but not without shedding f the hood. Cover your eyes yourself and -

bitter tears at the sorrow and disappoint— i swear tltat you will do so conscientiously. I

ment which this severity would occasion , Swear also that if the bandage falls or

her lover. ybecomes disarrangcd you will close yourl‘

She tried to resume her studies, but eyes until we tell you to open them.” I

neither reading nor singing could distract “ I swear it to you," replied Consuelo.

her from the agitation with which her “ Your oath is accepted as valid,” re

bosom was stirred since she knew that turned the conductor. And Consuelo

the chevalier was near her. She could walked through the subterranean pus-1

not help hoping that he would disobey for . sages as before; but when she was told '

both, and that she would see him gliding to stop, an unknown voice added :

iu the evening among the flowery thick- “ Take off the bandage yourself!

ets of her garden. But she did not wish to Henceforth no one will again raise a hand i

encourage him by showing herself. She i to you, ,You will have no other keeper

passed the evening shut up, watching but your word." {

through her blinds, palpitatiug, full of Consuelo found herself in a vaulted

fear and (hi-sire, and yet resulted not 10 cabinet, lighted by one small sepulchral

answer his appeal. She did not see ltimlilamp. suspended from the hanging key

appear, and she experienced as much sor- ‘ stone in the middle. A single judge, in

row and surprise as if she had depended 1 red robe and livid mask, was seated upon

upon a rashncss which she would still‘un antique arm-chair near the table. He

have blamed, and which would have re-jwns bent with age; some silvery locks

awakened all her terrors. All the littlelcscaped from beneath his skull-cap. IIis

mysterious dramas of young and burning voice was broken and trembling. The

loves were accomplished in her bosom in |aspect of this old man changed into re.

a few hours- This was a new pllase,ispectful deference the fear from which

these were new emotions tn her life. Consuelo could not. dot‘ond herself at the

She had often expected Anzoleto in the approach of an Invisible.

evening, upon the Quays of Venice or “Listen tome attentively." said he to

upon the terraces of the Corte Minc/li,,her, making a, Sign that she should be

but she had expected him while goingiseated upon a stool at some distance from

over her morning‘s lesson or saying lterlhim, “ You appear here before your

rosary, without impatience, without fear, confessor. I am the oldest ofthe council, I

without palpitations and without anguish. and the calmness of my life has rendered ‘

That childish love was so akin to friend- I‘ me as chaste as the most chaste of the

ship, that it in nothing resembled this Catholic priests. Ido not lie. Still, do.

which she now felt for Liverani. The you Wish to refuse me? You are free to

next day she expected the red-breast with i do so.”

impatience; the red-breast did not come.‘ “I accept you,” replied Consuelo,

Had he been scizcd on his passage by'“ provided always that my confession

some savage argusl Had the disquiet does not imply that of another.”

occasioned by that band of silk and that “ Vain scruple! ” returned the old

burden heavy for hint prevented his com- man. “ A scholar does ttot reveal to his

ing out! But he had so much sense that master the fault of his comrade, but a

he would have remembered that Consuelo I son hastens to inform his father of that of

had freed him front it the day before, and ‘ a brother, because he knows that a father

he would have come to ask her to do that . represses and corrects without punishing.

service for him again. At least, such should be the law of the

Consuelo wept the whole day. Sltei‘family. You are here in the bosom of a

who had not found tears in great catastro family which strives to practice the ideal.

 

 

 

 

phes, who had not shed a single one over Have you confidence 1 ”

her misfortune at Spandew, felt herselfi This question, so arbitrary in the

broken and consumed by the sufferings of mouth of an unknown, was made with so !

her love, and sought in vain for the much gentleness and so sympathiziug u'

strength which had sustained her against tone of voice, that Consuelo, suddenlyl

all the other evils of her life. I attracted and softened, replied without |

In the evening she was trying to read hesitation:

a score at the harpsichord, when two “ I have full confidence.”

black figures presented themselves at the “ Listen again,” resumed the old man. ,

on me, though I am not superior to any

other in the council. to advise you in a

particular affair ofa delicate nature and

which has only an indirect reference to

your initiation. Will you reply to me

without concealman Will you lay hate

your heart before me 1 ”

“I will do so."

“I shall ask you nothing of your

past life. As you were told, your past

does not belong to us; but you have

been warned to purify your soul from the

instant that marked the commencement of

your adoption. You were to have made

your reflections upon the difficulties and

the consequences of that adoption; it is

not to me alone that you are to render an

account on that head; the question be

tween you and me is on another matter.

Reply then.”

“I am ready.”

“One of our children has conceived

love for you. During the past eight

days, do you respond to that love or do

you repel it! "

“ l have repelled it in all my actions."

“ I know that. Your smallest actions

are known to us. I ask the secret of

your heart and not of your actions.”

Consuelo felt her cheeks burn, and

she remained silent.

“ You find my question a very cruel

Still it tnust be answered. I do

I must

one.

not wish to guess anything.

know and register.”

“\Vell, I love! ” replied Consuelo,

carried away by the necessity of being

true. But hardly had she pronounced

'that word with boldness, than she burst

into tears. She had renounced the vir

ginity of her soul.

“ Why do you weep?" returned the

confessor with gentleness. “ Is it from

shame or repentance! ”

“ I do not know. It seems to me that

it is not from repentance; I love too

much for that.”

“ Whom do you love? ”

“ You know; I do not know.”

“ But ifl did not know! His name?”

“ Liverani."

“ That is the name of no one. It is

common to all those of our adepls who

wish to bear and to make use of it; it is

a nom-de-guerre, like all those which

most of us use in ourjourneys."

“I know him by no other, and it was

not from him that I learned it.”

“ His age? ”

“I have not asked him.”
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“ His face? ”

“ I have not seen it.”

“ How would you recognize him‘! ”

' “ It seems to me that on touching his

hand I should recognize him."

“ And if your fate depended on that

trial and you should be deceived!"

“That would be horrible.”

“ Shudder then at your imprudence,

unhappy child ! Your love is sense

less."

“ I know it well.”

“ And you do not combat it in your

heart? ”

“I have not the power.”

“ Have you the desire! ”

“ Not even the desire.”

“ Then your heart is free from every

other affection l "

“ Entirely.”

“ But you are a widow! ”

“ I believe I am.”

“ And if you were not? ”

“I Would combat my love, and would

do my duty."

“ With regret? With sorrqu ”

“ With despair, perhaps; but I would

do it.”

“ Then you did not love him who was
your husband 1 ” i

“ I loved him with fraternal friendship.

I did my best to love him with love.”

“ And you were not able? "

“ Now that I know what it is to love I

can say no.”

“Then feel no remorse; love cannot

be forced. You think that you love this

Liverani seriously, religiously, ardent

ly 7’

“ I feel all that in my heart, unless he

is unworthy of it—”

“ He is Worthy.”

“ O my father! “cried Consuelo, trans

ported with gratitude, and ready to kneel

before the old man.

“ He is worthy of an immense love, as

much as Albert himself! but you must

renounce him.”

“ Then it is I who am not worthy! ”

replied Consuelo, sadly.

“ You would be worthy of him, but

you are not free. Albert do Rudolstadt

is living.”

“ My God! forgive me! ” murmured

Consuelo, falling on her knees and hiding

her face in her hands.

To be Continued.

 

A PROPER DlSTINCTION. Governor

Chittenden, Chief Magistrate of Ver

mont, was of humble birth, and rose by

the force of talent to his exalted station.

Yet while Governor of the Green-Moun

tain empire, he still continued to keep the

same tavern, upon the steep hill-side,

that he kept for many years before. One

evening, a wagoner drove up and accost

ed him thus: “Governor Chittenden, as

chief magistrate of Vermont, I render you

all due homage; but as landlord Chittcn

den I’ll thank you to turn out my horses.”
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0f modern civilization, the natural fruits arc,

contempt for othrrs’ tights, fraud, (noun-salon, u

u'nnblinu spirit in tradr, rt-r'klr'ss adrrnturv, and

coinnnrt'iul litilthllsiults all tending to inipovt-rirli

the laborer and to n-nd~~r t'vrry condition inst-corn.

Relief is to command can only come from the- new

application ot'tihristlun prinviplcs, of l,'nivr-rsal jos

tice and Universal love, to social institutions, to

commerce, to business, to uctivc life.

Itn. (‘rus'n'lrvm

CLOSE OF OUR THIRD VOLUME.

\Ve complete our third volume with

this day’s paper. Cheered by the approv

ing voice of the friends ofAssociation, we

would continue our labors in this sphere

with fresh earnestness and zeal. Our au

dience, though limited, is one which in

spires us by its sympathy. \Ve write in

the Harbinger as to a friendly circle, nut

to a miscellaneous public. \Ve trust our

future labors will be received in the same

  

attractive to us. \Vith the determination

expressed on the part of many3 friends to

sustain the Harbinger, we shall com

mence another volume with cheerful con

fidence. Our subscribers, whose terms

expire with this number, are requested to

renew their subscriptions without delay,

and forward the amount to the usual ad

dress.

 

WHAT SHALL WE DO!

\Ve earnestly call the attention of the

friends of Association to the following

communication from the Corresponding

Secretary of the AMERICAN UNION or

ASSOCIATIONISTS. It brings before them,

with great distinctness and force, the

methods of action which, in the present

state of the movement, are best adapted

to promote the grand and comprehensive

object which they have in view. The

time has arrived for a concentration of

their resources on the propagation of uni

tary principles, until the way shall be.

folly prepared for the establishment of a

model Phalanx, and the irrefragable de

monstration to the world of the truth and

value of Associative ideas.

We must have a corps of Lecturers, if

no more than two or three, constantly

before the public. Our principles are to

be spread now by popular discussion,

earnest practical appeals, lucid statements

of fact, and if need be, by stringent con

troversy. The public mind is ready for

the reception of truth. The prevailing

evils of society are too keenly felt by the

majority of all classes, to allow their

discussion to be smothered or hushed

up. The organization of labor,—the

 

spirit which has made our past efforts so;

relation of capital to production,-—the,y

equitable distribution of the avails of in- l cause.

dustry, — the principles of true com reads this article, at once decide for him

of a wise and integral education, in ac

cordance with the whole nature of man,—

the substitution of the Law of Love for

the Law of Force, in the intercourse of

1 men, — are subjects to which the general

mind is now turning with eager curiosity,

and on which it will not be satisfied,

without a more thorough, profound, and

sincere investigation, than they have yet

received. We believe that the doctrines

of the Associative school present a clear

and convincing light on all these subjects.

We are bound to exhibit these doctrines,

in all their completeness and power.

They court inquiry. They boldly de

unand a hearing of all intelligent men.

\Ve wish them to be fearlessly sifted and

iexamined. \Ve are sure that they cannot

be studied and understood, without being

trcceived; nor received, without produc

ing a social revolution that shall bless

Humanity. Hence, we feel the urgent

importance of sustaining a body of Lee-

turers, who shall at all times be in the

field. Our principles have taken posses

sion of enlighteiied, eloquent, and devoted

men, who are ready to consecrate their

lives to this service. They ask only for

ithe humblest means, by which their mis

sion can be sustained. The combined

efforts of Associationists for this purpose

would be amply adequate, with scarcely

a feeling of individual sacrifice.

Nor less important is the preparation

and distribution of publications. A re

form like that in which we are engaged,

which relies on mtiitionr-foéts', numerical

calculations, scientific analyses, no less

than on appeals to the noblest sentiments

and aspirations of man, demands the aid

of the printed page as well as the spoken

word. Our lecturers must have at their

command a variety of works, in which

the doctrines of Association are explained

and illustrated, which they can leave in the

hands of those whose interest has been

awakened by their discourses. This is

an essential condition of permanent suc

cess. An annual appropriation, of com

paratively trifling magnitude, would meet

this demand.

The plan, suggested by Mr. Gonwnv,

and partially carried into effect in NEW

Yonn, We are authorized to say, will be

immediately acted on in Bosron. A

good beginning is already made. The

tWo cities just mentioned, we are sure,

will not fail to do their part. \Ve call

for the cooperation of our friends every

where. If you are but half a dozen in a

village, form an affiliated society to the

American Union. If you are alone, send

on your name, ‘with the weekly amount

on are willing to pledge for this holy

Let every Associationist who

 

 

merce,-—the economies and moral advan- 1 self what he can do, what he is bound to

i tages of associated homes, -the method do, what he will do, for the promulgation
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of the truth which he holds dear. There

should be no delay. Here is a field of

action all ready and waiting. Enter it,

friends, with a pure zeal, a sacred resolve

that, whatever may be the result, you at

least will do your duty.

[11? \Vrite to any of the Directors of

the UNION, either at New Yoax, Dos-res,

or BROOK FARM. {11

THE LECTURING FUND.

To "run ran-mos 0F ASSOCIATION.

Your brethren in the city of New York

have determined that, as far as their

most devoted efforts can effect it, the

cause of Combined Industry shall move

forward, from this time, with increased

rapidity. Their zeal in the cause, never

lukewarm, has been rekindled by the

awakening enthusiasm which is every

where excited by the claims of Labor.

In France, in Germany, in England, and

in the United States, a new interest in

whatever tends to associated labor and as

sociated homes has recently sprung up.

In France, our friends were never so

strong, both in men and means as they

are now: in Germany, a deep and

earnest discussion of the great sub

ject of industrial organization occupies

its best minds: while in more practi

cal England, the working—men, led on

by some Of the noblest spirits of the

land, are combining to work out their

own salvation. The same spirit is mov

' ing in the United States, and we must

quicken and extend the movement atonce

by the most prompt and energetic efforts.

If you ask what is to be done, we

answer that every thing is to be done to

give the people information. All that

we want now is, that our principles

should be known. The condition of so

ciety, the state of the popular mind, is

prepared for action in the right direction.

We must send forth lecturers, and send

forth tracts. Let the truth be scattered

through the whole extent of our country.

But in order to do this we must have

means. How shall these be obtained?

We answer, by contributions weekly, to

a small amount, from all who are alive to

the grandest of modern problems—the

ORGANIZATION OF LABOR.

The plan we have adopted in this city

is this: We have drawn tip a paper,

pledging the subscribers to it, to pay into

the Treasury of the American Union of

Associationists, through some local trea

sury, a certain amount weekly for one

year. Our subscriptions vary from five

cents to one dollar per week, according to

the circumstances of the subscriber. \Ve

are already sure of ten dollars per week,

which will make five hundred dollars.

Boston will doubtless adopt the same

plan, which will give one thousand dol

lars a year: and we expect more from

other cities and towns.

management of the American Union, in

paying lecturers and publishing tracts on

the great theme of the day -—- United

Labor.

Now, friends, we ask you to come

forward and join us in this Wm‘k. Let no

time be lost in ascertaining what you can

do. Form your little clubs: and if you

can gather only one dollar per week, it is

so much added to the general fund. The

burden on each individual is trifling — the

effect to be produced, tremendous. Can

we not. raise an income of at least two

thousand dollars a year for the propaga

tion of the eternal principles of Social

Harmony? Surely, an object so magnifi

cent is worth the effort.

PARKE GOD‘VIN,

Foreign Corresponding Secretary of the

American Union of Amcialionists.

New YORK, Nov. 2], 1846.

THE CHURCH OF HUMANITY.

If there be any such thing as a reli

gious sentiment, or any foundation for re

ligion in our nature, surely the contem

plation of such truths, such hopes as ev

ermore preoccupy the mind of an Associ

atiouist, should wake it into life. When

the Jews groaned in bondage and humil

iation, and when the thought of a Mes

siah and deliverer dawned upon them,

there was less cause for deep and solemn

joy, less to stir up the soul from its

depths, and to touch all lips with some

thing of the holy fire of prophecy; less

to aggravate the inward mutual necessity

for gathering ourselves together and pre

senting ourselves as one before the Lord,

in sacred symbol of that truest unity with

Him which we can only have in unity

with the whole race; less need, less mo

tive for a visible religious union and ex

pression, than is now contained in our

sympathy with the all-pervading wrongs

and misery of humanity, and in our glori

ous assurance Of the great day of Unity,

by whose light those wrongs now but be

gin to be appreciated.

Think whata faith is ours. We reject

the doctrine of the inherent depravity and

disharmony of the human passions. as im

pious atheism, not only libelliug but de

nying the good God; as an altogether

confused notion of life, which fails to ex

plain it and makes all consciousness a

night-mare, and Deity and Love and Or

der only a glimmering exception here and

there to the superior reign of “ chaos and

old night.” \Ve reverse all this and be

lieve the passions, or innate promptings

of all men, to be significant of harmony,

could we but read them;—predestined

elements of social harmony, or heaven, a

kingdom not of chaos, but Of God. We

lbelieve that unity of interests is all that

 

 

The money solis now needed to display the passions in

collected is to be disbursed, under the I their true character, and to enable them

to justify their pure and holy origin.

And we believe, we know, that unity of

interests is possible, and is reduced to the

simple problem of the Organization of

Labor; which problem has been solved, in

theory, to the satisfaction of a steadily

increasing multitude of earnest, candid,

and reflecting minds; and approximately

in practice, by innumerable, almost in

stinctive experiments which the age is

making in some of the minor forms of

partial Association.

A final practical demonstration, we are

persuaded, is not far distant: and who

cart estimate the sublime results? In

these familiar formulas of ours, the Or

ganization of Labor, Unity of Inter

ests, and Social Harmony, is there not

a depth of meaning greater than we can

realize in any bttt inspired moments!

Can the soul know a profounder, holier

emotion, than stirs it at the mention of

these words, and at the consciousness

that they stand not for mere speculations,

but for those sincere, integral, ineradica

ble convictions to which every sentiment

and faculty of our nature adds a voice'.l

Either we are not in earnest about these

things, or their contemplation floods the

soul with awe and rapture unsurpassed in

any record of believer‘s triumph; for

such thoughts should touch deeper depths

of spiritual experience than ever saint or

prophet sounded. “ An undevout Asso

ciatiunist is ma . He who would re

deem al] Christendom from its practical

blasphemy, its legalized wars, monopo

lies and slavery, whereby the many bleed,

or drudge, or starve, that the few may

prosper and believe themselves good

Christians; he who would make it Chris

tendom indeed, and help to construct an

order of society so much better titan civ

ilization as to be worthy and able to em

brace the wholc population of the globe;

he who would so reconcile conflicting in

terests and organize the daily labors and

affairs of life, that there should really be

some room and breathing-space for gener

ous feelings and pure aspirations, which

there is not now, — some possibility of car

rying into practice what the heart ap

proves and would forever cherish, but for

the anti-christian necessities imposed on

all of us by a false system of society—

must surely feel the weight of a religious

obligation resting upon him, must own a

deep responsibility to God for knowledge

and for faith so precious. He must go

earnestly, religiously to work. If he had

never seen a church, or heard the voice

of prayer and consecration in his life be

fore, the tendency of such thoughts and

aims as he now cherishes would be to

impart the rhythm ofa devout and earnest

joy to his whole consciousness and to his

tr
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every movement, and to render his whole

soul congenial with all things truly sacred.

And such, as we have said before, has

been the experience of those who in this

country have become deeply interested in

the Associative cause. They feel the

need of consecrating themselves to this

work, which to them is verily the great

work of God in this our age, by purify

ing and refreshing acts of worship, and

by the quickening reception of devout

and inspired words at stated times into

hearts too prone to temporary eoldness

and discouragement. As an evidence of

this, a short time since, we spoke of a

growing disposition on the part of our

Associative friends in Boston and its

neighborhood, to institute for themselves

some simple means of social religious

communion and instruction; and of the

fact that a movement has been set on foot

among them, to raise funds by subscrip

tion for the support of weekly Sabbath

meetings, with the hope that Mr. Chan

ning may be induced to lend the influence

of his eloquence and piety to the cement

ing of true bonds between them. Thus

far the effort seems encouraging. A be

ginning very probably will be made this

winter; a nucleus of friends and believ

ers in the unity of man, will unite them

selves, however small and feeble, trusting

that the truth will gradually strengthen

them in numbers, as well as in the will

and power for good. We gladly give

place to the following response to that

statement from a correspondent in New

York. But first we will take this occa

sion to correct a false impression which

has or may have been received from our

former imperfect statement. \Vhen we

suggested the name of the “Church of

Humanity ” for this simple fellowship of

friends and seekers after a more practica]

and unitary religion than now anywhere

unites men, we did not mean to be under

stood as presuming to say, that now and

here, in this very spot, and by these few

unworthy hands, there was to be a form

al laying of the corner-stone of the Uni

versal Church of all mankind. That is

too great a work for any individual wills,

and will be done in God‘s own time. To

that we look forward as the consumma

tion of the great regenerating process

now going on in society throughout the

globe. And meanwhile, by an instinct

ive impulse, for the self-preservation and

perfection of our own faith in this matter,

—-those of us who chance to live in one

particular neighborhood,— we would fain

institute a religious union among our

selves, which shall be to us and to all en

gaged in it, some faint foreshadowing

type of that true “ Church of Humanity,”

which shall express the relation of all

.the life and soul of reform.

‘sidedness, morbid feeling and profound

 

“ Nsw Yolnt, Nov. 22, 1846.

“ BROTHERS: With the greatest satis

faction I read in the Harbinger of the pro

jected organization of the “Church of

Humanity ” to he founded upon the doc

trine of the “ Brotherhood of Mankind.”

I cannot but see in this an indication of

the future rapid and prevailing progress;

ofthe cause of Association. Religion is

It gives

courage, power and persevering zeal.

Association was discovered by the pro

foundcst religious confidence in the good

ness and wisdom of God. Shall it not be

propagated under the inspiration of the

same sentiment? I

“ Such a church as you propose is sadly

needed at the present day. There are

thousands of deeply religious minds who

are completely dissatisfied with the mod

icum of food dealt out to them by their

spiritual instructors. Such views of God

and of his Government, of the nature and

destiny of man— the sameness, one- ,

ignorance respecting these subjects have

disgusted multitudes. The cry in the re

ligious tvorld is, Where shall we go‘.I

When shall we find our religious wants

satisfied without the violation of the con

victions of our understanding! \Vhen

shall take place the marriage of religion

and science? Itrust. that the time is at

hand.

“ May God grant wisdom and guidance

to the founders of the Church of Human

ity ! May it he the commencement of the

radical reform which is so much needed

in Church and State and Society! F.”

THE WAR—ITS POETRY AND ‘ITS

PIETY.

It is a common trick of guilty con

science, instead of manfolly rcpenting and

forsaking its own hellish works, toi

smooth them over with a little senti

mental poetry and piety. The authors

and abettors of this infernal war with

Mexico, (and the latter class includes very

nearly this whole people, if the press be

any indication,) seem to study, not how

they may most speedily end it, but only

how they may carry it on and .yet save

some semblance of humanity. And so

we have the papers filled with “ affecting

incidents” and with reports of religious

doings on board ships of war. There

are touching bits of poetry floating about

in the newspapers, investing the heroes

of this unprincipled business with a cer

tain romantic halo, and telling how our

“evening bugles play" at Monterey.

This is the most sickening thing about

it: it shows how irredeemably false and

dead the soul of virtue has become in this (

  

humanity to God, so soon as all are one'self-stylod free and Christian Republic,i

in every interest.
which certainly is no worse than the restl

of the world; how little the superior

humanity, religion, and intelligence of

the age can be relied upon for any

staunch resistance when the devil sum

mons to his standard for such an enter

prize as that in which this nation new

imbrues itself. All own the wickedness

of the thing, all exclaim against it; but

the fiction of Patriotism, Order, Loyalty,

is allowed to look their conscience down ;

they mutter puny indignation against the

President, call him King, Dictator, and

then tamer comply with his worst requi

sition; and the superior humanity, reli

gion, and intelligence comfort themselves

with “ affecting incidents.” Some of

them are really affecting, —if there were

any heart or conscience which could be

alTected, more than in the skin-deep, (Ii/el

tante way of poetry. lf there_were half

the virtue in this nation which it boasts

of, it would paralyze every nerve of the

president’s strength, it would let him

call in vain, it would show him that the

body politic is a machine too good to

move unless good springs are touched,

and leave him impotent and ridiculous in

his conspicuous solitude, that he should

be glad to dive down into obscurity as

fast as possible, cured of the ambition of

filling a post too great for him. But it

does no good to moralize; it is not so;

virtue is not of the stern stuff which it

pretends to be; it is content to let the

worst man rule and be the pivot of its

“Law and Order;” it tolerates the

loosing of war‘s hell-hounds, and writes

“ affecting incidents " about" our army; ”

it follows admirals and captains on to

blood and glory, and has its prayer-meet

ings in the holds of their war-ships.

For example, all the papers copy the

following paragraph. They whine a lit

tle sympathy about it; but frown upon

the recreant American who can be so

dead to Law and Patriotism as to suggest

quiet and conservative resistance to the

war, of which the whole course necessa

rily is of this complexion.

“ A MEXICAN \VomN—Hw noble

condurt and melanrlmly fare. A corres

pondent of the Louisville Courier, writing

frotn Munterey, under date of October 7th,

says—‘ \Vhile I was stationed with our

left wing in one of the forts, on the eve

ning of the let, I saw a Mexican wom

an busily engagcd in carrying bread and

water to the wounded men of both armies.

1 saw this ministering angel raise the

head of a wounded roan, give him water

and food, and then carefully bind up his

ghastly Wound with a handkerchief which

she took from her own head. After hav~

ing exhausted her supplies, she went

back to her house to get more bread and

water for others. As she was returning

on her mission of mercy, to comfort oth

er wounded persons, I heard the report of

a gun, and saw the poor innocent creature

fall dead! I think it was an accidental

shot that struck her. 1 would not be

willing to believe otherwise. It made
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me sick at heart, and turning front the I mentioned, plunge their country into war,

scene, I involuntarily raised my eyes'

towards heaven, and thought, great God !

and is this war? Passing the spot next

day, 1 saw her body still lying there, with l

the brand by her side, and the broken

gourd, with a. few drops of water still in

it—emblems of her erraml. We buried ,

her, and while we were digging her,

grave, cannon balls flow around us like

hatll’"

This is an example of the poetry of

the war. We add one of its piety: the

war department no doubt finds it profita

ble to invest a little in religion, and in

rum;—it is presumed that the sailors

fight the better, after suclt refreshing

seasons of divine grace:

“ RELIGIOUS IN'I‘lCLlJGFiYCE.

[Compiled for the Atlasl] ,

“ Senses IN ,\ Wan-Stun. lev. \Val-‘

ter Colton, Chaplain of the frigate (Ion

gress, writing from Monterey, (Califor

nia) says :—

" ‘ There is a deep interest among a

large section of our crew on the subject

of religion. It commenced two months

back, in my Bible class, and extended to

others. I now hold a prayer meeting

three evenings in the week, in a retired

and very convenient apartment of our

ship, and usually meet there about sixty

sailors—about thirty of them have lie-l

come hopefully pious. I invite them to

pray, and speak to the others, which they

do with great ferveiiey. Among the con‘

verts are some of the best seamen in our

ship. - Several of the officers have attend-,

ed—our meetian have no opposition

from any quarto-r. This is all the work

of the good Spirit, and l pray he may re

main among us. I am the only chaplain

out here, and officiate alternately on

hoard the Congress and the frigate Sa

vannah.’ ”

But seriously now, what do these

things indicate? Radical and all-per

vading duplicity and falscnessz' is our

answer. In the present order of society

(if such chaos can be called order) there

is nothing right. The disease is every

where. The worst sore may break out

at any point, and there is not health

enough in the whole system to prevent

it. The positions of persons, of the com

ponent units of society, towards the war

may be enumerated as follows:

First, there are those directly or indi

rectly interested in it : —Southern money

makers, who would extend the area of

slavery, (for this is a mom/c au Tabor/rs,

every thing is inverted, and when men

say “ area of freedom ” they mean

slavery) ; military men, who would turn

the world into a slaughter house, in order

that there may be an honorable sphere

for them, which there is not in peaceful

times when mm are esteemed more hono

rable than bluvrl-lmumls; and finally, am

bitious politicians who play a desperate

game for popularity, and having no hope

of commending themselves to the sohcr|

conscience and good judgment of their‘

race, court the votes of the classes above-i

 

enter into conspiracy to dcmoralizc socie

ty, and set the tone so low, that qualities

like theirs may have some chance for as

cendancy. And it appears that they have

the power to do it. Old Jupiter, or Brute

Force, is still king in this world, notwith

standing some talk about Christianity,

education, progress of civilization, &c.

Secondly, there are the weak, tame,

pusillanimous mass of society, friends of

morality and decency and comfortable

homes and money, who deplore a. busi

ness like this, but who do nal/ring to pre

vent it, happy if there come no draft.

upon their own purse or person. The

shrewd politicians well know they would

condemn it, and acquiesce in it. Have

they not a good conscience in the matter?

llave they not supported public schools

and churches, and all things that make

for peace, as above? Our respectable

“Peace Societies” belong under this

head.

Thirdly, there are our staunch reform

ers, men and Women who have grit as

well as conscience; Abolitionists, “ (Jon

science-\Vhigs,” and so forth. These

are the stern and brave denouncers and

exposcrs of the policy of the first class,

the independent whippch up of the tame

virtue of the second. These are doing

something; nobly struggling to set things

right. But things will not be riglited.

The war goes on; the nation sanctions

it. They are the sublimely, vainly

struggling GZdipus of the old Fate trag

edy. How grand ! how impotent !‘

The fact is, after all, that society as

now constructed is truer to itself in \Var,

than in any other manifestation. The

genius of the system seeks its ultimate

expression in war, in war of conquest

and slavery. The causes of this thing

lurk in the whole frame-work of our so

cial system. The disease is all-pervad

ing, and wars are but the eruptive fevers,

through which the system vainly labors

to eject the subtle poison. It is no pro

teruatural mystery, this, that public

virtue should be so tame, that religion

and humanity should so belie their pro

fession and divindle away to fruitless sen

tiiiietitalitics, practically acknowledging

.l'upitcr too strong for Christ. The fact is,

virtue, humanity, and Christian principles

want elbow-room and breathing‘spaco in

such a system of society as this. They

cannot do much. The present social

forms cannot contain the pure wine which

Christ infused into the ages. \Vherever

there is any of it truly cherished in a

faithful heart, its position is exceptional.

Society, as it now is, is based upon the

law of Antagonism, and not the law of

Love. Anarchical competition, and iso

lation of interests, have not wrought so

long, and left things to crystallize into the

 

 

beautiful, harmonious, practicable shapes,

which love and unity would have pro

duced. And now, as the natural and ne

cessary result, the sacrifice which the in

dividual is always called upon to make to

the whole, to the system, to existing

order, is a sacrifice to blind necessity,

there being now no order except the ac

cidental sediments and fixtures of this

old weltering chaos. 'These must be

unfixed, and an order substituted such as

the passions of men in their harmony, and

according to the divine intent, would have

produced. And the solution of that

problem is ASSOCIATION.

We do not despair of the world, though

all things now look rotten, and the old

lava-flood of barbarism seems breaking up

through the treacherous crust of our

smooth sunny civilization. Civilization

may be on its last legs; but humanity is

not. Civilization may rot itself away, or

explode itself away; but under the sur

face of all this (we know it by too many

beautiful and unmistakeable evidences)

the temple of a glorious order is growing

into being, and will soon reflect the

brightness of God's sun of love from its

myriad jewelled points, and thrill to the

music of the spheres through all its heav

en-pointing spires.

 

BnooK‘EKEKYSCHOOL.

THE course of study in this School comprises

tho various bfflni‘ltt s usually taught in the High

Schools and Academies of New England, with

articular attention to the modern European

unguach and literature.

Pupils of ditl'erent ages and of both sexes are

received. Young men are fitted for College, or

for commercial ursuits, or are instructed in

the higher branclies usually taught in the Uni

versity.

The School is under the immediate direction

of Mr. and Mrs. RIFLEY, assisted by experienced

teachers in the different departments.

For young children who are deprived of pa

rental care,and for older pupils who Wish to

pursue a thorough and exact course of study,

without the usual confinement of a large semi

nary, it is believed that this School affords ad

vantages that are rarely to be met with.

TERMS—Fort R DULLARS a week for board,

washing, fuel, lights, and instruction. Instruc

tion in Instrumental Music and use of the Piano,

'l‘wnrivr. DOLLARS a quarter.

Application may be made h mail to

GEO {GE RIPLEY.

Brook Farm, W'rst Rozbury, Mass.

October 17, 1816.
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Boston, by the Boom; FARM PHAI.ANX, every

Saturday morning. Utlice in New York, BUR

onss, STRINGl-ZR & Co., No. 8222 Broadway;

in Boston, ltmmiivo 6L Co., No. 8 State St.

'l‘miais.--'l‘wo Dollars a year, or One Dollar

for six months, myuble invariably in advance.

Ton copies for l-‘il‘lccn Dollars.

(‘oiiinuaica-i'mm and Rl-ZMI'I‘TANCES should

be addressed to the publishers in New York and

Boston. or to the “Editors of the Harbinger,”

Brook Farm, \Vest Roxbury. Mass.

If? Single 00)l88 for sale at the Harbinger

Oliltft‘s, No. 29.2 roadway, New York, and No.

8 State Street, Boston. Price, 6 1-4 cents.
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